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1

from woodlands are
are realized
realized in
in one of
of three
three ways:
ways:
Earnings from
by holding timber
timber as
as a capital asset
asset and periodically harvesting no
no more
more than
than the
the volvolby
ume growth since
since the
the previous
previous cut;
cut;
by accumulating volume growth and then harvesting both capital
capital and
and growth
growth (principle
(principle
and interest)
interest) at
at aa later
later date;
date;
practices to
to obtain
obtain immediimmediby expending labor or cash for reforestation and cultural practices
ate
ate increases
increases in growth rates,
rates, as
as well as
as higher returns when aa stand
stand is
is eventually
eventually
cut.

looks at
at it,
it, this is
is an investment
investment type
type of business.
business. The question
question of
of central
central
No matter how one looks
importance,
however, is
whether forestry is
importance, however,
is not
not whether
is an act
act of investing,
investing, nor whether woodland owners
think of
of themselves
themselves as
as investors;
investors; but,
but, rather,
rather, since investment
investment is
is involved,
involved, what does this
this
for those
those who advise
advise woodland
woodland owners
owners about
about forestry?
forestry?
imply for
The most important
important implication
implication is
is that
that forestry
forestry reconunendations
recommendations should be explained to
to
in terms
terms of
of profitability
profitability of
of management
management practices.
practices. Woodlands represent
represent invested
invested capital,
capital,
owners in
done to
to trees
trees or
or land
land thus
thus involves
involves management
management of
of capital.
capital. Consequences of
of managemanageand anything done
ment practices,
practices, therefore,
therefore, are
are most
most understandably
understandably and
and persuasively
persuasively explained'
explained in terms of earnearnings. What language
language speaks
speaks more clearly to
to most people than
than dollars and
and cents?
cents?

The simplest
simplest act
act of management--just accumulating growing stock--requires
stock--requires saving
saving and
and the
the
automatic
of dividends
growth), as
as shown in the
automatic reinvestment
reinvestment of
dividends (annual
(annual growth),
the accompanying table.
table.

Table 1.
1.
Table

Expected Volume,
Volume, Value,
Value, and Earning Rate per Acre for
for an Even-Aged Stand
Stand
of Douglas-fir
flnc,1q-fir on
on Site
of
Site Index 170
170

Additional capital held
Volume
Value
growth
growth
(4)
(4)
(5)

Growing stock
stock capital
capital
Crowing
Age
class

1

2

(1)
(1)

(2)

Value
(3)
(3)

Years

Board feet
feet

Dollars

Volume

2,600

39
39

40.
40..

11,900
11,900

238

50.
50....

27,400

685

60.

42,800

1,284
1 284

70.
70....

57,200

2,002
2 002

8Ô.
80.

70,000

2,800
2 800

30.
30....

.

.

Average
earning
rate

(6)

Dollars

Percent

9,300

199

19.9

15,500

447

11.1

15,400

599

6.5

14,400

718

4.6

12,800

798

3.4

Board feet
feet

McArdle, Richard
Richard E.,
E., Meyer,
Meyer, Walter
Walter H.,
H., and
and Bruce,
Bruce, Donald.
Donald. 1949.
From McArdle,
fir in
in the
the Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Tech.
Tech. Bul.
Bui. 201,
201, 74
74 pp.,
pp., illus.
illus.

of DouglasDouglasThe Yield of

22

Values are based on a stumpage rate per thousand board feet
by
feet of
of $15
$15 at
at age
age 30,
30, increasing
increasing by
$5
to $40 at age 80,
80, to
to reflect
reflect the
the effect
effect of
of age
age and
and size
size on
on value.
value.
$5 each
each decade to

1Dr.
Dr. Robert 0.
0. McMahon is Associate Professor
Professor of
of Forest
Forest Economics
Economics in
in the
the School
School of
of Forestry
Forestry at
at
also serves
serves as
as Forest
Oregon State University and also
Forest Products
Products Marketing
Marketing Specialist
Specialist with
with the
the CooperaCooperative Extension Service.
tive
Service. Prior to coming to
to Oregon State in 1966,
1966, he
he was
was Assistant
Assistant Professor
Professor of
of
Forest Management in
in the
the School
School of
of Forestry
Forestry at
at Yale
Yale University.
University.
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A consequence
consequence oof a decision to
to hold timber
timber without cutting for an additional 10
10 years
years is
the average
average earning
earning rate
rate (col.
(col. 6).
6). This earning rate decreases steadily,
steadily, because the
shown by the
per acre resulting from an increase in growing stock is not proporadditional periodic growth per
tional to
to the
the increase
increase in
in growing
growing stock
stock during
during each
each period.
period. The ratio of
of additional growth to
less than 11 to
to 1;
1; diminishing returns
returns result
additions to
to growingadditional growing stock is less
result as additions
Thus, the
held intact,
stock capital
capital accumulate.
accumulate. Thus,
the longer
longer a
a stand
stand is
is held
intact, the
the less
less profitable it
it
for an
an owner
owner to
to continue
continue holding
holding it.
it.
becomes for
Thinning, which
in forestry,
forestry, has
Thinning,
which is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most important
important capital
capital management
mangcment measures in
has
aa strong influence
influence on earning
earning rates.
rates. Harvesting 4,000 board
board feet
feet at
at age
age 40 from
from the
the stand
stand of
of
1, for
for example,
example", reduces total
total growing-stock capital but
Table 1,
but need not decrease growth during
if done correctly.
correctly. The same
same amount
amount of growth added
added to
to aa reduced
reduced amount
amount of
of growgrowthe next decade if
the earning
earning rate
rate from
from 11.1
11.1 to
to 14.0
14.0 percent.
percent. Harvesting inefficient
inefficient timber
timber
ing stock raises the
capital--trees producing at
at the
the lower
lower end
end of
of the
the range
range of
of individual
individual tree-growth rates
rates in aa
stand—improves efficiency
efficiency of
of remaining
remaining capital
capital by
by redistributing
redistributing value
value growth
growth to
to more
more eff
effistand--improves
iciently growing trees,
trees, thereby
thereby raising
raising the
the average
average earning
earning rate
rate of
of the
the stand.
stand. Moreover,
earnings
Moreover, earnings
on harvested capital
capital also
also may
improved by
thinning either
may be
be improved
by reinvesting
reinvesting stumpage
stumpage returns
returns from thinning
either in
in
the
the woodland
woodland enterprise
enterprise or
or in
in another
another alternative—a
alternative--a savings
savings account,
account, the
the stock
stock market,
market, governgovernment
or repayment of aa mortgage
mortgage or
or other
other debts,
debts, for
for example.
example.
nient savings
savings bonds,
bonds,.or
When recommending
as an investment
Whenrecommending forestry
forestry practices
practices to
to woodland
woodland owners,
owners, aa forester
forester acts
acts as
counselor,
suggesting how
counselor, suggesting
how clients
clients should
should use
use their
their capital
capital assets,
assets, their
their money,
money, or
or their
their time
time
labor. An investment
investment counselor's success inevitably is
is proportional
to his
to underproportional to
his ability to
underand labor.
stand clients'
clients' economic
economic circumstances
circumstances and
and objectives,
objectives, and
and to
to advise
advise how
how woodland
woodland management
management may
may
consistent with specific
specific circumstances and how it
it may help in achieving given objectives.
be made consistent
objectives.
Because
Because woodlands
woodlands can
can be
be managed
managed in
in aa variety
variety of
of ways,
ways, depending
depending on
on the
the intensity
intensity of
of the
the
level of management
management contemplated
contemplated (the
amounts of
of money
money or
or labor
labor to
to be
be invested),
invested), foresters
foresters can
can
(the amounts
by always
presenting several
several different
different management
management programs,
programs, each
each representing
representing
best serve
serve clients
clients by
always presenting
degree of
of intensity.
intensity. Each program
program should
should include
include aa description
description of physical and
a different degree
involved and
and a
a schedule
schedule showing
showing estimated
economic risks involved
estimated levels
levels and
and appropriate
appropriate timing
timing of
of all
all
costs of carrying
carrying out aa program,
program, as
as well
well as
as levels
levels and
and timing
timing of
of all
all returns.
returns. Costs and returns
statement of
the estimated
are summarized by a statement
of the
estimated earning
earning rate
rate on
on residual
residual or
or new
new capital
capital assets
assets
cash income
income from
from harvested
harvested timber
timber generated
generated by
by each
each program.
program. This suumiary
summary statement
and of net cash
provides an owner with a meaningful
meaningful basis
basis for
for deciding which
which program best
best meets
meets his
his circumstances
circumstances
nearly fulfills
fulfills his
his objectives.
objectives. A good illustration of the2application
the application of
of this
this investinvestand most nearly
ment approach
approach is
is given
given in
in the
the bulletin
bulletin by
by Barraclough
Barraclough and
and Gould
Gould (1).
(1).
Emphasis on earning rates
rates and
and net
net income
income as
as the
the basis
basis for
for analyzing
analyzing situations
situations of
of woodland
woodland
neither denies
denies nor ignores the important
important fact
fact that
that some
some owners
and hold
owners neither
owners acquire
acquire and
hold woodlands
woodlands
other than
than monetary
monetary purposes.
purposes. An investment
investment analysis,
analysis, however,
states the conconhowever, most
most clearly states
for other
sequences
sequences even of
of nonmonetary
nonmonetary woodland
woodland objectives,
objectives, because
because it
it is
is consistent
consistent with
with and
and understandunderstandreveals the
the fundamental
fundamental realities
realities of
of woodland
woodland ownership.
ownership. Whether an
an owner's
owner's problem,
problem, therethereably reveals
fore,
income, or
fore, is
is one
one of
of buying
buying woodland
woodland property
property for
for enjoyment or income,
or of
of undertaking
undertaking singly
singly or
or in
combination any
handbook, an investment
investment
any of the
the numerous
numerous management practices
practices described in this
this handbook,
approach is
is the
the clearest way to translate
translate management
into meaningful
for
management recommendations
recommendations into
meaningful terms
terms for
an owner.
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FINANCING AND
MD CREDIT
FINANCING
CREDIT
The logging
and manufacturing
manufacturing phases
phases of
of forestry
forestry typically
typically use
use the
the credit
credit facilities
facilities common
connn
The
logging and
to most
in this
this country,
and on essentially the same basis.
basis. Loans are
are obtainable
obtainable
to
most other
other businesses
businesses in
country, and
from
institutions, notably certain of the
the larger
larger
from banks
banks and
and from several
several other
other kinds
kinds of
of credit
credit institutions,
are available
available for
for securing
securing and
and repaying
repaying loans.
loans. On the
the
insurance companies. Numerous provisions are
other hand,
hand, the
the situation
situation is.
is. radically
radically different
different with
with regard
regard to
to financing the
the timber-growing
timber-growing
phases of
of the
the enterprise,
enterprise, and
and it
it is
is with
with this
this subject
subject that
that we are
most concerned.
concerned.
phases
are most
Because it would be
be futile to
attempt to
Because
to attempt
to cover all the varied needs for credit,
credit, this discusis limited to the raising of
of money to buy forest
forest property,
property, to
to borrowing (using
(using timber
timber and
and
sion is
timberlands as collateral),
collateral), and to the financing of needed forest
forest improvements.
improvements.
timberlands

to be used for
for acquisition
acquisition of forest
forest property may be obtained in
in several
several ways.
ways. The
Money to
large
large industrial
industrial owners
owners customarily finance major purchases by selling stock,
stock, by sale of mortgage
bonds, or by timber
timber mortgages. The first
first two of
of these means are closed to the smaller owner.
owner.
bonds,
The latter may or
or may not
not be
be available.
available.
The owner whose capital is limited,
limited, and who needs or wishes to
to finance aa timberland
timberland purchase,
may be able to
to do
do so
so through
through the
the former
former owner.
owner. An arrangement
arrangement commonly used is
is the
the real
real estate
estate
mortgage loan.
loan. The former
former owner passes title
title to the
the new owner after
after receiving aa down payment,
payment,
mortgage
and accepts
balance, which is
accepts a mortgage as
as security for
for the
the balance,
is paid according to some prearranged
A deed of trust
trust may be
be used
used for
for the
the same
same purpose.
purpose. Sales contracts also
also may
may be
be used,
used,
schedule.
especially where the down payment
payment tends
be low in proportion to the total
value. Title to
tends to
to be
total value.
to the
the
property
until the
full price,
price, plus
plus interest,
has been paid.
paid.
property is
is retained by the
the lender
lender until
the full
interest, has
Although typically
typically difficult,
difficult, it
it may
may be
be possible
possible to
to obtain
obtain aa loan
loan from
from aa local
local .bank
bank to
finance
purchase. Until 1953,
1953, the
the National Banks were prevented by law
law from accepting
finance a timber purchase.
such
real property as
as collateral for
for aa loan.
loan. In that
that year,
year, the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Act
Act
such unimproved
unimproved real
was amended to
permit them to
grant loans
of from 1
10 years
years duration on managed
managed forests,
forests,
was
to permit
to grant
loans of
1 to
to 10
using timber as
as security
security for
for loans
loans of
of up
up to
to 40
40 percent
percent of
of the
the market
market value.
value. The amendment
amendment was
'pening the door
door to
flexible forest
forest financing.
financing. However,
widely heralded as
as opening
to more flexible
However, there
there was no
appreciable shift
shift in
in the
the views
views and
and policies
policies of
of bankers
bankers relative
relative to
to what
what they
they logically
logically can
can accept
accept
appreciable
as
collateral, and as to
as collateral,
to the
the reputation and
and character
character of
of the
the borrower
borrower himself.
himself. The banker
banker is
is
hardly to blame--unimproved
blame—unimproved real
real property
property (including
(including timber)
timber) is
is not
not aa highly
highly liquid
liquid asset.
asset. If
it is
some distance from a road,
it
is some
road, or is
is immature,
immature, considerable
considerable additional
additional investment
investment in
in roads,
roads,
protection costs,
costs, etc.,
etc., may
may be
be needed
needed in
in order
order to
to recapture
recapture the
the amount
amount of
of the
the loan
loan if
if the
the owner
owner
protection
defaults in
in payment.
payment. Too,
T°OJ the elements
elements of
of time
time (in
(in the
the case
timber) and
and risk loom
loom large
case of
of young timber)
in the
the minds
of those who hold the
the purse
purse string.
string.
in
minds of
The Federal Land
has made
made perhaps
perhaps the
the most
most important
important contribution
contribution toward
toward
Land Bank
Bank of
of Spokane2
Spokanrhas
the smaller
smaller forest
bettering the credit position of
of the
forest landowners
landowners in this
this region
region in
in the
the past
past several
several
years. Under the
considered
the bank's
bank's policy,
policy, coniferous timber
timber 12
12 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and larger
larger may be considered
in
loans on
on forested
forested tracts
tracts in
in Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
Idaho, and
and Montana,
Montana,
in making
making appraisals for loans

provided:
1.
1.

The growing of
of timber
timber is
is well
well established
established on
on aa commercial
commercial basis
basis in
in the
the community.
community.

2.
2.

There are
are stable,
stable, competitive
competitive market
market outlets
outlets for
for stumpage.
stumpage.

3. There is
is ordinarily
ordinarily a satisfactory
satisfactory market
market for
for the
the property
property to
to farm
farm or
or timber
timber operators
operators
who understand the
the production,
production, care,
care, and
and marketing
marketing of
of timber.
timber.
1-Ray
Yoder is
is Professor
Professor in
ir.the
theSchool
SchoolofofForestry,
Forestry,Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University, where
where he
he teaches
teaches
-Ray A.A.Yoder
Forest Management and
and Industrial
Industrial Forestry.
Forestry. Before coming to
to Oregon
Oregon State
State in
in 1949,
1949, he
he was
was SuperSuperintendent of
Timber, Hollingsworth & Whitney Company,
Company, Mobile,
Mobile, Alabama.
Alabama.
intendent
of Lands
Lands and Timber,

2

2The
statement concerning
concerning timber
timber loans
loans made
made by
by the
the Federal
Federal land
land bank
bank was
was contributed
contributed in
in
The revised statement
July 1968
1968 by
by Louis
Louis C.
C. Chesnut,
Chesnut, Vice
Vice President
President of
of the
the Federal
Federal Land
Land Bank
Bank of
of Spokane,
Spokane, 214
214 N.
N. Wall
Wall
July
Street,
Spokane, Washington
Street, Spokane,
99201.
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4.

There is
is an
an appropriate
appropriate and
and satisfactory
satisfactory plan
plan of
of timber
timber management.
management.

5.
5.

is fre4dom
freedom from
from unusual disease and insect hazards,
risk, or
or
There is
hazards, excessive fire risk,
serious
serious titnber
timber depredations
depredations which
which may
may adversely
adversely affect
affect the
the condition
condition of
of the
the property
property and
of aa loan.
loan.
repayment of
first mortgage on the
the land
land and
and timber
timber is
is required.
required. The rate of
of interest is competitive
A first
is the
the same as
as that charged
charged by
by the
the bank
bank on
on its
its other
other farm
farm and
and ranch
ranch loans.
loans. The most
and is
most common
term is
loans may
is 20
20 years,
years, but
but where
where appropriate,
appropriate, loans
may be
be made
made for
for as
as few
few as
as 55 years
years and
and up
up to
to 40
40
Loans may.be
maybe paid
years. Loans
paid in
in full
full or
or in
in part
part at
at any
any time,
time, and
and there
there is
is no
no charge
charge for
for this
this repayrepayment privilege.
privilege.
ment
of the land bank.
bank. No
The appraisal
appraisal is
is made by an experienced graduate forester,
forester, an employee of
appraisal or
is required
appraisal
or cruise
cruise fee
fee is
required on applications
applications involving
involving 40
40 acres
acres or
or less
less of
of timber
timber in
in the
the
specified
diameter class,
class, provided
provided it
apparent that
that the
the major
major portion
portion of
of the
the loan value
value will
will
specified diameter
it is
is apparent
be based on other than
than the
the value
value of
of the
the standing
standing timber.
timber. In all other cases,
cases, a fee of
of 50 cents
required for
for the
the total
number of
of acres
acres shown
shown as
as being
being stocked
stocked with
with timber
timber in
the
per acre is
is required
total number
in the
specified (12
(12 inches
inches and
and larger)
larger) diameter
diameter class.
class.
Land bank loans may be made in amounts up to 65 percent of
of the appraised normal value of
the property to
to be mortgaged, plus
plus the
the amount
amount required
required for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of stock.
stock. The loans are
are
cooperatives known as
as Federal
Federal land
land bank associations.
made through
through local member-owned cooperatives
associations. Each
borrower, when his
is closed,
closed, becomes
and stockholder
stockholder in the
the Federal
land bank
borrower,
his loan is
becomes a member
member and
Federal land
bank
association by
by purchasing stock equal to
to 55 percent
percent of
of his
his loan.
loan. Upon retirement of the loan,
loan, the
stock also
also is
is retired.
retired.
Loans are based on normal values as
as determined
determined by
by appraisal
appraisal rather
rather than
than current
current values.
values.
"Current market"
market' and.
and"f
air market"
market" values
values will
will fluctuate
fluctuate as
as market
market conditions
conditions vary,
vary, while
while the
the
"Current
"fair
normal level
designed to
to reflect
reflect the
the level
level for
for which
which there
there is
is aa reasonable
reasonable expectancy
expectancy for
for the
the
normal
level is
is designed
term of years
years for which loans
loans are
are granted.
granted. Fire insurance
insurance on
on the
the timber
timber is
is not
not 'required
required as
as aa
the loan.
loan.
condition of the
The land
land bank has pioneered
pioneered better
better credit
credit service
service to
to farmers
farmers and
and ranchers
ranchers since
since 1917.
1917. In
1959,
1959, this
this service was extended
extended by
by adoption
adoption of
of the
the timber
timber loan
loan policy.
policy. Many loans
loans have since
been made where the needs of
of borrowers
borrowers could
could not
not otherwise
otherwise have
have been
been served.
served. Although a substanloans involve
involve properties
a timber
tial portion of
of the loans
properties having
having a
timber operation
operation associated
associated with
with the
the raisraising of
of livestock
livestock or
or the
the production
production of
of usual
usual farm
farm crops,
crops, tree
tree farms
farms and
and timberlands
timberlands meeting
meeting the
ing
he
basic standards
standards are
are acceptable
acceptable security
security for
for land
land bank
bank loans.
loans.

Some insurance companies have entered
entered the
the field
field of
of credit
credit for
for sustained
sustained yield
yield forestry
forestry enterenteramounts
in recent
recent years.
years. The costs of
of servicing the loans,
loans, coupled with the very large
large amounts
prises in
of money to
to be loaned,
loaned, typically
typically have
have restricted
restricted their
their activities
activities to
to the
the larger
larger ownerships,
ownerships,
The companies
companies typically require
those of
of the
the corporations.
corporations. The
require aa satisfactory
satisfactory management
management
especially those
plan,
plan, which actually
actually may be
be recited
recited in
in the
the mortgage
mortgage as
as aa convenant
convenant between
between the
the parties.
parties. The total
total
loan moneys
moneys advanced as forest credit
credit by
by these
these firms
firms far
far exceeds
exceeds those
those from
from any
any other
other source.
source.
connected with
with and
operated as
as aa part
part of
of going
going family
farming enterprises
enterprises have
have
Farm forests
forests connected
and operated
family farming
long been financed,
financed, especially by
by the
the country
country banks,
banks, as
as aa part
part of
of the
the regular
regular loan
loan business.
business.
However,
practices on the
the farm forests,
forests, coupled
coupled with
with
However, the typically poor status of protection and
and practices
the
banker's understandable
understandable lack
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge of
of forest
forest volumes,
volumes, growth
growth rates,
rates, and
and values,
values, usuusuthe banker's
ally have led to very conservative estimates
estimates of
of the
the worth
worth of
of such
such collateral.
collateral. Improvements in
in
protection and markets
markets in
of sounder
systems, have
have
in recent
recent years,
years, plus
plus development
development of
sounder appraisal
appraisal systems,
It can be expected
expected to
to improve
improve further
further in
in direct
direct proportion
proportion to
to improveimprovethe situation.
situation. It
bettered the
ments in
in the-state
the state of
of forest
forest practices.
practices.

Loans to
to finance forest
forest improvements,
improvements, such
Loans
such as
as planting,
planting, brush
brush control,
control, and
and fencing,
fencing, may
may be
be
It may
may seem
seem contradictory
contradictory that
that the
the opportunity
opportunity of
of securing
securing such
such aa loan
loan is
is in
in inverse
inverse
needed. It
proportion to the need for
for it.
it. The run-down derelict forest of
of weed trees,
trees, brush,
brush, and bare land
is most
in need
is
most in
need of
of rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, but
but least
least likely
likely to
to attract
attract aa lender
lender interested
interested in
in financing
financing
hand, the well-kept
well-kept forest,
forest, with a vigorous
vigorous growing
growing stock that
that
such an
an effort.
effort. On the other hand,
provides
provides aa high rate
rate of
of growth
growth of
of marketable
marketable forest
forest products
products at
at frequent
frequent intervals,
intervals, is
is almost
almost
of improvements,
to earning
earning a
of timber
timber can pay the cost
cost of
improvements, in addition to
self-financing. The sale of
surplus of income over expenditures.
expenditures.
su'plus
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Individuals
with money
money to
to invest
invest may
may provide
provide aa source
source of
of credit,
credit, and
and sometimes
sometimes upon
upon terms
terms
Individuals with
satisfactory to
to both
both parties.
parties. No generalizations
generalizations are
are possible, of
of course,
course, as
as to
to their
their
highly satisfactory
attitudes
toward forest
as loan collateral,
collateral, or
or the
the loan
loan conditions
conditions they
they would
would stipulate.
attitudes toward
forest property as
It must
must be
be concluded
concluded that
that no
no one
one answer
answer exists
exists to
to the
the problem
problem of
of raising
raising capital
capital to
to finance
finance
It
share of
of the capital
capital must
must come
come from the
the
the small
small forest enterprise. Obviously,
Obviously, a considerable
considerable share
the
pocket of
of the
the owner,
owner, even
even though
though he
he may
may be
be one
one of
of the
the few
few fortunates
fortunates in
in aa position
position to
to arrange
arrange aa
pocket
Provident attention to
bank loan.
loan. Provident
to the
the future
future by setting
setting aside
aside reserves
reserves from
from present
present forest
forest
is aa source
source of
of funds.
funds. If
If the land
land now supports aa merchantable
merchantable stand
stand which
which the
the owner
owner
income also is
plans to
harvest, his
his planning by all means should
plans
to harvest,
should include
include the
the setting
setting aside
aside of
of sufficient
sufficient funds
funds
to provide
provide for
to
for meeting expenses connected with growing the
the next
next crop,
crop, unless
unless he
he is
is prepared
prepared to
to
the costs in
in some
some other
other way.
meet the

INSURANCE
INSURANCE

Closely related
related to the subject
are reluctant to
to lend
lend money against
against
are insured,
insured, or insurable,
insurable, the
the risk
risk

is the one of insurance.
insurance. Bankers and
and other lenders
lenders
of credit is
collateral that
that carries
carries much
much risk
risk of
of loss.
loss. If such
such risks
risks
of loss
loss is
is considered
considered to
to be
be reduced.
reduced.

Insurance for
Insurance
for the logging and manufacturing phases of forestry
forestry is
is no
no different
different from
from insurinsurin general.
general. Our main concern,
concern, as in
in the
the case of finance
finance and
and credit,
credit, is
is with
with insuring
insuring the
the
ance in
crop, specifically
specifically against
against fire.
fire.
tree crop,
As is
is true
true of insurance
insurance for
for other purposes,
purposes, fire
fire insurance
insurance has
has the
the objective
objective of
of spreading
spreading
It should
not be
be construed as a wager between the
loss among
among policyholders.
policyholders. It
should not
the policythe risk of loss
However, as
holder and the insurance company,
company, nor as
as aa fire-prevention
fire-prevention or
or suppression
suppression device.
device. However,
as
will be
be shown
shown later,
later, aa realistic
realistic fire
fire insurance
insurance program
program has
has aa healthy
healthy effect
effect on
on both
both prevention
prevention
and suppression.
suppression.
Some forest
forest ownerships
ownerships are large enough and individual parcels so
Some
so widely scattered
scattered that
that the
the
part may
may burn over in aa given year,
is widely spread.
spread. Though a small
small part
year, the
the risk of
risk already is
In time,
all of
of it
it burning is
is very
very small.
small. In
time, such an owner can gain experience with his fire
fire losses
losses
all
sufficient to predict
predict the acreage which will probably burn over
over each
each year,
year, and
and the
the dollar
dollar value
value
sufficient
of
of the
the damage
damage caused.
caused. If
If such an
an owner sets
sets aside
aside an
an equal
equal amount
amount of
of money
money each
each year
year to
to cover
cover
such losses,
losses, rather
rather than buying insurance,
insurance, he is
is said to
to be aa self-insurer.
self-insurer. It is highly probprobable in
in his
his case
case that
that he
he will
will sustain
sustain aa small
small loss
loss each year,
year, but
but it
able
it is
is most unlikely that a
single large
large fire
fire will wipe
wipe him
him out.
out.
At the
the other extreme is
is the
the owner of
of one
one small
small parcel
parcel of
of forest
forest land.
land. Without forest
forest fire
fire
insurance he
he cannot
insurance
cannot share the
the risk
risk of
of loss.
loss. If the tract is
is well protected against
against fire,
fire, the
the
risk of loss
loss in
in any
any one
one year
year is
is low.
low. If a fire does occur,
occur, however,
however, the
the opportunity of losing
losing
the entire tree crop
high; such aa loss
crop is
is high;
loss might provide aa financial
financial crisis for
for the
the owner.
owner. Forest
Forest
good investment
investment for
for an
an owner
owner
fire insurance for a reasonable premium payment probably would be aa good
in this situation.
insurance, he and thousands of owners like
like himself spread
spread the
the
By purchasing insurance,
risk of
of loss
loss by pooling their collective premiums
premiums to pay the
the claims of the
the few
few who sustain
sustain loss.
loss.
The two
two cases
cases cited
cited are
are extremes,
extremes, of
of course.
course. The typical forest
forest owner is
is in
in aa position
position
somewhere in
in between.
between. Size of ownership alone,
alone, however,
however, should
should not
not be
be the
the only
only factor
factor used
used in
in
or not
not to
to insure
insure against
against fire.
fire.
deciding whether or

some cases,
cases, the
the need
need for
for forest
forest fire
In some
fire insurance is
is in inverse proportion to the value of
the stand.
stand. To illustrate,
illustrate, a 10-year-old plantation of Douglas-fir may be worth $50
$50 per acre,
acre,
but contain no
no trees
trees large
large enough
enough to
to sell
sell for
for timber.
timber. If a fire
fire sweeps
sweeps through
through such
such aa stand,
stand, its
its
value will be reduced
reduced to
to zero.
zero. In
100-year-old stand of
the same
same species
species may
In contrast,
contrast, a 100-year-old
of the
may have
have aa
stumpage value
value of
of $750
$750 per
per acre,
acre, based
based upon
uponits.
its. sawtimber
sawtimber volume.
volume. A ground
ground fire
fire burning
burning through
through
such a stand would kill a few trees outright and damage some others,
others, but typically
typically would not kill
the stand.
stand. Even if
if the fire were to
to crown and
and kill all
all the
the trees,
trees, they
they would not be reduced to
to
ashes.
ashes. The salvageable volume would be only a little
little less
less than
than the volume existing before the
fire.
Of course,
course, the
owner would be compelled to dispose of
Of
the owner
of the timber
timber before insects
insects and decay
reduced the value,
value, and thus
thus would be more or less
less at
at the mercy of current market conditions.
conditions. A
point to ponder is
is whether certain of the statistics regarding damage from forest fires have contributed to
to the
the rather
rather sorry
sorry status
status of
of forest
forest fire
fire insurance
insurance in
in the
the past.
past.
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of forest
The history of
forest fire
fire insurance in this
this country has been highly erratic.
erratic. Foresters
the insurance
insurance firms.
firms. One New England company
company
typically have been more interested in it than have the
was organized
organized in
in 1917
1917 for
for the
the specific
specific purpose
purpose of
of providing
providing such
such coverage,
coverage, but
but soon
soon abandoned
abandoned the
the
business in
in favor
favor of
of other
other interests.
interests. Over most of the
the years since
since this
this early beginning,
beginning, forest
forest
fire insurance has
has not
not been obtainable at all,
fire
all, or the premium rates
rates were prohibitively
prohibitively high.
high.
has been proposed that forest insurance
From time to
to time it
it has
insurance be provided by
by the
the Federal Crop
Crop
of the U.
U. S.
Insurance Corporation,
Corporation, an agency of
S. Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, as
as part of
of its
its national
national
agricultural crop
crop insurance
insurance program.
program. Thus far,
far, however,
however, the
the proposal has not
not been
been
all risk agricultural
adopted.

One southeastern
southeastern firm began selling
selling forest
forest fire
fire insurance
insurance coverage
coverage in
in 1955
1955 in
in the
the three
three
Coast states.
states. The policy provided for
for full
full coverage--in
coverage—in the
the event
event fire
fire killed
killed the
the stand,
stand,
Pacific Coast
the landowner
landowner was
was paid
paid off
off at
at the
the face
face value
value of
of the
the policy,
policy, upon which
which payment
payment the salvage values
the
remaining became the
the property
property of
of the
the insurance
insurance company.
company.
Although the
the firm had taken aa careful actuarial
actuarial look
look at
at the
the question
question of
of total
total fire
fire losses
losses
versus total timbered
timbered acres.,
acres., they
risk, but
but their
their cuscusthey were
were not
not experts
experts on
on the
the question
question of fire risk,
tomers were. Owners
Owners of high hazard areas
areas thus
thus bought insurance;
insurance; those
those with
with aa low
low hazard
hazard did
did not.
not.
torners
was a series
series of fire losses greatly out of proportion to
The result was
to the
the premiums
premiums paid
paid in.
in. Too,
the firm
firm did
did not
not have
have the
the know-how
know-how to
to turn salvageable
the
salvageable timber
timber into
into cash to offset some of the
the
result was
was a withdrawal
withdrawal of their insurance
The result
insurance activities
activities from
from this
this region.
region.
loss.

The only
forest fire insurance in the
the Pacific Northwest recently
recently was
only firm that
that has
has written
written forest
was tailored to
Farmers'
Ehumclaw, Washington.
to the
the
Farmers' Mutual
Mutual Insurance Company of Enumclaw,
Washington. Their program was
It also
also was
was designed
designed to
the tree farmer and other owners of forest
forest property.
property. It
to compensate
needs of the
for the actual loss
loss sustained;
sustained; for
for that
that reason,
reason, established
established stands
stands below
below merchantable
merchantable size
size
only for
Those of
of merchantable size were insured
were insurable
insurable for virtually their full
full value.
value. Those
insured for
for the
the
estimated amount of loss
loss in the event of fire,
fire, in
in other words on
on aa partial-value
partial-value basis.
basis. If the
stand burned,
burned, the owner was paid the
the amount
amount predetermined
predetermined at
at the
the time
time the
the stand
stand was
was insured,
insured, which
which
All salvageable values
values were
was estimated to be the value the owner would be unable to
to salvage.
salvage. All
thus
the owner.
owner.
thus the property of the
st important
important factor
factor in
in making
making this
this program
progrn feasible
the most
feasible was
was that
that it
it was
was worked
worked out
out
Probably the
in collaboration
collaboration with
with the
the insurance
insurance
by a firm of consulting
consulting foresters
foresters known
known as
as GREENACRES,
GREENACRES, INC.
INC?in
major extent
extent it
company. To a major
it was administered through this
this consulting firm.
firm. The resulting
was thus
program was
thus advantageous both to the landowners
landowners and
and the
the underwriters.
underwriters. Premium rates
rates were
low,
based upon a thorough appraisal of all
low, and were based
all the
the factors
factors which affect
affect the
the risk
risk of
of loss.
loss.
These included
included whether
whither the
the area
area was certified
certified as
as aa Tree
Tree Farm,
Farm, the
the slope,
slope, aspect,
aspect, prevailing
prevailing winds,
winds,
slash on the area or
areas adjoining,
adjoining, location of roads,
roads, the
the owner's
owner's past
past fire
fire record,
record, and
and so
so
or areas
forth.
The basic
basic policy
policy was
was originally written by Farmers'
Farmerst Mutual for
The
for amounts
amounts up to
to $25,000.
$25,000. The
success
success of the program in 1960 was such that
that it
it was expanded
expanded to
to provide
provide for
for writing single
single polipolicies of up to $250,000,
$250,000, by means of aa re-insurance treaty
treaty with other
other well-known
well-known underwriters.
underwriters.
In effect,
effect, the owner of a mature timber
timber stand
stand valued in
in the
the neighborhood
neighborhood of
of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 could
could
forfor
thethe
afliount
have protected
protected himself
himself by
by insuring,
insuring, not
not for
forthe
thefull
fullvalue
valueofofthe
thetimber,
timber,but
but
amount of
of
Thus, a policy for $250,000 would fill
loss which
which would
would probably
probably result
result if
if the stand were burned.
burned. Thus,
loss
the owner's
owrer's insurance
insurance needs
needs for
for a
much, and with the
the
a timber stand
stand worth four times
times as
as much,
the advantage
advantage
of aa greatly
greatly reduced
reduced premiuit.
premium.

It would
appear that
had
It
would appear
that the
the more
more objectionable
objectionable features
features of
of the
the earlier
earlier insurance
insurance programs
progris had
been overcome by
by this
this plan.
plan. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, although
although the
the program
program was subsidized
subsidized by
by both
both Greenacres
Greenacres
and Farmers'
Farmers' Mutual during its
its initial
initial 4-year phase,
phase, the
the cost
cost of
of selling
selling the
the program
program to
to tree
tree
Thus, in 1967
farmers exceeded
exceeded the
the premium
premium surplus.
surplus. Thus,
1967 the program was suspended.
suspended.
As of
of this
writing (1968),
As
this writing
(1968), therefore,
therefore, no standing timber insurance
insurance against the
the hazard of
fire is
is available to
to the owners of small
small woodlands in
in the
the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest.

3

3See
See "Forest Consultants,"
Consultants," page 377
377.
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Accounting
Records and
and Accounting
Ray A.
A. Yoder1
Yoder1
Ray

The
subject of
of records
is important
The subject
records and
and accounting
accounting is
important to
to the
the timber
timber grower
grower for
for two
two reasons.
reasons.
First,
kept in
First, both
both Federal
Federal and
and State
State tax
tax laws
laws require
require that
that adequate
adequate records
records be
be kept
in order
order to
to prepare
prepare
tax
it is
tax returns.
returns. Second,
Second, it
is totothe
theowner's
owner'sadvantage
advantage to
to maintain
maintain records
records and
and accounts
accounts in'
in order
order
to
his affairs
to handle
handle his
affairs in
ina abusiness-like
business-likeway.
way. With
With adequate
only
adequate records
records and
and accounts,
accounts, he not only
can prove
'can
provethe
thecorrectness
correctnessofofhis
histax
taxreturns;
returns; he
he also
also can
cananalyze
analyzehis
hiscosts,
costs, plan
planfor
for their
their
reduction,
decide where
wherehehecan
canputputhishiscapital
capitaltoto best
best use,
use, determine
therate
rate of
of return
his
reduction, decide
determine the
return on
on his
investment, and
and keep
keephimself
himselfproperly
properly informed
infortuedasastoto the
the progress
progress his
his busines8
investment,
business is
is making.
making.
Use
Professional Help
Help
Use of
of Professional
The
will
to develop
develop a
a
The average
averagetimber
timbergrower
growerprobably
probably
willnotnotwish
wishtototake
takethe
thetime
timeand
andeffort
effort to
suitable
for his
his property.
suitable accounting
accounting system
system for
property. Unless
Unless he
happens to
familiar with
with record-keeprecord-keephe happens
to be
be familiar
ing
time in
in developing
could well
well be
ing techniques,
techniques, he
he probably
probably would
would spend
spend too
too much
much time
developing aa system
system which
which could
be
unsuited
unsuited to
to his
his needs.
needs. Competent
available at
at reasonable
reasonable
Competentprofessional
professionalhelp
helpfor
forthis
this purpose
purposeisis available
co8t. The
entire job
•cost.
The entire
job can
can be
be turned
turned over
over 'to
to a
a professional
professional accountant,
accountant, or
or the
the accountant
accountant can
can
design the
design
the basic
basic record
record system,
system, which
which then
then can
can be
be used
used by
by the
the owner
owner for
for keeping
keeping his
his accounts.
accounts.
Accordingly,
the information
information which
whichfollows
followsisis based
based upon
uponthe
the premise
premisethat
that the
Accordingly, the
the forest
forestowner
owner has
has
had
of accounts
accounts and
and records
records designed
designedbybyaa certified
certified public
had such
such aa system
system of
public accountant.
accountant. The
The next
next
concern is
handling of
items in
in the
the accounts.
accounts.
concern
is with
with the
the handling
of individual
individual items
Costs
Capital Costs

Timber
theprice
price paid
paid for
Timber and
and land:
land: Though
Though the
for timberland
timberland is
isordinarily
ordinarilya lump
a lumpsum
sum covering
covering
the
the land,
land, the
the timber,
timber, and
and anything
anything else
else of
ofvalue
valueon
onthe
theproperty,
property,both
bothsound
soundaccounting
accounting and
and the
the
tax
tax laws
laws require
require the
the allocation
allocationof
ofcosts
costsamong
among the
the various
various assets
assets purchased.
purchased. Separate
accounts,
Separate accounts,
therefore, should
for each
each major
majorclassification.
classification. As
therefore,
should be
be maintained
maintained for
As long
the land
land remains
remains
long as
as the
unsold, the
the amount
thecost
costallocated
allocatedtotoitit can
neverbebededucted
deductedforfortax
taxpurposes;
purposes;i.e.,
i.e., it
it
unsold,
amount ofofthe
can never
is neither
is
neither depletable
depletable nor
nor depreciable.
depreciable. For
reason, the
the amount
amount in
the land
land acc$unt
account should'
should
For that
that reason,
in the
be
that can
be justified,
order
that
thethe
maximum
be kept
kept to
to the
the lowest
lowest reasonable
reasonable amount
amount that
can be
justified,inin
order
that
maximum allowallowance for
for timber
depletion can
can be
be realized.
realized. It
ance
timber depletion
It isisimportant
important to
to recognize
recognize that
that additional
additional costs
costs
incurred in
purchase also
also should
should be
be allocated
allocated to
incurred
in timberland
timberland purchase
to the
the timberland
timberland accounts;
accounts; this
thiswould
would
include such
suchitems
itemsasastimber
titubercruising,
cruising,attorney's
attorney's fees,
fees, cost
include
cost of
of the
the option
option for
for purchase,
purchase, etc.
etc.

Capital additions:
If the
for aa number
of years
years after
after
Capital
additions: If
thetimberlands
timberlands do
do not
not produce
produce income
income for
number of
purchase, the
the operator
operatormay
maycapitalize
capitalizesuch
suchcost
costitems
itemsasastaxes,
taxes,fire
fire protection,
protection, etc.
etc. This
purchase,
This is
done
by adding
addingthese
thesecosts
costs to
to the
His investment
is then
done by
the timber
timber cost.
cost. His
investment is
then recovered
recovered proportionately
proportionately
as the
as
the timber
timber is
is cut,
cut,bybymeans
means of
of an
an allowance
allowance for
for depletion.
depletion. As
option, he
hemay
may
As aa different
different option,
simply deduct
deduct these
these costs
costs from
simply
from other
other current
current income.
income.

There are
are certain
certain costs
must be
be capitalized.
capitalized.
There
costs incurred
incurred after
afterpurchase
purchase of
oftimberland
timberland which
which must
As
general rule,
has aa useful
useful life
As aa general
rule, any
any expenditure
expenditure which
which has
lifeofofmore
more than
thanone
one year
year must
must be
be so
so
includeplanting,
planting, direct
thinning, brush
handled.
handled. Examples
Examples include
direct seeding,
seeding, noncommercial
noncommercial thinning,
brush spraying,
spraying, and
and
cost of
depletion basis
basis is
actually spent
cost
of road
road construction.
construction. The
The depletion
is increased
increased by
by the
the amount
amount actually
spent for
for
this and
these
these purposes.
purposes. Fron
From this
and other
other information,
information, the
thedepletion
depletionallowance
allowance for
forone
onetax
taxyear
yearmay
may
notethat
that both
both dollar
dollar cost
feet are
computed. In
In the
the following
following example,
example, note
cost and
and board
board feet
are used:
used:
be computed.
Costs
Costs
M. Bd.
Bd. Ft.
Ft.
H.
Price
of
land
and
timber
..................
$11,000
Price of land and timber
$11,000
-Cost
of acquisition
acquisition (legal
(legal fees,
fees, forest
forest consultant,
etc.) .. 1,000
Cost of
consultant, etc.).
-$12,000
-$12,000
Less:

land value ..................... -2,000
land value

-2,000

Timber
at beginning
Timber at beginning
of year of year .................. $10,000
$10,000
of
plant
trees
.................
Plus: cost
cost of plant
trees
800
additional
timber
purchased ............. 2,000
additional timber
purchased
Growth
of timber
present year ............
Growth of timber
during during
present year

-Totals ............... $12,800
Totals

•

—
$12,800

1,500
1,500

--

600
200
M
2,300 H

1Besides
teaching Forest
Forest l4anagetnent
andIndustrial
IndustrialForestry
Forestry at
at Oregon
State since
^■Besides teaching
Management and
Oregon State
since 1949,
1949, Professor
Professor
Yoder has
operations.
Yoder
has devised
devised accounting
accountingsystems
systemsfor
forforestry
forestry operations.
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The unit
unit depletion rate can then be computed as
as follows:
follows:
rate = $12,800
$12,800 7 2,300 = $5.56.
$5.56.
Unit depletion rate
500 M
If 500
M Bd.
Bd. Ft.
Ft. are
are cut
Cut during
during the
the year,
year, the
the total
total allowable
allowable depletion
depletion is
is $5.56
$5.56 xx 500
500 ==
$2,780. As
As of
the next
of the beginning of
of the
next tax
tax year,
year, the
the timber
timber account
account is
ie then
then diminished
diminished
$2,780 and 500 M Bd.
Bd. Ft., and
and the
the depletion
depletion rate
rate is
is recomputed.
recomputed;
by $2,780
Income
The accounts must by law
law reflect
reflect the
the fact
fact that
that all
all taxable
taxable income
income must
must be
be reported.
reported. It
is
it is
advantageous to
know, however,
however, that different kinds of
advantageous
to know,
of income
income may
may receive
receive different
different tax
tax treattreatof forest
should be
be aware
aware that
that income
income from
from
ment, hence be taxed
taxed at
at different
different rates.
rates. Owners
Owners of
forest lands
lands should
ment,
sale or
or cutting of timber is accorded
accorded special
special treatment
treatment under
under Federal
Federal income
income tax
tax laws,
laws, and
and is
is
This is
rate of
of 25
25 percent
percent (See
(See page
page 295).
295).
This
is known as income from capital
taxable at a maximum
maximum rate
Income from wages,
wages, salaries,
gains. Income
salaries, fees,
fees, interest,
interest, etc.,
etc., is
is classified
classified as
as ordinary
ordinary income,
income, and
and
is
taxed at
rates, according to
to the
the total
total amount
amount of
of such
such income
income received.
received.
is taxed
at graduated rates,
the foregoing
foregoing in
in mind,
mind, it
it should
should be
be apparent
apparent that
that the
the operator's
operator's records
records should
should provide
provide
With the
for
as to its
its taxability,
taxability, and
and that
that documentary
documentary proof
proof of
of the
the nature
nature of
of
for classification of
of income as
retained. In order to see how the forest businese
business is
is doing,
doing, the
the records
records
income received be retained.
should
forest, or which project,
project, yielded the
the income
income being recorded.
recorded.
should specify which
which part
part of the forest,
A separate checking account for
for the
the forest
forest property
property may be
be desirable.
desirable. The cancelled checks
checks
provide excellent
If all
all forest
forest revenues
revenues are
excellent proof of the
the costs
costs incurred
incurred and
and of
of money
money spent.
spent. If
this one account,
account, the
the financial
financial record
record is
is fairly
fairly complete.
complete.
deposited to this
Costs
Labor costs:
costs: The owner of timberlands
timberlands operated
operated as
as part
part of
of aa farm
farm property
property probably
probably is
is
already
he must
must make social security (F.I.C.A.)
already aware
aware that
that he
(F.I.C.A.) tax deductions from agricultural
agricultural
workers if
if (1)
(1) they
they are
are paid $150.or
$150 or more in
in cash
cash wages during
during the
the calendar
calendar year,
year, or
or (2)
(2) they
they
perform agricultural
for the employer for 20 or more days during the calendar year and
and are
are
agricultural labor for
paid cash wages on an
an hourly
hourly or
or other
other time
time basis.
basis. Withholding
Withholding of
of income
income taxes
taxes from
from agricultural
agricultural
workers is
is not required of the
the employer.
employer.

The earnings
earnings record that is kept for
for each such worker should
should reflect the
the hours worked,
worked, by
by
individual
dates, the gross
wages, the amount of tax deducted,
individual dates,
gross wages,
deducted, and
and the net wages paid.
paid. The
employer is
employer
is required to
to file a tax report quarterly and at
at the end of the tax year.
year. Even though
does not
to be subject to
to the
the tax,
tax, the
the
the employee does
not receive enough wages or work enough days to
employer
this record to supply proof that the tax does not apply.
apply. Cancelled payemployer should maintain this
roll checks
roll
checks can be used as
as evidence of amounts
amounts actually paid.
paid.
Because of
of the
the foregoing requirements
requirements for
recordkeeping, it
Because
for recordkeeping,
it should require but little more
effort
notations of where the work was done,
effort on the part
part of the employer to add to it
it notations
done, and
and for
what purpose.
purpose. This should
should enable
enable the
the operator to
to compare his costs with the
the corresponding
corresponding
income from
from each
each phase
phase of
of his
his operation,
operation, and
and thus
thus determine
determine the
the profitability of
of operations.
operations. By
income
comparing time costs,
costs, he will also be able to rate the efficiency of operation as compared to a
one, either on hi8
his own lands
lands or those
those of a neighboring owner.
owner.
similar one,

The operator
operator also
also should bear in mind that
that his
his own labor,
labor, or that
that of non-paid minor children,
children,
is
labor costs,
for social
is not
not to
to be
be entered
entered in
in the
the record
record of
of labor
costs, either
either for
social security
security or
or other
other tax
tax purpurposes.
is that no actual expenses
expenses have been incurred
incurred in
in such instances.
instances. However,
it
The reason is
However, it
would be well for
for the owner to
to keep his own record of such
such activities,
activities, in
in order to
to determine
which activities
activities bring in
in the
the greatest return for
for the
the labor
labor expended.
expended. This
is especially useful
This is
in determining
as thinning
in
determining the
the hourly
hourly wage
wage received
received from such operations
operations as
thinning stands
stands for
for the
the producproducpoles, posts,
posts, or
or pulpwood.
pulpwood.
tion of poles,
Equipment costs:
costs: Rental of equipment
equipment for
for use in the woods
woods should be
be recorded as
as a cost
cost
it is
is used
that must
as
item during
during the
the tax
tax year,
year, unless
unless it
used for
for a project
project that
must be
be capitalized,
capitalized, such as
planting.

The cost
cost of the operator's
operator's equipment used in the tree-growing and harvesting enterprise
also is
is deductible for
for tax
tax purposes.
purposes. If
the equipment
equipment has aa useful life
life of
of more
more than
than one
one year,
year,
If the
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only the
the annual
annual depreciation
depreciation can
can be
be charged
charged off.
off. There are several
several methods of
of estimating
estimating annual
annual
depreciation. The easiest to
to compute
compute and
and the
the one
one' most
most often
often used
used is
is the
the straight-line
straight-line method.
method.
To compute the annual
depreciation, determine
determine the
the purchase
purchase price,
price, subtract
subtract the
the expected
expected trade-in
trade-in
To
annual depreciation,
of its
useful life,
then divide
divide the
the result
result by
by the
the number
number of
of years
years of
of expected
expected
value at
at the
the end
end of
its useful
life, then
useful life.
life. Two other methods of computation,
computation, illustrated
illustrated by
by example,
example, provide
provide for
for higher
higher depredepreciation charges during
during the
the early
early years
years of
of an
an asset's
asset's life.
life. Schedules
life
Schedules of
of estimated useful life
from several
several sources,
sources, including
including Agriculture
Agriculture Handbook
Handbook No.
No. 52,
52, which
which may
may be
be purpurare available from
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents,
Documents, U.
U. S.
S. Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
chased from the

20401.
20401
be advisable
advisable for
for the
the operator
operator to
to compute
compute his
his annual
annual depreciation
depreciationbybyeach
eachofofsevsevIt would be
eral different methods, to
the one
to find
find.the
one method
method most
most appropriate
appropriate to
to his
his needs.
needs. He must keep in
in
mind that
that once he makes thia
this choice,
choice, he
he must
must continue
continue using
using the
the method.
method. Unless he can prove
undue hardship,
hardship, the
the tax
tax authorities
authorities will
will not
not permit
permit aa change.
change.
of three
different methods
methods for
for computing
computing the
the annual
annual deduction
deduction for
for depreciation
depreciation
An example of
three different
shown here.
here. It
that is
is purchased this
this year
year for
for $10,000,
$10,000, and
and that
that is
is
It applies to a tractor that
is shown
to have
have aa trade-in
trade-in value
value of
of $1,000
$1,000 at
at the
the end
end of
of its
its useful
useful life
life 55 years
years from
from now.
now.
expected to

Method
Depreciation Method
Year

Straight-line
(1/5 of $9,000)
$9,000)
(1/5

11
2
2
33
4
55

$1,800
1,800
1,800
1,800
1,8001,800
1,800

Décl
ining-balance
Declining-balance
407,
40%
40
40%
40%
407
40%
407
40%

Sum-of-the-digits

of $10,000 = $4,000
of
6,000 = 2,400
3,600 == 1,440
of
of
1,160 =
464
278
of
■ 696 =

$9,000

5/15
4/15
3/15
2/15
1/15
1/15

x $9,000 = $3,000
$3,000
x 9,000 = 2,400
x 9,000 = 1,800
x 9,000 = 1,200
x
x 9,000 =
600

$8,582
$8,582

$9,000

Records
Special Records
Up to
to this
this point we have dealt
dealt with items
items of
of importance
importance in
in paying
paying the
the tax
tax bill,
bill, and
and in
in
striking aa dollar
dollar balance.
balance. In addition,
addition, there
there are
are records
records that
that should
should be
be kept
kept separate
separate from
from the
the
striking
Included should be
be adequate information on such items as
accounting system.
system. Included
as plantings,
plantings,
general accounting
seeding, improvement
improvement cuttings,
cuttings, salvage,
salvage, and
and others.
others. The purpose is
is to
to keep track
track of what
direct seeding,
has been done,
done, in
in order
order to
to appraise
appraise the
the worth
worth and
and feasibility
feasibility of
of similar
similar projects
projects in
in the
the future,
future,
and to
to serve
serve as
as aa basis
basis for
for planning.
planning.
For this
this purpose,
purpose, an
an adequate
adequate map
map is
is almost
almost indispensable.
indispensable. On it
it should
should be
be drawn
drawn the
the localocations
the various projects.
projects. It
It may be desirable to develop aa simple
simple coding
coding system
system that
that identiidentitions of the
the nature
nature of
of the
the project
project in
in question.
question.
fies the

the property
property is
is small,
small, perhaps
perhaps under
under 80
80 acres,
acres, there
there is
is little
little need
need for
for detailed
detailed record
record
If the
keeping as
as to
to the
the timber
timber itself,
itself, as
as most
most owners
owners who
who work
work such
such properties
properties would
would have
have no
no more
more need
need
such information
information than
than they
they would
would for
for aa floor
floor plan
plan of
of the
the home
home they
they have
have occupied
occupied for
for years.
years.
for such
For properties
properties of
of larger
larger size,
size, it
it would
would be
be advisable
advisable to
to obtain
obtain the
the services
services of
of aa qualified
qualified forfore sees
ester, who can
can design
design aa system
system of
of records
records if
if foe
sees the
the need
need for
for one.
one. He can do this
this as aa part
ester,
the general
general task
task of
of providing
providing professional
professional advice
advice and
and assistance.
assistance.
of the
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Social
Social Security
Security
Paul
F. Johnson1
Johnson
Paul F.
FOREST FARMS
Although the
the Social
Social Security program of the
the federal
federal government has
has been
been operating
operating for.
for
slightly more
more than
than 30
30 years,
years, it
slightly
it is
is little more than a decade since the
the program
program has been
been extended
extended
to
farmer. To insure taking advantage of their rights and
and to
to meet their
their obligations,
obligations,
to the forest farmer.
it
is important
important that forest
forest fartners
farmers understand
program. This
it is
understand the
the purposes
purposes and
and methods
methods of
of the program.
chapter will
will attempt
attempt to explain several
several of the
the most important
important provisions
provisions in
in the
the law
law that
that the
the
forest
to know about
about social
social security.
security.
forest farmer
farmer and
and other
other farm operators
operators need
need to
The first
first and most important
important provision
provision is
is that
that fartners--including
farTner8--including forest farmers--must
fanners—must pay
pay
farm
if they
$400 or more in a year.
year. Some
farm self-employment
self-employment tax
tax if
they have
have net
net earnings
earnings or
or profits
profits of
of $400
have the mistaken idea that this is an optional law,
law, but that
that is
is not true.
true. This is
is aa compulsory
provision, and
and it
it applies
applies to
to all
all fartners,
farmers, regardless of
of age.
age.
provision,
thing for a forest farmer,
farmer, either fullfull- or part-time,
part-time, to
to know
know is
is whether
whether
The next important thing
the
subject to bethe income
income from
from the
the sale
sale of
of timber
timber is
is classified
classified as
as aa capital
capital gain,
gain, or
or as
as income subject
ing
for social security
security purposes.
purposes.
ing reported
reported for

Table 1.
1.

Classification of Income From Timber Sales
(For Social
(For
Social Security Purposes)

Type of
of
Timber Operation

is Treated
Timber Income is
as
as Capital
Capital Gain

Timber operation
is
to
is incidental to
the
conduct of the

Not
Not net
net earnings
earnings from
self-employment.

Net earnings and
Net
classed as "farm"
income.

Timber operation
is aa separate
is
trade or business.
business.

Not
Not net
net earnings
earnings from
self-employment.
self-employment.

Net earnings,
Net
earnings, but
but
as
not classed as
'farm"
"farm" income.
income.

Timber operation
not
to
not incidental to
farming and
and not
not aa
trade
trade or business
by itself.
itself.

Not net earnings
Not
earnings.

Not net earnings.
earnings.

Timber Income is
is
Not Treated as
as
Capital Gain

farm.

Only "farm
"farm" earnings can be used in
in figuring
figuring gross
gross farm
farm income.
income. Income
the sale
sale of
of
Inc6me from the
timber is
timber
is farm income if the
the following
following three
three conditions
conditions exist:
exist:
(1) The timber
timber was grown on the
the
(1)
farm; (2)
the income
income from
from the
the timber
timber sales
sales is
is not
not treated
treated as
as aa capital
capital gain;
gain; and
and (3)
(3) the timber
farm;
(2) the
operation is
of the
so that
that farming
is incidental
incidental to or tied
tied in with the
the operation of
the farm so
farming and
and timber
timber
activities constitute one business.
activities
business.

When aa farmer
farmer receives substantial
substantial income
income from timber sales and has
has employees who are
assigned to
work only
only im
im timber
timber operations,
operations, generally
generally he
he has
has two
two businesses—a
businesses--a farm
farm and
and aa timber
timber
assigned
to work
business; in that
business;
that case,
case, income
income from
from the
the timber
timber operations
operations is
is not
not considered
considered to
to be
be farm
farm income.
income.

1Paul
F. Johnson
Johnson has
has been District Manager for
Paul F.
for the
the Social
Social Security
Security Administration
Administration in
in Portland,
Portland,
capacities in various
various offices
offices
Oregon since
since 1960.
1960. Prior to
to that
that time he served in administrative capacities
on the West Coast.
Coast. His career with Social
Social Security began in 1939 with the Headquarters
Headquarters Office
Office
D. C.
C.
in Washington, D.
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Table 2.
2.
Table

Sales
Treatment of Income From Timber Sales

Sale
Type of Sale

Standing timber
timber -- sold
sold
lump sum.
sum.
for a lump

How Treated

If in trade or business
business as a real
If
or timber
timber operator,
operator,
estate dealer or
it
it is
is ordinary
ordinary income or earnings
earnings
self-employment; otherwise,
otherwise, it
it
from self-employment;
is
gain.
is excluded as a capital gain.

timber -- sold
sold
Standing timber
basis
on aa "pay-as-cut" basis
(1) Owned
Owned 6 months
(1)
Ordinaryincome.
income. Include,
Include, if
if in
in aa
or
or le*8less ---------------- Ordinary
business; otherwise,
trade or business;
exclude it.
it.
exclude
(2)
(2) Owned over
6 monthsCapitalgain.
gain. Exclude this in
in deterdeter6
months - ---------- Capital
mining net
net earnings
earnings from
from self
self-employmining
-employment .
ment.
Cut by owner -(1) Owned 66 months
months
(1)

or lessless -----------Ordinary
income.
or
- Ordinary
income. If in trade
trade or
or
business
timber operator,
operator, it
it is
is
bu8iness as timber
included;
included; otherwise, exclude
exclude it.
it.
be found
found
(Generally individual will be
to be in
in aa trade
trade or
or business).
business).
(2)
(2) Owned
Owned more
more than
at beginbegin6 months at
-If election
election is
is made
made to
to treat
treat cutting
cutting
ning of
of taxable
taxable yearyear ----- If
as sale:
as
(a)
(a) The
The capital
capital gain is excluded.
Capital gain is difference
between fair market value at
at
beginning of
of year
year of
of cutting,
cutting,
and the cost or adjusted basis.
basis.
(b)
be earnearn(b) The
The ordinary income will be
ings
(if
ings from self-employment (if
in a trade or business).
business). The
income is difference
ordinary income
selling price and
and
between actual selling
fair market value used in
in (a)
(a) above.
above.
If no election is
is made,
the gain
gain or loss
loss
If
made, the
is
is ordinary
ordinary and
and will
will be
be included in
computing net earnings from
from self-employself-employment if
if in
in aa trade
trade or business.
business.
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FARNS
OTHER FARMS

Since 1955,
1955, farmers
security as
as self-employed
self-employed persons.
persons. If a
Since
farmers have been covered by social security
farmer has
has net
net earnings
earnings from
from self-employment
self-employment of
of $400 or more in any
farmer
any tax
tax year,
year, and
and receives
receives less
less
than $7,800 in wages,
pay aa self-employment
self-employment tax.
tax. He ordinarily must claim
claim all
all of
of his
his
wages, he must pay
allowable deductions,
deductions, including depreciation, in
in determining
determining net
net self-employment
self-employment earnings.
earnings.
Except for
options available to farmers under certain circumstances,
Except
for the
the options
circumstances, the
the net
net earnings
earnings of
of
farmers are computed in accordance with the
the same
same rules
rules as
as those
those applying
applying to
to other
other taxpayers.
taxpayers.
Some special
special considerations affect the computation
computation of farm
farm net
net earnings,
earnings, however.
however.

A person who
taxable year
year from
from aa trade
trade or
or
who has
has gross
gross farm income of $2,400 or less during aa taxable
business in
in which the major portion of the
the services
services would be agricultural
agricultural labor
labor if
if performed
performed by
by
employees, has the
the option
option of
of calculating
calculating his
his net
net earnings
earnings from
from farm
farmself-employment
self-employmentasaseither:.
either:.
(1)
his actual
actual net
net earnings
earnings from farm self-employment;
self-employment; or
or (2)
(1) his
(2) an amount equal to
to two-thirds
two-thirds his
income from
from farm
farm self-employment.
self-employment.
gross income
person whose gross farm income
income exceeds
exceeds $2,400
$2,400 during
during aa taxable
taxable year
year from
from aa trade
trade or
or busibusiA person
ness in
in which the major
labor if
if performed
performed by
by
ness
major portion of the services would be agricultural labor
employees, but
but whose
self-employment are less
less than
than $1,600,
$1,600, may,
may, at
at his
his
employees,
whose net
net earnings from farm self-employment
option, consider
his net
net earnings
earnings from farm self-employment to be either his actual
option,
consider his
actual net
net earnings
earnings
farm self-employment,
self-employment, or
or $1,600.
$1,600. Thus,
Thus, if his gross farm income
income was $2,100
$2,100 and
and his
his net
net
from farm
profit was
$600, he is
is permitted to report as his net earnings from
from farm
farm self-employment
self-employment
farm profit
was $600,
$600 or
or $1,200.
$1,200. Even if he operated at
at aa loss,
loss, he may choose to
to compute
compute his
his net
net earnings
earnings
either $600
his net
net earnings
earnings from farm self-employment exceeded
self-employment as
as $1,600.
$1,600. If
If his
from farm self-employment
$1,600, he has no
no option
option but
but to
to use
use actual
actual net
net earnings
earnings from
from fartn
farm self-employment.
$1,600,
self-employment.
This method
method may
may be
be used
used whether
whether the
is on
on aa cash or
or accrual
accrual basis,
basis, farming for himThis
the farmer
farmer is
self,
self, or in
in partnership.
partnership. However,
However, it
it can
can be
be used
used only
only for
for computing
computing social
social security
security self-employself-employment tax,
tax, and
and not
not for
for income
income tax
tax purposes.
purposes.
Of course,
course, net
net earnings
earnings from farming must
must be
be added
added too the net earnings
Of
earnings of
of any
any other
otherselfselfemploytnent
to determine
determine if
if the
the net
net is
is $400
$400 or
or more
more and
and therefore
therefore taxed
taxed for
for social
employment to
social security.
security.

If a farmer
farmer uses
it is
is not
to
If
uses the
the standard
standard method
method of
of figuring
figuring farm net
net earnings,
earnings, it
not necessary
necessary to
distinguish farm income from other business
business income.
income. Farm and
and nonf
nonfarm
arm income
income are
are combined
combined in
figuring total
total net
net earnings.
earnings. If
If a farmer uses the
the optional
optional method
method of
of figuring
figuring farm
farm net
net earnings,
earnings,
however, he
he must
must use
use only
only TTfa
"farm" earnings in
in figuring
figuring his
his gross
gross farm
farm income.
income. This is the
the only
situation
in which
situation in
which it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to classify
classify income
income from
from timber
timber sales
sales a.s
as farm
farm or
or nonfarm
nonfarm earnearnings.

FARM EMPLOYEES
Farmers are reminded
wages of
of most
most farm employees
employees must
must be
be reported
reported for
for social
social
Farmers
reminded that
that the
the cash wages
purposes if
security purposes
if the
the farm
farm worker
worker was
was employed
employed for
for 20
20 days
days or
or more
more in
in aa calendar
calendar year
year and
and
was paid
the hour,
hour, day,
day, week,
week, or
or other;
other; or,
or, if
if the
the employee was
paid on
on aa time
time basis--that
basis—that is,
is, 'by
by the
paid' $150
$150 in
in cash,
cash, regardless
regardless of
of the days
paid'
days of
of work.
work.

Employees engaged
engaged primarily in pulpwood or timber
timber production
treated as
Employees
production are
are not
not treated
as farm employemployees and any wages must be
ees
be reported.
reported. The social
social security
security tax for
1968 is
is 8.8
the
for 1968
8.8 percent
percent of
of the
wages--4.4 percent
percent deducted
deducted from
from the
the employee's
employee's wages
wages and
and 4.4
4.4 percent
percent paid
paid by
by the
the employer.
employer. This
applies to
to earnings up to
to $7,800
$7,800 in
in the
the year.
year. Increases
provided in
Increases in the tax rate are already provided
the social
the
social security law.
law. The following table indicates
indicates tax rates
rates for
for future years
through
years up through
1987. The present
present law does not provide
provide for
for any
any increases
increases after
after 1987.
1987.
of tax
tax rates
rates shown
shown on
on the
the table
table is
is designed
designed to
to meet
meet the
the future
future obligations
obligations of
of
The schedule
schedule of
the
the program and keep it
it on a self-supporting
self-supporting basis.
basis.
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Table 3.
3.
Calendar
Calendar Year

Schedule
Schedule of
of Tax Rates

Employee
Contribution

Employer
Contribution

Self-Employed
Contribution

Percent

Percent

Percent

1968
1968
...........

4.40
4.80
5.20
5.65
1976-79 ........... 5.70
1976-79
1980-86 .......... 5.80
1980-86
1987
1987and
andafter
after ...... 5.90

4.40
4.80
5.20
5.65
5.70
5.80
5.90

1969-70
..........
1969-70
1971-72
..........
1971-72
1973-75
1973-75. . ..........
.

6.40
6.90
7.50
7.65
7.70
7.80
7.90

WORK
WORK REQUIRED
REQUIRED TO
TO GET
GET BENEFITS
BENEFITS

survivor's, or disability insurance benefits payable,
payable, one must
In order to
to have
have old-age,
old-age, survivor's,
have worked under social security long enough to
to have become insured.
insured. How long one must
must work
depends
(or upon
depends upon his
his date
date of
of birth
birth (or
upon the
the date of
of his
his death or disability).
disability). However,
However, no one
become entitled
entitled to
to benefits
benefits with
with less
less than
than a year
year and a half
half of
of work under social
can become
social security,
security,
except
except for
for aafew
few people
people now
now over
over age
age 72.
72.
Table
to be
Table 44 shows
shows how
how much
much work
work is
is necessary
necessary under
under the
the law
law for
for benefits
benefits to
be paid
paid when reach^
reaching retirement
retirement age,
age,at
ing
at death,
death, or
or upon
upon becoming
becoming disabled.
disabled.

Table 4.

Amount
of Work
Work Necess
Necessary for
mount of
for Payme
Payment
nt of Benefits
need credit
credit
You will need
for no more than
than
this
this much work

If
If you
you reach 65
(62 if aa woman)
(62
or die

1 1/2 years
1
11 3/4

In 1957
1957 or earlier
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1975
1979
1983
1987
1991
1991 or later

22
22
22
22
33
33
33
33
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
99
10
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1/4
1/2
3/4
1/4
1/2
3/4

1/4
1/4
1/2
3/4
3/4

DISABILITY
DISABILITYPAYMENTS
PAYNTS
The social
provides farmers
farmers with
with an
an "ace
"ace in
in the
the hole"
hole" potentially
potentially worth
worth
social security
security law
law provides
thousands of
of dollars,
dollars, particularly
particularly to
thousands
to the relatively young farmer
farmer with aa young
young family.
family.

Regardless
age at
at the onset of disability,
disability, any
any worker who meets
meets disability
disability requirerequireRegardless of
of his
his age
the law
law can
can receive
receive cash
cash payments
payments monthly
monthly for
for himself
himself and
and dependent
dependent children.
children.
ments of the
Depending upon past earnings,
earnings, disabled
disabled farmers
farmers with
with three
three or
or more
more children
children will,
will, in
in future
future
of income
income over
over extended
extended periods
years,
able to
to receive as much as $434.40 monthly.
monthly. In terms'
terms^of
years, be able
disability, these
these benefits
benefits can
can mean
mean several
several thousands
thousands of
of dollars
dollars at
at aa time
time when
when family
family income
income
of disability,
is mostly reduced,
reduced, or has
has been
been stopped.
stopped.
is

To be eligible,
eligible, a disabled worker must have
have aa condition
condition so
so severe
severe that
that it
it prevents
prevents him
him from
from
engaging
gainful activity.
activity. This condition must be expected
expected to
to last
last at
at least
least
engaging in
in any
any substantial
substantial gainful
11 year. In
if disabled
31, he must have social
social security
security credits
credits for
for at
at
In addition,
addition, if
disabled after age 31,
However, if
least
10 years before he became disabled.
disabled. However,
if he became disleast 55 years
years of
of work
work out
out of
of the 10
abled between
between ages
ages 24
24 and
and 31,
31, he
he will
will need credits
credits for only half the
abled
the time
time between age
age 21
21 and
and the
the
time
disabled. If
24, he will need only l1% years of work
If he
he is
is disabled
disabled before age 24,
time he
he became disabled.
credits out
out of
of the 3-year period ending
ending when he
he became
became disabled.
disabled.
credits
For more information about
For
about disability benefits,
benefits, ask
ask the
the nearest
nearest social
social security
security office
office for
for
booklet OASI-29.
OASI-29.

BENEFIT ANOUNTS
AMOUNTS
amount of benefit payments
payments depends
depends on
on the
the farmer's
farmer's average
average yearly
yearly earnings
earnings for
for aa certain
certain
The amount
of years.
years. For most farmers,
farmers, the
the number
number is
is equal
equal to
to the
the number
number of
of years
years after
after 1955
1955 up
up to
to
number of
the
reaches 65
65 (62,
(62, if
if aa woman).
woman). The years for which earnings
earnings are
are averaged,
averaged,
the start
start of
of the year he reaches
however,
however, may be any years after 1950,
1950, including
including years after
after age
age 65
65 or age
age 62.
62.
If
If one
one wants
wants to
to know more
more about
about how social
social security
security benefits are figured,
figured, ask
ask the
the local
local
security office
office for
for leaflet
leaflet 855.
855. It
free.
It is free.
social security
A 13
13 percent
increase in social
social security benefits
February, 1968.
1968. The
percent increase
benefits was
was made effective February,
lowest benefits
benefits that
that most
$55 per month.
month. Retired workers
lowest
most workers over 65 will receive will be $55
who claim
claim their
their benefits
benefits between
between age
age 62
62 and
and 65
65 can
can receive
receive less
less than
than $55
$55 minimum.
minimum. Where there
there is
is
only one person getting benefits based on a social
social security account
account of aa worker who has
has died,
died,
. the minimum benefit to
to that
that person
person will
will be
be $55
$55 per
per month.
month. Under
the new
law, the
the minimum
minimum payable
payable
Under the
newlaw,
to two
two or more survivors
survivors of
of a deceased worker is $82.50 per month to
to the
the family.
family.
to
Some
Some examples
examples of
of types
types of
of benefits
benefits payable
payable and
and monthly benefit
benefit amounts are shown in
in Table 5.
5.

IF YOU WORK AFTER PAYMENTS START
IF
When you
you apply
apply for
for old-age
old-age or
or survivor's
survivor's insurance
insurance benefits
benefits, your
your social security office
office
explain to
to you how those
those earnings
earnings will affect
affect your benefit payment
payment and
and will
will tell
tell you
you when
will explain
and how to make reports
reports to
to the
the social
social security
security administration.
administration. The explanation that
that follows
follows is
is
intended to
you a general
under which benefits may be paid to people
to give you
general idea of the
the conditions
conditions under
are still
still working.
working.
who are
When you
you earn
earn $1,680
$1,680 or
or less
less in
in aa year,
year, you
you get
get all
all of
of your
your benefits.
benefits. If you earn more than
than
$1,680 in a year,
$1 of
of your benefits (cr
Ccr your family benefits)
benefits) may be withheld for each $2
$2 you
$1,680
year, $1
you
earn from $1,680
$1,680 to
to $2,880.
$2,880. For every $1
$1 you
you earn over $2,880,
$2,880, $1 in
in benefits
benefits may be withheld.
withheld.
Family benefits
benefits include all
all benefits
benefits payable to
to you and to any dependents receiving payments
payments
based on your social
social security
security record.
record.
Regardless of
of your
your total
total earnings
earnings for
year, benefits
benefits will
will be
be payable
payable for
any months
months in
Regardless
for a
a year,
for any
in
wages of
which you
you neither earn wages
of more than $140
$140 nor
nor perform substantial
substantial services
services in self-employself-employment. Benefits
for any
any month
in which
are 72
72 or
Benefits also
also will
will be
be payable
payable for
month in
which you
you are
or over.
over.
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The decision as to whether you are
are performing
performing substantial
substantial services
services in
in self-employment
self-employment
depends on the
the amount
amount of time
time you
you devote
devote to
to your
your business,
business, the
the kind
kind of
of services
services you
you perform,
perform, how
how
your services
services compare with the
the services
services performed
performed in
in past
past years,
years, and
and other
other circumstances
circumstances of
of your
your
particular case.
case. The earnings of a person who is
is receiving
receiving benefits
benefits as
as aa dependent
dependent or
or as
as aa sursurvivor affect
affect only his
and will not
not stop
stop payments
payments to
to other
other members
members of
of his
his family.
family.
his own benefits and

Table
Table 5.
5.
Average yearly earnings
after 19501
after
19501
Retired worker -- 65
65 or
or older]
older]
65 ]
Disabled worker -- under 65
Wife 65.
65 or older
older
Wife
Retired worker at
at 62
62
Wife at
at 62,
62, no child
Widow at
at 62
62 or
or older
older
Widow at
at 60.,
60, no
Widow
no child
Disabled widow at
at 50,
50, no child
under 65
65 and
and one
one child
child
Wife under
Widow under
under 62
62 and
and one child
child
Widow
under 62
62 and
and two
two children
children
Widow under
One child of
of retired
retired or
or
disabled worker
One surviving
surviving child
Maximum family
family payment

Fnrn1
Examples nF
of Mnnt-hlv
Monthly ('.sh
CashPayments
Payments
$899
or less
less

$1800

$3000

$4200

$5400

$6600

$7800

55.00
55.00
27.50
44.00
20.70
55.00
47.70
33.40
27.50
82.50
82.50

88.40
44.20
70.80
33.20
73.00
63.30
44.30
44.20
132.60
132.60

115.00
57.50
92.00
43.20
94.90
82.30
57.60
87.40
172.60
202.40

140.40
70.20
112.40
52.70

100.50
70.30
140.40
210.60
280.80

165.00
82.50
132.00
61.90
136.20
118.10
82.70
165.00
247.60
354.40

189.90
95.00
152.00
71.30
156.70
135.90
95.10
190.00
285.00
395.60

218.00
105.00
174.40
78.80
78.80
179.90
156.00
109.20
214.00
327.00
434.40

27.50
55.00
82.50

44.20
66.30
132.60

57.50
86.30
202.40

70.20
105.30
280.80

82.50
123.80
354.40

95.00
142.50
395.60

109.00
163.50
434.40

.115.90

Generally, average earnings
Generally,
earnings are figured
figured over the
the period from
from 1950
1950 until the
the worker
worker reaches
reaches
retirement age,
age, becomes
becomes disabled,
disabled, or
or dies.
dies. Up to
to five
five years
years of
of low
low earnings
earnings can
can be
be excluded.
excluded.
The maximum earnings creditable for social
social security
security are
are $3,600
$3,600 for
for 1951-1954;
1951-1954; $4,200
$4,200 for
for 195519551958;
1958; $4,800 for 1959-1965;
1959-1965; and $6,600
$6,600 for
for 1966-1967.
1966-1967. The maximum creditable in
in 1968
1968 is
is $7,800,
$7,800,
but average earnings cannot reach this
this amount
amount until later.
later. Because of this,
this, the benefits shown
shown
two columns on the
the right
right generally
generally will not
not be
be payable
payable until later.
later. When aa person
in the last two
is
is limited
limited to
to the
the largest
largest of
of
is entitled
entitled to
to more
more than one benefit,
benefit, the amount actually payable is
the benefits.

HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED
A broad program of health insurance
Medicare" for
insurance known popularly
popularly as
as "Medicare"
for people
people 65
65 or
or older
older
effective in
in July,
July, 1966.
1966. Two kinds of health insurance
insurance were provided:
provided:
became effective
Hospital insurance--to
1.
insurance—to help
help pay
pay the
the bills
bills when
when you
you are
are hospitalized.
hospitalized. The program also
also
I.
provides payment for
for skilled
skilled nursing care
care and
and other
other services
services in
in an
an extended
extended care
care facility
facility
after hospitalization,
hospitalization, and home health services.
after
services.

2. Medical insurance--to
insurance—to help
help you
you pay
pay for
for doctor's
doctor's services,
services, and
and for
for aa number
number of
of other
other
2.
medical items
items and
and services
services not
not covered
covered under
under the
the hospital
hospital insurance
insurance program.
program.

MORE INFORMATION
INFORMATION
IF YOU
YOU WANT
WMT MORE
For more
nre information
For
information about
about any
any of
of the
the changes
changes in
in the
the social
social security
security law,
law, get
get in
in touch
touch with
with
learest social
security district
district office.
office.
security
the nearest
soc
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Use of
of Soil
Forest
Land
Management
Use
SoilSurveys
Surveysinin
Forest
Land
Management
Walter M.
M. Fergerson1
Fergerson
J. Olson2
Olson2
Robert J.
INTRODUCTION
Information derived
derived from soil
soil surveys
surveys has been a useful tool
tool to
to agriculture
agriculture for
for many
many years.
years.
In.the
past 20 years
surveys have been extended to
to forested areas;
areas; first,
first, to
to woodlands adjacent
adjacent
In
the past
years surveys
'to
cultivated land
land and,
and, more
more recently,
recently, into
into the
the primary forest.
to cultivated
forest. Characteristics and
and qualities
qualities
of soil
soil important
important to
to agriculture also are important to
to forestry.
forestry. Survey techniques will differ,
differ,
however.
On forested land dense vegetation often masks the
the landscape,
landscape, and
and travel
travel across
across the
the terrain
terrain
may be
be difficult.
difficult. As a result,
result, the
the mapper makes particular
particular use
use of
of the
the stereoscope
stereoscope to
to define
define
may
and land
land form.
form. He travels roads and
and trails
trails that'expose
that expose soil
soil profiles.
profiles. He notes
topography and
changes
as clues
clues to
to soil
soil changes.
changes. By bringing together information gained from
from
changes in vegetation as
all
all of
of these techniques,
techniques, reliable
reliable surveys
surveys can
can be
be made.
made.

Soils usually are classified into a national system of series,
series, types,
types, and phases.
phases. Surveys
Soils
for agriculture usually are
are of
of high
high or
or medium
medium intensity.
intensity. On forest
forest land
land they
they are
are of
of medium
medium or
or
for
intensity.
low intensity.

INTERPRETATION OF
OF SOIL SURVEYS
Whether aa soil
soil survey
survey is
is for forest
forest lands,
lands, agricultural,
agricultural, or
or urban
urban use, it
it is
is of
of little
little value
value
must be accurately interpreted as to the prowithout interpretations.
interpretations. The forest
forest soil
soil survey must
ductivity,
interductivity, special
special management
management factors,
factors, or
or the
the problems
problems in
in use
use of
of each mapping
mapping unit.
unit. These interpretations may be
be as
as follows:
follows:
"*■
Productivity
Productivit

,

Productivity
is shown by its
its site
site index or
Productivity for
for each soil
soil is
or site quality class
class for
for the suitable
species. Average and
and range
range of
of site
site index
index is
is indicated
indicated for
for each
each soil.
soil. Regionally accepted site
curves
curves are
are used,
used, preferably
preferably those
those that
that also
also provide
provide information
information on
on yield
yield for
for each
each site
site class.
class.
Interpretations
Interpretations of
of productivity
productivity are
are based
based on
on measurements
measurements of
of site
site on
on each
each soil
soil or
or extrapolations
extrapolations
from similar
site data
data are
are not
not available.
available.
similar soils to others where site
Primary data for
for rating
rating site come
come from measurements
measurements taken in suitable stands
stands in areas
areas conconPrimary
will have variations
variations as
sidered modal
twdal for the particular soil.
sidered
soil. Any soil
soil will
as to texture,
texture, color,
color, and
variations within the soil
depth. These variations
soil series
series are called the range of
of characteristics.
characteristics. Modal
is
this range
range of
of characteristics.
characteristics. Trees selected
selected for
for measurement prepreis the
the central
central concept of this
ferably should be from 50 to
ferably
to 120
120 years old.
old. By using special
special tables,
tables, trees
trees as
as young as
as 30
30 years
of age may be used. In general,
general, the
the most
most reliable
reliable measurements
measurements are
are of
of trees
trees near
near the
the expected
expected
of
rotation age.
age.

Where site
site trees
trees are
are measured and the
the soil profile is
is identified and
and recorded,
recorded, other related
features such
features
such as
as elevation,
elevation, aspect,
aspect, position
position on
on slope,
slope, stand
stand composition,
composition, and
and plant
plant community
community
also are rated and
and recorded.
recorded. Special problems and hazards associated with the soil
soil that
that are
noted and rated are
are as
as follows:
follows:
Brush Encroachment
Encroachment and
and Plant
Plant Cotnpetition
Competition

kinds of
of plants
plants that
may occupy
occupy a soil
soil when
when openings
openings are
are made
made in
in the
the
A rating based on the
the kinds
that may
canopy, and
and the
the rapidity
rapidity with
with which
which they
they may
may be
be expected
expected to
to move
move in
in should
should assist
assist the
the manager
manager in
in
canopy,
1Before
his recent
recent retirement
retirement in
in 1968,
1968, Walter
Walter M.
N. Fergerson
Fergerson was Woodland Program Specialist
Before his
Specialist with
the
the Soil
Soil Conservation Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.

2

2Robert
Robert J.
J. Olson is
is State Woodland Conservationist
Conservationist for
for the
the Soil
Soil Conservation Service
Service in
in Washington State.
State. He has spent
spent considerable
considerable time
time in
in the
the past
past ten
ten years
years on
on developing
developing forest
forest interpreinterpretations
tations for
for soil surveys,
surveys, and for
for soil
soil survey
survey reports.
reports.
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planning the
the timing and choice of
of treatments
treatments to obtain regeneration and of other cultural
measures. The kind
plant community
stage of stand
stand
kind of
of plant
connunity expected on the soil at each successional stage
development and removal affects the
the rating and
and the
the choice of
of treatments
treatments and
and cultural
cultural practices.
practices.
Wlndthrow Hazard
Hazard
Windthrow
This
rating refers
refers to the ability of trees
trees growing on the
the soil
soil to
to withstand windthrow.
This rating
Generally,
Generally, trees growing on deep soils
soils have
have deep
deep roots
roots and
and withstand winds better
better than
than those
those on
on
shallow
shallow soils.
soils. Shallow rooting can result from
from shallow
shallow soil
soil depth,
depth, hardpans,
hardpans, and
and high
high waterwatertable. Rotation ages
ages may need to
to be reduced and
and cutting practices
practices modified on
on soils
soils with
with a
a high
high
windthrow hazard.
hazard.
Trafficability and Equipment Limitations
rating is
is influenced
Influenced mainly by
by clay
clay content
content of
of the
the soil,
soil, slope,
slope, stoniness,
stonlness, and
and wetness.
wetness.
This rating
Soils with aa high clay content become plastic and
and slippery
slippery when wet.
wet. Heavy equipment
equipment can
can cause
cause
deep rutting,
rutting, compaction of the soil,
soil, and
and damage to
to tree
tree roots.
roots. Obviously,
slopes have
Obviously, steep slopes
greater limitations than
than gentle
gentle slopes.
slopes. Stonlness
influences many
many operations
operations such
suchasasharvestharvestStoniness influences
ing, planting,
planting, and road building. Some soils are wet nearly all
ing,
all year long,
long, but others may drain
drain
rapidly following
following storm8.
storms.
out rapidly
Inferred th
in this
this ratitg
rating are problems with suitability of material for road fill and
and needed
needed
road ballast.
Erosion Hazard

areas, such
such as those
those resulting from
from
This rating relates to potential hazard on denuded areas,
fires,
fires, on skid trails,
trails; roadside
roadside cuts
cuts and
and fills,
fills, and
and landings.
landings. Special
Special treatment
treatment may
may be needed
on highly erodible soils
soils to
to prevent
prevent erosion
erosion and
and sedimentation.
sedimentation. This treatment
treatment may
may include
includeseedseedings of
of grass
grass or other revegetative measures. Water-management measures such
ings
such as
as diversions,
diversions,
and road
road crossbars
crossbars often
often are
are needed.
needed.
roadside drainage, and
Associated with erosion hazard
soil stability on cuts
cuts and
hazard are
are other
other problems
problems concerning soil
fills, and slip
slip and
and slump
slump problems
problems that
that can
can be
be related
related to
to soils.
soils.
fills,
Seedling Mortality Hazard
This rating refers to the
the capability of the soil
soil to provide optimum habitat for
for seedlings.
seedlings.
Some soils are
others are well supplied
are droughty;
droughty; others
supplied with
with moisture
moisture throughout
throughout the
the year.
year. SouthSouthslopes are
are hotter
hotter and
and dry
dry out
out faster
faster in
in the
the summer
suner than
facing slopes
than north-facing
north-facing slopes.
slopes. A high
watertable can
can sometimes
sometimes cause
cause mortality.
mortality. Although separately
separately rated,
rated, this
this rating combined
combined with
that
that of plant
plant competition generally reflects
reflects the regeneration problems usually encountered.
encountered.

Special Woodland Products
Products
Special products,
products, such as
huckleberry sprays
sprays and
and berries,
berries, salal
salal foliage,
foliage, sword-fern,
moss,
Special
as huckleberry
sword-fern, moss,
cascara, often can
can be
be correlated
correlated to
to specific
specific soils.
soils.
and cascara,

Other Interpretations
Special interpretations
Special
Interpretations can
can be developed.
developed. The rating for septic-tank-disposal
septic-tank-dlsposal fields would
be useful to
to the
the manager considering
considering campground
campground development.
development. Moisture-supplying
Moisture-supplying capacity,
capacity,
average temperatures,
temperatures, and total precipitation could be used by watershed planners.
planners. Cutbank
stability
materials for fills
stability and
and suitability of
of soil
soil materials
fills could be used by the engineer.
engineer.

In the pine area,
area, woodlands often produce forage for
for livestock
livestock and game.
game. Interpretations
and the
the availability of forage.
can be correlated between
between soils
soils and
and expected
expected plant
plant conununity
community and
forage.
Conclusions can be drawn
drawn as
as to
to the
the kind and
and amount
amount of
of forage
forage expected,
expected, as
as well as
as the
the type
type of
of
necessary to
to obtain
obtain optimum
optimum use and
and production.
production.
management neéessary
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USE OF THE INFORNATION
INFORMATION
Soil
annual yield.
yield. This
This is
is calcucalcuSoil surveys
surveys can
can be
be used
used for
for calculating potential sustained annual
lated from
from the
the acreage
acreage of
of each
each mapping
mapping unit
unit and
lated
and the
the rating of
of productivity (site
(site index
index or
or class)
class) ^
of timber types often may be
annual growth.
growth. Stand inventories
inventories of
be improved
improved when
when
in terms of mean annual
on the
the basis of
of soil
soil surveys.
surveys. This improvement
improvement is possible because of
of the
the likelihood
likelihood of
of
made on
sampling more uniform
uniform stands.
stands. One large
large company
company has found
found this
this to
to be
be so
so consistent
consistent that
that they
they
can vary the
the sampling intensity,
intensity, and thus
thus make substantial
substantial savings
savings in
in inventory
inventory costs.
costs. Knowledge
of
soils and
and soil
soil surveys
findings to
to general
general application.
application.
of soils
surveys can be a basis for extending research findings

SPECIAL AND STANDARD GROUPINGS
When aa number
number of
of mapping units
units are
are being
being considered
considered (such
(such as
as on
on larger
larger properties),
properties), groupgroupings of
soils with
qualities, and interpretations
interpretations may be
be needed
needed to
to make
ings
of soils
with similar
similar characteristics,
characteristics, qualities,
usable. These groupings are considered as special groupings or
or as
as woodland suitsuitthe data more usable.
ability groupings used in
in soil
soil survey
survey reports.
reports.

Special
Special Groupings
Special
Special groupings
groupings of
of soil mapping units often are made on single
single factors
factors and
and for
for special
special
These groupings may be by site quality
quality or by slope classes.
classes. They may be based on soil
factors
methods of
of regeneration,
regeneration, or
or on
on different
different size
size or
or species
species ofofplantplantfactors that require different methods
needed. Special
Special groupings
groupings of
of soil
soil mapping
mapping units
units might
might be for showing the favorable
ing stock needed.
season of operations. Where management of
of forage
forage is
is not adequately
adequately shown
shown otherwise,
otherwise, special
special
groups
type and amount
amount of
needed.
groups can be
be made
made to
to reflect
reflect the
the type
of forage and the kind of management needed.

uses.

Woodland Suitability Groups
Each woodland suitability grouping is distinct as
as to site quality,
quality, slope,
slope, and
and other managefactors such
such as
as seedling
seedling mortality,
competition, and
and erosion hazard.
hazard.
ment factors
mortality, brush competition,
The following
following illustation of
suitability grouping is
is from the Yamhill
County,
of a woodland suitability
Yamhill County,
Oregon Soil
Soil Survey Report.
Report. In this
this report,
report, 150
150 soil mapping units were organized into
into 14
14 groups.
groups.
The soils in
in each group have similar characteristics and interpretations.
interpretations.
County, Oregon)
Oregon)
Woodland Suitability
Suitability Group
Group 99 (Sample
(Sample from
from Yainhill
Yamhill County,
(Site Class
Class II,
II, moderate and
(Site
and steep
steep slopes,
slopes, good
good trafficability)
trafficability)

This woodland suitability group is in site class
II for
This
class II
for Douglas-fir on moderate and
and steep
Elevations are
are 300
300 to
to 3,000
3,000 feet.
feet. Annual
Annual precipitation ranges
ranges from
from 60
60 to
to 120
120 inches.
inches.
F., July 610
Average temperatures are:
are: January 380
38° F.,
61° F.,
F., and
and annual
annual 490
49° F.
F. The soils are deep
and well drained.
drained. They occur on alluvial
alluvial terraces
terraces and on basalt in
in the mountainous Coast
Coast Range.
Range.
Slopes are
are 0 to
to 30
30 percent.
percent. Erosion hazard
hazard is
is slight
slight to
to moderate.
moderate. Included mapping
mapping units
units are:
are:
slopes.

Alluvial land
land
Hembre silt
silt loam,
loam, 3
3 to 30 percent slopes
slopes
loam, 0 to 7 percent slopes
slopes
Knappa silty clay loam,
Olyic silt loam,
loam, 5 to 30 percent slopes
slopes

stands of Douglas-fir are generally present,
present, except
except Alluvial
is often in alder
Good stands
Alluvial land is
alder
and brush.
Bigleaf maple is
and
is common
common as
as is
is alder
alder on
on lower,
lower, moist
moist slopes.
slopes. Alder seeds
seeds in readily
on disturbed areas.
areas. Western hemlock
hemlock is
is generally
generally an understory and
and as mixtures with fir at
at
plants are
are vine
vine maple,
maple, sword-fern,
higher elevations.
elevations. linderstory
Understory plants
sword-fern, oxalis, salal,
salal, and
and red
red hucklehuckleberry.
Productivity is
is rated
rated site
site index
index 165
165 for
for Hembre
Hembre and
and 160
160 for
for Knappa
Knappa and
and Olyic.
Olyic.
indicate that
that above
above 2,000
2,000 feet,
feet, Hembre
Hembre is
is expected
expected to
to be
be 20
20 feet
feet lower
lower in
in index.
index.
Seedling mortality is slight.
Seedling
slight.
a favorable climatic
climatic zone.
zone.

Measurements

The soils
moisture-supplying capacity
capacity and
soils have
have a good moisture-supplying
and are
are in
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Plant competition is
moderate, but is
Plant
is moderate,
is severe at lower
lower elevations and on moist areas.
areas. Alder,
salmonberry, and vine maple are very aggressive
aggressive on these
these situations
situations and
and often
often prev?nt
prevent establishestablishsalmonberry,
ment of
of conifers.
conifers.

Natural regeneration is
is generally
generally good
good but
but may need
need to
to be
be supported
supported with
with site
site preparation,
preparation,
seeding,
seeding, and
and planting.
planting. Weeding
Weeding and
and thinning
thinning are
are needed
needed for
for good
good stand
stand development.
development. Prompt
regeneration is
is needed to avoid serious problems from
from plant competition.
competition.
limitations are
are slight.
slight. Trafficability
Trafficability is
is good
very wet
wet periods.
periods.
good except
except during
duringvery
Equipment limitations
There are few limitations to any
any kind of vehicle operation.
operation.
Roads and
will need crossbars
crossbars and seeding to prevent erosion.
Roads
and landings
landings will
erosion.

Sword-fern is
is abundant
abundant and
and is
is aa good
good source
source of
of greenery.
greenery.

NANAGETNT LEVELS
MANAGEMENT
LEVELS
As
As the demand for
for more wood fiber becomes
becomes evident,
evident, forest management is
is being intensified
intensified to
to \meet that
that demand.
demand. It
It is obvious that the same
same kind or degree (level)
(level) of
of management will
will not
not be
be
applied broadly over the
the whole
whole forest.
forest. Costs
Costs of
of management
management operations must be justified
justified in
in terms
terms
of expected favorable returns.
returns. Different combinations
combinations of
of soil
soil characteristics,
characteristics, productivity,
productivity, and
and
topography will
combinations or modifications of management operations to
to fit
fit
topography
will dictate different combinations
Undoubtedly, the most intensive
situation. Undoubtedly,
intensive management will be applied
applied where potential
potential proprothe situation.
ductivity is
is moderate or high,
characteristics impose
impose few hazards or limitations,
limitations, and
and topogtopoghigh, soil characteristics
is favorable.
favorable. Where other
other conditions
conditions prevail,
prevail, aa different
different and
and probably
probably lower
lower level
level of
of
raphy is
be needed.
needed. Some areas
areas may be either entirely unproductive or economically
management will be
unproductive.
unproductive.
Forest managers will want to
to know where on
on the
the forest
forest and
and how
how much of
of each
each area
area they
they have
have
that is
that
is suited to different kinds
kinds or
or levels
levels of
of management.
management. The soil
soil survey
survey should
should be useful for
for
stratification
stratification for
for this
this purpose.
purpose.
As explained previously,
As
previously, potential productivity can be correlated to soils and
and can
can be
by site
site class
class or
or site
site index.
index. However,
However, actual
actual yields attained
attained are
are influenced
influenced by
by the
the
expressed by
intensity
of management
management applied and may be below,
below, at,
or above
intensity of
at, or
above the potential.
potential. Sustained yield
thus can be
be refined.
refined. From the
the known area of
of each soil
soil and
and the
the yield from the
the kind of management
planned,
planned, aa more reliable
reliable prediction
prediction of
of yield can
can be made than
than would be
be possible
possible without
without the
the soil
soil
survey.

Levels of management have not been well defined in
in forestry
forestry except for
for the
the "normal"
"normal" forest.
forest.
For discussion
discussion they
they are
are grouped
grouped into
into three
three categories.
categories.
result from less
management, and
Unmanaged—Level A: Lack of
of complete stands
stands may result
less intensive management,
and
Unmanaged--Level_A:
than normal
normal yields
yields are
are expected.
expected.
less than

stands—Level B: Management is adequate to produce complete stands
stands to
to rotation age,
age,
Normal stands--Level_B:
is expected.
expected. Management might consist of seeding
seeding or planting
planting to
to obtain
obtain complete
complete
and normal yield is
stands, and
and weeding.
weeding.
stands,
weeding, thinning,
Intensive—Level
C: Complete stands
stands are
are expected.
expected. Necessary weeding,
thinning, intermediintermediIntensive--Level_C:
and fertilization
fertilization might
might be
be done.
done. As aa result,
result, yields should
should substantially
substantially exceed
ate cutting, and
from individual
individual practices,
practices, but few
few data
data are
are available
available
normal. Yield response has been observed from
for combination of practices or for
for the
the entire
entire management package.
package.
Soils
management, Level C,
Soils adapted to a high level of management,
C, have certain characteristics
characteristics and
and
are on
on slopes
slopes generally
generally less
less than
than 30
30 percent,
percent, with
with moderate to
to high
high production
production
qualities. They are
potentials, and
and moderate
moderate to
to few
few serious
serious limitations.
limitations.
Soils with slopes
slopes ranging
ranging from
from about
about 30
30 to
to 60
60 percent
percent are
are suited
suited to
to this
this high
highlevel
levelofofmanmanagement, but with some
some difficulty.
difficulty. As aa result,
result, yields may not
not exceed
exceed the
the normal
normal of
of Level
Level B.
B.
agement,
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These very steep slopes
slopes offer increasing difficulty and
and costs
costs for
for such
such applied
applied practices
practices as
as
thinning,
intermediate harvest
harvest cutting.
cutting. The increasing difficulty of tractor
tractor
thinning, pruning,
pruning, and intermediate
logging influences
influences the
the amount
amount of
of intermediate
intermediate harvest
harvest cutting on these
logging
these slopes.
slopes.
Extremely steep slopes,
slopes, above
above 60
60 percent,
percent, limit
limit most operations.
operations. Regeneration on these
these
slopes is
is limited
limited to
to natural
natural or
or artificial
artificial seeding and weeding by aerial
slopes
aerial application
application of
of chemichemi- •
cals. Thinning,
have aa high
high cost
cost with
with present
present
Thinning, pruning,
pruning, and intermediate harvest cutting will have
Harvest cutting
cutting is
isexpected
and machines. Harvest
expected to
to be
be done
done in
in blocks
blocks or
or areas
areas of at
at least
least
day methods and
one high-lead
high-lead cable
cable logging,
logging, setting.

suitability groups
groups of
of soils
soils are
are designed
designed for
for this
this purpose
purpose of
of stratification
stratification for
for
Woodland suitability
management.

VALIDITY AND DEPENDABILITY OF RATINGS
The ratings and descriptions are for the
the entire area
area of
of aa survey.
survey. Included within each
soil
of characteristics
characteristics that
soil are
are ranges
ranges of
that will result in
in some variability of productivity and
and
other
interpretations. The ratings
ratings or interpretations
interpretations are
are the
the average.
average. Because there are incluother interpretations.
sions of
of other
other soils
soils within
within each mapping unit,
unit, averages
sions
averages should be reliable for large
large areas,
areas, but
but
for an individual
tract of
of 40
40 acres,
acres, some variability could be expected.
for
individual tract
expected. The availability of a
soil survey
survey does
does not
not relieve
relieve the
the user
user of
of on-site
on-site examination of
soil
of each tract to determine how it
it
varies from
detect the
the presence
presence of
of nonconforming inclusions that
from the
the average,
average, and
and to,
to.detect
that might
might occur
occur
in the mapping unit.
unit.
places the
the mapping unit
across several
several plant communities.
communities. It may be desirable
In places
unit may occur across
to superimpose
superimpose plant
plant communities
communities on
on soils
soils maps
maps to
to further
further refine
refine interpretations.
to
interpretations. A striking
striking
this is
is in
in Klainath
Klamath County,
several plant
plant
example of this
County, Oregon
Oregon where
where the
the Woodcock
Woodcock soil
soil encompasses several
communities. Where the
the plant
plant community of
of ponderosa
ponderosa pine,
pine, fescue,
fescue, and
and bitterbrush
bitterbrush occurs,
occurs, site
site
index
is usually
usually about
about 70,
70, and
and seedling
seedling mortality
mortality hazard
hazard is
but where pine and white fir
index is
is severe;
severe; but
are mixed
mixed and
and with
with ceanothus
ceanothus understory,
understory, site
site is
is usually
usually 90,
90, and
moderate.
are
and seedling mortality is
is moderate.
case, however,
however, as
as soils usually do not span
span such
such aa wide variation of
of climate.
This is an extreme case,
ratings are
based on a limited number
number of
of plots.
Often the
the ratings
are based
plots.
refine ratings
ratings whenever
whenever possible.
possible.

The user should add data and

The inclusion of
of other
other soils
variability. If
The
soils also
also adds
adds to variability.
If the
the included soils
soils are
are similar
similar
in nature,
nature, this
this variability
variability may
may be
be low,
low, but,
but, if
if the
the inclusions
inclusions are
are very
very contrasting,
contrasting, such
such as
as
in
shallower or deeper soil areas,
Soils in forested land
areas, the variability will be high.
high. Soils
land usually
are mapped
mapped at
are
at a medium intensity.
intensity. This means that
that small
small areas
areas of inclusions
inclusions cannot
cannot elways
always be
located nor
nor shown on small-scale maps. Generally,
located
Generally, each map island (soil
(soil mapping unit) shown
shown
will include
include at
at least
least 10
10 to
to 15
15 acres.
acres. Very contrasting areas,
areas, however,
however, are often mapped down
to 55 acres in
to
in size.
size.
It is
users become involved in the
It
is recommended that
that soil
soil survey users
the survey while it
it is
is being
will be familiar with the
made. If they can do so,
so, they will
the information developed and its
its reliabilreliability and limitations.
limitations.

The forester can be involved
involved in
in several
several ways:
ways: By
assisting in
in gathering site
By assisting
site data for
for
developing interpretations;
interpretations; assisting
assisting with
with and
and attending
attending progress
progress reviews;
reviews; by
by testing
testing site
site data
data
developing
during progress of survey;
ownersurvey; and by helping financially to speed up the survey on individual
individual ownerships.
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INTRODUCTION
Each
should be,
keenly aware
efficient,economical
economical
Eachproperty
propertyowner
owneris,is, or
or should
be, keenly
awareofof the
the need
need for
for efficient,
This
chapter, will
review the patterns
patternsand
andphilosophy
philosophy in
inland
landmanagemanageThis chapter.
will review
ment, status
status of
of nonproductive
nonproductive forest
land today,
today, and
and economic
economic considerations
land
ment,
forest land
considerationsinin forest
forest land
rehabilitation.
rehabilitation. Current
Current reforestation
techniques are
and useful
useful supplesupplereforestation techniques
are presented
presented in
in detail,
detail, and
mentary
in tabular
tabularororappendix
appendix form.
form.
mentaryinformation
informationisis listed
listed in
-

management
his lands.
management ofofhis
lands.

Reforestation
Reforestation problem
problemevaluation
evaluationisis the
the theme
theme of
of this
this chapter.
chapter. Specific
Specific techniques
techniques currently
currently
being used
offered as
as answers
answers to
to many
many of
regeneration probprobbeing
used with
with considerable
considerable success
success are
are offered
of today's
today's regeneration
lems
lands.
lems on
on forest
forest lands.
Looking Back
Looking
Backat
at Forestry
Forestry

In the
In
the early
early 1900's,
1900's, Northwest
Northwest forests
forestsseemed
seemed inexhaustible.
inexhaustible. Timber
Timber was
waswealth,
wealth,but
but forest
forest
land management
wasconsidered
considered unessential
unessential by
land
management was
bymany
many landowners.
landowners. Cutting
Cutting timber
timber was
was far
farmore
more
profitable
than conserving
conserving trees
future. Through
Through the
of aa group
group of
of
profitable than
trees for
for the
the future.
thediligent
diligent efforts
efforts of
forest
landowners with
program of
forest conservation
conservation was
was born.
born. The
The
forest landowners
with considerable
considerable foresight,
foresight, aa program
of forest
"cut
out and
and get
get out"
out" philosophy
philosophy changed
changed to
program of
productivity. With
With
"cut out
to aa program
of perpetual
perpetual forest
foregt productivity,
the
the realization
realization of
of the
the true
truevalue
value of
offorest
forestlands,
lands,federal
federal
and
andstate
state
governments
governments set
set in
inmotion
motion
programs
lands. Large timber
timber companies
companies soon
soonbecame
became
programstotoinsure
insurereforestation
reforestation of
of cutover
cutover forest
forest lands.
active in
active
in similar
similarprograms.
programs. The
and economic
sound forest
land manageThe benefits
benefits and
economiceffects
effects of
of these sound
forest land
management
throughout the Northwest.
Northwest.
ment programs
programswere
weresoon
soonfelt
felt throughout
Nonproductive Forest
Forest Lands
Lands Today
Today
Nonproductive

becauseofof the
the past
past history
in forest
philosophy,there
thereisisaa real
real
Because
history and
and the
the change
change in
forest management
management philosophy,
"push"today
todayfor
for reforestation
reforestation of
forest lands.
"push"
of nonproductive
nonproductive forest
lands. Many
landowners now
now realManyforest
forest landowners
realize
ize the
the full
full value
value of
of this
this land.
land. Yet
timberland are
are nonnonYet even
even today
today many
manyacres
acresofof potential
potential timberland
stocked or
or understocked.
understocked. Much
in the
the private
private landowner's
landowner's "back
"back forty."
This
stocked
Muchofofthis
this land
land isis in
forty." This
situation
if the
the property
will realize
realize the
of the
situation can
can be
be overcome
overcome if
property owner
owner will
the importance
importance of
the potential
potential
value of
of his
his holdings.
holdings.
value
General Economics
Economics of
General
of Reforestation
Reforestation
Foresters
private, state,
state,and
andfederal
federalservice
servicehave
have pointed
pointed out
out repeatedly
repeatedly the
the necessity
necessity
Foresters in
in private,
for productive
for
productive forest
forest land
land in
in view
view of
of today's
today's land
land value
value concepts,
concepts, taxation
taxationschedules,
schedules, and
and
national
national timber
timberdemands.
demands. Forest
land must--and
must—and can--pay
can—pay its
itsown
own way
way if
ifmanaged
managed properly.
Forest land
properly. Productive
lands help
help stabilize
thethe
community.
ductive lands
stabilize the
theforest
forestindustry
industryinin
community. Wise
proWise land-use
land-use patterns
patterns pronte
moteeffective
effective use
use of
of forest
forest lands.
lands. General
timbercouBnunities
conmunities is
isimproved
improved because
because
General prosperity
prosperity inintimber
of
continuous timber
timber harvest
harvest on
on managed
managed forest
of continuous
forest lands.
lands.
Local, county,
county, and
and state
stategovernment
government services
are improved
improved through
and perpetual
perpetual
Local,
services are
through aa stable
stable and
Better
water resources
resources are
are an
an indirect
indirectresult
resultofof
managed forest
foreststands.
stands.Improved
Improved
Better water
managed
gameanimal
animalcrops
cropsare
areharvested
harvestedthrough
throughmultiple
multipleuse
useofofhealthy
healthyforest
forest lands.
game
lands. The
The recreational
recreational
benefit from
managedforest
forestlands
lands is
is aa continuing
benefit
from managed
continuing value.
value. All
these things
things are
are part
part of
of aa healthy
healthy
All these
economic
when timberland
is managed
managed properly.
A significant
part of
ofthis
thisproper
propertuanagemanageeconomicpicture
picture when
timberland is
properly. A
significant part
nient
ment involves
involves the
the prompt
prompt reforestation
reforestation ofofnonproducing
nonproducing or
or underproducing
underproducing lands.
lands.

timber
timber economy.
economy.

A
ReforestationProblems
Problems
A Look
Lookatat Reforestation

Today
trees and
forests have
to offer.
offer. Because
Today trees
and forests
have much
much to
Because of
ever increasing
increasing importance
importance of
of
of the
the ever
forest perpetuation,
perpetuation, some
some of
the aspects
aspects relating
relating to
tothe
theestablishment
establishmentof
ofnew
new forests
forestsshould
should be
be
forest
of the
reviewed.

1Charles
R.Butler
Butler is
is aa Forester
Charles R.
Forester IV
IV specializing
specializing in reforestation
reforestationwork
work with
with the
theState
StateofofWashingWashingDepartment of
Resources since
since 1956.
1956.
ton Department
of Natural Resources
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With some
of confidence
confidence it
it can
can be
be said
said that
that aa new
new forest
forest can
can be
be established
established on
on aa
some degree
degree of
made, however,
however, only after
denuded piece of forest land.
land. Such aa statement
statement can be made,
after aa complete
complete underunderstanding
these problems.
problems.
standing of
of the
the problems
problems and
and the
the tools
tools or
or methods
methods available for solving these

REGENERATION
NATURAL REGENERATION
Some
toward forest
forest rehabilitarehabilitaSome landowners
landowners feel
feel that
that when
when timber
timber is
is removed,
removed, no
no further steps toward
In effect
effect they
tion are necessary. In
they are saying that
that nature will provide aa new
new crop
crop of
of trees.
trees.
Basically this concept is
is sound.
sound. Credence is
is lent
lent to "natural regeneration"
regeneration" by
by the
the fact
fact that
that
there
stands of
in the
the Pacific
established by
by natural
natural
there are
are stands
of timber
timber in
Pacific Northwest
Northwest which certainly were established
isn't this technique used exclusively?
exclusively? A definition and
and discussion
discussion of
of this
this subject
subject
methods. Why isn't
light many of the factors
factors limiting
limiting successful
successful reforestation
reforestation resulting
resulting from
from natural
natural
will bring to light
seed fall.
Natural regeneration refers
refers to
Natural
to the process
process in which a forest is
is renewed
renewed by
by self-sown
self-sown seeds.
seeds.
this method depends
depends upon live,
live, vigorous seed from live
live trees,
trees, appreciation
appreciation of
of the
the importance
importance
As this
timber harvest
necessary.
of timber
harvest methods
methods and seed production is necessary.
Clearcut Harvest Methods

In aa clearcut
clearcut harvest operation,
operation, the
the most immediate
immediate source
source of seed
seed for
for regeneration
regeneration is
is
removed, namely
namely the
the trees
trees being
being logged.
logged. Therefore,
Therefore, the success of natural reforestation
reforestation on
on clearclearremoved,
several important
important factors:
factors:
cuts depends upon several

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
. 6.
6.

cutting unit.
unit.
Size of the cutting
Maximum
Maximum distance
distance to
to adjacent
adjacent seed
seed source.
source.
Amount of seed available in
in adjacent
adjacent stands.
stands.
Amount of mineral soil
soil exposed.
exposed.
Seed-eating animal populations.
Weather conditions during the
the growing season.
season.

The size of the area logged
logged should
should be
be kept
kept to
to 40
40 acres
acres or
or less.
less. This size unit has a better
chance for
for complete seed
seed coverage
coverage from
from adjacent
adjacent stands.
stands. Long,
Long, narrow strips,
strips, at
at right
right angles
angles to
to
the prevailing
prevailing wind,
wind, seem to restock more evenly
the
evenly and
and completely
completely than
than square
square units.
units. Clearcuts
should be made directly adjacent
adjacent to
to an
an adequate
adequate seed
seed source.
source. For best
results, the
the distance
best results,
from source
source to
to seedbed
seedbed should
should not
not exceed
exceed aa few
few hundred
hundred feet.
feet. The seed source should be a healthy
stand of
of good-quality timber that
stand
that is
is of
of seed-producing
seed-producing age.
age. The best
best results are obtained if the
is completely
completely surrounded
surrounded or
or at
at least
least bordered
bordered on
on two
two sides
sides by
by aa seed
seed source.
source.
clearcut is
Logging techniques have aa bearing on
on the
the success
success of
of natural
natural regeneration.
regeneration. If the clearcut
is
"cat" or rubber-tired tractor,
tractor, some
some mineral
mineral soil
soil will
will be
be exposed.
exposed. This
is logged by "cat"
This operation
might not produce a completely adequate mineral
mineral soil
however. Also,
soil seedbed,
seedbed, however.
of heavy
heavy
Also, areas of
clay soils
soils might become compacted by tractor logging,
logging, making seedling
seedling establishment
establishment difficult.
difficult.
Large accumulations
of logging
logging slash
slash should
should be
be scattered
scattered or
or burned
burned in
in order
order to
to provide
provide maximaxiLarge
accumulations of
mum
All forms
of logging,
disposal, and
and other
other cultural
cultural work
work should
mum mineral soil
soil seedbed.
seedbed. All
forms of
logging, slash disposal,
should
be completed
completed prior
prior to
to seed
seed fall.
fall. Understanding these
these features of timber harvesting in
in conjunction
with the
the following
following facts
facts about
about seed
seed production
production will
will enable
enable the
the landowner
landowner to
to use
use natural
natural regeneraregeneraeffectively.
tion more effectively.

seed crops
crops in
in most
most conifer
conifer stands
stands is
is somewhat
somewhat irregular.
irregular. Major timber
timber species
species
Periodicity of seed
produce seed
seed crops at intervals
intervals from
from 22 to
to 77 years
years apart.
apart. During a bumper-crop year,
year, sufficient
sufficient
to establish
establish aa new
new forest
forest on
on an
an adjacent
adjacent logged-over
logged-over area.
area. In some
some cases,
cases,
seed will be produced to
several light
light or moderate seed
seed crops
crops will
will accomplish
accomplish the
the same
same objective.
objective. The
The quality or quantity
of a particular crop cannot be
be determined
determined until
until the
the seed
seed is
is mature
mature and
and ready
ready for
for dissemination.
dissemination.
Most major
major timber
timber species
species produce
produce and
and distribute
distribute mature
mature seed
seed during
during late
late October
October through
through January.
January.
The forest
forest is
is the
the natural
natural home
home for
for many
many seed-eating
seed-eating animals.
animals. These small--often
small--often unseen--creatures
unseen—creatures
consume aa large
large volume of
of tree
tree seed
seed from
from the
the forest
forest floor.
floor. When seed does fall
fall on a clearcut
clearcut
an adjacent
adjacent timber stand,
from an
stand, the
the chances
chances for
for successful
successful germination
germination and
and growth
growth are
are reduced
reduced somesomewhat because of the
the seed
seed eaters.
eaters.
Natural
Natural regeneration,
regeneration, as
as applied
applied to
to clearcut
clearcut timber
timber stands,
stands, is
is aa tool
tool to
to be
be used
used only
only with
with
considerable forethought
forethought and
and careful
careful timing.
timing. .-Some
Some of
of the
the considerations
considerations may
may not
not be
be obvious
obvious but
should be mentioned at
should
at this
this time.
time. The new stand
stand of
timber will
lesser quality
of timber
will be
be of
of no
no greater
greater or
or lesser
quality
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than ihe
the parent seed
seed source.
source. Stand
is difficult
to
Stand ir.iprovement
iiprovement through
through seed
seed source
source selection
selection is
difficult to
accomplish with
with natural
natural regeneration.
regeneration. Using natural seed
seed fall
fall as
as aa factor
factor to
to determine
determine when
when
logging can start
start often
often is
is economically
economically impossible.
impossible. The landowner cannot afford
afford to
to wait for
for the
the
surrounding timber
timber stand
stand to
to produce
produce seed.
seed. If sufficient mineral
mineral soil.
soil seedbed
is not exposed
exposed durdurzeedhed is
ing logging,
conditions favorable for maximum seed germination and
logging, conditions
and seedling
seedling establishment
establishment may
may not
not
exist. If
If the
the seed-eating
seed-eating animal
animal population is
is high and seed crop is
is low,
low, there
there may not be
enough seed
seed fall
fall to
to feed
feed the animals and establish a timber
timber stand
stand in
in addition.
addition. If
If logging
logging is
is
not completed unti
not
until well after
after seed
seed fall,
fall, much
much of
of the
the seed
seed may be
be buried
buried or
or otherwise
otherwise destroyed.
destroyed.
New seeds
seeds or seedlings
seedlings may be destroyed
destroyed if
if slash
slash is
is burned
burned at
at the
the wrong
wrong time.
time.
The success
.success of natural regeneration on clearcuts is
is dependent
dependent upon
upon many variables.
variables. There is
is
little cash
cash investment
made, but
but the
chances for an immediate
investment made,
the chances
immediate establishment of aa new
new timber
timber stand
stand
are only
air.
only ffair.

Other Harvest Methods
Modifications of
of the
the clearcut
clearcut method
method offer
offer an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to us.e
use natural regeneration
regeneration to
to aa
greater advantage.
Shelterwood or
or selective
cuttings call for the periodic removal of select
advantage. Shelterwood
selective cuttings
select
individual trees
trees or groups
groups of
of trees
trees at
at one
one time.
time. In this
this way it is
is possible to
to take
take advantage
advantage
of several seed
seed crops
crops to
to regenerate
regenerate small
small cutover
cutover areas.
areas. With these
these cutting
cutting methods the
the same
same
confront the
but to a lesser degree.
problems still
still confront
the landowner,
landowner, but
degree. However,
However, the
the chances
chances of
of successsuccessful
by natyral
natiral seed fall
ful regeneration by
fall are better over the longer period
period of time
time offered by
by shelshelselective cutting
cutting systems.
systems.
terwood or selective
The seed-tree
seed-tree harvest system
system takes
takes full
full advantage
advantage of natural regeneration.
regeneration. Under this
this syssystem, single
single trees
trees or
or groups
groups of
of trees
trees having
having good
good form
form and
and of
of seed-bearing
seed-bearing age
age are left
tem,
left standing
in the
If these
these seed
seed trees
trees are
are of
of proper
proper quality
quality and are
are well
well distributed,
distributed, many
in
the cutting area.
area. If
of the potential benefits of natural
natural regeneration can be realized.
realized. Of course,
course, there
there is
is a cost
to leaving
They represent
represent an
an investment
leaving seed
seed trees.
trees. They
investment in
in securing natural
natural regeneration--which
regeneration—which may
or may not
not be
be effective.
effective. Quite often the seed
seed trees
trees are non-salvageable,
non-salvageable, in which case the
the market value of the
the seed
seed trees,
trees, if cut,
cut, might pay for seeding or planting the
the area.
area.
All attempts at
at natural
natural regeneration represent
represent a gamble with many variables and aa low
low capital investment.
investment. If the method is
is successful,
successful, the result
result will be a fully stocked or overstocked
juvenile timber
timber stand.
stand. There also are
are many degrees
degrees of
of success.
success. If enough time
time is
is allowed
allowed to
to
elapse (in
(in terms
terms of years),
years), aa satisfactory
satisfactory degree of success
success often will be obtained under natural
regeneration
regeneration conditions.
conditions. Modern forest management
this time lag as
as an unprofitable and
management views this
management. Nothing is
unnecessary consequence of improper
improper land
land management.
is gained or
o an acre of timberland
if the
if
the acre is not adequately
adequately restocked
restocked almost
almost immediately
immediately after
after logging.
logging. As aa matter of
of fact,
fact,
many acres of the Pacific Northwest soon will succumb to brush encroachment if
if left
left unstocked
with timber
timber species.
species. This condition stunts
stunts existing conifers and
and inhibits
inhibits establishment
establishment of
of new
new
conifer seedlings.
seedlings. Under such conditions it
it usually is
is neccessary to
to remove the
the brush and start
start
If natural
natural regeneration
regeneration is
is attempted
attempted and
and fails,
fails, brush encroachment
encroachment is
of the
over again.
again. If
is one of
ure serious--and
more
serious--and most
most costly--consequences
costly--consequences the
the landowner
landowner will
will face.
face.

ARTIFICIAL REFORESTATION
Artificial reforestation can be
be defined
defined as
Artificial
as an attempt
attempt by man to
to establish a new stand of
timber on
on nonstocked forest land.
timber
land. Note
that the
the definition emphasizes
the fact
fact that
that a new timber
Note that
emphasizes the
stand is
is to
to be started
started on
on land
land that
that previously
previously supported
supported aa forest.
forest. This
This expresses the essential
parts
of the "sustained yield"
parts of
yield" or perpetual
perpetual production concept of timber
timber on forest
forest land.
land. It
It is
is
worth mentioning at this point that
that the forest landowner is
is in
in a unique position.
position. He has the
tools at hand with which
which to
to renew
renew aa natural
natural resource.
resource. Timber is
is one of
the few natural
natural resources
of the
effectively replace
replace or
or renew.
renew.
that man can effectively

Methods
of Artificial
Methods of
Artificial Reforestation
The imediate
immediate reforesting
reforesting of
of nonproductive
nonproductive lands
lands can
can be
be accomplished
accomplished in
in two
two ways.
ways. The most
common method is
is to
to set
set out
out nursery-grown planting stock.
stock. For many years landowners
landowners have planted
planted
these tiny seedlings on denuded forest lands
lands to
to restock nonproducing acres.
acres. The second
second method is
is
direct
direct seeding or placing forest tree seeds
seeds directly on the
the soil
soil surface
surface of nonstocked forest
forest
acreage. Both methods are successful
successful and acceptable for the purpose of
of reforesting timber
timber land.
land.
However, certain factors must
must be
However,
be considered and understood before selecting the
the best method for
for
area.
a particular area.
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At this
point it
it is
pertinent to
At
this point
is pertinent
to suggest
suggest that
that a landowner should
should seek
seek the
the assistance
assistance of
of aa
perso~technically
qualified in
in the field of artificial reforestation. Such an advisory service
service
person
technically Qualified
is available
available through
through county,
county, state,
state, or
or federal
federal agencies
agencies that
is
that specialize in
in forestry
forestry problems.
problems.
Often private timber companies also will make useful technical
technical information
information available
available to
to the
the landlandElsewhere in
Services Available to
in this
this handbook
handbook is
is aa section
section on
on "Forestry.
"Forestry. Services
to Small
Small Woodland
Woodland
owner.
Owners" (See
fSee pages
298-300 for Oregon and 331-332
331-332 for
for Washington).
pages 298-300
Washington).
Owners'
The considerations
considerations preceding artificial reforestation have to
The
to do
do with
with site
site evaluation,
evaluation, site
site
preparation,
preparation, brush control,
control, animal
animal damage
damage problems,
problems, 'species
species selection,
selection, and
and other
other pertinent
pertinent points.
points.

Site
Site Evaluation
Probably the single most important
important step
step aa landowner
landowner must
must take
take before
before using
usingartificial
artificialreforreforestation techniques
techniques is
is to complete an accurate evaluation of the
the site.
site.
First, he must determine whether it
it is
is possible
possible to
to gain
gain access
access into
into the
the work
work area
area during
during the
the
First,
winter months.
months. Often some
some type
type of
of road
road maintenance or construction
construction will
will be
be necessary
necessary in
in preparapreparawinter
reforestation activity.
activity. The degree of slope,
slope, the
the aspect,
aspect, and
and the
the soil
soil type
type need
need to
to be
be
tion for reforestation
with regard
regard to
to winter
winter conditions.
conditions. Steep slopes at higher elevations often
studied and evaluated with
Such conditions
conditions make
make reforestation work impracare covered with snow
snow during
during part
part of
of the
the winter.
winter. Such
impossible. North-facing slopes often freeze up early in
in the
the winter and
and do
do not
not thaw
thaw
tical or impossible.
until spring.
spring. Frozen soil is
is not aa good planting
planting medium.
medium. Some of the flat lands are partly or
soil types
types present
present perplexing
perplexing
entirely under water during
during the
the winter.
winter. Many of the
the heavy,.clay
heavy, clay soil
problems
problems after prolonged winter
winter rains.
rains. Fresh logging on steep slopes may expose the
the soil
soil to
to
serious erosion if
if rainfall
rainfall is
is heavy
heavy or
or of
of long
long duration.
duration. Each of these possibilities must be
serious
considered before any artificial
artificial reforestation
reforestation work.
work. An oversight on the
the part of the
the landowner
landowner
could result
result in
in serious
serious operational
operational difficulties
difficulties as
as the
could
the reforestation work progresses.
progresses.
Past
Past land-use history may
may provide
provide important
important information.
information. The landowner should
should determine
whether the
the area
area in
in question
question has
has always
always been
been forest
forest land.
land. Even though
though aa cleared
cleared field
field may exist
exist
now, the area may once have been
now,
been forest
forest land.
land. The fire
fire history
history is
is also
also important.
important. Successive
have damaged
damaged the soil.
hard fires may,
may. have
soil. No fires
fires at
at all may result
result in
in aa build-up of hazardous
inflammable materials on
on the
the ground.
ground. Such hazards
threat to
to any
hazards would
would constitute
constitute a potential
potential threat
reforestation effort.
effort.
Old Fields
Fields

If
has an agricultural
history, some site preparation may be necessary.
If the
the area has
agricultural history,
necessary. The problems
of "old
"old field"
field" (abandoned
fields) reforestation work
work are
multiplied by
by the
the
lems of
(abandoned agricultural
agricultural fields)
are multiplied
vegetative competition
competition that
that usually
usually exists
exists on
on the
the soil.
soil. These grasses,
grasses, weeds,
weeds, and other herbaceous
ceous species
species present
present severe
severe competition for
for soil
soil moisture—the
moisture--the life
life blood
blood of
of newly
newly planted
planted seedseedlings.
During the summer months both the weeds and planted seedlings
seedlings need tremendous
tremendous quantities
quantities
of water. Most soils do not contain sufficient
sufficient water over the
the entire growing season
season to sustain
life for both weeds and
For this
reason, it
usually is
necessary to
to remove
remove heavy
heavy grass
grass
and trees.
trees. For
this reason,
it usually
is necessary
and
other potential
potential competing
competing vegetation
vgetation from
and other
from the
the proposed
proposed planting
planting area.
area. Removing heavy grass
also
also reduces
reduces the habitat for
for field
field mice
mice who
who often
often girdle
girdle and
and kill
kill seedlings.
seedlings. The degree and
and
the severity
severity of the competition,
competition, type of vegetation,
vegetation, soil
method of site preparation depend on the
condition,
condition, topography,
topography, and
and other
other related
related factors.
factors. Such recently
recently cropped
cropped areas
areas as
as corn
corn fields
fields or
or
wheat fields
may require
require only
only disking,
disking, but
but upland
upland pastures
pastures may
may require
require complete
complete summer
suner fallow
fields may
and chemical treatment.
old field,
field, some animal
animal
treatment. If
If there is a ground squirrel
squirrel population in'the
in the old
control
All the
possible situations
situations that
that the
the landowner
landowner might
might encounencouncontrol measures will be
be necessary.
necessary. All
the possible
ter cannot
cannot possibly
possibly be covered in
ter
in this
this presentation.
presentation. The best
to this
this phase of
site
best approach to
of site
is to
to contact
forester, county
county extension
evaluation is
contact a farm forester,
extension agent,
agent, or
or other
other technically
technically qualified
qualified
advice.
person for proper on-the-spot advice.
Site Preparation

Logged-over forest lands
Northwest generally
generally revert
revert to
to
lands and abandoned fields
fields in the Pacific Northwest
noncommercial brush species
species if
if not
not immediately
immediately reforested
reforested by
by natural
natural or
or artificial
artificial methods.
methods. The
brush encroachment--or invasion--is
invasion--is aa serious
serious problem
problem on
on cutover
cutover lands.
lands. Unless these
these areas are
seeded
seeded or
or planted
planted to
to desirable
desirable timber
timber species
species after
after clearing,
clearing, the
the more
more aggressive
aggressive pioneer
pioneer hardhardwoods probably will take
take over
over the
the land.
land. The potential
potential brush threat
threat usually exists
exists prior
prior to
to the
the
time the timber is
Small numbers
numbers of these plants grow in
time
is harvested.
harvested. Small
in association
association with
with the
the forest
forest
trees.
Noncommercial hardwoods and smaller
woody plants
plants are
are prolific
prolific seed
seed producers
producers and
and are
are
Noncommercial
smaller woody
capable of
of rapid growth from
capable
from seedling
seedling size
size through
through maturity.
maturity. Seed from brush species
species that
that falls
falls
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logged area will,
will, in
in aa very short
short time,
time, form
form aa sun-robbing
sun-robbing canopy
canopy and
and aa moistureon aa freshly logged
robbing soil mantle. This
stunts the growth of existing conifers and inhibits
This combination usually Stunts
the establishment of new conifers. The brush species referred to here cover a
the
a large
large range
range of
plants.
A few
are manzanita,
ceanothus, chinkapin,
chinkapin, and
and tan
tan oak of
of the
the drier
drier climates;
climates;
few examples
examples are
manzanita, ceanothus,
in the
wetter areas
areas are
are alder,
maple, willow,
willow, cherry,
the wetter
alder, vine maple,
cherry, salmonberry,
salmonberry, salal,
salal, Oregon grape,
grape, and
and
western hazel.
hazel.
Usually it
It is
is necessary to do
do some
some type
type of site
site preparation work if
if aa brush
brush problem
problem exists.
exists.
Two
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, namely mechanical
Two basic
basic methods
methods are
are used
used for brush control work in the Pacifiè
eradication and chemical control.
control. An understanding of the
the merits,
limitations, and
and cost
cost factors
factors
merits, limitations,
of
project.
of the methods
methods will
will be
be beneficial
beneficial to anyone contemplating a site preparation project.
Eradication of Brush
This term refers
refers to the physical removal
removal or rooting out of undesirable plants.
plants. A
of
This
A variety
variety of
tools are
are available for
work. - The type
tools
for this work.
type of tool used will depend largely
largely upon the
the economics
economics
and, to
to some
some degree,
degree, on the nature
nature of
of the eradication job.
of the situation and,
job. The
landowner may
may
The landowner
elect to
to use
largest bulldozer with the largest
largest
elect
use aa hand
hand axe
axe or
or brush hook,
hook, or
or he
he may hire
hire the
the largest
For more detailed information
information about brush control or removal,
removal, see
see the
the chapter
chapter on
on "Herbi"Herbiblade.
cides and the Tendiftg
pages 58-78.
58-78.
cides
Tendiag of Forests," pages
Animal Damage Problems

tree seed
seed and
and tree
tree seedlings
seedlings as
as part
part of
of their
their diet.
diet. Domestic
Domestic stock
stock
Some forest animals eat tree
will damage
damage forest
forest tree
tree seedlings
seedlings under
under certain
certain conditions.
conditions. It
is important to
to consider the
the
It is
potential
potential animal problem before reforesting
reforesting an
an area.
area. To understand the problem better,
better, some
some
about the habits
forest animals
"Wilddetailed information about
habits of
of the forest
animals can be found in the chapter on "Wildlife Damage and Control,"
Control," pages 214-224.
214-224.
life
The
a
The larger
larger herbivorous
herbivorous animals,
animals, such
such as
as rabbits,
rabbits, mountain
mountain beaver,
beaver, deer,
deer, and
and elk,
elk, have
have a
tendency to
to eat
eat small
small evergreen
evergreen tree
tree seedlings
seedlings during
during the
the winter
winter and
and early
early spring
spring months
months when
tendency
when
normal food supplies
supplies are
are depleted.
depleted. Often the damage is negligible and no serious
serious problem
problem results,
results,
animals can cause considerable
but occasionally concentrations
concentrations of one or more
more of
of these
these species
species of
of animals
harm to
to a new forest
forest plantation
plantation or
or seeding.
seeding. Currently
Currently studies
studies are
are under
under way
way to
to discover
discover adequate
adequate
animal
animal damage
damage control
control methods,
methods, but
but today
today there
there are
are only
only aa few
few techniques
techniques available,
available, and
and they
they do
do
not offer very complete protection
protection for
for forest
forest plantations.
plantations. The seedling
seedling treatment
treatment currently
currently used
is an
an animal-repellent material applied
is
applied to
to the
the leaf
leaf surface
surface and
and stem
stem of
of the
the plant.
plant. This
This only
only
protects the plant until new
new leader
leader growth
growth develops.
develops.
Domestic stock,
stock, mainly cattle,
cattle, can cause damage to
to seedlings by trampling,
trampling, especially when
the animals
animals are
are concentrated in
the
in areas
areas of
of small
small seedlings.
seedlings. This damage can be eliminated by
restricting cows from
from aa new
new plantation
plantation for
for at
at least
least S5 years.
years. The
The future
future may
may hold
hold the
the key
key to
to anianimal damage
damage control,
control, but
but today
today we
we must
must live
live with
with the
the problem.
problem. A partial
partial solution can be
be achieved
be planting
planting large
stock (trees
(trees at
tall) in areas
areas of
animal concenlarge transplant
transplant stock
at least
least 33 feet
feet tall)
of heavy
heavy animal
concentrations. The landowner
landowner should
should know that
that he may sustain
sustain some degree of loss
loss in
in reforestation
investment as
investment
as a result of damage
damage by
by forest
forest animals.
animals. Cattle damage
damage should
should not
not be
be allowed
allowed to
to occur.
occur.

CHOOSING AA TREE
CIIOOSINC
TREE AND
AND A CROP
After the
has thoroughly
evaluated the
After
the forest
forest landowner
landowner has
thoroughly evaluated
the site,
site, determined whether site prepreparation is
necessary, considered the brush problem,
is necessary,
problem, and studied the possibilities of animal damage, he
he must
must make
make some
some decisions
decisions about
about the
the species
species and
and the
the size
size of
of seedlings
seedlings to
to be
be planted.
planted. It
age,
is
It is
important to
to determine which species
important
species of
of forest
forest trees
trees originally
originally grew
grew on
on the
the area.
area. Nature
Nature has
has aa
of selecting the most desirable plant
way of
plant for an area,
area, and we can benefit from such an observation
on the
the unit to
to be reforested.
reforested. Careful
there
Careful study
study of
of adjacent
adjacent timber
timber stands
stands will
will be
be necessary
necessary If
if there
is no
no evidence
evidence on the area.
is
area. If
If we
we were
were talking
talking about
about reforestation
reforestation on
on small
small woodlands
woodlands west
west of
of
Cascades, Douglas-fir would
would be
be the
the species
species to
to plant
plant in
in most
most cases.
cases.
the Cascades,
Information about growth and
and yield of the
the fastest growing species
species is
is available
available in
in another
another
(See page 39).
If a multiple crop is
desired, more
more than one species
be necessary.
(See
39). If
is desired,
species may be
necessary.
Yet, in
some instances,
purposes. For example,
Yet,
in some
instances, one tree may serve multiple purposes.
example, at various stages
stages in
in
the development
development of
of Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, the
the tree
tree can
can be
be cut
cut for
for Christmas
Christmas trees,
trees, or
or fence
fence posts
posts and
and barn
the
poles, or
or pulp sticks,
poles,
sticks, and
and finally
finally for
for poles,
poles, piling,
piling, or
or saw
saw logs.
logs. Individual
Individual situations
situations may
may
chapter.
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require
species. An equal amount
amount of
of thought
thought should
should
require considerable
considerable thought
thought regarding
regarding selection of
of species.
Sound advice
advice is
to size
size of
(see Table I,
1, page
page 32).
32). Sound
is available on this
this subject
subject
be given to
of seedlings (see
through
through co-operative
co-operative agencies
agencies of
of the
the county,
county, state,
state, and federal governments.
governments.
An extreme
species is
is shown
shown here:
here: If
extreme example
example of
of a poor selection of a species
If coast-form Douglasfor the
the purpose
purpose of
of producing
producing timber,
timber, the
the results
results would
would be
be
fir were planted in eastern Oregon for
of rainfall
during the
poor. The coast fir grows well in areas
areas with 30
30 to
to 100
100 inches
inches of
rainfall during
the
extremely poor.
year and does
does best
best where temperatures
temperatures are
are moderate. When transplanted
transplanted into
into aa semi-arid
semi-arid area with
severe extremes
extremes in
in temperature,
temperature, the tree would grow slowly and poorly, if
severe
if at
at all.
all. The preferable
selection would have
have been Douglas-fir of the
the Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain type
type or
or ponderosa
ponderosa pine,
pine, both
both of
of which
which
are well
well adapted
adapted to
to severe climatic conditions.
conditions. Any selection of species
species that
that is
is aa radical
radical depardeparture from the native
native species must be considered
considered critically.
critically. Exotic species
species or
or those
those not
not tried
tried
previously may produce very poor results.
results. Such
local soil
soil and
and
Such exotics
exotics usually do not adapt to local
climatic conditions.
conditions.
APPENDIX I
OF TREE
TREE SEEDLINGS
SOURCES OF

State
State Operated Nurseries
Department of Natural Resources
State Forest Nursery
Webster State
Route
Route 4,
4, Box
Box 425
425 A
Olympia,
98501
Olympia, Washington
Washington
D.
D. L.
L. Phipps
Phipps Forest Nursery
Oregon
Oregon State Forestry Department
Salem, Oregon
97310
Salem,
Forest
Forest Nursery
University of Idaho
Idaho
College
College of
of Forestry
Moscow, Idaho
Idaho
Moscow,
84843
Private Commercial
Commercial Forest
Forest Nurseries
Washington and
and Oregon have aa number
number of
of privately
privately operated
operated forest
forest nurseries.
nurseries. They may have
certain species not available from
from public
public nurseries.
nurseries. Contact
County Extension
Extension Agent,
Agent,
Contact the local County
Farm Forester,
Forester, or Extension
at Washington
Washington State
State or
or Oregon
Oregon State
State Universities for
Extension .Forester
Forester at
for aa
list
of private forest nurseries.
list of
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APPENDIXII
II
APPENDIX

$pecies
and suggested
suggesteduse
useofofplanting
plantingstock
stockgenerally
generallyavailable
available at
at nurseries
nurseries listed
I.
Species and
listedininAppendix
Appendix I,
EVERGREENSPECIES
SPECIES
EVERGREEN
Su
Use
SuRgested
R8 ested Use

T
T
T
T
T

X
X
X
X
X

T
T
T

X
X
X
X

W
W

wW
wW
wW
w
W
w
w
W
W

wW

T

T
T

W

w
wW

W

T

X

wW
w
W
w
W
w
W
w
W
w
W

T

T

w
W
w
W
A

T
T

X
X

T
T
T

w
W
w
W

Pseudotsuga
Pseudotsuga menziesii
menziesii
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Pseudotsuga
inenziesii
Abies
Abies grandis
grandis
Abies procera
Abies
procera
Abies
Abies amabilis
amabilis

Red
fir
Red fir

Abies
Abies niagnifica
magnifica

Shasta
Shasta red
red fir
fir
White
fir
White fir
Incense-cedar
Incense-cedar
Port-Orford
Port-Orford cedar
cedar

Juniperus
scopulorum
Juniperus scopulorum
Pinus nigra
nigra
Pinus

Pinus jeffreyi
jeffreyi
Pinus
Pinus attenuata
attenuata
Pinus
Pinus flexilis
flexilis
Pinus
Pinus contorta
contorta
Pinus

Monterey pine
pine
Monterey
Mugho pine
Mugho
pine
Ponderosa
Ponderosa pine
pine
Scotch
Scotch pine
pine
Shore
Shore pine
pine

Pinus
radiata
Pinus radiata

Pinus
lasnbertiana
Pinus lambertiana
Pinus
monticola
Pinus inonticola
Cytisus scoparius
scoparius
Cytisus
Sequoia gigantea
Sequoia
gigantea
Picea pungens
Picea
pungens

Picea engeloanni
Picea
engelmann!
Picea abies
Picea
abies
Picea
Picea sitchensis
sitchensis

w
w

X
X

W

wW
w
wW

Engelmann spruce
Engelniann
spruce
Norway
Norway spruce
spruce
Sitka spruce
Sitka
spruce

TTimber
T=Timber

Thuja plicata
plicata
Thuja

Tsuga
heterophylla
Tsuga heterophylla

Knobcone pine
Knobcone
pine
Limber
Limber pine
pine
Lodgepole
Lodgepole pine
pine

W

W

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana
lawsoniana
Chamaecyparis

Italian stone
stone pine
pine
Italian
Jeffrey pine
pine
Jeffrey

X

w
w
W
W

Abies
niagnifica shastensis
shastensis
Abies magnifica
Abies concolor
Abies
Libocedrus
Libocedrus decurrens
decurrens

Western
cedar
Western red
red cedar
Western henilock
Western
hemlock
Chinese arborvitae
arborvitae
Chinese
Rocky
RockyMountain
Mountainjuniper
juniper
Austrian pine
pine
Austrian

Sugar
Sugar pine
pine
Western
pine
Western white
white pine
broom
Scotch broom
Giant
Sequoia
Giant Sequoia
Blue
Blue spruce
spruce

T
T
T
T

w

W

Douglas-fir
(coast form)
form)
Douglas-fir (coast
Douglas-fir
(Rocky Mountain
Mountain form)
form)
Douglas-fir (Rocky
Grand
(lowland white
Grandfir
fir (lowland
white fir)
fir)
Noble
fir
Noble fir
Pacific silver
Pacific
silver fir
fir

Pinus
Pinus mugo
mugo

ponderosa
Pinus ponderosa

Pinus
Pinus sylvestriB
sylvestris
Pinus
Pinus contorta
contorta

XChristmas trees
trees
X=Christmas

WWindbreak
W=Windbreak and
andshelterbelt
shelterbelt

Each year
year any
any one
one nursery
nuraery will
will produce
nurseryproduces
producesall
all of
of these
Note: No
No nursery
these species.
species. Each
produce various
various
seedlings of
of any
one species
species from
froo aa particular
species
quantities. The
The seedlings
any one
particularnursery
nurserymay
may
species in
in different
different quantities.
thethelandowner
vary
age, size,
size, and
and price.
price. It
It isisessential
essentialthat
that
landowner contact
contact the
the nursery
nursery for
for aa curcurvary in
in age,
This should
should be
be done
donejust
just prior
prior to
rent inventory.
inventory. This
to ordering
ordering seedlings.
seedlings.
rent
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APPENDIX III

LIST OF TREE
TREE SEED
SEED DEALERS
DEALERS

Brown Seed
Seed Company
Seed Inc.
Inc.
Conifer Seed
Seed Company
Company
Darrington Seed

P. 0.
0. Box 1792,
1792, Vancouver,
Vancouver, Washington
Washington
98665
P.
5182 Sunnyside
Sunnyside Road,
Road, Salem,
Salem, Oregon
Oregon
97302
1, Box 54,
54, Granite Falls,-Washington
Falls, Washington
Route 1,
98252

Company
C & 0 Nursery Company
Esses
Esses Tree Seed Company
Inc.
Firseed Inc.

P. 0.
0. Box 116,
116, Wenatchee, Washington
Washington
P.
98801
401 South 7th Street,
Street, Montesano, Washington
Washington
P. 0.
0. Box 3545,
3545, Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon
P.

Garrison Seed Company
Green Thumb Seed Company
Seed Company
Company
Manning Seed

103
103 Southeast
Southeast 3rd,
3rd, Milton-Freewater,
Milton-Freewater, Oregon
97862
212 Spirit
Spirit Lake Highway,
Highway, Castle Rock,
Rock, Washington
Washington
98611
P. 0.
Washfngton
P.
0. Box 118,
118, Roy,
Roy, Washington
98580

Reforestation Services
Services Inc
Inc.
Tepper Seed Company
Simpson Timber Company

P.
3291, Salem,
Salem, Oregon
97302
P. 0.
0. Box 3291,
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 111,
111, Shady
Shady Cove,
Cove, Oregon
Oregon
97539
P. 0.
0. Box 308,
308, Albany, Oregon
97321
P.

98563

Each of the
the listed
listed companies
companies retails
retails tree
tree seed.
seed. Some
Some sell
sell only in large quantities,
quantities, but
others will handle
handle orders
orders for
for aa few
few ounces
ounces of
of seed.
seed. Prices and available species
species change
change from
from
year to
to year.
year. Persons contemplating seed
seed purchase
purchase should
should contact
contact several
several dealers
dealers for
for current
current
inventory and price information.
information. The above list
list includes
includes all
all dealers
dealers known,
known.to
to us
us in
in 1967
1967 who
who
are based in Oregon and Washington. Changes in
are
in the
the list
list are
are to
to be
be expected.
expected.
Note:
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APPENDIX IV
IV

NENTY QUESTIONS
TWENTY
QUESTIONS MOST
MOST OFTEN
OFTEN ASKED
ASKED
I.
1.

Will reforestation
reforestation or
or tree
tree plantirg
planting pay
pay off?
off?
Yes, on formerly productive
Yes,
productive timber
timber sites
sites and
and on
on agricultural
agricultural areas
areas requiring
requiring windwindbreaks or shelterbelts.
shelterbelts.

2.
2.

monetary return
return can
can II exp_ect
expect from my
investment?
What monetary
my investment?
Properly managed forest
forest land
land will return
return aa reasonable
reasonable initial
initial reforestation
reforestation investinvestment plus reasonable
reasonable management expenses
expenses on
on aa short-term
short-term schedule.
schedule. Calculated on an
80-year investment
investment period,
period, reforestation
reforestation investments
investments and
and management
management expenses
expenses plus
plus at
at
least
percent interest
least 66 percent
interest per annum could be realized on medium
medium to
to better
better sites.
sites.

3.
3.

What is
is a reasonable reforestation
reforestation investment?
investment?
A landowner
landowner could easily
easily spend
spend as
as little
little as
as $10
$10 or
or as
as much
much as
as $100
$100 an
an acre
acre to
to estabestablish a new timber
timber stand.
stand. However,
However, aa reasonable
reasonable amount
amount would
would be
be from
from $20
$20 to
to $45
$45 an
an
acre for timber crops.
crops. Short-term crops
crops such as
as Christmas
Christmas trees often warrant expenses
ses up to $200 or $300
$300 an
an acre.
acre. Shelterbelt
Shelterbelt or windbreak plantings are relatively
low-cost
low-cost investments
investments and will vary somewhat
somewhat with the
the length
length or
or width of
of the
the planting.
planting.

4.

How
How do
do II determine if site preparation is necessary?
Request the advice of an experienced forester who is
is trained
trained to
to evaluate
evaluate such
such probproblems.

5.
5.

necessary?
How much site preparation is necessary?
The degree of ground work depends on the
the amount
amount and
and type
type of
of competing
competing vegetation
vegetation on
on
extensive or
or nearly
nea1y total
the site.
site. ]irect
Direct seeding requires
requires extensive
total site
site preparation
preparation to
to
expose maximum
maximum mineral
mineral soil.
soil. Planting may require only spot scalping,
scalping, or could
necessitate total
total site
site prepatation.
prepatation. Save
time and trouble by asking a person who is
Save time
familiar with site
familiar
site preparation.
preparation.

6.
6.

If I
eguiptnentfor
forsite
sitepreparation
pparation work,
I don't
don't have the
the equipment
work, can
can II contract
contract the
the job?
job?
° Yes;
Yes; most communities
communities have
have reputable
reputable equipment
equipment operators
operators who
who will
will do
do the
the job
job for
for
Seek the
the advice
advice and
and assistance
assistance of
of professional
professional forestry
a reasonable price.
price. Seek
forestry people
prior to,
to, and during,
during, the
the site
site preparation
preparation job.
job.

7.
7.

much wil,l
will site
cost?
How much
site preparation
preparation cost?
Local organizations
organizations engaged
engaged in
in site
site preparation
preparation work are your best source
source of cost
has aa slightly
slightly different economic situation.
data. Each
Each conmiunity
community has
situation. Each site
site will
will
have different physical
physical conditions
conditions that
that affect
affect the price. A reasonable cost
cost would
from $15
$15 to
to $30
$30 an
an acre.
acre.
be from

8.
8.

Where can I buy seedlings?
seedlings?
See Appendix II

9.
9.

Where can I buy seed?
seed?
See Appendix II

10.

Where can I buy tree
tree planting
planting tools?
tools?
local hardware
hardware store
store can
can supply
supply satisfactory
satisfactory tools
tools in
in aa No.
No. I1 or
or No.
No. 22 straightstraightYour local
handle, round-point
round-point shovel.
shovel. A "D" handle tilling
tilling spade
spade works
works well.
well. Production type
planting hoes used by
by tree
tree planting
planting crews
crews can
can be
be purchased
purchased through
through -forestry
forestry equipment
equipment
such as
as the
the following:
following:
suppliers such
Ben Meadows Company
315 Pharr Road,
Road, N.
N. E.
E.
Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia
30306

Western Fire Equipment Company
539 N.
N. W.
W. Tenth Avenue
Portland, Oregon
Portland,
97209

Forestry Suppliers,
Suppliers, Inc.
Inc.
Forestry
P. 0. Box 8397 Battlefield
P.O.
Battlefield Stn.
Stn.
Jacksonville,
39202
Jacksonville, Mississippi
Mississippi
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11.
11.

Which species
species of
of seedling
seedling or
or seed
seed should
should II use?
use?
Use the
grows well
well in areas
areas immediately
adjacent to
proposed
the species
species which grows
immediately adjacent
to the
the proposed
reforestation
area. This generally produces
produces the
the most
most satisfactory
satisfactory results.
results. Departure
reforestation area.
from the
the general
general rule
rule should
should be
be carefully
carefully studied
studied as
as introduced
introduced species
species often
often do
do not
not
produce the
the desired
desired results.
results.

12.
12.

trees do
do II plant
plant on
on an
an acre?
acre?
How many trees
Plant from 400 to 800 seedlings an
Plant
an acre
acre when
when establishing
establishing aa new
new timber
timber crop.
crop. If
If the
intended crop is Christmas trees,
trees, as
as many as
as 1,722
1,722 (5
(5 feet
feet xx 55 feet
feet spacing),
spacing), or
or
intended
more, trees an acre can be planted.
even more,

13.

per acre
acre should
should II apply
or boardcast
boardcast seeding
seeding project?
project?
How much seed per
apply on
on aa direct
direct seeding
see4jg or
Small-seed species such as hemlock or spruce
spruce may require
require only
only one-eighth
one-eighth to
to oneonefourth pound of seed
seed per
per acre.
acre. Middle-size seed species
species such as
as Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir need
need
one-half to
Large-seed species such as true
to one
one pound
pound an
an acre.
acre. Large-seed
true firs
firs and
and some
some pines
pines
three-quarters to
to two
two pounds
pounds an
an acre.
acre. Contact
local forestry officials who
require three-quarters
Contact local
direct seeding
seeding in
in your
your area
area for
for specific
specific information.
information.
have experience with direct

14.

Who will contract
contract aa large
large or
or small
small direct
direct seeding
seeding job
job for
for me?
me?
consulting foresters
foresters either
either offer
offer this
this service
service or
or can
can refer
refer you
you to
to aa reforestareforestaMost consulting
tion agency dealing
dealing with
with seeding.
seeding.

15.

When can
can II expect
expect results
results from
from seeding?
seeding?
Wait two
two growing
growing seasons
seasons (two
(two summers)
summers) after
after application
application of
of seed.
seed. Results will be
evident in the form of 1evident
1- and 2-year-old
2-year-old seedlings.
seedlings. Check to
to be sure
sure seedlings
seedlings are
distributed over
over entire
entire area.
area.
well distributed

16.

When do II apply
apply seed?
seed?
Reforestation by direct seed application is
is most effective if
if applied
applied between
between October
October
and January.
January. Seed
the best
Seed has
has the
best chance for success if applied directly on mineral
soil.

17..
17

seed?
Should I plant or seed?
Only the
the landowner
landowner can
can answer
answer this;
this; all
all the
the basic
basic considerations
considerations must
must be
be evaluated.
evaluated.
two primary factors
factors are
are (1)
(1) funds
funds available
available or
or investment
investment limit,
limit, and
and (2)
(2) condicondiThe two
tion of the site
site prior
prior to
to reforestation.
reforestation.

18.

size (or
(or age
age class)_planting
class) planting stock
stock should
should II use?
use?
What size
of a practicing professional forester.
Seek the advice of
forester. In most
cases, the larger
larger
most cases,
or older seedling
seedling is
is the
the better
better investment.
investment. Also consider the
the relative
relative costs.
costs. Larger
trees have
have a higher purchase price and a greater planting cost,
trees
cost, but may be cheaper
the long
long run because of
of a better rate of
of plantation success.
in the
success.

19.

How do I handle and Store
store planting stock?
stock?
Keep roots
roots covered
covered and
and moist at
at all
all times;
times; maintain cool
cool (but
(but not
not freezing)
freezing) temperatemperature around the stock at
protect tops
wind;
ture
at all
all times;
times; protect
tops and roots from excessive wind;
maintain adequate
adequate ventilation around
around stored
stored trees;
trees; do
do not
not store
store packages
packages of
of trees
trees
on top
top of each other;
other; do not
not allow
allow the
the ends of the
the packages
packages of trees
trees to
to touch;
touch; do
do
store seedlings
seedlings in
in the
the nursery package for
for more than
than aa week unless you
you are
are aware
aware
not store
of the
the necessary
necessary storage
storage conditions.
conditions.

20.

When do
do II plant
plant seedling
seedlings?
tree seedlings
seedlings can be planted
planted with good success
success during the
the dormant period
period for
for
Forest tree
tree growth. West of
of the
the Cascades
Cascades this
this period is
is generally
generally from
from December
December to
to April,
April,
although colder regions experience dormancy into
into April or May.
May. Recent
Recent research at
Oregon State University indicates better survival if
If seedlings
seedlings are not lifted
lifted from
from
nursery beds until
until December.
December.
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spring planting
planting is
is usually best.
best. Fall and
and
In eastern Oregon and Washington early spring
is a problem is
is generally
generally unsuccessful.
unsuccessful. Frost
early winter planting where freezing is
on other
other than
than very
very sandy
sandy soils,
soils, or
or freezing
freezing of
of the
the soil
soil followed
followed
heaving will occur on
by sunny days may cause frost
frost damage
damage to
to trees
trees whose
whose roots
roots are
are not
not yet
yet well
well estabestablished in the soil.

REFORESTATION METHODS -- PLANTING
the landowner
landowner must
must make is
is the
the actual
actual physical
physical method
method by
by which
which he
he will
will
The final decision the
reforest an
an area.
area. As mentioned previously
previously under Methods of
of Artificial
Artificial Reforestation,
Reforestation, there
there
in detail at this
are two methods of
of doing
doing this.
this. Each will be discussed
discussed in
this time.
time.
Planting, as
as aa method of reforesting
reforesting nonproducing
nonproducing lands,
lands, has
has been
been used
used for
for over
over 50
50 years
years
Planting,
in the Pacific Northwest. The Investment
investment is
is relatively expensive,
expensive, but
but the
the benefits
benefits are
are notenoteworthy:
worthy;
After properly evaluating
evaluating the area
area to
to be
be reforested
reforested and
and electing
electing to
to plant
plant seedlings,
seedlings, the
the
landowner
landowner should know the
the particulars about
about nursery-grown
nursery-grown seedlings
seedlings or
or planting
planting stock..
stock.-;- Planting
stock consists of living forest
area,
forest trees
trees seedlings
seedlings that
that can
can be
be transported
transported to
to the
the planting
planting,area,
handled, and
and planted
planted with
with aa reasonable
reasonable expectation
expectation of
of success.
success. When properly handled
handled and
and proprotected from adverse conditions, this
this stock
stock will
will establish
establish aa uniform,
uniform, thrifty
thrifty timber
timber stand
stand
rapidly.

Stock
Planting Stock
Planting stock
stock
lings) is
lings)
is produced
needs of all
all types
types

(an
(an all-inclusive
all-inclusive term
term for
for various
various species
species and
and age
age classes
classes of
of nursery
nursery seedseedat many private and state
state nurseries.
nurseries. This stock
stock is
is produced
produced to
to fit
fit the
the
of reforestation
reforestation work.
work.

stock can be obtained
obtained during
during the
the dormant
dormant season,
season, usually
usually from
from mid-October
mid-October to
to midmidPlanting stock
April, depending
depending on
on the
the area
area and
and winter
winter weather
weather conditions.
conditions. Both state and private nurseries
produce and sell good-quality planting
planting stock
stock of
of various species
species and
and age
age classes.
classes. .Different
Different
nurseries usually
usually have
have aa different
different price
price for
for seedlings
seedlings of
of different
differentspecies-,
species, age
age class,
class, and
and
of stock
stock available.
available. State nurseries sell
sell seedlings
seedlings at
at cost,
cost, but
but private
private establishestablishquantities of
ments add
add aa reasonable
reasonable profit
profit charge
charge to
to the
the production
production cost
cost of
of the
the seedlings.
seedlings. It is advisable
to more than
than one
one nursery
nursery several
several months
months prior
prior to
to the
the planting
planting season.
season. Request aa price
price
to write to
list arid
order blank
blank so
so that
that selection
selection of
of species
species and
and age
and order
age class can be
be made
made and
and the
the order
order placed
placed
early. The importance of early
early ordering
ordering cannot
cannot be
be overemphasized,
overemphasized, as
as many
many nurseries
nurseries exhaust
exhaust the
the
supply of select
select stock
stock early
early in
in the
the fall.
fall.
In order to
to visualize
visualize better
better the
the planting
planting stock
stock supplied
supplied by
by most
most nurseries,
nurseries, the
the following
following
This table represents only the
is compiled.
compiled. This
the average
average size
size for
for theniajority
the.majority of
of the
the nursernursertable is
vary between
between species
and between
between nurseries,
nurseries, and
and this
this
ies. Understandably,
Understandably, the
the size
size range will vary
species and
ies.
table is
is offered only as
as an
an aid.
aid.

Table 1.
1.
Table
Age Class

Height of
of Top
(in inches)

Stock
Size Description of Planting Stock
Length of
of Root
Root

Stem Diameter

fin inihes')
(in
inrhps-*

(in
(in -inrhpsl
inhe)

Conifer species
species
1-0
2-0
2-1
2-2
3-0

................
................
................
:
................
................

4 to
6 to
8 to
12 +
6 to

1/2 to 5

8 to 12
8
18
24
12

to 24
to 36
to 18

6
10
14
10

1/16
3/8
3/8
1/2
3/8

to
to
to
to
to
to

3/8
1/2
7/16
3/4
7/16

Hardwood species
1-0 ................
2-0 .................

6 to 10
8
8 to 12

6 to 10
12 to 36

32

1/8 to 1/2
1/2 to 3/4

For a more
of species
species for
for windbreak or
or
For
more complete
complete description of physical characteristics of
forest plantings,
plantings, refer to
to the
the following
following publications:
publications:
forest
"Trees
the Wind!
Wind" - PNW
1962
Pt'W Bulletin
Bulletin No.
No. 5,
5, Revised
Revised January,
January, 1962
'Trees Against the
Published by
Service
Published
by Pacific
Pacific Northwest Cooperative Extension Service
Distributed by
S. Department of Agriculture Extension
Extension Service
Service at:
at:
Distributed
by U.
U. S.
84843
University of Idaho,
Idaho, Moscow,
Moscow, Idaho
Idaho
Washington State
State University,
University, Pullman,
Pullman, Washington
99164
Oregon State
State University,
University, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon
Oregon
97331
I!Treesll
Departmentof
of Agriculture
Agriculture Yearbook,
Yearbook, 1949
"Trees" - -U.U.S.S.Department
1949
Distributed by U.
S. Department of Agriculture
Distributed
U. S.
20401
U.
S. Government
Office, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
U. S.
Government Printing Office,
!!A
"A
Guide to
to Seedling Identification for
for 25
25 Conifers"
Conifers" by
by Jerry
Jerry Franklin,
Franklin, September,
September,
1961.
Station,
1961. Distributed
Distributed by
by Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range Experiment Station,
Portland, Oregon
97232
Portland,

The
age classes
stock most generally
generally available.
available.
The age
classes listed in Table 11 represent the standard stock
Specifically,
the age
age classes
classes describe
describe the
of the seedling while at the
Specifically, the
the growth history of
the nurThe
The first
first digit
digit represents
represents the
the total
total growing
growing seasons
seasons in
in the
the same
same nursery
nursery seedbed.
sedbed. The
sery.
second
digit tells
tells the
the number
number of
of growing seasons
second digit
seasons the
the same seedling was in the
the nursery transplant
transplant
would be about 22 years old if
bed. A 2-0
2-0 seedling
seedling would
if removed from
from the
the seedbed
seedbed at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the
season. This plant would average
average 33 to
to 88 inches
inches of
of top
top and
and the
the same
same amount
amount of
of
second growing season.
root
with aa stem
stem diameter
diameter (at
ground line)
of one-sixteenth to three thirty-seconds
root length,
length, with
(at the
the ground
line) of
thirty-seconds
of
inch.
of an inch.
If
stock is
is desired,
desired, a 1-0
Alter two growing
If larger
larger stock
1-0 or 2-0
2-0 seedling
seedling may be transplanted.
transplanted. After
seasons in
in the
the seedbed
seedbed and
and one
one growing
growing season in
in the
the transplant
transplant bed,
bed, a 2-1 -- or "transplant"
seasons
"transplant" -—
is produced. This larger seedling will average
average from
from 8 to
to 20
20 inches
inches tall,
tall, with
with 88 to
to 12
12 inches
inches
is
(at the ground line)
line) of three thirty-seconds
thirty-seconds to
to five-eights
five-eights of an
an
of root and a stem diameter (at
The relative benefit to
to be
be received
received from
from each
each age
age class
class must
must be
be evaluated
evaluated from
fromthe
thestandstandinch.
point
intended forest
forest crop.
crop. The older seedlings
seedlings (3-0,
(3-0, 4-0)
4-0) or
or the
the transtranspoint of
of seedling price and intended
planted
planted seedlings
seedlings (2-1,
(2-1, 2-2,
2-2, 2-1-1)
2-1-1) are
are proportionately
proportionately more
more expensive.
expensive. The older plants are
larger and
larger forest
tree in a shorter
larger
and sturdier
sturdier and
and possess
possess the
the potential
potential of
of establishing
establishing aa larger
forest tree
time.

Procuring
Procuring Planting Stock
Procurement
of nursery
nursery stock is
Procurement of
is normally a simple,
simple, straight-forward business transaction
transaction
The following
following important
important considerations
considerations will
will expedite
between the
the individual
individual and the
the nursery.
nursery. The
the purchase
and insure satisfaction:
satisfaction:
the
purchase and

1.

ordering.
Be certain of
of the seed source and selection of species before ordering.

2.

Calculate the
the number
number of
of seedlings
seedlings needed—don't
needed__dontt guess'.
guess
Calculate

3. Order early;
early; most nurseries begin filling
filling orders by November 11 and
and complete
complete the
the shipping
shipping
operations no later
later than
than April
April 1.
1. You may not want your order until spring,
spring, but the
the order
should be
be placed
placed in
in the
the fall;
fall; most nurseries
should
nurseries operate on aa "first
"first come,
come, first
first served
served" basis.
4.

Specify the age,
age, species,
species, date
date shipment
shipment is
is want-ed,
wanted, desired method
method of
of shipment.
shipment. If it
it
is difficult
difficult to
to pick
pick up
up the
the order
order at
at the
the nursery,
nursery, the
the nursery
nursery will
will ship
ship COD
COD to
to the
the nearest
nearest
is
common carrier
coimnon
carrier depot.
5.
5.

For "pick
orders at
at the
the nursery,■remember
nursery,-remember that
that most
most forest
forest tree
tree nurseries
nurseries are closed
"pick up!!
up" orders
on Saturdays,
Saturdays, Sundays,
Sundays, and
and legal
legal holidays.
holidays.

6. Most nurseries supply
supply information
information relative to
to the
the care and handling of seedlings.
seedlings.
it
it'. Proper care of nursery stock
stock helps
helps insure
insure good
good plantation
plantation results.
results.
Nursery stock
stock is
is removed
removed from
from the
the soil
soil when
when only
only relatively
relatively dormant.
dormant.
cessed at
at the
the nursery under ideal
ideal conditions
conditions of
of temperature
temperature and
and moisture.
moisture.
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Read

Seedlings are proWhen necessary,
necessary, the
the

stock is
is stored
stored in
in cold
cold rooms
rooms at
at 350
35° FF and
and 70
70 to
to 90
90 percent
percent relative
relative humidity.
humidity.
taken to keep the planting stock cool,
cool, moist,
moist, and
and well ventilated.
As
As
This is
months.
sible.
I.
1.

Much care
care is
is
Much

mentioned, nursery seedlings
previously mentioned,
seedlings can
can be
be transported
transported and
and handled
handled prior
prior to
to planting.
planting.
the relatively
relatively dormant
dormant state
state of
of the
the seedlings
seedlings during
during the
the winter
winter
possible because of the
However,
precautions are
are necessary
necessary to
to insure
insure the
the best
best seedling
seedling survival
survival posposHowever, certain precautions
Proper care includes
includes the
the following:
following:

Keep roots
roots moist
moist at
at all
all times.
times.

2. Keep tops well ventilated,
ventilated, but do not allow high-velocity
high-velocity air
air to
to come
come in
in contact
contact with
with
the tops.
tops.
3.
3. Transport
Transport and
and store
store planting
planting stock
stock under
under cool
cool conditions--avoid
conditions—avoid rapid
rapid or
or sharp
sharp changes
changes
in temperature.
4.

Plant seedlings inmediately
immediately upon receipt of shipment.
shipment. The
that covers the
The package that
stock is only temporary
temporary protection
protection against
against adverse
adverse conditions
conditions of
of drying
drying and,
and temperature
temperature
change.

Planting Tools
Tools and
and Equipment
Equipment
Plantina
The physical task
task of
of planting
planting seedlings
seedlings can
canbe
beaccomp'l'ished
accomplished with
tools.
with aa variety
variety of hand tools.
A long-handle,
long-handle, round-point,
round-point, No.
No. 22 shovel
shovel works very well.
well. So does almost any other type
type of
shovel or
or spade.
spade. A mattock
also will
will do
do an
an acceptable
acceptable job
jobo.f
of tree
tree planting.
planting. Production
Production plantplantmattock also
ing is
is usually done with a "planting hoe" especially
especially designed for
for the
the purpose.
purpose. Mechanized
tree
Mechanized tree
planters are used occasionally on "old
"old fields"
fields" that
that have been
been cultivated.
cultivated. Several
Several varieties
varieties of
of
"wild
cultivated. All
"wild land"
land" mechanical
mechanical planters
planters are used on brushy
brushy areas
areas that have not been cultivated.
All
machine planting
planting is
is limited
limited to
to relatively
relatively rock-free
rock-free soils
soils and
and areas
areas that
that are
are free
free of
of stumps
stumps and
and
machine
logs. These machines require a tractor to pull them,
them, thus
thus limiting
limiting mechanical tree-planting
tree-planting
operations to
to the
the flatter
flatter areas
areas or
or on the
the contour
contour of moderate slopes.
slopes.
Each planted tree requires individual
individual attention at the
the time
time of planting.
planting. A
spot of
of soil
soil
A spot
should be carefully prepared
prepared to
to receive
receive the
the seedlings.
seedlings. All loose organic debris and growing
vegetation should
should be removed from
from aa I-foot-square
l-foot-square spot.
spot. In the center of the spot
spot a hole should
should
be dug that
that is
is large
large enough in
in diameter
diameter and
and deep
deep enough
enough to
to contain
contain all
all the
the tree
tree roots.
roots. All
All
seedlings roots should be placed in the hole and pointed straight down.
seedlings
down. The tree must be planted
no deeper than
than it
it grew
grew at
at the
the nursery.
nursery. That is,
is, all the
the roots
roots (but
(but none
none of
of the
the nrartches)
branches) should
should
be under
under the
the soil.
soil. Loose soil should be firmed around all the
the roots so as to
to cover the
the roots
completely
completely and
and fill
fill the
the hole.
hole. Soil
to eliminate
Soil should
should be
be pressed
pressed down firmly
firmly to
eliminate air
air pockets in
the hole. Seedlings should not be planted in frozen soil as the
the thawing
thawing of the
the soil
soil will heave
the tree
tree out
out of'
of the ground. On exposed slopes
slopes subject
subject to
to hot
hot sunnier
summer sun,
sun, seedlings
seedlings should
should be
be
on the
the shady
shady side
side of
of logs,
logs, stumps,
stumps, or
or chunks.
chunks.
planted on
Principles for
for machine
machine planting
planting are
are similar.
similar. The main difference is
is that
that the
the planting
planting
machine makes the
the hole and
and then
then compresses
compresses the
the soil
soil around
around the
the tree
tree roots.
roots. Tree planting
machines usually are
are available
available to
to the
the landowner
landowner on
on aa contract
contract basis.
basis. Extension agents
agents and
and farm
farm
foresters know where machines can
can be contracted,
contracted, rented,
rented, or
or borrowed.
borrowed.
Spacing
The desired forest crops and the
the condition of the
the area
area will determine
determine how many trees
trees are
are
planted on
on each
each acre
acre of
of ground.
ground. For the most efficient use of forest
forest land,
land, the
the seedlings
seedlings should
should
be planted close together--at
together—at least
least every
every 88 feet
feet by 88 feet.
feet. At this spacing,
spacing, it
it would be pospossible to
to plant
plant as
as many
many as
as 680
680 trees
trees an
an acre.
acre. At
feet by 5 feet spacing,
spacing, 1,722 trees could be
At 55 feet
planted on
on aa cleared
cleared acre.
acre. Proportionately less
less trees
trees per acre can be planted if
if there are
are logs,
logs,
stumps, or brush clumps
stumps,
clumps on
on the
the area.
area.
Temporary Storage
Storage of Planting
Planting Stock
Stock
If all
all the
the planting stock
stock cannot
cannot be used in
in a reasonable
reasonable length
length of
of time,
time, surplus
surplus seedlings
seedlings
can be "heeled
"heeled in"
in" near
near the
the planting
planting site.
site. This
is a technique of last
last resort,
resort, to be used only
This is
when absolutely
absolutely necessary.
necessary. A heel-in trench should be located
located in
in a cool,
cool, moist,
moist, protected spot.
spot.
The trench
trench should
should be
be deep
deep enough
enough to
to contain
contain all
all the
the seedling
seedling roots.
roots. Individual
Individual packages
packages of
of trees
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-

and
should
(of 25
25 or
each) should be
be spread
spread out
out and
should be
be opened
opened and
and the
the small
small bundles
bundles (of
or 50
50 seedlings
seedlings each)
Seedling roots
roots should be covered firmly with damp
planted in the trench.
trench. Seedling
damp soil.
soil. Planting stock
can
trenches from
from November through
through April.
April.
can be
be successfully
successfully "heeled
"heeled in"
in" or
or removed from heel-in trenches
The soil
moist around the
soil remains
remains moist
the seedling
seedling roots
roots as
as long
long as
as the
the roots
roots are
are well
well covered
covered and
and proprotected from sun and
and wind.
wind.

Home Nurseries

Some people
"do-it-yourself" type
type nursery seedlings.
seedlings. Fine results
results have
have been
been attained
attained
Some
people prefer "do-it-yourself"
individuals who have the time,
time, patience,
patience, and
and available
available ground.
ground. Forest and
and windbreak species
species
by individuals
In the
can
agricultural row crops.
crops. In
the spring,
spring, usually late March
can be
be grown
grown aa good
good deal
deal like
like other
other agricultural
through May
May (depending
on the
the location),
through
(depending on
location), forest
forest tree seed is sown in
in prepared seedbeds.
seedbeds. ,The
.The
seed should
should be
be planted
planted one-fourth
one-fourth to
to three-eights
of an inch deep and
seed
three-eights of
and covered
covered lightly
lightly with soil.
soil.
Plant from 20
20 to
to 50
50 seeds
seeds in
in each lineal
lineal foot
foot of row.
row. The seedbed
seedbed should
should be
be kept
kept moist,
moist, but
but not
not
Plant
damp, throughout the
the spring
spring and
and summer.
summer. It
It is
is better to sprinkle at
at frequent
frequent intervals
intervals than
than to
to
damp,
at one
one time.
time. Excessive soil moisture may encourage the
the development
development of
of harmful
harmful soil
soil
over-water at
fungi.

through the
the soil,
soil, they
they should
should be
be protected
protected from
from severly
severly hot
hot sun.
sun.
After the seedlings pop through
If
800 F,
F, or more,
more, the seedlings should be
If the
the air
air temperature is
is 80°
be partially
partially covered
covered with
with aa lath
lath
shade.

Depending on local soil conditions,
conditions, aa quantity
quantity of well-balanced commercial
commercial fertilizer
fertilizer should
should
be applied during the
the first
first growing
growing season.
season. The primary fertilizer
fertilizer element
element needed
needed by
bymost
mostconiconibe
fers and hardwoods'is
hardwoods is nitrogen.
nitrogen. Apply 50 pounds of balanced nitrogen fertilizer
fertilizer per
per acre
acre either
either
fers
before
after the
the seedlings
seedlings have become established (late
(late July
July or
or early
early
before the
the seed
seed is
is sown,
sown, or
or after
August).

Home-grown nursery stock will develop better if
if weeds in
in the
the seedbeds
seedbeds are
are kept
kept to
to aa minimum.
As the
plants develop,
As
the plants
develop, it
it may be
be necessary
necessary to
to thin
thin them.
them. A desirable density is
is 25 seedlings
seedlings in
in
each square
square foot
foot of seedbed.
Very little
If severe or prolonged freezing
Very
little care is
is necessary through
through the
the winter months.
months. If
freezing ie
is
expected, aa light
light layer
layer (½
to 1
of pine
pine needles
needles or
or straw should be laid
expected,
(k to
1 inch
inch thick)
thick) of
laid over the top
of
the seedbeds
seedbeds and seedlings. This
frost.
of the
This mulch should be removed after the last spring frost.
During the
the second growing season,
During
season, irrigation of seedbeds should not exceed the
the equivalent
of 4 inches of rainfall
of
rainfall aa month,
month, and
and lath
lath shades
shades are
areno.
no. longer
longer necessary.
necessary. Weeding should
should be
If the
the seedlings
seedlings do
do not
continued. If
not appear to
to be growing and developing properly,
properly, an additional
additional
50
pounds an
50 pounds
an acre of fertilizer
fertilizer may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
After the
the first
first few frosts
will be sufficiently dormant to remove
After
frosts in the fall,
fall, the seedlings
seedlings will
from the
the seedbed for out-planting. A spading fork is
is an excellent
excellent tool for
for removing seedlings
seedlings
from the home nursery
nursery soil.
soil. Only as
as many plants as
as needed should be removed
removed at
at one
one time.
time. After
carefully
removing the
the plants
plants from the
all surplus
surplus soil
soil should be gently removed from
carefully removing
the seedbed,
seedbed, all
the
the roots,
roots, and
and the
the seedling
seedling roots
roots must
must be
be covered
covered immediately and
and protected from drying condiconditions.
Several layers
layers of
of wet
wet burlap
burlap sacks
the tree
roots will
will serve
protecSeveral
sacks around
around the
tree roots
serve as
as temporary
temporary protection;
however, if
if the
the seedlings
seedlings are to
be transported
distance, something
permanent
tion; however,
to be
transported for
for any distance,
something more permanent
is needed.
A wet canvas bag lined
lined with wet sawdust,
sawdust, peat moss,
moss, or mud will do aa satisfactory
satisfactory
job of
of protecting
protecting seedling roots during
job
during transportation
transportation and
and planting.
planting.
For more
more specific
specific information about
nurseries, contact
For
about home nurseries,
contact your County Extension Service
office and
and request
request "Growing
"Growing Your
Your Own Forest
Forest Trees"
Trees" by
by Charles
Charles K.
K. Peck,
Peck, Mason
Mason County
County Extension
Extension
office
Agent, or
or "Raising
"Raising Forest
Forest Tree
Tree Seedlings
Home" by
by Oregon
Oregon State
State University
University Extension Service.
Agent,
Seedlings at
at Home"
Service.
The use of "wildlings
also can be
be incorporated
into aa home
home nursery or
or reforestation
reforestation propro"wildlings" also
incorporated into
Small seedlings
seedlings growing
growing in or
or near
near a forest
forest stand
stand can
can be
be dug
dug up
up during the
the winter
winter months
months
Small
and
and transplanted into prepared
prepared transplant
transplant beds
bed's in
in the
the home
home nursery.
nursery. With water,
water, fertilizer,
fertilizer, and
a little
care, these
these small
small wildlings
wildlings will
will develop
develop rapidly
rapidly into
good-quality planting
planting
little care,
into large,
large, good-quality
stock.
In some
some reforestation
reforestation situations
possible to
to use
use wildlings
wildlings directly
directly from
from adjacent
adjacent
In
situations it
it is
is possible
timber stands. During the winter months these
these small trees
trees (usually
(usually 6 inches
inches to
to 3 feet
feet tall)
tall)
can be
be dug
dug up
up carefully
carefully and
moved a short
distance to
and moved
short distance
to the
the planting area.
area. If this
this operation is
is
carried
on when
when the
the plants
plants are dormant
November through March)
March) and the
ground is
soft
carried on
dormant (during
(during November
the ground
is soft
and moist,
moist, a reasonable degree
degree of
of success
success can
can be
be expected.
expected. Whenever wildlings are
are used,
used, always
gram.
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be Bure
sure that
that the
the proper
proper species
species is
is selected
selected for
for the
the intended
intended forest
forest crop.
crop. Species
Species identification in small
small seedlings
seedlings is
is sometimes
sometimes difficult,
difficult, and
and technical
technical assistance
assistance may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Planting Costs
Costs
With
With aa supply
supply of
of seedlings
seedlings available,
available, it
it is
is important
important for
for the
the landowner
landowner to
to realize
realize the
the cost
cost
involved in
in planting
planting seedlings.
seedlings. The purchase price of
of the seedlings
seedlings will vary according
according to
to the
the
age of
of the plants and the nursery price system.
age
system. The number
number of
of trees
trees planted
planted on
on -an
an acre will
will
the condition
condition of
of the
the area
area and
and the
the desired
desired forest
forest crop.
crop.
depend upon the
For example,
example, assume
assume the
the following
following conditions:
conditions: 2-0
2-0 seedlings
seedlings could
could be
be purchased
purchased from a state
nursery for $13.50 a thousand;
thousand; the
the area to
to be planted is
is steep,
steep, logged-over
logged-over land
land with
with stumps,
stumps,
requiring hand planting of 500 trees
trees an acre;
acre; an experienced man could
could plant
plant one
one acre
acre in
in aa day.
day.
(Most planters
planters would
would fall
fall short
short of
Of 500
500 trees
trees per
per day.)
day.) The cost to
(Most
to hand plant one
one acre
acre of
of this
this
would be:
be:
land would
Seedlings = 500 trees
trees @@ $0.0135 each
each ==
Labor
1 acre/man day @ $30
=
= 1

$$ 6.75
30.00
36.75

Total cost/acre
Total

If the area were covered with dense competing vegetation and
and was excessively
excessively steep,
steep, the
the
cost for hand planting
planting could
could be as
as high as
as $45
$45 or
or $50
$50 an
an acre.
acre.

Machine-planting cost of old fields
fields is
is offered here as
as comparison:
comparison:
Site p-reparation
(cultivating ...............
preparation (cultivating
Cost of 1,000
1,000 trees
trees .........................
Machine planting
Machine
planting ............................
Additional cultivation and weed
weed control
Additional

$11.00/acre
13.50
30.00/acre
15.00/acre

Total cost
cost to establish and maintain a .
plantation in
plantation
in an
an oLd
old field
field ...............

$69.50/acre

All items
These figures are
are examples
examples only.
only. All
items of
of cost can
can vary
vary aa great
great deal.
deal. Christmas tree
planting on old fields
fields costs
costs substantially
substantially more than
than the
the examples
examples just
just given,
given, because
because more
more than
than
1,000 trees per acre
acre are
are planted.
planted. The higher cost of planting old fields
fields is
is offset somewhat
somewhat by
by
the
the fact
fact that
that on cultivated ground
ground the machine
machine can cover approximately 5 acres a day.
day.

REFORESTATION METHODS - SEEDING
in this
this chapter it
it has been mentioned that
that direct
direct application
application of
of forest
forest tree
tree seed
seed
Elsewhere in
to a mineral
mineral soil seed bed can be an acceptable method of reforestation.
to
reforestation. At this point,
point, the
the
subject
subject of seeding
seeding will be
be explained
explained more
more fully.
fully. The natural method of establishing aa new
new forest
forest
seedfall from
from adjacent
adjacent timber
timber stands.
stands. Through the
the processes
processes of nature
nature many pounds
pounds
stand is by seedfall
of seed
seed are
are distributed
distributed on
on each
each acre
acre of
of barren
barren forest
forest land.
land. Many of these
these seeds
seeds fail
fail to
to develop
develop
seeds are
are empty;
empty; others
others fall
fall on
on rocks
rocks or
or other
other unsatisfactory seedbeds;
trees. Some
Some seeds
seedbeds; many
into trees.
birds; some start to grow,
grow, but die from
from lack
lack of water;
water;
are consumed by seed-eating rodents and birds;
many pounds
pounds of
of seed,
others
grow, but are eaten by herbivorous
herbivorous forest animals.
animals. From many
seed, only a few
others grow,
trees finally develop
develop and
and grow.
grow.
trees
In an
an attempt
attempt to
to improve on this
this natural
natural method of seed application,
application, man has developed some
some
seeds require mineral soil
soil seedbeds,
seedbeds, the
the landowner
landowner
modifications. Knowing that most forest tree seeds
makes every effort to
makes
to remove
remove logging
logging slash
slash and
and debris
debris from
from the
the area.
area. Mechanical equipment is
is
employed to
to disturb the
the soil
soil surface
surface and
and expose mineral soil.
soil. Knowing that
that early seedfall
seedfall ususeed-eating rodents
rodents and
and birds,
birds, the
the wise land
land manager applies
applies tree
tree seed
seed to
to the
the
ally is consumed by seed-eating
soil in
in late
late November or December when most animals
animals are
are hibernating.
hibernating. Research experiments have
soil
proved that
that seed
seed applied
applied later
later than
than January
January does not
not produce
produce satisfactory
satisfactory results.
results. This is
is worthy of
of consideration along with the
thy
the fact
fact that
that seed applied on top of hard-crusted snow
snow will blow
away. To help protect
protect the
the seed
seed from
from rodents
rodents and
and birds,
birds, aa surface
surface coating
coating of
of animal
animal repellent
repellent is
is
away.
recommended. This treatment
treatment does not guarantee a successful seeding
seeding job
job but
but does
does offer
offer some
some
inexpensive insurance.
insurance. This coating
coating is
is applied to
to the
the seed
seed by
by most seed
seed dealers
dealers at
at the
the request
request
the purchaser.
purchaser. With ground preparation (exposing
(exposing mineral soil)
soil) and seed
seed treatment,
treatment, it
it is
is
of the
possible to
to apply
apply lesser
lesser amounts
amounts of
of seed
seed and
and gain
gain satisfactory
satisfactory results.
results.
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applied by hand-crank seeders
seeders similar
similar to
to grass
grass or
or grain
grain seeders.
seeders. Aircraft
The seed can be applied
also is
(50 acres
acres or
or more).
more). The rate of
of application varies
varies
application also'
is practical
practical on
on large areas (50
with
the species
of seed.
seed. For example,
example, Douglas-fir usually is
is applied
applied at
at 1/2
1/2 to
to 11
with the
species or
or size
sue of
seed to
to the acre;
acre; western hemlock at
at 1/4
1/4 pound
pound an
an acre;
acre; or
or ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine at
at I1 to
to 11 1/2
1/2
pound of
of seed
It is
an acre.
acre. It
is best to
to contact local
local forestry
forestry officials
officials to
to find
find out
out what
what has
has been
been the
the
pounds an
Seed usually
usually is
most
successful rate of application
application in
in the
the local
local area.
area. Seed
is available on the open
most successful
market
listed in
in Appendix
Appendix III.
III. Because of fluctuations
fluctuations in
in seed
seed crops
crops and
and marmarmarket from the dealers listed
ket demands,
demands, seed prices vary from
from year
year to
to year.
year. Contact more than
than one
one seed
seed dealer
dealer several
several
Request a current price fist
months
is needed.
needed. Request
list and
and seed
seed inventory.
inventory.
months before the time seed is
Application of seed
seed by
by hand can
can be
be accomplished
accomplished at
at the
the rate
rate of
of about
about 12
12 acres
acres in
in one
one manmanIf 1/2
pound of
of Douglas-fir seed,
If
1/2 pound
seed, costing $15 a pound,
pound, is
is applied
applied on
on 11 acre,
acre, the
the cost
cost
would be approximately
approximately as
as follows:
follows:
day.

1/2 pound
pound ................... $
$ 7.50/acre
7.50/acre
Seed -- 1/2
Labor -- 11 acre
2.50/acre
acre (? $30/12
$30/12 acres
acres ......
cost to
to direct
direct seed
seed an
an
Total cost
$10.00/acre
acre by hand .................. $10.00/acre
Application of seed
seed by aircraft
aircraft costs
costs about
about the
the same
same ($10/acre)
($10/acre) on
on larger
larger areas,
areas, but
but
increases
increases considerably in cost on units of fewer than 50 acres.
acres. It is
is obvious that
that the
the cost per
per
acre
acre for
for seeding is
is approximately one-third the cost of planting.
planting. As has been
been stated
stated before,
before,
and planting have been successful in
both seeding
seeding and
in the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. The landowner
landowner should
consider carefully the merits of seeding
consider
seeding and planting before deciding
deciding to
to seed
seed an
an area
area because
because of
of
If the
has, or soon will have,
the lower cost per
per acre.
acre. If
the area in question has,
have, tall competing vegetation,
tion, perhaps
perhaps trees
trees from seed will not
not grow tall
tall enough to compete for sunlight.
sunlight. In this
this
instance, it
it would be better
better to
to use
use planting
planting stock.
stock. The nursery stock
stock with established
established root
root
instance,
systems
height of
systems and
and top
top height
of 8
8 inches
inches or more would stand the best chance of competing with other
vegetation in the area.
area.

SUMMARY

to himself
to the
the nation.
nation. This
Each landowner has a moral obligation to
himself and to
This obligation
obligation
involves
involves the proper and
and efficient
efficient management
management of
of lands.
lands. Good agricultural
agricultural lands
lands usually are
are
managed to
best and most
most profitable crops
managed
to produce the best
crops possible.
possible. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, many landowners
landowners
fail
Consequently, many acres
of forest
fail to
to appreciate the
the perpetual
perpetual value
value of
of forest
forest lands.
lands. Consequently,
acres of
forest land
are not
not under sound
sound forest
forest management
management today.
today. As
the demand for
for wood and wood products
products increases
increases
As the
in the
the nation,
nation, the Pacific Northwest will
in
will need
need to
to produce
produce larger
larger volumes
volumes of
of timber.
timber. Continuous
production of
timber is
is possible through
through sound forest land management.
of timber
management.
Today there are many forestry
forestry tools
tools available
available to
to the
the landowner.
landowner. The most important
important of
of these
tools is
is a backlog of
of forestry
forestry experience
experience in
in the
the region.
region. From this
this experience
experience the
the landowner
landowner can
can
draw sound
hand.
sound conclusions about the
the methods best
best suited for the forest
forest management problem at
at hand.
Problem evaluation is
help of
of cooperating
cooperating county,
county, state,
Problem
is made much easier
easier through
through the
the help
state, and
and
federal forestry agencies.
federal
agencies. Much technical
technical information is
is available now to the landowner
landowner regarding
proper timber harvest techniques.
ing proper
techniques. Reforestation problems now can bç
b§ answered with a reasonable degree of certainty.
problems now are based on sound foundations
of
certainty. • The answers
answers to
to these
these problems
foundations of
(I)
site evaluation techniques,
(1) site
techniques, (2)
(2) site
site preparation
preparation methods,
methods, (3)
(3) forest
forest animal
animal damage
damage control,
control,
(4) seedling
(5) planting
(6) seeding
(4)
seedling and
and species
species selection,
selection, (5)
planting techniques,
techniques, (6)
seeding techniques,
techniques, and
and aa
wealth of other valuable
valuable technical
technical data.
data.
The forest landowner
The
landowner is
is in
in aa unique
unique position.
position. The chance
chance to
to renew aa natural
natural resource is
is
available to
available
to each owner of
of forest
forest land.
land. Such a challenge should
should not
not go
go unheeded.
unheeded.
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ofForests
Forests
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IS GR(MTH?
GROWTH?
WHAT IS
Definition of Growth
Forest growth
growth (or
(or forest
forest increment)
increment) is
is the
the change
change in
in terms
terms of
of aa specific
specific unit
unit of
of measure
measure
of
part or all of a forest stand
of part
stand over aa specific
specific period of
of time.
time. When considering
considering growth,
growth, keep
keep
clearly in mind the unit of measure,
measure, the
the particular
particular portion
portion Of
of the
the forest
forest stand
stand being
being measured,
measured,
and the
the period of
and
of time involved.
involved. Once the growth has been measured and
and these
these factors
factors have been
been
properly examined and given their due weight,
weight, another
another consideration
consideration is
is expressing
expressing the
the calculated
calculated
growth precisely.

of Measure:
Measure:
Units of

Basal
Basal Area and Volume

The two most common ways of describing forest
forest growth
growth are
are in
in terms
terms of
of basal
basal area
area or
or volume.
volume.
Basal
is the cross-sectional
cross-sectional area of
of trees measured at 4.5 feet above
above the
the ground
ground (i.e.,
(i.e.,
Basal area is
diameter at breast height).
"Square feet
height). "Square
feet of
of basal area"
area" describes the
the density or fullness
fullness of
stocking of timber
timber stands.
stands. Tree diameter (in
(in inches)
inches) and
and tree-height
tree-height growth
growth (in
(in feet)
feet) are
are useuseful
ful descriptive units of
of measure.
measure. However,
However, these
these measurements are
are usually
usually only
only aa step
step in
in obtainobtaining volume growth.
ing
growth.
Growth expressed
of volume
volume is
is of
of greatest
greatest interest
interest to
most forest owners,
expressed in
in tertus
terms of
to most
owners, because
because
this volume
volume easily converts to
this
to value. Tree volume is
is always limited
limited by some specified minimum
top diameter. Minimum top
top diameters vary with standards
standards of utilization and
and with
with the
the intent
intent and
and
purpose for which the
the wood
wood is
is being
being used.
used. Top diameters of 66 and
and 8 inches
inches define
define wood sold
sold as
as
A 4-inch top diameter often defines wood sold for pulp.
pulp.
sawtimber.

height of
makes a difference between total tree
The height
of stumps
stumps cut
cut makes
tree volume and
and usable volume,
volume,
particularly in
in trees
trees of
of small
small size.
size. It
that volume is
is often qualified in
It is
is for
for these
these reasons
reasons that
terms
of a particular stump
terms of
stump height
height and
and minimum
minimum top
top diameter.
diameter. This distinguishes
distinguishes clearly between
total
is being
being considered.
considered.
total tree volume and
and the
the actual
actual portion
portion of
of the
the tree
tree bole
bole that,
that.is
Specific Units for Measuring Volume
Specific
Volume

A tree
tree bole
bole can be measured in
in any
any of several
several units of volume measure.
measure. The three most
couunon
units are
are board
board feet,
feet, cubic
cubic feet,
feet, and cords. Board-foot measures express the
common units
the contents of
round logs
logs in
in terms
terms of
of the sawed lumber expected from them..
them.. Several
Several different log
log rules are
used to measure the
the board
board feet
feet expected.
expected. In a given tree,
tree, the
the choice of log
log rule and scaling
scaling
length can make a great difference
length
difference in
in the
the volume
volume estimate.
estimate. The cord measure also converts actual
wood content to aa theoretically stocked
stocked woodpile of given dimensions.
dimensions. The actual amount of wood
varies
wood. Because both the
varies with the
the way the
the pile is
is stacked and with the diameter of the wood.
the
board-foot
board-foot measure and cord measure are theoretical,
theoretical, they are not
not accurate enough to express
growth for many applications. The
growth
The cubic
cubic foot
foot is
is the
the best
best and
and most
most accurate
accurate unit
unit of
of measure
measure for
for
growth because it
it approaches the
the true
true measure of
of the wood volume.
volume. Measures in
in terms
terms of
of cords
cords
and of
of board
board feet
feet are
are useful
useful in
many instances,
however, provided
provided the
the specified
specified limitations
limitations are
are
and
in many
instances, however,
stated
growth answer.
answer.
stated as
as part of the growth

1Gene
Gene Roy Little has been
been Supervisor
Supervisor of
of the
the
tonts
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Resources since
since
positions since his graduation
graduation from
from college
college
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initiating and
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directing

Technical
Technical Services Division in
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the State
State of
of WashingWashing1964.
1964. He
He has
has worked
worked for the
the Department
Department in various
various
in
in 1950.
1950. Before his present appointment,
appointment, his
his special
special
aa statewide
statewide forest,
forest inventory
inventory program
program from 1955
1955 to
to

1964.
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E. Hoyer is
Gerald E.
is Silviculturist
Silviculturist for
for the
the State of Washington, Department
Department of
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forest management
management problems
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for the
the state
state
since 1964.
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of Time
Time
The Period of

,

Stand growth
most often
often thought
thought of
of in
in terms
terms of
of annual
annual growth.
grwth. The current
growth is
is most
current annual
annual growth,
growth,
annual increment
increment (CAl)
(CAl) as
as it
it is
is usually called,
called, represents
represents the
the annual
annual increase
increase, in
in
or current annual
volume
volume of
of aa stand.
stand. It
of many
many living
living things,
things, including
including trees,
trees, that
that annual.
annual
It is characteristic of
growth rises
rises sharply
sharply and
and reaches
reaches aa peak
peak during
during the
the youthful
youthful portion
portionof
oflife,
life, then
thenrapidly
rapidlyfal.ls
falls
off as
as they
they mature.
mature. This can
can be
be shown
shown by
by plotting
plotting volume
volume increment
increment (CAl)
(CAI) over
over time
time (Figure
(Figure 1).
1).

Volume

CAI - Current (or Periodic) Annual Increment Curve
Curve

MAI -- Mean Annual Increment
Increment Curve
Curve

Young

Mature

Figure
Figure 1.
1.
by
Volume growth trends
trends by
age for
for even-aged
even-aged stands.
stands.

Age

Knowing the
the current
current annual
annual increment
increment for
for trees
trees of
of aa given
given kind
kind of
of stand,
stand, species,
species, and
and age
age
helps determine the best management practices to apply
apply to
to aa particular
particular stand
stand at
at any
any given
given age.
age.
As useful as annual increment
increment is as a general guide to
to understanding growing
growing habits,
habits, aa specific
specific
single year's increment
increment is
is seldom
seldom measured.
measured. Rainfall and other local
local factors
factors vary
vary from year to
year and
and have a much stronger
stronger influence on annual
annual growth than
than does
does the
the annual
annual growth
growth trend.
trend. For
For
this reason,
reason, periodic annual increment
increment is
is used rather than
than the
the current
current 1-year
1-year growth.
growth.

Periodic annual
annual increment (PAl)
(PAI) is
is obtained by measuring growth for
for aa period of time,
time, usually
5 to
to 10
10 years.
years. The total increase
increase in
in volume or basal area
area for
for this
this period of time
time is
is averaged
averaged
and expressed as
as periodic
periodic annual
annual increment.
increment.
The average
average or
or mean annual
annual increment
increment (MAI)
(MAI) of
of aa stand
stand is
is the
the average
average volume
volume accumulated
accumulated durduring the
the life
life of the
the stand,
stand, divided
divided by the
the number of years required
required to
to produce it.
it. In the early
years of the
the stand's
stand's life,
life, the
the mean annual
annual increment
increment rises
rises at
at aa rapid
rapid rate,
rate, demonstrating
demonstrating the
the
ability of
of young,
young, vigorous
vigorous stands
stands to
to grow
grow rapidly.
rapidly. Later,
Later, as
as the
the stand
stand reaches
reaches maturity,
maturity, the
the
growth rate
rate levels
levels off
off (Figure
(Figure 1).
1).
The point
point at
at which mean annual
annual increment
increment reaches
reaches its
its maximum
maximum is
is called
called the
the culmination
culmination point.
point.
This also
also is
is the
the point where current annual
annual increment
increment equals mean annual
annual increment
increment (when
(when the
the two
two
are plotted together,
together, they
they cross at
at the
the culmination point).
point). This
is often considered the
the
This point is
maturity
maturity date
date of
of the
the stand;
stand; that
that is,
is, the
the age
age for
for harvesting.
harvesting. However,
However, other factors such as
price, financial
price,
financial yield,
yield, rate
rate of interest
interest desired,
desired, and
and other objectives
objectives of
of management also
also are
are
considered,
considered, and
and the
the final
final rotation or harvesting age
age is
is determined
determined as
as aa compromise.
compromise.

The Portion Being Measured
most instances,
In most
instances, the total
total stand is
is considered and measured for
for growth.
growth. However,
However, very
often,
often, particularly when thinning
thinning is
is being considered in
in aa stand,
stand, certain
certain parts
parts of
of the
the stand
stand
receive special
special attention.
attention. For example,
example, the
the most vigorous dominant crop trees,
trees, the
the ones
ones normally
normally
left uncut,
uncut, will have a different rate of growth than
than the
the codominants
codominants or
or the
the intermediates.
intermediates. Real
differences in
in growth
growth rate
rate make this
this kind of comparison
comparison important.
important. The rate of
of diameter growth
depends upon the
the site,
site, stocking
stocking (stand
(stand density),
density), crown
crown class,
class, and
and age
age of
of the
the trees.
trees. Different
increment occur in
in different
different segments
segments of
of the
the stand.
stand.
patterns of increment
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How is
is the Growth Expressed?
Expressed?
Growth is
is most often
often expressed
expressed in
in actual
actual units
units of
of measure,
measure, such
such as
as 220
220 cubic
cubic feet
feet per
per acre
acre
year, or 500
500 board
board feet
feet per
per acre
acre per
per year.
year. These units are
are then
then qualified
qualified by
by the
the merchantmerchantper year,
ability
ability limits,
limits, by stem diameter,
diameter, and by the
the stand
stand components
components measured.
measured.
Sometimes growth
growth is
is expressed
expressed as
as aa percentage;
percentage; that
that is,
is, the
the absolute
absolute amount
amount of
of volume
volume growth
growth
is
This is
is divided by the
the standing volume and
and expressed as
as aa percent.
percent. This
is particularly useful when
when
making comparisons;
comparisons; for
for example,
example, when
when comparing
comparing relative
relative growth
growth of
of dominant
dominant 'crop"
"crop" trees
trees with
with
careful, however,
however, in using growth percent--it
intermediate trees
trees marked
marked for
for thinning.
thinning. Be careful,
percent—it can be
percent of
of an
an individual
individual tree
tree of
of aa given
given diameter
diameter is
is not
not necessarily
necessarily aa correct
correct
confusing. Growth percent
the growth
growth percent
percent contribution
contribution that
that same
same diameter
diameter class
class gives
gives to
to overall
overall stand
stand
reflection of the
growth.

GROWTH INFORMATION?
WHAT CAN
CAN YOU
YOU DO
DO WITHWITH GROWTH

Growth information
information expresses
expresses the
the productivity
productivity of
of aa forest
forest stand
stand at
at aa given
given point in
in time.
time.
Knowing growth
growth permits
permits several
several important
important comparisons:
comparisons:
1.
1.

Present.stand
Present, stand growth
growth compared
compared to
to expected
expected growth
growth estimated
estimated from
from yield
yield tables.
tables.

2.
2.

direct comparison between growth resulting from
of the
stand.
A direct
from different
different treatments
treatments of
the stand.

3.
3.

The value
value of
of the
the stand
stand growth
growth compared
compared with
with other
other alternative
alternative proposals.
proposals.

information helps
helps evaluate
evaluate the
the general
general broad
broad trends
trends of
of productivity
productivity of a particular
Growth information
forest stand with
with respect
respect to
to some
some future
future expectation.
expectation. Long-term evaluations of
of stand
stand growth
growth and
and
expected income are key points in
expected
in sound future
future planning.
planning.
ASURES OF GROWTH
ESTIMATES VERSUS MEASURES

easureent of
of
of growth
growth varies
varies with
with the
the intended
intended uae
use and
and with
with the
the desired
desired degree
degree of
The measurement
accuracy.
accuracy. Two basic kinds of
of growth
growth measurement
measurement match
match the
the use8
uses already
already given.
given. To
To know accurately
the productivity of
the
of aa particular
particular forest
forest stand,
stand, measure
measure it
it directly.
directly. To
for
To claosify
cla3sify generally for
broad-scale evaluation
evaluation purposes
purposes the
the present
present and
and future
future expected
expected growth
growth of
of a forest stand,
stand, direct
direct
growth measurements
measurements need
need not
not be
be made;
made; estimates
estimates will
will suffice.
suffice. There
are several
several indirect
indirect methods
There are
of growth estimation
estimation and
and several
several techniques
techniques for
for direct
direct measurement.
measurement. Indirect
Indirect methods are
are less
less
of
accurate, but
accurate,
but aleo
also less
less coctly
costly than
than direct
direct measurements.
measurements.
An Indirect
Indirect Method:
Method:

General Observations

Cenraral observations
observations may
may be
be all
all that
that are
are necessary
necessary when
when management
management is
is initiated
initiated in
in aa wild
wild
General
example, aa stand
stand rontains
contains trees
trees that
that are
are large
large and
and dense
dense enough
enough to
to thin.
thin. Experience
For example,
indicates that
board feet
per
that many other similar
similar st&nds
stands have
have supported
supported a removal
removal of about
about 5,000
5,000 board
feet per
acre in
in the
the first
first thüining.
thinning. This is
is 10-years
10-years growth,
growth, using
using the
round figu:e
figure of 500
500 board
board feet
fest per
per
he roind
acre per
per year.
year. Thi3
This inrormation
information alone
alone may
may justify
justify aa course
course of
of action.
action.
stand.
stand.

Indirect Growth Estimated From Normal
Normal Yield Tables
provide an
an estimation
estimation of
of stand
stand
Classifying and comparing a stand with a normal
normal yield table
table provide
increuent. Limits in
increment.
in accuracy
accuracy of
of these
these yield
yield tables
tables are
are important.
important. If the
the level
level of
of accuracy
accuracy is
is
consistent with
with original
original objectives,
objectives, then
then yield-table
yield-table estimates
estimates of
of increment
increment are
are adequate.
adequate. Often,
however, no
no satisfactory
satisfactory normal
normal tables
tables exist;
exist; this
this is
is usually
usually true
true in
in uneven-aged
uneven-aged stands.
stands. If
however,
general observation
observation nor
nor yield-table
yield-table estimate
estimate is
is adequate,
adequate, measurement
measurement is
is required.
required.
neither general

Direct Measure of Volume Growth
measurement is
The principle
principle of
of direct
direct 'forest-growth
forest-growth measurement
is simple:
simple: Measure the volume as
as it
it is
is
now;
difference is
is the
the volume
volume growth
growth during
during
now; measure the
the volume as
as it
it was a short
short while ago;
ago; the difference
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Although the principle is simple, the details of making the measurements become a
The following elements must be obtained to measure growth:
little complex
the period.

1.

General descriptive data-- This includes age, site index, density, and acreage of the

stand.

Separation of trees
A stand table-- That is, the number of trees by diameter class.
(i.e.,
peeler
versus
sawtimber)
might be desired
by species or by important value classes
as well.
A local volume table suitable to the stand-- Tarif tables (5) efficiently identify the
3.
This efficienty is coupled with high accuracy.
correct local volume table.
2.

Increment core measurements for a short, recent period of time--Generally 50, or more,
4.
measurements are needed (4); perhaps two measures on 25 trees. Measurements to one-tenth
of an inch are needed; estimates to one-hundredth of an inch are possible.
Combining Data to Determine Growth
It is important to keep the accuracy and precision of each of the elements mentioned in
It is misdirected effort, for example, to spend considerable time obtaining an accurate
stand table and increment core samples and then to apply an inaccurate volume table.

balance.

The Forestry Handbook (I) supplies details for predicting future growth from the elements
A less detailed procedure is explained in the Tarif Tables (5) using the Growth
obtained.
Multiplier' to obtain periodic annual volume growth. With this system convenient computation in
any one of several units of measure is permitted.
Meyer (3) has developed a simplified method for obtaining volume increment in uneven-aged
This method requires the same elements already stated, but predicted volume increment
is obtainec Sy using prepared tables or a short mathematical formula.

stands.

Fitting a Line to Increment Data
One detail that often causes difficulty is the need to plot the highly variable sample increnent core data and ft a curve or line to obtain a smoother trend. The recommended method of
least squares is time-consuming and usually requires a desk calculator.
The fol.owing graphic method of fitting a straight line may be used sometimes instead of the
least-squares msthcd:

sinjje'sethod of Estimatlr.g Linear Re_gression (2)
(Refer to Figure 2)

Sectr A

Plot points by arranging
1.
scales so thet the slope of the
lin.e suggested by the points is
approximately 45°.

Sect,r B

(
V

final fit li;e

Calculate and plot the grand
2.
(Grand mean is the
mean as ±.
average X value and the average
Y value.) Divide the graph into
sectors A and B by a vertical
line through ttie grand mean.

II

(Di ame te r

Growth)
I

With grand mean as a pivot,
draw a line through the points
in sector A so that the number of
points (weight) above and below
the line is equal.
3.

'I
I

x

(osH)

Figure 2.
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When the number of points is odd, the line passes through the median point; when even,
it passes through two median points so that the vertical distance from these two points
to the line is equal.
A plotted point coinciding with the average X is regarded as falling in sector A if its
value is less than average Y, and as falling in sector B if its value is greater than
average Y.
4.

Extend this line into sector A.

Repeat 3 in sector B.

Draw a line that bisects the small angle between the two lines that have been drawn in
5.
steps 3 and 4.
The line drawn in step 5 is the "balanced" fit of the data. When this line does not
6.
appear to fit the plotted points, use the method of least squares to obtain the best fit.
Conclusion

Do not make intensive field measurements if general observations or limited measurements
and "normal tables" will suffice. If intensive measurements are necessary, be sure that each
step in the required series of measurements is equally detailed and precise. Don't do "half a
job" and come up with misleading answers.
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Determination of
of Stocking
Stocking and
and Yield
Yield
Determination
1

F. Bell1
Bell
John F.
To bring about the
the highest financial
financial return
return per
per acre
acre from
from forest
forest lands,
lands, stands
stands must
must be
be
converted from their
their wild state
state to
to aa managed condition.
condition. The conversion
conversion process
process requires
requires that
that
the forest
forest owner know certain basic things
things about
about his stands.
stands. These will
include species
species present,
present,
will include
stand age,
age, stand density (stocking),
(stocking), size class,
class, and relative
relative growing
growing capacity.
capacity. The owner will
also
want to
also want
to know what to
to expect in
in the
the way of yields at
at various ages.
ages.

section deals
deals with the
the determination
determination of
of stocking
stocking and
and the
the determination
determination of
of yields
yields and
and
This section
yield possibilities.
possibilities.

DETERMINATION OF
OF STOCKING
STOCKING

For the purpose of determining stand
stand density,
density, stands
stands may be
be divided
divided into
into three
three broad
broad
groups--seedlings
groups—seedlings and saplings,
saplings, poles
poles and
and immature
immature timber,
timber, and
and mature
mature timber.
timber.
Saplings
Seedlings and Saplings
Seedlings and saplings
Seedlings
saplings are trees
trees 0 to
to 5 inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. (diameter
(diameter at breast height) (6).
(6). In
In
this
this size class,
class, numbers of trees and their distribution are the
the important
important items.
items. The stockedstockedmethod^ is
is used
used to
to measure
measure these
these items.
items.
quadrat method2

A circular fixed-area plot,
(1/250 acre),
acre), with a radius of 7.45
7.45 feet
feet will
plot, 4-milacre in size (1/250
give a good measure
measure of
of tree
tree distribution.
distribution. In using this
this 4-milacre plot,
plot, the plot is
is considered
to be stocked
stocked if
if one or more established trees
trees occur on the
the plot.
plot. Trees are
are considered
considered to
to be
established if
if they
they have survived
survived the initial
initial growing season.
season. Three seedlings in
in their first
first
growing season
season are considered to be the equivalent of one established
established seedling.
seedling.
If all
plots were stocked with desirable species,
all the observed plots
species, the
the area being sampled
sampled would
have aa 100-percent
100-percent distribution
distribution of
of trees.
trees. If
50 percent
percent of the sample plots
plots were stocked,
stocked, oneIf 50
half of
of the
the area
area would
would be
be considered
considered as
as having
having an
an adequate
adequate distribution
distribution of
of trees.
trees.
These same
same plots
plots may be
be used
used to
to determine
determine tree
tree frequency.
frequency. The 4-milacre plots are divided
into four equal parts (1
into
(1 milacre each).
each). Each
quadrant is
is considered to be stocked
stocked if
if
Each milacre quadrant
established trees
trees are
are present.
present.
one or more established

When all
all of the
the observed
observed milacres are
are stocked,
stocked, the
the area
area would
would be
be 100
100 percent
percent stocked.
stocked.
guarantee aa minimum
minimum of
of 1,000
1,000 trees
trees per
per acre.
acre.
would guarantee

This
Thjs,

Thus,
Thus, aa measure of
of tree
tree distribution
distribution and
and tree
tree frequency
frequency will indicate
indicate to
to the
the forest
forest owner
owner
how satisfactorily
satisfactorily his
his area
area is
is covered
covered with
with desirable
desirable trees.
trees. Stocking surveys are also taken
taken to
to
survival on
on planted
planted and
and seeded
seeded areas.
areas.
measure survival
making a stocking survey
In making
survey under average conditions,
conditions, it is
is recommended that
that the
the survey
survey
lines be 10 chains apart with 22 chains between the
the plots
plots on line.
line. The survey
survey lines
lines should
should be
be
run across drainages and
and perpendicular to
to adjacent
adjacent seed
seed sources.
sources.

Poles and Immature Timber
Poles
Basal area (the
(the crossectional
crossectional area in
in square feet
feet at diameter breast height) is
is one of the
the
Basal
best measures of stocking
stocking in
in stands
stands larger
larger than
than size
size class
class II (0-5
(0-5 inches
inches d.b.h.).
d.b.h.). However, until
until
John F.
State University where he has taught
taught
1john
F. Bell is a forest management professor at Oregon State
courses in
in forest
forest mensuration
mensuration since
since 1959.
1959. Bell was formerly with the
the Oregon State
State Department of
of
orestry where he was responsible
Forestry
responsible for
for inventorying
inventorying the
the timber
timber on
on state
state lands.
lands.
I. T.
states that
that the
the system
system is
is based on the
the assumption
assumption that,
that, if
if aa given
given area
area is
is divided
divided
I.
T. Haig states
into squares of such
such aa size
size that
that one established seedling
seedling or
or tree
tree per
per square
square will fully
fully stock
stock the
the
square at
at maturity,
maturity, then
then the
the percentage
percentage of units so
so stocked,
stocked, regardless
regardless of
of total
total number
number of
of seedseedacre, indicates
indicates the
the proportion
proportion of
of land
land being
being utilized
utilized by
by tree
tree growth
growth (2).
(2).
lings per acre,
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the advent
advent of
sampling, measuring stand density was costly
costly and
and time
time consuming.
consuming. To
the
of variable plot sampling,
this, the general
stocking by
by the
the percentage
percentage of
of grown
grown closure.
closure.
avoid this,
general practice was to estimate stocking
If it
it was
to measure stocking,
stocking, it was done by measuring diameters
diameters of
of trees
trees on
on aa fixedfixedIf
was necessary to
(usually 1/5-acre
1/5-acre in
in size).
size). Basal
the diameters
diameters
Basal area was
was then obtained by converting the
area plot (usually
to crossectional area
area in
in square
square feet.
feet. Tables are
are available
available which
which give
give the
the crossectional
crossectional area
area
to
feet for
for aa given
given diameter.
diameter.
in square feet
(variable plot sampling)
sampling) now makes it
it possible
possible to
to obtain
obtain basal
basal area
area per
per
The wedge prism (variable
acre by merely counting the
the number
number of
of "in"
"in" trees
trees in
in each
each sampling
sampling point
point asas determined
determinedby.
by. the
the
prism.
wedge prism.
See
(1) for
for the
the techniques involved in
in using a wedge prism.
prism.
See "Variable
"Variable Plot
Plot Cruising"
Cruising" (1)
1968 edition is
is available
available from the Oregon State University Coop Book
Book Store
Store for
for $1.90).
$1.90).
1968

(The

A few sampling points which are representative of the
the area
area will give
give aa satisfactory
satisfactory estimate
estimate
area per acre as
as long
long as
as the
the stand
stand being sampled
sampled is
is reasonably
reasonably uniform.
uniform. Increased
of the basal area
in the
the stands
stands calls for
for aa greater
greater number of
of sampling
sampling points.
points. A prism with a basal
variability in
area
20 or 25
25 usually
usually is
is used
used in
in these
these stands.
stands.
area factor of 20
Basal
is obtained by dividing the total number of "in" trees
trees by the
the total
total
Basal area per
per acre is
factor.
number of sampling points and multiplying by the basal area factor.
area per
per acre
acre has been determined,
determined, it
it must be
be Compared
compared to
to some
some base
base in
in order
order to
to
Once basal area
stocking percentage.
percentage. Table 22 in
in Technical Bulletin No.
No. 201
201 "The
"The Yield of Douglas-Fir
obtain a stocking
in
(3) is
is aa convenient
convenient base
base to
to use.
use. This table
table is
is for
for all
all trees
trees 1.5
1.5
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest" (3)
inches
and larger.
larger. Site index and age of
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and
of the stand must be known in order to use this
table. The stocking
stocking percent
is found by dividing
dividing the basal area per acre as determined by the
the
percent is
prism by
by the
the normal basal area
area per
per acre
acre from
from Table 2.
2.
wedge prism
Mature Timber
Normally forest owners are not interested
interested in
in stocking only in
in mature timber.
timber. However,
stocking, site index,
index, and age allow one to
to estimate board foot
foot volumes by using the tables in
stocking,
Technical Bulletin
Bulletin 201.
201.
Basal area per acre would be determined in
in the same manner as in the previous topic,
topic, except
area factor
factor wedge
wedge prism
prism would
would be
be used.
used.
a 30 or 40 basal area

DETERMINATION OF YIELD
Stands
Even-aged Stands
In general,
summit of the Cascades are managed as
as even-aged stands.
stands.
general, stands west of
of the summit
these stands either normal
normal or
or empirical
empirical yield
yield tables
tables may
may be
be used.
used.
these

For

Technical Bulletin No.
201, "The Yield of
is once
No. 201,
of Douglas
Douglas Fir in the Pacific
Pacific Northwest"
Northwest" is
Washington
again available frQm
from the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents,
Documents, Government
Government Printing
Printing Office.,
Office., Washington
D. C.
20402 at
C.
20402
at a cost of 25
25c per copy. These tables
tables give expected yields for
for normal stands
stands
which are
are fully
fully stocked.
stocked. Thus,
these tables
tables to
to a given stand,
stand, stand
stand age,
age, site index,
index,
Thus, to apply these
and
stand must be
be known.
known.
and stocking of the given stand
following is
is an
an example
example of
of how the
the yield tables
tables are
are used to
to predict present and future
The following
yields:
Given:
Stand age is 50 years
150
Site index is 150
Stocking is 50 percent
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Wanted:
Present yield
yield and
and yield
yield at
at age
age 80
80 in
in board
board feet
feet Scribner
Scribner scale
scale for
for trees
trees 12
12 inches
inches
d.b.h. and
and larger.
larger.

1.
1.

Present yield

Use Table 4,
4, Page 27,
27, in
in Technical Bulletin 201.
201. The present
present yield
yield is
is obtained
obtained
finding 17,000
17,000 in
in the
the table
table and multiplying it
it by 50
50 percent
percent (present
(present stocking).
stocking).
by finding
It
feet per acre.
acre.
It would
would be 8,500 board feet
2.
2.

Yield at age 80
Use Table 4,
4, Page 27,
27, in Technical Bulletin 201
201 to
to find
find volume of
of aa fully
fully stocked
stocked
stand at age
age 80.
80. It is
is 54,300
54,300 board
board feet
feet per
per acre.
acre. Determine stockjng
stocking at
at age
age 80.
80.
Use present
present stocking
stocking and
and Table
Table 28,
28, Page
Page 71,
71, (Technical
(Technical Bulletin
Bulletin 201)
20l)..
stocking (age
(age 50)
50) is
is 50
50 percent.
percent. When stocking
stocking is
is 50
50 percent,
percent, the
the 10-year
10-year
Present stocking
increase
increase towards
towards normality is
is 6 percent;
percent; thus
thus stocking at age 60 is 56 percent,
percent, at
áge70
age
70 it
it is
is 62
62 percent,
percent, at
at age
age 80
80 it
it is
is 67
67 percent.
percent. Determine the
the yield at age
age
multiplying 54,300
54,300 xx .67
.67 = 36,380 board feet
feet per
per acre.
acre.
80 by multiplying

for Douglas Fir," produced by the
the Weyerhaeuser Company
Company from
from TechTech"Empirical Yield Tables for
nical. Bulletin
stands. (These
nical.
Bulletin 201,
201, may
may be
be used
used to
to predict
predict future
future yields
yields of
of partially stocked stands.
tables
the Oregon State
for a small
small price).
tables are
are available
available from the
State University
University Coop
Coop book store for
price). To
use these tables,
tables, stands
stands are
are divided into
into three groups based on stocking.
stocking. These groups are
are poor
stocking
(10-39 percent),
(40-69 percent),
stocking (10-39
percent), medium stocking
stocking (40-69
percent), and good stocking (70 percent or morel
Once the
the stocking
stocking class,
class, site
site class,
class, and age have been determined, future
future yields are
are found
found by
obtaining the
the volutces
volumes from
tables.
obtaining
from the
the appropriate tables.
Uneven-aged Stands
Stands
In
stands.
I-ngeneral,
general, stands
stands east
east of
of the
the summit
sunm2itofofthe
theCascades
Cascades are
are managed
managed as
as uneven-aged
uneven-aged stands.
Bulletin No.
No. 630
630 "Yield
"Yield of Even-Aged Stands
Stands of Ponoerosa
Ponderosa Pine," (4)
(4) also
also is
is availavailTechnical Bulletin
Documents, Government
Office, Washington,
D. C.
C.
able from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.
20402
at a cost of 25
25c per copy.
copy.
at
This bulletin contains
contains tables
tables which give the
the normal number of trees,
trees, basal
basal area,
area, cubic
cubic foot
foot
volume,
site index.
index. The application
application of
of these
these
volume, and board foot volume per acre for a given age and site
is explained
explained on
on Pages
Pages 25
-25 through
through 31.
31.
tables is

YIELDS
POTENTIAL YIELDS
total possible
possible yield
yield at
at aa given
given age
age (without
(without fertilization)
fertilization) would
would be
be the
the volume
volume of
of the
the
The total
live
all trees
trees that
since the
the stand
stand originated.
is obvious
live trees
trees plus
plus the
the volume
volume of
of all
that have
have died
died since
originated. It
It is
that
increase in size
size they
they must
space, which means
that
that as
as the
the trees
trees increase
must have
have additional
additional growing space,
means that
the trees
trees must
must drop
drop out
out of
of the
the stand.
stand. This process is
is called natural mortality.
mortality. Gross
some of the
then would
would be
be the
the normal
normal yield
yield plus
plus mortality.
mortality.
yields then
Research Paper No.
No. 14
14 "Gross
"Gross Yield and
and Mortality Tables for
for Fully Stocked
Stocked Stands
Stands of DouglasFir" (5)
(5) (which
(which is
is available
available from
from the
the Pacific Northwest Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station,
97232)
the gross
gross yield
yield which
which includes
includes the
the net
net yield
yield plus
plus extimated morPortland, Oregon
97232) listslists the
Portland,
tality. These tables
tables give
give the
the total
total cubic
cubic foot
foot and
and board
board foot
foot volumes
volumes that
that could
could be
be recovered
recovered
tality.
from Douglas-fir stands if
if all
all the expected mortality were harvested from time to time through
through
thinnings.
3

This table allows for
for the
the increase
increase towards
towards normality
normality in
in aa stand.
stand. It simply means that,
that, as the
the
3This
in age
age and
and size,
size, fewer
fewer trees
trees are required to
to fully
fully occupy aa given
given area.
area.
trees increase in
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The expected
expected mortality
mortality during
during the
the life
life of
of aa 100-year-old
100-year-old Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir stand
stand is
is 26,700
26,700 board
board
feet per
lands the expected mortality is
is 11,400
11,400 board
board feet
feet
feet
per acre
acre of
of site
site II lands,
lands, and
and on
on site II lands
per acre.
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A Tree'Cropping
Tree Cropping System
A
G. Thomson12
Thomson „
Walter C.
M. Fergerson
Walter M.
Owners and
and managers of woodlands generally have certain
certain objectives or
or motives in
in mind
mind for
for
having
having the
the property.
property. Intended use may be profitable tree farming,
farming, recreation, grazing,
grazing, or
or aa
Some land may be held for
combination of
combination
of uses.
uses. Some
for speculation.
speculation. In some instances,.no
instances, no clearcut
decision has been
been made regarding
regarding use.
use.

When an
an objective includes
includes growing and
and marketing tree
tree products,
products, some
some plan
plan of
of management
management is
is
to put the
the operation
operation on
on an
an orderly
orderly basis.
basis. The following
following explanation describes
describes one
one method
method
needed to
of systematic tree
tree cropping.
cropping. It
It can be made very simple or highly refined, depending on
on the
the
values, such as grazing or recreation,
needs of
of the
the owner.
owner. Other values,
recreation, may be incorporated
incorporated into
into it.
it.
Because of the desire to
to explain only a method of handling the trees,
trees, it
it does not
not include
include econoeconoof aa given
given property,
property, growth
growth rate,
rate, or
or present
present condition
condition of
of the
the woodland.
woodland. Neither does it
mics of
deal with such
such things
things as
as the
the expected
expected length
length of
of ownership
ownership or
or need
need for
for inimediate
immediate income
income or
or availaavailability of capital to
to operate
operate the
the woodland.
woodland. These items
items should
should be
be evaluated
evaluated for
for each
each ownership
ownership
and are not
not considered
considered here.
here. Included are some
some simple
simple guidelines for
for getting aa system
system into
into operoperation and
and aa brief evaluation.
evaluation.

WOODLAND TREE
TREE CROPPING
CROPPING SYSTEM--PRINCIPLES
SYSTEM—PRINCIPLES INVOLVED
INVOLVED
WOODLAND
"Tree farming"is aa popular
popular concept. It
It is,
farming" is
is, in effect,
effect, applying a farming
farming system
system to
to tree
tree
Because
30 to
to possibly as
as long as 100
100 years
Because individual
individual trees
trees on
on the
the farm may
may stand
stand from 30
crops.

until harvest,
harvest, however,
however, it
it is
is important
important to plan the
the cropping to
to meet the
the owner's
owner's objectives.
objectives.
These objectives
objectives may
may vary
vary widely.
widely.
The cropping system presented here is designed to produce annual
annual or frequent
frequent crops
crops beginning
beginning
soon as
as is
is feasible.
feasible. With adjustments,
adjustments, the
the system
system can
can be
be adapted
adapted to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needs of
of owners
owners
as soon
either shortshort- or
or long-term
long-term objectives.
objectives.
with either
To understand the
the principles involved,
involved, let's
let's compare them
them with those
those aa rancher
rancher practices
practices
He knows
knows what
what the
his ranch is,
keeps
herd. He
the carrying
carrying capacity of
of his
is, and he keeps
in maintaining aa beef herd.
herd within
within this
this limit.
limit. He
is always
always striving to upgrade the herd,
system
his herd
He is
herd, so he follows a system
of culling and
and selection.
selection. The system
system tends
tends to
to produce an
an income
income each
each year
year at
at about
about an
an even
even rate.
rate.
tree farmer
farmer doesn't
doesn't want
want all
of his trees
The tree cropping
cropping system
system uses
uses the
the same
same principles.
principles. A tree
all of
trees
to mature all
all at
at once,
once, so
so he
he harvests
.harvests some
some each
each year
year and
and replaces
replaces them.
them. He generally harvests
harvests
few acres
acres at
at aa time.
time. From an economic standpoint,
standpoint, trees
trees need to
to be replaced
replaced every
every 50
50 to
to 100
100
a few
years,
this is
is called
called the
the rotation.
rotation. If
If the rotation is 50 years,
years, he harvests an
an average
average of
of
years, and this
one-fiftieth of the
the area
area each
each year.
year.
acre will
will efficiently
produce an optimum number
number of trees.
Each acre
efficiently produce
trees. The surplus,
surplus, those
those not
not
needed for
for efficient
efficient growth,
growth, should
should be
be harvested.
harvested. All tree
tree stands
stands are
are combed periodically
periodically to
to
remcve
The frequency
of going through the
remove these
these surplus
surplus trees,
trees, many
many of
of which
which are
are merchantable.
merchantable. The
frequency of
the
This may
may vary from every year to as high as
stands
is called the
the cutting cycle.
cycle. This
as 15-year
15-year interinterstands is
vals, and depends on how fast the trees are growing and how quickly they
vals,
they tend
tend to
to crowd
crowd again
again
thinning. This culling and selecting attempts to upgrade the
the tree
tree "herd".
"herd".
after thinning.

HOW THE TREE CROPPING
CROPPING SYSTEM
SYSTEM WORXS
WORKS
H(M
Before aa tree
tree cropping
cropping system
system can
can be
be developed
developed for
for aa particular
particular woodland,
woodland, some
somebasic
basicdecideciLength of
of rotation
rotation to
to be
be adopted;
of cutting cycle to
need to
to be
be made:
made: (I)
(1) Length
adopted; (2)
(2) type
type of
to folsions need
low;
(3) procedures for
for replanting.
replanting.
low; (3)

Hfalter
is Chief,
Chief, Branch of Cooperative Forest Management,
Management, Division of State
State and
and
alter G.
C. Thomson is
Private Forestry,
S. Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
Forestry, U.
U. S.
2

2Before
his' recent
recent retirement
retirement in
in 1968,
1968, Walter
Walter M.
M. Fergerson
Fergerson was
was Woodland
Woodland Program
Program Specialist with
Before his
the Soil Con8ervation
Conservation Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
.
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The following
example will
will serve to illustrate how aa system
The
following example
system can
can be
be set
set up.
up.
woodland consists
consists of
of 120 acres with aa range
range of
of cover
cover types
types as
as follows:
follows:
20
20
25
25
35
40

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

Assume that
that a

nonstocked with
with trees
trees and
and in need of
of planting.
planting.
nonstocked
about
Douglas-fir.
about 15-year-old Douglas-fir.
25-year-old Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir.
about 25-year-old
about 45-year-old Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir.
about

topography is
is suited to tractor
tractor logging.
logging.
The topography

The soil has aa quality
quality of
of Site
Site Class
Class III
III for
for DougDoug-

las-fir.

Let us
us assume
that the basic decisions for
(1) A
Let
assume that
for this
this stand have been
been made as
as follows:
follows: (1)
60-year rotation
rotation is
is adopted;
adopted; (2)
60-year
(2) a 5-year cutting
cutting cycle is
is practical;
practical; and
and (3)
(3) the
the 20
20 acres
acres of
of
land will
immediately.
nonstocked land
will be replanted immediately.

The cropping
cropping system would consist of two
two cuttings:
cuttings:
1.
1.

cutting.
Harvest cutting.
If cutting 2
Harvest cut 22 acres
acres of the
the oldest
oldest stand
stand each
each year
year and
and regenerate.
regenerate. If
acres
is not
cut 44 acres
acres every other year or 10
10 acres
acres every S5
acres is
not practical,
practical, then cut
years. The method of cutting can be by clearcutting, ahelterwood,
shelterwood, or
or seed
seed tree,
tree,
whichever fits
fits the
the woodland.
woodland. (See
(See later
for these
these methods.)
methods.) The
later discussion for
area selected for
for cutting should be
be where
where trees are most mature,
mature, or the
area
the trees
trees need
the most.
most. In places
places a partial
to a size where
harvesting the
partial opening can be expanded to
One could
could select
reproduction can be expected.
expected. One
select for harvesting,
harvesting-, stands
stands of poor
poor
stocking or poor quality.
quality. The area to
to harvest may be in
in one or
or more places
places throuthroughthe stand.
stand. The individual
individual area should be at least
least 200
200 feet
feet across
across to
to provide
provide
out the
for
for adequate reproduction.

2.
2.

cutting (5-year
(5-year cutting
cutting cycle).
cycle).
Intermediate cutting
If
this on one-fifth of
the area,
area, or,
if cutting
cutting is
is
If cutting
cutting is
is done
done yearly,
yearly, do
do this
of the
or, if
done every 55 years,
years, do
do this
this on
on the
the entire
entire area.
area. The itportant
important thing
thing is
is to
to go
go
through
all available stands
stands every
every 55 years
years to
to remove
remove surplus
surplus trees.
trees. Besides
Besides proprothrough all
viding a harvest,
is made for remaining trees to
to grow better.
better.
harvest, room is

Following is
Following
is a comparison of
of two
two frequencies;
frequencies;

cutting every
5 years:
cuttiflg
every year,
year, or
or cutting
cutting every
every 5
years:

• Cutting every year is
is practical if
if adequate volume is
is being produced
produced to
to make the
the
be true
true in
in this
this instance.
instance. An easy
easy way to
to schedule
schedule
logging profitable. This would be
this
the area
into five
this system
system is
is to
to divide
divide the
area about
about equally
equally by
by timber
timber volumes
volumes into
five units
units
as follows:
as
Each year confine both cutting
cutting operations
operations to
to one
one of
of these
these units;
units;
harvest
harvest cut 22 acres and
and remove
remove surplus
surplus trees from
from all the
the rest of the
the unit.
unit. This
indefinitely, provided harvested areas are regenerated promptly.
promptly.
could be continued indefinitely,
Income would flow in
Income
in each
each year.
year.
• Cutting may be
be done
done at
at intervals
intervals of
of 55 years.
years. Harvest
Harvest cut
cut 10
10 acres,
acres, plus
plus cutting
cutting
surplus trees over the
surplus
the entire
entire property.
property. This also is
is aa perpetual
perpetual system.
system. Income
is derived at intervals
is
intervals of
of 55 years,
years, as
as the
the process
process is
is repeated.
repeated.

DISCUSSION

We have not
not tried
tried to
to explain
explain which
which is
is the
the best
best way
way to
to harvest,
harvest, such
such as
as clearcutting,
clearcutting, sheltershelterwood, or
wood,
or the
the seed
seed tree
tree method.
method. The cropping
cropping system
system explained
explained can
can fit
fit any
any method.
method. Neither have
we considered such tree-tending jobs
jobs as weeding and thinning.
thinning. These jobs
jobs can
can be
be scheduled
scheduled reguregularly in conjunction with the
the systems
systems just
just described.
described.

The results
results of
of following such
such aa system
system include
include the
the following:
following: Income has been produced and
and
can be expected at
at regular intervals.
intervals. The system becomes
to follow as
the
becomes progressively easier to
as the
trees
trees become arranged in
in stands,
stands, all
all sizes
sizes from
from seedlings
seedlings to
to mature
mature trees.
trees. A pattern of cropping
is
is set up so
so that
that the
the following
following owner
ownerororgeneration
generationcan
canfollct.z
follow it
it logically.
logically.
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The system can be adjusted to
to meet changing
changing conditions.
conditions. For instance,
instance, a severe windstorm
Th
might cause
cause aa major change
change of
of heavy
heavy harvest
harvest cutting
cutting for
for aa year
year or
or two,
two, followed
followed by
by lighter
lighter ones.
ones.
Any system will require
require re-examination
re-examination and
and adjustment
adjustment from
from time
time to
to time.
time.

HCM
TO SET
SET UP
UP AA TREE
TREE CROPPING
CROPPING SYSTEM
HW TO
information is
is needed
needed to
to begin
begin the
the plan.'
plan.Some basic information
from aa photo should
should show:
show: (1)
(1) Property boundary;
boundary; (2)
(2)
A map on an aerial photo or made from
major features
features such
such as
as roads,
roads, lakes
lakes or
or streams,
streams, other
other drainage
drainage ways,
ways, and
and rock
rock outcrop
outcrop or
or very
very
major
steep slopes;
slopes; (3)
(3) stand locations
locations by age,
age, species,
species, density or size
size of trees,
trees, or combination;
combination;
and (4)
(A) site quality.
soil survey
survey map, if
if available,
available, is
is desirable.
desirable.
A soil
Growth rate of the trees or estimate of the
the expected
expected annual
annual volume growth
growth per
per acre
acre should
should
known.
be known.
that can be sold
sold from
from the
the stand
stand and
and in
in the
the area
area within
within logical
logical
Kind and size of products that
distances is
is necessary
necessary information.
information.
hauling distances
for management by
by setting
setting up
up an
an
map, the area will be divided into blocks or areas for
On the map,
operating area for
for each year in the cutting cycle.
cycle. The size,
size, shape,
shape, and location
location of the
the blocks
be determined
determined by
by the
the basic
basic information
information just
just outlined.
outlined. Balance the blocks to include
include both
will be
harvest and intermediate cutting each year,
year, if possible.
possible. Decide the
the sequence
sequence of operation
operation of
of
showing operating
operating dates.
dates.
each block, showing
Following are
are guidelines
guidelines needed
needed to
to develop
develop proper
proper spacing
spacing when
when thinning
thinning or
or making
makingintermedi-.
intermediate cuts:
tree, varying with the
the size
size of the
the tree,
tree, for
for
A certain amount of space is needed by each tree,
growth and
and development
development of
of that
that tree.
tree. This is often expressed by the
the term
term "Basal
"Basal Area
Area Per
Per
best growth
the actual
actual square
square foot
foot of
of wood represented
represented by
by the
the area
area of
of the
the base
base of
of all
all the
the
Acre," meaning the
that acre.
acre. Research indicates that 60 percent of normal basal area
area is
is adequate
adequate stockstocktrees on that
ing. Normal basal area
area varies by age,
age, site,
site, and
and tree
tree diameter.
diameter. The "D plus
plus rule"
rule" in Table 1
ing.
takes this into account and approximates
approximates desirable spacing.
spacing.
takes

Table 1.
1.
Sites

Spacing
Spacing and
and Cutting
Cutting Cycles
Cycles by
by Sites—Douglas-fir
Sites--Douglas-fir and
and Ponderosa Pine

Douglas-fir

Spacing1
between
trees

Ponderosa
pine

D.
D. fir
fl-F 4
4
D+

P. Pine
P.
D+ 4

(III,
(III, IV)
IV)

IHD+ 4

(V,
(V, IV)

D+
Df 66

High

(I,
(I, II)
11)

(I, II)
(I,

Medium

(III, IV)
IV)
(III,

Low

(IV,
(IV, V)

Suggested
cutting
cycles

Suggested
rotation
lengths

Years

Years

3-5
3
- 5

60
40 -- 60

IH- 66
D+

5-8
5 - 8

60 - 100

D+ 88

8-16
8 - 16

100 - 120
120

11Tree
■='
Tree diameter in
in inches
inches is
is used
used as
as feet
feet in
in spacing.
spacing.
Example: 10-inch trees
trees (using
(using DD ++ 4)
4) would
would be
be spaced
spaced 14
14 feet
feet apart.
apart.

Table 1 is
is based upon a regular cutting cycle designed to
to require aa cut
cut with each
each 22 inches
inches
growth.
in diameter growth.
that spacing
spacing is
is determined,
determined, based upon tree
tree diameters,
diameters, the
the best-formed
best-formed and
and best-growing
best-growing
Now that
trees found
found on
on about
about that
that average
average spacing
spacing are
are left.
left. All other trees
trees are
are cut
cut and
and utilized.
utilized. As
the remaining trees get bigger in
in diameter,
diameter, they will require more space,
space, and
and more will be
be harharvested during the next cutting cycle.
cycle. Large trees are not necessarily
necessarily the
the ones to
to leave.
leave. If
they are too
too slow
slow in
in growth
growth rate,
rate, large
large trees
trees should
should be cut.
cut.
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EVALUATION

are rather
rather meager. George Staebler in
in the
the following
following
Actual data from managed woodlands are
table attempts
attempts to
to develop some by basing a calculation on related
related research.
research.
1960, he computed aa theoretical thinning
thinning schedule
schedule an
on Site
Site II,
II, starting
starting with
with 185
185 trees
trees to
to
In 1960,
the
acre at
age 23
23 and
and 3-year
intervals. This program
program progressed
progressed to
to 77
77 trees
trees per
per acre
acre
the acre
at age
3-year thinning intervals.
age 41 with
with 4-year
4-year intervals.
intervals.
at age

Table 2.
2

Age
in
years

20

23
23
26
26
29
33

37
37
41
47
54
62
62
70

Computation of
to Produce Douglas-Fir Trees
Trees of
of 1,000
1,000
of a Thinning Schedule Calculated to
Rnrd
Each
in in
70 70
YParR
Board Ft
Feet
Each
YearsononSite
SiteT]/
III/(Data
(Datafor
for 1 1 Acre
Acre Where
Where Aoorooriate)
Appropriate)

D.B.H.

Total
height

Volume
per tree
tree

Inches

Feet

Bd.
Bd. ft.
ft.
Scribner

8.0
9.5
10.9
12.4
14.2
16.0
17.8
20.3
23.0
26:0
26;O
28.7

44
54
54
64
75
85
95
104
114
124
134
144
144

-20

45
85
147
220
307

440
590
808
1,108

Stems
before
thinning

Stems
removed

Before
thinning

Number

Number

Bd.
Bd. ft.

27
39
25
20
15
10
8
7
7
5
5
4

212
185
146
121
101
86
76
68
68
61
61
56
52

3,700
6,570
10,285
14,847
18,920
23,332
29,920
35,990
45,248
57,616

Total removed
Total volume produced
Mean annual
annual growth
growth

Volume
Removed
Removed

Bd. ft.
ft.
Bd.

780
1,125
1,700
2,205
2,200
2,456
3,080
2,950
3,232

After
thinning
Bd.
Bd. ft.

2,920
5,445
8,585
12,642
16,720
20,876
26,840
26,840
33,040
42,016

19,728
728
19,
77, 344
77,344
1,105
ft. per acre
bd. ft.
105 bd.
1,

Adapted from Table
Table I
of Theoretical
Theoretical Derivation of Numerical Thinning
J/Adapted
I of
Thinning Schedules
Schedules for
for DouglasDouglasStaebler, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, June
June 1960.
1960.
fir by George Staebler,

The calculated schedule in Table 22 varies slightly from the
the system
system described herein.
herein. The
thinning cycle is
is variable from
from 33 to
to 88 years.
years. Spacing
varies from
fromD+7
D+7totoD-4-O.
D+0. To analyze
Spacing varies
expected costs
costs and
and return,
return, an
an example-could
example could be set
set up of a 70-acre woodland for the 70-year
rotation. Average
Average annual
annual yield
is calculated at 1,105 board feet,
feet, or the annual proyield per
per acre is
duction from the
the 70
70 acres
acres would
would be
be 77,350.
77,350. Gross returns could be calculated from
from an
an assumed
assumed
stumpage value.
value. Net returns would be figured
figured by deducting estimated
estimated costs from
from the
the gross.
gross. For
the 70-acre woodland,
woodland, these annual
costs would include annual taxes for the 70 acres,
annual costs
acres, costs of
planting 11 acre,
acre, weeding
weeding 11 acre,
acre, precoinmercial
precommercial thinning
thinning 11 acre
acre and
and rethinning,
rethinning, if
if tieeded,
heeded, and
and
sales administration.
administration. The net
net return then could be compared to the value of the
the land
land and trees
the return
return to
to management.
and show the
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Woodland Management
Woodland
Management Plans
Plans
Walter G.
G. Thomson1
Thomson
A well-developed plan for
for the
the management
management of
of aa woodland
woodland is
is essential
essential f for
obtaining optimum
optimum
or obtaining
benefits from
from that
that land.
land. It correlates the
the resources,
resources, such as
as land
land and
and its
its products,
products, labor,
labor,
capital,
capital, and equipment,
equipment, for the most beneficial uses to
to the
the woodland owner.
owner.

LAND MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT PLAN
BASIC ELEMENTS
ELEMENTS OF
OF AA WOOD
WOODLAND

Basic Objectives
Objectives and Land Use Decisions
objectives of
of management
management may vary considerably with the character and
The objectives
and condition
condition of
of the
the
woodland and the
the aims
aims and circumstances of the
the owner.
owner. Therefore,
Therefore, the objectives
objectives should
should be
be
clearly written
written out
out to
to serve
serve as
as aa guide for
for the
development of
of the plan.
clearly
the development
plan. Objectives might be:
be:
1.

Growing forest products for use on the farm.
farm.

2.
2.

for domestic
domestic water
water supply.
supply.
Protection of watershed
watershed for

3.
3.

Providing
Providing personal
personal or
or conmiercial
commercial recreational opportunity.

4.

Maintaining aa wildlife
wildlife habitat.
habitat.

5.

Income from
and sale
sale of
of timber
timber of
of special
special forest
forest products,
products, such
from product-ion
production and
such as
as Christmas
Christmas
trees.

6.
6.

Any combination
combination of
of these
these or
or other
other objectives.
objectives.

these objectives
objectives are
are clarified,
clarified, the
the plan can
can be
be developed with elements aimed at meeting
Once these
them.

Information Needed
Needed for
for Planning
Information for
the management
include the following:
following:
for the
management plan should inc.ude
1.
1.

Acres of forest
forest land.
land.

Total acreage
acreage and
and acres
acres by age
age class
class and
and cover
cover type.
type.

2.
2.

of stocking--spacing
Density of
stocking—spacing according to species and diameter clas8.
class.

rate, rings.per inch,
3. Growth rate,
inch, and annual growth in percent of total
total tree
tree volume
volume (growth
(growth
3.
percent).
4.

Productivity-of
Productivity
of the
the land.
land.

Possible annual harvest.

5.

Availability of markets
markets by
by products.
products.

6.

values.
Recreation potential—note
potential--note special recreational values.

7.

Wildlife potential--opportunity
potential—opportunity for
for special
special habitat
habitat development.
development.

8. Watershed protection
protection values--soil
values—soil characteristics,
characteristics, springs,
springs, lakes,
lakes, or
or streams
streams needing
needing
protection.
9.

Development needs--roads,
needs—roads, drainage,
drainage, fencing,
fencing, etc.
etc.

Maps of the Woodland and Overlays
Maps
information:
Maps and overlays
overlays are needed to show the following information:
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.

Boundaries--fences
Boundaries—fences and
and markers.
markers.
Location and
and legal
legal description.
description.
Cover type timber by species and
and age,
age, bru8h,
brush, cutover, etc.
etc.

WaIter
waiter G.
G. Thomson is
is Branch Chief,
Chief, Cooperative
Cooperative Forest
Forest Management, Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private
Forestry,
S. Forest
Service, Portland,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
Forest Service,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
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4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.
8.

features, such as streams,
streams, rock outcrops,
outcrops, swamps,
swamps, soil
soil types,
types, etc.
etc.
Physical features,
Improvements, such as roads,
roads, buildings,
buildings, dams,
dams, bridges,
bridges, drainageways,
drainageways, etc.
etc.
Improvements,
such as
as blocks or
or compartments.
compartments.
Administrative divisions such
Contours, if
if essential
essential to
to management.
management.
Contours,
Work
Work progress
progress shown
shown on
on outline
outline maps.
maps.

Inventory

Inventory information
information answers
answers the
the question:
question:
planning period?
period? It includes:
includes:

is on
on the
the area
area at
at the
the beginning of the
What is

1.
1. Volumes by species and size classes by management units.
2. Types of products--volume
products—volume in sawlogs,
sawlogs, poles,
poles, pulpwood,
pulpwood, number
number of Christmas
Christmas trees,
trees, etc.
etc.
3.
Areas ready for intermediate or final harvest,
harvest, reforestation,
reforestation, or
or other
other activity.
activity.
3.
4. Areas
possibilities, such as recreation,
recreation, wildlife habitat, watershed
watershed
Areas of other use possibilities,
etc.
protection, etc.

and Yield Calculations
Calculations
Growth and
These calculations form the basis for budgeting the
the amount
amount and
and time
time of thinning
thinning and
and harvest
harvest
operations.
1.
1.

growth is
is figured
figured by
by the
the percent
percent of
of volume
volume by
by tree
tree or
or acre
acre (growth
(growth
The present rate of growth
percent),
percent), and
and the
the volume
volume per
per acre.
acre.
2. Future growth calculations or estimates
estimates are
are based
based upon
upon species,
species, degree
degree of
of stocking
stocking to
to
2.
be obtained,
obtained, age class,
class, and products the plan is
is aiming toward.
toward.
Situation
Present and Future Market Situation
1.
1.

product, species,
species, etc.
etc.
Products now saleable by class of product,
Possible future
future markets by
by product,
product, species,
species, etc.
etc.
3. Population statistics--travel
statistics—travel patterns and other special knowledge demanded for
for special
special
such as
as recreational
recreational development.
development.
uses such
2.
2.

Plan of Operations

This plan is
is based upon the
the basic information
Information already
already mentioned and
and can
can be
be considered
considered as
as
time and
and type
type of
of activity.
activity. It includes:
includes:
a budget of time

1. Specific action planned in each management unit
compartment for
for next
years:
1.
unit or compartment
next 2 to 10 years:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specific
to get
get done.
done.
Specific jobs and projects to
and time
time estimates
estimates for
for each
each 3ob.
job.
Cost and
Schedule by priority and
and specific
specific time
time of
of year.
year.
-:
and quantity
quantity of
of products
products to
to be
be harvested.
harvested.
"'''
Kind and
Cutting cycle to
to follow.
follow.
Harvesting plans--See
handbook, "A Tree Cropping System"
plans—See article in this handbook,
System" by Fergerson
pages 48-51.
48-51.
and Thomson,
Thomson, pages

2.
Protection measures
measures needed—against
needed--against brush
brush encroachment,
encroachment, fire,
fire, insects,
insects, animal
animal damage,
damage,
disease, and
and trespass.
trespass.

3.
Recreational,
Recreational, wildlife,
wildlife, or
or watershed
watershed protection
protection measures
measures needed
needed or
or planned
planned by
by time
time and
and
place.
'

Record Keeping
Record detail will vary with intensity of management and owner's needs.
needs. For maximum value,
record all
all activity
activity in
in each
each management unit by time,
time, cost,
cost, and
and results
results obtained.
obtained. This would
include such
such items
items as:
as:

1.

Planting date and
and species,
species, survival
survival checks,
checks, and
and replanting.
replanting.

2.

Thinning and pruning schedules.
schedules.
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3.

Harvesting by kind of
quantity, quality,
quality, and value.
value.
Harve8ting
of product,
product, quantity,

as roads,
roads, structures,
4. Capital investments
investments such as
structures, and others,
others, including date8,
dates, costs,
costs, and
and
depreciation.

5.

Taxes and
and other overhead
overhead items.
items.

6.
6.

cost, use,
use, repairs,
repairs, and
and depreciation.
depreciation.
Equipment cost,

7.

Income
sources.
Income from recreational
recreational use,
use, special
8pecial products,
products, and other
other sources.

8.
8.

Other
to owner
Other pertinent
pertinent information
information useful
useful to
owner or manager.
manager.

Provision for
for Revision
Provi8ion
The woodland management plan must include
include aa provi8ion
provision for
for revising
revising work
work or
or operating
operating plan8
plans
annually or periodically.
periodically.

liG.1
OBTAINBASIC
BASICINFORMATION
INFORNATION NECESSARY
NECESSARY FOR
FOR MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT PLANS
HOW
TOTOOBTAIN
PLANS

The following methods are
are helpful
helpful in
In obtaining
obtaining data:
data:
Consult Professional Forester
Most woodland
woodland owners
owners are
are not forester8,
foresters, and
and it
it i8
is not
not possible
possible to
to make fore8ter8
foresters of
of them
them in
in
However, they can become skilled in many
many forestry
fore8try field practices.
practices. Local
a few ea8y
easy lesson8.
lessons. However,
Local
fore8ters
foresters are
are available
available to
to help
help them
them develop
develop the8e
these skill8.
skills.

The fore8ter
forester can teach
teach the
the woodland
woodland owner
owner how
how to:
to:
1.

Trace the
the outline of
of hi8
his property--an
property—an outline
outline map.
map.

- '

2. Trace detail from aerial photo8
photos in the offices of the County Asse8sor,
Assessor, the Agricultural
Stabilization and Con8ervation
Conservation Service,
Service, or
or the
the Soil
Soil Con8ervation
Conservation Service.
Service.
3.
3.

Divide area
area into
into logical
logical units
units by
by paint-marking
paint-marking trees
tree8 or
or by
by using
Divide
stakes.
8ing stake8.

4.
4.

Mea8ure tree8--height
Measure
trees—height and
and diaxneter.
diameter.

5.

Ue volume
Use
volume table8
tables to
to convert
convert the8e
these meaaurement8
measurements into
into volumes
volumes per
per tree
tree and
and per
per acre.
acre.

Get degree
degree of
of stocking
8tocking or
or volumes_pa«-acre
volume&pe-acre and
6. Get
and per
per tract
tract by
by tallying
tallying tree8
trees or
or taking
taking
sample plots.
plots.

7.

Differentiate between principal
principal specie8
species on
on the
the area.
area.

8.

Recognize major defects
defects and
and decay
decay 8ymptoms
symptoms in
in tree8.
trees.

9. Use fore8ter
forester tool8
tools he
increment borer,
he can buy or
or borrow,
borrow, including increment
borer, for determining
annual ring8
rings per
per inch.
inch.
10.

Determine growth rate
rate by measuring
measuring width
width of
of growth
growth rings.
rings.

Steps are:
are:
Step8

• Determine volume of
of tree
tree now.
now.
ring measure
mea8ure and
and count,
count, get
get tree
tree volume
volume estimates
estimate8 55 or
or 10
10 years
years from now.
now.
• By ring
divide by
by intervening years,
years,
• Deduct pre8ent
present volume from
from e8timated
estimated future
future vol.wne,
volume, divide
and get board foot
foot volume growth
growth per
per year
year on
on that
that tree.
tree. Thi8
This can al8o
also be expres8ed
expressed in
in
initial volume.
growth percent of initial
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Read Appropriate Bulletins

Appropriate bulletins
bulletins include
include publications
publications such
as the following:
Appropriate
such as
following:
The Yield
Yield of
of Douglas-Fir
Douglas-Fir in
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, McArdle and
1. The
in the Pacific
and Meyer, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. TechTech1.
nical Bulletin
Bulletin #201
#201 (Rev.
nical
(Rev. Oct.
Oct. 1949).
1949).

2. Yield of Even-Aged Stand of Ponderosa
Ponderosa Pine,
Pine, Meyer, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Technical
Technical Bulletin
Bulletin #630
#630
2.
1938).
(October 1938).
3. Growth in Selectively Cut Ponderosa Pine Forests of
of the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, Meyer,
Meyer,
3.
U.S.D.A.
(Apr. 1934).
1934).
U.S.D.A. Technical
Technical Bulletin #407
#407 (Apr.
4. Yield of
Stand of
of Sitka
Sitka Spruce
Spruce and
and Western
Western Hemlock,
Hemlock, Meyer,
Meyer, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Technical
Technical
of Even-Aged
Even-Med Stand
(March 1937).
1937).
Bulletin #544 (March
Trees--A Crop, Douglas-Fir Second
Growth Management
Management Committee,
Conittee, State
5. Your Trees—A
Second Growth
State of Washington
Department
(Rev. 1962).
1962).
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, Oregon State Forestry (Rev.
Your Trees—Don't
Trees--Don't Guess,
Guess, Lunnum,
6.
6. Measure Your
Lunnum, State of Washington Extension Service,
Service, Misc.
Pub. #8 (Sept.
Pub.
(Sept. 1953).
1953).
7.
7.

Measuring Trees,
Trees, Sanders,
Sanders, Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
Measuring
Idaho, PNW Bulletin #31 (Apr.
(Apr. 1959).
1959).

.Tree Farm
Farm Guide,
Guide, Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
Idaho, Western
Western Pine
8. Forest Practice Rules and..
and...Tree
Association (Undated,
(Undated, but published
published 1960-62).
1960-62).

Thinning of
of Douglas-Fir in the Pacific
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Technical
9. Commercial
Commercial Thinning
Bulletin
(Jan. 1961).
1961).
Bulletin #1230
#1230 by
by Normal
Normal P.
P. Worthington
Worthington and
and George
George R.
R. Staebler
Staebler (Jan.
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The Tree
Northwest
The
Tree Farm
Farm Program
Programinin the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Norman E.
E. Bjorklund

I

REASONS FOR TREE FARMING

were beginning
beginning to
to pul].
pull out
With the
the
By 1941 Oregon and Washington
Washington were
out of
of the
the depression.
depression. With
in the
the economy,
economy, demands
all kinds began to
to grow.
grow. With
With improving
improving
upswing in
demands for timber products of all
market conditions,
conditions, the industry looked ahead to determine where it
it would get
get its
its future
future timber
timber
supply. Although a number
owners, both industrial
industrial and
and nonindustrial,
nonindustrial, had thought
thought it
it might be
be
number of
of owners,
possible to
grow timber
timber as
as aa crop,
crop, no
no one
one had
had been
been willing
willing to
to invest
possible
to grow
invest large sums of money in
was the primary concern of forest
starting and caring for a new timber
timber crop.
crop. Risk of fire was
forest
In the
the decade
decade prior
prior to
to 1941,
1941, the
the annual
annual area
area burned
burned in Oregon and Washington
Washington averaged
owners. In
approximately 300,000
300,000 acres.
acres.
1941, the
its Clemons
demons property
property in
in
Early in 1941,
the Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Company made the decision to manage its
Washington for
Grays Harbor County,
County, Washington
for future
future timber
timber crops.
crops. Other companies wanted
wanted to
to follow
follow suit
suit
but felt
felt public
fires. As aa
public cooperation
cooperation was
was needed,
needed, particularly with respect
respect to preventing fires.
result,
initiated two
two programs—the
programs--the tree
tree farm program and the Keep Green programs.
result, the industry
industry initiated
programs.
The Keep Green efforts were to encourage the
the public to be careful with fire
fire in
in the
the woods. The
tree farm
farm program
program informed
informed the
the public
public that
that private
private forest
forest owners
owners were
were investing
investing money
money in forest
forest
tree
lands and
and conscientiously
conscientiously managing them
lands
them for
for future
future forest
forest crops.
crops. It
asked the general
general public
It asked
to
to help
help in
in preventing
preventing of
of forest
forest fires
fires and
and by
by supporting
supporting equitable
equitable tax
tax legislation
legislation and
and forestry
laws.
In the
the fall
fall of
of 1941,
1941, aa predecessor
predecessor of
of the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Association developed the
This program would recognize private forest
idea of
of a certified tree
tree farm
farm program.
program. This
forest landowners
landowners
who were willing to
manage their
continuous crops of timber.
to manage
their forest
forest lands
lands for continuous
timber. In December 1941,
1941,
the program was
nationally. The first tree
tree farms were certified in
in Western Oregon
Oregon and
and
was adopted nationally.
Washington in
in February 1942,
1942, and
and the
the first
first in
in the
the eastside
eastside pine
pine region
region were
were certified
certifiedininSep.SepAlthough for
for the
the first
first few
few years
years all
all of
of the
the properties
properties certified were industrially
1942. Although
tember 1942.
owned,
1943 the first nonindustrial properties
properties were
were certified.
certified. A majority of the certified
owned, in 1943
tree farms
farms in the Pacific Northwest are
are now
now nonindustrially
nonindustrially owned.
owned.
Since its
start in 1941,
1941, the
the tree
tree farm program has
has spread to
to 48
48 states with certification
its start
acres. Here in the Pacific
of nearly 32,000 owners with properties totaling nearly 71 million acres.
Northwest, Oregon has
tree farms
farms covering 5,339,941 acres,
acres, and Washington has 776
776 tree
tree farms
Northwest,
has 514
514 tree
covering 4,874,136 acres.
acres.
In the Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir region of
of Western
Western Oregon and Washington,
Washington, certification is
is handled by the
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Association,
Association, but
but in the
the east
east half
half of
of the
the two
two states
states and
Idaho, certification
Industrial
and Idaho,
pages 367
is handled by the Western
Products Association.
Association. See
See pages
367 and
and 371
371 in the section on
is
Western Wood Products
"Forestry Organizations and
and Agencies."

ADVANTAGES 'OF
TREE FARM
FARM CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION
ADVANTAGES
OF TREE

Tree farming
has accomplished its original objective of making the public aware
farming has
aware that
that many
private forest owners are
are willing
willing and
and able
able to
to manage
manage their
their lands.
lands. This has helped
helped in
in the
the estabestablishinentofofmore
moreequitable
equitablelegislation,
legislation, including
including tax
tax laws,
laws, and
and has
has been
been aa factor
factor in
in the
the public's
public's
lishment
cooperation in
in the
the prevention
prevention of
of fires.
fires.

What are
are the current advantages of tree farm certification to a forest owner? First,
First, aa
forest owner
owner who
who becomes
becomes certified
certified joins
joins aa growing
growing group
group who
who want
want to
to manage
manage their
their lands
lands under
under the
the
forest

Norman E.
'Norman
E. Bjorklund
Bjorklund is
is Chief
Chief Forester
Forester of
of the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Association,
Association, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
His job
supervision of
of the
the West
West Coast
Coast Tree
Tree Farm
Farm program in
in western
western Oregon
Oregon and
and western
western
His
job entails
entails supervision
management of
of the Association's
Association's two
nurseries
Washington. He also
also is
is involved in the management
two forest
forest tree nurseries
at Olympia,
Olympia, Washington and
and Canby,
Canby, Oregon.
Oregon.
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on tree
tree farms
farms have
have been
been used
used very
very effectively
effectively with
with both
both state
state and
and
methods. Data on
best possible methods.
national
national legislators
legislators and will continue to
to show
show that
that private
private forest
forest owners
owners are
are capable
capable of
of managmanagthis country who hold and
promote the
their own
own lands.
lands. There are
are still many groups
groups in this
and promote
the
ing their
belief
that only government is
is qualified
qualified to
to manage forest
forest lands.
lands.
belief that

farmers are
are able
able to
to call
call on
on the
the foresters
foresters of
of the
the certifying
certifying association
association for
for
Certified tree farmers
help
including marketing of
of products.
products. In addition,
addition, some forest industry
industry
help with forestry problems including
companies also provide help.
help. Periodically information
information of
of current
current interest
interest is
is sent
sent to
to certified
certified
companies
certified tree
tree
tree farmers. When issues
issues important
important to
to forest
forest owners have developed suddenly,
suddenly, certified
farmers
be contacted easily and
farmers can be
and can take
take immediate
immediate action.
action. In some areas,
areas, tree
tree farmers have
been able
to get
ideas in tree
tree farm workshops.
able to
get together and share ideas

HCM
AS A CERTIFIED
CERTIFIED TREE
TREE FARMER
FARMER
HCW TO QUALIFY AS

Certified tree
tree farmers must meet five
five requirements aimed
aimed at
at providing
providing better
better tree
tree crops.
crops.
include keeping land
land in
in forest
forest production;
production; developing
developing aa plan
plan for
for management;
management; providing
providing
These include
satisfactory protection
protection against
against fire,
satisfactory
fire, insects,
insects, disease,
disease, and animal damage; harvesting timber
timber
as to assure good utilization and
and establishment
establishment of
of future
future crops;
crops; and
and furnishing
furnishing inforinforcrops so as
mation when requested by the certifying association.
association.
Forest owners who wish to
to have their
their lands
lands certified
certified should
should contact
contact the
the association
association handhandling
area. It will furnish the tree farm
farm application
application form
form and
and have
have aa
ling certification in their area.
forester visit
visit the property.
forester
property. If
If needed,
needed, the
the forester
forester may assist them in making a tree farming
applications will then
then be
be submitted
submitted for
for certification.
certification. Following certification as
plan. Their applications
farm, the forest
forest owner will be provided a certificate and
and aa tree
tree farm
farm sign.
sign.
a tree farm,
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Herbicides
and the Tending
Herbicides and
Tending of Forests
Newton
Michael Newton

I

Forests seldom
seldom develop ideally
ideally into
into manageable
manageable stands
stands without
without cultural
cultural treatment.
treatment. Many of
of
the
this book have been developed specifically
specifically to
to
the practices
practices discussed
discussed in
in other
other sections
sections of
of this
improve the
the volume
volume and
and value
value growth of
of forests.
improve
forests. Many such
such practices
practices developed
developed from
from traditional
traditional
methods, now considered too expensive for
hand methods,
for economic
economic forestry.
forestry. Without cultural
cultural treatment,
treatment,
forests are
are beset by problems of poor survival,
survival, suppression
suppression from
from animal
animal damage,
damage, encroachment
encroachment by
by
brush, poor species
species composition,
composition, and
and overly dense
dense stands.
stands.
brush,

for solving
solving these problems has arisen in
in recent
recent years with the
the development
development of
of
Capability for
new chemicals
chemicals and
and methods of
of applying
applying them.
them. Moreover,
there are
are some
some forest-tending
forest-tending operations
operations
Moreover, there
that now are possible with chemicals that
that were never before
before feasible
feasible with
with any
any of
of the
the other
other tools
tools
available. With the
the development of chemical
chemical technology,
technology, chemical
chemical silviculture
silviculture has
has become
become aa
system of operation that
that promises to provide intensive
intensive forestry
forestry at
at aa substantial
substantial reduction
reduction in
in
cost.
The objectives of this
this chapter
chapter are
are to
to illustrate
illustrate how
how herbicides
herbicides may
may be
be used
usedtotosolve
solvef foresorestry problems,
problems, and to
to provide information necessary
necessary to
to implement
implement various
various management practices
practices
economically and
economically
and safely.
safely. Throughout,
Throughout, it
it is
is important
important that
that success
success be
be measured
measured by
by performance
performance of
of
crop trees.
trees. Herbicides are used only to
to kill
kill plants,
plants, but
but are
are used
used effectively
effectively only
only as
as the
the death
death
of these plants serves to promote the
the ultimate growth
growth of crop
crop trees.
trees.

ECOLOGY OF COMPETITION
of any and all
The supply of
all factors
factors necessary for the
the growth of tree
tree seedlings
seedlings is
is always
always
limited. Individual seedlings may need very little
little in
in the
the way of nutrients,
nutrients, moisture,
moisture, and
and total
total
light simply
because the
the organism is
light
simply because
is very small
small in a large environment.
environment. Under
Under natural
natural conditions,
conditions,
however, there
there are many other plants growing together
together with seedlings
seedlings in
in new
new plantations
plantations or
or in
in
however,
old disturbed
disturbed areas.
areas.

Moisture Stress
Stress Caused by Competitors
All plants use
use moisture.
moisture. After
is depleted,
depleted, none is available for
for trees
trees until
After moisture is
heavy rains
Soaking summer
summer rains
rains are
very rare in most of Western United
rains resupply
resupply deep
deep moisture,
moisture. Soaking
are very
States.

Almost
Almost all
all the water that
that is depleted is lost
lost through
through the
the process of
of transpiration.
transpiration. Grasses
particularly are
are very efficient in
in their
their depletion
depletion of
of noisture
moisture from
from the
the soil
soil in
in the
the rooting
rooting zone
zone
of young
young conifers.
conifers. Where heavy stands
stands of grass
grass exist
exist in
in plantations,
plantations, it
it often
often is
is necessary
necessary for
for
the conifers
conifers to
survive through a period of
of negligible available moisture for
the
to survive
for several
several months.
Removal of
of competing
competing vegetation
vegetation releases
releases a very large percentage of the potential moisture storRemoval
storage capacity of
of the
the soil
soil for
for use
use by
by the
the plantation.
plantation.
When the
the vegetation
vegetation layer
layer Is
is concentrated
concentrated in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of seedling
seedling crowns,
crowns, it
it tends
tends to
to
the vicinity of
of the foliage,
increase air
air temperature
temperature in the
foliage, increasing greatly the
the moisture stress
stress
in seedlings. The internal moisture stress
stress conditioned by
by high leaf
leaf temperatures
temperatures and
and depleted
depleted
soil moisture
moisture may be
be comparable
comparable to
soil
to that
that of
of extreme desert regions with much less
less precipitation.
precipitation.

1Michael
Newton, Associate Professor,
Professor, School of Forestry,
Michael Newton,
Forestry, Oregon State
State University,
University, has
has been
been in
in
charge of brush control
control research
research since
since 1960.
1960. His work in
in brush control has been aimed
aimed toward
toward
the evaluation of
of vegetation as
as an obstacle to
to reforestation and
and toward
toward the
the development
development of
of forest
forest
weed control
control techniques.
techniques.
weed
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of Competitors
Shading Effect
Effect of
Shrub
from that
that of
of heavy
heavy
Shrub or
or brush
brush cover
cover has
has an
an effect
effect on
on seedlings
seedlings substantially different from
Brush cover
cover in
cover. Brush
in full
full leaf
leaf depletes moisture nearly as
as rapidly
rapidly as
as grass,
grass, but
but tends
tends
grass cover.
to do
do so
so through
through aa deeper
so that
that the depletion is
is less
less rapid
rapid in
in the
the surface
surface soil.
soil.
to
deeper soil
soil profile so
Moreover, interception
interception of direct sunlight
sunlight is
is at
at aa higher level
level than
than in
in the
the grass,
grass, resulting
resulting in
in
Moreover,
temperature at
at seedling
seedling level.
level. Moisture stress in
in seedlings
seedlings is
is thus
thus reduced
reduced by
by shade,
shade,
lower air temperature
this does not guarantee
guarantee survival.
survival.
although this
Brush has
has two
two effects
effects on small
small conifers that are not normally severe
severe in
in grassy
grassy vegetation.
vegetation.
casts heavy
heavy shade,
shade, which
which reduces
reduces woody growth in seedlings.
Brush casts
seedlings. Spindly seedlings
seedlings grow more
slowly,
litter and leaves
leaves from the
the overstory.
overstory. Poor
slowly, and
and are
are very
very subject
subject to
to damage
damage from falling litter
seedling
vigor caused
caused by
by shading
shading often
often results
results in
seedling vigor
in such slow growth that seedlings fall
fall behind in
in
their competitive positions and
their
and are
are suppressed
suppressed out
out of
of existence.
existence. Together with the
the shading
shading
effect is
is the
the influence
influence of
of browsing
browsing and
and clipping
clipping animals
animals for
for which brush is often suitable habieffect
that have
have been
been overtaken by brush or that
tat. Seedlings
Seedlings that
that have been planted in
in the
the brush are
are
attractive forage and accessible to
attractive
to animals.
animals. Browsing damage compounds the problem of slow
slow
growth.
Mortality in
the first
first year
year after
after planting.
planting. Seedlings in
in grassy
grassy areas
areas is
is heaviest
heaviest during'
during the
in
brushfields,
however, may
may survive well the first
year, with mortality taking an
brushfields, however,
first year,
an increasing
increasing toll
toll
in later years.
in
years.

The Growth Factor
Factor in
in Competition
Competition
There are
are three
three general and
and typical
typical classes
classes of
of brush
brush development.
development. The most serious of these
is
type composed
composed of
of fast-growing hardwoods
hardwoods such
willow, bitter cherry,
is the
the brush
brush type
such as
as alder,
alder, willow,
cherry, and
These species
big-leaf maple. These
species grow so rapidly,
rapidly, and occur so soon after major disturbances,
disturbances, that
that
the concurrent
out of
of the question.
concurrent and permanent establishment
establishment of
of seedlings
seedlings and
and brush
brush is
is aluiost
almost out
question.
Fast-growing
trees will
suppress any
Fast-growing hardwoods
hardwoods growing
growing in
in stands
stands denser
denser than
than isolated
isolated trees
will ultimately suppress
conifers except
except individuals clearly
clearly growing
growing in
in openings.
openings. The expectation that
that the
the conifers will
develop simultaneously
simultaneously with
with the
the hardwoods,
hardwoods, emerging
emerging in
in aa mixed
mixed stand,
stand, is
is usually
usually groundless.
groundless.
develop

An intermediate
class of
of brush
brush develops
develops from sprouts
clear-cutting. Characterisintermediate class
sprouts following
following clear-cutting.
Characteristic
of this
group are
are vine
vine maple,
maple, salmonberry,
salmonberry) and
and others
others that
that sprout
sprout but
but reach a limited
maxitic of
this group
limited maximum height,
madrone. Most of these
height, and some tree
tree species
species of
of drier regions,
regions, such as
as madrone.
these form in
in
clumps, and
and do
do not
not form
form solid
solid dense
dense stands
stands for
for at
at least
least several
several years
years following
following logging
logging or
or fire.
fire.
clumps,
Establishment
vigorous conifer seedlings
Establishment of
of large,
large, vigorous
seedlings between stools,
stools, or sprouts when the clumps
clumps
are still
still only a year or two old,
old, should
should insure
insure the
the. establishment
establishment of
of aa stand
stand of
of conifers.
conifers.
brush type
type is
is the
the slow-growing shrub
type that
that normally
normally follows
burning of
of
The third
third brush
shrub type
follows the
the burning
slash on relatively dry
manzanita, and other
dry sites.
sites. Typical of these are snowbrush ceanothus,
ceanothus, manzanita,
other
evergreen shrubs.
shrubs. Many of these
these develop
develop into
into dense
dense stands
stands following
following burning from
from seeds
seeds stored
stored
in the duff.
duff. Juvenile
Juvenile growth
growth of
of these
these fire-type
fire-type brush
brush species
species is
is generally
generally so
so slow
slow that
that serious
serious
competition does
does not
not arise
arise from
from its
its development
development as
as long
long as
as conifers
conifers are
are developing
developing simultanesimultanecompetition
formidable obstacle to
regeneration if
if the
the seedlings
seedlings are
are not
not established
established
ously. They
They form aa formidable
to regeneration
concurrently with
with the
the brush,
brush, however,
however, because
because their
their density
density often
often precludes
precludes the
the economic
economic operaoperaconcurrently
tion of planting
planting crews.
crews.

Brush as
as a Nurse Crop
There has
has been
been much
much speculation
speculation as
as to
to the
the benefits
benefits of
of using
using slow-growing
slow-growing brush
brush species
species as
There
as
nurse crops for
for conifers.
conifers. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, conifers established concurrently with brush do not
have its
its protection during
during the
the period
period of
of establishment.
establishment. If conifers are
are planted
planted several
several years
years
after the
the development
development of
of brush,
brush, the
the brush
brush has
has reached
reached aa stage
stage of
of growth
growth at
at which
which it
it overtops
overtops the
the
after
conifers
conifers successfully,
successfully, causing
causing mortality and
and suppression
suppression in the
the planted
planted trees
trees even
even though
though initial
initial
survival may appear good.
good.
Some
species, e.g.
e.g. alder
alder and
and ceanothus,
ceanothus, are
are noted
noted for
for their
their ability
ability to
to fix
fix atmospheric
atmospheric
Some species,
nitrogen,
nitrogen, and to
to improve
improve the
the fertility
fertility of
of the
the soil.
soil. Economic realization of such
such benefits may
be difficult,
however, because
because the
presence of
of the
the nitrogen
nitrogen fixer
fixer may
may preclude the
development of
of
difficult, however,
the presence
the development
beneficiary
In general,
general, a minimum of
of any
of competition
competition is
is most
most desirable
desirable while
while
beneficiary species.
species. In
any type
type of
seedlings are becoming established.
seedlings
established.
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WEEDS VERSUS TREES
ECONOMICS OF WEEDS
The financial
financial loss
loss attributable
attributable to
to brush
brush involves
involves three
three factors:
factors:
(1) The
loss from
(1)
The direct
direct loss
reduced growth and mortality of young seedlings;
seedlings; (2)
(2) the
the accrual
accrual of
of interest
interest charges
charges against
against aa
final harvest resulting from an extension of rotation period;
period; and (3)
(3) the
the loss
loss of
of intermediate
intermediate
resulting from
from understocking.
understocking. Financial loss
loss occurs both with high establishment
establishment cost
cost
harvests resulting
submaximum harvest.
harvest.
and with submaximum
Mortality and
and reduced
reduced growth
growth of
of individual
individual trees
trees is
is the
the most obvious
obvious loss
loss from
from competition.
competition.
Loss of thinnings and build-up of interest
interest charges can also
also be very costly.
costly. The average small
woodland owner
owner does
does not
not have
have the
the large
large acreage
acreage necessary
necessary to
to maintain
maintain' aa normal
normal distribution
distribution of
of
forest age
age classes.
classes. He must schedule periodic thinnings
thinnings to
to maintain aa productive
productive level
level of
of growgrowing stock
stock while deriving some income from his forest lands.
lands. An intensive
intensive thinning
thinning program
program
than might be necessary if
if only
only the
the final
final yield
yield is
is to
to be
be
requires a higher degree of stocking than
to weed trees
trees and
and brush is
is necessary
necessary throughout
throughout the
the cutting
cutting cycle
cycle to
to
considered. Attention to
this end.
end.
attain this

The number of trees
trees planted
planted per
per acre
acre is
is the
the most
most important
important cost
cost variable
variable ininthe
theestablishestablishment of
of aa forest.
forest. The number actually planted depends on how the
the owner wishes to
to conduct
conduct his
his
mént
future thinning
thinning operations,
operations, including a factor
factor for
for mortality.
mortality. Too few trees in
future
in the
the developing
developing
stand will
loss of
too many will
loss of
those that
that ultiwill cause loss
of total
total growth;
growth; too
will cause loss
of growth on those
mately become
become saleable.
saleable.
The purposeful management of stand composition and density is
is probably the
the best
best guarantee
guarantee
in the
profitable forestry
forestry on
on any
any given
given site.
site. The method used may make little
little difference
difference'in
the
of profitable
of how to do
resulting stand;
stand; hence the choice of
do it
it should be based on available equipment and
costs. The method of tending should
should provide
provide the
the lowest
lowest cost
cost per
per established
established tree,
tree, or
or the
the miniminimum investment
investment per unit of
of harvestable volume.
volume. Until recently,
recently, the
the cost
cost of
of competition
competition was
was
mum
measured almost
almost exclusively
exclusively in
in terms
terms of
of unrealized income.
income. Today,
Today, the cost of competition may
also be measured in terms
of the lowest
terms of
lowest investment
investment needed to alleviate effects of competitors,
competitors,
usually aa much lower
lower figure.
figure.

HERBICIDE PRACTICES AND ALTERNATIVE METHODS

The practices
practices discussed in other
sections of
this book often lend themselves to
to solution
other sections
of this
with
with herbicides
herbicides rather
rather than
than traditional
traditional mechanical or
or manual methods. Where applicable,
applicable, herbicides often may be used at
at lover
lower cost,
cost, and in sOme
some cases
cases with a better result.
result. In this
this discussion of herbicides and their uses in forestry,
forestry, herbicide practices are compared with methods
that they replace in order to put the alternatives in
in their proper perspective.
perspective. For a more
of this subject,
comprehensive treatment
trfeatment of
subject, the reader is referred to "Herbicides and
and Vegetation
Management in
in Forests,
Forests, Ranges
Ranges and
and Noncrop
Noncrop Lands".
Lands". Oregon State
State University School
School of
of Forestry.
1967.
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Weed Control
Control in
in Plantations
Plantations
Prospects
successful establishment
establishment of
forest plantation in
in a heavy herb cover are
are
Prospects for successful
of a forest
exceedingly poor,
poor, particularly on south and southwesterly exposures.
exposures. The reason
reason for
for heavy
heavy mormortality
and the
the moisture
tality of
of seedlings
seedlings is
is internal
internal moisture
moisture stress
stress induced
induced by
by the
the weed
weed cover
cover and
deficiencies conditioned
conditioned by
by it.
it.
It
for many years
that reduction of
of weed cover around planted seedlings
seedlings is
is
It has
has been known for
years that
involved manual scalping
scalping of
of grass
grass around
around each
each
essential. The methods used historically have involved
individual tree.
tree. With modern
modern equipment,
equipment, new
new methods
methods have
have been
been devised
devised that
that permit
permit scalping
scalping much
much
Regardless of
of how
how scalping
scalping is
is done,
done, however,
however, the scalping effect is quite
more economically.
economically. Regardless
more
temporary,
temporary, and weeds re-encroach from
from the
the sides or germinate
germinate in
in the
the bare
bare mineral soil
soil of
of the
the
disturbed area.
area. The re.encroachment
re-encroachment of weeds causes conditions similar
similar to
to those
those in
in areas
areas that
that
disturbed
unscalped, anc'
the practice
practice of
of scalping
scalping is
is often
often of
of questionable
questionable merit.
merit. Indeed,
Indeed scalping
are unscalped,
and the
may provide
provide for
for aa slight
slight improvement
improvement in
in survival,
survival, but the
the additional
additional cost
cost of
of scalping
scalping may
may actuactually increase the
the cost
cost per
per live
live seedling.
seedling.
Chemical weed
weed control
control has
has almost
almost none
none of
of the
the disadvantages
disadvantages of
of mechanical
mechanical scalping.
Chemical
scalping. Application of
of atraz.ne
atrazine has
has resulted
resulted in
in substantial
substantial improvements
improvements in
in survival
survival and
and visor
vigor of
of plantations.
plantations.
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Atrazine2
be applied
broadcast either
either before
before or
or after
after planting
planting and
and with
with or
or without
without soil
soil
Atrazine2 may be
applied broadcast
few
herbicide may
may be
be incorporated
incorporated in
the top
incorporation.
best results,
results, any
any soil-active
soil-active herbicide
in the
top few
incorporation. For best
This
involves
planting
after
application
in
the
recently
inches
of
soil
after
application.
This
involves
planting
after
application
the
inches of soil after application.
tilled
ground. Atrazine
Atrazine may be used with substantial success
success on
on uncultivated
uncultivated ground,
ground, however.
however.
tilled ground.

Atrazine should be
be applied
applied in
in late
late winter
winter or
or early
early spring.
spring. Leaching of
of atrazine
atrazine is
is substansubstantial during
during heavy winter rains,
tial
rains, and
and too-early
too-early applications
applications may
may result
result in
in some
some loss
loss of
of herbicide.
herbicide.
however, so
so it
it must
must be
be applied
applied early
early enough
enough in
in the
the
Moisture is necessary for its
its "activation",
"activation", however,
spring to
to insure
insure that
that aa rain
rain of
of one-half
one-half inch
inch or
or more
more in
in one
one storm
storm will
will follow.
follow. In the
the WilWillamette Valley area,
lamette
area, application about
about the
the first
first of
of March
March is
is desirable,
desirable, but
but aa month
month earlier
earlier is
is
for California
California and
and Southwest
Southwest Oregon.
Oregon. In the drier regions,
regions, east
east of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade MounMoundesirable for
in Southern
Southern Idaho,
Idaho, atrazine
atrazine can
can be
be applied
applied in
in late
late fall.
fall. The rates
rates of
of application
application
tains and in
usually range from 3
3 to 6 pounds
pounds per
per acre,
acre, depending
depending upon
upon the
the efficiency
efficiency of
of equipment
equipment and
and the
the
sensitivity of
of weed
weed species.
species. Heavy turfgrasses,
turfgrasses, e.g.,
e.g., bentgrass,
bentgrass, perennial
perennial ryegrass,
ryegrass, and
and others,
others,
sensitivity
may require 66 pounds
pounds of
of the
the 80-percent
80-percent material
material per
per acre.
acre. There is
is evidence that
that addition
addition of
of
2
Users are
urged to
2,4-D
and cacodylic
acid2 may improve effectiveness of
of atrazine.
atrazine. Users
are urged
to seek
2,4-D2
and
cacodylic acid2
advice.
Atrazine may cause some
some symptoms
symptoms in
in planted
planted conifers.
conifers. The degree of sensitivity of
of the
the
conifers varies
varies considerably.
considerably. The incidence
incidence of
of some
some damage
damage in
in aa plantation
plantation should
should not
not be
beconconas having harmed
harmed the
the plantation
plantation as
as aa whole.
whole. The benefit derived from
from the
the weed control
control
strued as
greatly outweighs
outweighs the
the harm
harm done.
done. Moreover,
Moreover, seedlings
seedlings exhibiting
exhibiting symptoms
symptoms of
of damage,
damage, aa necrosis
necrosis
or chlorosis of
of leaf
leaf tip,
tip, usually
usually recover
recover during
during the
the year
year of
of application,
application, and
and may
may even
even produce
produce
flush of
of growth during
during the
the late
late summer.
summer.
a second flush
Atrazine may be applied
applied by
by farm
farm equipment
equipment or
or by
by aircraft.
aircraft. When using aircraft,
aircraft, it
it is
is
important that
important
that the
the aircraft
aircraft fly as
as low to
to the ground as
as possible,
possible, because
because of
of the
the vaporization
vaporization of
of
water in
in the
the fine
fine droplets.
droplets. Droplets that
that dry before reaching
reaching the
the ground
ground turn
turn to
to powder
powder which
which
may not
not reach
reach the
the ground
ground in
in the
the target
target area.
area. Substantial loss
loss from
from this
this cause
cause is
is to
to be
be anticianticiflight pattern,
pattern, particularly
particularly on
on some
some warm
warm days.
days. For this
this reason,
reason, large
large open
open
pated with higher flight
areas
that can be flagged readily can be flown
flown very reasonably
reasonably and
and effectively
effectively with
with fixed-wing
fixed-wing
areas that
aircraft,
aircraft, but
but boxed-in clearcuts and
and other inaccessible
inaccessible areas
areas should
should be
be flown
flown with
with aa helicopter.
helicopter.
application is
is generally
generally of
of lower
lower cost
cost than
than ground
ground application
application unless
unless the
the owner
owner is
is espeespeAerial application
equipped for
for large-scale
large-scale broadcast
broadcast spraying.
spraying.
cially equipped
Brushfield Rehabilitation
Enormous areas
areas of
of privately
privately owned
owned forest
forest land
land in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest support
support largely
largely unmerunmerchantable stands of hardwoods and
and mixed brush species.
species. Many of these
these sites
sites are
are of
of aa quality
quality for
for
the
growth, and
and are
are of high priority for
for rehabilitation.
rehabilitation. Many of them
them have
the finest
finest plant growth,
extremely complex vegetation composition,
composition, being mixed trees,
trees, tall
tall shrubs,
shrubs, low
low shrubs,
shrubs, and
and fern.
fern.
of these
these brush
brush types
types have
have been
been established
established long
long enough
enough to
to permit
permit animal
animal populations
populations to
to build
build
Many of
The large
large variety of
of problems
problems on
on specific
specific sites
sites requires
requires careful
careful diagnosis
diagnosis and
and complete
complete
up.
prescription.

The
costs of the traditional clearing,
clearing, together
together with the
the low
low probability
probability of
of reforestareforestaThe high costs
tion success,
success, have discouraged
discouraged many private
private landowners
landowners from
from trying
trying to
to do
do anything
anything with
with complex
complex
brushfields. Today,
Today, there are two
two general approaches to
to rehabilitation that
that have
have shown
shown some
some
merit and
and are
are being
being used
used with
with success.
success. These involve the reduction of brush competition by
of controlling
controlling brush
brush involve concurrent
or by
by scarification.
scarification. Both niethods
methods of
concurrent steps
steps to
to
spraying or
insure the
establishment and maintenance of a stand of conifers.
insure
the establishment
conifers.
and spraying:
spraying: Two main considerations
considerations for
for aa planting
planting and
and spraying
spraying operation
operation perperPlanting and
tain to:
to:
(1) Selection
and (2)
(2) pro(I)
Selection of
of the
the proper
proper herbicide,
herbicide, season,
season, and method
method of
of application;
application; and
procurement and
Most brush types
and establishment
establishment of
of conifers
conifers in
in the
the sprayed
sprayed area.
area. Most
types may be sprayed
either during dormant season (in
either
(in the spring)
spring) or during
during the
the summer
summer foliage
foliage spray season.
season. Some
types must be sprayed
sprayed during the
the summer
summer foliage
foliage season,
season, and
and some
some must be sprayed
sprayed
specific brush types
during the dormant season for
for maximum effectiveness.
effectiveness.
2

2Detailed
is to
to be
be found in aa subsequent
Detailed analysis and
and description
description of each
each herbicide
herbicide mentioned is
subsequent
this chapter under the
the heading "Herbicides
"Herbicides Used in
in Forestry," beginning
beginning on
on page
page 67.
67.
section of this
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spring-dormant spray is
The spring-dormant
is normally recommended where adequate brush control will be
obtained,
obtained, because
because trees
trees may be established during
during the
the same
same season
season as
as spraying
spraying without harm.
harm. The
sunner foliage spray involves planting
summer
planting subsequent
subsequent to
to treatment.
treatment. As the loss of a year's planting
season is unavoidable with
with the
the sutmne.r
summer foliage
on
foliage spray,
spray, justification
justification for
for its
its use
use must
must be based on
the
at least
least one
the ability
ability of
of the
the foliage
foliage spray
spray to
to provide at
one additional
additional year of
of brush control.
control.
Trees
is seldom
seldom eradicated by
Trees normally
normally grow very
very little during the year of planting.
planting. Brush is
a single
single application
application of
of herbicides,
herbicides, and
and it
it is
is important
important that
that the
the trees
trees be started as
as early as
possible during the period when the
the brush
brush is
is beginning
beginning to
to sprout.
sprout. If
trees are not
If the
the trees
not planted'
planted
during
the current
just be
is recoverduring the
current season,
season, seedlings
seedlings will
will just
be getting
getting established while the brush is
Considering the rate of recovery of most brushfields after
after treatment,
treatment, the
the
ing vigorously. Considering
seedlings need
is in
in the
the earliest
planted seedlings
need every
every opportunity
opportunity to grow vigorously While
while the brush is
of recovery.
recovery.
stages of
Brush
animals. These animals
animals
Brush generally
generally provides
provides ideal
ideal habitat
habitat for
for browsing and
and clipping animals.
increase in
is killed because of the increase in
in availability
availability
often inãrease
in numbers
numbers after
after overstory brush is
food. There is
is no evidence
evidence that
that attractive
attractive forage
forage attracts
attracts animals
animals away
awayfrom
fromplanted
plantedseedseedof food.
lings. On the
the contrary,
contrary, as abundant forage
forage stimulates
stimulates the
the development
development of
of large
large populations
populations of
of
animals
animals will
animals that
that may
may be
be unselective
unselective in
in their
their choice
choice of
of browse,
browse, it
it may
may be
be assumed that
that animals
there are more animals in
in the
the vicinity.
vicinity.
browse more heavily
heavily on conifer
conifer seedlings when there
In view of
the heavy
animals after
after a spray operation, special measures may
may
of the
heavy pressure
pressure from animals
justified during planting.
planting. Animal repellents are not dependable,
dependable, as
as used for
for protection
protection of
of
be justified
nursery stock.
stock. No means exists currently for
for protection
protection of
of such
such stock
stock after
after the
the new
new growth
growth has
has
nursery
appeared
appeared in the
the spring,
spring, and
and animals
animals may
may browse
browse the
the new
new growth annually.
annually. Two solutions to
to this
this
problem appear to have some
some merit.
merit. One involves
involves the planting of stock that
that is
is not
not particularly
particularly
attractive to
fir. These species
attractive
to wild
wild life,
life, for
for example,
example, western hemlock,
hemlock, Sitka spruce,
spruce, or grand fir.
adapted to
and are
are known to
to make good growth as
as sawtimber.
sawtimber.
are well
well adapted
to moist-site
moist-site brushfields,
brushfields, and
They have the limitation that
that they
they are
are not
not always
always available
available as
as nur8ery
nursery stock,
stock, and
andare
arenot
not adapt-.
adaptto all
all sites.
sites. Another approach that
that has shown
shown substantial
substantial promise
promise is
is the
the planting
planting of
of large
large
able to
Seedlings 30 inches
or more in height are capable of sustaining
stock or
or "wild1ings'.
"wildlings". Seedlings
inches or
sustaining
nursery stock
extensive damage
damage from browsing,
browcing, yet
yet retain the ability to survive and grow rapidly despite the
the
the physical strength
strength to
to bear up under falling
falling litter
litter that
that
damage. Trees of this size also have the
is
seedlings is
is related to size,
size, with a proMoreover the growth of
of seedlings
is common in brushfields. Moreover,
tendency for
small stock.
stock. Neither of these
these approaches
approaches to
to
nounced tendency
for the
the large
large seedling to outgrow small
in the
the brush will
stand, however,
least aa reasonable
reasonable degree
degree
planting in
will produce a good stand,
however, without at least
control. A guarantee
guarantee of
of special
special seedling
seedling availability
availability may
may require
require up.
up to 22 years'
years' prior
prior
of brush control.
planning.
operations

e^

in the
the brush, the
the cost per
per established
established tree
tree will
will be
be higher
higher
Under any conditions of planting in
than when
field. The higher cost
cost accrues from the extra labor
labor cost
cost of plantplantwhen planting in an open field.
ing
special coats
costs of
of handling
handling special,
special stock
stock and
and applying
applying herbicides.
herbicides.
ing in
in heavy brush,
brueh plus the 8pecial
It
unrealistic, however,
however, to
to judge
judge the
the cocts
costs of
of such
such an
an operation
operation strictly
strictly on the basis
basis of
It is
i8unrealiotic,
of
costs per
per acre.
acre.
live tree of large
large planting
planting stock
stock or
or of
of species
species unattractive
unattractive to
to animals
animals will
will
The cost per live
surely
2-0 nursery stock of species
species that
that animals
animals will
surely be
be lower
lower than
than the
the cost
coat of
of established
established 2.O
-concentrate on.
on. Special
Special stock probably will never be used
used, however
however, if
if price per acre is
is the
-concentrate
sole
aituationo where price per acre is
is a limiting
limiting factor,
factor, it
it is
is better to
to settle
settle
cole criterion. In situations
for
than to
to take
take
for a smaller
smaller number
number of
of trees
treea that
that have a better
better chance of
of becoming established,
established, than
losing the whole plantation by planting
planting without preventive
preventive measures. With the
the approapproa chance on locing
techniques, the
the planting
planting and
and spraying
spraying operation
operation is
is probably
probably
priate application of these special techniques,
the
of rehabilitating
rehabilitating brushfields.
brushfields.
the least
least expensive method of
Scarification and planting:
is generally a dractic
drastic and
and expensive
expensive treatment1
treatment,
p1anting
Scarification iB
but there
there are
are aome
some circumstances whera
where scarification
scarification may be
be practiced
practiced to
to good
good effect.
effect. This
practice
practice has
has merit
merit where
where brush
bruah species have a history
hi8tory of poor control with herbicide (and
(and current
information holds
equipment to
information
holds no
no solution),
solution), where topography iis level
level enough to permit
permit heavy equipment
operate quickly and effectively,
effectively, and
and where heavy
heavy equIpment
equipment is
is available
available at
at low
low coct.
cost. ScarificaScarifica
tion has
the advantage of
planting, and
and of
of guaranteeing
guaranteeing freedom
freedom
has the
of reducing the cost of subsequent planting,
from brush encroachment for
for at
at least
least several
several years.
years.
There are many pitfalls in site
site preparation
preparation with scarification.
scarification. One of
of the major consideraagain is
is animals.
animals. Piles of slash
slash and
and clumps
clumps of
of unscarified brush
brush are
are excellent
excellent habitats
habitats
tions again
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for
animals that forage in
in the
the open
open areas.
areas. Growth of attractive
attractive forage,
forage, high
high in
in nutritive
nutritive value,
value,
for animals
is
scarification
is usually
usually rank,
rank, and
and animal
animal populations respond accordingly. Openings created by scarification
provide ideal
provide
ideal runways
runways along which feeding
feeding pressure is
is heavy.
Scarification opens up large
large areas
areas of
of bare
bare mineral soils.
soils. Seed of fast-growing
fast-growing species,
species,
for
alder, often creates more serious
serious brush problems than
than are
are solved.
solved. Heavy stands of
for example,
example, alder,
grass develop often
often after
grass
after scarification of xeric sites,
sites, with the
the result
result of
of heavy
heavy mortality
mortality among
among
'more humid
humid areas,
areas, development
development of
of grass
grass is
is not
not so
so serious,
plantations. In more
serious, because
because of
of greater
greater
abundance of
of moisture
moisture in general and reduction of brush vigor from
abundance
from the
the competitive
competitive influence
influence of
of
the grass.

The
same planting procedures must be followed
followed for
for scarified
scarified areas
areas as
as for
for herbicide-treated
herbicide-treated
The same
areas. Large or unplatable planting
planting stock
stock must be chosen
chosen for
for evasion
evasion of
of animal
animal damage.
damage. In summary,
problems of plantation establishment after
after scarification
scarification appear
appear somewhat
somewhat different
different from
from
mary, problems
those
treatment, but
about the
the same
same probability
probability of
those associated
associated with
with herbicide treatment,
but tend to provide about
success. Moreover,
Moreover, they
they often lend
lend themselves
themselves to
to the
the same
same operational
operational procedures.
procedures. The choice
scarify may be made largely
largely on
on the
the basis
basis of
of expected
expected ultimate
ultimate cost
cost per
per
of whether to spray or to scarify
live merchantable tree.
live
tree.
Prescribed burning:
burning: Brush control by prescribed burning is aa practice seldom
seldom used in
in the
the
Prescribed
Northwest. Broadcast slash burning has the
the effect of reducing
reducing brush
brush cover
cover to
to the
the same
same
Pacific Northwest.
as that
that of
of planted
planted conifers.
conifers. Very good results are
are the
the rule.
rule. Brushfield
Brushfield rehabilrehabilstarting point as
is seldom feasible,
feasible, however,
however, without preconditioning by
by spraying.
spraying. Some recent
itation by burning is
experiences with preburn spraying and broadcast burning have had promising results.
results.
experiences
There are many types of brushfields that
that do
do not lend
lend themselves
themselves to
to burning.
burning. Some brush
types are readily top-killed by burning,
burning, but sprout with extreme vigor after
after the
the fire
fire has killed
killed
types
the tops.
tops. Sprouting vigor of such
such types
types as
as the
the madrone-tanoak forests
forests of
of southwest
southwest Oregon may
be reduced somewhat
somewhat by
by preburned
preburned spraying.
spraying. Some
Some hardwood
types probably will
hardwood types
will give rise to serious
ous competition from sprouts
sprouts whether burned before or after spraying.
spraying. Other types of brushfields
are
by burning because of the stimulatory effect of burning on seed
are perpetuated
perpetuated by
seed germination.
germination.
Many species
species of
of ceanothus
ceanothus and
and manzanita, and
and others,
others, fall
fall into
into this
this category.
category. Despite the
the probproblems
of sprouting
lems of
sprouting and
and seed germination,
germination, however,
however, prescribed burning may provide an
an opportunity
to establish conifers.
conifers. The established stand
stand of
of conifers will respond
respond well then
then to
to release,
release,
should sprouts begin to
to threaten
threaten the
the plantation.
plantation.

Many brush types,
types, e.g.,
e.g., snowbrush ceanothus and some manzanitas,
manzanitas, grow
grow slowly
slowly from
from seed.
seed.
Conifers
Conifers planted immediately after a fire will
will dominate shrub seedlings arising from such disturbances, and
and herbicide
herbicide treatment
treatment should
should be
be unnecessary.
unnecessary.
turbances,
Conifer Release
in commercial forest land,
land, particularly on small
small private ownerships,
ownerships,
A very common problem in
is that
that of
of suppressed conifers in
is
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of heavy
heavy hardwood
hardwood or
or brush
brush overstory.
overstory. The more
light-demanding
light-demanding conifers,
conifers, like
like Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, will
will die
die within
within aa few
few years
years if
if left
left to
to grow
grow under
under
a heavy overstory of brush
brush or
or hardwoods.
hardwoods. Even though they may appear well
well established,
established, conifers
conifers
do very poorly under alder,
alder, bigleaf
bigleaf maple,
maple, and
and willows.
willows. Considering the tremendous
tremendous growth
growth capaccapacity of
of conifers
conifers on
on sites
sites where
where these hardwoods
hardwoods develop,
develop, the
release of
of as
50 trees
per
the release
as few as
as 50
trees per
acre may be justifiable.
justifiable. Fortunately,
Fortunately, less
less severe treatment of hardwoods is
is necessary where
natural regeneration is
is well
well established
established than
than for
for plantation
plantation establishment.
establishment. The
The dormant
dormant or
foliage spray
well as
spray to
to release conifers
conifers depends
depends upon the
the species
species composition of the
the brush as
as well
as
the sensitivity of
of conifers
conifers during
during dormant
dormant and
and growing
growing seasons.
seasons. In any case,
case, eradication of
brush is
is never necessary
necessary for
for release.
release. Once conifers are
are dominant,
dominant, no
no further
further herbicide
herbicide treatment
treatment
is
is needed.
Dormant spray
spray for
for release:
release: Most conifers other than pine in the Pacific Northwest
Northwest are
are
comparatively resistent
resistent to
to the
the 2,4-D-class
2,4-D-class of
of herbicide.
herbicide. Sensitivity
Sensitivity of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and
and moistmoistclimate conifers appears
appears to
to be
be low
low during
during the
the late
late spring
spring dormant
dormant periods
periods before
before bud'burst.
bud burst. However,
ever, pines may be
be sensitive
sensitive to
to dormant
dormant sprays
sprays during
during spring
spring season.
season. Fall dormant treatment
treatment may
preferable for
for pine,
pine, especially for control
control of brush that
that is
is not.particularly
not particularly subject
to
be preferable
subject to
seasonal
in susceptibility.
susceptibility.
seasonal variability in

Dormant sprays
sprays for
for conifer
conifer release
release generally
generally involve
involve aerial application of 2,4-D
2,4-D and/or
2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T depending upon the
the species
species composition.
composition. The
the herbicide
The carrier
carrier for
for the
herbicide chemical
chemical during
during
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the dormant
dormant season must include oil.
the
oil. When there
there is
is no foliage on the brush,
brush, oil usually is
is used
alone as a carrier.
carrier. Broad-leaved and evergreen shrubs
shrubs may be treated during seasons
seasons when foliage
foliage
is
is on with water-herbicide emulsions
emulsions or
or with
with water-oil-herbicide
water-oil-herbicide emulsions.
emulsions. Water-borne sprays,
sprays,
however, have little
effect when
when most
most of
herbicide must
must be
be taken up
up through bark tissue.
however,
little effect
of the herbicide
tissue.

Oil-base sprays
sprays are more injurious
injurious to
to pines
pines than
than those
those not
not containing
containing oils.
oils. Some nonphytotoxic oils
emulsions in sprays
sprays requiring
phytotoxic
oils may
may be
be used
used in water-oil
water-oil emulsions
requiring oil
oil with some reduction
of danage.
of
damage. Where it
it is
is necessary to
to use oil
oil near
near pines,
pines, every effort
effort should
should be
be made to
to avoid
avoid
overdosage or double treatment.
treatment.
Foliage spray
spray for
for release:
release: Some shrubs and hardwoods
hardwoods require
require sunmier
summer foliage spray
spray for
for
among these
these are
are alder
alder and salmonberry. Herbicides are
adequate control. Most connuon
common among
are less
less selecselecthan during
during spring
spring or
or fall
fall dormant seasons.
tive during the sununer
summer than
seasons. Treatments that
that normally
normally
cause extensive defoliation of
of brush may
may cause
cause browning of
of new foliage on conifers,
conifers, and curling
of leaders
leaders and
and twig
twig tips.
tips. For this
this reason,
reason, foliage spray operations should be scheduled
scheduled either
either
leader growth has
sufficiently to
to open up
before leader
has extended sufficiently
up individual needles,
needles, or after leaders
are fully extended and curvature is
are
is not likely
likely to
to occur.
occur. Regardless
of when herbicides are
Regardless o
applied during
during the
the summer
summer foliage
foliage season,
season, some
some damage
damage will
will likely
likely appear
appear on
on exposed
exposed conifers.
conifers.
applied
It should be understood,
understood, however,
however, that
that some damage is
conifers generally
is tolerable,
tolerable, because conifers
recover quickly. Moreover,
Moreover, crooked leaders
leaders are
are obscured rapidly
rapidly as
as trees
trees grow taller
taller and
and may
straighten entirely through formation
formation of
of reaction
reaction wood.
wood. By
tree has reached
reached merchantmerchantBy the time a tree
able size,
size, the crooked leader will be completely
completely obscured
obscured in
in heartwood.
heartwood. Under the
the circumstances,
circumstances,
the only type
of damage
damage judged
judged to
to be
be severe
severe is
is that
that which
which causes
causes loss
loss of
of one
one or
or more
more terminal
type of
terminal
whorls, or
or complete
complete mortality. Only errors In
in the heaviest applications of foliage sprays
sprays are
likely to cause damage of this magnitude. Dosages of amitrol and 2,4-D
2,4-D normally used for
for foliage
foliage
to an
an unacceptable
unacceptable degree
degree if
if applied
applied uniformly.
uniformly.
sprays do not injure conifers to

Treatment of Complex 'Brush
Brush Types
Perhaps the
the most
most common
conon type
ownership, is
is that
that
Perhaps
type of
of brush
brush problem,
problem, particularly
particularly on small
small ownership,
resulting from periodic logging
logging without
without regard
regard to
to reforestation.
reforestation. Mixtures of
of cull
cull conifers,
conifers,
hardwoods, and
and complex
complex understory
understory communities
communities prevail,
prevail, with
with negligible
negligible opportunity
opportunity
undesirable hardwoods,
for desirable regeneration to
to occur
occur naturally.
naturally. Some scattered understory conifers may be found
in areas
areas where
where disturbances
disturbances have been most recent.
in
recent. Many of these
these will be found
found to
to be in
in aa badly
suppressed condition.
condition. The heterogeneity of such
such brush problems defies their
their solution
solution by aa single
single
treatment.
Tall obstacles
obstacles limit seriously the
Tall
the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of aerial
aerial treatment.
treatment. Moreover,
Moreover, the high
cover conditioned
by hardwoods
hardwoods is
not very
very responsive
responsive to
to routine
routine aerial
aerial spray
spray techniques.
techniques. Conconditioned by
is not
areas to
to highly
highly productive
productive conifer
conifer forests
forests may
may require
require several
several steps.
steps.
version of such problem areas
The first
salvage of
of all
all merchantable
merchantable timber,
control
first step
step in rehabilitation should
should include
include salvage
timber, and
and control
of unmerchantable hardwoods.
hardwoods. Concurrent with utilization of merchantable timber,
timber, all
all undesirable
stems 2
stems
2 inches
inches and
and larger should be treated
treated with herbicides.
herbicides. The most practical
practical and
and economical
economical
method of treating
treating such
such large
large stands
stands is
is by
by injection.
injection. Recommendations
Reconunendations for
for treating
treating various
species are given in
species
in Table
Table 1.
1.

of existing overstory hardwoods
hardwoods and removal
removal of
of timber
will give substantial
Mortality of
timber will
substantial
relief to
to suppressed
suppressed conifers.
conifers. Sufficient
Sufficient openings
openings in overstory
overstory may
may be
be created by killing hardhardwoods to establish new plantings in
in the
the gaps
gaps in
in existing
existing regeneration.
regeneration. Where extensive
extensive gaps
gaps
occur, it
it usually is
is appropriate
appropriate to
to plant
plant them
them the
the year
year hardwoods
hardwoods are
are treated.
treated.
occur,
Because tall hardwoods
hardwoods usually comprise only a portion of
of a canopy,
canopy, aerial treatment often
is required
required subsequent
subsequent to
is
to injection to
to control
control the
the shrubs
shrubs released
released by
by their
their control.
control. Most of the
dead hardwoods will fall
fall within
within 33 to
to 77 years
years following
following treatment.
treatment. Should understory control be
needed before
before hardwoods
hardwoods fall,
fall, tall
tall residual
residual trees
should be
be felled
felled preparatory
preparatory to
aerial spraytrees should
to aerial
spraysequence of logging,
logging, hardwood control,
control, and broadcast
broadcast spraying should provide enough time
ing.
A sequence
for plantations
plantations to
' for
to re-occupy the site.
site.
Stand Manipulation
Manipulation with
with Herbicides
Stand

Stands are seldom
seldom ideal
ideal even
even after
after coimnercial
commercial species have become
become dominant.
dominant. High or low
density,
composition, or
or poor
poor quality
quality trees
reduce merchantable growth.
density, poor
poor species
species composition,
trees may reduce
growth. Traditional methods
methods of
of stand manipulation involve
tional
involve removal
removal of
of trees
trees by
by cutting.
cutting. The following
following herbicide practices will probably
probably replace
replace the
the power
power saw
saw for
for these
these uses.
uses.
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Table 1.
1.

Specie8
Species

All Compounds
Chemicals and
and Dosages
Dosages Recommended
Recommended for Injection of
We8tern Tree Species.
Chemicals
of Western
Species. All
Are Used Undiluted Unle8s
Unless Otherwise Specified,
Specified, at
at aa Volume of 11 ml./cut
Are
Inc
he 8
Inches
results
Expected result8
Season
between
Chemical
cut center8
centers

Alder

2,4-D amine
2,4-D
Cacodylic acid
acid
Picloram

3
3
3
3
6

Summer
Summer
May-October
May-October

Bigleaf
maple

Silvex,
Silvex, K-8alt
K-salt
MSMA
NSMA
Picloram

3
3
3

March-October
Summer
Summer

Bitter
cherry

2,4-D amine
Cacodylic acid
Picloram

6

6

Good
Good
Excellent
GoodjExcellent
Good
Excellent on
Good]small
trees
GoodJ8mall tree8
Fair-good

9
9

Summer
Sunaner
Summer
Summer

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

2,4-D amine
Picloram
Picloram

3
3
3
3

Summer
Summer

Fair-good
Good

2,4,5-T amine
Cacodylic acid
acid

3
3
3
3
3

Summer
Summer
Summer

These recommendations
have not been tested
widely, but should
should prove
prov
adequate.

Douglas-fir

MSMA
NSMA
Cacodylic acid
acid
MSMA
NSMA & Cacodylic acid mix

6
6
5
6

All
All
All
All

Excellent
Good
Excellent

Grand fir
fir

Cacodylic acid
acid
MSMA
NSMA
Picloram

4
4
6

All
All
All
All

Good
Good Based on limited
limited
Good data

Hemlock

MSMA
NSMA
Picloram
Picloratn
Cacodylic acid
acid

3
3
3
3

All
All
All
All
All

Good
Good
Fair-good

Lodgepole
pine

Cacodylic acid
NSMA
MSMA
NSMA & Cacodylic acid mix
MSMA

5
5
5
5

All
All
All
All

Good
Good
Good
Good

2,4,5-T amine
2,4-D amine
2,4-D
Picloram

3
3

Cacodylic acid
acid
MSMA
NSMA
NSMA & Cacodylic acid mix
MSMA

5
5
5
5

Oregon white
oak

Ponderosa
pine

Black
Black
oak

Chinkapin

Picloram
Piclorain

Nadrone
Madrone

Noble fir
fir

5

Summer
Summer
Summer

3
3
3
3

Recommendations for
for
madrone not
not well tested
tested

in field.

5
5

All
All
All

!ot thoroughly field
Not
field
tested.
Should prove
prove
effective in
in noble
noble fir.
fir.

Picloram
Cacodylic acid
acid
2,4-D amine

6
3
3
3

All
All
All
All

Excellent
Good; fair
fair in
in summer
summer
Good;
except in
in winter
winter
Good except

Cacodylic acid
acid
MSMA
NSMA
NSMA & Cacodylic acid mix
MSMA

5
5

All
All
All

Some insect protection
Some
Good; insect
insect response
response
Good]
Good' unknown
Goodi

5
5
5
5
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Table 1.
1.

Chemical8
and Dosages
Dosages Recommended for
of Western
Western Tree Species.
Chemicals and
for Injection of
Species. All Compounds
Are
Specified, at
at a Volume of
./cut (Continued)
(Continued)
Are Used
Used Undiluted
Undiluted Unless
Unless Otherwise Specified,
of 1 ml
ml./cut

Inches
between
cut
cut centers

Species

Chemical

Sitka
spruce
Bpruce

MSMA
Cacodylic acid
Picloram

species
All species

MSMA & Cacodylic acid mix

3-6

Summer
Suanner

sprout control on
Poor sprout
hardwoods, but should
should
hardwood8,
top-kill all
all species.
species.
Hardwoods require
require closer
closer
Hardwood8
cut spacing
spacing than
than conifers.
conifers.

Picloram

3-9

Summer

Best all-around killer
killer of
of
trees. Serious residual
treeB.
activity near
near conifer8,
conifers,
activity
root
and widespread
wide8pread root
grafting.

4
4
6

Season

All
All
All
All
All

results
Expected results

Fair-good
Top-kill
Good,
Good, may root graft

Improvement
species composition:
composition: Coimnercial
Commercial forest
in mixtures,
forest species
Bpecies frequently
frequently occur in
Improvement of Bpecies
less valuable conifers, sometimes
sometimes with
with hardwoods.
hardwoods. In stands where less desirable
sometimes with leBB
species make
is economiBpecies
make up
up aa major
major component
component of
of the
the stand,
stand, improvement
improvement of
of species
species composition is
economically justifiable.
justifiable.
Very few herbicides are capable of killing
killing all
all species.
species. Herbicides that
that have this
this capabilcapability may warrant
warrant cautious
cautious usage
usage because
because of
of prolonged
prolonged persistence,
persistence, or
or residual
residual effects
effects on
on untreated
untreated
most satisfactory
satisfactory method
method for
for stand
stand improvement
improvement of
of this
type is
is tree
tree injection.
trees. The most
this type
injection. Basal
are effective, but
but costly.
costly. Selection of appropriate chemicals for injection
injection should
should be
sprays are
based on ability
ability to
to control
control all
all the
the target
target species
species moderately
moderately effectively
effectively without
without persistent
persistent
It is
is far
far better
better to
to select
select aa chemical
chemical that
that is
is not
not perfectly
perfectly effective
effective on all
all species
species
residues. It
than to select
select an all-powerful compound that
that will
will cause
cause long-term
long-term damage
damage to
to crop
crop trees.
trees. Despite
the dangers
danger8 of
of selecting
selecting aa compound
compound that
that is
is too
too powerful
powerful for
for the
the job,
job, one
one should
should insure
insure that
that his
his
control, even
even at
at the
the risk
risk of
of killing
killing aa few
few untreated
untreated trees.
trees.
labors are rewarded with satisfactory control,
herbicidal compounds
control of
Few herbicidal
compounds will
will provide effective control
of both hardwoods and conifers.
conifers.
2,4-D and/or
2,4,5-T amine
Should the forest
forest cover
cover to
to be
be treated
treated consist
consist largely
largely of
of hardwoods,
hardwoods, 2,4-D
and/or 2,4,5-T
amine
herbicides may also
are
injection (Table
(Table I).
1). These herbicides,
also be used when
are generally
generally quite
quite effective for injection
to be
be treated,
treated, but
but very
very heavy
heavy dosage
dosage may
may be
be necessary.
necessary. Hardwoods should
there are a few conifers to
late June and mid-September.
be treated during the
the growing season only,
only, between late
mid-September. A class of
herbicideB
and hardwoods
hardwoods is
is the
the organic arseniherbicides that
that haB
has come into
into recent
recent use
use for
for both
both cord.fers
conifers and
cals, of which cacodylic
(MSMA) are representative.
caIB,
cacodylic acid and monosodium
monosodium methane arsonate (NSMA)
representative. These
but will
will top kill
kill many hardwoods
hardwoods satisfactorily
materials do
do not
not translocate
translocate downward readily,
readily, but
if a residual
is established
established to
to occupy
occupy the
the site
site on
on release.
release. Moreover,
Moreover, they
they
if
residual stand of
of conifers is
are particularly
of conifers.
conifers.
particularly well
well suited for control of
Precomnercial
entire growth
growth potential
potential of
of aa site
site can
can be
be concentrated
concentrated on
on the
the
Precoimnercial thinning: The entire
merchantable stems
all but
but proposed
proposed crop trees.
trees. Organic
merchantable
stems of
of highest
highest quality
quality by
by killing
killing or
or cutting
cuttingall
arsenical herbicides,
herbicides, applied
applied by
by injection,
injection, have
have proved
proved extremely
extremely effective
effective for
for regulation of
of
arsenical
Specific recommendations
recommendations for
control of
of conifers
conifers are given in Table 1.
density. Specific
for control
1. Silvistand density.
precommercial thinning
thinning are
are discussed
discussed in
in Alan
Alan Berg's
Berg's chapter
chapter on that
cultural implications of.
of precommercial
that
In aa discussion
in this
this manual
manual (see
(see page
page 79).
79).
discussion of
of chemical
chemical thinning,
thinning, however,
however,
subject elsewhere in
there are
are several
several points
points peculiar
peculiar to
to the
the chemical
chemical method
method that
that should
should be
be considered in evaluating
evaluating
procedures. Costs
Costs for materials in
in precommercial
precommercial thinning
thinning are
are low.
low. Cost
Cost of expendalternative procedtres.
able
materials required
required for
for thinning
thinning chemically
chemically a
some 500
500 to
per acre
able materials
a stand in which some
to 700 trees
trees per
acre
is roughly
to the
the cost
the same stand.
stand.
are to be killed,
killed, is
roughly comparable
comparable to
cost of
of operating a power
power saw in the
Labor for
for applicl3tion
application of
to operate power
of chemicals
chemicals is
is usually
usually substantially
substantially less
less than
than is
is needed
needed to
saws, and
and ranges
ranges from
from 300
300 to
to 600
600 trees
trees per
per man-hour.
man-hour. The number of trees per man-hour increases
increases
saws,
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increasing density
density of
with increasing
of the
the stand,
stand, but
but power
power saws
saws become
become very
very efficient
efficient also
also in
in very
very dense
dense
point at
which cutting
cutting with
with aa power
power saw
saw becomes
becomes comparable
comparable in
in
stands. The apparent
apparent break-even point
at which
stands.
cost to the chemical treatment is
is probably somewhere
somewhere between
between 3,000
3,000 and
and 5,000
5,000 stems
stems treated
treated per
per
cost
more. The advantages
advantages of
of chemical thinning
thinning are
are greater
greater with taller
taller stands.
stands.
acre or more.
Chemical
several advantages in
in addition to
to cost:
cost:
Chemical thinning has
has several
1.
1.

Treated trees
trees remain standing,
standing, providing support
support against
against wind and
and ice
ice damage.
damage.

2.
2.

Standing
Standing trees
trees with partial crowns provide shelter
shelter against
against sunscald
sunscald damage,
damage, which
which
can be an important source
source of defect
defect after
after sudden
sudden release,
release, particularly
particularly in
in the
the thinthinbarked conifers.

3. Some of the
the herbicides
herbicides used
used for
for the
the precottunercial
precommercial thinning
to
thinning have
have the
the capacity to
3.
restrict development of
of insects.
insects.
4.

is drastically
drastically reduced
reduced by
by having
having trees
trees standing
standing rather
rather than
than on
on the
the
Fire hazard is
ground, because dead foliage falls off rapidly,
ground,
rapidly, leaving
leaving no
no continuous
continuous carpet
carpet of
of red
red
aerial flash
flash fuel.
fuel.
slash or aerial
5. Accessibility to
to the stand
stand is
is much improved
improved by
by chemical
chemical thinning
thinning as
as opposed
opposed to
to
felling.

Several disadvantages have been proposed,
proposed, most of which can
can be
be avoided
avoided or
or are
are imaginary.
imaginary.
Several
The most frequent criticism
criticism of chemical
chemical thinning
thinning is
is that
that operators
operators are
are concerned
concerned about
about exposure
exposure
Equipment used
to toxic
toxic herbicides.
herbicides. The herbicides in
in use are
are low
low in
in toxicity.
toxicity. Equipment
of employees to
for
is far
far less
less hazardous
saws, with the
the additional
additional fringe
fringe benefit of
of
for injection is
hazardous than power saws,
Over all,
avoiding the hazard of
of falling
falling trees.
trees. Over
all, it
it is
is likely that chemical thinning
thinning actually
actually is
is
much less hazardous to
to the
the operator
operator than
than thinning
thinning by
by power
power saw.
saw.
Another fear
fear is
is that
that some
some of
of the
the herbicides,
herbicides, particularly
particularly the
the organic
organic arsenicals',
arsenicals, will have
have
watershed, with harmful effects on water and wildlife.
wildlife. Amounts
aa long-term residual
residual life in the
the watershed,
of herbicide actually
actually used are
are very small
small in
in comparison with agricultural
agricultural uses
uses of
of far
far more
more toxic
toxic
Moreover, these materials
materials are used only once in
materials. Moreover,
in a rotation.
rotation. Even in
in the
the small
small quantquantities
the residual
residual life of
arsenicals in a watershed is likely to
to be of
ities that
that are
are used,
used, the
of organic
organic arsenicals
limited span and
limited
and with water contanination
contamination at
at negligible or zero
zero levels.
levels.
Residual action on untreated trees is an important
important consideration.
consideration. Some herbicides,
herbicides, for
for
example,
example, picloram,
picloram, must be used with extreme
extreme caution
caution because they
they are
are known
known to
to be
be mobile
mobile in
in soil
soil
and have long-term persistent
and
persistent effects.
effects. Organic
arsenicals, on the other hand,
Organic arsenicals,
hand, are effective on
many species
species without
without this
this hazard.
hazard.

HERBICIDES USED IN FORESTRY
The enormous range of job
job specifications
specifications for herbicides requires a broad range of chemical
properties.
Basically,
Basically, these compounds may be classed according to usage as soil treatments,
treatments,
foliage sprays,
sprays, or injection
injection fluids.
fluids. Many materials are
are useful
useful for
for more
more than
than one
one purpose,
purpose, particparticularly those
those suitable
suitable for
for injection
injection and
and foliage
foliage activity.
activity. In general,
general, however,
however, the following
rules
are consistent:
consistent:
rules of thumb are

ders.

Soil-active compounds
compounds tend
to be
be low
low in
in water
water solubility and
prepared as
as wettable
wettable powpowSoil-active
tend to
and are
are prepared
They are
are suspended
suspended in
in water without making aa solution, and
and require
require agitation.
agitation.

Foliage-active materials include
include almost
almost all
all other compounds
compounds used in
in forestry.
forestry. They may be
be
soluble in
in water, or
or emulsifiable.
emulsifiable. Those that
that emulsify in water are generally
generally completely soluble
miscible in
or miscible
in oil.
oil. Many that
that are soluble in
in oil are neither emulsifiable nor soluble in water,
water,
and are formulated
formulated specifically
specifically for
for bark
bark sprays.
sprays. Addition of an emulsifier may make them
properties. Water-emuldirectly comparable to any other emulsifiable material of other similar properties.
Watér-emulsifiable
sifiable herbicides
herbicides may
may be
be mixed
mixed either
either with
with water
water or
or oil,
oil, or
or aa mixture
mixture of
of oil
oil and
and water.
water. On the
the
other
other hand,
hand, water-soluble compounds are almost
almost never miscible or emulsifiable in oil,
oil, and are
used solely in
in water.
must be water
water soluble.
Herbicides formulated for injection must
soluble. These materials are
are used
used as
as
concentrates, and
and are
are usually provided with surfactants that
that cause them
them to
to soak
soak into
into aa
undiluted concentrates,
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moist woody
surfaceexposed
exposedbybya afresh
fresh cut.
cut. Virtually
moist
woody surface
all of
of this
thisgroup
groupof
ofherbicides
herbicides have
have
Virtually all
foliage
onsoil,
soil, foliage,
as injection
foliage activity;
activity; aa few
few are
are used
used on
foliage, and
and as
injection fluids.
fluids.
Soil-Active Compounds
Compounds for
Herb Control
Soil-Active
for Herb

MIIZINE
mixtureofofamltrole
amitrole(3-amino-l,
(3-amino-I,2,2, 4-trlazole)
4-triazole) with
AMIZINE
Is isa amixture
with simazine
simazine (2-chloro-4,
(2-chloro-4,
6-diethylamino-s-triazine)Ininthe
the ratio
ratio of
part amitrole
simazine. Uses
6-diethylamino-s-trlazine)
of one
one part
amitrole to
to three
three parts
parts-simazine.
Uses are
similar to
amizine
persistent
similar
to those
those for
for atrazine,
atrazine,except
exceptthat
that
amizinehas
hasmore
more ability
abilitytotoknock
knockdown
down persistent
perennials, and
injures conifers
conifers through
theaction
actionofof the
the amitrol
amitrolon
perennials,
and injures
through the
on foliage.
foliage. Amizine
more
Amizine is
is more
expensivethan
thanatrazine,
atrazine,but
butmore
tre effective
resistant
expensive
effectiveasasa apreplanting
preplantingtreatment
treatment for
forsome
some highly
highly resistant
perennial
grass species.
species.
perennial grass
ATRAZINE
ATRAZINE (2-chloro-4-ethylamino-6-isopropylamino-8-triazlne)
(2-chloro-4-ethylaxnino-6-isopropylainino-s-triazine)
is is
used
used
ininearly
earlyspring
spring at
at
rates of
per acre
rates
of 33 to
to6 6pounds
pounds of
of 80-percent
80-percent product
product per
acre in
in 55 or
or more
more gallons
gallons of
of water.
water. This
comThis compoundisis very
very selective
selective in
in conifer
appliedbefore
beforeoror after
after planting.
pound
conifer plantations
plantations when
when applied
planting. Atrazine
Atrazine
is the
con herbicide
used
forfor
herbaceouB
control in
in conifer
conifer plantations.
is
the most
most common
herbicide
used
herbaceous weed
weed control
plantations. Very
popular with
with Christmas
Christmastree
tree growers,
growera, it
it often
popular
oftenproduces
produces rapid
rapidgrowth
growth and
and deep
deep blue-green
blue-green color.
color.
Atrazine may
may be
with general
general improvement
improvement of
Atrazine
be mixed
mixedwith
with 2,4-D
2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetlc',
(2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic. acid)
acid) with
of
results,
be sensitive
sensitive ifIfmore
is used.
results,but
butsome
some pines
pines may
may be
more than
than 1/2
1/2 pound
pound 2,4-D
2,4-D is
used.
DCPA
(Dacthal,
dimaethyl-tetrachloroterephthalate)
hashas
little
applicaDCPA
(Dacthal,
dimaethyl-tetrachloroterephthalate)
littlegeneral
generaluse
usefor
forfield
field applicaexperimentstoto have
have good
goodselectivity
selectivity for
tion
In forestry.
forestry. It
It has
has been
been shown
shown in
in some
some experiments
for weed
weed concontion in
trol ininnursery
trol
nursery beda.
beds.
DICHLOBENIL (casoron,
2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile)
of weeds
weeds
DICHLOBENIL
(casoron,
2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile)isissometimes
sometimesused
usedfor
for control
control of
resistent to
It isisparticularly
resistent
to atrazine
atrazine and
and other
other selective
selective herbicides.
herbicides. It
particularly effective
effective on
on thistles
thistles
Selectivity at
at dosage
rates sufficient
8ufficient to
is not
and bracken
dosage rates
to kill
kill these
theseweeds
weeds is
not clearly
clearly
and
bracken fern.
fern. Selectivity
defined
is thought
thought promising.
promising.
defined but
but is
PROPAZINE (2-chloro-4,6-bis(isopropylamino)-8-triazine)
is issimilar
most of
PROPAZINE
(2-chloro-4,6-bis(isopropylainino)-s-triazine)
similartoto simazine
simazine in
in most
of
its
properties, except
except that
thatitit
apparentlyhas
hassomewhat
somewhat greater
nursery beds.
beds.
its properties,
apparently
greater selectivity
selectivity ininnursery

SI!4AZINE
similar
thosefor
foratrazine,
atrazine, except
SIMAZINE has has
usesuses
similar
to tothose
except that
thatsiniazine
simazinehas
hasmuch
much lower
lower solusolubility, hence
strongly adsorbed
adsorbedininthe
thesurface
surfacesoil,
soil, and
andisis less
less effective
resistent
bility,
hence is
is more
more strongly
effective on
on resistent
simazinerequires
requireBheavier
heavierrates
rates of
of application
application than
perennials. Generally,
Generally, simazine
than atrazine
atrazine and
and is
is more
more
perennials.
expensive
degree
of of
weed
control,
but but
Bifliazine
may
bebe
somewhat
expensive than
than atrazine
atrazinefor
forany
anygiven
given
degree
weed
control,
simazine
may
somewhatmore
more
selective
rates than
selective at
at high
high dosage
dosage rates
than atrazine.
atrazine.
SUBSTITUTEDUREAS,
UREAS,URACILS,
URACILS,CARBAMATES,
CARBAMATES,
PICLORAN,
CHLORATES,
BORATES,
and many
othersoilsoilSUBSTITUTED
PICLORAM,
CHLORATES,
BORATES,
and many
other
active herbicides
herbicides are
are not
not applicable
applicablefor
forgeneral
generaluse
useininforest
forestplantations
plantationsunless
unlesslocal
localtrials
trial8
active
have demonstrated
foreconomic,
economic, safe
safe weed
weed control.
have
demonstratedselectivity
selectivity sufficient
sufficient for
control.

Brush
Killers
Brush Killers
AMITROLE
(Amino-triazole,
or (3-amino-l,2,4-triazole)
has has
an action
that
AM1TROLE
(Amino-triazole,
or (3-ainino-1,2,4-triazole)
an action
thatisisquite
quite different
different
Its uptake
is entirely
foliage, and
and its
its action
from
of the
the phenoxy
phenoxy herbicides.
uptake is
entirely through
through foliage,
action is
is
from that
that of
herbicides. Its
through the
the destruction
destruction of
of chlorophyl
material In
in the
through
chlorophyl material
the tis8ue8
tissues of
of the
theweed
weed leaves.
leaves. Amitrole
Amitrole is
is
necessarily applied
applied during
duringthe
thefoliage
foliage season,
season, and
andinin aa water
watercarrier.
carrier. It
necessarily
It isisfrequently
frequentlyuBed
used at
at
rates of
is extremely
rates
of 11 to
to44pounds
pounds per
per acre
acre in
in10
10 or
ormore
more gallons
gallons of
of water.
water. This
This compound
compound is
extremely
effective against
some
effective
against certain
certainbrush
brushspecies,
species,particularly
particularly
somemembers
members àf
of the
the blackberry
blackberry group
group includincludIt ha8
ing salmonberry
ing
salmonberry and
and Himalaya
Himalaya blackberry.
blackberry. It
has the
thedrawback
drawback of
of being
being quite
quitedamaging
damaging to
to most
most
conifers,
of of
1 to1 1½
pounds
has
been
conifers, although
although selectivity
selectivityatatrates
rates
to 1%
poundsper
peracre
acre
has
beenfound
foundininsalmonberry
salmonberry
Amitrole has
has unfortunately
unfortunately received
becauseofof its
its having
operations. Amitrole
received aa bad
bad name
name because
having been
been labeled
labeled
operations.
For use
use in
in forest
as
carcinogeniccompound.
compound. For
forest situations,
situations, the
theexposure
exposure to
to atnitrole
amitrole by
by wildlife
wildlife
as carcinogenic
and
is is
not
a threat
rapid.
and humans
humans
notconsidered
considered
a threattotohealth,
health,and
andits
its degradation
degradationininthe
thesoil
soil is
is rapid.

AMMATE
(ammonium
sulfamate),
as distinguished
from
fertilizer ammonium
sulfate, has
AMMATE (ammonium
sulfamate),
as distinguished
from
thethe
fertilizer
ammonium sulfate,
has an
an
into
ammonium
extreme
foliage. It
It breaks
breaksdown
down after
afterapplication
application
into
ammonium
extremedegree
degreeofoftoxicity
toxicity toto plant
plant foliage.
sulfate
thefertilizer
fertilizer material.
sulfate comparable
comparable totothe
material. It
It is
isrelatively
relativelynonselective
nonselective and
and will
will kill
killweeds
weeds
and brush
through foliage
uptake and
and translocation.
effectiveonona anumber
number of
of species.
species.
and
brush alike
alike through
foliage uptake
translocation. It
It isiseffective
Common
solutions
useinvolve
involve1 Itoto44 pounds
poundsper
pergallon
gallonof
of ammate
ammateininwater
waterapplied
appliedtoto the
the point
point
Common
solutions
forfor
use
Notwithstandinggeneral
generaleffectiveness,
effectiveness,this
this material
material is
is quite
of
drip-off. Notwithstanding
quite expensive
expensive for
for general
general
of drip-off.
broadcast herbicide
herbicide use.
cleaning after
after
broadcast
use. It
It isishighly
highlycorrosive,
corrosive,and
andequipment
equipment needs
needs thorough
thorough cleaning
use.
use .
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BRUSH KILLER is
is a half
and 2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T used to
to control
control general
general mixmixhalf and half
half mixture of 2,4-D and
cost than 2,4,5-T
alone, and
and is
effective on
tures of brush
brush species.
species. The mixture is
is lower in
In cost
2,4,5-T alone,
Is effective
tures
some
species that
without the high cost of the
some species
that are
are 2,4-D
2,4-D sensitive
sensitive without
the 2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T spray.
spray. It probably
does not
not have
have a much
much broader
broader range of
of action than 2,4,5-T alone,
does
alone, but its
its use is
is justified
justified frefreAs a word of
quently on the basis of
of cost.
cost. As
of caution,
caution, it has not always
always been
been observed
observed that
that the
the
2,4,5-T actions
actions are
are fully
fully complementary.
complementary.
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T
FENURON (Dybar,
(Dybar, 3-phenyl-1,
3-phenyl-l, 1-dimethylurea)
1-dimethylurea) is
is the
the only
only coimnon
common forest brush control
control herbiherbicide
that depends exclusively
exclusively on
on soil
soil activity.
activity. It
It has been used with success
success particularly
particularly on
on
cide that
moderate to
to coarse-textured soils
soils in
in plantations
plantations of
of southern
southern pines.
pines.
PICLORAN (4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic
PICLORAM
(4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid;
acid; tordon),
tordon), is
is aa recently
recently introduced
introduced compound
compound
It is
of controlling many of the
activity in
in woody
woody plants.
plants. It
is capable of
the species
species that
that
with extreme activity
are
2,4-D and
and 2,4,5-T.
2,4,5-T. Its cost is
is high,
high, however,
however, and
and its
its residual
residual action
action on
on coniconiare resistent
resistent to 2,4-D
fers
detrimental. It is
is nonselective in mixed conifer and
and hardwood situations,
situations, and
and
fers may
may be detrimental.
special techniques
techniques for
must be
be devised
devised before picloram can be generally recommended
special
for application
application must
is formulated
formulated in ways
ways similar to 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T.
for
forests. Picloram is
2,4,5-T. The solvent in
in
for use in forests.
water, preferably containing surfactant
which it
it is
is used is
is usually water,
surfactant (wetting
(wetting agent).
agent). Rates of
application
application are
are normally
normally ^½ to
to 22 pounds
pounds per
per acre
acre for
for general
general brush control in low volumes of
water,
100- gallons in a broadcast high volume treatment.
treatment.
water, or up to 22 pounds per 100

SILVEX (2-(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy)
(2-(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy) propionic
acid) is very closely related to 2,4,5-T,
2,4,5-T, and
propionic acid)
is used
used in
in situations
situations where
where species
species resistent
resistent to
to 2,4,5-T,
2,4,5-T, particularly bigleaf
bigleaf maple,
maple, are the
is
Its superiority
superiority to
to 2,4,5-T
for multiple-species
multiple-species control
control has
has not
dominant brush
brush species.
species. Its
2,4,5-T for
not been
amply demonstrated,
demonstrated, and
and the
the merits
merits of
of silvex
silvex over
over 2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T are
are usually
usually not
not sufficient
sufficient to
to justify
justify
amply
the
the additional cost.
cost. When used as a basal spray,
spray, in an oil solution,
solution, silvex
silvex. is
£s specifically
active against
against maples
maples and
and perhaps
perhaps other
other species,
species, and
and in
in the
the course
course of
of aa basal
basal spray
spray operation
operation
active
probably justifies
justifies the additional
additional expense
expense where these are the target species.
species.

•

2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid) is
is normally
normally formulated
formulated as
as the
the amine,
amine, emulsifiable
emulsifiable
2,4-D
(2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid)
acid or
or ester
ester for effective brush control work. This material
acid
material is
is effective
effective against
against many
manylegumileguminous
nous brush species
species and
and some
some susceptible
susceptible trees
trees like
like alder
alder and
and willow.
willow. 2,4-D
and
2,4-D is
is low in cost and
is high
high in
is
in effectiveness for susceptible species.
species. In addition to
to its
its effectiveness
effectiveness on
on brush,
brush,
it also
also is
is highly
highly effective
effective for
for some
some resistent
resistent broad-leafed
broad-leafed weeds
weeds not
not killed
killed readily
readily by
by atrazine.
atrazine.
it
2,4-D is
is damaging
damaging to
to conifers
conifers during
during the
the growing
growing season,
season, but
but not
not during
during the
the dormant
dormant season
season at
at
2,4-D
Some pines
pines are
are sensitive
sensitive during
during early
early spring,
spring, particularly
particularly with
with oil
oil solutions
solutions
moderate rates.
rates. Some
emulsions. For
or emulsions.
For broadcast
broadcast application
application 2,4-D
2,4-D is
is usually
usually used
used at
at rates
rates of
of h½ to
to 44 pounds
pounds per
per
acre, depending upon sensitivity of weeds and
acre,
and methods of
of application.
application. During the
the dormant
dormant season,
season,
the ester
ester formulation
formulation is
is usually
usually dissolved
dissolved in
in oil
oil or
or suspended
suspended in
in an
an oil-water
oil-water emulsion
emulsion for
for
the
brush control,
control, and
and emulsified
emulsified in
in water
water alone
alone for
for herbaceous
herbaceous weed
weed control.
control. Amine formulations
are used
used undiluted
undiluted for injection
are
injection of some
some species.
species.

2,4,5-T
(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid)
2,4,5-T (2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic
acid) is
is very
very similar
similar to
to 2,4-D
2,4-D in
in its
its action
action and
and its
its
uses. This material is
is more effective on many hard-to-kill woody species than 2,4-D.
2,4-D. There are
some species
species not
not controlled by either compound
some
compound separately
separately that
that are
are killed
killed by
by aa mixture.
mixture. 2,4,5-T
by itself and in
of the
the phenoxy
phenoxy herbicides
herbicides in
in use
use for
for
by
in mixture with
with 2,4-D
2,4-D is
is the
the most
most conunon
common of
general brush control
control in reforestation.
general
reforestation. Cost
is approximately
approximately twice
twice the
Cost of
of 2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T is
the cost
cost of
of
2,4-D, or
or somewhat
more, and the
2,4-D,
somewhat more,
the effectiveness is
is not
not always
always twice
twice as
as great.
great. Some
Some species,
species, like
vine
maple, are
all well
well by
by 2,4-D,
2,4-D, and
and the
the use
use of
of 2,4,5-T
2,4,5-T is
is well
well advised
advised
vine maple,
are not
not controlled
controlled at
at all
where such 2,4-D-resistant
2,4-D-resistant species
species are
are common.
common.
Herbicides
Best Adapted
Adapted for
for Injection
Herbicides Best
Injection
(Silvisar, dimethylarsinic
dimethylarsinic acid)
acid) is
is used for injection,
injection, particularly
particularly for
CACODYLIC ACID (Silvisar,
for
control of conifers.
conifers. This material also
also has activity
activity in
in some
some hardwoods,
hardwoods, particularly
particularly red
red alder.
alder.
Cacodylic
metabolize into
materials that
apparently toxic
toxic or
or disagreeable
disagreeable
Cacodylic acid is
is thought
thought to
to metabolize
into materials
that are
are apparently
to insects,
insects, and
and the
the incidence
incidence of
of insect
insect attack
attack following
following treatment
treatment of
of this
this material
material is
is less
less than
than
to
would be expected for
for trees
trees felled
felled with
with aa power
power saw.
saw. It has the
the disadvantage of top-killing
top-killing
trees, with
with occasional
occasional treated trees
trees,
trees retaining
retaining green
green foliage
foliage in
in the
the lower
lower branch
branch whorls.
whorls. This
of little significance,
significance, however,
disadvantage may be of
however, because
because total
total mortality
mortality may
may not
not be
be the
the
ultimate criterion
criterion in
in many
many precomrnercial
precommercial thinning operations. This
This material
material is
is being
being marketed
marketed in
in
one or more formulations
formulations designated
designated specifically
specifically for
for forestry
forestry injection
injection work.
work. It
It should be used
full strength for precommercial thinning
full
thinning and
and for
for hardwood
hardwood control.
control.
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MSMA
(monosodium
methanearsonate)
is used
similarly
to to
cacodylic
work.
MSMA
(monosodium
inethanearsonate)
is used
similarly
cacodylicacid
acidfor
for injection
injection work.

This
material has
greater activity
activity than
This material
has shown
shown greater
than cacodylic
cacodylic on
on several
several species,
species, but
but does
does not
not have
have
the
same
insecticidal
properties
as the
presumedmetabolite
metabolite product
product of
of cacodylic
cacodylic acid.
acid. This
the se
insecticidal
properties
as the
presumed
material
has the
the advantage
advantage of
of low
low cost,
cost,and
andactivity
activity
somehardwoods
hardwoods for
for which
which cacodylic
cacodylic acid
acid
material has
ononsome
is not
not specifically
specifically active.
active. There
There is
is some
some promise
promise that
that a amixture
mixtureofof
cacodylic
cacodylic
acid
acid
with
with
MSMA
MSMA
is
may have
these compounds
compounds used
lower cost
cost than
than
may
havethe
the same
samemerits
meritsasas both
both of
of these
usedindividually,
individually, and
and at
at lower
the cacodylic
cacodylic acid
the
acid used
usedbybyitself.
itself.

PICLORAM is isused
in conifers
conifersand
andininmaples
maplesfor
forboth
both
stand
improvement and
and
PICLORN
u8edfor
forinjection
injection in
stand
improvement
precommercial
precommercial thinning
thinning application.
application. This
This material
material is
is extremely
extremely mobile
mobileininthe
the soil
soil and
and in
in the
the

translocating tissue
translocating
tissue of
of the
thetrees,
trees,and
andhas
hassome
some serious
serious problems
problems with
with root
root grafting
grafting and
and with
with
Treatment of
exudation
into the
the soil.
soil. Treatment
exudation into
of one
one species
speciesmay
may promote
promote the
the aevelopntent
development of
ofsymptoms
symptoms in
in
other species.
species. For
example, treatment
of maple
maple may
may cause
demise of
some conifers.
For example,
treatment of
cause the
the demise
of some
conifers. The
other
potassium
salt of
of picloram
maybebeused
usedfor
forcontrol
controlofof some
somespecies,
species,for
for example,
example,red
redalder,
alder, in
in
potassium salt
picloram may
concentrations
as low
as one-tenth
concentrations as
low as
one-tenth strength.
strength. Tenth-strength
is is
still
Tenth-strengthpicloram
picloram
still as
as costly
costly as
as full
full
strength
2,4-0, however,
little
recommend it itover
alder.
strength 2,4-D,
however,and
andmay
mayhave
have
little to
to recotmuend
overthe
the2,4-D
2,4-Dfor
forkilling
killing alder.
On
the other
other.hand,
picloraniwill
will control
control aa broader
broader spectrum
spectrumofofspecies
speciesbybyinjection
injection than
than practipractiOn the
hand, picloram
cally
and some
somedrawbacks
drawbacks
its use
use may
maybebejustified
justified on
cally any
any other
other compound,
compound, and
to toits
on account
account of
of extreme
extreme
Moreover,the
theability
ability to
controlofofall
all species
species in
in aa given
effectiveness. Moreover,
to use
use one
one compound
compound forfor
control
given
effectiveness.
operation
improvethe
the economics
economicsofofits
its use.
operation may
may improve
use.

SILVEX,
POTASSIUM
(potassium
silvex
silvacide)
beenformulated
formulatedspecifically
specifically
SILVEX, POTASSIUM
SALT SALT
(potassium
silvex;silvex;
silvex
silvacide)
hashas
been

for injection
injection in
in resistent
resistentspecies
speciessuch
suchas
asbigleaf
bigleafmaple.
maple. It
formulated as
as a a6-pound-per6-pound-perfor
It isisformulated
gallon
material that
be used
used undiluted
undiluted or
or at
a water
gallon material
that may
may be
at 50-50
50-50 strength
strength with,
with, a
water solution.
solution. This
Thi8
andyet
yethas
hasvery
verylittle
little residual
residual activity
activity in
material
material is
is highly
highly effective
effectiveininmap1e
maple, and
in the
the soil
soil
despite prolonged
prolongedactivity
activityinin the
the tree.
tree. Activity
in the
despite
Activity in
the soil
soil appears
appears not
not to
to be
be detrimental
detrimental to
to
conifers.
conifers.

2,4-D
thethe
common
agricultural
chemical
used
forfor
killing
2,4-D AMINE,
AMINE,
common
agricultural
chemical
used
killingdandelions
dandelionsand
andother
other sensisensitive weeds,
is appropriate
tive
weeds, is
appropriate for
for injection
injection in
insuch
such species
species as
aswillow
willow and
and alder.
alder. In
contrast to
to
In contrast
the ester
ester formulation,
formulation, which
which is
used for
for foliage
foliage and
and stem
stem sprays,
sprays, aa water-soluble
water-soluble amine
amine is
essenthe
is used
is essential for
after injection.
2,4-D isis not
tial
forproper
proper uptake
uptake and
and tranBlocation
translocatlon after
injection. 2,4-D
not effective
effective in
insome
some species
species
like conifers,
other resistent
resistent species.
This material
material is
like
conifers, maple,
maple, and
and other
species. This
is always
always used
used undiluted.
undiluted.
Effectiveness
is greatest
greatest during
during the
the period
periodofoffull
full leaf.
Effectiveness is
leaf.

2,4,5-T
comparabletoto2,4-D
2,4-D amine
amineinin formulation.
formulation.
2,4,5-T AMINE,
AMINE, comparable
on
on most
most woody
woodyspecies.
species.

This material
is more
more effective
effective
This
material is

APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES
Broadcast
Broadcast Applications

Broadcast
applications of
of herbicides
herbicides include
of the
Broadcast applications
include coverage
coverage of
the crop
crop species.
species. Volumes
one
Volumes of
of one
gallon
be applied,
applied, but
is required
gallon to
to several
several hundred
hundred gallons
gallons per
per acre
acre may
may be
but special
special equipment
equipment is
required to
to
get
with volumes
belowabout
about10-20
10-20gallons
gallons per
per acre.
get good
good coverage
coveragfe with
volumes below
acre. Very
Very low
low volumes
volumes require
require
extremely
smalldroplet
droplet size
size and
extremely small
and high
high concentrations
concentrations of
of active
active ingredients,
ingredients,a combination
a combinationwhich
which
in the
the high
high drift
drift potential
lends itself
itself toto extreme
drift hazard.
lends
extreme drift
hazard. Inherent
Inherent in
potential is
is the
the loss
lossof
ofherbi.herbicide
beforeitit reaches
its target.
cide before
reaches its
target. This
This factor
factor tends
tends to
todiscourage
discourage the
theuse
useofofvery
verylow
lowvolumes
volumes
the other
other hand,
create serious
except
except in
in special
special circumstances.
circumstances. On
On the
hand, excessively
excessively high
high volumes
volumes create
serious
problems
supplyand
andexcessive
excessiverun-off
runoff of
of active
active ingredients.
less than
problems ofofsupply
ingredients. Volumes
Volumes ofof less
than 55 and
and more
more
than 20
20 gallons
gallons per
per acre
applied aerially;
aerially; ground
than
acre are
are seldom
seldom applied
ground rigs
rigs usually
usually apply
apply 100
100 gallons
gallons or
or
Table 22 for
for broadcast
forall
all species.
less
per acre.
acre. See
See Table
broadcast spray
spray recommendations
recommendations for
species.
less per

Helicopters and
andfixed-wing
fixed-wingaircraft
aircraft are
are capable
capable of
of applying
applying all
all types
Aerial applications:
applications: Helicopters
types
Aerial
of herbicides
cost. Airplanes
Airplanes equipped
equippedwith
withspecial
special agriculof
herbicides with
with great
great speed
speed and
and at
at moderate
moderate cost.
agricultural
chemical application
the lowest
lowest
tural chemical
application equipment
equipmentapply
applypesticides
pesticidesfor
foragriculture
agriculture and
andforestry
forestry at
at the
Airplanes, however,
have two
twovery
very important
important limitations:
limitations: (I)
unit
cost. Airplanes,
however, have
(1) There
There must
must be
be an
an airair
unit cost.
strip within
proximityofof the
the job,
job, and
strip
within reasonable
reasonable proximity
and (2)
(2) the
the job
job should
should be
be on
on relatively
relatively even
even slopes
slopes
or flat
for at
at lea8t
feet. Airplanes
Airplanes can
in
or
flat ground,
ground, with
with open
open approaches
approaches for
least several
several hundred
hundred feet.
can work
work in
rough topography
topographyand
andwith
withobscured
obscured
approaches,
sacrificeofof application
application effectiveness
effectiveness
rough
approaches,
but but
at at
thethe
sacrifice
and/or
higher costs
costs of
Fiied-wingaircraft
aircraft are
and/or higher
of operations.
operations. Fixed-wing
are adapted
adapted particularly
particularly well
well to
toherbaherbaceousweed
weedcontrol
controlprojects,
projects, especially
especially in
tree areas.
ceous
in Christmas
Christmas tree
areas. Helicopters,
on the
the other
other hand,
hand,
Helicopters, on
are
andandwhere
are especially
especially adaptable
adaptable for
for use
use inininaccessible
inaccessibleareas,
areas,
wheretopography
topography is
isrough
rough enough
enough to
to
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Tb1
Table 72.
Species

Method

Rcnmmendtinns fnr
and Spot
SontSpraying,
Snravin.bybySpecies
SnciR
Recommendations
for Brnadcast
Broadcast and
Gallons
Pounds per
Season
Chemical
acre, or
per acre;
acre,
carrier
concentration

Remarks

2,4-D
2,4,5-T

2*1
2**
2*

l0,oil
10,oil
10,oil
l0,oil

Bud burst
Bud burst

Aerial foliage

2,4-D

2*
2*

IO.HJO
l0,H20

leaf
Full leaf

Blackberries

Spot
Spot spray

2,4,5-T
Picloram
Amitrole

4 aehg2
aehg
22 aehg
88 aehg

100,HjO
l00,H20
100,
H2O
l00,H20
100,
HJO
100,1120

Summer
Summer
Summer

Some sprouting
Good
Good

Bitter cherry

Aerial foliage

BrushD-T Brushkiller

2*
2*

10,H
l0,H20
20

Summer

Poor, but dormant
dormant
Poor,
worse

Alder

Aerial dormant

Fair-good
2,4-D
Like 2,4-D

Bigleaf maple

No broadcast
No
broadcast methods
methods work well for this species

Chinkapin

Aerial

2,4,5-T

2*

l0,H20-oil3
lO.HjO-oil

Mar.-Sept.

control
Fair control

Hazel

Aerial foliage

2,4-D

2_4*
2-4*

l0,H20
IO.HJO

Summer

Heavy doe8
does best
best
poor
Dormant poor

Madrone

Aerial

2,4,5-T

2*
2

10,H20-oil
l0,H20-oil

Mar.-Sept.

Vigorous sprouts

spp.
Manzanita spp.

Aerial

2,4-D

2*

5,H20-oil

Mar.-Sept.
Mar.-Sept,

May sprout
sprout

Salal

Summer foliage
Summer

Picloram

2 aehg

100,HjO
100,1120

Summer

Variable results

Salmonberry

Aerial
Aerial foliage

Amitrol-T

2*

IO.HJO
l0,H20

July

Thimbleberry
Thtnibleberry

Spot spray
Spot

Brush-killer
Brush-killer

2-4 aehg

100,H2O
100,1120

July

Aerial
Aerial foliage

Brush-killer

4*

10,H20
l0,H20

July

-4
I-

1*indicates
^indicates pounds
pounds active ingredient per
per acre.
acre.

2

2aehg
aehg indicates active
active ingredients
ingredients equivalent
equivalent per hundred gallons.
gallons.
3H20-oil
H20-oil implies an emulsion
emulsion of
of five
five to
to 20
20 percent
percent diesel'
diesel' fuel in
in water.
water.
concentrations of oil used in
In late
late 8ummer.
summer.

Higher

Table 2.
2.

Recommendationsfor
forBroadca8t
Broadcast and
and Spot
Spot Syraying.,
Spraying, by
Species (Continued)
(Continued)
Recoendation8
bSpecie8
Gallons
Gallon8
Pounds per
Season
Sea8on
Remark8
per acre;
acre;
Remarks
acre, or
Chemical
acre,
carrier
concentration
S

Specie8
Species

Method

Varnishleaf
Varni8hleaf
ceanothus
ceanothüs

Aerial

2,4-D
2,4,5-T or '
mixture

2*1

10,H20 oil
lO,H20

Mar.-Sept.

Best with 2,4,5-T
Be8t

Vine maple

dormant
Aerial dormant

2,4,5-T

2*

10,oil
lO,oil

Mar.-Apr.

Foliage spray poor

All species
8pecie8
All
(composite
(compo8ite
mixture)

Aerial dormant
dormant

Brush-klllei
Bru8h-ktller

2_4*
2-4*

10,oil
lOoLl

Mar.Apr.]
Mar.Apr.J

treatment of
of r'i'Cd
inived
One treatment

Aerial foliage
foliage

Bruah-klllex
Bruah-killer

2_4*
2-4*

lO,oil-H20
lO.oil-HjO

3

^indicates pounds
acre.
1*indicate8
pound8 active ingredient per acre.
2

2aehg
indicate8 active ingredient8
aehg indicates
Ingredients equivalent
equivalent per hundred galion8.
gallons.

3
3H20-oil
H20-oil ilnplie8
implies an emulsion
in water.
elnul8ion of
of five
five to
to 20
20 percent
percent dlesel
die8el fuel in

concentration8
concentrations of
of oil
oil used
u8ed in
inlate
latesummer.
8uer.
-J
I',

Higher

J

Summer
Suer

JI

species always promotes
8pecies
resistant bru8h.
brush.
resi8tant

preclude the use of aa fixed-wing
fixed-wing airplane.
airplane. They also
also can do
do all
all the
the jobs
jobs operable
operable by
by fixed-wing
fixed-wing
aircraft.
Cost
Cost of
of operation
operation of
of aa helicopter
helicopter is
is only
only slightly
slightly greater
greater than
than that
that of
of fixed-wing
fixed-wing
aircraft.
Helicopters are
are able
able to
to maintain
maintain aa relatively
relatively uniform
uniform elevation
elevation above
above the
the brush
brush
airplanes.
Helicopters
airplanes.
canopy
in rough
low speed
speed and
and responsiveness
responsiveness to
to vertical
vertical control.
control. Morecanopy in
rough topography
topography because of low
over,
to mark
mark visibly
visibly are
are much
much easier
easier for
for aa helicopter
helicopter to
to identify
identify and
and reconreconover, areas
areas difficult
difficult to
its ability
ability to
to pause
pause and
and hover
hover over
over partly
partly obscured
obscured markers.
markers. This is
is partipartinoiter because of its
cularly important
important in
in areas
areas where
where potential
potential trespass problems are
cularly
are extreme,
extreme, or
or where
where test
test plots
plots
are desired.
are
v
No
aircraft can do
do good
good work without aa well-informed pilot.
pilot. Pilots are
are humans and
and are
are
No aircraft
They must
must know
know thoroughly
thoroughly the
the job
job expected
expected of
of them
them
the limitations
limitations of
of their
their equipment.
equipment. They
aware of the
Basically, aircraft
possible use of
of landmarks
landmarks and
and topography.
topography. Basically,
aircraft
so that they can make the best possible
Because of
of the difficulty of focusto operate.
operate. Margin for
for error
error is
is very
very small.
small. Because
are dangerous to
ing on wires and twigs,
twigs, pilots prefer to
to fly
fly higher
higher than
than the
the highest
highest object
object that
that they
they are
are likely
likely
to encounter in
in the
the operation.
operation. As loss
loss of the
the herbicide and
and danger
danger of
of drift
drift increase
increase strikingly
strikingly
to
with increasing distance above the target,
target, it
it is
is in
in the
the best interests
interests of
of both
both pilot
pilot and
and landlandowner to
to cut
cut down or remove all
all lone trees,
trees, snags,
snags, and
and other
other projections.
projections. In a properly prepared
operation, the helicopter
helicopter should be able to
operation,
to fly
fly 5 to
to 20
20 feet
feet above
above the
the target
target canopy.
canopy. Most
pilots insist
pilots
insist on sufficient
sufficient reconnaissance to
to be
be absolutely
absolutely sure
sure of
of target
target boundaries.
boundaries. Price
quotations usually include
quotations
include an allowance for reconnaissance.
reconnaissance.
Volumes
Volumes of herbicides applied by aircraft
aircraft are
are generally
generally so
so low
low that
that it
it is
is difficult
difficult for
for the
the
to see
see exactly
exactly where
where he
he has
has been.
been. Most pilots prefer to
to have flagmen
flagmen while they
they are
are
pilot to
applying chemicals.
chemicals. Most pilots can
can do
do aa reasonably
reasonably uniform
uniform job
job without
without flagmen,
flagmen, but
but it
it is
is
virtually impossible
impossible for them
them to
to eliminate
eliminate all
all skips
skips and
and all
all duplicate
duplicate flying.
flying. There are numernumerflagging aa spray
spray job;
job; some
some discussion
discussion in
in advance
advance with
with the
the aerial'operator
aerial operator may
may be
be
ous ways of flagging
preferable
available materials.
materials.
preferable to
to insure
insure that
that the
the pilot
pilot can be guided effectively with available

Ground rigs: Various modifications of agricultural
agricultural sprays
sprays and
and equipment
equipment and
and forest
forest fire
fire
equipment lend
lend themselves
themselves to
to use
use with
with herbicides.
herbicides. Farm spray rigs
rigs calibrated for weed control
and
and tree
tree plantations
plantations are
are often
often ideal,
ideal, particularly when the equipment
equipment is
is paid for and is
is not
being used on
on other
other jobs.
jobs. Logged-over land and rough terrain
terrain restrict
restrict their
their use badly,
badly, and
and on
on
these lands
lands it
it is
is generally cheaper to apply
apply herbicides with aircraft.
aircraft. On the other hand,
hand, for
small irregular
brush control
control job
on which
which access
not a
major consideration,
aa small
irregular brush
job on
access is
is not
a major
consideration, sometimes
tractor-mounted spray rigs may be
be useful.
useful. One
important consideration in
in the use of ground
ground
One very important
equipment
equipment is
is that
that special
special configurations may be mounted on tractors
tractors to
to permit
permit the
the application
application of
of
nonselective materials and
This may be particularly important in established
nonselectlve
and directed
directed sprays.
sprays. This
Christmas tree
tree plantations
plantations where resistent weeds havE
have resulted from
from repeated
repeated use of
of aa single
single
practice, and where foliage-active materials may be needed.
practice,
needed.
Back-2
Back-pack equipment
equipment is
Back-pack
sprayers: Back-pack
is good
good only for
for spot
spot spraying or basal spraying
accessible areas.
areas. Such
fractions
in accessible
Such equipment
equipment is
is satisfactory
satisfactory for
for controlling
controlling vegetation on fractions
of acres,
management of forests,
of
acres, but
but in
in the general
general management
forests, back-pack equipment has little
little application
application
treatments.
for broadcast treatments.
Mist blowers:
mist blowers has developed since 1960.
blowers: Considerable interest
interest in the use of mist
1960.
not become widespread,
widespread, however.
however. The only type
Forestry uses
uses in the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest have not
type of
mist blower
blower that
that has been used beyond
beyond the
the development
development stage
stage in
in Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest forests
forests has
has
been the back-pack type
type machine.
machine. These machines
machines are
are generally
generally about
about 22 horsepower
horsepowerarid
arid carry
carry
about 33 gallons
gallons of
of liquid.
liquid. They have been used with moderate success
success for
for roadside spraying,
spraying,
grass
plantations, and a few other types of
grass control operations
operations in plantations,
of localized treatments.
treatments. Results
to
mist blower are comparable to those obtained from the backto be expected from the back-pack mist
backpack sprayer.
sprayer. Mist blowers may require more active
active ingredients
ingredients to
to provide the
the same results as
as
back-pack sprayers
sprayers because
loss of
droplets that
that drift
drift
because of
of the
the loss
of herbicide in excessively fine droplets
away.

Probably two
reasons account
account for
for the
the limited
limited popularity of
of this
this type
type of
of machine
machine in
in the
the
Probably
two reasons
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Weight of the
the machine itself
itself precludes
precludes large
large capacity.
capacity. Moreover,
Moreover, many
people object
machines with a high-pitched whine and to the fatigue caused
caused by vibrating motors
motors
object to machines
on their
their backs.
backs.
Large tractor-mounted
mist blowers
blowers have
have been
been used
used with
with considerable
considerable success
success in southeastern
Large
tractor-mounted mist
southeastern
United
United States.
States. These have not come into
into widespread use in
in the
the Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, presumably
because
to the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest regions.
because of
of the
the uneven
uneven terrain
terrain coirunon
common to
regions. Aside from
from the
the loss
loss of
of
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herbicides
thethetractor-mounted
herbicides in
in fine
fine droplets,
droplets, there
thereisisnonoreason
reasontotosuspect
suspectthat
that
tractor-mountedmist
mist blowers
blowers
would
not operate
operate satisfactorily
in this
thisregion
regionwhere
where terrain
terrain is
is favorable.
favorable.
satisfactorily in
would no
Treatments
Individual Trees
Trees
Treatments of
of Individual
Basal
spray: Chronic
is experienced
experienced in
in control
control of
of large
largecull
cullhardwoods
hardwoods in
in
Chronicdifficulty
difficulty is
Basal spray:
Basal treatment
treatment has
has been
been one
oneofof the
the most
most effective
effective and
of killing
killing
forests. Basal
and consistent
consistent methods
methods of
forestssprayerequipment
equipmentisis needed,
needed, and
and treatments
treatments are
are applied
such
Back-pack sprayer
applied simply
simply by
by spraying
spraying
such trees.
trees. Back-pack
soaking solution
solution of
of ester
around the
A soaking
esterformulations
formulations of
ofphenoxy
phenoxy
around
the basal
basal few
few inches
inchesofof the
the trees.
trees. A
Recently, pi'cloram
picloram has
has become
becomeavailable
availableinin ester
ester
herbicides
fuel usually
usually is
is used.
used. Recently,
herbicides in
in diesel
diesel fuel
Specific chemicals
andconcentrations
concentrationsare
arelisted
listed in
chemicals and
in Table
Table 3.
3.
formulations. Specific

In basal
to to
kick
away
fromthe
the base
base ofof the
the tree,
In
basal treatment,
treatment, it
itisisbest
best
kick
awayheavy
heavy debris
debris and
and moss
moss from
tree,
and to
to place
place the
and
the spray
spray material
material as
as low
low as
as possible.
possible. It
It isisunnecessary
unnecessary to
to spray
spray more
more than
than a
a foot
foot
Spraymaterial
material applied
applied to
to the
above
prevent reaching
reaching the
the ground.
ground. Spray
the
above the
the ground,
ground, unless
unless obstacles
obstacles prevent
As aa rule
rule of
of thumb,
it usually
soil itself
and
soil
itselfisislargely
largelyineffective
ineffective
andwasted.
wasted. As
thumb, it
usually is
is necessary
necessary to
to
use about
about aa quart
quart of
of liquid
liquid to
totreat
treat
a 16-inch
specimenof
ofa arough-barked
rough-barked species,
species, for
forexample,
example,
use
a 16-inch
specimen
bigleaf
trees, like
like alder,
about
as as
much
bigleaf maple;
maple; smooth-barked
smooth-barked trees,
alder, will
willrequire
require
abouthalf
half
muchvolume.
volume.
Basal treatments
treatments may
maybebeapplied
appliedatat any
time of
of year.
Basal
any time
year. Probably
Probably the
the most
mostsuccessful
successful treattreatments, however,
in the
the
ments,
however,are
arethose
thoseapplied
appliedininthe
theearly
early spring
spring atat about
about the
the time
time of
of bud
budburst,
burst, or
or in
late fall,
late
fall,from
fromlate
lateAugust
August to
to early
earlyOctober.
October. Strangely,
Strangely, there
there is
is evidence
evidence that
that treatments
treatments in
in
both
and
mid-winter
requireabout
aboutthethesame
same
amount
herbicides,butbutininaa larger
larger volboth mid-summer
mid-summer and
mid-winter
require
amount
of of
herbicides,
volin winter
winter may
maybebequite
quiteineffective
ineffective on
ume of
Treatment in
on alder.
alder.
ume
ofdiesel
diesel carrier.
carrier. Treatment

Basal treatments
treatments have
havethe
the advantage
advantageofofproviding
providingnearly
nearlytotal
totalkill.
kill. Sprouting
Basal
inhibited,
Sproutingisis inhibited,
and
there is
is very
Cost of
of labor
and there
very little
littleneed
needfor
forfollow-up
follow-up treatment.
treatment. Cost
labor is
is high,
high,however,
however, because
because
the
large volume
volume of
spray material
to be
be transported
transportedininback-pack
back-pack equipment
equipment prohibits
high perperthe large
of spray
material to
prohibits high
formanceper
perman,
man,particularly
particularlywhen
whenroads
roadsare
arelong
longdistances
distancesfrom
fromtrees
treestoto be
be treated.
treated. Cost
formance
Cost of
Fatigue is
is an
consideration in
in large
materials
also high.
high. Fatigue
an important
important consideration
large operations,
operations, and
and special
special
materials is
is also
consideration
consideration needs
needs to
to be
be given
given personnel
personnel using
using this
thismethod,
method, because
because of
of the
theunavoidable
unavoidable exposure
exposure
to
large amounts
amounts of
spray material.
material. Its
Its principal
principal merit
merit is
is effectiveness.
effectiveness.
to large
of the
the spray
Concentratedherbicides
herbicides may
maybebeused
usedininsmall
smallquantities
quantities in
Injection: Concentrated
in spaced
spaced cuts
cuts made
made in
in
Injection:
Cuts into
into which
the herbicide
herbicide is
be made
madewith
withspecial
specialtools
tools or
or injecbark
which the
is placed
placed may
may be
injecbark of
of trees.
trees. Cute
Injectors may
take the
instrumentswith
with chiselchiseltors.
may take
the form
form of
of hatchets
hatchets or
or long
longhypodermic-type
hypodermic-type instruments
tors. Injectors
andoil
oil cans
cans are
are suitable
like bits
bitson
on the
thelower
lower ends.
ends. Hatchets
Hatchets and
suitable for
for small
small jobs
jobs with
with aa low
low
like
investment,
investment, whereas
whereas injectors
injectors improve
improve the
the speed
speed of
of operation
operation considerably
considerably when
when many
manytrees
trees are
are
to be
be treated,
difficult.
to
treated, or
or the
the terrain
terrain is
is difficult.
Improvementsininchemical
chemicaltechnology
technologyhave
havenow
nowprovided
provideda awide
wideselection
selection of
of compounds
suitable
Improvements
compounds suitable

these compounds
compounds
aresosoeffective
effective that
that very
for injection.
injection. Some
Some ofofthese
are
very small
small volumes
volumes in
in widely
widely spaced
spaced
for
cuts provide
adequatetree-killing
tree-killing capacity.
The small
small volumes
volumesofofherbicides
herbicides necessary
necessary to
to
cuts
provide adequate
capacity. The
accomplish
givenjob
jobwith
withinjectors
injectorsmean
mean
thatrefills
refills are
are infrequent,
labor costs
costs for
accomplish a agiven
that
infrequent, and
and labor
for
Tree injection
injection lends
precomrnercial
transporting
materials are
areminimal.
minimal. Tree
lends itself
itselfwell
welltoto
precommercial thinning,
thinning,
transporting materials

hardwoodcontrol,
control, and
treatments in
hardwood
and stand
stand improvement
improvement treatments
in which
which both
both conifers
conifersand
andhardwoods
hardwoods may
may be
be
Injection recouixnendations
aregiven
givenininTable
Table1;1; specific
specific
controlled
in the
thesame
same operation.
operation. Injection
recommendations are
controlled in
descriptions
in this
descriptions of
of injectable
injectable herbicides
herbicides are
are given
given elsewhere
elsewhere in
this chapter.
chapter.

are normally
Spacing
of injections
injections varies
Spacing of
varieswith
withequipment
equipment and
and species.
species. Hardwoods
Hardwoods are
normally somewhat
somewhat
moredifficult
difficult to
to kill
kill than
injectors are
more
than conifers.
conifers. As
As injectors
are often
often calibrated
calibrated to
to inject
injecta fixed
a fixedvolume,
volume,
heavier
heavier dosage
dosage may
maybeheadministered
administeredbybyinjecting
injectingatat aa closer
closer spacing
spacing between
between cuts.
cuts. In
In both
both hard-hardwoodsand
andconifers,
conifers, the
the amount
amountofofherbicide
herbicideneeded
neededtotokill
kill the
the tree
be proportional
proportional to
to the
woods
tree may
may be
the
trees will
will thus
volume
thetree,
tree, rather
volume ofofthe
rather than
than its
itsdiameter.
diameter. Large
Large trees
thus be
be treated
treated with
with injections
injections
Thevery
verylargest
largest trees
trees may
require nearly
nearly aa complete
completefrill.
frill.
closer
together than
than in
small trees.
may require
closer together
in small
trees. The
HAZARDSOF
OF HERBICIDE
HERBICIDE USE
HAZARDS
USE

Herbicides
compounds.
Despite their
their extreme
activity in
Herbicides are
are biologically
biologicallyactive
active
compounds. Despite
extreme activity
in plants,
plants,howhowever,
mammals,
than that
that of
ever, the
the toxicity
toxicitytotoinsects,
insects,
mammals, fish,
fish, and
and birds
birds isisusually
usuallymuch
much lower
lower than
of insectinsectof their
cides. IIn terms
terms of
their effects
effectson
onwildlife
wildlifeand
andfish,
fish,most
mostherbicides
herbicidesneed
need not
not be
be considered
considered
cides.
with
with the
the extremely
extremely toxic
toxic pesticides
pesticidesabout
about which
which considerable
considerable alarm
alarm has
has been
been raised.
raised. Their
Their relarelative safety
there is
is virtually
to control
control the
the distribution
tive
safety notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, there
virtually no
no way
way to
distribution of
of herbicides
herbicides
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Table 3.
3.
Species

and Dosages for Control of
of Hardwoods by
by Basal
Basal Treatment.
Treatment
Chemicals and

Chemical

Concentration in
diesel,
diesel, aehg1
aehg1

Season

Remarks

Alder

2,4-D

10

Summer'
Sununer'

Very resistant other seasons
seasons

Bigleaf
maple
maple

Silvex

12

All

spring and
and fall
fall
Best spring

Bitter
cherry

Brushkiller

10

Summer
Suumier

Chinkapin
Chinkapin

2,4,5-T

12

All

field tested
tested
Not well field

Madrone

2,4,5-T

12

All

Very good
Very
good ininsummer.
suer

Manzanita

2,4-D

10

Sunmier
Summer

Salmonberry

Silvex,
Silvex, 2,4,5-T

6
6

Summer
Sunmier

Vine maple

2,4,5-T

10

Springsunmer
suier

White oak
oak

2,4,5-T

16

Summer

Clearly better than
than silvex

Mixed species
species

2,4,5-T

12

Summer
Suumier

Should be effective almost
almost
universally

1Active
Active ingredients equivalent per hundred gallons.
gallons.
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Good

aware that the herbicide,
after application.
application. Users should
should be ^ware
herbicide, although not directly toxic
toxic to
wildlife,
wildlife; may influence
influence drastically the
the environment
environment in
in which they
they live.
live. This
effect may
This effect
may be good
or bad,
unnecessary, indiscriminate,
bad, and unnecessary,
indiscriminate, or wasteful use is
is to
to be avoided
avoided categorically for
for
and economic,
economic, as
as well
well as
as philosophical,
philosophical, considerations.
considerations.
ecological and
Stream Contamination

Herbicides used in large quantities on large areas in forest land can be expected to find
their
into watersheds in some
some manner. Considerable research has been conducted to determine
their way
way into
the amount
in streamflow
streamflow at
at aa given
given time
time after
after aerial
aerial application
application of
of herbiherbinount of herbicide present in
over aa stream.
stream. It
It has been found that direct
direct application to
to the water surface is necessary
cides over
for appreciable amounts
low. Even when open streams flow through
for
amounts of
of herbicide
herbicide to
to get
get into
into streamf
streamflow.
through
spray-project
spray-project areas,
areas, the
the degree
degree of
of contamination
contamination is
is minor,
minor, particularly
particularly when
when the
the application
application
of open
open water courses
courses of
of strems
strems 10
10 feet
feet wide or
or more
more
falls on fast-moving water. Exclusion of
should insure adequate safety,
safety, especially
especially during
during the
the dormant
dormant season.
season. Special
Special water usage during
the growing season warrants close attention,
attention, however.
however.
amount of contamination
contamination from
from small
small streams
streams receiving direct
direct spray
spray is
is very
very small
small because
because
The amount
of dilution
dilution and
and persists
persists only
only briefly.
briefly. There is no evidence that
that fish and
and food-chain
food-chain organisms
suffer
herbicides as
as applied
applied in
in dormant
dormant spray operations.
operations. Even in the
suffer seriously from phenoxy herbicides
the
summer,when
whenstreams
streamsare
aremoving
movingslowly,
slowly, the
the main
main factors
factors to
to be
be avoided
avoided are
are spraying
spraying directly
directly into
suer,
into
pors, poo1s
water. Such condiponds,
pools in
in slow-moving
slow-moving streama,
streams, and
and long,
long, continuous
continuous stretches
stretches of open water.
tions are encountered only infrequently in midsummer
midsummer in the forest,
forest, however;
however; hence contamination
tends to
to be
be aa very
very localized
localizedprobleni.
problem.
chief precautions.pertaining
precautions pertaining to
to contamination
contamination may
may be
be summarized
summarized as
as follows:
follows:
The chief
neighbors down stream that
that spray
spray operations
operations are
are about
about to
proceed, and
1.
Inform neighbors
to proceed,
and
1.
question to make sure that they have no sensitive feelings or allegedly sensitive
livestock that may be affected.
affected.
Insure that
pilot knows
knows where
where the
the main
main water
water courses
courses are,
make sure
sure that
2.
Insure
that the pilot
are, and
and make
that
2.
to, but not directly over,
spraying.
he flies up to,
over, the open water while spraying.

3. Avoid applying
applying excessive amounts
amounts of
alternative
of herbicide,
herbicide, particularly where alternative
3.
methods may
may give
give coniparable
comparable results
results at
at comparable costs.
costs.
4.
4.

Take all reasonable precautions
precautions to
to insure
that only the designated area is
is treated.
treated.
insure that

Livestock and
and Herbicide Residues
Residues
Many herbicides used in
in foreatry
forestry are permissible for
for use on agricultural crops on a "no
basis. Meat containing detectable amounts of some herbicides may not be sold
sold in
in interinterresidue" basis.
has been
been expressed
expressed by
by farmers
farmers that
that livestock
would stray
stray
state commerce,
commerce, however. Some
Some concern has
livestock would
on sprayed
sprayed lands
lands with
with the
the subsequent
subsequent possibility
possibility ofofcondemnation
condemnationofofmeat..
meat..
Most herbicides are metabolized readily or eliminated by livestock.
livestock. Cattle
Cattle and
and deer
deer eliuiieliminate herbicides of the phenoxy and triazine groups
groups without
without toxic symptoms,
symptoms, at dosages
dosages greater
greater
than those to
to be encountered in
in treated
treated forests.
forests. Detection methods have
have become
become so
so sensitive,
sensitive,
however,
however, that minute amounts of herbicide may be detected today that were not detectable when
the no-residue limit was originally
originally established.
established. This
This may pose a rather serious problem in open
ranges, where unmonitored movements of
ranges,
of cattle
cattle may
may take
take them
them within
within treated
treated areas.
areas. Advance notice
of spray
minimum. In
spray operations to
to local
local citizens owning cattle should keep this problem to
to a minimum.
the meanwhile,
meanwhile, chemical
chemical companies
companies are
are devoting
devoting substantial
substantial efforts
efforts to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
of legal
legal
the
residue tolerance.
Drift Damage

has been
Herbicide movement through the atmosphere from a treated zone to sensitive crops
crops has
a serious problem in
in agricultural
agricultural operations.
operations. Most of
of the
the broadcast
broadcast herbicide
herbicide applications
applications in
in
the
Pacific Northwest
Northwest are
applied during
during the
dormant season,
very few crops
crops are sensitive
at
the Pacific
are applied
the dormant
season, and
and very
sensitive at
most damage from spray operations occurs when the aircraft has
season. It
It is
is probable that most
this season.
not been guided properly
properly by ground
ground control
control personnel
personnel and
and has sprayed
sprayed directly on
on adjacent
adjacent
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property.
following steps
steps can
can be
be taken
taken with
with reasonable
reasonable expectation
expectation of
of holding
holding drift
drift damage
damage
property. The following
to
to a minimum:
1.
1.

Spray near agricultural lands
lands during
during the
the dormant
dormant season
season when
when possible.
possible.

2.
2.

Insure
that the operation is
is well flagged.
flagged.
Insure that

3. Never apply herbicides when the
the wind is
is In
in aa direction
direction or
or at
at aa velocity
velocity that
that causes
causes
3.
major movement of herbicide
herbicide spray
spray patterns.
patterns.
4.

When using
using esters,
esters, use
use only
only low
low volatile
volatile formulations.
formulations.
When

5.
5.

Use tree
tree injection where feasible along
along sensitive
sensitive boundaries.
boundaries.

Personal Safety
Precautions for Personal
safety of people using herbicides
herbicides is
is seldom
seldom in
in jeopardy.
jeopardy. The low toxicity
toxicity of
of
The personal safety
nearly
all the
the herbicides
herbicides in
in common
coon use
nearly all
useininforestry
forestry is
is such
such that
that massive
massive and
and prolonged
prolonged exposure
exposure
Except for commercial operators,
is
if toxicity
toxicity symptoms
symptoms are
are to
to result.
result. Except
operators, the
the
is virtually
virtually essential if
only personnel likely to be so exposed are those working with hand equipment, requiring
requiring manual
operation of
of hand guns,
guns, back-pack tanks,
tanks, and injectors.
injectors.
should be avoided
avoided as
as aa simple
simple
Careless exposure of personnel to concentrated herbicides should
matter of
of good
good sense.
sense. People are known to
to vary substantially
substantially in
in their
their reactions
reactions to
to biologically
biologically
active materials,
materials, and the
onset of
of toxicity symptoms
the onset
symptoms should not be regarded lightly
lightly even when
of low
low toxicity
toxicity are
are in
in use.
use.
materials of
from toxic
toxic effects of herbicides injected
injected directly
directly into
into v
The possibility of injury arising from
flesh with tree
tree injectors
injectors has
has been
been badly
badly overrated.
overrated. The herbicides used
used for
for tree
tree injection,
injection,
including the
the organic arsenicals,
arsenicals, are
are relatively
relatively low
low in
in toxicity.
toxicity. Moreover,
Moreover, the
the flushing
flushing of
of
blood
is such that
that very little
little of
of the active ingredient would reach the
blood from an injection cut
cut is
bloodstream. Moreover,
Moreover, automatic injection equipment requires impact for activation,
activation, and
and chances
of injecting fluid
remote because
because of
of the
of shock on impact
of
fluid are
are remote
the lack of
impact with flesh.
flesh. It
It may be said
with confidence
confidence that
that herbicides are generally aa much safer
safer way of controlling
controlling undesirable vegetavegetation than equivalent methods involving
involving power
power saws
saws and
and bulldozers.
bulldozers.
/
CONCLUSIONS
There are few biological
biological problems in forestry that
way, to
that do not
not lend themselves,
themselves, in some way,
solution with
with herbicides.
herbicides. Insects,
Insects, diseases,
diseases, and
and allocation of productive capacity to
to saleable
species
species are ecological problems.
problems. Insects,
Insects, diseases,
diseases, and
and crop trees
trees all
all respond to improvement
or elimination of habitat. Fortunately,
Fortunately, improvement of crop tree habitat tends to discourage
some insects.
insects. Killing crop species
species chemically avoids
avoids exposure of
of freshly cut
cut stumps
stumps to disease
spores. Inexpensive and selective
selective herbicides permit
permit forest
forest managers
managers to
to cull
cull stands
stands to
to discrimidiscrimidiseased and
and infested
infested trees,
trees, releasing at
at the
the same
same time
time valuable
valuable crop
crop trees.
trees. These
nate against
against diseased
uses of
of herbicides are
are ecologically
ecologically sound.
sound.
Herbicides can cause
cause great
great destruction.
destruction. As little as
as aa pound
pound per
per acre
acre of
of some
some herbicidal
herbicidal
materials can
can cause
cause the
the death of most living
living trees
trees in
in aa vastly bulky and complex forest.
forest. Such
destructive power must not
not be
be regarded
regarded lightly.
lightly. On the other hand,
hand, the potential for creative
use of these
these materials has provided landowners
landowners with an exciting new opportunity for accomplishing
their objectives in
in forestry.
forestry. In connection with herbicides, the
the traditional
traditional question
question has
has been,
been,
What do
"What
do you
you use
use to
to kill
kill my
mybrush?'T
brush?" More appropriately,
appropriately, the question now is
is "How can I
I best
best use
herbicides to
to grow my timber?
timber?"
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Thinning
Precommercial Stands
Stands
Thinning in Precommercial
Alan B.
B. Berg
Berg

11

z

THEORY OF PRECOMMERCIAL THINNING
A precotninercial
precommercial stand
such as
as thinnings
thinnings
standisisananimmature
immaturestand
standin'which
inwhich intermediate
intermediate cuttings,
cuttings, such
be performed
performed as
as an
an investment.
investment. A precommercial intermediate
intermediate cutting
cutting is
is underunderand weedings,
weedings, must be
incurred will be recovered
recovered at
at aa future
future time
time in
in the
the form
form
taken with the expectation that the cost incurred
of
increased total
total returns of merchantable products.
products. Work in
in Europe
Europe has
has
of both earlier returns and increased
shown that
that early thinnings in very young stands will increase
increase volume and
and value of
of the
the total
total crop
crop
2
(lO).2
(10).
In a
a dense
is distributed on many more trees
trees than
than ever will become
dense young
young stand,
stand, total
total growth is
crop trees.
trees. Most of these trees will die and become a loss
loss in
in wood production.
production.' Precommercial
cuttings, if properly applied,
applied, transfer the growth from undesirable trees
trees to
to final
final
intermediate cuttings,
crop trees
trees and to trees
trees that
that will
will be taken out
out in later thinnings at a profit.
profit.
is based upon the
the ability
ability of aa young stand
stand to
to
The philosophy of precommercial thinning is
to treatment.
treatment. Through intermediate cuttings applied early,
early, trees
trees develop good
respond quickly to
crowns and form adequate
adequate root
root systems
systems at
at aa young
young age.
age. Throughout the
the management progran,
program, then,
then,
able to
to take
take immediate
immediate advantage
advantage of
of release.
release. Because of this ability the stand
the trees are able
can be molded into
into aa desired
desired pattern.
pattern. As aa stand
stand ages,
ages, it
it becomes less
less resilient,
resilient, responds
responds less
less
to
manipulation, and
to manipulation,
and becomes
becomes more difficult
difficult to
to develop.
develop. The earlier,
earlier, then,
then, that
that intermediate
intermediate
cuttings are
applied, the
more the
the stand
stand can be
be manipulated
manipulated to
cuttings
are applied,
the more
to produce desired products.
products.

THINNING
YIELDS AND EFFECT OF TEINNING
At present,
stands of
of Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir. Major
present, little
little is
is known
known about
about managing
managing precoinmercial
precommercial stands
effort
effort has
has been
been placed
placed on
on managing
managing stands
stands from
from which
which commercial
commercial products
products can be
be removed
removed at
at a
profit. However,
However, the
the thinning
thinning of
of precotnmercial
precommercial stands
stands is
is on
on the
the increase,
increase, and,
and, as
as the demand
for raw material
increases, wood
left in
thinning will
for
material increases,
wood now
now left
in the
the stand
stand in
in precommercial
precommercial thinning
will be
be removed.
removed.
A Danish Example

Most evidence for the effect
of early
early thinnings
comes from experiences
experiences since
Most
effect of
thinnings in Douglas-fir comes
1880 in growing Douglas-fir in
in Denmark
Denmark (12).
(12). Management practices
practices have been intensive
intensive there.
there.
The first thinning
thinning is made in
in the dense young stand at
at about 15 years of age,
age, and the thinnings
are continued
at intervals
of 22 to
to 55 years,
years, with
with the
the interval
interval lengthening
lengthening as
as the
the stand
stand grows
grows
are
continued at
intervals of
older. Yields
Yields obtained under Danish methods
natural stands
stands of
methods have
have exceeded
exceeded the growth of
of natural
of the
same age
age and
and site in
in the
the Pacific Northwest
Northwest by
by from
from 30
30 to
to more
more than
than 70
70 percent.
percent. Danish stands
not only have
have provided
provided an
an early
early income,
but have
have placed
placed more
more and
and better
better quality
quality growth
growth of
of fewer
fewer
not
income, but
stems through precommercial thinnings.
thinnings.

of Thinning Effect
Effect
Duration of
The duration of
of the effect
of early thinning
has been demonstrated
demonstrated in
9-year-old DouglasDouglaseffect of
thinning has
in aa 9-year-old
fir stand
Wind River
River Experimental
Experimental Forest
Forest that
that was
was thinned
thinned to
to an
an 88 by
by 8-foot
8-foot spacing
spacing in
in
stand on the Wind
1920 by the U.
U. S.
S. Forest Service
Service (9).
(9). The stand at
at 42 years of
of age had trees
trees taller
taller and
and of
of
larger diameter than
than in
in an
an adjacent
adjacent area
area that
that was
was not
not thinned
thinned (Table
(Table 1).
1). Time required for
for the
the
stand to
to reach merchantable size
size was reduced.
reduced.

Alan B.
B. Berg is
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to the
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1950. His research
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improve our knowledge of the management of
of young
young stands.
stands.
2
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to similarly numbered references
references cited.
cited.
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Table 1.
1.

Number
stems

Treatment

Dominance
thinning

Natural

flou1a-fir
42 Years
Yar 01d
Wind River
1ivr F,oprimpnta1
Prrt
Douglas-fir stand
Stand, 42
Old, Wind
Exp erimental Forest

,„,

Basal
area

Average
DBH
DB}1

Average
Average.
height

Inches

Feet

Cubic

Volume
Int.
1/4
mt. 1/4

Scribner

Bd. feet
feet
Bd.

Bd.
Bd. feet

623

204

7.8

69

6,300

27,800

2,700

1,428

202

5.1

54

5,000

11,100

171

Number of Trees and
and Yield
Tests of spacing at Wind
Wind River also have indicated that wider spacing will result in larger
trees, both in height
(7). At
trees,
height and in diameter,
diameter, and in a greater
greater yield of
of merchantable volume (7).
of age,
age, trees
trees planted at
at a spacing of
12 by 12 feet contain a merchantable volume of
32 years of
of 12
10,143 board feet,'International
feet,'International 1/4-inch scale for trees
trees 7.6 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and over,
over, to an acre,
acre,
while trees planted 4 by 44 feet have a merchantable volume of
309 board feet,
feet, Intertational
International
of only 309
scale. The effect of wide spacing
spacing may
may be
be compared
compared to
to growth
growth of
of aa stand
stand that
that is
is thinned
thinned rieriodiperiodiscale.
to allow
allow free
free growth
growth to
to occur.
occur. The growth is
fewer trees
trees and results in larger
is put
put on fewer
cally to
(Table 2).
2).
trees (Table

Table
2.
le 2.

Number of Large Trees in Wind River Spacing Tests,
Tests Age 32 Years
Number of Trees

Spacing
feet

8 Inches
DBH and
ovpr

10O Inches
DBH and
and
over

4x4
4x4

8

-

8x8
8x8
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5

12
x 12
12x12

190

90

A Cooperative Level-of-Growing Stock Study in Douglas-fir

To learn more
more about proper control
control of
of densities
densities in young
young Douglas-fit
Douglas-fir stands,
stands, a cooperative
in levels of growing stock has been undertaken by private industry and educational and
study in
agencies. The study is
is designed
designed to
to examine
examine cumulative
cumulative wood
wood production,
production, development
development
governmental agencies.
in tree size,
size, and ratios of growth
growth to
to growing
growing stock
stock (11).
(11).
The study requires stands
stands of
seeded, or planted,
20 to
to
of uniform site,
site, either
either natural,
natural, seeded,
planted, from 20
feet in
in height,
height, of uniform stocking,
stocking, with no serious previous competition.
competition. A gross area
area of
of
40 feet
pproxiinately 99 acres
acres is
is needed
needed for
for the plots and buffer. As stands of this description are
approximately
rare,
welcome.
rare, suggestions from anyone
anyone regarding areas that might be suitable for the study are welcome.
The Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station
Station is
is serving
serving -as
as coordinator for the
study. The original study plan prepared by Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Company has been expanded and adapted to
the use of
of all
all cooperators
cooperators and is
is available from the Experiment
experiment Station.
Station.
experiment requires
requires 27
27 1/5-acre
1/5-acre plots
plots using
using eight
eight thinning
thinning reginies
regimes and a control
A single experiment
three times.
times. After the initial conditioning thinning which reduces the treated plots
replicated three
to the
the same
to
same density,
density, the
the thinning
thinning regimes
regimes differ
differ in
in the
the amount
amount of
of basal
basal area
area allowed
allowedtotoaccumuaccuustock. The stands
stands are thinned each time
time the
the average stand height increases
increases
late in the growing stock.
by 10 feet.
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Statistics for a Study of Levels
20-Year-01d
Statistics
Levels of Growing Stock in a 20-Year-Old
Stand of
Site II
II near
Stand
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir on
on Site
near Hoskins,
Hoskins, Oregon
L

Table 3.
3.

Year of
cutting

Unthinned

Thinned

A

Trees per
per Acre
Acre
1963
1966

1,725
1,640

340
340
DBH, Inches
DBH,

3.7

1963
1966

5.1
6.8

4.5

Basal
Area, Square Feet per
per Acre
Acre
Basal Area,
134
180

1963
1966

48

85

One study
Hoskins by Oregon State UniverUniverstudy has been established in
in a 20-year-old
20-year-old stand
stand near Hoskins
II land
land owned
owned by
by T.
T. J.
J. and
and Bruce
Bruce Starker
Starker (3).
(3). The
first cut
cut in
in 1963
1963 radically
sity on Site II
The first
radically
thinned
1,700 trees
trees per
per acre
acre to
to 340
340 trees
trees (Table
(Table 3).
3). The response
response from
thinned the
the stand from over 1,700
thinning
(Figure 1).
1). Trees
the unthinned plots
plots have
in basal
thinning has
has been remarkable (Figure
Trees on the
have grown in
basal area
area
at the
the rate
rate of
10.5 percent,
the thinned
thinned plots
the growth rate
rate has
at
of 10.5
percent, while
while on the
plots the
has nearly doubled
doubled to
to
20.6
,
20.6 percent.
--

/

1
Before thinning
Figure 1.
1.

■

thinning
After thinning

Two pictures of the
the stand
stand at
at Hoskins,
Hoskins, Oregon.
Oregon.
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The increment
increment in
in diameter
diameter for
for all
all trees
trees on
on the
the thinned
thinned plots
plots has
has
been more than
than double
double that
that of
of the
the unthinned.
unthinned. On the 80 crop trees
trees
per acre,
acre, the
the increment
increment for
for the
the 33 years
years since
since thinning
thinning has
has
selected per
1.1 inches
for the
the
been 1.9 inches
inches for the thinned
thinned trees,
trees, compared
compared to
to 1.1
inches for
The trees
unthinned (Figure
(Figure 2).
2). The
trees on the
the thinned
thinned plots
plots are
are approachapproaching merchantability at
at aa much
much greater
greater rate
rate than
than the
the unthinned.
unthinned. Also,
the growth
growth rate
rate for
for the
the unthinned
unthinned trees
trees isis leveling
levelingoff,
off, but
butititconcontinues
increase on the
the thinned
thinned plots.
plots. A thinning made on
on this
this
tinues to increase
area during the
the spring
spring of 1967
1967 should
should further
further stimulate
stimulate the
the diameter
diameter
growth. The
this area
area in
in the
the near
near
The prospect
prospect of
of commercial thinning on this
is good.
good. The stand still has 260
260 trees
trees on
on each
each acre
acre that
that can
can
future is
be removed in
in thinnings
thinnings before the
the final
final crop
crop trees
trees are
are harvested.
harvested.
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Figure 2.
2. Average
Average increment
increment
in diameter at
at breast height
in the study of
of level
level of
of
growing stock near
near Hoskins.
Hoskins.
INITIATION OF THINNING

All
indications are that,
that, silviculturally,
silviculturally, thinnings
thinnings should
should be initiated
initiated at
at as
as young an
an age
age
All indications
as possible;
possible; for example,
as
example, 10 to 15
15 years,
years, and
and that
that 500
500 trees
trees or less
less should
should be
be left
left on
on each
each acre.
acre.
If no
no markets
markets for
for the
the thinned
material
may not
not be
be economically
economically feasible,
feasible, unfortunately.
unfortunately. If
thinned material
This may
are available,
available, precommercial thinning
thinning should
should begin
begin at
at an
an early
early age
age when trees
trees are
are small
small and
and cost
cost
of thinning
thinning will be
be low.
low. If a market for products removed in
in thinning is available,
available, initiation
initiation
-thinning may
may be
be delayed,
delayed, for
for example,
example, until
until 20
20 years
years of
of age
age so that products removed
of -thinning
removed may
may pay
pay
However, the returns
all, or part,
part, of the cost of operation.
operation. However,
returns from precommercial thinnings will
all,
not pay all
all the
the cost
cost of growing trees
trees including
including taxes,
taxes, fire
fire protection,
protection, road
road building,
building, and
and adminadministration.

TREATMENT OF THE STA}D
STAND

The Initial Thinning -- Intensity

DANISH
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Danes maintain larger
The Danes
larger growing stocks
stocks in terms of
of
numbers
numbers of trees
trees than are recommended for the Pacific Northwest (Figure
fic
(Figure 3).
3). In general,
general, schedules
schedules for
for
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest recommend rapid
the
rapid reduction
reduction of
of
trees early in the life
trees
life of the
the stand.
stand. One forester
forester
recommends that
stands be
be spaced
spaced to
to 400-500
400-500 stems
stems
recommends
that stands
per acre between 5 and
and 15
15 years of
of age
age (5).
(5). ThinGuidelines, a pocket-size card prepared by the
ning Guidelines,
U. S.
U.
S. Forest Service,
Service, suggests
suggests a precommercial
precommercial thinthinning to
435 trees
to about 435
trees per
per acre on Site II
II land
when the stand
stand is
is 12
12 to
to 15
15 years
years old
old (6).
(6). Another
investigator advises
advises "planting,
"planting, spot
spot seeding,
seeding, or
or
investigator
spacing of
of natural
natural stands
stands to
to ensure
ensure full
full stocking
stocking
spacing
with about
about 270
270 well distributed trees
trees when they
they
average 55 inches
d.b.h., and
and growing
growing these
these without
without
•average
inches d.b.h..,
thinning to harvest at
at about
about 14
14 inches
inches d.b.h."
d.b.h." (8).
(8).
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Figure 3.
3. Several
Several thinning regimes in
in
growing stock
stock based upon
Douglas-fir with growing
number of trees
trees per
per acre.
acre.

In precommercial
precomuiercial stands,
stands, two
two thinning
thinning treattreatIn
ments are suitable.
suitable. The choice depends on circumstances in
in the
the stand
stand and
and on
on economic
economic conditions.
conditions.

first alternative
alternative is
is aa selection
selection or
or high
The first
thinning. This
This is
most difficult
difficult kind of
of loglogthinning■
is the
the most
ging to
to do.
do. In this practice,
practice, the
the largest
largest trees,
trees,
which often are
are limby
limby or wolf trees,
trees, are
are removed
removed
from the stand to
to release
release better
better trees.
trees. If
If the
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trees
trees removed
removed are
are
thus resulting
thus
resulting in
pay all
it, or
all of
of it,

large
small sawlogs
eawloga may
may be
be sold,
large enough,
enough, small
small poles,
poles, post%
posts, pulpwood,
pulpwood, and even small
return. This return may pay
pay part
part of
of the
the cost
cost of
of the
the operation,
operation,
a financial return.
even produce aa small
small profit.
profit.

If the
large, spreading,
spreading, wolf-type
wolf-type trees
trees that
that take
take
If
the trees
trees removed
removed in a selection cut are large,
more than
than their share of growing space
space at
at the
the expense
expense of
of the
the better
better formed
formed and
and more
more desirable
desirable
However, more than
trees,
is silviculturally
sllviculturally beneficial.
beneficial. However,
than one
one or
or two
two selection
selection cuts
cuts
trees, then the cut is
believed unable
unable to
to withstand
withstand heavy
heavy removals
removals of
of the
the overstory
overstory
may be undesirable.
undesirable. Douglas-fir is
is believed
without deterioration
deterioration of
of the
the stand.
stand.
If no
no merchantable
merchantable products
products exist,
If
exist, or if
if the cost of extraction is
is too
too high,
high, aa low
low thinning
thinning
may be
be made.
made. The cutting is
is performed
performed at
at aa loss,
loss, as
as no
no merchantable
merchantable producta
products are
are removed.
removed. In
may
this type
type of
of cutting,
cutting, trees
trees in
in lower crown classes
classes and nonmerchantable species are
this
are removed
removed to
to
trees in
in the
the upper crown
crown classes.
classes. These are the so-called "cuttings
"cuttings from
from below".
below". OverOverfavor trees
topped trees
trees are of
to the
the stand
stand either
either silviculturally
sllviculturally or
or economically.
economically. Their
topped
of little importance to
Removal of intermediate trees will have a
little to
to benefit
benefit the
the stand.
stand. Removal
removal alone does little
the residual
residual stand.
stand. Mortality will be reduced
reduced for
for aa time.
time. As the cutting
greater effect on the
into the
the upper crown
crown classes,
classes, responses
responses of
of residual
residual trees
trees become
become greater.
greater. At a certain
moves into
removal, net
net growth
growth will
will equal
equal gross
gross growth.
growth. Beyond this
this point,
point, growth
growth will decline
decline
intensity of removal,
the growing stock
stock left
left will not
not completely
completely utilize the
the site.
site. This
because the
This thinning is the
easiest
to aa stand
stand and,
and, if
if carefully
carefully done,
done, will
will result
result in
in least
least damage
damageto.
to. the
the stand
stand and
and
easiest to apply to
greatest results.
results.

ideal program would combine the
the two
two treatments.
treatments. A selection
selection thinning
limby,
An ideal
thinning would
would remove
reve limby,
poorly formed
formed dotninants.
dominants. A second cut,
cut, made either at the
the same
same time
time or
or later,
later, would
would remove
remove trees
trees
lower crown classes for
for spacing
spacing and
and added
added release.
release. This treatment
treatment would result
result in
in aa residual
residual
in lower
stand of
and codominant
codominant trees.
trees. Intensity of
cut, number of cuts,
cuts, and number
of mostly dominant and
of each cut,
trees remaining to form
form the residual stand
stand would depend
depend upon silvicultural
silvicultural conditions.
conditions. This
of trees
practice
to develop sooner
sooner into
into a commercial
commercial stand in
in which either crown
practice would
would allow
allow the
the stand
stand to
or low
low thinnings
thinnings could
could be
be applied.
applied.

MARKING THE
THE STA1'D
STAND
MARKING
Selecting
most important
Selecting the
the trees
trees to
to leave is the
the most
important part of thinning.
thinning. To maintain adequate
adequate
growth,
growth, the residual trees must be the
the best formed
formed dominant and
and codominants
codominants well spaced
spaced in
in the
the
stand. The crowns
crowns must be of sufficient length--not
length--not less than
than one-third of the
the total
total tree
tree
height--to respond
itis
respond to
to release.
release. In some
some instances,
instances, it
is necessary
necessary to
to designate
designate the
the crop
crop trees
trees
only,
only, and
and all other
other trees
trees in
in the
the stand
stand are
are removed.
removed. In other instances,
instances, it may be desirable
to
the proper level
level of
to remove
remove trees
trees in
in several
several precommercial
precommercial cuts
cuts over
over aa period
period of
of time before the
growing stock
stock is
is attained.
attained. Some priority of removal must then
then be
be used.
used. The following list
list is
that has served
served well in
in several
several young
young stands:
stands:
one that

Priority 1:
1
Priority

Hardwoods that
that are competing
competing with leave
leave trees.
trees.

Priority
2
Priority 2:

Rough,
Rough, limby
limby dominants that
that are crowding trees
trees of better form and
and quality.
quality.

Priority 3:
3
Priority
Defective trees
trees with broken tops,
tops, crooks,
crooks, excessive sweep,
sweep, or
or infected
infected with
disease or insects.
insects.
Priority 4:
Priority
4:
whip
whip trees.
trees.

Trees with poor crown
crown development such as one-sided crowns,
crowns, thin
thin crowns,
crowns, and
and

THE THINNING OPERATION - COSTS

Felling
Felling
low thinning in
in a 25-year-old
25-year-old Douglas-fir stand
stand at
at Burnt Woods tested
tested the
the relationship of
A low
three types of felling
felling equipment
equipment to
to felling
felling time
time (2).
(2). Trees felled
felled were
were classified
classified as
as of
of 3-,
3-,
4-, and 5-inch diameter. A light
4-,
light power
saw of
the direct-drive
type proved to
power saw
of the
direct-drive type
to be
be the
the most
most ecoeconomical. Felling time
time was 1.9
1.9 man-minutes aa tree,
tree, as
as compared
compared to
to 3.3
3.3 man-minutes aa tree
tree for
for the
the
single-bit axe,
axe, and
and 5.0
5.0 man-minutes
man-minutes aa tree
tree for
for the
the Swedish
Swedish bow
bow saw.
saw. In operating either
either saw,
saw, a
two-man crew was necessary.
necessary. The additional man was
to prevent
was needed
needed to
prevent saw binding by applying
pressure to
to the
the tree
tree in
in the
the sawing
sawing process
process and
and to
to pull
pull the
the tree
tree to
to the
the ground.
ground.
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At the Jack Stump
At
Stump Farm near Monmouth,
Monmouth, Oregon,
Oregon,
stand of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir has had
a 23-year-old planted stand
thinnings using aa small
small power
power
three precommercial thinnings
saw for the
the felling.
felling. In tests to
to relate
relate diameter
diameter of
of
tree to
to time
time of
of felling,
felling, the
the average
average time
timeper
pertes.t
test
increased
1 minute
trees of
increased from 1
minute for
for trees
of 3-inch average
average
for trees
trees of 7-inch
7-inch average
average
diameter to 5 minutes for
(Figure 4).
4).
diameter (Figure

These data argue for precommercial thinning to
to
age, or when the
the tree
tree sizes
sizes are
are
be done at an early age,
small
to r.educe
reduce the
small in order to
the cost
cost of
of thinning.
thinning.
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Chemical Thinning

CI

I.I.
I
I

I

be used in
in precommercial
precommercial thinthinHerbicides may be
6
4
2
o
BREAST HEIGHT,
HEIGHT, INCHES
AT BREAST
DIAMETER AT
ning especially when no merchantable products
products are
are
removed. This is
is a relatively new technique
technique that
that
Figure 4.
4. Felling tine
time by
by DBH size
size in
in aa
shows
shows great promise.
Several
Several new chemicals have
of Douglas-fir using a
23-year-old stand of
been and are being developed that
that are
are very effeceffecpower saw.
saw.
tive in killing treated
tive
treated trees.
trees. Specific recomrecommendations for control of conifers are
are given
given in
in
Table 11 in
in the
the chapter
chapter on
on "Herbicides
"Herbicides and,
and. the
the TendTending of
Newton in
in this
this publication,
publication,
of Forests"
Forests" by Michael Newton
page 65.
Yarding
Several types
types of yarding equipment
equipment are
are available
available for
for removing
removing products
products such
such as
as small
small sawsawlogs, pulpwood,
pulpwood, small poles,
poles, fence posts,
posts, car stakes,
logs,
stakes, corral poles,
poles, and
and fuel
fuel wood.
wood. The horse is
is
ideally
ideally suited for
for logging in dense young stands
stands and can manuever easily without damage
damage to
to the
the
residual trees.
trees. A good logging
logging horse and
and equipment can
can be purchased
purchased for
for under
under $300
$300 and
and will
will cost
cost
$1.50 per
per day or less
upkeep. With aa light
$1.50
less including depreciation and
and upkeep.
light power
power saw and a horse,
horse, an
an
produce 1,000
1,000 board feet,
feet, Schribner,
Schribner, or
or two
two cords
cords of
of small
small material
material from
from aa young
young
operator can produce
stand
day (1).
(1).
stand per 8-hour day
Rubber-tired farm
require that skid roads
cannot move through the
the
the horse.
horse.
excess of the

tractors and
and small tractors
tractors with steel
steel tracks
tracks also
also are
are suitable
suitable, but they
be laid
laid out
out in
in advance
advance to
to prevent
pr-event damage
damage to
to the
the residual
residual stand.
stand. Tractors
stand
stand without considerable damage. Initial
Initial costs
are in
in
costs and
and upkeep
upkeep algo
a10 are

EXAMPLES
IN PRECOMMERCIAL
PRECOMMERCIALSTAI'IDS
STANDS
EXA1IPLES OF
OF THINNING
THINNING IN
Although some
thinning was
was done
done in
in 1940
1940 under the Farm-Forestry
Farm Forestry Program,
some precoimnercial
precommercial thinning
Program,
very little precommercial thinning
thinning was done
done on westside Douglas-fir before
before 1960.
1960. During 1966,
1966,
14,875 acres
acres were
were thinned
thinned preconmiercially
precommercially In
on
.n the
the Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir region
region of
of Oregon and Washington
Washiigton on
all
all major public landB,
lands, as
as well as
as by public cooperative programs
programs (6).
(6).

Precommercial
Precounnercial Thinning
Thinning on
on National
National Forests
"On National
National Forest
Forest lands,
lands, precommercial
precommercial thinning
thinning is
is done
done primarily
primarilybybycontractj.rg.
contracting. Contraétors
cut the surplus
tractors cut
surplus trees
trees with direct-drive
direct-drive power
power saws.
saws. They select dominant
dominant treçs,
tre^s, usually
with aa 6-inch
There are
6-inch dbh
dbh caliper.
caliper. There
are minimum slash disposal requirements.
requirements. The cost oof thinning
varies with
with the labor
varies
labor market and
and competition for
for the
the work. Bids for thinning
thinning of $25 to
to $40 per
acre are
acre
are common on the west side."
side." (6)
(6)
Several experiences
thinning in
in Douglas-fir in
experiences in
in precominercial
precommercial thinning
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Noiçhwest,
Noijthwest,
although only case histories,
histories, can serve
serve as
as guides in
in economic
economic and
and silvicultural
silvicultural aspeips.
aspects.

Cost of Thinning
Thinning Unnierchantable
Unmerchantable Trees
Trees in
in Precominercial
Precommercial Stands
Stands
/
In a low thinning
In
thinning fn
£n aa 25-year-old
25-year-old Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir stand
stand at
at Burnt
Burnt Woods
Woods (2)
(2) that
that flemoved
faemoved trees
trees
from 3
3 to
to 5
5 inches dbh,
dbh, an
an average
average of 355
355 trees
trees were Cut
cut per
per acre.
acre. Although 1.9
1.9 ml/i^utes
m11utes represented the average felling time
time per
per tree
tree with aa power
power saw,
saw, it
it required
required 2.2
2.2 minutes
minutes per
per tree
tree to
to
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At this
this rate,
fell, move
move from
tree, and
and clear
clear for
forsawing.
sawing. At
rate, ititrequired
required13
13 hours,
hours, 10mm10 minfell,
fromtree
tree to
to tree,
additional man
to prevent
utes,
to treat
treat 11 acre.
acre. A
A two-man
two-man crew
The additional
man was
was needed
needed to
prevent
crewwas
was necessary.
necessary. The
utes, to
saw
bindingbybyapplying
applying
pressure
thetree
treeinin the
the sawing
sawingprocess
processand
andtotopull
pullthe
thetree
tree to
to the
saw binding
pressure
to to
the
the
ground
necessary.
ground ifif necessary.
Pulpwood
Thinning in
in Precomuiercial
Precommercial Stands
Stands
jpwood_Ti1ning

Thinning
Thinning in
in the
the Snow
Snow Creek
Creekplantation
plantationofof the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service demonstrated
demonstrated that
that aacomcommercial
in aa precommercial
standcan
canbe
be economically
economicallyfeasible,
feasible, and
that
mercial thinning
thinning for
for pulpwood
pulpwood in
precommercial stand
and that
plantation was
actual yield
yield (13).
actual
yield can
can be
be substantially
substantially higher
higher than
than normal
normal yield
(13). The
The plantation
was established
established
in
1927 on
Site III
IIIland
landononthe
the
OlympicNational
NationalForest
Forestinin
northwesternWashington.
Washington. The
in 1927
on high
high Site
Olympic
northwestern
plantation
plantation was
was thinned
thinned in
in 1951
1951 and
and again
again in
in 1956.
1956.
In
the first
firstthinning,
thinning,
about
five
cords
acre
of rough
dominantsand
andpoorly
poorlyformed
formed cocoIn the
about
five
cords
an an
acre
of rough
dominants
The minimum
minimumeconomic
economic
diameter
was
inches. The
The thinning
thinning was,
The
diameter
was
setsetatat 66 inches.
was,
therefore,
crown thinning.
thinning. About
averaging 8.1
8.1
therefore, aa crown
About1313percent
percentofof the
the merchantable
merchantablestand
standinin trees
trees averaging
wasdone
doneby
by aa two-man
two-mancrew,
crew,using
using aa small
inches
in diameter,
diameter, breast
breasthigh,
high,was
wasremoved.
removed. Logging
Logging was
small
inches in
power
sawfor
forfelling
felling and
Production amounted
to 0.94
0.94 cords
power saw
and aa horse
horse for
for skidding.
skidding. Production
amounted to
cords aa man-day,
man-day, and
and
pulpwood
the operation.
operation.
pulpwoodsold
solddid
didnot
notpay
payfor
forthe
thecost
cost of
of the

dominants
dominants were removed.
removed.

In
In the
the second
second thinning
thinning in
in 1956,
1956, cutting
cutting criteria
criteria and
and methods
methods of
of extraction
extraction were
were similar
similar to
to
averageofof 10.6
10.6 cords
cords an
an acre,
acre, amounting
to 17.2
those followed
thinning. An
An average
amounting to
17.2 perperthose
followedinin the
the first
first thinning.
cent
of the
the stand,
stand, was
was cut
cut from
from trees
trees averaging
averaging 7.8
7.8 inches
inches in
in diameter,
diameter, breast
breast high.
high. This
incent of
This included
one cord
cord an
an acre
acre salvaged
salvagedfrom
from-dead
dead and
and down
down trees.
The increase
in production
production to
to 1.68
1.68
cluded one
trees. The
increase in
cords
cords aa man-day,
man-day,and
andthe
thehigher
higherselling
sellingprice
price for
for the
the pulpwood,
pulpwood, resulted
resultedinin aa small
small profit.
profit.

Yield
Yield of
of the
the plantation
plantationthrough
through1956
1956 has
has been
been ininexcess
excessofofnormal
normalvolume
volume yields
yields by
byinpre
more
This reflects
reflects both
in plantations
than 50
both the
the advantages
advantages of
of wider
wider spacing
spacing in
plantations and
and the
the
than
50 percent.
pçcent. This
advantageofof early
early thinning.
advantage
thinning. However,
However, yields
in England
England have
yields of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir in
have exceeded
exceededyield
yield at
at
SnowCreek
Creek
percent,which
which
reflectsthe
thebenefit
benefit of
of frequent
frequent thinnings.
thinnings.
Snow
by by
67 67
percent,
reflects
Removing
inina aSelection
Thinning
RemovingSmall
SmallSawlogs
Sawlogsand
andPulpwood
Pulpwood
Selection Thinning
An intermediate
the form
form of
of aa selection
selectionthinning
thinninginina 25-year-old
a 25-year-oldprecommercial
precommercial
An
intermediatecutting
cutting in
in the
stand of
resultedin
in returns
returns about
stand
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir at
at Burnt
Burnt Woods
Woods resulted
about equal
equal to
to expense
expense (1).
(1). Two
Two men
men with
with
saw and
and aa horse
aa power
power saw
horse for
forequipment
equipment removed
removed small
small sawlogs
sawlogs and
and pulpwood.
pulpwood. A
A total
of 8.71
8.71manmantotal of
hours
wasrequired
required for
for each
1,000 board
boardfeet
feet of
of sawlogs
at the
hours was
each 1,000
sawlogs at
the landing.
landing. An
An additional
amount of
additional amount
3.53 man-hours
wasrequired
required to
to produce,
3.53
man-hours was
produce, during
during the
the same
same operation,
operation, each
each cord
cordofofpulpwood.
pulpwood. In
In this
this
operation, only
only the
the large
largedeformed
deformed dominant
dominant and
trees
one
operation,
andcodominant
codominant
treesthat
thatcontained
containedatat least
least one
merchantable log
too crooked
merchantable
log were
were marked.
marked. Logs
Logs too
crooked or
or deformed
deformed to
to make
make aa sawlog,
sawlog, and
and the
the remainder
remainder
of
toptop
diameter,
were
removed
of each
each tree
tree totoa 3-inch
a 3-inch
diameter,
were
removedasaspulpwood.
pulpwood. A
of 1,940
1,940 board
board feet,
A total
total of
feet,
Schribner rule,
rule, an
whichrepresented
represented2020percent
percentof
of the
the volume,
but only
only 55 perSchribner
an acre
acre was
was removed,
removed, which
volume, but
percent
of the
cent of
the trees.
trees.
Recovering
inPrecomxnercial
Precommercial Thinning
Thinning
Recovering Various
Various Products in

In 1961,
thinning that
that almost
In
1961, aa precommercial
precommercial thinning
almost recovered
recovered the
the cost
cost of
ofoperation
operationwas
wasperformed
performed
by
acresofofaa25-year-old
25-year-oldDouglas-fir
Douglas-fir stand
stand on
on their
their holdings
by I.
I. P.
P.Miller
MillerLumber
Lumber Company
Company onon
2222
acres
holdings
in Benton
in
Benton County,
County, Oregon.
Oregon. The
stand had
had 533
533 trees
an acre,
acre, from
from which
which 320
an acre
acre
The original
original stand
trees an
320 trees
trees an
were removed,
removed,leaving
leavinga aresidual
residual stand
stand of
of 213
213 trees
trees an
were
an acre.
acre. A
A small
tractorwas
was used
used to
tominimize
minimize
small tractor
damage
residual trees.
trees. Merchantable
damage totoresidual
Merchantable products
products removed
removedincluded
included560
560poles
polesfrom
from2020toto3030feet
feet in
length, 3,400
car stakes
pole stickers.
stickers. In
length,
3,400 car
stakes and
and 1,800
1,800 pole
In addition,
addition, 7,200
7,200 board
board feet
feet of
of sawlogs,
sawlogs, 66
inches in
inches
in diameter
diameter and
and over,
over,were
wereremoved.
removed. Not
Not only
the operation
operation recovered,
recovered, but
but
only was
wasthe
the cost
cost of
of the
trees in
a condition
to to
develop
at at
maximum
rates.
trees
in the
the residual
residualstand
standwere
were left
leftin in
a condition
develop
maximum rates.
SLASH
INPRECOMMERCIAL
PRECOMMERCIAL STANDS
STANDS
SLASH IN

Slash
usually is
is not
in precommercial
preconmiercial
stands,
particularlyififmaterial
materialisis rereSlash usually
not aa problem
problem in
stands,
particularly
moved. During
During the
the first
first year,
year, the
theslash
slashisis
noticeable
noticeable
because
becausetops
topsand
andlimbs
limbs project
projectabove
above the
the
ground. But
But the
the debris
debris is
is quickly
beaten toto the
the ground,
andinin 22 or
or 33 years
years the
the fine
fine material
ground.
quickly beaten
ground, and
material is
is
sufficiently
decomposed sosothat
sufficiently decomposed
thatthe
the slash
slash problem
problemisis alleviated.
alleviated.
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If
larger material,
trees 44 inches
inches in
in diameter
are cut
and left
left on
If larger
material, for
for instance
instance trees
diameter and over,
over, are
Cut and
on
ground, the removal
removal of
thinnings may be hampered.
the ground,
of merchantable products
products in future thinnings
hampered. Chemical
Chemical .
thinning should reduce the
the slash
slash hazard
hazard considerably.
considerably. After treatment
treatment the
the dead trees
trees remain
remain
^
standing, are quickly enveloped by the
the spreading crowns
the residual trees,and fall
fall to
to the
the
standing,
Crowns of
of the
over aa period
period of
of time.
time.
ground over

NEED
NEED TO IMPROVE
IMPROVE MARKET FOR SMALL MATERIAL
If thinning of
If
of precommercial
precommercial stands
stands is
is to be encouraged,
encouraged, a market for small material needs
to be developed. Many kinde
to
kinds of products
products can
can be
be removed
removed in
in precommercial
precommercial cuts,
cuts, including
including small
small
sawlogs, pulpwood,
pulpwood, small.poles,
small poles, fence posts,
posts, car stakes,
stakes, corral poles,
polfes, fuel
fuel wood,
wood, and
and Christmas
Christmas
sawlogs,
trees. At present,
present, a large enough market for any one of
of the products does not exist to
to take
take all
all
that would be removed in an inteneive
intensive program of thinning
thinning throughout
throughout the
the region.
region.
of the material that
Small
to base a program of
thinSmall sawlogs
sawlogs and
and pulpwood
pulpwood appear
appear the
the most
most promising
promising products
products on which
which to
of thinning
young stands.
ning in.
in.young
stands. The other products will find markets
locally and
and will aid
aid thinning
thinning
markete locally
materially in
in these
these areas.
areas. But
they, alone,
thinning.
But they,
alone, will
will not
not support a region-wide program of thinning.
SUMMARY
grown under intensive management has shown
shown that
that the
the species
species responds
responds quickly
quickly to
to
Douglas-fir grown
thinning and that the yield of managed
managed stands will exceed natural stands.
stands. Precotumercial
Precommercial thinning
thinning
as possible,
10 or 15
15 years.
years. HowHowshould be initiated as early as
possible, for instance at a stand age of 10
ever, because of
of insufficient
insufficient data,
schedules cannot be rigidly set.
set. Recommended
Recommended tentatentaever,
data, thinning schedules
to 500 stems
stems per
tive schedules in the Pacific
Pacific Northwest call for an early reduction to from 300 to
acre.
Two treatments are
are suitable
suitable in
in precoimnercial
precommercial thinning: high thinning to remove large wolf
wolf
trees, and low
low thinning
thinning to
to provide
provide both
both spacing
spacing and
and release.
release. An ideal
ideal program
program combines
combines the
the two.
two.
trees,
in precoinmercial
precommercial thinning
in
Several experiences in
thinning in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest can serve as guides in
silvicultural aspects.
aspects.
economic and silvicultural

PRELIMINARY GUIDES
PRECOMMERCIAL STANDS
GUIDES TO THINNING
ThINNING IN PRECONMERCIAL
From the
the limited
limited experiences
experiences in
in thinning
thinning preconunercial
precommercial Douglas-fir,
general set
set of
of
From
Douglas-fir, only aa general
rules can
can be
be stated.
stated. A great deal of judgement must be used in
in the
the field,
field, and
and it
it is
is always
always best
advice before
before thinning.
thinning.
to get a forester's advice
A production forest
trees evenly spaced and of the same
forest will
will not
not look like a park with
with the tree8
four or
or five
five thinnings
thinnings will
will this
Only once in every four
this be true.
true. The next thinning will
destroy the even spacing.
spacing.
size.

When to
Thinning
to Be^ln
Bein Thinning

.

Thinning should
should begin
begin at
at as
as young
young an
an age
age as
as possible.
possible. This ia
is usually between the ages of
15 years,
trees begin to interlock.
interlock.
10 and 15
years, or when the branches
branches of
of the young trees

What Trees Should
Should be Removed
Removed
In a low thinning,
thinning, first remove all the
the overtopped trees,
trees, then
then the
the intermediate,
intermediate, and
and the
the
lower or less
less vigorous codominant
codominant trees.
trees. In these classes,
classes, deformed trees
trees with crooked boles and
and
diseased trees
first; next,
next, trees
diseased
trees should be selected first;
trees to release other trees and to provide proper
spacing should be removed. Cutting
Cutting should
should proceed in this
this order until the proper level of growing stock or the proper
proper epacing
spacing is
is attained.
attained.

thinning, the
the large,
large, limby
limby wolf trees
trees that
that take
take up more than
than their
their
In a high or selection thinning,
share of
of the space in
share
in the
the stand
stand are
are removed.
removed. Deformed trees
trees in
in this
this class
class are
are selected
selected first.
first.
How Much Should be
be Removed
Removed -- Intensity
Intensity of
of Thinning
Thinii

In the Pacific Northwest foresters are recommending that
that the
the initial
initial thinning
thinning leave
leave 200
200 to
to
trees per
per acre.
acre. This
spacings of from 9 by 99 feet to
to 15 by 15
15 feet.
feet. On the
the
500 trees
This will
will result
result in spacings
and in
in stands
stand's with good
good crown development this
this is
is satisfactory.
satisfactory.
better sites and
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It
and codominant
stand deterioration
deterioration.
It is
is the
the removal
removal of
of too
too many
many dominant
dominant and
codominant trees that causes stand
Conservatively,
20 percent
of the basal area should be removed
removed in
in the
the first
first or
or
Conservatively, no
no more
more than
than 20
percent of
If this
succeeding thinnings.
thinnings. If
this rule is
is followed,
followed, the
the stand
stand will not
not be
be opened
opened to
to the
the point
point that
that
and sunscald
sunscald will
will result.
result. Marking so
so that
that no
no more than
than one
one side
side of
of any
any leave
leave tree
tree is
is
windthrow and
released
in any
result in the removal of between 15
15 and
and 20
20 percent
percent of
of the
the basal
basal
released in
any one
one thinning
thinning will
will result
However,
However, overtopped and intermediate
intermediate trees
trees may be
be removed
removed without
without observing
observing this
this rule.
rule. In
area.
aa low thinning
thinning it
this rule,
rule, to remove more than
than 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the stems.
stems.
it is
is possible,
possible, under this
of Thinning
Thinning
How Often Should a Thinning be Made -- Frequency of
For best
thinnings should be initiated
initiated just
just before the
the canopy
canopy clo8e8
closes in
in tightly.
tightly.
best results,
results, thinnings
Frequent, light
light thinnings
thinnings will result in
in aa more even
even growth,
growth, and
and will prevent
prevent damage
damage to
to the
the stand
stand
Frequent,
from windthrow and sunscald.
sunscald. In young stands
stands the
the thinning
thinning interval
interval will be
be from
from 33 to
to 55 years.
years.
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Commercia'
Commercial Thinning
Thinning of
of Douglas
Douglas Fir
Fir
Malmberg
Donald BB, Malmberg1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTIOK

this chapter is to
to present a nontechnical synopsis of selected commercial
The purpose of this
thinning information. The report is
is intended to be helpful to landowners
landowners interested
interested in
in starting
starting
intensive cutting
cutting practices
practices on
on their
their own
own lands.
lands. A list of 8elected
selected references is provided for
persons
or collect
collect literature on the technical aspects of thinning.
persons desiring to study or
thinning. One of
the most
most recent
recent and
and useful
useful documents
documents is
is U.S.D.A
U.S.D.A Technical
Technical Bulletin
Bulletin No.
No. 1230,
1230, dated
dated January
January 1961,
1961,
the
by Norman P.
P. Worthington
and George
George R.
R. Staebler.
Staebler.
Worthington and
A partial cut first applied in
in stands
stands older than
than 80 years can
can hardly be called
called aa thinning
thinning
such as
as improvement
improvement cuts,
cuts, prelogging,
prelogging, preharvesting,
preharvesting, special
special product
productcuts,
cuts, mortalmortalTerms such
ity salvage,
salvage, and
and sanitation
sanitation cuts
cuts are
are more
more appropriate.
appropriate. Commercial thinning discussions
discussions here
will pertain
pertain primarily
primarily to
to natural
natural stands
stands less
less than
than 80
80 years
years of
of age.
age. It
to recognize,
It is
is timely to
however, that commercial thinning will soon be feasible on large
however,
large Douglas-fir plantations located
located
in the Pacific Northwest. Unless we are
are prepared
prepared to
to disregard some
some 90
90 years
years of
of practical
practical thinthinning results in
in Europe,
Europe, we will acknowledge the
the evidence favoring
favoring thinning of plantations as
as
investments in future
Currently, the thinning of Douglas-fir plantations in
future stand
stand values. Currently,
in the
the
region i8
is limited
limited to
to experimental
experimental trials or Christmas tree
tree cutting
cutting operations.
operations.

today.
today.

An important question raised
program is
is this:
this: Whose viewpoint
logical answer
answer now and
and in
in the
One logical
economics
of a young stand blends economics

by owners of immature stands who are about to begin a thinning
should take
take priority,
priority, the
the silviculturist's
silviculturist's or the
the economist's?
is contained in
in the
the statement,
statement, "The
"The sound
sound development
development
future i8
with silviculture,
not one against
other."
with
silviculture, not
against the other."

DEFINITION
A cotiercial
conmercial thinning
thinning is one that breaks even on expenses or shows
shows a profit.
profit. This principle
is currently applicable in the Douglas-fir subregion of the
the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. More extensive
are available.
available. Hawley and
and Smith,
Smith, for
for example,
example, define
define commercial
commercial thinning
thinning as
as thinning
thinning
definitions are
in
In which the felled trees
trees are converted to useful products regardless of whether or not their
their
of the operation.
value is enough to
to defray the costs of
operation.

SUMMARY
SUNMARY
Thinning
fer8 excellent
excellent possibilities
possibilitie8 economically
economically and
and silviculturally.
silviculturally. The growth
Thinning of
offers
growth capaccapacity
(Pseudotsuga menziesii
lands exceeds
ity of
of coastal
coastal Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsupa
menziesii menziesii)
menziesii) lands
exceeds that
that of
of most
most forest
forest
of the
the nation
nation and
and the
the world
world (3).
(3). To realize
realize potential yields,
yields, growing
growing stock
stock must be adeaderegions of
Also, on lands suitable for
quate to utilize fully
fully the
the groith
growth capacity
capacity of
of the
the land.
land. Also,
for thinning,
thinning,
volume and value yield must be increased
increased by redistributing growth onto the
the best trees
trees by frequent
operations intelligently,
measurements and predicpredicthinnings. In order to
to plan cutting operations
intelligently, growth measurements
Permanent plot
plot remeasurements
basis for
detertions
remeasurements provide the most direct
direct basis
for the
the detertions are necessary. Permanent
Thiunings, properly applied,
mination of
of growth
growth (3).
(3). Thinnings,
applied, produce real financial advantages.
advantages. An
increase in the amount
of useable wood
wood per
per acre for
obtainable. Producing
increase
amount of
for a given rotation is
is obtainable.
quality
larger trees
trees sooner,
sooner, resulting in log sizes
sizes an operator can afford to handle,
is of
quality on larger
handle, is
of
As one
one observer
observer put
put it,
money obtained
obtained from the
salvage mortality.
mortality. As
it, the
the money
the salvage
salvage
Thinnings salvage
value.
of aa recently dead
dead merchantable tree
tree is
is worth more than
than the
the money you lose
lose if
if the
the tree
tree is
is allowed
allowed
to
in the
the forest.
forest.
to rot in

'Dr.
Forester, Northwest
Northwest Timber Operations,
Operations, Crown Zellerbach CorCorDr. Donald B.
B. Malmberg is
is Research Forester,
poration. His work and study since 1946 have been related to commercial and precommercial thinThis manuscript
manuscript was
was reviewed by G.
G. R.
Weyerhaeuser ComComning of young-growth timber.
timber. This
R. Staebler,
Staebler, Weyerhaeuser
pany,
pany, R.
R. F.
F. Smith of Mason-Bruce
Mason-Bruce & Girard;
Girard; W.
W. A.
A. Tinney,
Tinney, Industrial Forestry Association;
Association; and
men of
of the
the Crown
Crown Zellerbach
Zellerbach Corporation:
Corporation: D.
Baisinger, R.
R. C.
C. Lindsay,
Lindsay, D.
D. R.
R.
the following men
D. H.
H. Baisinger,
McMinn, G.
G. H.
H. Schroeder,
Schroeder, and
and K.
K. W.
W. Clark.
Clark.
NcNinn,
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Douglas-fir
classified as
as intermediate
intermediate in
in tolerance
tolerance to
to shade.
shade.
Douglas-fir isis classified

When
comparedonly
only with
with
When compared

its
associates, however,
however,such
suchasas western
westernhemlock,
hemlock,western
westernred
redcedar,
cedar, Sitka
Sitka spruce,
its most
most common
common associates,
spruce,
grand
fir, mountain
hemlock,and
andPacific
Pacificsilver
silver fir,
fir, Douglas-fir
on the
the scale
scale of
grand fir,
mountain hemlock,
Douglas-fir ranks
ranks very
very high'
high on
of
Douglas-firhas
hasthe
the ability
ability to
intolerance
(4). Douglas-fir
to maintain
maintain aa fairly
fairly rapid
rapid rate
rateofofheight
heightgrowth
growth
intolerance (4).
1
Thereaction
reactionofof Douglas-fir
Douglas-firtoto competition,
competition,or,
or,putting
over
long period
period of
years, 40
40 or
or 50.
50. The
putting
over aa long
of years,
it
the other
other way,
way, the
the response
response of
marks this
highly desirit the
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-firtoto release,
release, marks
this species
species as
as aa highly
desirManagement
objectives,natural
natural stand
stand conditions,
able one
one for thinning
thinning operations.
operations. Management
objectives,
conditions, and
and markets
markets
able
determine the
be applied.
applied.
determine
the method
methodofof thinning
thinning to
to be

Before aa thinning
can be
be selected,
selected, the
Before
thinning method
method can
the approach
approach to
tothinning
thinningmust
mustbe
bedecided
decidedupon.
upon.
Twotraditional
traditional approaches
are the
Two
approaches are
the "functionalt'
"functional"approach
approach and
and the
the"mechanical"
"mechanical" approach.
approach. The
functional
doesnot
notspecify
specifypredetermined
predetermined
levelsofofcutting
cuttingororintervals
intervals of
of cutting.
cutting.
functional approach
approach does
levels
The
mechanicalapproach
approach
does
specify
certainlevels
levelsofofcutting
cutting or
or spacing
as well
well as
The mechanical
does
specify
certain
spacing as
as preset
preset
intervals of
of thinning.
thinning.
intervals
The
efficientlydepends
depends upon
upon its
itscrown
crown size
size and
and root
root
The amount
amountofofspace
spacea atree
tree can
canutilize
utilize efficiently
practices should
shouldbebebased
basedupon
upon
density,vigor,
vigor,size,
size, quality,
quality, soil
development. Thinning
Thinning practices
density,
soil condiconditions, and
andeconomics.
economics. Directions
Directions of
of cutting
cutting should
should not
not be
be based
based upon
upon aa definite
definite percentage
percentage of
of
tions,
basal area,
of trees,
These are
are good
basal
area, volume,
volume, or
or number
number of
trees, except
exceptasasmodified
modifiedby
byeconomics.
economics. These
good indicaindicators or
andthe
therelationships
relationships of
of individual
individual trees
trees to
tors
or checks,
checks, but
but the
the conditions
conditions of
of the
the crowns
crowns and
to
each
other should
shouldbebethe
thereal
real basis.
basis. (3)
each other
(3)

crownthinning,
thinning, or
In
of thinning
In the
the Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir subregion,
subregion, four
four methods
methods of
thinning are
are applicable:
applicable: crown
or
thinning from
above;low
lowthinning,
thinning,or
or thinning
thinning from
frombelow;
below;selection
selection thinning,
thinning, or
of the
thinning
from above;
or removal
removal of
the
largest dominant
dominant trees
trees and
and overtopped
overtopped trees
trees for
forstand
standimprovement;
improvement; and
and combination
combination thinning,
thinning,
largest
which is
cuts that
thatdo
do not
not fit
fit
conventionalthree
threemethods
methods previpreviwhich
is intended
intended toto describe
describe partial
partial cuts
thetheconventional
exampleofofcombination
combinationthinning
thinningwould
wouldbebeapplying
applyingtwo
twocuts
cutsthe
the same
sameyear
year in
in aa
ously listed.
An example
ously
listed. An
first cut
piling; the
stand.
The first
cut might
might be
be for
for special
special products
products such
such as
as poles
poles and
and piling;
the second
second cut
cut
stand. The
could
species stand.
could be
be for
for pulp
pulp and
and small
small sawlogs
sawlogs from
from aa mixed
mixed species
stand.

Oncethe
the initial
initial thinning
Once
thinning isiscompleted,
completed, subsequent
subsequent thinnings
thinnings should
should be
be light
light and
and frequent,
frequent,
if
Such cuts
cuts maintain
maintain quality
quality and
rates, while
if economically
economically possible.
possible. Such
and uniform
uniform growth
growth rates,
whileimproving
improving
chancestoto obtain
obtain full
full log
trees. Initial
chances
log scale
scale for
for recent
recent dead
dead and
and dying
dying trees.
cutsofofmore
more than
than 30
30
Initial cuts
percent of
too heavy
because of
of slash
slash hazards,
percent
of the
thevolume
volume seem
seem too
heavy because
hazards, excessive
excessive windthrow,
windthrow, breakage,
breakage,
mortality,
No good
goodbroad
broadgeneralization
generalization can
mortality, and
andlogging
loggingdamage.
damage. No
can be
bemade.
made. Not
stand,
Not only
only each
each stand,
but each
each individual
individual tree,
tree, presents
presents aapeculiar
peculiarproblem
problem calling
calling for
for the
thebest
bestjudgment
judgment of
of the
the operaoperabut
tor, aaproblem
right there
tor,
problem that
that must
must be
be decided
decided right
there on
on the
the ground.
ground. A
look for
trees
A safe
safe guide
guideisis to
to look
for trees
to
retain, rather
rather than
than to
to look
look for
trees to
to cut
cut (7).
(7).
to retain,
for trees

APPROACHES TO
APPROACHES
TO THINNING
THINNItG
The Functional
Functional Approach
Approach
The

The
mostpopular
popularapproach
approachtotothinning
thinningininthe
theDouglas-fir
Douglas-firregion
regioncan
canbebecalled
called the
the functional
The most
functional
approach, aa technique
wherebymarking
marking
thestand
standfor
for thinning
thinning each
each time
time is
is based
approach,
technique whereby
of ofthe
based on
on functional
functional
qualities influencing
qualities
influencing the
the relationships
relationships of
of individual
individual trees
trees to
to each
each other.
other. The
The functional
functional aspect
is derived
derived from
from the,
the. manner
result of
ofrecogrecogis
mannerininwhich
whichtrees
treesare
aremarked
markedforforcutting
cuttingoror leaving
leaving as
as aa result
nizing factors
growth
and
andandcrown
nizing
factors that
thatinfluence
influencetree
tree
growth
androot
root
crowndevelopment.
development. Thinning
Thinning treatments
are
at improving
theenvironment
environment
crop
treesleft
left for
for removal
removalinin later
later thinnings,
are aimed
aimed at
improving the
of of
crop
trees
thinnings, as
as well
well
as
as the
the final
final harvest.
harvest. With
With this
approach, no
no attempt
attempt is
is made
made to
to reduce
reduce growing
growing stock
to predepredethis approach,
stock to
termined
levels. Thinning
termined levels.
Thinning intervals
are not
not specified,
specified,but
butdepend
depend upon
upon rate
rate of
ofcrown
crown closure
closure
intervals are
and
response to
to release.
release. No
and response
No specified
amount of
net growth
growth is
is removed
removed at
each
specified amount
of annual
annual or
or periodic
periodic net
at each
thinning.
thinning. The
The amount
amountremoved
removed
or or
retained
retainedisis determined
determined after
after each
each marking
marking is
is completed.
completed. Rotation
tion ages
ages are
are not
not specified.
specified. Thinnings
Thinnings may
the
age to
to
maybebemaintained
maintainedbeyond
beyond
theanticipated
anticipatedrotation
rotation age
confirmthe
thetrue
true rotation
rotation age
age for
for the
the specific
confirm
specific case
case in
in point.
point. Intensity
of each
each cut
cut is
is guided
guided
Intensity of
by one
one of
of the
by
the following
following objectives:
objectives: gradual
gradual reduction
rapid reduction
reduction of
of stand
stand
reduction of
of stand
stand density;
density; rapid
density;
density; aa moderate
moderate treatment
treatment in
inbetween.
between. Each
remove the
the excess
excess growing
growing
Each marking
marking attempts
attempts to remove
stock
occustock which
whichisis inhibiting
inhibiting uniform
unifortnrapid
rapidgrowth
growthofofcrop
croptrees
treeswhile
whilestill
still leaving
leaving the
the site
site occupied.
pied .
Principles
of cro-n
crown thinning
thinning are
are applied
applied for
forthe
themost
mostpart,
part,removing
removing trees
treesfrom
from among
among all
Principles of
all
crown
classes while
while salvaging
mortality. Small
crown classes
salvaging mortality.
the
Smallmerchantable
merchantableunderstory
understorytrees,
trees,usually
usually in
in the
overtopped
removed over
or four
four thinnings,
thinnings,depending
depending on
on
overtoppedcrown
crownclass,
class, are
are removed
overa aperiod
periodofof three
three or
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stocking density at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the initial
initial thinning.
thinning. Such understory trees seldom
seldom have
have the
the
capability
capability to
to respond
respond to
to release.
release. At
rate, their
their response
At any rate,
response would
would be
be delayed
delayed for
for years
years until
until
sufficient crown
crown volume developed
developed to
to enable
enable satisfactory
satisfactory growth
growth rates.
rates. As
As the stand increases
age, more of the
the cut
cut trees
trees are
are taken
taken from
from the
the lower
lower levels
levels of
of the
the crown
crown canopy.
canopy.
in age,
for the initial
initial thinning will be heavier in the upper crown classes;
Midway through
through
Marking for
classes
rotation, the
less. During the
the latter
latter portion
portion of the
the rotarotathe rotation,
the cut
cut trees
trees tend
tend to
to open
open the canopy less.
tion,
tion, thinning
thinning is
is mainly
mainly from
from below
below the
the level
level of
of the
the crown
crown canopy
canopy formed
formed by
by the
the dominant
dominant trees.
trees.
trees, dominant at
at the
the time
time of final
final harvest,
harvest, were codominant- or
or intermediate-crown
intermediate-crown class
class
Many trees,
trees
the time of initial thinning,
thinning, years
years previously.
previously.
trees at
at the
The Mechanical Approach
The mechanical approach
pproach is a technique whereby marking of the stand for thinning each time
is
area, volume,
volume, and/or
and/or number
number of
of trees.
trees. Thinning intervals
Intervals
is based on preset
preset levels of basal area,
usually
are specified,
specified, but not
not necessarily a rigid preset schedule.
schedule. As
stands progress in
In
usually'are
As the stands
thinning, the interval
interval of thinning may be extended.
extended. One of
of the
the specispeciage and are conditioned by thinning,
level of square feet
fications generally is to reduce the level of growing stock to a selected level
of basal area
area (per
(per acre).
acre). To reach
reach this
this level,
level, any
any one of the
the conventional
conventional thinning
thinning methods can
can
thinning, or
or combination thinning.
applied: selection thinning,
thinning, crown thinning,
thinning, low
low thinning,
thinning. In
be applied:
stocked stands,
stands, it is
Is safer to take two or three thinnings to reach the intended
intended level.
level.
densely stocked
One single
single very heavy thinning leaves the trees
trees vulnerable to weather damage because of sudden
reduction of stand
stand stiffness
stiffness and
and overexposure.
overexposure.
the level
level of cutting has been reached,
reached, two choices remain for
for later thinnings.
thinnings. One
Once the
course of action will
will permit
permit the
the level
level to
to build
build back
back up
up gradually
gradually throughout
throughout the
the rotation;
rotation; the
other choice will
level of
100
will maintain the level
of growing stock somewhat
somewhat constant
constant by removal
removal of
of about
about 100
the growth
growth laid
laid on
on between
between thinnings.
thinnings. Differences are
are aimed
aimed at
at production of
of differdifferpercent of the
earlier ages,
ages, yielding dollar
sooner from young
ent types of merchantable-sized
merchantable-sited wood
wood at
at earlier
dollar recovery sooner
The decision on the actual
actual amount
amount of
of basal
basal area to
to retain as
as growing stock is
is largely
stands.
sense, and
and is
is wide
wide open
open to
to experimentation
experimentation (5).
(5). Excessively long
long
a matter
matter of
of choice
choice and
and common
coon sense,
thinning
thinning intervals,
intervals, resulting
resulting in
in heavy
heavy individual
individual cuts,
cuts, do
do not
not conform
conform to
to the
the accepted
accepted concept
concept
commercial thinning
thinning practice.
practice. Speeding up,
down, growth rates does
does not
up, then slowing down,
of good commercial
uniform growth
growth or
or high-quality
high-quality wood.
wood.
produce uniform

METHODS OF THINNING
Commercial thinnings can be made in accessible,
accessible, reasonably well-stocked stands
stands of at
at least
least
30 years of age,
age, near markets,
markets, and growing on aite
site index 140
140 or better (2).
(2). Commercial thinning
thinning
is especially desirable on the better sites where response to release is
is more
of Douglas-fir is
spectacular. Low-site quality soils
soils cannot
is
Cannot be ruled out
out for thinning purposes,
purposes, but
but patience is
benefit may
may be
be realized from operating on low-site
quality
necessary to see
see the results.
results. Some benefit
low-site quality
traction is
is adequate
adequate during
during winter
winter months
months and
and becoming
becoming mudded
mudded out
out is
is aa rarity.
rarity.
soils where traction

Today, commercial thinning by the selection method may be applied when stands reach age 30,
30,
Today,
provided a profitable market is
is available
available (2).
(2). Generally speaking,
speaking, however,
however, stands
stands must reach
of age
age these
these days to
to be thinned
thinned economically
economically with present
present equipment.
equipment. This is
is not
not
40 years of
intended
intended to
to discourage thinnings
thinnings of
of younger
younger trees
trees where the greatest
greatest rewards
rewards are for
for increased
increased
production of usable wood. Hang-ups,
Hang-ups, extra limbing,
limbing, and
and low
low daily production raise
raise logging
logging costs
years of
of age.
age. Even-aged,
stands, which are medium- to well-stocked are
in stands below 40 years
Even-aged, pure stands,
preferred for
for thinning
thinning shows.
shows. However,
stands only and be practical;
practical;
However, one cannot thin preferred stands
types of stands
stands should
should be thinned
thinned as
as one
one comes
comes to
to them.
them. Uneven-aged stands
stands of mixed
various types
additional problems
problems of
of sorting
sorting at
at the
the landings.
landings. After two
two or
or three
three thinnings,
thinnings,
species create additional
of the
the differences
differences can
can be
be evened
evened out,
out, such
such as
as removal
removal of
of scattered
scattered overstory
overstory trees
trees or
or less
less
many of
desirable hardwoods. For western Oregon and Washington,
Washington, the initial thinning may include a
considerable volume of old-growth salvage and downed cedar.
cedar.
Thinning operations are apt to be more successful
successful if they are started on accessible areas
areas
of gentle terrain.
terrain. Abundance of steep
steep ground in the region presents aa challenge to
to thinning
thinning
operators. Experimentally, this
this challenge
challenge is
is being
being met.
met. Various attempts to thin choice stands
stands
on steep
steep terrain.have
terrain have been
been made.
made. Results are
are uncertain,
uncertain, with high logging
logging cost and
and
growing on
heavy stand
stand damage
damage raising questions in
in some
some instances.
instances. If progress shown during the past
past 10
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years means
means anything,
anything, results
results to
to be
be obtained
obtained during
during the
next 10 years look
years
the next
look promising
promising indeed.
indeed.
Meanwhile,
Meanwhile, commercial
commercial thinnings will be particularly
particularly productive
productive on
on the
the better
better sites
sites of
of easy
easy
topography
and favorable accessibility.
accessibility.
topography and

Selection Thinning
selection thinning,
thinning, the
the largest dominant trees and
and the
the poorest
poorest over-topped
over-topped trees,
trees, if
if
In selection
possessing
conversion value,
value, are
are cut
cut (4).
(4). Specifically,
Specifically, wolf trees
trees and
and those
those
possessing a positive net conversion
selection thinning
coarse
individuals of
for future
future quality are removed,
removed. Selection
thinning
coarse individuals
of relatively
relatively low value
value for
As age
age increases,
is
to the younger stands.
stands. As
increases, selection thinning should
should give way to
to
is well
well adapted to
methods. Selection thinning is
is of
of special
special interest where products
products of
of small
small dimendimencrown-thinning methods.
sion are
are of
of low
low value,
value, and
and where
where it
procure early financial returns (7).
sion
it is
is important
important to
to procure
(7). The
yield is concentrated
concentrated on products of average sizes,
sizes, and
and the
the rotation
rotation is
is prolonged.
prolonged. The method
be dangerous
dangerous when used by unskilled personnel,
may be
personnel, but it is of considerable interest
interest to
to techtechtrained foresters.
foresters. Selection thinning is recommended only in
in cases where the
the desired
desired
nically trained
by crown
crown thinning.
thinning.
results cannot be obtained by
Crown Thinning
Crown thinning
thinning attempts
attempts to
to carry
carry to
maturity, or
or rotation end,
end, crop trees
Crown
to maturity,
trees of the best form
with the
the fewest
fewest limbs,
limbs, and to
to produce high-quality wood with or
or without artificial
artificial pruning
pruning (3).
(3).
Crop trees
are selected
selected from the
better dominants
dominants and
and codominants.
codominants. In this case,
Crop
trees are
the better
case, crop tree
means trees
trees which will be removed in
in later
later thinnings
thinnings as
as well as
as the
the final
final harvest.
harvest. Excess growis removed in
in aa succession
succession of
of cuts.
cuts. Trees that
that may interfere
interfere with these
these selected
selected crop
crop
ing stock is
trees
Cut trees,
trees are removed gradually, not
not in
in one
one bold
bold cut.
cut. Cut
trees, therefore,
therefore, may come from all crown
of light,
classes. The crown canopy
canopy is
is kept
kept open.
open. A series
series of
light, frequent
frequent cuts may soon
soon equal one
heavy cut
cut at
at long intervals.
intervals. The advantage of light,
light, frequent
frequent cutting
cutting is
is that
that the
the crowns
crowns develop
develop
better because tight closure is
is never
never reached.
reached. This is important
important so
so that
that valuable deep crowns
crowns
may be
be insured
insured at
at the
the older
older ages.
ages. It
It is
is evident
evident that,
that, if the same volume is
is removed,
removed, either by
one or
or by
by three
successive cuttings,
cuttings, during
during aa given
given number
number of
of years,
years, the crowding in the stands
one
three successive
stands
must be far greater
greater before the single cut than
than before each of the
the three
three (7).
(7). Deep crowns are
desired
incredesired because
because it
it is
is believed
believed that
that they
they are
are the
the basis
basis of
of the
the greatest
greatest possible
possible diameter
diameter increUntil
a rotation is
is complete on a stand managed
locally, the proof concerning the influinflument.
Until a
managed locally,
ence
on crown
crown depth
depth will
will be
be lacking.
lacking. Cutting in
in the
the lower
lower crown
crown classes,
classes,
ence of
of thinning interval on
similar
similar to
to low-thinning
low-thinning methods,
methods, is
is directed
directed toward
toward removing
removing trees
trees that
that will
will die and be lost
lost
before the
cutting, and is
the next
next cutting,
is carried on only if
if such trees have a positive net conversion
value (3).
(3).

trees is
is essential to
In making crown
crown thinnings,
thinnings, close supervision for
for careful
careful selection of trees
prevent high-grading the
prevent
the stand
stand and
and depreciation
depreciation of
of stand
stand values.
values. If
be expected,
expected,
If release cannot be
then the
the cutting is unnecessary from
from the
the standpoint
standpoint of
of growth.
growth. The skilled
skilled marker considers
considers
economic facts
economic
facts as well as silvicultural
silvicultural knowledge.
knowledge. The person marking the
the stand
stand should
should visualize
the potential
potential products
products and
and their
their values,
values, as
as well
well as
as the
the present
present values
values contained
contained in
in each
each tree.
tree.
the
Sometimes damage
damage to
to aa stand
stand is
is so
so severe,
severe, such
such as
as ice,
ice, wind,
wind, or
or fire
fire damage,
damage, that
that it
it is
is
Sometimes
better to cut all
all the timber, damaged
damaged and
and undamaged,
undamaged, and
and begin
begin all
all over.
over. This type
type of
of clearcut
clearcut
should
delayed, however,
however, until other
should be delayed,
other accessible
accessible areas
areas are
are under
under good
good management.
management. Some stands
regarded as
as hopeless
hopless cases
developing
regarded
cases following
following severe
severe storms
storms have
have shown
shown striking
striking recoveries,
recoveries, developing
into worthwhile stands.
stands. The attempt
to bring a
a mutilated
stand through to
to maturity
is costly,
attempt to
mutilated stand
maturity is
costly,
particularly when
when to
to leave
leave the
the undamaged
undamaged trees
trees would
would result
result in
in uneven-aged,
uneven-aged, two-storied,
two-storied, or
or mixed
mixed
particularly
stands
stands more difficult to
to manage than
than the
the original
original forest.
forest. This does not
not imply
imply that
that mixed
mixed stands
stands
are undesirable. To
To avoid site and soil deterioration,
deterioration, mixed stands may be necessary,
necessary, following
following
two of pure
pure stands.
stands.
a generation or two
The following
following principles
principles are
are believed
believed to
to be
be sound
sound for
for present
present guidance
guidance (3):
(3): Crown thinning
at
at a monetary profit can
can be
be started
started at
at an
an earlier
earlier age
age than
than can
can low
low thinning.
thinning. Crown thinnings
are coming more into
into favor,
favor, being
being the
the method
method most
most followed
followed for
for Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir management.
management. Crown
thinning will
will result
result in better quality
thinning
quality at
at time
time of
of final
final cut.
cut. Crown thinnings will yield better
better
quality and larger
larger products
products at
at the
the time
time of
of thinning,
thinning, hence
hence more
more revenue
revenue before
before the
the final
final harvest,
harvest,
than low thinnings.
thinnings.
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Low Thinning
anticipate natural
natural thinning
thinning of
of the
the stand
stand through
through competition by
by working
working upward
upward
Low thinnings
thinnings anticipate
from overtopped to dominant-class trees
trees (3).
(3). Three recognized intensities of cutting are as
follows:
follows;

Grade A - Light;
Light; removes the
the poorest
poorest suppressed
suppressed trees.
trees.
Grade B Moderate; removes
removes all
all overtopped
overtopped or
or suppressed
suppressed trees
trees and
and the
the poorer
poorer intermediate
intermediate
- Moderate;
trees.

Heavy; removes all
all overtopped
overtopped and
and intermediate
intermediate trees
trees and
and aa few
few codominant
codominant trees.
trees.
Grade C -- Heavy;
Grade A,
A, B,
B, and
and CC thinnings
thinnings are
are recommended
recommended as
as good
good business
business when
when they
they can
qan be
be done
done at
at aa profit.
profit.
They may be profitable in young stands
stands only
only when
when close
close to
to aa market.
market. Markets for
for low-thinnin
low-thinninfe
product's
limited, because the
the trees
trees are
are small.
small.
products are usually limited,
In older
older stands
stands on
on good
good sites,
sites, the
the first
first A,
A, B,
B, or
or CC thinnings
thinnings in
in Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir are
are in
in aa sense
sense
they utilize material
material which
which might
might otherwise
otherwise die
die in
in the
the next
next few
few years.
years.
salvage cuttings because they
region, such
such salvage
In this region,
salvage thinnings
thinnings of
of anticipated
anticipated mortality
mortality may
may not
not increase
increase the
the rate
rate of
of
improve the form
form of the
the remaining
remaining stand
stand very
very much,
much, but
but they
they do
do increase
increase the
the total
total utiliutiligrowth or improve
zation. A large volume
volume of
of wood
wood can
can be
be harvested
harvested that
that would
would otherwise
otherwise be
be lost
lost if
if the
the stands
stands were
were
not thinned
thinned (3).
(3). In older
older stands
stands only
only aa low
low thinning
thinning is
is feasible,
feasible, unless
unless the
the forester
forester is
is prepreIn older
older stands
stands aa smaller
smaller increment
increment using
using crown
crown thinning
thinning can
can be
be
to reduce
reduce increment.
increment. In
pared to
expected (11).
(11). Low thinnings
thinnings are
are easy
easy to
to apply
apply and
and are
are safe
safe from
from the
the standpoint
standpoint of
of silviculture.
silviculture.
The lower-crown
trees removed
removed in such aa thinning
thinning are
are ordinarily
ordinarily of
of good
good quality
quality because
because
lower-crown class
class trees
their fine
fine grain
grain (11).
(11). Pulp yields are also high because wood of such trees is normally of
of their
average specific
specific gravity.
gravity.
above average

Combination Thinning
Loose usage of
of the
word "thinning"
"thinning" to
to cover
cover almost
almost any
any kind
kind of
of aa cutting
cutting short
short of
of one
one that
that
the word
correct. "Combination thinning" is
is such
such aa term,
term, and
and is
is
removes all trees is not technically correct.
intended to
to describe
describe treatments
treatments which
which do
do not
not fall
fall into
into one
one of
of the
the conventional
conventional categories
categories of
of
intended
crown, low,
low, or selection
selection thinning.
thinning.
crown,

Patchy mixed stands,
stands, uneven-aged stands,
stands, and
and two-storied
two-storied stands
stands often
often receive
receive partial
partial cuts.
cuts.
Local decisions
decisicns have
have to
be applied on
on the
the spot
spot
No specific method of thinning
thinning can
can be
be applied.
applied. Local
to be
and amount to
to imrovement
improvement cuts,
cuts, which
which some
some operators
operators may
may rightfully
rightfully say
say are
are not
not thinning
thinning at
at all.
all.
Other situations
arise after
after an
an even-aged,
even-aged, pure
pure stand
stand has
has been
been thinned
thinned four
four or
or five
five times
times by
by
situations arise
In such instances,
operator may
may choose
choose to
to
crown thinning
thinning and later,
later, perhaps,
perhaps, by
by low
low thinning.
thinning. In
instances, an operator
return to
to the
the same
tame stand
stand twice
twice in
in one
one year
year to
to remove
remove aa few
few special
special products
products such
such as
as poles
poles one
one
Such unscheduled
unscheduled cuts to
time
pulp and
sawlogs the next.
next. Such
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of aa market
market opporopportime and
and pulp
and sawlogs
tunity can be
thinnings for
for record-keeping
record-keeping purposes.
purposes. The effect is to mold
be called combination thinnings
the ragged,
ragged, irregular
irregular stand
stand into
into aa manageable
manageable unit
unit with
with aa more
more uniform
uniform crown
crown canopy,
canopy, or
or to
to
the
hasten the day when the
the uniform even-aged
even-aged stand
stand should
should be
be clearcut,
clearcut, shelterwood
shelterwood cut,
cut, or
or seed-tree
seed-tree
Once the
the trees
trees have
have adequate
adequate crown and
and root
root space,
space, further
further thinning
thinning for
for growth
growth purposes
purposes
cut.
is
is unnecessary.
The results of this method are
are uncertain. Depending on such factors as intensity
intensity of
of light
shade, good seed
seed years,
species composition,
soil and
or shade,
years, species
composition, soil
and weather
weather influences,
influences, most
most anything
anything can
can
Control of a site can be lost
happen and
and usually
usually does.
does. Control
lost to
to brush.
brush. A site previously covered
covered by
by
Douglas-fir can
can be
be converted
converted to
to aa western
western hemlock
hemlock stand.
stand. In some instances,
instances, a mixed coniferconiferhardwood stand
stand takes
takes over
over the
the site.
site. Tree farm
farm managers are still
still looking
looking for answers to this
problem, and measured evidence is
problem,
is insufficient
insufficient to
to predict
predict outcomes
outcomes positively.
positively. Results seem to
be due more to the kind of
of stand managed than to
of thinning that
was applied.
to the type of
that was
applied.
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MAACEMENT OBJECTIVES
MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES
Commercial thinning is
is undertaken to
to make money.
money. It
It will be
Commercial
Other considerations
is
easy; steady,
steady, hard work is
is required.
required. Other
is not
not easy;
secondary objectives.
objectives. Included in
in the
the list
list of
of
fied as primary or secondary
following:

hard-earned money.
money. Thinning
are
are important
important and
and are
are classiclassiprimary
primary objectives
objectives are
are the
the

1.
I.

stand.
To redistribute growth potential of aa stand.

2.
2.

produced.
To utilize more of the merchantable material produced.

3.
3.

To reduce the length of time required
required to
to grow products
products of
of desired
desired sizes.
sizes.

4.

To provide an early source of wood and revenue.
revenue.

5.
5.

To
To increase
increase the
the amount
amount of
of usable
usable wood
wood per
per acre,
acre, including
including the
the periodic
periodic salvage
salvage of
of
mortality.

6.

To
as opposed to "cut out and
To sustain employment
employment through repeated thinning operations a
get
operations.
get out"
out" or
or "do
"do nothing"
nothiñ" operations.

objectives or
or advantages
advantages include:
include:
Secondary objectives
1.

Reduced
removal, providing acce8s
access to areas over roads
roads and
Reduced fire
fire hazards
hazards through snag removal,
yarding
instances.
yarding trails in some instances.

2.

Reduced hazards from diseases and
Reduced
and insect
insect attacks.
attacks. This expectation is
is hard
hard to
to prove.
prove.
studied regarding the
the influences
influences of thinning.
thinning.
Root diseases are still being studied

3.
3.

Protection of wildlife and perhaps some
some recreational benefits.
benefits.

WHEN TO
TO BEGIN
BEGIN THINNING
Begin thinning
when income
equals costs
of extracting the products
thinning when
income equals
costs of
products of the initial
initial thinning.
thinning.
This may mean getting an experienced operator and trying it.
it. Currently,
it is
is beyond practical
practical
Currently, it
limits
as early
early in
in the
the life
life of
of the
stand as
as the
the best
best interests
of the
crop demand,
demand, unless
unless
limits to
to thin
thin as
the stand
interests of
the crop
money for
for cultural
cultural operations
operations is
is available.
available. The
The volume
volume per
per acre for removal
removal may be adequate for
commercial thinning,
thinning, but
but the average log
log size may be too small,
small, or the
the stocking density may
a conmercial
create excessive
excessive hang-up and
and limbing
limbing problems.
problems. Unless
experienced, he should
Unless the operator is experienced,
gain the
the needed experience by working first in
in older,
older, cleaner stands,
stands, then move gradually down
the age
age ladder to 40- and 35-year-old stands.
the
stands. Just when
when to
to begin
begin conmiercial
commercial thinning
thinning becomes,
becomes,
then, a matter of judgment,
then,
judgment, and
and depends
depends upon
upon the
the circumstances
circumstances involved
involved in
in each
each separate
separate property.
property.

H
HOW TO THIN

A good thinning
thinning operation
operation has
has these
these characteristics
characteristics ininconunon:
common:
I.
1.

stumps.
Low stumps.

2.
2.

Minor scarring or logging
logging damage.
damage.

3.
3.

Narrow,
Narrow, fairly straight,
straight, well-spaced
well-spaced main
main skid
skid trails.
trails.

4.

Minor soil
soil damage.
damage.

5.

utilization, including removal of undesirable seed sources
sources as
as soon as
Good utilization,
as possible.
possible.

6.
6.

Minor breakage.
breakage.

7.
7.

Well-drained
Well-drained landings.
landings.
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8.
8.

Permanent,
small, carefully
carefully located
Permanent, small,
located landings
landings to
to avoid
avoid excessive
excessive yarding
yarding distances
distances and
and
adverse
terrain.
adverse terrain.

9.

No
Noheavy
heavyoror conspicuous
conspicuousslash
slash piles.
piles.

10.

A residual
residual stand
to grow
growand
andnone
nonetotowaste,
waste,containing
containingtrees
treesofof quality.
quality.
A
stand with
with room
room to

11.

Snags
felled and
utilized where
Snags felled
and utilized
where possible.
possible.

12.

Down
Downsalvage
salvagematerial
materialutilized.
utilized.

These conditions
from close
supervision, experienced
experienced operators,
suitable markets,
markets, and
and
These
conditions result
reault from
close eupervision,
operators, suitable
shutdowns
weather
shutdownswhen
when
weatherconditions
conditionsrequire
require such
such action.
action.
MARKING GUIDES
MARKING

Guides
growth redistribution
require recognizing
recognizing these
these signs:
signs:
Guidesfor
for better
better growth
redistribution require
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Crown
Crownsize
size and
and vigor.
vigor.
Limbsize
sizeand
andlimbiness;
liinbiness;small
smalllimbs
limbsinfluence
influencebetter
better quality
quality and
Limb
and grade.
grade.
Stem stiffness
and form
form factor;
factor;flexible
flexible
whipscause
cause
crowndamage.
damage.
Stem
stiffness and
whips
crown
Injury; wind,
wind, snow,
snow, disease,
disease, or
orinsect
insectdamage.
damage.
Injury;
Mechanical damage
stem, or
or crown.
crown.
Nechanical
damagetotoroots,
roots, stein,
Bark characteristics,
smooth or
or rough;
rough; smooth
smooth is
Bark
characteristics, smooth
is desired.
desired.
Accelerated growth
response to
release.
Accelerated
growthrate
rateofofindividual
individualtrees;
trees; response
to release.
Poorly
or well-rooted
well-rooted trees.
trees.
Poorly or
Past history
of the
the stand
stand and
and site;
burned or
not, diseased
diseased or
not.
Past
history of
site; burned
or not,
or not.
Root
diseaseactivity
activity or
or focal
Root disease
focal points
points of
of attack.
attack.
Tree distribution
distribution and
variations. Is
Is stand
Tree
and age
age variations.
stand truly
trulyeven-aged?
even-aged? Are
Are trees
trees growing
growing
in clumps,
in
clumps, or
or not?
not?

Although
Although specific
specificmarking
markingrules
rulesare
arelisted,
listed, their
their proper
proper application
application in
inthe
thewoods
woods requires
requires
is the
the
of local
local influencing
factors. Marking
the marker's
marker's best
best judgment
judgment of
influencing factors.
Marking is
the foundation
foundationupon
upon which
which
Oneofof the
the best
guides published
for
a
successful thinning
thinning program
program originates
(11). One
best marking
marking guides
published for
a successful
originates (11).
the commercial
commercial thinning
thinning especially,
especially,isis
Worthington
the
thinningofofDouglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,during
duringthe
theinitial
initial thinning
bybyWorthington
of these
and
(11), and
and is
is reproduced
reproduced here.
here. Application
Application of
these priorities
prioritiesmay
may be
be extended
extended to
to
and Staebler
Staebler (11),
include
later thinnings,
of trees
include later
thinnings, with
with slight
slightadjustment
adjustment in
in the
thenumbers
numbers of
trees taken
taken in
in any
any of
of the
the

priorities listed.
priorities
listed.

trees : (a)
(b) that
that will
will not
not live
Priority 1:
1: Merchantable
Merchantable trees
(a) that
that are
are dead;
dead; (b)
live until
until the
the next
next
Priority
thinning;
rate is
withother
othertrees
trees in
in the
thinning; or
or (c)
(c)whose
whose growth
growth rate
is negligible
negligiblewhen
when compared
compared with
the stand.
stand.
Trees in
in Priority
Trees
Priority 11 are
arethose
thosemost
most badly
badly suppressed,
suppressed, but
but they
they also
also include
include trees
treeswhose
whose poor
poor or
or

decliningvigor
vigorisis attributed
attributed to
to insects,
or injury.
declining
insects, disease,
disease,.or
injury.

Rough,limby
limbydominants
dominantswhose
whose
removal
will
releasetrees
treesofof better
better form
Priority
2: Rough,
removal
will
release
form and
and
Priority 2:
quality.
quality.
Priority
3: Trees
Trees whose
whose removal
removalwill
will improve
improvethe
the spacing
spacing and
and growth
growthofof remaining
remaining trees,
trees,
Priority 3:
provided that
reserved trees
are capable
capable of
of responsing
responsing to
release.
provided
that reserved
trees are
to release.

diseased,misshapen,
misshapen,andandbroken
broken
treesthat
thatdodonot
notfall
fall into
Priority 4:
4: Merchantable
Merchantable diseased,
trees
into any
any
Priority
of the first three priorities.

of the first three priorities.

In aa young
stand, the
be Priority
Priority 2,2, large
In
young stand,
the bulk
bulk of
of the
thetrees
treesmarked
marked would
would be
largerough
roughdominants.
dominants.
In contrast,
contrast, in
inan
anold
oldstand
standbeing
being thinned
thinned for
for the
the first
first
time,
mostofofthe
the
trees
markedwould
would
In
time,
most
trees
marked
be
thethe
poor
riskrisk
trees
andand
those
making
be Priority
Priority 1,
1, that
thatis,is,
poor
trees
those
makingvery
veryslow
slowgrowth
growth (11).
(11).
Marking rules
in terms
terms of
of recommendations
recommendations or
Marking
rules should
should be
be thought
thought of
of in
or guides,
guideB,not
not as
as rigid
rigid

procedures.

It
essentialthat
thatthe
theskilled
skilledmarker
marker have
have the
the flexibility
flexibility to
toadjust
adjust totothe
thebiolobioloIt isisessential

gical
situations which
occur on
on aa site.
site.
gical and
and economical
economical situations
which occur
Cutting
intensity is
the "how
"howtoto thin"
thin" has
Cutting intensity
is the
the other
other half
halfof
ofthe
theproblem.
problem. Once
Once the
has been
been deterdetermined,
next issue
issue isis"how
"how much"
much" to
To control
the intensity
intensityofofthinning
thinning
commercialmined, the
the next
to thin.
thin. To
control the
in in
conmiercialsize stands,
that
given
by by
Tinney
(8), which
stipulates
size
stands, perhaps
perhaps the
the best
bestrule
ruleisis
that
given
Tinneyand
andMalmberg
Malmberg (8),
which stipulates
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that
remaining trees
trees should
should not
not be
be released
released on more
more than one side at any one
that remaining
one thinning.
thinning. Close
adherence
of trees marked. Removal of
of trees
trees
adherence to
to this
this rule
rule will
will automatically
automatically control
control the number of
in the
the lower
lower crown
crown classes
classes will
will not
not be
be restricted,
restricted, for
in
for they will not release trees
trees in
in the
the main
main
It is
is unlikely that any restriction on cutting lower
lower crown
crown classes
classes is
is silviculturally
silviculturally
canopy. It
desirable
(11).
desirable in
in commercial
commercial thinning
thinning of
of Douglas-fir (11).
Another example
example of a general marking guide,
Another
guide, which is
is similar
similar to
to the
the first
first one
one and
and suitaihe
suitable
for
initial thinning,
thinning, is
is stated
stated here:
here:
for initial
Salvage merchantable D-trees, which
1. Salvage
which means
means any
any dead,
dead, down,
down, dying,
dying, damaged,
damaged, di-seased,
diseased, or
1.
deformed tree.
tree.

2.
2.

Remove hardwoods and undesirable species
species whenever the
the market allows.
allows.

3. Remove whip-like trees whose action
action is
is damaging the
the crowns of desirable
desirable nearby
nearby trees
trees
3.
"trainers."
not acting
acting asas "trainers."
4.

Remove merchantable,
merchantable, poorly rooted trees and those not likely
likely to
to live
live until the
the next
next
thinning,
thinning, or those
those without the
the capability
capability to
to respond
respond to
to release.
release.

5.
Avoid creating holes
holes in
in the
the stand
stand greater
greater than
than 30
30 feet
feet in
in diameter;
diameter; it
it might
might be
benecesneces5.
to retain a wolf-type tree to
rule, if no other tree is available to
sary to
to comply with this
this rule,
to "
take over part of the
the space.
space.
6.
6.

trees where spacing permits;
permits; otherwise,
in
Remove double trees
otherwise, leave the best ones for removal in
later thinnings.
thinnings.
7. In
In marking
marking mixed
mixed stands,
stands, favor
favor the
the most
most valuable
valuable species
species and
and retain
retain other
other species
species of
of
conifers
conifers only
only when such individual
individual conifers
conifers are
are clearly
clearly superior
superior in form and quality,
quality, or are
needed because of spacing
spacing requirements.
requirements.
8.

In patchy stands
stands where trees
trees occur in groups
groups and clusters,
clusters, favor the well-rooted trees
having good
good form
form and
and more
more uniform
uniform crown
crown volume.
volume. The heavy
heavy tapered,
tapered, one-sided,
one-sided, crowned trees
should go
go first.
first.
of the helpful
One of
average diameter
diameter of the
average
of all
all the
of
the trees
trees in the
picture is
picture
is presented of

guides
guides in
in marking
marking is
is called
called the
the d/D
d/D ratio
ratio (5).
(5). Small "d"
"d" means the
the
trees
trees marked for
for removal
removal each
each time.
time. Large "D"
"D" means the
the average
average diameter
diameter
stand before thinning
thinning each
each time.
time. Once
this ratio
is determined,
determined, a good
Once this
ratio is
tree
tree sizes
sizes being
being marked
marked and
and retained.
retained.

also be specific
specific instead
instead of general in nature.
nature.
Marking guides can also
An example of
of aa specific
specific marking
marking guide
guide for
for crown
crown thinning
thinning of
of moderate
moderate intensity
intensity for
for the
the
initial
stand follows:
follows:
initial cut
cut in a 50-year-old stand
1.

Release crop trees
trees on
on one
one or
or occasionally
occasionally two
two sides
sides at
at aa time
time for
for the
the initial
initial cut;
cut;
thereafter, free one aide
side at
at aa time
time only.
only.
thereafter,
2.
diameter of
of the
the stand
stand
2. The average cut
cut tree should equal
equal or slightly
slightly exceed the
the average
average diameter
before cutting for
for the
the initial
initial cut.
cut. Thereafter,
Thereafter, the average cut
is not
the
cut tree is
not to exceed the
average
of the stand.
average diatneter
diameter of
stand.

3.

Select trees
Select
trees for removal from
from among
among all
all crown
crown classes;
classes; keep
keep crown
crown canopy
canopy open
open slightly.
slightly.

4.

15 to
to a maximum of
20 percent
The initial thinning should remove from 15
of about
about 20
percent of
of the
the basal
basal

area.

5.
5.

Thin out groups
groups and
and clumps
clumps of
of trees
trees by
by removing
removing poorly
poorly crowned
crowned trees
trees first.
first.

6.

Where possible,
possible, in handling double trees,
trees, remove the worst
the probabilworst one
one first
first with the
probability of
of removing the other one later.
ity
later. Where neighboring
neighboring trees
trees cannot
cannot take
take over
over the
the space,
space,
leave double trees.
trees.

7.

Do not
not cut
cut nonmerchantable-size
norunerchantable-sizetrees"in
treesin the
the lower
lower crown
crown classes
classes unless
unless they
they are
are causing
causing
Do
damage to
to crop
crop trees
trees by
by rubbing
rubbing or
or whipping
whipping actions.
actions.
8.

Salvage merchantable trees
trees dead,
dead, damaged,
damaged, diseased,
diseased, defective,
defective, and
and those
those not
not likely
likely to
to
live
live until the next
next thinning.
thinning.

9. In
In difficult
difficult decisions
decisions about
about which
which of
of two
two similar
similar trees
trees to
to take,
take, cut
cut the
the coarsest-limbed
coarsest-limbed
tree and
and save the smoother,
tree
smoother, finer-branched
finer-branched tree.
tree. In cases of doubt, the
the guide
guide should
should be:
be:
the tree
tree be left
Can the
left without hurting the
the stand?
stand?
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MARKING EQUIPMENT
Selected
paint blazes,
blazes, axe
blazes, or
or with paper
paper or metal tags
Selected trees
trees can be marked with paint
axe blazes,
tags
stapled to
to the
the tree.
tree. In most
most situations,
situations, blazing
blazing and
and stamping
stamping with
with an
an axe
axe is
is being replaced with
paint guns
guns or
or paper
paper cards.
cards. Axe blazing makes changing a marked tree to a "leave tree"
tree" difficult.
difficult.
marking, stapled
For sample marking,
stapled paper cards are preferred.
preferred. Cards
on rainy
rainy days.
days. A
Cards also work well on
selection of paper cards 3 by 5 inches
inches having different colored patches on aa white background are
are
handy for
for indicating
indicating different
different meanings.
meanings. White cards
cards with large
large black
black letters
letters or
or words
words such
such as
as
"pole," "piling,"
"piling," "peeler,"
"peeler," "sawlog,"
"sawlog," "pulp"
"pulp" are useful for thinning purposes.
purposes. Changing marked
trees to
to leave
trees or
or special
special product
product trees
trees is
is simple
simple with
with cards,
cards, an
an advantage
advantage to
to the
the experiexperitrees
leave trees
enced marker as
as well
well as
as the
the novice
novice (11).
(11).
paint or stain,
of colors,
colors, is
Tree-marking paint
stain, available in a variety of
is a very popular marking
medium. One-quart-capacity hand guns are
are practical for most commercial-scale marking jobs.
jobs.
Larger 4- or 5-quart pressure pump cans are
are practical for marking large
large areas.
areas. Tree-marking
Tree-marking
Paint or
or stain is
not successful
successful when applied to
soaking wet
wet bark
paint works well on wet bark.
bark. Paint
is not
to soaking
on days
days of
of heavy
heavy rain.
rain. The paint works well and
and does
does not
not run
run off
off when
when applied
applied during
during light
light rains.
rains.
Changing aa paint-marked tree
tree from cut to
to leave
leave can be accomplished by spraying
spraying an
an "X"
"X" or an
an "L"
"L"
months and holds
holds up well
well against
wind, rain,
below
below the
the paint
paint biaze.
blaze. Paint lasts
lasts for months
against wind,
rain, and snow.
snow.
Logging
Logging activities,
activities, which
which often
often knock
knock cards
cards and
and tags
tags from
from trees,
trees, do
do not
not bother
bother paint-marked
paint-markedtrees.
trees.
Paint is
is messy. Wind blows paint spray on clothes,
clothes, face,
face, and hands.
hands. This
is compensated for
for in
This is
many ways by
marking, and
by such
such results
results as
as lower
lower marking costs,
costs, faster marking,
and the
the ability
ability to
to mark trees
trees
materials; however,
to 10
10 feet
feet away
away (11).
(11). Paint
Paint can be thinned to permit lover
lower cost of materials;
however, vivid
5 to
color and
and durability
durability are
are thus
thus sacrificed
sacrificed considerably.
considerably. Nozzles can be plugged,
plugged, parts lost,
lost, and
and
paint guns
guns damaged
damaged without care,
care, cleaning,
cleaning, and
and maintenance.
maintenance. Nevertheless,
paint is
is
Nevertheless, tree-marking paint
the most popular agent for
for marking trees
trees on
on aa commercial
commercial thinning
thinning operation.
operation. Paint can be
quickly to
to the
the stump
stump as
as well
well as
as to
to the
the bole
bole to
to check
check on
on the
the cutting,
cutting, if
if desired
desired (11).
applied quickly
(11).

MASKING
MARKING
Marking can
can be
be simplified
simplified by marking along
along the
the contour of hills or draws.
draws. Taking advantage
of terrain
benches or
or flats
flats will
will reduce
reduce hill
hill climbing.
climbing. Sometimes property lines
of
terrain features
features such as
as benches
lines
and cutting lines
lines pose problems,
problems, but
but must
must be
be followed
followed carefully,
carefully, hills
hills or
or no
no hills.
hills. Marking of
of
uniform stands
stands on
on uniform
uniform ground
ground seems
seems to
to be easiest when marked in long narrow strips from %½ to
uniform
1 chain wide. Trees should
should be
be marked on
on two
two sides
sides 55 or
or 66 feet
feet above
above the
the ground.
ground. A splash
splash of
of
1
paint is
enough; there
there is
is no
no need
need to
to waste
waste paint.or
paintor time
unless special
special reasons
reasons
paint
is enough;
time drawing
drawing symbols
symbols unless
are involved.
involved.

Initial thinning,
thinning, skid trails and ground cover form patterns that
that are easy to
After the initial
cut just
follow during marking. Marking for the initial
initial thinning
thinning should be aimed at
at a cut
just a little
little
will break off or push over
over a few additional
than desired.
desired. Felling and yarding activities
activities will
additional
lighter than
trees. The safety margin doesn't
doesn't make much
much difference
difference beginning
beginning with
with the
the second
second thinning,
thinning,
existing trails.
because skid trails are in and the felling can favor
favor the
the existing
trails. The ideal
ideal time
time to
to
select landings and mark out main skid trails
of a stand for
for initial
initial
trails is
is following the marking of
of ground and timber
problems valuable
valuable to
The marker possesses detailed knowledge of
timber problems
to the
the
thinning.
determination of permanent
permanent landings
landings and
and main
main skid
skid trails.
trails.
second workable
is to
landings and
A second
workable method is
to look the
the ground
ground over,
over, pick
pick landings
and skid
skid trails,
trails, mark
mark
trees
to be
skid trails,
trails, then
then mark
mark the
the stand
stand for
for thinning.
thinning. Mark trees on good
good "cat"
"cat"
trees to
be pushed out of skid
ground and leave
leave the very steep rugged draws
draws for cable logging when perfected at
at some later date.
date.
Once the
and require the logger
the stand
stand is
is marked
marked and
and logging
logging begins,
begins, it
it is
is inefficient
inefficient to
to re-mark
re-mark and
to
the ground
ground to
to pick
pick up
up additional
additional scattered
scattered trees.
trees. Marking decisions
decisions should
should be
to go
go back over the
complete and
and supervision close enough to result in a satisfactory job the first time over the
not the cut
cut stand,
ground. Emphasis should be on the leave stand,
stand, not
stand, within economic
economic limits.
limits. Minor
adjustments during logging
is broken
broken off
off
adjustments
logging usually
usually are
are made
made to
to leave
leave aa marked
marked tree
tree if
if aa crop
crop tree'
tree is
Such instances
instances are
are not
not to
to be
be confused
confused with
with aa
over during
during skid
skid trail
trail construction.
construction. Such
or pushed over
re-marking after
after logging
logging Just
just to
to obtain
obtain aa slight
slight increase
increase in
in cutting
cutting intensity
intensity for
for aa counnercial
commercial
thinning. Skilled
Skilled markers
markers have
have aa good
good idea
idea what
what the
the volume
volume marked
marked per
per acre
acre is
is when
when the
the marking
marking is
is
thinning.
done the first
of doubt,
type
first time.
time. In instances
instances of
doubt, a temporary
temporary sample plot
plot in the
the average
average stand
stand type
will give the
the answers
answers to
to volumes and
and sizes
sizes to
to be removed in
in thinning,
thinning, as
as well as
as a judgment
judgment
regarding intensity
intensity of
of cut.
cut.
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LANDINGS AND SKID
SKID TRAILS
It pays to
Well-drained landings
landings that
that can
can be
be used
used during
during rainy
rainy periods
periods are
are economical.
economical. It
to
Less acreage is
select landings
landings with a view to future thinning products and
and loadout
loadout problems.
problems. Less
is
select
taken out
out of
of production when landings are properly selected the
the first
first time.
time. Whether
Whether landings
landings
small or large depends
depends on loading policy and
and sorting
sorting requirements.
requirements. Roadside decking with
are small
Sorting at
at the
the landing for species
delayed load and haul
requires more
logs. Sorting
haul requires
morE space to store the logs.
This means large landings
maneuver. This
and grade
grade may require separate piles
piles plus room to maneuver.
landings and
and full
full
roadside ditches.
ditches. Storing
Storing logs
logs at
at landings
landings can
can be
be practical
practical and
and economically
economically wise.
wise. Utilizing
existing space such as
shoulders, ditches,
ditches, and draws is practical. Small
Small woodland operations
as shoulders,
suited to
to the
the "hot
"hot loading"
loading" technique
technique that removes logs from
very often are wel.l
well suited
from landings
landings daily
daily
Small landings
landings are
are adequate for
or frequently. Small
for frequent
frequent loadout operations.
operations.

Main skid trails laid
laid out before starting commercial thinning
thinning operations
operations are
are coming
coming into
into
spaced, free
free of sharp
sharp turns,
turns, wet
wet holes,
holes, and
and long
long adverse
adverse
favor. Keeping main skid trails well spaced,
grades pays off.
off. Yarding distances of over 800 feet,
feet, or'l,OOO
or 1,000 feet
feet in
in extreme
extreme cases,
cases, begin
begin to
to
grades
require special
special reasons
reasons to
to justify
small tractors
require
justify small
tractors going in after the logs.
logs. Horses require avergeneral, skidding distances beyond 600
age yarding distances much less
less than
than 800
800 feet.
feet. In general,
600 teet
feet
age
are
not economical
economical for
for horses
horses (10),
who walk behind.them.
behind.them. Initial
Initial thinning where
where
are not
(10),' or the men who
salvage
salvage or
or obstacles
obstacles exist
exist is
is best
best accomplished
accomplished with
with tractors.
tractors. Construction of
of main
main skid trails
through debris limits
Topography, slope,
limits the
the initial
initial thinning
thinning to
to tractors
tractors with
with blades.
blades. Topography,
slope, and Boil
soil
conditions are
are practical
practical influences
influences on
on skid
skid trail
distances. The tractor with blade is
conditions
trail distances.
is usually
needed to pile logs
at the
the landing,
landing, another
another reason
reason for
for using
using tractors
tractors during initial
needed
logs into
into deck's
decks at
initial
thinning projects.
projects.

ROADS
Roads should be
be constructed
constructed to
Roads
to serve the periodic thinnings
thinnings and the final harvest.
harvest. Grades
and
alignment should
should be
be established
established on
on aa permanent
permanent basis at
at the
the time
time of the first thinning
thinning (11).
(11).
and alignment
Temporary roads
roads established
established without
without consideration
consideration for
for continuous
continuous use
use with
with aa minimum
minimumof
ofmaintemaintenance throughout the rotation are
nance
are costly.
costly. This means ditches
ditches where
where needed
needed and
and permanent
permanent culverts.
culverts.
A summer
sununerroad,
road,properly
properlybuilt
built for
for addition
addition of
of rocks
rocks later
later may
may serve
serve the
the initial
initial thinning in many
situations. When volumes to
to be
be removed
removed and
and circumstances
circumstances require
require all-weather
all-weather roads,
roads, sunnner
summer roads
can
and rocked.
rocked.
can be
be efficiently shaped up and
culverts pay
pay dividends
dividends during
during winter
winter operations.
operations. Failing to
Adequate turnouts
turnouts and
and culverts
to check
culverts and
and steep
steep ditches
ditches for
for removal
removal of
of sticks
sticks and
and debris
debris usually
usually proves
proves to
to be
be a acostly
costlyoveroversight. Results are
are vivid when
when culverts
culverts wash
wash out
out or
or gravel
gravel is
is carried
carried away,
away, leaving
leaving roads
roads impasimpassible. Thinning roads can be narrow.
narrow. As a guide,
guide, a 16-foot road bed plus 3 feet for ditches
needed, plus
plus a few feet
feet allowance for right-of-way clearance on slopes where needed,
needed, are
where needed,
resonable specifications (11).
(11).

Applying rock to aa road
road is
is expensive.
expensive. Because
Because so
so many
many factors
factors influence
influence size
size and
and amount
amount of
of
rock to
to use,
use, it is desirable,
rock
desirable, where possible,
possible, to
to let
let road
road grades
grades settle
settle for
for 11 year
year before
before surfacsurfaccoastal subregion of the
the Douglas-fir
zone, rain and
and soft
soft soils
limit rocking
ing.
In the coastal
Douglas-fir zone,
soils limit
rocking to
to
dry periods. To rock roads otherwise
summer seasons
seasons and
and 'extended
extended dry
otherwise is
is unsatisfactory.
unsatisfactory. Where topogtopography
raphy is
is not
not limiting,
limiting, thinning
thinning roads
roads spaced
spaced one-fourth
one-fourth mile
mile apart
apart are
are adequate,
adequate, although
although 2,000
2,000
feet
feet is feasible on
on flat
flat ground.
ground. Generally,
Generally, aa road system
system with one-fourth mile spacing as
as a
guide will
will result in maximum skidding
guide
skidding distances
distances of
of 600
600 to
to 800
800 feet.
feet. One mile of road of this
this
spacing will
will serve about 160
Perhaps aa more
more realistic
realistic estimate
estimate on
on many
many tracts
tracts would
would
spacing
160 acres
acres (11).
(11). Perhaps
be 11 mile of
of road
road per
per 100
100 acres.
acres. This is
is true
true when
when stands
stands to
to be
be thinned
thinned contain
contain inoperable
inoperable areas,
areas,
and
and additional access spurs
spurs are
are required.
required. A thinning
thinning road
road constructed
constructed on
on gentle
gentle or
or rough
roughtopogtopography will
will occupy from 33 to
raphy
to 66 acres
acres per
per mile.
mile. The
The 6-acre-per-mile
6-acre-per-mile right-of-way
right-of-way is
is usually
usually for
for
heavy duty
duty traffic
traffic or
or the
the result
result of
of roading
reading steep
steep ground.
ground. Because border trees
trees occupy
occupy edges
edges of
of
rights-of-way with their
their crowns
crowns and
and root
root systems,
systems, perhaps
perhaps the
the figure
figure of
of 22 percent
percent is
is about
about right
right
rights-of-way
for
for land taken out of production
production by
by thinning
thinning roads.
roads.
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CREW ORGAI'IIZATION
ORGANIZATION
CREW
Two- or three-man crews are efficient for
for commercial thinning
thinning operations.
operations. In older stands
stands
where the
the job
job calls
calls for
for felling,
felling, limbing,
limbing, bucking,
bucking, yarding,
yarding, loading,
loading, and
and hauling to
to the
the destinadestination, aa four-man crew can be profitable. When timber is
tion,
is smaller and production less,
less, aa threethreeman crew
crew is
is adequate.
adequate. Operations calling for
for decking logs to roadside only are best suited to
to
two-man or three-man
three-man crews.
crews. Where loading
loading and
and hauling is
is aa separate
separate operation,
operation, there
there seldom
seldom is
is
a need for
for aa third
third man.
nan. However,
However, use of aa third
third man will pay off many times in keeping the
tractor working at
tractor
at capacity.
capacity. The need may arise for
for a third man when
whenspecial
special circumstances
circumstances occur,
occur,
such
and linibing,
limbing, which
such as
as excessive hang-ups and
which prevent
prevent the
the faller
faller from
from keeping
keeping ahead
ahead of
of the
the yarding, or for
for safety
safety reasons
reasons .ihen
when snags
ground are
are factors.
factors. Safe practices using safe
safe
ing,
snags or rough ground
equipment are daily and everlasting requirements
requirements in crew organization and planning.
equipment
planning. Insurance
rates can be high and
and usually
usually are
are until
until experience
experience is
is established.
established.

H(4 OFTEN
-HCM MUCH
MUCH TO CUT
HOW
OFTEN TO
TO THINTHIN--HOW
CUT

Conditione
Conditions in
in the stand control the
the interval
interval of thinning and volume to be removed
removed when
commercial thinning
thinning operations
operations are
are skillfully
skillfully conducted.
conducted. Once thinned,
thinned, when should the stand be
thinned again? A sudden,
sudden, spectacular rise
rise in
in the
the market
market has
has been,
been, known
known to
to shorten
shorten the
the interval
interval
Normally, the decision involves
thinning coimnercial-aged
commercial-aged stands. Normally,
involves two
two factors:
factors: the
the frequency
of thinning
of cuts,
cuts, and
and the
the volume
volume removed
removed in
in any
any single
single cut.
cut. Keep in
in mind that
that frequent light cuts may
reduce stocking levels equal to
to those
those of
of heavy
heavy infrequent
infrequent cuts.
cuts. Thinning intervals,
intervals, therefore,
therefore,
hinge on such
such things
things as response to release of individual trees coupled with the capacity of a
thinned stand to absorb new growing
growing space.
space. Mortality following thinning,
thinning, especially in
in older
older
stands,
wind, root
stands, because of wind,
root rot,
rot, and
and diseases
diseases influences
influences the
the interval
interval of
of thinning.
thinning. Young trees
respond to release faster than
than older
older trees.
trees.
One of the best published guides
of Douglas-fir growing stock
guides for determining the levels
levels of
that should
should be
be maintained
maintained to achieve high productivity
that
productivity is
is by
by Philip
Philip A.
A. Briegleb.
Briegleb. The information
is aa result
result of
of analyzing
analyzing data
data from
from Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir stands
stands in
in Europe
Europe and
and local
local Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest
is
stands. Remember that
that stands
stands are
are rarely
rarely normal
normal before
before thinning,
thinning, being
being usually
usually above
above or
or below
below
stands.
the figures
figures shown in the yield tables for
the
for so-called
so-called normal
normal stands.
stands. Keep in
in mind that
that Briegleb's
standard specifically applies
applies to
to stands
stands after
after repeated
repeated thinnings.
thinnings. Briegleb has set up a neJ
new
standard yardstick for
residual growing
stock in terms
of numbers
numbers of
of trees
per acre,
acre,
for measuring residual
growing stock
terms of
trees per
per acre,
basal area per
acre, or volume per acre
acre for
for average
average diameters
diameters and
and heights
heights of
of particular
particular stands,
stands,
history. In the absence of catastrophes,
catastrophes, a given density in
regardless of previous management history.
terms
(if age
terms of
of the
the new
new standard
standard allows
allows prediction
prediction of
of future
future increment
increment (if
age and
and site
site are
are also
also known)
known)
effect on
on tree
tree form.
form. The particular densities shown by the standard are not recomand resulting effect
mended densities,
but aa base
base line
line from
from which
which densities
densities for
for specific
specificobjectives
densities, but
objectives can
can be measured.
measured.
One observer has
has stated that
of Briegleb's
Briegleb's standard
undesirthat the application of
standard seemed to leave an undesirfurther teststand after
after aa few
few thinnings.
thinnings. The standard,
standard, therefore,
therefore, is
is still
still open to
to further
testably heavy stand
ing
Douglas-fir region.
region.
ing in the Douglas-fir

thinned, aa stand
stand is
is no
no longer
longer normal.
normal. Until our own local
local experience
experience accumulates
accumulates
Once thinned,
research
research results
results over
over aa rotation,
rotation, preliminary
preliminary guidance
guidance for
for Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir management
management can
can be
be found
found in
in
work in
in Denmark
Denmark (7).
(7). The Danes were planting Douglas-fir as early as the
the
records of Douglas-fir work
booklet published by the College
1880's. Thinning results are impressive and are available in a booklet
at Syracuse,
Syracuse, New
New York,
York, January
January 1954
1954 (7).
(7). Practical application of experimental and
and
of Forestry at
experience data reported by others requires
requires a statement
statement answering the question:
question: "How
"How much
much should
Four choices
choices are
are listed
which could
could be
be used
used separately
separately or
or in combination
and how often?"
often?" Four
listed which
be cut and
over aa rotation:
rotation:
Light, frequent cuts at 2- or 3-year intervals which remove 75 to 100 percent
1. Light,
percent of the
1.
net growth that
that was produced between thinnings,
thinnings, plus the
the salvagable
salvagable mortality.
mortality.
frequent cuts
cuts at
at 33- to
to 5-year
5-year intervals.
2. Heavy initial
initial thinning
thinning followed
followed by
by light,
light, frequent
intervals.
2.
Remove 25 to 30 percent of volume in young stands
stands initially;
initially; follow with cuts of 10 to
to 15
percent.

3. Heavy,
infrequent cuts at
at 5- to
to 10-year intervals,
intervals, removing
removing 20 to
to 25
25 percent of the
Heavy, infrequent
3.
volume.
4.
Light
annual cuts
cuts taking something each year,
to 6
6 percent.
percent.
Light annual
year, usually 44 to
4.
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The
first thinning will
later thinnings in
in commercial-aged
commercial-aged stands.
stands. Marking
The first
will be heavier than later
decisions are
are easy
easy to
to make
make because
because the
cut cleans out much
much of
decisions
the first
first cut
of the
the defect
defect and
and salvage
salvage and
and
Beginning with
with the
the second thinning,
crowded clumps.
clumps. Beginning
thinning, marking decisions
decisions require
require more
more
opens up crowded
attention to marking rules.
rules.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
Choice of
of Equipment
The economics of thinning Douglas-fir in
in the
the Pacific Northwest
Northwest has
has been
been aa main
main reason
reason for
for
owners'
to thin
thin their
their stands
stands (9).
(9). Only recently
recently have
have machines been
been put
put on
on the
the market
market
owners' reluctance to
that
were designed and
Previously, roadthat were
and constructed with thinning of western stands
stands in
in mind.
mind. Previously,
building equipment or farm
farm machinery had to
to be
be used.
used. Thinning jobs
jobs were accomplished
accomplished by
by skilled
skilled
operators using
using modifications
modifications of
of machines
machines the manufacturer never intended
operators
intended for
for such
such tasks.
tasks. Now
that
are meeting the
the
that room exists
exists on the
the market
market for
for a small-log economy,
economy, equipment companies are
specifically for
for some
some phase
phase of
of the
the thinning
thinning operation.
operation.
challenge to provide machines designed specifically
The horse has aa place
place in
in thinning
thinning operations.
operations. Used separately or in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with tractors,
tractors,
horses can do a good job
job at lower
lower costs in
in many cases.
cases. The emphasis,
emphasis, however,
however, should be placed
(See "Mechanical Aids to Tree Farming," page
equipment kept
kept in
in good
good condition.
condition. (See
page 165).
165).
on modern equipment
Specific Financial Aspects
Specific

financial aspects
aspects of
include, but are
are not
not limited
limited
Specific financial
of a commercial thinning operation include,
to, the following
to,
following items:
items:
Road costs:
costs:

as the
the main reason
reason for
for not
not thinning.
thinning.
This factor alone has often been given as

Taxes: Knowledge
local tax problems
is vital to an owner about to begin
Knowledge of
of the
the local
problems and options
options is
operation.
a thinning operation.
records can be unfortunate.
unfortunate. On the other hand,
Failure to
to keep adequate
adequate records
hand,
Administration:
too much
much detail
detail may
may brand
brand aa thinning
thinning program
program as
as aa "red
"red tape"
tape" operation.
operation.
too

Protection: Few young stands
stands are
are over-protected.
over-protected. Constant improvement
improvement of protection facilities and
and capabilities is worthwhile. Knowing what hazards exist,
ities
exist, where
where they
they are
are located,
located,
can be
be done
done about
about them,
them, and
and what the
the owner can
can afford
afford to
to invest,
invest, with respect
respect to
to the
the
what can
values being protected, may be
be aa modest
modest start.
start.
The laws
and policies
policies must
must be understood in advance.
Cutting permits—slash
permits--slash clearances:
Cutting
clearances': The
laws and
advance.
Expert help is
is available
available without
without charge
charge in
in most
most counties.
counties.
Protecting labor,
Insurance:
labor, equipment,
equipment, and timber resources requires decisions on coverage
before cutting begins.
Regeneration: Plans to
to establish aa new forest
forest crop after
after harvesting should
should be decided upon
in
final harvest.
harvest. Waiting to
to see
see if
if it
it comes
comes back
back naturally
naturally may mean losing
losing
in advance of final
control of good sites
sites to
to brush.
brush.

cuts, method and intensity
Management decisions,
decisions, rotations,
rotations, allowable cuts,
intensity of thinning,
thinning, thinning
objectives,
objectives, and cutting budgets are questions
questions needing answers before thinning gets
gets underway
(3).
put
Inventory-stand valuation:
valuation: The survey may be informal
informal with sufficient
sufficient information
information put
together to do an adequate job.
job. On the
the property
the other
other hand,
hand, the
property may
may require
require aa detailed
detailed
survey for
for intelligent,
intelligent, profitable management. In either case,
case, the
the best
best knowledge
knowledge at
at the
the
lowest cost
cost on many of the
lowest
the following
following items
items will
will be
be desirable:
desirable:

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Property lines and corners.
corners.
Snag and slash hazards.
hazards.
Salvage values and forest
forest types.
types.
Topographical features,
features, conditions
conditions of
of restocking.
restocking.
Potential road developments, rights-of-way,
Potential
rights-of-way, access.
access.
Thinning potential,
stand vigor
vigor and
and health.
health.
potential, stand
Site
problems.
Site quality,
quality, rehabilitation problems.
timber values,
values, market
market potential.
potential.
Merchantable timber
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9.

10.
11.
12.

Trespass potential, adjacent
adjacent owner's
owner's record.
record.
Summer shows,
shows, winter shows,
shows, all-weather
all-weather slopes.
slopes.
Local fire detection and
Local
and suppression
suppression facilities.
facilities.
maps, and
Air photos,
photos, maps,
and past
past records.
records.

Breakdowns--idle time:
Breakdowns—idle
time: Financial aspects as certain as taxes that
that must be anticipated
anticipated are
are
Small woodland
woodland owners
owners may
may avoid
avoid trying
trying to
breakdowns and idle
idle time.
time. Small
to operate on summer shows
during winter months.
months. Equipment
Equipment failures will increase due to weather and terrain
terrain influinfluences, even though
ences,
though aa careful,
careful, skilled
skilled operator
operator is
is at
at the
the controls.
controls. The need is
is to
to build
flexibility into
the thinning
will permit
permit moving at
at once to a pre-planned
into the
thinning operation that
that will
alternate stand when circumstances
circumstances arise' requiring it.
it.

PRODUCTS OBTAINABLE AND THEIR RELATIVE VALUE
Thinning products vary
vary widely
widely in
in sale
sale value
value per
per cubic
cubic foot.
foot. Poles and piling are high in
value (3),
subject to
to four
four important considerations:
(3), but
but are,
are. subject
considerations: more rigid specifications;
specifications; aa flucfluctuating and
sometimes seasonable
seasonable market;
market; additional
additional logging
logging problems;
problems; and suitable
roads.
and sometimes
suitable access
access roads.
Pulpwood,
hand, although much lower in value,
value, has practical advantages:
Pulpwood, on the other hand,
advantages: namely,
specifications
wide variety
variety of
of trees
trees removed
renved in
specifications which fit
fit a wide
in thinnings
thinnings and
and salvage;
salvage; stable
stable markets,
markets,
if one exists
exists to
to begin
begin with; and
and fewer
fewer logging
logging and
and sorting
sorting problems.
problems.

HARVEST CUTTINGS
When
When the
the time comes to
to harveàt
harvest the
the final crop,
crop, there
there are at least
least three
three choices in
in method of
cutting which .are
locally:
are yet unproved locally:
Clearcutting
clearcut, followed either by
Clearcutting method:
method: Removal
Removal of the
the entire stand
stand on the area clearcut,
natural regeneration or
or artificial
artificial regeneration.
regeneration. Modifications of
of this
this method include
include clearclearstrips, alternate
alternate strips,
strips, progressive
progressive strips,
strips, advancing
advancing fronts,
fronts, compartments,
compartments, blocks,
blocks,
cutting in strips,
areas, or
or staggered
staggered settings.
settings.
unit areas,

of the stand by a series
of partial
partial cuttings,
Shelterwood method: Removal
Removal of
series of
cuttings, like thinnings,
thinnings,
that
reve the
rotation
that remove
theentire
entirestand
standwithin
withina a period
period of
of years
years that
that is
is aa small
small fraction
fraction of the rotation
age. Natural reproduction begins under the protection of
of the older stand an&
and is finally released
retained, or many open-grown
when able
able to
to endure
endure the
the exposure.
exposure. A few scattered trees
trees may be retained,
when
process, including the
trees may be
be retained.
retained. The whole process,
the securing of natural
natural reproduction,
reproduction, its
its
protection, and its
final release
release from shelter,
shelter, is
is accomplished
accomplished within
within aa relatively short
short period.
period.
protection,
its final
mininiim of
of two
two cuttings,
cuttings, or
or up
up to
to as
as many
many as
as ten,
ten, are
are made
made in
in the
the gradual
gradual process
process of
of freeing
A minimum
the xeproduction
reproduction and
and removing
removing the
the overstory.
overstory. The period may be
be 10
10 to
to 15
15 years.
years. The cuttings
cuttings
cuttings, which prepare for reproduction;
be classed
classed under
under three
three heads:
heads: preparatory cuttings,
reproduction; seed
may be
cuttings, which assist
of the
the'reproduction;
and removal
removal cuttings,
cuttings, which aid
cuttings,
assist in the
the establishment
establishment of
reproduction; and
the seedlings.
seedlings.
the development of the

Seed-tree method: A technique which clears the area except for selected seed trees left
groups for
for the purpose of
to restock the cleared area
standing singly or in groups
of furnishing seed to
of trees
is one tree or group of
trees left
left standing per acre.
acre. Windfirmness
naturally. An example is
Wiidfirmness of
trees selected
selected as
as seed
seed trees
trees is
is aa primary
primary consideration.
consideration.
Harvest cutting of thinned
thinned stands raises questions yet unanswered in
in the Douglas-fir region.
region.
Will roads
roads used in
in thinning
thinning be
be adequate
adequate for
for the
the final
final harvest? What will be the best rotation
improvement in
in quality do thinned
thinned stands
stands show
show in
in comparison with unthinned stands?
stands?
age? How much improvement

FINAL PRODUCTS-YIELD

The conclusion of
of a program of
of commercial
commercial thinning extending over
over a rotation in the Douglasfir region
guides, we must
must return to findings in Europe
region cannot
cannot be
be reported
reported yet.
yet. For preliminary guides,
The volume
volume and-quality
andquality available
(1.)
The
available indicate
indicate real
real financial
financial advantages
advantages in
in addition to
to
(1.) (7).
(7).
increased total
total yields.
yields. Foreign costs
costs applied to
to western Oregon and Washington would not
not be
meaningful. What is
is significant
significant is
is the
the percentage of increase in
in wood obtained and
and the
the quality
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Until measured
measured evidence
evidence locally
locally has
has been
been analyzed
analyzed after
after aa rotation,
rotation, we
we
of the
the final
final products.
products. Until
of
It is
is not
not certain
certain that
that results
results obtained elsewhere
will have to
to be satisfied with predictions.
predictions. It
will be valid under other conditions until tested.
tested.

The high yields
yields realized by the
the Danes on
on planted
planted Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir present
present aa challenge
challenge for
for DougDougexceeds by
by 60
60 percent
percent the
the normal
normal
case, for example,
example, showed
showed that
that yield exceeds
las-fir foresters. One case,
yield for site
site II Douglas-fir in
in natural
natural stands
stands (7).
(7). Impressive also is
is the
the average
average diameter
diameter of
of
18.5 inches
inches for a 57-year-old stand.
stand. This is
is in
in contrast to
to aa normal
normal average
average D.B.H.
D.B.H. of
of 11
11 inches
inches
18.5
for
this age and site quality.
quality. One conclusion apparent
apparent in
in the
the data
data is
is
for natural
natural Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir of
of this
that
fewer trees
may be
be sufficient to utilize the
that fewer
trees may
the full
full growth
growth capacity
capacity of
of the
the site,
site, if
if they
they are
are
spaced and
and vigorous.
vigorous. The lesson
lesson in
in biology
biology given
given by
by the
the Danes
Danes is
is clear.
clear. In most instances,
instances,
well spaced
they utilize
utilize the
they
the growth capacity of their lands
lands by keeping them
them stocked
stocked with
with superior
superior trees.
trees.
They plant the
the best seed obtainable and
and at
at each
each thinning
thinning remove
remove the
the poorest
poorest and
and retain
retain the
the best
best
trees
future growth.
growth.
trees for future
METHODS OF LOGGING
Once commercial
commercial thinning
thinning is
is decided
decided upon,
upon, the
the next
next logica1
logical step
step is
is to
to determine
determine what
what to
to
to log
log the
the stand
stand to
to get
get the
the products.
products. A
harvest in
in the
the first
first cut
cut and
and how'
how to
A rule of thumb
thumb that
that
works is:
is: fit
fit the equipment
equipment to the
the job,
job, whether it
it is
is initial
initial thinning,
thinning, repeated
repeated thinning,
thinning, or
or
Equipment
and methods for thinning young-growth stands
stands commercially
commercially and
and satissatisEquipment and
final harvest.
factorily
factorily depend upon the
the age,
age, size,
size, type,
type, density,
density, and available
available stand
stand volumes as
as well
well as
as site,
site,
topography,
topography, and
and season
season of
of the
the year.
year. Currently,
Currently, a variety of small
small tractors
tractors are
are available.
available. The
The
horse is
is practical in
in thinning
thinning dense
dense stands
stands where
where small
small logs,
logs, hang-ups,
hang-ups, and
andleaners
leanersare
areconmion.
common.
A selection of power saws is
is available
available to
to fit
fit various felling,
felling, limbing,
limbing, and
and bucking
bucking needs.
needs.
Logs can be yarded
yarded tree
tree length or bucked where the tree is
There are
are advantages
Logs
is felled.
felled. There
advantages to
to
each method.

The tree-length method can be more economical where the
the stand
stand will bear
bear it,
it, but
but requires
requires
heavier equipment
equipment and
and does
does more damage to the remaining trees.
heavier
trees. Dnage
Damage can
can be
be controlled
controlled considconsiderably
erably by constructing
constructing straight
straight main skid trails
trails prior to felling.
felling. Once trails are in,
in, many
trees can be felled toward
toward the
the lead.
lead.
trees
Short
Short logs,
logs, of
of course,
course, are easier to
to handle and yard out of dense
dense stands.
stands.
is
is reduced with short logs,
logs, but
but production
production may
may be
be less
less per
per day.
day.

Yarding damage

Arches
Arches and drums
drums have a definite advantage on some settings;
settings; in
in tighter
tighter stands
stands no arch
arch is
is
better. At
times it
it is
is better
to start
start logging
logging on the
the back side of
At times
better to
of a setting and thin back
toward
toward the landing
landing to
to avoid
avoid slash
slash and
and debris.
debris. Operators in
in young-growth stands
stands will avoid
avoid difficulties by
by understanding
understanding specifications
products cut.
ficulties
specifications for
for all
all products
cut. This knowledge will minimize
rejects at
delivery point
point on poles
poles and piling,
rejects
at the
the delivery
piling, especially (3).
(3).

Hi-lead cable logging methods of thinning
thinning on steep ground are
are largely
largely in
in the
the trial-and-error
trial-and-error
Trials have been conducted which leave
leave the
the stand
stand in
in satisfactory
satisfactory condition.
condition. Investments
are
high; equipment stands
are high;
stands around
around waiting
waiting to
to be
be loaded
loaded or
or to
to load.
load. Limited landing
landing space
space for
log
log storage is
is common on
on steep
steep ground.
ground. Production costs
are high,
logging damage to
to remainremaincosts are
high, and logging
ing.
trees can
can be
be excessive.
It is
announce any
stories for
for recommended
recommended
ing trees
excessive. It
is premature
premature to
to announce
any success
success stories
use. With the
the large
large acreages
acreages of
of fine
fine stands
stands on
on steep
steep ground
ground with
with roads
roads already
already in,
in, continued
continued
interest
economical methods
methods of
of thinning will
will produce
methods of
of logging.
interest in economical
produce successful
successful methods
logging.
stage.

Loading thinning products
means higher loading costs
costs than for large logs.
products means
logs. Small
Small volumes
per landing and small log
per
log sizes
sizes require
require more
more time
time to
to load.
load. Loading can make the
the difference
between thinning
thinning or
or not
not thinning,
thinning, although
although skidding
costs are
higher than loading costs.
costs. It is
between
skidding costs
are higher
is
wasteful for
for a small
small operator to
to buy an
an expensive loader
loader and
and use it
it only I1 or
or 22 hours each
each day.
day.
Slower,
cheaper methods
methods such
such as
poles, or
or converted trucks
Slower, cheaper
as frames,
frames, poles,
trucks may satisfy the
the requirements.
requirements.
Larger operations
operations capable
capable of
of keeping a loader
busy can justify purchase of
of one
one of
of the
various
Larger
loader busy
the various
models available.
available. The loader
loader then
then should
should be
be mobile,
mobile, self-propelled,
self-propelled, on rubber capable of moving
along
highways, and flexible
along highways,
flexible to
to the
the needs
needs of
of the
the job
job at
at hand.
hand. Anything larger
larger requires
requires big
big logs
logs
and consistently heavy volumes to
to make
make it
it pay.
pay.
and
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EQUIPMENT
EQUIPINT
thinning requires light,
light, mobile,
inexpensive equipment
equipment kept
kept in
in
Commercial thinning
mobile, comparatively inexpensive
maintenance is
good state of repair.
repair. Poor maintenance
is unsafe
unsafe and
and costly.
costly. The theory
theory that
that getting
getting aa slightly
slightly
bigger "cat"
"cat" and hiring an extra man will solve the problem usually results in
in more work,
work, added
added
expense, a bit more production,
production, more problems,
profit. Keeping light equipment in
in top
top
expense,
problems, and less profit.
shape,
efficient, and production steady although less,
shape, crews efficient,
less, is more economical.
economical. Thinning only
cannot carry the increased
increased fixed costs of
of expensive heavy equipment common
common to
to clearcutting
clearcutting
methods. Trees are small;
small; production per acre is limited and low.
low. Beginning with the
the second
second
thinning,
quickly.
thinning, with
with trails
trails and
and landings
landings already
already in,
in, equipment
equipment moves
moves in and out
out of
of settings quickly.
Saws

saws, 3jobs.
Light saws,
3- to
to 7-horsepower,
7-horsepower, with
with 1818- to
to 30-inch
30-inch bars
bars handle
handle most thinning jobs.
Tractors
Choosing the right
yarded. Where old-growth salvage
salvage
right tractor depends upon size of logs to be yarded.
exists during initial
initial thinning especially,
especially, a larger
cat is practical.
practical. The need for building
exists
larger cat
landings
pioneer work
work in general
general will influence tractor size.
landings and skid trails
trails and pioneer
size. Rubber-tired,
full-track machines have their
their place once landings,
landings, trails,
trails, and
and salvage
salvage are
are no
no
half-track, or full-track
problems. Tractors with steel
steel tracks
tracks mounting aa 6-foot
6-foot blade
blade are
are practical
practical in
in dense
dense
longer problems.
stands. Wider machines
machines scar
scar trees
trees easily.
easily. Removing the blade is
is no
no solution
solution if
if logs
logs are
are to
to be
be
stands.
into decks
decks at
at landings.
landings.
piled into
Stands too
too dense
too small
log size
size to
to be logged commercially with tractors
tractors may
Stands
dense and
and too
small in log
profit when
when logged
logged with
with horses.
horses.
show aa profit
Loading

With
equipment, loading
loading operations
operations can
can be accomplished
accomplished quickly
quickly on
on several
several operations
operations
With mobile equipment,
Logs can be decked for
road system.
system. Logs
for later
later loading.
loading. This method is preferred since
since
along a road
skidder,
loader, hauling,
factors do not
closely. A breakskidder, loader,
hauling, and weather
weather factors
not have to be coordinated so closely.
down caused by any one of
time, and loading efficiency will be
of the factors will result
result in lost time,
lost. Forklifts work all right on good ground with short
short logs.
logs. The power and safety elements
are there,
there, and it makes
makes little difference whether the weight is contained in
in one large
large log
log or
Log lengths over 16
woods.
several small
16 feet can be unhandy for
for forklift loaders
loaders in
in the
the woods.
several,
small ones.
Poles, frames,
Poles,
frames, rollways,
rollways, or modified fixed loading methods are cheap but unsatisfact3ry
unsatisfac'.iry for
for
production
purposes. Usually one piece at
at a time is
is loaded,
loaded, and
and safety
safety hazards are
are increased.
increased.
production purposes.
Hauling
or without a trailer is an expensive piece of
A truck with or
of equipment and should be kept
working. Hours of idle
idle time should
should be avoided
avoided in
in hauling operations.
operations. Combining hauling with
loading
loading operations,
operations, separate
separate altogether
altogether from felling,
felling, bucking,
bucking, and skidding operations,
operations, will
For hauling short logs,
reduce the idle time problems. For
logs, a dual-axle truck is sufficient.
sufficient. The
conventional log
log trucks
trucks with trailers
trailers are
are required for
for longer
longer logs.
logs. Light-weight metal trucks
trailers of
of today permit heavier payloads
payloads on highways.
highways. Know such facts
and trailers
facts as
as trips
trips per
per day,
day,
average volume per load.
load. Coordinate these with hours of daylight,
daylight, weather
weather effects on
on roads,
roads,
seasonal
as school buses and tourists,
tourists, and hauling becomes routine.
routine.
seasona1 hazards
hazards such as

PRUNING

Introduction
in'the
region today
today is
is aa specialized
specialized practice
practice to
to be
be
The practice of pruning in
the Douglas-fir region
only in
in exceptional
exceptional circumstances.
circumstances. Very little
little clear
clear wood is
is laid
laid on
on in
in natural
natural stands
stands of
of
used only
If clear wood is
Douglas-fir on good sites
sites up to 80 years of age.
age. If
is the objective on short rotations,
tions, artificial pruning at
at early ages
ages is
is necessary.
necessary. Unless stands
stands are dense, the
the dead
dead limbs
limbs
to permit formation
formation of
of clear
clear wood soon
soon enough.
enough. Management
on Douglas-fir persist too many years to
objectives,
objectives, therefore,
therefore, are
are necessary to
to determine
determine the
the adoption
adoption of
of aa pruning
pruning program.
program.
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One should remember
dense stands
stands grow
grow too
too slowly
slowly to
to produce
produce large
large trees
trees soon
soon enough
enough on
on
remember that
that dense
Investments for
short rotations.
rotations. Investments
for pruning trees
trees on sites IV and
and VV are
are questionable.
questionable. On better
short
sites,
has been reported (3)
sites, it
it has
(3) that when the first 16-foot
16-foot log
log is
is pruned
pruned before
before the
the tree
tree is
is
6
diameter, at
6 inches
inches in
in diameter,
at least 25 percent of the
the net
net volume harvested
harvested at
at age
age 100
100 years
years would
would
Therefore, pruning costs per tree must be reasonable,
be
clear. Therefore,
reasonable, and
and the
the number
number of
of trees
trees per
per
be clear.
acre
acre carefully chosen to
to justify pruning on aa commercial scale.
scale.
One hundred
hundred trees
Prune about 100
100 of the
the choice,
choice, well-spaced crop
crop trees
trees per
per acre.
acre. One
trees per acre
includes a safety margin for an 80-year rotation on good sites.
sites. Prune to a height of
of 18
18 feet.
feet.
includes
money, the first pruning to
Prune in two
two stages
stages to save money,
to be applied
applied before
before crop
crop trees
trees are
are 66 inches
inches
height. Prune initially
initially to
to a height of
of about
about 99 feet
feet above
above the
the ground.
ground.
in diameter at breast height.
8-foot log can fee
1e done with about one-third the
Pruning one 8-foot
the cost of
of one
one 16-foot
16-foot log.
log. Wait 55 to
to
10
years; then extend pruning to 18 feet on the same crop trees
10 years;
trees which
which are
are still
still vigorous,
vigorous,
straight,
erect, and
and sound.
sound. Later thinning will no doubt remove some
some pruned
pruned trees.
trees.
straight, erect,
When to
to Prune

Douglas-fir stands are suitable for
for pruning when the
the limbs
limbs to
to be
be pruned
pruned from
from selected
selected crop
crop
trees are less than
than l1% inches in
in diameter,
diameter, but mostly less
less than 11 inch
inch in
in diameter
diameter in
in the
the region
region
trees
to be pruned (3).
(3). Pruning on good sites
sites is
is recommended
recommended when there
there is
is expectation
expectation of
of at
at leaát
least
to
12 inches
12
inches additional
additional diameter
diameter growth before
before harvest;
harvest; when at
at least one 8-foot log
log can be pruned
than one-fourth to
to one-third of the
the live
live crown;
crown; and
and when
when the
the selected
selected
without removing more than
trees
inches, but
but not
not over
over about
about 88 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. (3).
(3). On sites I,
I, II,
II, and
and III,
III, this
this will
trees are
are44 inches,
younger than this
20 to
to 30
30 years
years of
of age.
age. Stands
Stands younger
this do not justify
justify the
the work in
in most
involve stands 20
cases because
because of
of unpredictable mortality,
mortality, future thinning,
cases
thinning, and the necessity of repeating the
operation at least two
two times.
times. It
takes several
several years,
10, for growth to
to heal the
the scars
scars and
It takes
years, 5 or 10,
liable to
to be
Older stands
stands are
are liable
be harvested on a short rotation as future markets
lay on clear wood. Older
up which
which would
would not
not justify
the cost
cost of
of the
the pruning (3).
open up
justify the
(3).
Pruning in overstocked stands is a doubtful economic venture unless thinning
thinning is
is practiced.
practiced.
Pruning
stands is
is beneficial,
as the trees will not clean themPruning some
some poorly
poorly to
to low medium-stocked
medium-stocked stands
beneficial, as
selves
selves naturally except on
on long
long rotations.
rotations. Well-spaced,
Well-spaced, fast-growing
fast-growing trees
trees may
may benefit
benefit because
because
pruning coarse
limbs early
affect a larger
larger proportion of
total wood volume per acre.
acre.
coarse limbs
early will
will affect
of the total
Pruning Douglas-fir has
has been
been tried
tried all
all seasons
seasons of
of the
the year.
year. From the
the standpoint
standpoint
vigor, season
health and vigor,
season of
of the
the year
year doesn't
doesn't seem
seem to
to be
be critical.
critical. There is
is no strong
that rot
rot enters pruning wounds. Fall
and winter
tight and
that
Fall and
winter seasons,
seasons, while the bark is tight
is
seasons for
for pruning.
pruning. In practice,
is dormant,
dormant, may be preferred seasons
practice, any convenient
convenient season
able.

tree
of tree
evidence
tree growth
is suitsuitis

In areas
areas of
of known disease hazards,
hazards, the condition should be investigated before pruning is
applied.
Species composition is
Species
is an
an influence
influence on
on pruning
pruning practices.
practices. In mixed stands of Douglasfir and
hemlock, try
try pruning
pruning the
the best
best fir
fir with
with the
the hemlock
hemlock left
left unpruned
unpruned and
and managed
managed for
for pulp
pulp and
and
fir
and hemlock,
sawed products. Pruning all trees or pruning trees
trees that
that are not straight,
straight, sound,
sound, well-formed,
well-formed,
erect, easily
easily and
quickly pruned,
pruned, well-rooted,
well-rooted, vigorous,
vigorous, well-spaced,
well-spaced, or
or intended
as part
part of
of the
the
erect,
and quickly
intended as
final harvest,
final
harvest, or at
at least
least late
late portion
portion of
of the
the rotation,
rotation, is
is uneconomical.
uneconomical.

How to Prune
used, requires
Good pruning,
pruning, irrespective of tools used,
requires that cuts should
should be close to the tree
trunk and
leaving no
of wood,
wood, and made without
without tearing
or loosening
the
and flush with it,
it, leaving
no splinters
splinters of
tearing or
loosening the
the branch stub
stub and without
without wounding the
the stem of
of the tree.
bark around
around the
tree. Pruning may be classified
into two methods, which
which are:
are:
I.
1.

Standing on the ground
ground and
and pruning
pruning to
to desired
desired height
height with
with tools
tools mounted
mounted on
on poles.
poles.

2. Climbing the bole of the
the tree
tree and
and pruning
pruning from
from this
this position.
position. Branches
Branches within easy
reach of aa man with hand tools
tools standing
standing on the ground are cut from the
the ground.
ground. Variations
of this
this method
method include:
include:
(a) climbing with the aid of mechanical devices
devices and
and pruning
pruning propro(a)
gressively upward;
upward; (b)
climbing up
up on
on the
branches and
and pruning
pruning progressively
progressively downward;
downward; and
and
gressively
(b) climbing
the branches
(c) climbing
climbing on
on aa ladder
ladder and pruning progressively upward.
(c)
upward.
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as follows:
follows:
Tools may be classified as
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.

hand,
pole, power.
power.
Saws:
hand, pole,
tools cutting by
Edge tools
by impact:
impact:
pruning shears.
shears.
Two-handed pruning
Clubs.

axes,
axes, brush hooks,
hooks, chisels,
chisels, and
and pullers.
pullers.

Dead limbs
limbs can be removed quickly by the Hebo pruning club or by a pole axe.
axe. The Hebo club
and 1
In diameter,
diameter, but
but such
such limbs
be pruned
pruned cleaner
cleaner
can be used on green limbs
limbs between %½ and
1 inch
inch in
limbs can be
with saw
saw or
or axe.
axe. On whip-like limbs
limbs and green limbs over 1 inch
inch in
in diameter,
diameter, use of aa pruning
is suggested.
suggested. The first
first 66 to
to 88 feet
feet may
may be
be pruned
pruned from
from the
the ground
ground by
by }tebo
Hebo club,
axe, or
club, pole
pole axe,
saw is
remainder of
of the
up to
hand saw.
saw. In open stands
stands the
the remainder
the trunk up
to 18
18 feet
feet may be pruned with a pruning
dense or brushy stands,
saw
saw on a 14-foot pole.
pole. In dense
stands, a pruning saw on a 7-foot
7-foot pole is
is used to
is aa convenient
14-foot pole
saw.
prune up to about
about 12
12 feet,
feet, which
which is
convenient height
height for
for further
further work with
with a 14-foot
pole saw.

Four-man crews
crews work satisfactorily in
in most
most Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir stands.
stands. One man selects the
the crop
crop
trees and prunes
prunes them up as far as
trees
as he can
can reach
reach with
with aa Hebo
Hebo club,
club, aa short-handled
short-handled saw,
saw, or
or an
an axe.
axe.
A second man with a saw on a 7-foot
7-foot handle
handle prunes
prunes up
up as
far as
as he
he can reach.
reach. The other two
as far
two men
are equipped with 14-foot pole saws
saws to
to complete
complete the
the pruning
pruning (3).
(3). Any saw for pole use must be
mounted, have a slight curve, cut
firmly mounted,
cut on
on aa draw
draw stroke,
stroke, and
and be
be stiff.
stiff. Saws should
should be
be of
of high
high
per inch
inch have
have been
been found
found to
to be
be most
most reliable.
reliable. Pruned limbs
quality. Saws with 5 to 8 points per
are left
left where they
they fall
fall (3).
(3).
usually are
Financial Aspects
Aspects
Financial success
the growth rate
Financial
success in
in pruning
pruning depends
depends upon
upon production
production of
of clear
clear wood,
wood, the
rate of
of
pruned trees,
trees, and the length of the
the rotation
rotation (3).
(3).
Pruning Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir has
has cost
cost $0.20
$0.0 to
pruning was
was done
done to
to aa height
height
Pruning
to $0.30
$0.30 per tree
tree when the pruning
of 18 feet
feet with clubs and long-handled
long-handled saws.
saws. Pruning about 100 selected choice
choice trees
trees per
per acre,
acre,
basis, would average out at
on this basis,
at about
about $25
$25 per
per acre.
acre. Accomplishing a good pruning
pruning job
job at
at
that cost would require a skilled
skilled workman
workman in
in good
good physical
physical condition.
condition. Today,
realistic
Today, a more realistic
cost of pruning 100 trees to
to 18
18 feet
feet may
may be
be $30
$30 to
to $35
$35 per
per acre.
acre. Since two-thirds of this
this cost
cost
is
is spent in
in pruning the
the upper 10
10 feet,
feet, it
it may
may be
be wise
wise to
to prune
prune initially
initially to
to 88 or
or 99 feet
feet only,
only,
delaying the upper-level pruning
pruning 55 or
or 10
10 years,
years, then
then completing
completing the
the job.
job. In such cases,
cases, initial
pruning should be done by the
the time
time the
the stand
stand is
is 20
20 years
years old
old on
on good
good sites.
sites.

Including
3 percent compound interest
interest on
on pruning
pruning investment,
investment, aa probable
probable net
net return
return of
of $2
$2 -to
to
Including 3
$4 more
uore per thousand
thousand board feet
feet at
at age
age 80
80 years
years could
could be
be expected
expected on
on successful
successful stands.
stands. What
has been stated would seem
seem to
to indicate
indicate that
that pruning
pruning is
is advisable.
advisable. With cash out of pocket
for an
an expected
expected attractive
attractive percentage
percentage return,
return, the
the practice
practice
weighed against
against a long-term investment
investment for
.of
of pruning should
should not
not be
be taken for
for granted
granted without
without careful
careful investigation
investigation of
of local
local conditions
conditions in
in
specific stand.
stand.
a specific
coon mistake
A common
mistakeisistotoprune
prunemany
manycore
moretrees
treesthan
thancan
canbe
becarried
carried to
to the
the end
end of
of the
the rotation.
rotation.
A second wasteful cost,
that is
is common
common is
is to
to prune
prune trees
trees that
that are
are poorly
poorly rooted,
rooted, poorly
poorly formed,
formed,
cost, that
decisions are
are costly
costly and
and should
should not
not be
be used
used as
as evidence
evidence
and
together. Such decisions
and spaced too close together.
in general.
general.
against pruning programs in
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ManagementPracces
Practices of
of Western Hemlock
Management
and
Sitka Spruce
and Sitka
Spruce
Donald B.
B. Malmberg
Malmberg1
IMPORTANCE OF
OF TIlE
THE SPECIES
INPORTANCE
The importance of western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla)
heterophylla) is
is indicated
indicated by
by the
the distribution,
distribution,
extent,
extent, and volume of the
the species.
species. This tree
tree grows
grows from
from the
the San
San Francisco Bay area
area of California,
fornia, north along
along the
the coast
coast to
to Prince
Prince William
William Sound
Sound in
in Alaska,
Alaska, and
and inland
inland to
to western
western Montana.
Montana.
performance in
growth on
on the
the cool
cool and
and moist
moist sites
sites along
along the
the,,
The species exhibits
exhibits its
its finest
finest performance
in growth
A standing
standing saw-timber
saw-timber volume
volume of
of nearly
nearly 709
709 billion
billion board
board feet
feet throughout
throughout the
the habitat
habitat has
has
coast.
potential thinning opportunities
opportunities are
are the
reported. Of particular interest
interest with respect to potential
the
been reported.
cubic feet
feet of
of young-growth
young-growth stands
stands in
in the
the western
western hemlock
hemlock zone.
zone. Western
additional 46 billion cubic
dominant species
species found
found on
on nearly
nearly 23
23 million
million acres.
acres. Once
hemlock is further
further described as
as the dominant
regarded as
as aa secondary
secondary species,
species, this
this tree
tree has
has become
become aa primary
primary species
species of
of great
great importance.
importance.

THE IMPACT OF WESTERN
WESTERN HEMLOCK ON
ON PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
THE PACIFIC
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
NORTHWEST
IN THE

Today the
the once-poor reputation
reputation of
of western
western hemlock
hemlock is
is being
being reversed.
reversed. Grantham
Grantham (1960)
(1960)
reported western hemlock ranked second
second to
to Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir in
in total
total volume
volume harvested.
harvested. The poor
poor repureputhe eastern species
species of
of hemlock
hemlock created
created aa reluctance
reluctance among
among lumbermen
lumbermen to
to accept
accept the
the
tation of the
D1mock (1958)
volumes from plots
plots in
in western
western hemlock
hemlock and
and Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
western species.
species. Dl.mock
(1958) compared volumes
resulted in
statement of
of considerable
considerable interest
interest to
to owners
owners
on equal
equal sites.
sites. The study resulted
in a statement
growing on
unquesages western hemlock unquesof young-growth western hemlock. Dimock reported that at younger ages
tionably
in net yield per acre.
acre.
tionably can out-produce Douglas-fir in
Some 1,800 acres of western hemlock were established
established in
in Great
Great Britain
Britain between
between 1950
1950 and
and 1955.
1955.
years, the British Forest
In previous years,
Forest Products
Products Research
Research Laboratory
Laboratory conducted
conducted tests
tests of
of wood
wood proppropconfirn the
findings of
of scienscienerties
hemlock. The results were favorable,
favorable, tending to
to confirm
the findings
erties of western hemlock.
tists making similar tests in
tists
in the
the United States.
States. The species
species is
is beginning
beginning to
to attract
attract the
the interinterest
of other nations of the world.
world.
est of

SILVICULTURAL FACTORS
Western
Western hemlock
hemlock is
is aa heavy
heavy seed
seed producer
producer and
and bears
bears some
some seed
seed almost
almost every
every year.
year. Germinatiort
takes place
place on
on organic
organic matter
matter or
or mineral
mineral seed beds if
tiori takes
if sufficient
sufficient moisture
moisture is
is present.
present. RotRotted wood seems
seems to
to be
be aa choice
choice medium
medium for
for germination
germination of
of the
thetiny
tinyseeds
seeds'(about
(about 300,000
300,000 per
per pound).
pound).
Western
hemlock prefers
prefers loose
loose and
and well-drained
well-drained soils.
soils. It commonly occurs from
from sea
sea level
level to
to 3,000
3,000
Western hemlock
feet elevation in
in the
the Coast Range
Range and
and at
at higher
higher elevations
elevations in
in the
the Cascade
Cascade Range.
Range. Young seedlings
seedlings
grow best in
in moderate
moderate shade.
shade. Baker (1949)
(1949) and
and Sudworth
Sudworth (1908)
(1908) state
state that
that western
western hemlock
hemlock is
is
perhaps the most shade
shade tolerant
tolerant of
of all
all its
its associates
associates in
in the
the habitat.
habitat.

species associated with western
A valuable species
western hemlock
hemlock along
along the
the coastal
coastal sites
sites is
is Sitka
Sitka spruce
spruce
very often includes
management of
of Sitka
Sitka
(Picea sitchensis). Management of western hemlock very
includes management
spruce,
spruce, for the species
species occur
occur in
in varying
varying degrees
degrees of
of mixture
mixture in
in portions
portions of
of the
the coastal
coastal habitat.
habitat.
and yield of
of western
western hemlock-spruce
hemlock-spruce forests
forests are
are among
among the
the best
best in
in Northwest
Northwest coniconiThe growth and
The trees
trees mature late,
The
late, growing well the
the first
first 100
100 years.
years. Western hemlock is a climax
fers.
Mature trees
trees reach
reach heights
heights of
of over
over 200
200 feet
feet on
on the
the best
best sites.
sites. Diameters of 3 to
to 4 feet
feet
type.
breast height
height are
arecoimnon.
common. Much larger
larger trees
trees occur
occur but
but are
are exceptional.
exceptional.
at breast

is a thin-barked and shallow-rooted
shallow-rooted tree,
susceptible to
to sun-scald
Although western hemlock is
tree, susceptible
sun-scald
and to logging
logging and
and weather damage
damage at
at young
young ages,
ages, its
its silvical
silvical characteristics
characteristics suggest
suggest the
the species
species
is
to thinning operations.
operations. It grows bell
well in
in pure
pure and
and mixed
mixed stands.
stands.
is well
well suited
suited to
Dr.
Forester, Northwest
Northwest Timber
Timber Operations,
Operations, Crown
Crown Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Dr. Donald B.
B. Malmberg is
is Research Forester,
has been reviewed by G.
Schroeder, R.
G. H.
H. Schroeder,
R. M.
M. Mosar
Mosar and
and G.
G. Outslay
Outslay
Corporation. This manuscript has
Zellerbach Corporation.
Corporation.
of the Crown Zellerbach
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ASSUMPTIONS
practices need
need to
to be
be placed
placed in
in perspective.
perspective. Who is
is to
to say
say what
what is
is important?
important?
Management practices
What singularly
singularly important
important factor
factor determines
determines when
when to
to start
start commercial
commercial thinning
thinning operations?
operations? A
No, a rigid approach
suitable market is
is the
the answer.
answer. Is
Is there a best way to
to thin?
thin? No,
approach to
to management
is not
technically not
not sound.
sound. Managers need
need answers
answers to
to thin
thin profitably
profitably in
in those
those
is
not feasible and technically
poorly stocked acres
acres so often scattered among
among the
the well-stocked areas,
areas, from
from those
those mixed
mixed species
species
types, from
from those
those ragged,
ragged, irregular,
uneven-aged types,
types,
irregular, uneven-aged
types, and from those types growing on steep
To limit thinking to even-aged,
even-aged, pure species,
species, well-stocked and
and growing
growing on
on flat
flat to
to gently
gently
ground.
topography, is
is to face
face up to
to only aa small
small part
part of the
the challenge
challenge in
in thinning
thinning
rolling obstacle-free topography,
management facing
facing timberland
timberland owners.
owners. Here,
then, are some of the assumptions upon which to
to form
form
Here, then,
program of
of management:
management:
a practical program
1.
1.

Stands will contain
contain more
more than
than one
one species.
species.
Stocking densities will range from open-grown to heavily over-stocked conditions.
conditions.
3. In most
is a surplus of fine,
fine, straight trees at young ages.
ages.
most stands there is
4.
machines.
Variations in terrain will require different
different harvesting techniques and machines.
winds influence the judgment
of the timber marker in thinning operations.
5.
Prevailing winds
judgment of
operations.
5.
6.
Distribution of
trees before the first
thinning will
irregular, and uniformity of
of trees
first thinning
will be irregular,
6.
stocking will be the exception, not
not the
the rule.
rule.
Areas threatened by blowndown are recognizable
recognizable and
7. Areas
and can be by-passed or cut
cut lightly.
lightly.
Coarse, rough,
rough, crooked,
excessively limby trees
trees can be removed a few at
8. Coarse,
crooked, excessively
at a time when
8.
thinnings are
are repeated.
repeated.
9. Markets for
for wood
wood change.
change. When
When aa species
species is
is unwanted,
unwanted, retain
retain the
the species
species for
for removal
removal
later at
at a profit.
10. The
so rapid
The rate
rate of
of change in technology is
is so
rapid concerning harvesting equipment
equipment that
that what
what
was impossible
impossible to
to thin
thin has
has now
now become
become difficult.
difficult. What was once
once difficult
difficult to
to thin
thin has
has now
now
become
become routine.
routine.

2.
2.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPNENT AND
MD QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
CONTROL
Because of
of the
the many
many variations
variations between
between trees
trees such
such as
as form,
form, quality,
quality, diameter,
diameter, age,
age, limbilimbiBecause
ness,
size, pattern of
and number
ness, size,
of knots,
knots, and
number of
of rings
rings per
per inch
inch of
of wood,
wood, the
the question of
of quality
quality
control is
is a challenging one.
one.
A comparison of log
does
log grades 10 to 15 years ago
ago with today's
today's log grading specifications
specifications does
not answer
answer the
the question:
question: "What grade
grade of
of logs
logs is
is being
being developed
developed by
by thinning
thinning young
young stands?"
stands?"
When
logs increases,
increases, the
the log
log grading specifications
When new
new markets
markets appear
appear and
and the
the demand
demand for
for stnall
small logs
are changed or expanded.
are
expanded.
A tree develops
develops a kind
kind of
of wood
wood that
that can
can be
be described
described with
with confidence;
confidence; this
this description
description would
would
of how
how to
to grade
grade young-growth
young-growth trees
trees in
in the
the
remain true both now and
and in
in the
the future.
future. The question of
then becomes aa choice
choice of
of five
five grades
grades or
or kinds
kinds of
of wood,
wood, rather
rather than
than an
an indef
indefistanding position then
inite number of marketable grades
grades based
based on
on future
future markets resulting
resulting from
from intensive
intensive forest
forest managemanagepractices. The five grades or kinds of
of wood are
are listed
listed as
as follows:
follows:
ment practices.
Grade
Grade 1.
1. These would be logs
logs suitable for
for production of
of clear
clear lumber
lumber and
and veneer
veneer and
and other
other
fine-grain and
and knot-free products
products by
by today's
today's standards.
standards.

veneer, high-strength
high-strength dimendimenGrade 2.
2. These would be logs
logs suitable
suitable for manufacture of
of core veneer,
sion lumber,
exposed use,
use, and
and specialty
specialty manufactured
manufactured products
products on
on
lumber, quality lumber
lumber for
for exposed
today's markets.

Grade 3.
3. These would be logs
logs suitable
suitable for
for production
production of
of standard
standard grade
grade lumber
lumber in
in gang
gang mills
mills
on today's
today's markets.
markets.
Grade 4. These logs
logs would be suitable
suitable for
for making
making special
special products
products in
in the
the round
round where
where
straightness and slow taper
straightness
taper are
are the
the primary
primary criteria,
criteria, such
such as
as poles
poles and
and piling
piling on
on today's
today's
markets.
Grade 5.
5.

These logs
logs would be
be suitable
suitable for
for pulp
pulp and
and chips
chips on
on today's
today's markets.
markets.
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MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
In young
young stands
stands of
of western
western hemlock
hemlock and
and Sitka
Sitka spruce
spruce the
the mortality
mortality trees
trees have
have meaning
meaning in
in
In
two
two categories affecting production.
production. One is recovered mortality;
is unrecovered
mortality; the other is
mortality.
Because most
most of the
sizes, the
the volume
volume
Because
the mortality trees
trees are
are of
of small
small noinnerchantable
nonmerchantable sizes,
involved has
has little meaning. The amount of wood contained in
involved
in mortality trees of merchantable
sizes then becomes the factor
sizes
factor of
of economic
economic interest.
interest. In
is the
In any
any event,
event, time
time is
the critical
critical factor
factor
where recovery of
of mortality
mortality trees
trees is
is concerned.
concerned. About 22 years after
after aa young
young hemlock
hemlock tree
tree dies,
dies,
the sapwood is
is rotten.
rotten. Within 33 years,
years, the
the young-growth hemlock and
and spruce
spruce trees
trees of merchantable
size
size are worthless. To salvage
salvage mortality trees
trees and obtain a high degree of utilization,
utilization, repeated
thinnings
thinnings are required at
at frequent
frequent intervals.
intervals. During the early formative years of growth,
growth, there
are
not enough
enough merchantable
merchantable size
size mortality
mortality trees
trees to
to influence
influence the
the harvest
harvest to
to any
any worthwhile
worthwhile
are not
extent,
extent, in
in most instances.
instances. Once the stands reach commercial size,
size, the salvage of mortality wood
becomes a significant management opportunity.
opportunity.
Thinning operations in
represent a delibin young
young timber
timber presently
presently classed
classed as
as preconEnercial
preconsnercial represent
erate effort
effort to maximize wood
wood production without
without going
going beyond
beyond the
the break-even point
point in
in terms
terms of
of
cost.
net pulpwood cost.

A major problem in establishing a financially acceptable thinning program is
is the need for
construction of
that will
of roads
roads of
of a quality
quality that
will last
last for
for several
several decades,
decades, while
while spreading
spreading the
the
harvest and road write-off over
over very
very long
long periods.
periods. There may or may not be aa possibility of
using roads built to
to lower
lower standards
standards where
effiwhere use
use will
will be
be exclusively
exclusively for
for thinning.
thinning. As more efficient machines become
become available
available for
for thinning,
thinning, more
more acres
acres will
will come
come into
into production.
production.

METHODS OF THINNING
can be
be made
made in accessible
accessible and
and reasonably
reasonably well-stocked
well-stocked stands
stands of
of at
at
Commercial thinnings
thinnings can
least 30 years of age near markets and
and growing
growing on
on site
site quality
quality class
class index
index 160
160 or
or better.
better. Comleast
is especially desirable
the better
sites where
mercial thinning of western hemlock is
desirable on the
better sites
where response
response
to release
release from competition is
to
is more spectacular.
spectacular. Low-site
soils cannot
Low-site quality
quality class
class soils
cannot be
be ruled
ruled
out for thinning purposes,
out
purposes, but patience
patience is
is necessary
necessary to
to see
see the
the results.
results. Some benefit
benefit may be
realized from operating
realized
operating on
on low-site
low-site quality
quality soils
soils where
where traction
traction is
is adequate
adequate during
during winter
winter
months, and becoming "mudded
months,
"mudded out"
out" is
is aa rarity.
rarity. Today
thinning, using
the selection
Today commercial
commercial thinning,
using the
the largest
largest trees,
trees, may
may be
be applied
applied when
when stands
stands reach
reach age
age 30
30 years,
years, provided
provided aa
method that
that takes
takes the
is available.
available. Generally speaking,
speaking, however,
however, stands must reach A0
years of
profitable market is
40 years
of age
these days
days to
to be
be thinned economically with present equipment.
these
equipment. This is
is not intended
intended to
to discourdiscourage younger
younger thinnings
thinnings wherein lie the greatest rewards
age
rewards for
for increased
increased production
production of
of usable
usable wood.
wood.
Hang-ups,
and low
low daily
daily production
production raise
raise logging
logging costs
costs in
in stands
stands below
below 40
40 years
years
Hang-ups, extra limbing,
limbing, and
of age.
age.
Crown thinning attempts
maturity, or
or rotation
rotation end,
end, crop
crop trees
of the
the best
best form
attempts to carry to
to maturity,
trees of
which will
will be
be developed
developed and
and removed
removed in
in later
thinnings as
as
and
trees which
later thinnings
and quality. Crop trees mean trees
Cut trees
trees may come from all crown classes,
well as the final harvest. Cut
classes, but
but crop
crop trees
trees are
are selecselected for
for retention from the better dominant and
ted
and codominant
codominant trees.
trees. The crown
crown thinning
thinning method
method is
is
well suited to merchantable stands
between 45
45 and
and 55
55 years
years of
of age
age on
on the
the good
good growing
growing sites.
sites.
well
stands between

thinnings anticipate natural
natural thinning of
the stand through competition by
Low thinnings
of the
by working
working upupward from the
the overtopped to
to the
the dominant-class
dominant-class trees.
trees. They may be profitable
profitable only when young
stands are
are close to markets or when special
stands
special markets for
for small
small logs
logs exist
exist in
in quantity.
quantity. Low thinnings
nings are easy to apply and safe
safe from the
the standpoint
standpoint of
of silviculture;
silviculture; the
the method
method is
is best
best suited
suited
for
stands.
for thinning older stands.
thinning method is well
development of
stands of
The combination thinning
well suited for development
of young-growth stands
of
western hemlock and
and Sitka
Sitka spruce
spruce becaus.e
because of
of the
the flexibility
flexibility of
of choice
choice provided
provided to
to the
the marker.
marker.
as the
in order
The method can be defined as
the art
art of
of marking
marking trees
trees for
for retention or
or removal
removal in
order to
to ecoeconomically gain early
early control
control of
of the
the growing
growing stock.
stock. Priority is
is assigned:
assigned: (1)
(1) to
to flexibility
in
in choosing
choosing trees
trees for
for early
early removal,
removal, (2)
(2) to
to practical
practical considerations
considerations for
for harvesting
harvesting trees
trees marked
marked
and (3)
to favoring
favoring many
many of
of the
the best
best trees
trees for
for future
future development
development for
for removal
removal in
in
(3) to
for removal, and
later thinnings
later
thinnings as well as in
in the
the final
final harvest.
harvest.
removals
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The system instructs
instructs the marker not
not to reduce the level
level of growing stock
stock to
to below
below 150
150 square
square
feet of
stands, once commercial thinnings begin.
begin.
feet
of basal
basal area
area per
per acre
acre for
for western hemlock-spruce stands,
Thinning intensities
intensities are
are permitted to
to vary during the rotation.
rotation. Numbers of trees
trees per
per acre
acre
retained
not predetermined for
retained are
are not
for the leave stands but insure an
an orderly reduction
reduction as
as thinnings
thinnings
are
repeated. Early in
in the management cycle,
cycle, selection
selection thinning
thinning methods are
are applied.
applied. Midway
are repeated.
through
the rotation,
thinning methods are
are used.
used. During the
the last
last 10
10 years,
years, low
low thinning
thinning
through the
rotation, crown thinning
methods are
are applied.
applied. The objective is
is to
to have available for
for final
final harvest 75
75 to
to 100
100 trees
trees per
per
acre
at age 60 years. Thinning intensities,
intensities, though flexible,
flexible, are
are expected
expected to
to result
result in
in rapid
rapid
acre at
reduction of
of stand
stand densities
densities at
at early
early ages,
ages, with
with gradual
gradual reduction in stocking densities
reduction
densities as
as the
Intensities may
may vary
vary from 35
35 percent
percent removal of basal area on
stand approaches rotation
rotation age.
age. Intensities
the first
first thinning
thinning to
to 15
15 percent
percent removal
removal after
after the
the stand
stand has
has been reduced to
square feet
of
the
to 150
150 square'
feet of
area per
per acre.
acre. Intervals of thinning may vary from 22- to
to 3-year intervals
intervals during
during the
the
basal area
early thinnings
thinnings to
to intervals
intervals of
of 44 to
to 55 years
years during
during the
the later
thinnings on site
site quality
quality class
class
early
later thinnings
better.
III or better.
Classic methods
methods of
of thinning fill
types suitable
suitable for a precise thinning
Classic
fill a need in timber
timber types
markets, utilization,
utilization, and logging practices are favorable.
West Coast stands too
method when markets,
favorable. In VJest
too
exist which complicate application of a specific
many variations
variations exist
specific method of thinning.
thinning. The need
is
for aa practical
practical system
system which
which promotes
promotes young-growth
young-growth management
management without
without compromising
compromising long-range
long-range
is for
and quality.
quality. Combination thinning fills a gap in
in the
the knowledge of alterobjectives for volume and
natives in
in thinning
thinning management and
and provides
provides aa way
way to
to implement
implement intensive
intensive forest
forest management
management proprograms economically.

RESPONSE TO RELEASE
RELEASE BY THINNING
RESPONSE
The response
The
response to thinning has been
been noted
noted with
with enthusiasm
enthusiasm but
but not
not surprise.
surprise. When thinned
thinned at
early ages,
ages, western hemlock
hemlock may prove
prove to
to be
be one
one of
of the
the most
most remarkable
remarkable trees
trees available
available for
for manmanagement
in the
agement in
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest.

Western hemlock and Sitka spruce have the capacity to respond to release at
at advanced ages
ages
as well. Trees growing suppressed for
for 60
60 to
to 70 years show good response when gradually freed
from severe competition. As
As crown volume begins
begins to
to expand,
expand, the
the released understory tree
tree takes
takes
on a look
of quality
look of
of high
high value.
value. The well-pruned trunk and high form factor are indicators
indicators of
in
in development.

The opinion
opinion that
that early
early thinnings
thinnings in
in western
western hemlock
hemlock and
and Sitka
Sitka spruce
spruce would
would stimulate
stimulate volume
volume
The
growth has been confirmed by
by scientific
scientific studies.
studies. A large
large surplus
surplus of
of growing
growing stock
stock exists
exists at
at
early ages
ages in
early
in fully
fully stocked stands of western hemlock
hemlock and
and Sitka
Sitka spruce.
spruce. When stocking densities
are suddenly
suddenly reduced,
reduced, the
the remaining
remaining trees
trees can
can adjust
adjust quickly
quickly and
and enable
enable growth
growth to
to be
be redistribredistribare
uted onto
onto fever
fewer trees.
trees.

GROWTH
REDISTRIBUTION OF GROWTH
At young
young ages,
ages, the
the redistribution
redistribution of
of growth
growth by
by thinning
thinning in
in western
western hemlock
hemlock stands
stands is
is espeespeAt
cially meaningful. Without thinning,
thinning, the
the stocking
stocking densities remain high and diameter
diameter growth is
is
slow. Net
Net growth and gross growth in
in unthinned
unthinned stands
stands of
of western
western hemlock
hemlock less
less than
than 30
30 years
years of
of
recognize all
all of
of the
the growth
growth as
as usable
usable wood
wood which
which
age are misleading. There is a tendency to
to recognize
some day might be utilized. At early ages,
ages, the
the mortality trees
trees are
are so
so small
small that
that they
they are
are of
of
little practical significance.
significance. Many of the
the live
live trees
trees in
in the
the understory
understory have
have lost
lost their
their vigor
vigor
and are
are slowly dying from suppression.
suppression. Much of
this live
live volume
of this
volume contained
contained in
in small
small understory
understory
trees,
plus the
the volume
volume contained
contained in
in standing
standing dead
dead trees,
trees, have
have no
no meaning
meaning in
in aa practical
practical sense
sense in
in
trees, plus
stands under age
age 30
30 years.
years. Most of
of these
these trees
trees are
are in
in the
the 2-,
2-, 3-,
3-, or
or 4-inch
4-inch diameter
diameter classes.
classes.
other hand,
hand, early
early release
release by
by thinning
thinning in
in western
western hemlock
hemlock and
and Sitka
Sitka spruce
spruce keeps
keeps many
many of
of
On the
the other
these small trees
trees alive
alive and
and growing.
growing. Logging destroys or damages many of these
these small
small understory
understory
trees
trees in stands
stands less
less than 30
30 years of
of age.
age. The small trees
trees that
that are
are not
not damaged
damaged and
and are
are stiff
stiff
enough to stand up do respond to
to release
release and
and soon
soon grow
grow to
to merchantable
merchantable sizes.
sizes.
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LOGGING CONSIDERATIONS

Main skid trails laid out
out and constructed before
before thinning
thinning operations
operations begin are coming
coming into
into
wet holes,
holes, and long
favor. It
It pays to
to keep skid trails well spaced,
spaced, free of
of sharp turns,
turns, wet
long adverse
adverse
grades. The objective is
is to
to develop
develop young
young stands
stands for
for thinning
thinning at
at lower
lower costs.
costs.
to use is
is to
to identify
identify the
the center
center line,
line- of
tied to
to trees
trees
The approach to
of aa skid
skid trail
trail with
with ribbon
ribbon tied
Paint or
or stapled
stapled cards
cards can
can be
be used
used for
for locating
locating skid
skid trails,
trails, but
but efficiency
efficiency is
is
or limbs. Paint
Skid trails should
should be
be spaced
spaced 100
100 to
to 150
150 feet
feet apart
apart and
andtertninate
terminate at
at aa landing.
landing. Length
reduced.
of trail
trail depends
depends on
on the
the terrain
terrain and
and equipment
equipment to
to be
be used
used for
for yarding
yarding and
and decking
decking operations.
operations. An
of
average
of 600
600 to
to 800
800 feet
feet per
per trail
trail is
is suitable
suitable for
for present
present day
day equipment,
equipment, although
although disdisaverage length of
tances
tances up to 1,500
1,500 feet are
are practical
practical on
on favorable
favorable ground
ground using
using fast
fast yarding
yarding machines.
machines.
The next
fell all
all trees
feet wide,
wide, using
using the
next step
step is
is to
to fell
trees along
along a strip
strip 15
15 to
to 20
20 feet
the ribbon line
line
line. Two yarding machines work best for construction of
of main skid trails.
trails. A
as the center line.
light,
light, fast
fast yarding
yarding machine
machine is
is best
best suited
suited for
for swinging
swinging the
the small
small logs
logs to
to the
the landing
landing and
and openopenmedium-sized crawler
crawler tractor
tractor is
is well
well suited
suited for
for pushpushing
operations. A medium-sized
ing the
the trail
trail for
for bulldozing operations.
ing out
out stumps
stumps and
and debris
debris during construction work
ing
work on
on the
the skid
skid trail.
trail. The crawler tractor
tractor also
also
occasional turn of
of heavy logs
the landing
and pushes
pushes logs
logs into
into decks
decks suitable
suitable for
for
yards the occasional
logs to
to the
landing and
loadout operations.
operations. Although timber
timber has been cut
cut along
along aa strip
strip 15
15 to
to 20
20 feet
feet wide,
wide,
efficient loadout
the
the crawler
crawler tractor
tractor constructs
constructs aa smooth-surfaced
smooth-surfaced skid
skid trail
trail only
only one
one blade
blade wide,
wide, which
which is
is usually
usually
8 to 10
10 feet
feet on medium-class bulldozers.
bulldozers.

The
The volume
volume removed
removed from
from each
each skid
skid trail
trail is
is usually
usually sufficient
sufficient to
to pay
pay the
the cost
cost of
of the
the con-'
construction work in developing skid trails
trails and
and landings.
landings.
deep, loose
loose soils
soils along
On deep,
along the
the coast,
coast, it
it is
is best
best to
to let
let the
the skid
skid trails
trails set
set up
up for
for one
one year
year
of the
the skid trails
not necesnecesand become firm before thinning operations begin.
begin. Delaying use of
trails is
is not
sary when constructed
sary
constructed during
during dry
dry summer
summer months
months or
or on
on soils
soils capable
capable of
of holding
holding heavy
heavy machines
machines
development approach is
during rainy periods. One outstanding feature of the pre-trailed stand development
is
the simplicity of operations once thinning
thinning begins.
begins. Tractors
Tractors seldom leave the skid trail
trail to
to
collect logs
as trees
trees are
are felled
felled to
to lead
lead toward
toward one
one or
or the
the other
other of
of the
the closely
closely spaced
spaced skid
skid
collect
logs as
In this
way, men,
men, methods,
methods, and
this way,
and machines are
are working
working in
in combination
combination more
more efficiently.
efficiently.
trails.
Dense stands
of young,
young, limby
limby trees
trees growing
growing in
in deep,
deep, soft
soft soils
soils on
on difficult
difficult terrain
terrain are
are made
made
stands of
operable in spite
spite of obstacles that
that in
in the
the past
past have
have made
made early
early thinnings
thinnings uneconomical.
uneconomical. To furfurther improve
improve logging
logging efficiency,
efficiency, tree-length
tree-length logging
logging in
in young
young stands
stands is
is desirable,
desirable, depending
depending on
on
ther
opportunities.
market opportunities.

MARKING RULES
Marking can be simplified
simplified by
by marking
marking along
along the
the contour
contour of
of hills
hills or
or draws.
draws. Taking advantage
of terrain features such
such as
as benches
benches or
or flats
flats will
will reduce
reduce hill
hill climbing.
climbing. Conditions
Conditions exist which
are common to
to most
most stands considered for
are
for development
development by
by thinning.
thinning. The guiding
guiding set
set of
of instrucinstructions for
tions
for marking have been reduced to
to the
the following
following set
set of
of standards:
standards:
1. Mark
Mark to
to salvage
salvage merchantable
merchantable "D"
"D" trees
trees each
each time
time thinning
thinning is
is repeated.
repeated. These are
are any
any
I.
dead, down,
down, dying,
dead,
dying, damaged,
damaged, diseased,
diseased, or
or deformed
deformed trees
trees that
that can
can be
be utilized.
utilized.
whip-like trees
with action
action that
that will
will damage
damage valuable
valuable
2. Mark for cutting each time
time any whip-like
trees with
2.
trees nearby.
Favor for
3.
for future development
development the
the well-rooted
well-rooted trees
trees of
of the
the best
best form
form and
and quality
quality fron
from
3.
among the dominant,
dominant, codominant, and
and intermediate
intermediate crown
crown classes.
classes.

4.
4.

all coarse,
coarse, rough,
rough, and
and heavy-limbed
heavy-limbed trees
trees during
during the
the first
first thinning.
thinning.
Do not remove all
Spread the removal of such
to avoid
avoid excessively
excessively
such trees
trees over
over the
the first
first two
two or
or three
three thinnir.gs
thinnings to
high logging
logging costs
costs during
during the
the first
first thinning.
thinning.
Avoid creating holes
5.
holes in
in the
the stand
stand greater
greater than
than 30
30 feet
feet in
in diameter.
diameter. A poor tree
tree is
is
5.
none and
be retained
retained when
when no
no others
others are
available to
to take
take over
over the
the space.
space.
better than none
and should
should be
are available
Avoid marking trees
trees that
that are
are certain
certain to
to hang
hang up
up when
when felled.
felled. Such trees
trees can
can be
be marked
for
has been opened
opened and
densities
for removal
removal at
at a later
later thinning when the
the stand
stand has
and stocking
stocking densities
reduced.

6.
6.
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Merchantable unwanted species
should be
be retained
retained until
until aa market
market develops;
develops; there
there is
no
7.
species should
is no
7.
to waste wood or spend
spend money eliminating
eliminating trees
trees of
of potential
potential value.
value.
need to

LEVELS OF
OF GROWING
GROWING STOCK

Where poles and
and piling are
are the
the objective,
objective, growing
growing stock
stock densities
densities are
are kept
kept high.
high. Where the
the
objective is
is to
to produce fast-growing sawlogs
sawlogs and
and fiber
fiber suitable
suitable for
for pulp,
pulp, stocking
stocking densities
densities are
are
rapidly reduced and
and kept
kept low.
low.
Some
insure economic
economic success.
success. Rigid preSome flexibility
flexibility in stand management is necessary to insure
are not
not well suited
suited to
to most lands
lands of
of the
the western
western hemlockhemlockdetermined or
or mechanical approaches are
Sitka spruce habitat.
habitat.
intensities, although flexible,
flexible, are
are expected
expected to
to result
result in
in rapid
rapid reduction
reduction of
of Stand
stand
Thinning intensities,
densities
thereafter as
as the
the stand
stand approaches
approaches rotation
rotation age.
age.
densities at
at early ages,
ages, with gradual reductions thereafter
suggests an
an orderly
orderly reduction
reduction in
in the
the number
number of
of trees
trees as
as thinnings
thinnings are
are
The following guide suggests
repeated.

Guide for Number of Trees
Trees Per Acre to
to be Retained,
Retained,
Plus or Minus 25
25 Percent
Percent
Age

Trees

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
NOTE:

600
500
400
300
225
175
125
100

thinnings to maintain 150
150 square
square feet of basal area
area per
per acre
acre as
as aa minimum
Repeat thinnings
on site quality
quality class
class III
III or
or better.
better.
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Practices in Ponderosa
Ponderosa Pine
Pine
Cutting Practices
Thomas1
M. Thomas
Gail M.
SILVICULT1JRAL
THEORY
SILV1CULTURAL THEORY
Site

Plants are influenced by the particular spot
spot in which they live.
live. Whether they
they thrive
thrive or
or
not
depends upon
upon the
the combined
combined effect
effect of
of all
all the
the factors
factors which
which make up the plant location.
not depends
location. A few,
few,
but
all, of these
these factors
factors are:
are: Soil depth and composition,
composition, slope,
slope, elevation,
elevation, aspect,
aspect, competcompetbut not all,
those influences
influences that
that might
might limit
limit growth.
growth. For convenience, foresters
foresters
ing vegetation,
vegetation, and even those
all together
together under
under aa single
single term--site.
term—site.
group these factors all
Native Growth Capacity
Capacitl
has a native capacity to sustain life
be compared
compared to
to aa dish
dish of
of stew.
stew. It
It has
Site might well be
and produce growth.
growth. Where
Where there
there is
is an
an optimum
optimum number
number of
of plants
plants sharing
sharing the
the same
same site,
site, the
the
growth capacity of the
the site
site is
is used
used each
each year
year and
and the
the plants
plants are
are healthy.
healthy. Where too
too many plants
plants
share the site,
site, the growth
growth capacity
capacity of
of the
the site
site must
must be
be spread
spread too
too thinly.
thinly. If some ingredients
ingredients
or factors
or
factors are
are in
in short
short supply,
supply, or
or if
if there
there are
are harmful
harmful factors,
factors, then
then growth
growth will
will be
be limited
limited by
by
factors. Such factors are
are referred
referred to
to as
as limiting
limiting factors.
factors. In pure stands of ponderosa
these factors.
pine, available
moisture is
is thought
thought to
to be
be the
the principal
principal site
site factor
factor that
that limits
limits growth.
growth.
pine,
available moisture
Moisture Availability
There is
regions where ponderosa pine
is little
little in the way of summer precipitation in the regions
Therefore,
Therefore, unless
unless lands
lands are subirrigated,
subirrigated, the moisture available to ponderosa pine iB
is
mainly that
that which is
is stored
stored by
by the
the soil
soil during
during the
the nongrowing
nongrowing season.
season. When
When moisture
moisture is
is gone
gone from
from
site, growth
growth stops.
stops. The pine then stands
stands comparatively dormant
dormant until
until the next
next growing season
the site,
with its limited
limited supply
supply of
of stored
stored moisture.
moisture. Sites
Sites having identical
identical precipitation
precipitation may
may vary
vary
greatly in
in productive capacity,
capacity, depending
depending upon
upon the
the ability
ability of
of the
the soil
soil to
to store
store and
and yield
yield moismoisgrows.

ture.
ture .

Growth and
and Competition
Growth-ring analyses
young ponderosa pine
their early
early
analyses bear Out
out the belief
belief that
that young
pine seldom spend
spend their
It is
life in strong competition.
competition. It
is probable that
that even with dense
dense stands
stands of
of seedlings
seedlings the
the stockstockThis coning is
ing
is commensurate with the
the carrying capacity
capacity of
of the
the site
site at
at that
that particular
particular moment.
moment. This
condition does
does not
not last.
last.
As the young trees
As
trees increase
increase in
in size,
size, their
their needs
needs also
also increase.
increase. If the growth
growth capacity
capacity of
of
the site
site remains
remains constant,
constant, the
the needs of
of the
the forest
forest stand
stand cannot
cannot be
be met.
met. Competition for
for the
the
the
necessities increases,
increases, and
and it
it is
is especially
especially crucial
crucial for
for those
those factors
factors that
that are
are limited.
limited.
various necessities
result is
is aa gradual
gradual deterioration
deterioration of
of general
general growth
growth and
and thrift
thrift in
in the
the forest.
forest. Weakened trees
trees
The result
fade slowly from the stand,
fade
stand, sometimes
sometimes taking
taking years
years to
to die.
die. In
their weakened condition they
they may
In their
for insects
insects and
and diseases
diseases which
which sometimes
sometimes build
build up
up to
to epidemic
epidemic proportions
proportions endangerendangerbecome hosts for
the entire
entire forest.
forest. Space vacated by dying trees is
is taken
taken up
up by
by neighboring
neighboring trees,
trees, which
which then
then
ing the
for
free from
from competition.
competition. The competitive battle is
is then
then fought
fought all
all
for a time may be relatively free
of a site
with the
the needs
needs of
of the
the
over again.
again. This is
is Nature's way of
of balancing growth capacity of
site with
occupying the
the site--a
site--a slow
slow and
and difficult
difficult process
process at
at best.
best.
vegetation occupying

THINNING
Economic Considerations
Considerations

Foresters
to restrict
Foresters seek to
restrict or
or eliminate
eliminate competition
competition by
by artificial
artificial thinning,
thinning, giving
giving each
each
tree its own growing
growing space.
space. The growth capacity
the site
site is
is concentrated
capacity of
of the
concentrated into
into comparatively
comparatively
1-Gail
Thomas is
is in
in business
business as
as aa private
private forestry
forestry consultant in
•■Gail M.N.Thomas
in Bend,
Bend, Oregon.
Oregon. His earlier
experience includes service with the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, Wyoming
Wyoming Game
Game and
and Fish
Fish Commission,
Commission,
U.
U. S.
S. Soil
Soil Conservation Service,
Service, and
and 18
18 years
years with
with the
the Western
Western Pine
Pine Association
Association as
as aa consultant
consultant
to
to Oregon and Washington pine manufacturers in
in forest
forest management
management and
and production
production matters.
matters.
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few stems.
stems. This brings the
the forest
forest stand
stand to
to merchantable
merchantable size
size at
at an
an earlier
earlier date
date and
and dedicates
dedicates
the
the potential of the
the area
area to
to useful products.
products. It
It has
has been estimated by Pacific Northwest Forest
and
Range Experiment
Experiment Station
Station researchers2
researchers2 that
that even
even aa moderate
moderate thinning
thinning will
will shorten
shorten the
the time
time
and Range
necessary for growing an
necessary
an 18-inch
18-inch diameter
diameter ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine by
by as
as much
much as
as 60
60 years.
years. It also
also is
is,
stated that
thinning in
stated
that thinning
in young
young ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine will
will justify
justify an
an expenditure
expenditure of
of up
up to
to $40
$40 per
per acre
acre
and
2% percent interest
interest on the
the investment.
investment.
and will
will return 2½

Precommercial Versus
Precornrnercial
Versus Commercial
Commercial Thinning
Thinning
Foresters relate thinning to
to economics.
economics. They term a thinning commercial when
when the
the products
products
of the
the forest
forest can
can be
be sold
sold by
by the
the owner,
owner, or
or when
when they
they can
can be
be used
used tto replace necessary
necessary products
products
that
that the
the owner would otherwise have to
to purchase. The products may be in
in the
the form
form of
of logs,
logs, poles,
poles,
posts, props,
or firewood. Thinnings made before the products
props, or
products become
become merchantable
merchantable are
are referred
referred
to as
as precommercial.
precommercial.
Actually the
the concepts governing
governing thinning
thinning remain
remain the
the same
same whether
whether the
the thinning
thinning is
is preconprecommercial or commercial,
concepts to
promote immediate
immediate maximum
maximum gain
gain can
can only
only harm
harm the
the
commercial, and changing concepts
to promote
stand. The proper
proper time
time to
to thin
thin in
in aa forest
forest stand
stand is
is when
when the
the condition
condition of
of the
the stand
stand dicdicforest stand.
tates
tates that aa thinning
thinning is
is necessary.
necessary.

Where economics
consideration, then
then the
the forester
forester must
must
economics must--as
must—as it often does--become
does—become a consideration,
wrestle with
with the
the problem
problem of
of least
least damage
damage to
to the
the 8tand.
stand. From
From aa silvicultural
silvicultural standpoint,
standpoint, in
in this
this
case,
case, it is wise to
to select
select the
the poorest trees
trees which
which will
will make
make the
the saleable
saleable product.
product. Thinning
from below is
is usually preferable to
to thinning
thinning from
from above.
above. This practice has aa tendency
tendency to
to upupgrade the stand physically
physically and
and genetically.
genetically. A possible exception to this
this rule would
would be
be the
the
removal of wolf trees
trees that
that are
are occupying more than
than aa fair
fair share
share of
of the
the forest
forest site.
site.
Thinning Intensity
It has
has been found that square feet of stem
It
stem basal area
area per
per acre
acre is
is aa reliable
reliable measure
measure of
of the
the
site's capacity to
to produce
produce plant
plant growth.
growth. High sites
sites will support
support the
the greatest
greatest basal
basal area.
area. The
basal area
area maximum
maximum is
is constant
constant for
for any
any given
given site
site over
over relatively
relatively long
long periods
periods of
of time.
time. Treatment that
that alters
alters the
the site
site is
is also
also likely
likely to
to alter
alter the
the basal
basal area
area maximum.
maximum. Basal area maxitnums
maximums
increase approximately 20 square feet for each change upward in
increase
in site
site classification
classification between
between
site VI
site I.
I.
VI and site

PonderoBa
Ponderosa Pine Basal Area
Area Table
Table

Site

I....
I...
II...
II....
III...
III....
IV....
IV...
V....
V...
VI...
VI....

Midpoint
Site Index

Square feet
area
basal area
maximum

120
106
92
78
64
50

258
237
215
195
175
155

Individual tree
tree growth is
is most rapid
rapid when
when the
the basal
basal area
area on
on aa given
given acre
acre is
is low.
low. Usable
per-acre volume growth
growth is
is probably
probably greatest
greatest when basal
basal area
area ranges
ranges between
between 50
50 and
and 75
75 percent
percent of
of
maximum (sometimes
(sometimes termed
termed normal).
normal).
maximum
Thinnings in
in commercial-sized material should
should be
be aimed
aimed at
at maximum
maximum growth
growth per
per acre.
acre. ThinThinnings in
noncommercial stands
stands should
should strive
strive for
for the
the maximum
maximum growth
growth on
on enough
enough individual
individual trees
trees
nings
in noncommercial

2Jaines
Sowder, in
in aa talk
talk before
before Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service personnel,
James E.E. Sowder,
personnel, 1954,
1954, Bend,
Bend, Oregon.
Oregon.
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number
The number
to bring
bring the
the stand
stand to
to commercial
commercial size
75 percent
percent of
of normal
normal basal
area stocking.
stocking, The
to
size at
at 75
basal area
of stems
stems to
leave will
will depend
depend upon
and the
the final
finalproduct
product expected.
expected.
of
to leave
uponthe
the site
site and

The
WesternPine
PineAssociation
Associationhas
haspublished
publisheda aponderosa
ponderosapine
pinethinning
thinningguide
guidefor
for use
use by
by tree
tree
The Western

This guide,
guide, based
based on
on tree
tree diameters,
stocking of
of stands
stands to
fanners. This
diameters, reduces
reduces stocking
to 50
50 percent
percent of
of nornorfarmers.
most
mal basal area
area and
and contemplates
contemplates conirnercial
commercial thinnings.
thinnings. It
It isisapplicable
applicabletoto
mostponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine
mal
stands in
stands
in the
the Northwest.
Northwest.

thetallest
tallest
To
use the
the guide,
guide, the
diameterofof the
the stand
To use
the average
average diameter
stand is
is found.
found. Diameters
Diameters ofofthe
trees, the
are measured
measuredfor
forthe
the purpose,
purpose, as
as they
they are
trees,
thedominants
dominants and
and codominants,
codominants, are
are the
the ones
ones which
which
followingthe
thetable
table across
across from
fromthe
the average
averaged.b.h.
d.b.h. of
of the
will
be left
in the
the stand.
stand. By
By following
the stand,
stand,
will be
left in
one
finds the
of trees
trees to
one finds
the desirable
desirable number
number of
to leave
leave per
per acre
acreand
andthe
thedesirable
desirablespacing
spacingbetween
between the
the
trees.
one can
can easily
easilycalculate
calculatea proper
a proper
number of
ofleave
leavetrees
trees
noncomFromthis
this table,
table, one
number
forfor
noncomtrees. From
mercial
mercial thinning
thinning also.
also.
1

Ponderosa Pine
Pine Thinnin
Ponderosa
Thinning Guide
Site II
Site
II
Site
Site III
III
Spacing
Number
Number
Spacing

Average

DBH
DB}1
of

trees
trees

of

in
feet
feet

trees
trees

feet
feet

10 .....
12 ...
.
.

430
360
220
150

10
11
14
17

360
315
200
130

11
12
15
18

14
16
18
20

.

.
.
.
.

120
90
70
55

19
22
25
28

100
80
65
50

21
23
26
29

. .
. .
10 ....
12 ....

325
280
190
120

12
12
15
19

300
260
170
120

12
13
16
19

14
16
18
20

90
70
55
45

22
25

80
65
50
40

23
26
29
32

stand
6 .
8 ..

. . .
. . .

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

...
.
...
.
....
....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sit
IV
Sitee IV
6 ..
8 ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
.

...
.
...
.
...
....

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

18....
.

.

.

.

.

.

Site
Site V
V

I

28
31

in

of

.

Basal
area of
basal area
Basal area
of leave
leave trees
treesequals
equalsapproximately
approximately one-half
one-half normal
normal basal
area

stocking.
stocking.

What
to Take
What to
Take and
and What
What to
to Leave
Leave

Tree
planning aa thinning
thinning program
programare
areoften
often troubled
troubled in
in making
thedecision
decision as
as to
to
Tree farmers
farmers planning
making the
what toto cut
cut and
whattotoleave
leaveinin the
the forest.
forest. It
what
and what
well for
forthe
theforester
forestertotodiscuss
discusswith
withthem
them
It isiswell
the various
various considerations
considerationsand
andtotoset
setupupa asystem
systemofofpriorities
prioritiesfor
for their
their use.
the
use. Management
objectives
will govern
the final
objectives will
govern the
final decisions.
decisions.
Removal
in tree
treeremoval.
removal.
Removalofofdiseased
diseasedand
andinsect-infested
insect-infestedtrees
trees should
should hold
holdhigh
highpriority
priority in
Often
these are
are sources
sourcesofofinfection
infection for
for other
other trees
trees in
Often these
in the
the stand.
stand. A
A possible
possible exception
exception is
is
incipient mistletoe,
canbebeleft
left for
incipient
mistletoe, which
which can
for aa short
short time
time in
in the
the stand,
stand, provided
provided the
the infected
infected tree
tree
is
nearing commercial
commercial size.
These trees
forthe
thepurpose
purpose of
of mairmainis nearing
size. These
trees should
shouldnever
neverbebeleft
left strictly
strictly for

taming spacing
there is
is aa healthy,
taining
spacing when
when there
healthy, though
though not-so-well-spaced
not-so-well-spaced tree
tree nearby.
nearby.

It isiswise
wiseasasa asecond
secondpriority
priority
removethe
theforest
forest
misfits,
badly
deformedoror
damaged
It
to to
remove
misfits,
the the
badly
deformed
damaged
trees
thatfor
for
somereason
reasonwill
will
never
makea aproduct
productsuited
suited
management needs.
needs. These
trees that
some
never
make
to to
management
These trees
trees
only occupy
occupyspace
spaceininthe
theforest
forest and
andinin all
all probability
only
probability will
will not
not return
returndividends
dividends on
on the
the owner's
owner's
investment.
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At the same time one removes
removes the forest
misfits, aa weeding
weeding operation
operation may
forest misfits,
be desirable.
desirable.
may be
Land managers often have a specific product in mind and wish to
to eliminate trees
the stand
stand
trees from
from the
which
which will
will not
not produce
produce this
this product.
product. An example
farmer growing
or
example would
would be
be a tree
tree farmer
growing pulpwood
pulpwood or
Christmas trees.
trees. Most certainly he would wish to
to eliminate larch from
from the stand as it would not
not
be suited to either purpose.

The precotmuercial
precommercial thinning
forest
thinning also
also offers
offers an
an excellent
excellent opportunity
opportunity for
for upgrading
upgrading the
the forest
stand genetically.
As a general rule,
rule, the
the finest
finest trees
trees should
should be
be left
left for
for gráwth.
growth. Under
compeAs
Under competition,
good indicator
indicator of
of the
the superior
superior tree.
tree.
tition, dominance is often a good
Where dominance haa
has not manifested itself in the stand,
stand, the land manager should look at
the
at the
general ability
ability of the
the tree
tree to
to respond
respond to
to the
the thinning
thinning treatment.
treatment. Trees
Trees with
with exceptionally
exceptionally small
small
crowns
crowns or
or poor
poor needle
needle complements
complements have
have practically
practically no
no ability
ability to
to make
make rapid
rapid growth
growth after
after release.
release.
that goes into plant
is manufactured
leaf area.
This is because the cellulose that
plant growth is
manufactured in the leaf
area.
Rapid response is
Rapid
is dependent upon the
the size
size of
of the
the manufacturing
manufacturing area.
area. There is nothing to
to be
gained
to treattreatgained by
by a thinning
thinning operation
operation if
if trees
trees left
left in
in the
the woods
woods are
are not
not capable
capable of
of response
response to
ment.
Season for Thinning
The Seaeon
The winter
winter months—October
months--October through February—provide
February--provide an
an ideal
ideal time
time for
for aa thinning
thinning operation
operation
in the farni
woodlot. Farm
Fartnwork
workatatthis
this time
time usually
ueually is
is at
at its
its lowest ebb.
farm woodlot.
ebb. Insect
activity also
also
Insect activity
ie low,
is
low, and there is
is little danger of aa population
population buildup
buildup of
of these
these forest
forest pests.
pests.
The thinning aeason
season can be extended
extended if
if proper
proper precautions
precautions are
are taken.
taken. The
The ideal
ideal solution
solution to
to
the slash accumulation problem is
is aa chipping operation
operation accompanying
accompanying the
the thinning.
thinning. This
This reduces
reduces
the insect
the
insect and
and fire hazard while at the same
same time
time returning
returning all
all of
of the
the residue
residue to
to the
the soil.
soil. It
It
makes possible work in
in the
the woods at
at any
any season
season of
of the
the year.
year. A more practical solution is that of
swamper burning. Here the tree
tree farmer
farmer burns
burns the
the slash
slash as
as it
it accumulates.
accumulates. It
is possible
possible by
by
It i
permit to
or 33
special pertnit
to thus
thus extend
extend the
the safe
safe season
seaaon for
for working
working in
in the
the woods
woods by
by as
as much
much as
as 22 or
months.
Precautions

Occasionally the
the farmer
farmer will
will work
work the
the products
products of
of thinning
thinning into
into firewood,
firewood, and
and then
then unthinkunthinkOccasionally
ingly leave
ingly
leave the firewood ricked against some
some of the
the leave
leave trees.
trees. The farmer should
should be cautioned
against this
this practice as
against
as it
it is almost a guarantee
guarantee of
of in8ect
insect attack.
attack. He should
should be urged to
to haul
his firewood from the forest
forest at
at the
the close
close of
of each
each season.
season. He will thus
thus protect his investment
investment
in the forestry operation.

PRUNING
PRUNING
Pruning as
Prtining
as aa Priority
Priority Practice
Pruning of the young tree has
has as
as its
its purpose
purpose improvement
improvement of
of grade
grade from sawn
sawn lumber
lumber or
or from
veneer
not be advocated
advocated as
as a management
management practice
practice of
of high
high priority,
priority, but
but
veneer stock.
stock. Pruning should not
rather as a job to be done after
after other practices
practices of
of higher
higher priority
priority have
have been
been completed.
completed. These
would
would include:
include:

1.

Conversion of static old-growth stands
stands to
to aa growing
growing second-growth
second-growth forest.
forest.

of usable
usable forest
forest products
products from
2. Thinning of existing stands
stands to produce optimum growth of
the area.
area.

3.
3.

Establishment of reproduction
reproduction on
on denuded
denuded areas.
areas.

Pruning as
as an
an Investment

It
that the
the trees
trees be
be growing
growing at
at an
an optimum
optimum rate—not
rate--not slower
slower than
than
It is
is particularly important
important that
2
inches or preferably 3 inches
2 Inches
inches of diameter
diameter growth
growth per
per decade--before
decade—before pruning
pruning is
is attempted.
attempted.
Otherwise,
Otherwise, the
the tree
tree farmer
farmer is
is not
not likely
likely to
to realize
realize aa return
return on
on his
his investment.
investment. It
important,
It is important,
too, that
that the
the management
managementobjectives
too,
objectives of
of the
the tree
tree farmer
farmer be
be considered.
considered. A pruning recommendation,
recommendation,
for
example, would not be in
for example,
in keeping with
with pulpwood
pulpwood production.
production. Pruned trees should be the
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high-value
40 years
years time.
time. The profits
profits
high-value species,
species, which the tree farmer expects to harvest within 40
from pruning are wiped out
out by compound interest
interest costs if
if the
the investment
investment is
is carried
carried for
for longer
longer
periods.
Pruning Costs
The tree
tree farmer
farmer should
should understand that
that his
his costs
costs will
will increase
increase with
with tree
tree diameter
diameter and
and prunprunUnless the site
site is
is exceptional,
exceptional, he
he should
should not
not be
be encouraged
encouraged to
to prune
prune trees
trees larger
larger
ing height.
Pruning with
with a pole
pole saw above 12 feet'costs
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. Pruning
feet costs nearly twice
twice as
as much
much per
per foot
foot
than 10 inches
It would
would not,
not, therefore,
therefore, be good business to prune
as
bole. It
as pruning on the lower portion of the bole.
portion of'
of- logs
the upper portion
logs while
while the
the lower
lower portions
portions of
of eligible
eligible trees remain untouched.

When to Prune
Pruning should be started
started in
in the
the forest
forest before the
the trees
trees reach
reach 44 inches
inches
may be necessary
necessary to
to prune
prune the
the trees
trees in
in stages,
stages, removing
removing part
part of
of the
the limbs
limbs as
as
and returning to increase the height of the pruning a few years later.
later. Such
advantages:

in
in diameter.
diameter. It
first operation,
operation,
aa first
a system has several

is able
able partially
partially to
to fire-proof
fire-proof aa larger
larger area
area with
with limited funds and
1.
The tree 'farmer
farmer is
and
1.
time as
as he
he is
is removing the lower
branches which lead
time
lower branches
lead fire into the tree crowns.
crowns.

2.
2.

Slash accumulation is better distributed,
distributed, minimizing fire and insect
insect problems.
problems.

3. Healing of pruning scars
scars is
is more rapid because limbs are small and there
there is
is less
less shock
shock
to the tree.
tree.

HARVEST
HARVEST CUTTINGS:
CUTTINGS:

THODS AND CONSIDERATIONS
METHODS

Unit
Control
Unit Area Control
In recent
recent years,
years, foresters
foresters have
have coined
coined the
the term "Unit
"Unit Area Control"
Control" to
In
to cover the applicaapplication of
of basic
basic forest
management. In
In simple
simple language,
the term implies
regardtion
forest management.
language, the
implies treating each area regardless of
of size
size according to
less
to its
its needs.
needs. This
is common-sense forestry and over long periods of time
This is
could bring about
about the
the ultimate
ultimate in
in forest
forest management.
management. Regardless of the silvicultural practice
ultimately adopted
adopted for a species,
species, the managed forest
forest will employ the unit area concept.
concept. The
not be confused,
however, with a silvicultural
concept should not
confused, however,
silvicultural system,
system, for it is in reality the
tool for putting any
any silvicultural
silvicultural system
system in
in practice.
practice.
Importance of Prior Regeneration
The regeneration aspect
of ponderosa pine
pine is
is a most
most important
The
aspect of
important problem of the
the forester.
forester.
Limited rainfall,
rainfall, various site peculiarities,
peculiarities, high soil
soil temperatures,
temperatures, infrequent seed years,
years,
seed-eating rodents,
rodents, and
and other
other influences
influences make
make regeneration
regeneration of
of many
many denuded
denuded areas
areas an
an accident
accident
seed-eating
of nature rather
rather than
than aa normal
normal possibility.
possibility. It
It is
is best,
best, therefore,
therefore, to
to remove the
the overstory in
in
stages, planning carefully for and attaining regeneration before the final harvest is
is made.
stages,
made.

Selection Cuts
Cuts
stands where reproduction is
is lacking,
lacking, a selection system of removal
is often
In old-growth stands
removal is
often
employed, though not without some
employed,
some disadvantages.
disadvantages. Chief of these
these is the fact that disease and
insects are not always respecters
insects
respecters of
of superior
superior genetics.
genetics. For protection of
of the
the stand,
stand, however,
however,
diseased and
and insect-infested
insect-infested trees
trees must be removed,
removed, even though
though such
such removal often takes trees
trees
that would otherwise make ideal
that
ideal seed
seed stock.
stock.
trees for removal,
removal, the forester
forester is
is guided by symptoms
symptoms of
In selecting trees
of poor
poor risk or
or poor
poor
health in
in the
the tree.
tree. These
themselves in
in the
These manifest
manifest themselves
the form of
of poor
poor foliage
foliage color,
color, below-average
below-average
needle complement,
complement, dying twigs,
twigs, and
and the
the presence
presence of
of mechanical
mechanical defect.
defect.
The Penalty System
System

A pnalty
penalty system
system has
has been
been devised
devised for
for classifying
classifying the
the trees
trees into
into vigor classes.
classes. Trees with
a penalty score
score of
of zero
zero to
to 44 are
are in
in the
the low-risk
low-risk class.
class. A score of 5 to 7
7 indicates
indicates only fair
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vigor, and a score of 8 or more indicates that
the stand as
vigor,
that the tree should be removed from the
a
as a
high ri8k.
risk. A copy of the
the penalty
penalty system
system for
for rating
rating high-risk
high-risk ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine is
is shown
shown below.
below.

PENALTY SYSTEM FOR RATING HIGH RISK TREES
Penalt
Penalty
Needle Condition
y
' (1)
(I) Needle Complement
(a) Needle complement normal
00
(b)
Less than normal
normal complement
complement through
through crown.
crown. No contrast
LeaB-than
between
lower crown
2
between upper
upper and lower
2
(c) Thin complement in
in upper crown,
crown, normal in
in lower
lower crown.
crown.
Cc)
Contra8l
Contrast evident between upper and lower crown
55
(2) Needle Length
(2)
(a) Needle
length
normal normal ..................... o0
Needle
length
(b) Needle8
Needles shorter
shorter than
than normal
normal throughout
throughout crown.
crown. No
contrast between
upper
and lower
crown crown ............ 22
contrast
between
upper
and lower
Needle8
(c)
Needles BhOrt
short in
in top,
top, normal
normal below.
below. Marked contra8t
contrast
Cc)
evident
55
(3) Needle Color
(3)
(a) Normal
0o
(a)
Off
(b)
Of color
f color ...........................22
Fading
8
(c)
8

...................
................
........

evident............................
Normal .............................
Fading ............................

Twig and
and Branch
Branch Conditions
Conditions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

No
or branches
dead
No twigs
twig8
or branches
dead .....................0
0
A few Bcattered
scattered dead or dying twigs
twigs or branches
branches in crown
1
scattered dead or dying
dying twigs
twigs or branches in
in crown
2
Many scattered
Dead or dying twigs
twig8 or branches
branches in crown which
which form a
spot or hole in crown,
top
definite weak Bpot
crown, particularly in top
1/3
crowncrown ............................3
1/3of of
3
Dead or dying twigs
twig8 or branches
branche8 in crown which
which form more
than
than one
one weak
weak spot
Bpot or
or hole
hole in
in crown,
crown, particularly
particularly in
in top
top
1/3
crowncrown ............................
«
5
1/3of of
5

...... 1
...... 2

Top Crown Condition
Too
7l)
No
killing
Notoptop
killing ........................... 0o
(1)
(2)
no proges8ive
progressive weakne88
weakness or
or killing
killing in
in
Old top kill with no
(2)
green crown
22
(3) Old top kill with a progressive
progrés8ive weakness
weakneB8 or killing in
green
crown below below ......................... 55
greencrown
(4) Current top killing
8
(5) Broken top
top -- recent,
recent, lesB
less than
1/3 1/3 ................. 55
than
(5)
(6) Broken top
top -- recent,
recent, more
1/3 1/3 ................. 88
re than
than
(6)
No progressive
progressive
weakne8s ............. 22
(7) Broken
Broken top
top -- old.
old. No
weakness
(7)

greencrown ............................

........................ 8

Factor8
Other Factors

(1)

(2)
(2)

Lightning Btrike8-strikes—
recently struck,
no healing
evident evident .............. 88
recently
struck,
no healing
healed
Btrike ......................... 2
2
healed strike
valens attacks
attacks in
in basal
basal bole.-bole—
Dendroctonus valens
current successful
-....■ 66
current
successful ................... -.
pitched out
out
2
old pitched
.

........................ 2

Shelterwood
Modified Shelterwood
conversion of.
of- old-growth
is often
The conversion
old-growth stands
stands of
of ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine to
to thrifty
thrifty young growth is
complicated by the
the presence of insects and
and disease in the old stand.
stand. Their influence must be
weighed along
along with certain
certain broad
broad silvicultural
silvicultural concepts
concepts for
for the
the species
species if
if the
the conversion
conversion is
is
concepts to
to consider
consider are
are that:
that:
successful. The concepts
1.
1.

pine is
is aa relatively
relatively intolerant
intolerant species.
species.
Ponderosa pine
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2. Though the
the species
species is
is intolerant,
intolerant, high soil temperatures
temperatures over
over much
much of
of its
its range
range make
make
2.
necessary the
the establishment
establishment of
of the seedlings
necessary
seedlings in partial shade.
shade.
Ponderosa pine produces
3.
Ponderosa
produces good crops of seed only infrequently,
infrequently, possibly
possibly every
every 77 to
to 10
10
3.
years.

4.
4.

A combination of conditions necessary to
to establishment
establishment of
of aa seedling
seedling crop
crop are
are even
even less
less
frequent
than the
the seed years,
years, as
frequent than
as much as 20 to
to 40 years sometimes
sometimes elapsing
elapsing between
between estabestablishment of
lishinent
of successive
successive crops.

For the
5.
For
the above reasons,
reasons, age class distribution is
is by
by groups
groups or
or by
by areas
areas rather
rather than
than by
by
5.
individuals
as one
one would expect
expect to find in a true selection forest.
individuals as
forest.
The above site and silvicultural
silvicultural considerations
considerations incline
incline many
many foresters
foresters to
to believe
believe that
that aa
modified shelterwood system is
is the logical
logical approach
approach to
to ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine management. This system
system
envisions
envisions ponderosa pine grown in even-aged stands or groups
groups as
as the
the species
species is
is so
so inclined.
inclined. The
would call
call for
for at
plan would
at least
least one thinning before the trees
trees are
are of merchantable size.
size. The thinshould be
be used
used as
as a weeding operation,
ning should
operation, also--where
also—where weeding is
is desirable--and
desirable—and should
should leave
leave
adequate trees
to bring the stand to at least 75 percent of normal stocking
trees to
stocking at
at the
the time
time the
the trees
trees
of merchantable
merchantable size.
size.
become of
Subsequent
Subsequent harvests in the area
area should be of the
the release
release cutting
cutting variety,
variety, designed
designed to
to upupgrade
is needed and
and designed to
to promote
grade the
the forest
forest genetically for the time when a seed crop is
maximum per acre
acre growth of usable wood products.
products. The rate of growth could logically
logically be controlled by intensity of
of cut.
cut.

A simple
simple tool
tool to use as
as a measure of cutting intensity is
is basal area.
area. Many foresters
it for
for its
its ease
ease of
of application.
application. The tool
tool is
is not
important, however,
long as there is
prefer it
not important,
however, as long
sufficient
stock left
left on
on the
the area
area to:
to:
sufficient growing stock
1.

Discourage establishment
establishment of
of reproduction
reproduction until
until the
the forester
forester is
is ready
ready for
for its
its establishestablish-

ment .
ment.
2.

Discourage the establishment of competing brush species.
species.

3.

Insure full
full use of the site's native capacity to produce wood fiber.
fiber.

basal area to produce the above results may vary somewhat with the
The ideal
ideal reduction in basal
site, but
but in all probability will not drop below 50
50 percent
percent of normal basal area
area
particular site,

stocking.
The forester
should plan for
The
forester should
for regeneration of the
the stand with the semifinal
semifinal cut
cut in the rotarotaThis cut
cut should
tion. This
should reduce the stocking to a point--again
point—again depending upon site--where
site—where there
will be a considerable lag
lag in
in utilization of the full growth capacity of the site by the residual
would be preferable to have this
cut and resultant
resultant ground disturbance coincide with
stand. It
It would
this cut
good seed
seed production year.
aa good
year. The final cut is
is made at any time after the new crop is
is established.
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Other
Species-Silvical Characteristics
Characteristics
Other Species--Silvical
Management Practices
Practices
and Management
Wendell H.
H. Harmon

1

INTRODUCTION

Following
is a description of
principal silvical characteristics and
and the
the desirable
desirable
Following is
of the principal
management practices
practices for important tree species found in
in Oregon and
and Washington. Trees presented
herein are
are limited
limited to those commercial species
species found most commonly
commonly on farm
farm woodlands
woodlands and
and forest
forest
holdings in these two states
states and which are
are of primary concern to
to the
the fieldmen.
fieldmen.
(1) Engelmann
Engelmann spruce,
spruce, (2)
(2) grand
grand fir,
fir, (3)
western
The following species are
are discussed:
discussed: (1)
(3) western
larch,
(4) lodgepole
(6) western
(7) red alder,
alder, (8)
(8)
larch, (4)
lodgepole pine,
pine, (5)
(5) western
western white
white pine,
pine, (6)
western red cedar,
cedar, (7)
bigleaf
(9) Oregon
(10) black
bigleaf maple,
maple, (9)
Oregon white
white oak,
oak, and
and (10)
black cottonwood.
cottonwood.

ENGELMANN
ENGELM.ANN SPRUCE
SPRUCE (Picea
(Picea engelmanni)
engelmanni).
Use
wood is
weight, uniform in
color, easy to
work, and
and has
has good nail-holding
The wood
is light
light in weight,
in color,
to work,
capacity;
capacity; it
it is
is commonly
commonly used
used for
for lumber,
lumber, including
including sheathing,
sheathing, framing,
framing, and
and paneling.
paneling. Engelmann
spruce ranks
ranks with
with eastern
eastern spruces
spruces for
for its
its excellent
excellent pulp
pulp and
and paper-making
paper-making properties.
properties.
spruce

Sites
Growing Sites
This species
usually grows
grows in
in aa climatic
climatic zone
zone classed
classed as
as cool
cool and
and humid.
humid. In Oregon and
This
species usually
and
Washington it is
is connnonly
feet. It
commonly found on the Cascade Range between 4,000
4,000 and 6,000 feet.
It may occur
as low as
as 2,000 feet
feet in
in cool pockets
pockets along
along streams
streams and
and valley
valley bottoms.
bottoms. The tree
tree reaches
reaches best
best
as
growth in deep,
deep, well-drained silt
silt and
and clay
clay loam
loam soils
soils and
and on
on moist
moist alluvial
alluvial soils.
soils. Poor growth
can be
shallow, dry,
dry, coarse-textured
coarse-textured sands
sands and
and gravels;
gravels; heavy
heavy clay
clay surface
surface soils;
soils;
be expected on shallow,
and saturated
saturated soils.
soils.

Growth, Rotations
Growth.
Early growth is
is slow.
slow. However,
However, established
established reproduction,
reproduction, which
which may
may be
be quite
quite old,
old, has
has the
the
ability to
to respond
respond to
to release.
release. The
The tree has
has the capacity to
to make good growth at
at advanced
advanced ages
ages
to 300
300 years
years if
if given
given sufficient
sufficient growing
growing room.
room.
up to
found in
in varying
varying mixtures
mixtures with western
Engelmann spruce
spruce is
is cotmuonly
commonly found
western larch,
larch, Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
grand
grand fir,
fir, western
western white
white pine,
pine, western
western red
red cedar,
cedar, western
western hemlock,
hemlock, and
and other
other conifers
conifers and
and hardhardwoods. Mature
Mature stand
stand volumes
volumes of
of all
all species,
species, including
including Engelmann
Engelmann spruce,
spruce,will
willrange
rangefrom
from5,000
5,000
to
15,000 board
board feet
feet in
in poorer
poorer sites,
sites, and
and from
from 25,000
25,000 to
to 40,000
40,000 board
board feet
feet Scribner
Scribner scale
scale on
on
to 15,000
Trees 300 years old commonly range
better sites.
sites. Trees
range in
in size
size from
from 18
18 inches to 30 inches
inches d.b.h.,
d.b.h.,
with heights of
of 80
80 feet
feet to
to 100
100 feet.
feet. Some mature dominants may exceed
exceed 40
40 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and
and 150
150
feet in
in height.

The
of this
this species
species can
can far
far exceed
exceed the
the rotation
rotation period
period that
that can
can be
be practiced
practiced on
on
The life
life span
span of
most managed forest
forest properties.
properties. For this
this reason,
period selected
selected must
must be
be based
based on
reason, the
the rotation
rotatin period
factors other than the age of the
the stand.
stand.
factors

1Wendell
TJendell H.
H. Harmon retired in
in January,
January, 1968
1968 after
after 32
32% years of service with the
the
Service in the Western Plains States
States and
and the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. His
His experience
with farm
farm forestry,
forestry, Soil
Soil Bank,
Bank, and
and timber
timber management.
management. During the
the last
last 10
10 years
years
in timber stand improvement and
and commercial
commercial timber
timber cutting
cutting practices.
practices. Since
Since his
his
has been managing his
his tree
has
tree farm
farm in
in Clackamas
Clackamas and
and Lincoln
Lincoln Counties,
Counties, Oregon.
Oregon.
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U. S.
S. Forest
Forest
U.
includes work
includes
work
he
he specialized
specialized
retirement, he
retirement,

Regeneration
Successful
Successful planting
planting methods
methods have
have yet
yet to
to be
be developed,
developed, and
and reproduction
reproduction is
is usually
usually difficult
difficult
to
clearcut areas.
areas. Early growth of planted tree
tree is
is slow.
slow. Natural reproduction,
reproduction,
to establish on clearcut
even though
though quite
quite old,
old, responds
responds to
to release
release and
and it
it is
is most
most desirable
desirable to
to protect
protect and
and utilize
utilize it.
it.
Cutting Practices

Engelmann spruce is
windthrow on
on shallow
shallow soils,
soils, because
because under
under these
these conditions
conditions
is subject
subject to
to windthrow
it has
has a shallow root system.
it
system. Heavy partial cutting
cutting will
will increase
increase the
the risk.
risk. On deep,
deep, porous
soils,
soils, the risk of blowdown is
is reduced.
reduced.

spruce, grand fir,
fir, western larch,
larch, and
species found
Cutting practices for Engelmann spruce,
and other
other species
found
stands can be
in the same stands
be varied
varied considerably
considerably to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needs of
of the
the timber
timber owner
owner and
and stti.ll
still
is planned,
planned, defective,
defective, decadent,]
decadent,weak,
maintain a productive stand.
stand. Where aa light
light selection
selection cut
cut is
weak,
and suppressed timber should be removed first.
used, a good rule is
and
first. If clearcuts are to be used,
is to
make the
the clearcut
clearcut unit small,
small, varying from
from aa quarter of an acre to several acres in size.
size. Seedlings from tolerant
tolerant species
species such
such as
as Engelmann
Engelmann spruce
spruce and
and grand
grand fir
fir are
are most
most easily
easily established
established
lings
in small
openings when some shade is
small openings
is cast acro8s
across the
the cutover
cutover area.
area, Less
less tolerant
tolerant trees
trees such
such as
as
western larch and white pine
pine require
require wider
wider openings
openings with
with more
light. Large clearcuts
clearcuts of
of 10
10 or
or
re light.
acres are more attractive
attractive to
more acres
to wildlife,
wildlife, and
and severe
severe competition
competition from this
this source
source can
can be
be
expected on the large cutover area.
expected
area. A recent
recent study
study revealed that about
about 85 percent
the seed
percent of
of the
from certain coniferous species fell within 200
200 feet
feet of
of the
the seed
seed trees.
trees. This factor
factor also
also is
is
important
important in quickly restocking small clearcuts by
by natural
natural means.
means.
The capability of
of the
the timber
timber site
site often
often can
can be
be determined
determined by
by checking
checking the
the size
size of
of mature
mature
The
dominant
dominant trees,
trees, either live or dead,
dead, or by
by checking
checking stumps
stumps on
on cutover
cutover land.
land. Under more intensive
intensive
management,
usually can be
be grown
grown to
to sizes
sizes comparable
comparable to
to those
those existing
existing on
on
management, the dominant
dominant trees
trees usually
site, but in
in much
much less
less time.
time. Overstocking of the original
the
the site,
original stand during all
all or
or part
part of
of the
life span can be determined by the existence of
of narrow
narrow rings.
rings. Intensive management should
should preprevent overstocking and
and narrow
narrow growth
growth rings.
rings. When sapling
sapling stands
stands are
are overstocked with more than
than
300 to 400 trees per acre,
acre, aa precommercial thinning
thinning is
is usually
usually very
very desirable.
desirable. This usually
involves
involves the cutting of the
the smaller
smaller treeB
trees and
and retaining
retaining the
the more
more vigorou8,
vigorous, dominant,
dominant, and
and codomicodomicut are
of a desirable size
and
for future
future products.
products. In some stands,
stands, the
the trees
trees to be cut
are of
size and
nant trees for
stands, thinning
thinning from below
below is
is very
very
for Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. In pole and small-log-size
small-log-size stands,
shape for
desirable silviculturally
and involves
involves removing
removing the
the weakest
weakest trees
trees of
of approximately
approximately the
the same
same age
age
silviculturally and
class. This type
type of cutting
cutting is
is u8ually
usually done
done when
when aa market
market exists
exists for
for the
the thinnings.
thinnings. The dominant
codominant trees
trees that
that are
are reserved
reserved are
are usually
usually most
most capable
capable of
of responding
responding quickly
quickly to
to
nant and codomlnaiit
the reduced competition for
for water and
and soil
soil nutrients.
nutrients. In determining whether to
to use aa form
form of
of
partial cutting or clear
partial
clear cutting
cutting in
in pole
pole or
or sawtimber
sawtimber stands,
stands, consideration
consideration must
must always
always be
be given
given
to the silvicultural and
and vindthrov
windthrow characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the trees
trees involved,
involved, the
the soil
soil conditions,
conditions,
exposure, density of stocking,
stocking, and
and the
the age
age and
and vigor
vigor of
of the
the stand.
stand.
exposure,

Problems of Growth
Engelmann spruce
spruce is
is susceptible
susceptible to
to attacks
attacks by
by the
the spruce
spruce bark
bark beetle,
beetle, Dendroctonus
Dendroctonus engelengelFre8h spruce
spruce blowdown,
blowdown, which
which may
may occur
occur following
following the
the cutting
cutting of
of nearby
nearby stands,
stands, makes
makes an
an
manii. Fresh
for these
these insects.
insects. Prompt cleanup of
of these
these trees
trees is
is desirable
desirable for
for this
this
ideal breeding place for
alone. This species is
is subject
subject to
to attack
attack by
by aa variety
variety of
of wood-rotting
wood-rotting fungi.
fungi. Thin bark
reason alone.
and low hanging limbs
limbs make the
the tree
tree susceptible
susceptible to
to killing
killing or
or damage
damage by
by fire.
fire. Nost
Most root
root and
and
appear to
to be
be associated
associated with
with fire
fire injury.
injury.
trunk rots in old-growth appear

GRAND FIR
FIR (Abies
(Abies grandis)
grandis)
Use
It lacks
lacks resistance to
The wood of grand
grand fir
fir is
is light-weight
light-weight and
and aa uniform
uniform white
white color.
color. It
decay,
but when treated
or used
used properly,
properly, it
it is
is suitable
suitable for
for construction
construction in
in houses,
houses, including
including
decay, but
treated or
trim, and
and for
for boxes
boxes and
and crates.
crates. It is
is highly desirable
desirable for
for pulpwood.
pulpwood. Past
Past markets have
interior trim,
been poor.
poor. However, markets
markets are
are improving
improving and
and the
the tree
tree is
is potentially
potentially of
of moderate
moderate value.
value.
been
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Growing Sites
Sites
fir grows
grows in
in the
the stream
stream bottoms,
bottoms, valleys,
valleys, and
and mountain slopes
slopes in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Grand fir
outside of
of the
the extreme
extreme rainfall
rainfall belt
belt on
on the
the west
west side
side of
of the
the Coast
Coast Range
Range and
and the
Cascades. Its
outside
the Cascades.
sites
are usually
usually between
between 600
600 feet
feet and
and 1,000
1,000 feet.
feet. In western Oregon it
it
sites in western Washington are
is found
in the
lowlands of
and in
in the
the lower
lower west
to 3,000
3,000 feet.
is
found in
the lowlands
of all
all river
river regions
regions and
west Cascades
Cascades up
up to
feet.
In the
the eastern
eastern Cascades
Cascades of
of Washington,
Washington, the
upper limit
4,000 feet.
feet. In the Cascades
In
the upper
limit is
is 3,000
3,000 to
to 4,000
of eastern Oregon,
Mountains. Grand
Oregon, it
it grows
grows up
up to
to 5,000
5,000 feet,
feet, and
and up
up to
to 6,000
6,000 feet
feet in
in the
the B1,ue
Bl,ue Mountains.
fir grows
grows best
best in deep,
It also
fir
deep, rich
rich alluvial
alluvial soils
soils and
and on
on moist
moist soils
soils and
and valley
valley bottoms.
bottoms. It
satisfactorily on
on shallow
shallow mountain
mountain soils
soils on
on northerly
northerly exposures.
exposures.
grows satisfactorily
Growth. Rotations
Growth,
Rotations
Young trees
trees are
are quite
quite tolerant
tolerant and
and develop
develop well
well under
under overwood
overwood shade.
shade. When
When released
released from
competition, grand
grand fir
fir grows
grows rapidly
rapidly on
on good
good sites.
sites. Grand fir is
is subject
subject to
to heart
heart rot
rot at
at an
competition,
age. Trees older than
than 125
125 years
years are
are commonly
commonly defective.
defective. On better sites
sites east
east of
of the
the CasCasearly age.
cades,
older than 125
48 inches
d.b.h. and
and from 100
to 150
cades, trees
trees older
125 years
years range from 20
20 inches
inches to 48
inches d.b.h.
100 to
150
feet tall.
feet
tall. On poor,
poor, shallow
shallow soils,
soils, trees
trees of
of this
this age
age may
may be
be only
only 12
12 inches
inches to
to 14
14 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h.
and 50 feet
feet to
to 70
70 feet
feet tall.
tall. Grand fir is
is usually found
found in
in aa mixture
mixture with
with other
other species.
species. On
fair
fair to
to good
good sites,
sites, yields
yields of
of all
all species,
species, including
including grand
grand fir,
fir, may
may be
be in
in excess
excess of
of 50,000
50,000 board
board
feet2
of the danger
danger of
heart rot,
rot, the
the rotation
rotation period
period should
should be
be
feet^ per
per acre
acre at
at 120
120 years.
years. Because of
of heart
less than
than 125
125 years.
years.

Regeneration
Reenerat
ion
Natural reproduction
reproduction responds
responds quickly
quickly to
to release
release when
when overwood
overwood is
is removed.
removed. If seed trees
trees
are present,
present, regeneration
regeneration is
is possible
possible from
from this
this source.
source. The seed is
is large
large but
but usually with
with poor
poor
viability. Grand fir has been re-established
re-established on
on new
new burns
burns of
of suitable
suitable site
site by
by direct
direct seeding,
seeding,
using at
at least
least 22 pounds
pounds of
of endrin-treated
endrin-treated seed
seed per
per acre.
acre. Prebaiting for
for rodent
rodent control
control is
is
usually necessary.
necessary.

Cutting Practices
Cutting practices
practices for
for grand
grand fir
fir are
are similar
similar toto those
thosefor
forEngeltnann
Engelmann spruce.
spruce. In addition to
to
these practices,
practices, care must be
be exercised
exercised in
in partial
partial cutting
cutting to
to prevent
prevent logging
logging scars
scars because
because of
of
the species'
species' susceptibility
susceptibility to
to decay
decay through
through open
open wounds.
wounds. Trees from saplings
saplings to
to pole
pole size
size will
respond to
to release if
if the
the crowns
crowns are
are vigorous.
vigorous.

As
or ponderosa
ponderosa pine,
pine, it
it is
is desirable
desirable to
to
As grand fir is
is more tolerant
tolerant than either
either Douglas-fir or
retain additional tolerant
tolerant trees
trees in
in the
the lower
lower crown
crown class
class to
to occupy
occupy the
the site
site more
more fully.
fully. • For
example,
in making aa precominercial
precommercial thinning
example, in
thinning of
of Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, when
when stocking
stocking of
of this
this species
species is
is
being reduced to
to about
about 200
200 stems
stems per
per acre,
acre, it
it is
is suggested
suggested that
that about
about 50
50 additional
additional tolerant
tolerant
trees,
trees, such as grand fir,
fir, hemlock,
hemlock, or
or western
western red
red cedar,
cedar, be
be retained
retained in
in the
the understory
understory if
if they
they
are available. These trees
trees will continue
continue to
to grow
grow and
and help
help reduce
reduce brush
brush competition.
competition. They will
also supply useful products
also
products in
in subsequent
subsequent cuts.
cuts.
Sound grand
grand fir
Sound
fir trees growing in
in deep
deep soil
soil are
are usually
usually very
very resistant
resistant to
to windthrow.
windthrow. Trees
containing root
root rot
rot or decay
decay are
are expecially
expecially susceptible
susceptible to
to wind
wind breakage
breakage and
and windthrow.
windthrow. Resistance
tance to
to windthrow for
for this
this species,
species, as
as well
well as
as other
other species,
species, depends
depends as
as much
much on
on soil
soil conditions
conditions
and
and developmental history for
for each
each tree
tree as
as on
on the
the species
species characteristics.
characteristics. In
In other
other words,
words, a
species that
species
that commonly is
is subject
subject to
to windthrow
windthrow will
will have
have individual
individual trees
trees that
that are
are very
very resistant
resistant
to
windthrow, depending on
to windthrow,
on soil
soil conditions
conditions and
and history
history of
of the
the tree.
tree.

Problems of
of Growth
Growth
Problems

Grand fir
fir is
is susceptible
susceptible to
to heart
heart rot
rot at
at an
an early
early age
age and
and may
may be
be very
very defective
defective before
before trees
trees
are 100
100 years old.
old. For this
this reason,
reason, rotations
rotations should
should usually
usually not
not exceed
exceed 125
125 years.
years. Grand
Grand fir
is
is subject
subject to
to attacks
attacks by
by numerous
numerous insects.
insects. Widespread defoliation
defoliation and
and mortality
mortality have
have been
been caused
caused
by
by the spruce budworm
budworm and
and the
the tussock
tussock moth.
moth. The balsam wooly aphid
aphid has
has been
been very
very destructive
destructive to
to
grand fir.
fir. If
If infestations
infestations are
are suspected,
suspected, advice
advice on
on identification
identification and
and control
control should
should be
be
requested from the
the responsible
responsible federal
federal and
and state
state agencies.
agencies.
2

Unspecified volumes are
in Scribner scale in
in this
this chapter.
chapter.
2Unspecified
are in
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WESTERN
WESTERN LARCH
LARCH (Larix
(Larix occidentalis)
occidentalis)

Use
wood, piling,
Western larch
larch is
is valued highly for fuel
fuel wood,
piling, poles,
poles, and posts.
posts. It
It is used as
as
rough dimension lumber as well as
as for
for finished
finished lumber
lumber in
in building
building Construction.
construction. Higher grades
grades
have an attractive
attractive grain
grain for
for interior
interior finish,
finish, sash,
sash, doors,
doors, and
and edgegrain
edgegrain flooring.
flooring.
Growing Sites
Sites

Larch is
is found
found in aa climatic
climatic zone
zone having
having cool
cool temperatures,
temperatures, but
but also
also having
having extreme
extreme temperatemperature variations of -49 degrees to
In Oregon and Washington,
Washington, it
ture
to 107
107 degrees
degrees Fahrenheit. In
it commonly
commonly
grows
from the
the Deschutes
Deschutes National
National Forest
Forest northward.
northward. It also
grows on the east side of the Cascades from
grows well
well on
on north
north slopes
slopes of
of the
the Blue
Blue Mountains
Mountains and
and in
in the
the Okanogan
Okanogan Mountains
Mountains of
of northeastern
northeastern
grows
It does
does well
well on most soils throughout
Washington. It
throughout its
its climatic
climatic range.
range.
Growth, Rotations
Rotations
Growth,
Larch grows rapidly in
in height and
and moderately
moderately in
in diameter
diameter until
until ages
ages of
of 75
75 to
to 100
100 years.
years.
On the
equals it
height growth,
growth, and
and then only
only during
during early
early years
years
the same site only lodgepole pine equals
it in height
of growth. By 80 years
age, dominants should
should reach
reach 16
16 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. if
if stands
stands are
are not
not permitpermityears of age,
overstocked. Old-growth larch,
larch, 250
250 years and
and older,
older, is
is often
often shaky.
shaky. At this age
ted to become overstocked.
extend above
above the
the surrounding
surrounding forest
forest trees
trees and
and are
are more
more subject
subject to
to the
the effects
effects
the crowns often extend
associates, and
and these
these two
two factors
factors probprobof wind. Larch also splits more easily than
than most of its.
its. associates,
not to
exceed 160
years, then this
this
account for
for the
the defect.
defect. If
If rotations
rotations are
are planned so
so as
as not
to exceed
160 years,
ably account
defect should
should not
not be
be prevalent.
prevalent.
Stand volumes
volumes in
in the
the larch-Douglas-fir
larch-Douglas-fir type
type on
on poor
poor sites
sites at
at 140
140 years
years may
may range
range from
from 2,000
2,000
Stand
to 10,000
10,000 feet,
feet, and 30,000 to 50,000 board feet Scribner scale
to
scale on
on better
better sites.
sites.
Regeneration

This
tree is
is intolerant
This tree
intolerant of
of shade
shade except
except for
for aa short
short period
period during
during the
the first
first year
year of
of seedling
seedling
that time,
time, extreme
extreme soil
soil temperature
temperature may
may kill
kill the
the seedlings,
seedlings, and
and seedlings
seedlings growgrowdevelopment. At that
ing under
under partial
partial shade
shade usually
usually develop
develop about
about twice
twice as
as much
much top
top growth
growth as
as seedlings
seedlings growing
growing in
in
ing
full sunlight.
germinate and
and grow
grow well
well on
on mineral
mineral soil
soil and
and on
on new
nw burns,
burns, where
where it
it often
often is
is the
the
Larch seeds
seeds germinate
first coniferous
coniferous species
species to
to become
become reestablished..
reestablished. The mature larch
larch has
has two
two characteristics
characteristics
which make it
it particularly
particularly fire-resistant.
fire-resistant. Nature
Mature trees
trees have aa thick
thick basal bark which insulates
insulates
Secondly, the
the
fires. Secondly,
the needles may be killed by heat
heat and
and dropped,
dropped, but,
but,
the cambiam from hot ground fires.
if the heat of the fire has not
not killed the
the buds,
buds, there
there is
is an
an excellent
excellent chance
chance that
that the
the tree
tree will
will
if
survive the fire and serve as
as aa source
source of
of seed.
seed.

Cutting Practices
Cutting practices for western larch
larch are
are similar
similar to
to those
those for
for Engelmann
Engelmann spruce
spruce and
and grand
grand fir.
fir.
addition, larch
more than
than 200
200 years
years old
old with
with vigorous
vigorous crowns
crowns have
have responded
responded to
to cutting
cutting
In addition,
larch more
release. Trees 50
50 years old responded
responded to
to release
release by
by growing
growing new
new branches
branches from
from adventitious
adventitious buds.
buds.
addition, the foliage,
trees usually
usually have
have deep,
deep, wide-spreading
wide-spreading root
root systems.
systems. In addition,
foliage, which is
is
Larch trees
relatively light
is missing
missing in
in the
the winter.
winter. These factors
moderately
light in
in the
the suuuuer,
summer, is
factors make
make the
the tree,
tree moderately
resistant to
to windthrow.

of Growth
Growth
Problems of
If
larch, dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe is
is aa serious
serious disease.
disease.
If present on larch,
in early cutting operations to
to clean up the
the stand.
stand.
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Infected trees should
should be removed
removed

LODGEPOLE PINE
PINE (Pinus
(Pinus contort
contorta)
LODGEPOLE
a)
Use
by-passed for
for lumber
lumber production
production in
in areas
areas where
where other
other species
species produce
produce
Lodgepole pine has been by-passed
better lumber
lumber grades
grades because large,
large, old-growth logs
logs of
of those
those species
species were
were available.
available. In regions
It is
where lodgepole is
is the principal species,
species, it
it is
is usually milled
milled for
for lumber
lumber for
for local
local use.
use. It
is
of the easiest
to season.
season. Lodgepole has been
been greatly
greatly valued
valued for
for the
the producproducone of
easiest American woods to
tion
poles, and
and fence
fence posts.
posts. When
When treated
treated with
with wood
wood preservatives,
preservatives, the
the wood
wood gives
gives
tion of
of crossties,
crossties, poles,
milling of
of lodgepole
lodgepole for
forconstruction
these uses.
uses. The
The milling
construction lumber
lumber is
is
very satisfactory service for these
greatly accelerated in
in Oregon and
and Washington.
now being greatly
Washington.
Growing Sites
is classified in
in two
two forms
forms because
because of
of the
the general
general location
location where
where it
it grows
grows
This species is
The coastal
coastal form grows best in
naturally. The
in rather cool,
cool, moist zones
zones having
having aa relatively
relatively narrow
narrow
seasonal range in
in temperatures.
temperatures. The interior
interior form
form is
is usually found
found in
in aa cool,
cool, relatively
relatively dry
dry
seasonal
climate. Here extreme
extreme temperature
temperature ranges
ranges may
may be
be well
well in
in excess
excess of
of 100
100 degrees
degrees Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit in
in the
the
summer to -55 degrees Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit in
in the
the winter.
winter.
Lodgepole pine is not exacting in
in its
its soil
soil requirements
requirements and
and does
does well
well on
on aa wide
wide range
range of
of
commonly found
found as
as aa nearly
nearly pure
puretype
soils throughout its
its climatic
climatic range.
range. It
It is
is commonly
type in
in areas
areas where
where
soils
the
water table
high, and in areas of frost pockets within the
the water
table is
is high,
the ponderosa pine-lodgepole
pine-lodgepole type.
type.
Growth, Rotations
Growth,

Lodgepole is
is a rapid grower in
in early life,
life, equalling
equalling the
the height
height growth
growth of
of larch
larch and
and outstripoutstripping ponderosa pine to
to capture
capture the
the site.
site. The early rapid growth usually declines
declines after
after about
about 40
years,
years, however,
however, probably as
as aa result
result of
of overstocking.
overstocking. Overstocking is often serious in lodgepole
and,
and, as aa result,
result, these
these stands
stands may.
may contain only aa few
few hundred
hundred board
board feet
feet per
per acre
acreatat culminatioiI
culmination'
of mean annual increment.
increment.
of
Growing trees
trees to sawlog size,
size, 18
18 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and larger,
larger, within aa rotation
rotation period
period of
of 100
100
years
years on good sites will require
require an
an early
early precommercial
precommercial thinning
thinning in
in overst.ocked
overstocked stands.
stands. Minimum
average
average spacing
spacing of
of 10
10 feet
feet by 10
10 feet
feet for dominant
dominant trees
trees should be followed,
followed, leaving
leaving the
the best
trees
as needed.
needed. To maintain
maintain good
good growth,
growth, additional
additional commercial
commercialthinthintrees and
and varying
varying the spacing as
nings
nings at
at 1010- to
to 20-year
20-year cutting
cutting cycles
cycles should
should be
be followed.
followed. Light thinnings from below can be
done
done more
more frequently
frequently and
and will
will provide
provide pulpwood
pulpwood and
and post
post material
material in
in early
early commercial
commercial cuts.
cuts. Later
intermediate thinnings
thinnings will
will provide
provide pulpwood,
pulpwood, poles,
poles, and
and small
small sawlogs
sawlogs and
and should
should extend
extend the
the
intermediate
the normal
normal 40-year
40-year period.
period.
early fast growth beyond the

Regeneration
Lodgepole pine is
is relatively
relatively intolerant
intolerant to
to shade.
shade. Reproduction will
will become established
quite easily
quite
easily under a shelterwood system,
system, however.
however. Long-delayed opening of cones
cones is
is not common
in
in the
the lodgepole stands of Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington.
Washington. However,
However, the
the tree
tree is
is aa prolific seeder,
seeder, and
and
natural forest
natural
forest renewal should
should not
not be
be aa problem.
problem. Trees
Trees 5 to 10
10 years old produce viable seed
open grown.
grown.
when open
Cutting Practices
The advantages
advantages of
of thinnings
thinnings in lodgepole pine have already been discussed.
discussed. Lodgepole pine
should
should be managed as an
an even-aged
even-aged stand,
stand, or
or groups
groups within
within the
the stand.
stand. Intermediate cuts should
reserve the
the best
if rapid growth and
and good
reserve
best quality,
quality, most
most vigorous
vigorous dominant
dominant trees
trees if
good quality
quality sawlogs
sawlogs
are the
If pulpwood production is
objective, an early precommercial
precommercial thinning
thinning
the objective.
objective. If
is the
the objective,
should be done in
in overstocked
overstocked stands
stands to
to eliminate
eliminate the
the surplus
surplus trees.
trees. Then fewer commercial thinthinnings
will be necessary to
nings will
to produce
produce the
the smaller-diameter
smaller-diameter pulpwood
pulpwood trees.
trees. Best
Best growth response
can be expected if
if vigorous dominant
dominant trees
trees are
are reserved
reserved for
for future
future cuts.
cuts.
The following stocking guides for
for average lodgepole
lodgepole sites
sites should maintain a vigorous
vigorous stand.
stand.
Reserve trees should
should be
be well-formed
well-formed dominants.
dominants.
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Stocking Guide for Average Lodgepole Pine
Pine Sites
Sites
Leave Trees D.B.H.
(Average of
(Average
of 3 dominants and 22 codomicodominants)

Average
Average Spacing

Feet

Inches

Trees per Acre

-

Number

10*
10*

435

10
11

12
14
15

290
240
200

12
13
14

16
18
20

170
140
110

15
16
17

22
24
27

90
75
60

18
19
20

29
32
38

40

Precommercial thinning
9

50
30

* 10 feet by 10
10 feet.
feet-.

Problems of Growth
Lodgepole pine
pine is
is commonly
commonly infected
infected with
with dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington.
Washington. Where
this
this occurs,
occurs, care
care should
should be
be taken
taken to
to eliminate
eliminate infected
infected overstory
overstory trees
trees or
or prune
prune out
out infected
infected
limbs
this is
is practical to
to reduce the
the disease.
disease. In stands
stands that
that are
are heavily infected
infected with
limbs where
where this
mistletoe, it
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to clearcut
clearcut the
the trees
trees as
as soon
soon as
as they
they are
are of
of marketable
marketable size
size and
and
mistletoe,
it may
then develop an uninfected stand.
stand.

The mountain pine
(Dendroctonus monticolae)
pine beetle
beetle (Dendroctonus
monticolae) sometimes
sometimes causes
causes serious
serious losses
losses to
to lodgelodgepole pine. Overstocked pole stands
stands are
are most
most susceptible
susceptible to
to attack.
attack. Developing aa more vigorous
vigorous
stand should be a deterrent to
to this
this pest.
pest.
appears to
to be
be more
more conunon
common to
Windfall appears
to lodgepole
lodgepole than
than other
other pine
pine in
in its
its association because
Windfirmness,, as
as with
with other
other species,
species, varies
varies with
with topography,
topography, soil
soil condicondiits rooting
rooting habit.
habit. Windfirmness,
of its
tions,
density.
tions, and stand density.
WESTERN
WHITE PINE
PINE (Pinus
(Pinus nionticola)
monticola)
WESTERN WHITE
Use

Western white pine
pine is
is usually
usually of
of high
high commercial
commercial value.
value. The nearly white wood is
is straightstraightgrained and easily worked. It
It is widely used for
for structural
structural purposes,
purposes, window
window or
or door
door framing,
framing,
molding,
and pattern
pattern stock.
stock. Where white pine
pine forms
forms aa small
small proportion
proportion of
of the
the cut
cut volume,
volume, its
its
molding, and
stumpage may be no
stumpage
no higher than
than the
the more common
common conifer
conifer species
species in
in the
the association.
association.
Sites
Growing Sites
pine grows
grows with grand
grand fir,
fir, Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, larch,
larch, hemlock,
hemlock, and
and lodgepole
lodgepole pine over much
White pine
of low
its entire
entire range.
range. The upper elevation for the species
species is limited by the prevalence of
of its
temperatures, and by damage caused
temperatures,
caused to
to the
the tree
tree by
by sudden
sudden temperature
temperature drops.
drops. The species
species is
is quite
windfirm and grows
grows best
loessal and alluvial
alluvial soils.
soils. The annual precipitation in
in
best on moist,
moist, deep loessal
the white
white pine
the
pine zone varies from
from aa low
low of
of 28
28 inches
inches to
to 60
60 inches.
inches.
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Growth, Rotations
Growth,
White pine
pine often
often becomes
becomes established
established in
in open
open areas
areas as
as an
an even-aged
even-aged group.
group. Seedlings also
also
These young stands,
in a species mixture. These
stands, which start
start out as
as free
free growing,
growing, usually
usually
develop in
become stagnated
or overstocked
overstocked by the time the trees are small poles.
become
stagnated or
poles. Where
Where these
these conditions
conditions
occur, a
precommercial thinning
with subsequent
occur,
a precommercial
thinning with
subsequent early commercial thinnings
thinnings as
as described
described for
for
lodgepole pine,
the white
condition. It should
should
lodgepole
pine, will
will place the
white pine stand in a more vigorous growing condition.
be possible to
dominant trees
be
to grow
grow dominant
trees to
to 30
30 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. in
in a 150-year
150-year rotation,
rotation, maintaining an
an
average
about 10
10 rings
rings per
per diameter
diameter inch.
inch.
average growth rate of about

Regeneration
Very little
little western white
pine has been planted in
in Oregon and Washington since
since the
the tree
tree has
has
white pine
been seriously
seriously threatened
threatened by
by blister
blister rust.
rust. The species has continued to re-seed naturally and
and
maintain its
its position in the stands,
stands, more or less,
less, in
in spite
spite of
of high mortality caused
caused by
by the
the
disease.
Antibiotic sprays
control the
the disease
disease have not
not given satisfactory protection to
Antibiotic
sprays to
to control
to white
Public agencies
agencies are
developing reproduction that
Public
are developing
that is
is resistant to
to the
the disease.
disease. No resisresisUntil this stock is made available,
tant
is available for quantity
quantity planting.
planting. Until
available, or other
tant stock is
disease protection techniques
techniques can be developed,
developed, western white pine should not be considered
considered for
for
long-time management.
pine.

Cutting Practices

Stands of
of white
white pine
pine should
should be
be examined
examined frequently
frequently to
determine the
the presence of
of cankers.
cankers.
Stands
to determine
Trees
be marketed as
Trees that
that are
are infected
infected should
should be
as soon as
as it
it is
is practicable before they die.
die.

Also, because of the
the threat
threat of mountain pine beetle attacks,
attacks, pole and small sawlog
sawlpg stands
stands
Also,
should be thinned
at frequent
frequent and
of the dominant trees.
thinned at
and regular
regular intervals
intervals to
to maintain the
the vigor of
trees.
Problems of Growth

beetle (Dendroctonus
monticolae) cause the
White pine blister rust
rust and
and the mountain pine beetle
(Dendroctonus monticolae)
the
principal
principal natural losses
losses to
to the
the species
species within
within its
its natural
natural range.
range. Control of the
the disease by use
of antibiotic sprays has not
of
not given
given the
the results
results anticipated.
anticipated. The mountain pine beetle usually
attacks
attacks trees in
in overstocked stands
stands which
which are
are in
in need
need of
of thinning.
thinning. The beetles and their larvae
larvae
and pupae
pupae can
and
can be
be killed
killed by
by spraying
spraying the
the bark
bark of
of the
the infested
infested tree
tree with
with aa solution
solution of
of ethilene
ethilene
dibromide and
Usually the
the tree
doomed by
by the
the time
the attack is
and water.
water. Usually
tree is
is doomed
time the
is identified.
identified.

WESTERN RED CEDAR (Thuja
(Thuja plicata)
plicata)
Use
Greatest use of
of western
western red
red cedar
cedar has
has been
been for
for shingles.
shingles. Other important
important uses include
include
lumber, poles,
poles, posts,
posts, piling,
lumber,
piling, fencing,
fencing, siding,
siding, interior
interior trim,
trim, and
and greenhouse
greenhouse equipment.
equipment. The
heartwood rates very high
high in
in durability.
durability. A cubic
foot, air dry,
dry, weighs only
only 25
25 to
to 30
30 pounds.
pounds.
cubic foot,
The wood takes
takes paint and
and stain
stain well.
well.

Growing Sites
Sites
Because western
western red
red cedar
cedar grows
grows best
best on
on moist
moist soils,
soils, it
it generally
generally is
is found
found along
along stream
stream
Because
banks,
banks, moist flats,
flats, lower
lower slopes,
slopes, and
and within
within ravines.
ravines. It
north-facing slopes.
slopes. Soils are
It favors north-facing
usually slightly
slightly to
to moderately
moderately acid.
acid. In
upward to
to
In Washington
Washington its
its range
range extends
extends from
from sea
sea level
lev1 upward
about 4,000 feet.
about
feet. In
its range reaches 5,000
5,000 feet.
feet. The commercial range in
in the
the coastal
coastal
In Oregon its
region does not generally
generally exceed
exceed 3,000
3,000 feet
feet above
above sea
sea level.
level.
Growth, Rotations
Growth,
Old-growth cedar
cedar is
is considered
considered to
to be
be aa slow-growing
slow-growing tree.
tree. The reputation, no
no doubt,
doubt, was
was
gained because this
often became
became established
established under
under an
an overstory
overstory of
of other
other conifers,
conifers, or
or was
was
this species
species often
suppressed early
early in height
height growth by its
suppressed
its competitors.
competitors. It
also is
is classed as
as aa very
very tolerant
tolerant
It also
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usually quite
quite uniform and
and well
well sustained
sustained and
and can
can last
last for
for
tree. Growth of
of overtopped cedar
cedar is
is usually
at least
least two
two centuries.
centuries.
cedar on
on good
good sites
sites is
is capable
capable of
of very
very rapid
rapid diameter
diameter growth,
growth, with
with annual
annual ring
ring
Free-growing cedar
widths of
of nearly
nearly 11 inch
inch for
for 10
10 or
or more
more years.
years. Height
growth, which
2 feet
feet per
widths
Height growth,
which seldom exceeds
exceeds 2
per
year,
year, is
is usually most rapid
rapid prior
prior to
to the
the third
third decade.
decade.
Regeneration
Western
Western red
red cedar
cedar is
is aa heavy
heavy seed
seed producer.
producer. The seed is
is small and averages about
about 400,000
has little wing
wing surface and descends
descends more
more rapidly than seed
seed from
clean seed per pound.
pound. The seed has
attractive to
to
its associated
associated species.
species. Because of the small size,
size, the seed apparently is
is less
less attractive
rodents than larger
tree seeds,
seeds, and
and it
it has
has been
been direct
direct seeded
seeded successfully
successfully without
without protective
protective
rodents
larger tree
treatment.

seed can take
take place
place in
in the
the fall
fall or
or spring.
spring. Best conditions for
for aa seed
seed bed
bed
Germination of seed
soil with some
some partial
partial shade
shade to
to reduce
reduce critical
critical ground
ground temperatures.
temperatures. Seedling growth
are mineral soil
slow, and usually there
there is
is considerable
considerable mortality. Some losses
losses can
can be
be expected
expected from
from smothersmotheris slow,
deciduous leaf
leaf fall.
fall.
ing by deciduous
Cutting Practices
Practices

of western red cedar often are
Young stands of
are heavily
heavily overstocked.
overstocked. Stands
Stands in
in this
this condition
should be thinned out
out to provide growing room
room for
for the
the best
best dominant
dominant trees.
trees. A minimum spacing
averaging 10 feet by 10 feet will provide cedar posts
posts and
and small
small poles
poles for
for aa first
first commercial
commercial
thinning.

Western
completely
Western red
red cedar which has been growing in a suppressed
suppressed condition sometimes
sometimes is
is completely
released by removal of the overstory.
overstory. The bark of cedar is very thin,
thin, and the newly exposed
It would be better to
tree is
is subject to sunscald damage and
and subsequent
subsequent top
top kill.
kill. It
to cut the
the cedar
cedar
as
as a prelogging operation than to
to lose
lose it
it later
later to
to this
this damage.
damage. Also,
Also, open-grown cedar and
and
cutting are
are subject
subject to
to blowdown
blowdown and
and wind
wind breakage.
breakage. Partial
scattered residual trees from partial cutting
cutting of cedar stands
stands should
should be
be done
done with
with care
care not
not to
to open
open the
the stand
stand excessively.
excessively.

cedar grows
grows in
in mixture with Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, it
it often is
is removed in early cutting cycles
cycles
Where cedar
to
to provide
provide growing
growing room
room for
for the
the more
ure valuable
valuable Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir. However,
However, understory tolerant
tolerant trees,
trees,
as cedar and
and hemlock with good
good crowns,
crowns, usually
usually will
will respond
respond to
to aa partial
partial cut
cut in
in the
the DouglasDouglassuch as
overstory, and sufficient
sufficient trees
fir overstory,
trees should
should be
be retained
retained to
to hold
hold down
down the
the brush
brush and
and increase
increase
on the
the acre.
acre. See Cutting Practices under grand
grand fir
fir for
for aa precommercial
precommercial thinning,
thinning, page
page 123.
123.
yield on
Problems of Growth

causes serious
serious damage
damage to
to western
western red
red cedar
cedar because
because of
of its
its very
very thin
thin bark
bark and
and shallow
shallow
Fire causes
root system.

The western cedar borer (Trachykele
(Trachykele blondeli)
blondeli) bores
bores into
into the
the sapwood
sapwood and
and heartwood
heartwood of
of living,
living,
dying,
and dead
dead cedar.
cedar. It causes considerable damage
damage to
to cedar
cedar in
in the
the southern
southern part
part of
of its
its range.
range.
dying, and

RED ALDER (Alnus
(Alnus rubra)
rubra)
Use
Red alder wood is
is moderately light
light in
in weight,
weight, uniform
uniform in
in color,
color, of
of medium
medium hardness,
hardness, and
and is
is
It takes stain
to season.
season. The wood works well,
well, glues
glues excellently,
excellently, and
and does
does not
not split.
split. It
easy to
well and
and is
is valuable
valuable as
as aa furniture
furniture wood.
wood. It is
is also
also manufactured into
into lumber,
lumber, pulp,
pulp, paper
paper plugs,
plugs,
and veneer.
veneer.
novelties, and
In 1956,
1956, about
about 100
is rapidly
rapidly improving
improving for
for alder.
alder. In
100 million board feet
feet was used
The market is
years later,
board feet
feet was
was used
used in
in the
the State
State
in
later, in 1966,
1966, 127
127 million board
in Oregon
Oregon and Washington. Ten years
It is
that aa similar
similar volume
volume was
was harvested
harvested in Oregon.
Oregon. This is
of
It
is estiniated
estimated that
is only
only aa
of Washington.
fraction of the
the available
available timber
timber which
which should
should be
be utilized
utilized each
each year.
year. High stumpage
stumpage values
values for
for
conifers have aided
aided the
the market for
for alder.
alder. Need for
for alder
alder will increase
increase greatly with the developdevelopment
rnent of
of industry
industry in
in this region.
region.
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Growing Sites
Best
annual precipitation
precipitation exceeds
exceeds 40
40
Best development
development of
of alder
alder occurs
occurs in a humid climate where annual
inches and comes as
as aa light
light rain.
rain. Red alder is
is seldom found above
above 2,500
2,500 feet
feet above
above sea
sea level.
level.
inches
About all
all that
that is
is needed to
About
to restock an area to
to red alder
alder is
is to
to scarify
scarify the
the soil
soil and
and have
have
For this reason,
alder trees
trees nearby.
nearby. For
reason, landings
landings and old road
road grades
grades within
within clearcuts
clearcuts
several red alder
are usually
usually traceable for years because they
they promptly
promptly become
become restocked
restocked with
with red
red alder.
alder.

Growth,
(rowth, Rotations
Red alder is
is probably
probably the
the most
most aggressive
aggressive cormnercial
commercial hardwood species
species which
which restocks
restocks newly
newly
areas. Height growth of 3 feet and
and more per
per year
year is
is common
common in
in very
very young
young stands
stands of
of alder,
alder,
cut areas.
and conifers of the
the same
same age
age are
are quickly
quickly overtopped.
overtopped.

Red alder is very intolerant
intolerant and
and requires
requires full
full sunlight
sunlight to
to develop
develop well.
well.
become very
very limby
limby and of
of poor form for commercial use.
become
use.

Open-grown trees
trees

less is
is recommended
recommended for
for red
red alder.
alder. Beyond this
this age,
age, red alder
A rotation of 50 years or less
becomes defective,
defective, trees
often becomes
trees become overtopped by conifers,
conifers, or growth
growth rates
rates have slowed
slowed from
from
other causes.
causes. Fifty-year-old dominant
dominant trees
trees often reach
reach 16
16 to
to 24
24 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. and
and heights
heights of
of
to 120
120 feet.
feet. Acreage volumes for
for 50-year-old stands will range
range from
from 4,000
4,000 board
board feet
feet
from 100 to
to about
about 15,000
on poor
poor sites
sites to
15,000 board feet
feet Scribner scale on best stands.
stands.
Regeneration
The seed of red alder is
is very small,
small, about
about 675,000
675,000 per pound.
pound. The tree
tree is
is a prolific seeder
seeder
and
falls in the spring is often scattered over great distances.
and the
the seed
seed which falls
distances. Bare mineral
soils are
are often completely restocked with this species within a year or two
two after
after logging.
logging.
soils
Cutting Practices
Stands of
of red alder may be classed
Stands
classed in
in two
two categories:
categories: (1)
(1) Stands
to be managed for
for alder
alder
Stands to
production;
production; and
and (2)
(2) alder
alder to
to be destroyed to
to release more valuable conifers.
conifers.

the market is
is good
good for
for alder
alder and
and dominant
dominant trees
trees are
are approaching
approaching commercial
commercial size
size (12
(12
Where the
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h. for
for small
small logs,
logs, smaller
smaller for
for pulpwood),
pulpwood), the
the management
management of
of this
should be
be
inches
this species
species should
seriously considered.
considered.
Young stands that contain over 200
200 stems
stems per
per acre
acre will soon
soon become overstocked.
overstocked. Although
the
precommercial thinnings
the value
value of
of doing precomniercial
thinnings in
in this
this species
species has
has not
not been
been demonstrated
demonstrated conclusively,
conclusively,
this technique
technique should produce large
this
large trees
trees more
more rapidly.
rapidly. If done,
done, preconimercial
precommercial thinnings
thinnings should
be aimed at
at removing suppressed,
suppressed, intermediate,
intermediate, and poorly formed trees.
trees. Care to prevent injury
injury
to residual
residual trees
trees is
is necessary,
necessary, as
as decay
decay readily
readily enters
enters the
the damaged
damaged tissue
tissue and
causes defect,
defect,
to
and causes
even in
in young
young trees.
trees.
Intermediate couimtrcial
commercial thinnings
thiiiningsshould
shouldbe
be designed
designed to
to remove
remove the
the slower
slower growing
growing and defective trees,
trees, if
if rapid
rapid r.-covery
rcovery of
tive
of the
the residual
residual stand
stand is
is to
to be accomplished.
accomplished. As the roots of the
the
tree are
are nitrogen fixing,
tree
fixing, red
red alder
alder builds
builds up
up soil
soil fertility.
fertility. The tree is very windfirm
windfirm and
and
can serve as
can
as a cutting boundary
boundary for
for less
less windfirm
windfirm trees.
trees.
In management
the more valuable conifers,
conifers, red alder trees
trees with d.b.h of
In
management desired to release the
of
and smaller
smaller that
that are
overtopping more desirable
desirable conifers,
conifers, or
or alder
damaging
55 inches
inches, and
are overtopping
alder seriously
seriously damaging
tops
of conifers,
conifers, should
tops of
should be
be rated
rated high
high for
for control.
control. Control of red
red alder
alder can
can be
be accomplished
accomplished
easily by use of 2,4-D
2,4-D in
in proper
proper mixtures
mixtures and
and in
in proper
proper seasons.
seasons. Because fortnulations
formulations are
are being
constantly improved,
improved, latest
latest recommendations
recommendations should
should be
be sought
sought for
for control
control work.
work.
Problems of Growth
Because this.
hardwood is
is so
so intolerant,
intolerant, overstocking
overstocking is
is often
often aa serious
serious problem,
problem, particuparticuBecause
this-hardwood
larly in
in the
the medium-quality sites.
larly
sites.
Red alder is susceptible to
Red
to ice
ice damage.
damage.
in leaf
leaf may
may cause considerable breakage.
in

Also, high windstorms that occur when the tree is
is
Also,
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Felled alder
degradedbybythe
theattacks
attacks of
of ambrosia
beetles. The
Felled
alder can
can soon
soon become
become degraded
ambrosia beetles.
The wood
wood is
is
stained
these attacks.
stained following
following these
attacks. To
the damage,
damage, logs
logs should
shouldbe
bemoved
moved from
from the
thewood
wood soon
soon
To prevent
prevent the
after
is done
during
fall.
after felling,
felling, ififfelling
felling
is done
duringspring,
spring,summer,
summer, and
and fall.
BIGLEAF
MAPLE
(Acermacrophyllum)
macrophyllum)
BIGLEAF MAPLE
(Acer
Use
The wood
and
The
woodofofbigleaf
bigleafmaple
mapleis ispinkish
pinkishtotolight
light brown
browninincolor
colorand
andisis usually
usually fine,
fine, and
However,birds-eye
birds-eye or
or curly
notnot
uncommon.
straight grained.
grained. However,
curly grain
grainare
are
uncommon. The
The finished
finished wood
wood has
straight
attractive figure
is used
Thewood
woodisissimilar
similartoto the
the eastern
eastern soft
aa very
very attractive
figure and
and is
used in
in furniture.
furniture. The
soft
maples,both
bothsilver
silver and
and red,
red, as
of its
its growth
characteristics.
maples,
as are
are many
many of
growth characteristics.
Growing
GrowingSites
Sites
Bigleaf
maple is
hardwood commonly
commonly found
and coves
the Coast
Coast Range
Range and
and
Bigleaf maple
is aahardwood
foundininthe
thevalleys
valleys and
coves of
of the
the valleys
valleys of
of the
thetheimmediate
on dry
dry sites.
sites.
the
the interior
interior drainages.
drainages. It
It isislimited
limitedtoto
immediatestreambank
streambank on
Elsewhere,
will invade
invade openings
openings on
Elsewhere,being
beinga aprolific
prolific seeder,
seeder, it
it will
onaavariety
variety ofof sites.
sites.
Growth,
Growth, Rotations
Rotations

This species
species is
is moderately
tolerant during
duringits
its first
less tolerant
This
moderately tolerant
first50
50years,
years,becoming
becoming less
tolerant and
and
requiring top
top light
requiring
light by
by the
the time
time it
itreaches
reaches 100
100 to
to 150
150 years.
years. By
By the
the time
time the
the tree
tree has
has reached
reached
this
The tree
tree sprouts
this age,
age, it
it is
is quite
quite subject
subject to
to heart
heart rot.
rot. The
sprouts readily
readily from
from the
the stump.
stump. Because
of
the danger
danger of
heart rot,
rot,trees
treesgrown
grown from
from seedlings
seedlings are
are preferred
preferred over
over sprouts
sprouts for
for long-time
long-time
of the
of heart
management.
On good
in
goodsites,
Sites, trees
trees which
whichare
are 100
100toto150
150years
yearsold
oldwill
willreach
reach22toto 33 feet
feet in
managetnent. On
diameter
height.
diameter and
andupuptoto 100
100feet
feet in
in height.
Regeneration

As
stated, bigleaf
is aa prolific
As stated,
bigleaf maple
maple is
prolificseeder
seederand
and sprouts
sprouts aggressively.
aggressively. Seedlings
and
Seedlings and
sprouts
and conifers
conifers on
created clearcuts.
clearcuts.
sprouts will
will complete
complete with
with other
other hardwoods
hardwoods and
on newly
newly created
Cutting Practices
Practices
Cutting
Although
intensivemanagement
management has
there isisnot
notmuch
much
Althoughlittle
little intensive
hasbeen
beendone
donefor
forthis
this species,
species, there
reason to
to use
use different
different thinning
cutting practices.
practices. Here
reason
thinning and
and cutting
dominant tree?
should
Here again,
again, dominant
trees should
respond most
released. However,
However, too
cause forking
forking and
and wide,
wide,
toomuch
muchside
sidelight
light will
will cause
respond
mostquickly
quicklyifif released.
of its
maple,
when
spreading crowns.
crowns. Because
Because of
its lower
lower value,
value,bigleaf
bigleaf
maple,
whengrowing
growing ininmixture
mixturewith
withDougDouglas-fir and
usually
beberemoved
las-fir
and other
other conifers,
conifers,will
will
usually
removed as
as soon
soon as
as -it
it isisofofcommercial
commercial size.
size. In pure
pure
stands, partial
partialcutting
cutting
shouldremove
remove the
the poor
poor quality
qualityand
and slower
slower growing
growing trees.
trees. Final
Final harvest
harvest
stands,
should
should
be before
before the
the beginning
beginningofofheart
heartrot,
rot, or
should be
or usually
usually prior
prior to
to100
100 years.
years.

Problems
Problems of
of Growth
Growth

Bigleaf
maples,particularly
particularly the
the older
older age
ageclasses,
classes, are
are subject
Bigleaf maples,
subject to
to heart
heart rot
rot by
by several
several

are an
for both
decay-causing fungi. Saplings
Saplings are
an important
important source
source of
of browse
browse for
both blacktail
blacktailand
andmule
mule
decay-causing
leaves are
are cropped
by cattle
cattle and
Maple leaves
cropped by
and horses.
horses.
deer. Maple
OREGON
WHITE
OAKOAK
(Quercus
OREGON
WHITE
(Quercusgarryana)
garryana)
Use
The
white
white oak.
oak.
The wood
woodofofOregon
Oregon
whiteoak
oakisiscomparable
comparableininquality
quality to
to eastern
eastern white

It isiscoinnionly
commonly
It

used
for fuel,
fuel, but
suitable for
used for
but 1.5
is suitable
for furniture,
furniture, cooperage
cooperage staves,
staves, flooring,
flooring, and
and similar
similar uses.
uses.
potential
use is
isininboat
boatconstruction,
construction,because
becausethe
thewood
wood is
isdurable
durableand
and readily
readilyworked.
worked.
potential use

A

Growing Sites
Sites
Growing
zone.

This
found
driersites
sites for
for Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, or
or just
This species
species is
is commonly
commonly found
on on
thethe
drier
just above
above the
the grass
grass
Onsuch
suchsites,
sites, it
act as
tolerant conifer.
On
it may
may act
as aa nurse
nurse crop
crop for
for the
the more
more tolerant
conifer. Later
Later in
this
in this

situation
usually be
be overtopped
overtopped and
and become
become suppressed.
suppressed.
situation it
it will usually
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Growth,
Growth, Rotations
Oregon
is usually slow
slow growing
growing and
and long
long lived.
lived. Mature trees
trees at
at 250
250 years
years are
are
Oregon white oak is
seldom over
feet in diameter.
diameter. Height growth
growth is
is considered
considered slow.
slow. Young oaks are
are more tolerant
tolerant
over 33 feet
than when mature.
Regeneration
Reenerat
ion
The
sprouting, but
The stand
stand can be renewed
renewed by
by stump sprouting,
but the young trees must
must be protected from
livestock browsing. According to experience with eastern oaks,
oaks, it
it should
should be possible to
to establish
new stand
stand by
by sowing
sowing stratified
stratified3acorn
nuts in
in furrows
furrows prepared
prepared by
by a tree-planting
machine.
lish aa new
acorn nuts
tree-planting machine.
The acorns
acorns should
should be
be covered
covered about
about 11 inch
inch in
in depth.
depth. Prebaiting for
for rodent
rodent control
control is
is essential.
essential.
Cutting Practices

Because of
of the
the slow growth of
of this
this species,
species, care
care is
necessary to
growBecause
is necessary
to reserve the fastest
fastest growing trees
trees for final
final crop
crop trees.
trees. Younger sprouts and seedling trees can be released by removing
trees. Oaks that are being overtopped by conifers will soon
soon slow
slow down in
in
mature overstory trees.
growth and
and should
should be
be harvested
harvested or
or released.
released.
Problems of Growth

twigs and leaves are very palatable and
and are
are browsed heavily by deer and cattle.
The twigs
cattle. For
this reason,
reason, cut-over
cut-over stands
stands must
must be
be protected
protected from
from livestock
livestock until
until the
the new
new growth
growth is
is above
above
this
preferred food
food for
for insects,
insects, birds,
birds, rodents,
rodents, and,
and. deer.
deer. Grass fires
browsing height. Acorns are aa preferred
cause considerable mortality when
when stands
stands are
are young.
young. Oregon white oak is
is frequently
frequently aa target
target of
defoliators, but
but the trees usually recover.
defoliators,

BLACK C0TT0NW00D
COTTONWOOD (Populus
(Populus trichocarpa)

Use
Black cottonwood is
is used for
for farm
farm lumber,
lumber, boxes,
boxes, and
and crates.
crates. Because
Because it
odorless, tastetasteit is
isodorless,
less,
and of
of light
less, and
light color,
color, it
it is
is suitable
suitable for
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of butter
butter pails
pails and'tubs
and tubs and
and for
for the
the
shipment of
of butter,
butter, lard,
shipment
lard, and other food
food products.
products. It also is
is suitable for the
the manufacture of
container veneer,
veneer, excelsior,
container
excelsior, and
and highgrade paper
paper pulp.
pulp. It
It is
is a good species
species for
for woodland managemanagement.
ment .

Sites
Growing Sites
The largest trees
trees grow at
at low
low elevations
elevations on
on deep
deep alluvial
alluvial soils.
soils, Best growth occurs on
on
soils
soils of agricultural quality.
quality. Lack of soil aeration limits
limits growth.
growth, Summer
fast
Suumer flooding by fast
moving water rich
rich in
in oxygen
oxygen speeds
speeds growth.
growth.
Growth, Rotations
Growth,
On good sites,
sites, black
black cottonwood
cottonwood not
not only
only maintains
maintains fast
fast early
early growth,
growth, but
but also
also maintains
maintains
good form.
It is
is the
the largest
of American
American poplars
poplars and
and is
is the
the largest
largest hardwood
hardwood tree
tree for
for aa given
given
form. It
largest of
age on sites suitable
suitable for
for its
its growth.
growth. Trees
to reach
reach diameters
diameters up
up to
to 88 feet
feet
Trees have
have been reported to
and total heights up
up to
to 225
225 feet.
feet.

In
trees should
should reach
reach d.b.h.
d.b.h. of
of 24
24 to
to 36
36 inches
inches in
in
In western
western Oregon and Washington,
Washington, dominant trees
40 to
years, if
to 80 years,
if the
the stand
stand is
is not
not overdense.
overdense. Sotne
Some hybrid
hybrid poplar-rooted
poplar-rooted cuttings
cuttings have outproduced mature black
black cottonwood.
cottonwood. However,
should be
be able
able to
to produce
produce over
over
However, black cottonwood should
15,000 board
board feet
feet Scribner scale in
15,000
in 40 to
to 50
50 years on good
good sites.
sites.
Regeneration

Black cottonwood is usually aa prolific seeder.
seeder. The seed,
seed, which is
is buoyed by
by cotton-like
cotton-like
fibers, can
can be
be disbursed long distances by wind and
fibers,
and water. The tree
tree also
also is
is commonly
commonly reproduced
reproduced
_
3Stratification
Stratification is
is the method of
of burying seeds,
seeds, often in alternate layers
layers in
in aa moist medium
medium such
such
as
as sand
sand or peat,
peat, to
to overcome
overcome dormancy.
dormancy.
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by using rooted
rooted cuttings.
cuttings. Wildlings, pulled
pulled from
from river
river sand
sand bars
bars as
as 1-year-old
1-year-old seedlings,
seedlings,
should
field planting.
planting.
should be
be very suitable for field
Cutting Practices
Practices

Black cottonwood is
is very intolerant
intolerant to
to shade.
shade. Reduced diameter growth comes
comes early in the
the
life of
of the
the tree
tree if
if the
Initial spacing between plantalife
the stand becomes overstocked or
or overtopped.
overtopped. Initial
tion
for several
several years.
years. If
are 'planted
planted closer
tion rows
rows of
of 12
12 feet
feet will
will permit cultivation for
If trees are
than 12
12 feet
the row,,
row, then
or other
other small
small round
round
feet apart within the
then an
an early
early thinning
thinning for pulpwood or
to maintain
maintain good
good diameter
diameter growth.
growth.
product will be necessary to
If large-diameter
large-diameter trees
trees of
are desired
If
of good form are
desired as
as aa plantation
plantation objective,
objective, then
then regular
regular
intermediate
thinnings should remove the
intermediate thinnings
the slower-growing
slower-growing trees
trees in
in the
the lower
lower crown
crown classes.
classes. When
the plantation or
or natural stand has reached the
the
the size
size desired
desired for
for marketing,
marketing, then
then clearcutting
clearcutting
by even-aged groups
groups is
is necessary
necessary if
if cottonwood
cottonwood is
is to
to be
be reproduced
reproduced on
on the
the area.
area.
Problems of
of Growth
Growth
Problems

Because cottonwood
cottonwood is
is among
among the
the first
first species
species to
to start
start spring
spring growth,
growth, late
late frosts
frosts frequently
frequently
Because
Wind breakage is
is an
an important
important factor
factor as
as an avenue of entrance for decay fungi.
fungi. Sleet
storms will
will usually cause considerable breakage, and
storms
and ground
ground fires
fires will
will seriously
seriously damage
damage the
the trees.
trees.
injure it.
it.
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Vertical
Photography
Vertical Aerial Photography
AID IN
IN WOODLAND MA1AGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
A VERSATILE AID
H.
Chickering, Jr.
Jr)
H. G.
G. Chickering,
use of
of good-quality
good-quality vertical
vertical aerial
The use
aerial photography has long been an essential tool
tool for
for the
the
forest manager,
manager, and
and in
in the
the practice
practice of
of present
present day
day forestry
forestry it
forest
it is
is mandatory that the modern woodland
owner or
or manager
manager be
be aware
aware of
of the
the value
value of
of using
using aerial
aerial photos,
photos, regardless
regardless of the size of the
land owner
area
tree farm in question.
question.
area of
of the
the tree
The use of a set
set of stereoscopic pairs of photos and a simple
simple lens
lens stereoscope
stereoscope provides
provides the
the
woodland owner
that can be studied in
in detail to
to develop a
owner with
with the
the bird's
bird's eye
eye view in a form that
great amount
amount of
is of
the intelligent management of his lands
lands and
great
of data
data that
that is
of prime importance in the
timber.
Information such
such as
as stand
stand density,
density, tree
tree heights,
heights, species,
species, and
and other
other data can be
be obtained
obtained
Information
from largelarge- and
and medium-scale
medium-scale photos
photos by
by visual
visual interpretation
interpretation when
when viewing
viewing the
the aerial
aerial photos
photos in
in
from
third
stereoscope.
third dimension
dimension with a small
small pocket stereoscope.
will be
be a bit
but a little practice at home and in
Using a stereoscope
stereoscope will
bit difficult
difficult at
at first,
first, but
the
the field
field will
will soon
soon make
make such
such an
an impression
impression on
on the
the adept
adept user
user that
that he
he will
will not
not consider
consider examining
examining
his lands
without first
first viewing
viewing the
the photos
photos to
to familiarize
familiarize himself
himself with
with the
the topography
topography and
his
lands without
and localocation
land. He will then pack his "scope" and photos so
so that
that they
they
tion of
of timbered
timbered portions
portions of
of the land.
will be readily available in
in the
the field
field for
for further
further "on
"on the
the spot"
spot" study.
study.

When properly
properly used,
the aerial
aerial photo can supply
supply the
the acreage
forest types
types to
to be multiplied
used, the
acreage of
of forest
by the volume
volume per
per acre
acre obtained
obtained from field
field sampling
sampling data
data to
to arrive
arrive at
at an
an accurate
accurate total
volume
total volume
of timber on a specific acreage.
acreage.
This procedure
combines the
the most
most accurate
phase of
of the
the aerial
aerial photo
photo data
data with
with the
most relireliprocedure combines
accurate phase
the most
able phase of a field examination to
to produce
produce the
the desired
desired final
final results
results of
of aa forest
forest inventory.
inventory.
Stratifying the
the timber
timber as
as it
it appears
appears on
on the
the photo
photo will
will delineate
delineate uniform
uniform forest
forest types
types in
in
Stratifying
for field
field sampling.
sampling.
preparation for
By roughly
roughly measuring
measuring the
the acreage
acreage of
of the
the various
various types
types outlined
outlined on
on the
the photo,
photo, the
the user
user can
can
By
determine the
the percentage
determine
percentage of
of sample
sample necessary
necessary to
to provide
provide the
the desired
desired answer
answer on
on aa statistical
statistical basis
basis
out on the field
before starting out
field survey.
survey.

the stand
stand with height
height and
and density
density of
of its
its trees
trees as
as they
they appear
appear on
on the
the photo
photo will
will
Location of the
allow the
woodland examiner
examiner to
to restrict
restrict his
his field
field efforts
efforts to
to the
the timbered
timbered areas
areas without
without aa ground
ground
the woodland
search, and
and the
the entire
entire pattern of his route can be planned
search,
planned in
in advance
advance to
to insure
insure that
that field
field plots
plots
or strips
in representative
representative positions
positions with
with respect
respect to
to topography,
topography, probable
probable variation
variation
or
strips are
are located
located in
in
timber stand conditions.
conditions.
in site
site conditions,
conditions, and
and timber
Even if
if the
the aerial.photo
aerial photo is
is used
used for
for no
no more
more than
than aa glorified
glorified road
road map
map to
to direct
direct the
the field
field
Even
examination, it
have accomplished
accomplished much. The further
it will,
will have
further use of
of the
the photo
photo for
for forest
forest type
type mapmapping and accurate determination of
of type
type acreage
acreage and
and total
total land
land acreage
acreage will
will add
add accuracy
accuracy to
to aa
cruise that
that can be obtained in
in no
no other
other way,
way, short
short of
of aa very
very expensive
expensive and
and time-consuming
time-consuming survey.
survey.

the west
slopes of
Most of the
west slopes
of Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, and
and California
California have
have been
been photographed
photographed at
at
various dates and at various scales
scales by
by many
many private
private and
and public
public agencies.
agencies.
Photography
inch == 500
500 feet
feet to
to 11 inch
inch == 5,280
5,280 feet,
feet, but
but it
it is
is generally
generally
Photography scales
scales range from 11 inch
considered
that aa scale
inch == 1,000
1,000 feet
feet is
is the
the best
best all-around
all-around scale
scale for
for
considered that
scale of
of approximately I1 inch
woodland or forest use in
in the
the western
western forested
forested areas.
areas.

111. C. Chickering, Jr.
H. G. Chickering, Jr. is
of aa Photogrammetric
Photogramraetric Consulting
Consulting firm
firm of
of the
thesame
samename,
name, localocais President of
ted in Eugene,
ted
Eugene, Oregon.
Oregon. Founded in
in 1950,
1950, his
his company
company specializes
specializes in
in forest
forest type
type mapping
mapping and
and topotopographic mapping in five Northwestern
Northwestern states
states and
and southeastern
southeastern Alaska,
Alaska, and
and produces
produces forest
forest managemanagement mapping from aerial photography
photography for
for several
several large
large timber
timber companies
companies and
and numerous
numerous governmental
governmental
has been engaged in aerial surveys
agencies. He has
surveys of
of all
all types
types since
since 1935.
1935.
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Just as the
the scales
scales of
of various
various aerial
aerial projects
projects change
change with
with the
the primary
primary purpose
purpose of
of the
the proproject
length of
of the
the taking
taking camera
camera also
also changes
changes with
with the
the purpose
purpose of
of the
the
ject photography,
photography, the focal length
project.
project.

Flat
Flat terrain
terrain usually
usually is
is photographed
photographed with
with aa 6-inch
6-inch focal
focal length
length camera,
camera, when
when the
the primary
primary
purpose is
is to
to produce topographic maps.
maps.
Steep terrain
terrain can
Steep
can be
be photographed
photographed with
with an
an 8%-ihch
8¼-inch focal
focal length
length camera,
camera, if
if the
the intended
intended use
use •
is topographic mapping.
mapping. However,
the most
focal length camera for
forest work
However, the
most usable
usable focal
for forest
work is
is aa 1212is
with aa minimum
minimum of
of displacement
displacement of
of images
caused
camera. This
This camera produces
produces a
a photograph with
images caused
inch camera.
by
of the
the timber
timber stand
stand with
with respect
respect to
to seeseeby changes
changes in
in terrain,
terrain, and
and it
it also
also allows
allows aa better
better view
viewof
ing
multiple tree
tree heights
heights in
in understory
understory timber
timber stand
stand situations,
situations, rock
rock outcrops
outcrops and
and cliffs
cliffs in
in the
the
ing multiple
timber,
timber, and
and other
other detail
detail that
that may
may be
be obscured
obscured by
by the
the apparent
apparent leaning
leaning of
of tall
tall trees
trees when
when the
the
picture is
is taken with a shorter
shorter focal
focal length
length camera.
camera.
The Agricultural
Agricultural Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service
Service (ASCS)
(ASCS) probably
probably has
has the
the largest
largest
aerial photography coverage available
available in
in the
the country.
country. However,
aerial
However, the scale of
of the ASCS photography
photography
is usually 1:20,000 (1
(1 inch
inch = 1,666
is generally too
too small
small for
for advantageous
advantageous use
use in
in
1,666 feet),
feet), which
which is
is
work.
forest work.
When
When larger
larger scales
scales are
are not
not available,
available, the
the ASCS photography is highly suitable for
for general
general
use, but the
the area
area of
of ASCS
ASCS project
project coverage
coverage is
is primarily
primarilyagricultural
agriculturalland-s.
lands.

the western counties
counties have
Most of the
have photographs
photographs available
available taken
taken at
at aa scale
scale of
of 11 inch
inch = 1,000
photographs can be ordered
ordered through
offices
feet using 12-inch focal
feet
focal length
length cameras.
cameras. These photographs
through the
the offices
of the
Engineer, Surveyor,
or Assessor;
Assessor; the
the personnel
personnel of
of these
these offices,
offices, or
or the
the State
State Farm
Farm
the County Engineer,
Surveyor, or
Agent, will
will.be
happy to
to assist
assist in
in interpreting
interpreting them
them correctly.
correctly.
Forestry Agent,
be happy
The State Tax Coinndssion
Commission in
in Oregon,
Oregon, the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources in
in Washington,
Washington, and
and
the
the Department of Natural Resources in
in California, located
located in
in the
the state
state capitol
capitol cities,
cities, also
also are
are
major sources
sources of
of aerial
aerial photos
photos of
of the
the proper
proper scale
scale for
for forest
forest use.
use.
rule, the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest Service
Service photography
photography will
will cover
cover aa wide
wide area
area outside
outside of
of
As a general rule,
the national forests,
forests, and woodland owners near these
these forests
forests can
can obtain
obtain prints
prints by
by writing
writing to
to
the Regional Headquarters for the
the area
area of
of interest.
interest.
the contact
contact print
print size,
size, 99 inches
inches xx 99 inches,
inches, will
will range
range in
in price
price from
from $3.00
$3.00
Aerial photos of the
to $1.00 each,
each, depending upon the
the quantity
quantity ordered
ordered and
and the
the owner
owner of
of the
the project.
project.
Remember to make maximum use
use of
of your
your aerial
aerial photos,
photos, and
and keep
keep your
your leg
leg work
work to
to aa minimum
minimum by
by
being up to date and taking
taking advantage
advantage of
of all
all available
available modern
modern methods
methods and
and aids
aids in
in your
your forest
forest
work.
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an aerial
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Description of the timber types shown in
in the above aerial photograph:
photograph:

D4
D5

Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,

D4
D3
DS "

Two-storied Douglas-fir stand;
stand; overstory poorly
poorly stocked
stocked large
large saw
saw timber,
timber,
stocked small
small saw
saw timber
timber
understory medium stocked

RD4
RD5

Residual
large saw
saw timber
timber
Residual stand
stand after
after partial
partial cut,
cut, Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir large
Residual
Residual stand
stand after
after partial
partial cut,
cut, Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir old
old growth
growth

RPS
HD

stand; residual old-growth Douglas-fir with understory of
Two-storied stand;
hardwoods

HD
Br
X, Br
Br
X,

Hardwoods
Brush
Recent nonstocked clearcut with brush
Recent

Dl

15

Dl = 20
20
Dl =
D3

seedling and
and sapling,
sapling, well stocked
stocked 15
15 years
years old
seedling
seedling and
and sapling,
sapling, medium stocked
stocked 20
20 years old
old
seedling
seedling and
and sapling,
sapling, well stocked
stocked
seedling
small saw
saw timber,
timber, well stocked
stocked
small
large saw
saw timber
timber
large
timber
old-growth saw timber

descriptions are from
from the Standard 1955
1955 Forest Type Classification developed by the
the
These descriptions
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station.
Station. More complete
complete details
details may be
be found
found
Pacific Northwest Forest and
in
this chapter
chapter (page
(page 134).
134).
in the
the second
second reference with this
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Measuring Timber
1

Gary H.
Sander
H. Sander2
K. Peter
Ralph K.
Measuring
Measuring timber
timber is
is taking
taking inventory
inventory of
of the
the growing
growing stock.
stock. The inventory
inventory or
or measurements
taken can be
be expressed in
taken
in terms
terms of
of board
board feet,
feet, cubic
cubic feet,
feet, cords,
cords, number
number of
of poles,
poles, piling,
piling, car
car
stakes, etc.
etc. This inventory
inventory is
is also
also segregated
segregated by
by species
species and
and quality
quality or
or grade
grade groups
groups such
such as
as
sawlog grade,
grade, veneer log
log grade,
grade, and
and size
size and
and grade
grade of
of posts,
posts, poles,
poles, and
and piling.
piling. Inventory can
also
also be expressed in
in other terms
terms such
such as
as basal
basal area
area and
and degree
degree of
of stocking.
stocking.

Such an inventory is
is needed for
for the
the development
development of
of aa management plan.
plan. The entire management
of the
the timber
timber stand
stand for
for years
years to
to come
come is
is based
based on
on this
this inventory,
inventory, and,
and, consequently,
consequently, care
care should
should
taken to
to get
get accurate
accurate data.
data.
be taken
When
When timber
timber is
is to
to be
be sold,
sold, the
the products
products need
need to
to be
be measured
measured and
and graded
graded so
so that
that the
the seller
seller
knows what he is
is selling,
selling, and
and the
the buyer
buyer knows
knows what
what he
he is
is buying.
buying. This is
is the
the basis
basis for
for estabestablishing
fair and just price for both parties
parties concerned.
concerned.
lishing a fair

Although the basics of timber
timber measurement are
are described
described in
in the
the following
following pages,
pages, it
it must
must be
be
remembered that
that there
there is
is no
no substitute
substitute for
for experience
experience and
and professional
professional knowledge.
knowledge. A four-year
course in
in forestry
forestry and
and forest
forest products
products cannot
cannot be
be put
put under
under one
one cover.
cover. It
It may be necessary and
desirable to
to obtain
obtain the
the help
help of
of the
the experienced
experienced County
County Farm
Farm Forester
Forester or
or the
the professional
professional consulconsultant..
tant

MEASURING VOLUME OF STANDING TREES
To determine the
the volume of
of an
an individual
individual tree,
tree, measure the
the diameter
diameter at
at aa point 4½
Uk feet
feet above
above
the
ground (diameter
breast height
height or
or d.b.h.),
d.b.hJ, and
the ground
(diameter breast
and the
the length
length of
of the
the usable
usable tree
tree trunk.
trunk. Then
refer to the
the appropriate
appropriate volume
volume table.
table. These tables
tables will show
show the
the volume in
in either board feet
or cords for
for each
each diameter
diameter at
at aa given
given height
height measurement.
measurement. For measuring the
the number of board
feet in a tree,
feet
tree, the
the scale
scale stick
stick has been
been designed
designed with aa "tree
"tree scale"
scale" on one side
side and a "log
scale"
scale" on the
the other
other side.
side. The tree
tree scale
scale is
is to
to measure the board foot
foot volume in
in a standing tree.
tree.
log scale
scale is
is to
to measure
measure the
the board
board foot
foot volume
volume in
in aa log.
log.
The log

Measuring Diameters
Diameters of
of Stand
Stand Trees
Trees
Measuring
Holding the stick
stick between the
the thumb
thumb and
and forefinger,
forefinger, lay
lay it
it against
against the
the tree
tree trunk
trunk to
to be
measured at
at breast
breast height
height (4½
(4% feet
feet from
from the
the ground)
ground) with
with the
the scale
scale toward
toward you.
you. Since
Since the scale
is graduated to give correct readings at
is
at 25
25 inches
inches from
from the
the eye,
eye, it
it is
is extremely important
important to
to be
sure of
of this
this distance.
distance. Also,
Also, since one edge of
of the stick is
is marked in inches,
inches, it
it is
is easy to
to use
use
this edge to measure the
this
the 25-inch
25-inch distance
distance from
from the
the eye to
to the
the point
point of diameter
diameter measurement.
measurement.
Move
Move the
the stick
stick so
so that
that its
its zero
zero end
end is
is in
in line
line with
with your
your eye
eye and
and the
the left
left side
side of
of the
the tree.
tree. Then
with your head held
held in
in the
the same
same position,
position, note
note where
where the
the line
line of
of sight
sight from
from your
your eye
eye to
to the
the right
right
side of the
the tree
tree cuts
cuts across
across the
the stick.
stick. The readings on the stick at this
this point
point give the diameter of the
the tree
tree in
in inches
inches (Figures
(Figures 11 and
and 2).
2).
A number of other
other instruments
instruments are
are used
used in
in measuring
measuring diameter.
diameter. Perhaps the
the most practical
practical is
is
the steel
steel measuring
measuring tape.
tape. Special
steel tapes for measuring tree diameters are available at
at
Special steel
logging supply
supply stores
stores and
and are
are called
called tree
tree diameter
diameter tapes.
tapes.

1Gary
Gary H.
H. Sander
Sander is
is Extension
Extension Forestry
Forestry Specialist,
Specialist, Extension
Extension Service,
Service, at
at Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University,
where
where he
he has
has been
been since
since 1955.
1955. Before coming to the
the University,
University, he was Farm Forester in
in Thurston
County,
washington, for
County, Washington,
for three
three years.
years. This chapter is
is adapted
adapted from
from Extension P.N.W.
P.N.W. Bulletin 31,
31,
Measuring Trees,
Trees, of
of which
which he
he was
was the
the chief
chief author.
author.
Measuring

2

2Ralph
K. Peter is
Ralph K.
is Branch
Branch Chief,
Chief, Forest Products
Products Utilization, State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
S.
Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.

The original material in
in this
this chapter
chapter was
was prepared
prepared by
by Mr.
Mr. Sander
Sander and
and has
has been
been reviewed
reviewed and
and
revised by Mr. Peter.
Peter.
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Measuring volume the
the easy
easy way
way
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Figure 1.
1.

Figure 2.
2.

Measuring Heights
Heights

Points to remember in
in using
using aa cruising
cruising stick
stick for
for measuring
measuring heights
heights are:
are:
Points
Pace
or measure as
horizontal distance of
Pace or
as accurately as
as possible the
the horizontal
of 11 chain or
or 1½
1^ chains
chains
Stand at
at aa level
with the
the base
base of
of the
the tree--neither
tree--neither up
up nor
nor
away from the tree
tree (66
(66 or
or 99
99 feet).
feet). Stand
level with
down hill.

from your
your eye
eye to
to the
the stick
stick (25
(25 inches).
inches).
Check the distance from
Hold the
Hold
the stick straight
straight up and down,
down, in line
line with the
the trunk of
of the tree.
tree.
Move your eyes,
head, when reading
Move
eyes, not
not your head,
reading from bottom to
to top of
of the
the stick.
stick.
Know what minimum
want and
and estimate
estimate this
this point
point on
on the
the tree;
tree; then
then count
minimum top
top diameter
diameter you.
you. want
count the
logs
stump height
this point.
point. Use the
the scale
scale reading
reading corresponding
corresponding to
to the
the selected
selected
logs from
from the
the stump
height to this
distance from
from the
the tree.
tree.

It
to measure the
the total
total height
height of
of aa tree.
tree. Sawmills do not
not purchase
purchase logs
logs
It is
is seldom necessary to
smaller
to 10
10 inches in
in diameter at
at the
the top
top end.
end. Pulpmills buy wood with aa 4-inch
4-inch miniminismaller than
than 66 to
mum top
top diameter.
diameter. Therefore,
Therefore, heighc
height measuremeasuremum
ments
should be
to the
the upper
ments should
be made
made to
upper utilization
utilization
limit aa particular
particular market
market allows,
limit
allows, as
as well as
as
to the
the volume
volume table
table being
being used.
used.
corresponding to
Height
measurement should
Height measurement
should be figured
figured on the
the
Upper
Utlllzatfott Umlf
Upper Utlllzaflon
Urnif
basis of
the number
number of
16.3-foot logs
logs that
that can
basis
of the
of 16.3-foot
be cue
cut rather than
than in
in actual
actual feet
feet and
and inches.
inches.
-

level, if
if graduated
Use of the Abney hand level,
in
degrees, parallels that
in degrees,
that of the
the transit.
transit. If
in percentages
percentages (the
(the number
number of
of feet
feet
graduated in
in 100
100 feet
feet of
of horizontal
horizontal disdisrise or drop in
tance),
which corresponds to
tance), which
to natural canyons,
canyons,
the only
only computation it
the
it requires is
is adding
adding (or
(or
subtracting) the
subtracting)
the two readings,
readings, pointing
pointing off
off
two
two places,
places, and
and multiplying by
by the
the horizontal
horizontal
distance from the
distance
the tree.
tree. If
If the observer can
stand exactly
exactly 100
100 feet
feet (horizontally)
from
stand
(horizontally) from
the tree,
tree, all
all multiplication can
can be
be avoided.
avoided.
the
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If
arc, direct
direct readings
readings are
are possible
possible only
only at
at aa distance
distance of
of 66
66 feet;
feet;
If the Abney has
has a topographic arc,
at
at 33
33 feet
feet the
the readings must be halved,
halved, at
at 132
132 feet
feet doubled,
doubled, etc.
etc. No Abney
Abney can
can be
be used
used accuaccurately unless the
the observer is
is able
able to
to stand
stand at
at least
least as
as far
far away
away from
from the
the tree
tree being
being measured
measured as
as
its
height; its
use should not be attempted
its height;
its use
attempted in
in dense
dense stands
stands of
of very
very tall
tall timber.
timber.
Tree Volume

After
After the
the diameter
diameter and
and height
height of
of the
the tree
tree are
are determined,
determined, the
the board
board foot
foot volume
volume may*
may be
be
found on the
the stick.
stick. The volume will be directly under the diameter of the tree and will
will be on
the same
row with
with the
same row
the number of logs
logs in
in the
the tree.
tree. For example,
example, aa 16-inch
16-inch tree
tree with
with three
three logs
logs
will contain 226
226 board feet.
feet. If
If the
the tree had 2½
2% logs instead
instead of
of 3,
3, you
you would
would have
have to
to interpolate,
interpolate,
In this
that is,
is, take
take the
the difference between the
that
the two
two nearest
nearest volumes.
volumes. In
this case,
case, aa 16-inch,
16-inch, 2½-log
2%-log
d.bh. is
tree would
128 board feet.
feet. If the d.b.h.
is taken
taken to
to the
the closest
closest inch
inch measurement,
measurement, the
the
would contain 128
for individual
individual trees
trees will
volume for
will be
be different
different than
than if
if the
the diameter
diameter is
is taken
taken to
to the
the closest
closest 22
measured in 16-foot
will yield
yield aa greater
greater volume
volume than
than aa tree
tree measured
measured
that is
is measured
16-foot logs
logs will
inches. A tree that
logs. A tree having little
little taper
taper will have
have the
the larger
larger actual
actual volume
volume for
for aa given
given d.b.h.
d.b.h.
in 32-foot logs.
the same
same size
size having
having mere
mdre taper.
taper.
and height
height than will a tree of the
Deductior
Deduction for
for Defect
Some trees
trees in
in many
many woodlands
woodlands will be excessively rough
Some
rough or
or partly
partly rotted.
rotted. Some are of
of such
poor quality that they are completely unsaleable. The amount of defect must be determined and
other woodlands
woodlands will
will contain second-growth and
and
accordingly. Many other
the saleable volume reduced accordingly.
old-growth snags or windfalls that
that have
have some
some merchantable
merchantable volume.
volume. The outside
outside appearance
appearance of
of
these trees or logs is
is deceiving.
deceiving. To determine the inside
inside quality,
quality, it
it is necessary either to
chop into
into the
the trees
trees in
in several
several spots
spots or
or to
to fall
fall or
or buck
buck them.
them. The sapwood may be entirely
entirely rotted
away while the
the inside heartwood is
is perfectly sound
sound and
and bright
bright in
in color.
color.

On steep
steep ground it is almost impossible
impossible to
to prevent
prevent breaking
breaking aa few
few trees
trees during
during felling.
felling.
With
With careful
careful felling,
felling, breakage
breakage will
will be
be slight.
slight. If
If the volume is
is being determined to
to an
an 8-inch
top, on steep
ground, 10 percent of the
top,
steep ground,
the volume should
should be
be deducted
deducted for
for defect
defect and
and breakage.
breakage.
The effect
effect of
of rot and other defects
defects upon
upon the
the merchantable
merchantable volume
volume of
of logs
logs of
of different
different
species
varies so greatly that
species varies
that no rules for
for making deductions
deductions can
can be
be applied
applied inflexibly.
inflexibly. In
scaling, good
good judgment
judgment must be constantly exercised,
exercised, based
based upon
upon knowledge
knowledge of
of local
local timber
timber
scaling,
obtained by watching defective logs
logs opened
opened up
up under
under the
the saw.
saw. Defects are classified in
in the
following manner:
manner:
following
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
A.
4.
5.
5.

Interior defects,
defects, which cause waste in
Interior
in the
the interior
interior of
of logs.
logs.
Side defects,
defects, which
which cause waste on the
Side
the outside of
of logs.
logs.
or sweep.
sweep.
Defects from curve or
Defects from
from crotches.
crotches.
Defecta
Defects from an
an excessive
excessive number
number of
of knots
knots in
in top
top logs.
logs.

METHODS OF LAYING OUT
OUT PLOTS
PLOTS
get an idea of
To get
of the approximate volume
volume of
of aa large
large area,
area, the
the simplest
simplest method
method is
is to
to estimate
estimate
the
forest. Sample plots should be well distributed
distributed over
over each
each kind
kind
the volume
volume on
on aa sample
sample of
of the forest.
of the
the volume
volume per
per acre.
acre. These plots
plot's should
should be
be equally
equally spaced
spaced
of timber to get a good estimate of
along compass lines;
lines; they
they should
should not
not be
be located
located by
by the
the judgment
judgment of
of what
what appears
appears to
to be
be an
an ttaver_
"average" part
part of
of the
the forest.
forest.
By taking
taking tree
tree height
height and
and diameter
diameter measurements
measurements on
on aa sufficient
sufficient number
number of
of sample
sample plots,
plots, an
an
accurate volume
volume figure
figure for
accurate
for 5 to 10 percent of the
the woodland can
can be
be obtained.
obtained. The volume on
estimated from
from these
these figures.
figures. It is
is obvious that
that unless
unless there
there is
is accuaccuremaining acreage may be estimated
rate knowledge of the total
total number
number of
of acres
acres in
in timber,
timber, it
it is
is impossible
impossible to
to get
get an
an accurate
accurate estiestiIt may be
be necessary to
to traverse
traverse the
the boundary
boundary of
of the
the timber
timber area
area using
using aa
mate of total
total volume.
volume. It
compass and
and chain,
in the
compass
chain, or,
or, in
the case
case of
of the
the small
small ownership,
ownership, an
an aerial
aerial photograph
photograph should
should be
be studied
studied
to
total areas in timber stands.
stands. The possibility
possibility of photographic distortion error
to determine
determine the
the total
should be kept in mind when
when determining
determining timber
timber boundaries.
boundaries.
To record the volume
volume on
on aa sample
sample plot,
plot, the
the diameter
diameter of
of each
each tree
tree is
is mea8ured.
measured. Merchantable
or total
total heights of trees
trees also
also are
are measured
measured until
until the
the cruiser
cruiser feels
feels he
he can
can make
make aa 8afe
safe estimate.
estimate.
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Volume tables
are then used
used to
to figure
figure the
the volume
volume per
per sample,
sample, then
then the
the volume
volume per
per acre,
acre, and
and
tables are
finally the total volume of
of the
the timberland.
timberland.
Circular
Circular plots are perhaps the
the easiest
easiest and
and most
most accurate
accurate for
for sampling
sampling timberlands.
timberlands. For
young,
timber, aa 1/10
1/10 or 1/20-acre
1/20-acre plot
plot is
is most
most practical.
practical. For older and larger
larger
young, second-growth timber,
timber
where there
timber where
there are fewer than
than 100
100 trees
trees per
per acre,
acre, the
the plots
plots should
should be
be increased
increased to
to 1/4
1/4 or
or
Dimensions of
of the
the circular
circular plots
plots are
are 1/20
1/20 of
of an
an acre,
acre, 26.3
26.3 feet
feet in
in
1/5
size. Dimensions
1/5 of
of an acre in size.
radius; 1/10
1/10 of
of acre,
acre, 37.2
37.2 feet
feet in
in radius;
radius; 1/5
1/5 of
of an
an acre,
acre, 52.7
52.7 feet
feet in
in radius;
radius; and
and 1/4
1/4 of
of an
an
radius;
acre,
acre, 59 feet in radius.
Figure 4 illustrates
illustrates one
one method
method
of cruising a 40-acre tract
tract of timber.
timber.
It is desirable to have the
the cruise
plan well
well in mind
mind before beginning
to
By mechanically selectselectto cruise.
ing plots
plots in
in this
this manner,
manner, a satising
satisfactory sampling can
can be
be achieved.
achieved.
One man can do
alone,
do the cruising alone,
but a two-man crew is
is better.
better. On
to have
steep ground it is desirable to
one man responsible for running the
the
compass
compass and tallying,
tallying, while the
the other
man takes
takes the measurements.
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In laying
laying out
out a large area to
In
+ 33O'+I64
sample,
sample, start
start from
from aa known
known point,
point, prepreferably
ferably from a property corner. Lay
out
compass lines
lines so that drainages
out compass
are crossed. This way there
there will be
a sampling
of the timber along the
sampling of
the
creeks,
creeks, on the slopes,
slopes, and on the
the
ridge tops.
With aa compass,
tops. -With
compass, pace or
measure
measure with a tape along the
the timber
timber
boundary one-half tally
tally (165
(165 feet).
feet).
Then turn at
right angles into
into the
the
at right
timber for
for 22 chains
chains (132
feet) and
and
timber
(132 feet)
begin sampling.
sampling. This is
is the
the first
first
3ij
uu
40 Acres
center. It
is good to put
plot center.
It is
put up
stake that
the
a stake
that can be seen from the
edges
of the
edges of
the plot,
plot, so that the
the plot
Figure 4.
4.
be in
in view.
view.
center always will be
Measure the
the plot
plot radius
radius in
in several
several directions,
directions, marking
marking these
these points
points and
and especially
especially noting
noting boundboundary trees.
trees. On steep ground,
ground, use
use horizontal
horizontal distance
distance to
to measure
measure the
the plot
plot radii.radii. In
In aa two-man
crew,
crew, the
the tally man should stand
stand at
at the
the center of the plot and
and check
check the
the measurements as
as they
they
are made. Start at
at a natural breaking point in
in the
the plot, and
and measure the
the trees
trees either
either clockwise
clockwise
or counter-clockwise around the
the plot up to
to this
this natural identifying
identifying mark.
mark. Tally all
all the
the trees,
trees,
recording diameter
diameter in inches
heights of several
recording
inches to
to the
the nearest
nearest even number and measuring heights
several trees
in each plot. Height
in
length of tree or number of 16-foot
16-foot logs
logs
Height measurements might
might be either total length
to the
upper utilization limit.
to
the upper
limit. A convenient
convenient way to tally the
the trees
trees is by the
the dot
dot and dash
method in which one dot equals one tree,
tree, two
two dots equal two
two trees.
trees. A dash also
also equals
equals one tree
and saves
saves confusion in
and
in counting
counting an
an irregular
irregular pattern
pattern of
of dots.
dots. With aa little
little practice,
practice, these
these
symbols can be read at
symbols
at aa glance.
glance.
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After all
all the trees have been measured in this first plot,
After
plot, move on to
to the second
second one.
one. The
next plot
plot should
should be
be 264
next
264 feet
feet (4
(4 chains)
chains) along the
the main survey
survey line.
line. Mark this
this point
point as
as plot
plot
center and
and repeat the
center
the procedure
procedure used
used in
in plot
plot Number
Number 1.
1. Follow through
through this
this compass
compass line
line until
arriving
arriving at
at the
the edge
edge of
of the
the legal
legal subdivision;
subdivision; then
then turn at
at right
right angles
angles and go 330 feet
feet (5
(5
chains) and
and turn
turn back
back to
to parallel
parallel the
previous compass
compass line,
chains)
the previous
line, taking plots in
in the same fashion.
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parallel compass
compass lines
lines and
and plots
plots through
through the
the timber,
timber, aa reasonably
reasonably reliable
reliable
By running these
these parallel
volume estimate
estimate can
can be
be obtained.
obtained.

DETERMINING VOLUME ON AN IRREGULARLY SHAPED WOODLAND

large blocks of timbers
timber, 40 acres
acres or
or mores
more, need to
to be cruised,
cruised, the
the strip
strip or plot
plot
Where large
method should be used to determine volume
volume estimates.
estimates. Most foresters agree
agree that
that where the
the strip
strip
or plot system
anything less
will produce volume figures
system is
is used
used, anything
less than a 10-percent
10-percent sampling
sampling'will
figures
that are
are erroneous
erroneous and unrealistic.
that
The higher the sampling percentage,
percentage, the more accurate the
volume estimate.
estimate. On smaller
smaller acreages
acreages, for
timber, a 100-percent cruise could
for selling or buying timber,
be used to
If timber
not changing
changing hands,
hands, a cruise
cruise of
of less
less intensity
can .
to determine
determine volumes.
volumes. If
timber is
is not
intensity can
be employed.
employed.
shown in Figure
Figure 5,
the owner
owner was
was interested
interested in
in
In the example shown
5, the
obtaining some idea of the
the volume contained
contained in
in his 10-acre
10-acre tract
tract of
of
commercial timber.
timber. He decided to
to use both the
the plot system and
and the
the
100-percent cruise
cruise to
in his
his woodland.
to determine volumes in

STANDAJ/'\
0

STAND'A'
ioacrg
10
act-es
/
(a*\i sUni),
'I-

I
L,STANOP
Beginning his cruise,
cruise, the owner located five 1/5-acre plots as
1 acres
o
(Part1aui
as possible
possible in
in Stand
Stand A.
A. While taking
taking measurements in
in the
the
evenly as
lOq
the owner
owner recorded
recorded the
the diameters of all trees
plots,
plots the
trees, but estimated
estimated
the number of 16-foot
16-foot logs
logs per
per tree.
tree. In Stand B more than half of
of
Fi
gure 55.
Figure
the volume
volume had
had been
been removed
removed in
in past
past logging
logging operations,
operations, leaving
leaving residresidthe
ual trees
trees widely
widely spaced.
spaced. In this stand,
stand, the owner decided to make a 100-percent
100-percent cruise as the
plot system
system would not be practical
practical among
among scattered
scattered trees.
trees. All trees
trees were measured
measured for
for diameter.
diameter.
The number
number of 16-foot
16-foot logs
logs was estimated.
estimated. Occasional
Occasional height
height check was made with a cruiser's
cruiser's
,.s

stick.

On completion
completion of
of the
the cruise,
cruise, the
the owner
owner found
found he
he had
had aa total
total of
of 30,000
30000 board feet
of timber
timber
feet of
on five 1/5-acre plots in Stand A.
A. The 100-percent
100-percent cruise in Stand B revealed that a total of
of
40000
40,000board
board feet
feet of
of merchantable
merchantable timber
timber was
was still
still standing.
standing.

The total
total footage
footage was:
was:
Stand A

30000 bd.
30,000
bd. ft.
ft. per
per acre
acre
(average 6,000
bd. ft.
ft. per
per 1/5-acre
1/5-acre plot)
plot)
(average
6000 bd.
30000 bd.
per acre
acre xx1010acres
acres ...... 300,000
30,000
bd. ft.
ft. per
300,000 bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

Stand BB

40,000 bd.
bd. ft.
ft. on 4 acres
acres

(100-percent
cruise) ............. 40000
bd.
(100-percent cruise)
40,000
bd. ft.
ft.
Total onon14 14
acres
340,000
bd.ft.
ft.
Total
acres .............. 340,000
bd.

MEASURING
MEASURING VOLU1IE
VOLUME OF LOGS

of logs is generally measured in
The volume of
This volume is determined by a process
process
board feet.
feet. This
board
scaling, measuring
length of
the log
log in
in
called scalings
measuring the length
of the
feet, and
and the
the diameter inside bark at
feet,
at the
the small
small end
end
in inches. The volume is
is read
read from
from aa log
log rule
rule table.
table.
Sawlogs
Sawlogs are measured in
in even
even 2-foot
2-foot lengths.
lengths. A
few
inches extra
are allowed for trimming.
trimming. This trim
trim
few inches
extra are
is
is left
left because
because sawmills square
square off
off the
the boards
boards cut
cut
at exactly 2-foot
2-foot intervals.
intervals. This means
from the log at
a 16-foot
16-foot log should actually be
be about
about 16
16 feet,
feet, 44
long. Longer logs require additional
additional trim
trim
inches long.
allowance.

Measuring of
of diameters
diameters inside the
Measuring
the bark at
at the
the
small end is
is the general practice
practice in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific
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Figure 6.
Figure
6.

The
small end
endofof the
the log
because the
the log
log rule
that in
The small
log is
is measured
measured because
rule assumes
assumes that
in sawing,
sawing,
With oval-shaped
oval-shapedlogs,
logs, diameter
no
slab. With
diameter is
is determined
determined by
by
no boards
boardsare
are obtained
obtained from
fromthe
thetaper
taper or
or slab.
averaging
long and
and short
shortdiameter
diametermeasurements.
measurements.
averaging the
the long

Northwest.

If aa log
partially
rotted,
or otherwise
damaged,
If
log is
is defective,
defective, that
thatis,
is,scarred
scarredby
byfire,
fire,
partially
rotted,
or otherwise
damaged, aa
Deductingfor
for defects
defects
deduction for
for the
the total
deduction
the defect
defect should
should be
be made
made from
from the
total log
logvolume.
volume. Deducting
requires
great deal
deal of
of experience
experience in
in scaling.
scaling. If
If logs
logs are
are defective,
defective, one
one should
should talk
talk with
with the
the
requires aa great
prospective log
log buyer
buyer and
and agree
agree on
onprocedure
proceduretotobe
beused
usedinin deducting
deductingfor
for the
the defects.
prospective
defects. If
If there
there
are
defects in
major portions
is advisable
advisable to
to consult
consult aa local
local forester
forester about
about
are defects
in major
portionsofofthe
thestand,
stand, itit is
methods
methodsofof bucking
buckingout
outmuch
muchofofthis
this defect.
defect.
LOG
RULES FOR
FORVOLUME
VOLUME AND
AND GR(X4TH
GROWTH ESTIMATES
ESTIMATES
LOG RULES
The
does not
give an
an accurate
accurate volume
volume figure
board feet
for secondsecondThe Scribner
Scribner log
log rule
rule does
not give
figure of
of board
feet for
growth
in the
thefarm
farmwoodland.
woodland. Some
Some mills
in proprogrowth trees
trees in
mills do
domake
makeananadjustment
adjustmentininprice
price which
whichisis in
portion
the error.
error. The
The Scribner
rule was
was prepared
prepared almost
almost a
a hundred
hundred years
ago and
not
portion to
to the
Scribner log
log rule
years ago
and is
is not
considered satisfactory.
During the
the last
last 40
40 years,
years,great
great
improvements
improvements have
have been
been made
made in
in eff
effiiconsidered
satisfactory. During
ciency
both machinery
permitted by
by market
market
ciency of
of both
machineryand
andpersonnel,
personnel,and
andininthe
thecloseness
closenessofof utilization
utilization permitted
of lumber
that can
especially in
conditions.
conditions. This
This rule
rule underestimates
underestimates the
the amount
amount of
lumber that
can be
be produced,
produced, especially
in
the Scribner
Scribner rule
rule was
up, no
no allowance
allowance for
for taper
the
small-diameter classes.
When the
was made
made up,
taper was
was conconthe small-diameter
classes. When
sidered.
In the
the modern
modern mill,
mill, through
through taper
taper sawing,
sawing, additional
additional short-length
short-length boards
boards are
are cut
cut from
from
sidered. In
theseshortcomings
shortcomings
Scribner
rule,there
thereisis aa material
material difdiftapering logs.
tapering
logs. Because
Because ofofthese
in in
thethe
Scribner
rule,
scale, estimated
ference
between the
estimated to
to be
be obtainable
obtainable from
from aa group
group of
of
ference between
the number
numberofofboard
boardfeet,
feet, jlog scale,
logs, and
and the
the actual
actual number
number of
board feet,
lumber tally,
tally,that
that
producedfrom
fromthem.
them. This
This diflogs,
of board
feet, lumber
areare
produced
difference
ference is
is called
called the
the overrun.
overrun.

In
potentials
In cruising,
cruising, a amore
more accurate
accurate estimate
estimate can
canbe
be made
made of
of standing
standing timber
timber and
and growth
growth potentials
by
scale. Unfortunately,
rule isisnot
notasasyet
yet
usedcommercially
commercially
by using
using the
the International
International scale,
Unfortunately, this
this rule
used
The conservatism
the continuance
continuance of
of older
older and
and
anywhere. The
conservatismofof commercial
commercialpractice
practicehas
hasresulted
resulted in
in the
admittedly inaccurate
inaccurate rules
rules throughout
the United
States. In
In scientific
admittedly
throughout the
United States.
scientificwork,
work, for
forexample,
example, the
the
errors in
in the
the old
old rules
ruleswould
would be
intolerable, and
and the
the International
International is
isalmost
almost invariably
invariably applied.
applied.
errors
be intolerable,
VARIABLE
VARIABLE PLOT
PLOT OR
OR WEDGE
WEDGE PRISM
PRISM CRUISING

J.
in their
their "Variable
"Variable Plot
Plot Cruising"
Cruising" booklet
booklet that
variable
R. Dilworth
Dilworthand
andJ.J.F.F. Bell
Bell state
state in
that variable
3. R.
plot cruising
cruising provides
provides aa new
new concept
concept in
forestry inventory
inventory procedures
procedures as
as used
used in
in the
theUnited
United
plot
in forestry
This method,
method,developed
developedininEurope
Europe
Walter
Bitterlich,was
wasfirst
first publicized
publicized in
States.
by by
Dr.Dr.
Walter
Bitterlich,
in
States. This
1948. Dr.
Lewis R.
of of
the
Dr. Lewis
R. Grosenbaugh
Grosenbaugh
theUnited
UnitedStates
StatesForest
ForestService
Serviceintroduced
introducedthe
the Bitterlich
Bitterlich
method
country in
in 1952.
1952. Although
Although the
radical departure
departurefrom
from customary
customary
methodinto
into this
this country
the method
methodisis aa radical
methods,
its use
methods, its
use has
has increased
increased rapidly.
rapidly. Several
Several organizations
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, as
as well
well
organizations in
in the
as in
it asas their
as
in other
other parts
parts of
of the
thecountry,
country, have
have adopted
adopted it
theirstandard
standardmethod
method of
of cruistng.
cruising.

Methods
variableplot
plotcruising
cruisingsuitable
suitable for
for use
use in
Methods ofofvariable
in the
the forests
forests of
ofthe
thePacific
PacificNorthwest
Northwest
have
ofLucien
Lucien B.
B. Alexander
Alexander of
of Mason,
Mason, Bruce
Bruce and
and Girard;
have been
been developed
developedthrough
throughthe
the efforts
efforts of
Girard;
John F.
Bell of
ofOregon
Oregon State
StateUniversity;
University;
NormanMarsh
Marsh of
ofthe
theOregon
OregonState
State
TaxConunission.
Commission.
John
F. Bell
andand
Norman
Tax
The main
claimed
for for
variable
plot
cruising
simpler, saves
saves aa subsubThe
mainadvantages
advantages
claimed
variable
plot
cruisingarearethat
thatitit is
is simpler,
stantial
stantialamount
amount of
of plot
plot and
and computation
computation time
time without
without sacrificing
sacrificing accuracy,
accuracy, reduces
reduces personal
personal
errors, and
of the
the various
classes within
within the
the stand.
errors,
and provides
provides a
a better
better balanced
balanced sample
sample of
various diameter
diameter classes
stand.

The
wedgeprism
prismis
is aa precise optical
The wedge
optical instrument
instrument developed
developed in
in this
thiscountry
countryby
byLucien
Lucien B.
B.
Alexander of
David
Bruce
of of
the
SerAlexander
of Mason,
Mason,Bruce
Bruceand
andGirard
Girard Company,
Company,andand
David
Bruce
theUnited
UnitedStates
StatesForest
Forest Service to
vice
to simplify
simplify the
the application
application of
of the
thevariable
variableplot
plotmethod.
method. The
is aawedge-shaped
wedge-shaped piece
The prism
prism is
of
angle
which
of glass
glass that
that bends
bends light
light rays,
rays, establishing
establishingaacritical
critical
angle
whichcan
can be
be easily
easilyand
and accurately
accurately
projected ocularly
cruiser. Wedge prisms
prisms can
can be
be purchased
purchasedfrom
fromBausch
Bausch and
andLomb
Lomb Optical
Optical
projected
ocularly by
by the
the cruiser.
Company, Portland,
Oregon.
Company,
Portland, Oregon.

With the
the aid
aid of
of the
With
the wedge prism,
variable plot
plot cruising
cruisingbecomes
becomes aa rapid
rapid method
method of
deterprism, variable
of determiningbasal
basal area
area per
per acre.
mining
acre. Most
Kost professional
professional foresters
to cruise
cruise with
with this
this instrument,
instrument,
foresters prefer to
but
it requires practice
practice and
and skill.
skill.
but it
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ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
good measuring
measuring job is
A good
is essential to
to aa well-handled
well-handled timber
timber sale.
sale. A woodland owner may or
or
to mark
mark and
and measure
measure the
be cut
cut from an area 40
40 acres,
may not
not have
have the
the time
time to
the trees
trees to
to be
acres, or larger.
larger.
Before or after a sale he also
also may
may want
want aa complete
complete inventory
inventory of
of his
his holdings.
holdings. It
It is
is a saving
of time and money at
at this
this point
point to
to seek
seek the
the help
help of
of aa consulting
consulting forester.
forester. One reason
reason aa consultconsulting
can save
ing forester
forester can
save an owner money is
is that
that he
he can
can locate
locate the
the right
right logger
logger for
for the
the job
job at
at hand.
hand.

3
PRODUCTS3
CONVERSION FACTORS
FACTORS FOR PACIFIC NORTHWEST
NORTHWEST FOREST PRODUCTS
The
The Standard
Standard Cord
Cord
The standard
cord. consisting
consisting of
of normally
normally piled
wood measuring
measuring 44 feet
feet x 44 feet
The
standard cord.,
piled wood
feet x 88 feet,
feet,
The quantity
quantity of
of solid
wood in
in aa cord
cord depends
depends upon
upon the
sizes and
and
contains 128
128 gross
gross cubic
cubic feet.
feet. The
solid wood
the sizes
shapes of
of individual
individual pieces,
pieces, thickness
thickness of
of bark,
bark, total
total amount
amount of
of open
open space
space in
in the
the pile,
pile, and
and
shapes
method of piling.
piling.
The volume
volume of
of solid
solid wood
wood in
in aa standard
standard cord
cord varies
varies so
so greatly
greatly with
with the
the controlling
controlling factors
factors
The
that the
the closest
"rule-of-thumb" figuring
to be
to
mentioned that
closest approximation for
for "rule-of-thumb'
figuring appears
appears to
be from 80 to
90 cubic
cubic feet,
90
feet, with a weighted average of
of between
between 85
85 and
and 86
86 cubic
cubic feet,
feet, for
for unpeeled
unpeeled wood.
wood.

Stacked Cords of 8-Foot
8--Foot Pulpwood
Pulpwood
VolumeEquivalents
Volume
Equ ivalents for Stacked

Table 1.
1.

Douglas-fir
Douglas -fir (with bark)

Mid-diamf
»ter
Mid-diameter
bolt
average bolt
of average
irk)
(inside b.
bark)

No.
No. bolts
per cord

Cubic feet
j
Solid
Bark
wood

Bd. ft.
Bd.
ft.
Scribner

Bd. ft.-Bd.
ft.—
cu.
cu. ft.
ft.
ratio

Inches
8
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Average
green
weight

Pounds
28.8
18.5
13.0
9.8
7.7
6.3
5.2

81
82
82
84
86
89
91

11
10
10
10
10
11
12

365
430
490
545
545
590
625
650

4.5
5.3
6.0
6.5
6.8
7.0
7.1

4,350
4,450
4,450
4,550
4,650
4,800
5,000

Hemlock
Hemloc k (with bark)
bark)

8
10
12
14
16

Dilworth, .3.
J. R.,
1961.
3Dilworth,
R., 1961.
University.

29.0
19.0
13.7
10.3
8.0

81
84
86
88
89

10
10
10

11
11

Log Scaling and Timber Cruising.
Cruising.

Institute of Forest Products, 1957.
1957.
pp. University of Washington.
22 pp.

370
440
500
555
595

4.6
5.3
5.8
6.3
6.7

4,850
5,050
5,150
5,300
5,350

259
illus. Oregon State
State
259 pp.,
pp., illus.

Conversion Factors for
for Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest Products.
Products.
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Pulpwood—Cord
(Young-growth and
Pulpwood--Cord Yield by Tree Diameters (Young-_growth
and Old-growth)
Old-growth)
The following
figures represent
represent the
The
following figures
the pulpwood yields from average
average hemlock
hemlock and
and spruce
spruce youngyounggrowth trees,
growth
trees, cut
cut without wastage and
and not
not peeled:
peeled:

Number
Standard Cords of pulpwood

Diameter breast height (d.b.h.)
(d.b.h.)
14
18
22
27
32
35
38
41
44
47

inches
........................%½
inches
inches
.........................
inches
.11
inches
.........................1%
inches
inches
.........................22
inches. inches
..........................2%
inches. .
2½
inches
........................ 33
inches
inches
........................ 3%
inches
3
inches ........................ 44
inches
inches ........................ 4%
inches
4½
inches
inches.
. '. ........................ 55
1

cord
cord
cords
cords
cords
cords
cords
cords
cords
cords

Board Foot--Log Scale
Scale Factors

Log Scale--Lumber
Scale—Lumber Tally
Tally Conversions:
Conversions:

#

Log scale,
Scribner rule;
rule; to
to log
log scale,
scale, International
International %-inch
-inch rule:
scale, Scribner
rule:
S
•

For timber
timber in
in western
western Washington
Washington and
and western
western Oregon:
Oregon:
Scribner volume x 1.075
1.075 = International -inch
%-inchvolutne.
volume.

in eastern
eastern Washington
Washington and
and eastern
eastern Oregon:
• For titnber
timber in
Oregon:
Scribner volume x 1.09
1.09 = International
International %-inch
-inch volume.
volume.

scale, Scribner
Scribner rule;
rule; to
to lutnber
lumber tally:
tally:
Log scale,
• For
and western
western Oregon:
Oregon:
For timber in western Washington and
Scribner volume xx 1.17
1.17 = lumber tally4
tally^
• For timber in eastern Washington and
and eastern
eastern Oregon:
Oregon:
Scribner volume x 1.068
1.068 = lumber tally
tally
Cubic Foot-Board Foot Factors
Cubic

A "rule-of-thumb"
conversion factor
factor in
in rather
rather general
general use
use throughout
throughout the Pacific
Northwest
"rule-of-thumb" conversion
Pacific Northwest
cubic foot
foot of
of solid
solid wood
wood = 66 feet,
11 cubic
Scribner Decimal
Decimal CC log
log scale.
scale.- A few
feet, board measure,
measure, Scribner
operators, however,
however, figure only 55 board feet
operators,
feet to
to the
the cubic
cubic foot.
foot. In interior--not
interior—not coastal-coastal-Columbia, the
British Columbia,
the official conversion
conversion factor
factor is:
is: 11 cubic foot
foot = 5.75 feet,
feet, board measure,
measure,
as measured by the British Columbia log
as
log rule.
rule.
is:

Northwest mill
mill that
purchases logs
logs on
on Scribner
Scribner Decimal
Decimal C scale,
uses a factor
of
One Northwest
that purchases
scale, also
also uses
factor of
5.75 in converting cubic feet
5.75
feet to
to board
board feet,
feet, based
based on
on manufacturing
manufacturing experience.
experience.
Other Cubic
Cubic Measure Factors
Other
standard unit
unit pulp
pulp chips
11 standard
chips =
standard unit
unit hog
hog fuel
11 standard
fuel
=
unit sawdust
=
11 standard unit

200
feet, gross cubic
cubic content
content
200 cubic
cubic feet,
200
feet, gross cubic content
content
200 cubic
cubic feet,
200
feet, gross cubic
cubic content
content
200 cubic
cubic feet,

board measure,
measure, of
of rough
rough kiln-dried
kiln-dried lumber,
will produce 200 cubic
One thousand
thousand Leet,
feet, board
lumber, will
cubic feet
feet
of pulp
of
pulp chips on an
an average.
average■

4

Unpublished data
data of the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest Forest
Forest and Range Experiment Station
Station indicate
indicate average
average
factors
factors of
of 1.25 or more for 32-foot
32-foot logs,
logs, and
and 1.15
1.15 to
to 1.20
1.20 for
for short
short logs
logs (1967).
(1967). Actual
Actual overrun
varies
diameter, type
type of mill equipment,
equipment, and
and product
product mix.
mix.
varies with log diameter,
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One
thousandboard
boardfeet
feet of
of logs,
scale, will
One thousand
logs, Scribner
Scribner Decimal
Decimal CC scale,
willproduce
produce 400
400 to
to 470
470 cubic
cubic
feet
lost in
feet of
ofpulp
pulpchips,
chips,depending
depending totosome
some extent
extentupon
upon the
theamount
amount of
of wood
wood lost
in debarking.
debarking. Loss
Loss of
wood is
in hydraulic
hydraulic debarking,
debarking, and
and varies
varies in
inmechanical
mechanical debarking
debarking between
between different
types
different types
wood
is low in
operator finds
finds that
mechanical
debarkers
cause
nonomore
of machines.
machines. One
One operator
that"pressure
"pressuretype'
type"
mechanical
debarkers
cause
morewood
wood
loss
than do
do hydraulic
hydraulic debarkers.
debarkers.
loss than
Table 2.
Table
2.

Average Weights
Commercially Important
Impo rtantWoods
Average
Weights of Cotnuiercially
Woods

Weight per
Weight
per cubic
cubic foo.t
foot
Green

Species
Species

Pounds

...........
..........
.........
.........
Cedar, western
red .......
Cedar,
western red

Alder,
red
Alder, red
Ash,
Oregon
Ash, Oregon
Birch,
western
Birch, western
Cedar, Alaska
Alaska
Cedar,

Air-dry
Air-dry (12
(12 percent
percent
moisture content)
content)
moisture

Weight
Weight per
per 1,000
1,000 board
board feet
feet

(Nominal size)
(Nominal
size)

Air-dry (12
(12 percent
percent
Air-dry
moisture content)
moisture
content)

Pounds

Pounds

57
36

28
38
44
31

2,330
3,160
3,670
2,580

36
. . 46
42
.Douglas-fir
region). .-.
Douglas-fir (coast
(coast region).
Fir, commercial
commercial white
white ..... 50
Fir,

23
24
34
27

1,920
2,000
2,830
2,250

29
34
28
28

2,420
2,830
2,330
2,330

Cottonwood, northern
Cottonwood,
northern black.
black.

46
46

.

.

........
........
.........

46
Hemlock, western
Hemlock,
western
Maple, bigleaf
bigleaf ... i .... 47
Maple,
45
ponderosa
Pine, ponderosa
Spruce,
38
Spruce, Sitka
Sitka

Roundand
andSplit
Split Products
Round
Products
Shake
Shakebolts:
bolts:

(Clear cedar;
cedar; 50
board feet
feet per
(Clear
50 inches
inches length)
length) 600
600 board
per cord,
cord, average,
average,
based
Scribner Decttnal
Decimal CC log
based on
on Scribner
log scale.
scale.
20-22 bolts
per cord,
cord, average..
average..
20-22
bolts per

Shake
boards: (Clear
(Clear cedar;
cedar; 24-inches
Shake boards:
24-inches length)
length) 2¼
2k inches
inches thick;
thick;
inches average
average width.
width.
66 inches
350 boards
cord, average.
average.
350
boards per
per cord,
Fence posts:
Fence
posts:

7-foot length,
7-foot
length, 18
18 inches
inches circumference.
circumference.
100
cord, average.
average.
100 pieces
pieces per
per cord,
165
per M
M board
average.
165 pieces
pieces per
board feet
feet average.
7-foot length,
7-foot
length, 21
21 iiches
inchescircumference.
circumference.
80-85
pieces per
80-85 pieces
per cord,
cord, average.
average.
135-140pieces
pieces per
per M
board feet
feet average.
135-140
M board
average.

Hop poles:
poles:

21-foot length,
21-foot
length, 21
21 inches
inches circumference.
circumference.
25-28 pieces
pieces per
per cord,
25-28
cord, average.
average.
45
pieces per
board feet,
feet, average.
45 pieces
per M
M board
average.

Grape
Grape stakes:
stakes: 5-6
5-6 foot
foot length,
length, ½% inch
inch thickness,
thickness, 2-2½
2-2% inches
inches width.
width.
20 pieces
pieces per
20
per bundle.
bundle.
10
per bundle,
bundle, average.
average.
10 board
board feet
feet per
100
average.
100 bundles
bundles per
per MMboard
boardfeet,
feet, average.
Car
Car stakes:
stakes:

9-12 foot
minimum
9-12
foot length,
length,5-inch
5-inch
minimum diatneter
diameter
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LOG GRADE SPECIFICATIONS
Some general
general considerations
considerations applicable
applicable to
to all
all grades
grades of
of logs
Some
logs include
include the
the following:
following:

1.
1.

ten possible
possible to
to raise
raise the grade of
Logs are graded on basis of
of 32-foot
32-foot lengths.
lengths. L
V. ten
of one
one
the log
log into
into two
two 16's,
16's, do
do so.
so. This is
is permissible to
to meet industries'
industries'
segment by splitting the
practice of
17-foot, 26-foot,
26-foot, and longer lengths to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of
of cutting
cutting peelers
peelers into
into 17-foot,
all the peeler material in
in aa tree.
tree. Our purpose in
in applying
applying the
the lengths
lengths as
as we
we do
do is
is for
for
all
standardization of
of application.
application. Consider splitting only the
the first
first three
three 32-foot
32-foot logs.
logs.
standardization

2.
2.

Consider
characteristics of
of adjoining logs above to
Consider grade
grade characteristics
to determine their
their effect
effect on
log being
being graded.
graded.
lumber or veneer recovery of log

3. In determining
determining required
surface-clear areas,
areas, consider only knots and indications
indications of
required surface-clear
3.
knots.
4.
deductible scaling defects
it is
is determined that (1)
(1) the
the defect will
Consider deductible
defects only when it
4.
make the
the log
log nonpeelable,
nonpeelable, and (2)
(2) the
the portion of the
the log
log free from
from the
the defect
defect will produce
produce
the required grade or veneer or
or lumber
lumber in
in the
the grades
grades specified.
specified.
5. Portions
Portions of
logs affected
25 percent
percent or more of deductible
of logs
affected by
by aa length
length deduction of
of 25
5.
sweep produce rough or low-grade
low-grade veneer.
veneer. Consider length
length deductions of
of 25
25 percent
percent or more
for
for sweep in grading No.
No. 11 or 22 peelers.
peelers.
6.
6.

A serious combination of defects
defects lowers
lowers the
the grade
grade of
of any
any log.
log.

7. The minimum merchantability
logs is
is 50 percent;
for sawmill
sawmill logs,
logs,
merchantability requirement
requirement for
for peeler
peeler logs
percent; for
7.
1/3 percent.
percent.
33 1/3
8. Log face
face means
means that
that portion
portion of
of aa log
log equal
equal to
to one-fourth
one-fourth of
of the
the circumference
circumference in
in width
width
for the full length
length of
of the
the log.
log.
9. Slope
Slope of
is measured
lying equidistant
9.
of grain
grain is
measured in
in aa 6-foot
6-foot longitudinal
longitudinal section
section lying
equidistant from both
both
log ends.
ends.
10.

Start grading
grading on
on shallow
shallow side
side of
of log
log (side
(side showing
showing limbs,
limbs, knots,
knots, or
or indicators
indicators farthest
farthest
Start
down the
the tree).
tree).

11.

All peeler logs must be suitable
suitable for
for rotary
rotary cutting.
cutting. That is,
is, they
they must not contain
any defect
defect that
that would prevent them
them from
from being
being held
held and
and turned
turned in
in aa lathe.
lathe. Defects that
that
affect peeling
peeling are:
are: Butt rot,
rot, pitch rings,
rings, spangles,
spangles, and
and deep
deep cat
cat faces.
faces. If
If logs do not
meet this
this requirement,
requirennt, they
meet
they should
should be
be graded
graded as
as sawmill
sawmill logs.
logs.
-.

12.
12.

swell indicates
indicates length
length of
of rot
rot plus
plus about
about 44 feet.
feet.
Butt swell -- Length of swell
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Th1
Table 3.

flntic,1Q-f4r
P1r Log
TnoGrade
(ridpSpecifications
crF
nri
Douglas-fir Peeler
T Clear
log
Clear log
Recovery

in Standing
ct-,.Mro
Tc'
in
Trees
Knot
I(not
indications
indications
allowable

Log
grade

Minimum
diameter
diameter
(inches)

No.
No. 11

30

Clear
veneer
Clear veneer

44 quadrants
quadrants
(100
(100 percent)
percent)

None

None

No.
No. 22

30

Clear veneer
Clear
veneer

33 quadrants
quadrants
(75
(75 percent)

None

Limited to
to
Limited
25
percent of
25 percent
of
surface
surface

No.
No. '3
'3

24

Center
and
Center and
cr088 core
cross
core

None

requirement

faces
faces

Knots
allowable
allowable

Well
scattered (5
Well scattered
(5 per
per
Number—no
Number--no
8-ft. block);
block); not
not over
over limit
8-ft.
limit
1%
diameter
1½inch
inch in
in diameter
Size--not
Size--not

over
1% inch
over 1½
in diameter
diameter
in

Same as. for No. 3 ............................

Special1818

Same as. for No. 3

Special

Forest Service
standing tree.
tree. (Check
1Forest
Service grades
grades based
basedonon1616-oror 32-foot
32-foot logs
logs in
in standing
(Checknearest
nearest Forest
Forest
also are
are other
other specifications
specifications pertaining
Service office
needed.) There
There also
pertaining to
to
Service
office for
for details,
details, ififneeded.)
slope of
of grain,
grain, stain,
white
slope
stain, pitch
pitch rings,
rings,butt
buttrot,
rot,
whitepocket,
pocket,scars,
scars,worm
worm holes,
holes, burls,
burls, crook,
crook,
and
sweep.
and sweep.

Th1
Table 4.
Li.

Log
grade
grade

Minimum
diameter
dianieter
(inches)
(inches)

No.
No. 11

30

No. 22
No.

12

No. 33
No.

flntic'1g-f1r Sawmfll
(rad Specifications
SDcificatinn in
Tr ees
Douglas-fir
Sawtnil 1 Ln
Log Grade
in Standfn
StandingjTr
Recovery

requirement

C
and Better
Better
C and
lumber

6

Construction or
or
Construction
from small
sma LI
Better from
.knotted
logs
knotted logs

Clear
log
Clear log
faces
faces
44 quadrants
quadrants
(100 percent)
(100
percent)
None

Knot

Knots
allowable
allowable

allowable
allowable

None

None

Mostly live;
Mostly
live;

Number--no
limit
limit
Size—2h
Size--2½
inches in
inches
in
diameter
dianieter

2k inches
mostly 2½
and less
in
and
less in

diameter

Shop
from
Shop and
and Better
Better from
large knotted,
knotted, cluster,
large
cluster,
or burl-type
burl-type logs.
logs.
or

Larger permitted,
Larger
permitted,
but limited.
limited.
but

Standard or
Standard
or
Better
Better

No
No limit
limit

None

indications
indications

No limit
No
limit

1Forest
Servicegrades
gradesbased
basedonon1616-oror32-foot
32-footlogs
logsinin standing
standing tree.
tree. (Check
Forest Service
(Check nearest
Forest
nearest Forest
Service office
details, ififneeded.)
needed.) There
There also
also are
are other
other specifications
specifications pertaining
pertaining to
to slope
slope
Service
office for
for details,
of
white
pocket,
of grain,
grain, stain,
stain, pitch
pitchrings,
rings,butt
buttrot,
rot,
white
pocket,scars,
scars,worm
worm holes,
holes, burls,
burls, crook,
crook, and
and
sweep.
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VOLUME TABLES
VOLUME

Table 5.
5.

Board
Board Foot
Foot Volume
Volume Table
Table for
for Second-Growth
Second-Growth Douglas-Fir
Douglas-Fir Trees,
Trees, International
International %-Inch
i-Inch Rule
Rule

D.B.H.

Total height
height of trees in feet
90
110
100
120

50

60

70

80

25
25
35
44

33
44

57
57

40
54
54
72

50
50
69
69
88

57
57
80
103

67
67
93
119

75
104
134

115
151

167

53
53

70
87
101
101
119
138

90
90
108
128
148
169
169

109
131
157
157
180
207
207

128
153
183
214
242

147
147
176
212
245
280

169
203
240
277
277
316

189
230
269
310
352

157
157
177
177

191
213
237
259

233
260
289
314
340

272
303
334
365
398

314
348
383
419

354
394

456

435
475
519

395
441
486

21
22
23
24
25

432
468
504
540
577

495
535
574
614
656

561
605
649
693
738

625
674
720
769
819

805
861
915

1,024

1,063
1,135

26
27
28
29
30

616
657

699
744
789

784
833
883
938
991

871
924
981
,040
1,040
1,098
,098

971
1,031
,031
1,093
,093
,157
1,157
1,221
,221

1,090
1,157
1,224
1,294
1,364

1,207
1,283
1,361
1,443
1,526

1,043

,158
1,158
1,217
,217
1,275
,275
1,335
,335
1,392
,392

,286
1,286
1,351
,351
1,413
,413
1,478
,478
,541
1,541

1,430
1,500
1,570^
1,570
1,643
1,715
1,715

1,605
1,684
1,766
1,848
1,918

1,451
,451
1,508
,508
,567
1,567

,608
1,608
,674
1,674
1,742
,742

1,785
1,856
1,929
1,999
2,072

1,989
2,061
2,134
2,205
2,277
2,277

130

140

150

209
255
300
348
395

284
334
386
437

372
432
490

444
493
546
594
647
647

491
548
605
662
720

551
611
673
733
796

699
752

779
839
900
961

862
928
995

Inches
8
8

99
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

67
80
92

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

529
578

Stump height 1.5 feet
feet (trees scaled in
in 16-foot logs,
logs, plus 0.3 foot
foot
diameter inside
in8ide bark at
at top).
66 inches diameter
top). Volumes in International -inch
%-inch
Department of Agriculture Handbook No.
No. 92.
92. Volumes shown in
in this table
table
No allowance
allowance made for
for defects.
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trimming allowance to
rule. United States
rule,
represent full scale.

Table 6.
6.
DBH
(outside bark)

L1

Board Foot
Foot Volume
Volume Table
Table for
for Second-G
Second-Growth
Ponderosa
Pine
Board
rowth Por
iderosa Pine

3
3

Numt
Number
16-foot
er of 16foot logs
logs in
in tree
5
6
4

1

2

77

8
10
12
14
16

20
30
40
50
60

50

60
70
90
100

100
120
.150
150
180

180
220
270

280
340

420

18
20
22
24

70
90
110
130

120
140
170
200

220
260
310
370

320
390
460
560

420
510
620
740

520
640
780
940

750
910
1 120
1,120

26
28
30

150
170
210
250

230
270
270
310
350
350

440
520
600
680

660
780
900
,030
11,030

890
1,050
1,210
1,390

1 120
1.120
11,320
,320
,540
11,540
,770
11,770

390
430
480

770
870
950
1,040

1 ,160
1,160
1,290
1 ,290
1,440
1 ,440
11,580
,580

1,570
1,760
1,950
2,150

22,000
,000
,240
22,240
2 ,480
2,480
2 ,720
2,720

8

9

11,340
340
11,600
,600
11,870
,870
140
22,140

1,860
2,180
2,500

2,800

,420
22,420
2,700
2 ,700
2 ,970
2,970
3,260
3 ,260

2,820
3,150
3,480
3,820

3,180
3,560
3,950
4,350

Inches

32
34
36
38
40

Scribner
(shown to nearest 10
10 board feet).
feet)
Scribner Decimal
Decimal CC Log
Log Rule x 10 (shown

Table 7.
7.

Foot Volume Table
Table for
Second-Growth Douglas-Fir
Douglas-Fir
Board Foot
for Second-Growth
(Scribner
(Scribner Decimal C)
C)

16-foot logs
Number of 16-foot
logs to
to 8-inch top
top diameter
DBH

11

2
2

3

4

12
1414
16

1
881
9
9
10

13
15
16

18
21
24

24
27
32

18
20
22

11
12
14

19
22
26

28
33
38

44

24

15
17
17
19

29
33
37

28
30

32

34
36
38
40

77

8

9
9

10

11

feet
tens oi
of board feet
Volumes in
Volumes
in tens

Inches

26

6

5

29
34

34

40

40
48

51

46
54
63

55
65
76

64
76
88

86
101

97
114

126

44
50
56

58
67
75

73
83
94

88
101
114

104
119
135

119
137
155

134
155
175

126
172
196

64
. 72
79

85
96
106

106
120
133

129
145
161

152
170
190

176
195
218

198
221
246

220
246
274

88
98

118
129
141

149
161
178

178
196
215

210
230
252

241
266
289

272
298
327

302
332
363

37

73

All volume
volume figures
of above table are one-tenth of
All
figures of
of actual;
actual; therefore,
therefore, add
add aa zero
zero to
to each
each figure.
figure.
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Table 8.
8.

1
2
Tree Volume Table
Table' for the
Second-Growth Tree
the Inland
Inland Empire2
Empire
By Scribner Decimal C Log Rule (in tens of board feet)
Species

DBH

No.
logs

I

Western
whi
white
pine

Ponderosa
pine

Western
larch

Douglasfir

Grand
fir

Western
red
cedar

Engelmann
spruce

Western
hemlock

Inches

14
14

99
15
20

99
15
22

10
10
17
25

99
16
23
23
30
30

13
13
19
19
25

10
17
17
24
24
30
30

10
18
18
26
33

12
20
29
38
38

2
3
4
5
5

12
12

14
24
32
42

12
12
20
20
28
28

13
13
24
24

35

12
21
30
39

3
3
4
5
5
6
6

22
33
33

44
54

29
41
54
67
67

22
22
32
32
41
41
50
50

24
35
45
55

3
3
4
5
5
6
6

26
26
39
52
64
64

34
34
48
62
76

26
37
37
48
48
58

28
40
53
53
65

32
47
62
77

31

38

46

29
42
55
55
68

32
32
46
61
61
75

36
54
54

61
76

56
74
92

90

59
73

39
39
58
76
95

3
3
4
5
5
6
6

36
54
54
71
89

42
64
86
108

34

36

48
48

52
52
69

40
61
83
105

36
51
67
67
83

44
66
88
110

35
48

33
4
55
66

41
62
82
105

46

37
37
54
71
88
88

40
59

44

40

72
98
124

68
94
120

58
76
93

49
74
100
125

40
55

33

47
47
70
70
94
115

50
80
110
140

41
60
60
79
99

45
66
88
88
110

49

45
64
85
105

54
54
84
115
145

14

22
33
4

77
13
19

22
16

3
3
4
5
5
2

18
18

20

22

24
24

26

28

30

3
3
4
5
5
6
6

4

55
66

19
19
28
28
36

9
9

62
77

86

78
98

34
34
45
28
28

40

53
66

72
72

77
105
135

10
16
22
22

11
19
26

88
12
12
18
18

11
11

12
22
31
41

10
15
22
30
30

14
14
25
37
48

12
12
18
18
26
26
34

29
43
56
70
'70

22
31
40
50
50

34
34
50
50
66
66

26
36
36
47
59

18
25
32

'18

12
21
21
30
30
38
38
24
24
34
34
44

54
28
28
40

51
51
63
63
32
45

82
82

30
30
42
42
54
68
68

62
78

,

71
89
45
62
80
100

'U.S.D.A.
Tech. Bui.
Bul. 323 and
U.S.D.A. Tech.
and U.
I. Bul.
Bui. No.
No. 20.
20.
U. of I.

2

2The
designated as
as the
comprised of
of the 10
counties of
of Idaho
Idaho and
and
The area
area designated
the Inland Empire is
is comprised
10 northern counties

14 counties
14
counties in eastern Washington.
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Table 9.
9.

Table1 for the
Old-Growth Tree Volume Table
the Inland Empire By
Scribner Decimal C Log Rule (in
(in tens of
of board feet)

Species

DBH

No.
logs

Western
white
pine

Ponderosa
pine

Western
larch and
Douglas-fir

Grand
fir

Western
red
cedar

Western
hemlock

Engelmann
spruce

Northern
black
cottonwood

Inches

12

9
9
13
18
18

11
17
23

13
13
19
19

13

77

4

99
15
21

11
15
22

22
3
4
55

12
19
26
26
33

14
20
26
26

2
2

16
16

3
3

19
19
25

4
5
5

24
33
41

22
3
4
4
55
66

20
20
30
40
50
60

3

22

16

88
12

9
9
12

3
3
14

88
13

88
12

2
2

3
3

21
21
28
28
37
37

24
24
30

9
9

77
11

10
13

11
15

12
12
17
17
23

99
13
19

13

14
19

15
21
29
37
37

11
16
24
31

17
17
21
21
24
24

17
23
23
30
37

17
27
27
36
46

14
20
29
29
38

21
28
32
32

19
19
27

20
20

35
43

43
55
68

19
27
36
45
55

31
41
51

37
52
52
66

16
24
30
30
38

35
46

27
34
42
53

22
28
37
46
55

16
29
41
54
67

35
35
47
60
60
72
84

46

55
66
76

35
45
55
65
76

35
50
63
78
95

.60
60
70
70
81
92

46
52
52
65
77
77
89

40

36

43

57
57
72
90
110

46

7
7

44
58
58
72
86
100

61
77
94
111

52
69
85
102
118

75
86
98
98
110
126

55
65
75
90
105

47
66
82
102
124

42

26
26

3
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
7

28

3
4
5
5
66
77

65
83
102
120
138

90
104
116
132
147

60
72
87
105
121

54
76
97
97
116
140

48
60
78
99

18

20

4
4
22

55
6
6
77
3
3
4

24

5
5
6
6

33
40

14
14
25

14

33

81
96

58
70

53
70
86

52
72
90
110
130
58
58
81
105
126
150

35
44

16
16
18
18

27
35

41

48
56

54
65
77

62

47
56
66

61
72
80

77
94
61
69
69

80
92
106
76
85
96

72
86
96

87
105
119

108
122

1Arranged
multiple volume
volume tables
tables for
for these
these species
species published
published by
by the
the Northern
Northern Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain
Arranged from multiple
Forest
Station, Missoula, Montana.
Montana.
Forest and Range Experiment Station,
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Table 9.
9.
Table

Table for the Inland Empire By
Old-Growth Tree Volume Table1
ihni fl4n,l
C Tro
hnrd fpp-'
Scribner
Decimal
C LogPii1
Rule (4n
(in tpy
tens nf
of board
feet) (dnnHnI1pd)
(continued)
Species

DBH

No.
logs

Western
white
pine

Ponderosa
pine

Western
larch and
Douglas-fir

Grand
fir

Western
red
cedar

Western
hemlock

Engelmann
spruce

Northern
black
cottonwood

Inches

30

3
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
7

69
69
90
113
113
136
136
158
158

108
108
125
139
139
154
154
170
170

84
100
121
121
140

3
3

73
100
127
127
154
180

125
148
164
182
197

75
75
95
95
115
138
138
161

' 61

88
88
118
148
178
205

146
172
191
210
229

132
166
199
230
139
179
219
258
258

4
4
32
32

55
6
6
7
7
3
3
4
4

34
34

55
66
77
4
4

36
3u

55
66
77
4
4

38

55
66
77

67
67

59
81
103
130

76
90
112
135

66
66
93
120
145
172

95
104
114
125
125
148

101
122
138
138

86
112
112
144
144
176

84
98
98
124
151

77
77
107
137
137
164
195
195

116
116
125
135
147
161

123
151
172
172

95
95
102
132
156
182

63
63
97
120
120
158
197

80

96
110
138
167
167

113
145
183
220

142
142
153
161
161
171
181

145
178
206

200
221
243
264

120
148
175
207

108
148
189
230

122
155
185

118
159
202
202
244

177
177
183
191
200
200

200
200
230
230

225
254
279
301
301

140
165
195
230

132
175
218
260

150
170
204

130
177
225
225
268
268

201
207
214
223

228
266

157

1Arranged
multiple volume
volume tables
tables for
for these
these species
species published
published by the Northern Rocky Mountain
Arranged from multiple
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, Nissoula,
Missoula, Montana.
Montana.
Forest and

151
151

Table
Table 10.
10.

in Cords
Cords Per
Per Tree
Tree for
for Second-Growth Douglas-Fir
Cordwood Volunie
Volume in
Douglas-Fir Trees
Trees
Total.
height of
of tree
tree in feet
Total height

DBH

90
90

100

110

120

.14
.14
.21
.21

.1.5
.15
.23

.26
.26

.29
.29

.31
.31

.26
26
.35
.45
.55

.30
.30
.40
.40

.33
.45
.57
.57
.70

.36
.36
.49
.49
.62
.77
.77

.41

.44
.44
.59
.59
.74
.74
.90
.90

.66
.66
.76
.76
.87
.87

.75
.75
.86
.86
.98
.98

30
30

40

50

60

70
70

80

.01

.02
.03
.07
.11.
.11

.03
.03
.04
.04
.08
.08
.13
.13

.03
.03
.05
.05

.05
.05

.10
.16
.16

.04
.06
.1.2
.12
.19

.19

.23
.23
.30
.30
.38
.38
.48
.48
.57
.57
.66
.66
.76
.76

130

140

150

.64
.64
.80
.98

.70
.70
.88
.88

.95

1.07

1.1.7
1.17

1.28
1.46
1.63

1.39
1.60
1.79

Inches

4
6
6
8
1.0
10
12
14
1.6
16
18
18
1.2
1.4

.02
.05
.05
.08
.08

.12
.1.2
.16
.1.6

.16
.1.6
.20
.26

.1.9

.25
.25
.32
.32
.40
.40

.48
.48
.57
.57

20
22
24

.1.0

.07
.07

.51
.62
.62

.51.

.83
.96
1.08

.41.

.54
.54
.67
.83

.92

.98

1.05
1.05
1.17

1.13
1.13
1.27

1.07
1.24
1.39

1.1.7
1.17

1.35
1.50

Note: Volume of
of unpeeled stem
stem between
between stump
stump height equal
equal to
to DBH
DBH and
and aa 4-inch top
top diameter
diameter inside
inside
bark;
Shaw, Pacific
Pacific Northwest
bark; cordwood assumed
assumed to
to be
be cut
cut in
in 8-foot
8-foot lengths.
lengths. By Staebler
Staebler arid
and Shaw,
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, February,
February, 1949.
1949.
Forest and

11. "Cordwood
Cordwood1 Volume Table for Second-Growth Ponderosa Pine
Table II.
Total height
height of tree in feet

DBH

30
r3o

40

50

60
60

O
70

80

90

100

110

120

130

.02
.04
.04
.06
.08
.08

.02
.02
.05
.09
.11

.03
.03
.06
.06
.11
.11
.15
.15

.04
.08
.08
.13
.19

.04
.04
.09
.09
.14
.14
.23
.23

.05
.05
.10
.10
.18
.26
.26

.12
.12
.20
.30

.13
.13
.23
.23
.34
.34

.38

.41
.41

.45
.45

.16
.16
.22

.21
.30
.37
.46

.26
.26
.36
.36
.46
.46
.57
.57

.32
.32
.41
.53
.53
.67

.37
.37
.48
.48
.62
.62

.42
.56
.56
.70
.86
.86

.47
.47
.61
.61
.78

.52
.68
.88

.57
.57

.62
.62
.80
.80

.67
.67
.85

.90

.98
.98

1.07

1.17

1.03
1.27

1.10
1.36

1.16
1.44

.54
.63
.63

.67
.77
.77

.79
.79
.92

1.04
1.21

1.15
1.35

1.27
1.48

1.39
1.61

1.51
1.51
1.74

1.61
1.87

1.71
1.98

140
140

150

Inches
66
8
8

10
12
14
14
16
18
18
20
20

22
22
24
24

.28
.35
.35

.77
.77
.92
1.07

.74
.74
.95

Standard cords
cords 44 feet
feet x 44 feet
feet xx 88 feet;
feet; round
round wood
wood with
with bark
bark on.
on. Volume based on utilization
1Standard
in the top to
height equivalent to DBH in
to aa diameter
diameter of
of 44 inches
inches inside
inside bark;
bark; stunip
stump height
in inches.
inches.
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Table 12.
12.

Average Tree Volume Table,
Table, Cubic Feet1,
Feet , Second-Growth
Second-Growth
Coniferous
of the
the Inland
Inland Empire
Coniferous Species
Species of
feet by total
total height of trees
in cubic
cubic feet
in feet
Volume in
trees in

30
30

40

50

60

70

80

90
90

100

22.5
.5
44.8
.8
7
7

33.33
55.66
99
13

44.00
7 2
7.2
11
15
15

4.8
8.4
13
19
19

5 6
5.6
9 7
9.7

6 5
6.5
11.3
11 3

7.3
12.8

15
21

17
17

19

23
23

27
27

8.1
8 1
14
14.22
22
30

16

20
20

24
24
31
39
46

28
28
36
46
54

32
41

36
47
58
58
70

68

76
90
102
118

85
100
115
132
150

DBH

110

120

130

15.8

18.0
18. 0

20.0

24
24
33

26
26
35

41
52
64
78
78

45
57
57
71
71
86

94
110
127
127
145
165

103
121
139
159
180

140

150
150

28
38

30
42

45

49
62
78
94

53
68
68
84
102

58
74
91
111

112
132
151
172
195

121
142
162
185
209

130
152
173

Inches

66
8
10
10
12
12
14
16
16
18
20
20

27
27
33
39

60

22
22
24
26
28
30

80
89

52
62

198
198
223

62
80

98
120
140
161
184
211
238

Adapted froiri
from U.S.D.A.
Ag. Handbook No.
1Adapted
U.S.D.A.Tech.
Tech. Bui.
Bul. No.
No. 323,
323, U.
U. of I.
I. Bui.
Bul. No.
No. 20 and U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Ag.
This table
table gives
gives average volumes for our commercial coniferous species.
92. This
species. It
is accurate for
It is
woodland containing several species.
aa woodland
species. If used for
for only one or two species,
species, the
the results
results may be
be
high or low,
low, depending upon the species cruised.
cruised. The following
following corrections
corrections will
will make
make cruise
cruise
results more accurate:
results
accurate: Western white pine,
pine, add 6
6 percent;
percent; grand
grand fir,
fir, add
add 99 percent;
percent; ponderosa
ponderosa
pine, deduct
deduct 55 percent;
percent; western hemlock,
hemlock, add
add 66 percent;
percent; western
western
pine,
percent; Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, deduct 7 percent;
larch, deduct
deduct 10
percent; western
western red
larch,
10 percent;
red cedar,
cedar, deduct
deduct 99 percent.
percent. To convert cubic-foot cruise
volume to
to an
an estimate in
in cords,
cords, divide
divide by
by 85.
85.

Table 13.
13.

DBH

Cords
per tree
tree

Number

Inches
4

66
88
10
12
14
14
16

Average Second-Growth Coniferous Tree Volumes in Cords1
Cords
for the Inland Empire
for
Trees
Cords
per cord
per
DBH
per tree

0.015
0.045
0.095
0.170

0.275
0.410
0.580

Inches
67
67
23

Trees
per cord

Number

5.9

18
20
20
22
22
24

0.78
1.00
1.25
1.51

1.30
1.00
0.80
0.66

3.6
2.4
1.7

26
26
28
28
30

1.78
2.05
2.32

0.56
0.49
0.43

10.5

1Based
Based on cubic-foot
cubic-foot volumes of our important
important coniferous species
species from
from U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Tech.
Tech. Bul.
Bui.
No. 323
No.
323 and
and U.
U. of
of I.
I. Bulletin
Bulletin No.
No. 20.
20. The volumes
values, based on a
volumes given are average values,
solid
solid wood content of 85 cubic
cubic feet
feet per
per cord.
cord.
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Table 14.
14.

Diameter
small
small end
of log

Foot Volume
Volume of
of Logs
Logs By
By Scribner
Scribner Decimal
Decimal CC Log
Log Rule
Rule
Board Foot
board feet)
(in tens of board

in feet
Log lengths in

10

12
12

14

16
16

18

20
20

22

24
24

26

0.5 11
22
11
3
3
33
4
5
4
5
7
66
7
10
8
8
10

11
2
2
33
66
99
12
12

1

1

2
2

22
3
3
77
10
10
14
14
20
20

3
3
4
8
8
11
16
22

3
3

3
3

4
4

5
5

4
7
7
10
14

2
2
3
3
66
88
11
11
16
16

19
19
24
29
35
44
51

21
28
28
33
33
40
50
58

24
24

27
27

31
38
38

35

45
56
56
65
65

29
29
38
46
55
69
80

57
57
64

66
74
80
92
107
107
120

74
74
83
83
90
90
104
120
135

8
8

28
28

30

32
32

34

36

4
4
4
66
6
6
10
10.11
. 11
14
14
15
20
20
21
30
28
28
30

5
5
7
7
12
12
16
16
23
23
32

5
5
77
13
17
17
24
34

37
37

43
56

38

40

6
6

66

7

8
8

9
9

14
18
26
36

8
8
14
19
19
27
27
38
38

48
63
75
91
112
131

51
66
66
79
96
96
119
138
138

148
166
180
208
208
240
270
270

156
175
190
219
254
286

Inches

6
6
8
8

10
12
14
16
18
18

20
20
22
22
24
24

26
26
28
28

30
30
32
32
34
34
36
38
38
40

11
14
14
17
17
21
21
25
25
29
29

13
17
17
21
21
25
25
31
31
36
36

33
33
37
37

41
41
46
50
50
58
58
67.
75

40

46

54
60

16
16
21
21
25
30
37
37
44
49

55
60
69
69
80
90

2
2

70
70
81
81
93
93
105
105

3
3
66
99
13
18
18

42
50
62
62
73
82
82

92
100
115
133
133
150

90
101
110
127
127
147
147
166
166

99

9
9

12
12
17

13
19
19
26

24
24
32
42

50
61
61
75
75
87
99
99
110
120
138
160
181

154
'54

35
35
45
54
66
82
95
107
107
120
130
150
150
174
174
196
196

88
102

40
52
52
63
76
94
109

67
67
81
100
100
116

45
60
60
71
86
106
124

115
129
140
161
187
211

123
138
150
173
200
226

131
147
160
185
214
241

140
156
170
196
226
256

49

58
58
71

7

15
20
20
29
40

53
53
70
70
84
101
125
146
164
184
200
230
266

300

Table 15.
15.
Diameter
small end
small
of log
of

Volume of
of Logs
Logs in
in Board
Board Feet
Feet By
By International
International %-Inch
-Inch Log Rule
Volume
Rule

Log lengths
lengths in
in feet
feet
8

10

12

14

15
20
30
30
35
45
55

20
30
35
45
55
55
70

14
15
16
17
18
19

65
65
75
85
95
110

16
16

25
45
55
70
85

35
45
55
70
85
100

115

125
125.

80
95
95
110
125
140
155

100
115
130
150
170
190

115
135
155
180
200
200
225

135
135
160
180
205
230
260

20
21
22
23
24
25

135
155
170
185
205
220

175
195
215
235
255
280

210
235
260
285

250
280
305
335
370

290
320
355
390
425
460

26

305
330
355
355
385

30
32

240
260
280
305
325
375

34
36
38
40

425
475
535
595

Inches
8
9

10
11
12
13

27
28
29

35

310
340

400
435
470
510

410
470

370
400
430
465
495
570

535
600
670
750

645
725
810
900

760
855
955

Values rounded off
off to
to the
the nearest
nearest 5.
5.
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545
585
670

1,060

40
50

65
80

95

500
540
585
630
675
770
875
980
1,095
1,220

Table 16.
16.
Thickness
and
jidth
and vwidth
inches
in ir
iches

1lx
X 22
1 X 33
lx
1 X 4
lx
1lx
X 55
1x6
1 X 6
1 X 77
lx

lx
1 X
lx
1 X
1
1

x
X

1¼
Ik xx
x
Ik
1¼ X

Ik.
1
X
x

88
10
10
12
12
4
6
6
8
8

1%
X 4
1½x4
Ik x
X 66
l
1
lh x
X 88
2 x 4
2
2 x 66
2
2
2

x
x
2 x
2
2% x
2½
3 x
3
2
2

3
3

x
x
3 x
3
4 x
6 x
6

3
3

Board Foot Volume of Lumber

in feet
Board length in
8
8

12
12

14
14

16
16

22 1/3
331/2
1/2
4 2/3
55 5/6
77
88 1/6

22
4
5
5
55
8
8
99

2/3

2/3
1/3

10

5 5/6
5
88 3/4
11 2/3

10
13
16
66
10
10
13

1/3

12
15
18
77 1/2
11 1/4
15

5
77 1/2
1/2
10
6
6 2/3
2/3
10
10

66
9
9
12
88
12

7
7
10 1/2
14
9 1/3
9
14

12
16
10 2/3
16
16

13 1/2
18
12
18
18

16
16
20
24

18 2/3
23 1/3
23
28
28
35
21
21

21 1/3
26 2/3
32
32
40
24

24
30
30

26
26 2/3
2/3
33
33 1/3

36
45
27
27

40

28
28
35
42
18 2/3
18
42

32
32
40
48
21 1/3
48

36
45
54
24
54

40
50
60

10
1C

1

1 1/3

1

1 2/3
2/3

2
2

2
2

2 1/2
21/2

3
3

3
3
4
5
5
5
5

4
5
5
6
6
77

22

2/3

3
3 1/3

4.
4

4 2/3

1/3
5
5 1/3
66 2/3
2/3
8
3
3 1/3
5
66 2/3
2/3
4
6
6

8
8

1/3
5 1/3
8

.

1/2
1/2
1/6
5/6

6
6 2/3

8
8 1/3

10
1/6
4 1/6
1/4
66 1/4
8 1/3
8

8
10
10
12
12
12
6
6

10 2/3
)3
1/3
13 1/3
16
16
20
12
12

11
11 1/3
16
16 2/3

88
10
10
12
12
4
6
6

16
20
20
24
10 2/3
24
24

20
25
30
30
13 1/3
30

20
25
15
15

9
9

8
8
10
12
55

1/3

11 2/3
2/3
11
14
14

77 1/2
1/2

30
18

24
30
36

16
36
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18
18

1/3
2/3

1/i.
1/3.

2/3

88

3
3
441/2
1/2
66
7
7 1/2
99
10 1/2
1/2

99

20
20

3
3

1/3
1/3

5
5
6
6

2/3
2/3

8
8 1/3
1/3

10
11 2/3
11
2/3
13
13 1/3
1/3
16 2/3
2/3
20
20

88 1/3
1/3
12
12 1/2
1/2
16
16 2/3
2/3
10
10
15
20
13
13 1/3
1/3
20

50
30

26 2/3
2/3
60

Marketing Timber
Timber and
and Its
Its Products
Products
Ralph
„
Ralph K.
K. Peter
Peter12
Richard F.
F. Smith
Richard
0

TRENDS IN
IN THE UTILIZATION AND MARKETING OF FOREST
FOREST PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
of Pacific Northwest forest resources has increased
Utilization of
increased considerably
considerably in
in recent
recent years.
years.
This is
is due to the competitive market for
for raw materials and
and to
to technical
technical advances
advances in
in the
the developdevelopof new
new products
products and
and processes.
processes. Twenty years ago
ago there
there were relatively
relatively few
few sawmills
sawmills that
that
ment of
produced pulp chips from
from slabs
slabs and
and edgings.
edgings. Now chippers are found
found in
in mills of
of almost
almost any
any size.
size.
Shavings and sawdust
Some pulp
are now even using a blend
sawdust in their pulping mix.
Some
pulp mills
mills are
blend of
of sawdust
mix. Shavings
are being utilized in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of particle
particle board.
board. Use of bark
bark for
for mulch
mulch and
and other
other purpurposes
is increasing.
increasing. Portable and semi-portable
semi-portable chippers
chippers to
to utilize
utilize small
small roundwood
roundwood are
are gradugraduposes is
ally becoming economically feasible.
feasible.

has developed several types
types of specialized milling equipment for
for small
small
The sawmill industry has
mills, designed
These include
include multiple-band
multiple-band mills,
mills, the
the "Beaver,"
"Beaver," and
and the
the "Chip-N-Sawt'
"Chip-N-Saw" mills,
Lathe," designed to
mostly for
for sawing logs
logs smaller
smaller than
than 12
12 inches
inches in
in diameter.
diameter. The "Finnish Lathe,"
peel
logs of
to around 3
3 inches in diameter.
diameter.
peel veneer
veneer from logs
of small
small diameter,
diameter, can turn aa bolt
bolt down to
logs.

All these developments have helped expand the markets for timber,
All
timber, especially if
if the
the woodland has
has been well managed and
and is
is reasonably
reasonably accessible
accessible for
for harvesting.
harvesting.

FUNDAMENTALS FOR MARKETING OF TIMBER
Certain basic
basic evaluations
evaluations are
are necessary
necessary if
if the
the sale
sale of
of timber
timber is
is to
to be
be successful.
successful.
Certain

Evaluate Market Conditions and
and Price
Price Trends
Trends
Prices
Prices offered for
for forest
forest products
products fluctuate
fluctuate seasonally
seasonally and
and with
with the
the general
general economic
economic condicondition of
is advantageous
advantageous to
to the
the woodland owner to
to check prices offered and
of the industry. It is
compare them
At the same
them with those
those offered
offered previously
previously in
in recent
recent years.
years. At
same time,
time, economic
economic trends,
trends,
especially
fields, should
should be
be studied for
especially those in the housing and
and construction fields,
for possible anticianticiGreater activincreases in demand
demand for
for lumber,
lumber, plywood,
activpated increases
plywood, poles,
poles, piling,
piling, or
or other
other products.
products. Greater
This increased need can
ity
greater demand
demand for
for raw
raw material.
material. This
ity in
in construction generally means aa greater
be expected to
higher prices
offered, compared
compared to periods
periods of
of lesser
to be reflected
reflected in higher
prices offered,
lesser construction
activity. Withholding aa planned
planned sale
sale even
even for
for aa year or two,
two, if
if need
need be,
be, until
until the
the market
improves can be of significant financial
financial benefit.
benefit.
improves

Seasonal trends also
also should
should be
be noted.
noted. There generally is a greater demand for timber from
Seasonal
low elevations
elevations in winter or early
early spring
spring when the
the high
high country
country is
is still
still under
under snow.
snow. Winter loglogging,
an all-weather
all-weather road,
road, and
and the
the development
into the
ging, however,
however, may require an
evelopment cost
cost of
of such a road into
stand
stand may offset some
some of
of the
the difference
difference in
in offered
offered price.
price.
Evaluate Market Area for
for Product
Product
The woodland owner should search for
for markets
markets outside
outside of
of his
his immediate
immediate locality or
or county.
county.
wood processors
processors employ
enploy buyers
buyers who
who search
search over
over aa wide
wide area
area for
for raw
raw materials
materials to
fit the
the
Many wood
to fit
special requirements
requirements of
special
of production.
production. Industries
Industries in other
other nearby parts
parts of the state should be
1
Ralph K.
is Branch Chief,
Chief, Forest Products
Products Utilization,
Utilization, State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
S.
1Ralph
K. Peter
Peter is
Forest Service,
Service, Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. He has worked on several
several National
National Forests
Forests in
in the
the Northwest;
Northwest;
spent 12
12 years
years in
in forest
forest products
products research
research plus
plus two
two years
years in
in the
the Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private
spent
Forestry.
2
Richard F.
is President of Woodland Management, Incorporated,
Incorporated, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. His firm,
firm,
2Richard
F. Smith is
formerly
formerly aa division
division of
of the
the Mason,
Mason, Bruce,
Bruce, && Girard
Girard Consulting
Consulting Forestry
Forestry Organization,
Organization, offers
offers supersupervised,
vised, applied silviculture
silviculture and
and marketing
marketing service
service to
to small
small woodland
woodland owners.
owners. Mr.
Smith's forest
forest
Mr. Smith's
management experience dates
one unusual
unusual position—that
position--that of
of manager
manager of
of a
management
dates from 1933
1933 and
and includes
includes one
successful small
small woodland cooperative in
successful
in Snohomish
Snohomish County,
County, Washington.
Washington.
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\
contacted. Trade
associations may be able
able to
to find
find aa market with
with one
one of
of their
their members.
members. Even
Even if
if
Trade associations
no market
market develops,
no
develops, such associations may be aa source
source for
for obtaining
obtaining general
general price
price information.
information.
Quantity, Quality,
Quality, and
and Types
Types of
of Products
Products
Evaluate Quantity,
It is
is important
important for the owner to
to know
know what is
is available
available to
to sell.
sell. This is
is the basis for
determining aa fair
fair price.
price. The highest price offered
offered may
may not
not be
be aa fair
fair value
value for
for the
the product.
product.
It is necessary to
to have a good estimate of the
the quantity
quantity and
and quality
quality of
of the
the volume,
volume, as
as well
well as
as
of products
products it will produce.
the types
types of
produce. For example,
example, trees
trees of
of pole quality will generally bring
more if
if sold
sold as
as poles
poles than
than as
as sawlogs.
sawlogs. In
In this
this case,
case, however,
however, there
there should
should be
be enough
enough volume
volume of
of
pole quality to justify a pole logging show.or
show.or quality
quality separation.
separation. A large volume may attract
attract a
for poles
poles, whereas a small volume may have to
to be sold as
as sawtimber,
distant market for
sawtimber, or else be
withheld from sale if
if it
it appears that aa local
local market for
for poles
poles may
may develop
develop in
in the
the future.
future.

TYPES OF PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS

Sawlogs
Sawlo
gs
Trees
lower quality are harvested as sawlogs
sawlogs for
for processing
processing into
into lumber
lumber and
and cants.
cants. Most
Trees of
of lower
small
mills buy
buy logs
logs ranging
ranging from
from 16
16 feet,
feet, 44 inches
inches to
to 24
24 feet,
feet, 88 inches
inches long;
long; the
the extra
extra length
length
small mills
is
needed to
to square
square the
the boards after they
is the trim needed
they are
are sawn.
sawn. Logs
shorter than 16 feet
feet long
Logs shorter
usually
usually are
are lower
lower in
in price.
price.
Some mills
mills are
are limited
limited on
on the
the size of
of logs they can utilize by
Some
by the
the size
size of
of their
their head
head rig
rig
saw or the
the size
size of their
their gang
gang saw.
saw. Mills that
that have chippers for the purpose of making chips for
logs because
because the
the carbon
carbon from
from the
the burned
burned wood
wood is
is not
not
sale to a pulp
pulp mill
mill cannot
cannot buy fire-scarred logs
acceptable to
to the
the pulp mills.

Peeler Logs and Peeler Blocks
Peeler logs
logs or
or blocks,
blocks, generally
generally from
from quality
quality trees,
trees, are
are processed
processed into
into veneer
veneer sheets
sheets which
which
Peeler
axe
"peelers" must
so that
that they can be
are glued together to make plywood. These "peelers"
must have sound centers
centers so
be
lathe when
when turned into veneer. Peeler blocks are 8 feet,
held in
in a lathe
feet, 8 inches
inches long
long for
for an
an 8-foot
8-foot
lathe and 4
4 feet,
feet, 6 inches
inches long
long for
for aa 4-foot
4-foot lathe.
lathe. The
lathe is
The 8-foot
8-foot lathe
is used
used in most
most plywood
plywood
defects in the block that prevent it
it from
from being
being used
used for
for production
production of
of veneer
veneer usuusuplants. Any defects
ally will cause it to be called aa cull
cull or
or wood log.
log. Sometimes
log can
can be
be sawed
sawed
Sometimes a cull peeler log
into lumber,
but the
the peeler
peeler plants
plants usually are not equipped with aa sawmill.
into
lumber, but
sawmill.
Operators of
of some
some of
of the newer lathes that
Operators"
that are
are designed
designed to
to utilize
utilize logs
logs with
with smaller
smaller diamdiameters generally
do not
not pay much of a premium,
eters
generally do
premium, if
if any,
any, for
for their
their veneer
veneer logs.
logs. These smaller
smaller logs,
logs,
which are turned
turned to
to aa 33- to
to 4-inch
4-inch core,
core, yield
yield low-quality
low-quality veneer
veneer used
used for
for core
core stock
stock (interior
(interior
veneers of
Such mills
mills are increasing
of glued-up
glued-up plywood)
plywood) or
or sheathing-grade
sheathing-grade plywood.
plywood. Such
increasing in
in number
number
and provide another potential
potential market.
market.

Chips and Pulpwood
chips are
are used in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of paper
paper and
and other
other pulp
pulp products.
products. Most wood chips
chips
Wood chips
used in
paper industry
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest come
come from
from mill
mill residues
residues from
from sawsawin the
the pulp and
and paper
industry in
However, a significant
of chips
chips also
also comes
comes from cull
cull logs
logs
mills and
and plywood
plywood plants.
plants. However,
significant proportion of
of
sizes, or
bolts or
or logs.
logs. Both hardwoods and
and softwoods
softwoods are
are
of all sizes,
or from small-diameter pulpwood bolts
pulped, but
but the preferred species depends upon
pulped,
upon pulping
pulping process
process used
used by
by each
each mill,
mill. Varying
amounts
amounts of
of decay are permitted,
permitted, depending upon the
the process
process and
and quality
quality of
of paper
paper being
being produced.
produced.
Hardwoods

Good hardwood stands are increasing
increasing in
in value.
value. This is
is particularly true of red alder in
in
western Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington and
and of
of ash
ash in
in Oregon.
Oregon.

Markets for
hardwoods are
are more
more cyclic
cyclic than
than softwoods,
softwoods, and
and demand
demand can
can vary
vary considerably
considerably
Markets
for hardwoods
demand pattern and
and
to season
season of
of the
the year.
year. Woodland owners
owners should check the seasonal
seasonal demand
according to
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It will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to evaluate
evaluate logging
conditions for
for
sell when markets are
are favorable.
favorable. It
logging conditions
plan to sell
Is the area
selling period.
period. For example,
example, will
will loggers
loggers be
be available?
available? Is
area accessible
accessible
the expected selling
time of year?
during that time
If there
The owner should check log
log prices at
at mills before
before agreeing
agreeing to
to sell
sell to
to aa logger.
logger. If
is too
too great
great aa difference
difference between
between mill
mill price for
for logs
is
logs and estimated logging
logging costs,
costs, it
it might
might be
be
worthwhile to
contract the
worthwhile
to contract
the logging and
and sell
sell logs
logs directly
directly to
to the
the mill.
mill.

logs larger
larger than
than 10
10 inches
inches in
in diameter
diameter at
at the
the small
small end.
end. Better
Hardwood sawmills want logs
prices
prices per thousand board feet
feet (MBF)
(MBF) can be
be expected
expected for
for logs
logs with
with larger
larger average
average diameters.
diameters.
Hardwood logs
logs seldom
seldom are
are bought
bought on
on grade.
grade. Instead,
Instead, diameter is
is generally
generally used
used as
as aa rough
rough indicaindicaIt is
expected that
tor
is expected
that larger
larger logs
logs will contain more quality
quality lumber
lumber and
and at
at the
the
tor of
of quality. It
same
less costly to
to handle
handle and
and saw.
saw. Quality trees of 20
20 inches
inches and
and more in
in diameter
diameter
same time
time will
will be
be less
Some red
red alder
bolts of
should
for veneer logs.
logs. Some
alder bolts
of less than
than 10
10 inches
inches are
are peeled
peeled for
for
should be
be considered for
core stock.
stock.
Landowners should be aware of trees
trees that
that might produce
produce figured
figured grains--particularly
grains—particularly in
in
Large walnut
walnut trees,
walnut and
and maple. Large
trees, free from imbedded
imbedded nails and
and metal, will
will often
often bring
bring good
good
prices,
prices, and
and special
special effort
effort should be made to
to sell these
these individually
individually to
to specialized
specialized buyers
buyers who
who
for them.
them. Walnut grown
grown in
in eastern
eastern Oregon
Oregon and
and eastern
eastern Washington
Washington is
is
are constantly searching for
much preferred
preferred to
to that
that grown west
west of
of the
the Cascades,
Cascades, because of
of the
the color
color and
and grain
grain characterischaracteristics.
For possible assistance
assistance in
in finding
finding markets
markets for
for hardwood
hardwood stumpage,
stumpage, contact
contactnorthwest
NorthwestHardHard98402.
wood Association,
Association, 747
Avenue, Tacoma,
Tacoma, Washington
747 St.
St. Helens
Helens Avenue,

Other Timber Products
or piling
piling quality generally bring better prices for
Trees of pole or
for these
these products
products than
than if
if
for sawtimber.
sawtimber. Specifications
Specifications for these
these products can be obtained for
for aa small
small fee
fee from
from the
the
sold for
Association, 10
East 40th Street,
ew York City,
American Standard
Standard Association,
10 East
Street, New
City, New York. Generally, poles,
poles,
which include
include Douglas-fir,
cedar, and
and ponderosa pine,
pine, are
are divided
divided into
into nine
nine classes
classes
Douglas-fir, western red cedar,
top) with lengths
lengths ranging
ranging from
from 16
16 to
to 100
100 feet.
feet. "Barkies
"Barkies" are
(minimum circumference
circumference at top)
are unpeeled
Poles
are peeled
at the plant
plant and then treated with aa preservative,
preservative, usually
Poles are
peeled mechanically at
poles.
creosote or a combination of
of creosote and pentachlorophenol.
pentachlorophenol. Information concerning pole yards
yards
or treating
might be in the
treating plants
plants that
that might
the market for
for poles or piling may be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the
Preservers' Association,
Association, 839
839 17th
17th Street,
Street, N. W.,
D. C.
C.
20006,
American Wood Preservers'
W., Washington, D.
20006, or
or from
the yellow
yellow pages
pages of
of telephone directories in
the
in local
local utilization
utilization areas.
areas.
.

Improvements
that can be powered by a farm tractor have
have opened new
new
Improvements in
in post-peeling
post-peeling equipment
equipment that
business possibilities
possibilities to
to those interested in
in supplying and satisfying local
local post
post needs.
needs. Develbusiness
opment of
of new equipment
for driving fence posts and wooden highway guardrail posts into
into the
the
opment
equipment for
ground,
ground, it
it is
is expected,
expected, will
will recapture
recapture some
some of
of the
the post
post market
market lost
lost in
in the
the past
past to
to driven steel
steel
posts.
Fence posts
posts usually
usually are
are sold
sold in
ranging from 6 to 88 feet
of 44 to 88
Fence
in lengths
lengths ranging
feet with diameters
diameters of
The heartwoods
heartwoods of
of western red cedar and juniper
juniper are naturally durable woods and
and do not
need to be treated.
treated. Other species
species need to
to be peeled and treated
treated with preservatives.
preservatives. Possible
markets
markets for unpeeled fence
fence post
post (or
(or guardrail)
guardrail) material might be found with companies handling
poles and
and piling.
piling. If
If not,
not, they
they may provide
provide aa lead
lead to
to markets.
markets. Farmers'
cooperatives and cattle
Farmers' cooperatives
associations
associations also can provide leads
leads to
to marketing
marketing information.
information. Large orders are
are sometimes
sometimes sought
sought
by manufacturers
manufacturers of
by
of preservatives who
who also
also operate
operate preservation
preservation plants.
plants. Such large
large orders usually are
are not
not for the smaller woodland owner,
owner, but
but sometimes
sometimes there
there might
might be
be aa need
need for
for small
small orders.
orders.
Some
smaller operations
operations peel
peel and
and treat
treat fence
posts for
sale, and
will buy
buy small
Some smaller
fence posts
for local
local sale,
and often will
small lots
lots
of
of material.
inches.

Small roundwood construction and utility poles
poles are defined as
as 10 to 24 feet in length
length and of
various diameters. Those that
that are
are exposed
exposed to
to moisture in
in use are
are usually peeled
peeled and
and treated
treated with
preservatives to increase
preservatives
increase their
their service
service life.
life. Their principal use is for upright construction
poles,
poles, beams,
beams, rafters,
rafters, and
and other
other building
building components.
components. The next most important
important use is
is for small
small
uses include corral poles,
utility poles.
poles. Other uses
poles, small boat docks,
docks, and
and general
general purpose
purpose poles.
poles.

Hop poles
10 to
to 22
22 feet
feet with a
a diameter
of 3
3 to
to 7
7 inches.
inches.
poles vary
vary in
in length
length from 10
diameter range of
Douglas-fir or cedar is
is usually
usually used.
used. Marketing information might be
be obtained
obtained through
through agriculagricultural
tural cooperatives
cooperatives or
or through county agricultural
agricultural agents.
agents.
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Car stakes are used to
to hold loads
loads on
on railroad
railroad flat
flat cars.
cars. Green Douglas-fir is
is normally the
the
species. They are
are cut to
to aa length
length of 10
10 to 12 feet,
feet, with a minimum top diameter of 4
required species.
to 4%
inches and
and aa maximum butt
butt diameter
diameter of
of 77 to
to 88 inches.
inches. They are
are not
not peeled.
peeled.
to
4½ inches
fuel wood
is increasing,
increasing, particularly
in the larger cities.
cities.
Demand for fuel
wood for
for fireplace use is
particularly in
Dry hardwood is
is preferred over
over the
the softwoods
softwoods and
and commands
commands aa better
better price.
price.
Fireplace wood generally is
is cut
cut in 1616- or 24-inch lengths
lengths and sold
sold directly to the consumer
consumerbasis. The
firewood cutters
is usually
low, and such a
The price
price offered
offered by firewood
cutters is
usually very
very low,
on aa delivered basis.
sale,
made, is
generally considered
considered as
as more
more of
of an
an improvement
improvement cutting
cutting than one designed
designed priprisale, if
if made,
is generally
marily for obtaining an
an income.
income.
Other small roundwood in unestimated smaller quantities
quantities is
is used for rustic furniture,
furniture, rake
teeth, troller
troller poles,
poles, snow
snow stakes,
stakes, fence
fence stays,
stays, oyster
oyster bed
bed stakes,
stakes, smelter
smelter poles,
poles, dock
dock fenders
fenders
teeth,
(camel logs),
(camel
logs), turning rounds for novelty items,
items, ship
ship knees,
knees, and
and many
many other
other similar
similar products.
products.

is increasing
increasing in demand for use as
as a soil amendment
amendment and a mulch.
of
Ground bark is
mulch. Bark dust of
hemlock,
fir, and alder
alder is
is generally preferred over
hemlock, white fir,
over the
the more
more resinous
resinous species.
species. Mill
residues provide
provide the
the entire
entire supply.
supply.
growing and
and selling
selling of
of Christmas
Christmas trees
trees is
is rapidly
rapidly becoming
becoming more
more complex.
complex. Demand for
for
The growing
plantation-grown
plantation-grown and
and shaped
shaped trees
trees is
is increasing.
increasing. Open-grown stock still
still is
is being sold,
sold, but
but competition is
is increasing.
increasing. Some growers of Christmas
Christmas trees
trees sell
sell direct
direct by
by renting
renting sales
sales lots.
lots.
Other outlets are
are markets or nurseries
nurseries located
located along
along main
main routes
routes of
of travel.
travel. Data on Christmas
tree culture and
and markets may be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
S.
Forest Service,
Service, P.
97208,
forester. More
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 3623,
3623, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon
97208, or
or from your local forester.
on the
the growing
growing of
of Christmas
Christmas trees
trees will
will be
be found
found in
in the
the chapter
chapter in
in this
this
detailed information on
"Growing and
and Marketing
Marketing Christmas
Christmas Trees"
Trees" by
by Bernard
Bernard Douglass,
Douglass, page 253.
handbook on "Growing
253.
for converting
converting woodland
woodland salvage
salvage
Charcoal is
is a low-profit item
item and
and generally
generally not
not reconunended
recommended for
into aa marketable
marketable product.
product. The history of small charcoaling operations throughout the
material into
Cost of
of kiln
kiln construction and
costs for
material
United States
States has
has been
been one
one of
of failure.
failure. Cost
and labor
labor costs
for material
and
to the
the value
value of
of the
the charcoal.
charcoal. There is
is always danger of
and charcoaling are high in relation to
excessive kiln
kiln deterioration
deterioration and
and possible
possible explosion.
explosion. Coinmerial-sized
Commercial-sized charcoal
charcoal operations,
operations,
involve expenditures of hundreds of
including briquetting facilities
facilities, involve
of thousands
thousands of
of dollars.
dollars.
There are
however, who burn one
one or
or two
kilns as
of woodland
woodland
are some
some operators,
operators, however,
two kilns
as an integrated phase of
meat-smokmanagement. The charcoal from such operations
operations is
is sold in lump
lump form to restaurants or meat-smokOther specialized
specialized uses,
uses, such
such as
as soil
soil conditioner,
condiLoner, have
ing houses. Other
have been
been developed for the
TTfines!
Report No.
No. 2213,
dated July
by the
Forest
"fines" or screened
screened small
small material.
material. Report
2213, dated
July 1961,
1961, published by
the Forest
53705, describes
describes charcoal
charcoal production,
production, marketing,
marketing, and
and
Laboratory, Madison,
53705,
Products Laboratory,
Madison, Wisconsin
use.

NETHODS
SELLING METHODS

Small sawlogs,
sawlogs, poles,
poles, or
or other
other products
products often
often can
can be
be harvested
harvested by
by the
the landowner
landowner himself,
himself, if
if
Small
he is willing to
to invest
invest in
in power
power saw
saw and
and small
small logging
logging tractor.
tractor. A bulldozer blade usually
usually is
is
required for
for construction
construction of
of landings
landings and
and skidroads.
skidroads. Farm tractors
tractors and
and farm trucks
trucks seldom are
for logging.
logging.
suitable for
Hauling may be contracted without much difficulty,
difficulty, but loading
loading is
is usually aa difficult
difficult probfor the
the landowner
landowner to
to accomplish
accomplish by
by himself.
himself. Some small loggers
loggers now
now have self-loading
self-loading trucks
trucks
lem for
that
this problem.
problem. A-frames
A-frames or rollways
rollways usually are inefficient,
inefficient, and shovel-type
that help ease this
loaders
loaders generally
generally require
require continuous
continuous operation
operation to
to cover
cover their
their relatively
relatively large
large capital
capital costs.
costs.
Several front-end
front-end loading
loading devices
devices are
are available
available for
for attachment
attachment to
to crawler
crawler tractors,
tractors, but
but these
these
Several
are seldom suitable for
are
for machines designed
designed primarily
primarily for
for skidding
skidding operations.
operations.
Many landowners
landowners doing
doing their
their own felling
felling and
and skidding
skidding have found
found it
it best to
to cold
cold deck all
all
It is
close
logs at
logs
at the roadside,
roadside, contracting
contracting for
for the
the loading
loading and
and hauling.
hauling. It
is important
important to maintain close
contact with the
the buyer
buyer regarding
regarding exact
exact product
product specifications
specifications as
as to
to log
log lengths
lengths and
and diameters
diameters
contact
that a mill will buy at
at any
any particular
particular time.
time. Changing mill orders may change the requirements
for raw material.
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Direct Product
to Processor (Landowner
(Landowner Contracts Logging)
Direct
Product Sale
Sale to
In
In this
this method,
method, the
the landowner
landowner sells
sells specific
specific products
products to
to the
the processor
processor at
at an
an agreed-upon
agreed-upon
delivered price
volume, and
and then
then contracts
contracts with
with aa logger
logger to
to cut
cut and
and
delivered
price based
based on a scaled or measured volume,
haul to
to the
the buyer.
buyer. It
is important to
to check
check the
the reputation
reputation of
of the
the logging
logging contractor.
contractor. IndifIt is
ferent
in poor condition through
through damage
damage and
and breakage.
breakage. Poor
ferent loggers
loggers can
can leave
leave the
the residual
residual stand
stand in
Poor
felling
loss of revenue.
revenue. It
important
felling and
and bucking
bucking practices
practices can
can mean
mean poor
poor utilization and a loss
It is important'
that the
the contractor
the proper equipment for the
the job,
job, and
and that
that he
he is
is familiar
familiar with
with the
the proprothat
contractor have
have the
ducts
to be
(veneer logs,
logs, sawlogs,
sawlogs, poles,
poles, and
and other),
other), so
so that
that he
he will
will cut
cut for
for best
best grade.
grade.
ducts to
be cut
cut (veneer
It is
is important
important that
trees to be cut (or
(or left)
left) be marked.
marked. Slash disposal methods, if
if any,
any,
It
that the
the trees
must be defined and
and agreed
agreed upon.
upon. Firelines or
or conditions of
of access
access road
road should
should be
be specified.
specified.
Direct
Sale to
Logging)
Direct Sale
to Processor
Processor (Processor Does Logging)
In
(sawmiller, pole
and either
either
In this
this situation,
situation, the processor (sawiniller,
pole buyer,
buyer, etc.)
etc.) buys
buys the timber and
has
logging or
logger. As already
already mentioned, the
the condition
condition of
of
has his
his own
own crew
crew do
do the
the logging
or contracts a logger.
the area and residual stand
stand must be
be considered.
considered.
the
Sale
to Logger
(Logger Does
Sells to
to Processor)
Sale to
Logger (Logger
Does Logging and Sells
Processor)
This
products. This
This business
business
This method
method is
is the
the most
most common
comuon one
one for
for sale
sale of
of woodland
woodland timber
timberproducts.
arrangement
loggers because of
greater profit.
profit.
arrangement is
is preferred
preferred by
by many
many loggers
of the opportunity to make aa greater
At
same time,
time, they also take
take the
the risk
risk of
of selling.
selling. Some take
take advantage
advantage of the
the unwary woodAt the
the same
land owner
owner by offering lower than
land
than fair
fair price.
price. If
reputation, offers a
If the
the logger
logger has
has a good reputation,
fair
agreed upon,
fair market
market price,
price, and
and leaves
leaves the
the land
land and
and residual
residual stand
stand in the condition agreed
upon, this
method may result in
in aa satisfactory
satisfactory sale.
sale. A written contract is
is recommended,
recommended, however,
however, to
to specify
specify
methods
of measurement
logging and protection requirements, and
and other
other factors.
factors.
methods of
measurement and payment,
payment, logging
(See
162-164).
(See section
section "Importance
"Importance of
of Timber
Timber Sale
Sale Agreements,"
Agreements," pages 162-164).
Professional Forestry
Professional
Forestry Consultants
Consultants
The
timber lands'and
lands and sale of products is an imporimporThe place
place of
of the
the consultant
consultant in management
management of
of timber
tant
A reputable
reputable
tant one,
one, and
and aa consultant's
consultant's services
services should
should not
not be
be overlooked
overlooked by
by the
the timber owner.
owner. A
consultant will
leave a healthy stand of timber
timber growing
growing for
for aa future
future
consultant
will make
make money
money for
for the owner and leave
harvest. A consultant
time will know the
the loglogconsultant who
who has
has been active in an area for any length of time
gers, their reputations,
specialties, or interests,
interests, as well as the
the adaptability
adaptability of the
the
gers,
reputations, logging specialties,
equipment to
the logging needs.
equipment
to the
needs. An otherwise efficient logger
logger with equipment
equipment not
not suited
suited to
to the
the
job will
will either
either charge more or do aa poor
job
poor job
job of
of logging.
logging. The consultant usually
usually knows
knows his
his man.
man.
knows his
his markets
markets and
He also knows
and the demands
demands for
for certain products
products which may fluctuate by season or
or
year.
If
the market
market is
is poor,
poor, he
he may
may advise
advise deferring
deferring a sale
until there is an
If the
sale until
an improvement.
improvement. His
His
knowledge of
logging costs
and market
conditions can easily be worth more than the
the fee
fee charged.
charged.
of logging
costs and
market conditions
At
the same
same time,
time, the
good forestry practices
practices and a minimum amount of effort
effort
At the
the landowner
landowner can expect
expect good
or trouble on
on his
his part.
part. The consultant usually handles and
and supervises the
the entire
entire job,
job, including
including
drawing up a suitable timber
timber sale
sale agreement.
agreement. He also sees that the
the conditions of the
the agreement
agreement
complied with,
take responsibility for
for prompt
landowner.
are complied
with, and
and may
may take
prompt payment
payment to both logger and landowner.
Forestry Cooperatives
One forestry cooperative was
was formed
formed recently
recently in
in the
the Northwest.
Northwest. This
This is
is the
the Forest
Forest ManageManagement and
and Sales
Sales Association,
Association, P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 700,
700, Chehalis,
Chehalis, Washington
98532.
It is
is limited
limited to
to landland98532. It
owners in the
owners
the State of Washington. The purpose of the organization is to serve the
the forest owners
owners
who desire
desire professional attention to
to marketing of forest products and
and management
management of
of forest
forest land.
land.

PRICING METHODS
Sales
Recovery-Type Sales
Payment
Payment is
is made for the
the actual
actual product
product volume
volume taken
taken from
from the
the woods.
woods.
such as:
as:
can be agreed upon, such

Several
arrangements
Several arrangements

Lo
scale:
g scale:
In this
this method,
agrees to cut
cut the timber and pay
pay the
the seller
seller at
at aa
metnod, the purchaser agrees
rate agreed upon that is
is based on
on log
log scale.
scale. Before such a deal
deal is closed,
closed, the purchaser and
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the seller should agree on who does
of scaling,
of log scale
used, use
does the scaling,
scaling, place of
scaling, type
type of
scale used,
of what
what is
meant by merchantable log.
of duplicate scale tickets,
tickets, and definition of
is meant
log.

Unless specifications
specifications are
are clearly
clearly understood
understood and
and covered
covered in
in the
the timber
timber sale
sale agreement,agreement, sales
sales
of this
have a tendency toward
"high-grading" of
of the
area.
of
this type
type may have
toward "high-grading"
the sale
sale area.
Lumber tally:
tally: When the
the purchaser has aa sawmill,
sawmill, payment
payment may be based on the
the actual
actual amount
amount
of lumber cut from the
of
the sale
sale area.
area. This requires
requires a carefully thought-out
thought-out agreement,
agreement, so as to
to
prevent high-grading,
wasted lumber
lumber through
through careless
careless -sawing,
sawing, lumber
high-grading, wasted
lumber getting
getting mixed
mixed with that of
owner, labor
labor liens,
liens, and
and other
other problems.
problems.
another owner,

basis: Under this
this method,
the rate will
Percentage basis:
method, the seller and the purchaser agree that the
be a certain percentage
percentage of
of the
the delivered
delivered log
log price
price based
based on
on grade.
grade. For example,
example, let's
let's assume
assume
that
current price per thousand
No. 2
that the current
thousand board feet
feet for
for No.
2 sawlogs
sawlogs is
is $50,
$50, and
and both parties
parties agree
that the
the landowner
landowner should
should receive
receive 30
30 percent
percent of
of the
the log
log selling
selling price.
price. Thus,
Thus, 30 percent of $50
equals $15
No. 3
$15 stumpage.
stumpage. The percentage for No.
3 peelers
peelers might be 40 percent, etc. Or stumpage
stumpage
percent of delivered log
may be agreed on as $15 per thousand board feet for sawlogs,
sawlogs, and 50 percent
price for
for peelers.
peelers. This type of
of sale calls
calls for the services
services of
of an impartial
impartial scaler
sealer so that
that the
of degrading
degrading is
is prevented.
prevented.
possibility of
percents

of measure:
measure: Some woodland owners prefer to harvest
harvest and market specialty proOther units of
ducts such as poles,
poles, piling, car
car stakes,
stakes, shake
shake boards,
boards, cordwood,
cordwood, etc.
etc. This may require special
of measure
measure such
such as:
as: So much per lineal
lineal foot,
foot, per
per piece,
piece, per
per cord,
cord, or
or by
by the
the ton.
ton.
units of
Lump-Sum Sales
Sales

-

Uncut timber
timber is
is called "stumpage
"stumpage" and usually is
is sold
sold in
in one
one of
of the
the following
following ways:
ways:
offer for
estimates: A lump
lump sum offer
for all
all the merchantable timber
timber is
is perhaps
perhaps the oldest
Stand estimates:
and
common way by which
which timber
timber is
is sold.
sold.
and still
still quite the conion
Many woodland owners lack
lack information
information as to volume,
volume, value,
value, or marketing conditions.
conditions. Thus,
in
in many
many cases,
cases, the
the buyer,
buyer, on
on the
the basis
basis of
of his
his experience,
experience, usually
usually has
has aa decided
decided advantage
advantage in
in
bargaining with
with the
the seller.
seller.
As a word of
of caution,
merchantable material
material is
sum, the
the purchaser
purchaser removes
removes
As
caution, when all
all merchantable
is sold
sold lump
lump sum,
everything he
he considers
considers merchantable
merchantable at
lowest possible
possible expense
expense to
to himself,
himself, with
with little
or no
no
everything
at the
the lowest
little or
interest regarding the
the next
next timber
timber crop.
crop.

Lump sum sales
sales of
of this
this nature
nature are
are not
not recotmnended,
recommended, unless
unless the
the seller
seller knows
knows beforehand what
volume and
and values
values he
he has
has for
for sale.
sale.
based on
on individual
measurements make
make it
possible for
estimate: Lump sum sales
sales based
individual tree
tree measurements
it possible
for
Tree estimate:
his goods,
purchaser can examine
examine what
what he
he intends
buy. The owner
the seller
seller to
to price his
goods, and
and the
the purchaser
intends to
to buy.
marks each
each tree
tree to
to be
be sold
sold and
and tallies
tallies the
the volume for
for each
each tree.
tree. The owner knows what he has
for sale,
sale, and the
the buyer
buyer has
has the
the privilege
privilege of
of making
making his
his own
own appraisal.
appraisal. On this
this basis,
basis, the seller
and the purchaser can
can negotiate
negotiate for
for aa total
total price.
price. A variation of
of this
this method is-to
is to sell
sell all
all
trees over aa given
given diameter
diameter limit.
limit.
It generally pays
pays to
by individual
measured volume
volume instead
instead of
of selling
selling trees
by
It
to sell
sell trees
trees by
individual measured
trees by
the acre.
acre.

seeking aa fair
fair price is
is to
to ask
ask several
several prospective buyers for
for bids,
bids, with the
the
One way of seeking
provision that
that any or all bids
bids may be rejected in case terms
terms are not satisfactory to the owner.
owner.

TIMBER SALE
SALE AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS
IMPORTANCE OF TIMBER
business deals
deals are
are negotiated
negotiated on
on the
the basis of
of aa written record
record or agreement
agreement so
so that
that
Most business
party may
may refer
refer to
to it
it rather
rather than
than trusting
trusting to
to memory.
memory.
either party
Unfortunately, many
many-woodland
Unfortunately,
woodland owners continue to make verbal sales
sales on the basis of
of so much
for the
the timber
timber on
on aa certain
certain piece
piece of
of land.
land.
money for
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Verbal sales
sales of
of this
Verbal
this type
type are
areapt
apttotobebeone-sided
one-sidedwith
withimportant
important conditions
conditions or
orpromises
promises
forgotten
and the
an unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory condition.
condition. Therefore,
Therefore, timber
timber sale
sale agreeagreeforgotten and
the woodland
woodlandleft
left in
in an
properlyprepared,
prepared,are
areimportant;
important;not
notonly
onlydodothey
theybenefit
benefit the
the seller
seller and
ments,
when properly
and the
the buyer,
buyer,
ments when
but they
they benefit
benefit the
thewoodland
woodland as
as well.
well.
but
Items
Cover in
in a aTimber
Timber Sale
SaleAgreetnent
Agreement
Items to Cover
Operations
until complete
complete understanding,
as aa timber
timber
Operationsshould
shouldnot
notstart
start until
understanding, preferably
preferably in
in writing
writing as
sale
agreement, has
parties concerned.
concerned.
sale agreetnent,
has been
beenagreed
agreedtoto by
byall
all parties
The
or guide,
guide, which
which follows
intended to
foresters whencalled
when called
Thecheck
checklist,
list, or
followsisis intended
to help
help practicing
practicing foresters

upon for
aid in
inconnection
connection with
with marketing
marketing timber
timber products.
products. The
The items
to be
be considered
consideredwhen
when
items to
upon
for aid
timber
sold include:
include:
timber is
is sold

nameofofthe
theseller
seller and
be shown;
also the
the wife's
Contracting
The name
and purchaser
purchaser should
should be
shown; also
wife's
Contracting parties:
parties: The
date and
the agreement
is executed
name
The date
and place
place where
where the
agreement is
executed should
should be
be included.
included.
namewhen
whenrequired.
required. The
Land
completelegal
legal description
description of
of the
the cutting
cuttingarea
areashould
shouldbe
beshown.
shown. AddiLanddescription:
description: AA complete
tional local
localdescriptions
descriptionsalso
alsoshould
shouldbebeshown
shown if
the cutting
cutting area
area includes
includes only
only aa portion
portion
tional
if the
of
legal subdivision.
subdivision. A
A sketch
in the
the agreement.
agreement. If
sketch map
mapusually
usually should
should be
be included
included in
If
of aa legal
boundary
surveyor, the
the
boundaryororproperty
propertylines
lines have
have not
not been
beendefined
definedon
onthe
the ground
groundbybyaacertified
certified surveyor,
party
party responsible
responsible for
for hiring
hiring this
thiswork
work should
should be
be defined.
defined.

Product being
being sold:
andamount
amountofofforest
forest product
product being
being sold
sold should
should be
be clearly
clearly defined.
Product
sold: Kind
Kind and
defined.
When only
are to
to be
be sold,
sold,they
theyshould
shouldbebepermanently
permanently marked
marked by
both
When
onlycertain
certaintrees
trees are
by paint,
paint, both
above
above and
and below
below the stump.
stump.

Selling
Selling price
price should
should specify
specify the
the unit
unitofofmeasure
measure and
and whether
whether payment
payment isis to
to be
be on
on the
the basis
basis
of
lump sum,
branding, scaling,
scaling, or
or other
othermeasurmeasurof lump
sum,grade,
grade,oror other
other factor.
factor. Provisions
Provisions for
for branding,
ing
ing and
and accurate
accurate record
record keeping
keeping should
should not
not be
be overlooked.
overlooked.
It
how,
when,
whom
It should
should be
be clearly
clearlystated
stated
how,
when,and
andtoto
whom payments
payments are
are to
to be
be made.
made. Under some
some
conditions, the
the seller
sellershould
shouldrequire
require
advancestumpage
stumpage payments
payments before
cut
conditions,
advance
before the
the product
product is
is cut
or removed
removed from
property.
or
fromhis
his property.

Timewhen
when
titleofof the
the forest
forest product
the seller
seller totothe
Time
title
product passes
passes from
from the
thepurchaser
purchaser should
should be
be
clearly stated.
stated.
clearly

The seller
seller may
wishtotohave
havea aguarantee
guaranteethat
thatthe
thepurchaser
purchaserwill
willfulfill
fulfill
The
may wish
all
all obligations
obligationsthat
thathehehas
hasassumed
assumed in
inthe
theagreement.
agreement. Good
Goodmethods
methodsinclude
includeuse
useof
of surety
surety
bonds, cash
or deposits
deposits made
made currently
cut.
bonds,
cash deposits
deposits before
beforecutting,
cutting, or
currentlyasas the
the timber
timber is
is cut.
performance:
Sale performance:

The landowner
land and
and forest
forest products
products from
from legal
legal
The
landownershould
shouldinclude
includeprovision
provisiontotoprotect
protecthis
his land
claims
labor liens.
Adequateliability
liability insurance
is recommended.
claims and
and labor
liens. Adequate
insurance for
forboth
bothparties
parties
is recommended.

Effective data
Effective
data and
and termination
tennination date
dateshould
shouldboth
bothbe
beshown.
shown. Provision
Provision for
for
extending
the time
noncompliance
extending the
time limit
limit or
or terminating
terminating the
theagreement
agreement after
after aatime
timelimit
limitforfor
noncompliance
Time
limit:
Time limit:

may
may be
be included.
included.

Harvesting
Harvesting and
and protection
protection requirements:
requirements: Responsibility
obtaining cutting
cutting permits,
permits, paypayResponsibility for
for obtaining
ing
taxes, and
and performing
performing slash
disposal and
and other
other fire
fireprotection
protectionrequirements
requirements should
should be
be
ing taxes,
slash disposal
included.
included.
Merchantability
such as
as minimum
minimum top
Merchantability limits
limits such
topdiameter
diameterand
anddefect
defect tolertolerance
rule (Scribner
(Scribner isisusually
usually
recommended), trim
trim allowance,
allowance,
ance should
should be
be stated.
stated. Log
Log scale
scale rule
recommended),
and
and maximum
maximum
scaling
scalinglengths
lengths should
should be
be included.
included. Cutting
Cutting and
and payment
payment requirements
requirementsfor
for rightrightof-way
damaged trees,
in the
thewoods,
woods, or
or cutting
cuttingunauthorized
unauthorized
of-waytrees,
trees, damaged
trees, merchantable
merchantabletrees
trees left
left in
trees also
also should
should be
be considered.
considered.
trees

Logging requirements:
Logging
reguiretnents:

Well-constructed logging
are aa permanent
permanent asset
to aawooaland.
woodland. Specifications
Specifications for
for
Well-constructed
logging roads
roads are
asset to
location,
location, construction
construction standards,
standards, and
and maintenance
maintenance depend
dependononfuture
future transportation
transportation needs.
needs.
If right-of-way
right-of-way is
required across
across other
reach the
sale area,
area, the
the party
party responsible
responsible
If
is required
other lands
lands to
to reach
the sale
for obtaining
it and
for it
for
obtaining it
and paying
paying for
it should
should be
be specified.
specified.
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Protection clauses for
for young timber,
timber, soil erosion,
erosion, and
and stream
stream protection
protection are
are important
important to
to
the landowner. He may wish to
to specify
specify types
types of
of logging
logging equipment.
equipment, to
to be used.
used.

If existing
existing improvements
improvements such
such as
as fences,
fences, bridges,
bridges, and
and roads
roads are
are damaged,
damaged, the
the purchaser
purchaser
them to
to their
their original
original condition
condition or
or pay
pay for
for the
the damage.
damage.
should be
be required to repair them
requirements: Consider property taxes,
taxes, possible timber liens,
liens, permission to assign
Special requirements:
agreement to
the agreement
to another
another party,
party, requirement
requirement of
of certain
certain improvements
improvements to
to be
be constructed
constructed by
by
the
fences, and
the purchaser,
purchaser, maintenance
maintenance of
of livestock fences-,
and aa board
board of
of arbiters
arbiters in
in case
case of
of disagreedisagreement.
Signatures: The agreement should be signed
signed by all parties
parties entering into the agreement
agreement and
also by a witness. A copy of
the agree1ent
agreement should
by the
the purchaser
purchaser for
for his
of the
should be
be retained
retaind by
reference.
Sources of Further Information

Forest Service
Service bulletin "Timber
"Timber Sale
Sale Agreement
Agreement Guides
Guides for
for the
the Woodland
Woodland Manager"
Manager" is
is availavailA Forest
able
the Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
S.
able without
without cost
cost from farm foresters or the
97208. This bulletin contains sample
Service, P.
P. 0.
0. Box 3623,
3623, Portland, Oregon
Oregon
sample forest
forest
Forest Service,
sale agreements,
agreements, forms,
forms, and
and many
many helpful
helpful guidelines
guidelines and
and reminders.
reminders.
product sale
Deciding which
Deciding
which items
items will
will be
be included
included in
in any
any sale
sale agreement
agreement and
and how
how they
they will
will be
be assembled
assembled
rests with the
the parties
parties involved.
involved. However,
However, for
for assurance
assurance that
that the provisions will be stated
stated in
in
correct manner,
private consulting
consulting forester
forester or
or attorney
attorney are
are recomrecoma legally correct
manner, the services of aa private
mended .
mended.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Technical
woodland management
management and
and marketing
marketing assistance
assistance is
is available
available to
to woodland
woodland owners
owners from
from
Technical woodland
sources. (Charts
(Charts showing
showing services
298
services available
available can
can be
be found
found in
in this
this Handbook
Handbook on
on page
page 298
several sources.
(Oregon) and page 331 (Washington).
(Washington). The aid
aid can come
come from
from either
either public
public or
or private
private agencies.
agencies.
(Oregon)
Public Foresters

Farm foresters
foresters can provide direct
direct on-the-ground
on-the-ground assistance
assistance to
to woodland
woodland owners.
owners. The office
Farm
address
the local
inquiring at
at any
any State
State District
District Forester's
Forester's
address of
of the
local Farm
Farm Forester
Forester can be obtained by inquiring
office in
in Oregon,
Oregon, or at
at any
any of the
the State
State Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources'
Resources' offices
offices in
in Washington.
Washington.
in forestry
forestry are
are provided
provided by
by County
County Extension
Extension
Reference materials
materials and educational programs in
and State
State Extension Foresters. The County Agent
assist woodland
get in
in
Agent can assist
woodland owners
owners to
to get
Agents and
touch with a professional forester.
forester.
Local
Local offices
offices of
of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
Service can
can assist
assist or
or arrange
arrange for
for the
the service
service of
of aa
forester.
professional forester.
The Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, provides
provides technical
technical backstop
backstop
for special
special forestry
forestry or
or marketing
marketing problems.
problems.
assistance to the state representatives for
Private Foresters
forester has
has been
been discussed
discussed previously.
previously. The State
State Forestry
Forestry
The role of the consulting forester
organizations
foresters who
who might
might be
be available
available for
for service.
service. Most conconorganizations have lists of consulting foresters
also are
are members of
of the
the Society
Society of
of American
American Foresters,
Foresters, Azñerican
American Bank
Bank Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland,
sultants also
Oregon
97205. The Society maintains aa list
list of professionals available
available for
for service.
service.
Foresters with
Foresters
with Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Associations
Associations provide
provide guidance
guidance and
and assistance
assistance to
to woodland
woodland
owners who become members of the
the American
American Tree
Tree Farm
Farm System.
System.
specific list
list of
372
One specific
of forest
forest consultants
consultants in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington can
can be
be found
found on
on page 372
this handbook.
handbook.
of this
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Mechanical
Tree Farming
Farming
Mechanical Aids
Aids to Tree
Howard W.
W. Peterson
In any
any discussion of
of machines
machines and equipment
In
equipment now available for
for use in
in tree
tree farming
farming and
and woodwoodlot
that they
the over-all
lot management,
management, it
it should
should be
be pointed
pointed out
out that
they must'be
must be viewed as part of the
situation.
approach and in the context of each particular situation.
Regardless of whether aa 100,000-acre
100,000-acre industrial
industrial tree
tree farm
farm or
or aa 40-acre
40-acre woodlot
woodlot stand
stand of
of
is involved,
involved, the
the basic
basic goal
goal is
is to
to obtain
obtain the
the maxinium
maximum yield with the
the highest return
return pospostimber is
sible.

such as
as topography,
topography, size
size of the
the stand,
stand, size
size of
of the
the timber,
timber, and
and cost
cost of
of the
the machines
machines
Factors such
in
yardin relation
relation to
to the
the amount
amount of
of timber
timber to
to be
be harvested
harvested all
all must
must be considered.
considered. A specialized yarding
ing machine,
machine, which can be used continuously on a large
large industrial
industrial tree
tree farm,
farm, obviously
obviously could
could be
be
for aa small
small woodlot
woodlot where
where it
it could
could be
be used
used only
only once
once every
every 55 years
years or
or so,
so,
highly uneconomical for
it might be the most
efficient machine strictly in
in terms
terms of production.
production.
even though it
most efficient
The effectiveness of machines also must be considered in
in the
the long-range
long-range planning
planning for
for managemanageparticular stand
stand regardless
regardless of
of its
its size.
size. For any
any machine to
to operate
operate efficiently,
efficiently, it
it
ment of aa particular
under the
the conditions
conditions for
for which it
it is
is best
best suited.
suited.
must be working under

the same
same time,
time, careful
careful planning can make it
it possible
possible to
to manage aa stand
stand effectively
effectively with
with
At the
less expensive equipment than
less
than might otherwise
otherwise be
be required.
required.

PLANNING
IMPORTANT
ROAD PLAING
IMPORTAI'IT
Effective—and profitable--management
profitable—management of young timber
timber requires
requires careful
careful planning.
planning. In aa thinthinEffective--and
area, the complete road system should be determined before harvesting is
is started.
started. It
ning area,
It should
throughout the full cutting cycle.
cycle.
be designed to serve efficiently throughout
This is
is true
true in
in aa small
small stand
stand where only a few
few hundred feet
feet of tractor
tractor trails
trails are
are required,
required,
in large
large areas where rocked roads for use by logging trucks will be necessary in
in addition to
to
or in
several
trails.
several miles
miles of tractor trails.

When putting
putting roads
roads into
into a young-growth stand
stand in
in preparation for
for thinning,
thinning, it
it is
is necessary
necessary
to
remember that you probably
to remember
probably will be
be dealing
dealing with
with tree-length
tree-length logs.
logs. It's obviously much quicker
and
to set
set one
thinnings the
and more
more economical
economical to
one choker
choker instead
instead of
of three,
three, so
so in
in early
early thinnings
the advisability
advisability of
of
logs to
to roadside,
roadside, or wherever they will be loaded
loaded on a truck,
truck, should
should be careyarding tree-length logs
fully considered. Bucking
the trees
trees into
log length is
is desired
Bucking the
into whatever
whatever log
desired at
at roadside
roadside reduces
reduces
the amount
involved, and
logging is
the
amount of
of handling
handling involved,
and it
it should
should be
be kept
kept in
in mind
mind that
that logging
is basically
basically aa busibusiness of
of handling materials.
ness
materials.
All
made to
built so
All possible effort
effort should be
be made
to see
see that
that roads
roads are
are built
so that
that the trees
trees can be
felled
felled so
so as to
to avoid
avoid unnecessary
unnecessary breakage
breakage in
in yarding
yarding them
them to
to the
the loading
loading point.
point. Basically this
this
roads or trails
trails through
through a stand so that trees
trees can be brought to
to them
them with the
the
means establishing toads
least hazard of being
being broken
broken in
in the
the process.
process.
least

Some
Some members
members of
of the
the logging
logging industry
industry are
are concerned
concerned with
with the
the danger
danger of
of extensive
extensive road
road conconstruction taking
taking too
too much
much land
land out
out of
of tree
tree production.
production. They estimate
estimate it
it as
as high
high as
as 55 percent.
percent.
However, a
necessary in young-growth stands
achieve enough access
access
However,
a sufficient
sufficient road system is
is necessary
stands to
to achieve
and to
to lower
lower production
production costs.
costs. Roads also
also are
are very valuable
valuable and
and necessary
necessary
for proper management and
for adequate protection
protection from
from fire
fire and
and disease.
disease.
If
a road
is properly
time the
the owner
If a
road system is
properly engineered,
engineered, by
by the
the time
owner has
has made
made his
his third
third thinning
thinning
in a stand,
stand, he will have
have as
as many
many trees
trees per
per acre
acre as
as he
he would
would have
have had
had without
without roads.
roads.
i

1Howard
14.Peterson
Peterson is
is Logging
Logging Manager
Manager for
for Northwest
Northwest Timber
Timber Operations,
Operations, Crown
Crown Zellerbach,
Zellerbach, PortPortHoward W.
land,
land, Oregon. He has
has been
been associated
associated with the
the Pacific Northwest logging
logging industry
industry for the
the past
35 years. He supervises
35
supervises logging
logging operations
operations on
on his
his company's
company's 13
13 tree
tree fartns
farms in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and WashingWashington and
develop significant
significant changes
changes in
in logging
logging methods
methods and
and equipment.
equipment.
ton
and in recent years has helped develop
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RUBBER-TIRED SKIDDING TRACTORS
the evolution
In the
evolution of
of equipment
equipment for
for profitable
profitable handling
handling of
of small
small timber,
timber, development
development of
of the
the
air tongs,
grapples, and hydraulic
hydraulic tongs
air
tongs, grapples,
tongs was fundamental.
fundamental. They in
in turn
turn made
made possible
possiblethe
thedeveldevelof portable
portable loading
loading machines.
machines.
opment of
With productivity
was mandatory
mandatory that
devices be
be perfected
perfected
productivity such a factor
factor in
in thinning,
thinning, it
it was
that devices
which could
without the
the need
need for
could handle
handle several
several of
of these
these small
small logs
logs at
at the
the same
same time,
time, arid
and without
one
or one
man
man to
to attach
attach the
the tongs
tongs and
and another
another to
to unhook
unhook them.
them.

skidding tractor
tractor has
has given
given aa significant
significant boost
boost to
to proproThe development of the rubber-tired skidding
ductivity in
in the development of second-growth
second-growth timber.
timber. These dexterous
dexterous machines move over
over rough
rough
terrain with minimum damage to roots of standing
standing trees
trees and
and "snake
"snake out"
out" small
small second-growth
second-growth logs.
logs.
powered, and
and design
design features
features and
and weight
weight distribution
distribution are
are calculated
calculated to
to proproAll four wheels are powered,
vide efficient,
efficient, high-speed
high-speed skidding.
skidding.
This is
As early
early as
were
is one area where manufacturers are
are now
now very
very active.
active. As
as 1948,
1948, efforts
efforts were
being made to
to use rubber-tired yarding machines
machines on
on Northwest
Northwest timber
timber operations,
operations, but
but sufficient
sufficient
was only
only one
one successful
of skidding
traction could not be achieved.
achieved. Four years
years ago
ago there
there was
successful make of
skidding
are over
over 30
30 kinds,
kinds, with
with many
many manufacturers
manufacturers currently
currently considering
considering producing
producing
tractor. Today
Today there
there are
them.

of attachments
attachments or modifications are
are available
available from
from many
many manufacturers.
manufacturers. These
A number of
include hydraulic
hydraulic hand-arm-and-back loaders,
loaders, ricks
ricks for
for carrying
carrying short-length
short-length pulpwood,
pulpwood, loading
loading
forks, and
and even
even aa "self-choking"
"self-choking" device.
device. There are
are many possibilities
possibilities for
for special
special adaptations,
adaptations,
forks,
but tree-length
skidding should
should continue
continue to
to be
be the
the most
most important
important and
and desirable
desirable function
function for
for the
the
tree-length skidding
machines,
least in .the
future.
machines, at least
the foreseeable future.
Studies have
have shown
shown that
that on an average yarding distance of
Studies
of 800
800 feet,
feet, the
the performance
performance of
of rubrubber-tired skidders is three times that
that of track-laying
track-laying machines.
machines. This does
does not
not mean
mean that
that crawler
crawler
tractors do not have a place
of rubber-tired and
tractors
place in
in the
the operation.
operation. There is
is a happy ratio
ratio of
crawler-type
crawler-type skidders.
skidders.

SKIDDING GRAPPLE

A recently developed skidding grapple device
device for
for wheeled
wheeled tractors
tractors shows
shows great
great promise.
promise. The
grapple permits
permits the tractor operator to
to handle from
from controls
controls in
in his
his cab
cab the
the chores
chores normally
normally perpersetter and
and chaser.
chaser.
formed by aa choker setter

He can move
move into
the woods,
woods, reach
reach out
Out with
with the
the articulated
articulated boom,
boom, drop
drop the
the tooth
tooth grapple
grapple hook
hook
into the
log, pick it
it up,
to the
the loading
loading deck
deck where, by
by swinging
swinging the
the beam
beam to
to the
the side,
side,
over the log,
up, and move to
logs awaiting
awaiting loading.
loading.
he can snake the log up onto the deck of logs
The manufacturer is
is now working on
on another
another heavier
heavier model
model to
to be
be attached
attached to
to crawler
crawler tractors.
tractors.
This
speed up
This will
will speed
up log
log truck
truck road
road construction
construction and
and eliminate
eliminate long
long tractor
tractor hauls,
hauls, and
and reduce
reduce manmanpresent grapple
grapple will
will handle
handle single
single logs
logs up
up to
to 40
40 inches
inchesinindiameter,
diameter,asaswell
wellasasmulmulpower. The present
tiple loads
of smaller
smaller logs
logs totaling
totaling 40
40 inches
tiple
loads of
inches in diameter.
diameter. This is compatible with the
the capacity
the tractor.
tractor.
of the
The grapple attachment
attachment can
can be
be adapted
adapted to
to all
all of
of the
the different
different types
types of
of rubber-tired
rubber-tired skidders
skidders
from the 70 h.p.
to the
the 100
100 h.p.
h.p. The attachment can reach out approximately 12
12 feet from
h.p. class to
building cold
cold decks,
operators can turn the
grapple
the
feet to
to each
each side.
side. In building
decks, operators
the grapple
the pivot point and 8 feet
to the
the side,
side, rather
rather than
than bulldoze the logs onto the
to
the deck,
deck, aa practice
practice that
that can
can cause
cause damage
damage to
to
the log.
log.
The grapple
grapple has
has been
been used
used to
to yard
yard piling-type
piling-type logs
logs from
from7272toto140
140feet.
feet, in
in length.
length. Chokers
are kept
kept available
available halfway
halfway up
up the
the main
main boom,
boom, for
for use
use any
any time
time logs
logs cannot
cannot be
be reached
reached with
with the
the
are
Besides
Besides articulating,
articulating, the
the boom can
can swing
swing 140
140 degrees
degrees at
at each
each side.
side. The grapples also
also
tongs.
ican rotate up to
to 180
180 degrees.
degrees. This gives the
the machine
machine more
more flexibility,
flexibility, resulting
resultingininmore
moreeff
effiyarding.
cient yarding.
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HIGH-LEAD THINNING
One of
of the
biggest challenges
challenges in managing second-growth timber
One
the biggest
timber is
is the
the development
development of
of cable
cable
However, it is
high-lead thinning
thinning equipment.
equipment. The rubber-tired skidding
skidding tractors
tractors have
have helped.
helped. However,
estimated by large
large timber owners that
that they
they cannot
cannot manage over
over 50
50 percent
percent of
of aa stand
stand effectively
effectively
be
without high-lead machines for
for use in
in thinning-type
thinning-type operations.
operations. With this
this system,
system, logs
logs can be
brought out of the
the woods with a minimum of damage
damage to
to soil
soil and
and the
the remaining
remaining trees.
trees.

The design of
of one such machine indicates
indicates the
the versatility that
that can
can be
be built
built into
into this
this type
type
equipment. It is
is capable of using a tight-line
tight-line carriage
carriage as
as well as
as being
being operated
operated as
as aa
of equipment.
straight high-lead machine. This rig
rig is
is engineered
engineered to
to handle
handle multiple
multiple turns
turns of
of logs
logs weighing
weighing
10,000-15,000
capable of
of yarding for a distance up to
10,000-15,000 pounds,
pounds, and
and is
is capable
to 1,000
1,000 feet
feet from
from roadside.
roadside.
The design
design allows
allows the
the machine's 40-foot boom
boom to
to swing
swing so
so that
that it
it can
can cold-deck
cold-deck logs
logs parallel
parallel to
to
the
the road for easier handling by
by loading
loading machines.
machines.
Another important
important feature is
is its ability to
to perform uphill yarding,
yarding, which is
is particularly
particularly
terrain too
steep for
for track
track and
and wheeled
wheeled yarding
yarding machines.
machines.
valuable on terrain
toosteep
Normal chokers or a cable-operated grapple can be used;
used; the
the grapple
grapple can
can be
be run
run by
by radio
radio
control or set
set manually.
The stability
stability of this machine allows it to yard without the
the use of guy
guy lines,
lines, an
an important
important
in reducing
reducing rig-up
rig-up time
time and
and increasing
increasing production.
production.
factor in

NEW YARDING MACHINE
There also
also are
are other machines now being tried out in
in the
the Northwest
Northwest which hold
hold considerable
considerable
interest
in the
the management of
of second-growth
second-growth timber.
timber.
interest and promise for use in

One of
these involves
involves adapting
for yarding small trees
trees in
in
of these
adapting aa machine
machine originally designed for
It is
small track-type tractor whose basic principle fits
snow and muskeg in Eastern Canada.
Canada. It
is aa small
Northwest.
well into
into the
the needs of
of yarding small
small timber in the Northwest.
It had
had excellent
excellent tractability
tractability and
these machines was tested
tested in
in the
the Northwest.
Northwest. It
and
One of these
possessed the mobility and
and speed
speed of
of aa rubber-tired
rubber-tired vehicle.
vehicle. It
It also
also did less
less damage to the root
systems of the remaining trees
systems
trees than
than other
other machines
machines which
which had
had been
been used.
used. However,
it was
However, it
was found
to
to be not quite sturdy
sturdy enough
enough to
to handle
handle the
the mud
mud and
and rough
rough terrain
terrain found
found in
in the
the Northwest.
Northwest.

result, a Northwest
similar type of machine but
but of a
As a result,
Northwest manufacturer
manufacturer has
has now produced a similar
rugged construction.
construction. These modifications
some of the
the problems
more rugged
modifications appear to have overcome some
encountered with the
the earlier machine. As with most logging
logging machines,
machines, more modifications and
and
changes
probably will
it promises
to be
another effective
tool in the
the handling
changes probably
will be
be required,
required, but
but it
promises to
be another
effective tool
of small
small timber.
timber.
These types
of machines
machines are
are designed
designed to
to exert
exert aa minimum
minimum amount
amount of
of pressure
pressure per
per square
These
types of
square inch
the ground,
ground, which is
is an important
important factor
factor in reducing damage to
to the root
root systems of standing
on the
trees and
and avoiding
avoidingthe
trees
the rutting
rutting that
that can
can result
result in
in erosion.
erosion.

No matter
type of
to reduce
matter what
what type
of machine
machine is
is being
being used
used for
for yarding,
yarding, care should be
be taken to
reduce
damage to
of future profits,
to the
the remaining trees,
trees, which are the source of
profits, to an absolute minimum.
minimum.
Another device for
and second-growth timber
for felling
felling thinnings
thinnings and
timber that
that shows
shows considerable potenpotential is
is a
a shears-type
shears-type mechanism
tree about
about like
like one
tial
mechanism which
which simply
simply cuts
cuts off
off aa tree
one would
would snip
snip off
off aa
flower. This unit is
is designed
designed to
to be
be mounted
mounted on
on the
the front
front end
end of
of aa small
small tractor.
tractor.
It works
works hydraulically
hydraulically with
with the
the blade
blade moving
moving through
through the
the tree
tree against
against aa stationary
stationary anvil.
anvil.
It
The beveled edge
edge of
the blade
falling at
to the
the tractor.
tractor.
of the
blade results
results in
in the
the tree
tree always
always falling
at right
right angles
angles to
One such shears
has been
been experimented
experimented with
with can
can fell
up to
diameter. It
One
shears that
that has
fell trees
trees up
to 30
30 inches
inches in
in diameter.
takes
make the
cut no
no matter
matter what
what the
of the
and it
takes 12
12 seconds
seconds to
to make
the cut
the size
size of
the tree,
tree, and
it can average
average 50
50 trees
trees
an hour in
in an
an ideal
ideal setting.
setting. The shears can be used on any terrain
terrain that
that can be negotiated by
a tractor.
tractor.
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STUDY NEEDS AND
AND REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS

As
of this
As noted at
at the
the first
first of
this chapter,
chapter, there are aa great many factors
factors that
that must be
be considconsidered in determining
determining what
types of
equipment are best
best suited for aa particular
particular stand
stand
ered
what types
of machines
machines and equipment
timber.
of timber.

Some
Some
in large
large
in
tication
tication
means of
of

of
of the
the machines
machines that
that have
have been
been described
described obviously
obviously are
are designed
designed for
for economical
economical use only
stands
stands where there is
is considerable
considerable volume
volume to
to be
be harvested.
harvested. For all
all the
the growing
growing sophissophisof some
some of
of these
these machines,
machines, the
the horse
horse still
still could
could be
be the
the most
most economical
economical and
efficient
of
and efficient
small woodlot
conditions.
yarding timber from a small
woodlot depending on conditions.

The small
small operator who is managing a woodlot stand
stand as
as part
part of a farm
farm operation
operation also
also should
should
carefully consider having equipment
equipment that
that can be used in both types of activities.
activities. Several manufacturers are
are now
now producing
producing farm
farm tractors
tractors capable
capable of
of utilizing
utilizing attachments
attachments needed
needed for
facturers
for logging-logging-such
winches. The dual
dual value
value of
of such
such machines
machines provides
provides the
the owner
owner with
with verversuch as
as dozer blades and winches.
satility at a more economical cost.
cost.

The
pooling of
is another
another possibility that should be
The pooling
of resources
resources by
by aa group
group of
of woodlot
woodlot owners
owners is
given attention where feasible.
feasible. A machine, or
or machines,
machines, which
which could
could not
not be
be purchased
purchased econoeconomically by
might be
be aa highly
highly profitable
profitable investment
investment for
for a group.
by aa single
single owner,
owner, might
group. The time
time element
involved
management would
would make
make it
it possible
possible to
rotate such equipment
equipment among several
involved in timber
timber management
to rotate
several owners without creating an
an inconvenience
inconvenience for
for any
any of
of them.
them.
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Figures 11 and
and 2.
2. Rubber-tired skidders
skidders have
have become
become well
well established
established in
in the
the last
last few
few years
years
as an
an effective means of yarding and
and decking
decking small
small timber
timber in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest.
as
ON

Figure
Figure 3.
3. Use of this
this grapple device eliminates the
the need
need of
of aa
choker
it permits
permits the
the skidder operator to
to hook onto
onto
choker setter,
setter, and it
logs, yard
to a deck,
ever leaving
leaving
logs,
yard them to
deck, and
and deposit
deposit them without ever
the
the controls of
of his
his vehicle.
vehicle.

Figure 4.
4. Considerable work is under way to
to develop
develop efficient
efficient
equipment
thinning.
equipment for performing high-lead thinning.
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Figures
and 6. The
The concept
lightweight yarding
yarding machine,
machine, originally
originallydesigned
designed for
forthe
thesnow
snowand
andmuskeg
muskeg of
eastern
conceptof
of this
this lightweight
of eastern
Figures 55 and
Canada,
is now
beingadapted
adaptedfor
foruse
use in
in yarding
yarding thinnings
thinnings and
and other
other small
Canada, is
now being
small timber
timber in
in the
the Pacific
PacificNorthwest.
Northwest.
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shears" principle
principle for
for cutting
potentialvalue
valuefor
for use
use inin felling
felling
Figures 7
7 and
and 8.
8. The "shears"
cutting trees
trees has
has shown
shown potential
Figures
tractors.
timber under
under certain
certain conditions.
timber
conditions. This
This particular
particular device
device is
isdesigned
designed for
formounting
mounting on
on crawler-type
crawler-type tractors.

Federal Laws
and Policies
Policies of
of Aid
Federal
Laws and
Owners of Small
Small Woodlands
Woodlands
to Owners
L. Hawkes
Hawkes.
Carl L.
A. Pitcher ,
John A.
Edward H.
H. Marshall
As
As early
early as
as 1885 some
some states had set
set up forestry
forestry organizations
organizations for
for the
the protection
protection and
and
management of public lands
management
lands within their
their boundaries.
boundaries. These fledgling organizations had their
their
share
share of trouble in
in the
the early
early years and
and by
by 1893
1893 only
only one
one state
state still
still had
had aa working
working forestry
forestry
In 1898
1898 the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest Service
Service issued
issued Circular
Circular 21
21 outlining
outlining the
the terms
terms under
under which
which it
it
agency.
would cooperate with private landowners
landowners in
in promoting
promoting better
better forest
forest management
management on
on their
their lands.
lands.
The Appropriation Act of 1905
1905 directed
directed the
the Forest Service
Service to
to Hadvise
"advise the
the owners
owners of
of woodlands
woodlands as
as
to the
the proper
proper care
care of
of the
the same."
same." Thus,
Thus, the
the Forest
Forest Service,
Service, at
at first,
first, made assistance
assistance available
available
to
C. but,
state forestry
forestry organizations
to the
the woodland
woodland owners
owners directly
directly from Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
but, as state
developed, the Forest Service
developed,
Service adopted the
the policy of working with
with and
and through
through the
the State
State Forester.
Forester.
This policy is
is still
still in
in effect
effect today.
today.

century has seen
seen the
the enactment
enactment of
of many federal
federal laws
laws relating
relating to
to forestry.
forestry.
The past half century
Some apply
apply only indirectly
indirectly to
to the
the owners of small
small woodlands,
woodlands, but
but others
others provide
provide direct
direct applicaapplication or assistance.
assistance.

LAWS RELATING
DIRECTLY TO FOREST PRACTICES
LAWS
RELATING DIRECTLY

Forestry Assistance
Assistance
General Forestry
Technically this is
is not a federal
federal law,
law, but funds
funds for providing assistance
assistance to
to private
private forest
forest
landowners
have been included in the annual
landowners have
annual appropriation acts each year since
since the
the original
original
authorization in
in 1905.
1905. Under this
this program
program the
the Forest
Forest Service
Service provides
provides highly
highly technical
technical assisassistance
other public
tance to
to other
public agencies
agencies and to
to private
private agencies,
agencies, forest landowners,
landowners, timber
timber operators,
operators, and
and
processors of
of wood products
processors
products when this
this service
service is
is not
not available through
through the
the local
local or state
state agenagencies. Whenever the
the objectives
objectives and
and resources
resources of aa forest
forest landowner
landowner permit,
permit, the
the Forest
Forest Service
Service
suggests that
consultant or full-time private forester be employed.
suggests
that aa consultant
employed.
Clarke-McNary Act of
of 1924
1924
This law is
is the
the basic authority
authority for federal-state cooperation in
in forestry.
forestry. There are nine
sections
under this
sections under
this act
act of
of which four
four pertain
pertain to
to federal-owned forests and five to
to public assistance to
to private
private owners.
owners. Some sections have become partially
partially or
or totally
totally inactive.
inactive. The ones
dealing with private forestry
forestry are
are as
as follows:
follows:
Section 2
2 authorizes the use of federal
federal funds
funds under cooperative agreements
agreements with the
the states
states
for the protection of
for
of state
state and
and private
private forests
forests against
against fire.
fire. State
are to
to
State and private owners are
contribute not less
less than
than half
half the
the total
total costs.
costs.

The State Forester is
is responsible
responsible for
for the
the actual
actual administration
administration of
of the
the fire
fire control
control projects.
projects.
It is
encourage and
It
is the
the policy of
of the federal
federal government
government to
to encourage
and aid the state in every
every feasible way
to
to secure the most effective
effective and
and economic
economic protection.
protection. The private
private landowner
landowner is
is expected
expected to
to concontribute in various ways. For
all he
to prevent
prevent fires
For example,
example, he
he should
should do
do all
he can to
fires from starting
starting on
his or
or other
other forest
forest lands,
his
lands, and should
should use all
all necessary precautions in
in clearing new ground and
in burning brush and
and slash.
slash.
1
1Carl
Carl L.
L. Hawkes is
is currently
currently Chief,
Chief, Cooperative.
Cooperative- Forest Management Section,
Section, Division of State
State and
Private Forestry,
Forestry, U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California.
California. He
assigned to
to
He formerly was assigned
State and Private Forestry
Forestry Division,
Division, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.

2John
''John A.
A. Pitcher is
is currently
currently Forest
Forest Geneticist,
Geneticist, U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, Milwaukee,
He
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He
formerly
was assigned to the State and
Private Forestry
Forestry Division,
Division, Portland,
formerly was
and Private
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
3Edward
H. Marshall is
-"Edward H.
is Assistant
Assistant Regional
Regional Forester,
Forester, Division
Division of
of State
and Private Forestry,
Forestry, U.
U. S.
S.
State and
Forest Service,
Forest
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
The original
original text
of this
was prepared
by Mr.
ir. Hawkes
Hawkes and Mr.
Mr. Pitcher.
The
text of
this article
article was
prepared by
Pitcher. It was revised
revised
brought up-to-date by
by Mr.
Mr. Marshall
Marshall for
for this
this publication.
publication.
and brought
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Section 44 gives
gives authority
authority to
of Agriculture
Agriculture t
Section
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to cooperate with the
the various
various
states
states in
in the
the procurement,
procurement, production,
production, and
and distribution
distribution of
of forest
forest tree
tree seeds
seeds and
and seedlings
seedlings for
for
establishing
windbreaks and
establishing windbreaks
and shelterbelts
shelterbelts and for
for farm woodland plantings
plantings on denuded or
nonforor nonforested lands.
Originally, the
lands. Originally,
the Act pertained
pertained only to
to farmers,
farmers, but this
this was amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of
October 26,
26, 1949
1949 to
to allow
allow states
states to
to distribute
distribute planting
planting stock
stock to
to all
all classes
classes of
of woodland
woodland owners.
owners.
The purpose
of the
The
purpose of
the C-M 44 program is
is to
to provide trees
trees to
to woodland owners for
for planting
planting at
at
nominal cost.
cost. It
It does
not provide any
any help for
for the
the actual planting,
planting, nor does
does it
it authorize
authorize the
the
does not
use of the
the stock for ornamental plantings
plantings or
or for
for planting
planting on federal
federal lands.
lands.
It has
has encouraged
encouraged the
establishment of
It
the establishment
of forest
forest tree
tree nurseries
nurseries in
in many states.
states. Today,
Today, the
State Foresters in 48 states operate
State
operate tree
tree nurseries
nurseries or
or contract
contract to
to have
have seedl.ings
seedlings raised by comcommercial nurseries.
nurseries. When the
the program
program started
started in
in 1924,
1924, only
only 19
19 states
states were
were producing
producing nursery
nursery
stock. Total production under this
this program
program has been
been well over
over 17
17 billion
billion seedlings.
seedlings. Trees may
be purchased from the State Forester in
in the
the fall
fall and
and winter beginning
beginning at
at digging
digging time,
time, usually
usually
October,
to about
about the
the first part of April,
April, or until trees
trees are
are sold
sold out.
out. (See
(See Sources
Sources of
of Tree
Tree
October, to
Seedlings in
in the
the chapter
chapter on
on 'Reforestation,"
"Reforestation," page
page 27).
27).
Section 5
5 authorizes the
the Secretary
Secretary to
to cooperate
cooperate with the
the states
states through
through the
the land-grant
land-grant
colleges or other suitable state
colleges
state agencies
agencies to
to aid
aid farmers
farmers through
through advice,
advice, education,
education, demonstrademonstrations,
other similar means in
tions, and other
in establishing,
establishing, improving,
improving, and
and renewing
renewing woodlots,
woodlots, shelterbelts,
shelterbelts,
windbreaks, and
and other
other valuable
valuable forest
forest growth,
growth, and
and in
in harvesting,
harvesting, utilizing,
utilizing, and
and marketing
marketing the
the
products. This service
service is
is being
being handled
handled by
by the
the Extension
Extension Foresters. Matching funds
funds go
go directly
directly
to
to the Extension Service
Service for
for this
this activity.
activity. Each of the
the states
states in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest has
has
Extension Foresters
Foresters at
at the
the state level
level and
and aa few
few at
at the
the county
county level.
level. (See
on the
the
(See the
the section on
Oregon State University Cooperative Extension Service
Service on
on page 396 and
and the
the section on Washington
State University's
Service on pages
pages 395
395 and
and 397).
397).
University's Cooperative Extension Service

Smith-Lever Act of 1914
1914
Extension Service work in
in the
the states
states is
is carried
carried on under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever
Act of 1914.
1914. The State Extension
Extension Director,
Director, through
through and
and in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the county
county agents,
agents,
is
is responsible for
for educational phases of agriculture
agriculture in
in the
the state
state as
as aa whole.
whole. The
The Extension
Services
Services employ a few foresters who devote
devote full
full time
time to
to forestry
forestry educational
educational activities.
activities. Certain
agents work part time
county extension agents
time on forestry
forestry programs.
programs. Some
funds for
for Extension forestry
Some funds
work were provided
provided by Section
Section 55 of
of the
the Clarke-McNary
Clarke-McNary Act
Act of
of l924.
1924, already
already referred
referred to.
to. This
authorization
was transferred in
authorization was
in 1956
1956 for
for use under the
the Smith-Lever
Smith-Lever Act
Act as
as amended.
amended.
Act of
of 1928
1928
McSweeney-McNary Act
Under
authority of
of the McSweeney-McNary Forestry Research
Research Act
Act of
of 1928
1928 as
as amended
amended and
and supplesuppleUnder authority
mented,
mented, the
the Forest Service
Service carries
carries on
on aa balanced
balanced research
research program
program to
to help
help solve
solve the
the forestry
forestry
problems confronting the
the nation.
nation.
The Pacific
and Range
Range Experiment Station,
Station, one
one of
of eight
eight regional
regional research
research
Pacific Northwest Forest and
stations,
stations, conducts
conducts research in
in Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, and
and Alaska.
Alaska. Research projects are located
located in
in
Bend, LaGrande,
LaGrande, Portland,
Portland, and Roseburg,
Bend,
Roseburg, Oregon;
Oregon; Olympia,
Olympia, Seattle,
Seattle, and
and Wenatchee, Washington;
Juneau,
The main headquarters
Juneau, and College,
College, Alaska.
Alaska. The
headquarters is
is in Portland and
and lists
lists of publications
publications are
are
available
Director, Pacific Northwest Forest and
available from the
the Director,
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box
97223. The Intermountain Forest
3141,
3141, Portland
Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station
Station maintains
maintains research
research
projects in
Boise and
and Moscow,
Moscow, Idaho;
Idaho; Bozeman
Bozeman and
projects
in Boise
and Missoula,
Missoula, Montana;
Montana; and
and in
in Logan
Logan and
and Ogden,
Ogden,
Utah. Lists o.
of publications are
are available
available from
from their
their headquarters
headquarters by
by writing
writing Director,
Director, InterIntermountain Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, 507
507 25th
25th Street;
Street, Ogden,
Ogden, Utah
Utah
84401.
The research program supports
supports forestry
forestry activities
activities on
on National
National Forest
Forest and
and other
other publicly
publicly
administered lands
lands and on privately owned
owned forest
forest lands,
lands, including
including the
the small
small woodland
woodland properties.
properties.
covers problems in
The research covers
in five
five forest
forest and
and range
range resource
resource production
production and
and management
management fields-fields-timber, water,
water, range
range forage,
forage, wildlife habitat,
habitat, and recreation.
timber,
recreation. It
of proproIt deals
deals with problems of
tecting these
these resources
resources from fire,
tecting
fire, insect,
insect, disease,
disease, and other natural destructive agents.
agents. Timber
harvest
harvest engineering and research on
on forest
forest products
products utilization
utilization are
are included.
included. The program
program also
also
covers research in
in forest economics,
economics, forest
forest products
products marketing,
marketing, and
and keeps
keeps timber
timber resource
resource inveninventory information up to
tory
to date.
date. Thus,
Thus, it
it spans
spans the
the whole broad spectrum
spectrum of
of forestry
forestry problems.
problems.
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Soil Conservation Act of 1935
Soil
1935 (5C5)
(SCS)

This is
This
is the
the primary act
act establishing the
the present Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service.
Service. The program
program
includes
activities authorized by several
includes activities
several later
later acts
acts of Congress, including
including the
the Omnibus
Omnibus Flood
Flood
Control
Control Act,
Act, 1936;
1936; the
the Flood
Flood Control
Control Act,
Act, 1944;
1944; the
the Watershed
Watershed Protection
Protection and
and Flood
Flood Prevention
Prevention
Act, 1954
1954 and,
and, as
as amended,
amended, 1956;
Act,
1956; and the
the Great Plains Conservation Act
Act of
of 1956.
1956. Two of these
these
later acts
acts are described elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this paper.
paper.
later
The Soil
The
Soil Conservation Service is
is the
the technical
technical soil
soil and
and water
water conservation
conservation agency
agency of
of the
the
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. It
It is
is responsible
Department of
responsible for
for developing
developing and
and carrying
carrying out
out aa national
national program
program
of conservation and water resources.
of
resources. A number of
are assigned
assigned in
in each
each state
state
of forestry specialists are
having private woodlands.
woodlands. These
These men train and
having
and assist
assist the local
local work unit conservationists
conservationists who
who
develop conservation
conservation plans
plans for
develop
for all
all the farm,
farm, including
including the
the woodlands. Personnel are
are administraadministratively responsible to the
tively
the State
State Conservationist.
Conservationist. (See
(See pages
in Oregon
pages 412-414 for SCS offices in
and pages
and
pages 415-418 for
for offices
offices in
in Washington).
Washington).
i

Soil
1936 (ACP)
(ACP)
Soil Conservation
Conservation and
and Domestic
Domestic Allotment
Allotment Act
Act of
of 1936
This Act provides
provides that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall encourage
encourage farmers
farmers and
and other
other landlandowners
owners to develop conservation practices on their
their land.
land. The Agriculture Conservation Program
(ACP)
is developed
developed annually
annually and
and jointly
by the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
(ACP) is
jointly by
Service, Soil Conservation Service,
Service,
and
level.
and Agricultural
Agricultural Stabilization
Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service
Service at
at both the state and county level.
This
This program is
is administered by the
the last
last named
named agency,
agency, ASCS.
ASCS. The program assists
assists landowners
landowners in
in
applying needed
needed conservation
conservation practices
practices on
on their
farmlands by sharing their
applying
their farmlands
their costs and
and providing
providing
technical assistance.
technical
The Forest Service
Service is
is responsible
responsible in
in the
the forestry
forestry practices
practices for:
for: (1)
(1) Providing necessary
specialized
(2) developing
practices; and
and (3)
(3)
specialized technical
technical assistance;
assistance; (2)
developing specifications
specifications for forestry practices;
working with state and county committees to
to determine performance in
in meeting these
these specifications.
specifications.
Through cooperative agreements,
agreements, the
the State
State Foresters have
have agreed
agreed to
to provide
provide on-the-ground
on-the-ground
technical
in Items
Items 11 and
and 33 above,
above, but
but members
members of
of the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Serv-ice
Service
technical forestry assistance in
serve on
on the
the committees
committees to
to assist
assist in
developing the
the program and
serve
in developing
and specifications.
specifications. (See the secsections
for Oregon,
pages 419-420,
tions on
on the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Stabilization
Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service
Service for
Oregon, pages
419-420, and
for
page 421).
421).
for Washington,
Washington, page

"Omnibus"
"Omnibus" Flood
Flood Control
Control Act
Act of
of 1936
1936
This law
law has been termed
termed the
the "Omnibus'
"Omnibus" Act because of the
the many different
different facets
facets covered.
covered.
It provides
provides for
for cooperation
cooperation of
of the
Secretaries of
of Army
Army and
and Agriculture with the various
It
the Secretaries
various states
in providing
public and priin
providing flood
flood control
control and
and watershed
watershed management
management measures
measures on state and other public
vate lands.
lands. The Army Corps of Engineers is
is responsible for
for structures
structures and
and regulations
regulations of
of streamstreamf
low.
flow.
The Soil
Soil Conservation Service and Forest
Forest Service are responsible for
for land
land management
measures on
on watershed lands.
lands.

The
portions of
this law which directly
directly affect
affect the
the owners
of small
small woodlands are sections
sections
The portions
of this
owners of
701-a through 701-h,
701-a
701-h, as
as amended.
amended. These sections
sections authorize
the Secretariesauthorize the
to cooperate
cooperate with
with institutions,
institutions, organizations,
organizations, and
and individuals,
individuals, and
and to
to utilize
utilize the
"to
the services
services
of
Federal, state and other public agencies,
and to
of Federal,
agencies, and
to pay by check to the
the cooperating public
agency,
or performance of said services,
agency, either in advance or upon the furnishing or
services, all
all or
part of the
the estimated
estimated or
or actual
actual cost
cost thereof..
thereof..."

Forest
of 1947
1947
Forest Pest
Pest Control Act of
This Act
Act recognizes
This
recognizes the federal concern and responsibility in the control of forest
forest insects
insects
and
diseases on aa nationwide
nationwide basis,
basis, and on lands
of ownership.
ownership. It empowers the
and diseases
lands in all
all classes
classes of
the
federal lands
lands or
agreement with the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, directly on federal
or through cooperative agreement
State Forester on private
private or
or other
other nonfederal
nonfederal lands
lands to:
to:

1.

Suppress or
forest insects
insects and
forest lands.
lands.
Suppress
or control
control forest
and diseases
diseases on
on all
all forest

2.
2.

Conduct surveys,
surveys, appraise
pest conditions,
conditions, determine control
control measures,
measures, and assist
Conduct
appraise pest
assist in
planning, organizing, and
and directing
directing needed
needed control.
control.
planning,
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3.
Share
in project
project control
control costs
costs on
on aa matching
matching basis
basis with
with states
states in
in control
control
Share financially in
programs on nonfederal lands--where
lands--where there
there are
are appropriate
appropriate landowner
landowner contributions.
contributions.

If
to epidemic
If possibilities
possibilities of
of aa build-up
build-up to
epidemic proportions
proportions should
should appear,
appear, this
this information
information
should be reported
reported immediately
immediately to
to the
the State
State Forester
Forester or
or to
to the
the nearest
nearest Regional
Regional Forester,
Forester, of
of the
U.
S. Forest Service.
Service.
U. S.
Cooperative Forest
Act of
of 1950
1950
Cooperative
ForestManagement
Managent Act

-

This
This Act
Act repealed
repealed and
and replaced
replaced the
the Norris-Doxey
Norris-Doxey Cooperative
Cooperative Farm
Farm Forestry
Forestry Act
Act of
of 1937
1937 and
and
extended assistance to all
all classes
classes of
of private
private forest
forest landowners
landowners and
and operators
operators instead
instead of
of limiting
limiting
the
to farmers
fanners alone.
alone. The Secretary of
is authorized
authorized to
to cooperate
the
the program to
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
cooperate with
with the
State
State Forester
Forester to
to the
the extent
extent of
of providing
providing technical
technical assistance
assistance and
and up
up to
to 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the cost
cost
to
state. The
to the state.
The State
State Forester,
Forester, through
through county-located
county-located farm
farm foresters,
foresters, provides
provides technical
technical
services to
services
to landowners
landowners and
and to
to processors
processors of
of primary,
primary, forest products.
products. The
services include
include advice
The services
on the management of
forest lands,
lands, and
and processing of
forest proof forest
and the harvesting,
harvesting, marketing,
marketing, and
of forest
products .
ducts.
This
This service
service is
is planned
planned mainly
mainly for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the owners
owners of
of small
small forests
forests and
and the
the operaoperators of
of small
small mills'.
mills. Most
small woodlands
Most of the owners of small
woodlands need skilled help in getting started
in forest management.
The farm foresters,
foresters, employed
employed by
by the
the state,
state, give
give the
the owners
owners specific
specific technical
technical help
help in
in their
their
own woods. They take over where extension forestry leaves
leaves off
off by helping the owners get started
on an active management program.
program. When the
the owners cannot
cannot do their own woods work or the size of
the job
the
job warrants it,
it, the
the owners are
are referred
referred to
to consulting
consulting foresters.
foresters. The public
public foresters
foresters are
on-the-ground foresters and
and work with
with the
the private
private woodland
woodland owner
owner and
and not
not for
for him.
him. They attempt
attempt
to
to get
get the
the owner
owner to
to recognize
recognize the
the values
values in
in his
his woodland
woodland and
and to
to get
get the
the area
area under
under management
management
and fully productive
productive, (See
(See page 388 for
for list
list of
of farm foresters in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and page
page 393
393 for
for list
list
of
of farm foresters in Washington).
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act of 1954
This Act
566 and probably applies to
Act is popularly known as
as "Public Law 566"
to the
the owners
owners of
of small
small
woodlands to a greater degree
degree than
than does
does the
the "Omnibus."
"Omnibus." This
authorizes the
the Secretary of
of
This law authorizes
Agriculture
Agriculture to
to cooperate with state
state and
and local
local agencies
agencies in
in planning
planning and
and carrying
carrying out
Out works
works of
of
for flood
flood prevention
prevention and
and other
other purposes.
purposes. "Works of improvement"
improvement" shall
shall be
be any
any underunderimprovement for
for (1)
(1) flood prevention (including
(including structural
land treatment
treatment measures),
(2) the
taking for
structural and
and land
measures), or
or (2)
the
conservation,
conservation, development,
development, utilization,
utilization, and
and disposal
disposal of
of water
water in
in small
small watershed
watershed areas.
areas.
Local organizations eligible to sponsor a project
project include any state,
state, political
political subdivision
thereof, soil
soil or water
thereof,
water conservation district,
district, flood
flood prevention control
control district
district or
or combination
combination
thereof, or
authority under
and operate
thereof,
or any other
other agency having authority
under state
state law to carry
carry out,
out, maintain,
maintain, and
operate
of improvement.
improvement.
works of

The
The Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
Service is
is the
the agency
agency within
within the
the U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
responsible for
for the
the administration
administration of
of the
the Act.
Act. The U.
S. Forest Service
Service is
is responsible for
for
U. S.
needs and carrying out
out the forestry plans
plans for
for the woodlands.
woodlands. The Soil Conservation
determining needs
land capabilities
capabilities for
for all
all lands
lands in
in approved
approved watersheds.
watersheds.
Service will classify land
The forestry activities
activities will consist mainly of.preparing watershed plans
plans for woodland areas
in
preparation and
and approval
approval of
and initiation of
in aa designated watershed.
watershed. Following preparation
of plans
plans and
of action
programs, the Forest Service through the State Forester
for furnishing techtechprograms,
Forester has
has responsibility
responsibility for
nical on-the-ground woodland management assistance
assistance to
to landowners
landowners in the watershed,
nical
watershed, and will
will help
supervise the other forestry practices
practices recommended for
the woodlands.
supervise
for the
woodlands.

Agricultural Act of
of 1956
1956
Two
sections of this
this Act
if they and
and the
Two sections
Act can have
have direct
direct effect
effect upon
upon the
the woodland owners
owners if
the
so elect:
elect:
state so
Title
Bank," authorized
authorized the
to enter
into contracts
(between
Title I,
I, called the "Soil
"Soil Bank,"
the Secretary
Secretary to
enter into
contracts (between
the years
years 1956 and
periods from
from 33 to
to 10
10 years
years with
with farm
farm producers
producers to
to convert
convert cropland
eropland
the
and 1960)
1960) 'for
for periods
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to aa protective
protective vegetative
vegetative cover
cover (including,
(including, but
but not
not limited
limited to,
to, grass
grass and
and trees),
trees), water
water storage
storage
to
Payments to
facilities,
to cooperators are still
still confacilities, or
or other
other soil
soil or
or wildlife
wildlife conserving uses.
uses. Payments
tinuing
new reserves
reserves may
may be
be added.
added.
tinuing under
under this
this Act,
Act, but no new
Under Title
Title I,V
IN of
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the Secretary
Secretary is
is authorized
authorized to
to assist
assist the
the states
states in
undertaking
in undertaking
programs of
tree planting and forest
forest land
land rehabilitation
rehabilitation in
in order
order to
to encourage,
encourage, promote,
promote,
needed programs
of tree
and
timber. The State Forester may
and assure
assure fully
fully adequate
adequate future
future resources
resources of readily available timber.
present
present to
to the
the Secretary a plan for this
this work which will
will include
include all
all the
the land
land regardless
regardless of
of ownerownership
subdivision. After the plan is
is approved,
approved, the
the Secretary may
ship within
within aa drainage
drainage or
or political
political subdivision.
assist
technical assistance and
and furnishing
furnishing financial
financial contribucontribuassist the
the state
state by
by giving
giving advice
advice and
and technical
Provided, that
tions: Provided,
that for work on nonfederal forest
forest land,
land, the
the federal
federal share
share during
during any
any fiscal
fiscal
Also, the contribuyear shall
shall not
not exceed the amount
amount expended by
by the
the state
state for
for the
the same
same purpose.
purpose. Also,
tion by
by the
the owner
owner of
of private
private land
land cannot
cannot be
be less
less than
than the
the share
sharerequired
tion
required by
by the
the Agriculture
Agriculture ConConservation
(ACP) in
in the
the same
same county.
county. At present,
present, the
the states in this area do not have
have
servation Program (ACP)
legislative authority
authority for
for sharing
sharing in
in the
of this work on private land.
legislative
the cost
cost of
land.
Food and Agricultural
Agricultural Act
Act of
of 1962

authorizes four
four federal
federal programs
programs of
of land
land use
use adjustment,
adjustment, conservation,
conservation, and
and developdevelopThis Act authorizes
ment
ment..

They are:
are:

Resource
(RC & D):
D): These are
are projects that
that are
Resource Conservation and
and Development Projects (RC
locally
initiated and
and sponsored
sponsored to
to carry out
out programs
of land conservation and
locally initiated
programs of
and land
land utilization
utilization
in areas
activities, plus
plus the
the use
use of
of new
new authoriauthoriin
areas where
where acceleration
acceleration of
of the
the current
current conservation activities,
ties, will
will provide
provide opportunities
opportunities for
for additional
additional income to the people of those
ties,
those areas.
areas.
Federal funds
funds for
for the
the RC&D project
Federal
project are provided through
through the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service.
Service. The
Forest Service provides
provides technical assistance
assistance in
in the
the planning
planning and
and operation
operation of
of the
the forestry
forestry phases
phases
of
services are
are provided
provided by
by the
the State
State Forestry
Forestry department.
department.
of approved projects. On-the-ground services
Rural Renewal Program:
Program: This program provides
provides new
new opportunities for
for rural
rural areas
areas where
where
chronic
serious problem.
problem. Rural Renewal projects are
are initiated
initiated by
by the
the local
local
chronic unemployment
unemployment is a serious
people, with
with assistance
assistance from
from federal,
federal, state,
people,
state, and local
local agencies.
agencies. Such projects are
are designed for
for
areas
where agriculture
agriculture or
or forestry
forestry provides
provides a major
major portion of
areas where
of the income,
income, and
and where the
the need
need
to
the general
general level
level of
of the
the economy is
to improve
improve the
is so
so acute that
that a complete program
program of
of rural
rural renewal
renewal
is the
the best
best solution.
solution.
is
Cropland Conversion
Conversion Program:
Program: This is a long-range
long-range land
land use adjustment
adjustment program
program to
to convert
convert
unneeded cropland to other uses, including
including forestry.
forestry. The program is
is developed
developed by
by the
the state
state and
and
county
SCS, Extension Service,
Service, and
and FS, and
and reprepcounty ACP
ACP development
development groups,
groups, consisting
consisting of
of the ASCS,
ASCS, SCS,
Forester.
/
resentation from the State Forester.
I

program, county ASC committees enter into
Under this
this long-term program,
into agreements
agreements with
with farmers
farmers and
and
ranchers
ranchers based on their farm
farm conservation
conservation plans.
plans. Included are provisions for
for cost
cost sharing
sharing for
for
needed conservation
conservation measures.
measures.
Recreation enterprises
enterprises on
on nonfederal
nonfederal lands:
lands: Privately owned lands
lands provide
provide major recreation
recreation
opportunities for
for the
the general
general public.
public. Under this
this program,
program, loans
loans are made to
to farmers
farmers and
and ranchers
ranchers
who personally
operate family-sized
who
personally operate
family-sized farms to enable them to establish income-producing
income-producing recrearecreasupplement their farm
tion enterprises to.
to supplement
farm income.
income. It is
is the
the policy
policy of
of agencies
agencies of
of the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
and the
Department
the states
states to encourage and promote the
the inclusion
inclusion of outdoor
recreation plans
plans in
plans for
for forest
in plans
forest and woodland management wherever opportunity exists.
exists.

Economic Opportunity Act
Act of
of 1964
1964
This Act established aa number of separate
separate programs
programs which offer
offer direct
direct or
or indirect
indirect benefit
benefit to
to
private forest
forest landowners
landowners in
in rural
rural areas.
areas. These programs are:
are:
(1) The
Job Corps;
Corps; (2)
(2) aa work(1)
The Job
training program
program (Neighborhood
(Neighborhood Youth
Youth Corps);
Corps); (3)
general community
community action programs;
training
(3) general
programs; (4)
(4) programs
to
(5) employment
investment incentives;
incentives; (6)
(6) work experience
to combat
combat poverty
poverty in
in rural
rural areas;
areas; (5)
employment and
and investment
programs;
programs; and (7)
(7) a program for volunteers in
in service
service to
to America (VISTA).
(VISTA).

Act of
of 1965
1965
Economic Development Act
The purpose
purpose of
of this
Act is
The
this Act
is to
to relieve substantial
substantial and persistent unemployment in
in economieconomically distressed areas.
areas.
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Forest Service
Service provides
provides information and assistance
assistance on forestry
forestry to
applicants for
The Forest
to applicants
for public
public
works,
grants, business
business loans,
loans, technical
technical assistance
assistance studies,
studies, and planning grants
grants in
works, loans and grants,
such areas.
areas.
such
Food and
and Agriculture Act
Act of
of 1965
1965
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this Act
Act is
is to
to repeal
repeal the
the Soil
Soil Bank
Bank Act
Act of
of 1956
1956 and
and to
to reduce
reduce the
the cost
cost of
of
The
to nonagricultural
nonagricultural uses;
uses; (2)
farm programs by:
by: (I)
(1) Assisting farmers
farmers to
to turn their
their land
land to
(2) promotpromoting the development
development and conservation of
of soil,
soil, water,
water, forest,
forest, wildlife,
wildlife, and
and recreation
recreation resources;
resources;
and (3)
(3) establishing,
establishing, protecting,
protecting, and
and conserving
conserving open
open spaces
spaces and
and natural
natural beauty.
beauty.

The Act
Act provides
the production
provides for
for long-term
long-term diversion of
of land
land currently
currently being
being used
used for
for the
production of
of
surplus
crops to
to protective conservation uses.
uses. The
surplus crops
The handling of
of the
the tree
tree planting
planting and other
other
forestry
forestry programs
programs under
under this
this Act
Act Is
is similar
similar to
to that
that of
of other
other forestry
forestry programs,
programs, such
such as
as the
the AgriAgriculture Conservation
Conservation Program
Program (ACP).
(ACP).
culture

SOME
SOME FACILITATING
FACILITATING SERVICES
SERVICES AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE UNDER
UNDER FEDERAL
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
Certain
Certain agencies
agencies within
within the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture provide
provide services
services that
that are
are of
of value
value to
to
of small
small woodlands although
although they
they are
are not
not primarily
primarily directed
directed toward
toward them.
them. These
These have
have
the owners of
grouped by
by the
the major type
type of
of service
service they
they provide
provide as
as follows:
follows:
been grouped
Loans and
and Credit
Credit
The
The Farmers
Farmers Home
Home Administration
Administration makes
makes several
several types
types of
of loans
loans to
to farmers
farmers or
or groups
groups of
of farmers
farmers
who cannot
cannot otherwise
otherwise obtain
obtain credit
credit from
from commercial
commercial sources.
sources. A recent
recent policy change has extended
credit program
the credit
program to
to loans
loans for
for forestry
forestry purposes
purposes provided
provided an
an acceptable
acceptable plan
plan for
for the
the operation
operation
and management
management of
of the
the forest
forest land
land is
is developed,
developed, and
and there
there is
is reasonable
reasonable assurance
assurance that
that the
the plan
plan
will
will be
be followed.
followed. Practices such as
preparation, purchase of seed and seedlings,
seedlings, stand
as site preparation,
improvement
as pest
pest control
control and
and fire
fire protection
protection may
may qualify.
qualify.
improvement work,
work, and
and protective measures such as
instances, loans
loans may be
be granted
granted for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of tree
tree farms.
farms.
In certain instances,
The Farm Credit Administration through
through the
the Federal
Federal Land
Land Bank
Bank Association
Association makes
makes loans
loans availavailable to
individuals primarily
primariLy engaged
engaged In
in farming
farming ("tree
(tree farming
able
to individuals
farming" qualifies under this
this definition).
definition).
Loans may be
be made up
up to
to 65
65 percent
percent of
of appraised
appraised value
value on
on merchantable
merchantable timber
timber over
over 1212 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h.
for periods up to
to 20
20 years.
years.
The Small
Small Business
Business Administration
Administration makes
makes loans
loans covering
covering construction,
construction, conversion,
conversion, expansion,
expansion,
(such as
and purchase
purchase of
of equipment,
equipment, machinery,
machinery, supplies,
supplies, or
or materials
materials to
to small
small enterprises
enterprises (such
as
specialty mills)
mills) unable to
to obtain long-term
long-term credit
credit from
from private
private sources.
sources.

The Economic
Development Administration also
makes loans
Economic Development
also makes
loans to
to groups
groups and
and industries
industries in spespedesignated areas
areas for
for land
land acquisition
acquisition and
and construction
construction and
and rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of industrial
industrial
cially designated
buildings.
Economics and
and Narketing
Marketing

The Economic
Economic Research Service carries
carries on research programs
programs relating to
to market
market potential,
potential,
distribution,
distribution, and
and merchandizing
merchandizing of
of agricultural
agricultural products
products both
both in
in the
the United
United States
States and
and foreign
foreign
markets.
Reporting Service
Service compiles
compiles and analyzes
and figures
figures on all
of
The Statistical
Statistical Reporting
analyzes facts
facts and
all forms
forms of
agricultural commodities from
from livestock
livestock to
to trees.
trees. In cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other agencies,
agencies, the
the AgriAgricultural Marketing
Marketing Service
Service in
in Seattle
Seattle issues
issues periodic
periodic forest
forest products
products marketing
marketing bulletins
bulletins showing
showing
cultural
current prices for sawlogs,
sawlogs, peelers,
peelers, poles,
poles, pulpwood,
pulpwood, and
and minor
minor forest
forest products.
products.
The Federal
cooperates with the
Federal Extension Service
Service cooperates
the State Extension Services
Services operating under
the
institutions in
in disseminating
disseminating the
the results
results of
of research
research efforts
efforts in
in all
all phases
phases
the state
state lard-grant
land-grant institutions
of agricultural
agricultural production
production and
and marketing.
marketing. The
State Extension
Service cooperates
The Oregon State
Extension Service
cooperates with the
State
Forester, the
the Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University, and
and others
others to
provide weekly
weekly price
price reports
reports on
on farm
State Forester,
to provide
forest products
products similar to
to Washington State's
State's report.
report.
forest
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Agricultural Marketing
The Agricultural
Marketing Service
Service carries
carries on,
on, and
and provides
provides information
information on,
on, marketing
marketing
research.
cooperate with
They cooperate
with other
other federal
federal and
and state
state agencies
agencies in
in making
making this
this information
information availavailresearch.
able,
able, and issue their
their own uMarketing
"Marketing Bulletin"
Bulletin" as
as well.
Research
The Agricultural Research
Research Service
Service is
is the
the major
major scientific
scientific research
research agency
agency of
of the
the Department
Department
of Agriculture. As
As such,
such, it
it conducts fundamental
fundamental and
and applied
applied research
research in
in the
the agricultural,
agricultural,
biological,
engineering, and
and physical sciences.
sciences. It is
is the coordinating agency for all
all research
biological, engineering,
carried out
out by the various other agencies
agencies of
of the
the Department.
Department.

Cooperative State
State Research
Research Service
Service (CSRS)
(CSRS) administers
administers the
the federal
federal grant
grant funds
funds appropriappropriThe Cooperative
ated annually by Congress in
in support
support of agricultural
agricultural and
and forestry
forestry research
research at
at the
the state
state instituinstitutions. As each state has specific problems,
problems, these
these funds
funds are
are used
used to
to study
study and
and advise
advise on
on local
local
The
the various
various state
state institutions,
institutions,
The CSRS coordinates
coordinates the research activities of the
situations.
encourages the flow of information
information between units and
and cooperators,
cooperators, and
and prevents
prevents the
the duplication
duplication of
of
effort.
Of
special interest
interest to
to readers
readers of this Handbook is
is the
the October 10,
10, 1962
1962 Act
Act to
to Assist
Assist States
States
Of special
Program of
of Forestry
Forestry Research.
Research. This is commonly known as
as the
the Mclntire-Stennis
Mclntire-Stennis Act.
Act. It is
is
in aa Program
Act authorizes
the Secretary.of
Secretaryof Agriculture
designed to
to promote
promote forestry
forestry research.
research. The Act
authorizes the
Agriculture to
to coopcooperate with states having land grant or state-supported colleges
colleges and
and universities
universities offering
offering graduate
graduate
in forestry
forestry sciences.
sciences. Under this
this Act,
Act, the
the Federal Government
Government can
can match
match funds
funds equal
equal to
to
training in
the amount
amount of nonfederal funds
funds budgeted by the
the state
state for
for forestry
forestry research
research at
at its
its institution.
institution.
So
So far the program
program has been
been active
active and
and productive.
productive. In 1967,
1967, there were 60 cooperating
500 senior
institutions. More than 500
senior scientists
scientists and 408 graduate students
students participated
participated in
in the
the
program and
and produced
produced 192
192 publications.
publications.
Act is
A unique feature of
of this
this Act
is its
its provision for establishing specific
specific advisory
advisory groups.
groups.
The first--the
first—the Cooperative Forestry Research Advisory Committee
Committee of
of 14
14 men--provides
men—provides advice
advice and
and
guidance to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. Half
industry and
and half
Half the members
members represent forest industry
represent the federal and
and state
state agencies concerned.
concerned. The second group--the
group—the Cooperative Forestry
men--is composed of heads of
Research Advisory Board of 7
7 men—is
of forestry
forestry schools.
schools. They are elected by
the participating
participating forestry
forestry institutions.
institutions. Six members
and the
the
members are regional representatives and
seventh is
is aa member
member at
at large.
large. This board's
board's primary
primary function
function is
is to
to make
make recoiwnendations
recommendations to the
Secretary of Agriculture on how the federal funds
funds should
should be allocated
allocated among
among the
the states.
states.
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Protection
Protection From
From Fire
Fire ininOregon
Oregon
L. Hamilton
Frank L.
Dick Rondeau

1

If woodland management
is to be
land, the protection
protection of
that land
land
If
management is
be practiced
practiced on any
any forest
forest land,
of that
from fire
fire is
is aa fundamental
fundamental necessity.
necessity. No phase of forestry can be successful without adequate
from fire.
fire.
protection from

PROTECTION PUBLIC POLICY
FOREST PROTECTION
State of Oregon recognizes its responsibility by specifying that "The preservation of
The State
the
forests and
and the
the conservation
conservation of
of the
the forest
forest resources,
resources, through
through the
the prevention
prevention and
and suppression
suppression
the forests
of
forest fires,
policy of
of the
the State
State of
of Oregon."
Oregon." To achieve this,
this, the need for a
of forest
fires, is the public policy
complete and
and co-ordinated
co-ordinated fire
fire protection
protection system
system is
is acknowledged,
acknowledged, and
and laws
laws to
to accomplish
accomplish this
this
complete
have been passed
passed by.
by. the
laws are administered by the
the State Forestry
the State
State Legislature. These laws
Department,
Department, which is under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the State
State Forester.
Forester.

FOREST LANDOWNERS RESPONSIBLE
Oregon
Oregon law
law makes
makes it
it the
the duty
duty and
and obligation
obligation of
of all
all forest
forest landowners
landowners to
to protect
protect their
their lands
lands
from fire. The forest landowner can
can meet his
his protection
protection obligation
obligation by
by furnishing
furnishing his
his own
own protecprotection,
tion, provided
provided it
it is
is approved
approved by
by the
the State
State Forestry
Forestry Department,
Department, by
by becoming
becoming aa member
member of
of aa recogrecogstate, whereby
nized Forest
Forest Protective
Protective Association,
Association, or
or by
by paying
paying aa fire
fire patrol
patrol assessment
assessment to
to the
the state,
whereby
the
to furnish
furnish such
such protection.
protection. When the
the landowner
landowner has done one of
the State
State Forester is required to
these, he
these,
he is
is responsible
responsible only
only for
for fires
fires that
that may
may start
start through
through his
his own
own negligence,
negligence, or
or that
that start
start
land upon which he has created an additional
for which he
on land
additional fire
fire hazard,
hazard, and
and for
he has
has not
not been
released by the
the State
State Forester.
Forester.
FOREST PROTECTIVE
PROTECTIVE DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS PROVIDED
PROVIDED
Lands in Oregon for
for which the
the State
State Forester
are
Lands
Forester has
has direct
direct protection
protection responsibility
responsibility are
divided into 16
16 protection
protection districts.
districts. These districts
districts are grouped into four
four areas
areas to provide
provide
decentralization and better
better co-ordination
co-ordination of
of forestry
forestry programs.
programs. Eight of the districts are
are adminadministered directly by the
the State
State Forestry
Forestry Department.
Department. The other eight are organized as private
protective
protective associations
associations and
and furnish
furnish the
the required
required protection
protection by
by contracting
contracting the
the protection
protection job
job
State Forester.
Forester. Both types
types of districts
districts are
the applicable
applicable forest
forest laws
laws of
the
are guided
guided by the
of the
from the State
State, which are administered
administered by
by fire
fire wardens,
wardens, duly
duly appointed
appointed by
by the
the State
State Forester.
Forester.
State,
The 16
16 districts in
in 1967
1967 protected approximately 14,592,000 acres
acres of
of forest
forest land.
land.

landowners within the boundaries
boundaries of
districts pay for the protection by an
The forest landowners
of these districts
The assessment
based on
on aa budget
budget which
which is
prepared each
each fiscal
fiscal
assessment. The
assessment is
is based
is prepared
annual per-acre assessment.
year to
The assessment
assessment is
is adjusted
each year
year so
to accomplish the
the protection
protection job.
job. The
adjusted each
so that
that the
the landlandowner pays only on
on the
the actual
actual cost
cost of
of protecting
protecting his
his land.
land. This protection
protection cost
cost is
is reduced
reduced by
State and
and Federal
Federal monies
monies that
that are
are provided
provided through
through several
several programs
programs to
to recognize
recognize the
the public's
public's
State
share in
in use and
and values
values received
received froTn
from forest
forest lands.
lands.
Lands
forest protective
Lands that
that are
are not
not within
within forest
protective districts,
districts, or
or within
within U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service boundboundaries,
aries, or
or are
are not
not protected
protected by
by rural
rural protective
protective organizations,
organizations, are
are protected
protected directly
directly by
by the
the
landowner.

Frank
is aa Staff
is a Forester
the
Frank Hamilton is
Staff Forester,
Forester, Services
Services Division,
Division, and
and Dick Rondeau
Rondeau is
Forester in the
Protection Division of
of the
the Oregon
Oregon State
State Forestry
Forestry Department,
Department, Salem,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon.
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The forest
landowner is
is required
required to
to comply
comply with
with the
the following
following laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations which
which
forest landowner
be vital
vital to
have proved
proved to
to be
to effective fire prevention and
and control:

PERMITS
Burning Permits
A permit
permit is
the closed
closed fire
fire season
season for
for any
any
is required
required within
within an official fire district during the
burning, with the
other
infinflamlainburning,
the exception
exception of
of the
the burning
burning of
of grass,
grass, grain,
grain,stubble,
stubble,debris,
debris,and
and
other
mable materials
small quantities and under adequate
adequate protection outside
outside of
of and
and not
not within
within oneonematerials in small
eighth of a mile of any
any forest
forest land.
land.
warden may
may refuse,
refuse, revoke,
revoke, or postpone permits when necessary to
A fire
fire warden
to prevent
prevent danger
danger to
to
life or property.
property.

and/or Operation Permits
Harvesting Permits
Permits and/or
These permits are issued through
through the
the State
State Forester and
and are
are required
required for
for the
the calendar
calendar year
year
or any
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
To facilitate
facilitate administration of the
the Oregon Conservation Act,
Act, the
the harvesting
harvesting permit
permit is
is
required for
for the
the harvesting
harvesting of
of timber
timber and
and other
other forest
forest tree
tree products
products for
required
for commercial purposes.
purposes.
permit is
is not
lands.
This permit
not applicable on federally owned lands.
The operation
operation permit
permit is
is required
required for
of any power-driven equipment on or
The
for the
the operation of
within one-eighth
mile of
of any
any forest
forest land in the State for any industrial activity
one-eighth mile
activity or developdevelop-

ment .
ment.
The permits
permits for
for operating
operating power-driven equipment
The
equipment and
and for
for harvesting forest products are
combined into
combined
into one permit
permit and are normally
normally issued
issued in
in that
that manner.
manner. Neither permit is
is required for
the culture
culture and
crops.
the
and harvesting of agricultural crops.
Upon receipt
receipt of a copy
specific
specific instructions
instructions as to
to
operation within
within one-eighth
one-eighth
operation
conditions and
and have certain
conditions

of this permit,
permit, forest
forest inspectors
inspectors will contact
contact the
the logger
logger and
and issue
issue
fire precautions
precautions in
in connection
connection with
with the
the operation.
operation. Any type of
of aa mile
mile of
of forest
forest land
land may
may be
be required
required to
to observe
observe a number
number of
of
of
equipment to
to prevent
prevent and
and control
control fire.
fire.

Sawmill
Sawmill Construction Permit
This
the construction of
This permit
permit is
is required
required before
before the
of aa mill
mill or
or plant
plant on or within one-eighth
of a mile of
of forest
forest land,
land, for
for the
the prefabrication or manufacture of forest products.
products. Requirements
are made
made on
on the
the permit
permit for
for preventing
preventing the
the spread
spread of
of fire
fire from
from the
the mill
mill or
or plant.
plant.
are
Permits
Permits For
For Entering Closed Areas
Areas of
of extra
extra hazard
hazard are
are closed
closed to
entry except
except under
under permit
permit during the more critical
critical part
part
Areas
to entry
of the fire season.
Entry permits
permits are used to
of
season. Entry
to control
control travel
travel into these
these areas.
areas. The Forester
may, during
during periods
periods of
conditions, refuse,
refuse, postpone,
postpone, or restrict issuance
issuance of such
may,
of hazardous
hazardous conditions,
permits
permits when necessary to
to prevent danger
danger to
to life
life or
or property.
property.

FOREST FIRE PREVENTION
PREVENTION

Though it
it is
is true
prevented by the
the enforcement
enforcement of
forest laws,
laws, many more
true that
that many
many fires
fires are prevented
of forest
of them are
of
are prevented by the
the use of
of common
common sense
sense and
and sound
sound judgment.
judgment.
There are
many ways
ways of
of aiding and
forest protection by means other than those
There
are many
and improving
improving forest
required by
by law.
law. In fact,
fact, most
of the improvements in solving the protection problem should
should be
most of

2

2See
See also
also the
the chapter in this handbook on "Regulations
"Regulations Affecting Harvesting and Marketing of
Forest Products in
Forest
in Oregon!
Oregon" by
by E.
E. R.
R. Manock,
Manock, page
page 281.
281.
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made by these
these means,
means, if
if progress
progress in.forest
in forest protection
protection is
is to
to continue.
continue. The best insurance that
that aa
landowner can have is
is to
to take
take those
those steps
steps to
to protect
protect his
his land
land from
from fire
fire that
that are
are beyond
beyond
forest landowner
those required by
by aa law.
law. An owner who is
is protection-conscious'
protection-conscioug' only
is required
required by
by
only because he is
law
difficulty.
law to
to be
be so,
so, is
is due
due for
for eventual difficulty.
Considerable fire in farm woodlots and
Considerable
and small
small forests
forests is
is caused
caused by
by fern
fern burning
burning in
in spring.
spring.
The greatest loss from spring
spring fern
fern fires
fires comes
comes from
from the
the destruction
destruction of
of small
small trees
trees and
and seedlings,
seedlings,
which must be protected if
if continuous
continuous returns
returns are
are to
to be
be realized
realized from
from forest
forest land.
land. Contrary to
to
the belief
belief held
held by
by many
many that
that fern fires improve
the
improve the
the land
land for
for grazing
grazing by
by eliminating
eliminating the
the fern,
fern,
the
the opposite is
is true.
true. Fern can be eliminated
eliminated by
by continual
continual cultivation
cultivation and
and cropping
cropping of
of the
the land.
land.
Fires that
Fires
that are
are started for the
the purpose
purpose of
of clearing
clearing land
land or
or cleaiing
cleaning up
up debris
debris account
account for
for
much damage
damage and
and loss.
loss. Many of these fires are started carelessly,
carelessly, without prior consideration
of proper
proper safeguards,
safeguards, or are
are left
left unattended.
unattended. The result
result is
is that
that they
they spread
spread rapidly
rapidly and
and soon
soon
get out of control.
control.
Piling the material
material to
to be burned,
burned, felling
felling snags
snags which
which might
might spread
spread the
the fire,
fire, and
and building
building
trails before
eliminate much
much of
of the
the difficulty
difficulty in
in fire
fire control.
control.
fire trails
before starting the fires will eliminate
Weather conditions
conditions are
are extremely
extremely important,
important, and
and burning
burning usually
usually should
should be
be confined
confined to
to days
days when
when
the humidity is
30 percent,
percent, and
is above 30
and no
no drying
drying east
east wind
wind is
is blowing.
blowing. Before doing
doing any
any burning,
burning,
it is
is advisable to
to consult the local
local fire
fire warden
warden for
for advice
advice on
on the
the weather
weather and
and on
on the
the individual
individual
problem.

Many fires
fires can
can be
be prevented
prevented by
by keeping
keeping potential
potential fire
fire areas
areas cleaned
cleaned up,
up, and
and by
by burning
burning
accumulations of
of hazardous
hazardous debris,
debris, particularly where such
accumulations
such areas
areas are
are subject
subject to
to considerable
considerable
use. The local
local fire warden should be notified immediately
immediately of
fire which
of any
any accidental
accidental fire
which
public use.
cannot be
be controlled
controlled by
by the
the individual.
individual.

FACTORS AFFECTING
AFFECTING FIRE
FIRE

The job
job of
of actual
actual fire
fire suppression
suppression is
is one
one that
that requires
requires aa basic
basic knowledge
knowledge of
of why
why aa fire
fire
burns and
and why
why it
it spreads.
spreads.
is a chemical
chemical combination of heat, fuel,
fuel, and
and air.
air. When
When enough
enough heat
heat is
is applied
applied to
to fuel,
fuel,
Fire is
produces its
own
is the
the result.
result. Once the fire is
is started,
started, it
it produces
its own
in the presence of air, a fire is
heat to
to keep it
it going and permit it
it to
to spread.
spread.
airs

heat, fuel,
fuel, or
or air
air is
is removed
removed from
from aa fire,
fire, it
it will
will go
go out.
out. The
If one of the elements of heat,
removal of
of these elements is
of one of
is therefore
therefore the
the basic
basic principle
principle of
of putting
putting aa fire
fire out.
out. Various
methods of
of accomplishing this removal will
will be
be discussed
discussed later
later on.
on.
The primary factors that
that cause aa fire
fire to
to spread
spread are
are fuel,
fuel, weather,
weather, and
and slope.
slope.

for the
the Fire
Fuel for
The fuels
fuels are divided into
into light,
light, medium,
medium, and
and heavy.
heavy. The light
light fuels
fuels contribute
contribute to
to the
the
spread of a fire and serve
serve as
as kindling
kindling for
for heavier
heavier fuels.
fuels. The medium fuels
fuels are
are somewhat
somewhat
rapid spread
as logs
and stumps,
ignite more
more slowly
slowly than
than
slower
to ignite and spread.
spread. The heavy fuels,
fuels, such as
logs and
stumps, ignite
slower to
the
fuels and
and throw
the medium fuels
throw off more heat than
than the
the two
two lighter
lighter categories.
categories. Though they
they are
are heavy
and
ignite more
they are
are thoroughly
thoroughly dried
dried out.
out.
and ignite
more slowly,
slowly, they do burn.rapidly when they

Factors
Weather Factors
The weather factors
of moisture,
moisture, wind,
wind, and
and temperature
have aa very
very definite
definite influence
influence on
on
factors of
temperature have
the way a fire
fire burns.
burns.
The amount
amount of moisture in
in the
the fuel
fuel is
is affected
affected directly
directly by
by the
the amount
amount that
that is
is in
in the
the air.
air.
Under normal
fires burn
burn more
more slowly
slowly at.
at night
night because
because usually
usually there
there is
is more
more moisture
moisture
normal conditions
conditions fires
in
the air
air to
to be
be absorbed
absorbed by
by the
the fuel
fuel at
at nig>t.
nig'.
This is
why it
fire
in the
This
is why
it is
is important
important to
to suppress
suppress aa fire
during the
the night,
night, or during the
the cooler,
cooler, more
more moist
moist period
period of
of the
the day.
day. In spite of this,
this, most
fires are
are controlled
other favorable
favorable factors.
factors.
fires
controlled during the day because of other
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Heat from the sun preheats
The temperature
temperature of
the air
air definitely affects
affects fire
fire fighting.
fighting. Heat
preheats
of the
the
to burn more rapidly than
than cold,
cold, damper
damper fuels.
fuels. There is
the fuels,
fuels, dries
dries them,
them, and
and causes
causes them to
direct correlation
correlation between
between the
the temperature of the
aa direct
the air
air and
and the
the amount
amount of
of moisture
moisture that
that it
it will
will
Hot, dry air is
Hot,
is much more conducive to
to rapid
rapid fire
fire spread
spread than
than is
is cool,
cool, damp
damp air.
air.
hold.

the wind,
the faster
faster aa fire
fire burns
burns and
and spreads
spreads (other
(other factors
factors being
being equal).
equal).
The stronger the
wind, the
Wind supplies
supplies more oxygen,
oxygen, pushes
pushes the
the fire
fire closer
closer to
to the
the fuel
fuel immediately
immediately ahead
ahead of
of it,
it, and
and thus
thus
dries it
out while
while preheating
preheating it,
dries
it out
it, and
and blows sparks,
sparks, brands,
brands, and
and embers
embers ahead
ahead of
of it
it to
to start
start spot
spot
fires. The air
air above
above a fire
fire rises when it
it becomes
becomes heated,
heated, and
and this
this causes
causes fresh
fresh air
air to
to rush
rush in
in
to
replace it,
causing aa draft
draft that
to replace
it, thus
thus causing
that adds
adds to the prevailing wind on
on the
the fire.
fire.
Under normal conditions the air currents blow
blow up the
the canyons
canyons during
during the
the day
day and
and down
down the
the
canyons at
at night.
night. This is
is due to
to the
the warming of
of the
the ground
ground at
at the
the lower
lower elevations
elevations during
during the
the
Likewise, the
day, which in
day,
in turn
turn heats the
the air
air and
and causes
causes it
it to
to rise.
rise. Likewise,
the air
air is
is cooled
cooled at
at the
the
higher elevations
elevations at
night, causing
causing it
higher
at night,
it to
to flow down the
the canyons.
canyons. As
As a general rule,
rule, the
the least
least
occurs during
during the
the early
early morning
morning hours.
hours. These facts
facts about the
the wind flow
flow are
are factors
factors that
that
wind occurs
must be
be considered
considered when plans for
for fire
fire control
control are
are being
being made.
made .
Slope Affects Spread
Spread

of a fire also is
The spread of
ing of
of the
the fuel
fuel ahead
ahead of
of the fire
ing
fire
offset the
of
enough to
to offset
the influence
influence of
the steeper
steeper the
the slope,
slope, the
the faster
faster
danger of
burning or
danger
of burning
or hot
hot material
material

the slope
slope on which it
it is
is burning,
burning, both
both by
by preheatpreheataffected by the
and
and by
by the
the draft
draft due
due to
to the
the slope.
slope. Unless the
the wind is
is strong
strong
the
the slope,
slope, a fire will burn faster up a slope than
than down.
down. Also,
the
will burn,
the fire will
burn, other factors
factors being equal.
equal. There also
also is
is
fires below the
the main fire.
fire.
rolling down a slope and starting fires

FIRE SUPPRESSION
SUPPRESSION

There
are many different
different methods of suppressing
suppressing a fire.
fire. The method that
that will be
be used on
There are
particular fire
fire will
is available to
to do the job after the
the fire
fire has been
been
any particular
will depend
depend upon what
what is
sized
sized up
up by
by aa preliminary
preliminary scouting
scouting trip
trip or
or aa quick
quick observation
observation from
from aa vantage
vantage point.
point.
When possible,
possible, the first
first attack should be made at
at the point or points where the
the fire
fire is
is
spreading the
the fastest,
fastest, unless
unless more
more value
value is
is being
being threatened
threatened at
at some
some other
other point
point or
or points.
points. The
spreading
fire should be kept
kept out
out of heavy fuels
fire
fuels and
and kept
kept from
from starting
starting up
up steep
steep slopes.
slopes. These are
are situasituations
that will
increase in
in the
the heat
heat and
and the
the spread
spread of
of the
the fire.
fire. The danger from
tions that
will cause a rapid increase
spot fires
must be
be kept
kept in mind constantly. It
spot
fires must
It may
may be
be that
that work
work on
on the
the spot
spot fires
fires is
is more
more urgent
urgent
than work on the
than
the main fire.
fire. The process of sizing
sizing up aa fire
fire is
is one that
that must continue
continue until the
the
fire is controlled.

ATTACK
METHODS OF ATTACK
The direct
direct attack method requires that
that the
the effort
effort be
be made
made directly
directly on
on or
or immediately
immediately adjaadjacent
to the
the edge of the
cent to
the fire.
fire. This method can
can be used
used by either
either starting
starting at
at the
the front
front or
or "head"
"head"
of the
where it
or by starting
the fire,
fire, where
it is
is spreading
spreading the
the fastest,
fastest, or
starting at
at the
the rear and working forward
forward on
both sides
edge of
of the
sides (flanks)
(flanks) at
at the
the edge
the fire,
fire, to
to pinch it
it down and
and finally control
control the head.
head.
If
to be
be controlled
controlled without
without more
more help,
help, it
often is
possible to
to work
work
If a
a fire
fire is
is too
too large
large to
it often
is possible
directly on
on the
the most
most rapidly
rapidly advancing
advancing points,
points, and
and thus
thus slow
slow down
down the
the spread
spread until
until aa solid
solid concondirectly
trol line can be constructed around
trol
around the
the entire
entire fire.
fire. It may be that
that all that
that can be done is to
to
hold these
of controlling
these rapidly advancing points
points until more help arrives
arrives to complete
complete the job of
it.
"Cold trailing"
trailing" is
"Cold
is another adaptation of
of the
the direct
direct attack
attack method.
method. This consists of
of buildbuilding aa narrow
ing
narrow control
control line
line directly
directly on
on the
the fire
fire edge
edge and
and throwing
throwing all
all hot
hot material
material into
into the
the burned
burned
area.
If a section of
of trail
trail appears
appears to
to be out,
out, feel
feel the
the ashes
ashes with an ungloved hand to make sure
that
If it
out, no trail
needs to
be built,
built, and
that no fire
fire is
is present.
present. If
it is
is out,
trail needs
to be
and this
this speeds
speeds up the concontrol
trol action,
action, although for
for safety
safety it
it may
may be
be wise
wise to
to build
build aa trail
trail around
around such
such spots
spots later
later on.
on. Be
sure always that no hot burning material is
is buried.
buried. This buried material may continue to
to burn
and come out
out eventually across
across the
the control
control line.
line.
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Any snags
snags which stand adjacent to
to the
the fire
fire line
line must
must be
be felled
felled to
to insure
insure that
that they
they do
do not
not
fall or otherwise spread
spread fire
fire across
across the
the control
control line.
line. This is
is true
true in
in any
any method
method of
of control
control
used and applies
The width
width of
of the
strip
used
applies to
to snags on both sides
sides of
of the
the control
control line.
line. The
the snag-free
snag-free strip
will vary from
on the
outside of
of the
300 feet
feet on
on the
the inside
inside of
of the
the line,
line, dependdependfrom 50 feet
feet on
the outside
the line
line to
to 300
ing upon the slope,
height of the
slope, height
the snags,
snags, and
and other
other factors.
factors. If
there is
is not
not time
time to
to fell
fell the
the
If there
snags, often
it is
snags,
often it
is possible
possible to
to clear
clear out
out around
around them
them to
to mineral
mineral soil
soil and
and thus
thus prevent
prevent the
the snags
snags
Both sides
sides of
of aa control
control line
line must
must be
be watched,
watched, in
in all
all methods,
methods, for
for sparks
sparks
from catching
catching on
on fire.
fire. Both
must be put Out
and start
start spot
spot fires.
fires. These spots
spots must
out before
before they
they spread.
spread.
that cross over and
In the
the indirect
indirect method
method
along favorable
topography,
favorable topography,
out when burning conditions
crowning. Safety
Safety to
to the
the
or crowning.
method of
of attack
attack to
to use.
use.

attack, the
the control
control line
line is
is located
located along
along natural
natural firebreaks
firebreaks or
or
of attack,
and the
the area
area between
between the
the control
control line
line and
and the
the fire
fire edge
edge is
is burned
burned
and
are favorable.
favorable. This method is
is used
fires that
that are
are burning
rapidly
used on fires
burning rapidly
are
fire
fire fighters
fighters is an important
important factor
factor to
to consider
consider when
when deciding
deciding what
what

A common
common and
and often
often desirable
desirable practice
practice is
is to
to use
use aa combination
combination of
of the
the two
two methods
methods of
of attack
attack
Sometimes aa direct
direct attack
attack will
will control
control the
the fire
fire before
before an
an indirect
indirect control
control
on the
the same
same fire.
fire. Sometimes
be built.
built. This results
results in
in reducing
reducing the
the size
size of
of the
the burned
burned area.
area. The change from
from an
line can be
indirect to a direct
control line is most often advantageous
indirect
direct control
advantageous at
at night.
night. The
indirect method
The indirect
method can
save considerable
considerable time
time when a fire is
is burning in
in long
long fingers
fingers by
by cutting
cutting across
across instead
instead of
of folfolThe length of the control line
the fingers.
fingers. The
line can
can thus
thus be
be much
much reduced.
reduced.
lowing the
is justification
justification in
in some
some instances
instances for
for using
using an
an extreme
extreme version
version of
of the
the indirect
indirect
There is
method, because
because of
lack of
method,
of lack
of manpower
manpower for
for application
application of
of the
the direct
direct method,
method, or
or when
when the
the fire
fire is
is
spreading so
so rapidly
rapidly that
that the
the direct
direct method is
spreading
is unsafe.
unsafe. This
This necessitates the
the use of
of backfiring.
backfiring.
fire with fire
fire and
and is
is not
not to
to be
be confused
confused with
with 'burning
"burning out."
out."
Backfiring amounts to fighting fire
Burning out is
Back-firing is
is used to widen a control line.
line. Back-firing
is used when it
it is
is impossible
impossible to
to get
get
close enough to
to the
the fire to
to "burn
"burn out." It
It is
is used only as aa last
last resort,
resort, and
and must
must be
be left
left to
to
experienced fire
fire fighters.
fighters.

MOP-UP IMPORTANT
next step immediately following
Mop-up is
is the
the next
following the
the control
control of
of the
the fire.
fire. This consists of
extinguishing
smoldering material along
along the
the fire
fire
extinguishing or
or removing
removing burning or hazardous material. All smoldering
edge must be extinguished. All
All material
that may roll
roll must
trench built
material that
must have
have aa trench
built below
below it
it or
or be
be
so that
that it
it cannot
cannot roll.
roll. If
put out,
out, it
it should
should be
be scattered
scattered out
out
If smoldering fuel cannot be put
moved so
If sparks
are blowing from the smoldering
inside the fire
fire line
line and
and not
not be
be buried.
buried. If
sparks are
smoldering material, it
it
be scattered
scattered far
inside the
must be
far enough
enough inside
the fire
fire line
line to
to prevent
prevent these
these sparks
sparks from
from blowing
blowing across
across
the line.
line.
Burning fuels
fuels may
may be
be buried
buried temporarily when this is
Burning
is the
the only way of
of stopping
stopping the
the fire.
fire. The
fuel
fuel must always be uncovered again before
before leaving
leaving the
the fire.
fire. Buried
Buried fire
fire is
is never safe to
to leave.
leave.
At
fuel may be left to burn out,
out, when it
it will
will do
do so
so quickly
quickly and
and safely.
safely. If
If it
it will not
not
At times fuel
safely, it must either be extinguished
extinguished or
or removed
removed to
to aa safe
safe distance
distance from
from the
the line.
line.
burn out safely,
All special
threats such as
All
special threats
as snags,
snags, stumps,
stumps, rotted logs,
logs, and
and low-hanging
low-hanging tree
tree branches
branches or
or
must be removed
prevent their
be eliminated.
eliminated. All burning roots near the line must
removed to
to prevent
their
brush must be
carrying fire
fire under and across the
the control
control line.
line.
On small
small fires,
fires, where it
it is
is at
at all
all practical
practical to
to do,
do, put
put out
out all
all fire.
fire. On larger fires,
fires, put
all fire far
far enough
out all
enough in
in from
from the
the control
control line
line to
to prevent
prevent its
its spotting,
spotting, blowing,
blowing, or
or rolling
rolling
the line.
line. Check ahead
ahead of
the fire
of the
fire constantly
constantly throughout
throughout the
the life
life of
of the
the fire
fire for
for smoldering
smoldering
over the

spots.
The
lack of
The lack
of adequate
adequate manpower
manpower or
or water
water may
may make
make it
it impracticable
impracticable to
to extinguish
extinguish all
all fire
fire
It is
best to scatter the
near
lines in
in a short
short enough
enough period.
period. It
is then best
the fuels
fuels well back
back into
into
near the lines
the burned area.
area.
Heavy
Heavy fuels
fuels across
across the
the control
control line
line should
should be
be disposed
disposed of,
of, moved
moved to
to aa safe
safe distance,
distance, or
or
temporarily
dirt to prevent their
their catching
catching on
on fire
fire from
from sparks
sparks or
or reflected
reflected heat.
heat.
temporarily covered
covered with dirt
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PATROL AND
AND INSPECTION
INSPECTION
PATROL

to keeping
The next
following the
mop-up, isis patrol
and inspection.
inspection. This
This amounts
amounts to
keeping aa
The
next job,
job, following
the mop-up,
patrol and

watch
overallallcontrol
controllines
linesuntil
until all
all fire
watch over
fire is
isout,
out,ininorder
ordertotodiscover
discover and
and control
control spot
spot fire
fire
It isisaccompanied
necessary. Patrol
Patrol
and
line. It
accompanied by
bymop-up
mop-up whenever
whenever necessary.
and prevent
preventbreaks
breaksinin the
the control
control line.
is
necessity until
until all
so that
that aa fire
is an
an absolute
absolute necessity
all fire
fireisisdead
deadout,
out,ororconditions
conditionshave
have changed
changed so
fire
will
not spread.
spread.
will not
inexcusable.
is inexcusable.

The escape
escapeofofaa fire
fire because
of inadequate
inadequatepatrol
patrol after
after itit has
The
because of
has been
been controlled
controlled
WATER VALUABLE
VALUABLE
WATER

Anothermeans
means
extinguishinga afire
fireisis by
by the
the use
Another
of of
extinguishing
use of
of water.
water.

When
available and
When available
and properly
properly

applied,
waterisis the
the best
best and
and fastest
fastest tool
fire. The
applied, water
tool for
for stopping
stopping aa fire.
The efficient
application of
of
efficient application
water is
is tnade
sprayparallel
paralleltoto the
the edge
edgeand
andatatthe
thebase
baseofofthe
the fire.
fire. Water
is used
water
made bybya aspray
Water is
used usually
usually
to
cool aa fire
fire and
and to
to stop
stop its
its spread,
spread, for
for seldotn
seldom is
enough ofçfitit available
to cool
is enough
available to
to extinguish
extinguishaa fire
fire
After the
the spread
spread has
has been
been stopped,
stopped, the
fuel isisthen
thenremoved
removed from
from the
path of
of the
the
the fuel
the path
completely. After
fire
soil. The
water can
can be
fire by
by constructing
constructing a
a control
control or
or fire
fire line
linedown
down to
to mineral
mineral soil.
The water
be applied
applied by
by
tank trucks,
pumpcans,
cans,spray
sprayrigs,
rigs, or
or other
tank
trucks, back-pack
back-pack pump
other apparatus.
apparatus.
DIRT EFFECTIVE
DIRT
EFFECTIVE

Dirt
fire. The
The best
best results
results are
Dirt also
also can
can be
be used
used to
to cool
cool and
and smother
smother aa fire.
are obtained
obtained by
by throwthrowing aa thin
at the
the base
base of
of the
the fire
fire along
ing
thin layer
layer of
of dirt
dirtinina aswinging
swinging motion
motion at
along the
the fire
fire edge.
edge. Fire
Fire
buried
by dirt
dirt must
be dug
dug out
out later
later and
buried by
must be
and extinguised,
extinguised, after
after the
the fire
firespread
spreadhas
hasbeen
beenchecked.
checked.
HAND
NECESSARY
HAND TOOLS
TOOLS NECESSARY

The following
following tools
tools are
forfire
fire fighting
The
are used
used most
most commonly
commonly for
fighting and
and must
must be
be kept
kept immediately
immediately
available for
for instant
shovels, axes,
axeand
andhoe),
hoe),hoe
hoe(adz-eye,
(adz-eye,firefireavailable
instant use:
use: shovels,
axes, pulaski
pulaski (combination
(combination axe
fighting),
cross-cutoror
powersaw,
saw,5-gallon
5-gallon
back-packputnp.
pump.
fighting), cross-cut
power
back-pack

Organizedcrews
crewsshould
shouldhave
have
toolfor
foreach
eachman
man
and
typeofoftools
toolssuitable,
suitable, adjusted
Organized
a a
tool
and
thethe
type
adjusted to
to
the kind
will be
the
kind of
of country
country in
in which
which they
they will
be used.
used. If
there isismuch
much cutting
cutting to
to be
be done,
done, for
for
If there
instance,
instance, the
the balance
balance of
of tools
toolsshould
should be
be adjusted
adjusted in
infavor
favorofoftnore
more axes
axes than
than hoes.
hoes.
UTILIZEMECHMTIZED
MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
UTILIZE

Mechanizedequipment
equipment
invaluable
firefighting
fightingwhen
whenit itisis available.
available. Such
Mechanized
is is
invaluable
in in
fire
equipment
Such equiptnent
includes
bulldozers, graders,
graders, plows,
plows, portable
portablefire
fire putnps,
sprayrigs,
rigs, tank
tank trucks,
trucks, etc.
includes bulldozers,
pumps, spray
etc.
Remember
always
that
good
firecontrol
controldepends
depends
upon
a fastattack
attackwhile
whilethe
thefire
fire is
Remember always
that
good
fire
upon
a fast
is small,
small,
aggressive
small, and
and continued
dead out.
out.
aggressiveaction
action toto keep
keepitit small,
continuedaction
actionuntil
until it
it isis dead
SLASH HAZARD
SLASH
HAZARD REDUCTION
REDUCTION

Slash created
created by
harvesting operations
operations presents
presents aa special
Slash
by timber
timber harvesting
special danger.
danger. Every
Every operator,
operator,
unless
unless his
his slash
slash has
has been
been released
released or
or aawaiver
waiver granted,
granted, must
must burn
burn his
his annual
annual slashings
slashings each
each year,
year,
or
accept the
responsibility for
for suppression
suppression of
which may
spread into
or accept
the responsibility
of fires
fires which
maystart
start in
in or
or spread
into his
his
slash.
law states
states such
and with
with such
such provisions
provisions of
slash. The
The law
such burning
burning must
must be
be done
done "in
"in such
such manner
manner and
of
help, as
against the
the spread
of fire
fire to
help,
as shall
shall afford
afford all
allnecessary
necessary precautions
precautions against
spread of
to other
other property."
property."
Because
theextra
extrahazard
hazardplaced
placedononthetheland
land
creationof ofthetheslash,
slash,the
thecreator
creatorofof this
this
Because ofofthe
by by
thethe
creation
slash
is held
for it
slash hazard
hazard is
held responsible
responsible for
it until
untilthe
thearea
areahas
hasreturned
returnedtoto"normal"
"normal" hazard,
hazard, or
or aa
waiver
has been
been granted
granted following
followingacceptable
acceptablesubstitute
substitute actions
actions taken
waiver has
taken by
by the
the operator.
operator. The
The ForForester may
may not
period of
years for
for aa fire
firehazard
hazardlocated
locatedwest
west
ester
notwithhold
withholda aslash
slashrelease
releaseafter
after aa period
of 77 years
of the
of the
the Cascade
Mountains,oror5 5years
yearsfor
foraa slash
slash hazard
hazard located
located east
of
the summit
summit of
Cascade Mountains,
east of
of the
thesummit.
summit.
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Instructions for slash burning are assigned
assigned in
in every
every case
case where
where slash
slash disposal
disposal is
is necessary
necessary
The burning instructions shall
shall take
take into
into consideration
consideration such
such factors
factors as
as fire
fire preprevention, silviculture,
vention,
silviculture, soil erosion,
erosion, and
and damage
damage to
to residual
residual species.
species. In
successful,
In order to be successful,
the burning
burning must
must be
be done
done as
as soon
soon as
as possible
possible after
after logging,
logging, and
and must
must be
be kept
kept out
out of
of uncut
uncut timber
timber
and seed
seed groups.
groups.
ordesirable.
or desirable.

The decision as
as to
to whether
whether or
or not
not to
to burn
burn slashing
slashing should
should be
be based
based on
on the
the following
following considconsiderat
ions:
erations:

Slashing should
should be
be burned:
burned:
When the
of accidental
or incendiary
fires are
are high,
high, or
or opportunities
opportunities for
for fire
fire
1.
the chances
chances of
accidental or
incendiary fires
1.
control are
are poor.
poor.
-

2.
2.

cutting is
is clean,
clean, and
and there
there is
is no
no understory
understory that
that would
would be
be killed
killed by
by the
the fire
fire
Where the
the cutting
thus make
to the
the initial
initial slash.
slash.
and 'thus
make another
another hazard
hazard comparable
comparable to

3.
3.

Where the
the conflagration
conflagration hazard
hazard is
is high
high due
due to
to very
very extensive
extensive areas
areas of
of recent
recent cutting.
cutting.

4. Where contiguous
contiguous areas
areas will be
be logged
logged and
and slash
slash can
can be
be removed
removed safely
safely by
by forced
forced burnburn4.
ing
ing..
Slashing should
should not be
be burned:
burned:
1.
1.

When aa considerable
considerable reserve stand
stand or
or understory
understory would
would be
be killed
killed by
by fire.
fire.
area is
is well
well isolated
isolated from
from risk
risk of
of fire
fire and
and is
is not
not aa particularly
particularly high
high
When the
the logged
logged area
hazard in
in itself.
itself.
3. Where aa good
good stand
stand of reproduction
reproduction is
is getting
getting started.
started.
3.
2.
2.

When aa decision
decision has been made that
that it
it is
is good
good forest
forest practice
practice to
to remove
remove slash
slash by
by burning,
burning,
precautions must
must be
be carefully
carefully considered.
considered. These precautions include
certain precautions
include the
the following
following rules:
rules:
1.
The area to
to be burned must have definite boundaries which
which are
are known
known to
to all
all people
people
1.
in the
the burning job.
job. The fire must be confined
confined within
within these
these boundaries.
boundaries.
involved in
2.
2.

There must be a definite and carefully planned
planned course
course of
of action
action decided
decided upon
upon before
before
starting the
the fire.
fire.
There must be a definite commitment of supervisory
3.
supervisory personnel
personnel to
to carry
carry out
out the
the burning
burning
3.
burnjob in accordance with the plan. Usually there
job
there is
is only a short period of time when burning conditions
job requiring 20
20 men
men should
should not
not be
be
conditions are satisfactory. A slash burning job
attempted with fewer than 20
20 men.

4.
4.

Burning
usually should
should not
not be started until sufficient rain
Burning usually
rain has fallen
fallen late
late enough
enough in
in
the season to insure against disastrous
disastrous fires.
fires. Some
summer burning
Some spring or sunmier
burning may
may be
accomplished
accomplished in
in light
light slashings
slashings with
with proper
proper safeguards,
safeguards, if
if extreme
extreme care
care is
is maintained,
maintained, and
and
the
is eliminated by caTeful
careful and complete
complete mop-up after
after the
the disposal
disposal
the danger
danger of
of holdover
holdover fire
fire is
job is finished.
finished.

No hard and
5.
and fast rule can
can be
be set
set as
as to'the
to the proper
proper time
time of
of day
day to
to start
start disposal
disposal fires
fires
5.
areas, it
it is
is necessary
necessary that
that most
most of
of the
the
because of
of the
the many
many variables
variables involved.
involved. In some
some areas,
burning be done before the
the hot and
and windy part
part of
of the
the day.
day. In other locations,
locations, it
it may
may be
be
the day
day in
in order
order to
to get
get enough heat to
necessary to wait until late
late in.
in the
to do
do the
the desired
desired
disposal job.
job.
Generally, south
6.
Generally,
south slopes
slopes can be and should
should be burned before
before north
north slopes
slopes or
or other
other propro6.
tected areas.
areas.

7.
The ignition crew 'should
should be
all of
of its
its equipment
equipment
be planned
planned for
for in
in advance
advance and
and should have all
7.
ready in order
order to
to eliminate lost time when the
the burning time
time arrives.
arrives.
8.
The fires
fires should
should be set
set at
at the top
top of the
the planned
planned burning
burning area
area and
and worked
worked downhill.
downhill.
8.
set downslope from the
the original sets.
sets.
Strips may then be set
9.
the burn has been completed,
completed, aa patrol must be
be maintained
maintained for
for checking
checking until
until all
all
After the
9.
danger of escape has passed.
passed. This patrol on
on any
any slash
slash burn
burn is
is absolutely
absolutely imperative.
imperative. Lack
of it
it has been the direct cause of many slash
slash disposal
disposal fires
fires escaping.
escaping.
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PROTECTION A PRIMARY
PRIMARY CONSIDERATION
CONSIDERATION
FOREST PROTECTION

owner can
can become
become so
so involved
involved in
in the
the day-to-day
day-to-day management
management of
of his
his property
property that
that
The woodland owner
neglects consideration of this
this most important
important phase--fire
phase—fire protection.
protection. He may not take
take time
time
he neglects
to
fire would have on his program,
program, nor
nor what precautions
precautions should
should be
be taken
taken
to contemplate
contemplate what
what effects
effects fire
to prevent
prevent or control such
to
such occurrence.
occurrence.
In many
many cases,
cases, he does not
In
not recognize the
the explosive conditions
conditions that
that exist
exist in
in the
the forest
forest area
area
and what
what havoc can be wrought once aa fire
fire gets
gets started.
started. Immediate and
and effective action
action is
is necesnecessary at
at the
the time,
time, and
and it
takes planning to
It is
sary
it takes
to accomplish this
It
is difficult to convince the
the
landowner of
of the
the seriousness
seriousness of
of this
matter unless his past experience includes
landowner
this matter
includes some
some fire
fire fightfightThis observation of
of aa forest
forest fire
fire in
in action
action is
is sure
sure to
to prompt
prompt aa thorough
thorough consideration
consideration of
of
ing.
protective measures.

Protection
From Fire
Fr in
Protection From
n Washington
A. Tucker
„
Loren A.
2
J. Hollinshead
Donald J.
FOREST PROTECTION PUBLIC POLICY

The primary goal of
of forest
forest protection
protection is
is to
to keep
keep annual
anniial burned
burned acreage
acreage small.
small. The agency
agency
forest lands
lands in
in the
the State
State of
of Washington
Washington is
is the
the Department
Department of
of NatNatresponsible for protection of forest
ural Resources.
Resources. The policy of action
action on
on all
all fires
fires consists
consists of
of the
the following:
following:
Taking action on all wild land fires,
regardless of
of land
land ownership,
ownership, which
which jeopardize
jeopardize
1.
fires, regardless
1.
lands
lands protected by the Department of Natural Resources
Resources outside
outside of
of incorporated
incorporated cities
cities and
and
towns, and
and on adjacent
adjacent areas protected by the
towns,
the Forest
Forest Service
Service and
and Department
Department of
of Interior.
Interior.
Rendering assistance
assistance on
on dwelling
dwelling fires
fires when
when help
help is
is requested
requested by
by the
the responsible
responsible agenagen2.
Rendering
2.
cies.

Hitting all fires early and
and hard.
hard. Make an
an aggressive
aggressive attack
attack and
and continue
continue vigorous,
vigorous,
aggressive action until mop-up is
is complete
complete and
and the
the fire
fire is
is declared
declared out
out by
by responsible
responsible
It is
officer. It
is better to hit a fire with aa surplus
surplus of
of help
help and
and then
then reduce
reduce forces,
forces, if
if not
not
needed,
needed, than to try
try to
to guess
guess too
too closely
closely and
and have
have too
too little
little too
too late.
late.
3.
3.

IA!
and "B"
4. Extinguishing class "A"
"B" fires completely,
completely, "dead
"dead out".
out" . This policy also
also should
should
be followed on
on larger
except in
in special
special circumstances
circumstances where
where such
such action
action would
would be
be
larger fires
fires except
unwarranted, i.e.,
unwarranted,
i.e.', where fall
fall rains
rains were about
about to
to set
set in
in or
or were
were forecasted.
forecasted.

Seeing that
5.
that all fires not "dead out" have aa watchman
watchman with
with communication
communication and
and transportatransporta5.
tion available day and
and night.
night.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF FOREST LANDOWNERS
LANDOWNERS

The State law (RCW
(RCW 76.04.360)
76.04.360) requires
landowners provide
requires that
that all
all forest
forest landowners
provide protection
protection
also states
states that
that this
this amount
amount of
of protection
protection shall
shall be
be at
at the
the
fire for their
their lands.
lands. The law also
of 9 cents per acre
acre in
in western
western Washington
Washington and
and 77 cents
cents per
per acre
acre in
in eastern
eastern Washington.
Washington. It
responsibility to
to supply
supply this
this protection
protection if
if the
the landowner
landowner does
does not.
not.
Department's responsibility

from
from
rate
rate
is the
the
is

Until a full slash clearance has
has been
been issued
issued on
on either
either State
State or
or private
private land,
land, the
the operator
operator
and landowner are responsible for
for fire-fighting
fire-fighting costs
costs in
in the
the control
control of
of fire
fire originating
originating or
or
operators are concerned with an
spreading as
as the
the result
result of
of their
their slash.
slash. If
If two
two operators
an area,
area, each
each is
is
of the
the hazard
hazard he
he created.
created. The landowner
landowner in
in this
this case is
is held jointly
responsible for the portion of
responsible for the hazard created
created by each
each operator.
operator. Responsibility may exist for
for fire-fighting
fire-fighting
costs suffered as a result of
of the
the existence
existence of
of slash
slash regardless
regardless of
of the
the source
source of
of the
the fire.
fire.

1Loren
A. Tucker
Tucker is
is Supervisor of the Division of Fire Control
Loren A.
Control in
in the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural
Resources with
with offices
offices in Olympia,
Washington. He has .worked
,worked for
for the
the Department
Department for
for twenty-four
Resources
Olympia, Washington.
State University,
University, he
he worked
worked for
for the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest
years. Following graduation from Washington State
Service and
and Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Company
Company before
before conmiencing
commencing work with the
the State
State in
in 1944.
1944.
2flonald
Hollinshead is
is Assistant
Assistant Division
Division Supervisor,
Supervisor, Fire Control, State
Donald J.J.Hollinshead
State of
of Washington,
Washington,
Resources, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington. He has
has worked in
in several
several districts
districts in
Department of Natural Resources,
Washington
Washington since
since his
his employment
employment as
as Forest
Forest Practices
Practices Forester,
Forester, Colville
Colville District,
District, in
in 1950.
1950. Since
1961,
has been a Staff Forester in
1961, he has
in Rights-of-Way and
and Pre-Sales
Pre-Sales Timber
Timber Sales
Sales Division
Division before
before
his present duties
duties in
in the
the Fire
Fire Control
Control Division.
Division.
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FOREST PROTECTIVE DISTRICTS PROVIDED
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources protects
protects 12½
12% million
million acres
acres of
of
The State of Washington's
washington's Department
and private
private lands.
lands. The protected area
area has been divided
divided into
into 22
22 protection
protection districts,
districts, rangrangstate and
ing
200,000 acres
acres to 1,000,000
1,000,000 acres in
in size.
size. Each district
district has
has aa Distri9t
District
ing from
from approximately
approximately 200,000
and an
an Assistant
Assistant District
District Administrator
Administrator to
to carry
carry out
outthe
theprotection
protectionresponsibiliresponsibiliAdministrator and
ties
ties..
District suppression
suppression crews
crews consist
consist of
of from
from 12
12 to
to 30
30 men
men depending
depending on
on the
the size
size of
of area
area proprotected
10 tankers
tankers (160-1,000-gallon
(160-1,000-gallon capacity) assigned
assigned to
to them.
them. Seventy-five
tected and
and have
have from
from 44 to
to 10
percent
of the half-ton administrative type
percent of
type pickup
pickup trucks
trucks have
have small
small 70-gallon
70-gallon tanks
tanks and
and light
light
attached to
to them.
them. Most of the
the districts have bulldozers
bulldozers and
and tractor
tractor transtransportable pump units attached
ports.
ports .

PERMITS
Burning Permits
Permits

Burning
outside, open fires between March 15
15 and
and October
October 15
15
Burning permits
permits are required for all outside,
in
15 and
15 in eastern Washington,
in western
western Washington,
Washington, and
and between
between April
April 15
and October
October 15
Washington, and all year
in
zone 44 (yacolt
(Yacolt Burn area).
area). Burning permits are
are issued
issued by
by zones.
zones.
in zone
Zone 1:
1^ This zone
zone consists
consists of areas
areas that
that are
are considered
considered fire
fire safe
safe and
and from
from which
which no
no fire
fire
to forest
forest land.
land. These areas are usually found in
in the
the wide valley bottoms,
bottoms, flats,
flats, etc.
etc.
can escape to
2^: These are
are areas
areas of moderate hazard
hazard and,
and, in
in most cases,
cases, will represent
represent the
the largest
largest
Zone 2:
area within the
the district.
district. They will
lands and
and
will contain intermingled forest and agricultural lands
generally will
will comprise lands in which project fires are not likely
likely to
to develop.
develop. Permits in
in this
this
area
the Department
area are
are written
written by
by field
field personnel
personnel of
of the
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, with burning instructhe face
face of
of the
the permit.
permit.
tions specified on the
Zone 3:
3: This zone
zone includes
includes regions of high hazard and
and areas
areas that
that adjoin
adjoin slash.
slash. It
It consists
almost entirely
entirely of
of forest
forest land
land and
and contains
contains the
the potential
potential for
for project
project fire development.
development.
almost
Zone 4:
4: This area is
is adjacent to
to the
the Columbia River Gorge,
Gorge, subject
subject to
to east
east wind c3nditions
conditions
throughout the
year, and generally
throughout
the year,
generally designated
designated as
as the
the Yacolt
Yacolt Burn.
Burn. Conditions are the same as
as in
Zone 3,
3, except
except burning permits are
Zone
are required
required and
and issued
issued the
the year
year around.
around.
Permits
Operating Permits
This permit
permit is
is intended
intended to
to apply
apply generally
generally to
to salvage operations.
operations. Its purpose
purpose is
is to
to keep
keep
the district
district personnel
personnel informed
informed as
as to
to the
the location
location of
of power-driven
power-driven equipment
equipment so
so that
that operational
operational
the
inspections can
can be
be made,
made, and
and the
the knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the location
location of
of the
the operation
operation can
can be
be considered
considered in
in
inspections
preparing the
the fire
fire plans
plans for
for the
the district.
district.
Permits to
to Use Fuse
Permits to use fuse are
Permits
are issued
issued by
by the
the district
district offices.
offices. The issuance
issuance of these permits
permits can
be handled in
in several
several ways.
ways. The permits can be written at
at the district
district headquarters,
if the
the
headquarters, or,
or, if
District
wishes, a supply of them may be carried by the local
District Administrator wishes,
local warden to
to issue
issue as
as
needed.
This
is an administrative problem for the
the individual
individual District
This is
District Administrator.
Administrator.

FOREST FIRE PREVENTION
As previously
previously stated,
stated, the
of any
any forest
forest protection
protection organization
organization is
is to
to keep
keep the
the
As
the primary goal
goal of
annual burned acreage
annual
acreage small.
small.

Planning
Planning the
the Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention Program
Program
The purpose of a fire
fire prevention program
program is
is to
to reduce the number of man-caused fires.
fires.
Because
Because the
the easiest
easiest way
way to
to reduce
reduce the
the annual
annual burned
burned acreage
acreage is
is to
to prevent
prevent the
the occurrence
occurrence of
of fires.
firs,
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it
prevention is
is an
an integral
integral part
part of
of aa protection
protection program.
it then naturally follows
follows that
that fir.e
fiee prevention
program.
Although it
it is
is difficult
difficult to
to measure the
the effectiveness of fire
fire prevention,
prevention, it
it is
is generally agreed
that
work of
of the
Keep Green
Green movement
movement has
has materially
materially reduced
reduced the
of man-caused
man-caused fires
that the
the work
the Keep
the number
number of
fires
in the State
in
State of
of Washington.

The Keep
Keep Washington
Washington Green
Green program is
is aimed
aimed at
at state7wide
state:wide averages,
averages, and
will
The
and local
local problems
problems will
require the
the special
special attention
attention of
of the
the district
district personnel.
personnel. Supplementing the work of
of the Keep
Green committees requires
requires carefully
carefully laid
laid plans.
plans. For basic analysis
analysis aa 10-year
10-year average
average should
should be
be
brought
brought up to
to date every
every 55 years.
years. To develop
develop these
these plans
plans requires:
requires:
y

1.
I.

of the
occurrence overlay
overlay to
determine the fire patterns
An analysis
analysis of
the fire
fire occurrence
to determine
patterns by
by cause.
cause.

of the number of
percent by
by year,
months.
2. A tabulation of
of fires
fires and
and percent
year, by cause,
cause, by months.
2.
by pattern
pattern areas
areas if
if desired.
desired.
tabulation may be prepared by

3.
3.

This

A graph showing
showing trend
trend by
by years,
years, by
by cause.
cause.

Following is
percentage the
number'of fires
fires on State
Following
is a tabulation showing
showing in
in percentage
the number-of
State and
and private
lands protected
protected by
by the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
NatUral Resources,
Resources, by
by cause,
cause, by
by 5-year
5-year periods:
periods:
lands

Average Number of
of Fires by Cause in
Percent of Total

Cause

1936-40

Lightning
Incendiary
Campers
Smokers
Debris Burning
Slash Burning
Logging
Railroad
Miscellaneous

1941-45

1946-50

1951-55

1956-58

14
15
8
8
30
11
11
33
55
13

18

7
4
24
11
11
4
12
19

13
5
77
22
13
1
1
2
2
77
30

10
33
88
23
18
2
2
33
88
25
25

17
17
4
4
77
20
15
15
1
1
2
2
10
10
24
24

100

100

100

100

100

7

These figures
These
figures are averages
averages for all
all the districts
districts and are presented only to
to show
show an example
of aa state-wide
state-wide trend.
trend. Although these figures
figures indicate
indicate that
that fires caused by smokers
smokers are decreasing, there
ing,
there is
is still considerable room
room for
for improvement.
improvement. Fires caused by debris burners are
definitely on the
the increase
increase and
and should
should receive
receive a major share
share of the
the attention
attention in
in the
the prevention
prevention
It also
also is
general miscellaneous
miscellaneous cause
cause will
will
program. It
is evident that
that the
the specific
specific causes
causes in
in .the
the general
to be studied
studied to
to determine
determine whether some
some special
special attention
attention is
is required.
required. The district
district data,
data,
need to
when compiled,
compiled, may indicate
indicate other causes
causes that
that need special
special attention.
attention. Currently,
Currently, we find
find that
that
railroad fires
are on
on the
demand special
special prevention action.
railroad
fires are
the increase
increase and
and demand
action.

the district analysis has
has been completed,
completed, corrective plans can then
then be prepared.
prepared.
After the
These plans
plans may include
include such
such measures
measures as:
as:
Personal contact
contact with individuals
who may
may be
be suspected
of being responsible for
1.
Personal
individuals who
suspected of
for a
I.
number of
of fires.
fires.
Contacts with groups
groups (granges,
schools, etc.)
etc.) in areas
2.
Contacts
(granges, schools,
areas where a cause pattern is
is develop2.
group how to
prevent fires,
ing. Be prepared
prepared to
to tell
tell the
the group
to prevent
fires, how to burn debris legally
legally and
ing.
safely, and
and what
what the
the occurrence
occurrence and
and cause
cause trend
trend is
community.
safely,
is in
in their
their community.

3.
Concentration on
on posting
posting of
of Keep Washington Green and
and Cooperative
Cooperative Forest
Forest Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention
3.
posters
posters in
in areas
areas where
where aa cause
cause patterfl
pattern is
is developing.
developing. The District
District Administrator gives
definite instructions
instructions as
as to
to where
where and
andwhen
definite
when his
his employees
employees should
should post
post these
these signs.
signs. The signs
signs
should
should be put
put on sign
sign boards
boards rather
rather than
than on
on stumps
stumps and
and trees.
trees. Whenever the
the signs
signs become
become
ragged from
from the
they should be replaced,
replaced, and the
ragged
the weather
weather or
or overgrown
overgrown by
by brush
brush and
and weeds,
weeds, they
them removed.
removed. The Department spends
spends several
several thousand
thousand dollars
dollars annually
annually for
for
growth around them
this
phase of
of fire
this phase
fire prevention,
prevention, and
and it
it is
is important
important that
that full
full advantage is
is taken
taken of the
available material.
material.
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4.
4.

Preparing
at county fairs,
fairs, local parades,
parades, etc.
etc. These exhibits,
Preparing exhibits
exhibits to
to be used
used at
conservation, are
are aa good
good method
method of
of getting
getting to
to
usually with a theme of fire prevention or conservation,
multitude of
of people
people who
who can
can help in the fire
a multitude
fire prevention program.
program.
5. Preparing radio and
and press
press releases.
releases. Often a short news item
item in
in the
the local
local paper
paper telling
telling
5.
how many fires are in
in the area,
area, how they
they are
are caused,
caused, damage
damage resulting,
resulting, fire
fire danger
danger rating,
rating,
etc., will
will help in reducing the
etc.,
the fires.
fires.
6.
6.

Some methods
methods of
of approach
approach in making these
contacts
Closer regulation of burning
burning permits.
permits. Some
these contacts
personal
personal interviews,
interviews, show-me trips,
trips, telephone
telephone calls,
calls, prepared talks,
talks, and
and written
s.tories.
stories.
are:

Cooperative
Cooperative Forest
Forest Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention and
and Keep
Keep Washington
Washington Green
Green
(CFFP) is sponsored by the National Advertising
The Cooperative Forest Fire Prevention (CFFP)
Its purpose
purpose is
is to
to promote
promote a nation-wide
fire prevention program.
program. It
Its
nation-wide forest
forest fire
It provides
forest
forest fire
fire prevention
prevention organizations
organizations with
with forest
forest fire
fire prevention
prevention material
material of
of high
high quality
quality at
at aa
low cost. This organization donates in
in labor,
labor, high-quality art
art work,
work, advertising
advertising space,
space, and
and
time, thousands
thousands of
of dollars
dollars to
to complete
complete the
the planning
planning and
time,
and organizational stage of producing this
material. The state's share
share in
in producing
producing this
this material is
is paid by the
the Federal government
government from
from
the
the Clarke-McNary
Clarke-McNary appropriations.
appropriations.
Counc
^~..wil.
Council.

regional offices
the U.
S. Forest Service
Service are
are responsible for obtaining orders
orders from
The regional
offices of
of the
U. S.
cooperators
cooperators and assembling the
the orders
orders for
for the
the printers.
printers.
Keep Washington Green
Green (KWG).
(KWG). The Keep Green movement originated in
in the
the State
State of Washington
3jndsince
sincehas
hasbeen
been adopted
adopted in
in other
other states
states and
and countries.
countries. The Keep Washington Green
•and
Green is
is keyed
keyed
for the
the prevention
prevention of
of man-caused
man-caused fires.
for
fires. The majority of
of this
this work
work is
is done
done by
by volunteer
volunteer workers.
workers.
County committees
committees carry on aa program
program of
of posting
posting fire
fire prevention
prevention posters,
posters, erecting
erecting fire
fire prevenprevention signs,
signs, giving
giving banquets
banquets and
and picnics
picnics with
with aa fire
fire prevention
prevention theme,
theme, and
and cooperating
cooperating closely
closely
tion
with radio
projects, state-wide
radio and newspapers in
in their
their local
local areas.
areas. In addition to
to these local
local projects,
state-wide
prevention
activities include
include the
the highway
highway painting
painting program,
progr1, school
prevention activities
school poster
poster program;
program', the
the annual
annual
Governor's banquet,
Governor's
banquet, the
the Washington high
high school
school forestry
forestry conference,
conference, fair
fair exhibits
exhibits and
and displays,
displays,
school
and programs,
progris, issuances
school talks
talks and
issuances of
of news
news releases,
releases, spot
spot radio
radio announcements,
announcements, and
and newspaper
newspaper
fillers
fillers throughout
throughout the fire season.
season.
Keep Washington Green is
is financed
financed by
by contributions
contributions from individuals,
individuals, the
the timber
timber industry,
industry,
and allied fields,
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources providing
providing about
about one-third
one-third of
of the
the
fields, with the
the Departhient
Department of
budget. The director,
assistant, and a secretary
secretary are
in the
director, his
his assistant,
are the
the only
only paid
paid people
people in
the entire
entire
organization.

PRE-SUPPRESSION
A very basic fundamental
ire planning
fundamental of
of forest
forest fire
fire control
control isis pre-f
pre-fire
planning (pre-suppression).
(pre-suppression).
Historically, the
the results
results have
have been
been disastrous
disastrous when
when protection
protection agencies
agencies and
and cooperators
cooperators were
were
Historically,
caught
caught with a heavy fire load
load and
and without advanced
advanced plans.
plans.

The following headings represent
ire preparation
preparation of
of the
the Department
Department
represent aa portion
portion of
of the
the pre-f
pre-fire
of
Resources:
of Natural Resources:
Cooperation with Other Fire Protection Agencies
Agencies

Cooperative agreements have been
been signed
signed with
with the
the following
following agencies:
agencies:
1.
1.

2.
2.

3.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Bureau of Indian
and E.
E. Washington)
Washington)
Indian Affairs
Affairs (W.
(W. Washingto-n
Washington and
United States Forest Service
Service (Region
(Region 11 and
and Region
Region 6)
6)
National
Service
National Park Service
Bureau of
Bureau
of Land Management
Washington Forest Protection Association
Clarke-McNary (Federal
(Federal Government)
Rural
Rural Fire Districts
Civil
(Federal Government)
Civil Defense (Federal
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Reduction of Hazards
This can be accomplished by means of
This
of the
the slash
slash responsibility
responsibility law
law previously
previously referred
referred to.
to.
The snag law on forest
forest lands
lands west
west of
of the
the summit
summit of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade Mountains
Mountains requires
requires that
that all
all snags
snags
standing trees
trees over 25
25 feet
feet in
in height
height and
and 16
16 inches
inches and
and over
over in
in diameter
diameter breast
breast height,
height,
or dead standing
shall be felled.
felled. A provision is that,
that, where the majority of
the timber
timber has
of the
has been killed before
logging,
the landowner
landowner will
will not
not be
be required
required to
to fell
fell more
more snags
snags
logging, the
the operator,
operator, timber owner and/or the
than
the average
snags per acre
acre in
in green
green timber
timber stands
stands of
of the
the county.
county.
than the
average number
number of
of snags
and Watchman
Watchman Requirements
Fire Tool Ins_pections
Inspections and

All
All industrial
industrial operations
operations operating
operating power-driven
power-driven equipment
equipment adjacent
adjacent to
to forest
forest lands
lands are
are
subject
subject to
to certain
certain fire
fire regulations,
regulations, and
and are
are required
required to
to leave
leave aa watchman
watchman for
for aa minimum
minimum of
of 22
hours following
following the
the time
time the
the engine ceases
ceases operations.
operations.
Shutdowns
Logging Shutdowns
Shutdowns
are instituted
instituted when
when fire
fire weather
weather is
is such
such that
that aa fire
fire starting
starting in
in logging
logging slash
slash or
Shutdowns are
or
forest fuels
other dry forest
fuels will
will spread
spread out
out of
of control
control so
so rapidly
rapidly that
that protection
protection forces
forces will
will have
have aa
poor chance
chance of
of controlling
controlling it
poor
it before it reaches project
project size.
size. All
All operations that
that might
might cause a
forest fire to
to start
start must be
be shut
shut down.
down. Logging shutdowns
shutdowns are
are correlated
correlated to
to "Class
"Class of
of Day"
Day"
(which will
"Fire Danger Rating".)
Rating".)
(which
will be
be explained
explained later
later under the heading "Fire
Training
Spring training schools are scheduled
scheduled each
each year
year for
for training
training of
of forest
forest wardens,
wardens, fire
fire supsuppression crews,
crews, and
and lookouts.
lookouts.
Fire Control Analysis

The fire control analysis
analysis outlthes
outlines procedures for
for making
making protection
protection analyses
analyses and
and is
is used
used
as follows:
1.
1.

Determines present standards
protection in
in aa given
given area
area by
by compiling
compiling statistics
statistics (for
(for
Determines
standards -of
of protection
a lO-yçar
period) and preparing maps and
10-year period)
and overlays
overlays to
to identify
identify areas
areas of
of extra
extra hazard,
hazard, pump
pump
shows,'
occurrence, lookout discoveries,
shows, fire
fire occurrence,
discoveries, lookout
lookout "seen
"seen areas,"
areas," travel
travel times,
times, communicacommunications.

2. Determines improvements necessary for
for raising
raising standards
standards or
or to
to maintain
maintain existing
existing stanstan2.
dards at
at -a
a lower
lower cost.
3. Justifies
Justifies recommendations for
for improvements
improvements by
by indicating
indicating final
final selection
selection of
of lookout
lookout
3.
points,
routes (detection,
(detection, prevention,
prevention, and
and suppression),
suppression), locations
locations of
of wardens
wardens and
and
points, patrol
patrol routes
crews, road
road construction and maintenance for
crews,
for adequate
adequate travel
travel coverage,
coverage, communication,
communication, fire
fire
fighting equipment,
employment, hazard
hazard reduction,
reduction, fire
fire prevention,
prevention, and
and
equipment, buildings,
buildings, season of employment,
public
programs.
public relations programs.
U.
4.

Compiles a written summary of the
Compiles
the work accomplished.
accomplished.
into an
an atlas.
atlas.
should be bound into

pertinent map information
information
The pertinent

Fire Weather Forecasts

. Spring and
and Fall:
Fall: Forecasts
are issued
issued at
Forecasts are
at 88 A.M.
A.M. and
and 44 P.M.,
P.M., Monday
Monday through
through Saturday,
Saturday, for
for
eastern and
Washington and
and western Washington
and relayed
relayed by
by radio.
radio. These forecasts
forecasts are
are in
in general
general terms,
terms,
when detailed
detailed forecasts
forecasts for
for the
the areas
areas affected
affected will
will be
be made.
made.
except during hazardous conditions when
September 30th:
30th: Forecasts
issued at
July 1st to September
Forecasts are
are issued
at 77 A.M.
A.N. and
and 66 P.M.
P.M. seven
seven days
days aa week
week for
for
eastern and
eastern
and western Washington and relayed by
by radio.
radio. These forecasts
forecasts consist
consist of
of aa brief,
brief, general
general
summary of conditions expected.
expected. In addition,
addition, detailed
detailed forecasts
forecasts by
by forecast
forecast areas
areas give
give the
the speed
speed
and
the strongest
strongest wind and
and the
the lowest
lowest humidity
humidity expected
expected in
in the
the area
area during
during the
the foreforeand direction
direction of
of the
cast period.
3A pump
pump show (or
(or chance)
chance) is a fire control
control unit
unit where
where pumps
pumps can
can readily
readily be
be used
used in
in fire
fire suppressuppres-

sion.
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are issued
issued at
at approximately
approximately 22 P.M.
P.M. when
when closures
closures are
are in
In effect,
effect,
Special Forecasts: These are
or when closures
closures seem
seem necessary.
necessary. Other special
special forecasts will be
be issued
issued on
on request
request for
for slash
slash
burning,
fires, seeding,
seeding, aerial photography,
photography, etc.
etc. When requesting a special
special forecast
forecast for
for
burning, going
going fires,
going fires
location, elevation,
elevation, exposure,
exposure, current
current wind
wind velocity,
velocity, and
and
fires or
or slash burning,
burning, the location,
humidity should be
be given.
given.
Fire Danger
Danger Rating
The class of
of day for
is based on weather readings:
readings: relative humidity,
humidity,
for rating fire
fire danger is
speed, fuel
fuel moisture, buildup
buildup and
and condition
condition of
of vegetation.
vegetation. The combination of the
the above
above
wind speed,
readings when entered into the fire danger meter produces the
readings
the ignition
Ignition factor,
factor, which
which ranges
ranges from
from
This ignition factor is then combined with the
1 to
to 100.
100. This
the current
current cumulative
cumulative buildup
buildup to
to obtain
obtain
1
the burning index
index (BI).
(BI). The burning index
index scale
scale is
is divided
divided into
into five
five classes
classes of
of day.
day.
Class
Class of Day
I
I

II

Ill
III

Western Washington

Low

0-3

BI
BI 0-1
0-1 fires
fires will
will not
not spread beyond
the
the heat
heat of
of a campfire
campfire or burning
brushpile.
BI 2-3 fires will start
start
from open flame and
and spread
spread slowly,
slowly,
but tend
tend to
to go
go out.
out.

Moderate

4-12

BI 4-6 fires will start from lighted
and spread
spread in
in light
light fuels
fuels until
until
match and
BI 7-12
7^12 fires start
start
extinguished.
readily from lighted match,
match, burn
briskly, and tend to spread rapidly
briskly,
in light fuels.

13-24

start from
from matches, cigarettes,
cigarettes,
Fires start
or
rapidly, and
and tend
or sparks,
sparks, spread rapidly,
in young growth.
growth. Danger of
of
to crown in
fire starting from
from friction.
friction.

25-49

Fires will start
start from
from cigarettes,
cigarettes,
sparks,
friction, spread
spread rapidly,
rapidly,
sparks, or friction,
to crown generally.
generally.
and tend to

50-100

Explosive conditions.
conditions. Fires start
start
readily from sparks,
sparks, burn
burn fiercely,
fiercely,
and
and tend to crown generally.

High

IV Very
Very High
High

V

Ignition Factor

Extreme

Eastern Washington
II

II

III

Low

0-10

BI
not spread
spread beyond
beyond
BI 0-1
0-1 fires will not
the heat of a campfire or burning
burning
brushpile.
BI 2-10 fires will start
start
from open flame and spread
spread slowly,
slowly,
tend to
to go
go out.
out.
but tend

Moderate

11-25
11-25

BI 11-18
BI
11-18 fires will start
start from
from lighted
lighted
match and
and spread
spread in
in light
light fuels
fuels until
until
extinguished.
BI 19-25 fires start
BI
readily from lighted match, burn
burn
briskly,
briskly, and tend
tend to spread rapidly
in light fuels.
fuels.

High

26-45

Fires start readily from matches,
matches, cigarettes or
or sparks,
sparks, spread
spread rapidly,
rapidly, and
and
arettes
tend
tend to
to crown in
in young growth.
growth. Danger
of fire
fire starting
starting from
from friction.
friction.
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Class of Day
IV

V

Ignition Factor

Eastern Washington

Very High

46-70

start from
from glowing
glowing cigarcigarFires will start
ettes, sparks,
sparks, or
or friction,
friction, spread
spread
ettes,
rapidly, and tend
rapidly,
tend to
to crown generally.
generally.
fires connon.
common.
Spot fires

Extreme
Extreme

71-100

Explosive
Explosive conditions.
conditions. Fires start
start
from sparks,
sparks, burn fiercely,
fiercely, and
and tend
tend
to crown generally.
to
generally.

Strength of
of Force Plan

One of
of the
principal uses
uses of
of the
danger rating
rating system is
is the
the preparation of
of the
the principal
the fire
fire danger
the
force plan.
plan. This plan
plan is
is part of the overall fire plan of the
the district and
and consists
strength of force
of the disposition
the manpower
manpower strength
strength according to the
of
disposition of.
of the
the class
class of
of day
day that
that exists.
exists. Anticipated strength
strength of
of force
force is
is outlined
outlined in
in this
this plan
plan for
for each
each class
class of
of day
day in
in the
the fire
fire danger
danger rating
rating
pated
Items to
to include
include in
in the
the strength
strength of
of force
force plan
plan are
are as
as follows:
follows:
system.
outline of
of the
activities for
for the
the crews
crews and
and each
each of
of the
the regular
regular personnel,
personnel, including
including
1.
An outline
the activities
1.
be listed
and explained
explained for
for each
each class
class
the district administrator.
administrator. The activities
activities should
should be
listed and
the
of day. For example,
example, when and
and where
where to
to issue
issue burning
burning permits,
permits, when
when to
to inspect
inspect loggers,
loggers,
and where to
to be
be on
on standby,
standby, type
type and
and location
location of
of projects
projects to
to undertake,
undertake, etc.
etc.
when and

2. A radio check schedule should
should be
be prepared
prepared for
for all
all personnel.
personnel. The exact time
time of
of the
the
2.
radio
radio check
check should
should be
be listed
listed for
for each
each class
class of
of day
day and
and staggered
staggered for
for each
each warden
warden so
so that
that
The number
number of
of checks
checks will
will vary
vary from
from one
one or
or two
two checks
checks on
on aa Class
Class
is not
not jammed.
jammed. The
the air is
One day
possibly hourly
hourly checks
checks or
or standby
standby at
at aa designated
designated place
place on
on Class
Class Four
Four and
and Five
Five
One
day to
to possibly
days. The dispatcher should
should be
be able
able to
to reach
reach one
one of
of the
the field
field personnel
personnel every
every few
few minutes.
minutes.
3.
3.

The plan
plan can
can include
include aa schedule
schedule for
for condition
condition and
and use
use of
of the
the equipment
equipment by
by class
class of
of day.
day.
It can specify
specify what
the slip-on
It
what class
class of
of day
day the
slip-on unit
unit will
will be
be unloaded
unloaded or
or loaded
loaded ready
ready for
for
Also, when
when and
and where
where the
the bulldozer
bulldozer car.
car be
be used
used for
for project
project work,
work, and
and when
when it
it should
should
use. Also,
by the
the class
class of
of day.
day.
be on standby are determined by

DETECTION

Detection is
is accomplished
accomplished by
by means
means of
of aa combination
combination of
of lookout
lookout towers
towers and
and aerial
aerial flights.
flights.
Aerial flights are correlated to
to the
the Burning
Burning Index
Index and
and follow
follow prescribed
prescribed courses.
courses.
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Tree
Fire Protection
Protection
Tree Farm Fire
Norman E.
E. Bjorklund
Bjorklund1
Norman
first step
step in
in tree
tree farming
farming is
is protection
protection from
from fire.
fire. No investment in
in aa forest
forest property
property
The first
The tree farmer's responsican be justified unless the
the property
property can
can be
be adequately
adequately protected.
protected. The
bility for
for prevention,
prevention, and
and control
control of
of forest
forest fires
fires on
on his
his property goes
goes beyond
beyond state
state law
law requirerequirements. Even though a tree
tree farmer
farmer contributes
contributes to
to organized
organized protection
protection through
through an
an association
association or
or
aa fire
fire patrol
patrol assessment,
assessment, he
he must.take
musttake additional
additional steps
steps on
on his
his own.
own.
Cooperation
Cooperation with
with Protection
Protection Agencies
Agencies
The
The tree
tree farmer should check with his local
local fire warden each
each year
year before
before the
the start
start of
of the
the
fire
to discuss
for action in case
case of
in fire
fire laws
laws or regularegulafire season
season to
discuss plans
plans for
of fire and any changes in
tions. He should provide a map of his property,
property, a list
list of the
the fire
fire equipment
equipment he
he has
has available,
available,
and
protection activities
activities he plans to carry on himself.
himself.
and an
an outline
outline of
of the
the prevention and protection
The
tree farmer
farmer should also check with his neighbors about their
their plans
plans for
for timber
timber harvestThe tree
ing
disposal. He should also find out what equipment they
they have available
available and
and whether
ing and debris disposal.
they
action on
on any
any fires.
fires.
they can take cooperative action
Detection

Resident tree
Resident
tree farmers should assume primary responsibility for
for detection and
and early
early suppressuppression
sion of
of forest
forest fires on their
their properties.
properties. During periods
periods of hazardous weather periodical patrols
patrols
of the
the danger spots
spots on
on aa property
property should
should be
be made.
made. These danger spots
spots include areas along roads
or any other portion of the
the property that
that is
is accessible
accessible to
to the
the public.
public. Of course,
course, any area on
which harvesting operations are
are being conducted
conducted should
should be patrolled.
patrolled. In lightning-belt areas,
areas,
patrols after lightning
patrols
lightning storms
storms may
may be
be desirable.
desirable.
Nonresident owners
owners should
should consider
consider arranging
arranging for
for periodic
periodic patrol
patrol during
during bad
bad fire
fire weather
weather
when hazardous fuel
fuel conditions
conditions exist
exist on
on the
the property.
property.

Tree
farmers should work out in advance the
the besc
Tree farmers
best methods
methods of
of contacting protection agencies
in case of fire.
in
fire.
Initial
Initial Suppression
Suppression Action
Action
not required
required by
by law,
law, resident
resident tree
tree farmers
farmers should
should have
have fire
fire fighting
fighting tools
tools and
and
Whether or not
possibly a
possibly
a portable water tank
tank with
with pump.
pump. In most
in fire
fighting are
most instances,
instances, tools
tools needed
needed in
fire fighting
are
available on farms.
farms. To make certain,
certain, however,
however, that tools
tools will be ready and in
in condition for use
if
fire occurs,'a special
special set
set of
of tools
tools should
should be
be maintained
maintained for
for this
this purpose.
purpose. Tree farmers
farmers
if aa fire
should
that power
saws and
should be
be sure
sure that
power saws
and water
water pumps
pumps are
are in
in good
good operating
operating condition
condition at
at all
all times
times
during the fire
fire season.
season. Some
Some tree
tree farmers
farmers have
have been
been able
able to
to convert
convert power
power sprayers
sprayers mounted
mounted on
on
aa trailer
trailer for use in
in case
case of
of fire.
fire.
Water
Hater Supply
Supply

Effectiveness of aa pumper
pumper truck
truck in
in initial
initial action
action on
on aa fire
fire often
often depends
depends on
on the
the availabilavailability
ity of water. Wherever possible,
possible, tree
tree farmers
farmers should
should develop water holes at
at strategic
strategic places
throughout
throughout their properties. Sometimes
Sometimes a water supply requires only
only an
an access
access road
road to
to aa creek,
creek,
river,
pond. In other instances,
instances, blasting
blasting aa hole
hole or
or damming
damming aa small
small stream
stream may
may be
be required.
required.
river, or pond.
Where aa natural
natural water
water supply
supply is
is not
not available,
available, tree
tree farmers
farmers should
should consider
consider using
using tanks
tanks of
of plasplastic
or other material to
tic or
to provide
provide water
water supply.
supply. Water holes
holes should
should be
be provided
provided with adequate
adequate
signs
signs and their locations
locations made
made known
known to
to protection
protection agencies.
agencies.

1Norman
E. Bjorklund is
Norman E.
is Chief
Chief Forester for
for the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Association,
Association, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
His
job entails supervision of the
the West Coast
Coast Tree
and western
His job
Tree Farm program in western Oregon and
Washington. He also
also is
is involved
involved in
in the
the management
management of
of the Association's two forest
forest tree
tree nurseries
nurseries
at Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington and
at
and Canby,
Canby, Oregon.
Oregon.
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Access
areas where recent
recent logging
logging slash,
slash, snags,
In areas
snags, heavy
heavy fern
fern crops,
crops, or
or other
other inflammable
inflammable debris
debris
make the risk of fire high,
forest roads
roads must
case of
of fire.
fire.
high, forest
must be
be kept
kept open
open to
to give
give access
access in case
Normally,
Normally, dirt-road access
access is
is all
all that
that is
is required.
required. Wherever aa wet spot
spot might limit
limit access
access durduring fire
fire weather,
weather, graveling or other road
ing
road improvement
improvement should
should be
be made.
made. Maps of the
the road system
system
on a tree farm should
should be
be furnished
furnished to
to protection
protection agencies.
agencies. If roads have gates,
gates, their locations
locations
should
should be
be indicated
indicated on the map and keys furnished
furnished to
to the
the agencies.
agencies.
Controlling Access

A tree
tree farmer
farmer sometimes
sometimes should
should control
control access
access to
to his
his property
property during
during periods
periods of
of hazardous
hazardous
fire weather.
weather. This
fire
is particularly true
true where
logging slash
is adjacent
This is
where recent
recent logging
slash or
or other
other debris
debris is
adjacent
to roads. Normally,
to
the gating
necesNormally, the
gating of
of roads
roads in themselves
themselves is
is not
not adequate,
adequate, and
and some
some patrol
patrol is
is necessary to see that gates are
are not
not bypassed
bypassed or
or broken.
broken. Sometimes it
it is
is not
not possible
possible to
to control
control
access on all of a property, but some
some branch
branch or
or side
side roads
roads may
may be
be gated.
gated.
Hazard Reduction
important steps
steps in reducing
One of the most
most important
reducing the
the chance
chance of
of aa serious
serious fire
fire is
is to
to reduce
reduce the
the
hazard, particularly
particularly in
in the
the foTm
form of
of snags
snags or
or slash.
slash. When an
an area
area is
is harvested,
harvested, every
every effort
effort
should be made to
to keep the
the slash
slash to
to aa minimum.
minimum. If
burned, local
local protection
protection agenagenIf slash is to be burned,
and notified.
notified.
cies should be checked and
Snags,
Snags, particularly
particularly along
along ridge
ridge tops,
tops, on
on roads,
roads, or
or on
on property
property boundaries,
boundaries, constitute
constitute aa
severe hazard and should
should be felled
felled in
in aa systematic
systematic program.
program. Often
Often cost
cost of
of snag
snag falling
falling can
can be
be
recovered in salvage from the
the snags.
snags. Normally
in
Nortnally all
all snags
snags over
over 15
15 feet
feet high
high and
and 12
12 inches in
felled, but in
in many instances
instances snags
snags below
below these
these size
size specifications
specifications are
are dandandiameter should be felled,
gerous, and should
gerous,
should be
be felled.
felled. Normally,
snags under
forest canopy
Normally, snags
under a forest
canopy are not
not dangerous,
dangerous, but
but these
if immediately
immediately adjacent
adjacent to
to an
an area
area being
being harvested,
harvested, or
or near
near power
power equipment
equipment
should be felled if
which is
is being
being operated.
operated.
which
Firebreaks
Many tree farms
farms border on
on farm
farm or
or grazing
grazing lands
lands where
where the
the possibilities
possibilities of
of fire
fire are
are high.
high.
it is
is desirable
desirable to
to build
build aa road
road or
or fire
fire trail
trail around
around the
the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries
In such
such situations
situations it
of the
roads or
or trails
trails not
not only
only tend
tend to
to stop
stop the
the spread
spread of
of grass
grass or
or brush
brush fires,
fir,
the tree
tree farm.
farm. These roads
but also
but
also provide access in
in case
case of fire.
fire.
Fire Prevention Signs
Signs

bisected by
by public
public roads
roads or
or have
have public
public use,
use, tree
tree farmers
farmers should
should
On tree farms
farms that
that are
are bisected
consider posting fire prevention signs.
signs. These can be particularly
particularly beneficial
beneficial in areas
areas along
streams
fishermen, or
or in
in areas
areas that
that are
are used
used for
for picnicking
picnicking or
or camping.
camping. Possibly
Possibly aa
streams frequented by fishermen,
small
in aa prevention sign
sign may prevent
prevent aa costly
costly fire.
fire.
small investment in

Harvesting Operations
Operations
Tree farmers
farmers should consider
consider state
law requirements
state law
requirements concerning
concerning harvesting
harvesting operations
operations as
as
provide aa portable
portable pump
pump with
with
minimums. Whether or not required by law,
law, the
the tree
tree farmer should
should provide
water supply
supply on
on his
his own
own operation,
operation, or
or require
require contractors
contractors to
to provide
provide one.
one.
Humidity
Humidity closure requirements
requirements should
should be
be considered
considered according
according to
to the
the conditions
conditions on
on the
the tree
tree
Nany tree farmers
will close
close down their
their operations
operations during
during humidities
humidities 55 to
to 10
10 percent
percent
farm. Many
farmers will
than the
the limits
limits indicated
indicated under
under the
the law.
law.
higher than
Off-Season Preparedness

Many
disastrous forest
forest fires
fires have
started at
In
Many disastrous
have started
at times
times other
other than
than the
the normal
normal fire
fire season.
season. In
late winter
late
winter or
or spring,
spring, dry
dry periods
periods of
of weather
weather often
often occur
occur which
which create
create aa high
high hazard
hazard in
in bracken
bracken
fern areas.
areas. Tree farmers
farmers should
should be
be prepared
prepared for
for fire
fire weather
weather at
at any
any time
time during
during the
the year.
year.
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Forest
Insects and Diseases
Diseases
Forest Insects
Kline122
LeRoy
LeRoy N.
N. Kline
Kenelm W.
W. Russell

INTRODUCTION
of these forms are very
The
environment is
is teeming with many forms of life.
life. Some of
The forest
forest environment
they increase
increase markedly, become
become aa nuisance,
nuisance, or
or compete
compete
small and go unnoticed by many people until they
Insects and
pathogens (disease-causing
with man's interests.
interests. Insects
and pathogens
(disease-causing agents)
agents) are
are in
in this
this category.
category. They
are
the complex association
association of
living, growing,
growing, and dying organisms
organisms which
which
are as
as essential
essential a part
part of
of the
of living,
Of the thousands
we call the
the forest
forest as
as are
are the
the trees
trees themselves.
themselves. Of
thousands of
of insect species and
and disease
pathogens
in our
forests, most
beneficial. Large numbers feed
feed'
pathogens found
found in
our forests,
most are
are harmless
harmless and many are beneficial.
Others attack dead trees,
upon plants other than
than trees
trees such
such as grasses and
and shrubs.
shrubs. Others
trees, fallen
fallen limbs,
limbs,
upon
and
the forest
forest floor
the process
decay. Many others
others prey upon
and debris
debris on the
floor and
and thus
thus help
help in the
process of decay.
assist in
in the
the biological balance.
balance. Certain insects and
and pathogens,
pathogens, however,
however,
destructive pests and assist
are distinctly harmful because they attack
attack healthy or partially weakened trees,
trees, killing
killing them,
them, or
or
their rates of growth,
growth, or affecting quality of the
the wood.
wood. Wood remains subject
subject to
to attack
attack
reducing their
by these agents even after
after it is seasoned and made into
into various products.
products.
The number
number of
of potentially
The
potentially injurious
injurious forest
forest insects
insects varies from year to
to year and
and from
from locallocality to locality.
locality. Under normal
normal conditions,
conditions, insect numbers are held in
in check by their
their many enemies
enemies
and
factors in
in their
their environment.
environment. This
in the
the forest
forest is
is
This normal,
normal, balanced condition in
and unfavorable factors
by no means stable,
stable, however.
however. At times,
times, certain species of insects
insects may suddenly increase
increase and
and kill
kill
aa high percentage of the
the forest
forest in
in aa period
period of
of aa few
few years.
years. Such epidemics may cause
cause great
great
economic
loss, and direct control
control measures
measures may
may be
be warranted.
warranted.
economic loss,

With aa few
few exceptions,
exceptions, the
the damage
damage caused by
by forest
forest diseases
diseases fluctuates
fluctuates less
less than
than that
that
by insects.
insects. Thus,
is relatively
to
Thus, the
the overall
overall effect
effect of
of diseases
diseases is
relatively constant
constant from year to
caused by
year.

The average yearly loss
loss to
to sawtimber in the
the United States
States from forest
forest insects
insects and diseases
diseases
is regularly much greater
greater than
than that
that caused
caused by
by forest
forest fires.
fires.
is
objectives of this
are to
discuss and identify the
various categories
categories of
of forest
The objectives
this article
article are
to discuss
the various
forest
insects and
and diseases
diseases and
and tell
tell how
how the
the landowner
landowner can
can obtain
obtain professional
professional assistance,
assistance, if
if needed.
needed.
insects
that have been important in
in the past and are expected to be so in the
Causal agents of damage that
of insects
future are listed
listed by
by name.
name. Minor species
species of
insects and less
less important
important pathogens
pathogens are listed
by groups.
groups.
only by

IDENTIFICATION OF
OF DAMAGE
DAMAGE AND CAUSAL AGENT
It
or disease
be sure
of the
cause
It is
is important
important to
to identify the
the insect
insect species
species or
disease pathogen to
to be
sure of
the cause
of the injury and
of
and to
to prescribe
prescribe aa remedy.
remedy. No attempt
attempt has
has been
been made
made toto provide
providekeys
keysfor
foridentif
identifiication or to recommend specific
specific control
control measures
measures in
in this
this chapter.
chapter.
When help
help is
is needed
needed to
to find
find the
the cause
cause and
and remedy
remedy for
for aa forest
forest insect
insect or
or disease
disease problem,
problem,
the reader is
is directed to
to Tables
Tables 11 and
and 22 and
and to
to the
the references
references at
at the
the end
end of
of this
this chapter.
chapter. The
following public agencies
agencies in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest may
may be
be consulted
consulted for
for further
further assistance:
assistance:
State of Oregon

State Forestry Department
P. 0.
0. Box 2289
P.
Insect and
Insect
and Disease Section
Salem,
Salem, Oregon
97310

State of
of Washington
of Washington
State of
Department of Natural Resources
Rt. 4,
4, Box 490
Rt.
Olympia,
98501
Olympia, Washington

Idaho
State of Idaho
Idaho
Idaho State Forestry Department
801
801 South Capitol Boulevard
Boise,
83706
Boise, Idaho

1LeRoy N.
N. Kline is
iLeRoy
is Forest Entomologist, Oregon
Oregon State
State Forestry
Forestry Department,
Department, Salem,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon.
2Kenelm
W.
Russell
is
Forest
Pathologist,
Kenelm W. Russell is
Pathologist, Washington
Washington State
State Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources,
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington.
Washington,

This
of the
by Ernest
Ernest D.
D. Pearson,
Pearson, Farm Forester,
Forester, Oregon
Oregon State
State
This chapter is
is a revision of
the article
article by
Department, Forest
Forest Grove,
Grove, Oregon.
Oregon.
Forestry Department,
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State of Oregon

State of Washington
Washing

U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service
U.
Insect and Disease
Control Section
Section
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 3623
3623
P.
Oregon
97208
Portland, Oregon

as Oregon
Same as

Cooperative Extension
Service
Oregon State
State University
Oregon
Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon
97331

Cooperative Extension
Service
%ashington State
Washington
State University
Pullman, Washington
Pullman,
Washington
99164

State of Idaho
U.
S. Forest
Forest Service
U. S.
Regional Office
Division of State and
and Private
Forestry
Federal Building
Missoula, Montana
Missoula,
59801
Cooperative Extension Service
of Idaho
Idaho
University of
Idaho
83844
Moscow, Idaho

Requests for
for assistance
accompanied, if
if possible,
Requests
assistance should
should be
be accompanied,
possible, by
by specimens
specimens of
of insects
insects causing
causing
damage or examples
of damage such as
bark, or
examples of
of diseased parts,
parts, including samples
samples of
as tree foliage,
foliage, bark,
wood. Complete information about
about the
the damage
damage should
should include
include the
the following:
following:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

trees affected.
affected.
Location of trees
Species of
of tree and its approximate
Species
approximate size
size and
and age
age class.
class.
What is
is the insect
insect or
or disease doing to stands?
stands? To individual trees?
trees?
How abundant
abundant is
is the problem? Over how large an
an area?
area?
When did
did it
it first
first become
become noticeable?
noticeable? Is it getting worse,
worse, or
or better?
better?
special conditions
conditions of
of the environment
environment is
is it
it associated?
associated?
With what special
Other pertinent information.
information.
Name and address of
of reporter.
reporter.

of insects
When specimens
specimens of
insects are mailed for identification,
identification, they should be
be packed carefully to
to
prevent damage
damage in
in shipment.
shipment. Avoid sending
sending specimens
specimens through the mail in
in ordinary envelopes,
envelopes; by
this method
method the
the insects
insects invariably
invariably become
became mashed,
mashed, and,
and, when
when in
in this
this condition,
condition, are
are almost
almost imposimposthis
to identify.
identify. A good method,
method, especially for insects
insects that
that are soft-bodied,
soft-bodied, is
is to
to send
send them
them
sible to
in small vials
vials containing a preservative such
in
such as
as rubbing
rubbing alcohol.
alcohol. Hard-bodied insects
insects can be
sent in
in small
small boxes loosely
loosely packed
packed with
with cotton
cotton or
or tissue
tissue paper.
paper. A good method for mailing damaged
damaged
is to
to place
it in
and enclose
in aa crush-resistant
material is
place it
in a plastic
plastic bag and
enclose the
the bag
bag in
crush-resistant box.
box.

FOREST INSECTS
This section
section is
is on forest insects
insects and will be arranged according to the part of the tree
affected.

Meristematic Insects
Insects
3

Meristematic insects
insects, as
those which feed
the cambium
as a group,
group, are those
feed upon
upon the
cainbium3 layer
layer and
and adjacent
5
and phloem,
phloem,5
and
soft portion
portion of
of the
the xylem
xylenA and
and the
the growing
growing tips.
tips. Many species
species of
of insects
insects favor this
this
tissue, which is
tissue,
is high in protein.
protein. This group of insects represents the most destructive forest
insects
insects and is
is exceeded in number Qnly
only by
by the
the leaf-eaters.
leaf-eaters.
The group can be further divided
divided into
into two
two classes:
classes: Phloem feeders
as bark beetles
and
feeders such as
beetles and
moths; and terminal
terminal feeders
feeders who feed on buds
shoots, roots,
seeds and cones.
pitch moths;
buds and shoots,
roots, or seeds
cones.
Bark beetles
beetles: These insects
insects have
have chewing
chewing mouth
mouth parts.
parts. They differ from other groups in
in
that the
mine beneath
beneath the
the bark
bark of
of trees
trees in
in order
order to
to lay
lay their
their eggs,
eggs, and
and therefore
therefore spend
spend
that
the adults
adults mine
most of
of their
their active
active life
life in
in darkness.
darkness. Their work is characterized by having egg tunnels (made
(made
the adult)
adult) and
and larval galleries (constructed
(constructed by the
the larvae)
larvae) both forming some particular
by the
pattern under the
the bark.
bark. These
generally distinctive
distinctive for
for each species
species and therefore
These patterns
patterns are generally

Cambium is
the wood
wood and
and inner
inner bark.
bark.
3Cambiurn
is the
the layer
layer of
of active,
active, growing
growing cells
cells between the

\

Xylem is
is the
the wood
wood portion
portion of
of the
the tree.
tree.
4Xylem
Phloem is
of the
the tree.
tree.
5Phloem
is the
the bark
bark area
areaof
6

Scientific names of insects
insects are
are given
given in
in Table
Table 1,
1, pages
pages 200-204.
200-204.
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This mining activity of
of the adults and
useful for identification.
identification. This
and larvae
larvae girdles
girdles the
the tree,
tree, and
and
hence
tree dies
of water
nutrients. Reddish boring dust is
is expelled
expelled on
on the
the
hence the tree
dies for lack of
water and nutrients.
outside
the bark by the mining activity of the adults.
adults. This characteristic is
is a very good
outside of
of the
Some species
species of
of bark beetles attack
sign of
of a tree infested
infested with
with bark
bark beetles.
beetles. Some
attack the
the boles
boles of
of
sign
large trees,
trees, others
tops or limbs,
limbs, and others
others prefer small trees.
trees. Wind-thrown timber
timber or logs
logs
large
others the tops
left lying
lying in the woods often cause
left
cause bark
bark beetle
beetle build-ups.
build-ups. Many beetles
beetles prefer
prefer this
this material
material to
to
Populations may become so
standing healthy trees.
trees. Populations
so great
great that
that nearby standing trees
trees may then
then be
be
and killed.
killed. Other insects prefer standing trees
trees that
that may appear
appear healthy,
healthy, but
but are
are physphysattacked and
iologically weak.
The damage from many species of bark beetles can be prevented
prevented or
or minimized by
by keeping
keeping the
the
stand as vigorous as
as possible.
possible. This
This is
is especially true of the
the ponderosa-lodgepole pine
pine types.
types.
Prompt
removal of
Prompt removal
of wind-thrown timber
timber in other timber types helps reduce beetle build-up.
build-up. The
economical and
and practical
practical approach
approach so
so far
far concerning
concerning beetle-killed
beetle-killed timber
timber is
is to
to cut
cut trees
trees
most economical
that are currently infested
infested and
and remove
remove them
them from
from the
the woods.
woods. This type of operation is
is referred
that
to as salvage logging.
logging. Salvaging the infested trees
trees before broods emerge is
is generally
generally considered
considered
to
economical method.
method. The trees should
should be removed immediately
immediately from
from the
the woods
the best and most economical
after cutting,
cutting, so
so that
that logs
logs can
can be
be either
either milled
milled or
or stored
stored in
in water.
water. If the logs
logs are
are sawed,
sawed, the
the
insects in the bark of
of the
the slabs
slabs and
and edgings
edgings must
must be
be destroyed.
destroyed. This destruction usually is
is
insects
accomplished by burning the
If the trees
the debris.
debris. If
trees cannot be removed
removed before
before the
the brood
brood emerges,
emerges,
they should be burned or
or treated
treated with
with an
an insecticide.
insecticide. Water storage
storage results
results in
in the
the drowning
drowning of
of
the brood except those
those located
located on the
the top
top side
side of large
large logs.
logs.
most of the
Trees in
in high-value areas such as camping
canping sites
sites and around homes
homes can be treated with an
an
Spraying the
the bark
bark of
of aa currently
currently infested
infested tree
Spraying
tree will kill the brood under the
the bark,
bark,
insecticide.
but will not save the
but
the tree.
tree. High-value trees
trees that
that are not infested
infested at
at the
the time
time'could
could receive
application of
insecticide to
to prevent
that year.
an application
of an insecticide
prevent possible
possible beetle
beetle attacks
attacks that
year. This type of
sptaying is
very costly and
and should
should be
be used
used only
only on
on high-value
high-value trees
trees and
and as
as emergency control.
control.
spraying
is very
Pitch
These insects
are not
not known
known to
to kill
kill trees,
trees, but
but they
they can
can reduce
reduce the
quality of
of
Pitch moths: These
insects are
the quality
the wood if
masses of
of pitch on the
outer bark of
of conifers,
conifers, which are
if heavy
heavy attacks
attacks occur.
occur. Large masses
the outer
the
result of
of the
the larvae
larvae feeding,
feeding, can
canbebea acommon
coon sight
the result
sight in
in some
some areas.
areas. The best method of control
is to
to cut
cut the
the larva
larva out
out of
of the
the pitch
pitch mass
mass with
witha
the wound
wound with
with
trol is
"a large
large knife,
knife, and then treat
treat the
a prepared wound dressing.
dressing. An insecticide
insecticide also
also could
could be
be applied.
applied. Pitch moths
not been
moths have not
been a
problem under forest conditions.
conditions.

Bud,
This group
more important
forest
Bud, shoot,
shoot, and
and twig insects: This
group of insects
insects is
is becoming more
important in forest
plantations,
plantations, seed orchards, nurseries,
nurseries, and
and Christmas
Christmas tree
tree plantations.
plantations. They are
are not tree
tree
killers, but cause malformation and
killers,
and inhibition
inhibition of
of growth.
growth. These insects
insects are
are difficult
difficult to
to concontrol, and
and control
control should be considered only in
trol,
in high-value areas.
areas. The most
is
most practical method is
to apply an insecticide from
from the
the ground
ground or
or by
by helicopter.
helicopter. Timing is
is very critical
critical and should
should
be under the direction of
of an
an entomologist.
entomologist. Systemic
Systemic poisoning
poisoning may
may be
be an
an important
important tool
tool in
in the
the
future,
but more work needs
needs to
be done
done in
in this
this field
field before
before this
this class
class of
of insecticides
insecticides will
will have
have
future, but
to be
wide application.
application.
Root insects:
Root
insects: These insects,
insects, like the class just
just mentioned, can
can be
be important
important in
in plantaplantations, seed
seed orchards,
orchards, and nurseries.
tions,
nurseries. This
This is
is especially
especially true
true where
where plantations
plantations are
are adjacent
adjacent to
to
agriculture fields
in abandoned fields.
fields or
or p3.anted
planted in
fields. Insects that
that were pests
pests of
of agriculture
agriculture crops
crops
the roots
roots of
of the
the trees.
trees.
then attack the

Near relatives of
of insects,
insects, called
called symphylids,
symphylids, also
also can
can be
be pests
pests at
at times.
times.
These insects
insects are
are controlled
controlled either
either by
by applying
applying insecticides
insecticides to
to the
the soil
soil or
or by
by fumigation.
fumigation.

Cone and seed
seed insects:
insects: Intensified forest
forest management involves
involves collecting
collecting seed
seed from
from selected
selected
trees in
trees
in the
the forest
forest or from seed-producing orchards.
orchards. Insects attacking the cone or seed can
destroy aa high percentage
percentage of
of aa seed
seed crop
crop in
in any
any year.
year. Again control is
is difficult.
difficult. Timing and
selection of
of material should be under the
selection
the supervision
supervision of
of aa professional.
professional. Recent studies
studies with
systemic poisons,
poisons, applied on or near the
systemic
the cones,
cones, show
show promise
promise for
for future
future control.
control. Other insectiinsecticides having aa long
long residual
residual life
life also
also show
show promise.
promise. Most of
of these
these chemicals
chemicals are
are applied
applied frotn
from
the ground,
ground, although helicopter application
the
application may be
be practical
practical in
in aa few
few cases.
cases.
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Wood Destroyers
Destroyers
These insects
insects generally work
work in
in association
association with
with bark
bark beetles.
beetles. Most species
species prefer freshly
or dying
dying trees.
trees. Some work in
in decaying
decaying trees
trees and
and logs,
logs, but
but others
others prefer
prefer wood
wood products,
products,
cut or
particularly around
around the
the foundations
foundations in
in homes.
homes.
The group
group can
(flatheads and
can be
be divided
divided into
into wood
wood borers
borers (flatheads
and roundheads),
roundheads),7 ambrosia
ambrosia beetles,
beetles,
horntails, termites,
termites, and
and carpenter
carpenter ants.
ants.
horntails,
Flathead and roundhead
roundhead borers:
borers: Most species
species of
of insects
insects in
in this
this group
group attack
attack the
the tree
tree after
after
it
is killed. Some enter through injured areas'such
areas such as
as fire scars,
scars, logging sears,
sears, or other spots
spots
it is
where the
the bark
bark is
is broken.
broken. Some species prefer fire-killed trees,
trees, as they are attracted by fire
where
smoke. In some instances, they
they have
have been
been aa nuisance
nuisance to
to fire
fire fighters.
fighters. Others gain entrance
and smoke.
the unbroken bark.
bark. The larvae
larvae first
first mine in the cambium and later
later construct tunnels
tunnels into
through the
the heartwood. A white,
boring dust
dust is
is produced
produced by
by this
this
the sapwood and
and even into the
white, wood-color boring
this is
is seen,
seen, the
the tree
tree for
for all
all practical purposes is
is dead.
dead. Red boring dust also
also
activity. When this
may be
be seen
seen associated
associated with
with the
the white
white boring
boring dust,
dust, indicating
indicating that
that bark
bark beetles
beetles are
are in
in the
the tree.
tree.
species of
able to.
to.survive
Some species
of wood borers are able
survive in
in wood
wood even
even after
after it
it has
has been
been cut
cut and
and assembled
assembled
into various products. Records with one species
into
species of
of borer
indicated that
that the
the larvae lived
lived in the
the
borer indicated
wood for
for about
about 15
15 years.
years.
wood

Damage results
results in
in reduced
reduced wood
wood quality
quality and
and increased
increased wood
wood deterioration.
deterioration. Structural
Structural strength
strength
of the
the wood is
is affected.
affected. Infestations
Infestations of
of these
these insects
insects can
can be
be reduced
reduced by
by promptly
promptly removing
removing the
the
logs
periods when
when the
the adults
adults are
are not
not attackattacklogs from the
the woods;
woods; scheduling cutting operations during periods
ing;
insecticides; or storing the
the logs
logs in
in aa pond.
pond. All lumber should
ing; treating
treating decked
decked logs
logs with insecticides;
be kiln dried in case some of
of the
the wood is
is infested
infested with
with these
these insects.
insects.

Ambrosia
the roundheaded and flatheaded
flatheaded borers,
these beetles
Like the
borers, these
beetles prefer
prefer dying
dying
Iimbrosia beetles':
beetles:
trees, sawlogs, green
green lumber,
lumber, or
or other
other unseasoned
unseasoned or
or moist
moist wood.
wood. Adults
or freshly felled trees,
Adults bore
feeding on
on the
the wood.
wood. Consequently,
the borings are
are cast
cast out
out of
of
directly into the wood without feeding
Consequently, the
the
the surface of
of the bark or wood as
as aa fine,
fine, light-colored
light-colored powder.
powder. The
the tunnels
tunnels and
and collect
collect on
on the
that of
of the
the roundheads
roundheads and
and flatheads.
flatheads. The boring holes,
boring dust is much finer than that
holes, which
are surrounded
surrounded with
with aa dark-brown
dark-brown or
or black
black stain.
stain. A serious
are called shot holes or pin holes, are
lumber results.
results. Control is
is the
the same
same as
as for
for the
the Iflathead
mentioned
lathead and
and roundhead borers mentioned
defect of lumber
previously.
This
another important
important group
This is
is another
group
Horntails:
fresh logs.
are wasp-like insects.
insects. They
fresh
igs. Adults are
females will deposit
deposit eggs into
into the
the wood while it
It
females
insects
insects and
and do
do their
their damage
damage by mining throughout
wood destroyers.
destroyers.
previously mentioned wood

of
of borers
borers that
that attack
attack recently
recently killed
killed trees
trees or
or
are
frequently attracted
attracted to
to fire
fire and
and smoke,
smoke, and
and
are frequently
is still
still smoldering.
smoldering. The larvae
larvae are
are wood-eating
wood-eating
is
the wood.
is similar
similar to
to that
that for
for the
the
wood. Control is

carpenter ants:
ants: Termites are
are wood-boring insects.
insects. They create large
large cavities
cavities
Termites and carpenter
are found
found in the wood
in
shell. In the
the forest
forest they
they coimnonly
commonly are
in the
the wood,
wood, leaving
leaving only
only aa paper-thin shell.
Thus, they
they are
are generally
generally beneficial
beneficial in
in that
that they
they reduce
reduce
of felled trees,
trees, snags,
snags, and
and stumps.
stumps. Thus,
of
They can
can be
be very
very destructive,
destructive, however,
however, when
when they
they attack
attack fence
fence and
and telephone
telephone
forest debris.
debris. They
forest
Control is
poles, buildings,
buildings, and
and other
other products.
products. Control
is best
best achieved by keeping
keeping the
the wood
wood dry.
dry. Various
poles,
repellents and
repellents
and insecticides also
also can be used.
used.
Carpenter ants
ants and their
their activities
activities are
are often
often confused
confused with
with termites.
termites. They bore into
into the
the
Carpenter
wood to
to provide
provide living
living quarters,
quarters, but
but do
do not
not feed
feed on
on it.
it. Their borings are
are expelled
expelled as
as "sawdust".
"sawdust".
In contrast,
contrast, termites
termites consume
consume the
the wood
wood in
in which
which they
they live,
live, hence
hence "sawdust"
'sawdust" does
does not
not mark
mark their
their
In
ants are
are one
one of
of the
the more
nre serious
presence.
Carpenter ants
serious pests
pests in
in buildings
buildings in
in the
the Pacific NorthNorthpresence. Carpenter
of termites
west, particularly
particularly west of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades. Their damage usually exceeds
exceeds that
that of
termites in this
this
west,
Moist, rotting timbers
preferred, but
but they also will
will mine
mine sound,
sound, dry
dry wood any place
place
region.
timbers are preferred,
region. Moist,
in the
the house.
house. They also
also may damage telephone
telephone poles and
and any wood product in storage.
storage. The heartin
Young conifers
conifers in
in plantations
plantations may
maybe
trees, particularly
particularly cedars,
cedars, is
is often
often mined.
mined. Young
be girdled
girdled
wood of trees,
and killed.
killed. These ants
ants often
often are
are associated
associated with
with aphids.
aphids. All wood waste should be removed or
and
destroyed near
near houses.
houses. Fuel wood
wood infested
infested with
with ants
ants should
should not
not be
be used.
used. Insecticides can be
destroyed
used for
for controlling carpenter ants.
ants.
7
'flathead" refer
The terms
terms "roundhead"
arid "flathead"
refer to
to the
the appearance
appearance of
of the
the larvae.
larvae. The adults
adults are
are
roundhead' and
7The
to as "long-horn beetles
beetles" or "short-horn
respectively, according
according to
to the
the length
length
short-horn beetles,"
beetles," respectively,
referred to
their antennae.
antennae.
of their
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Leaf-Eating Insects
group of
insects, commonly
This group
of insects,
commonly called
called defoliators,
defoliators, is
is ranked
ranked close
close to
to bark
bark beetles
beetles in
in
The larvae,
or caterpillars,
caterpillars, have
have chewing
chewing mouth
mouth parts
parts and
and feed
feed on
on or
or
annual damage.
damage. The
larvae, or
amount of annual
leaves or
or needles
needles of
of trees.
trees. They injure
injure or kill
kill the
the tree
tree by
by destroying
destroying the
the food-manufood-manuin the leaves
Most conifers
or softwood
softwood trees
killed with
with one
one complete
complete
facturing portion
portion of
of the
the tree.
tree. Most
conifers or
trees are
are killed
defoliation. Hardwoods or deciduous trees1
trees, on the
the other hand,
hand, can
can receive
receive several
several years
years of
of
Damage by insect
defoliation can
can be
be recognized
recognized by
by
defoliation before tree
tree killing
killing takes
takes place.
place. Damage
insect defoliation
the presence of
of the insect itself,
itself, by the absence
absence of foliage, or
or from
from uneaten
uneaten leaf
leaf parts
parts of
of the
the
leaf blades or
or needles.
needles.
In the
the past,
past, defoliators
defoliators have
have been
helicopters. This method has proved to
to
fungi applied from the air could be the
Individual trees
groups
Individual
trees or small
small groups
tors.
power sprayer.
sprayer.
type or power

from airplanes
airplanes or
or
controlled by applying chemicals either from
be economical
Viruses, bacteria,
economical and
and effective.
effective. Viruses,
bacteria, and
and
for aa few
few species
species of
of forest
forest defoliadefoliafuture control agent for
infested with defoliators can be sprayed
sprayed with aa knapsackknapsack-

is composed of tooths,
butterflies, sawflies1
sawflies, casebearers,
casebearers, leaf
leaf miners,
miners, and
and aa few
few
The group is
moths1 butterflies,
beetles.
Sapsucking Insects
Insects
Unlike the previously mentioned insects,
insects, this group has sucking
sucking mouth parts.
parts. Aphids,
Aphids1 scale
insects, and
and mites
mites belong to this
Mites are not insects,
insects,
this group.
group. Mites
insects, but are
are closely related,
related, and
and
is similar.
similar.
their damage is
insects upon trees is much less
less conspicuous in
in many instances
instances than
than is
is
The effect of these insects
defoliators and
and bark
bark beetles.
beetles. Only aa few species seem
seem able
able to
to kill trees
trees directly.
directly.
the effect of defoliators
years are
required, as
killers. These
Even then several
several years
are required,
as the
the insects
insects are
are slow killers.
These speciesspecies usually
usually
infest the trunk,
trunk, branches, and
and twigs.
twigs. Injury results
the insect sucks
sucks the sap,
sap, thus robresults when the
bing the
the plant
its supply
supply of
some instances,
instances, the feeding of the
plant of
of a part
part of
of its
of food
food and
and water.
water. In some
aphid results
around the
the buds,
to be swollen or deformed.
results in a swelling around
buds, causing them to
deformed. The term
disease" has been
been used
used to
to describe
describe this
this damage.
damage.
"gout disease"
Other species infest only the needles,
needles, producing necrotic spots.
spots.
leaf cast.
cast. Eventually entire branches can
can be
be killed.
killed.
fading leaf

Heavy infestations
infestations cause

All aphids excrete a sweet
material called honeydew,
honeydew, which
wiich is highly prized for food by ants
sweet material
and other insects.
At times,
insects. At
times, a sooty mold fungi
fungi often
often develops
develops on
on the
the honeydew.
honeydew. Although sooty
leaves
unsightly1 and some
some interference with
with their
their physiological
physiological functions
functions must
must result,
result, yet
leaves are unsightly,
apparent injury
injury to
to affected
affected trees.
trees.
there is no apparent
This group of insects is
is very difficult
difficult to control,
control, as
as most of the aphids and scale insects
are covered with aa woolly material, wax,
wax, or
or scale.
scale. No
No practical
practical or
or economical
economical method
method exists
exists for
for
control of these
these insects
insects under forest
forest conditions.
conditions. Certain chemicals can be used on ornamental
and Christmas trees,
trees, however.
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Table
Table 1.
1.

Insect
species

Bark beetles
Douglas-fir beetle
(Dendroctonus

of Insects.
Insects, Hosts,
and References
Summary of
Hosts, and
Common
host

Occasional
Occasional
host

References

J
5,
6, 10,
10, PL-5
5, 6,
PL-51

Douglas-fir

larch
Western larch
hemlock
Western hemlock
redcedar
Western redcedar

3,
3,

Western pine beetle
(Dendroctonus
brevicomls)
brevicoinis)

Ponderosa pine

pines
All pines

3, 5,
5, 6,
6,
3,

Mountain pine beetle
(Dendroctonus
ponderosae)

All pines

pseudotsugae)
peudotsugae)

Engelmann spruce beetle
(Dendroctonus
obesus)

Red turpentine beetle
(Dendroctonus'
(Dendroctonus
valens)

---

9,
10, pL-1
PL-1
9, 10,

•3,
5, 6,
9, 10,
-3, 5,
6, 9,
10, PL-2

Engelmann
spruce

spruces
All spruces

3, 5,
5,
3,

6,-9,
10
6,. 9, 10

Ponderosa pine

and
All pines and
conifers
other conifers

3,
3,

6,
6,

Ponderosa pine

All
ll pines

3, 5,
5,
3,

5,
5,

9,
9,

10, PL-55
10,

ips
Oregon pine ips
(Ips £!a)
pini) and
and

Fir engraver
(Scolytue
(Scolytus ventralls)
ventralis)

Silver fir beetles
spp.)
(Pseudohylesinus spp.)

Douglas-fir engraver
engraver
unispinosus)
(Scolytus unispinosus)

Douglas-fir hylesinus
(Pseudohylesinus
nebulosus)

Pitch moths
species
Various species

6, 9,
9,
6,

10, PL-56,
10,

PL-102

other species

True firs
firs

Douglas-fir

3,
3,

5,
5,

6,
6,

10, PL-13
10,

Pacific
Pacific silver
fir

True firs
firs

3,
3,

5,
5,

6, 10, PL-60

Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir

---

3, 5,
5, 6,
6, 10
10
3,

Douglas-fir

---

3,
6, 10
3, 5,
5, 6,

All trees

---

3,
5, 6
3, 4,
4, 5,

PL references
in the
the series
series of Forest Pest Leaflets.
Leaflets.
references refer to leaflet numbers in
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Table 1.
1.

Summary of
of Insects,
Insects, Hosts,
Hosts, and References (Continued)
Summary
(Continued)

Insect
species

Bud, shoot,
shoot, and twig
twig
Bud,
insects
weevils:
Weevils:
Sitka spruce weevil
(Pissodes sitchensis)
(Pissodes
species of
of
Other species
Pissodes and
Cylindrocopturus
Cylindrocoptürus

Occasional
host

Common
host

species of
of
Other species
spruce

Sitka spruce

References

3,
6, 10,
10, PL-47
PL-47
3, 5,
5, 6,

Other conifers

31
3, 5,
5, 66

Twig beetles:
beetles:
Various species

All trees
trees

3,
5, 66
3, 4,
41 5,

moths:
Shoot moths:
Various species

All trees
trees

3, 4,
5, 6,
6, PL-59,
PL-59,
3,
4, 5,
PL-103, PL-106
PL-103,

Gouty pitch midge
(Retinodiplosis spp.)
spp.)

Pines

3,
5, 6,
6, PL-46
3, 4,
4, 5,

Root insects
insects
Various species of
white grubs,
grubs, weevils,
weevils,
wireworins, and
wireworms,
symphylids

All trees
trees

3,
5, 6,
6, PL-63
3, 4,
4, 5,

insects
Cone and seed insect3
Various species of
moths, beetles,
moths,
weevils1 midges,
weevils,
and wasps
and

All trees
trees

7

All pines
pines

3, 5,
5, 6,
6, 10,
10, PL-24
3,

wood
Wood borers
borers
Flatheads:
California flatheaded
headed bore.r
borer

(Melanophila
californica

Flatheaded fir
fir borer
(Melanophila
drummondi)

Sculptured pine borer
(Chalcophora
angulicollis)

Golden buprestid
(Buprestis
aurulenata)

Douglas-fir

True firs
firs
Hemlock

3,
3, 5,
5, 66

Pines, firs,
Pines,
firs,
Douglas-fir

3, 5,
5, 6
3,

All conifers

3, 5,
5, 6
3,
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Table
Table 1.
1.

Sunsuary
of Insects,
Insects, Hosts,
Hosts, and
and References
References (Continued)
Summary of

Insect
species

Common
host

Occasional
host

Western cedar
cedar borer
(Trachykele blondeli)

All cedars

---

Roundheads: Ponderous borer
(Ergates spiculatus)

Douglas-fir
Pines

Other conifers

References

3,
3. 5,
5, 66

3,
3,

5,
5,

6

California prionus
(Prionus californious)
calif omious)
(prionus

Hardwoods and
and
softwoods

---

3, 5,
5,

6

Sawyers
(Monochamus spp.)

Pines, firs
firs
Douglas-fir

---

3, 5,
5,

6

Most conifers
conifers

---

3, 5, 6

(Gnathotrichus spp.)

All trees
trees

---

3,
3,

spp.)
(Trypodendron spp.)

All trees

---

3, 5, 6

(Xyleborus spp.)
spp.)

All trees
trees

---

3, 5,

6

All conifers

---

3, 5,
5,

6

All wood

---

2, 4, 5, 6

All wood

---

2, 4,
2,

6, 11
11
5, 6,

All wood

---

1,
1, 4,

5,
5,

All wood

---

1, 4,

5, 6

Ambrosia beetles
beetles
Wilson's wide-headed
ambrosia beetle
(Platypus wilsoni)

Horntails
(Sirex californicus)

Termites
Dampwood termite
termite
(Zootermopsis
(Zooterinopsis
augusticollis)
august ico 11 is)

subterranean
Western subterranean
termite
(Reticulitermes
hesperus)

Arid land
land termite
termite
(Reticulitermes
tibialis)

ants
Carpenter ants
spp.)
(Camponotus spp.)
Defoliators
Spruce budworms
(Choristoneura spp.)

Douglas-fir
True firs
firs
Western hemlock

Other conifers
conifers
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5, 6
6

6

10, PL-53
3, 5, 6,
6, 10,

Table 1.
1.

Summary of Insects.
Insects, Hosts,
Hosts, and
and References
References (Continued)
(Continued)

Insect
species

Occasional
host

Common
host

References

Douglas-fir
True firs
Western hemlock

Spruce

3,
3,

Douglas-fir
tussock moth
(Hemerocampa
pseudotsugata)

Douglas-fir
True firs
firs

pine
Ponderosa pine
pine
Lodgepole pine

3, 5, 6, 10, PL-86

Pandora moth
(Coloradia pandora)

Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine
pine

Pine butterfly
(Neophasia
menapia)

Ponderosa pine
pine

budwortn
Black-headed budworm
(Acleris variana)

Western hemlock
looper
(Lambdina
(Lambdina fiscellaria
lugubrosa)

---

All
All pine
Douglas-fir

5,
5,

3, 5,
5,
3,

6, 10, PL-45

6, 10

3,
6, 10, PL-66
3, 5, 6,

Western hemlock

---

3,
3,

Tent caterpillars
caterpillars
(Malacosoma spp.)
spp.)

All hardwoods

---

3,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, PL-9
3, 4,

Fall webworm
(Hyphantria cunea)
cunea)
(Hyphantria

All hardwoods
All

oak looper
looper
Western oak
(Lambdina fiscelloria
fiscelloria
(Lambdina
sommana
somniaria
Silver-spotted
halisidota
(Halisidota
argentata)

5,
5,

6, 10

3, 4,
3,
4, 5,
6
5, 6

Oaks

Douglas-fir

---

3, 4, 5,
5, 6

Other conifers

3, 4, 5, 6

Larch casebearer
(Coleophora
laricella)

Western larch
larch

---

3,
3,

sawfly
Hemlock sawfly
(Neodiprion
tsugae)

Western hemlock

---

3, 5,
5, 6, 10, PL-31

sawfly
Larch sawfly
(Pristiphora
erichsonii)

Western larch
larch

---

3, 5,
5, 6, 10, PL-8
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5, 6, 10, PL-96

Table 1.
1.

of Insects,
Insects, Hosts,
Hosts, and References (Continued)
Summary of
(Co ntinued)

Insect
species

Occasional
host

Couunon
Common
host

Douglas-fir

References

Sawflies:
(Neodiprion spp.)
spp.)
(Neodiprion

Pines, true
Pines,
firs

Needle miners:
(Coleotechnites
(Coleotechnites spp.)
spp.)

Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine

---

3,
3,

needle
Douglas-fir needle
midge
(Contarinia
(Contarinia app.)
spp.)

Douglas-fir

---

3,
3, 4,
4, 5, 66

Leaf beetles:
beetles:
Alder flea beetle

(Altica ainbiens)
aabiens)
(Altica

Sapsucking insects
insects
Aphids:
aphid
Spruce aphid
(Aphis abietina)

Alder, poplar,
poplar,
willow

Other hardwoods

3, 5,

6,

10

5, 6, 10, PL-22

3, 4, 5,
5, 6

spruce
Sitka spruce

---

3, 4, 5,
5,

All trees
trees
All trees
trees

---

3, 4,

True firs
firs

---

3,
3, 4, 5,

Cooley spruce
spruce
aphid
gall aphid
(Adelges cooleyi)

Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Spruces

---

6, 10
3,
5, 6,
3, 4, 5,

Hemlock
cherioes
Hemlock cherines
tsugae)
(Adelges tsugae)

Western hemlock

---

3, 4, 5,

Scale insects
insects
Pine needle scale
scale
(Phenacaspis
pinifolae)

Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine

Other pines
pines

3, 4, 5, 6, 10

Black pine-leaf scale
scale
(Aspidiotus
californicus)

Ponderosa
Ponderosa pine
pine
Lodgepole pine
pine

Other pines

3,
3,

Mites
Mites

All trees

Other aphids
aphids
spp.)
(Pineus spp.)
spp.)
(Cinara spp.)

Adelgids
Balsam woolly aphid
(Adelges piceae)

5, 6

6, 8,
8, 10
10

6,

10

4, 5,
5, 6, 10,
10, PL-91

3, 4,
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FOREST DISEASES

Forest productivity is
is seriously reduced by diseases.
diseases. Better forest management will result
result
from an understanding of the
the kind
kind and
and extent
extent of
of forest
forest diseases.
diseases. In Oregon and Washington alone,
alone,
annual
diseases are
are estimated
estimated at
at 3,133
annual losses
losses from diseases
3,133 MM board feet.
feet. This
is about
about 13
13 percent of
This is
the total annual growth of Washington-Oregon
Washington-Oregon forests.
forests.
Tree diseases
disea8es can
can be
be defined
defined simply
simply as
as the
the upsetting
upsetting of
of normal
normal life
Tree
life processes
processes of
of living
tissues
and organs,
in death.
death. The majority of tree
tree diseases are
are caused
caused by
by the
the
tis8ues and
organs, sometimes ending in
activities
of living
organisms; namely,
namely, bacteria,
bacteria, fungi,
fungi, and dwarfmistletoes.
activities of
living organisms;
dwarfmistletoes. Tree diseases also
also
be caused
caused by environmental conditions such
such as
as unfavorable soil
soil or climatic
climatic and
and atmospheric
atmospheric
may be
adverse agencies
agencies may
may combine
combine to cause disease.
conditions. Two or ulore
more adverse
disease. For example,
example, an adverse
environmental condition
fungus.
environmental
condition may
may preipare
prepare the host
host for later attack by a fungus.

Although
Although bacterial
bacterial diseases
diseases exist
exist in forest
forest species,
species, little
little is
is known about them and they
will not be discussed further
further here.
here. Many diseases
diseases such
such as
as rots,
rots, needlecasts, and
and rusts
rusts are
are
by fungi.
fungi. Like animals,
animals, but unlike green
green plants,
plants, fungi
fungi cannot
cannot convert
convert the
the energy
energy of
of the
the
caused by
photosynthesis into the
sun through photosynthesis'
the food
food they
they need.
need. They must get their
their food
food from
from either
either aa live
live
host, aa dead
dead plant, or animal material. This is accomplished by microscopic filaments
filaments known
host,
singly as
as hyphae or collectively as
as mycelium. Fungus
Fungus reproduction is accomplished through the
of microscopic
microscopic bodies
bodies called
called spores,
spores, which
which are
are born
born in
in some
some form of
of a fruiting body.
body.
formation of
Large conks
conks (sporophores)
(sporophores) seen on rotten trees,
trees, pustules on leaves
leaves and
and needles,
needles, and
and crust-like
crust-like
growth on stems
stems around
around cankers
cankers are
are all
all forms
forms of
of fungus
fungus fruiting
fruiting bodies.
bodies. Fruiting bodies usually
identification.
can be used effectively for identification.
plants

Forest diseases separate
separate into
into logical
logical groups.
groups. They
They will
will be
be discussed in order of the degree
of damage they cause 'through
through growth
growth reduction
reduction or
or mortality
mortality of
of their
their hosts.
hosts. Table 22 summarizes
summarizes
more important
diseases in the Pacific Northwest.
the more
important diseases
Northwest. Common names,
names, scientific names,
names, principal
hosts,
hosts, and additional
additional references
references are
are listed for
for the
the reader
reader who
who wishes
wishes more detailed information.
information.
Heart Rots
Rots and
and Stem
Stem Rots
Rots

cause the
the largest
largest losses
losses west
west of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade Mountains,
Mountains, but
but east
east of
of the Cascades
Cascades
Heart rots
rots cause
into Eastern Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and Idaho
Idaho the
the dwarfmistletoes
dwarfmistletoes cause
cause the
the greatest
greatest losses.
losses. More
than I
1 billion board feet are
are lost
lost annually
annually from
from heart
heart rots
rots in
in the
the region.
region. Nearly
Nearly all
all losses
losses
from heart rots are in the form
form of
of reduction
reduction in
in lumber
lumber grade
grade or
or cull.
cull. Losses can
can be
be reduced
reduced as
as
forests are
are harvested,
harvested, and
and young
young stands
stands that
that will
will be
be harvested
harvested at
at rotation age
age replace
replace
old-growth forests
them.

or conk rot,
rot, constitutes
constitutes more
more than
than three-quarters
of the
heart rot
White pocket
pocket rot,
rot, or
three-quarters of
the heart
rot cull
to pines,
pines, larches,
larches, hemlocks,
hemlocks, and
in Douglas-fir.. It also is
is cotmnon
common to
and spruces.
spruces. The early or
or
incipient stage
stage of
of decay
decay is
is red
red to
to olive-purple,
olive-purple, fading
fading gradually
gradually to
to yellow-red
yellow-red or
or orange
orange towards
towards
incipient
heartwood. The strength
strength of
of the
the wood
wood is
is not
not affected
affected at
at this
this stage.
stage. lood
Wood cut
cut at
at the
the
sound heartwood.
incipient
will not
not decay
decay further
once it
it has
has been
been converted
converted to
to lumber,
lumber, providing
providing its
incipient stage
stage will
further once
its
moisture
percent. In the advanced stage,
stage, color intensifies
intensifies and small
small
Tnoisture content
content is
is kept
kept below
below 19 percent.
spindle-like white pockets appear
appear running
running parallel
parallel to
to the
the grain.
grain. The conks (sporophores)
(sporophores) are
perennial,
perennial, usually
usually about
about fist
fist size,
size, sometimes
sometimes hoof-shaped
hoof-shaped or
or thin
thin and
and bracket-like,
bracket-like, corky,
corky, and
Swollen "punk"
"punk" knots
knots at
at branch stubs
stubs are
are less
have aa gray-brown to
to olive-colored
olive-colored underside.
underside. Swollen
less
conspicuous but dependable
dependable indicators
indicators of
of decay.
decay.

Rust-red stringy
stringy rot
Rust-red
rot caused
caused by
by the
the Indian paint
paint fungus
fungus is
is the
the most
most important
important heart
heart rot
rot of
of
and true
true firs.
firs. The fungus
fungus occurs
occurs only rarely in the coastal fOrests,
forests, but is
is
western hemlock and
abundant in northern Idaho,
abundant
Idaho, northeastern
northeastern Washington, and
and the
the Blue
Blue Mountains.
Mountains. The incipient stage
stage
As the rot matures, the
appears as darkened water-soaked spots
spots in
in the
the heartwood.
heartwood. As
the wood
wood softens,
softens,
turning to a soft tan color,
color, which
which later
later deepens
deepens to
to aa pale
pale reddish-brown.
reddish-brown. Fine,
Fine, rust-red streaks
streaks
next. Boards sawed at
at this
this stage
stage will fall
fall apart
apart along
along the
the growth
growth rings
rings when
when dried.
dried. In
appear next.
wood turns
and stringy,
stringy, becoming
becoming tan
tan or
or rust-red
rust-red with
with narrow,
narrow, brownbrownadvanced stage
stage, the
the wood
turns soft
soft and
the advanced
varies from an elongated
zone lines
lines often
often appearing.
appearing. Extent of
of rot
rot varies
elongated cylinder within the
to-red zone
of a single conk or group of
just aa few
few feet
feet in
in length
length in
in younger
younger trees.
trees. Presence of
of
tree to one just
conks indicates
up to
below the
the highest
highest and
conk.
indicates that
that rot
rot may extend up
to 16
16 feet
feet above
above and
and below
and lowest
lowest conk.
hard, woody,
woody, hoof-like conks
paint fungus
fungus conks
conks are
are curious
curious and
and unique.
unique. The hard,
conks are dull
The Indian paint
black, rough and cracked on
gray to black,
on the
the upper
upper surface;
surface; the
the lojer
lower surface
surface is
is covered
covered with
with hard.
hard,
coarse spines.
spines. Newly formed
formed spines
spines are
are gray,
gray, turning
turning to
to black when old,
old, and have reddish
coarse
of the
the interior
interior of
of the
the conks
conks is
is bright
bright rust
rust red
red or
or brick
brick red.
red.
centers. The color of
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Red-brown
rot is
is serious to
to the
the lower
lower portion of the
the bole
bole of
of aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of coniconiRed-brown butt
butt rot
fers.
It usually enters through fire
fire scars
scars or other wounds at
at or
or near
near the
the base
base of
of the
.the tree.
tree.
It
fers.
is similar
similar to
to other
other rots.
rots. Later the
the wood is
is brownish
brownish in
in color,
color, brittle,
brittle,
The early stage of decay is
and crumbly. Conks may be bracket-like or
or circular
circular in
in outline
outline on
on butts,
butts, or
or they
they may
may resemble,
resemble,
thick-stemmed irregular saucers
saucers on
on nearby
nearby ground.
ground. Fresh conks
conks are moist
moist and
and cheesy
cheesy with a
a
reddish-brown upper surface
surface and
and dirty
dirty green
green below.
below. They soon die,
die, becoming
becoming corky
corky and
and dark.
dark.
Conks
base of infected
infected trees.
trees.
Conks several
several years
years old
old may
may be
be found around the base
top rot
rot is
is aa fre4uent
frequent inhabitor
inhabitor of
of immature
immature to
to mature
mature Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir stands.
stands. It
Yellow-brown top
occurs
causes of
of top
top
occurs particularly
particularly in stands
stands that
that have been damaged by sleet storms or other causes
breakage. The rot travels
travels quickly
quickly down
down the
the stem
stem and
and may cause
cause more
more breakage
breakage later.
later. Typical
decay
structures. They are
are
decay is
is aa brown
brown rot,
rot, and
and the conks
conks are usually quite small shelf-like structures.
rose
and smooth;
smooth; pinkish-rose colored on the
the top surface,
surface, later
later becoming
becoming
rose colored
colored underneath
underneath and
gray or black with
with age.
age.
Dwarfmistletoes
Dwarfmis
t letoes
Dwarfmistletoes,
plants, occur commonly on nearly all
all western
Dwarfmistletoes, parasitic seed-throwing plants,
conifers. These parasites
parasites cause
cause losses
losses of
of just
just under one
one billion
billion board
board feet
feet annually
annually within
within
this region.
region. They reduce growth rates of the host trees,
trees, causing them to
to be deformed
deformed and
and
weakened, with many of them
them later
later becoming susceptible
susceptible to
to damage
damage from
from other
other organisms.
organisms. Damage
weakened,
impact of
is greatest
greatest in the eastern and interior conifer types.
types. A sticky
sticky seed
seed
impact
of dwarfmistletoe is
is
land
is shot
shot like
like an
an artillery
artillery shell
shell at
at velocities
velocities approaching
approaching 90
90 feet
feet per
per second.
second. It must land
either
either on
on an upward-facing
upward-facing needle,
needle, later
later sliding down the needle to the branch-needle junction,
junction,
or it
it can land directly on
on aa small
small branch.
branch. The sticky muscilage then
then dries,
dries, holding the
the seed
seed
or
securely. Seeds that
that dry
dry onto
onto needles
needles cannot
cannot gerniinate,
germinate, as
as the
the small
small root
root can extend only
quite securely.
a few millimeters before dying.
dying. The root penetrates the bark from the
the germinating
germinating seed.
seed. These
roots (now
(now called
roots
called sinkers)
sinkers) obtain nutrients
nutrients and water from the host.
host. The extra nutrients for
also cause the host
infection, hence the
the characteristic
the parasite also
host to grow in the area of infection,
Approximately 3
3 years
after initial
initial infection,
infection, seed-bearing plants emerge from the
the
years after
swelling.
In
seeds to
to surrounding host
occur. This
In the
the fourth
fourth year,
year, distribution of
of seeds
host trees may occur.
bark.
disease may
at times
times by removing most
trees. Some lightly infected
infected
disease
may be
be controlled
controlled at
most of
of the infected trees.
trees
trees can be tolerated,
tolerated, particularly
particularly on
on good
good sites.
sites. A follow-up thinning
thinning is
is necessary 55 years
In types
such as
as western hemlock where
where clearcutting is
later
infections. In
types such
Is praclater to
to remove
remove latent infections.
ticed,
ticed, cleaning
cleaning the
the clearcuts
clearcuts of
of small
small "weedy"
"weedy" looking
looking infected
infected stems
stems is
is necessary
necessary for
for effective
effective
control.
Rots
Root Rots
Root
any age.
age. Annual
Annual growth loss
loss is
is set
set at
at 62 million cubic feet and
and
Root rots
rots attack trees of any
at 53
53 million
million cubic
cubic feet.
feet. The particular problem with root rot is
is that
that once soil
soil
mortality at
becomes infested,
infested, it
it is
is rendered
rendered relatively unproductive for susceptible species
species for
for succeeding
becomes
generations.
Shoestring
the honey fungus
Shoestring root
root rot,
rot, alias
alias "crown
"crown rot"
rot" or
or "mushroom root
root rot,"
rot," caused
caused by
by the
fungus
is
common on
on many
many conifers and
is common
and hardwoods and
and is
is of
of worldwide
worldwide distribution.
distribution. At times,
times, it
it causes
causes
appreciable
appreciable loss
loss in
in localized
localized areas
areas in
in immature
immature Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and
and hemlock
hemlock stands
stands in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific
Northwest. Ponderosa pine can
can become
become similarly
similarly infected.
infected. Infected trees
trees show a reduction in
Northwest.
twig
twig growth,
growth, yellowing
yellowing of
of crown,
crown, and
and branch
branch mortality;
mortality; death
death of
of the
the trees
trees occurs
occurs either
either singly
singly
that may be
be roughly
roughly circular
circular in
in outline.
outline. On conifers
conifers there
there often may be an
an abnormal
abnormal
or in groups that
the root
root collar.
collar. Removal
resin flow from the
Removal of
of bark
bark from this
this region reveals
reveals white
white mycelial
mycelial fans
fans
growing between bark and
and wood.
wood. The long rhizomorphs,
rhizomorphs, or shoestrings,
shoestrings, also can be noted growing
between mycelial fans.
fans. The wood becomes
becomes light
light in
in color,
color, soft,
soft, and
and later
later spongy.
spongy. Sporophores,
although
although only
only occasionally
occasionally produced
produced and
and often
often difficult
difficult to
to find,
find, appear
appear in
in the
the fall
fall as
as clumps
clumps
(hence the name honey fungus)
fungus) at the base of infected trees.
trees. Spread
of honey-colored mushrooms
mushrooms (hence
the disease is
is by aerial spores
spores produced in the gills
gills of the mushroom as
as well as by rhizoof the
morphs. The rhizomorphs
rhizomorphs consist
consist of aa pipeline.of
pipeline of mycelium
mycelium that
that can
can penetrate
penetrate wounded or
or
surfaces of
of weakened
weakened roots.
roots.
unwounded surfaces
Fomes annosus
annosus root
root rot
rot has
has aa wide
wide range
range of
of hosts.
hosts. Western
Western hemlock,
hemlock, pine,
pine, spruce,
spruce, larch,
larch,
and occasionally Douglas-fir can be killed
and
killed by
by the
the root
root rot.
rot. Western
Western hemlock
hemlock probably
probably is
is most
frequently attacked by
by annosus
annosus root
root rot
rot in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Infection generally is
is by
by
spores or by root grafts.
aerial-born spores
grafts. Spore production generally
generally is
is year-round
year-round in
in this
this region.
region.
Sporophores grow under the duff in
Sporophores
in wind-tilted
wind-tilted trees
trees or
or in
in rotted
rotted butts.
butts. They vary in
in shape
shape from
bracket-like to
to flat
flat layers.
layers. When broken,
broken, the
the conks
conks reveal
reveal aa light-colored,
light-colored, woody-like interior.
interior.
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Spores can
can be
be carried
carried several
Spores
several scores
scoresofofmiles
milesby
bythe
thewind
windwhere
where they
theymay
may germinate
germinate in
in
natural or
or mechanical
mechanical wounds
in Figure
Figure 1.
1.
natural
woundsororononfresh-cut
fresh-cutstumps
stumpsasasillustrated
illustrated in

Figure
on infected
infected trees
Figure 1.
1. Fruiting
Fruiting sporophores
sporophores on
trees liberate
liberatespores
sporeswhich
whichare
arewind-blown
wind-blown to
to
freshly
or fresh
in residual
residual trees.
freshly cut
cut stumps
stumps or
fresh wounds
wounds in
trees.

rot or
The fungus
fungus acts
acts in
root rot.
rot. The
The
in two
two ways:
ways: (1)
Butt rot
or (2)
(2) root
The latter
causes rapid
rapid killkill(I) Butt
latter causes
illustrates aatypical
of infection
the types
types of
of rot.
rot. The
ing of
of the
ing
the tree.
tree. Figure
Figure 22 illustrates
typicalmode
mode of
infection and
and the
The rot
rot
generally
generally travels
travels in
infingers
fingersororwedges
wedges through
through the
the host.
host.
Airborne
Airborne Spores
Spores
Rot grows

up central

Start of
cycle

Fungus
"wedge"

column

Butt-rot
tree
Butt-rot tree
(Rarely kills)
(Rarely
kills)

Freshly
cut stump
stump
Freshly cut

Rot grows

in cambial
area
I

Rootrot tree
tree
Root-rot
(Quick
killer)
(Quick killer)

Fomesannosus
annosus
from
a freshlycut
cutstump
stumpinto
intonearby
nearbytrees
trees by
Figure 2.
2. Development
Development ofofFomes
from
a freshly
by root
root
Figure

grafts.
grafts.

The incipient
incipient stage
stage of
of rot
rot causes
lilac stain,
The
causes a
a reddish-brown
reddish-brown totolilac
stain, and
and later
laterthe
thewood
wood is
is
reduced to
white, stringy,
stringy,spongy
spongy mass
mass containing
containing numerous
numerous black
to
reduced
to aa white,
blackflecks
flecks which
whichrun
runparallel
parallel to
the
the grain.
grain.
Laminatedroot
rootrot
rotcauses
causesits
its principal
principal damage
all ages
ages of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir asas well
well as
as to
to
Laminated
damage totoall
root rot
other
western conifers.
This root
rot isisestimated
estimated totocause
causean
anannual
annual loss
loss of
of32
32 million
millioncubic
cubic
other western
conifers. This
infected trees
trees the
feet
in west-side
west-side Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir alone.
alone. From
From infected
the disease
disease spreads
spreads by
by aerial
aerial spores
spores
feet in
symptomsarearesimilar
similar for
for those
and root
to healthy
healthy trees.
trees. Tree
Tree cro'qn
crown symptoms
those described
described under
under
and
root grafts
grafts to
can be
by chopping
choppinginto
into the
the cainbiutu
just beneath
beneath the
shoestring rot.
Diagnosis can
be made
made by
cambium just
the root
root crown.
crown.
shoestring
rot. Diagnosis
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A buff-colored,
buff-colored, fluffy
fluffy mass
mass of
of fungus
fungus uiycelium
mycelium will be
be noted.
noted. Examination of aa chip
chip of
of the
the
cambium-bark
lens reveals
reveals many reddish-brown 'whiskers"
"whiskers" or
or specialized
specialized hyphae.
hyphae.
cambium-bark region with a hand lens
The rot
rot in the
incipient stage is
is dark reddish-brown to purple.
purple. The decayed
decayed wood later
later yellows,
yellows,
the incipient
becomes
soft and
flaky, tending to separate along growth rings;
rings; hence,
hence, the
the name
name laminated
laminated root
root
becomes soft
and flaky,
rot. The same reddish-brown "whiskers" can
can be
be seen
seen with aa hand
hand lens
lens growing
growing in
in the
the small
small lenlenrot.
ticular
rot. The conk is
is a flat,
flat, buff-colored,
buff-colored, many-pored structure
structure usually
usually found
found
ticular pockets
pockets in the rot.
It is
is unimportant
unimportant for identification
of fallen
fallen trees
trees or
or upturned
upturned roots.
roots. It
identification purposes
purposes
on undersides 9f
and
seen. No adequate
adequate control of this
this root rot
rot is
is known.
known. Root-rot pockets of
and only
only rarely seen.
Douglas-fir can be harvested once the problem is
is recognized.
recognized. Succeeding crops may be grown,
grown, but
Douglas-fir
they,
they, too,
too, must
must be
be harvested
harvested at
at the
the "pathological
"pathological rotation
rotation age".
age".
Cypress root
root rot
rot has
has caused
caused wide-spread
wide-spread killing
killing of
of Port-Orford-cedar in
Cypress
in its
its native range and
and
where it is
is planted as
as an
an ornamental.
ornamental. The fungus
fungus invades and kills the
the roots,
roots, then
then spreads
spreads to
to
Removal of
of the
the main
main trunk.
trunk. Fading of
of foliage
foliage then
then appears.
appears. Removal
the bark at
at the
the lower part of the
root crown
crown reveals
reveals aa sharp
sharp line
line of
of demarkation
demarkation between
between the
the red-brown affected
affected tissue
norroot
tissue and the
the normal healthy tissue.
tissue. Diseased trees
trees and healthy trees
trees immediately adjacent should
should be removed
removed and
and
destroyed. Because there is
is no
of ridding soil of the fungus,
fungus, control
control is
is best
no known method of
accomplished
accomplished by
by planting
planting stock
stock that
that is
is known
known to
to be
be healthy
healthy in
in well-drained
well-drained soil,
soil, using
using diseasediseasespecies.
resistant species.

Foliage Diseases
are aa constant
constant factor
factor in
in reducing
reducing tree
tree vigor
vigor in
in both
both hardwoods
hardwoods and
andconiconiFoliage diseases are
fers, sometimes
sometimes making
making infected
infected trees
trees more
more susceptible
susceptible to
to loss
loss from
from other
other causes.
causes. Most serious
fers,
serious
to
to this
this region
region are
are various
various fungus-caused
fungus-caused needle
needle diseases
diseases of
of conifers,
conifers, which
which occur
occur in
in forest
forest
nurseries, young and old plantations, and
nurseries,
and natural
natural stands.
stands. In some instances,
instances, entire stands
stands have
trees in
in
Complete defoliation repeated
repeated over
over aa number
number of
of years
years will
will kill
kill mature trees
been destroyed. Complete
localized areas.
areas. Direct control of these
these diseases under forest conditions is
is not practical
practical at
reduced by accelerated
accelerated harvesting of threatened
threatened stands
stands and
and probably
probably also
also
present. Damage can be reduced
through
which will
will increase
increase the
the vigor
vigor of
of young
young trees.
trees.
through stand
stand improvement operations which
Cankers and Stem Rusts

Cankers and
and stem rusts
rusts cause
cause annual
annual losses
losses of
of 99 million
million cubic
cubic feet
feet of
of growth,
growth, 33 million
million
Cankers
cubic
cubic feet
feet of mortality, and
and 22 million
million cubic
cubic feet
feet of
of cull.
cull. Only 11 million cubic feet annually
annually
is
timber.
is lost
lost in old-growth timber.
pine and
and
White 2
pine blister rust is
is a fungus disease that
that often is
is fatal
fatal to western white pine
sugar pine.
It spends
pine. The fungus requires
requires two
two hosts
hosts to
to complete
complete its
its life
life cycle.
cycle. , It
spends part
part of its
life on
on the
the pines
pines and the other on Ribes plants,
life
plants, which
which include
include gooseberries
gooseberries and
and currants.
currants. The
fungus
fungus spores enter the
the tree
tree through
through the
the stomates
stomates of
of needles
needles of
of all
all ages.
ages. The spores
spores germinate,
germinate,
sending hyphae
hyphae through the conducting system
sending
system of
of the
the needles
needles into
into the
the stems.
stems. Cankers form on the
the
stems,
stems, gradually extending down
down the
the stem,
stem, finally
finally encircling
encircling the
the main
main stem,
stem, and
and killing
killing it.
it.
These cankers
cankers liberate
orange spores
spores during the
spring, which
which can
can travel
travel many
many miles
miles to
to infect
infect the
the
These
liberate orange
the spring,
alternate hosts. In turn,
turn, two
two kinds
kinds of
of spores
spores are
are produced
produced on
on the
the gooseberry.
gooseberry. The last of these
these
is carried
carried back
back to
to re-infect
re-infect pine needles,
is
needles, thus
thus completing
completing the
the cycle.
cycle. Eradication of gooseberry
and currant
currant as a control for
for blister
blister rust
rust should
should normally
normally be
be applied
applied to
to high-value
high-value stands
stands only.
only.
Experience has
has shown that
that the
the new
new antibiotics
antibiotics are
are not
not providing
providing the
the rust
rust control
control formerly
formerly hoped
hoped
Experience
for.
Antibiotic treatments applied
Antibiotic
applied to
to diseased
diseased trees
trees do
do not
not differ
differ from
from controls.
controls. Breeding
rust-resistant stock is
is the
the best
best means
means of
of control.
control. Limited amounts
amounts of rust-resistant seedlings
seedlings
will
for planting
planting on
on public
public lands.
lands.
will soon be available for

Western fl
gallrust
rustcauses
causesstem
stemcankers
cankersand
andbranch
branch galls
galls on
on ponderosa,
ponderosa, lodgepole,
lodgepole, and
and other
other
twotwo- and three-needle pines in
in the
the west.
west. Characteristic
are club-like
club-like swellings
swellings on
on
Characteristic symptoms are
stems and branches. Fruiting bodies appear as
as small,
small, white mounds
scales on
mounds under
under bark scales
on the
the galls
galls
or edges
edges of
of cankers in
in spring
spring or
or early
early swwner.
summer. They later rupture during
during periods
periods of
of high
high humidhumidity and
and produce
produce millions
millions of
ity
of orange-colored spores.
spores. Unlike most
rusts, western gall
gall rust
most rusts,
rust requires
requires
no alternate host for development. It spreads
spreads directly
directly from
from pine
pine t.o
to pine.
pine. Removal of infected
infected
trees during
trees
during thinning
thinning operations
operations and
and intermediate
intermediate cuttings
cuttings is
is now
now the
the only
only practical
practical way
way to
to concontrol
trol rust
rust damage in
in forest
forest stands,
stands, particularly
particularly on
on Christmas
Christmas tree
tree plantations.
plantations. Pruning of
of branch
galls
galls may be warranted on high-value
high-value Christmas
Christmas tree
tree plantations
plantations or
or on
on ornamentals.
ornamentals.
Comandra blister rust
in the
the western
western United
United States
States where
where it
it is
is destructive
destructive to
to
rust is
is coimnon
common in
ponderosa and lodgepole pines.
pines. The rust attacks
attacks trees
trees of
of all
all ages
ages and
and sizes.
sizes. Seedlings
Seedlings may
may be
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killed in
in aa relatively
relatively few
few years
years following
following infection..
infection.. A longer
longer time is
is required to
to kill
kill older
older
Characteristic
are a slight
slight spindle-shaped
trees.
Characterigtic symptoms
symptoms are
spindle-ghaped swelling
swelling of
of the
the infected
infected ^wigs
twigs and
and
brancheg followed by development of
of canker-like
canker-like areas
areas of
of the
the stem
stem or
or trunk,
trunk, which
which eventually
eventually
branches
. '''
girdle and kill the tree
tree from
from the
the top
top down.
down. In the final stage of development,
development, whitish
whitish blisters
blisters
or sacs
sacs are
are produced
produced around
around the
the active
active cankers
canker which,
or
which, when fully
fully developed,
developed, rupture
rupture and
and reveal
reveal
lax.
masses of
of orange
orange spores.
spores. The alternate
alternate host
host of
of this
this rust
rust is
is the
the false,
false, or
or bastard,
bastard,toadf
toadflax.
masse8
of the
the alternate
alternate host
host has
has not
not proved
proved successful,
successful, and
and no
no method
method of
of control
control of
of the
the rust
rust
Eradication of
has
infected stands
stands wherever
has been developed. Timber cutting should be concentrated in heavily infected
poible,
before they
they
possible,not
notonly
onlyagasa asanitation
sanitationmeasure,
measure, but
but to
to salvage
salvage the
the merchantable
merchantable trees
trees before
and deteriorate.
die and
Other Disea8es
Diseases

Many other
cause logg
loss to
to forest
forest trees
trees from
from seedlings
seedlings to
to maturity.
maturity. "Damping
"Damping off"
off"
other diseases
diseae8 cauge
general term for
for the killing of very young
is
a general
young seedlings
seedlings by
by fungi.
fungi. More than 30 different
i
fungi are
cau8es of
of thi8
fungi
are known causes
this condition, and
and it
it is
is probably
probably the
the most
most widespread
widespread and
and most
most imporimportant forest
foregtnurgery
In pre-emergence
pre-emergence damping
damping off,
off, the
the fungi
fungi attack
attack
tant
nursery diseage
disease in
in the
the United
United States.
States. In
and
the lower
lover part
part of
and decay the
of the goft
soft succulent
succulent stem.
stem. Prescribing effective control measures i8
is
difficult because
because of
of the
the variations
variationgininsoil
soiland
andfungus
fungusrelationships.
relationhip. Nurseries should be locadifficult
ted in deep,
soils. Several chemical treatmentg
treatments of
of soil
soil and
and seeds
seeds for
for control
control
deep, well-drained,
well-drained, acid soilg.
of the
methyl bromide
bromide or
or other
other
of
available. Fumigation of
the soil
soil with methyl
of damping off
off are commercially available.
suitable fumigant8
fumigants before planting will also
also effectively
effectively control
control damping
damping off.
off. Exceive
Excessive damping
damping
off usually
usually occurs
occurs when
when the
the same
same tree
tree species
specie8 have
have been
been grown
grown for
for several
several seasons
seasons in
in the
the same
same
off
years of
of growgrowbeds. Virgin forest soil usually i8
is quite safe for the first
first two
two or three years
nursery beds.
ing geedling8.
seedlings.
Adverse environmental
environmental factors
factors cause
cau8e disease
disease symptoms
symptoms on
on trees
trees similar
similar to
to those
those caused
caused by
by
needles exposed
expo8ed to air
pollutants may
may exhibit
exhibit symptoms
symptoms in
in the
the form of
of burnburnfungi. Leave8
Leaves and needles
air pollutants
ing, discoloration,
digcoloration, or
death and leaf
ing,
or preniature
premature death
leaf fall.
fall. Early spring frosts can severely damage
high-temperature injuries
various disease
disease symptoms.
growth. Drought and other forms
forms of high-temperature
injuries cause various
symptoms.
new growth.
Excegsive
chemicals in
in the
the soil
soil such
such as
as herbicides
herbicides sometimes
sometimes cause
cause puzzling
puzzling symptoms
symptoms that
that are
are
Excessive chemicals
extremely difficult
difficult to
extremely
to trace as to origin.
origin.
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Table 2.
2.

Summary of Dis eases.
andReferences
References
SummyDisea8e8,
Uo8tHosts,
8, and

Disease pathogen
Common name

Common host8
hosts
Scientific name

I

1

Heart
Heart Rots--Stem Rots
White pocket
pocket rot
rot or
or conk
conk rot
rot
Rust-red stringy rot or
Rust-red
Indian paint fungus
fungus
Red-brown butt rot
rot
Yellow-brown top rot

1, 3,
1,
3, 66

Fomes pini
Echinodontium tinctorium
schwienitzii
Polyporus schwienitzii
Fomes
(subroseus)
Fome8 cajanderi (subroseus)

All conifers
conifer8
All
Primarily hemlock--true
hemlock—true
fir.
Other conifer8
conifers rare.
rare.
Dougla8-fir,
Douglas-fir, pines,
pines, 8pruces.
spruces.
Primarily Douglas-fir

Dwarfmistletoes

Western dwarfmistletoe
Hemlock dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe
True fir
fir dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe
Douglas-fir dwarfmistletoe
Lodgepole pine
pine dwarfmistletoe
dwarfmistletoe

References
I

Arceuthobium
Arceuthobium campylopodum
campylpodum
f. tsugensis
A.
A. c.
c. f.
A. c.
c. f.
f. abietinum
A.
A.
A. dougla8ii
douglasii
A.
A. americanum

Ponderosa pine
Western hemlock
True firs
Douglas-fir
Lodgepole pine
pine

Rots
Root Rots

1,

4, PL-73,
PL-73, PL-90
3,
3, 4,
3, PL-90, PL-93
3,

1,

3,
3,

1,

3,
3,

PL-73, PL-90
PL-73

1,

3,
3,

6, 88
6,

1,

3,
3,

5, 8,
8, PL-40

1,

1,

3,
3,
3,
3,
3,
3,

PL-89
PL-54
PL-18

1,

3, 6
3, PL-78

1,

1,
1,

Shoestring root rot,
rot, crown
crown
rot, mushroom root
root rot,
rot, or
or
rot,
honey fungus.
fungus.
root rot
rot
Annosus root
Laminated root
root rot
rot

Armillaria mellea
Armlllaria

species, hardwood8
hardwoods
Many species,
and conifer8
conifers

1,

Fomes annosus
annosus
Poria weirii

1,

Cypres8
Cypress root
root rot
rot

Phytophthora
lateralis
Phytpphthora lateralis

Mycorrhiza (beneficial
(beneficial root
root
inhabiters)

Several species
species

All conifers
All
Principally Dougla8-fir,
Douglas-fir,
other conifers
other
and
Port-Orford-cedar and
related ornamental8
ornamentals
All 8pecie8
All
species

Foliage Di8ea8es
Diseases
Douglas-fir needle blight or
or
Douglas-fir needle ca8t
cast
Pondero8a
Ponderosa pine needle blight
Needle cast
Red band disease
Cedar leaf
leaf blight
blight
Needle rusts

10

3, PL-76, PL-90
PL-48

1,

3,

1.,

9, 11
3, 9,
11

1,

3

1,

3,
3,66

Rhabdocline pseudot
pseudotsuga

Douglas-fir

1,

3

Elytroderma
deformans
ytrodenna deforman8
ypodermataceae family
Hypodermataceae
family
(several 8pecie8)
species)
(several
Dothistroma pini

Ponderosa pine
Nearly all
all conifers
conifers
except cedar
except
pine, Au8trian
Austrian
Ponderosa pine,
pine,
pine, Monterey pine
Westexn
Wester'n red
red cedar
cedar
Nearly all
all conifers
conifers

1,
1,

2, PL-42
3, PL-61

3,

12

1,

3
3

Keithia thujina
Keithia
jja
Several species

1,

Table 2.
2.

Sununa
Summary
of Diseases, Hosts
Hosts and References (Continued
(Continued)

Disease
Disease pathogen
Common
Common name

|

Conmion hosts
hosts
Common

Cankers and
and Stem Rusts
Cankers

White pine blister rust
Western gall
gall rust
Comandra
Comandra blister rust
broom rust
Fir broom

1, 3,
3, 6
1,

Cronartium ribicola
Peridermium harknessii
Cronartium
Cronart ium comandra
comandra
Melampsorellacarypyllacearum
caryophyllacearum
Melarella

White
White pine,
pine, sugar
sugar pine
pine
Two-three needle pines
Two^three
pines
Hard pines
True firs
firs

Parch
Parch blight
blight or
or winter
winter drying
Frost
Frost injury
Drought injury
Drought
High temperature injury
injury
Pole blight
Sap stains,stains, fungus stains,
Sap
blue
blue stains
rJ
t-1

M

IS.)

1,
1.
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

3,
3,
3,
3,
3,
3,
3,
3,

1,
1, 33

Other Diseases
Damping off
Damping

References

Scientific name
name

(Many species
species of soil-inhabiting
(Many
fungi)
(Super-cooled winter winds)

Several species
species

All species
species

1,
1, 33

All species
species
All species
All species
All species
Western white pine
pine
All conifers and
and hardwoods
hardwoods

1,
1,
1,
1.
1,
1,
1,
1,

33
33
33
33

-16
PL-16
PL
1,
1, 33

PL-36
PL-3 6
PL-50
PL-62
PL-87
PL-87
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•
always competed
competed for man's crops,
crops, and timber is no
no exception.
exception. The
The Pacific
Pacific
Wildlife has always
Northwest is
is noted for its
its forest
forest wildlife problems,
problems, which create
loss
create an
an estimated
estimated economic
economic loss
running into
into the
the millions
millions of
of dollars
dollars annually.
annually. This
This damage
damage is
is inflicted
inflicted by
by many
species of
of
many species
animals
culminating on
on
animals over
over aa broad
broad range
range of
of timber
timber development,
development, beginnihg
beginning with
with the
the seed
seed and
and culminating
large, harvestable trees.
large,
trees. Although most of the
the damage is
is caused by feeding injuries on
seed,
on seed,
stems,
roots, other animal
animal activities
activities are
are also
also destructive.
destructive. Feeding
Feeding injuries,
injuries,
stems, foliage,
foliage, bark,
bark, and roots,
not always
always serious,
serious, but
but extensive
extensive feeding
feeding can produce
produce significant
significant losses
of course,
course, are not
in the
the
losses in
stages in
in the
the forest.
forest. As
As
form of
of mortality,
mortality, delayed growth,
growth, decay,
decay, or
or deformity
deformity at
at various
various stages
animal
commonly inconspicuous,
or seasonal,
seasonal, and
and occurs
animal damage is
is commonly
inconspicuous, or
occurs in
in forest
forest areas
areas which
be
which may
may be
infrequently visited,
serious losses
losses may
observer. FurFurinfrequently
visited, serious
may be
be completely
completely overlooked
overlooked by
by the
the casual
casual observer.
thermore, when damage
is discovered,
is often
responsible.
thermore,
damage is
discovered, there
there is
often aa question as
as to
to what
what animal
animal is
is responsible.
usually can
can be
be identified
identified by
by the
the type
type of
of injury
The offending animal
animal usually
injury or
or evidence
evidence of
of its
its presence.
presence.
Each species
species produces
stage of
of growth
growth in
in
produces characteristic
characteristic types
types of
of injury
injury or
or damage
damage at
at aa specific
specific stage
the forest.
forest. For example,
example, several
several animal
trees.
animal species
species feed
feed on
on the stems
stems or
or foliage
foliage of
of small
small trees.
The rodents
rodents and
and rabbits,
rabbits, which
which possess
possess chisel-like
chisel-like incisors,
incisors, gnaw
slanting
gnaw the
the stems
stems and produce slanting
cuts. The size
size of the tooth marks
enables identification of
specific rodents.
rodents.
marks on these cuts enables
of specific
The elk and deer,
stems and
and produce
produce
deer, however,
however, which
which possess
possess dull
dull lower
lower incisors
incisors only,
only, break
break the
the stems
splintered or blunt breaks
breaks that
that are
are approximately
approximately square
square across
across the
the stems.
stems. Animal
Animal signs
signs
either splintered
such as droppings,
droppings, tracks,
burrows, hair,
hair, and
and feeding
feeding injuries
injuries on
on vegetation
vegetation are
tracks, burrows,
are important
important aids
aids
in identifying damage. A basic
in
basic knowledge of
of the potentially destructive
destructive animals
animals and
and the
the various
various
types
types of
of injury
injury they
they produce
produce is
is very
very helpful
helpful toward
toward detecting,
detecting, identifying,
identifying, and
and avoiding
avoiding animal
animal
damage. The
on Conifers
Conifers in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest is
is the
the best
best
The Guide
Guide to
to Wildlife
Wildlife Feeding
Feeding Injuries
Injries on
information on
on this
this comprehensive
comprehensive subject
subject (see
(see Bibliography
Bibliography and
and Selected
Selected References).
References).
source of information
There are few simple and inexpensive techniques
for alleviating
alleviating wildlife
wildlife damage
damage on
techniques for
on large
large
tracts of
of forest
forest land.
land. Problems on relatively
relatively small
small areas,
areas, however,
however, are
are sometimes
sometimes easily
easily
solved. Methods of control
control include
include environmental manipulations to produce unfavorable habitat
habitat,
chemical or mechanical protection
protection of
of seed
seed or
or trees,
trees, and
and removal
removal of
of destructive
destructive animals.
animals. The
The
method to
to use
use will
will depend
depend upon
upon the
the particular
particular problem
problem and
and situation.
situation. Removal
Removal of
of animals
animals is
is
often the only alternative
alternative for
for preventing
preventing losses.
losses. When
When considering
considering the
the removal
removal of
of protected
protected
animals,
animals, the
the approval
approval and
and recommendations
recommendations of
of the
the State
State Game
Game Coumission
Commission must
must be
be obtained.
obtained. The
use
The use
of poison baits or materials is
is sometimes
sometimes necessary
necessary to
to remove
remove animals
animals efficiently.
efficiently. Poisons
Poisons must
must
always be handled with extreme care
always
care and
and be
be exposed
exposed in
in aa manner
manner that
that will
will eliminate
eliminate or
or minimize
minimize
to humans,
humans, domestic
domestic animals,
animals, and
and other
other wildlife.
wildlife.
hazards to

as a general
general guide
identification and
This chapter can serve only as
guide for
for the
the identification
and control
control of
of forest
forest
wildlife damage
damage problems.
problems. Additional help may
the Division of
may be
be obtained
obtained from the
of Wildlife
Wildlife SerServices, Bureau of Sports
Sports Fisheries and Wildlife,
specialists in each of
the
vices,
Wildlife, which has offices and spetialists
of the
western
western states.
states. This agency is responsible for providing technical
technical information and
and assistance
assistance
in evaluating
in
evaluating wildlife
wildlife damage
damage and
and prescribing
prescribing and
and demonstrating
demonstrating the
the safest
safest and
and best
best known
known methods
methods
of control.
control. The State
State Game Commissions also
also have specialists
specialists to assist in solving problems
involving species
species protected
protected by
by state
state laws
laws and
and have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over destroying
destroying such
such animals
animals for
for
involving
the
damage.
the purpose of alleviating damage.

MICE
SHREWS AND NICE
Damage to Seeded Areas
small matnntals--the
mammals—the shrews
Several small
shrews(Sorex
(Sorexspp.),
spp.),deer
deermouse
mouse (Peromyscus
(Peromyscus maniculatus),
maniculatus), redred(Clethrionomys spp.),
spp.), jumping
jumping mouse
mouse (Zapus spp.),
(Microtus spp.)
spp.) and
and
backed mouse (Clethrionomys
spp.), meadow mouse (Microtus

Harry D.
for the
the State
Resources,
1Harry
D. Hartwell,
Hartwell, Game Biologist for
State of
of Washington,
Washington, Department of Natural Resources,
is stationed at the Forest Land Management Center,
is
Center, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington.
Washington. He has specialized in
research and
and control
control of
of forest
forest wildlife
wildlife problems
problems in
in Washington
Washington since
since 1953.
1953. Prior to
to 1963,
1963, he
was employed by the
the U.
U. S.
S. Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife
Wildlife Service.
Service.
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pocket
mouse(Perognathus
(Perognathusspp.)—are
spp.)--area aserious
serious threat
threat totosuccessful
pocket mouse
successfulseeding
seeding(Moore,
(Moore, 1940;
1940; Kangur,
Kangur,
l954.)2 They
Theyaffect
affect seeding
primarily by
by feeding
on seed,,
but substantial
1954.)
seeding primarily
feeding on
seed., but
substantial losses
lossessometimes
sometimes
deer mouse
mouseisis considered
considered to
to be
result from
from extensive
extensive feeding
feedingon
on newly
newly emerged
emerged seedlings.
The deer
be the
the
result
seedlings. The
Anysite
site suitable
suitable foi
scarified,
most destructive
seed eater. Any
foi seeding,
seeding, such
such as
as recently
recently burned,
burned, scarified,
most
destructive seed
Feeding
or logged-off
well
populated
one
more
small
mammals.
or
logged-off areas,
areas, isisusually
usually
well
populatedwith
with
oneoror
moreofofthese
these
small
mammals. Feeding
Close inspection
on
seedlings may
may not
casual observer.
observer. Close
inspection on
on exposed
exposed
on seed
seed or
or seedlings
notbe
be apparent
apparent toto the
the casual
is also
in the
soil will
will often
often reveal
reveal discarded
discarded seed
seed hulls
hulls or
or clipped
clipped seedlings.
seedlings. Seed
Seed is
also cached
cached in
the
soil
This seed
of seedlings.
soil,many
many of
ofwhich
whichmay
may not
not be
beconsumed.
consumed. This
seed frequently
frequently produces
produces small
small clumps
clumps of
seedlings.
soil,
Althoughclipping
clipping of
of stems
small
matrunals
Although
stems and
and cotyledons
cotyledons is
is typical
typicalofof
small
mammals feeding,
feeding, cutworms
cutworms and
and birds
birds
producesimilar
similar injuries.
injuries.
produce
Control on
Control
on Seeded
Seeded Areas
Areas

It
without
some
means
of of
protection
from
small
mammals.
It isisunwise
unwisetotoseed
seedartificially
artificially
without
some
means
protection
from
small
mammals. The
method of
endrin-seed treatment
treatment formula
formula used
seeding projects.
projects.
method
ofchoice
choiceisis the
the endrin-seed
usedextensively
extensively in
in forest
forest seeding
percent to
Endrin,
of seed
seed (0.5 percent
to weight
weight of
of
Endrin, aa highly
highly toxic
toxic chemical,
chemical,isis applied
applied toto the
the outer
outer hull
hull of
seed) in
aluminum
is included
seed)
in aa weather-resistant
weather-resistantadhesive,
adhesive,and
anda acoloring
coloringagent
agent(usually
(usually
aluminum powder)
powder) is
included
to identify
identify the
the treatment
treatment and
and deter
deter feeding
feeding by
by birds.
birds. This
This treatment
treatment does
reducto
does cause
cause an
an initial
initial reduction in
in numbers
numbers of
small mammals,
mammals, but
mainly designed
designed to
discourage feeding
feeding by
by sublethal
sublethal
tion
of small
butitit is
is mainly
to discourage
reaction.
available.
Endrin-seed treatment
treatmentservices
services are
are available.
reaction. Endrin-seed
Baiting with
second choice
sown
Baiting
with prepared
preparedpoison
poisongrain
grainisis the
the second
choiceofof protecting
protecting artificially
artificially sown
theonly
onlypractical
practical
wayofofprotecting
protecting
naturally
disseminatedseed
seedand
andemergent
emergent seedseedIt isisthe
way
naturally
disseminated
seed. It
lings. Baiting
Baiting may
may also
also be
be employed
employed toto supplement
supplementendrin-treated
endrin-treated seed
seed when
whenthe
theseed
seed is
is dissemindisseminlings.
as in
in spot
or in
ated iin limited
limited amounts,
amounts, as
spot seeding
seeding or
in very
very small
small areas.
areas. Strychnine-treated
Strychnine-treated oats
oats
ated
(1-12) is
is the
therecommended
recommended bait.
It is
isapplied
applied by
by scattering
scattering 30
30 to
to 40
40 kernels
kernels in
in spots
spots at
at 3030bait. It
to 40-foot
40-foot intervals
intervals under
under the
the cover
cover of
of logs,
logs, brush,
brush, or
orstumps,
stumps, which
which are
usually present
present in
in
to
are usually
Scattering the
the bait
areas to
to be
be seeded.
seeded. Scattering
bait over
over an
an area
area of
of about
about 22 square
feet minimizes
minimizes the
the hazard
hazard
areas
square feet
to domestic
domestic animals
When attempting
bait should
should be
be
to
animals and
and other
other wildlife.
wildlife. When
attemptingtotoprotect
protect seed,
seed, the
the bait
distributed about
beforethe
the application
application of
need for
for protecting
distributed
about one
one week
week before
of seed.
seed. The
The need
protectingemergent
emergent
seedlings
Bymarking
markingthe
the seedlings
seedlings with
with small
or wire
wire stakes
seedlings cannot
cannot be
be predicted.
predicted. By
small wood
wood or
stakes in
in sample
sample
are being
plots, one
their fate.
plots,
one can
can observe
observe their
fate. If
If considerable
considerable numbers
numbers are
being cut
cut off,
off,small
smallrodents
rodentsmay
may
be responsible,
as for
for protecting
be
responsible, and
and bait
bait should
should be
be applied
applied in
in the
thesame
same manner
manner as
protecting seed.
seed. Whether
protecting
protecting seed
seed or
or seedlings,
seedlings, protected
protected bait
bait spots
spots are
are important.
important. Sheltered
is more
more easily
easily
Sheltered bait
bait is
found
by small
small mammals
mammals
remains
effectiveover
overa alonger
longer period
period of
of time.
found by
andand
remains
effective
time. Small
Small mammals
mammals rapidly
rapidly
reinvade areas
areas from
whichthey
theyhave
havebeen
beenremoved
removed
grain
baitsoon
soonloses
losesits
its toxicity
toxicity and
reinvade
from which
andand
grain
bait
and
palatability
Consequently,itit may
maybebenecessary
necessarytotodistribute
distribute
palatabilitywhen
when exposed
exposed to
to excessive
excessive moisture.
moisture. Consequently,
bait periodically
effectively. Distribution
bait
periodically to
to prctect
protect seeded
seeded areas
areas effectively.
of bait
bait in
ina awide
wide band
band
Distribution of
around seeded
anothertechnique
technique
employedtotoslow
slowdown
downreinvasion
reinvasionofof
small
mammals.
around
seeded areas
areas isisanother
employed
small
matrunals.
Damage
Mice
DamagebybyMeadow
Meadow
MiceininPlanted
Planted Areas

Meadow
mice
thriveininfields
fields containing
containing dense
of herbaceous
herbaceous plants.
plants. Numerous
Meadow
mice
thrive
dense growths
growths of
Numerous tree
tree
plantings
in undisturbed
undisturbed grass
grass areas
areashave
have been
been severely
severely damaged
damaged or
rodent.
plantings in
or destroyed
destroyed by
by this
this rodent.
Small
seedlings are
are cotrunonly
clipped
off,whereas
whereasthethetrunks
trunksofoflarge
large seedlings
seedlings and
small trees
trees
Small seedlings
commonly clipped
off,
and small
are
are girdled
girdled in
in varying
varying degrees
degrees to
to aa height
height of
of about
about 10
10 inches.
inches. Girdling
Girdling may
may extend
greater
extendtoto aa greater
height when
micework
workunder
underthe
theprotective
protective cover
height
when mice
cover of
of snow.
snow. Burrowing
Burrowing activities
causesome
someexpoexpoactivities cause
sure
of roots
minor
sure and
and cropping
cropping of
roots but
butare
areofof
minorimportance
importancecompared
compared to
to cropping
cropping and
and girdling
girdling above
above
ground.
ground. The
mice
is isreadily
winding, runways
runways beneath
beneath
The presence
presence of
of meadow
meadow
mice
readilydetected
detected by
by distinct,
distinct, winding,
dense
vegetation. This
This species
species is
is particularly
dense vegetation.
particularly noted
noted for
for its
itspopulation
population fluctuations.
fluctuations. PeriodiPeriodically they
they become
become exceedingly
year or
or two
two and
and then
then drop
drop back
back
cally
exceedinglyabundant
abundantover
overlarge
largeregions
regions for
for aa year
to
for aa span
years. Sometimes
to normal
normal numbers
numbers for
span of
of many
many years.
Sometimes tree
receive very
very
treeplantings
plantingsinin old
old fields
fields receive
little damage
meadow
little
damage until
untilananoutbreak
outbreakofof
meadow mice
mice occurs.
occurs. However,
remain high
high on
onsome
some
However, populations
populations remain
fields
fields and
and thus
thus create
createa aperpetual
perpetualproblem.
problem. Constant
Constant vigilance
necessary to
to avoid
avoid aa possible
possible
vigilance is
is necessary
catastrophe from
from an
an unexpected
unexpected increase
increaseinin
numbersofof
meadow mice.
mice.
catastrophe
numbers
meadow
2

2References
are to
Bibliography
References are
to authors
authors listed
listedinin
Bibliographyon
onpage
page 223 and
and to
dates of
of their
their publicapublicato the
the dates
tions.
ions.
This
ratio, as
of bait.
This ratio,
as used
used in
in the
the chapter,
chapter, refers
referstotoounces
ounces of
ofpoison
poison to
to pounds
pounds of
bait.
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Suppression of
is the
the simplest
simplest and
and most
of dense
dense grass
grass by mechanical
mechanical cultivation or mowing is
most
effective method of preventing
preventing meadow mouse
mouse damage
damage on
on large
large plantations.
plantations. These animals
animals cannbt
canntot
thrive where
where vegetation is
thrive
is sparse
sparse or
or short.
short. Cultivation is better than
than mowing because it
it retards
retards
the establishment and
and density
density of
of grass.
grass. In practice,
practice, cultivation may be
be necessary
necessary anyway;
anyway; seedseed- '
lirigs
cannot grow
grow and
and survive
survive well
well in dense grass.
lings cannot
grass. Mowing is
is effective
effective if
if the
the grass
grass is
is cut
cut short
short
and maintained in
in that
that condition.
condition. Trees in
in grass areas
areas should
should always
always be
be established
established in
in rows
rows in
in
case mechanical
mechanical cultivation or mowing becomes necessary.
case
necessary. Suppression
Suppression of
of grass
grass must
must continue
until the
the trees
trees are
are resistant
resistant to
to further
further damage.
damage. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, aa Douglas-fir seedling
seedling with aa basal
basal
diameter of
of one-half inch is quite resistant.
diameter
resistant. Plantations
species such
such as
as
Plantations with more vulnerable species
cottonwood, or with very high mouse populations,
cottonwood,
populations, may require
require environmental
environmental control
control until
until the
the
trees are much larger.
trees
larger.
Control of Meadow
Meadow Mouse Damage
Damage

often can be controlled with oats
treated with
(1 or
Meadow mice often
oats or
or wheat
wheat treated
with zinc
zinc phosphide
phosphide (I
or 22
percent).
and distributed
distributed in
in teaspoon
teaspoon quantities
quantities directly into
percent) and
into the
the runways
runways and
and burrows.
burrows. Baiting
is most
most effective during late fall and winter when natural
is
natural foods
foods are
are less
less abundant
abundant and
and the
the anianimals are
are not
not reproducing.
reproducing. Even though baiting may effectively
effectively reduce
reduce an
an initial
initial population,
population,
periodic application
application is
is nonnally
normally required
required to
to curb
curb repopulation
repopulation from
from surrounding
surrounding areas.
areas. The
method is
is very laborious
laborious on
on large,
large, heavily
heavily infested
infested areas.
areas.
Mechanical protectors
protectors on
on individual
individual trees
trees will
will provide
provide permanent
permanent protection
protection against
against damage
damage
occurring above
above ground
ground but
but are
are practical
practical only
only on
on relatively
relatively small
small areas
areas or
or highly
highly valued
valued trees.
trees.
Hoops of metal window
window screening
screening material
material 12
12 inches
inches high,
high, or
or tall
tall tin
tin cans
cans with
with both
both ends
ends removed,
removed,
placed around the base of trees,
trees, are effective
effective protectors
protectors where
where deep
deep snow
snow does
does not
not persist.
persist. At
At
the present time
time there
there is
is no
no effective
effective coimnercial
commercial repellent for meadow mice.
Trapping may be
be a& useful technique
technique for
for eliminating
eliminating subsurface
subsurface damage
damage that
that cannot
cannot be
be concontrolled by mechanical protectors or baiting on
on small
small areas.
areas. Meadow mice are
are readily
readily captured
captured
in snap traps set
set at right angles
angles to
to the
the runways
runways so
so that
that the
the animals
animals will
will pass
pass directly
directly over
over the
the
trigger. A sufficient
sufficient number of traps
traps can
can reiove
remove large
large numbers
numbers of
of mice
mice rapidly.
rapidly. For small
small
species,
species, ordinary mouse traps
traps will suffice.
suffice. Rat-size
Rat-size traps
traps are necessary to
to capture the
the large
large
Townsend meadow mice (M.
and Oregon.
Oregon.
(M. townsendii)
townsendii) in western Washington
Washington and

SQUIRRELS
This group includes the chipmunks (Eutamias
This
(Eutamias spp.),
spp.), ground
ground squirrels
squirrels (Citellus
(Citellus spp.),
spp.), red
red
squirrels (Tamiasciurus
(Tamiasciurus spp.),
spp.), and
and silver-gray
silver-gray squirrels
squirrels (Sciurus
(Sciurus griseus).
griseus). The chipmunks and
and
ground squirrels are
ground
are hibernating,
hibernating, ground-dwelling
ground-dwelling rodents,
rodents, but
but the
the red
red and
and silver-gray
silver-gray squirrels
squirrels
are typical tree
tree dwellers.
dwellers.

Chipmunks and Ground Sçuirreis
Squirrels
The Columbian (C.
(C. Columbianus),
Columbianus), Douglas
Douglas (C.
(C. beecheyi)
beecheyi) and
and golden-mantled
golden-mantled (C.
(C. lateralis)
lateralis)
ground squirrels and some
ground
some species
species of
of chipmunks
chipmunks CE.
(E. townsendii
townsendii and
and E.
E. amoenus)
amoenus) are
are found
found in
in open
open
mammals, they
forests and forest
forest clearings.
clearings. Like the smaller mammals,
they are
are implicated
implicated in
in losses
losses of
of seed
seed
and emergent seedlings.
seedlings. Although the
the effect of different
different species
species of
of chipmunks
chipmunks and
and ground
ground squirsquirrels is
not well understood,
rels
is not
understood, the
the presence
presence of
of considerable
considerable numbers
numbers in
in seeded
seeded areas
areas is
is regarded
regarded
as potentially destructive.
as
destructive. The chipmunk (E.
(E. amoenus)
amoenus) and
and golden-mantled
golden-mantled ground
ground squirrel
squirrel cause
cause
heavy losses
losses of
of seed
seed in
in some
some areas
areas east
east of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades.
Control of
of Chipmunks and Ground Squirrels
Control
Squirrels
The endrin-seed treatment
treatment is
is of
of little
little value
value for
for protecting
protecting tree
tree seed
seed from
from chipmunks
chipmunks and
and
ground squirrels.
squirrels. The most practical
practical way of
of reducing
reducing seed
seed loss
loss is
is spot
spot baiting
baiting with
with strychninestrychninetreated
oats (chipmunks
treated oats
(chipmunks and
and golden-mantled
golden-mantled ground
ground squirrel,
squirrel, 1-12;
1-12; Columbian
Columbian ground
ground squirrel,
squirrel,
1-10;
1-10; Douglas ground
ground squirrel,
squirrel, 1-16).
1-16). Chipmunks
Chipmunks can be controlled any
any time
time they
they are
are fully
fully active
active
from spring through
If seed is
through fall.
fall. If
is distributed in the fall before chipmunks have hibernated,
hibernated,
it is
is best
best to apply bait
bait one week before
before seeding;
seeding; but
but if
if seed
seed is
is distributed
distributed in
in winter,
winter, the
the bait
bait
it
should not be applied until shortly
shortly before
before the
the animals
animals emerge
emerge in
in the
the spring.
spring. Ground squirrels
do
do not
not take grain
grain bait readily
readily until
until they
they have
have been
been out
out of
of hibernation
hibernation for
for some
some time.
time. ConseConsequently,
quently, bait
bait placed
placed in
in the
the early
early spring
spring may neither
neither protect
protect seed
seed that
that is
is present,
present, nor
nor seedlings
seedlings
that emerge later
that
later in
in the
the spring.
spring. To control
control ground
"ground squirrels,
squirrels, it
it is
is best
best to
to bait
bait in
in sunner
summer or
or
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early
fall before the
the time
time of
of seeding.
seeding. The best time
time to
to bait varies as
as to
to species
species and
and locality.
locality.
early fall
Specific information
information may
the Division of
Services, U.
U. S.
S. Bureau
Bureau of
of
Specific
may be
be obtained
obtained from the
of Wildlife Services,
Bait for
ground squirrels
Sport Fisheries and
and Wildlife.
Wildlife. Bait
for ground
squirrels is
is placed outside burrow
burrow entrances
entrances or
or
Sport
burrows and trails
in distinct,
distinct, well-used
well-used trails.
trails. Chipmunk burrows
trails are more difficult to
to locate.
locate. For
in
these animals,
logs, stumps,
stumps, and brush piles.
piles. Whether baiting
baiting
these
animals, the
the bait
bait should
should be
be placed
placed under
under logs,
for
chipmunks or
or ground
ground squirrels,
squirrels, the
bait should
be well
well scattered over an area
for chipmunks
the bait
should be
area of about
about 22
square feet
feet at the
the rate of one
one teaspoon
teaspoon for
for each
each spot
spot placement.
placement. Additional
square
Additional baiting may be
from surrounding
surrounding areas.
areas.
necessary to curb repopulation from
Red
Squirrels
Red and
and Silver-Gray Squirrels
The red
connon inhabitants
The
red squirrels
squirrels are
are common
inhabitants of
of coniferous
coniferous forests
forests and are reddish-brown color.
color.
The cone-cutting activities
activities of these animals may have an
an adverse
adverse effect on seed
seed production
production in
in
stands
(Pinus ponderosa)
(Pinus lambertiana)
lambertiana) (Squillace,
(Squillace, 1953).
1953).
stands of
of ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine (Pinus
ponderosa) and
and sugar
sugar pine
pine (Pinus
Red squirrels cause some damage by stripping bark from the
the upper boles and
and branches of
of conifers
conifers
on
sides of the Cascades (Pike,
(Pike, 1934).
1934).
on both sides

The
silver-gray squirrel
squirrel is
is larger than the red squirrels
squirrels and is
is light
light gray in
in color.
color. It
The silver-gray
is typically
(Quercus garryana)
the interior
interior valleys
is
typically associated
associated with
with oak
oak (Quercus
garryana) forests
forests of
of the
valleys in Oregon
This squirrel
causes significant
and Washington. This
squirrel causes
significant damage in localized areas by stripping bark
from
from the
the upper
upper bole
bole and
and branches
branches of
of young
young and
and maturing
maturing conifer
conifer trees
trees (Scheffer,
(Scheffer, 1952).
1952). Both
red
red and
and silver-gray
silver-gray squirrels
squirrels remove
remove bark
bark in
in aa patch-like
patch-like pattern,
pattern, leaving
leaving fine
fine tooth marks
marks on
the
the exposed sapwood.
sapwood. Short,
Short, narrow
narrow strips
strips of
of bark
bark from 22 to
to 33 inches
inches long
long litter
litter the ground
ground
beneath injured
injured trees.
trees. These bark strips
strips separate
separate squirrel work from
from similar
similar injuries
injuries by the
the
porcupine
rat (Lawrence,
(Lawrence, et
et_ al.,
al^. , 1961.)
1961.)
porcupine and
and wood rat
Very little
little is
is known concerning the
the control of tree
tree squirrels.
squirrels.
poison baits
baits are
poison
are suggested as possible ways of
of preventing
preventing damage.
damage.

Shooting,
trapping, and
Shooting, trapping,

DUSKY-FOOTED WOOD RAT

rat (Neotoma
(Neotoma fuscipes)
fuscipes) is
is a semi-arboreal
semi-arboreal rodent that
that inhabits
inhabits dry,
dry,
The dusky-footed wood rat
brushy hillsides west of
of the
the Cascades
Cascades in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and California.
California. It
It constructs large
large nests
nests of
of
sticks from 3
feet high on the
sticks
3 to
to 7
7 feet
the ground, or
or somewhat
somewhat smaller
smaller nests
nests in
in trees.
trees. In Oregon,
Oregon, this
animal removes
removes bark
bark in
in aa patch-like
patch-like pattern
pattern in
in the
the crowns
crowns of
of young,
young, dense
dense stands
stands of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
animal
(Pseudotsu&a
menziesii) and white fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii)
fir (Abies
(Abies concolor).
concolor). Apparently,
Apparently, the bark is
is used to line
the nests. Wood rat
the
rat damage is
is aa localized
localized problem.
problem.
Little is
is known about
about the
the control
control of
of wood
wood rat
rat bark
bark injury.
injury. A poison
poison bait,
bait, tallium-treated
nut meats,
meats, is
habitat for
wood rats,
rats, pruning,
is available.
available. Because
Because thickets
thickets provide
provide optimum habitat
for wood
pruning, thinthinning,
removal of
of understory
understory brush
brush in
in dense
dense conifer
conifer stands
stands have
have been
been suggested
suggested as
as aa means
means of
of
ning, and
and removal
(Hooven, 1959).
1959).
environmental control (Hooven,

POCKET GOPHERS
Characteristics and Datnae
Damage

The pocket gophers
rodents that
in shallow,
shallow, extensive
extensive burrow
burrow
gophers (Thomomys
(Thomomys spp.)
spp.) are
are small
small rodents
that live
live in
systems. Prairies,
Prairies, alpine
alpine meadows,
meadows, and
and forest
forest clearings
clearings are
are the
the typical
typical habitat
habitat in
in forest
forest
regions.
The
The presence
presence of
of these
these secretive
secretive animals
animals is
is indicated
indicated by
by scattered
scattered fan-shaped
fan-shaped mounds
mounds of
of
earth with no visible burrow
burrow exits.
exits. Roots of herbaceous plants
plants are
are the
the primary
primary source
source of
of food.
food.
of trees
growing in
pocket-gopher habitat
habitat are
are frequently
frequently pruned
pruned or
or gnawed
gnawed by
by these
these anianiThe roots
roots of
trees growing
in pocket-gopher
mals. Similar
Similar injuries may be inflicted
inflicted on
on the
the boles
boles and
and branches
branches of
of seedlings
seedlings and
and saplings
saplings
when the animals work under the
the protective
protective cover
cover of
of snow.
snow. Root
injuries are
are usually not
not detected
Root injuries
detected
until foliage
foliage turns
turns yellow
yellow or
or brown
brown in
in summer,
summer, or
or until
until the
the trees
trees lean
lean from
from the
the upright
upright position.
position.
Pocket
damage in localized
areas, particularly
particularly in
in ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine planplanPocket gophers
gophers cause
cause significant
significant damage
localized areas,
tation
(Moore, 1943).
1943).
tation east
east of
of the Cascades (Moore,
Control of Damage

Where pocket go'hers
gophers are numerous over large
large areas,
areas, they
they often can be
be controlled
controlled by
by baiting
baiting
with strychnine-treated carrots
carrots or
or oats
oats (1-16).
(1-16). Poison carrot
carrot bait
bait is
is prepared
prepared by
by cutting
cutting fresh
fresh
carrots
into pieces
pieces one-half inch
inch square
square and
and 22 inches
inches long
long and
and dusting
dusting them
them with
with powdered
powdered
carrots into
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strychnine alkaloid
alkaloid (1-16).
(1-16). A round,
round, blunt-pointed probe about 11 inch
inch in
in diameter
diameter and
and 33 or
4
or 4
feet long
feet
long made
made from
from an
an iron
iron pipe
pipe or
or wood
wood pole
pole isisdesirable.
desirable for
for placing bait.
bait. The
The undergroind
underground
burrows are located
located by probing in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of fresh
fresh mounds,
mounds, and two
two or
or three carrot baits
level teaspoon
teaspoon of grain bait is
is placed in
in each
each burrow
burrow located
located (Crouch,
(Crouch, 1942).
1942).
or one level

Trapping is
is recommended
recommended for
for small areas or large
large areas
areas with light
light infestations.
infestations. Several
Several
types of
types
of inexpensive gopher traps
traps are
are available.
available. The burrows
burrows are
are opened
opened with aa steel
steel trowel
trowel to
to
allow insertion
of the
the traps,
traps, one
one being
being used
used in
allow
insertion of
in the
the lateral
lateral burrows
burrows that
that lead
lead up
up to
to the
the mounds,
mounds,
and two
two facing
in opposite
opposite directions
directions in
in the
the deeper
deeper mainburrows
main.burrows (Crouch,
and
facing in
(Crouch, 1942).
1942).
machine known as
A tractor-drawn
tractor-drawn machine
as the "burrow
builder" has
has been developed for
for rapid
rapid baiting
baiting
burrow builder"
of pocket gophers.
of
gophers. As
this implement
implement is
is pulled through
through an
an infested
infested area,
area, it
it forms
forms an
an artificial
artificial
As this
burrow which
:hich intersects
intersects the
the gopher
gopher burrows,
burrows, and
and automatically
automatically drops
d:ops small quantities
burrow
quantities of
of poison
poison
grain at
grain
at intervals
intervals in the artificial
artificial burrow.
burrow. The "burrow builder"
builder" is
is effective in
in loam-type
loam-type
soils that
will retain artificial
that will
artificial burrows,
burrows, and where gophers will accept
accept grain
grain bait.
bait. AA few
few of
of
these implements
implements are
are available
available in
in areas
areas where
where gophers
gophers are
are aaproblem
these
problem to
to agricultural
agricultural crops.
crops.

RABBITS
RABBITS
and Damage
Damage
Characteristics and
Rabbits occur on most forest
forest lands.
lands. The stems and foliage of woody plants
plants are
are an
an important
important
source of
of food
food for these animals,
animals, especially
especially during
during winter
winter months.
months. The
The snowshoe
snowshoe rabbit.
rabbit (Lepus
(Lepus
americanus), aa typical
typical forest
forest species,
species, is
is very
very destructive
destructive to
to conifer
conifer plantings
plantings in many parts
americanus),
parts of
of
the region (Moore,
the
(Moore, 1940;
1940; Aldous and
and Aldous,
Aldous, 1944).
1944). Other rabbits known to
to cause
cause tree
tree damage
damage are:
are:
the
brush rabbit
rabbit (Sylvilaus
species occurring
occurring on cutover
cutover lands
Oregon;
the brush
(Sylvilagus bachxnani),
bachmani), aa species
lands in western Oregon;
the introduced
introduced eastern
areas of
the
eastern cottontail
cottontail (Sylvilagus
(Sylvilagus floridanus)
floridanus) in
in localized
localized areas
of western WashingWashington, and
cuniculus) on
on the
the San
San Juan
Juan Islands,
Islands, Washington.
Washington.
ton,
and the
the European
European rabbit
rabbit (Oryctolagus
(Orytolagus cuniculus)
Rabbits clip
clip and
and eat
eat woody
woody stems
up to
diameter of
of about
Rabbits
stems up
to a maximum diameter
about one-fourth inch,
inch, leaving
leaving
oblique knife-like cuts with indistinct
indistinct tooth
tooth marks.
marks. Small
Small seedlings
seedlings are
are commonly cut
cut off close
to
to the ground,
ground, and established seedlings
seedlings may
may be
be cropped
cropped back
back year
year after
after year.
year. On large
large seedlings
seedlings
with thick
will clip the leader
thick boles,
boles, rabbits
rabbits will
leader and upper branches as
as high as
as they
they can
can reach.
reach.
These injuries
injuries cause extensive mortality and growth loss
loss in
in forest
forest plantations.
plantations. The European
rabbit gnaws
gnaws bark at
rabbit
at the base of
of young
young conifers.
conifers. Bark gnawing on conifers by snowshoe
snowshoe and
and cotcottontail
has been observed east
tontail rabbits
rabbits has
east of
of the
the Cascades
Cascades but
but not
not in
in the
the coastal
coastal area.
area.
The snowshoe
and cottontail,
cottontail, which are nocturnal
nocturnal and
and do
do not
not dig burrows,
burrows, remain concealed
The
snowshoe and
during daylight
daylight hours
hours under
under logs
logs or
or brush
brush piles,
piles, and
and in
in brushy
brushy thickets,
thickets, or
or burrows
burrows of
of other
other
during
animals. Consequently,
Consequently, their
their presence
presence is
is easily
easily overlooked.
overlooked. The presence of rabbits can
can be
be
detected by the
the characteristic
characteristic slanting knife-like cuts on woody plants and by clusters of
ovid droppings about
about one-fourth
one-fourth inch
inch in
in diameter.
diameter. Observation of tracks
tracks in
in snow
snow is
is another
another means
of
of detecting their
their presence
presence and
and relative
relative abundance.
abundance. Individual
restricted home
Individual rabbits
rabbits have
have a restricted
of other animals and in some areas
range. They frequently
frequently use the trails
trails of
areas make distinctive trails
trails
through dense vegetation.

Control of
of Damag_e
Damage
Control
Areas supporting
permanently dense
dense stands
of brush or
or herbaceous
herbaceous vegetation provide optimum
Areas
supporting permanently
stands of
habitat for
for snowshoe
snowshoe and
and cottontail
cottontail rabbits.
rabbits. Attempts.to
Attempts to reduce
reduce.tree
areas by
tree damage in such areas
removing animals
removing
animals may be futile.
futile. If
If possible,
possible, the
the habitat
habitat should
should be
be completely altered by removing
trees.
ing the
the vegetation
vegetation with
with mechanical
mechanical scarification
scarification equipment
equipment before
before the
the establishment
establishment of
of trees.
Brush
they provide
Brush piles
piles resulting
resulting from
from scarification
scarification should
should be
be burned
burned or
or otherwise
otherwise removed,
removed, as
as they
provide
cover for rabbits
rabbits during the vulnerable early stages of the plantation.
plantation.

Repellent
containing Thiram
and ZAC4are
ZACTare available and effective for
for protecting
Repellent formulations
formulations containing
Thiran and
small trees.
trees. They are diluted with water to
to 10
10 percent
percent concentrations
concentrations and
and applied
applied with
with aa small
small
sprayer. On the
the small
small seedlings
seedlings most commonly
commonly planted,
planted, respraying
respraying each
each year
year is
is necessary
necessary
hand sprayer.
leaders within
within reach
to
to protect
protect ne;
new leaders
reach of
of rabbits.
rabbits. When a serious
serious rabbit problem is
is anticipated
anticipated on
on
ar
an area to
to be planted,
planted, such as brushy areas that
that cannot be scarified
scarified or small
small scarified
scarified areas
areas
surrounded by
surrounded
by' brush,
brush, it
it is
is best
best to
to use
use large
large stock
stock 22 or
or more
more feet
feet in
in height.
height. Such trees,
trees.
''These
names.
4These are commercial names.
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particularly if
if initially
initially sprayed
sprayed with
with Thiram
Thiram or
or ZAC repellent,
particularly
repellent, will have a much better chance
chance
of overcoming rabbit
rabbit cropping than
than the
the small
small stock
stock usually planted.
planted.

Rabbit populations can
can be
be reduced
reduced with
with poison
poison baits.
baits. Apple is
is a good bait west of the
the
Rabbit
Cascades, and
and cured
cured alfalfa
alfalfa or
or apple
apple east
east of
of the Cascades.
Cascades,
Cascades. To prepare poison bait,
bait, apples
apples are
are
cut into
cubes and
and alfalfa is
cut
into 1-inch
1-inch cubes
is chopped into 5-inch lengths and then
then dusted with powdered
powdered
alkaloid (1-16).
(1-16). Rabbit cropping on trees
trees is
is most extensive
extensive from
from early
early fall
fall to
to early
early
strychnine alkaloid
(dormant season).
season). Consequently,
Consequently, it is
is best to
to bait in
in early fall
fall before
before heavy losses
losses
spring (dormant
The bait
bait may be placed inside
inside or under logs
logs and
and stumps
stumps in
in the
the infested
infested area,
area, but
but placeplaceoccur.
ment in
in wooden hutches 8 inches square and 22 feet long
long will provide
provide much better
better protection
protection of
of
the bait
bait from weathering and
and the
the least
least hazard
hazard to
to other
other wildlife.
wildlife. Only two
two or
or three
three apple
apple baits,
baits,
or one small
small bunch of alfalfa bait,
bait, is
is used at
at each location.
location. Best
Best results
results are obtained by
exposing untreated bait
bait several
weeks in
several weeks
in advance of the
the poison
poison bait.
bait. Neither of these
these baits
baits is
is
for protecting
protecting small
small trees.
trees.
used much for
recent years
it has
that snowshoe and cottontail
rabbits in western Washington
In recent
years it
has been found
found that
cottontail rabbits
are highly
highly attracted
attracted by
by the
the strychnine-salt
strychnine-salt mixture
mixture in
in the
the wooden
wooden blocks
blocks commonly
commonly used
used for
for porporare
control. This bait is
is being used on aa limited
limited scale
scale to
to protect
protect conifer
conifer plantations.
plantations. One
cupine control.
bait block is
is nailed inside a wooden hutch 8 inches square and 22 feet
feet long,
long, and individual
individual hutches are
apart in
are placed
placed 200
200 to
to 300
300 feet
feet.apart
in the
the plantations.
plantations. Although strychnine-salt blocks are
quite selective
are considered a potential hazard to inquisitive humans,
humans,
selective and long lasting,
lasting, they are
be used
used accordingly.
accordingly.
and must be
Trapping may be
be an
an effective
effective technique
technique for
for small
small areas.
areas. Snowshoe and cottontail
cottontail rabbits
rabbits
can be captured with live
live traps
traps or
or conibear
conibear traps
traps baited
baited with
with apple
apple or
or alfalfa.
alfalfa. The traps
traps are
are
in areas where rabbit
rabbit sign
sign is
is evident.
evident. Unbaited steel
steel traps
traps (sizes
(sizes 0,.
0,1,
1%) set in
in
placed in
1, or
or 1½)
trails may
may also
also be
be productive of results.
trails
results.

MOUNTAIN BEAVER
Characteristics and Dama
Damage

The mountain beaver
beaver (Aplodontia
(Aplodontia rufa)
rufa) is
is a
a dark
dark gray
gray burrowing
burrowing rodent
rodent found
found only in the
coastal region
region from British
British Columbia
Columbia southward
southward into
into California.
California. This
animal typically
typically inhabits
inhabits
This animal

areas
with dense
dense growths
growthsofofsword
swordfern
fern(Polystichum
(ystichum munitum),
fern (Pteridium
(Pteridium aquilinum),
!ilinum),
areas with
muniturn), bracken
bracken fern
Considerable numbers
numbers often
often occur
occur in
relatively open
open clearcut
clearcut
salal (Gaultheria
(Gaultheria shallon).
shallon). Considerable
in relatively
and salal
The
extensive, with numerous
numerous exits
exits from
from 44 to
to 88 inches
inches in
in diameter.
diameter.
areas.
The burrow systems
systems are extensive,
nest chamber is
A sizeable
sizeable nest
is constructed underground.
underground. Most of the
the animal's
animal's movements are
are
within 20
20 feet
feet of the
the nest site,
site, but
but occasional
occasional movements
movements are
are made
made several
several hundred
hundred feet
feet away.
away.
Each animal
animal lives
lives alone and
and is
is intolerant
intolerant of
of others
others of
of its
its kind.
kind. Individual
seldom live
live
Individual animals seldom
closer than
than one chain (66
(66 feet)
feet) apart.
apart. The vicinity
a nest
nest site
site is
is indicated
indicated by
vicinity of
of a
by cuttings
cuttings
left at
at burrow
burrow entrances,
entrances, heavy cropping of woody plants,
left
plants, and
and nesting
nesting material
material (dried
(dried vegetation)
vegetation)
discarded at
at burrow
burrow exits.
exits.
Although this
Although
this animal
animal is diurnal and
and active
active year
year round,
round, it
it is
is seldom
seldom observed.
observed. The foliage
foliage
of a wide
wide variety
variety of
of plants
plants is
is used
used for
for food,
food, and
and small
small piles
piles of
of cut
cut foliage
foliage are
are commonly
commonly found
found
of
at burrow exits.
ground, but
but bushes
bushes and
and small
exits. Mountain beavers generally feed close
close to
to the
the ground,
small trees
trees
are frequently ascended for
are
for food.
food. They are
are capable
threecapable of
of cutting
cutting woody
woody stems
stems up
up to
to about
about threefourths of
of an
an inch
fourths
inch in
in diameter and to heights of 20
20 feet
feet above
above ground.
ground.

Small
trees, from
from the
the seedling
seedling through
through the
the sapling
sapling stage,
stage, are
are frequently
frequently killed
killed or
or severely
severely
Small trees,
retarded by stem cutting. On small
cutting injuries
by the
beaver cancanretarded
small woody stems
stems the cutting
injuries by
the mountain beaver
not be distinguished
however, the
mountain beaver
beaver leaves
leaves
distinguished from
from those
those by
by rabbits.
rabbits. On larger
larger- stems,
stems, however,
the mountain
distinctive tooth
tooth marks about
about one-eighth
one-eighth of
of an
an inch
inch wide.
wide. Stem cutting by this
this animal
animal is
is aa sigsignificant cause
of mortality
mortality and
growth loss
Douglas-fir in
in some
some areas
areas of
of the
the coastal
coastal region
region
cause of
and growth
loss to
to Douglas-fir
(King, 1958).
1958).
(King,

Some
immature trees
trees in
in winter
winter for
for food,
food, usually
usually durdurSome bark
bark is
is gnawed
gnawed from the lower boles of immature
ing or after heavy snowfall.
snowfall. Bark is
is also commonly stripped
stripped from
from small
small trees
trees during
during the
the spring
spring
growing season,
season, but the
the use
use of
of the
the bark
bark has
has not
not been
been determined.
determined. Spring debarking frequently
frequently
causes
on Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir in
in the
the 44- to
to 20-year-old
20-year-old class
class
causes mortality and has been observed mainly on
(Lawrence, ^t
1961).
(Lawrence,
et ^1.,
al., 1961).
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Control of Damage
Control

best known
known method
method of
of control
control for
for large
large areas
areas is
is complete
complete alteration
alteration of
of the
the habitat
habitat by
by
The best
deep mechanical scarification.
scarification. Brush piles resulting
resulting 'from
from scarification
or
scarification must
must be destroyed or
removed
living quarters
quarters for
for mountain
mountain beaver.
beaver.
removed because
because they provide excellent living
Removal of mountain beavers is
is commonly
commonly practiced
practiced to
to reduce
reduce damage.
damage. Trapping is the
the best
method for
for small
small areas.
areas. The animals
animals are easily captured
captured by placing
placing steel
steel traps
traps (sizes
(sizes 00 to
to I)
1)
inside active burrows with the
the trap
trap chain
chain securely
securely fastened
fastened to
to aa stake.
stake. Poison bait
bait is
is recomrecommended for
for areas
areas where
where trapping
trapping is
is not
not feasible.
feasible. Fresh apple
apple treated
treated with strychnine is
is the
most reliable bait.
bait. Apple is
is quartered or
or cut
into 1-inch cubes
and then
then dusted
cut into
cubes and
dusted with
with powdered
powdered
This bait
bait is
active burrows
burrows throughout
throughout the
strychnine alkaloid (1-16).
(1-16). This
is placed inside
inside active
the infested
infested
area, using two
or three baits
baits at each placement.
area,
two or
placement. Bait
is most
Bait is
most effective
effective when placed
placed near
near the
the
sites. Some
bait, and
and their
their presence
presence will
will be
be indicated
indicated by
by
Some animals
animals will
will not
not accept the bait,
nest sItes.
and browsing activities.
continued feeding
feeding and
activities. These animals
animals can
can be
be removed
removed by
by trapping.
trapping.
repellents (10
Thiram and
and ZAC repellents
(10 percent concentrations) are
are effective
effective for
for protecting
protecting trees
trees
Continued protection can be
be secured
secured only
only by
by annual
annual applications
applications to
to the
the
from mountain beavers.
beavers. Continued
new growth.
growth.
new

PORCUPINE

Characteristics and Damage
(Erethizon dorsatum) is
is most abundant
abundant in
in the
the pine
pine forests
forests east
east of
of the
the Cascades
Cascades
The porcupine (Erethizon
but
also quite
quite common
coon ononthe
but is
is also
the west
west slopes
slopes of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades. Only
small numbers exist in
in the
the
Only small
It is
is mainly
mainly nocturnal
nocturnal and
coastal forests. It
and during the daytime remains concealed
concealed in
in the
the tops
tops of
of
in hollow
hollow logs
or trees,
trees, in
in crevices in
in rocky area
areas, in
logs or
trees, or under piles
piles of
of logs
logs or
or brush.
brush. The
trees,
porcupine does
does not hibernate,
hibernate, but may be
be inactive
inactive for
for many
many days
days during
during periods
periods of
of adverse
adverse
There is
marked seasonal
seasonal change
change in
in diet
diet from
from herbaceous
herbaceous foliage
foliage in
in spring
spring and
and summer
summer
weather. There
is a marked
to the
to
the foliage
foliage and
and bark of trees
trees and shrubs in
in winter.
winter.
Bark feeding by porcupines is
is aa significant
significant problem
problem in
in many
many areas
areas east
east of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades.
pine, sugar
sugar pine,
pine, lodgepole
lodgepole pine
pine (Pinus
(Pinus contorta),
contorta), and
and white
white fir
fir sustain
sustain the
the greatest
greatest
Ponderosa pine,
and eat the
the outer
outer bark,
bark, leaving
leaving prominent
prominent tooth
tooth marks
marks on
on the
the exposed
exposed
losses. Porcupines gnaw and
Gnawing on
on small
small trees
trees with
with smooth
smooth bark
bark is
is often
often basal,
basal, but
but on
on large
large trees
trees with
with rough
rough
sapwood. Gnawing
As a result,
result, small trees and
bark,
and branches.
branches. As
and the
the tops
tops of
of
bark, it is confined to the upper bole and
pines produces
produces bushy-crowned
bushy-crowned trees
trees which
which
larger
trees are frequently killed. Top girdling in pines
larger trees
have less
less commercial
commercial value.
value.

of Damage
Control of
Reduction measures
measures are employed to reduce porcupine damage.
Reduction
damage. A poison bait device known as
as
the "porcupine
"porcupine block"
block" will
will often destroy porcupines if
the
if properly
properly located.
located. This bait consists
consists of
of
of 2-inch by 2-inch wood in
aa 5-inch length
length of
in one edge of which is
is aa deep
deep slot
slot containing
containing aa mixture
mixture
use in
strychnine, salt,
salt, and
and magnesium
magnesium carbonate
carbonate (a
(a binder).
binder). The blocks are recommended for
for use
of strychnine,
must be fastened securely in
remote areas
areas and
and must
in situations
situations where they
they will
will not
not be
be dangerous
dangerous to
to
most effective
effective when placed
placed in
in
humans, wild game,
game, or domestic
domestic livestock.
livestock. They are safest
safest and most
humans,
dens in
known dens
in rocky areas,
areas, or 10 or more feet high in
in trees
trees frequently
frequently used
used for
for resting.
resting. Rest
Bait blocks
blocks are also
trees
identified by the accumulation of droppings
droppings beneath
beneath them.
them. Bait
trees can be
be identified
placed in trees
trees in areas
areas where porcupine damage is
is occurring
occurring (Gabrielson
(Gabrielson and
and Horn,
Horn, 1930;
1930; GabrielGabrielSubstantial wooden
wooden boxes
boxes with bait blocks fastened
1957). Substantial
fastened securely
securely inside
inside can
can
son and Hansen, 1957).
be used in
in some
some areas.
areas. The boxes,
boxes, which are
are for
for use
use on
on the
the ground,
ground, must
must be
be nailed
nailed to
to heavy
heavy logs
logs
or otherwise
otherwise secured so that
that deer,
deer, elk,
elk, and
and domestic
domestic livestock
livestock cannot
cannot reach
reach the
the poison
poison bait.
bait.
These boxes
boxes are commonly used in
in areas of
of heavy damage
damage or
or at
at the
the margins
margins of
of moist
moist meadows
meadows and
and
to feed
feed on
on herbaceous
herbaceous plants.
plants. They are especially useful
streams where the animals concentrate to
'Porcupine blocks"
for protecting young
young conifer
conifer plantations.
plantations. "Porcupine
blocks" can be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Bureau of Sports Fisheries and
and Wildlife (See
(See page
page 224).
224).
Hunting in
in the
the vicinity of
of dens
dens and
and feeding
feeding areas
areas in
in winter
winter can
can also
also be
be productive.
productive. Porcupines can usually be
dens with
with steel
steel traps (sizes
be caught
caught in
in kr.own
kr.own dens
(sizes 1½
lh or
or 2).
2). The traps ar
are set
inside den
den entrances
entrances where
where the
inside
the animals
animals are most likely
likely to
to step
step on
on them,
them, and
and the
the trap
trap chain
chain is
is
Traps may also be set in
fastened to
to a stationary object.
object. Traps
in well-used trails
trails in
in the
the snow.
snow.
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BEAVER
Characteristics and Damage
The beaver (Castor
and dam
The
(Castor canadensis) is
is best
best known for
for its
its tree
tree cutting
cutting.and
dam building
building activiactiviThese animals cut trees
trees and
and shrubs
shrubs to
to build
build dams
dams and
and lodges,
lodges, and
and the
the bark
bark is
is an
an important
important
Beavers ordinarsource of food.
food. The stumps of cut trees
trees are
are cone-shaped
cone-shaped and
and I1 to
to 22 feet
feet high.
high. Beavers
ily cut
cut the
the boles
boles and
and branches
branches of
of felled trees
ily
trees into
into short
short lengths
lengths and
and carry
carry them
them to
to water.
water. These
These
Some bark
bark is
the primary source
source of
of bark
bark and
and building
building material.
material. Some
is also
also gnawed and eaten
billets are the
the the
boles and
and branches
branches of felled trees or from
from the
the boles
from the
the basal portions
portions of
of standing
standing trees.
trees.
Prominent,
Prominent, board tooth
tooth marks are
are imprinted
imprinted on
on gnawed
gnawed and
and cut
cut surfaces.
surfaces.'

ties.
ties.

Although the
the beaver is a valuable species,
species, it
it can be
be destructive.
destructive. New beaver dams
dams may
may desdestroy established stands
stands of
of valuable
valuable timber,
timber, and
and established
established beaver
beaverponds
pondsmay
mayprevent
preventthe
theregenregentrees for a long
long period of
of time.
time. Forest access roads
roads are
are sometimes
sometimes flooded
flooded by
by beaver
beaver
eration of trees
ponds
ponds or completely washed out when beavers plug
plug culverts
culverts as
as aa convenient
convenient means
means of
of making
making dams.
dams.
Tree cutting may destroy or damage considerable
considerable numbers
numbers of
of valuable
valuable trees
trees adjacent
adjacent to
to streams,
streams,
ponds,
ponds, or
or lakes.
lakes.
Control of Damage
Damage

is the
the recommended method of
of reducing
reducing damage.
damage. Removal should be accomplished
Trapping is
Assisduring
harvest season prescribed by state law,
during the
the harvest
law, when the
the pelts
pelts are
are in
in prime
prime condition.
condition. Assistance
specialists.
tance may
may be
be solicited
solicited from
from commercial
commercial trappers
trappers and
and Game
Game Commission specialists.

BLACK BEAR
Damage
Girdling of trees by the
the black bear (Ursus
(Ursus americanus)
americanus) is
is aa serious
serious problem
problem over
over large
large areas
areas
in the
the coastal
forests of Oregon and Washington (Levin,
(Levin, 1954;
1954; Lauckhart,
Lauckhart, 1955).
1955). Bear damage is
is
in
coastal forests
less common east of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades. Douglas-fir in
in the
the 2020- to
to 30-year-old
30-year-old aae
age class
class has
has sustained
sustained
less
the greatest loss.
loss. Many other
other conifers
conifers and
and some
some deciduous
deciduous tree
tree species
species are
are susceptible
susceptible to
to this
this
injury.

Bears
the outer
trees in
in the
the spring and
and early summer to feed on the
the soft
Bears strip
strip the
outer bark
bark from trees
removed both from the base
outer phloem layer
layer of the
the sapwood.
sapwood. Bark is
is removed
base of the tree upward to
to 66 feet
feet and
and from
from the
the upper bole.
bole. Bark removal from the upper bole is
is commonly
heights of 33 to
extensive. Complete
Complete basal
basal girdling causes death of the tree
tree and complete upper bole
bole girdling
girdling
Partial girdling
causes
of the
the crown.
crown. Partial
girdling causes
causes decay from fungii infections.
infections.
causes death of
Bears remove
remove large
of outer
outer bark
bark and
and drop
drop them to
Bears
large segments
segments of
to the ground.
ground. The soft
soft outer layer
layer
of sapwood
of
sapwood is
is removed by upward sweeps
sweeps of the lower teeth,
teeth, leaving
leaving numerous shallow,
shallow, vertical
grooves on the exposed harder sapwood of the
grooves
the previous
previous year's growth.
growth.

Control
Control of
of Damage
Trapping and
and hunting are
are the
the common methods of reducing timber
timber damage by
by bears.
bears. Bears
Bears may
be trapped with standard steel
be
steel foot
foot traps
traps (size
(size 15)
15) or
or foot snares
snares (Aldrich
(Aldrich Spring Activated
Animal Snare) baited with livestock
livestock or
or fish
fish meat.
meat. Best
Best results
results are obtained during the
the spring
and early summer.
Techniques of
summer. Techniques
of setting traps
traps may be obtained from specialists.
specialists. Still
Still hunting
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of grassy
grassy areas
areas during
during spring
spring or
or near
near wild
wild berry
berry or
or fruit-producing
fruit-producing areas
areas in
in
in
summer and fall
fall may be
be productive.
productive. The assistance of bear
bear hunters
hunters may
may also
also be
be sought.
sought. Packs of
well-trained bear
bear hounds
hounds are
are usually
usually most effective
effective for
for eliminating
eliminating nuisance
nuisance bears
bears within aa
short period
period of
of time.
time. Trapping and
and hunting of bears must be conducted according to
to regulations
or recommendations of
or
of the
the State
State Game
Game Commission.
Commission.

DEER AND ELK
Damage
Deer are common throughout
throughout forest
forest areas
areas of the
the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Three types
types of deer are
are
mule deer (subspecies
The Columbian black-tailed deer and
and mule
(subspecies of
of Odocoileus
Odocoileus hemionus);
hemionus); and
and

present:
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the white-tailed
white-tailed deer (Odocoileus
the
(Odocoileus virginianus).
virginianus).
uted than
than deer.
deer.

(Cervus canadensis)
canadensis) are less
less widely distribElk (Cervus
;

and foliage
foliage of
of woody
woody plants
plants are
are aa major
major source
of food
food for
for deer
deer and
The stems
stems and
source of
and elk.
elk. Browsing
conifers is
of the region.
by these animals on small
small conifers
is a serious problem in many parts
parts of
region. The most
common damage results
results from
from feeding
feeding on
on terminal
terminal stems
stems and
and foliage.
foliage. Excessive
small
Excessive browsing on small
seedlings can
can cause
cause mortality,
mortality, and
and repeated
repeated browsing
browsing can
can cause
cause significant
significant growth
growth loss.
loss. On winseedlings
ter ranges
ranges where
where large
large numbers
numbers of
of deer
deer or
or elk
elk occur,
occur, conifer
conifer plantations
plantations may
may be
be decimated
decimated by
by
ter
the woody stems
stems and foliage of Douglas-fir during the
the winoverbrowsing. Deer and elk browse on the
ter and also
also on the succulent new stems
ter
stems and
and foliage
foliage during
during the
the spring.
spring. Browsing by deer and elk
elk
on woody stems
breaks which appear splintered on dormant
stems produces
produces square breaks
dormant stems,
stems, and blunt on
soft growing stems.
soft
stems. Both animals
animals will feed on the bark of young deciduous trees,
trees, especially
willows (Salix
(Salix spp.).
spp.). This injury,
injury, which is
is produced by the
the lower
lower incisors,
incisors, leaves
leaves broad,
broad, shalshallow,
low, vertical grooves in
in the
the bark and
and sapwood.
sapwood. Male deer and elk frequently break limbs
limbs and
scour bark of small trees
trees when polishing
polishing their
their antlers
antlers in
in the
the fall.
fall. A distinguishing feature
feature
of this
this injury
injury is
is the
the frayed
frayed and
and shredded
shredded appearance
appearance of
of the
the bark.
bark. Herds of deer and
and elk may
also cause considerable trampling
trampling damage
damage in
in young
young conifer
conifer plantations.
plantations.

Control of Dama
Damage
present there is
is no
repellent which can be recommended for reducing browsing damage.
damage.
At present
no repellent
Severe damage should
should be brought to
to the
the attention
attention of
of the
the State
State Game
Game Commission.
Commission.

SOOTY GROUSE
sooty, or
or blue
blue grouse
grouse (Dendragapus
(Dendragapus obscurus),
obscurus), is
is present
present in coniferous
coniferous forests
forests throughThe sooty,
throughof the
the region.
region. The foliage of Douglas-fir is
is reported to be a preferred year-round food
food
out much of
(Martin, et
al., 1951).
1951). Feeding injuries can cause severe damage to small
small Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, but this
this
(Martin,
etal.,
problem is
is normally not
not extensive.
extensive. Grouse damage on conifers is
is distinguished by the
the removal
removal of
buds and
and clipping
clipping of
of needles
needles to
to part
part of
of their
their original
original length.
length. Removal of destructive grouse
by hunting is
is the
the only
only known
known method
method of
of reducing
reducing damage.
damage.
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P.
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Roy,
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Roy, Washington
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0. Box 68
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Wood
Preservation for
Owners
Wood Preservation
for Woodland
Woodland Owners
Robert
Robert D.
D. Graham
INTRODUCTION
Centuries
Centuries of
of use have proven wood to
to be
be aa versatile structural
structural material
material under
under many
many service
service
conditions. Sound
Sound construction practices that
that keep
keep wood dry
dry have
have contributed
contributed greatly
greatly to
to this
this
satisfactory service.
service. Development of preservative treatments
treatments during
during the
the past
past century
century that
that protect'
protect
wood from
from decay,
decay, insects,
insects, and
and fire
fire has widened
widened the
the conditions
conditions under
under which
which wood
wood can
can be
be used
used and
and
lengthened its
lengthened
its service life (Figure
(Figure 1).
1).
This variability contributes
Wood varies
in structure,
structure, durability,
durability, and
and treatability.
treatability. This
varies greatly in
both
its versatility
as a useful
in its
its treatment
treatment
both to
to its
versatility as
useful material and to the difficulties encountered in
preservatives. An understanding of wood and of the agencies causing its
its deterioration
deterioration is
is
with preservatives.
equally
as important
important as
in obtaining maximum
maximum serserequally as
as knowledge
knowledge of
of preservatives
preservatives and treating methods in
vice from wood products.
products.
The principles
principles of wood preservation discussed
discussed in
in this
this chapter can
can be used as
as aa guide
guide for
for
preserving woods
woods about
utilizing and
and preserving
about which much or little information
information may be available.
available. Detailed
information
information on
on wood
wood and
and wood
wood preservation
preservation as
as well
well as
as information
information on
on construction of
of farm buildings, condensation
condensation control
control in
in buildings,
buildings, and
and exterior
exterior finishes
finishes for
for wood
wood can
can be
be found
found in references
ings,
listed
(2) is
is by far
far the
the most valuable general
general reference
reference
listed in the Appendix. The Wood Handbook (2)2
about wood.

WOOD STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE

The stem of
tree, when cross
cross cut,
cut, shows distinct zones
zones that
that include
include outer bark,
bark, inner
inner bark,
bark,
of a tree,
sapwood,
sapwood, heartwood,
heartwood, and
and pith
pith from
from which
which the
the annual
annual growth
growth rings
rings started.
started. (Figure 2).
2). The outer
bark protects
protects the
the tree
tree from mechanical
mechanical damage;
bark
damage; the inner
inner bark distributes
distributes food from the leaves
leaves to
to
parts of
of the
the tree;
tree; the
sapwood conducts
water containing nutrients
nutrients from the soil to the
growing parts
the sapwood
conducts water
the
leaves for
for conversion
conversion into
into food,
food, and
and the
the heartwood,
heartwood, which
which once
once was
was sapwood,
sapwood, consists
consists of
of dead
dead
leaves
cells. In
living trees,
is wetter
and, frequently,
frequently, lighter
lighter in color than heartwood.
In living
trees, sapwood
sapwood is
wetter and,
heartwood.
Wood of young trees
trees may be entirely
entirely sapwood.
sapwood.

WHY WOOD DETERIORATES
Wood can
can outlast
outlast the
the useful life
life of
of structures
structures into
into which it
it is
is built.
built. A dry or cold environment
retards its
deterioration, as
do conditions
conditions that
exclude air--as
ronment retards
its deterioration,
as do
that exclude
air--as when wood is
is submerged
submerged
in
in fresh
fresh water
water or
or buried deep in
in the
the ground.
ground.
Warm, danp
damp conditions
conditions favor
favor growth
growth of
of organisms
organisms that
that use
use wood
wood for
for shelter
shelter or
or food.
food. For
example,
drainage, improper
openings, poor
poor ventilation,
ventilation, and venting
example, inadequate
inadequate drainage,
improper flashing around openings,
air (as
(as from
from clothes
clothes driers)
driers) into
into crawl
crawl space
space create
create conditions that
that encourage
encourage decay
decay
warm moist air
of wood
wood in
in buildings'.
buildings. Decayed wood is more susceptible than sound wood to attack by termites
termites and
carpenter ants.
ants. Even dry wood may be attacked
attacked by some
some termites.
termites.
Decay fungi are simple plants having microscopic root-like filaments that
that penetrate into,
into,
and feed on,
and
on, wood.
wood. Decay fungi eventually reduce wood to either
either a soft
soft whitish or easily crumbled
crumbled
brown mass. Fungi germinate from microscopic spores
spores shed from conks,
conks, mushrooms,
mushrooms, and similar
growths.

1Robert
D. Graham
Grahan is
Robert D.
is an Associate Professor, School
School of
of Forestry,
Forestry, Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University, Corval.Corvallis. He has been working at
at Oregon State
State since
since 1947
1947 to
to improve
improve the
the utilization of Northwest
woods by preservative treatments.
treatments.
2
2Numbers
in parentheses
parentheses refer to
Numbers in
to references cited.
cited.
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Figure 1.
1. Belowground
Belowground portion
portion of
of one
one of
of 50
50 posts
posts that
that were
were pressure
pressure treated
treated
with creosote
creosote and
and installed
installed in
in 1929.
1929. Remaining posts are
are in
in excellent
excellent concondition. Their long
long service
service car
car, be
be attributed
attributed to
to aa combination
combinationofofthorough
thoroughseaseasoning that developed all
all checks
checks and
and treatment
treatment with
with aa suitable
suitable preservative.
preservative.
soning

/
/

OUTER BARK
BARK

/

INNER BARK
INNER
SAPWOOD SAPWOOD

HEARTWOOD
HE
ART WOOD

PITH
PITH

L

Figure
2. Cross
sections ot
ot two small
small Douglas-fir trees
trees grown
grown near
near each
each other
other in
in Polk
Polk County,
County,
F
igure 2.
Cross sections
Oregon. Note the
the difference
difference between
between thicknesses
thicknesses of
of light-colored
light-colored sapwood
sapwood of
of the
the two
two sections.
sections.
Sapwood
is not
Sapwood of
of all
all species
species is
not naturally
naturally durable;
durable; usually,
usually, however,
however, sapwood
sapwood is
is much
much easier
easier to
to
treat
treat with preservatives than
than is
is the
the heartwood
heartwood core
core of
of the
the tree.
tree.
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v'Figure 3)
3) live
live in
in colonies
colonies and
and
Termites CFigure
burrow into
into wood to
to obtain food
food and
and shelter.
shelter.
During late
late sunnrier
summer and
During
and early
early fall
fall along
along the
the Pacific coast,
coast, winged
winged termites
fic
termites emerge for
for short
short
flights,
flights, then burrow into earth or wood to
to form
form
new colonies. Termite control
control is
is discussed
discussed in
in
References 17,
17, 21,
21, and
and 22.
22.

ONE-TENTH INCH

Carpenter ants (Figure
(Figure 4)
4) live
live in
in colonies
colonies
and
into wood
for shelter though not
not for
and burrow into
wood for
food. Piles of sawdust
sawdust at
at the
the base of structures
structures
frequently indicate their
their presence.
presence. They are
are
less
but can
less serious
serious pests
pests than decay or termites but
extensive damage.
damage. Ants
Ants have constricted
do extensive
waists that
that make them
them distinguishable
distinguishable from
from tertermites,
are of more uniform width,
width,
mites, whose bodies are
ants, too,
too, swarm
swarm during
during the
the summer
summer months.
months.
but ants,
18 discusses
discusses control
control of
of carpenter
carpenter ants.
ants.
Reference 18
(At right.)
right.) Western
Western subterFigure 3.
3. (At
ranean termites: A worker (left)
(left) and
aa soldier. From
From Kofoid,
Kofoid, C.
C. A.
A. (Editor)
(Editor)
ml. 1934. Termites and termite
termite
et al.
control. University of California
Press,
Press, Berkeley.
Berkeley.
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Figure 4.
4. (Left.)
Carpenter
Carpenter ants:
ants:
worker (left)
(left) and
and
winged reproducreproductive ant.
ant. From
18,
Reference 18,
Furniss and Every,
Every,
Carpenter Ant Control.
trol . Note
Note constricted waists
clearly difdifwhich clearly
ferentiate these
these
ants from termites.
termites.

Sapwood
many species
Sapwood of all
all species
species and heartwood of many
species are
are attacked by decay,
decay, termites,
termites, and
carpenter ants.
ants. On the other hand,
hand, heartwood of
the cedars,
cedars, junipers,
junipers, redwood,
redwood, and some other
of the
species
15 years;
species is durable. "Durable"
"Durable" means
means an
an average
average life
life of
of about
about 15
years; "nondurable"
"nondurable" means
means an
average life
life of
of about
about 55 years.
years.

Life of
of fence
fence posts
posts of
of many
many western
western woods
woods are
ae listed
Life
listed in
in Table
Table I.
1.
serviceability of wood are discussed
discussed in
in Reference
Reference 7.
7.
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Factors that
that influence
influence

Table 1.
1

Duration of Useful Life of Untreated Fence Posts
Posts of
of
Western Woods in
in Test
Test Near Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon

I

Wood

I

Shape

Description of post
Amount of1
of.
girth,
Miount
Average girth,
heartwood
ground level
Inches

Life
Life22
Average

Range

Years

Years

Durable
Durable Heartwood Species
Cedar, Alaska
Cedar,
Cedar, incense
Cedar,
Cedar, Port Orford
Cedar,
Cedar, western red
red
Cedar,
Juniper, western
Juniper,
Locust, black
Locust,
Oak, Oregbn
Oregon white
Oak)
Osage-orange
Redwood
Yew, Pacific
Pacific
Yew,

Split
Split
Split
Split
Split
Split
Split and round
rou nd
Split and round
Split
and round
rou nd
Split and
Square
Square
Round

All
All
All
All
All
All
1/2
3/4
3/4
Mostly

All
Mostly

18
20
24
20
23
14
14,

19
19
16
16

18
12-28+
14
4-27
20
11-24
23
4-32
27
12-35+
24
14-30+
24
18
8-31
32 yrs.
yrs
No failures
failures at 32
23
11-26+'
11-26+
28
8-36+

Species
Nondurable Heartwood Species
Alder, red
red
Alder,
Ash, Oregon
Ash,
Cascara buckthorn
Cottonwood, black
Cottonwood,
Douglas-fir

Fir,
Fir, grand
Hemlock, mountain
Hemlock,
Hemlock, western
Hemlock,
Larch, western
Larch,
Madrone, Pacific
Madrone,
Maple,
bigleaf
Maple, bigleaf
Pine, lodgepole
lodgepole
Pine,
Pine, ponderosa
ponderosa
Pine,
Pine,
Pine, sugar
Pine,
Pine, western white
Spruce,
Spruce, Sitka
Tanoak

Split
Round
Round
Split
Round
Round
Split
Round
Round
Square
Split
Square
Square
Square
Split and round
round
Split
Round
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Round

3/4
None
2/3
1/3
2/3
2/3
3/4
None
1/3
All
All
1/3
Content unknown
Content
All
All
All
2/3
3/4
1/3
All
All
All
All
None

20
12
19

5
5

2-6

3
3

2-7

6
6

9
17
22
14
14
16
16
22
15
16
16
21
21
20
15
16
16
16
16
12
'12

5
5

2-12
2-10
2-20
2-8
2-6
3-12
2-10
2-14
2-5
3-14
4-18

8
8

5
4
6
6
5
5
9
9
33
6
77
6
6
7
7
4
6
6
77
6
6
6
4

3-7
3-7
5-8
2-12
3-12
3-14
3-10
3-8
3-6

The useful
life of
the post
the durability
durability and
and amount
amount of
of heartwood
heartwood in
in aa
1The
useful natural
natural life
of the
post depends on the
post.

2

In the
life ends
ends when the post can be broken off
off by
by aa sharp
sharp tug
tug sideways.
sideways.
21n
the tests,
tests, post
post life
were not used in
in aa fence.
fence.
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Posts

DRIES
HOW WOOD DRIES
Wood dries
dries by
by evaporation
evaporation of water from
from its
its surface.
surface. Because water cannot
cannot move in
in wood
wood
the outer layer
layer is
is drier than the
the layer
layer beneath,
beneath, drying progresses inward.
inward. When the
the amount
amount
until the
of water in wood is reduced to
to about 30 percent (dry
(dry weight of
of wood basis),
basis), wood begins
begins to
to
Shrinkage continues so
shrink. Shrinkage
so long
long as
as wood is
is drying.
drying. If
If dry wood becomes wet, it
it will
will swell;
swell;
this
is why wooden windows sometimes
sometimes stick.
stick. Shrinkage
Shrinkage increases
increases both the
the density
density and
and strength
strength
this is
of wood.
'V-shaped cracks,
products because
because wood
wood
"V"-shaped
cracks, called
called checks,
checks, usually
usually form
form on
on the
the surface
surface of
of round
round products
shrinks almost twice
twice as
as much around
around the
the growth
growth rings
rings as
as across
across the
the growth
growth rings
rings (Figure
(Figure 1).
1).
shrinks
kerf to the pith has been
Checks
to widen and
and deepen
deepen as
as wood
wood dries.
dries. A saw kerf
been found
found to
to be
be
Checks continue to
an effective method for
for preventing
preventing checking
checking of
of round
round products
products (36).
(36).

TREATABILITY OF WOOD
Sapwood is
is much easier
easier to
to treat
treat than
than is
is heartwood;
treatments that
that can
Sapwood
heartwood; hence
hence treatments
can be
be done
done at
at
are mostly limited
limited to
to sapwood.
sapwood. Water-soluble chemicals
chemicals will penetrate
penetrate the
the sapwood
sapwood of
home are
freshly felled trees,
trees, but wood should
should be
be dried
dried before
before being
being treated
treated with
with oily
oily preservatives,
preservatives,
which are
are not
not absorbed
absorbed by
by wet
wet wood.
wood. Sapwood of different species
species varies
varies slightly
slightly in
in treatability.
treatability.
For example,
example, sapwood of pine treats more easily than sapwood of
of Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir. Treatment of
of heartwood usually requires a commercial process with pressures
pressures above 50 pounds
pounds to
to a square
square inch.
inch.
In general,
than toward
toward the
the
general, wood is
is easier
easier to
to treat
treat along
along the
the grain (up
(up and
and down
down the
the tree)
tree) than
pith
pith or
or around
around the
the growth
growth rings,
rings, though
though some
some sapwoods,
sapwoods, principally
principally of
of pines,
pines, can
can be
be treated
treated by
by
movement of preservative
preservative toward
toward the
the pith.
pith.

be improved
Treatability of most woods
woods can be
by making many spaced
spaced incisions
incisions in
in surfaces
surfaces to
to
be treated
treated (Figure
(Figure 5).
5). Incisions let
let preservapreservative penetrate
penetrate through glazed sap,
tive
sap, strips
strips of
of
bark,
bark, and other surface
surface conditions
conditions that
that may
may
penetration.
retard penetration.
PREPARING WOOD FOR
FOR TREATMENT
TREATMENT

Success in preservative treatment
treatment of
of
Success
wood depends
depends very largely
largely on the
the care
care with
with
which wood is
is prepared for treatment
treatment by
the
by the
process to be used.
used. For treatments
treatments that
that depend
depend
chemicals, wood
on diffusion of water-soluble chemicals,
wood
should
should be
be processed as soon
soon as
as possible
possible after
after
felling and peeling while the
felling
the sapwood
sapwood is
is still
still
saturated with water. Oil-type preservative
preservative
treatments, on the other hand,
treatments,
hand, require
require that
that
wood be thoroughly
thoroughly dried.
dried.
Peeling

Remove
for most treattreatRemove bark from all wood for
ing
Bark resists
resists penetration by
ing methods.
methods. Bark
preservative solutions
preservative
solutions and favors decay
decay and
and
insect
moist. Trees
insect attack by keeping wood moist.
peel most
most easily immediately after
peel
after feeling
feeling durduring
spring and early summer;
summer; aa barking
barking spud,
spud,
ing the
the spring
tire
iron, or
shovel with a flat
flat or concave
concave
tire iron,
or shovel
Incising tools
and sections
cut from
5. Incising
tools and
sections cut
Figure 5.
posts. Incisions help penetration
penetration of
of
incised posts.
solutions into
wood, and numerous
preservative solutions
into wood,
small
small incisions do this
this job
job more satisfactorily
satisfactorily
Incisthan larger but fewer
fewer incisions
incisions (right).
(right). Incising tools can be made in
in aa machine shop.
shop.
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cutting edge
edge will remove
remove bark.
bark. A drawknife or other sharp
sharp cutting
cutting tool
tool may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
tight.'
"clean
peel" wood during
during the
the fall
fall and
and winter
winter when
when the
the bark
bark is
is "tight."
clean peel
Mechanical peelers
knives are
are used
used extensively
extensively to
to remove
remove bark
bark from
from posts
posts and
and
Mechanical
peelers with rotating knives
poles,
poles, but
but even the
the smaller
smaller post
post peelers
peelers cost
cost several
several thousand
thousand dollars.
dollars. Because only
only users
users of
of
large amounts of
of treated
treated wood
wood or
or commercial
commercial treating
treating plants
plants cati
can afford
afford such
such aa large
large capital
capital
investment in
equipment, the small woodland owner usually is
investment
in peeling
peeling equipment,
is restricted
restricted to
to hand
hand peeling.
peeling.
Recently, however,
Recently,
however, custom peeling
peeling services
services have
have become
become available
available in
in some
some areas.
areas. The county
extension agent
agent can
can advise
advise the
the owner
owner on
on the
the availability
availability of
of this
this service
service and
and on
on sources
sources of
of peelpeeling
ing equipment.

Kerfig
Kerfing
Kerfing prior to
to seasoning
seasoning is
is suggested
suggested as
as aa simple
simple method
method for
for preventing
preventing checking
checking of
of wood
wood
products that
products
that cannot
cannot be thoroughly
thoroughly dried
dried before
before beginning
beginning the
the preservative
preservative treatment.
treatment. The saw
saw
kerf should
should be
be made
made to
to the
the pith
pith from
from the
the butt
butt to
to aa foot
foot or
or more
more above
above ground
ground in
in posts
posts and
and poles
poles
or full
full length
length in
in other
other round
round products
products such
such as
as fence
fence rails
rails and
and cabin
cabin logs.
logs.
Seasoning
wood should
Wood
should be
be thoroughly
thoroughly air
air dried
dried before
before treating
treating with
with oily
oily preservatives.
preservatives. Material to
to be
be
seasoned should
should be loosely
loosely cross-piled
cross-piled on
on decay-free
decay-free supports
supports to
to permit
permit air
air circulation;
circulation; supports
supports
Rate of
of drying can be
be speeded
be at
at least
least 18
18 inches
inches high.
high. Rate
speeded by increasing the spacing
spacing
should be
monthsare
arebest
bestfor
forseasoning,
seasoning, wet
wet wood
wood will
will continue
continue to
to
between pieces.
pieces. Although warm
warm sunutier
summer months
dry slowly
slowly during
during winter months,
months, if
if stored
stored under cover
cover with good
good air
air circulation.
circulation.
months. Some
Some woods,
woods, such as lodgepole
Posts and
and small
small poles
poles can
can be
bedried
driedinin1-3
1-3sunutier
summer months.
lodgepole pine,
pine,
form aa resinous
resinous glaze
glaze after
after peeling,
peeling, and
and eliminating
eliminating this
this surface
surface condition
condition may require
require either
either
weather.
incising or seasoning through one winter exposed to
to the weather.

Incising
Incisions aid
aid penetration of preservative solution
solution into
into side
side grain of timbers.
timbers. Many small
small
incisions, staggered to
incisions,
to prevent
prevent serious
serious loss
loss of
of strength,
strength, usually provide more uniform penetrapenetraor saw,
but more evenly
than do
do aa few
few large
large incisions.
incisions. They can be made with a drill,
drill, axe,
axe, or
saw, but
tion than
hanutier
spaced incisions
incisions can
can be
be made
made more
morequickly
quicklywith
withananincising
incising
hammer (Figure
(Figure 5).
5). It
It should
should have
sharp teeth capable of
of making incisions about 1/2
1/2 inch
inch deep and less
less than 11 inch
inch apart.
apart.
Incisions in
in the
the sapwood
sapwood of round
round posts
posts should
should extend
extend aa foot
foot above
above and
and below ground
ground to
to
of lodgepole pine is
assure preservative treatment
treatment where
where it
it is
is needed
needed most.
most. Dry sapwood
sapwood of
is excepexceptionally penetrable and may not need incising
incising unless it
it is
is glazed with dried sap.
sap.

Framing
All cuts or holes
holes for fitting or fastenings should be made before treatment to prevent
All
of unprotected
unprotected wood
wood after
after treatment.
treatment. Openings
through treated
treated wood
Openings made
made through
wood should
should be
be
exposure of
flooded with preservative.
preservative.

PRESERVATIVES FOR WOOD
WOOD
PRESERVATIVES

Preservatives include
include chemicals that
that are
are toxic
toxic to
to attacking
attacking organisms,
organisms, water repellents that
that
delay absorption of
of moisture,
moisture, and
and fire
fire retardants.
retardants.
Toxic Chemicals
Chemicals

Toxic preservatives are
are oil or water soluble,
soluble, or are
are themselves
themselves oily liquids
liquids such
such as
as
Chemicals that
creosote. Chemicals
that are soluble in
in oil
oil include pentachlorophenol and copper naphthenate.
naphthenate.
Creosote has
has aa long
long record
record of
of good
good service.
service. Freshly treated
treated wood ranges from
from dark brown to
to
black and has aa pungent
pungent odor.
odor. The dark color may fade,
fade, and the
the odor disappears with time.
time. Painting
ing of creosote-treated wood should
should be
be delayed
delayed 1-3
1-3 years;
years; then
then aa prime
prime coat
coat of
of aluminum
aluminum paint
paint
should be
be applied.
applied. Creosote
Creosote may be mixed with an equal quantity
quantity of petroleum
petroleum oil to
to reduce
reduce cost
cost
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of
the solution,
solution, but
the mixture will be less
less than
than expected.
expected.
of the
but toxicity of
of the
mixture would be
mixture
be less
less than half
half as
as toxic as the
the original creosote.
creosote.

For example,
example, a 50-50

Oil-borne preservatives include
include pentachlorophenol
pentachlorophenol in
in aa 55 percent
percent solution
solution and
and copper
copper
Pentahloropheno1
naphthenate
in a
a solution
solution containing the equivalent of 22 percent
percent copper
copper metal.
metal. Pentachlorophenol
naphthenate in
for
home use
use is
usually sold as
for home
is usually
as a concentrate to
to be diluted
diluted by
by any
any of
of aa wide
wide range
range of
of solvents
solvents
Copper naphthenate,
naphthenate, which imparts
spirits to
to heavy
heavy petroleums.
petroleums. Copper
imparts aa green color
color to
to
from mineral spirits
Cleanliness, color,
wood, usually is
is sold
sold dissolved
dissolved in
in mineral spirits.
spirits. Cleanliness,
color, and paintability
paintability of
wood,
treated wood depend on characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the oils.
oils. Costs of solutions can be reduced
reduced by
by use of
concentrates diluted to
to proper
proper strength.
strength.
Water-borne preservatives
preservatives react
react in
in wood
wood to
to form
form toxic
toxic chemicals
chemicals that
that are
are not
not readily
readily leached
leached
from wood. Wood treated
treated with these
these preservatives
preservatives is
is clean
clean and
and paintable
paintable when
when dry
dry and
and may
may be
be
light
brown, or natural
natural in
in color.
color.
light green,
green, brown,

CAUTION! Although ordinary exposure to
to treated
treated
wood is
is not
not harmful
harmful to
to animals
animals or
or man,
man, the
the chemichemicals used are
cals
are poisonous
poisonous and should be handled
with care.
with
care. Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' directions for use
should be followed carefully.
carefully.
Water Repellents
Repellents
of
Mixtures of
slow
rate of
of
slow the
the rate
included in
in some
some
apt
apt to swell and
and

and resins
resins dissolved
dissolved in
in light
light solvents,
solvents, such
such as
as mineral
mineral spirits,
spirits, will
will
waxes and
moisture absorption
absorption and
reduce swelling of
of wood;
wood; oil-borne preservatives may be
moisture
and reduce
mixtures.
mixtures. Windows and doors made of wood treated
treated with water repellent
repellent are
are not
not
stick.
stick. Treatment
Treatment of siding with water repellent may reduce
reduce blistering of paint.
paint.

Fire Retardants

Wood impregnated
impregnated by
by pressure
pressure processes
processes with combinations
combinations of
of anmonium
ammonium phosphate
phosphate and
and sulfate,
borax and
and boric
boric acid,
acid, zinc
zinc chloride,
chloride, and
and sodium bichromate
bichromate in
water solution is
resistant
borax
in water
is fire
fire resistant
and is
is paintable when
when dry.
dry. Exterior
Exterior use of wood treated with fire retardant is
is not recommended
because water
water will
will leach
because
leach the
the chemical
chemical from
from the
the wood.
wood. New fire-retardant
fire-retardant treatments
treatments are
are being
for exterior
exterior use.
use.
developed for
sulfates

TREATING METHODS
Conunercially
Commercially treated wood, which
at aa
'hich has
has aa long
long record
record of
of good
good service,
service, might
might be available at
local retail
retail lumberyard or treating
local
treating plant.
plant. Sometimes,
Sometimes, however,
however, as
as when
when the
the wood
wood is
is already
already on
on
hand, treating it
more convenient
convenient and
hand,
it at
at home is
is more
and less
less expensive.
expensive. Home
treatments, when
Home treatments,
when properly
properly
applied, can be expected
expected to
to lengthen the
the service
service of
some early
failures may occur, and
applied,
of wood,
wood, but
but some
early failures
home treatment
be expected to
equal the
uniformity and
of commercial
treatment should not
not be
to equal
the uniformity
and quality of
commercial treattreatments..
ments
occurs

Commercial Processes
Conunercially
treated wood
wood has
has been
been treated
treated according
according to
to specifications
specifications designed
designed to
Commercially treated
to assure
good performance.
Pressure process;
wood is
process: Wood
is placed
placed in
in aa sealed
sealed vessel in
in which pressure
pressure and
and temperature
temperature are
heat and
dry the
wood before
before impregnating
it with
with preservative.
preservative.
closely controlled
controlled to
to heat
and sometimes
sometimes to
to dry
the wood
impregnating it
Pressures of more than
Pressures
than 50
50 pounds
pounds to
to the
the square
square inch
inch are
are maintained
maintained during
during impregnation.
impregnation. Both
sawed and round wood products
products are
are pressure
pressure treated
treated with
with aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of preservatives
preservatives for
for
different conditions of service.
service.

Some test groups
posts at
have
groups of pressure-treated Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and western hemlock posts
at Corvallis
Corvallis have
lasted
years without
without failure;
of other
other pressure-treated
pressure-treated groups
groups of
of the
same species
species
lasted 27-38
27-38 years
failure; lives
lives of
the same
are
are estimated to
to range
range from
from 20
20 to
to 40
40 years.
years.
Thermal process:
process : Air-seasoned
products are
are placed
placed in
in an open
Air-seasoned or
or kiln-dried
kiln-dried wood
wood products
open or
or covered
covered
vessel, conditioned
conditioned by
by heating
heating and
and then
then cooled
cooled in
in an
an oil-type
oil-type preservative;
preservative; aa final
heating
vessel,
final heating
period
period reduces
reduces bleeding of preservative
preservative from
from the
the wood.
wood. Poles may be treated
treated full
full length
length or
or to
to aa
foot
foot above
above the
the depth they
they will be
be set
set in
in the
the ground.
ground.
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Availability of commercially treated
treated wood:
wood: Information on use.
use. availability,
availability, and
and cost
cost of
of
treated material
material may
may be
be obtained
obtained from
from county
county extension
extension agents,
agents, from
from local
local treating
treating plants
plants listed
listed
treated
in the
the telephone
telephone directory under "Poles"
in
"Poles" and
and "Lumber
"Lumber Treating,'
Treating," or
or from
from the
the following
following sources:
sources:
Pressure process,
process,

American Wood Preservers Institute
700
700 Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon 97204
Portland,
(See
5 for Western Wood
(See Reference
Reference 5
. Preservers Institute)
Institute)

and Northern White Cedar
Western Red and
Association
Associat ion
Box 2786
New Brighton,
Brighton, Minnesota
process.
Thermal process,

55366
55366

Rocky Mountain Pole and Treating
Rocky
Association
Box 591
Sandpoint,
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

Home Treatments

Simple home-treating methods
methods are best
best suited to
to round wood products
products with an encircling band
of sapwood
easily treated than is
sapwood that
that is
is more.
more.easily
is heartwood
heartwood (Figure
(Figure 6).
6). However,
However, even shallow
shallow
of heartwood
heartwood can
can do
do aa surprising
surprising amount
amount of
of good
good when
when an
an effective
effective preservative
preservative is
penetration of
is
example, heartwood surfaces
surfaces exposed by checks
checks in
in the
the posts shown in
in Figure 1 have been
For example,
used.
protected for
for 39
39 years'by
yearsby creosote.
protected
creosote. Dry,
Dry, split
split posts
posts of
of cedar
cedar have benefited
benefited from
from soaking
soaking of
the butts in
in preservative.
preservative. Posts of
of nondurable
nondurable woods used
used in
in dry
dry areas
areas of
of eastern
eastern Oregon
Oregon may be
be
adequately protected
protected by
by butt
butt treating,
treating, but
but full-length
full-length treating
treating is
recommended for
for western
western Oregon
Oregon
adequately
is recommended
for doubtful
doubtful conditions
conditions of
of service.
service.
or for
preservatives have been used extensively
home treating,
water-borne
Although oil-type preservatives
extensively for
for home
treating, water-borne
chemicals show considerable promise.
chemicals
promise. Their advantages
advantages include cleanliness,
cleanliness, application to
unseasoned wood,
and, when the
the treated
treated wood is
is dry,
dry, paintability.
paintability.
wood, color with certain chemicals and,
The following
are suggested
suggested for
preservation of
of western
western woods.
woods.
following treatments
treatments are
for preservation
treating processes are described
described in
in greater
greater detail
detail in
in References
References 99 through
through 16.
16.

These and other

does not absorb
absorb much preservative
preservative solution
solution when it
it is
is merely brushed on.
on.
Brushing: Wood does
Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, brushing is often the simplest way to
to apply preservative to wood already installed
installed
in structures and can be beneficial,
beneficial, though
though its
its limitations
limitations must
must be
be recognized.
recognized. Best results
results
have been obtained with oil-type preservatives applied to
wood, wood above ground which is
to dry wood,
is
At least
protected from
from weathering,
weathering, and
and joints
joints or
or exposed
exposed end
end grain.
grain. At
least two
two applications should
should be
be
flooded by brush over the
the wood, the
the second
second one
one after
after the
the first
first has
has dried:
dried: Every crack and hole
should be
be flooded.
flooded.
of dried
dried wood
wood in
in aa preservative
preservative requires
requires more
more solution
solution but
but
immersion of
Dipping: Momentary itnmersion
provides more complete
complete coverage
coverage than
than can
can be
be assured
assured by
by brushing.
brushing. This process can be used to
to
treat window frames,
with aa preservative
and water-repellent
water-repellent solution
solution before
before
frames, doors,
doors, and
and siding
siding with
preservative and
brushing with oily preservatives
preservatives yield
results on
Both dipping and brushing
yield best
best results
on end
end grain
grain of
of
painting.
dry wood used above
above ground.
ground.

Dipping freshly
will protect
freshly cut wood in water-soluble preservatives
preservatives will
protect green lumber
lumber from stain
stain
fungi and
and insects
insects during
during drying
drying and
and shipping,
shipping, but is
is not
not regarded
regarded as
as aa preservative
preservaitive treatment.
treatment.
Soaking
posts in
in diesel
diesel oil
oil containing
containing 55 percent
percent pentachlorophenol
pentachlorophenol is
is
Soaking incised
incised posts
Soaking:
proving effective
effective for
for some
some kinds
kinds of
of wood,
wood, as
as shown
shown in
in Table
Table 2.
2. Split cedar posts
posts treated
treated by
by
soaking the
solution of
of pentachlorophenol
pentachlorophenol in
the butts
butts for
for 48
48 hours
hours in
in creosote
creosote or
or in
in aa 55 percent.
percent solution
diesel oil
removed from the
the ground
ground after
after 99 years;
years; untreated
untreated posts
posts
oil were in
in excellent
excellent condition when removed
and other
other results
results indicate
indicate that,
that, for
for best
best service,
service, posts
posts of
of nondurable
nondurable
were decaying.
decaying. These and
wood should
should be
be treated
treated full
full length;
length; posts
posts that
that are of durable heartwood and contain little
little or
sapwood may
may be
be butt-treated.
butt-treated.
no sapwood

ends.

end, then reversing the
Wood can be treated
treated by
by immersing
immersing it completely or by immersing one end,
the
the butts
butts and
and tops
tops of
of posts
posts and
and poles
poles for
for different
different
The second procedure permits
permits soaking
soaking the
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Table 2.
2.

Performance
Performance of
of Round
Round Posts1Posts^- Soaked in
in a
a 5
5 Percent Solution
Oil.^
of Pentachlorophenol in Diesel 011.2

Years
test
in test

Species

Soaking
time
Butt
Top
Hours

Cottonwood,
Cottonwood, black
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
bigleaf
Maple, bigleaf
Pine,
Pine, lodgepole
1Round
Round posts
posts
they
they contain
2
2Twenty-five
Twenty-five
incised, and
incised,
and

17
18
17

16
16
15

6
6
2
2
48
144
24
43

to
Years to
Percentage
first
of posts
of
failure remaining (1966)
(1966)
Percent

Hours
1
1
2
6
48
2
24

12
----9

---

100
4
100
100
92
100

are
are preferable
preferable for
for this
this method
method of
of preservation because
because
sapwood, the
the most treatable
treatable part
part of
of the
the wood.
wood.
the most sapwood,

posts
tested.
posts of
of each species were tested.
dried before being soaked.
soaked.

They were peeled,
peeled,

lengths of
of time,
lengths
time, thus
thus controlling the
the amount
amount of
of preservative
preservative absorbed.
absorbed,
too unwieldly
unwieldly for
for the
the second
second procedure.
procedure.
are usually too

Large timbers,
timbers, however,
however.

55-gallon drums
drums make
make excellent
excellent tanks
tanks for
for treating
treating small
small lots
lots of
of posts.
posts. A drum will
Ordinary 55-gallon
hold about
nine posts
posts 6
diameter and
and twice
twice as
as many
many with
with aa diameter
diameter of
of 44 inches;
inches; it
it will
will
hold
about nine
6 inches
inches in
in diameter
require about
gallons of
of preservative
preservative to
raise the
the liquid
liquid level
level to
to 30
30 inches
inches when
when filled
filled with
with
require
about 20
20 gallons
to raise
material, two or more drums
drums can be welded together
and
posts. For treating long
long material,
together lengthwise
lengthwise and
in the
the ground
ground to
to aa convenient
convenient working
working level.
level.
buried in
Treating time may vary.
vary. Penetration of
of preservative into
into sapwood
sapwood during soaking
soaking should
should be
be
tested periodically
periodically to
to achieve
achieve results
results like
like those
those obtained
obtained in
posts soaked
48 or
or more
more hours,
hours, as
as
tested
in posts
soaked 48
shown in
in Figure
Figure 6.
6. Depth of
of penetration can be tested
tested by boring
a hole
treated wood
boring a
hole through treated
wood
above the
the ground line
line or
or by splitting
splitting a treated
treated
above
piece.
The second method is
The
is more accurate.
accurate.
Addition of creosote
creosote to
to aa pentachlorophenol
pentachlorophenol solusolution makes depth of penetration
penetration more
more easily
easily seen.
seen.
Deep
penetration near
deep cracks
false
Deep penetration
near deep
cracks gives
gives aa false
good treatment.
treatment. Test holes
impression of overall good
should be flooded with preservative
preservative and
and plugged.
plugged.
From the amount
amount of
of preservative absorbed by
aa tankload of well-treated posts,
posts, one
one can
can estiestimate the
the progress
progress of later
later treatments
treatments of similar
similar
material.

Figure
Figure 6.
6. Round,
Douglas-fir were
were
Round, dry posts of Douglas-fir
in unheated
unheated oily
oily preservative
preservative for
for difdifsoaked in
ferent periods of
of time,
time, then
then split
split in
in half
half to
to
penetration at
at the
the ends.
ends. In the
show depth of penetration
photograph, the
the penetration
penetration of
of preservative
preservative is
is
photograph,
shown by vertical black
black lines.
lines. Nearly complete
treatment of sapwood
sapwood was obtained
obtained by
by soaking
soaking for
for
48 hours and
48
and longer.
longer. Penetration of heartwood
was erratic.
erratic.
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The consequence of
of failure
failure to
to test
test results
results of
of treatment
treatment could
could be
be poor
poor penetration
penetration of
of prepreservative or absorption of
servative
of either
either too
too much
much or
or too
too little
little of
of the
the treating
treating solution.
solution. The following
following
list will help
help assure
assure best
best treating
treating results
results with
with oil-type
oil-type preservatives:
preservatives:
check list
Check
Treatment of
of Round
Round Posts
Posts.
Check List
List for
for Soaking
SoakinTreatment
1.
1.

Remove all
all bark,
bark, especially
especially strips
strips of
of white
white inner
inner bark.
bark.

Dry posts
2.
posts until
until cracks
cracks are
are well
well developed
developed (1-3
(1-3 summer
summer months).
months).
2.
Make kerf before
before drying.
drying.

3.
3.

Don't treat
treat wet posts.
posts.

When feasible,
feasible, incise
incise ground-line
ground-line zone
zone of cedar,
cedar, Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, and larch posts.
posts.

4.
4.

Use the proper concentration
concentration of
of preservative.
preservative. Five percent by weight of
of pentachloropentachlorophenol in diesel oil makes aa satisfactory
satisfactory solution.
solution.
5.
5.

Keep treating
treating tanks
tanks under
under cover
cover to
to prevent
prevent accumulation
accumulation of
of rain
rain water
water in
in bottom.
bottom.

6.
6.

Soak posts,
posts, using times
times shown
shown in
in Table 22 as
as aa guide.
guide. Cedar, Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, and
and larch'
larch'
posts should
should be
be soaked
soaked at
at least
least 48
48 hours.
hours. Tops
soaked for
times than
Tops may be
be soaked
for shorter
shorter times
than butts
butts
when 55-gallon drums are used for
for treating,
treating, especially
especially when
when posts
posts are
are to
to be
be installed
installed in
in
arid regions.
7.

treatment results.
results.
Check treatment

8. Wear protective
protective clothing,
clothing, wash after handling treated wood,
and keep
wood, and
keep fire
fire away
away from
from
area.
treating area.
of preservative is
bath (thermal
(thermal process):
process): Retention of
is usually greater
greater from
from the
the
Hot-cold bath
wood is
hot oil-type
oil-type preservative
preservative (2000_2350
hot-cold bath than
than from
from soaking.
soaking. Dry wood
is immersed
immersed in
in aa hot
(200o-235o
F.)
about 6 hours and allowed to
to cool
in the
the preservative
F.) for about
cool in
preservative or
or transferred
transferred quickly
quickly to
to aa bath
bath
of cool preservative
of
preservative (900_1500
(90o-150o F.)
F.) to
to continue
continue soaking
soaking for
for 22 hours
hours or
or longer.
longer. A final short
short
hot bath (not
(not over
over 2300
230° F.)
F.) will
will remove
remove excess
excess oil
oil from
from the
the surface
surface of
of the
the wood.
wood. Treatment
results should
should be
be tested
tested to
to guide
guide in
in determining
determining the
the duration
duration of
of each
each bath.
bath. Precautions
Precautions should
be taken
taken to
to avoid
avoid fire
fire when
when the
the preservative
preservative is
is heated
heated by
by exposed
exposed flame.
flame.

diffusion: Freshly cut and
and peeled
peeled round
round material is
is placed
placed in
in aa water
water solution
solution of
of
Double diffusion:
one chemical for
water, then
then placed
placed in
second solution
solution for
for aa similar
similar
for 2-3
2-3 days,
days, rinsed with water,
in aa second
material is
closely piled
piled and
and covered
covered for
for 3-4
3-4 weeks
weeks to
to permit
permit the
the chemicals
chemicals
time. The treated material
is closely
to diffuse through the
a preservative
to
the wood where they
they react
react to
to form
form.a
preservative that
that resists
resists leaching.
leaching.
Full-length treatment
treatment of
of all
all material
material is
is desirable.
desirable.
Results
Results from the
the double-diffusion treatment
treatment have
have been
been variable
variable because
because of
of the
the different
different
combinations of
of chemicals
chemicals that
that were
were used
used in
in early
early experiments.
experiments. Recommendations
given in
in Ref
ReferRecommendations given
erence 9 should result in good service from wood
wood treated
by this
this simple
simple process
process that
that permits
permits wood
wood
treated by
to
first waiting for
for it
it to
to dry.
dry. The
process seems to
to be especially
especially well
to be
be treated without first
The process
suited to round wood products
products used
used above
above ground
ground such
such as
as fence
fence rails
rails and
and cabin
cabin logs.
logs.

Single diffusion:
diffusion: Freshly cut
cut and peeled Douglas-fir posts
posts brushed
brushed with aa thick
thick slurry
slurry of
of
piled and
and covered
covered for
for 30
30 days
days to
to retard
retard drying
drying
water-borne chemicals (osmosalts),
(osmosalts), then closely
closely piled
have been in
in test
test for
for 17
17 years
years without
without aa failure
failure (Reference
(Reference 8,
8, series
series 75).
75).

USING TREATED WOOD
Persons handling freshly
wood should
should wear
wear gloves
gloves and
and other
other protective
protective clothing
clothing to
to
Persons
freshly treated
treated wood
preservative from
from touching
touching the
the skin.
skin. Preservative on
on the
the skin
skin should
should be
be washed
washed off
off at
at
prevent preservative
once.

Livestock normally
normally are
are not
not harmed
harmed by
by contact
contact with
with treated
treated wood.
wood. Young pigs have been
injured by wood that
oil-type preservatives,
preservatives, but
but covering
covering the
the floor
floor
that had been freshly treated
treated with oil-type
straw eliminated
eliminated this
this hazard.
hazard.
with straw
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Although tender growth of
of plants may be damaged by touching or being
being near
near oil-type
oil-type preservapreservatives, plants
plants are
are not
not likely
likely to
to suffer
suffer from
from treated
treated wood
wood that
that has
has weathered for a few
tives,
few years,
years,
unless preservative has
has continued
continued to
to bleed
bleed from
from the
the wood.
wood. Plants growing
growing in
in greenhouse
greenhouse benches
benches
treated
with leach-resistant,
waterborne preservatives
treated with
leach-resistant, waterbome
preservatives or with a solution
solution of
of copper
copper naphthenate
naphthenate
in
damage. Copper naphthenate
naphthenate itse1.f
itself apparently
apparently is
is not
not
in mineral
mineral spirits
spirits have suffered no visible damage.
injurious
plants, but
but fumes
fumes from many
many of
of its
injurious to
to plants,
its commonly used solvents are
are harmful,
harmful, especially
especially
in
is poor.
poor.
in confined
confined places
places where ventilation is
Wood treated
treated with water-borne preservatives
preservatives may
may be
be painted
painted as
as soon
soon as
as it
it dries.
dries. Before
painting wood
wood treated
with heavier
heavier oil-type preservatives,
preservatives, a delay of 11 year
painting
treated with
year and
and aa prime
prime coat
coat
of
are necessary.
necessary.
of aluminum paint usually are
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Forest
Fertilization
Forest Fertiization
C. T.
T. Youngberg
Youngberg1
C.
Although the
use of
of commercial
commercial fertilizers
Although
the use
fertilizers as
as a silvicultural
silvicultural tool
tool is still considered by
many to be in the experimental stages of development,
development, much progress has been made since
since the
the
for the
the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Much research
research is
is still
still bebepublication of the last Woodland Handbook for
ing initiated,
but we
we are
are actually
actually in transition between experiment
experiment and
and actual
ing
initiated, but
actual practice.
practice.
of the
One of
the main problems confronting the
the silviculturist
silviculturist is
is the
the lack
lack of knowledge concerning
concerning
the
the fertility status of most of
of our
our forest
forest soils.
soils. However,
However, most available information
information indicates
indicates
that
nitrogen is
the main
main element
element deficient
deficient in many Northwest
Northwest forest
that nitrogen
is the
forest soils.
soils. This deficiency is
is
reflected in
chlorotic or
or yellow foliage color and in slow growth rates.
has shown
reflected
in chlorotic
rates. Research has
that site.quality
site quality is
is related
(Table 1).
1). It has
that
related in part
part to the content of nitrogen in the soil (Table
demonstrated that
of nitrogen to nitrogen-deficient soils
been demonstrated
that addition of
soils has increased
increased volume
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir from that
growth of
that expected of
of site V to that expected of site III.
III. Increases of
of
this magnitude
expected in all
all cases,
cases, particularly on better sites,
sites, but they do
this
magnitude would
would not
not be expected
demonstrate the
of fertilization for increasing site quality and volume growth.
demonstrate
the potential
potential of
growth. The
Does fertilization increase
question naturally
naturally arises:
arises: Does
increase site quality,
quality, or does it
it merely increase
productivity
for aa period
period of'
of time? Preliminary information indicates
indicates that
that a fertilized stand
productivity for
might be 10
might
10 feet
feet taller
taller than an unfertilized stand at
at the end of 10
10 years.
years. If
If it is not referrefertilized,
tilized, it
it may gradually revert
revert to
to its former rate of height increment.
increment. What the
the implications
implications
of these relationships
relationships are with respect to site quality must remain in
in the
the area
area of speculation
speculation
until more mensurational data
data are
are available.
available. If
If the two
two stands maintain an equal growth rate
for aa continued
continued period
period of
of time,
time, the
the fertilized
fertilized stand
will be
be 10
feet taller
for
stand will
10 feet
taller and
and a greater
greater volume
of wood
wood will
will have
have been
beenproduced.
produced.

Table 1.
1.
Table

Relationship Between
Between Douglas-fir Site
Site Quality
Quality and
and Total
Total NitroNitrogen in Soil
to a Depth of
Soil to
of Four Feet in Western Oregon
Oregon1

Site
Site Class

Total Nitrogen
Total
(lbs/acre)

II
II
III
IV
V

14,000
11,200
10,800
8,800
5,900

Lower values are found in
in glacial
glacial soils
soils in
in the
the Puget
Puget Sound
Sound area.
area.
1Lower

RESULTS
RESULTS OF
OF FERTILIZATION
Considerable research has
has been conducted on the influence of fertilization on tree growth
in
the data are in
in the
the files of various agencies
agencies and
and timber
timber
in the Northwest. Although most of the
companies, more
more information
information is
becoming available in various
various publications.
publications. Research Bulletin
companies,
is becoming
No.
No. 1,
1, The Growth Behavior of Douglas-fir with Nitrogenous Fertilizer in
in Western Washington,
Washington,
College of
of Forestry,
Forestry, Institute
Institute of
of Forest
Forest Products,
Products, University of
Washington, 1965,
College
of Washington,
1965, summarizes
summarizes
about
15 years
glacial soils
soils in the Puget Sound region.
region. Results on nonglacial
nonglacial
about 15
years of
of research
research on glacial
soils in western Oregon and Washington will be available in the Proceedings of
of the TVA Forest
soils

Dr. C.
C. T.
T. Youngberg has
has been
been aa Professor
Professor of
of Forest
Forest Soils
Soils at
at Oregon
Oregon State
State University in
in Corvallis
Corvallis
1Dr.
for
16 years.
years. During 1957
1957 and 1958
1958 he did forest fertilization work in
in the
the pine
for 15
15 of
of the past 16
For the past
past 11
years he
he has
has been Project
Project
the South
South for
for the
the Monsanto
Monsanto Chemical
Chemical Company.
Company. For
11 years
region of the
Leader for
Leader
for forest
forest fertilization research for the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station.
Station.
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Northwest Forest
Forest Soils
Fertilization Symposium.
Symposium. The Pacific Northwest
Soils Council
Council is
is initiating a region-wide
(Douglas-fir
and hemlock)
hemlock) cooperative
cooperative program that
will provide much valuable
(Douglas-fir and
that will
valuable information
information in
in 55
years.
to 66 years.

Fertilization for
for Volume Growth Increase
The addition of
of amrnonium
ammonium nitrate
stands in
in western
western Washington
Washington has
has
nitrate and
and urea
urea to
to site
site IV and V stands
increased
added at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 100
100
increased height
height growth
growth of
of 1515- to
to 20-year-old
20-year-old Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir. Nitrogen was added
pounds per acre over aa 1pounds
1- to
to 3-year
3-year period.
period. The taller trees
trees in
in the
the stand
stand responded
responded more
more vigorvigorFor example,
example, in
in the
the 14-foot
14-foot height
height class
class unfertilized
unfertilized trees
trees grew
grew approximately
approximately 0.9
0.9 foot
foot
ously.
compared with
with 2.3
feet for
compared
2.3 feet
for fertilized trees;
trees; the
the latter
latter trees
trees also
also had
had longer
longer needles,
needles, darker
darker
foliage color,
color, and
and higher
higher nitrogen content in
foliage
in the
the foliage.
foliage.
In
another experiment in western Washington,
Washington, the
In another
the addition of
of 350
350 pounds
pounds of
of nitrogen
nitrogen per
per acre
acre
over a 5-year period resulted in
in aa significant
significant increase
increase in
in volume
volume growth
growth of
of aa 30-year-old
30-year-old DougDougThe greatest response again was noted on the
las-fir stand.
stand. The
the largest
largest trees,
trees, resulting
resulting in
in an
an
acceleration of the
the natural
natural thinning
thinning process.
process. The annual cubic volume growth
growth for
for the
the 5-year
5-year
cubic feet for the unfertilized stand
stand compared with 215
215 cubic
cubic feet
feet for
for the
the fertilfertilperiod was
was 120 cubic
ized stand. Differences have been observed between thinned
thinned and
and unthinned
unthinned stands
stands in
in basal
basal area
area
and volume increments
increments following
following application
application of
of fertilizer.
fertilizer. On sandy,
sandy, glacial soils in
in western
Washington,
Washington, both the
the basal
basal area
area and
and volume
volume increments
increments were
were greater
greater on
on the
the lower
lower sites
sites (Site
(Site Index
Index
80) than on higher sites
80)
sites (Site
(Site Index
Index 140).
140). The
larger in
in thinned
thinned stands,
stands,
The basal
basal area increase was larger
but the
volume increment
was greater
greater in the unthinned stands.
but
the volume
increment was
stands. Although adequate data are not
available, there
some indication that
of responses on nonglacial soils
available,
there is
is some
that the magnitude of
soils is
is
greater
site quality
quality soils.
soils.
greater on the higher site
The application of nitrogen fertilizer results
The
results in
in changes in
in some
some stand
stand characteristics
characteristics
such
as longer
longer needles,
needles, more
more total
total foliage,
foliage, larger
crowns, and increased litter
such as
larger crowns,
litter fall.
fall. As a
result of
of higher
higher nitrogen
nitrogen content
content in
result
in the
the foliage,
foliage, the
the total
total nitrogen content
content of the forest floor
and mineral
mineral soil
and
soil also increases.
increases. Studies
Studies show that
that even on sandy soils,
soils, there is
is very little
little
loss
of nitrogen through leaching.
loss of
leaching. The added nitrogen is
is taken up rapidly by the
the forest
forest vegetation,
and that
that portion
portion that
that is
is not
not immobilized
in woody
woody material
material is
tion, and
immobilized in
is re-cycled and becomes
becomes available
forest plants.
plants.
able for
for uptake
uptake by the forest
Data are
are beginning to
to accumulate from
from experiments
experiments with ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine and
and some
some preliminary
preliminary
conclusions may be drawn from them:
conclusions
them:

1. Growth responses
responses are
are mainly from
from nitrogen,
nitrogen, although
although there
there are
are some
some indications
indications of
of
greater response from nitrogen,
nitrogen, phosphorus,
phosphorus, and
and potassium than
than from
from nitrogen
nitrogen alone
alone on some
some
soils; the
soils;
the data are insufficient
insufficient for
for valid
valid conc1usions.
conclusions. There also are indications that
that
sulfur and
and boron might be limiting
sulfur
limiting on
on some
some pumice
pumice and
and volcanic
volcanic ash
ash soils.
soils.
2.

Responses are mainly in
in diameter
diameter growth.
growth.

3.

Greatest responses are
are in
in young stands
stands and
and in
in young stands
stands that
that have
have been thinned.
thinned.

4.
Higher foliar
foliar nitrogen,
nitrogen, longer
longer needles,
needles, and
and larger
larger crowns
crowns also
also are
are evident
evident in
in ponderosa
ponderosa
pine stands
stands fertilized
fertilized with
with nitrogen.
nitrogen.

The superior results,
results, in both Douglas-fir and pine,
pine, of a combination of fertilization and
thinning compared
compared to
to fertilization
fertilization alone
alone tend
tend to
to emphasize
emphasize the
the fact
fact that
that fertilization
fertilization does
does have
have
thinning
a
a place
place in intensified forest
forest management.
management. The
The reduced basal
basal area restilting
resulting from thinning along
with the
the fertilization
fertilization will shorten
shorten the
the time
time required
required to
to produce sawlogs
sawlogs on a given site.
site. If
pulp wood
wood is
the ultimate
ultimate product,
product, however,
however, a
heavier basal
basal area
area along
along with
with fertilization may
pulp
is the
a heavier
give the desired results.
of the Southern
results. This appears to
to be true
true of
Southern pine species,
species, but sufficient
sufficient
data
data are
are not yet available for
for Northwest
Northwest species.
species.
Cone
Cone and Seed Production

Two
studies, one
Washington and
and one
one in
in western
western Oregon,
Oregon, have
have resulted
resulted in
in a sharp
sharp
Two studies,
one in
in western
westernWashington
increase
increase in seed production in
in 20-year-old
20-year-old Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir after
after fertilization
fertilization with
with nitrogen.
nitrogen. In one
experiment,
1.2 pounds
trees, 4.5
experiment, first-year
first-year seed
seed production was
was 1.2
pounds per
per acre for
for unfertilized
unfertilized trees,
4.5 pounds
pounds
per acre
acre with
with 100-pound
100-pound per
per acre
acre additions
additions of
of nitrogen
nitrogen and
and phosphorus,
and 10.3
pounds of
of seed
seed
per
phosphorus, and
10.3 pounds
per acre
per
acre with 200-pound additions
additions of
of nitrogen
nitrogen and
and phosphorus.
phosphorus. Combination of fertilization
fertilization and
and
shows promise for
for giving
giving high
high yields
yields of
of tree
tree seed.
seed.
irrigation shows
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Seeding Fertilization
Fertilization
Seedinz
The fertilization of
of seedlings at the time of
of planting is
is currently being practiced by aa
number of timber
timber landowners.
landowners. The objective of this
this practice is to improve
improve survival
survival and
and vigor,
vigor,
thus
thus enabling seedlings
seedlings to
to "get
"get the
the jumptt
jump" on competing vegetation.
vegetation. Many experiments have been
conducted to determine the
the feasibility
feasibility of
of this
this practice.
practice. Results have been variable,
variable, depending
conditions at
at the
the planting site,
site, quality of nursery stock,
stock, and materials and
and methods of appliapplion conditions
cation used.
used.
cation
Readily soluble
soluble materials:
materials: Where
Where readily
readily soluble
soluble fertilizers,
fertilizers, such
such as
as ammonium
ammonium nitrate
nitrate and
and
ammonium sulfate,
sulfate, have
have been
been broadcast
broadcast around
around the
the seedling
seedling after
after planting,
planting, the
the growth
growth of
of weedy
weedy
has been
been stimulated,
stimulated, often
often resulting
resulting in
in aa depressing
depressing effect
effect on seedling growth with
vegetation has
decreased survival.
survival. Where these
these materials
materials have
have been
been applied
applied in
in aa slit
slit adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the seedling,
seedling,
or broadcast
broadcast in
in the
the absence
absence of
of weedy
weedy vegetation,
vegetation, the
the rate
rate of
of seedling
seedling height
height growth of
of most
most coniconifers planted in the Northwest has been
been increased.
increased.
fers
Slowl1
Slowly soluble
soluble materials:
materials: A number of new slowly
slowly soluble
soluble materials are
are available
available for
for use
on
pellets, magnesium-ammonium-phosphate
magnesium.ammonium_phosphate
on planted
planted seedlings.
seedlings. Urea-forinaldehyde-superphosphate
Urea-formaldehyde-superphosphate pellets,
granules,
or soluble
materials contained
contained in perforated
perforated plastic
plastic sacks
sacks show
show the
the most
most promise.
promise.
granules, or
soluble materials
These materials can be placed right
right in
in the
the planting
planting hole
hole with
with the
the seedling.
seedling. Increases
Increases in
in the
the
rate of seedling growth have been
been observed
observed with
with use
use of
of these
these materials.
materials. Materials
Materials that
that can
can be
be
placed in the seedling
root zone
have the
the advantage
advantage of
of not
not stimulating
stimulating the
the growth
growth of
of competing
competing
seedling root
zone have
vegetation.
Some of
the more
to make them availavailSome
of the
more soluble
soluble materials
materials have been coated or
or treated to
slowly, and they
they show
show some
some promise
promise for
for use
use on
on seedlings.
seedlings.
able more slowly,

Christmas Tree Fertilization
Christmas tree
tree culture
culture presents
presents aa paradoxical
paradoxical situation.
situation. Fertilizer
Fertilizer application,
application, increases
growth rate and generally improves
improves the
the color
color of
of trees.
trees. Trees that
that grow too
too fast
fast usually are too
spindly to
to make
make good Christmas trees.
spindly
trees. On the other hand,
hand, when Christmas trees
trees are
are grown on poor
sites where
where growth is
is slow,
slow, they often have short,
sites
short, chlorotic
chlorotic needles.
needles. The application
application of
of oneonehalf pound of
improved the
of nitrogen fertilizer
fertilizer to
to individual
individual trees
trees in
in the
the spring
spring has
has improved
the color
color of
of
Douglas-fir Christmas trees
trees by
by harvest
harvest time
time in
in the
the fall.
fall. Application the
the year before harvest has
successful.
also proved successful.

Special Forest Products
The fertilization of forest
forest stands also has resulted in increased yields and improved color
of such special
products as
as salal,
huckleberry, Oregon grape,
grape, sword
other plants
plants used
used
special products
salal, huckleberry,
sword fern,
fern, and other
for greens by
by the
the florist
florist trade.
trade. In many instances,
instances, this
this improved
improved yield
yield can
can help
help pay
pay for
for fertilfertil-

izer cost.
cost.
Methods of Fertilizer
Fertilizer Application
The application
obvious diffiapplication of fertilizer materials to established stands presents some obvious
difficulties. The inaccessibility
inaccessibility of
of many areas
areas needing
needing fertilizer
fertilizer application
application is
is aa problem.
problem. ObviObviously,
access is
not feasible
unless the
cost of
of road
road construction can
can be
be
ously, building roads
roads for
for access
is not
feasible unless
the cost
borne by operations other
other than
than fertilization
fertilization alone.
alone.
Secondly,
standard fertilizer
fertilizer spreaders
spreaders used
used in
in agricultural
agricultural operations
operations are
are of
of no
no use
use
Secondly, the
the standard
in forest stands.
stands. For small,
small, experimental plot work,
work, hand application
application or the
the use of a Cylone
seeder is
is feasible.
feasible. For large
large areas,
areas, some
some type
type of
of aerial
aerial application
application is
is called
called for.
for. In areas
areas
where an
an airstrip
airstrip is
is nearby,
nearby, fixed-wing
fixed-wing aircraft
aircraft can
can be
be used.
used. In areas where no
no airstrip
airstrip is
is
available, clearings often exist or
available,
or can
can be
be made
made for
for use
use as
as aa heliport.
heliport. The fertilizer materials
be hauled in by truck and
can be
and applied
applied by
by helicopter.
helicopter. Equipment is
is now
now available
available that
that enables
enables
the helicopter
the
helicopter operator
operator to
to "drop
"drop off"
off" an
an empty
empty pod
pod and
and pick
pick up
up aa loaded
loaded pod
pod of
of fertilizer,
fertilizer, thus
thus
cutting down on time
time involved.
involved. Generally, more
more uniform
uniform application
application can
can be
be obtained
obtainedwith
witha ahelihelicopter than with fixed-wing aircraft.
aircraft.

aerial applications
applications a
a high analysis
analysis material
In aerial
material is
is essential
essential to
to cut
cut down
down on
on the
the weight
weight of
of
material to
to be
be applied.
applied. Urea is
is the
the recommended
recommended carrier
carrier for
for nitrogen
nitrogen applications.
applications.
Application costs
costs with fixed-wing aircraft
aircraft on areas
areas from 1,5000
1,5000 to
to 2,500
2,500 acres
acres have
have ranged
ranged
from $24 to $29 per acre,
acre, including
including fertilizer
fertilizer materials,
materials, loading,
loading, and
and application.
application. The higher
cost
an airstrip
airstrip that
that would
would actually
actually service
service aa 12,500-acre
12,500-acre area.
area.
cost includes building an
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For
For areas
areas of
of comparable
comparable size,
size, the
the costs
costs of
of fertilizer
fertilizer application
application by
by helicopter
helicopter vary
vary from
from
$20 to $30 per acre.
acre.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Growth Stimulation in Established Stands
Stands
If
trees have
color, there
there probably
probably is
is aa deficiency
deficiency of
of nitrogen.
nitrogen.
If trees
have foliage of a yellow-green color,
This
This deficiency can be remedied by
by applying
applying 200
200 pounds
pounds of
of nitrogen
nitrogen per
per acre
acre to
to Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir in
in
the
to ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine in
in the
the fall.
fall. The fertilizer should
should be
be applied
applied broadbroadthe spring
spring and
and 200 pounds to
cast evenly throughout
cast
throughout the
the stand.
stand. If fairly large areas are involved,
involved, aerial
aerial application
application might
might
feasible. Where aerial
aerial application
application is
is used,
used, aa high
high analysis
analysis material
material such
such as
as urea
urea should
should be
be
be feasible.
to decrease costs.
costs. Subsequent supplemental
supplemental additions may be
be necessary.
necessary. These same rates
applied to
of application
will also
also increase growth of nonchlorotic trees
of
application will
trees on better
better sites.
sites. It
It would be
be
desirable to
desirable
to check the
the response on test plots before any large-scale
large-scale applications.
applications.
Cone
Cone and Seed Production
Production
In seed
orchards where trees
seed orchards
trees are fairly closely
closely spaced,
spaced, aa broadcast
broadcast application
application of
of 400
400
pounds of
of nitrogen per acre
pounds
acre is
is recommended.
recommended. This would be approximately
approximately 1,200
1,200 pounds
pounds of
of ammonium
ammonium
nitrate per
per acre,
of urea
nitrate
acre, or 890 pounds
pounds .of
urea per
per acre.
acre. Application is usually by hand,
hand, but aerial
aerial
application may be feasible, if
application
if large
large areas
areas are
are involved.
involved. If individual trees
trees are
are fertilized,
fertilized,
pounds of
of -ammonium
nitrate or
or 44 pounds
pounds of
of urea
urea per
per tree
tree applied
applied by
by hand
hand in a circle with an
66 pounds
ammonium nitrate
an 88foot radius
radius around the tree
foot
tree will give
give this
this amount
amount of
of nitrogen.
nitrogen. In the
the Douglas-fir region,
region, fertilfertilizer
late winter
(February) to
to early spring (April
(April or May).
May). In ponderosa
izer should
should be
be applied
applied in
in late
winter (February)
pine,
is advisable in order
the benefit of winter precipitation
pine, application
application in
in the
the fall
fall is
order to
to get
get the
for
into the
the root
root zone.
zone.
for getting
getting materials
materials down into

Fertilization
Seedling Fertilization
2

The placement
placement of one pellet of urea formaldehyde-superphosphate2
formaldehyde-superphosphate or
or 44 ounces
ounces of
of magnesiummagnesiumammonium-phosphate3
ammonium-phosphate in the planting hole with the seedling is
is adequate to
to increase
increase rate
rate of
of height
growth.
To avoid
avoid possible
possible injury to seedlings
To
seedlings and increased mortality rates,
rates, a soil
soil barrier
between
roots is
is recommended,
soluble materibetween fertilizer
fertilizer materials
materials and seedling roots
recommended, even with slowly soluble
als.
Readily soluble materials should not
not be placed in
in the
the planting
planting hole unless they
they are
are placed
placed
in perforated plastic sacks.
in
sacks. One ounce of fertilizer
fertilizer material per sack is adequate.
adequate.

Christmas
Christmas Tree Production
Six to
to ten
ten ounces
ounces of
of nitrogen
nitrogen fertilizer
fertilizer per
per tree
tree should
should be
be applied
applied in spring
spring before fall
Six
fall
harvest time for color improvement.
harvest
improvement. A combination of nitrogen fertilization and
and periodic
periodic shearshearing
during the
rotation period will
will produce
produce aa good-colored
good-colored and vigorous
vigorous tree.
ing during
the rotation
tree. The reader is
is also
also
referred to
to the
the chapter
chapter on
on "Growing
Marketing of
of Christmas
Christmas Trees"
Trees" in this
manual, page
page 253.
referred
"Growing and Marketing
this manual,
253.

SUMMARY

we are
are moving into
Although we
into a "production phase"
phase" in forest
forest fertilization,
fertilization, much experimental
needs to
be accomplished to
knowledge.
work needs
to be
to plug the
the gaps in our knowledge.

When in
in doubt about proper
proper use of
of fertilizers,
fertilizers, the
the woodland owner should
should contact
contact the
the Soils
Soils
Departments
universities.4 Soil
Departments or Schools of Forestry of the
the land
land grant
grant universities.^*
Soil and
and tissue
tissue testing
testing
2

2Marketed
by Wilbur
Wilbur Ellis Company,
Marketed by
Oregon:
Company, Portland, Oregon;

3

3Manufactured
Manufactured and marketed by
by W. R.
R. Grace Chemical
Chemical Company,
Company, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.

4

4The
The reader also
also is
is referred to
to the publication How to
to Fertilize Trees and Measure Response
Response
available from
from the
the National
National Plant
Plant Food
Food Institute,
Institute, 1700
1700 KK Street
Street N.
available
D. C.
C.
20006
N. W.,
W., Washington
Washington D.
20006
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services
of such
analyses can
can be
be used
used in
services also are available at
at these locations,
locations, and
and results
results of
such analyses
in
determining possible
possible fertilizer
fertilizer needs.
needs. In western Washington,
the College
Washington, the
College of
of Forest
Forest Resources
Resources
at the University
University of
of Washington
Washington should
should be
be contacted.
contacted.
at
Little information
of forest
information is
is available regarding the economics
economics of
forest fertilization.
fertilization. One report
report
indicates that
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir located
close to
markets, satisfactory
that in
in low-site
low-site stands
stands of
located close
to markets,
satisfactory returns
returns
from investments in
in fertilizers
fertilizers are
are possible.
possible. Several
Several Christmas
Christmas tree
tree producers
producers have
have indicated
indicated
that,
that, as
as aa result
result of
of fertilization,
fertilization, they
they are
are in
in aa more
more favorable
favorable competitive
competitive position
position as
as far
far as
as
marketing their
their trees
trees is
is concerned;
concerned; however,
actual figures
figures have
It probably
however, no actual
have been quoted.
quoted. It
will be
be several
several years
years before
before economic
economic data
data are
are available.
available.
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Forest Genetics
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Woodland
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Geneticsand
arid
Smafi
WoodlandOwner
Owner
1
J.
J. G.
G. Wheat

The concept
concept of
forests and woodlands
of a sustained yield from forests
woodlands has
has much in common with the
raising of agricultural
agricultural crops.
crops. This
is so much so,
so, that
that the terms
terms "tree farmingu
farming" and "tree
This is
farmer" are generally understood
understood and
and accepted
accepted today
today by
by the
the public.
public.
farmer"
that man no longer
longer is leaving
leaving the business of growing trees
trees entirely
Tree farming implies that
up to
to Mother
Mother Nature.
Nature. He has
has stepped into the picture in an attempt to increase yield and quality
to
demands. Although tree farming lags
lags considerably behind developments
developments in the
to better meet his demands.
agricultural crops,
is widespread interest
interest in cultural
treatments such as
as site
raising of agricultural
crops, there is
cultural treatments
preparation,
preparation, spacing,
spacing, control
control of
of brush
brush and
and weed-tree
weed-tree species,
species, fertilization,
fertilization, pruning,
pruning, thinning,
thinning,
etc. Some of
these treatments
treatments have developed bb -/"md
the research stage,
stage, and are now being put
of these
:'nd the
put
into
into effect on public and private holdings.
holdings.
With agricultural
agricultural crops it
it was recognized
recognized many years ago
ago that
that top
top yield meant more than
than the
the
best cultural know-how. It
the crop
that could
It also meant
meant growing the
crop and
and the crop variety or hybrid that
give the greatest
greatest return
return in
in combination
combination with
with the
the site
site and
and proposed
proposed cultural
cultural treatments.
treatments. As
witness
the tree
tree farmer's
interest in growing
forest tree
tree improveimprovewitness to the
farmer's interest
growing the
the best,
best, there
there are
are numerous
numerous forest
ment programs
programs throughout
throughout the
the forested
forested areas
areas of
of the
the world.
world. Most
development has
has been the
the
Most lucent
icent development
trend towards forest
forest tree
tree seed
seed certified
certifiedbybystate
statecrop
cropitnproveIner
improvement associations. However,
However, forest
tree
improvement through genetics still is
is in
in its
its infancy
infancy with
with major
major benefits
benefits yet
yet to
to be
be realized.
realized.
tree improvement

Early indications
indications of
of progress
progress already
already have
have been
been seen
seen in
in European
European poplars,
poplars, loblolly
loblolly and
and
slash
slash pines
pines in
in southeastern
southeastern United
United States,
States, pine
pine hybrids
hybrids in
in California,
California, and
and white
white and
and sugar
sugar pines
pines
in the
the various programs range from
from increased
increased growth
in
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Norhwest. Immediate goals of the
rate and oleoresin production to disease
disease resistance.
resistance.
Programs also have been started
started with
with Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,the
the major
major timber
timber species
species in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific
These
These are
are either
either seed
seed production
production areas,
areas, or
or clonalclonal35 seed
seed orchards
orchards where
where trees
trees selected
selected
Northwest.
as
and brought
brought together
together in
in aa plantation
plantation by
by grafting.
grafting. The chief
chief
as superior have been increased and
purpose
purpose of
of seed
seed production
production areas
areas is
is adequate
adequate seed
seed supplies
supplies with
with positive
positive source
source identification.
identification.
However,
However, a recent
recent modification
modification of
of the
the seed
seed production
production area
area provides
provides for
for progressive
progressive genetic
genetic
of planting
planting stock.
stock. In brief,
brief, this
this system
system uses selected
selected seed trees to
to furnish local
improvement of
for an
an area.
area. For every seed tree,
tree, two reserve trees are selected.
selected. Seedlings
Seedlings from all seed
seed for
trees are
and reserve
reserve trees
are planted
planted together
together on testing
testing sites
sites where
where they
they will
will be
be observed
observed throughout
throughout
measurements on these seedlings
will be the
basis for
for adjustments
of the
the
aa rotation. Periodic
Periodic measurements
seedlings will
the basis
adjustments of
seed
seed tree
tree list;
list; i.e.,
i.e., seed
seed trees
trees whose
whose offspring
offspring perform
perform poorly
poorly will
will be
be replaced
replaced by
by the
the reserve
reserve
trees
offspring.
trees with
with better
better performing offspring.
Although
Although anticipated
anticipated gains
gains can
can more
more than
than justify
justify investments
investments in
in tree
tree improvement,
improvement, the
the proprograms
just mentioned
and are
are designed,
designed.to
grams just
mentioned are expensive and
to continue
continue well
well beyond
beyond the
the working
working life
life of
of
items of
the smallsmallof cost
cost and time.automatically prevent
prevent the
any tree improvement worker. These items
on his
his own.
own. What,
then, can
can he do
do in
in tree
tree
woodland owner
owner from
from engaging
engaging in
in similar
similar programs
progrns on
What, then,
as it
it concerns his own
own particular needs?
needs?
improvement as
natural regeneration
regeneration is
is to
to be
the means
the small
If natural
be the
means of
of perpetuating
perpetuating the
small woodland,
woodland, the
the quality
quality
of
influenced by
by the
the quality
quality of
of the
the parent
parent trees.
trees. This means that
that
of the forthcoming stand may be influenced
the best
best trees
trees should
should be
be left
the
left until they
they have reproduced
reproduced themselves.
themselves. Main factors
factors to
to consider
consider
are general
general vigor
vigor (growth
(growth rate)
rate) and
and straightness.
straightness. Gain in
in yield
yield or
or
for seed tree selection are
growth
growth rate
rate through
through such
such simple
simple selection
selection will
will likely
likely be
be slight,
slight, though
though gains
gains through
through selection
selection
trees of good
good form
form should
should be
be considerably
considerably greater.
greater.
of straight trees

l

J. G.
G. Wheat is
is Director, Tree
Tree Improvement
Improvement Laboratory,
Laboratory, Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry Association,
Association, Route
Route 12,
12,
Box 475,
475, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington
2
Oleoresin is
is a
natural combination of
of resinous
resinous substances
substances and
and essential
essential oils
oils occurring
occurring in
in or
or
2Oleoresin
a'natural
exuding from
from plants.
plants.
3
A clone is
is aa group
group of
of plants
plants that
that hzve
hzve originated
originated by
by vegetative
vegetative propagation
propagation from
from aa single
single
3A
individual.
individual.'
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artificial regeneration
When artificial
regeneration is
is selected
selected for
for reforestation,
reforestation, there
there are
are more
more possibilities
possibilities
for improvement.
improvement. These are listed and
and briefly discussed
discussed as
as follows:
follows:
1.
commercial lots.
lots. Most of the forest
forest tree
tree species
species are
are
Assurance of adapted race with commercial
1.
far-ranging,
range of
including elevaelevafar-ranging, occurring
occurring over
over aa broad
broad range
of varying growing conditions, including
tional
local races
natural selection.
selection. With
tional differences,
differences, with
with more-or-less
more-or-less local
races developed through natural
few
races; so
so the
the safe
safe
few exceptions,
exceptions, local
local races
races have
have out-performed
out-performed plantings
plantings of nonlocal races;
recommendation is
is the
the use
use of
of seed
seed and
andseedlings
seedlingsofofthe....ocal
the_local source.
source. Considering the correct
use of
of terminology,
rect use
terminology, this may fall
fall short
short of tree
tree improvement.
improvement. Though,
Though, relatively
relatively speakspeaking,
with
ing, standing
standing still
still with
with the
the local
local race
race can be
be considered progress over reforestation with
less-adapted race,
race, resulting in
aa less-adapted
in decreased
decreased production.
production.
Most
Most forest
forest nurseries
nurseries can furnish seedlings
seedlings or transplants of known origin;
origin; aa recent
recent develdevelopment in some states has been
forest tree
tree seed
seed certified as
opment
been the
the production
production 'of
of forest
as to
to source.
source.
2.
Assurance
own collections.
collections. The
to
The woodland owner may decide to
Assurance of
of adapted
adapted strain with 2i
2.
utilize
utilize local
local seed
seed source
source by
by collecting cones
cones from his own trees.
trees. When this
this is
is done,
done, collections
should be
be made
made only
only from
from trees
trees with
with no
no serious
serious defects
defects that
that can
can be
beinherited,
tions should
inherited, such
such as
as
crooked stems,
stems, spike
spike knots,
knots, repeated
repeated forking,
forking, and
crooked
and excessive limbiness.
limbiness. Before collecting
cones,
and seed processed,
processed, and
and seedlings
seedlings
cones, one
one should
should investigate
investigate means
means of
of having
having the
the cones
cones and
produced therefrom.
therefrom. Extension foresters can advise as
as to
to time
time for
for collection
collection in
in local
local areas.
areas.
and private nurseries
nurseries will raise and maintain identity
identity on
on lots
lots of
of seedlings
seedlings as
as
Many state and
small
Refer to
small as
as 5.000 or 10,000.
10,000. Refer
to the chapter "Cone and Seed
Seed Collecting in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific
Northwest"
for further information
information about
about cone
cone collection.
collection.
Northwest" for
Cooperative tree improvement.
3. Cooperative
improvement. The method
previously mentioned as "a
"a recent modification
3.
method previously
of
of the
the seed
seed production
production area"
area" has
has been
been started
started as
as aa cooperative
cooperative program for Douglas-fir
within several
several areas.
areas. So
So far,
far, participants
participants in
in programs
programs have
have been major land holders--both
public and private.
public
private. Initial cooperation
cooperation .iill
will be
the seed
be in
in the
the progeny
progeny testing
testing of
of all
all of
of the
and reserve
reserve trees;
trees; though
though it
it may
may become
become desirable
desirable to
to cooperate
cooperate on
on future
future cone
cone collections
collections
and
and seed use.
use.

The cooperative
cooperative approach
approach is
is the
the only practical
practical way that
that the small-woodland owner can participarticipate in
in aa tree
tree improvement
improvement program
program promising
promising aa sizable
sizable gain
gain in
in volume
volume production
production (antici• pate
(anticipated at
at 10
pated
10 percent or
or more).
more). Every opportunity should be
in such
such programs
be taken to include in
the smaller
smaller holdings
holdings that
the
that can be dedicated
dedicated to
to the
the practice
practice of
of sustained
sustained yield.
yield.

further information relative
to specific
specific cases
is being done in your area,
area,
For further
relative to
cases and
and what
what is
contact aa member
member of
of the
the Western
Western Forest
Forest Genetics
Genetics Association
Association through
through one
one of
of the
the forestry
forestry schools
schools
contact
or through your extension forestry
forestry specialist.
specialist.
Note:
This
has been reviewed by R.
T. Bingham,
Principal Plant
This article
article has
R. T.
Bingham, Principal
Plant Geneticist of the
the
Forest and Range Experiment Station,
Intermountain Forest
Station, Moscow,
Moscow, Idaho.
Idaho.
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Cone
Northwest
Cone and
andSeed
SeedCollecting
Collecting in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Bernard S.
S. Douglass1
Douglass
INTRODUCTION
Forest landowners
landowners are requiring greater quantities
quantities of
of seed
seed each
each year
year for
for reforestation.
reforestation.
Approximately one million bushels of
of seed
seed cones
cones were
were collected
collected in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington in
in 1966,
1966,
which was an unusually productive cone
cone year.
year. Estimated average annual
annual cone production for both
and poor cone years is about half that
that amount.
amount.
good and
Forest tree
Forest
tree nurseries
nurseries require large
large quantities
quantities of
of seed
seed to
to grow
grow planting
planting stock.
stock. They are
are
rapidly expanding their tree production
production in
in an
an effort
effort to
to keep
keep pace
pace with
with planting
planting programs
programs on
on priprivate and
and public
public forest
forest lands.
lands. Thousands of
of pounds
pounds of
of seed
seed also
also are
are treated
treated with
witha arodent
rodentrepelrepellent and
nonstocked lands.
lands. Foreign countries
countries
lent
and scattered
scattered systematically
systematically from
from helicopters
helicopters to seed nonstocked
large quantities
quantities of seed from
from the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest for
for their
their forestry
forestry work.
work. One can
can
purchase large
assume that
that the strong demand for forest
forest tree
tree seed
seed will continue
continue to
to increase
increase for
for many
many years.
years.

CONE PRODUCTION VARIES EACH YEAR
YEAR
Nature usually produces heavy cone
cone crops
crops over
over aa wide area
area at
at 33- to
to 5-year
5-year intervals.
intervals.
other years
years the
the crop
crop is
is spotty
spotty or
or aa complete
complete failure.
failure.

During

All species
species do not produce heavy cone
cone crops
crops during
during the
the same
same year.
year. Also,
Also, species
species that
that grow
on both sides of
of the
the Cascades,
Cascades, such as Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, do not
not necessarily
necessarily produce
produce heavy
heavy crops
crops the
the
same year on both westside and
and eastside
eastside trees.
trees. Tree seed dealers strive
strive to
to purchase
purchase sufficient
sufficient
quantities of cones
during good cone years to carry them through
quantities
cones during
through several
several lean
lean years.
years.

PRINCIPAL SPECIES
SPECIES
Western Oregon and
and Washington
accounts, for
than 80 percent of the
the total
total seed
seed cones
cones harvested
harvested on
on the
the
Douglas-fir accounts.
br more than
west side
side of
of the
the Cascades.
Cascades. Other species,
species, listed
listed more or less
less in
in order
order of
of their
their importance,
importance, are
are
spruce, noble
noble fir,
fir, Shasta red fir,
grand fir,
fir, Sitka
Sitka spruce,
fir, concolor fir,
fir, silver
silver fir,
fir, ponderosa
ponderosa pine,
pine,
shore pine,
pine, and
and western hemlock. Demand for other westside species
species such
such as
as western
western red
red cedar,
cedar,
Port-Orford-cedar,
spruce, sugar pine,
pine, mountain hemlock,
hemlock, and
and alpine
alpine fir
fir
Port-Orford-cedar, incense-cedar,
incense-cedar, Engelmann spruce,
is
is limited and
and intermittent.
intermittent.
Eastern Oregon and
and Washington
Ponderosa pine is
is the
the principal
principal species.
species. Other species,
species, listed
listed more or
or less
less in
in order
order of
of
their
are grand
grand fir,
fir, concolor fir,
Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine,
their importance,
importance, are
fir, Douglas-fir,
pine, Engelmann spruce,
spruce, and
and
sugar pine.
pine.

Tree identification bulletins
bulletins are available from country extension agents.
agents.

CHECK WITH CONE BUYERS BEFORE COLLECTING
Cone collectors
collectors find
find that
that it
it pays
pays to
to get
get complete
complete information from cone dealers or their
Cone
buying agents
agents before
before they
they start
start to
to pick.
pick. By finding out
out where to
to pick,
pick, what species
species to
to pick,
pick,
test cones
cones for
for ripeness
ripeness and seed quality,
quality, they avoid collecting unsaleable cones.
and how to test
cones.
Cone dealers
dealers specify
specify definite
definite areas
areas or
or elevations
elevations from which cones will be purchased as well as
standards of seed
seed content and
and ripeness.
ripeness.

1Bernard
Bernard S.
S. Douglass
Forestry, U.
S.
Douglass is
is Special
Special Products
Products Forester,
Forester, Division of
of State and Private Forestry,
U. S.
Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. He worked on several
several National Forests in
in the
the Northwest before
before
his present
present assignment
assignment at
at Portland.
Portland. He manages his own tree farm and
and Christmas
Christmas tree
tree plantation.
plantation.
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Dealers have
have sound
collectors to sack and label separately cones
Dealers
sound reasons
reasons for
for requiring collectors
cones from
each picking area and elevation range.
range. Research
show that
that trees
trees inherit
inherit certain growth
Research studies
studies show
characteristics of the
the parent
parent seed
seed tree.
tree. This includes
includes tree
tree form,
form, growth rate,
rate, time
time new
new growth
growth
starts
to drought.
starts in
in the
the spring,
spring, susceptibility
susceptibility to
to early
early or
or late
late frost,
frost, and
and resistance
resistance to
drought. Trees
grown from seed collected east
east of the Cascades develop poorly if
if planted on the
the west side.
side. Trees
grown
at high elevation,
grown from
from seed
seed collected
collected at
at low
low elevation
elevation may
may grow poorly at
elevation, or
or may be damaged
by
late frosts.
frosts. For
results, the seed should be from approximately the same elevaby early or late
For best
best results,
tion,
latitude, and climate as
as the
the area
area to
to be
be planted.
planted.
tion, latitude,
Genetic characteristics
of individual parent trees also are important
Genetic
characteristics of
important to
to cone dealers.
dealers. Seed
cones should
should be
be collected
collected only
only from stands
stands and
cones
and individual
individual trees
trees that
that do not
not show undesirable
inherited characteristics
limbs, twisted trunk,
trunk, or extreme shortness.
shortness.
inherited
characteristics such as
as abnormal
abnormal heavy limbs,
Neither
should they be
isolated trees
trees which have little éhance
chance of receiving pollen
Neither should
be gathered from isolated
trees. Care also should be taken
taken if
if cones
cones are
are collected
collected from
from trees
trees that
that were
were artiartifrom other trees.
ficially established by planting
planting or
or seeding.
seeding. Ut.
Ut.'ess
ss the original
original seed is
is known definitely to
have come from either the
the sante
same area
trees
area or
or area
area climatically
climatically similar
similar to
to the
the plantation,
plantation, the trees
may not be properly acclimated.
acclimated. It
It is
is usually safer to collect cones only from
from native trees.
trees.
Sometimes buyers
buyers are
are able
able to
to direct
direct pickers
pickers to
to heavier
heavier cone-producing areas
and advise them
Sometimes
areas and
whom to contact for
for permission
permission to
to take
take cones.
cones. Cone pickers
pickers must
must keep in close touch with the
his advice
advice on
on cone
cone gathering.
gathering.
buyer and carefully heed his

SEED CERTIFICATION
is now available in Oregon and Washington.
Washington. The purpose of the
A seed certification program is
the
program is
tree seeds
seeds properly identified as
as
is to
to maintain
maintain and
8nd make
make available
available to
to the
the public
public forest
forest tree
to
and origin.
origin. Origin means the
the area
area in
in which the
the seed
seed is
is collected.
collected. It
It is
is described
to species and
location, elevation,
elevation, and
and provenance.
provenance. Location may be given
given by
by latitude
latitude and
and longitude,
longitude, geogeoby location,
graphic description,
description, or legal
graphic
legal subdivision.
subdivision. Elevation
Elevation will be given
given in
in 500-foot
500-foot bands.
bands. ProvenProvenance is
is used
used if
if seed
seed is
is collected
collected from stands
stands which
which are
not native.
native. It states
ance
are not
states the
the original
original geogeographic
graphic source of the stand.
stand. If
If this
this is
is not
not known,
known, the
the term "provenance not
not stated"
stated" will be
used.
has set
The program has
set up four
four classes
classes of certification.
certification. These are:
are: Certified,
Certified, Select
Select OriginOriginCertified, Origin-Certified,
Origin-Certified, and
and Warehouse
Warehouse Inventory-Audited.
Certified,
Inventory-Audited. The seed
seed in
in the
the first
first two
two classes
from seed
seed orchards,
orchards, superior
superior stands,
stands, or
or superior
superior mother
mother trees.
trees. Origin-Certified
will come from
Origin-Certified seed
will
specific seed zone and within a 500-foot elevation band.
band.
will be identified as
as coming
coming from a specific
Seed in the
the last
last class
is identified
audit of
of the dealers'
dealers' records as having originated
Seed
class is
identified through audit
in
band.
in aa specific
specific seed
seed zone and elevational band.

For purposes
purposes of identifying the seed zones,
zones, the
the Western Forest Tree Seed
Seed Council
Council Tree Seed
Seed
Zone Map is
is the
the guide.
guide.
seed entering the
the certification program it
it is
is very
very important
important that
that pickers
pickers properly
properly idenidenFor seed
tify
their sacks.
sacks. Certifying agents
agents will conduct periodic
periodic spot inspections in
in the field
tify and tag their
to insure compliance.
to

TEST CONES FOR RIPENESS MU)
AND SEED
SEED COUNT
Because seeds,
seeds, not
not cones,
cones, are the end product,
product, buyers make "cut tests"
tests" to
to determine both
ripeness and seed count before
before accepting
accepting them.
them. Therefore,
Therefore, it
it pays
pays the collector to make similar
tests
his own on sample
sample cones
cones taken
taken from
from each
each squirrel
squirrel cache
cache or
or from several positions on each
tests of
of his
each
it is
is picked.
picked. This avoids
avoids the
the possibility of
of collecting unsaleable cones.
cones.
tree before it
are made
made as
as follows:
follows: Using aa sharp
sharp knife or
or mechanical cone
cone cutter,
cutter, the
the sample
sample
Test cuts are
cone is sliced lengthwise
lengthwise into
into two
two equal
equal halves.
halves. The cut seeds in one of the halves are examand seed
seed count.
count. A slightly
slightly different cut
cut is
is used to
to expose
expose seed
seed kernels in
in
ined for ripeness and
fir, grand
grand fir,
fir, and
and other
other true
true fir
fir cones.
cones. On these
these species,
species, aa side of the cone is
is sliced
noble fir,
off fone-fourth
of
one-fourth to
to one-half
one-half inch
inch from
from one
one side
side of
of the
the core
core and
and parallel
parallel to
to the core.
core.
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Ripeness

of the
seed will
will have
have turned
turned from
from soft
soft and
and white
white to
hard ancKljrown.
and-rown.
When ripe,
ripe, the shell
shell of
the seed
to hard
Also, the
the kernel
kernel of
of the
the seed
seed will
will have
have turned
turned from
from milky
milky or
or gelatinous
gelatinous to
to solid
solid white
white and
and nutnutAlso,
like.

season lasts
lasts only
the middle
The cone picking season
only aa few
few months
months from
from about
about the
middle of
of August
August to
to the
the
depends mainly on elevation
and, to
of November.
November. The season for
for each area
area depends
elevation and,
to aa lesser
lesser
middle of
degree, on weather conditions,
degree,
conditions, exposure,
exposure, and
and latitude.
latitude.
Douglas-fir, hemlock,
hemlock, cedar,
cedar, and
and spruce
spruce cones
cones should
should stop
stop when
when the
the scales
scales start
start
Picking of Douglas-fir,
to open,
permitting the
the seed
seed to
to shed.
shed. The scales
scales may close
close again
again in
in wet
wet weather,
weather, but
but the
the seed
seed
to
open, permitting
is
In the
the case
case of
of noble fir,
is gone and the
the cones
cones are
are worthless.
worthless. In
fir, grand
grand fir,
fir, and
and other
other true
true firs,
firs,
the
the picking season ends when the
the entire cone
cone begins to
to break
break apart,
apart, shedding
shedding both
both scales
scales and
and
seeds.
Seed Count
Cone buyers specify
specify a minimum number of sound
sound seed
seed per
per cone
cone that
that they
they will
will accept,
accept, as
as
Sometimes they
will pay
pay a
indicated by cut
cut tests.
tests. Sometimes
they will
a premium price for
for cones
cones that
that show
show extra
extra high
high
seed count. For Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, pine,
pine, hemlock,
hemlock, spruce,
spruce, and
and cedar,
cedar, the
the seed
seed count
count is
is the
the actual
actual
number of exposed seed
seed kernels on one of the
the cut
cut halves.
halves. For true
true firs,
firs, it
it is
is measured
measured as
as the
the
percentage of
of cut
cut seeds
percentage
seeds that
that contain exposed sound seed kernels on
on the
the sliced
sliced face
face of
of the
the cone.
cone.
Good seeds are completely filled
filled with aa solid
solid white nut-meat
nut-meat kernel
kernel and
and are
are easily
easily distinguished
distinguished
from
or undeveloped
undeveloped ones.
ones. If
If cones have been
been adequately
adequately pollinated,
pollinated, insects
insects are
are
from hollow,
hollow, wormy,
wormy, or
Boring holes,
holes, pitch,
pitch, deformed shape,
the
poor quality
quality seed.
seed. Boring
shape, and
and premature
premature brownbrownthe main
main cause of poor
ing are
are good
good external
external indications
cones may be insect-infested and
ing
indications that
that cones
and contain
contain insufficient
insufficient
good seed.
seed.

Minimum requirements
requirements for
for acceptable
acceptable seed
seed count
count vary
vary with
with different
different cone
cone dealers
dealers and
and also
also
from year
year to
from
to year according
according to
to supply
supply and
and demand.
demand. A minimum seed
seed count of five
five frequently
frequently is
is
for Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir.
required for

METHODS OF CONE COLLECTING
COLLECTING

From Standing Trees
Best
cone-picking trees
trees are
are thrifty,
thrifty, full-crowned,
full-crowned, 30 to
to 60
60 feet
feet in
in height,
height, and
and heavily
heavily
Best cone-picking
laden with cones.
laden
cones. Open-grown trees
trees have the
the advantage of many cone-producing
cone-producing branches
branches and
and sufsufficient live branches near
ficient
near the
the ground
ground for
for easy
easy climbing.
climbing.
The main crop
crop is
is found
found in
in the
the upper and
and middle parts
parts of
of the
the tree.
tree. A ladder
ladder or
or climbers
climbers may
may
be necessary to
to climb to
to the
the live
live crowns of some
some trees.
trees. Climbing is
is hard,
tedious work and
hard, tedious
should not
not be
be attempted
attempted by
by people
people who
who are
are not
not agile
agile or
or experienced.
should
experienced. A safety
safety belt,
belt, similar
similar to
to
a lineman's belt,
belt, should
should always
always be used when climbing.
climbing. It
insures safety,
safety, and also
also frees
frees both
It insures
hands for
for picking.
picking. Sufficient
Sufficient slack
slack should
should be
be allowed
allowed to
to permit
permit the
the picker to
to lean
lean back comfortably from the
use his
his hands
hands or
or picking
picking hook
hook easily.
fortably
the trunk
trunk to
to use
easily.
Groping for
for the
the opening
opening of
of aa gunny
gunny sack
sack with each
each handful
handful of
of cones
cones slows
slows up
up production.
production. It
is
shoulders or a bucket
bucket hooked to
is easier
easier to
to use
use an
an apple-picking
apple-picking bag
bag hung
hung from straps
straps around the shoulders
These are
emptied into
gunny sacks
the belt
branch. These
are emptied
into gunny
sacks and when the
the sacks
sacks are about
about half filled,
filled,
the
belt or branch.
they
they can be knotted on
on top
top and
and dropped
dropped to
to the
the ground.
ground. Experienced cone collectors can
can pick
pick 66
bushels of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir cones
cones per
per day.
day.
or more bushels

Large cones,
cones, such as sugar pine and noble fir,
fir, may be dropped directly to
to the
the ground
ground and
up as
as aa second
second operation.
operation. Small
Small cones,
and cedar,
are removed
removed
gathered up
cones, such
such as
as hemlock and
cedar, usually are
by a cone stripper
stripper that
that resembles
resembles aa small
small hand
hand rake.
rake. They are
are either
either collected
collected on aa tarp
tarp spread
spread
the tree
tree or stripped
stripped directly
directly into
into aa picking
picking bag.
bag.
under the
Pickers
the top
top of the tree and pick
pick cones
cones within reach
reach of this
this location.
location.
Pickers should start near the
When one level
level is
is cleaned
cleaned of cones,
cones, the
the picker
picker climbs down
down to
to aa lower
lower level
level and
and repeats
repeats the
the
It
easier to
pull the
branches upward into
hook than
It is
is easier
to pull
the branches
into picking range with a picking hook
than
process.
it
to pull them
them downward.
downward. A good
seed tree will
about a sack of
it is
is to
good Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir seed
will produce about
of cones
cones
and take more than
and
than an
an hour to
to pick.
pick.
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Equipment used when picking from standing
standing trees
trees includes
includes cone hooks of heavy wire fastened
fastened
Equipment
to
to a 5-foot
5-foot wooden
wooden handle,
handle, safety belt,
belt, gloves,
gloves, cleaning
cleaning solvent,
solvent, apple-picking bag or bail
bucket,
tags, old work clothing,
clothing, first-aid kit,
bucket, gunny
gunny sacks
sacks with
with tying
tying twine and identification tags,
kit,
skin lotion,
lotion, and cone-testing knife.
knife. Additional
for special
special cone-picking conditions
Additional equipment
equipment for
may include
include an extension ladder,
ladder, sharp-bladed
sharp-bladed hook on aa pole
pole for
for cutting
cutting off
off ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine
cones, cone
cone strippers,
ètrippers, long-handled cone rakes,
or saddles
cones,
rakes, or
saddles equipped with running ropes.
ropes.
Cedar seed
seed is
of cones
cones which
which are
are still
still attached
attached to
to
Cedar
is collected
collected sometimes
sometimes by
by shaking
shaking it
it out
outof
is spread on the ground to
trees. A tarp
tarp is
to catch the seed,
seed, and the branches are
are shaken
shaken startstartthe trees.
ing from the
the top
top on still,
ing
still, dry,
dry, warm
warm days
days when
when the
the cone
cone scales
scales first
first open.
open.
From Felled Trees

This
logging, land-clearing,
land-clearing, or
This method
method can be
be used
used on logging,
or road-building operations where trees
season when
when seed
seed is
is ripe.
ripe. It is best adapted to
to either the
the large-cone
large-cone
are felled during the season
species such as
as sugar pine,
pine, noble
noble fir,
fir, and ponderosa pine
pine or the very-small-cone species
species such
species
cedar. Large-type cones are
are picked
picked by hand from
from tops
tops and
and branches
branches of
of the
the felled
felled
as hemlock and cedar.
Cone-laden branches
branches are cut off and pulled through a stripper to collect the
the small-type
small-type
trees.
cones. This tool
tool contains a series of
of teeth,
teeth, similar to a rake,
rake, which are
are set
set sufficiently
sufficiently close
close
together to
to remove
remove the
the cones.
cones.
Special precautions
precautions always
always should
should be
be taken
taken when
when picking
picking from
from felled trees.
trees. Cones always
Special
should
should be
be tested
tested for
for ripeness
ripeness to
to prevent
prevent harvesting
harvesting cones
cones from
from tre
tre ss that
that were
were felled
felled too
too early.
early.
cone picking
picking should
should never
never be done until
until after
after the felling operation in-the
For safety,
safety, cone
in the area is
stopped for the
the day.
day.
completed or stopped
From
From Squirrel
Squirrel Caches
Caches

larger-sized cones,
cones, such
such as
as Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir,
During good cone years,
years, squirrels cut and hoard larger-sized
the various
true firs,
firs, pines,
spruces. Large quantities can be gathered from
from under trees
trees or
the
various true
pines, and spruces.
from caches
caches when
when squirrels
squirrels are active. This will not deprive
deprive them
them of
of necessary
necessary food.
food. In fact,
gathering squirrel-cut
squirrel-cut cones
cones seems
seems to
to stimulate
stimulate these
these busy
busy rodents
rodents to
to even
even greater
greater cutting
cutting activactivgathering
ity. Squirrels
Squirrels first
to the ground and
and then concentrate the cones in a number of
first drop
drop the
the cones
cones to
of
caches for
for winter use.
use.
hidden caches
No equipment
equipment is
for collecting and
and for
for transferring the cones to burlap
is needed
needed except
except a pail
pail for
gunny sacks.
sacks. Freshly dropped cones are easy to
to spot
spot on the
the grounds.
grounds. However,
However, it
it takes
takes aa woodswoodsmoist, shady
overhanging
eye to
to locate
locate aa cone
cone cache.
cache. They are found
found in moist,
shady spots
spots such as
as overhanging
man's eye
banks
log. To make the
the job
job of
banks near
near aa stream,
stream, in
in aa hollow
hollow stump,
stump, or
or under
under an
an old
old moss-covered
moss-covered log.
their cone
their hoarded
finding their
cone caches
caches even
even more
more difficult,
difficult, squirrels
squirrels usually
usually camouflage
camouflage their
hoarded cones
cones
by covering them with leaves,
leaves, sticks,
sticks, and
and other
other forest
forest litter.
litter. Experienced cone cache
cache hunters
hunters
look for
for the
the telltale
telltale piles
piles of
of cone
cone scales
scales and
and cores
cores where
where the
the squirrel
squirrel has
has been
been eating
eating or
or sampsamplook
ling
to examine carefully for a possible cone
ling cones
cones for ripeness. These indicate a good area to
cache ranging in size from
from aa few
few cones
cones to
to several
several bushels
bushels of
of them.
them.
Because
Because squirrels
squirrels usually
usually start
start cutting
cutting cones
cones from
from trees
trees before
before the
the seeds
seeds are
are ripe,
ripe, the
the
collector should
should always
always test
test cones
cones found
found on
on the
the ground
ground for
for ripeness
ripeness and
and seed
seed count.
count. The cones
collector
cones
that
that are
are carried
carried to
to the
the caches
caches almost
almost always
always contain
contain ripe
ripe seed
seed but
but should
should still
still be
be tested
tested for
for
adequate seed
seed count.
count.
CARE OF CONES AFTER COLLECTING

Each species
species of cones must be
be packed
packed separately
separately in
in serviceable
serviceable burlap
burlap sacks.
sacks. Cones
Cones from
each area
area and
and from
from different
different elevations
elevations in
in the
the area
area also
also must
must be
be sacked
sacked and
and labeled
labeled separately.
separately.
each
Filled sacks
sacks are
are tied either two-ear fashion or by pulling all of the top together and making
one center tie.
tie. A 20-inch
20-inch by 36-inch
36-inch sack,
sack, tied
tied with two
two 4-inch ears,
ears, will hold about
about 22 bushels.
bushels.
As sack
capacity varies
varies with
with size,
size, fullness,
fullness, and
and method
method of
of tying,
tying, most
most cone
cone buyers
buyers pay
pay for
for cones
cones
As
sack capacity
by the
bushel rather than by the
by
the bushel
the sack.
sack.
Tags usually
usually are
are furnished by the cone buyer,
buyer, together
Tags
together with instructions
instructions for
for filling
filling them
out
to the
the sacks.
sacks. Accurate information
information as
as to
to species,
species, elevation,
elevation, location,
location,
out and attaching them to
and
and date of
of collection is
is essential
essential to
to permit
permit the
the cone
cone buyer
buyer to
to label
label and
and extract
extract seeds
seeds separseparately for
for each
each seed
seed source.
source.
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Whenever possible,
possible, cones
cones should
should be
be sent
sent to
to the
the buyer
buyer daily.
daily. If
If this
this cannot be done,
done, they
they
should be
be stored
stored off
off the
the ground
ground or
or floor
should
floor in a well-ventilated place
place with
with the
the sacks
sacks kept
kept separseparately
for good air circulation. Good storage
storage areas are under open-sided sheds
sheds or
or raised
raised tarps
tarps
ately for
the wind can circulate freely
freely around
around the
the sacks.
sacks. Sacks can also be stored
stored outdoors,
outdoors, if
if the
the
where the
sacks are
are raised
raised off
off the
the ground on a rack or
or a couple of poles
sacks
poles and
and are
are not
not piled
piled one
one on
on top
top of
of
buildings or
or improperly
improperly ventilated
ventilated soon become
become spoiled
and
the other.
other. Cones stored in closed
closed buildings
spoiled and
the
worthless because
because of
of heating
heating and
and mold.
mold.

MAINTAIN GOOD RELATIONS
RELATIONS WITH
WITH LANDOWNERS
LANDOWNERS
It
It is
is essential
essential that
that cone pickers cooperate with landowners,
landowners, foresters,
foresters, loggers,
loggers, fire
fire
wardens, and
and law
law enforcement
enforcement officers.
officers. . They always should get permission
permission from
from the
the landowner
landowner
wardens,
before they
they pick
pick or
or gather
gather cones.
cones. Cones are merchantable forest
forest products
products the
the same
same as
as timber,
timber,
brush, and
and Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. Owners are protected under state laws
laws from
shake bolts,
bolts, decorative brush,
willful trespass.
trespass.

Some
charge for
for picking
picking cones.
cones. The U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service requires
requires permits
permits
Some private
private landowners charge
and
for cones
cones picked
picked in
in the
the National
National Forests.
Forests. The State
State Forestry
Forestry Departments
Departments
and makes
makes a charge for
require
picking on
on statestaterequire permission
permission from the
the District
District Warden
Warden or
or District
District Administrator before picking
Applications for
cones on other public lands
owned lands.
lands. Applications
for permits
permits to
to pick cones
lands should
should be
be made
made to
to the
the
administrator.
local administrator.
pickers on state and private lands
lands in Oregon are required to
to obtain
obtain aa uPermit
"Permit to
to HarHarCone pickers
vest t4iscellaneous
Miscellaneous Forest
Forest Tree
Tree Products"
Products" from
from the
the District
District Warden's
Warden's office.
office. Information shown
on the permit
permit includes the
the legal
legal description
description of
of the
the picking
picking area
area and
and the
the name
name .and
and address of
of the
the
landowner and permittee.
In aa few
few instances,
instances, damage
damage to
to forest
forest trees
trees has
has been caused by cone
In
pickers who
who cut
cut off
off green
green limbs,
limbs, broke
broke out
out tree
tops, or
or girdled
girdled stems
pickers
tree tops,
stems with ropes.
ropes. State laws
laws
provide penalties for damaging
damaging or
or cutting
cutting trees
trees owned
owned by
by someone
someone else.
else.
Pickers
Pickers on National
National Forest,
Forest, Bureau
Bureau of
of Land
Land Management,
Management, and other Federal lands
lands are
are required
required
to
permits from the
to obtain permits
the District Ranger
Ranger or
or other
other local
local administrator.
administrator.
Cone
begins while
while the
fire hazard
hazard ir
Cone picking season often begins,
the fire
in the woods is
is high.
high. Certain forest
areas
are closed
closed to
to entry
entry during
during this
this period,
period, and
and aa notice
notice of
of closure
closure is
areas are
is posted on access
access roads.
roads.
Approval of
of the
the landowner
landowner and
and aa permit
permit from
from the
the State
State Fire
Fire Warden
Warden must
must be obtained before enterApproval
ing these areas.
areas. Cone pickers
pickers should cooperate
cooperate with the
the landowner by observing fire
fire precautions
precautions
while smoking
smoking or building a campfire,
campfire, by keeping gates closed,
closed, by parking vehicles where they
they
will not interfere
interfere with other traffic,
traffic, and by complying
complying with the requirements of any
any cone
cone picking agreement
agreement made with the
the landowner.
landowner. This
is necessary for continued permission
permission
This cooperation is
to
in the
the area.
area.
to pick cones in

REMINDER LIST FOR CONE
CONE COLLECTORS
COLLECTORS
I.
1.

Check first
buyers to
origin, and seed
first with cone buyers
to determine
determine species,
species, origin,
seed counts that
that they

are buying.
buying.
2.
2.

suitable picking
picking areas
areas and
and obtain
obtain the
the landowner's
landowner's permission
permission to
to pick.
pick.
Locate suitable
a
permit to
harvest cones
cones also
also must
must be
be obtained
obtained at
at the
the District
District Warden's
Warden's office.
office.
a permit
to harvest

In Oregon,

3.
3.

permit, if necessary.
necessary.
Check on fire regulations
regulations and closures
closures and get
get an entry permit,

4.

Test cones
cones for seed count
ripeness before
before picking
picking to
Test
count and ripeness
to be sure that they are saleable.
saleable.

5.
5.

Assemble
Assemble necessary equipment
equipment to gather
gather cones
cones easily
easily and safely.
safely.

6.

Use the
the method
method of
of picking
picking that
that best
best suits
suits the
the area.
area.

7.
7.

Deliver cones
cones to
Deliver
to the dealer daily or provide
provide adequate storage to
to prevent spoilage.
spoilage.
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SOURCES
OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

Private
1.
1.
2.
3.

2
Forest seed companies in
in Oregon and
and Washington
Washington2 Larger timber companies in
in Oreg2n
Oregon and Washington
Industrial Forestry Association

Public

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
5.

Oregon State Board of Forestry
Washington State
State Department of
of Natufal
Natur'al Resources
State Agricultural Extension Services
State
Services
U.
S. Forest Service
U. S.
Bureau of Land Management

Publications
1.
1.

"Collecting
"Collecting Forest
Forest Seed
Seed Cones
Cones in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest"
Northwest" by
by U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service,
97208,
3623, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
97208, August 1960.
1960.
Box 3623,
2.
Profit
"Fun and Prof
it Collecting
Collecting Cones"
Cones" by
by Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Timber
Timber Company,
Company, Tacoma,
Tacoma, Washington
Washington
2.
98401.

2

to List
List of Tree Seed
Refer to
Seed Dealers on
on page
page 29
29 of
of this
this handbook.
handbook.
2Refer

3

to companies
companies listed
listed in chapter
chapter on "Forestry
"Forestry Organizations
Organizations and
and Agencies"
Agencies" by C.
C. R.
R. Ross,
Ross,
Refer to
3Refer
pages 378-381.
378-381.

4

to page
page 367
367 of
of this
for addresses
of headquarters
headquarters and branch offices
offices of
of the
Refer to
this handbook for
addresses of
the
4Refer
Association.
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Growing and
and Marketing
MarketingChristmas
Christmas Trees
Trees
in
Pacitic Northwest
in the Pacihc
Bernard S.
S. Douglass
Douglass1
Bernard
INTRODUCTION
Growing Christmas trees
trees is
is aa big
big business
business in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Approximately 22% million
trees in
in Washington
Washington and
and 11 million
million trees
trees
trees in Oregon were harvested in
in 1967.
1967. Size of operations
varies from farmers
farmers and small-woodland owners with only aa few
few hundred
hundred trees
trees to
to large
large Christmas
Christmas
thousand acres.
acres. Whether large
large or small,
small, growers who make a
tree companies
companies managing several thousand
success
of their
success of
their business concentrate on the
the same
same objective--the
objective—the production
production of
of high-quality
high-quality
trees.
It also
also requires
Growing high-quality trees
trees is
is a costly
costly and
and time-consuming
time-consuming enterprise.
enterprise. It
"know-how". Every year,
year, hundreds of new growers
growers enter
enter the
the Christmas
Christmas tree
tree business
business with
with little
little
t1knowhow".
knowledge of
of the work and
and risk
risk involved.
involved. They merely plant aa crop
crop of
of trees
trees and
and wait
wait for
for the
the
dollars to
to come
come in.
in. Most such
such growers
growers are
are doomed
doomed to
to failure
failure and
and disappointment.
disappointment. Only quality
trees can meet the
the strong
strong competition
competition of
of today's
today's market.
market.
trees

SELECTING A GOOD
GOOD CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS TREE
TREE GROWING AREA
SELECTING
General Considerations for
for Selecting
Selecting aa Christmas
Christmas Tree
Tree Area
Area

1. The safest policy is
is to
to grow trees
trees in
in general
general areas
areas where
where other
other growers
growers have
have been
been
successful.
2.
Location on home property,
property, or at
at least
least vithin
within working distance
distance from
from home1
home, is
is aa great
great
2.
advantage.
3.
3.

Trespass problems can be minimized by controlled access
access such
such as
as aa private
private road
road with
with aa
locked gate,
gate, or
or by
by establishing
establishing the
the operation
operation on
on aa dead-end
dead-end road that
watched.
locked
that can be watched.

4. Areas showing unusually high damage from livestock,
livestock, deer,
deer, and
and rodents
rodents are
are risky
risky unless
unless
control measures are
are practicable.
practicable.
5. Areas of high fire
fire hazard,
hazard, either
either natural
natural or man-caused, should
should be
be avoided
avoided unless
unless the
the
5.
hazard can be reduced
reduced at
at reasonable
reasonable cost.
cost.
6.
6. Road access and adequate rights-of-way across other private lands
lands are
are necessary.
necessary.
not be made impassable
impassable by
by mud or
or snow
snow during
during the
the harvesting
harvesting season.
season.
must not

7.
7.

Gently sloping land
land is
is less
less susceptible to
to erosion and
and fire
fire than
than steep
steep ground.
ground.
is
and equipment.
equipment.
is more
more easily
easily worked by men and

Roads
It
It also

8. Lands subject to
to flooding,
flooding, earth slides,
slides, erosion,
erosion, poor drainage,
drainage, exposed
exposed rock,
rock, and
and frost
frost
pockets should be avoided.
avoided.
9.

Capacity of the land
land for growing trees
trees needs careful consideration. Rapid rate of
of growth
is
is usually detrimental for unsheared stands by causing excessively long
long leaders
leaders and
and unruly
branching. On the other hand,
hand, moderately fast growth actually benefits sheared
sheared trees
trees by
by
rotation, improving color and density of needles,
needles, and
and increasing
increasing the
the number
number
shortening the rotation,
and vigor
vigor of
of new buds and branches that form after shearing.
shearing.

Comparison
Comparison Between Culturing a Natural
Natural Stand and Establishing a Plantation
Cultured
Cultured natural
natural stands are developed from suitable stands
stands of young natural
natural trees
trees by applicaapplication of
of cultural
cultural practices
practices such
such as
as weeding,
weeding, thinning,
thinning, pruning,
pruning, scarring,
scarring, shearing,
shearing, fertilizing.
fertilizing,
tion

1Bernard
S. Douglass
Douglass is
Assistant, Special
Products Forester,
Forester, Division of State and Private
Bernard S.
is Assistant,
Special Products
Forestry, United States Forest
He worked on several National Forests in
Forestry,
Forest Service,
Service, Portland.
Portland. He
in the
the
Northwest before his present
Northwest
present assignment
assignment at
at Portland.
Portland. He manages his own tree
tree farm and
and Christmas
Christmas
tree plantation.
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and stump culture.
culture. A few
few older trees
trees may be reserved to
to provide aa natural seed supply,
supply, but all
all
other trees are cut when they
they reach
reach Christmas
Christmas tree
tree size.
size. This establishes an
an uneven-aged
uneven-aged ChristChristtree stand from which a continuous crop is
is harvested year after year.
year.
mas tree

Plantations are most frequently
frequently established
established on
on cleared
cleared lands,
lands. Seedlings are
are planted
planted systemsystematically in
in rows
rows and
and are
are weeded
weeded and
and cultivated
cultivated like
like aa farm
farm crop
crop to
to help
help them become
become established.
established.
atically
Basal pruning,
pruning, shearing,
shearing, and other cultural practices are also applicable to plantations.
plantations.
Basal
At present,
present, many more Christmas
Northwest are
are harvested
harvested from cultured
At
Christmas trees
trees in
in the
the Pacific.
Pacific. Northwest
natural stands than from
natural
from plantations.
plantations. The trend is
is toward a higher percentage harvested from
plantations, however. The following comparisons
comparisons are made to help the grower
grower decide which type
is
and profitable
profitable for
for him:
him:
is most
most practical and
Comparative Advantages
Advantages

Cultured Natural Stands
Stands

Plantations

1.
1.

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.

2.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Lower land
land costs
costs
No planting required
required
Shorter time before first harvest
Sustained annual production

5.

Heavier, bushier
bushier trees
trees
Control over species
species of
of trees
trees
Better spacing
No brush,
brush, hardwood,
hardwood, or thinning
thinning
prob.ims
prob. ms
Less
and fire risk
Less slash problem and

Considerations
Considerations When
When Selecting
Selecting aa Natural
Natural Area
Area to
to Culture
Culture
high. The fol1. The area should be amply stocked with suitable trees about
about 2 to 88 feet
feet high.
foltabulation shows
that are
and Washington
(1964 prolowing tabulation
shows species
species that
are most
most popular
popular in Oregojn
Oregon and
Washington (1964
production of principal species
species is
is expressed
expressed as
as percentages
percentages of
of total
total state
state production).
production).

Douglas-fir
and concolor fir
Grand and
Noble and Shasta red
red fir
fir
Pines
Others

TOTAL

Oregon
58 percent
16
16 percent
19 percent
19
66 percent
11 percent

100 percent

Washington
96 percent
11 percent
percent
11
l
1% percent
%½ percent
100

percent

For production of unsheared trees,
2.
trees, look
look for Site
Site IV and
and High Site
Site V lands
lands where annual
2.
leader growth is 10 to 16
leader
16 inches
inches before
before culturing.
culturing. If
planned, Site
Site III
III lands
lands
If shearing is planned,
are usually
usually the
the utost
most suitable. Extremely low sites,
sites, where leaders
leaders are
are less
less than
than 10
10 inches,
inches,
are
are not
not recommended unless growth
growth rate
rate is
is to
to be
be stimulated
stimulated by
by fertilizing.
fertilizing.

3.
Trees
should have a good
trees and
and be
Trees should
good natural
natural form for
for Christmas
Christmas trees
be a dark green color.
color.
3.
fullness, branch stiffness,
stiffness, length and thrift of the
the needles,
needles, and freedom
Notice also tree fullness,
from disease.
4.
4.

Slash concentrations,
concentrations, snags,
snags, lack
lack of
of firebreaks,
firebreaks, or
or other
other fire hazards
hazards on either
either the
Christmas tree
or on adjoining
adjoining properties
properties increase
chances for
for aa disastrous
disastrous fire.
fire.
Christmas
tree area or
increase the
the chances

Christmas trees
of hardwoods,
hardwoods, brush,
brush,
5.
Christmas
trees should
should be grown on areas
areas that
that are
are reasonably free
free of
5.
and
ferns. Competing
and tall ferns.
Competing vegetation
vegetation is
is most
most frequently
frequently aa problem on
on north
north and
and east
east expoexposures and on higher sites.
sites.
sures
Considerations When
When Selecting
Selecting an
an Area
Area for
for aa Christmas
Christmas Tree
Tree Plantation
Plantation
Considerations

1. Most plantations
plantations in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington have been
been established
established west of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade
1.
Those established
established east
east of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade Summit
Summit may require
where natural
natural
Summit. Those
require irrigation
irrigation where
Sunmiit.
conditions are
are unfavorable,
unfavorable, and
and hardy strains
strains of planting
planting stock
stock are
are necessary to
to
moisture conditions
the more
more rigorous
rigorous climatic
climatic extremes.
extremes.
withstand the
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Areas which can be most successfully
lands that
2.
successfully planted
planted are
are well-drained,
well-drained, clear'ed
cleared lands
that were
2.
abandoned fields
fields containing
containing heavy
heavy sod
sod or
or weed
weed growth must first'
first
recently cultivated.
cultivated. Old abandoned
recently
be prepared
prepared by
by summer
summer ffallowing.
allowing.

Completely cleared
cleared lands
lands are
are easier
easier for
for tree
tree planting
planting and
and culturing
culturing than
than lands
lands with
with
3'.
Completely
3.
stumps, logs,
stumps,
logs, and other debris.
debris.

4. If
If aa grower
grower already owns lands,
lands, he must decide
decide which
which Christmas
Christmas tree
tree species,
species, if
if any,
any,
4.
If he plans
will grow well on
on his
his land.
land. If
plans to purchase land,
land, he
he should
should determine
determine which
which species
species
are
are profitable,
profitable, and
and the type of land that
that is
is best suited
suited to
to these
these species.
species. This is
is aa most
important decision for
for the
the new
new grower.
grower. He should
should seek the advice of foresters
foresters and successsuccessimportant
will give
give the
the final
final answer
answer as
as to
to which
which species
species will
will be
be best
best
ful
actual trial
trial will
ful growers. Only actual
However, the
the following
following guidelines
guidelines will
will help
help the
grower make
make
adapted
to any planting site.
site. However,
the grower
adapted to
aa wise
wise decision:
Lands
•Landsthat
thatproduce
producerapid
rapidtree
treegrowth
growthare
areknown
knownasas'thigh
"high site
site index
index lands".
lands".
are
of the following conditions--adequate
conditions--adequate moisture,
moisture,
are characterized
characterized by one
one or more of
and
soils, and mild climatic influences.
influences. Slow-growing species such
such
and well-drained
well-drained soils,
noble
fir and Shasta red
red fir
fir are
are recommended.
recommended.
noble fir

They
deep
deep
as

Lands that
•Lands
thatproduce
produce slow
slow tree
tree growth
growth are
are known
known as
as "low
"low site
site index
index lands".
lands". They
are characterized
of the following conditions--insufficient moisture,
moisture,
are
characterized by
by one or more of
shallow and
and poorly drained soils,
soils, or severe climatic influences.
influences. Unsheared or only
shallow
lightly sheared
species, such as Douglas-fir and
and pines,
pines, are
are recommended.
recommended.
lightly
sheared fast
fast growing species,
h'Medium
•"Medium site
site indexlands"
index.lands" lie
lie between
between the
the two
two extremes.
extremes.
pines,
are recommended.
recommended.
pines, and true firs are

Douglas-fir,
Sheared Douglas-fir,

sIn general,
southerly and
and
•In
general, westside Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and pines
pines prefer
prefer level
level to
to gentle
gentle southerly
exposures. True firs
firs prefer
prefer level
level to gentle northerly and
and easterly
easterly exposures.
exposures.
westerly exposures.

Determination of
of Christmas
of the Size of
Christmas Tree Farm to Establish
Some
large Christmas
tree areas
areas as
as a full-time business.
business. More often,
often, ChristChristSome growers
growers operate
operate large
Christmas tree
mas
tree growing is
is a part-time occupation for
for farmers
farmers and other woodland owners.
owners.
mas tree
In
that can produce
produce 100
100 trees
trees
In order
order to
to gross
gross $10,000
$10,000 annually from cultured natural stands that
per
per year
year valued
valued at
per acre
acre per
at $1.25 each,
each, a grower would need to
to manage 80 acres
acres in
in continuous
continuous
This
is about as large
large an
an acreage of fully
fully stocked
stocked trees
trees as
as one
one man
man on
on aa full-time
full-time
This is
production.
basis can culture and
and manage intensively
intensively without
without hiring
hiring help.
help.
In order
order to
to gross
gross $10,000
$10,000 annually
annually from a
In
a plantation that
that can produce 167
167 trees
trees per acre
acre
at $2 each,
each, a grower would need to manage 30 acres.
acres.
per year valued
valued at

A time
time lapse
lapse of
of 2
2 or
or more years
years is
is required
required to
to bring a cultured natural stand into
into fullfullscale
production. Even longer--6
longer--6 to 12
12 years--is required to
to grow
grow planted
planted seedlings
seedlings
scale commercial production.
Inexperienced growers
should, therefore,
to
tree size.
size. Inexperienced
growers should,
therefore, feel their way gradually
gradually into
into
to Christmas tree
the
income.
the business,
business, and
and consider
consider the
the need
need for
for retaining
retaining their
their regular
regular sources
sources of
of income.

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF
OF AA NATURAL
NATURAL STAND
STAND FOR
FOR CHRI
CHRISTMAS
STMAS TREES
TREES

Experienced growers
growers do
Experienced
do not
not attempt to fight
fight adverse growth tendencies
tendencies on poor
poor Christmas
Christmas
They select the
the best sites
sites available;
available; then
then they
they culture
culture the
the natural
natural saplings
saplings to
to proproduce a stand
duce
stand of
of high-quality Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. Cultured
stands may be managed year after
Cultured natural
natural stands
year
year for
for Christmas
Christmas tree
tree production by harvesting those
those trees
trees annually that reach marketable size.
size.
tree land.
land.

High Priority
Priority Jobs
Jobs for
for Culturing a Natural
Natural Stand
1. Begin cultural work as
as soon
soon as
as possible.
possible. Trees
that are treated
treated before the
the growing
Trees that
season will
will have a head start
season
start over
over those
those that
that are
are not
not cultured.
cultured. (See
(See Figure
Figure 22 for
for results
results
of cultural work on aa natural stand
of
stand of
of Douglas-fir).
Douglas-fir).
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2.
2.

Fence the area
area to
to protect
protect trees
trees from
from grazing
grazing damage.
damage.

3. Protect
Protect trees
trees from
from fire.
fire.
and fire tool
tool caches.
caches.

Consider firelines,
firelines, snag falling,
falling, slash
slash burning,
burning, water
water supply,
supply,

Protect trees from
4. Protect
from theft.
theft. Posting
during the
the
Posting trespass
trespass signs
signs and
and patrolling the area during
advisable to
2
2 months
months before Christmas help.
help. It
It is
is also
also advisable
to get
get the cooperation of
of people
living near the property.
property. State and
and county law enforcement agencies
agencies will
will cooperate.
cooperate.
living

Thinning, and Basal Prunin
The Basic Cultural Practices--Weeding,
Practices—Weeding, Thinning,
Pruning
Weeding, thinning,
Weeding,
thinning, and
and pruning
pruning are
are "musts
"musts" necessary to develop natural stands of Christmas
Most growers
Most
growers do this work during the dormant season,
season, starting in
in late
late summer after new
succulent,
succulent, easily damaged growth
growth hardens
hardens off.
off. Many growers find that
that additional
additional cultural practices, which
which will
will be described later,
tices,
later, also
also are
are profitable.
profitable. The three
three basic cultural
cultural practices
practices
first, however. These are nonr.illy
as a single operation,
operation, but
should be done first,
norn'lly accomplished as
but each
requires individual
requires'
individual techniques.
trees.

brush, and undesirable species of
Weeding: This is the removal of hardwood trees,
trees, brush,
of conifers
that compete
compete with
with the Christmas trees
that
trees for
for space,
space, moisture,
moisture, and
and sunlight.
sunlight. Larger trees
trees may be
be
Smaller trees and brush are usually cut
chain saws.
cut with,
with chain
cut with machetes or light axes,
axes, which
are also
also good tools for thinning
thinning and
and basal
basal pruning.
pruning. Sprouting can be controlled by spraying
spraying
cut stumps with aa chemical
freshly cut
chemical brush
brush killer.
killer.

is the
the removal
removal of
of excess
excess Christmas
Christmas tree
tree species
species in
in order
order to
to give
give each
each selecselecThinning: This is
ted crop tree full light
light from
from all
all sides.
sides. Crowded trees develop uneven crowns,
crowns, weak branches,
branches, and
lower whorls. Most growers
growers strive
strive for
for average
average spacing
spacing of
of about
about 55 feet,
feet,
suppressed foliage on lower
Spacing may
may be
be closer
closer where
where replacement
replacement trees
trees are
are being
being
which
which would leave
leave 1,740
1,740 trees
trees per
per acre.
acre. Spacing
pruned trees.
trees.
developed below higher pruned
Thinning often removes
removes more
more trees
trees than
than are
are retained
retained for
for crop
crop trees.
trees. This gives the
the grower
grower
a good opportunity to
to select
select and
and save
save the
the best
best ones
ones for
for Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. Selection should
should be
be
form, density,
structure, color,
thrift, as
as well
as proper spacing.
spacing.
based on natural
natural form,
density, limb structure,
color, and
and thrift,
well as
of all
all or
or aa portion
portion of
of unwanted
unwanted branches
branches between
between the
the
Basal pruning: This is the renioval
removal of
ground and the bottom
bottom whorl
whorl of
of the
the future
future Christnias
Christmas tree.
tree. Machetes or
or cruiser axes
axes are
are effective
tools for this work.
The basal whorl to
of
to be
be left
left should
should be
be carefully
carefully selected
selected because'it
because it forms
forms the
the f.oundation
foundation of
It is
tree. It
is the first good whorl to
to be
be found
found above
above the
the general
general level
level of
of the
the ferns,
ferns,
the Christmas tree.
whorl is
is defined
defined as
as one consisting
consisting of
of four
four or
or more
more wellwellbrush,
brush, and other ground cover.
cover. A good
good whorl
formed,
formed, evenly spaced branches. It
It should not be located
located below serious
serious defects
defects such
such as
as imperfect
imperfect
upper whorls or excessively wide-spaced
wide-spaced whorls
whorls called
called "goosenecks".
"goosenecks". In order to
to meet these
these stanstandards, it
dards',
it is sometimes necessary
necessary to
to basal
basal prune
prune 44 feet
feet or
or higher
higher above
above the
the ground.
ground. If
If it appears
that complete
complete pruning below the basal whorl would be
that
be so
so severe
severe as
as to
to shock
shock and
and stunt
stunt the
the tree,
tree,
one or more whorls should
should be
be left
left near
near the
the ground
ground to
to support
support adequate
adequate growth.
growth. These may be
be
removed when the tree
removed
tree develops
develops additional
additional height
height and
and vigor'.
vigor.
Studies have shown that
of 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the live
live crown
crown will
will reduce
reduce normal
normal growth
growth
Studies
that renioval
removal of
about 25
25 percent
percent during the
the first
first growing season and
and about
about 30
of most
most Douglas-fir about
30 percent
percent during
during
the second
second growing season after
after basal
basal pruning.
pruning. Thereafter, the
the tree.
tree gradually
the
the
gradually recovers
recovers from the
shock
shock of
of pruning and regains normal
normal growth
growth rate
rate during
during the
the fourth
fourth growing
growing season
season after
after pruning.
pruning.
Ten to
14 inches
inches is
is generally
generally considered
considered ideal
ideal annual
annual growth
growth of
of the
the leader
leader in
in unsheared
unsheared Christmas
Christmas
Ten
to 14
trial and error,
error, a grower soon learns
learns the degree of
of basal pruning that
that is
is necessary
necessary to
to
trees. By trial
maintain this
this anount
amount of growth.
growth.

also develops
develops aa smooth
smooth knot-free
knot-free handle.
handle. The handle is
is defined
defined as
as the
the stem
stem of
of
Basal pruning also
Its length is usually 1½
the
just below the
the lowest
lowest whorl. Its
1% inches
inches per
per foot
foot of
of
the Christmas
Christmas tree
tree just
handle should be cut
tree height.
height. Branches
Branches pruned from the
the handle
cut flush with the
the bark to
to
Christmas tree
stubs.
prevent stubs.
A Christmas
year's leader
Christmas tree needs to
to be basal pruned with the first indication
indication that
that next
next year's
leader
might
long. Watch for
for rapidly
rapidly increasing
increasing growth
growth during
during the
the past growing season,
season,
might grow excessively long.
heavy vigorous branches, and
and past
past growth
growth characteristics
characteristics of
of similar
similar trees
trees in
in the
the saute
same area.
area.
species, such as Douglas-fir,
first need basal
3 or
Fast-growing species,
Douglas-fir, may first
basal pruning when only 3
or 44 feet
feet
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Slow growers,
growers, such
such as
as noble
noble fir,
fir, may
may not
not need
need such
such pruning
pruning until
until aa year
year or
or two
two before
before
high. Slow
This allows
In
at least
least 11 year
year before
before cutting.
cutting. This
allows time for
In any
any event,
event, it should be done at
cutting.
It also
also permits
permits light
light to
to reach
reach the
the inner
inner branches
branches of
of the
over the
the handle.
handle. It
the
the scars to heal over
bottom whorl
whorl and
and stimulate new buds and
and dense
dense needles.
needles.
OF A CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS TREE
TREE PLANTATION
PLANTATION
DEVELOPMENT OF

is assumed
assumed that
that the
the grower
grower has
It is
has selected
selected aa suitable
suitable site
site for
for aa plantation
plantation and
and has
has decided
decided
one or
or more
more species that are adapted to
on one
to the
the site.
site. He is
is now ready
ready to
to start
start his planting
program.
Preliminary Jobs
1.
should be
be plowed,
plowed, disked,
disked, and
and harrowed
harrowed before
before planting.
planting. Summer fallowing is
is
Ground should
1.
necessary on old fields
fields or
or pastures
pastures where heavy
heavy sod
sod has
has formed.
formed. Newly planted trees
trees cannot
cannot
excessive grass
grass and
and weed
weed competition.
competition. Grass and
and weed
weed cover
cover may
may also
also harbor
harbor rabbits,
rabbits,
survive excessive
mice,
mice, and
and gophers
gophers that
that nip
nip or
or girdle
girdle and
and destroy
destroy small
small trees.
trees.
Planting stock should
2.
should be
be ordered
ordered well in
in advance
advance of
of planting
planting and
and arrangements
arrangements made
made for
for
2.
delivery just
just before
before planting.
planting. Unless
Unless trees are planted within 22 or
or 33 days
days after
after delivery,
delivery,
in" where there
there is
is sufficient
sufficient moisture, shade,
shade, and
and protection
protection from
from
they must
must be "heeled in'
drying winds.

3.
3.

Planting in
in transplant
transplant beds is
is advantageous
advantageous when seedlings
seedlings need
need to
to develop
develop aa greater
greater
size
size and
and stronger root
root system to overcome competing vegetation
vegetation and
and drought
drought conditions.
conditions.
Transplant beds
beds should be chosen with the
Transplant
the same
same care taken
taken in
in selecting
selecting aa good
good garden
garden spot.
spot.
Seedlings
Seedlings should be planted 22 inches
inches apart
apart in
in rows 66 to
to 18
18 inches
inches apart,
apart, depending
depending on
on the
the
type
Survival and growth rate are improved
improved by watering during
during
type of
of cultivating equipment. Survival
dry periods and
and controlling
controlling grass
grass and
and weeds
weeds with
with chemicals,
chemicals, cultivating,
cultivating, orortnulching.
mulching.
Planting Practices

Planting
Planting requires special techniques for
for good survival.
survival. The
local state or private forester
The local
is usually more successful
successful than
than fall
fall planting,
planting, espeespeshould be consulted. Early spring planting is
cially in heavy soils that
that are
are subject
subject to
to frost
frost heaving.
heaving.
Small
Small acreages
acreages are usually planted by hand,
hand, using a planting bar or
or shovel.
shovel. One man can
plant 500 to 1,000
On larger
areas, it
plant
1,000 trees
trees in
in aa day.
day. On
larger areas,
it is
is more economical to
to hire aa tractortractordrawn planting
machine, which can plant
planting machine,
plant trees
trees ten times
times faster than
than by hand.
hand.

is 5 feet by 5 feet
feet in
in perfect
perfect squares
squares to
to permit
permit cross-cultivating
cross-cultivating and
and
Recommended spacing is
cross-mowing. This spacing
spacing requires
requires 1,740
1,740 trees
trees per
per acre.
acre. Retaining some
some extra
extra trees
trees in
in aa
transplant
bed will
will provide
transplant bed
provide a handy source of
of planting stock to replace trees
trees that
that die
die during
during
growing season.
season. This
is important
important so
so that
that dead trees
trees can be replaced with trees
trees the
the
the first growing
This is
same size as the rest
rest of
of the
the plantation.
plantation.
If aa planting
planting area contains
contains several
exposures, best
best results
results on westside plantations usually
If
several exposures,
are obtained
by planting true firs
obtained by
firs on north and east
east exposures,
exposures, and Douglas-fir and
and pines
pines on
on
south and
and west exposures.
exposures.
Each species of trees
trees should
should be planted in
in separate
separate areas
areas rather
rather than
than intermingling
intermingling them
them or
or
alternating the
the rows.
rows. Faster growing species
species tend
tend to crowd out the
the slower
slower growing
growing species
species in
in
mixed plantings.
plantings. Mixing species
species also
also complicates
complicates cultural
cultural work
work and
and harvesting
harvesting operations.
operations.
Weed and
and Grass Control
Control
Shallow cultivation was
was formerly the usual
usual method for controlling competition from
Shallow
from grass
grass and
and
weeds during
weeds
during the first 22 or 3 years after
after planting.
planting. This method has
has largely
largely been
been replaced
replaced by
by
the chemical,
Atrazine, directly over the tops
tops of the
the trees
trees in
in February
February or
or March.
applying the
chemical, Atrazine,
Application at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 44 or
or 55 pounds
pounds per
per acre
acre effectively
effectively prevents
prevents the
thegertuination
germination of
of most
most
grass and
and weed
weed seeds
seeds in
newly established
established plantations
plantations and
kills most
most existing grass
grass
in newly
and kills
grass and weed
species in
older plantations. Atrazine can be
species
in older
applied as
as a water
pumps, spray cans,
cans,
be applied
water mix by hand pumps,
boom sprayers,
sprayers, airplanes,
airplanes, or
or helicopters.
helicopters. It
It should
should be reapplied every year or two when grass
grass
and weeds
weeds begin
begin to
to reappear
reappear in
in the
plantation. (Figure
shows a
good example of
of weed control).
and
the plantation.
(Figure 1
1 shows
a good
control).
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Mowing is
is sometimes substituted for chemicals to
to control grass and weeds after 3 or 4 years
when the trees
trees become well established.
established. Mowing,
Mowing, like
like Atrazine,
Atrazine, benefits
benefits the
the plantation
plantation by
by reducreducfor moisture,
lower branches,
ing the competition for
moisture3 eliminating shade from the lower
branches, reducing fire
hazard, and eliminating the
hazard,
the rodent
rodent habitat.
habitat.

Some
light or
Some growers
growers do
do not
not mow
mow on
on sites
sites where
where grass
grass and
and weed
weed cover
cover is
is naturally
naturally light
or can be
with chemicals.
chemicals. If
is not
two important
important precautions
controlled with
If a plantation is
not mowed,
mowed3 two
precautions should be
taken:
1.
Firebreaks should
should be
be constructed
constructed by
by plowing
plowing strips
strips or
or maintaining
maintaining aa network
network of
of vegetavegeta1.
tion-free roadways.
Trees should be basal pruned sufficiently high to
2.
to place the
the bottom whorl of the
the Christ2.
nias tree
tree above
above the
the general
general level
level of
of any grass and
mas
and weeds.

Adequate.Moisture
Adequate.
Moisture
Newly planted
planted trees
trees are
are sometimes
sometimes killed
killed by
by prolonged
prolonged summer
suuter drought.
drought. Grand,
Newly
Grand, noble,
noble3 conconcolor, and other
color,
other true firs are much more susceptible
susceptible to
to drought
drought than
than pines.
pines. Douglas-fir is
is
in drought
drought resistance.
resistance. The most reliable method of preventing loss
loss from drought is
is
intermediate in
to remove moisture-robbing grass and
and weeds by
by chemicals
chemicals or
or cultivation.
cultivation. Drought-susceptible
Drought-susceptible
species also
also can
can be
be helped
helped by
by planting
planting them on
on north
north and
and east
east slopes,
slopes3 erecting
erecting aa shingle
shingle for
for
species
shade
the southwest
southwest side
side of
of the
the newly
newly planted
planted seedlings,
seedlings3 and
and w,
w tering
tering during
during periods
periods of
of
shade on the
extreme drought.

PRUI'UNG
AND SHEARING
SHEARING TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES FOR
FOR BOTH CULTURED NATURAL
PRUNING AND
NATURAL
AND PLA1qTATION-GRGJN
PLANTATION-GROWN CHRISTMAS TREES
TREES

Basal Prunin
Pruning

general principles
principles apply
apply to
to the
the basal
basal pruning
pruning of
of plantation trees
trees as
as to
to the
the prunprunThe same general
ing of natural stands.
stands. The basal whorl should be located at least
least 9 inches above the ground to
permit an
an adequate
adequate handle
handle and,
and, in
in any
any event,
event, as
as high
high as
as the
the general
general level
level of
of the
the surrounding
surrounding
permit
basal pruning shocks
shocks the
the tree and can cause
cause excessive stunting
of
grass and weeds. Because
Because basal
stunting of
growth,
it usually
growth, it
usually is
is advisable
advisable to
to postpone
postpone it
it until
until one
one or
or two
two additional
additional whorls
whorls have
have formed
formed
the basal
basal whorl.
whorl. Shock from basal pruning,
pruning, however,
however, is
is aa useful
useful method
method of
of preventing
preventing excesexcesabove the
species, particularly
particularly the
the true
true firs.
firs.
sive future growth in unsheared species3

Selective Crown Pruning
Selective crown
crown pruning
pruning consists
consists of
of the
the removal
removal of
of unwanted
unwanted branches
branches in
in the
the crown
crown of
of the
the
Selective
Examples are multiple leaders,
branches that
leaders, suckers3
suckers, and any other branches
that do not conform to the
desired shape3
shape, symmetry,
symmetry, and
and density
density of
of the
the tree.
tree. Multiple leaders
leaders frequently
frequently form
form as
as early as
season after
after planting.
planting. All but the best leader
leader should
should be
be removed.
removed.
the first season
tree.

Shearing

Shearing
defined as
as the
the cutting
cutting back
back of
of leaders
leaders
Shearing is
is defined
knife or hedge shears
perfect the
shears to
to perfect
the cone shape,
shape, narrow
the density. Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, true firs,
firs, and pines
pines require

and lateral
lateral branches
branches with
with aa shearing
shearing
and
the percentage of
of taper,
taper, and increase
separate techniques.
techniques.

Sheared Douglas-firs are
are becoming
becoming increasingly
increasingly popular
popular as
as Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. Most of them are
produced in plantations,
but medium-site natural
natural areas
plantations, but
areas are also
also suitable for producing sheared
Recent
experiments have
have shown that
that high-quality sheared
Douglas-firs can be proproRecent experiments
sheared Douglas-firs
Douglas-firs.
possible rotations
leaders each year
duced over the shortest possible
rotations by progressively shortening their leaders
or during
at
they are
are side
side sheared.
sheared. Recommended shearing time is
is late summer
summer or
at the same time that they
Shearing is
is first
first begun
begun when
when leader
leader growth exceeds
exceeds 20
20 inches
inches on
on Site
Site III
III
the dormant season.
season. Shearing
occurs during the second or third growing season after
lands. This
This stage of
of development
development usually occurs
after
planting, when the
the trees
trees are
are about
about 44 feet
feet tall.
tall. The leaders
leaders are cut back to
to a length of 20
planting,
inches, and
and the
the side
side branches
branches are
are sheared
sheared at
at the
the same
same time
time to
to produce
produce aa 50
50 percent
percent taper
taper cone
cone
inches,
(half as
leader is
is cut back to
to 16
16 inches,
inches, and
and thereafter
thereafter
(half
as wide
wide as
as it
it is
is tall).
taU). The next year the leader
Trees will usually be ready to harvest after
it
is cut back to
to about
about 12
12 inches.
inches. Trees
after four or five
it is
annual shearings
shearings (Figure
(Figure 3).
3).
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Grand, concolor,
firs do not respond as
as well to
to shearing
shearing as
as Douglas-fir.
Douglas-fir. Grand,
In general,
general, true firs
and
and balsam
balsam firs
firs are
are the
the best
best adapted
adapted of
of the
the true
true firs
firs for
for random
random shearing
shearing with
with aa knife
knife or
or hedge
hedge
However, after
after the
year's shearing,
shearing, their
their leader
leader stubs
stubs should be
be only about
shears. However,
the first
first year's
about 16
inches, instead
as described for Douglas-fir, because
because of
of their
their slower
slower growth
growth rates.
rates.
inches,
instead of
of 20
20 inches,
inches, as
Noble and
Shasta red
red firs
firs are
are preferably
preferably left
left unsheared
unsheared and
and their
their growth
growth rates
rates controlled
controlled by
by
and Shasta
shocking
(basal pruning,
(Figure 4).
4). However,
However, excessive
excessive leader
leader
shocking (basal
pruning, scarring,
scarring, and root pruning) (Figure
growth, excessive
excessive width,
width, lopsidedness,
lopsidedness, lost
lost leader
leader buds,
buds, or
or poor
poor density
density will
will sometimes
sometimes occur
occur on
on
growth,
those
to maintain adequate growth
growth by
by shocking.
shocking. Such
those species
species despite
despite efforts
efforts to
Such trees
trees often can be
restored
restored to
to at
at least
least saleable
saleable quality
quality by
by cutting
cutting back
back the
the leaders
leaders to
to proper
proper proportion
proportion and
and fork
fork
shearing is
is removing
removing tips
tips of
of individual
individual lateral
lateral branches
branches with
with
shearing the side branches. Fork shearing
aa hand
arranged secondary
secondary branches.
branches.
hand pruner
pruner just
just above
above a fork of
of the branch formed by oppositely arranged
Sufficient
cone shape
shape (50
(50 to
to 70
70 percent
percent
Sufficient branch
branch tip
tip should be removed to attain a near perfect cone
tapered).
Pines should
should be
be sheared first
Pines
first when their
their leaders
leaders exceed
exceed about
about 12
12 inches
inches in
in length,
length, and
and the
the
shearing
shearing continued
continued each year
year thereafter
thereafter until the tree is
is ready to
to harvest.
harvest. The leader
leader is
is cut
back to
to 12
12 inches
inches by
by cutting it
450 slant.
At the same time,
branches are
are
back
it on a 45°
slant. At
time, the lateral
lateral branches
sheared to
taper. Scotch pine,
shore pine,
pine,
sheared
to produce
produce aa near
near perfect
perfect cone with a 50 to 60 percent taper.
pine, shore
and
resppnd well
well to
to shearing.
shearing. Ponderosa
Fonderosa pine and lodgepole
lodgepole pine generally
and Austrian pine usually respond
show poor results.
results. The proper shearing season
season is
is very critical
critical to
to obtain
obtain aa good
good bud
bud set.
set. It
should
summer when
and should
should
should begin
begin in early suuuner
when the
the newly
newly forming
forming needles
needles are
are about
about half elongated and
continue
thereafter. "Succulent shearing"
shearing" causes
causes new
new buds
buds to
to form
form on
on the
the
continue for
for only 44 weeks thereafter.
sheared branch
branch tips,
shearing will
will not
not do so.
sheared
tips, whereas dormant
dormant or
or late
late sutmner
summer shearing
so.

Scarring
Sheared trees
energy needed
needed to
to produce
produce
Sheared
trees never
never should be
be scarred as scarring merely diverts energy
desired bushy growth.
Scarring of
trees is
is a means
intentionally injuring
injuring
Scarring
of unsheared
unsheared trees
means of showing rate of growth by intentionally
cambium layer
shock. It is
is one of
of the most misused and overused of
of all
all cultural
cultural
the caxnbium
layer to
to cause shock.
practices. The most frequently practiced
practiced type
type of
of scarring
scarring is
is "basal"
"basal" scarring.
scarring. A strip of
bark 44 to
to 88 inches
inches long
long is
is skinned
skinned off
off the
the lower
lower stem with an axe,
machete, or knife.
bark
axe, machete,
knife. It
It should
be done
done 10
10 inches
inches or
or more
more below the
the bottom whorl
whorl to
be
to avoid disfiguring the
the handle.
handle. It may be
done at
at any
time that
that excessive height growth
growth becomes aa probprobdone
at the
the time
time of
of pruning,
pruning, or
or at
any other
other time
The
scarring, the more pronounced will be the reduction in
in the
the next
next
lem.
The more
more severe
severe the scarring,
season's growth.
growth. Heavy scarring
scarring girdles
girdles the
the stem
stem circumference
circumference about
about 75
75 percent;
percent; light
light scarring
scarring
girdles
it only 25 percent.
percent.
girdles it
of scarring is
A less
less frequently used method of
is leader scarring.
scarring. One or two
two strips of bark
are sliced
sliced from
from the
the base
base of
of the
the leader
to cause
cause shock and
and reduce growth of next season's leader.
are
leader to
leader.
This
treatment does
the scar.
scar.
This treatment
does not
not slow the
the growth of
of lateral
lateral branches
branches below the
The principal
principal reason for scarring is to reduce the growth rate of unsheared true
true firs
firs and
and
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir that
that have
have resumed rapid
rapid growth
growth after
after having
having recovered from the retarding effects of
basal pruning.
pruning. It
It may also be done at the same time as
as basal pruning on
on fast-growing
fast-growing unsheared
unsheared
trees, whose
whose growth
growth would
would not
not be
be sufficiently
sufficiently retarded
retarded by
by basal
basal pruning
pruning alone.
alone.
trees,
Root Pruning

2
Studies2 of
Studies
Douglas-fir, grand
grand fir,
fir, and
and noble fir.
fir. One
of root pruning have been made with Douglas-fir,
method
is the
the cutting of
lateral roots
roots a shovel-depth in a complete circle around the tree
tree about
about
method is
of lateral
two-thirds of
of the
the distance from stem
two-thirds
stem to
to the
the drip
drip line.
line. This usually results
results in
in drastic
drastic shock
shock to
to
the
(yellowing of
the tree,
tree, as
as evidenced
evidenced by
by chlorosis
chlorosis (yellowing
of the
the needles)
needles) for
for 11 year,
year, and
and substantial
substantial growth
reduction for
for 33 years.
years. This
This type of shock treatment
treatment on grand fir caused reduction in
in leader
leader
the first
first year
year and
and 62
62 percent
percent the
the second
second year.
year.
growth of 63 percent the
Stump Culture
Stump

Stump
culture is
is the
of new Christmas
Christmas trees
trees from the
Stump culture
the growing of
the stumps
stumps of
of trees already
already cut.
cut.
It
It begins
begins when
when aa whorl
whorl of
of branches
branches or
or several
several strong
strong sprouts
sprouts are
are left
left on the stem below the

2

2Bernard
S. Douglass,
Douglass, Fred Pratt,
Bernard S.
Pratt, and
and James Gibbons:
Christmas Trees,
Trees, 1960-1961 (unpublished).
Christmas
(unpublished).
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Leader Growth Control
Control Study
Study for
for Grand
Grand Fir
Fir

tips of the branches should be cut back to encourage formation of sprouts.
sprouts. A year
handle. The tips
or two after the tree is cut,
cut, one or several sprouts will turn upward and form multiple leaders.
leaders.
The most
most promising sprout
sprout is
is then
then selected
selected to
to produce
produce aa new
new tree.
tree. Remaining branches
gradbranches are gra4ually pruned back or removed
removed to
to reduce
reduce competition.
competition. Some
Some growers
growers have
have produced.three
produced.three or
or four
trees from
from aa single
single stump.
stump.
successive Christmas trees
Pines may be stump cultured from
Pines
from either
either turned-up
turned-up limbs
limbs or sprouts.
sprouts. Because stump cultures
usually do
trees, they are more often grown by necessity
do not
not shape up as reliably as natural trees,
than by choice. Situations
for
Situations favoring stump cultures include areas where survival conditions for
planted
or where
where natural
natural seedlings
seedlings are
are scarce.
scarce. Other
planted seedlings
seedlings are poor, or
Other possible advantages
are
are the
the creation
creation of
of a mixed-aged
mixed-aged stand
stand from even-aged plantations,
plantations, or the perpetuation of
of Christmas tree
tree production from
from trees
trees having superior
superior genetic
genetic characteristics.
characteristics.

FERTILIZERS

Some
trees that
Some growers
growers have
have applied
applied fertilizer
fertilizer to
to "green
"green up"
up" Christmas
Christmas trees
that have off-color
off-color yelyellowish
drought. Applications of
of straight
straight
lowish needles
needles caused
caused by
by lack
lack of
of soil
soilfertility
fertilityororbybysummer
suer drought.
nitrogen fertilizers
fertilizers such
such as
as urea
urea anunonium
ammonium nitrate have
have been
been most
most effective.
effective. Fertilizer
Fertilizer should
be applied
applied evenly inside the drip line around the base of the tree.
tree. Because
Because nitrogen
nitrogen requirerequirements vary on different areas,
areas, trial spreads of 1/8 to 3/4 pound per tree (33
(33 percent nitrogen
fertilizer) should be made to
the least
least amount
amount that
that wi?1
wi1l give
give good
good color.
color. Normally,
fertilizer)
to detertuine
determine the
of th same year that
that they will be
nitrogen should be applied to unsheared trees in the spring of
harvetted. Although height growth
growth is not greatly stimulated during the
the first
first growing
growing season
season
harvested.
after
of fertilizer,
fertilizer, aa delayed-action effect
effect frequently
frequently causes
causes excessive
excessive leader
after application
application of
leader
to improving color,
color, nitrogen benefits
benefits the
growing season.
season. In addition to
growth during the second growing
tree by improving the
size and
the .size
and thickness
thickness of
of the
the needles
needles and
and stiffening
stiffening the
the .branches
branches by an extra
large
large ring of new wood.
Some
fields have been overf
overfarmed
Some old fields
armed for
for many
many years
years and
and lack
lack adequate
adequate potassium
potassium or
or other
mineral essentials for
for good
good tree
tree growth.
growth. A soil analysis should be made before planting to
determine possible need
need for
for nutritional
nutritional additives.
additives. Check with
with your
your county
county agent.
agent.

PREPARATIONS FOR MARKETING
several preharvesting
preharvesting jobs,
the
Preparations
for marketing
trees involve several
jobs, the
Preparations for
marketing of
of Christmas
Christmas trees
actual
transportation, processing,
and storage
storage of
trees before
actual harvesting,
harvesting, and
and the
the subsequent
subsequent transportation,
processing, and
of the trees
their final sale.
sale.

Preharvest
Preharvest Jobs
1.
Give marketable trees
trees aa final
final light
light culture during late
late summer
summer or early
early fall
fall to
to improve
improve
1.
Selective crown
crown pruning
pruning or
or light
light shearing
shearing will
will often
often raise
raise the
the
their shape
shape and
and eyminetry.
symmetry. Selective
tree grade.
2.
Mark the
the trees
trees to
to be cut
cut by
by attaching
attaching aa bright-colored plastic
plastic ribbon
ribbon to
to aa branch or
or
2.
by spraying the stem below the
the handle with aa bright-colored paint.
paint. About 80 percent of the
the
demand
is for 5- to 7-foot
7-foot trees.
trees.
demand is
-

height, and grade.
3.
Inventory the trees to be cut by species,
species, height,
grade.
3.
planning and sale negotiation.

This is
is essential
essential for
for

4.
4.

Reduce danger of trespass
trespass in
In November and December.
signing, locking
locking gates,
gates,
December. Consider signing,
watchman service.
service. Obtain the cooperation of local
local residents and
and law
law enforceand employing watchman
ment agencies.
agencies.
5.
5.

It is
is best
best to
have sale arrangements
Be sure of
of aa market
market before
before harvesting.
harvesting. It
to have
arrangements completed
in late
early fall.
fall. A written sale contract and advance payment of at least 50
in
late summer
suer oror early
percent
percent will help discourage last-minute
last-minute order cancellations,
cancellations, price down-grading,
down-grading, and poor
credit risks.
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until frost
frost hardens off the new growth and "sets"
6. Harvesting should not
not be planned until
"sets" the
the
6.
after December
December 1
needles. This may not occur until after
1 at
at low elevations.
elevations.

7.
7.

Check on legal requirements before cutting
Check
cutting and
and hauling:
hauling:

• Oregon: A Christmas
Christmas Tree
local District
Tree Harvesting
Harvesting Permit
Permit issued
issued by the
the local
District Warden
Warden
is required before trees
is
trees can be cut
cut commercially.
commercially. A bill of sale is also required
for transporting more than
than five trees.
trees. Private carriers
carriers of
of over
over 6,000
6,000 pounds
pounds
gross weight are required to
gross
to obtain aa Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission peunit.
permit.
Specialized Forest
Forest Products
Products Harvesting
Harvesting Permit,
Permit, issued
issued by
by local
local
• Washington: A Specialized
offices of the
Department of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, is
required before
before harvesting
harvesting
the Department
is required
of the landmore than
than five
five Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. The permit
permit must bear the signature
signature of
landowner. Proof
Proof of
of ownership—a
ownership--a harvesting
harvesting permit,
permit, bill
bill of
of sale,
sale, or
or bill
bill of
of lading—
lading-must be
be in
in possession
possession while
while hauling
hauling more
more than
than five
five Christmas
Christmas trees.
trees. Private
carriers do not
carriers
not need to
to obtain Utilities and
and Transportation
Transportation Commission
Commission permits.
permits.

Harvesting
The work of harvesting Christmas
Christmas trees
trees varies
varies according
according to
to the
the extent
extent of
of the
the operation.
operation.
Size of operation: Harvesting on small areas
Size
areas may be done entirely
entirely by
by the
the grower
grower with
with only
only
axe and
and pickup.
pickup. Large growers,
growers, on the
the other hand,
hand, will need
need to
to hire
hire cutters,
cutters, draggers,
draggers,
an axe
loaders,
drivers, and also other help if
loaders, drivers,
if they
they process the
the trees
trees at
at their
their own
own concentration
concentration yard.
yard.

Cutters and
and draggers
draggers usually work in pairs.
Cutting and dragging:
dragging: Cutters
pairs. The cutter fells the
the
trees
trees and the dragger carries them
them to
to piles along
along the
the roadside. On large
large operations
operations aa foreman
foreman
assigns cutting strips
strips to
to each
each pair.
pair. On small operations one man may
may do
do both
both cutting
cutting and
and dragdrag-

ging.
g
ing.
Cutters use
use a short-handled pruning saw,
machete. A saw is
Cutters
saw, light
light axe,
axe, or machete.
is best if
if stump
stump
culture is
is aa desirable
desirable practice.
practice. Length of
of tree handle is
is 1½
1% inches
inches for
for each
each foot
foot of
of tree
tree
height. A few
few additional
additional inches
inches are
are allowed
allowed for
for trim,
trim, if
if the
the trees
trees will
will be
be baled
baled and
and butt
butt

trimmed.
Draggers carry several
several trees
trees butt
butt first
first under each
each arm.
arm. They should be handled carefully
and carried high enough
ing or soiling the
and
enough to
to prevent
prevent scuff
scuffing
the branches.
branches. Trees are bunched in
in roadside piles,
piles, butt first,
first, for
for easy
easy loading
loading onto
onto aa truck.
truck.

Transportation,
and Storage
Transportation, Processing,
Processing, and
The handling of
of Christmas
The
Christmas trees
trees after
after harvesting is
is extremely important.
important.
Hauling to
to concentration
concentration area:
area: Trees piled along
along the
the roadside
roadside are
are hauled
hauled to
to aa central
central proprocessing or shipping
shipping point
point known
known as
as aa "concentration
"concentration area".
area". Breakage,
drying, and
and rope
Breakage, wind drying,
abrasions can
can be
be reduced
reduced by
by padding
padding the
the top
top and
and sides
sides of
of the load with loose branches or aa tarp.
abrasions
tarp.

Processing trees
trees at
at the
the concentration
concentration area:
area: Trees are
are processed
processed for
for shipping
shipping at
at concentraconcentration areas.
areas. These areas vary in
in size
size from
from aa back-yard operation
operation to
to aa highly
highly mechanized
mechanized concenconcentration yard
yard where
where thousands
thousands of
of trees
trees each day
day are
tration
are sorted,
sorted, bundled,
bundled, trimmed,
trimmed, and loaded for
truck shipment.
shipment.
rail or truck
trees such
such as
as Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, white pine,
pine, and
and lodgepole
lodgepole pine
pine frequently
frequently are
are
Limber-branched trees
bundled at the concentration area
area to
to make the
the trees more compact
compact for
for shipping
shipping and
and to
to reduce
reduce
breakage. The required number of trees
trees (one
(one to
to eight,
eight, depending on
on height) are
are placed
placed across
across
two sawbuck-type
sawbuck-type racks
racks and
wraps of
of binder twine.
two
and bound solidly
solidly together
together with wraps
twine. A new development
in
baling is
is pulling
pulling the trees
in baling
trees through a funnel-like baling machine that envelopes the tree with
a plastic netting.
Protecting trees
trees in
in storage
storage or
or transit:
transit: Overheating
Overheating and
and mold
mold can
can be
be prevented
prevented by
bycirculatcirculating cool
cool air
air through the piles,
piles, keeping the
the piles
piles shallow and separated,
separated, placing aa layer
layer of
branches between the
the trees
trees and
and the
the bare
bare ground,
ground, and
and storing
storing outdoors
outdoors in
in aa shaded
shaded lccation.
location. The
effects of
of undesirable
undesirable drying conditions
effects
conditions can be reduced by windbreaks on the
the north and
and east
sides,
sides, covering the
the piles
piles with
with branches,
branches, and
and sprinkling.
sprinkling.
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MARKETING
MARKETING.

The grower has three
three possible buyers for his trees--wholesaler,
trees—wholesaler, retailer,
retailer, or consumer.
consumer.
Deciding Whether
Whether to Sell the Trees
Trees Wholesale or Retail
Retail
It is
is important
important for
the grower
grower to
realize that
that each
each step nearer to selling directly to
It
for the
to realize
to the
consumer
consumer increases
increases his opportunity for a greater profit,
profit, but at the same time increases
increases his
workload and
and the
the risk
risk of
of loss
loss from
from unsold
unsold trees.
trees.
~
The grower with large numbers
The
numbers of trees
trees to
to sell
sell usually does not have time to
to devote to
retail selling. His full time is occupied by harvesting and wholesale marketing.
marketing. The small
grower, with
with his lighter
grower,
lighter workload, is
is in
in aa better
better position
position to
to take
take on
on the
the detail,
detail, hard
hard worlç,
work,, and
long hours of retail
By so
so doing,
doing, he
he may
may be
be able
able to
double his
his net
net return compared
compared
retail selling.
selling. By
to double
with selling
selling the
the trees
trees wholesale.
wholesale. It
assumed that
that the grower who decides
decides to
to retail is
is
It must
must be assumed
favorably
situated in relation to
to population
population centers,
centers, likes
likes retail
retail selling,
selling, and
has sufficient
sufficient
favorably situated
and has
to start
start aa retail
retail yard.
yard.
capital and experience to

Selling
Selling Trees
Trees to a Wholesaler
Wholesaler
Growers have two
two wholesale
wholesale outlets.
outlets.
wholesaler.

They can sell directly to
to aa retailer
retailer or sell
sell to
to aa

Selling
to a wholesaler
wholesaler at
at his
his concentration
concentration yard
yard is
is common
conmon practice
practice in major
major Christmas
Christmas
Selling to
tree producing areas.
areas. Although a few larger yards
lands,
yards handle only trees cut from their own lands,
nst
most yards
yards purchase
purchase at
at least
least aa portion
portion of
of their
their trees
trees from
from other
other growers.
growers.. Managers of
of wholesale
yards are
are continually
continually looking
looking for
for sources
sources of
of high-quality
high-quality trees
trees and
and will
will travel
travel considerconsidersale yards
able
distances to check a good
able distances
good prospect.
prospect. Growers
Growers should check with the yard manager well
well in
advance
of the
the cutting
cutting season
season to
to obtain
obtain specifications
specifications on
on species,
species, size,
size, grade,
grade, price,
price, and
and
advance of
delivery dates.
Many growers
growers find
find it
it profitable and more convenient to sell
sell directly to
to aa reputable
retailer, particularly when their
retailer,
their production
production is
is small.
small. Retailers,
Retailers, too,
too, are
are constantly
constantly looking
looking
for
Growers can make contacts
for sources
sources of high-quality,
high-quality, freshly
freshly cut
cut trees.
trees. Growers
contacts with buyers
buyers through
the Northwest
Northwest Christmas
Christmas Tree
Tree Association,
Association, farm
farm foresters,
foresters, county
county agents,
agents, and
and local
local advertiseadvertisements.
ments .
Whether he sells
sells to
to aa wholesaler or aa retailer,
retailer, the grower should
should take
take several
several precautions:
precautions:
Contact buyers
fall and
and complete
complete all
all sale
sale arrangements
arrangements well
1.
buyers in
in late
late sutxer
summer or
or earl.y
early fall
1.
before the
the cutting
cutting season
season begins.
begins.

Obtain aa signed
2.
signed sale
sale agreement
agreement that specifies the following conditions when applicable:
applicable:
2.
Quantity of trees by species,
of cutting
species, size,
size, and grade;
grade; price per tree;
tree; legal
legal description of
area; marking
marking and cutting requirements;
area;
requirements; cutting
cutting and
and delivery
delivery dates;
dates; place
place of
of delivery;
delivery;
handle lengths;
lengths; and party responsible for doing and paying for cutting and transportation
to the place of
of delivery.
delivery.
to
get 50
percent of
of the
price down when
when the
the
3. The most desirable selling arrangement
arrangement is
is to
to get
50 percent
the price
3.
sale
is made
made and
and the
the balance
balance in
cash, certified
certified travelers
travelers check,
check, or
or money
money order
order before
before the
the
sale is
in cash,
trees are delivered.
delivered. Selling on consignment is
is aa risky
risky way
way to
to do
do business
business and
and is
is not
not
trees
recommended.
recotimiended.

4. Some buyers prefer to cut and drag trees
trees with their own crews,
crews, in which case they
they buy
However, aa grower
However,
grower can
can usually
usually realize
realize 25
25$ to
to 50C
50$ more per tree
tree and
and will have
have
stumpage.
better control over the
better
the cutting
cutting practices
practices if
if he
he does
does his
his own
own work.
work.
5. The grower is
is obligated to fulfill
fulfill his
his part of
of the agreement as
as well as
as the buyer.
buyer. In
5.
order
to establish a good business
business reputation,
the trees
order to
reputation, he must
must deliver
deliver on time,
time, keep
keep the
trees in
good condition,
condition, and
and deliver
deliver exactly
exactly what
what he
he promises.
promises.
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Selling Trees
Trees Retail
Selling

two methods of
of selling
selling his
his trees
trees retail.
retail.
The grower has two
operation at
at the
the tree
tree farm.
farm.
establish a choose-and-cut operation

He can set up a retail lot
lot or

Retail lots
lots should
should be
be attempted
attempted only
only in
in population
ppulation centers
as large
cities or
or densely
densely
Retail
centers such as
large cities
near supert:r.-.rkets,
supertrkets, large
suburbs. Good sites
sites are
are near
large shopping
shopping centers,
centers, or
or on
on vacant
vacant lots
lots
populated suburbs.
Past success
success of
of other
other retailers
retailers in
in the
the same
same location
location will
will help
help the
the
at important crossroads.
crossroads. Past
at
grower
chances. A few important
important reminders
reminders are:
are:
grower judge his own chances.

1.
1.

lot rental
rental agreement
agreement before
before December.
December.
Complete the lot

2.
2.

Provide
Provide electric
electric service,
service, night
night lighting,
lighting, house
house trailer,
trailer, sanitary
sanitary facilities,
facilities, tree
tree
stands,
walkways, signs,
stands, walkways,
signs, and
and displays.
displays.
3.
trees in
in storage
storage from
from drying
drying and
and overheating.
overheating.
Protect trees
3.
by cutting a new supply each week.
4.
4.

Fresh trees
trees can
can be kept in
in stock

Have the lot in
in operation by
by the
the second
second weekend
weekend in
in December.
December.

Choose-and-cut Christmas tree
Choose-and-cut
tree farms
farms permit
permit the
the buyer
buyer to
to make
make his
his own
own selection
selection and
and do
do his
his
cutting on
on the
the tree
tree fartn.
farm. It insures aa freshly cut tree
tree and
and permits
permits families
families to
to make
make tree
tree
own cutting
annual event.
event. AA few
few important
important tips
tips are:
are:
cutting a traditional annual

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.

5.
5.

reasonable driving
driving distance
distance from
from large
large population
population centers.
centers.
Location must be within reasonable
Grow several good species
species to
to provide
provide variety.
variety.
use of
of advertising
advertising and
and roadside
roadside direction
direction signs.
signs.
Make wide use
Provide parking facilities,
facilities, access
access trails,
trails, and
and aa rest
rest shelter.
shelter.
Display boughs,
boughs, wreaths,
wreaths, and
and other
other items
items for
for sale.
sale.

Grades
The Agricultural Marketing
Marketing Service
Service of
of the
the United
United States
States Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
has
established three standard grades
grades for
for Christmas
Christmas trees:
trees: U.
U. S.
S. Premium,
Premium, U.
U. S.
S. No.
No. 1,
1, and
and U.
U. S.
S.
on grading
grading services
services can
can be
be obtained
obtained from
from
No. 2.
2. A bulletin describing grades
grades and information
information on
this agency. Use of the
this
the U.
U. S.
S. grade
grade standards
standards is
is optional.
optional. Although not yet widely
widely accepted
accepted
by the industry,
industry, they do establish aa sound
sound basis
basis for
for determining
determining quality
quality and
and price.
price.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SOURCES

Help and information are
are available
available to
to the
the Christmas
Christmas tree
tree grower
grower from
from several
several sources.
sources.
Public Foresters
1.

State Forestry Department--Farm
Department—Farm Foresters.
Foresters.
Oregon State

2.
2.

Washington State
State Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources--Farm
Resources—Farm Foresters.
Foresters.
Washington

3.
State
Services—State Extension Foresters and
and County
County Extension
Extension
State Agricultural
Agricultural Extension Services--State
Agents.

4.

United States Forest Service,
Service, Portland--Division
Portland—Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry.
Forestry.

Christmas
Growers' Organizations
Christmas Tree Growers'
1.
Christmas Tree
Tree Association--The
Association—The name
name and
and address
address of
of the
the current
current secretary
secretary may
may
Northwest Christmas
contacting aa public
public forester.
forester.
by obtained by contacting
2.
Christmas Tree
and address
address of
of the
the current
current secretary
secretary
Douglas-fir Christmas
Tree Association-.-The
Association--The name
nie and
may be obtained by contacting
contacting aa county
county agent
agent or
or farm
farm forester
forester in
in Mason
Mason or
or Kitsap
Kitsap County,
County,
Washington.
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Prnlsl
trnc
Publications

I.
1. Raising Christmas Trees
Trees for
for Profit--cooperatively
Profit—cooperatively by
by Extension
Extension Services
Services of
of States
States of
of
Washington, Oregon, and
Washington,
and Idaho,
Idaho, rev.
rev. 1968.
1968.

2. Selecting aa Good Area
Area for
for Growing Christmas
Christmas Trees
Trees in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S.
2.
Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, rev.
rev. June
June 1965.
3.
3.

Cultural Practices for Growing Christmas-Trees
Christmas - Trees in
in the
the Pacific Northwest by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Service, Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, rev.
rev. June
June 1967.
Forest Service,
4.

Christmas Tree Harvesting and
and Marketing for
for Pacific Northwest
Northwest Growers
Growers by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Forest
Forest Service,
Service, Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, rev.
rev. Oct.
Oct. 1964.
1964.

5. Development of a Plantation of High-Quality True Fir Christmas Trees
Trees by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S.
5.
'e Oregon
Oregon State
State Extension Service,
Forest Service,
Service, Portlafld,
Portland, Oregon,
Service, May
May 1966.
Oregon, and '. ^e
6. Development of
of aa Plantation
Plantation of
of 1!
High Quality
Quality Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir Christmas Trees by the U.S.
U. S.
6.
Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, Nov.
Nov. 1967.
1967.
Christmas Trees by U.S.D.A.,
U.S.D.A., Agricultural
7.
United
United States
States Standards
Standardsf..2.
for Grades
Grades of Christmas
7.
Service, Washington,
D. C.,
C, effective
effective June
June 15,
15, 1962.
1962.
Marketing Service,
Washington, D.

8. American Christmas Tree Journal,
Journal, quarterly publicatic
publication of the
the National Christmas
Christmas Tree
Growers' Association,
Association, Inc.,
Inc., 225
225 E. Michigan Street,
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Growers'
53202

SUMMARY
highly competitive business.
The production and
and marketing
marketing of
of Christmas
Christmas trees
trees is.
is. aa highly
business. To be
successful, it
it requires
requires a great deal of
successful,
of know-how
know-how and
and hard
hard work.
work. For
For some
some reason
reason it.
it.holds
great
holds great
attraction for
for many
many people
people who
who do
do not
not realize
realize the
the risks
risks and
and pitfalls
pitfalls that
that are involved.
attraction
involved. With
hopes
of earning
earning high profits
profits on a modest investment,
hopes of
investment, they establish aa crop of Christmas trees
trees
and then
to grow highand
then neglect
neglect the
the costly
costly and
and continuous
continuous cultural
cultural practices
practices that
that are necessary to
trees. Needless to say,
say, many new growers
growers become disillusioned and
and drop
drop out
out of
of the
the
quality trees.
market when they realize that their
their trees are
are too
too low
low in
in quality to
to attract
attract buyers.
buyers.
market

The following
following requirements are
are necessary to
to grow Christmas
Christmas trees
trees successfully:
successfully:

1.
1.

Selection of species that
that are
are in
in good market demand.
demand.

2.
2.

Selection of suitable
suitable land
land to
to grow
grow these
these species.
species.

3.
3.

Good working knowledge of
of cultural
cultural practices.
practices.

4. Willingness to
to invest
invest time
time and
and money over
over several
several years
years culturing
culturing the
the trees
trees until
until they
they
martketable.
become martketable.
5.
5.

of sound harvesting and marketing arrangements well before the
Completion of
the trees
trees are
are
harvested.
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Figure
Figure 1.
1. The principal
principal key to
to good growth
and survival
survival in
in plantations
plantations is
is adequate
adequate grass
grass
control. Good control
control was obtained
obtained
and weed control.
of Atrazine
here by broadcast
broadcast spraying 5 pounds
pounds of
per acre immediately
immediately after
after planting.
planting.

Figure
Figure 2.
2. This
This stand of
of unsheared Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
is being developed from natural
natural reproduction
is
by thinning,
thinning, basal pruning,
pruning, and
and fertilizing.
fertilizing.
Douglas-fir
accounts for 88
percent of
Douglas-fir accounts
88 percent
of NorthNorthproduction. Most Douglas-fir Christmas
west production.
trees
trees are still unsheared.

4

p

Figure 3.
3. Many of the trees in
in this Douglasfir plantation are ready to harvest after four
consecutive shearings.
shearings. Demand for
for the
the heavier,
heavier,
bushier sheared type of
of tree is
is increasing
every year.
year.

Figure
Figure 4.
4. The noble fir is
is now the
the second
second
most important
important species for Christmas trees
trees
in the Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. Most noble fir
are
cut in high-elevation wild stands,
are cut
stands,
such
such as
as shown
shown here,
here, but
but production
production from
plantations is
is gaining.
gaining.
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Special
Forest Products
Products
Special Forest
Voris1
C. Ralph Voris
C.

Forest
lands in
in the Douglas-fir region yield aa variety of
of products
products besides
besides sawlogs,
sawlogs, pulppulpForest lands
Among these special
decorative greens,
greens, crude
wood,
poles, and
and piling.
piling. Among
special forest
forest products
products there
there areare decorative
wood, poles,
drugs, specialty
woods, bee pasture,
drugs,
specialty woods,
pasture, and
and native transplants.
transplants. Also considered under this
this category
category
and
are Christmas
Christinas trees,
trees, seed
seed cones,
cones, small
small roundwood,
roundwood, split
split
and treated elsewhere in the handbook are
cedar,
fuelwood. Harvesters of
of all
all these
these products
products in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington received
received an
an income
income
cedar, and fuelwood.
approximately $14,225,000
$14,225,000 during
during 1964
1964 (1).
(1).
of approximately

DECORATIVE GREENS
Climatic conditions
conditions in western Oregon and
and Washington promote
promote aa dense growth
growth of
of large
large trees
trees
Several of
of these
these minor
minor species
species have
have come
come into
and
and an understory of
of shrubs
shrubs and
and other
other plants.
plants. Several
into
prominence through
through demands
demands of
of the
the florist
florist trade.
trade. These include
include such vegetation as
as the
the evergreen
huckleberry,
sword-fern, salal,
salal, Oregon-grape,
Oregon-grape, Scotch
Scotch broom,
broom, and the branches of Porthuckleberry, western sword-fern,
Orford-cedar,
noble fir,
fir, myrtle,
myrtle, and
and tanoak.
tanoak.
Orford-cedar, noble
Few individuals
individuals undertake the
the collection
collection of
of floral
floral greenery
greenery on
on aa year-long
year-long basis.
basis. It
is too
It is
requires considerable
knowledge, because the source and
physically demanding.
demanding. Collecting also
also requires
considerable knowledge,
condition of suitable
suitable greenery
greenery varies
varies constantly
constantly with
with the
the season.
season.

Huckleberry
Evergreen Huckleberr
Evergreen huckleberry (Vaccinium
(Vaccinium ovatum)
ovatum) is
is the
the "de luxe"
luxe" of
of the forest's
forest's decorative greens.
greens.
It
has become the primary
of this
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. As aa comIt has
primary income
income producer
producer of
this industry in the
the Pacific
commercially important
important species,
species, this
this shrub
shrub is
is found
found in
in its
its most luxuriant
luxuriant growth in
in the
the Puget Sound
Sound
the fog
fog belt
belt along
along the
the west
west slope
slope of
of the
the coastal
coastal mountains
mountains in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and WashWashBasin and within the
ington.
Huckleberry must be harvested from
from under aa forest
forest canopy.
canopy. Shade
Shade is
is necessary for
for the
the plants
plants
to produce relatively
relatively flat
flat fan-shaped
fan-shaped sprays.
sprays. They grow in
in this
this way to
to present
present the
the greatest
greatest
amount
leaf surface to
to light
light filtering
filtering through
through the
the ovecstory
overstory of
of tree
tree tops.
tops.
amount of
of leaf

Harvesting the
the huckleberry
huckleberry does
does not
not damage
damage the
the shrub.
shrub. This pruning is
is beneficial,
beneficial, if
if not
Intelligent picking actually stimulates
too
Intelligent
stimulates the
the plant
plant to
to produce
produce better
better sprays.
sprays.
too extensive.
pick and
and break"
break" for flatness and
The picker should
should "pick
and length
length of
of spray
spray in
in the
the field.
field.
of the
picked, will
will not
not be absolutely
percentage of
the time,
time, the
the spray,
spray, as
as it
it is
is picked,
absolutely flat.
flat.

A great

The picker bundles the
the sprays
sprays and
and sends
sends them
them to
to the
the processor's
processor's packing
packing shed
shed where they
they are
are
sorted, trimmed,
weight. The picker
sorted,
trimmed, and arranged into
into small
small bunches of standard
standard size
size and weight.
picker is
is
paid according to the number
paid
number of
of bunches that
that can be produced from his material by the
the processor.
processor.

price ranges
ranges from
from 28-35
28-35 cents
cents aa bunch
bunch and
and aa bunch
bunch weighs
weighs 1 1 7/8
7/8 pounds
pounds wet
wet and
and1 151.8
5/8
The price
pounds dry.
dry.
The best
time for a harvester new to
to the business to approach the
the processor is
is during the
the
best time
critical months of
of March,
March, April,
April, and
and May.
May. At
At this
this time the
the demand is
is greatest
greatest and the
the supply
supply is
is
processor will take
take time
time to
to advise
advise aa supplier
supplier on
on the
the standards
standards of
of the
the trade.
trade.
uncertain. The processor
This is
is also
also aa time
time when the
the price
price is
is the
the highest for
for the
the picker.
picker.
During these
these spring
spring months, when
when new
new leaves
leaves are
are not
not .yet
.yet mature
mature enough to permit harvesting,
Acceptable sprays
be found,
found, however,
however, on this
suitable brush is
is most difficult
difficult to
to find.
find. Acceptable
sprays can be
this evergreen bush at
at the
the base and
and center
center of
of the
the plants.
plants. These lack
lack the
the quality,
quality, to
to be sure,
sure, of sprays
sprays
1C.
Voris is
C. Ralph Voris
is Information and
and Education Assistant,
Assistant, Oregon State
Salem,
State Forestry
Forestry Department,
Department, Salem,
liebegan
beganhis
his forestry
forestry career
career in
in 1942
1942 with
with initial
initial experience
experience predominately in fire
Oregon. He
fire
control, followed
by several
control,
followed by
several years
years in
in forest
forest land
land management.
management. Since
1957, his
Since 1957,
his activities have
centered around
around public
public education.
education. Credit
Credit for
for technical
technical background on this
this paper goes to
to the
the
regional
plant managers
I. P.
P. Callison & Sons
Sons in
in Oregon.
Oregon.
regional plant
managers for I.
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They are relatively
collected in
in other seasons from
from other
other parts
parts of
of the
the plant.
plant. They
relatively thin-stemmed with
But they are
to the
the
sparse foliage
foliage and
and thinner
thinner leaves caused by
sparse
by too
too little
little light.
light. But
are acceptableacceptable- to
industry at
at this
this time
time of year.
year.

seasons are not
not without
difficulties, too.
too. A condition occuring
occuring
Other seasons
without their particular difficulties,
shatter season.
twice
is called the "shatter
season."
twice aa year,
year, in
in September
September through
through October
October and
and May
May through
through June,
June, is
this change
to lose a substantially greater number
number of
of leaves
leaves than
than
During this
change of
of seasons,
seasons, sprays
sprays tend to
This loss
of leaves
leaves is
is associated
associated with
with degree
degree of
of plant
plant maturity and weather conditions.
usual. This
loss of
conditions.
usual.
Although picking continues,
continues, the
the inferior
inferior product
product presents
presents a problem to the
the industry
industry and
and may
affect
affect the
the amount
amount of
of brush that can be marketed.
One way
way to
to help
help remedy
remedy this
this situation
situation is
is to
to use
use water
water on
on the
the bundles
bundles as
One
as they are being
with aa spray
spray nozzle
nozzle can
can be
be used
used at
at the
the picking site
assembled in the
the field. A 5-gallon puuipcan
pumpcan with
to
bunches. As the
the water evaporates,
evaporates, it
it tends
tends to
to cool
cool the
the
to apply
apply aa fine
fine mist
mist of
of water between bunches.
conditions are
are suitable,
suitable, this
this cooling effect
effect can be
be detected by feeling
leaves. If
If atmospheric
atmospheric conditions
the inside of the
the bundle.
bundle. If cooling has not been produced,
produced, the brush should be delivered
delivered to
to
the processing plant
plant as
as soon
soon as
as possible.
possible.

From December
December until
until the
thebeginning
beginning of
of the
the growing
growing season,
season, usually
usually about
about the
the latter
latter part
part of
of
March,
second-growth spruce
are a good source of
March, young second-growth
spruce stands
stands of
of coastal
coastal regions
regions are
of huckleberry
The greatest
greatest demand
demand from
from eastern
eastern markets
markets occurs
occurs during
during this
this time
time when
when their
The
their local
local source
brush.
supply has
has frozen
frozen out.
out. Brush is
is more resistant
resistant to injury from handling and to
to damage in
in
of supply
storage when
when it
picked during the winter months, when
storage
it is
is picked
when the
the foliage
foliage is
is mature.
mature.
-

Brush should
should not
not be
be picked
picked or
or handled
handled while
while it
it is
is frozen,
frozen, for
for this
this causes
causes foliage
foliage to
to turn
Brush
at the
the point
point of
of contact.
contact. Freezing will not damage picked brush unless it
it is
is handled while
black at
frozen.
Evergreen huckleberry
huckleberry also
also produces
produces an
an open-grown,
open-grown, marketable
marketable form
form called
called "Red
"Red Huckleberry"
Huckleberry"
Evergreen
the industry.
industry. During the
the months of
of December,
December, January,
January, and
and February,
February, the
the leaves
leaves of
of hucklehuckleby the
berry that
is growing
growing in
in the
the open
open will
will turn
turn red
red with
with exposure
exposure to
to sufficiently
sufficiently low
low temperature
temperature
berry
that is
will produce
"spikes" upon which the leaves
and sunshine.
sunshine. These
These open-grown plants
plants will
produce terminal
terminal "spikes"
leaves project uniformly
than in
in flat
flat sprays.
sprays.
ject
uniformly from all
all sides
sides rather than

Western
Sword-Fern
western Sword-Fern
western sword-fern (Polystichum
munitum) ranks
ranks among
of the
Western
(Polystichum munitum)
among the
the top
top three
three income
income producers
producers of
the
decorative greens
greens business
business in Oregon and
decorative
and Washington. It
its most
luxuriant growth under
It reaches
reaches its
most luxuriant
under
large,
dense fir,
hemlock, and spruce forests
large, dense
fir, hemlock,
forests of
of the
the Coast
Coast Range
Range and
and fir
fir forests
forests on
on the
the west
west
slope of the
the Cascades.
Cascades. This fern
fern also
also extends
extends into
into the
the hardwood stands
stands of alder
alder and
and maple.
maple. The
fronds
fronds (leaves)
(leaves) are harvested from within the
the overstory
overstory of
of the
the forest.
forest. There are
are thousands
thousands of
of
acres of
acres
of Oregon's
Oregon'.swestern
western timbered
timbered lands
lands that
that produce
produce aa tremendous
tremendous amount
amount of
of sword-fern,
sword-fern, and
and its
its
annual growth is
is far
far beyond the present or anticipated
anticipated demand.
demand.
annual
The western sword-fern
sword-fern makes
makes aa beautiful
beautiful background
background for
for funeral
funeral sprays,
sprays, and
and this
this accounts
accounts
for 90
90 percent of
of its
its use.
use. For several years there has
has been considerable competition from a
It is
not known to
what extent
extent this
this competition
competition eventually
eventually may
may affect
affect the
the
southwestern palm.
palm. It
is not
to what
market for
for sword-fern.
sword-fern.

for sword-fern
Demand for
sword-fern is
is rather
rather constant
constant throughout
throughout the
the year,
year, but
but the
the supply
supply of
of fronds
fronds
of the
varies with the
the season.
season. Processors
Processors keep their suppliers
suppliers on quotas
quotas during the greater part
part of
year. However,
months of
of March
March and
and particularly
particularly April
April and
and May,
May, quality
quality fronds
are
However, during the
the months
fronds are
so scarce
scarce that
processors are
are likely to take
so
that processors
take all
all they
they can
can get.
get. At this
this time,
time, the
the source
source of
of
supply
and wholesalers must have
have an
an adequate
adequate stock
stock for
for the
the MemorMemorsupply further
further north
north may
may be
be snowed out and
ial
is by
far their best.
best.
ial Day
Day market,
market, which
which is
by far
Fern fronds,
the entire
entire leaf
arrangement is
known, must
must have
have been
been harvested
harvested from
from plants
plants
fronds, as
as the
leaf arrangement
is known,
located within an overstory of
of trees.
trees. When
in the
the open as
as "cow
"cow pasture"
pasture" or
or
Then the
the fern occurs
occurs in
'road strip"
strip" fern,
fern, it
it lacks
lacks the
the necessary
necessary fine
"road
fine quality
quality (soft
(soft fern)
fern) arid
arid flat
flat appearance.
appearance.
Fronds must be flat,
flat, entire,
entire, the
the tip
tip 66 inches
inches without
without blemish,
blemish, and
and must
must present
present aa distinct
distinct
greenish appearance.
appearance. See
See reference
reference for method of harvest (2).
(2). The presence of even
even the
the
slightest
fern fronds,
fronds, because
because this
this condition
condition spreads
spreads
slightest indication
indication of
of purple
purple spot
spot will disqualify fern
thro%h
through them
them after
after they
they are
are packed.
packed.
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The fronds
fronds should
should be
be picked
picked to
to aa 2424- to
to 26-inch
26-inch length
length and
and placed
placed inin bundles
bundlesofof50.
50. fronds
fronds
with 22 extras to
to compensate for
for possible
possible culls.
culls. These bundles weigh
weigh about
about 11 pound
pound each.
each. Prices
var" between
and 25
cents per
vary
between 15
15 and
25 cents
per bundle,
bundle, according to
to the
the availability of quality
quality sword-fern
sword-fern
fronds.
Salal

Salal (Gaultheria
(Gaultheria shallon)
shallon) is
is found in
in its
its most marketable form
form abundantly
abundantly distributed
distributed in
in
Salal
the
mountains of
of the
the forested
forested mountains
the Coast
Coast Range north from
from Florence,
Florence, Oregon,
Oregon, into
into Washington
Washington and
and
Inland the
the plants
British Columbia.
Columbia. Inland
plants are too
too short
short in height to
to produce the
the desired
desired length
length of
of
spray.
Although the
the market
for salal developed slowly
slowly at
at first,
first, there
there has
has been
been aa greater
greater increase
increase
Although
market for
in
species than
than any
any other
forest evergreen
evergreen in
in Oregon
Oregon
in the
the relative
relative importance
importance of
of this
this species
other decorative forest
and
However, its
its harvest
harvest is
is limited
limited because
because of
of aa leaf
leaf spot
spot fungus
fungus (Phyllostica)
(Phyllostica)
and Washington.
Washington. However,
In Oregon the
that
is peculiar to
to salal.
salal. In
the harve
harvebt period
period begins
and is
is finished
finished by
that is
begins about July and
the first
Conditions further
the
first part of September.
September. Conditions
further north in limited areas
areas of
of washington
Washington and
and VanVancouver Island
Island appear
appear to be more favorable to
to its
its harvest,
harvest, although
although the
the fungus
fungus is
is prevalent
prevalent and
and
special
is necessary.
necessary.
special caution is
This particular
particular salal
salal fungus
fungus causes an accelerated deterioration of the
This
the plant
plant leaf
leaf after
after
it is
it
is packed for shipping.
shipping. The retailer
retailer is
is protected,
protected, however,
however, as
as this
this condition
conditionbecomes
becomesapparapparent within
within 48
48 hours
hours after
after packing,
packing, and,
ent
and, also,
also, because everything "hipped
is guaranteed
guaranteed by
by the
the
hipped is
wholesaler for a period of 30 days after
after arrival.
arrival.
The picker
picker should
The
should select
select areas where evidence of the
the fungus
fungus is
is not
not apparent
apparent on
on the
the older
older
This fungus
fungus condition cannot otherwise be detected
leaves. This
detected in
in the
the field
field until
until after
after the
the fall
fall
rains and
frosts have
have caused
caused the deterioration of the
rains
and frosts
the leaf
leaf on the
the plant.
plant. Thereafter,
Thereafter, any
any
plants whose
whose leaves
leaves remain undamaged are acceptable to
plants
to the
the wholesaler until
until the
the growing
growing season
season
spring.
in the spring.
Other Species
with Limited
Limited Markets
Other
Species with
Several
other species
Several other
species of vegetation have
have aa limited
limited market and
and only
only come
come into
into use
use periodiperiodically as
as holiday decorations.

Long-leaved
(Mahonia nervosa)
nervosa) is
is occasionally
occasionally in
in demand
demand as
as aa decorative
decorative green,
green,
Long-leaved Oregon-grape (Mahonia
although it
does not
not appear to occupy aa position
it does
position of
of great
great importance
importance in
in the
the industry.
industry. Perhaps
the prickly
prickly holly-like
holly-like leaflets,
leaflets, which number
the
number from 9
9 to
to 15
15 on a single
single stem,
stem, make it
it slightly
slightly
to handle. This plant
plant is
is found
found in
in the
the high
high woods and
and mountains,
mountains, mainly
mainly west
west of
of
objectionable to
the
the Cascades.
Scotch broom
broom (Cytisus
Scotch
(Cytisus scoparius)
scoparius) has aa limited
limited harvest in
in certain
certain areas
areas during
during the
the months
months
through January.
January. The erect
erect green spikes
spikes with tiny
tiny leaves
leaves are
are used
used in
in some
some types
types of
of
of November through
flower
It is
is aa native
native of
of Europe,
Europe, but
but has
has become
become established
established in
in this
this country
country and
and
flower arrangements. It
will take over
over land to
to the permanent exclusion
exclusion of
of any
any other
other vegetation.
vegetation.

Branches
(Chamaecyparis lawsoniana)
lawsoniana) are
are harvested
harvested on
on aa limited
limited scale
scale
Branches of
of Port-Orford-cedar (Chamaecyparis
from the
to from 20
20
the middle
middle of
of October
October to
to the first of December.
December. The branch lengths are limited to
to 28
28 inches
inches according to
to the
the amount
amount of
of foliage.
foliage. They are
are assembled
assembled in
in 2-pound.bunches
2-pound.bunches for
for
to
the picker is paid about
about 14
14 cents.
cents. Branches are shipped
shipped 40 bunches
bunches to
to aa case
case weighing
which the
approximately 88 pounds.
pounds. Although cedar is
is a heavy shipper,
shipper, it
it is
is aa good
good keeper.
keeper.
Noble
Noble
November.
species
of
species of
ling noble

fir
fir (Abies
(Abies procera)
procera) is
is cut for
for aa short
short period
period from
from the
the middle
middle of
of October
October to
to midmidThe limbs
must have long,
cast in
The
limbs must
long, heavy
heavy needles
needles and
and aa bluish
bluish.cast
in appearance.
appearance. Four other
high elevation
elevation true
high
true firs--silver,
firs--silver, alpine,
alpine, Shasta
Shasta red,
red, and
and concolor--somewhat
concolor--somewhat resembresembfir,
fir, are
are also
also cut
cut for
for decorative
decorative greens.
greens.

Myrtle (Umbellularia
(Umbellularia californtca)
californica) has
has had
had some
some introduction
introduction to
to the
the market
market with
with no
no apparent
apparent
increase in
in demand. Specifications are for
for branches of 30
30 to
to 34
34 inches
inches in
in length,
length, from
from which
which
2-pound
bunches (dry
weight) are made at
2-pound bunches
(dry weight)
at aa price
price of
of 20
20 cents
cents to
to the
the picker.
picker.
Tanoak (Lithocarpus
(Lithocarpus densiflorus) is
is an
an evergreen
evergreen tree
tree that
that is
is limited
limited in
in its
its range
range to
to the
the
dry
and western Josephine
Josephine and
and Curry
Curry counties
counties and
and south
south to
to.
dry hills
hills of
of southwestern Douglas and
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foliage is
recognized as
as aa part
part of
of the
the industry
industry and has
has a limited market at
California. Its
Its foliage
is recognized
at
certain times of the
the year.
year.

Moss
Pickers strip the
Moss is
valued for
decorative and
and water-retention
water-retention characteristics.
characteristics. Pickers
Moss
is valued
for its
its decorative
moss from trees
months and
and dry
dry it
it thoroughly
thoroughly in
in aa well-ventilated
well-ventilated shelter.
shelter.
moss
trees during the suumier
summer months
The moss
moss is
is then
then compressed
compressed into
into 25-pound
25-pound bales
bales for
for shipment
shipment to
to wholesale
wholesale florists
florists and
and other
other
The
grows in heavy mats or
markets. It
It grows
or layers
layers on
on the
the trunks
trunks and
and limbs
limbs of
of maple
maple trees.
trees. Growth is
is
especially luxuriant where there
there is
is aa combination
combination of
of low
low elevation
elevation and
and heavy
heavy precipitation.
precipitation.

CRUDE DRUGS

and Washington
Washington contain
contain many
many plants
plants that
that have
have medicinal
medicinal values.
values.
The forests of Oregon and
Although the
Although
the economic importance of these
these plants
plants has declined
declined over
over the
the years,
years, there
there was
was still
still
some $333,000
these products
products during 1964
1964 (1).
Cl).
some
$333,000 paid to harvesters of these
Most important
Most
important among
among these
these is
is the
the cascara
cascara industry.
industry. Quinine conk (Fomes
(Fomes laricis)
laricis) is
is also
in steady
steady demand
demand by several crude-drug
other crude
in
crude-drug firms.
firms. Minor markets exist intermittently for other
drug materials
materials including Oregon-grape root,
drug
root, prince's pine,
pine, and
and Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir pitch.
pitch. In 1964
1964 there
was an
an exceptional
exceptional demand
demand for
for green
green boughs
boughs of
of Sc.otch
Scotch broom.
broom.
Historic records indicate
Historic
indicate species
species by the
the hundreds
hundreds were used
used with
with varying
varying degrees
degrees of
of success
success
for
for their medicinal properties.
properties. Listed
large number
number of
of plants
plants
Listed among these are a surprisingly large
that are
are potentially
potentially poisonous
poisonous depending
depending upon
upon the
the strength of
of dosage used.
used. It
that
It is
is therefore •
suggested
suggested that
that aa little
little knowledge in
in this
this field
field can also be dangerous,
dangerous, and
and the
the recommendation
recommendation is
is
made that
that preparation
preparation of drugs.be
drugs.be left
left to
to the
the pharmaceutical
pharmaceutical companies.
companies.
Cascara

(Rhamnus purshiana,
purshiana, De Candolle) was introduced
introduced into
into the
the medical
medical profession
profession
Cascara sagrada (Rhamnus
in
attained popularity.
popularity. It
It was
sagrada used as
as aa catharcatharin 1877,
1877, and
and it
it quickly attained
was said that cascara sagrada
tic had no peer.
need has
has gradually
gradually been
been reduced
reduced by
by the
the use
use of
of fresh
fresh
tic
peer. Within the last decade,
decade, its
its., need
fruits and
and vegetables
vegetables that
that have
have become
become available
available throughout
throughout the
fruits
the year.
year.
The bark from this small tree
tree may be sold
sold either wet (green)
(green) or
or dry.
dry. The weight
weight of
of dry
bark
is about
less than that
that of wet bark,
bark, and the price
price is
is about
about three
three to
to one.
one. The
bark is
about 50
50 percent
percent less
price
of dry
dry bark in 1966 averaged about
price of
about 18
18 cents per pound (7).
(7). The low
low price
price paid
paid by
by the
the
purchaser of
loss but
but also
also the
the added
added cost
cost of
of
purchaser
of green bark considers not only its coming weight 1058
drying, breaking,
breaking, and
drying,
and sacking.
sacking.

somewhat as
as to
to location
location and
and elevation,
elevation,
The season for collecting cascara bark will vary somewhat
but it
usually starts
but
it usually
starts in April and may continue as late as August.
August. During this
this time,
time, the trees
trees
are in full
full leaf
leaf and the sap most active,
active, which accounts for
for the
the relative
relative ease
ease with which
which the
the
bark will slip in
in the
the peeling
peeling operation.
operation. Further details may be obtained
obtained from
from the
the references
references
listed (3).
(3).
quinine
Quinine Conk
Conk
Conk of the quinine fungus
fungus (Fomes
(Fomes laricis),
laricis), sometimes
sometimes called
called agaric
agaric or
or chalky
chalky quinine,
quinine, is
is
the only
only saleable
saleable species of fungus.
This conk is
the
fungus. This
is identified by its
its hoof-like shape
shape and
and layered
layered
rings of annual
annual growth.
growth. It
It becomes
becomes quite
quite elongated,
elongated, chalky and crumbly with age,
age, attaining
attaining
weights up to
weights
to 50 pounds
pounds or
or more.
more.
Conks grow best on the
the trunks
trunks of large
large snags
snags or
or decadent
decadent old-growth
old-growth trees.
trees. They are found
chiefly on Douglas-fir,
Douglas-fir, western larch,
larch, yellow and sugar pines.
pines. Although their occurrence is
is
widespread throughout
throughout North
North America
America and
and Europe,
Europe, certain
certain difficulty
difficulty is
is faced
facedininlocating
locatingspecispecimens in
in quantity.
quantity.
The demand is
is steady,
steady, but the
the price
price has
has been
been known
known to
to fluctuate
fluctuate from
from 12
12 to
to 85
85 cents
cents per
per
pound. One quotation in
in 1964 was 75 cents per pound for natural conks delivered
delivered at
at aa New
New York
York
warehouse. This
This was
was raised to
to $1.25
$1.25 per pound for properly peeled
peeled conks
conks and
and 10
10 cents
cents for
for the
the
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\
minimum shipment
shipment of
of 200
200 pounds
pounds or
or more
more is
required if
desirable freight
is required
if desirable
freight rates
rates are
are
peelings. A minimum
conks would have to be well
well dried and packed in
to
this instance,
instance, the
the conks
in 50- to
to be expected. In this
75-pound double
double burlap or paper bags (not
75-pound
(not polyethylene).
polyethylene). There also
also is
is a Portland market offerQuinine conk was once the principal source of quinine.
quinine. But,
ing a differential.
But, despite a
decline in
this market,
market, its
its use
use in
in other
other products
products is
being extended,
extended, including
decline
in this
is being
including the
the substantIal
substantial
deodorants.
field of deodorants.

Other Medicinal
Medicinal Plants
In 1964
1964 quite
quite aa demand
demand developed
developed for
for green
green boughs
boughs of
of Scotch
Scotch broom
broom (Cytisus
scoparius)
In
(Cytisus scoparius)
content (1).
(1). A better
better source
source of
of this
this particular
particular chemical
chemical usually
Usually is
because of their chemical content
unrest had,
had caused a temporary shortage from
a.plant
Political unrest
from
a, plant species
species found
found in
in another
another country. Political
this source.
roots of
of the
the long-leaved
long-leaved Oregon-grape
Oregon-grape (Mahonia
nervosa) and
and the
the tall
Dried roots
(Mahonia nervosa)
tall Oregon-grape
(Mahonia'aguifolium)
have quite
quite a limited market and
(Mahonia
aquifolium) haveand are
are purchased
purchased only
only intermittently.
intermittently. This
product
product is listed as
as used in
in the
the treatnent
treatment of
of jaundice.
jaundice.

For
For many
many years,
years, woodsmen
woodsmen and
and loggers
loggers have
have crushed
crushed the
the leaf
leaf of
of prince's
prince's pine
pine (Chimaphila
(Chimaphila
umbellata) in
in water
water 'and
and used
trouble. The leaves
leaves of
of this evergreen
used it
it for
for rheumatism
rheumatism and heart trouble.
herb are
are said
said to
to serve as aa tonic,
tonic, astringent,
astringent, and
and diuretic.
diuretic. The entire plant
plant is
is harvested,
harvested,
cleaned,
for sale.
sale. This plant,
plant, too,
too, ha
ha$ a limited demand.
cleaned, and dried for
Gathering crude
crude pitch
pitchfrom
fromthe
theold-growth
old-growth
Douglas-fir
west
coast
has-beenDouglas-fir
of of
thethe
west
coasthas..
been. quite an
industry
the past,
past, especially during the
industry in
in the
the depression
depression days
days when
when jobs
jobs were
were scarce.
scarce. Lately,
Lately, however, there
has been
been little activity because of
ever,
there has
of its
its limited
limited and
and fluctuating
fluctuating demand.
demand.
Many other
other interesting but economically'
economically unimportant
unimportant medicinal
medicinal plants
plants are
are found
found in
in the
the
purpurea) is
heart medicine,
medicine,
forests. Foxglove (Digitalis
(Digitalis purpurea)
is the plant
plant from which a well-known heart
brought to.
to America
America as
as an
an
digitalis,
to be derived.
derived. Foxglove is
is aa native
native of
of Europe
Europe and
and was.
was- brought
digitalis, used to
it escaped
escaped from
ornamental. HereHere it
from cultivation'
cultivation and
and is
is now
now found
foundthroughout
throughout'the
the western
westernpar..t
par-.t of
sidehills, creek
creek bottoms,
bottoms, and
and around
around meadows.
meadows.
the state on open sidehills,
Anothr perennial
of the
forest, is
is
Another
perennial herb,
herb, widely
widely distributed
distributed in
in the
the moist,
moist, shaded
shaded areas
areas of
the forest,
wild ginger
ginger (Asarum
(Asarum caudatum).
caudatum). This aromatic plant
plant was once used to
to relieve gaseous stomach
stomach
conditions.
Skunk cabbage
cabbage (Symplocarpus
(Sytnplocarpusfoetidus)
foetidus) is
is aa large-leaved
large-leaved herb
herb whose
whose root
root once
once formed
formed the
the
Skunk
chief ingredient
ingredient in
in aa patent
patent medicine
medicine called
called "Skookim't.
"Skookim". Reputed to
to be
be aa stimulant
stimulant and
and emetic,
emetic, it
it
was said
said also
also to
to have been
been made
made into
into aa salve
salve for
for ringworm
ringworm and
and swellings.
swellings. Innumerable other
herbs, shrubs,
shrubs, and
and trees
trees of
of the
the forest
forest are
are credited
credited with
with various
various chemical
chemical properties
properties and
and formerly
formerly
herbs,
served,
served as
as medicines.
medicines.

NATIVE TRANSPLANTS (I)
(1)
Native plants are
are being used increasingly
increasingly for
for landscape
landscape gardening
gardening in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest.
Many different
different native
native species
species are
are becoming
becoming standard
standard items
items at
at nurseries
nurseries and
and garden
garden stores.
stores.

One of
of the
the favorite
favorite native
native species
species is
is shore
shore pine,
pine, which
which is
is found
found along
along much
much of
of the
the Oregon
Oregon
One
coast
line within a
a mile or two of the Pacific
Pacific Ocean.
Ocean. Contorted,
Contorted, windswept forms
forms are
are in
in demand
demand
coast line
for
gardens, and
Small native trees
for bonsai gardens,
arid normal'speciméns
normal specimens for
for less
less formal
formal effects.
effects. Small
trees are dug,
dug,
Other popular
conifers dug for
with aa circle of earth and
and roots
roots intact,
intact, and
and balled
balled in
in burlap.
burlap. Other
popular conifers
for
transplants
transplants are
are alpine fir,
fir, mountain hemlock, noble
noble fir,
fir, and
and ponderosa
ponderosa pine.
pine.
Native rhododendrons
rhododendrons are
are also
also popular
popular for
for their
their large
evergreen leaves
leaves and
and showy,
showy, pink
pink or
or
Native
large evergreen
flower clusters.
clusters. Transplants of this
this species
species are becoming a popular sale item
reddish-colored flower
at
stands on
on the
the Olympic
Olympic Peninsula
Peninsula and
and other
other areas
areas where
where it
it grows
grows naturally
naturally and
and attracts
attracts
at roadside
roadside stands
travelers.
the eye of travelers.
Other native transplants
and vine
transplants include
include azalea,
azalea, salal,
salal, evergreen
evergreen huckleberry,
huckleberry, blueberry,
blueberry, and
maple.
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SPECIALTY WOODS
Oregon's
Oregon's Pacific
Pacific Northwest forests contain
contain many
many woods
woods which
which carry
carry natural
natural designs
designs of
of singusingular
beauty, making
making them
them especially
especially desirable
desirable for
for industrial
industrial purposes
purposes and
and to
to individuals
individuals who
who
lar beauty,
Other woods are utilitarian in nature and meet specific
as aa hobby.
hobby. Other
specific requirerequirefollow handicraft as
ments in
in wood characteristics that
that are
are limited
limited to
to single
single species.
species. These woods include
include burls,
burls,
figured logs,
yew for
for bows,
bows, and numerous others.
logs, yew
others.

Burls
important of
The most
most important
of these
these specialty
specialty woods
woods are
are the
the burls,
burls, an
an abnormal
abnormal swelling
swelling or
or bulge
bulge
that forms
fonns on
on the
the trunk or limbs of aa tree.
They are
Washington
that
tree. They
are found
found on many different
different trees
trees in
in Washington
and
Oregon, but
but the
the only
only ones
ones of
of any material importance
of the
the broadleaf
broadleaf
and Oregon,
importance commercially
commercially are
are burlçs
burls of
maple (Acer
(Acer macrophyllum)
macrophyllum) and myrtle (Umbellularia
(Umbellularia californica).
californica). At
At times,
times, madrone (Arbutus
(Arbutus
menziesii) burls
burls are
are desired.
desired.
burl of
of commerce is
is usually formed on
on the
the trunk
trunk or
or base
base of
of the
the tree.
tree. At times
times it
it may
The burl
order of
of commercial importance
extend into
into the
the ground.
ground. The average size
size of
of the
the burls
burls in
in t4ie
t{ie order
importance
for various tree species runs
Broadleaf maple--706
maple--700 to
to 1,000
1,000 pounds,
pounds, myrtle—1,000
myrtle--1,000
runs as
as follows:
follows: Broadleaf
to
to 1,200 pounds,
pounds, and madrone--1,500
madrone--1,500 to
to 2,000
2,000 pounds.
pounds.
The major
major portion of the
burls go into veneers for
the burls
for furniture
furniture manufacture
manufacture and
and cabinet
cabinet making.
making.
A smaller
smaller and
the burls and
and also
also the
the figured
figured logs,
logs, espeespeand more
more specialized
specialized field
field utilizes
utilizes some of the
In this
category is
is included
included aa large
large variety
variety of
of useful
useful household
household articles
articles
cially the
the myrtlewood. In
this category
salad and
and nut
nut bowls,
bowls, fork and spoon servers,
such as
as salad
servers, trays,
trays, lamp
lamp stands,
stands, vases,
vases, ash
ash trays,
trays, coffee
coffee
tables,
tables, and
and other
other articles.
articles.
Buyers are
are not
not active
active in
in the
the summer
summer as
as the
the burls
burls will
will check considerably. They prefer to
Buyers
to
buy in
winter. Prices
cents.per pound
pound or
or stumpage
stumpage of
of $10
$10
buy
in the fall
fall and winter.
Prices range
range from 3
3 1/2
1/2 to
to 44 cents.per
It takes
takes experience
experience to
to recognize a good burl,
per ton.
ton. It
burl, so selling stumpage
stumpage might be
be advantaadvantageous..
geous
In general,
general, the
the burls
burls are
are graded
graded on
on the
the basis
basis of
of shape,
shape, size,
In
size, and presence or absence
absence of
of
defects
defects that
that would show up in
in the
the veneer.
veneer. Most
Most buyers
buyers specify
specify aa minimum
minimum weight
weight of
of 500
500 pounds
pounds
for an individual
individual burl.
burl. However,
However, burls
burls of excellent quality and weighing as
as l,ttle
little as
as 350
350
pounds have been
been accepted.
accepted. By dimensions a minimum-size burl should
should be
be approximately
approximately 22 feet
feet
high and
and nearly
nearly 33 feet
feet in
in diameter.
diameter. A minimum of 22 feet
feet between the
the creases
creases in
in the
the burl
burl is
is
another requirement.
requirement. There must be at least
least 14
14 inches
inches of
of sound
sound usable
usable wood.
wood.

Figured Logs
Figured logs
have aa curly
curly or wavy grain of fairly uniform nature.
logs have
nature. In this
this classification
the buyers
buyers have
have recognized
recognized several
several trade
trade names,
names, including
including quilted,
quilted, fiddleback,
fiddleback, and cluster.
the
cluster.
Figured logs
are usually cut
cut to
logs are
to a length of 8
8% feet,
feet, if
if possible.
possible. This
is especially true
This is
of the logs carrying the
the quilted
quilted or
or fiddleback
fiddleback designs.
designs. Shorter
Shorter lengths
lengths may be taken
taken with some
some
as
as short
short as
as 4 feet where it
it is
is aa good
good type
type of
of cluster
cluster log.
log. Minimum
Minimum diameters
diameters range
range from
from about
about
18 inches
inches for
for the
the quilted
quilted logs
logs to
to aa minimum
minimum of
of about
about 20
20 inches
inches for
for the
the cluster logs.
18
logs.

Archery Stock
The western yew (Taxus
brevifolia) is more in demand for archery stock
(Taxus brevifolia)
stock than
than any
any other
other wood.
The tree
tree is
is quite
throughout the
the Douglas-fir region,
region, but the
the best bows
bows are
are
quite widely
widely distributed
distributed throughout
made from
from wood that
that is grown in the higher elevations
elevations where the
the tree
tree growth
growth is
is slow
slow and
and hence
hence
in aa close-grained product.
product.
results in
Specifications
Specifications for archery billets are
are as
as follows:
follows:
and l1% inches
inches in thickness and 22% to 3 inches
inches in
in width.
width.
width and thickness as the
the billets.

They must
must be 3 feet 8 inches
inches in
in length
length
7 feet long with the
the same
same
Staves are 7

Port-Orford-cedar seems
seems to
to be
be the
the principal
principal species
species used
used for
for the
Port-Orford-cedar
the arrows.
arrows. Some dealers list
list
the cedar
cedar with
with hardwood footings.
the
footings. The arrows
arrows are
are made of specially
specially selected
selected wood and
and must
must be
be
straight grained.
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Bark for Tannin

A few hundred tons of
Oregon.
of Douglas-fir bark is
is used for tannin extraction each year in Oregon.
There is
but one
one tannery
tannery in Oregon at
at this
at Dallas.
Dallas. Present suppliers
There
is but
this time,
time, located
located at
suppliers fill all
all
of this small
of
small demand.
demand.
Originally only hemlock bark was used,
used, and
and the
the demand included out-of-state customers.
customers. However, as hemlock came into
into demand primarily as
as a pulping species
species and also
also as
as lumber,
lumber, its
its availavailever,
ability for
ability
for bark production became limited.
limited. The quebracho tree
tree of South
South America took
took over the
the
out-of-state outlets. Douglas-fir bark was investigated
investigated as a possible substitute to supply local
local
Through tests
carried out
out by eastern chemists,
was found that
Douglas-fir bark was
was
needs. Through
tests carried
chemists, it
it was
that Douglas-fir
the extract
favorably with
with hemlock.
hemlock.
rich in the
extract and compared favorably
The Oregon
Oregon Forest
Forest Research Laboratory at
at Corvallis
Corvallis confirmed
confirmed the
the earlier
earlier findings
findings that
that
Douglas-fir
was a valuable source of
Douglas-fir was
of tannic
tannic acid.
acid. The laboratory reported that
that the amount of
the extract
extract varied
varied with
with the
the thickness
thickness of
of the
the Virk,
'irk, age
age of
of the
the tree,
tree, and
and its
its location
location on
on the
the
the
The most
most favorable source was the bark from the upper part of the younger trees.
trees. The
trees.
laboratory
also reported
reported that
laboratory also
that the bark was aa valuable
valuable source
source of
of wax.
wax.
The demand for
for tannic acid in the
the United States
States does
does not
not come from the leather industry
half' the output goes to
to the
the petroleum industry
industry where it
it is used for control of mud
About half
around drill points.
tremendous imports
points. This demand is
is one of the
the contributing factors to
to the
the-tremendous
imports
It is
hoped that
through active
active promotional
promotional work
work the
of the products of the quebracho
quebracho tree.
tree. It
is hoped
that through
the
i; bark.
industry will be induced
induced to
to use
use the
the home
home product
product from
fromDouglas-f
Douglas-fir
bark.
alone.

Emphasis
Emphasis is
is placed
placed upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that there
there is
is aa limited
limited market
market for
for the
the bark
bark at
at the
the present
present
time, and
and no
no activities
activities along
along this
this line
line should
should be
be undertaken
undertaken unless
unless the
the harvest
harvest has
has assurance
assurance
time,
of
of a market.

BEE PASTURE

Harvesting the
the Dbuglas-fir
Douglas-fir forests
forests of
of western
western Oregon and-Washington
and Washington creatfes
creates clearcut
clearcut patches
patches
Harvesting
flowering vegetation flourishes
flourishes before the establishment
establishment of
forest. These areas
areas
where flâwering
of a new forest.
have long been a favorite sutmer
summer location
location for
for the
the apiarist's
apiarist's bee
bee colonies.
colonies. Fireweed is
is the
the
primary
netar-poducing flower
primary nectar-producing
flower that
that grows
grows there.
there. The apiarist
apiarist of
of the
the Willarnette
Willamette Valley
Valley finds
finds
that the
the nectar
nectar flow
flow in
in the
the valley
valley flowers
flowers has
has just
just about
about ceased
ceased by
by the
the time
time the
the fireweed
fireweed is
is in
in
that
mountains, which starts about July,
July, about doubles
doubles the length
blossom. This migration to the mountains,
honey-producing season.
season.
of the honey-producing
Formerly the
Coast Range
Range of
of mountains
mountains served as
of fireweed
with more
more
the Coast
as the
the primary
primary producer
producer of
fireweed with
However, as
up to
than
supply. However,
as the
the cutover areas
areas reforested with conifers
conifers or grew up
to
than an adequate supply.
Mountains
brush,
brush, the
the fireweed was choked
choked out.
out. Now the
the apiarists
apiarists are looking to the Cascade Mountains
where block cutting is
is opening up
up suitable
suitable areas
areas for
for their
their operations.
operations.
In distributing
distributing the
the various
various colonies
colonies throughout
throughout the
the cutover
cutover forest
forest land,
land, care
care should
should be
be
the location of
of one group in
in relation
relation to
to another.
another. The bee will normally
normally travel
travel aa maximaxitaken in the
distance of about
about 1½
1% miles from
from the
the hive.
hive. Hence,
Hence, the
the colonies should not be placed closer
mum distance
than four
miles to each other providing
four miles
providing aa buffer
buffer strip
strip between.
between.
One of
of the worst predators within
within the
the forest
forest land
land areas
areas is
is the
the bear.
bear. Control
Control measures are
the individual
individual bear
bear molests
molests aa hive.
hive. Vine maple might well be a good
absolutely necessary once the
source of
of nectar,
nectar, if areas in
in which
which this
this species
species is
is abundant
abundant were
were not
not so
so attractive
attractive to
to bear.
bear.
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Forestry Department,
Department,
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DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY OF
OF PACIFIC
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
NORTHWEST BUYERS
BUYERS AND
AND PROCESSORS
PROCESSORS OF
OF SPECIAL
SPECIAL FOREST
FOREST PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
General
Company Name
G. R.
R. Kirk
Kirk Co.
Co.
G.

Callisons, Inc.
Inc.

Manager
Paul R.
R. Kirk

Cecil Callison

Address

E. Pioneer
615 E.
Puyallup, Washington
Puyallup,
Lloyd Building
Lloyd
Seattle, Washington
Washington
Seattle,

98371

98101

West Coast
Coast Evergreen
Evergreen Co..
Co..
West

Bernald Hoiton
Holton

520
520 SE
SE Salmon Street
Street
Portland,
Portland, Oregon
97214

Coast Evergreen
Evergreen
Pacific Coast

L.
L. H. Capps
Capps

P.
P. 0.
0. Box 293
293
Bremerton,
Bremerton, Washington

98310

Evergreen Co.
Co.
Northwest Evergreen

Shelver
Les Shelver

Shelton,
Shelton, Washington

Green Mountain Evergreen Co.
Co.

Mrs.
Mrs. Henrietta Chapman

Castle Rock,
Rock, Washington

United Evergreen
Evergreen Co.
Co.

Mrs.
Mrs. Henrietta Chapman

Centralia, Washington
Washington
Centralia,

98584
98611

98531

Crude Drugs
Company Name

Address

Northwest Products
Products Co.
Co.
Pacific Northwest

West Grant
Grant Street
Street
Lebanon,
Lebanon, Oregon
97355

Western Crude
Crude Drug
Drug Co.
Co.
Western

726 NW
NW 14th
726
Portland,
Portland, Oregon

Lyle Godfrey

97401

Box 233
233
North
Oregon
North Bonneville,
onneville, Oregon

Burl
Burls$

Company Name

Address

American Forest Specialties,
Specialties, Inc.
Inc.

Black,
Henry J.
J.
Black, Henry

Loeb, Alfred
Alfred A.,
A., Inc.
Inc.

13145 NE
NE Glisan
13145
Portland, Oregon
Portland,

97230

2433 NW
NW Lovejoy
2433
Portland,
Portland, Oregon

97210

7315 NE 27th Avenue
Portland, Oregon
Portland,
97211
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97008

1964
MAP SHOWING LOCATIONS OF FLORAL GREENERY PROCESSING PLANTS 1964
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This map
"Special Forest
Forest Products
Products 1964
1964 HarHar'This
map was
was taken
taken from the publication "Special
vesting Report
Report Oregon and Washington,"
published by the
the U.
S. Department
vesting
Washington," published
U. S.
Department of
of
Agriculture, Forest Service,
Service, Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Region,
Region, 1965
1965 (page
(page 21).
21).
Agriculture,
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Forest
Forest Recreation
Recreation Planning
C. Dudley Mattson
C.

1

boom in
in outdoor recreation
recreation is
is too
too well
well known
known to
to require
require discussion.
discussion. With the
the increase
increase
The boom
in these
these activities
activities exceeding
exceeding our
our population
population growth
growth by
by several
several times,
times, there
there is
is aa constant
constant prespresin
land and
and facilities each year. Although a large
large share of the increased
increased developdevelopsure for more land
are made by our
demands. Our
ments are
our public
public agencies,
agencies, they
they are
are just
just not
not keeping
keeping up
up with
with mounting demands.
western woodlands and
and waters,
together, are
resource.
waters, especially
especially when
when found
found together,
are aa prime
prime recreational resource.
outdoors at
at almost
almost twice
twice the
rate for
for the
the rest
rest of
of the
Westerners recreate outdoors
the rate
the country,
country, and our population growth is
is among
among the
the fastest
fastest anywhere in
in the
the nation.
nation.
In spite of
of our
our extensive
extensive development
development of
of public
public forest
forest land
land and
and recreational
recreational facilities
facilities
(perhaps because
because of
of it),
it), the
the opportunities
opportunities for
for expanded
expanded use
use of
of private
private woodlands
woodlands are
are bound
bound to
to
(perhaps
increase. Some activities
activities are not
not readily developed by
by public
public agencies.
agencies. Location of
of public
public land
land
woodlands near cities
and towns
is
always suitable.
suitable. Private woodlands
cities and
towns are often best suited and most
is not always
to provide opportunities for
for recreation,
recreation, especially
especially for
for short-term
short-term outings.
outings.
needed to

I
OWNER OBJECTIVES
A woodland
woodland owner's
owner's interest
interest in
in recreational
recreational use
use of
of his
his land
land may
may arise
arise from
from one
one or
or aa combinacombinaof objectives.
objectives. He may want to
to develop
develop aa part
part of
of his
his land
land for
for use
use by
by family
family and
and friends,
friends,
tion of
usually with aa minimum of interference
interference with other
other objectives
objectives of
of management
management (e.g.,
(e.g., timber,
timber, grazing,
grazing,
Or,
may want
want to
to consider
consider recreation
recreation service
service as
as an
an income-producing
income-producing enterprise,
enterprise, alone
alone
Or, he may
etc.).
or in
in combination with other management objectives. In
in the
the form
In either
either case,
case, he
he may
may need
need help
help in
of this
of ideas,
ideas, suggestions,
suggestions, references,
references, and planning.
planning. The balance
balance of
this chapter will deal with the
second management
management purpose,
purpose, seeking to provide aa framework
framework for
for assisting
assisting woodland
woodland owners
owners with
with
development problems.
problems. Much of what will be discussed will apply to those
those owners who
recreation development
in developing properties for their
their own
own use.
use.
seek help in

WOODLAND POTENTIALS
POTENTIALS

The decision,
decision, even tentative,
tentative, to
to undertake recreation
recreation development
development and
and management
management for
for profit
profit
is, first,
first, an
an investment
investment decision.
decision. As such,
such, it
it should
should bbe approached like any
any other forest
forest investinvestis,
decision. (See
(See the
this Handbook.) That
it goes
ment decision.
the first
first chapter of this
That it
goes beyond
beyond a commitment
commitment to
invest land
land and
and capital
capital will become
become obvious.
obvious. The first
first step
in any
step in
any planning
planning for
for recreational
recreational
development is
is to evaluate the physical
physical resources available.
available. A few basic
basic requirements
requirements apply to
nearly all
all potential
potential recreation
recreation sites.
sites. For ease in discussing
think
discussing possible
possible plans,
plans, we
we may
may best
best think
of two
two treatment
treatment zones,
zones, based
based on
on expected
expected use:
use: Zone
for intensive
intensive
Zone A—Land
A--Land developed or modified for
use; and Zone B--Land which forms
use;
forms a visual background with little
little or no
no development.
development. Obviously
both are
are important
important in creating a pleasing environment for the
the intended
intended activities.
activities.
Developed for
for Intensive
Intensive Use
Use
Zone A--Land Developed
all successful recreation
recreation development
development areas
areas share
share three
three physical
physical characteristics:
characteristics:
Practically allsuccessful
(1)
One, or
or aa mixture,
mixture, of
of three
three kinds
kinds of
of natural
natural cover
cover (trees,
(1) One,
(trees, shrubs,
shrubs, and grass);
grass); (2)
(2) some
some level
level
or gently rolling land suitable for
for access and facility development;
development; and
and (3)
(3) shoreline
shoreline along
along some
some
natural or man-made pond,
pond, stream,
stream, or
or lake.
lake.
These requirements apply
apply to
to the
the land
land needed
needed for
for intensive
intensive use
use and
and in
in some
some instances
instances.may
may
involve only aa few
few acres
acres in
in otherwise
otherwise rugged
rugged terrain.
terrain. Access is,
is, perhaps,
perhaps, the
the first
first requirement
requirement
easily coiwnand
command the
and may easily
the largest
largest capital cost.
In the
the initial
initial examination of
area, discussion will likely
likely center on
on aa number
number of
of
of aa potential area,
possible kinds
kinds of
of development.
development. This may
may range
range from
from canp
camp ororpicnic
picnicgrounds
groundstotosuitnuer
summer home
home sites,
sites.

C. Dudley Mattson is
is Assistant Professor in
in the
the Forestry and
and Range
Range Management Department,
Department, WashWashUniversity, Pullman,
and Forest
Forest Management.
Management.
ington State University,
Pullman, Washington,
Washington, teaching Forest Recreation and
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pond
possibilities, ororshoreline
pond possibilities,
shorelinedevelopment.
development. In
In any
any case,
case, the
the possibility
possibilityfor
fordevelopment
development of
of
aa suitable
carefully. In
instances, road
suitableroad
roadsystem
system should
should be
be examined
examined carefully.
In most
most instances,
road standards
standards required
required
narrow, graded,
graded, possibly
possibly gravelled
may
low: narrow,
gravelled roads.
roads. However,
and
may be
be low:
However,costly
costlycutting,
cutting,filling,
filling, and
water crossings
water
crossings should
should be
be carefully
carefully appraised
appraised for
fordevelopment
development costs.
costs. The
The decisions
on road
road placeplacedecisions on
ment are
are the
the most
critical ofofallallin in
development
care. Roads
ment
most critical
developmentplanning
planning and
and require
require much
much care.
Roads must
must be
planned
to serve
serve the
the areas
areas of
of active
of these
these attractions.
attractions.
planned to
active use
use with
with the
the least
least possible
possible impairment
impairment of
Roads
andparking
parkingareas
areas should
should be
be kept
kept well
well back
back from
fromwaterfront
waterfront areas
areas because
Roads and
because these
these are
are where
where
manyrecreation
recreationactivities
activities are
many
are concentrated.
concentrated.
On
any development
developmentarea
areawhere
wheretimber
timbercover
coverisis heavy
heavy and
and continuous,
continuous, some
tree removal
On any
some tree
removal will
will
This may
maybebetoto provide
providespace
spacefor
for roads,
roads, buildings,
buildings, canpsites,
be required.
be
required. This
campsites, or
orshoreline
shorelinedevelopdevelopThe job
environment for
far different
differentfrom
from any
any ordinary
ordinary
job of
of shaping
shaping this
this environment
forintensive
intensiveuse
use isis far
ments. The
Selection of
of trees
logging operation.
operation. Selection
trees to
to be
be kept
kept will
will be
be based
based on
on the
the need
need for
for shade
shade (often
(often
logging
partial),
encouragement
partial),esthetic
estheticeffects,
effects,
encouragement of
of shrub
shrub or
or grass
grass growth,
growth, and
and especially
especially safety
safety from
from
later death,
later
death, breakage,
breakage, or
orwindthrow.
windthrow. Trees
Trees of
of uu--usual
shape or
orspecies
speciesshould
shouldbe
bekept
keptwhenever
whenever
'isual shape
possible.' The
The job
removing unneeded
trees
great
care,
supervision to
to
possible.
job of
of removing
unneeded
treesdemands
demands
great
care,skill,
skill, and
and close
close supervision
endresult
result desired
desiredisis aa setting
protect desired
desired treesand
trees and shrubs.
shrubs. The
The end
setting that
that appears
appears to
to be
be natural
natural
protect
growth(at
(at least
least to
growth
to the
the untrained
untrained eye)
eye) of
of native
native trees
treesand
and shrubs.
shrubs.
Dormant-season
loggingwill
will minimize
minimize danger
danger of
of accidental
Dormant-season logging
accidentalbark
barkwounds.
wounds. Tops
Tops and
mateand cull
cull material uIust
of so
so as
as to
to leave
trace. This
be accomplished
accotnplishedby
bycollecting
collecting and
rial
mHs.t be
be disposed
disposed of
leave no
no trace.
This may
may be
•
nd
rees, or
if aa
burning in
in openings
openings large
enough to
scorching of
adjacent *"-rees,
or by
by burying,
burying, if
burning
large enough
to prevent
prevent scorching
of adjacent
bulldozer is
in use.
use. Initial
cuttingof
ofheavy
heavy stands
stands should
should leave
addition to
the desired
desired
Initial cutting
leave 'in
'in addition
to the
bulldozer
is in
stand)
some
stand) scattered
scattered "insurance"
"insurance" trees
treestotoallow
allowfor
for
someunpreventable
unpreventable death
death following
following the
theshock
shock
The stand
stand remaining
remainingshould
shouldbebewatched
watched
closelyfor
forseveral
severalyears
years for
for attacks
of
partial logging.
logging. The
closely
attacks
of partial
Presumably, each
each tree
tree has
preciousinin its
its place
by
or disease.
disease. Presumably,
has become
become precious
place and
and should
should
by insects
insects or
This care
care will
will be
be aa part
receive
that given
trees. This
receive care
care comparable,
comparable, toto that
given ornamental
ornamental trees.
part of
of the
the concontinued management
management ofofthis
area.
tinued
this intensive
intensive use
use area.
Zone B--Land
B—Land with
withMinimum
Minimum Development
Development
Zone
Treatment
away from
should
Treatmentofof the
the area
area away
fromthe
theintensively
intensively developed
developedzone
zone(or
(orpockets
pocketswithin
withinit)
it) should
be aimed
aimed at
partial cover
cover of
of trees,
trees,shrubs,
shrubs,and/or
and/orgrass
grasspermanently.
permanently. Timber
be
at keeping
keepingatat least
least partial

managementororrange
rangepasture
pasturemay
maybebethe
thedominant
dominantpurpose
purposehere,
here, but
but with
with some
modification of
of
management
some modification
clearcut harvest
harvest and
and reproduction
reproduction methods
methods (where
customary). Where
method must
must be
clearcut
(where this
this isis customary).
Where this
this method
used,
used, areas
areas should
should be
be clearcut
clearcut in
in small
small irregular
irregularshapes,
shapes,separated
separatedfrom
from the
the recreational
recreationaldeveldevelopment
bya abuffer
buffer zone
zoneofof trees,
trees, and
opment by
and kept
kept well
well back
back from
from the
the waterfronts.
waterfronts. Avoid
Avoid extensive
extensive clearclearcuts
visitors will
cuts with
with any
any straight
straight line
lineboundaries
boundaries where
where visitors
will see
seethem.
them. Partial
Partial cutting
cutting of
of buffer
buffer
areas, including
shorelines, can
be practiced
practiced with
withcare
care soso that
that the
the area
attractive
areas,
including shorelines,
can be
area will
will remain
remain attractive
and not
not constitute
constitute aa fire
and
fire hazard.
hazard.

For some
somedevelopments
developments
exteriorzone
zone
provides
settingforforhiking,
hiking,trail
trail riding,
For
thisthis
exterior
provides
thethe
setting
riding,
This will
will require
and
nature
require trail
trailbuilding
building
andmaintenance.
maintenance. Cutting
nature study,
study, and
andother
otheractivities.
activities. This
practices
may need
trails
practices may
needtotobebeheavily
heavilymodified
modifiedalong
alongmajor
major
trailstotopreserve
preserveaanatural
natural setting.
setting.
Cutting here
here may
maybebeconfined
confinedtotosalvage
salvageofofhigh-risk
high-risktrees,
trees, serving
to reduce
danger toto visitors
visitors
Cutting
serving to
reduce danger
and
maintenance ofoftrails.
and needs
needsfor
for later
later maintenance
trails.
Wehave
haveassumed
assumed
farthat
that the
the area
for potential
potential development
is heavily
We
so so
far
area being
being examined
examined for
development is
heavily
Obviously,
this will
will not
be the
Woodlandthat
thathas
has been
beenheavily
heavily cut
cut over
Obviously, this
not always
always be
the case.
case. Woodland
over
for
timealso
alsomay
mayhave
have
potentialforforrecreation
recreationuse
useififcutting
cutting scars
scars are
are old
old and
fairly well
for some
some time
potential
and fairly
well
Somesecond-growth
second-growth
treesshould
shouldbebepresent
present to
to form
healed.
trees
form aa nucleus
nucleus for
fordevelopment
development in
inZone
Zone A
A
healed. Some
needed shade
shade and
and scenery.
scenery. Here
Hereisis an
an opportunity
opportunityfor
foraa different
different kind
kind of
of creative
creative talent,
talent,
of needed
involving the
the selection
selection and
trees and
usually longer
longer time
time to
to
involving
and planting
planting of
of needed
needed trees
and shrubs--and
shrubs--and usually
areas of
of the
variety of
achieve the
In most
most areas
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest,
Northwest, a
a wide
wide variety
of plants
plants
achieve
the desired
desired setting.
setting. In
will be
will
be suitable
suitablefor
forvarious
variouspurposes
purposes such
such as
as quick
quick shade,
shade, screening,
screening, scenic
scenicbackground,
background, or
or
best rule
rule is
to be
be native
native to
to the
flowering
The best
is to
to choose
choose plants
plants known
known to
the general
general area,
area,
flowering beauty. The
placed
placed and
and arranged
arranged to
to resemble
resemble aa natural
natural type
type of
of growth.
growth. Massed
Massed plantings
plantings of
of one
one or
or aa few
few
species,
havelittle
little applicability
species, even-aged,
even-aged, have
applicability to
to the
thepreparation
preparation of
of areas
areas of
ofintensive
intensiveuse
use(Zone
(Zone
A).

wooded.
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MARKET
MARKET APPRAISAL
Before
Before aa choice
choice can
can be
be made
made among
among several
several possible
possible developments
developments which
which might
might be
be feasible
feasible on
on
a specific
property, it
essential to
to identify
identify the
the kinds
kinds of
of service
service for
for which
which aa demand
demand exists
exists
specific property,
it is
is essential
in
locality. Identifying these demands may be aa complex
complex job
job or
or aa fairly
fairly simple
simple one.
one.
in aa particular locality.
The
needs of
of local
area residents
residents and
and of
of frequent
frequent visitors
visitors to
to the
the area
area may
may be
be well
well known
known or
or easily
easily
The needs
local area
of existing services
learned
is a long-time resident of the
the region.
region. Knowledge of
services
learned by
by an
an owner
owner who
who is
and their
their use is
private, and
and government
government agencies
agencies such
such
and
is relatively
relatively easily
easily assembled
assembled through
through local,
local, private,
as
commerce, tourist
tourist associations,
associations, Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service,
as real
real estate
estate agents,
agents, chambers
chambers of commerce,
Agricultural
Agricultural Stabilization
Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, and
and other
other federal
federal
agencies. Where they
they are
are active,
active, county and
and state planning agencies will be of
of great help in
in
identifying
services which would supplement public
public offerings.
offerings. Surveys of
of existexistidentifying needs
needs for
for private
private services
ing
ing developments
developments and
and of
of consumer
consumer preferences
preferences have
have been
been made
made for
for aa number
number of
of areas
areas and
and will
will be
be very
very
useful. In
case, it
it will be essential to
to become
become acquainted
acquainted with
In any case,
with the
the status
status of
of plans
plans of
of the
the
various public
public agencies
agencies (and
private plans,
plans, if
if possible),
possible), as
as they
they will
will affect
affect the
the future
future supply
supply
various
(and private
and planned)
planned) may
may be
be either
either competitive
competitive or
or comcomof
services. These services
services (existing
(existing and
of recreation services.
plementary
to those chosen for development by the
the owner.
owner.
plementary to
In completing
the market
completing the
market appraisal,
appraisal, it
it will
will be
be possible
possible to
to identify
identify both
both problems
problems and
and opporopportunities arising from the locational
locational and access characteristics of
of the
the property.
property. Some types
types of
of
tunities
developments are
are most likely
likely to
to succeed if
if located
located for
for easy
easy access
access from
from major
major cities
cities and
and highway;
highway;
developments
e.g., swimming
beaches, golf courses,
e.g.,
swimming beaches,
courses, traveler
traveler rest
rest campgrounds.
campgrounds. Others are better located in
in
less accessible
areas; e.g.,
e.g., summer
summer home developments,
developments, weekend or vacation campgrounds and
and
less
accessible areas;
resorts. Still
Still others
others may
may profit
profit from
from location
location near
near public
public attractions
attractions where
where the
the proposed
proposed service
service
compliments their
their offerings;
offerings; e.g.,
e.g., trail
trail ride
ride concessions,
concessions, cabins,
cabins, fishing
fishing and
and boat-rental
boat-rental resorts.
resor.
compliments
Market demands
Market
demands can be more
more easily
easily evaluated
evaluated for
for proposed
proposed developments
developments which
which take
take full
full advantage
advantage
of the
the location
location and
and access
access characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the property.
property.
of
Narrowing the choices that
that will lead
lead to
to eventual decision
decision consists
consists in
in matching
matching the
the list
list of
of
(marketable) services
services with the
the development
development possibilities
possibilities of
of the
the property.
property.
needed (marketable)

NEEDS
MANAGEMENT NEEDS
We have discussed resource
resource and
and market investigations
investigations needed
needed as
as part
part of
of any
any feasibility
feasibility study.
study.
is the
the appraisal
appraisal of management requirements.
requirements. Management (including
(including
A third major consideration is
labor) represents
represents the
the human resources
required for any successful venture.
labor)
resources required
venture. In most
instances, the
the
most instances,
owner himself
himself (and
(and his family)
family) will expect
expect to
to manage and
and operate
operate the
the development.
development. It
is important
It is
to
the time
time and
required, as
as well
as the aptitude
aptitude for
for this
this kind
kind of
of work
work
to understand
understand fully
fully the
and effort
effort required,
well as
possessed by the
the operator
operator or
or his
his family.
family. Depending on the type
type of service
service offered,
offered, management
management
requirements
seasonal, may
fluctuate weekly (for
(for day-visit attractions),
attractions), and
and may
may
requirements may
may be
be highly
highly seasonal,
may fluctuate
require hired help
the other
other hand,
hand, development
development of
of summer
suer home
help during
during short
short periods.
periods. On the
home sites,
sites,
sold br
or leased for long
long periods,
periods, may require
require only occasional management by
by the
the owner
owner himself.
himself.
Help in appraising the
the management requirements can be
be found
found in
in talks
talks with
with operators
operators of
of public
public and
and
private facilities similar
similar to
to those
those being
being considered.
considered.
A part
job includes
includes knowledge of a number of special
special fields
fields which
which may
may apply
apply
part of
of the management job
in aa particular development. These considerations will not be discussed
in
discussed here,
here, as
as they
they are
are treated
treated
in numerous
numerous publications and
knowledge of
of local
local conditions.
conditions. (See
in
and usually
usually req.iire
require knowledge
list
(See reference list
for specific needs.) A partial list
list of these
these includes:
includes: (1)
(1) Liability and insurance needs;
needs; (2)
(2)
taxes
(3) health and
and sanitation requirements;
(4) zoning
zoning regulations;
regulations; (5)
(5) safety
safety
taxes and
and licenses;
licenses; (3)
requirements; (4)
measures;
(6) advertising,
advertising, including
including name registration;
registration; (7)
(7) financing;
financing; and
and (8)
(8) easements
easements and
and
measures; (6)
rights-of-way.

PLANNING
PLANNINGTHE
THEDEVELOPMENT
DEELOPNT
assume that,
that, as
as aa result
result of
of the
the feasibility
feasibility study
study already
already discussed,
discussed, aa tentative
tentative
We will assume
choice
choice has
has been made to proceed with detailed plans for
for aa specific
specific kind
kind of
of development.
development. What
What are
the essential parts of
of such
such aa plan?
plan?
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Either of
of two basic approaches may be appropriate
appropriate in developing the
the specifications
specifications for
for the
the
physical developments.
developments. A consultant,
consultant, usually aa landscape
landscape architect,
architect, may be employed.
employed. The state
state
agency will
to supply
list of
of available
available consultants
area.
park agency
will be
be able
able to
supply a list
consultants in a particular area.
As an alternate
alternate to
As
to hiring a consultant,
consultant, the owner may wish to proceed with his own ideas,
ideas,
adapted from similar areas he has
has visited.
visited. A number
sources of help are
are available
available nearby.
nearby.
adapted
number of
of sources
These
include the
specialist for
for outdoor recreation,
recreation, the
These include
the county
county agent
agent and the state extension specialist
local
representative, and
and the
the farm
farm forester
forester representing
representing the
the state
state forforlocal Soil
Soil Conservation Service representative,
estry agency.
agency. Most of
of these
these agencies
agencies can
can help
help the
the planner
planner secure
secure aerial
aerial photographs
photographs and
and soil
soil
maps of
of his
his area.
area. These will provide
provide considerable
considerable help in
in planning
planning roads
roads and water and sewage
sewage
The agency
agency adviser
maps and photos and will be glad to
systems. The
adviser can help with interpreting
interpreting these maps
suggestions.
offer other suggestions.

As
they will
lead to detailed maps
As these
these planning
planning tools
tools are
are assembled,
assembled, they
will naturally lead
maps of
of the
of from 50 feet = 11 inch
proposed
on aa suitable
suitable scale.
proposed developtnent,
development, on
scale. Scales
Scales of
inch to
to 200
200 feet
feet == 11 inch
inch
have proved useful,
useful, depending
depending on
on overall
overall size
size o.
o^ the
the mapped
mapped area.
area. Contour maps may be required
if extensive road
if
road and water systems
systems are
are planned.
planned. As the plan takes shape,
shape, particular stages
stages
of
development should be specified.
of development
As most
most owners
owners seeking
seeking help will
will be undertaking a new and unfamiliar type of
management,
As
of management,
should be encouraged to
to start
start with
with the
the minimum
minimum economic-sized
economic-sized operation.
operation. It
they should
It may be helpful,
however, to
to include
include in
in the
the plan
plan subsequent
subsequent stages
stages of
of expansion,
expansion, so
basic developments
developments will
will
however,
so that
that basic
later needs (e.g.,
(e.g., road system,
system, utility service)
service, water and
and s'wage
sewage system
system plans).
plans).
meet later
As
plans are
are perfected,
perfected, cost and time-to-complete estimates should be prepared
As development
development plans
for each operation
target date selected
selected for
for opening
doors to
to the
the public.
public.
for
operation and
and aa tentative
tentative target
opening the doors

development plan should have a complementary management plan that
that will identify
identify all
The development
labor and
and management
management needs
needs and schedules with
labor
with estimated
estimated costs.
costs. This will include
include aa list
list of
of
charges
be made
made for
for services
services supplied and a plan fpr
charges to
to be
for advertising and publicity.
publicity.
The third part
part of
of the plan will be an
an estimate
estimate of probable receipts,
receipts, gross
gross revenue
revenue for
for the
the
of operation.
operation. The planner
planner may wish to
to develop
develop aa tentative
tentative budget
budget showing
showing the
the
first period of
estimated timing
timing and
and amounts
amounts of
expenses, including loans,
loans, repayment schedules,
schedules, depredepreestimated
of income and expenses,
provide
ciation,
ciation, and the
the other usual items.
items. Several
Several of
of the references
references at
at the end of
of this
this chapter
chapter provide
of this
portion will
will lead
to a final
final decision
decision to
to propromodels of this kind of
of budget.
budget. Completion of
this portion
lead to
ceed or
or postpone development of the
ceed
the proposal
proposal examined.
examined. It
It may even lead to examining a whole
new
new plan in
in hopes
hopes of
of finding aa more
more feasible
feasible development
development opportunity.
opportunity.

SOURCES OF HELP

foregoing brief
brief sketch of a feasibility study,
In the
the foregoing
study, we have intentionally omitted
omitted reference
reference
to numerous examples.
examples. During the
the last
last 6-8
6-8 years
years there
there has developed
developed an
an extensive
extensive literature
literature
to
devoted to
to encouraging
encouraging owners
owners of
of farms
farms and
woodlands to
to consider
consider adding recreation service
devoted
and woodlands
service to
to
Most articles assume
assume that
that farming
farming is
is the
the chief enterprise.
enterprise. Many of these
these
their operations. Most
Some also
also detail
detail some
of the
problems and
include case
stories of successful developments.
developments. Some
some of
the problems
and
include
case stories
disappointments encountered.
disappointments
encountered. A study
study of these
these accounts
accounts will impress
impress the
the reader with several
several
points:
Success in most operations comes
comes to
to those
those owner-operators who provide aa highly personalized
kind of
of service
service in which the personality and enthusiasm of the
ized kind
the owner may play the
critical role.
role.
1.
1.

Most success stories describe operations
2.
operations that
that began
began small,
small, grew
grew with
with demand,
demand, and
and often
often
2.
showed
for added
added services.
services.
showed imagination
imagination in
in meeting
meeting unforeseen
unforeseen opportunities
opportunities for

3.
3.

A reputation for high quality
quality service
service usually results
results in
in aa satisfied
satisfied and
and growing
growing
clientele.

4.
4.

Most operations required several
several years
years to
to develop
develop aa profitable
profitable enterprise.
enterprise.

5. A wide variety of natural resources
resources may be
be adapted
adapted or
or developed
developed to
to provide
provide needed
needed serser5.
imagination, skill,
skill, and
and often modest capital.
capital.
vice with imagination;
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EXAMPLES
EXAMPLES OF
OF DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES
Some of
of the
the private
private recreation
recreation enterprises
enterprises which
which seem to
Some
to find a growing market in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific
Northwest are listed
listed below with some general comments on their
their requirements
requirements for
for land,
land, labor,
labor, and
and
operating capital:
capital:

Boat
Rentals and Fishing Services
Services
Boat Rentals
Small acreage,
acreage, good
good access
access near
near populations,
populations, and
and good
needs: Small
good fishing--maybe
fishing—maybe a private
Land needs:
stocked trout pond.
pond.
Labor:

members, part time;
Often family members,
time; heavy
heavy on
on weekends.
weekends.

Capital:

to heavy,
heavy, depending on kinds of service
service offered.
offered.
Modest to

Combines well with camping and
and picnic
picnic areas,
areas, if
if land
land is
is suitable.
suitable. May combine
Comments:
with swimming,
swimming, but not
not water skiing,
skiing, unless large
large lake is
is zoned
zoned for separation
separation of
of activities.
activities.
Campgrounds
Land:

Modest to
to large,
large, depending
depending on
on activities
activities to
to be
be offered.
offered.

Labor:

Family may be sufficient
sufficient with part-time.help
part-time*help on
on weekends.
weekends.

Capital:

of service,
size, and
developed.
Modest to heavy,
heavy, depending on style of
service, size,
and attractions
attractions developed.

In areas
areas where
where attractions
attractions abound
abound or
or can
can be
be developed,
developed, there
there is
is real
real
Comments: In
camping by advance reservation to
to serve
serve weekend
weekend and
and vacation
vacation business.
business. Minimum
operation is
is probably 25
25 or more family
family units.
units. Developments to
to serve
serve traveling
traveling
near major
major highways
highways or
or near
near major
major metropolitan
metropolitan attractions
attractions require
require more
more service
service
near
(electricity, flush
flush toilet,
toilet, showers),
showers), but
(electricity,
but fewer developed attractions.
attractions. This is
is
growing market requiring smallest
smallest acreage.
acreage.

need for
for
need
scale of
scale
vacationers
facilities
facilities
a rapidly

Vacation Homesites
Homesites (Leased
(Leased or
or Sold)
Sold)
Vacation
Land:

Labor:

Modest, but
but requires
requires scenic
scenic setting
setting usually
usually with
with interesting
interesting view.
view.

Minimal

Capital: Usually minimum,
minimum, unless
unless road
road construction
construction is
is costly
costly and/or
and/or other
other services
services are
are proprovided, such as water and
vided,
and sewage
sewage system.
system.
market in
in suitable
suitable setting
setting and
and location
location (1-2
(1-2 hours
hours from
from
Comments: A very fast
fast growing
growing market
major metropolitan
of prime
prime value
value and
and could
could even
even justify
building
metropolitan areas).
areas). Lake frontage is
is of
justify building
small artificial
artificial lakes
lakes in
in suitable
suitable areas.
areas. Near ski areas,
areas, home sites
sites are
are in
in great
great demand.
demand.

Vacation Ranches and
and Guide Services
Services
Land:

May make use of
of extensive
extensive ranch
ranch or
or range
range land
land with
with minimum
minimum interference
interference with
with ranching.
ranching.

Labor: May be demanding
or hunting seasons,
seasons, as
as this
this is
is essentially
essentially aa
demanding during active summer or
personal type
type of
of service.
service.

Capital: May be minimal for
for horses and sleeping
sleeping accommodation
accommodation in
in typical
typical large
large ranch
ranch house
house
or added cabins.
cabins.

Succeeds best
best when
when a carefully thought
Comments: Succeeds
thought out "package" is
is marketed.
marketed. Summer
Summer activiactivities
ties include trail rides and normal ranch activities
activities allowing
allowing guests
guests to
to participate.
participate. Hunting season might include
include guiding for
for hunts,
hunts, meat retrieved
retrieved and
and dressed,
dressed, evening
evening entertainentertainment, housing
This can be sold as
housing and
and meals.
meals. This
as an "exclusive
"exclusive package"
package" where
where the
the owner
owner controls
controls
suitable large
large acreage.
acreage.
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Other
demands that
that àffer
offer possibilities
possibilities include youth
Other opportunities
opportunities with quite specialized demands
camps,
camps, game farms,
farms, and
and riding
riding stables.
stables.

REFERENCES
Anyone seriously considering getting
getting into
into or expanding
expanding his
his recreation
recreation business
business will
will want
want
to
these have originato accumulate
accumulate aa small
small library
library of
of the
the more
more comprehensive.references.
comprehensivereferences. Most of these
ted in
in the
the eastern
eastern states
states and
and describe
describe conditions
conditions and
opportunities found
ted
and opportunities
found there.
there. However,
as
However, as
opportunities
West, we may profit
opportunities increase in the West,
profit by much of the
the experience
experience reported
reported elsewhere.
elsewhere.
list, although aa small
small one,
one, is
is suggested
suggested as
as a starting
starting collection.
collection. Each reference
The following list,
lists
lists many
many additional
additional sources
sources (most
(most of
of which are
are free)
free) treating the specialized aspects
aspects of
of priprivate recreation development.
development.

1.•'
1.

Recreation Facilities.
Facilities. Outdoor
Commission.
Private Outdoor Recreation
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission.
Supt.
1962 ($2.00).
Supt. of Doc.
Doc. Govt. Print.
Print. Off.,
Off., Wash.,
Wash., D.
D. C.
C. 20402. 1962
($2.00). Includes 66 case
examples of all
all sizes
sizes and
and kinds
kinds of
of operations.
operations. Discusses commonly encountered problems
problems and
and
factors in success or
or failure
failure of
of enterprises.
enterprises.
2.
2.

Handbook of Outdoor Recreation Enterprises in
in Rural
Rural Areas.
Areas. Farmers Home Administration.
Administration.
Supt. of
of Doc.
Doc. Govt.
Govt. Print.
Print. Of
Off.,
D. C.
C. 20402. 1966 ($0.65).
($0.65). A handbook prepared
Supt.
f., Wash., D.
for FHA representatives to help in
in appraising
appraising proposals
proposals fo
fo feasibility and
and loans.
loans. Includes
12 chapters on different
different kinds
kinds of
of enterprises.
enterprises.

3.
Rural
for Profit.
Profit. Clodius R.
R. Smith,
Smith, Lloyd E.
E. Partain,
Partain, James R.
R. Champlin.
Champlin.
Rural Recreation for
3.
Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.,
Inc., Danville,
Danville, Ill.
111. 1966 (Price
(Price for
for Text
Text Edition:
Edition:
$5.75). This is written for
for rural
rural landowners
landowners and
and includes
includes seven
seven chapters
chapters on
on particular
particular
as well as
as chapters on selecting,
selecting, planning,
planning, and
and operating
operating developments.
developments.
kinds of enterprises as
4.
4.

Catalog of Federal Programs for Individual and Community
Connnunity Development.
Development.
Economic Opportunity. Govt.
Off. Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20402. 1965.
Govt. Print. Off.
information on numerous programs
programs of
of federal
federal aid.
aid.

Office of
Lists sources of

5. Guidelines to Planning,
Planning, Developing and
and Managing Rural
Rural Recreation
Recreation Enterprises.
Enterprises. George
5.
W.
Cornwell and
and Carl
Carl J.
J. Hblcomb,
Hblcomb, Editors,
Editors, Bul.
Bui. 301,
301, Coop.
Coop. Ext.
Ext. Ser.
Ser. Va.
Va. Poly.
Poly. Instit.,
Instit.,
W. Cornwell
Blacksburg, Va.
Va. 1966
1966 ($2.00).
($2.00). A collection of contributions from extension
extension and
and other
other
Blacksburg,
government workers
the general headings of economics,
economics, planning,
planning, design,
design, management,
management,
government
workers under the
and government
government programs.
programs. It is
is devoted chiefly to
to encouraging private
operator experience, and
(over 400
400 pages).
pages).
developments (over
6.
6.

Outdoor Recreation for
for america.
America. Outdoor Recreation
Recreation Resources
Resources Review
Review Commission.
Commission. Supt.
Govt. Print.
Print. Of
Off.,
D. C.
C.
20402. 1962 ($2
($2 00).
00). May be out
out of
of print.
print.
of Doc. Govt.
f., Wash., D.
Reports in
in summary
summary the
the 3)
3% years of work of
of this
this commission.
commission. Nationwide in
in scope.
scope. Lists
the
similar studies for
for local
local
the 27
27 special
special studies,
studies, some of
of which may
may be helpful
helpful in planning similar
areas.
7.
Recreation Research.
Research. Bureau
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Interior,
Interior,
Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of
of Outdoor Recreation, U.
7.
20402.
Print. Of
Off.,
C.
1967 (Free).
(Free). This
is the second of
annual reports
reports
This is
of annual
Govt. Print.
f., Wash.,
Wash., D. C.
by this
this bureau and
and will be
be aa valuable
valuable source
source of
of references
references as
as they
they report
report new
new findings.
findings.
8.
8.

Outdoor Recreation
Recreation Action.
Action. Bureau of
of Outdoor
Outdoor Recreation,
Recreation, U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Interior,
Interior,
Govt. Print.
Print. Off.
Off. Wash., D.
D. C.
C.
20402. Quarterly starting Aug.
Aug. 1966 (Subscriptions
(Subscriptions are
Govt.
$1.50
government offices associated with Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
$1.50 per
per year--free to government
prograih).
quarterly report
report lists
lists government
government actions
actions of
of all
all kinds
kinds at
at all
all levels
levels on
on
This quarterly
prograti).
means of
of keeping
keeping
to recreation
recreation planning,
planning, funding,
funding, and
and action.
action. An excellent
excellent means
matters relating to
abreast of
these changes both locally
locally and nationally.
nationally.
abreast
of these
Bureau of
of Outdoor
Index to
to Selected
Selected References
References in Outdoor
Outdoor Recreation Literature.
Literature. Bureau
9. Index
9.
Recreation,
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Interior.
Interior. Mar. 1968,
1968, Vol
Vol II
II ($1.25).
($1.25).
Recreation, U.

10.
10.

A Survey of
of Private Outdoor
Outdoor Recreation
Recreation Facilities
Facilities in
in Rural
Rural Areas
Areas of
of Western Oregon.
Oregon.
1964,
Agr. Expt.
Expt. Sta.
Wendell 0.
0. Homes,
Homes, Jr.
Jr. 1964.
Spec. Rep. 173.
173. Agr.
Sta. Ore.
Ore. State
State Univ. Corvallis,
Corvallis,
Spec.
Oregon.
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Laws and
Regulations Affecting
Laws
and Regu,kitions
Affecting Harvesting
and Marketing of
of Forest
Forest Products
Products in
and
in Oregon
E. RR. Manock
Nanock1
E.
owners must
federal, state and
local laws
laws and
Woodland owners
must be
be familiar
familiar with
with federal,
and local
and regulations
regulations by
which the
the production,
production, harvesting,
transporting, and marketing of
regulated.
which
harvesting, transporting,
of forest
forest products
products are regulated.
general, these
these serve
In general,
serve to
to protect
protect the
the public
public interest
interest and
and to
to encourage
encourage practices
practices that
that will
will
provide long-term
long-term benefits to
to the
the forest
forest industry.
industry.
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this chapter
chapter is
is to
to list
list the
the laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations in
in Oregon
Oregon that
that are
are related
related
forest products
to the forest
products industry,
industry, with
with aa brief
brief explanation
explanation of
of their
their application
application to
to specific
specific situasituathis, certain precautions are
are suggested
suggested as
as aa matter
matter of
of sound
sound management
management and
and busibusiBeyond this,
tions.
ness practice.

STATE
STATE AND LOCAL LAWS
Permit to
to Operate
Operate Power-Driven
Power-Driven Nachiner
Machinery
operator is
is required
required to
to obtain
obtain this
this pernit
permit to
to operate
operatepower-driven
power-driven,machinery
machineryonon-or
or
The operator
within one-eighth mile of
of forest
forest land
land anywhere
anywhere in
in Oregon,
Oregon, except
except for
for the
the culture
culture and
and harvesting
harvesting
of agricultural crops.
crops. This is
is a pennit
permit issued annually
annually by
the State
by the
State Forestry
Forestry Department
Department field
field
offices
charge. Permittees are subject
subject to
to certain requirements
requirements in
of fies or the Salem office without charge.
to operating during the closed fire
fire season;
season; fire
fire tools
tools and
and equipment
equipment required
required by
by law
law are
are
regard to
to periodic
periodic inspection.
inspection.
subject to
Permit
for Commercial Purposes
Perndt to Harvest Timber for
is required
required for
for any
any person who harvests
harvests or
or causes
causes to
to be
be harvested
harvested any
any timber
timber or
or
This permit is
other forest tree products
products for commercial purposes,
purposes, except
except on
on federally
federally owned
owned lands.
lands. This is
is
annual permit
permit issued by the State Forester,
Forester, in
in conjunction with
with the
the permit
permit to
to operate
operate
also an annual
power-driven machinery wherever and whenever that
that permit applies.
applies. Where harvesting is
is being
done for the purpose of
use, the
the landowner
landowner must sign
sign the
the permit
permit
of clearing land for nonforest use,
application.
Permit to Harvest
Harvest Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Forest Tree Products
State Forester issues
issues permits for
for harvesting
harvesting Christmas
Christmas trees,
trees, tree
tree branches,
branches, tree
tree cones,
cones,
The State
or other miscellaneous forest
forest tree
tree products.
products. This is a simplified
simplified version of
of the
the Conservation
Conservation
Harvesting Permit
Permit designed
designed so
so that
that it
it can
can be
be obtained
obtained from
from field
field offices
offices nearest
nearest the
the harvesting
harvesting
issued for the
the calendar
calendar year.
year. The permittee must certify that
that he has permission
permission
area.
It is issued
the landowner to harvest the products specified,
specified, and the
the landowner
landowner receives
receives aa copy
copy of
of the
the
from the
permit.
perndt.
Clearing Permit
Permit
Right-of-Way Clearing
Before clearing forest land
land for
for any
any right-of-wayright-of-way (highway,
(highway, railroad,
railroad, power line,
line, telephone3
telephone,
etc.), where clearing would constitute a fire
fire hazard,
hazard, aa general description
description of
of the
the right-of-way
right-of-way
etc.),
must be filed
filed with
with the
the State
State Forester.
Forester. He will then
then issue
issue aa permit
permit detailing
detailing the
the precautionary
precautionary
conditions and manner under which the clearing must be done.
done. The permit
permit is
is valid
valid-until
until termitermithe State
State Forester.
Forester.
nated by the

E. R.
Department, is
is administrator of the
the Oregon
Oregon
R. Manock,
Manock, Staff
Staff Forester,
Forester, Oregon State Forestry Department,
Forest Conservation Act
Small Tract Optional Tax Law.
Law.
Act and the Western
Western Oregon Small
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Sawmill
Permit
Sawmill Construction Permit
The State
State Forester issues
issues permits
permits for
for construction
construction or
or installation
installation of
of any
any mill or
or plant
plant for
for
manufacture of forest products within one-eighth mile of forest
manufacture
forest land.
land. This permit specifies
specifies the
the
requirements which must
the spread
spread of fire from
from the
the mill or plant
plant or
or
requirements
must be met for prevention of the
from refuse from
from it.
it. The
is relocated
The forest
forest officer
officer must
must be notified
notified whenever
whenever the
the mill
mill or
or plant
plant is
or altered in any way that might
might affect the
the requirements stated in
in the permit.
permit.
Permit to Harvest from Classified Reforestation Land

This permit must
must be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the State
State Tax
TaxCoimnission.
Commission. Applications
Applications may be obtained
from State
State Tax Commission field
offices, or
or from the
Property Tax Division,
Division, State
State Tax Commission,
Commission,
field offices,
the Property
State Forestry Department field
supply of
of the
the application
application
Salem. State
field offices
offices usually
usually maintain
maintain a.
a. supply
forms,
which may be
be obtained
obtained at
at the
the time
time of
of securing
Harvesting Permit.
Permit.
forms, which
securing the
the Conservation Harvesting
Log Brands
LOR

Logs,
Logs, poles,
poles, piling,
piling, and other forest
fbrest products into
into which a tree
tree may be cut before being
must be
be branded
branded with
with aa registered
registered brand
brand before
before being
being transported
any railroad
manufactured must
transported on any
dumped into
any waters
waters of
of Oregon,
Oregon, except
except that
east of
of the
Cascades the brand
brand
or public
public road,
road, or dumped
into any
that east
the Cascades
is optional. Brands must
must be registered with the State Forester at
at the beginning of each fiveyear renewal period.
period. There is
is a $5 registration
registration fee.
fee. The next expiration date for brands will
be December 31,
may be
be renewed between October 1
31, 1971
31, 1971;
1971; they
they may
1 and Jecember 31,
1971 for the next
next
five-year period.
period.

Slash Disposal
Annual disposal
disposal of
of slashings
slashings is
fire protection districts,
districts, unless
unless relieved
relieved
Annual
is required within fire
by the
Forester, wherever
wherever harvesting operations have created a fire hazard.
hazard.
the State Forester,

Burning Permits
Dur:ing
the closed
closed fire
fire season,
season, burning
burning permits
permits must
must be
be secured
secured from the fire protection
During the
district or rural fire district.
district
district. These permits are
are subject
subject to.suspension
to suspension by the
the State
State Fire
Marshal when advised
advised by the
the State
State Sanitary Authority that
that weather conditions will restrict smoke
must be
be obtained from the county courts
courts to
not in fire
fire
dispersion. Permission must
to burn on lands
lands not
protection districts or rural
rural fire
fire districts.
districts.

Fire Tools and Extinguisher for
for Trucks
Trucks
During the closed fire season trucks driven over roads
roads through forest
forest land (except
(except county
roads and state highways) must have
have aa shovel,
shovel, axe,
axe, and
and fire
fire extinguisher.
extinguisher. The State Forestry
is the
the enforcing
enforcing agency.
agency.
Department is
Transportation of
of Christmas
Christmas Trees
Trees

sale.

Any person transporting
transporting more than five coniferous trees
trees on public roads must have a bill of
Peace officers are
are responsible
responsible for
for enforcement.
enforcement.

Public Utilities Commission
Commission Permits
Permits

Forest products grown on farm
farm woodlands may be transported
transported by the
the owner using farm
farm plates,
plates,
except for
for the
the following:
following: (1)
(1) poles
poles and
and piling
piling over
over 30
30 inches
inches in
in circumference;
circumference; (2)
(2) logs
logs over
over
8 feet
feet 6 inches long;
long; and (3)
(3) logs
logs between 8 feet 6 inches
inches and 16 feet 6 inches
inches on
on trucks
trucks over
16,000 pounds gross
16,000
gross weight.
weight.
for transportation of
of the
Permits must be obtained from
from the
the Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Cotnmission
Commission for
the
products just
of Motor
Motor Transportation Code are furnished
request by the
just described.
described. Copies
Copies of
furnished upon request
same Commission.

Safety
Workmen's Compensation Board.
Board.
Oregon safety laws
laws are now administered by a new agency,
agency, the Workmen's
Safety representatives
representatives inspect
all places
places of
of employment
employment for
for compliance
compliance with
with the
the law.
Safety
inspect all
law. Copies of
of
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Safety Code
Code for
for Logging"
Logging" are
are available
available from
from the
the Workmen's
Workmen's Compensation
Compensation Board,
Board, Labor
Labor and
and IndusIndus"Safety
Employers must
must have workmen's
workmen's compensation insurance
tries
insurance coverage.
coverage.
97310.
tries Building,
Building, Salem
Farmers
were exempt
exempt from
from this
this until
until January
January 1,
1, 1968,
1968, but
but after
after that
that date
date are
are required
required to
Farmers were
to comply
unless
unless their
their annual payroll is
is under
under $1,500.
$1,500.
Hauling Permits

Except when
when using
using farmer
farmer plates,
plates, permits
permits may
may be
be required
required when
when hauling
hauling forest
forest products
products over
over
Except
state highways,
highways, county roads,
state
roads, and city streets.
streets. The State
State Highway Department issues
issues permits
permits for
for
state highways;
highways; county
county courts
courts or
or road departments have jurisdiction
state
jurisdiction on
on county
county roads;
roads; city
city authorauthority covers
covers permit
permit issuance
issuance for
ity
for city streets.
streets.

Liability
Liability Insurance
Transportation of
forest products
Transportation
of forest
products on
on farmer
farmer plates
plates is
is subject
subject to
to the
the same
same financial
financial responresponsibility
The Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission requires
requires liability
sibility requirements as
as all motor vehicles.
vehicles. The
liability
insurance, however,
however, if
if forest
forest products
products are to be transported under its
insurance,
its plates.
plates.
Taxes
Tax forms
forms for the
the Forest Products Harvest
Harvest Tax
Tax are
are mailed
mailed quarterly
quarterly by
by the
the State
State Tax
Tax CoinmisCommission
each holder
holder of
of a current conservation harvesting permit.
sion to
to each
permit. The permit will show
show whether
whether
to the
the A,
A, B,
B, or
or DD rate.
rate. This
This tax finances
finances forest
forest research,
research, emergency
fire
the land is subject to
emergency fire
funds,
and currently includes
funds, and
includes $0.005
$0,005 per M board feet
feet for
for air
air pollution
pollution research.
research.
Products harvested from classified reforestation
reforestation land
land are
are subject
subject to
to aa yield
yield tax
tax of
of l2
12%
Products
percent
percent of
of the stumpage
stumpage value.
value. Forms are mailed
semiannually to
to each holder
mailed semiannually
holder of
of aa reforestation
reforestation
harvesting permit
permit by the
harvesting
the State Tax Commission,
Commission, Property Tax Division. This tax must be paid
within 30
after each June
June 30
30 and
and December
December 31
31 on
on all
all products
products harvested
harvested in
in the
the previous
previous six
six
30 days
days after
months.
On or before March 3 of each year following
following harvest of
of forest
forest products,
products, the
the owner
owner must
must file
file
a report
report of
of timber
timber harvested during the preceding calendar year (unless
(unless the
the land
land is
is classified
classified
reforestation
or is
reforestation land
land or
is under the Western Oregon Small
Small Tract Optional Tax
Tax Law).
Law). An additional
tax is
computed and a Notice of
is computed
of Additional Tax Due is
is sent
sent by
by the
the county
county tax
tax collector.
collector.

Land classified under the
the Western Oregon Small Tract Optional
Optional Tax
Tax Law
Law is
is subject
subject to
to an
an annual
annual
Statement of
of Corttinuing
Continuing Eligibility,
1 by the State
State Forester
Forester to
to all
all
Statement
Eligibility, mailed
mailed annually
annually around
around June
June 1
certified owners.
owners.
Eastern Oregon Severance Tax payments are
are to
to be made to
to the
the State
State Tax
Tax Commission
Commission on
on or
or before
before
the last
last day
day of
of October,
October, January,
the
January, April,
April, and
and July.
July. All private timber
timber in
in eastern
eastern Oregon
Oregon except
except
that
lands is
is subject
subject to
to this
this tax.
tax.
that on
on classified
classified reforestation lands
Permit
Remove Material
Material from Streams
Permit to
to Remove
A permit
must be obtained from
permit must
from the
the Division of State
State Lands
Lands to
to remove
remove materials
materials (rock,
(rock, sand,
sand,
gravel,
etc.) from waters
waters of
gravel, etc.)
of the state,
state, unless the
the amount of material involved
involved is
is less
less than
than 50
50
cubic yards.
yards. The purpose of this
this requirement is
is to
to protect
protect the
the water resources,
resources, including
including water
water
for various
various uses,
uses, spawning
spawning areas
areas for
for game
game and
and food
food fish,
fish, recreation and
values.
for
and other related values.
Contact
Director, Division of State Lands,
Contact the
the Director,
Lands, Agriculture Building,
Building, Salem
Salem
97310 for
for information
97310
relating to
to this 1967
1967 law.
law. Applications must be submitted with a map and
and $25
$25 fee;
fee; this
this applicaapplication is
is then
then sent
sent by
by the
the Division
Division of
of State
State Lands
Lands to
to the
the Fish
Fish Commission,
Commission, Sanitary Authority,
tion
Authority, Game
Commission,
Commission, Soil
Soil and Water Conservation Committee,
Committee, area planning commissions (if
(if applicable),
applicable), and
and
State Highway
Highway Department (if
State
(if bridges
bridges are
are involved).
involved). Each agency
agency will review
review the
the application
application and
and
specify steps
steps which
which will
will meet
meet the
the objectives
objectives of
of this
this conservation measure.
measure. Permits
specify
Permits are renewable
without charge.
charge.

Fishway Laws
Oregon has
has state
state laws
operations that may be adjacent to
Oregon
laws affecting
affecting the
the harvesting operations
to streams,
streams,
particularly those
those in
in which
which migratory
migratory fish
fish occur.
occur.
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It
illegal to
to maintain any
such as
as a
a dam across
It is
is illegal
any artificial
artificial obstruction
obstruction such
across aa stream
stream in
in which
which
anadromdus
anadromous fish
fish occur
occur without
without providing
providing an
an adequate
adequate fishway.
fishway. Fishways must be
be kept
kept in
in good
good repair
repair
at
at all times.
times.
A permit must be obtained from
from the
the Fish Commission
Commission for
for any
any underwater blasting.
blasting.
to the
the Fish
Fish Commission
Commission at
at least
least two
two weeks
weeks before
before the
the planned
planned blasting.
blasting.
must be made to

Applications

Logging debris
debris must
must not
not be
be placed
placed in
in stream
stream beds.
beds. The
recommends highly
the
The Fish Commission recommends
highly the
strips consisting of vegetative cover left
left on each side of a stream for its
its
protection of buffer strips
protection during and
and after
after logging
logging or
or road
road building
building operations.
operations.
information concerning fishway laws
laws is
is available on request from the
the Oregon Fish
Detailed information
Commission,
307 State Office Building,
Building, 1400
1400 S.
Commission, 307
S. W.
W. 5th
5th Avenue,
Avenue, Portland
97201.

PRECAUTIONS

Sale Contracts
Contracts
Timber Sale
A written contract
contract or
or agreement
agreement between
between buyer
buyer and
andseller
sellerisisstrongly
stronglyreconunended.
recommended. It
It should
specify all
all the terms and conditions of
Helpful suggestions
may be
be found
found in
specify
of the
the transaction.
transaction. Helpful
suggestions may
the chapter entitled
entitled "Marketing
"Marketing Timber
Timber and
and Its.
Its Products," page
page l.7.
l.~7.
Rights-of-Way
If direct
direct access
access to
to public
public roads
roads is
is not
not available,
available, it
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to obtain
obtain permission
permission
If
or, in
of other owners.
owners. This should be by written agreements,
agreements, easement,
easement, or,
to cross the property of
right-of-way.
some cases,
cases, purchase of right-of-way.

Fire Protection
In addition to
to those requirements
requirements that
that may be imposed during the closed fire season by the
State Foriester,
Forester, it
it is
is wise
wise to
to have
have fire
fire extinguishers
extinguishers and
and other
other equipment
equipment to
to protect
protect machinery
machinery
State
in
the spread
spread of
of fire.
fire.
in use
use and prevent the
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Taxes on
Taxes
on Forest
Forest Land
Land and
and Timber
Timber in
in Oregon
Roberi: F.
F. Keniston
„
Robert
2
Charles
Jr.
Charles F.
F. Sutherland,
Sutherlan, Jr.
Charles W.
W. Dane
PROPERTY TAXATION
TAXATION OF
OF FORESTS
FORESTS AND
AND FOREST
FOREST LAND
LAND4
GENERAL PROPERTY

The forest
forest tax laws
laws passed in
in 1961
1961 make
the ponderosa pine
make aa special
special distinction
distinction between
between the
pine
region
and the
the Douglas-fir region
region of
of Western
Western Oregon.
Oregon. The dividing line
line
region in Eastern Oregon and
between
between the
the two
two areas
areas runs
runs along
along the
the western
western boundary
boundary of
of Wasco,
Wasco, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Deschutes,
Deschutes, and
and
Klamath Counties. The Eastern Oregon Timber
(ORS.321.405)5 applies
Timber Severance
Severance Tax
Tax (ORS.32l.405)5
applies to
to forest
forest land
land
and timber east of
of this
this line.
line. The Western Oregon Ad Valorem Timber Tax (ORS.321.605)
(ORS.321.605) and the
Western Oregon
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Timber
Timber Tax
Tax (ORS.321.705)
(ORS.321.705) apply
apply to forest
forest land
land and
Oregon Small
and timber
timber
of the
the line.
line.
west of
6
WESTERN OREGON AD VALOREM TAX
TAX6
(ORS.321.605 to 321.608)
All forest
forest property
property in Western
All
Western Oregon
Oregon except
except that
that under
under the
the Forest
Forest Fee
Fee and
and Yield
Yield Tax,
Tax, the
the
Small
Tax, or lands exempted from
from taxation,
taxation, is
is taxed
taxed under
under this
this law.
law. The princiSmall Tract
Tract Optional Tax,
ples
are established
established for
for determining
determining
ples of
of general
general property
property taxation
taxation are
are followed,
followed, but
but special/rules
specialrules are
the
true cash
timber, for assessment purposes (ORS.321.620).
(ORS.321.620). The law applies only to
to
the true
cash value of
of timber,
land
of the summit
summit of the Cascade Mountains.
Mountains.
land and
and timber
timber west
west of
Classification
Private land bearing forest
forest growth held for
for or used for
for forest
forest production
production is
is taxed
taxed under
under
this
law unless
and Yield Tax
Tax or
or under
under the
the Western
Western
this law
unless specifically classified under the Forest
Forest Fee and
Oregon Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax.
Tax. Land classed
classed as
as reforestation
reforestation land
land under
under the
the Forest
Forest Fee
Fee and
and
(ORS.321.255) is
is not
not subject
subject to
to the
the Western Oregon
Oregon Ad
Ad Valorem
Valorem (Forest
(Forest Property)
Property)
Yield Tax Law (ORS.321.255)
Tax,
Tax, unless specially
specially declassified
declassified (ORS.321.295).
(ORS.321.295).
A "tract
"tract" is
in this
this law
law as
forest land
land and timber managed as
as aa unit, "even
"even
is defined
defined in
as all
all forest
though its
contiguous, are not
county, or do not
not have the
the same
same owner."
owner."
though
its parts
parts are not
not contiguous,
not in the same county,
Furthermore,
forest land
land and
and timber
timber in
in the
the same
same ownership
ownership in
in aa county
county is
is aa "tract'
"tract" even
even
Furthermore, all forest
though it
it is
is not part
part of
of aa management
management unit.
unit. Either
Either of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing definitions
definitions applies
applies even
even
though
the right
timber on a tract
tract belongs to
to another
another owner
owner and
and may,
may,
though the
the timber
timber or
or the
right to
to harvest
harvest timber

Robert
Robert F.
F. Keniston is
is Professor
Professor of
of Forest
Forest Management
Management in the School of Forestry, Oregon
Oregon State
State
For several
years he
he has
has been active in
University,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Oregon. For
several years
in the
the field
field of
of forest
forest
University, Corvallis,
taxation.
2
Charles F.
is Associate
teaching forest
forest economics
economics
2Charles
F. Sutherland,
Sutherland, Jr.
Jr. is
Associate Professor
Professor of
of Forest
Forest Management teaching
in the
the School of
of Fo.restry,
Forestry, Oregon
Corvallis, Oregon.
Oregon. After 5 years of
of forest
forest
in
Oregon State
State University,
University, Corvallis,
research
industry, he transferred
transferred to
to the Lake States Forest Experiment Station,
Station, Forest
research in
in private
private industry,
Service. While there,
there, he
he engaged
engaged in
in aa study
study of
of taxation
taxation and
and ownership.
ownership. He came to Oregon State
State
in 1959.
1959. Dr.
the original article
article for
for this
this edition
edition of
of the
the handbook.
handbook.
Dr. Sutherland revised the
3
Charles W.
is Professor
Business Management
Technology,
3Charles
W. Dane
Dane is
Professor of
of Business
Management in the School of Business and Technology,
State University.
University. He formerly
formerly taught
taught courses involving income
income tax
tax on
on forest
forest properties.
properties.
Oregon State
4
Portions of this
this manuscript on forest
forest property taxation
taxation were
were reviewed
reviewed by
by the
the Oregon
Oregon State
State ForFor4Portions
estry
and the
the Oregon
Oregon State
State Tax
Tax Commission.
Commission.
estry Department
Department and
ORS numbers
to "Oregon Revised Statutes."
Statutes." All
All property tax
tax laws
laws summarized
summarized in
in this
this
50R5
numbers refer
refer to
article
"Laws Relating to
to Assessment and Taxation,
Taxation, 1967,"
1967," Oregon State
State Tax
Tax ComComarticle are
are included in "Laws
mission,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon.
mission, Salem,
6This
law is
is merely
merely the
This law
the general
general property
to forest
lands and timber.
timber. Although
property tax
tax as
as applied
applied to
forest lands
it is
is specifically
tax, the yield tax
tax under the
the Forest Fee and
and Yield
Yield Tax
Tax
it
specifically called an "ad valorem"
valorem" tax,
Law,
the Eastern Oregon Severance Tax are
are all
all ad
ad valorem
valorem taxes.
taxes.
Law, the
the Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax,
Tax, and the
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therefore, be
be included in
therefore,
in the
the "tract".of
"tract" of another
another owner.
owner. This is
is an
an important
important assessment
assessment proceprocedure because owners
owners harvesting their
their old-growth timber
timber at
at a rate which indicates
indicates a harvest
harvest period
period
longer than
than 30
30 years
years receive a lower
longer
lower assessment
assessment on
on this
this timber
timber than
than those
those harvesting
harvesting more
more rapidly.
rapidly.
Therefore,
it is
is important
important that
all old-growth timber
timber under
or in one management
Therefore, it
that all
under one
one ownership or
unit be considered as
as aa unit to
to calculate
calculate this
this harvest
harvest period.
period.
Assessment Procedure

Land: Each year the State Tax Commission determines
determines the market value (true
(true cash value)
value) of
forest
in every
every county
county as
as of
of January
January 1,
1, and
and submits
submits these
these values
values to
to the
the county
county assessor.
forest land
land in
assessor.
These
These average
average values
values applied
applied to
to forest
forest land
land are
are based
based primarily
primarily on
on studies
studies of
of sales
sales of
of similar
similar
property.
must be valued as forest
As long as forestry is
is the primary use of the area involved,
involved, it
it must

land.
Timber:
1.

For assessment
purposes, all
all timber
timber is
is divided
divided into
into three
three classes:
classes:
ssessment purposes,
Timber over 90 years of age as of August 9,
9, 1961,
1961, is
is classed as
as "old-growth"
"old-growth"

timber.
2.
2.

Timber 12
inches or
or more,
more, diameter
diameter breast
breast high outride
outside bark,
bark, but
but not
not old-growth
Timber
12 inches
timber
timber as
as defined above,
above, is classed as
as "young-growth"
"young-growth" timber.
timber. No timber reaching 90
years of age after 1961
years
1961 will be classed
classed as
as old-growth.
old-growth.
outside bark,
bark, diameter
diameter breast
breast high,
high, is
is classed
classed as
as
3. Timber less than 12
12 inches.
inches, outside
3.
"reproduction."
Reproduction is exempt from
from taxation
taxation unless
unless harvested.
harvested. In the year of harvest, trees
trees
of this
true cash value
value for
for assessment
assessment purposes
purposes of
of 100
percent of
of their
this class
class will bear a true
100 percent
their
immediate harvest value.7
value 7

Except
its harvest
Except in its
harvest year,
year, the
the true
true cash
cash value
value of
of young-growth
young-growth timber
timber is
is 30
30 percent
percent of
of its
its
immediate harvest value.
value. In its
its harvest year,
year, its
its true
true cash
cash value
value is
is 100
100 percent
percent of
of its
its immeimmediate harvest value.
Until harvested, the
the true
true cash
cash value
value of
of old-growth
old-growthtimber
timberwill
willbebe3030percent
percentofofits
itsimineimmeharvest value,
value, if
if the
the owner's
owner's harvest
harvest rate
rate for
for the
the last
last 33 years
years indicates
indicates that
that his
his old
old
diate harvest
growth will be depleted in
If the
of harvest
harvest indicates
his oldoldin 30
30 years
years or
or less.
less. If
the rate
rate of
indicates that
that his
growth timber will
will be
be depleted
depleted in
in more
more than
than 30
30 years,
years, its
its true
true cash
cash value
value will
will be
be 25
25 percent"
percent8 of
of
the immediate harvest value.
the
value.
their harvest
harvest year,
year, both
both youngyoung- and
and old-growth
old-growth timber
timber are
are assessed
assessed upon
upon aa true
true cash
cash value
value
In their
100 percent of their
their immediate
immediate harvest
harvest value.
value. The assessment of either young-growth or oldof 100
growth timber
timber is
growth
is determined in
in two
two parts:
parts:

1.
1, it
it is
is assessed
assessed undistinguished
timber on the
the basis
On January 1,
undistinguished from other standing timber
basis of
of
1.
a true cash value of either
either 25
25 or
or 30
30 percent
percent of
of immediate
immediate harvest
harvest value.
value.
the year
year following
following harvest,
harvest, after
after the
the actual
actual quantity
quantity harvested
harvested has
has been
been determined
determined
2.
In the
2.
harvest reports,
reports, an additional assessment
from harvest
assessment is
is made
made on
on that
that timber.
timber. This
is based
This is
based on a
true
true cash
cash value
value of
of either
either 75
75 or
or 70
70 percent
percent of
of its
its immediate
immediate harvest
harvest value
value for
for the
the harvest
harvest
year.

7

7"Ininediate
harvest value
value of
of timber
timber or
or reproduction
reproduction means
means the
the amount
amount that
that it
it would
would sell
sell for
for at
"Immediate harvest
at a
voluntary sale
sale made in
in the
the ordinary
ordinary course
course of
of business
business for
for purposes
purposes of
of immediate
immediate harvest.
harvest. It
should be
be determined by a method which will make
should
make reasonable
reasonable and
and adequate
adequate allowances
allowances for
for species,
species,
quality,
defect and
breakage, stand density,
cost of
of removal,
removal, assessibility
quality, volume,
volume, age,
age, disease,
disease, defect
and breakage,
density, cost
assessibility
to point
point of
of conversion,
conversion, topography
topography of
of the
the site
site and
and surrounding
surrounding country,
country, and
and all
all other
other relevant
relevant
to
(ORS.321.605)
factors." (ORS.321.605)
Q

8After
After 1976,
1976, the
the true
true cash
cash value
value of
of all
all merchantable
merchantable timber
timber is
is 30
30 percent
percent of
of its
its inmiediate
immediate harvest
value.
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Each year standing timber
every county
county is
is appraised by the State Tax Commistimber (and
(and land)
land) in
in every
harvest value and
sion
(ORS .321.b22)? These appraisals
appraisals establish the
the immediate harvest
and true
true cash
cash value
value
sion (ORS.32l.b22)2
must also
growing timber
timber as
as of
of January
January 1.
1. The Commission
Commission must
also furnish the assessor with the
the imimof growing
mediate harvest
harvest value for
for timber
timber cut
cut in
in the
the preceding
preceding year.
year.
volumes of timber
The volumes
timber harvested are
are derived
derived from
from the
the owner's
owner's annual
annual reports.
reports. The owner is
is
required
required to
to file
file an
an annual
annual report
report with
with the
the county
county assessor
assessor before
before March
March 33 if
if merchantable
merchantable timber
timber
was removed in
in the
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year.
year. The county assessor
assessor has
has report
report forms
forms available.
available. The
was
owner must
must estimate the number
number of
of acres
acres logged
logged and
and the
the percentage
percentage and
and volume
volume by
by species
species of
of mermerIn addition,
addition, where harvesting has
chantable
standing. In
has occurred
occurred in
in rerechantable timber
timber harvested or left standing.
production or
or young-growth
young-growth stands
stands containing
containing mixtures
mixtures of
of trees
trees below
below and
and above
above 12
12 inches
inches diameter
diameter
production
breast
breast high,
high, actual volumes or
or other
other listings
listings of
of the
the kinds
kinds and
and amounts
amounts of
of material
material harvested
harvested must
must
This report
reported. This
report is used to
to determine the
the additional
additional tax
tax due.
due.
be reported.

First, the
Under this
this law
law the
the owner
owner must
must also
also furnish
furnish the
the assessor
assessor some
some additional
additional reports.
reports. First,
assessor
for aa permit
permit to
to harvest
harvest timber
timber for
for comcomassessor must
must receive a signed copy of the application for
mercial
purposes, issued
issued by
by the
the State
State Forestry
Forestry Department
Department under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Conservation
Conservation
mercial purposes,
Also, by January 11 of
be filed
filed before
before any
any timber
timber or
or reproduction
reproduction is
is harvested.
harvested. Also,
of
This must be
Act.
each year (through
(through 1976))
1976), such
such owners as
as have
have previously
previously submitted
submitted descriptions
descriptions of
of their
their forest
forest
lands and
and timber
timber tracts
tracts (under
ORS.321.635) must
must prepare for
lands
(under ORS.321.635)
for the
the assessor,
assessor, aa description
description of
of
additions thereto or deletions therefrom
therefrom as
as of
of the
the preceding
preceding December
December 1,
1, or
or aa statement
statement that
that the
the
additions
tract
tract is
is unchanged if he wishes to
to claim
claim the
the 25
25 percent
percent rate
rate for
for his
his old-growth
old-growth timber.
timber.

All land and
and timber
timber must be
be assessed
assessed at
at 100
100 percent
percent of
of its
its true
true cash
cash value.
value.
owner desiring that
that his
land be
An owner
his land
be designated
designated as
as "forest
"forest land"
land" and
and not
not at
at aa value
value for
for some
some
higher or
or better use may apply "to the
higher
the county
county assessor
assessor on
on or
or before
before April
April 11 following
following the
the assessassessthe assessment
assessment based
ment date on which the
based thereon
thereon is
is first
first desired,"
desired," or
or 20
20 days
days after
after being
being notified
notified
that
that its
its valuation has been increased,
increased, or by December 15
15 of
of the
the year
year of
of increased
increased assessment
assessment if
if
Forms can be obtained at the
he does
does not receive such
such notice.
notice. Forms
the county assessor's
assessor's office.
office.
Land designated as
as forest
forest land
land may be
be removed
removed from
from such
such designation
designation by
by the
the owner
owner notifying
notifying
the assessor,
assessor, by sale or transfer to aa new owner,
owner, by sale to
to an
an ownership exempt
exempt from
from ad
ad valorem
valorem
the
property taxation,
taxation, and by removal by the
property
the assessor when he finds
finds the
the land
land is
is no
no longer
longer forest
forest land.
land.
Upon removal
removal of
of designation,
Upon
designation, an
an additional tax is
is due for
for the
the past 55 years
years based
based on
on comparable
comparable
taxes
which could have been paid on such land if it
taxes which
it had not been designated
designated as
as forest
forest land.
land. An
interest
charge of
of 6
interest charge
6 percent
percent per year is also levied
levied on the
the additional
additional tax
tax paid.
paid. However,
no ininHowever, no
crease is
is to
to be
be levied for the years prior to the tax year 1968-69.
crease
1968-69.
Treatment
Tax Treatment
Forest land
land and
and timber,
timber, including
including timber
timber cut
cut in
in the
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year,
year, are
are taxed
taxed at
at the
the
rates applied
applied to
rates
to the
the assessed value of similarly located property.
property. The assessed
assessed value of
of forest
forest
land
and timber
timber is
land and
is based on its
its true cash value as of January 1.
1. True cash values (assessed
(assessed
values) are
are determined in the manner indicated in the previous section.
values)
section. The current local
local tax
tax
rate for
for the^fiscal
thfiscal year,
rate
year,times
timesthe
theassessed
assessed value
value of
of land,
land, standing
standing timber,
timber, and
and harvested
harvested timber
timber
(if applicable),
applicable), gives the tax
(if
tax the
the owner
owner must
must pay.
pay. The tax collector usually
usually mails the
the notice
notice of
of
taxes
taxes due on land and
and standing
standing timber
timber by
by November
November 1.
1. Notices of the
the additional
additional tax
tax required
required for
for
harvested
as soon as possible after March 3.
3.
harvested timber
timber are mailed as
As with other property,
As
property, taxes on forest
forest land
land and
and standing
standing timber
timber are
are due
due November
November 15.
15. If
paid in full by this
this date,
date, aa 3-percent
3-percent discount
discount applies.
applies. However,
elect to
to pay
pay
However, a taxpayer may elect
full quarterly payments
full
payments on the 15th of November,
November, February,
February, May,
May, and August.
August. The additional tax
tax
on timber
harvested and
timber harvested
and properly recorded is
is due on the "next fifteenth of the
the month occurring
occurring
after
period of
of 30
30 days
days has
has elapsed from the date of entry on the tax
after a period
tax rolls." (ORS.321.665)

9

9The
Timber Section of
of the Commission's
Commission's Valuation Division performs the
The Timber
the appraisals.
appraisals. This
This Section
employs aa number
number of
of professionally trained foresters
employs
foresters who make state-wide timber
timber inventories
inventories and
and
appraisals.
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Delinquency
Reports:
Late cutting reports bear a penalty of $5 per calendar week if
if filed
filed between
March 33 and the first
first meeting of the
the County
County Board
Board of Equalization on the
the second
second Monday in
in May.
May.
After
period, the
the owner
owner must
must pay
week up
up to
of $100
After that
that period,
pay $10 per
per week
to a
a maximum total penalty of
$100 for
failing to
to file
file aa report.
report.

Taxes: Delinquent taxes
taxes on
on forest
forest land
land and
and standing
standing timber
timber are
are subject
subject to
to the
the same
same interest,
interest,
penalty and
and tax liens that
that apply to
to other delinquent
delinquent ad valorem taxes.
taxes. Delinpenalty
and cost
cost charges,
charges, and
Delinquent taxes
taxes on
on harvested
harvested timber
timber are
are aa lien
lien "on
"on the
the timber
timber harvested,
harvested, on
on the
the product
product thereof,
thereof, and
and
quent
on all
of the owner thereof,
all personal
personal property of
thereof, and may be charged and enforced against
against the real
property of the owner."
Appeal
An Gwner
owner disagreeing
disagreeing with the assessment
assessment on his
his forest
forest land and standing timber may appeal
which convenes
convenes on
on the
the second
second Monday
Monday in
in May.
May. The assessor
assessor
to the County Board of Equalization, which
has
necessary forms
required by the Board
of Equalization to
has the necessary
forms required
Board of
to file
file an appeal.
appeal. This Board's
Board's
to the
State Tax Commission,)
to the
decision may be
be appealed to
the State
Commission, thence to
the Oregon Tax Court,
Court, and from
there
State Supreme Court.
Court.
there to
to the
the State
owner appealing
appealing his
his assessment
assessnent for
for harvested
harvested timber
timber must
must file
file his
his written
written objection
objection with
with
An owner
the
State Tax
Tax Commission
Commission within
within 30
30 days
days of
of the
the mailing
nailing date
date or
or de.
de. '.very
very date
date of
of the
the notice
notice of
of
the State
additional taxes due.
due. The Commission's decision may be appealed to the
the Oregon Tax Court and
Court. If the true cash value of the harvested timber does not exceed $25,000,
$25,000, the
the
State Supreme Court.
owner
owner may
nay appeal
appeal the
the assessor's
assessor's notice
notice of
of additional
additional tax
tax due,
due, directly
directly to
to the
the small
small claims
claims dividivithe Oregon
Oregon Tax
Tax Court.
Court.
sion of the

SEVERANCE TAX
EASTERN OREGON SEVERANCE
(ORS.321.405 to
to 321.530)
321.530)
(ORs.321.405

tax1° on timber in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the ad
ad valorem
valorem property
property tax.
tax.
The law extablishes a severance tax
The ad valorem tax
tax (general
(general property
property tax)
tax) on
on forest
forest lands
lands is
is retained.
retained.

Classification
All owners
owners of
of private tinber
the provisions
provisions
All
timber in Eastern Oregon are automatically
automatically subject
subject to
to the
of
this law,
law, except
lands under
of this
except those
those owning
owning timberland
timberland classified
classified as
as reforestation
reforestation lands
under the
the proviprovisions of
(known as
as the
the Forest
Forest Fee
Fee and
and Yield
Yield Tax).
Tax). However,
However, land
land and timber
timber classed
sions
of ORS.321.255 (known
as
reforestation land
land may
may be
be declassified
declassified (ORS.321.295),
and thereafter
thereafter be
be subject
subject to
to the
the proviprovias reforestation
(0RS.321.295), and
sions of
Severance Tax.
Tax.
sions
of the Eastern Oregon Timber Severance
Allother timber
timber or
or timberland
timberland exempt
exempt from
from the
the ad
ad valorem
valorem property
property tax
tax is
is also
also exempt
exempt from
Alt other
the severance
severance tax imposed by this
the
this law.
law.
Assessment Procedure

Land: True cash values for forest
forest land
land are established
Land:
for comparable
comparable land.
land. "True cash value of all
all property,
property, real
for
the assessment
assessment date
date (January
(January 1)."
1)." The county assessor
assessor is
is
of the
market value of
of forest
forest land.
land.

primarily on the basis of sales
sales data
and
and personal,
personal, means market value as
responsible for
for determining the

Timber: On or
Tax Commission
Commission (hereafter
(hereafter referred
referred to
to as
or before
before July
July 11 each
each year,
year, the
the State
StateTax
the "Commission") titust
determinethe
theimmediate
immediateharvest
harvest value
value of
of all
all timber
timber subject
subject to
must determine
to the severharvest value"
value" means the amount that each species
or
imposed by
by this
this law.
law. "Immediate harvest
species or
ance tax imposed
subclassification of
of timber
of
timber would sell
sell for at
at a voluntary sale made in the ordinary course of

This law refers to the
the tax
tax on
on timber
timber as
as aa "severance"
"severance" tax.
tax. As the
the tax
tax is
is levied
levied in
in lieu of the
10Thi
ad valorem property tax,
tax, it
it properly
properly should
should be
be called
called aa "yield"
"yield" tax.
tax.
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Allowance must
must be made for "age,
business for purposes of immediate
immediate harvest.
harvest. Allowance
"age, size,
size, quality,
quality,
business
growing conditions,
conditions, cost
cost of
of removal,
removal, accessibility
accessibility to
to point
point of
of conversion,
conversion, market
market conditions,
conditions, and
and
growing
all
factors." (ORS.321.430)
all other relevant factors."
Immediate harvest
harvest values
values as
as determined
determined are
are published
published annually
annually for
for each
each county
county on a thousandImmediate
thousandboard-foot basis using the
the Schribner
Schribner Decimal-C
Decimal-C rule
rule or
or equivalent
equivalent measurement.
measurement.
Tax Treatment

Land: Tax on land is
is computed in
in the
the same
same manner as
as on
on any
any other
other real
real property.
property. The
The true
The tax rate
rate (in
percent) for
fiscal year,
year, times
cash
the assessed
assessed value.
value. The
(in percent)
for the
the fiscal
times the
the
cash value is the
assessed value,
value, gives
gives the tax the owner must pay.
assessed
pay.
If
is made in full
full by November 15,
15, aa 3-percent
3-percent discount
discount applies.
applies. However,
However, as with
If payment
payment is
other property,
property, a taxpayer
taxpayer may elect to
to pay
pay full
full quarterly
quarterly payments
payments on.November
on November 15,
15, February
February 15,
15,
May 15,
15, and August
August 15.
15.
In Eastern
Timber:
Eastern Oregon,
Oregon, timber
timber being
being harvested
harvested is
is subject
subject to
to aa severance
severance tax
tax of
of 55 percent
percent
of
of its
its immediate
immediate harvest
harvest value.
value.
Payment
Payment is
is due
due quarterly
quarterly on
on or
or before
before October
October 31,
31, January
January 31,
31, April
April 30,
30, and
and July
July 31
31 for
for
all
all timber harvested during the preceding calendar
calendar quarter,
quarter, beginning
beginning July
July 1,
1, 1962.
1962. Thus,
Thus, the tax
on timber harvested between July 11 through
through September
September 30
30 would
would be
be paid
paid by
by October
October 31.
31.
Owners incurring
less than
than $5
$5 severance
severance tax
tax liability
liability on
on timber
timber in
in any
any calendar
calendar quarter
quarter
Owners
incurring less
are
are excused from payment,
payment, but must file aa quarterly return.
return.

Delinquency
Delinquent
land and
and timber,
timber, plus
plus aa penalty
penalty of
of 10
10 percent
percent of
of the
the deliquent
deliquent tax
tax on
on
Delinquent taxes
taxes on land
timber,
will bear interest at
timber, will
at the rate of two-thirds-of-one-percent
two-thirds-of-one-percent per
per month
month or
or fraction
fraction thereof.
thereof.
Tax deficiencies or delinquencies due to fraud or intent
intent to
to evade
evade the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the law
law carry
carry
of the
the delinquent
delinquent or
or deficient
deficient tax
tax on timber,
a penalty of 100
100 percent'
percent of
timber, plus interest
interest at
at the
the rate
rate
of 1
of
1 percent per month or
or fraction
fraction thereof.
thereof.

The taxes imposed
imposed on timber
timber become aa first
first lien
lien on
on the
the timber
timber and
and timber
timber products
products from
from the
the
time of
of harvest,
harvest, and this
time
this lien follows
follows the timber products through
through any
any conversion
conversion process.
process.
Appeal
The owner may appeal for a revision or refund
refund of any
any tax
tax within
within 20
20 days
days of
of the
the mailing
mailing date
date
of the
the notice of deficiency
of
deficiency or
or delinquency
delinquency by
by filing
filing aa petition
petition with
with the
the Counnission.
Commission. The ComCommission's ruling
ruling may be
be appealed
appealed to
to the
the Oregon
Oregon Tax
Tax Court
Court and
and Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court. If the revision or
refund
does not
not exceed $250
refund does
$250 exclusive of
of interest and penalties,
penalties, an
an appeal
appeal may be
be made
made from
from the
the
Board of
of Equalization to
Board
to the small
small claims division of the
the Oregon Tax Court.
Court.

TRACT OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL TAX
TAX
WESTERN OREGON
OREGON SMALL TRACT
(ORs.321.705
(ORS.321.705 to 321.765)
This law
on the
the ability of the
law provides
provides for
for aa tax
tax on
on forest
forest property
property base,d
based on
the land
land to
to produce
produce
an income from forest
forest production.
production. There is
is no tax
tax specifically
specifically on
on timber.
timber.

Classification
Qualification: To be eligible,
eligible, owners must have aa total
total ownership
ownership of
of not
not more
more than
than 1,000
1,000
acres of
of forest land
acres
land in
in Western
Western Oregon.
Oregon. "Total
includes all
all forest
forest land even though a
"Total ownership"
pwnership' includes
portion is
is ineligible
ineligible for
for classification
classification under
under this
this law;
law; it
it also
also includes
includes "forest
"forest land
land owned
own& by
portion
any corporate
corporate or other group
group owner in which the applicant owner holds aa share
any
share of ownership
ownership of
of 10
10
percent
percent or more."
The land
land must not have "a
"a higher market value for
for other
other than
than forest
forest or
or farm
farm uses."
uses."
ber must be grown according
according to
to 'generally
"generally accepted
accepted principles
principles of
of good
good forestry."
forestry."
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Tim-

Forest land
land may not
not have on it
it timber
timber averaging more than
than 60 years of age,
age, unless the
ownership includes
includes stands
stands of
of substantially
substantially different
different age
age classes.
classes. In that
that case,
case, the
the State
Forester may determine
determine the
the average
average age
age separately for each stand.
stand. An owner classifying a stand
under this
this law
before it
reaches an
years may continue the classification until
under
law before
it reaches
an average age of 60 years
until
the stand
stand reaches 90
the
90 years
years of
of age.
age. All eligible lands
lands must be classified,
classified, but no
no owner may enter
enter
forest
such owner,
forest land under this law
law if
if "such
owner, or any individual having a share in an owner,
owner, has aa
spouse,
spouse, brother,
brother, sister,
sister, ancestor
ancestor or
or lineal
lineal descendant
descendant who
who is
is an
an owner,
owner, or
or holds
holds aa share
share in an
owner, having forest
forest land
land classified
classified under
under the
the Western
Western Oregon
Oregon Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax.'
Tax." Under
owner,
certain circumstances,
circumstances, the
the State
State Forester
Forester may
may grant
grant exceptions
exceptions to
to this
this last
last requirement.
requirement.
certain
Procedure: The owner may apply for
for classification
classification to
to the
the State
State Forester within one
one year
year
after
after acquisition of forest land
land or
or conversion
conversion to
to forest
forest land,
land, whichever
whichever is
is later.
later. Forms preprepared
by the
the State
State Forester
Forester are
are available
available at
the State
State Forester's
Forester's office
office in
in Salem
Salem or
or the
the local
local
pared by
at the
farm forestry offices.
The State Forester examines
examines the land and
and notifies the assessor and the owner within 90
days regarding the land's
days
land's eligibility. For this examination the owner pays $2 for acreages under
100,
100 to
acres, and $7.50 for
for more
more than
than 500
500 acres.
acres.
100, $5
$5 for
for 100
to 500
500 acres,
The owner
owner must file
file with
with the
the State
State Foçester
Forester an
an annual
annual statement
statement of
of continuing
continuing eligieligibility for classification under this
this law.
law.
-I

Declassification

(1)
be declassified
declassified if:
if:
(1) The owner writes the State
State Forester asking
asking to
to have
have his
his
Land will be
land
declassified; or (2)
land declassified;
(2) the State Forester decides
decides that
that the
the forest
forest land
land is
is no
no longer
longer eligible.
eligible.
Assessment Procedure

Land: The State Forester is
is required to furnish
furnisji the assessor with the average site class
for
lands. Site
Site classes
classes for
for all
all forest
forest land
land in
in Western
Western Oregon
Oregon are
are related
related to
to growth
growth
for eligible
eiTible lands.
rates
may, at
at his own initiative
initiative or upon request of the
the
rates for Douglas-fir. The State Forester may,
owner, change the site-class assignment
owner,
assignment if
if investigation
investigation reveals
reveals an
an error.
error.
The assessor
assessor will use the following true cash values
values to appraise the land
land on January 1
1
Site II the date the
the State
State Forester certifies
certifies the
the land:
land: Site
- $80
$80 per acre;
acre; Site
Site II
II -- $60
$60
following the
per
per acre;
acre; Site
Site III
III -- $40
$40 per
per acre;
acre; Site
Site IV
IV -- $15
$15 per
per acre;
acre; Site
Site VV -- $5
$5 per
per acre.
acre.

Timber: The timber
timber is
is exempt from
from ad
ad valorem
valorem taxation.
taxation. The owner must
must apply for a cutting
permit from the
the State
State Forester's
Forester's office,
office, but
but is
is no
no longer
longer required
required to
to file
file aa report
report of
of cutting
cutting
permit
the county assessor as required by Section 2,
2, ORS.321.955.
ever dedewith the
ORS.321.955. However,
However, if the owner ever
classifies his
his land,
he should
should see
see that
that the
the assessor
assessor is
is aware
aware of
of the
the amount
amount of
of timber
timber removed
removed
land, he
the Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax.
Tax.
while under the
Tax Treatment
Land is appraised
appraised according
according to
to the
the true
true cash
cash values
values listed
listed above.
above. The tax rate (percent)
(percent) for
the district in
in which the
the land
land lies
lies is
is then
then applied
applied to
to the
the assessed
assessed value
value to
to derive
derive the
the tax
tax paid.
paid.
There is
is no tax
tax on
on timber.
timber.
An adjustment
must be
be paid for
years after
August 9,
adjustment tax must
for lands
lands classified 5 years
after August
9, 1961.
1961. This tax
equals the
by which
which the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by the
Western Oregon
Oregon Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax
Tax would
would
equals
the amount
amount by
the Western
have exceeded the
valorem property
property tax actually paid on the tract
to be
be Classified.
classified. It will
have
the ad valorem
tract to
apply
apply to
to all
all years
years after
after August
August 9,
9, 1961,
1961, in
in which
which the
the timber
timber being
being proposed
proposed for
for classification
classification
was
the Western
(Forest Property)
was exempt
exempt from taxation under
under the
Western Oregon Ad Valorem (Forest
Property) Tax.
Tax.
Delinquency

The adjustment tax must be paid within 30 days of the issuance of the classification order
State Forester.
Forester.
by the State

Taxes on forest
forest land
land are due on the
the same
same date
date and
and are paid in
in the
the same manner as other
property taxes,
manner
taxes, and
and the tax collector collects delinquent taxes
taxes on forest
forest land
land in the
the same manner
as
real property.
property.
as for
for any other real
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Appeal

Any owner
to the
the State
State Board
Board of
of Forestry.
Forestry.
owner may
may appeal
appeal aa ruling
ruling of
of the State Forester to
sions of
of the
the Board
Board may
may be
be appealed
appealed within
within 30
30 days
days to
sions
to the Oregon Tax Court.

Deci-

FOREST FEE AND YIELD TAX
The owner of deferred-income forest property
property may prefer
prefer to
to pay
pay the
the major
major part
part of
of his
his taxes
taxes
at the time he receives
receives an income from the
the harvest or thinning
thinning of
of timber,
timber, while
while paying
paying only
only aa
annual tax
tax on
on the
the land.
land. If such an owner's land
land is
is chiefly
chiefly suitable
suitable for
for timber
timber growing
growing and
and
small annual
does
does not
not contain mature timber (timber
(timber at or over normal harvest age)
age) in
in merchantable
merchantable quantities,
quantities,
the
be eligible for classification as "Reforestation Lands." When so
the property may be
so classified,
classified, the
the
land
subject to
land and timber
timber are
are subject
to the
the Forest Fee and Yield Tax instead
instead of the
the general
general property
property tax
tax

(ad
(ad valorem
valorein property
property tax).

Pup
Purpose
According to
to ORS.321.260,
and Yield Tax
Tax Law
Law are:
are:
(1)
ORS.321.260, the purposes of the Forest Fee and
(I) To
the forest
forest owner
owner with
with tax.
tax relief
to protect
protect and
and maintain
maintain
provide the
relief during
during the
the growth
growth period,
period, and to
the county
county tax
tax base
base and
and stabilize
stabilize tax revenues;
revenues; and
and thereby (2)
the
(2) to promote the
the establishment of
of
forest crops
crops on cutover or denuded privately owned forest
forest lands;
lands; to
to encourage
encourage thinnings
thinnings and
and
new forest
improvement
stands; and to
to disimprovement cuttings
cuttings to
to promote
promote maximum
maximum growth
growth and
and protection of
of immature stands;
harvesting of
of forest
forest crops.
crops.
courage premature harvesting
Eligibility
the Forest Fee and
and Yield Tax Law,
Law, lands
lands must meet
meet
To be eligible for classification under the
the two
two following requirements (ORS.321.285):
the
(ORS.321.285):
(1)
into one of
of these
these classes:
classes:
(I) Lands
Lands must
must fall into
(a) Lands
fire, insects,
insects,
(a)
Lands denuded
denuded or
or substantially
substantially denuded
denuded of
of timber
timber in
in merchantable
merchantable quantities
quantities by fire,
diseases, or
(b) cutover
lands meeting a standard equivalent to
to the
the requirements
diseases,
or other
other causes;
causes; (b)
cutover lands
for release under
the Forest
(ORS.527.pl0 to ORS.527.240);
ORS.527.240); (c)
(c) lands
lands having only
for
under the
Forest Conservation Act
Act (ORS.527.Ol0
forest-tree growth.
growth. (2)
(2) In the judgetnent
judgement of
have adeadea minimum forest-tree
of the
the State
State Forester,
Forester, lands must have
quate
available, or
or be supporting at
quate tree-seed source
source available,
at least the minimum stocking of forest
forest trees
trees
the Forest
Act, and must
likely to
to produce
produce new
new
required under
under the
Forest Conservation Act,
mu8t be suitable for and likely
crops. Lands must be provided with protection from fire,
fire, insects,
insects, and
and disease.
disease.
forest crops.
Classification Procedure
An owner who wishes
wishes to
to have his
his land classified under the
the Forest Fee and Yield Tax Law may
apply in writing to
to the
legal description of such land and indicating
apply
the State
State Forester,
Forester, giving
giving the
the legal
the condition of
the land
to age
timber and
and stocking with inmature
immature forest
forest
the
of the
land in
in regard
regard to
age and
and volume
volume of
of timber
trees.

The State
hold aa hearing
hearing
hold
posed for such
such
arguments,
arguments, and
and

Forester,
classification, will
Forester, after ascertaining the eligibility of the land for classification,
in
courthouse of
of the
the county
county concerned,
concerned, on
on the
of any lands
proin the
the courthouse
the classification of
lands proaction.
At the hearing the
action. At
the State
State Forester
Forester hears
hears all
all objections
objections to,
to, and
and suggestions,
suggestions,
remonstrances for
for or
or against
against the
the proposed
proposed classification.
classification.
remonstrances

No lands
lands may be classified as
as reforestation lands
lands over the objection of the owner.
owner.
After the hearing,
classification. The
hearing, the State Board of Forestry reviews
reviews the proposed classification.
State
as reState Forester
Forester prepares
prepares aa list
list of
of the
the lands
lands that
that the
the Board
Board recommends
reconmends for
for classification as
reforestation
lands, together
forestation lands,
together with
with aa report
report of
of the
the hearings,
hearings, and
and submits
submits this
this list
list and
and report
report to
to the
the
State Tax Commission. The
issues an order
the classification of
lands,
The Commission issues
order determining the
of the lands,
and
assessor, and
and forwards
forwards copies
copies to
to the
the owner,
owner, the
the State
State Forester,
Forester, the assessor,
and the county clerk.
clerk.
of Annual
Annual "Fee"
"Fee" (Land
(Land Tax)
Tax)
Payment of
Lands classified as
as "reforestation lands"
lands" are not subject to the ad valorem general property
Lands
tax and
and severance
taxes imposed
imposed by
by the
'Eastern Oregon Severance Tax"
Tax" or
or the "Western Oregon Ad
Ad
severance taxes
the "Eastern
Valorem
Valorem Tax'
Tax" or
or the "Western Oregon
Oregon Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax."
Tax." Instead,
Instead, classified lands
lands will
will be
be
to an
an anni.al
annual "fee"
the land.
land. The annual forest
forest fee
fee is
is 10
10 cents per acre on
subject to
"fee" or
or tax on the
lands
lands west
west of
of the
the summit
summit of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade Mountains,
Mountains, or
or 55 cents
cents per
per acre
acre on lands
lands east
east of
of the
the
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sununit.
For purposes
of this
Wasco, Jefferson,
summit. For
purposes of
this law,
law, Wasco,
Jefferson, Deschutes,
Deschutes, and
and Klamath
Klamath Counties
Counties are
are conconsidered to
of the
the Cascades,
Cascades, and
and all
all counties
counties west of these
to be east
east of the
the sutmiit
summit of
these are
are considered
considered
The forest fee becomes effective as
to be west
west of
of the
the suumiit.
summit. The
as of the
the date
date of
of classification,
classification,
July 1,
1, and
and is
payable to
July
is payable
to the county tax
tax collector in
in November.
November.

Permit To Harvest
Permit

According to ORS.321.310,
ORS.321.310, no person
person shall
shall harvest or
or cause
cause to
to be
be harvested
harvested any
any forest
forest crop,
crop,
or cause
cause to
be removed any forest growth,
or remove or
to be
growth, from
from lands
lands which have
have been
been classified
classified as
as rerelands, without first
first having
having obtained
obtained aa written
written permit
permit to
to do
dososofrom
fromthe
theState
StateTax
TaxComComforestation lands,
The permit
permit states
states the
the unit
unit stumpage value per
mission. The
per 1,000
1,000 board feet,
feet, or
or per
per other
other appropriate
appropriate
unit, of
of each
each type,
species, and
and grade of forest product to
unit,
type, species,
to be harvested.

Yield Tax
All forest
forest crops harvested from
from lands
lands classified
classified as
as reforestation
reforestation lands
lands (except
(except total
total harharvests of less
less than 10,000 board feet cut each year for
for use on the
the owner's premises)
premises) are
are subject
subject
to yield
yield tax
tax of
of I2h
12½ percent
percent of
of the
the stumpage
stumpage value,
value, as
to
as determined by the Tax Commission.
Commission.
harvesting of
of forest
forest crops
crops on classified lands,
In the
the harvesting
lands, the owner is
is required
required to
to keep
keep an
an
exact record
record of
of the
the number
number of
of kinds
kinds of
of units
units of
of all
exact
all forest
forest products harvested from
from the
the lands
lands dedescribed in
in the
the written
written permit.
permit.

30 days
days after
after June
June 30
30 and
and within
within 30
30 days
days after
after December
December 31
31 of
of each
each year,
year, the
the owner
owner Is
is
Within 30
submit aa report
report to
to the
the Tax Commission and to the
required to
to submit
the tax
tax collector of the
the county
county where
the lands
listing the
the number and kinds of units of all forest
lands are situated,
situated, listing
forest products
products harvested
harvested
from the lands
lands during the
the preceding
preceding 66 months.
months. The reports
reports are made on forms prepared by the
the
The report
report to
to the
the tax collector is to be accompanied
Commission. The
accompanied by the
the owner's
owner's remittance
remittance of
of
the yield tax due.
due. (ORS.321.315)
(ORS.321.315)
Declassification
The State Forester periodically determines if
if lands
lands classified
classified as
as reforestation
reforestation lands
lands are
are
as provided
provided by law and
being protected
protected as
and are being used primarily for
for forest
forest crop
crop production.
production. If
the lands
not being
being so
so protected or used,
used, or,
lands are
are not
or, if in
in his judgment,
judgment, such
such lands
lands are
are erroneously
erroneously
classified,
to the
the State
State Board
Board of
of Forestry
Forestry that the
classified, the
the State
State Forester
Forester recotmnends
recommends to
the lands
lands be
be dedeThe Board may approve in whole or in
in part
part the
the list
list of
of lands
lands for
for declassification.
declassification.
classified.
sends a list
The State Forester
Forester then sends
list of the
the lands
lands approved
approved by the
the Board
Board for
for declassification
declassification to
to
determineswhether
whether such
such declassification
declassification is
is in
in the
State Tax
Tax Commission.
Commission. The Cotiunission
Commission determines
the State
the Commission
Commission orders
orders the
the lands
lands removed from
public interest,
interest, and,
and, if
if it
it is.,
is., the
from classification
classification as
as
lands (ORS.321.290).
(ORS.321.290). Upon receipt
receipt of notice from the'assessor,
the^assessor, the
the Commission
Commission must
reforestation lands
also immediately
immediately declassify reforestation land
land contained in
in aa platted area.
area.

Declassification
is essentially automatic when ownership of classified land
land is
is transferred
transferred to
to
Declassification is
an owner
owner in
in whose
whose hands
hands the
the land
land and
and timber
timber are
are exempt
exempt from property taxation.
an
taxation.
any parcel of land
land is
is removed
removed from
from the
the classification
classification of
of reforestation
reforestation land,
land, it
it is
is
Whenever any
thereafter subject
subject to
to the
the ad
ad valorem property tax and
thereafter
and to the severance tax imposed by ORS.321.405
to
(Eastern Oregon Severance
Severance Tax).
Tax). Also,
Also, there
there is due and
and owing to
to the
the county,
county, aa sum
sum of
of
to 321.530
321.530 (Eastern
money equal
equal to
to the excess,
excess, if any,
any, of the
the ad
ad valorem
valorem property
property tax
tax that
that would have
have been
been levied
levied on
on
the
tract during
over the amount
amount of the forest fee
fee and
and yield tax
tax paid
paid
the tract
during the
the years
years of
of classification,
classification, over
while the
the land
land was
was classified.
classified.
Declassification may be initiated at
at the
the option of the
the owner.
owner. The owner of classified
classified land
land
may apply
apply in
in writing to
to the State Forester,
Forester, who will
will recommend
recommend the
the declassification
declassification by
by the
the ComComfor declassification
declassification the
the owner
owner must
must pay
pay the
the State
State Forester
Forester aa fee
fee
mission. With each application for
This fee
for inspection
inspection by
the Commission of
lands proposed for
for declassification.
declassification. This
fee is
is $25
$25 for
for
for
by the
of the lands
the first
or less,
less, and
first 160
160 acres
acres or
and 10 cents
cents for each additional
additional acre
acre over
over 160
160 acres.
acres. The taxes
taxes paypayable at
of declassification will be a sum
at the
the time
time of
sum of money equal
equal to
to the
the excess
excess as
as determined
determined in
in
the previous
previous paragraph,
paragraph, or
or aa sum
sum equal
equal to
to 12½
percent of
of the current
current market
market value of the forest
the
12% percent
crops on the land,
land, whichever
is greater.
greater. (ORS.321.295)
(ORS.321.295)
crops
whichever is
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TIME SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE FOR TAXATION
ORS.
ORS. Reference
Reference

Date
January 1
January
1 to
to May 11

Assessor assigns
assigns values
values to
to property
property for
for new
new tax
year
Assessor
tax year
as
1. Owner should present arguments for
for
as of January 1.
revaluation to assessor
assessor during this
this period.
period.

308.210
308.242

January 11

Timber
in Western
Timber owners
owners in
Western Oregon must
must file
file descriptions
descriptions
of additions
or deletions
deletions as
as of
of the
the preceding
preceding December
December 1
of
additions or
1
to
their tract
or tracts,
or aa statement
statement that
the tract
to their
tract or
tracts, or
that the
tract
11
is unchanged.
unchanged.11
is

321.635

January 30

Harvest
Harvest of all
all forest
forest producti
products from reforestation lands
lands
(Forest
be reported
reported to
to State Tax
(Forest Fee and Yield Tax)
Tax) tnust
must be
tax collector
for period
July 1
1 to
to
Commission and county tax
collector for
period July
Must pay tax
December 31.
31. Must
tax collector yield
yield tax
tax due.
due.

321.315

January 31
31

Tax due on titnber
timber harvested
harvested in
in preceding
preceding calendar
calendar
quarter
the Eastern Oregon Timber Severance
Severance Tax.
Tax.
quarter under the

321.435

January 31
31

forest
Forest Products Harvest Tax due for merchantable forest
products harvested in
products
in the
the preceding calendar
calendar quarter.
quarter.

15
February 15

Second quarter taxes (if
Second
(if paid quarterly)
quarterly) due
due on
on land
land
classified
and Yield Tax
Tax (re(reclassified under the Forest Fee and
forestation land);
land); the
the Eastern Oregon Timber Severance
Severance
Tax;
Tax and
and the
the Western
Western
Tax; the Western Oregon Ad Valorem Tax
Oregon Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax.
Tax. Timber tax also due
due
for Western Oregon
Oregon Ad
Ad Valorem
Valorem Tax.
Tax.

311.505

March 22

filing merchantable
merchantable timber
timber severance
severance
Last day f.or
for filing
report with county
county assessor.
assessor. Optional
Optional under
under Western
Western
Oregon Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Tax.
Tax.

321.955

April 30

Tax due
due on
on timber
timber harvested
harvested in
in preceding
preceding calendar
calendar
quarter under
under the
the Eastern
EasteritOregon
OregonSeverance
SeveranceTax.
quarter
Tax. —

321.435

April 30
30

Forest Products
Products Harvest
Harvest Tax
Tax due
due for
for merchantable
merchantable forest
forest
prodtts harvested
products
harvested in
in the
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar quarter.
quarter.

321.045

May 11

Last day
day the
the assessor
assessor can
can change
change the
the assessment
assessment roll.
roll.

308.242

321
045
321.045

Check
Check the
the assesstnent.
assessment.

3rd Monday in May

Last day to
to file
file aa petition
petition appealing
appealing assessment
assessment to
to the
the
county Board
Board of
of Equalization.
Equalization.

309.100

May 15
15

Taxes for
for third
third quarter
quarter due.
due.

311.505

June 30

land declassified as
as of this
this date.
date.
Reforestation land

321.295

July 11

land classified as of this
this date.
date.
Reforestation land

321.300

July 30

must report
report harvest
harvest of
of all
all forest
forest products
products from
from
Owner must
lands for
for period January
January 11 to
to June
June 30
30 to
to
reforestation lands
and must also
also pay
pay yield
yield tax
tax due
due to
to
State Tax Commission and
tax collector.

321.315

110n1y
Only those owners of old-growth timber
timber who
who believe
believe that
that they
they might
might be
be eligible
eligible for
for the
the preferpreferential
ential 25
25 percent
percent valuatior
valuation factor
factor (true
(true cash
cash value equals
equals 25
25 percent
percent of
of immediate
immediate harvest
harvest values)
values)
must file to get such consideration;
consideration; they
they may or may not ultimately be
be found
found eligible.
eligible.
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Date

ORS. Reference
ORS.
Reference

July 31

Tax due on timber
timber harvested in
in preceding calendar
calendar
quarter under Eastern
Eastern Oregon
Oregon Severance
Severance Tax.
Tax.

321.435

July 31

Forest Products
Products Harvest
Harvest Tax
Tax due
due for
for merchantable
merchantable forest
forest
products
in the preceding calendar quarter.
quarter.
products harvested in

321.045

15
August 15

Taxes for fourth
fourth quarter
quarter due.
due.

311.505

31
October 31

Tax due on timber
timber harvested in
in preceding calendar
calendar
quarter under Eastern Oregon Severance
Severance Tax Law.
Law.

321.435

October 31

Forest Products
Products Harvest
Harvest Tax
Tax due
due for
for merchantable
merchantable forest
forest
products harvested in
in the preceding calendar quarter.
quarter.

321.045

November 15

Taxes due in full
full to obtain 3-percent discount,
discount, or
or taxes
taxes
quarter due.
due.
for first quarter

311.505

No
No date specified

Report of continuing eligibility to
to State
State Forester due
due
annually.

321.730

Ten days
days prior to
to
harvesting

require owner
owner of lands
lands under 7estern
"'estern
Assessor may require
Ad Valorein
Valorem Tax
Oregon Ad
Tax to
to file
file report
report of
of harvest
harvest inintended and to
to make aa prepayment
prepayment of
of taxes.
taxes.

321.630

Additional tax
tax due
due on
on timber
timber harvested
harvested under
under Western
Western
•Oregon
Oregon Ad
Ad Valorem
Valorem Tax.
Tax.

321.665

Fifteenth of
of month
occurring 30 days
after
after entry
entry on tax
roll

FEDERAL INCOME TAXES
Federal
taxes are an important
important factor
factor in
in determining
determining whether aa small
small woodlot operates
operates
Federal income taxes
profitably. Generally,
Generally, it
it pays
pays to
to hire
hire professional
professional help
help for
for advice
advice on
on federal
federal tax
tax treatment
treatment of
of
income from timber.
timber.
income tax,
tax, the
the tax
tax on net business profit
profit and
and the
the tax
tax on
on the
the
Of the many aspects of federal income
sale of
important in small woodland management.
sale
of property
property are
are important
management.
Business Net
Net Profit
Business
small woodlot must be
be included
included in
in the
the owner's
owner's gross
gross income
income for
for any
any tax
tax
Net profit from aa small
It
is generally advantageous to
to compute his business net
net profit
profit on
on Schedule
Schedule C,
C, available
available
It is
from
Portland, Oregon 97204.
from the
the District
District Director,
Director, Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service,
Service, Portland,

year.

Using Schedule C.,
C, the
the owner
owner will
will see
see that
that business
business net
net profit
profit consists
consists of
of all
all business
business ininBusiness expenses
expenses include
include depreciation and depletion allowcome
less any
any business expenses.
expenses. Business
allowcome less
For a discussion of depreciation and
ances. For
and depletion,
depletion, see
see the
the section
section on
on "Records
"Records and
and AccountAccountowner may report business incone
ing," page
8. The owner
income and
and expense on
on aa cash
cash or
or accrual
accrual basis,
basis, but
but
ing,tt
page 8.
not shift from one basis to
to another
another without
without following
following special
special regulations.
regulations.
may not
If
If the
the Schedule C.
C. computation shows
shows aa net
net loss,
loss, this
this loss
loss is
is used
used to
to reduce
reduce other
other income
income
If the
the loss
in Form
Form 1040.
1040. If
loss exceeds
exceeds other income,
income, special provisions of the tax code
reported in
allow the
owner to
the owner
to carry the loss back to
to previous tax
tax years and
and ahead
ahead to
to future
future tax
tax years.
years.
Sales of Property

Special tax
tax regulations
regulations concerning the income or loss
Special
loss arising
arising from
from the
the sale
sale of
of property
property are
are
will pay the forest
important to
to small
small woodland managers.
managers. It
It will
forest owner to
very confusing but
but are very important
study these
these regulations
regulations carefully or to obtain expert
help.
study
expert tax help.
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If the
owner operates,
operates, buys,
buys, leases,
Sales of
D. If
the owner
leases, or
or sells
sells
Sales
of property
property are reported on Schedule D.
timber
fill out a Form T (Timber).
(Timber). Both forms are available froa
from the
the
timber lands,
lands, he
he will
will also
also have to fill
District Director.
Schedule
D. will
will require
require the
the owner
owner to
to classify
classify the
the property
property he
he sold
sold as
as aa long-term or
or shortshortSchedule D.
an ordinary asset.
asset.
term capital asset or an

Ordinary assets
assets are:
are:
(1)
(1) Property
Property primarily held for sale to
to customers; (2)
(2) accounts
accounts or
or
notes
in the
the ordinary
ordinary course
course of
of trade
trade or
or business;
business; (3)
depreciable property
property
notes receivable acquired
acquired in
(3) depreciable
used in the trade or business; (4)
(4) real
real property
property used
used in
in the
the trade
trade or
or business;
business; (5)
(5) copyrights,
copyrights,
and (6)
(6) certain short-term
short-term discount
discount obligations
obligations issued
issued by
by governmental
governmental agencies.
agencies.
capital assets
Capital
assets are all other property.
property. They are long-term capital
assets if
if held longer
longer
Capital assets
than 6 months;
months; otherwise,
otherwise, the
the property
property is
is aa short-term
short-term capital
capital asset.
asset.
The
over the
basis of
sold for

is the excess
excess of
the amount
amount the
gain is
of the
the forest
forest owner
owner receives
receives from
from the
the sale
sale or
or exchange
exchange
of the
the property
property he
he transfers.
transfers. The loss is
is the excess
excess of
the adjusted
adjusted basis of the
Timber purchased
purchased for
is
the
the property
property over
over the
the amount
amount he
he realizes.
realizes. For example:
example: Timber
for $100 is
$120;
$120; the gain is $20----Timber
$20
Timber is
is purchased
purchased for
for $100
$100 but
but sold
sold for
for $90;
$90; the
the loss
loss is
is $10.
$10.

growth adjustments,
These examples are
are very
very simple.
simple. They can be complicated by "growth
adjustments, mixed
However, the
computations required
required in
in
species,
timber, etc.
etc. However,
the step-by-step
step-by-step computations
species, sale
sale of
of part
part of the timber,
Form T will provide guide8
guides for
for such
such situations.
situations.
Ordinary
gains (gain8
from the
the sale
sale of
of ordinary
ordinary assets)
assets) and
and short-term
short-term capital
capital gains
gains are
are
Ordinary gains
(gains from
taxed
at the regular tax
tax rates.
rates. Long-term capital gains are taxed
taxed under special
special provisions
provisions that
that
taxed at
percent of
of the
the gain
gain may
may be
be taxed
taxed at
at regular
regular taix
tax rates,
rates, or
or aa
are more favorable. Either 50
50 percent
special
25 percent
percent of the total gain may be paid,
paid, whichever is
is lower.
lower.
special tax
tax of
of 25

Some assets,
assets, particularly timber,
timber, may have
have their
their gains
gains treated
treated as
as capital
capital gains
gains even
even though
though
Some
they
as aa capital
capital asset.
asset. Special regulations outline
outline the
the conditions
conditions under
under
they may
may not
not be classified as
which the
of these regulations,
regulations, section 631a and
and
the sale
sale or
or use
use will
will qualify
qualify as
as aa capital
capital gain.
gain. Two of
1954, are
are particularly
particularly important
important to
to small
small woodland
woodland owners.
owners.
631b of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
Section 631a applies to use of the
the timber
timber in
in the
the trade
trade or
or business
business^ section 631b applies to
to
disposal under aa cutting
cutting contract.
contract. These provisions are
are outlined
outlined in
in the
the Tax
Tax Guide
Guide for
for Small
Small
Business, Treasury Department,
Department, Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service,
Service, Publication
Publication No.
No. 334,
334, 1968
1968 edition.
edition.
Business,

Cutting timber for use in trade
trade or business (Section
(Section 631a):
631a): "The
"The cutting of timber may be
treated as
if you
you so
so elect.
elect. If you make this election,
election, any
any gain
gain or
or loss
loss
as a sale or exchange, if
recognized on the cutting is
is a taxable
taxable gain
gain or
or deductible loss
loss which
which must
must be
be included
included in
in the
the
comparisonofofgains
gainsandand
losses .....
comparison
losses
this treatment to apply (1)
(1) you must have owned,
owned, or
or had
had aa contract
contract right
right to
to
"In order
order for this
cut,
cut, the timber for more than 66 months before the
the beginning of
of your
your tax
tax year;
year; (2)
(2) you
you must
must elect
elect
to treat the cutting of the
the timber
timber as
as aa sale
sale or
or exchange
exchange of
of that
that timber;
timber; and
and (3)
(3) you
you must
must cut
cut the
the
for use in
in your trade
trade or
or business.
business.
timber for sale or for
election on
on your
your return
return for
for the
the year
year in
in which
which the cutting takes
"You make your.
your, election
takes place
place by
by inincluding the gain or loss
loss on cutting in
in income
income and
and attaching
attaching your
your computation
computation of
of gain
gain or
or loss
loss to
to
If the timber
your return.
return. If
timber is
is partnership property,
property, the election must be made on
on the
the partnership
partnership
return.
An election once made remains in
in force
force for all
all subsequent
subsequent years,
years, unless
unless upon
upon aa showing
showing
of undue hardship you obtain consent of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service
Service to
to revoke
revoke your
your election.
election. It
applies to all
all timber cut during all
all subsequent
subsequent years if
if you
you owned
owned or
or had
had aa contract
contract right
right to
to cut
cut
applies
than 66 months before the
the beginning of
of such
such subsequent
subsequent year.
year. Such a revocation
the timber more than
precludes you
you from again
again making this
this election
election except
except with the
the consent
consent of
of the
the Service.
Service.

"You compute the gain or loss on the cutting of standing
"You
standing timber
timber by
by subtracting
subtracting from
from the
the fair
fair
market value of
of the
the timber
timber on
on the
the first
first day
day of
of your
your tax
tax year
year in
in which
which the
the timber
timber is
is cut
cut the
the cost
cost
or adjusted basis for depletion of such timber.
timber.

"Example. On June 30,
30, 1966,
1966, you owned 4,000 M board feet
feet of standing
standing timber
timber having
having an
an adadjusted depletion basis of
justed
of $4
$4 per
per M.
M. You report on aa calendar year
year basis.
basis. On January 1,
1, 1967,
1967, the
the
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timber had
M, and
and the
the timber
timber was cut
cut during
during 1967
1967 for
for sale
sale or
or use
use
timber
had a fair market
market value of $20 per M,
You may report
in
report the difference between the
the fair
fair market value
value and
and your
your adjusted
adjusted
in your
your business.
business. You
depletion basis
basis as
depletion
as a gain on your 1967
1967 return.
return. This amount
amount must be included
included in
in the
the grouping
grouping of
of
gains and
and losses
losses ..... if if
it it
is is
to tobebetreated
gains
treatedasaslong-term
long-term capital
capital gain.
gain. The gain would be
be
computed as follows:
follows:
Fair market value
value of
of timber
timber Jan.
Jan. 1,
1, 1967
1967 ...
... $80,000
$80,000
Adjusted depletion basis of timber
timber ......... 16,000

.. ,

gain ................
Long-term capital gain

$64,000

"Such fair market value would then
then become your
your basis
basis of
of the
the timber
timber cut,
cut, and
and its
its subsequent
subsequent
sale (including any byproduct
tops) would result in
in ordinary
ordinary income
income or
or loss."
loss."
sale
byproduct or tree tops)

Selling standing timber
timber (Section
(Section 631b):
631b): "I* you own standing
standing timber
timber and
and dispose
dispose of
of it
it under
under
you must
must treat
treat the
the disposal
disposal as
as a.
a. sale
(1) you
you held
held the
the
a cutting contract, you
sale or
or exchange,
exchange, provided (1)
timber
(2) you retain an economic interest
interest in
in
timber for
for more
more than
than 66 months
months prior
prior to
to its
its disposal,
disposal, and (2)
timber. The difference between the
the amount
amount realized
realized from
from the
the disposal
disposal of
of the
the timber
timber and
and its
its
such timber.
adjusted
adjusted depletion
depletion basis
basis is
is considered
considered as
as gain
gain or
or loss
loss on
on the-sale
thesale of-the
of- the timber.
timber. This amount
amount
must be
be included
included in
in the
thegrouping
groupingofofgains
gainsand
and
losses ..... totodetermine
must
losses
determine if
if it
it is
is to
to be
be treattreated
gain or
or loss.
loss.
ed as
as capital
capital or ordinary gain
the timber is
"The date of disposal of
of the
the timber
timber is
is deemed
deemed to
to be
be the
the date,
date.the
is cut;
cut; but
but if
if you
you
receive
timber is
is cut,
cut, you may elect to
to treat
treat the
the date
date of
of
receive payment
payment under
under the
the contract
contract before
before the
the timber
such payment
as the
the date of disposal
disposal of
of the
the timber.
timber.
payment as

"The term owner includes
"The
includes a sublessor
sublessor and the holder of aa contract
contract- to
to cut
cut timber.
timber.

"The term economic interest
interest means
means that
that you
you have
have acquired,
acquired, by
by investment,,
investment, any
any interest
interest in
in
standing timber
timber and
by any
any form of
of legal
standing
and secured,
secured, by
legal relationship,
relationship, income derived from
from the
the severance
severance
of the
the timber,
timber, to
to which
which youmust
youmust look
of
look for
for aa return
return of
of your
your capital
capital investment.
investment.
"Example. You own standing timber
timber which you have held
held for
for more than
than 66 months
months and
and which
which has
has
depletion basis
basis of
of $20
$20 per
per M.
M. You had no
no other gains
gains or
or losses
losses during
during the
the year.
year. If
an adjusted depletion
you
into a contract
contract under
right to
to cut
cut and
and remove
remove the
the timber
timber for
for
you enter
enter into
under which the purchaser has a right
$40
the timber."
timber."
$40 per
per M,
M, you would have a capital gain of $20 per M on the disposal of the
to Section
Section 631 in
in the
the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
Code, "the
"the term
term 'timber'
'timber' includes
includes evergreen
evergreen
According to
trees
years old at the
trees which are more than 6 years
the time severed
severed from
from the
the roots
roots and
and are
are sold
sold for
for ornaornameans,that income from Christmas trees
mental purposes." This means.that
trees may also
also be
be taxed
taxed as
as aa capital
capital
or loss.
loss.
gain or
interpretations of
of these
these regulations
regulations and
and recent
recent court
court decisions
decisions can
can affect
affect the
the prepreMany new interpretations
paration of
forest owner's income
income tax
tax forms.
forms. It
It is
is decidedly helpful to
to consult someone
someone who
who
of the forest
is aware
these changes
early as
as possible,
the owner purchases timber
timber or
or
is
aware of
of these
changes as
as early
possible, preferably before the
timberlands.

STATE INCOME
INCOME TAXES
TAXES

Oregon has aa tax
tax on
on income
income that
that is
is very
very similar
similar to
to the
the federal
federal income
income tax
tax in
in its
its method
method of
of
Here, again,
again, the
and information
information required.
required. Here,
the important
important taxes
taxes are those on the
the income
income
computation and
from the
the business
business or
or profession
profession and
from
and the
the gains
gains (or
(or losses)
losses) from the sale or exchange of property.
property.

Business
Income
Business Income'
The form tc
All
income must be reported.
reported. The
to use in this
this computation is
is Form 40-B,
40-B,
All business income
available from the State Tax Commission,
Commission, Salem,
Salem, Oregon,
Oregon, 97310.
97310. Business income and expense
expense comcomavailable
putation
putation is
is generally the
the same as the federal income
income tax
tax computations
computations with the
the exception
exception of
of some
some
special instructions.
instructions. The instructions come
come with
with the
the form.
form.
special
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Sales of Property
Sales
This computation
loss from the
the sale
sale or
reported. This
The gain or loss
or exchange
exchange of
of property
property must
must be reported.
is
is made
made on
on Oregon
Oregon Form
Form 40-D,
40-D, which
which is
is similar
similar to
to the
the federal
federal form
form (Schedule
(Schedule D)
D) for
for reporting
Therefore, except
where specific
specific differences
differences occur,
occur, the federal
gains. Therefore,
except where
federal instructions for
for
capital gains.
capital gain treatment
capital
treatment may be
be used
used as
as aa guide
guide for
for preparing
preparing Oregon
Oregon Form
Form 40-D.
40-D. The differences
between Oregon and
and federal
federal treatment
treatment of
listed in
instructions for
of capital
capital gains
gains or
or losses
losses are
are listed
in the
the instructions
for
preparation of
of Oregon
Oregon Form
Form 40-D.
40-D.
has
A woodland owner should
should consult
consult with
with the
the local
local office
office of
of the
the State
State Tax
Tax Coninission
Commission if
if he has
a
gains or
or losses
losses for
for sales
sales or
or exchanges
exchanges
a question regarding state
state income
income tax
tax treatment
treatment of
of cap!.tal
capital gains
of
of property.
General References
and Income Tax Laws
References on
on Forest
Forest Propert'y
Property and

Internal Revenue
Revenue Service,
Service, U.
U. S.
S. Dept.
Dept. of
of Treasury.
Treasury.
No.
334. 1968
1968 edition (published
(published annually).
annually).
No. 334.
Schroeder,
Schroeder, J.
J. E.
E. -- Oregon Forest Laws:
Laws:

1965.
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Tax Guide for Small Business,
Business, Publication

State
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, Board of Forestry;

166
pp.
166 pp.

Forestry Services
Forestry
Services Available
Available
to
Owners in
in Oregon
to Woodland
Woodland Owners
Oregon
Charles H.
H. Ladd1
Charles
Ladd

In Oregon
Oregon there
there are
are several
several public
public and
and private
private agencies
agencies that
are ready
In
that are
ready and willing to
to help
the
woodland owner
owner on
on practically
the woodland
practically any type
type of
of forestry
forestry or related problems.
problems. The amount
amount or type
type
of service offered by each
of
each agency
agency may
may vary.
vary. Generally speaking,
speaking, most of.those agencies
agencies listed
listed
in
article furnish assistance
means of
of printed material,
material, demonstrations,
in the
the chart
chart in
in this
this article
assistance by means
demonstrations,
conducted tours,
tours, correspondence,
correspondence, or
or oral
oral advice.
advice. Farm Foresters
Foresters of
of the State
State Forestry Department,
Soil Conservation
Conservation District
technicians of
Soil Conservation Service,
Service, and
and private
private conment, Soil
District technicians
of the Soil
sulting forestry
provide individual
forestry firms
firms provide
individual on-the-ground type
type of assistance for
for the
the landowner.
landowner.
The other
other agencies
agencies may
similar service in
in some localities
localities or to the
the extent that
that limited
limited
may give
give similar
permit.
staff will permit.

Where the
the landowner's
landowner's problem involves
involves the
the need
need of
of someone
someone to
to act
act for
for him,
him, such
such as
as making
making
business deals,
performing the
management tasks,
business
deals, performing
the management
tasks, or cruising for timber
timber sales,
sales, he should
should seek
seek
the service
service of the.private
the.private consulting
consulting firms.
firms. This also
also would include
include such problems as
as property
damages and
and disputes,
disputes, and surveys where property lines
lines and
and corners are
are concerned.
concerned. The agencies
agencies
mentioned, particularly
particularly the
the public
public agencies,
agencies, cannot
cannot perform
perform these
these duties
duties for
for aa private
private landowner.
landowner.
The service
service that
that they could provide in
in such
such instances
instances would be limited
limited to
to advice
advice and
and recommended
recommended
procedures.
The public
private organizations
organizations with whom the woodland owner would be primarily
public and
and private
primarily conconcerned for seeking forestry assistance
assistance are
are summarized
summarized below.
below.

PUBLIC AGENCIES
The State
State Forestry
Forestry Department provides on-the-ground technical
technical help through
through local
local farm
farm
foresters for
management of
of forest
continuous and
foresters
for the
the management
forest land for
for continuous
and profitable production.
production. Additional
servicesinclude
services*include forest
forest fire
fire protection,
protection, logging
logging inspection
inspection and
and administration
administration of
of the
the ConservaConservation Act
through the
local district
foresters, supplying tree seedlings through
through the
the Oregon Forest
Act through
the local
district foresters,
Nursery, and
of the
optional timber
Nursery,
and the
the administration of
the optional
timber tax law
law for
for western Oregon.
Oregon.

The
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service provides
provides technical
technical assistance
assistance through
through cooperative
cooperative programs
programs with
The U.
U.S.
the State
State Forester,
Forester, the
the Agricultural
and Conservation Service,
Service, and
and other federal
federal
the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Also,
Also, the
the Division of
of State and Private Forestry provides
provides direct
direct technical
technical assistance
assistance
agencies.
to owners
needing help
technical nature not available from other public
public agencies
agencies or
or from
from
to
owners needing
help of
of a technical
forest consultants.
consultants.
private forest
The
and Range
The Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
Range Experiment
Experiment Station and the Oregon Forest Research
Center primarily
primarily function,
function, as
as far
far as woodland owners are
are concerned,
concerned, as
as sources
sources of
of original
original techtechnical information
information on
on all
all phases
phases of
of forestry.
forestry. Research results are written up and
and published
published and
and
available upon request,
request, or interested
interested individuals
individuals may have their
their names
names placed
placed on
on the
the StaStaare available
tion's
a subject-matter
subject-matter selection of
publications.
tion's mailing
mailing list
list either
either for
for all
all or
or a
of free publications.
The State
State Tax
technical forestry
forestry appraisal
appraisal of
of woodTax Commission and County Assessor provide technical
Foresters are
are available
available to
to explain taxation and
lands for
for equable taxation
taxation of
of forest
forest land.
land. Foresters
and
lands
advise
the landowner
landowner on his
his individual
individual situation.
situation.
advise the
The Extension Service,
Service, Oregon State
State University,
University, and
and County
County Extension Agents
Agents provide
provide techtechnical informational
informational and
and educational
educational assistance through
through publications,
publications, tours,
tours, demonstrations,
demonstrations, news
nical
They also
releases,
releases, radio,
radio, and
and TV
TV programs.
programs. They
also conduct
conduct special
special courses
courses at
at the University and local
local
for woodland owners.
owners.
classes for

The U.
Soil Conservation Service provides technical assistance
assistance
The
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Agriculture Soil
to woodland
woodland owners
owners cooperating
cooperating with
with local
local soil
water conservation districts.
districts. It
to
soil and water
It assists
'■Charles H.
is Farm
State Forestry Department,
Salem, OreOre1Charles
H. Ladd
Ladd is
Farm Forestry
Forestry Program Director,
Directoi, Oregon
Oregon State
Department, Salem,
gon. The author has been with the
the Department
Department twenty-six
twenty-six years.
years. He became its
its first
first Farm
Farm ForesForester
his present
ter in
in 1946,
1946, and
and advanced
advanced to
to his
present position as
as head of
of Oregon's
Oregon's farm forestry program in
in
1948.
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such cooperators
cooperators to
to plan
plan aa basic
basic land use and treatment
treatment program
program based
based on
on owner's
owner's desires,
desires, conconservation needs
land according to
to soil surveys,
surveys, and
and present
present condition
condition of
of the
the woodland.
woodland.
servation
needs of
of the
the land

U. S.
S. Agricultural Stabilization
Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service
Service provides,
provides, through
through its
its offices
offices
The U.
in
landowners for
for carrying
carrying out
out
in each
each of
of the
the 36
36 counties
counties of
of the
the state,
state, financial
financial cost
cost sharing with landowners
the forestry
forestry and
and conservation
conservation practices
practices that
are indicated on the chart already
the
that are
already mentioned.
mentioned. Cost
shares,
shares, approximating 50
50 to
to 70 percent of the
the total
total costs,
costs, are
are paid
paid upon
upon completion
completion of
of the
the work
work
that
that complies
complies with specifications.
U. S.
S. Farmers Home Administration provides
provides long-term,
long-term, low-interest
low-interest loans
loans to
to eligible
eligible
The U.
owners to
to enable
enable them
them to
to carry
carry out
out better
better management practices
practices and
and to
to expand
expand their
their
woodland owners
resources.

PRIVATE AGENCIES
Federal Land Bank Association provides a means for qualified woodland owners
The Federal
owners to
to obtain
obtain
long-term,
low-interestloans
long-term, low-interest
loans based
based on
on the
the value
value of
of well-managed
well-managed stands
stands in
in the
the 12-inch
12-inch diameter
class or larger.
larger.
<
The Industrial
Forestry Association sponsors
Industrial Forestry
sponsors the certified tree farm program in
in western
Oregon. Technical forestry
forestry advice,
advice, tree
tree farm
farm tours,
tours, and
and information
information are
are provided
provided for
forthe
thelandlandowners who become
become members.

The Western Wood
sponsors the certified tree farm program in
in eastern
Wood Products
Products Association sponsors
Oregon and
and provides the same service to its membership as the
the Industrial Forestry Association.
Association.
All
are furnished
furnished by
by the agencies
All services
services are
agencies listed at
at no charge to
to the landowner.
landowner. The
The
exceptions,.of course,
course, are
are the
the private
private consulting
consulting forestry
forestry firms
firms and
and those
those listed
exceptions,.of
listed under items
items
9-12, where loans,
9-12,
loans, insurance,
insurance, and
and water rights
rights are
are concerned.
concerned. For further information
information on
on
agencies and
and organizations
organizations and
and for
for aa directory
directory of
of their
their offices,
offices, see
see the
the chapter
chapter on "Forestry
agencies
Organizations and Agencies"
Agencies" by C.
C. R.
R. Ross,
Ross, page
page 359
359.
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Forestry
Information and
and Services
Available to
to Woodland
Woodland Owners—Oregon
Owners-Oregon
Forestry Information
Services Available
- State
Stete
Subject Matter
or Problems
Problems
Subject
Matter or

1.
I.

1. Manegement
Management plans
plans
1.

Floral and
DragProducts
Products
Floral
and Crude
C,d. Drug
1. Cultural practices
practices
1.
Harvesting methods
methods
2. Harvesting

X

U.S.
Forest
Serv.
Portland

X

X

X
x
X
x
X

X
x

x
x
X
x

X

X
X

X
X

X
x

X
x

x
x

x

U.S.
SCS
&SC
SCSiSC
Districts

Portland

E. Oreg.
Oreg
E.
Western
Wood
Products
Assn.
Ass'n.

X

X
X

X
X
x

X
X
X
X
x
X
x
X

W. Oreg.
Industrial
For. Assn.

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
x
X

X

3. Markets
Markets
3.
4.
Permits, legal
4. PermitS,

o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

Forest
Forest Protection
Proection
1.
erosion
Soils and
and erosion
1. Soils

X

x
X

X
x

X

x
X
X

o
o

2.
Watersheds
2. Watersheds

X

X

X

3.Fire
3.
Fire
4. Grazing-domestic
Grazing—domestic animals
animals
4.

o
0

5. Browsing-wild
Browsing—wild animas
animals
5.

X
X

7.
Burning permits,
permits, legsl
legal
7. Burning

o
0
o
0

Harvesting
Harvesting Forist
Forest Products
Products
1.
Timber sale
sale contracts
contracts
1. rumber

X

I

1

...... -

i

I

and weed
weed control
4.
Brush and
4 Brush

i

5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.

Tree nurseries
nurseries
Tree
Tree seed
seed dealers
dealers
Tree
Planting and
and seeding
seeding contractors
contractors
Planting
8.
Tree and
quarantine
8. Tree
and plant
plant quarantine
9.
Nursery licenses,
licenses, legal
legal
9 Nursery

\

i

Trees
Christmas Trees
1. Selecting
Selecting good area
area
2. Species
Species selection
selection
2.
3.
Planting tethniques
techniques
3. Planting

i

Cultural practices
4.
4 Cultural
practices

!

1

5.
Grading
5. Grading
6. Selling
6.
7. Permits,
Permits, legal

1
I

7.

1

Forest
Forest Engineering
1.
Surveys, maps
maps
1. Surveys,
2. Property
corners
Property corners
2

X
X

X
X
x
X
x

-_XX

I

o

X
O
o

X
x

X
x

X

X

X
x

X
X
x
X

X
X

X

x

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
x

X
x

X
x

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
x

X
x
X
x

X
x

x
X
X

o

x
X

.

X

x
---..-tX
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
x
X

X

X
X

x

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
x
X
X
x
X
x

X
x
X
x

4.
4.

X
X

_____

I

|

X
X

X
X
x

X
X

o
x
x

X
x

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

x

X

X

x
x

0
0

o
0
o
0
0
0
0

xx
X
I

o
0

X

o
0
0
o

I

I

0

0

X
X

X
x
X
X
x

xx

X
x

X
X
x
X
x

x
X

X
X

x
x
X

X
X
X
X
x

X
x

X
x

x
x

'

i

0

j

o0

0
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
o0
0
o

.

i

X
X
x
x
X
X
x

x
X
X

I

X
x

X
x

x
X
x
X
x

x
x.
x

X
x
X
X

X
x
x
x
X

X
X
X
x

X
x

I

X

__________________-

.i

I

!

o
0
0
o

Ferest
Fc.rest Recreation
Recreation

1

2.
Game habitat
2. Game

1

3. Ponds
3.
Ponds
4. Public use
use
4.

X
x
X

X

["County
rcoun
L
Surveyor
LSurveyer

X

1.Fishandgamemanagement
1.
Fish and game management

I

I

X
X

3. Water
3.
Water storage
storage
4.
Range management
4. Range
5.
Recreation
5.Recreation

X
X
x'. ■

xX
x
x

■

0
O

o
0

X
X

X

X

X

0
0

I

I

X
x
X

—.
X
X
X

o
0
0

X

X
x
X

X
x
X
x

X

X
x
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

1

x
X

X

I

X

'

x
X
X

Forest Land
Land Uses
Uses
Forest
1.
1.
Soil
Soil capabilities
2.
Watersheds
2. Watersheds

X
X

o
0
o
0
o
o
0
0
o
o
0

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
1. Forest
1.
Forest taxation
taxation
2.
sales and purchases
purchases
2 Timberland sales

o
0

O
0

3.
Certified tree
tree farms
farms
3. Certified
4. Complete service for
4.
for absentee
absentee owner
owners

X

5. Statistics,
Statistics, resources,
resources, etc.
etc.
Wood preservation
6. Wood
6.
7.
7. Research,
Research, forest
forest practices

X
X

8. Research,
forest products
8.
Research, forest
products
Loans
on woodland
Loans on
(a) Local
loan loan
companies
(a)
local
companies

X

9.
9.

X
X
x
X

X

X

I

X

X

X
x

X
x

x
x

X
x

X
X
x

X

X

X
x
X
X

X

X

x
X

X
x

X
X

I

x
X
X

X

X

x

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
x
X

I

X

I

I

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
x

X
X

X

1

X
x
X

X
xX

X
X
x

X

X

o
0

o
0

X
X

o

o
0

I

X

o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

X
X

X
X

I

X
X

o
0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

o
0
o
0

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

x
X

x
X

X
x

X
x

x
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
x

X
x

X
x

X
x

X

(b)local
(b) Local banks
banks
(c)

0
O
X

I

I

0
O
0
O
0
O

Legend:
legend

Prime
source of
of information
Prime source
information and
and service
service
source of informatiun
information and
and service
service
Other source
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[Aerial
r
Aerial
|_ photos

X
x

I

X

o
0
o
0

X
x

1

0
O
X

X

i

xX

Roads, drainage
Roads,

offices-Federal land
(c) Local
Local offices—Federal
LandBank
Bank
(d)
(d) Farmers
Farmers Home
Home Administration
Administration
10. Loans
10.
Loanson
onenterprise,
enterprise, sawmills,
sawmills, etc.
(a) Local
loan companies
companies
(a)
local loan
(b) Local
Local banks
banks
lbj
(c) Small
Small Business
Business Administration
Administration
(c)
(d) Rural
Rural Electric
Electric Administration
Administration
11.
Forest fire insurance
11. Forest
insurance
(a)
SeeStateDeptoflnsur.Salem
(a)SeeStateDeptof
Insur.Salem
12. Water
Water rights, dam
dam permits
permits
12.
(a)
Salem
(a) State
State Engineer,
Engineer, Salem

X
X
X

I

3. Logging
Logging plans
plans
3.

X.

X

o
0
0
o

.

IX.
IX.

X
X
X

ASCS
CountyOffices
Oces
ASCS County

I

i
i

1

VIII.
VIII.

Cost Sharing
Tharing Progrem
Programs

-

Reforestation
Reforastation
1. Tree
Tree planting
1.
2.
seeding
Direct seeding
2 Direct
3. Site
Site preparation
preparation
3.

VII.
VII.

Private
Consulting
For.
Foi'. Firms

I

0
O
o

5.
Permits, legal
5. PermitS,
■

X
x
X
x

o
0
I

X

X
I

X

2.
Markets
2Markets
3. Sawmulling
Sawmilling
3.
4. Logging
methods
logging methods
4.

VI.

.

o
0

6. Insects
Insects and diseases
diseases
6.

V.
V.

X
X

&&

X
X

________
IV.
IV.

Co.
Co. Agts.
Agts.

O.S.U.
Serv.
Ext. Serv.

0O
O
o
o
0

.

3.
3. Timber
Timber marking
marking and
and tree
tree selection
selection
4. Cruising
Cruising and
and appraisals
appraisals
4.
S.
5. surveying
Surveying and
and mapping
mapping
Slash disposal
disposal
6. Slash

III.
Ill.

Salem

State
Game
Comm.
Portland
Portlend

-

" Pac.
Pac.N.W.
N.W
For.
For
&
Range
&.Range
Expt. Sta.
Sta.
Portland

Forest
ForestManagement
Manag.m.nt
2.
Stand improvement
improvement
2. Stand

||.
II.

State
Tax Comm.
Comm
Tax
& County
County
Assessors

Dept. of
Agric.

State
Forestry
Foreetry
Dept.

O.S.U.
o.s.u.
Forest
Research
Lab.
Corvallis

X
X

Forest
Forest Statistics
Statisticsfor
for Oregon

The
following statistical
F.
The following
statistical information for Oregon was
was compiled by Charles F.
Sutherland,
Jr. and James 0.
0. Howard, from
from sources
sources indicated.
indicated.
Sutherland, Jr.
Dr. Sutherland
Sutherland is
is Associate Professor of Forestry Management teaching
teaching forest
forest
Dr.
economics
Forestry, Oregon State University,
University, Corvallis,
economics in the
the School
School of
of Forestry,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Oregon.
After 5 years
of forest
years of
forest research in private industry,
industry, he transferred to
to the
the Lake
States Forest
Forest Experiment Station, U.
States
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service.
Service. While there,
there, he engaged
in aa study
study of
of taxation and ownership. He came to,Oregon
in
to^Oregon State
State in
in 1959.
1959.
Mr.
Mr. Howard,
Howard, at the time
time of this
this writing,
writing, was on educational leave
leave from
from the
the
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
U. S.
and Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
Station, U.
S. Forest Service,
Service,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. While at
at the
the Station,
Station, he collected
collected and
and compfled
compiled data
data for
for the
the
Forest Survey.
Survey. He has also assisted on several
several National Forest surveys.
surveys.
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TABLE
TABLE 1.
1.

FOREST
FOREST ACREACE
ACREAGE STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR OREGON
OREGONCOt'NT!E55
COUNTIES9
WESTERN OREGON
OREGON COUNT!
COUNTIES
WESTERN
ES
b
ToTA!,t_1963
TOTAI.
-1963

OREGONb_1963
OREGONb- 1 963

ITEM
iTEM

BENTON-1962
BENTON-1962

CLACKAMAS-1961
CLACKANAS-1961

CLATSOP-19bl
CLATSOP-19h1

Percent

Thousands
acres
of acres

Percent

428

100

1,210

100

525

100

280

65

956

79
79

488
488

93

280

65

945

78
78

465

88

11
II

1

1

23

55

Thousands
of
of acres

Thousands
Thousand8
of acres
acres
of

Percent

Thousands
Thouaands
acres
of acres

Percent

61,605
61.605

100
100

19,202

100

30,739

50

15,858

83

26,613

43

15,082

79

4,126

7
7

776

4
4

681

11

261

11

3,445

6
6

515
SiS

3
3

30,866

50
50

3,344

17

148
.148

26,613

100

15,082
1.5,082

100

10,311

39
39

6,894
6,894

45

5,009

19
19

3,532
3.532

Thousands
Icres
of acres

Percent

LAND

Total Land
Total

11

and
Forest Land

22
3
3

Commercial

4

Noncommercial

5
5

productive (reserved)"
(reserved)d1
Productive

6
6

Unproductive

Nonforest Land

7
7

4

1

11
11

1

I

19

4

35

254
2S4

21
21

37

7

280
280

100
100

945

100

465

100

191

"9

324

34

321

69

23

15

i

115

12

221
221

47

OWNERSHIP
JWERSHTP
Cononerclal
Conercia1 Forest
Forest Land
Land

8
8
9
10
10
II
11
12
12

Priv8tee
Private*
Forest Industry
Forest
lndutry

isc. Private
Farmer
Farmer and
and Klsc.
Public

5,302
5,302

20
20

3,362

22

176

63

209
209

22

100

22
22

16,302

61

8.188
8,188

55

89

32
32

873

66

144

31
II

12,545

47

5,085
5,085

34

17
17

6
6

532

56

13

National Forest

14

Bureau of Lcnd
Land Management
Management

2,477

9
9

2.227

15
15

57

21
21

61

77

->2

11

15

Other Public

1,280

5
5

876
876

6

15

5
5

280

3
3

14?
142

30

26,613

100

15,082

100

280
280

100

945

100

465

100

929

4
4

730

5
5

46

55

7

7

1

3,765
3,765

14
14

3,400
3,400

22

163

17

129

28
28

CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
16

Conercial Forest
Commercial
Forest Land
Land

17

Areas
Nonstocked Areas

18

Seedling and
and Sapling
Seedling

19

Pole
Pole Timber

20

Sawtimber

21
21
22
22

Small
(11.0-20.9)
Small (11.0-20.9)
+

Large (21
(21 lnch
inch))
Large

89

32
32
cc

115

12

79

17
17

68

621

66

250

54
54

69

25

233

25

121

26

121

43

388

41

129
129

28
28

3,513

13

1,469

10

11

18,406

69
69

9,483

63

190

8,689

33

5,549
5.549

37

9,717

36
36

3,934

26

forest
Survey Reports
Reports published
published by
by the
the Pacific
PacificNorthwest
NorthwestForest
Forestand
andR.ingc
Ranitc
8Fores.t land
land and
and ownership
ownership data
data were
were taken
taken from County Survey
e of
is
Date
of survtv
surev is
Experiment Station,
.Experiment
Station, United
United States
States Forest
Forest Service,
Service, United
United States
States Department
Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
Dat
shown for
for each
each county.
county.

bSuarie5
will not
not necessarily
necessarily equal
equal total
total county
county figures-because
figuresbecause of
of the
the changes
changes In
in ownership
ownership
Summariesfor
forOregon
Oregonand
andWestern
Western-Oregon
Oregon will
omitted hut
but mas
mny
and the different standards uaed
used in
In 1963
1963 to
to derive
derive regional
regional and
and state
state totala.
totals. Sunaries
Summaries for
for Eastern
Eastern Oregon
Oregon were
were omitted
be
Oregon data.
data.
be derived
derived from Oregon and Western Oregon
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OREGON
OREGON

WESTERN
WE STERN
COUmBIA-1961
COLUMBIA-1961
Thousands
of
of acres

|

COOS-1962

|

a;RRY-1962
C1JRRY-1962

|

COU NT I ES
COUNTIES

DOUGLAS-1962

|

j

Percent

Thousands
acres
of acres

Percent

Thousands
of acres
acres

Percent

Thousands
of acres

Percent

HOOD RIVER-1961
RIVER-1961

Thousands
of acres

|

JACK50N-1962
JACKSON-1962

|

J

JOSEPHINE-1962

Percent

Thousands
of acres
of

Percent

Thousands
of acres

Percent

100

1

1

413

100

1,031
lOu

100

1,038
1038

100

3 ,239
3,239

100

338

100

11,802
,802

100

1,040

2
2

343

83

905

88

978

94
94

,921
22,921

90

288

85

,538
11,538

85

961

92

3
3

336

81

900

87

855

82

2 ,864
2,864

88

258

76

11,365
,365

76

915

88
88

22

5
5

11

123

12

57
57

2
2

30

9
9

173

9
9

46

3

0.5

47

55

2
2

10

3
3

3

4

7.
7.

55

c

c

I
1

4

c

6

77

2
2

22

0.5

76

77

55

22

20

6

170

9
9

45
45

4

77

70

17

126

12
12

60

66

318

10

50

15

264

15

79

8

8

336

100

900

100

855

100

2,864

100

258
258

100

1,365

100

915

100

9
9

317

94

597

66

310

36

1,220

42

38

15

566

41

228

25

10

195

58

288

32

161

19

695

24

23

9
9

309

22

61

77

11
11

122

36

309

34

149

17

525

18

15

6
6

257

19

167
167

18

12

19

6

303

34

545

64
64

1,644

58

220

85

799

59

687

75

66

8
8

483

57
57

960

34
34

177

69

399

30

359

39

62

77

636

22

386

28

289

32

48

22

43

16

14

1
1

39

4

100

13
14
14

12

4

173

19

15

7
7

22

64

7
7

16

336

100

900

100

855

100

2,864

100

258

100

1,365

100

915

51

6
6

101

12
12

161

55

22

11

61

5

49

6
6

267

29
29

125

14
14

510

18

55

21

_221
221

16

175

19

17
18

108

32

19

84

25

63

7
7

118

14
14

195

77

39

15

108
108

8
8

111

12

20

144

43

519

58

511

60

1,998

70

162

63

975

71

580

63

21
21

108
108

32

113

13

131

16
16

400

14

65

25

317

23

139

15

22

36

11

406

45

380

44

1,598

56

97

38

658

48

441

48

ctess
Less than
than 0.5 percent.
percent.

d

dReserved
Reserved for
for national
national or state parks,
parks, wilderness
wilderness areas,
areas, etc.
etc.

eBreakd,n
Private' forest
forest land
land area
area into
into "Industry"
'Industry' and
and "Farmer
"Farmer and
and Misc.
Misc. Private"
Private" categories
categories not
not available
available for
for Baker,
8aker
Breakdown of
of "Private"
Grant,
Malheur, Morrow,
Morrow, Umatilla,
Umatllla, Union,
Union, and
and Wallowa
Uallowa Counties.
Counties.
Grant, Harney, Malheur,
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TABLE
TABLE 1.

s
FOREST ACREAGE
ACRACE STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR OREGON
OREGON
COUNTIES(Cont1nued)
FOREST
COUNTIES
(Continued)

WESTERN

WESTERN

ITEM

PerPercent
cent

Thou8ands
Thousands

of acre8
of
acres

Thou8and8
Thousands
of acres

of acres

OREGON
COUNTIES
OREGON
COUNTIES
LINN-1962

LINCOLN-1962
LINCOLN-l962

LANE-l962
LANE-1962

PerPercent
cent

Thousands
of acres
acres
of

)IARION-1961
MARION-1961

PerPercent
cent

Thousands
Thousand8

of acres
cre8
of

MIJLTNO?IAH-196l
MULTNOMAH-1961

PerPercent
cent

Thous.and8
Thousands
of acre8
of
acres

PerPercent
cent

LAND
LAND

Total
Total Land
Land
Forest
Land
Fore8t
Land
2

11

Commercial
Conmercia1
Noncommercial

3
4it

5

Productive (re8erved)d
Productive
(rescirved)"1

6

Unproductive
Unproductive
Nonforest Land
Land
Nonforé8t

7

630

100
100

1,469
1,469

100

751

100

271

100

585

93
«

1,090
1,090

74

403

54

132

49

81

583

93

1,003
1,003

68
68

384

51

128

47

184

6

2

c

87

6

19

3

4

2

120
120

4

1

c

57

4
4

7

11

1

1

64

2

1

1

c

30

2

12

2

3

1

371

13

45

7

379
379

26
26

348

46

139

51

2,363

100

583
583

100

1,003
,003

100
100

384

100
100

128
28

100

903

38
38-

367

63

515
515

51

151

39

56

44

567
567

24
24

256
256

44
44

235

23

36

9

2.918
2.918
2% 54 7
Z547
2,363
2,363

100
87

---

1
1

OWNERSHIP
JNERSKIP
Coimerclal Pore8t
ForestLand
Land
Comercial

8

privatee
Private6

9

Fore8t Indu8try
Forest
Industry

10
11 .

12
12

Farmer and
and Mlec.
Miac. Private
PIiv8te
Farmer
Public
Public

13

National Fore8t
Forest
National

14

Bureau
Bureau of
ofLand
LandMana8ement
Management

15

Other Public
Public
Other

336

14
14

111

19

280

28

115

30

56 .

44

1,460
1,460
1,179
1,179

62

216

37

488

49

233

61

72

56

50

169

29

379

38

183

48

68

53

261

11

26

44

86

88

21

5

4

3

20

11

21

4

23

3

29

8

2,J63
2,363

100
100

583

100

1,003

l003

100
100

384

100

128

100
100

60

2

20

3

21
21

2

18

55

21
21

169
169

29

228

23

71
71

18
18

13

10

9

52

9

74

7

46

12

10

8

1,606
1,606

68

342

59
59

680
680

68

249

65

105

82

398

17
17

80

14

86

22

39

30

51

262

45

183
497

18

1,208
1,208

50

163

43

66

52

CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES

16

Coercial Fore8t tand

Commercial Forest Land

17
17

Non8tocked AreaB
Nonstocked
Areas

18
18

Seedling
and Saplin8
Sapling
Seedling and

490

19

Pole
Timber
Pole Timber

207

20

Sawt imber
Sawtimber

21
22
22

Small (11.0-20.9)
(11.0-20.9)
Smafl
Large (21
(21 inch+)
inch*)
Lar8e

■

apore8t
taken from
Report8 published
publi8hed by
by the
the Pacific
forest land
land and
and owner8hip
ownership data
data were
were'taken
from County
County Survey
Survey Reports
PacificNorthwe8t
Northwest Fore8t
Forest and
and Range
Range
ExperimentStation,
Station, United
United States
State8 Forest
Fore8t Service,
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Portland,
Experiment
Service, United
United State8
States Department
Department of
Portland, Ore8on.
Oregon. Date
Date of
survey is
is
of survey
8hownfor
for each
each county.
shown
county.

bSuarie8
Summariesfor
for
Oregon
Oregon8nd
andWe8tern
Western Ore8on
Oregon will
will not
not nece88arily
necessarily equal
equal total
totalcounty
countyfigure8
figuresbecau8e
becauseof
ofthe
thechange8
changesinInowner8hip
ownership
and the different standards used in 1963 to derive regional and state totals.
Summaries
Oregon were
omitted but
butmay
may
Suimnarie8for
for Eastern
Ea8tern Ore8on
were omitted
be
derived
from
Oregon
and
Western
Oregon
data.
be derived from Ore8on and We8tern Oregon d8ta.

and the different 8tandard8 u8ed in 1963 to derive regional and 8tate total8.
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OREGON COUNTIES

CO UNTIES
wWESTERN
ORE G 0 N
E S T E R N
YAMHILLYMiRILL-.l961
WASHINGTON-1961
WASHINGTON -1961
1961
| TILLA1IOOK-1961
TILLAMOOK- 1961

POLK-196
POLK-196i]
Thousands
of
acres
of acres

Percent

Thousanda
Thousands

of
of acres
acres

Percent

Thousands
of
acres
of acres

Percent
cent

Thousands
Thousanda
of
of acrea
acres

Percent

COUNTiES

EASTERN
E A S 1 E R N
BAKER-1956
EAKER-l956
Thouaanda
Thousands

of
of acrea
acres

|

OREGON
0
R E G 0 N
C 0 UNTIES
CR00KCROOK-1964
1964
|
1964
DESCHUTES-1964
DESCHUTES-

Percent

Thouaanda
Thousands
of
of acres
acres

Percent
cent

Thousands

of
of acrea
acres

rerPeri:ent

1

473

100

716
714

100

458
658

100

454

100

1,986

100

1,907

100

1,937
1.937

22

280

59

650

91

255

56

258

57

745

37

950

50

1,280

67

3

279

59

646

90

255

56

258

57
57

652

33

621
421

22

968

51
51

4It

1

c

4
6

1

93

4

529

28

312

16

5

1

cc

4
6

1

5

193
193

61
41

64

9

203
203

44

196

43

1,241

62
42

2

4

529

28

270

14
16

63

957

50

657

33

88

6
7

c

100
100

8

279 .

100

646

100

255

100

258

100

652

100

421

100

968

100

9

235

84

202

31

160

63

192

74

130

20

77

t8
18

128

13

10

132

47

125

19

8

3

90

35

e

57

13

75

8

11

103

37
37

77

12

152

60

102

39

e

20

5

53

5

12

44

16

444

69

95

37

66

26

522

80

344

82

840

87

23

9

502

77

333

79

815

84

43

17

19

3

11

3

24

13

1

1

91

14

14
16

63
43

15

54

8

12

5

299

47

83

32

15

1

1I

c

16

279

100

666
646

100

255
255

100
100

258

100

652

100

421

17

7
7

3

99

15

20

8

8

3

6

1
1

1

18

163

58

266
264

41

106

41
61

54
56

21

25

19

30

11

33

5

68

27

36

14

131

20

79

28

250
250

39

61

26
24

160

62

690
490

21

51

18

76

12

46

18

111
111

43

153

23

22
22

28

10

174

27

15

6

49

19

337

52

4 —
4
-

100

968

c

52

5

166

17

8

20

114

27
27

339

35

75

274

65

411
611

63
43

75
75

18

345

36

199

47

66

77

dReserved
for national
Reserved for
national or
or atate
state parks,
parks, wildernsaa
wilderness areas,
areas, etc.
etc.
eBreakdown
Private foreat
of "Private"
into "Industry"
Induatry and
and 'Fanner
Breakdown of
forest land
land area
area into
"Fanner end
and Misc.
Baker,
Miac. Private"
Private categories
categoriea not available
available for
for 8aker

305
305

100

32

cteaa
Less than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.

Grant, Harney,
Kalheur, Morrow,
Morrow,Unatllla,
tirnatilla, Union,
Grant,
Harney, Malheur,
and Wallowa
Wallowa Counties.
Counties.
Jnion, and

3
c

3
FOREST
STATISTICSFOR
FOROREGON
OREGON
COUNtIESa(Continued)
FOREST ACREACE
ACREAGE STATISTICS
COUNTIES
(Continued)

TABLE
TABLE 1.
t.

COUNTIES
OREGON COUNTIES

EASTERN
EASTERN
ITEII
ITEM

GRANT-1958

Thousands

of
of acre8
acres

HARNEY-1953

PerPercent
cent

Thousands
thousands

of acres

of acres

OREGON
f

PerPercent
cent

JEFFERSON-1964
Thousands
Thousands
of acres
acres
of

PerPercent
cent

J

LAKE-1964
LAKE-964

KLAMATH-1964

Thousand8
Thousands

of
of acres
acres

Percrcent
cent

Thousands

PerPer.
cent
cent

of acres
acres
of

'.AND
'.AN1
Total Land
Land'
total

1I

Forest
Land
Forest Land

2
3

Cooonercial
Coaiercia1

4

Noncommercial
Noncommercial
Productive (reserved)d
(reserved)'*
Productive

5

..Unproductive
Unproductive

6

Nonforest
Land
Nonforest Land.

77

2,893
2,893
1,996
1,996
1,689
1,689

100

6,484
6,484

100

1,148

100

69

631

10

606
.606

53

SB
58

411

6

365

307

11

220

4

20

1

287

10

220

896

31

1,689
320
e

100

5,292

100

79

32

3,822
3,027
2,601

68

1,489
1,169

22

241

21

426

11

320
320

18

2

169

4

13

4

223

19

257

77

307

6

5,853
5,853

90

542

47

795
795

21

3,803
3,803

72

100

411

100

365

100
100

1,169
1,169

100

27
27

6

.94

26
26

40

336
336

29

ee

59

16
16

2,601
1,031
1,031
701
.701

100

19

27

263

23

e

.35

1.
1

330

13

73

6

74

60

833

71

28

6
c

OWNERSHIP
(NESHI
P
Land
8..Commercial
Forest Land
8. -Commercial Forest.

11

Priv8tee
Private6
Forest Indu8try
Industry
Fore8t
Farmer
Farmer and
and Mlec.
?li8c. Private
Private

12

Public
Public

9

10

13

National Forest
Forest
National

14

Bureau of
ofLand
LandManagement
Management
Bureau

15

Other Public
Public
Other

e

1,369
1,324
1,324

81

385

94

271

78

365

89

135

37

1,570
1,454
1,454

56

829

43

33

18

4

136

37
37

59

22

4

2

1

57

2

100

2

c

.

71

c

STAND-SIZE CLASSES
CLASSES
StAND-SIZE
Commercial Forest
Land
16. Commercial
Forest Land
Areas
Nonstocked Areas
17
Li

1,689

100

411

21

1

2

27

2

16
16

19
19

Seedling and
and Sapling
Sapling
seedling
Pole
Timber
Pole timber

20

Sawtimber

18

365

100

2,601
2,601

100

1,169
1,169

4

1

135
135

55

41

3

47

13

166

/

1

101

99

18

c
4

100
tOo

254

15

53

13

74

20

603

23

212

1,387

82

340
340

83
83

240 ..

66

1,697
1,697

65

815

70
7C

21

Small
Small (11.0-20.9)
(1l0.-20.9)

538

32

16

4

115

31

1,284
1,284

49

578

50
SC

22

+
Large
(21 inch
)
Large (21
inch4)

849

50

325

79

125

35

.413
. 413

16

237

20
2C

Forest land
land and
and ownership
ownership data
data were
were taken
taken from
from County
County Survey
Survey Reports
by the
the Pacific
PacificNorthwest
Northwest Forest
andRange
Range
aForest
Reports published
published by
ore8t and
Experiment Station,
Service, United
United States
States Department
Department of
Agriculture, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. Date
Date of
survey is
Is
Experiment
Station, United
United States
State8 Forest
Forest Service,
of Agriculture,
of survey
shown for
each county.
county.
shown
for each
Summariesfor
for
Oregonand
andWe8tern
Western Oregon
Oregon will
not necessarily
necessarily equal
equal total
totalcounty
countyfigure8
figuresbecau8e
becauseof
ofthe
the
changesinin
ownership
bSuarie8
Oregon
will not
changes
owner8hip
Summariesfor
for Eastern
Eastern Oregon
were omitted
omitted but
and the different standards used in 1963 to derive regional and state totals.
Summaries
Oregon were
but
may be
from Oregon
Oregon and
and Western
may
be derived
derived from
Western Oregon
Oregon data.
data.

and the different standard8 used in 1963 to derive regional and state total8.
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Thousands
ot
ol acres

11

6,317

2
2

95

3

21

4

74

|

Percent

1954
MORRO.4-1954
MORROW-

Thousand8
Thousands
of acres
of

|

Percent

UMATILLA-1958
UMATIIXA- 1958
Thousands
Thou8and8
of
acres
of acreB

Percent

WALLOWA■1957
WALLO.JA-1957

WASCO-1964
WASCO- 1964

Percent

Thou8and8
Thousands
of acres
acres

Percent

Thou8and8
Thousands
of acre8
acres

|

Percent

1964
wHEELER-1964
WHEELER-

Thou8and8
Thousands
of acres
acres

Percent

100

2,068

100

11,299
1,299

100

2,012

100

1,525

100

1,093
1,093

100

22

220

17
17

589

28

822

63

1,101
1,101

55

550

36

507

46
46

219

17
17

563

27
27

779

60

878

44

419

27

312

29

26

1
1

43

3
3

223

11

132

9

195

10

1
1

70

3
3

1
1

c
1

1
1

c

cc

17
c
c

22

1
1

33

2
2

153

8

130

9

193

1.7
1.7

83
83

1,479

72

477

37
37

911

45

975

64
64

586
586

54

219

100

563

100

779

100

878

100

419

100

312

100

97

44

223

40

277

35

296

33

61

15

170
170

54

e

15

4

80

e

46

11

90

1
1

11

7

6,222

98
98

1,098

8
8

21

100

99

144

65

10

e

e

e

e

11
11

e

e

e

e

12
12

77

35
35

122

13
13

2
2

10
10

121

14
14

5
5

25

1

1

cc

219

25
•

29

56

339

60
60

502

65
65

582

67
67

358
358

85

142

46

56

314

55

493

63
63

572

65

198
198

47

133

43

33

1
1

4

11

5
5

1

160

38

9
9

3

22

4

5

1
1

5
5

1
1

563

100

779

100

878

100

419

100

312

100

7
7

1
1

6
6

1
1

7
7

1
1

2

7
7

2
2

cc

c
c

100

c

22

74

100

17
17
188

11

44

6
6

3
3

13
13

2
2

9
9

1
1

5
5

1
1

19

6

27
27

15

77

115

21

153

20

151

20

15

69

197

90

428

76

610

78

21

4

22

24

11

229

41

341
341

44

22

10

47

173

79

200

35

269

34

c99
Less

|

J

Thou8and8
Thousands
acres
of acreG

1,318
,318

4

21

|

UNI0N-1958
UNION-1958

6

16

C 0 U N T I E S

0 R E G 0 N
|

100

55

15

COUNTIES

OREGON

EASTERN

EAST E R N
MAL}IEUR-1956
MALHEUR- 1956

c
c

37

9
9

17

6
6

17

97
97

23

66

21

715

81

283

68

222

380

43

173

41

180

58

334

38
38

110

27

42

13

—

than
percent.
than 0.5 percent.

dReBerved
Reserved for
for national
national or Btate
state park8,
parks, wilderne88
wilderness area8,
areas, etc.
eBreakdown.of
Private' fore8t
into "Industry"
"Indu8try" and "Fanner
Breakdown of "Private"
forest land
land area
area Into
Private" categories
Baker,
Farmer and Mlec.
Misc. Private
categorieB not available for Baker,
Malheur, Morrow,
Morrow, Umatilla,
Grant, Harney, Malheur,
Umatllla, Union,
and Wallowa
WalIowa Countie8.
Counties.
Union, and

307
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TABLE 2.

TIMBER
STATISTICS FOR
TIMBER VO1tJPtE
VOttlME STATISTICS
FOR OREGON
OREGON COtINTIESa
COUNTIES

(net
(Net volume
volume of
of live
livesawtimber
sawtimberon
oncommcrcial
coramercial

foreat
forest land--log
land--log scale,
scale, Scribner
Scrlbner rule)
rule)

WESTERN
WESTERN
ORCONh
OREGON

ITEM

1I
2
3
4U
5

6
7
8
9
10

II
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
22
23
24
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

b
TOTALb
TOTAL
- 1963

OREGON
OREGON

BENTON-l962
BENTON-1962

COUNTIES
COtI4Tl
ES

CLACKANAS-1961
CLACKAMAS-1961

CLATSOP-1961
CLATSOP-1961

Milliona
Millions
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

Perfercent
cent

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

Millions
bd. ft.

jlljons
bd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

OWNERSHIP
Total Commercial
Total
Commercial Sawttznber
Sawttaiber
Forest
Industry
Forest Industry
Farmer &&Misc.
Misc. Private
Private
Farmer
National
Forest
National Forest
Other
Public
Other Public

437,898
437,898
84,748
84,748
30,631
30,631
241,483
241,483
81,036

100
100
19
7
55
19

336,931
336,931
69,308
69,308
28,624
28,624

6,356
6,356
314
2,367
718
2,957

100
100
5
37
II
11
47

21,297
1,304
1,547
16,438
16,438
2,008
2,008

100
100

164,671
164671
74,328

100
21
8
49
22

STAND-SIZE
CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
Total
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Commercial
Sawtimber
Sawtimber Stands
Stands
Poletimber Standa
Stands
Poletimber
Seedling &
& Sapling
Stands
Seedling
Sapling Stands
Nonstocked Areas
Nonstocked
Areas

437,898
437,898
421,810
421,810
7,867
7,680
7,680
541

100
96
9.6
22
22

336,931
336,931
326,110
326,110
3,740
3,740
6,647
6,647

100
97
97
1
22

6,356
6,356
6,002
6,002

100
100
94

21,297
21,297
20,924
20,924

354

6

c

434

c

177
185
11

100
100
98
11
1

DIAMETER CLASSES8
Total
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Commercial
11.0-18.9
d.b.h.
11.0-18.9 inchea
inches d.b.h.
19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
29.0-38.9
39.0+
39.04-

437,898
437,898
83,656
83,656
126,045
126,045
102,053
102,053
126,144
126,144

100
19
29
23
29

336,931
336,931
53,681
53,681
87,264
87,264
78,282
78,282
117,704
117,704

100
100
16
26
23
35

6,356
6,356
1,109
1,447
1,279
2,521

100
100
17
23
20
2fl
4C
40

21,297

437,898
437,898
418,396
418,396
244,096
244,096
4,109
4,109
2,965
2,965

100
96
56
1
1
1
1

336,931
336,931
317,505
317,505
228,556
228,556
255
2,255
2,351
351

6,356
6,356
5,715
5,715
5,383
5,383

100
90
85

40

1

4,382
382
4,542
542

100
94
68
1
1
1
11

7

c

SPECIES
Total
Commercial Sawtinber
Sawtimber
Total Coimnercial
Softwoods
Softwoods
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
California and Shasta fir
Grand fir
fir
Grand
Pacific silver fir
Noble fir
fir
Noble
Subalpinefir
fir
Subalpine
White fir
White
fir
True firs
Lodgepole
Lodgepole pine
pine
Ponderosa pine
pine
Ponderosa
Sugar
Sugar pine
pine
Western
white pine
Western white
pine
Whitebark pine
pine
Whitebark
Engelmann
spruce
Engelmann spruce
Sitka spruce
spruce
Sitka
Mountain
hemlock
Mountain henilock
Weatern
Western henlock
hemlock
Weetern
Western larch
larch
Alaska-cedar
Alaeka-cedar
.
Incense-cedar
Incenae-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Western
Western redcedar
redcedar
Juniper
Juniper
Other-i
OtherJ

California and Shasta fir

Pacific ailver fir
True firs

Hardwoods

BI.
Bl. cottonwood
cottonwood &
& aspen
aspe
Red
alder
Red alder
Bigleaf
Bigleaf maple
maple
Oregon white
white oak
Oregon
oak

California black
California
black oak
oak

Tanoak
Tanoak
Oregon
ash
Oregon ash
Pacific
Pacific madrone
madrone
Golden chinkapin
chinkapin
Golden
Cherry
Cherry
OtherJ
Other)

-

8,036

4,659
4,659
4,996
4,996
1,467
1,467
19,024
19,024
5,535
5,535
52,987

4,363
4,363
3,322
3,322
52
52
3,241
4,960
4,960
8,511
8,511
37,535
37,535
4,961
4,961
17
I?
3,945
3,945
933
6,401
6,401

c
4
1
12
1
1
c
1
1
22
9
1

c
1

c
2

bd. ft.

1,778
1,778

23

7,789
7,789
7,343
7,343
227
219

100
94
3
3

100
100
22
33
23
22

7,789
7,789
2,334
2,957
1,457
1,041
1,041

100
30
38
19
13

21,297
20,907
12,919
12,919

100
98

7,789
7,789
6,944
6,944

61

969

100
100
89
12
12

136
720
874
10

1
44
4

15

c

29
1

c
c

1

173

1

c
c

15

c

1,053
1,053

14

944
4,355
4,355
80
22

4
20

4.644
4,644

60
60

398

c

461
5,461

2

512
512
3,288
3,288
4,019
4,019
2,676
2,676
5
403
4,960
4,960
5,393
5,393
36,934
36,934
204
204
17
3,554
3,554
933
6,346
6,346

c
1

59
18

c

c

11

2
11

Ii

89

1

c
c

c
c

1

c

196

3

649

3

263

3

641
k
147
•196
196
258

10

390
k
222
156

2

845

II

1

701
144

9

30

1

12

c

38

c
c
c

9

c

k

663

c

1I

c

2

c

19,502
19,502
450
450
,543
9,543
,166
3,166
,380
2,380
52
,517
1,517
191
191
,496
1,496
38

4
c

19,426
19,426

6
c

669

c

1

4,704
4,704
6,932
6,932
4,881
4,881
4,780
4,780

6
7
77
10

1

336

c
c
c
c
c

PerPercent
cent
100

c

1

ft.

7,789
7,789
4,639
4,639
1,372

337

2

ii11tons
Mil
1 Ions
bd. ft.

388

9,542
9,542
3,166
3,166
2,373
2,373

3

52
52

c

1,517
191

1,496
1,496

1
1

2

3

1

2

4

1

aForest
Reporta published
Forest land
land and
and ownerahip
ownership data
data were
were taken
taken from
from Foreat
Forest Survey
Survey County
County Reports
published by the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest Forest
and Range
Forest and
Service, United
United States
States Department
Department of
ExperimentStation,
Station, United
Experiment
United Statea
States Foreat
Forest Service,
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Portland,
survey is
Portland, Oregon. Date of
of survey
is
shown
shownfor
for each
each county.
county.
bSuaries
Oregon
equal total
will not
Summariesfor
for
Oregonand
andWestern
Western Oregon
Oregon will
not neceaaarily
necessarily equal
total county
county figures
figures because
because of
of changes
changes in
in ownership and
and the
the
to derive
and state
atate totals.
different standards
totals. Suariea
different
standards uaed
used in
in 1963
1963 to
derive regional
regional and
Summaries for
for Eastern
Eastern Oregon
Oregon were
were omitted
omitted but may
may be
derived
be derived
from Oregon
Oregon and
from
and Western
Western Oregon
Oregon data.
data.

cLeas
than .5
.5 percent.
Less than
percent.

into "industry"

is not available for Baker,
'Private"
in the

ownership volume
dBreakdown
'Private ownership
Farmer and
Breakdown ofof"Private"
volume into "Industry" and
and "Farmer
and Miscellaneous
Private" is not available for Baker, Grant,
Miscellaneoua Private'
Grant,
and Wallowa
Harney, Malheur,
Maiheur, Morrow,
Morro', Umatilla,
data of
Harney,
Umatllla, Union,
Union, and
Wallowa Counties.
Counties.
In these
these counties,
counties, data
of "Private" ownership
were entered in the
in
ownerahip were
"Forest
Industry" ca'egory.
category.
Foreat Induacry

eData
for Coos,
Jackaon, and
Countiea were
were conbined
for
Data for
Coos, Curry,
Curry, Douglaa,
Douglas, Jackson,
and Josephine
Josephine Counties
combined for
Service. Data
entered in
inCooa
Coos Co.
Co. column.
column.
Data are
are entered
Service.
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countica by
all
all five
five counties
the Uniced
United States Forest
by the
Forest

COUNTIES

O R E G O N
WESTERN OREGON

C 0 U N TIE S

WEST E R N
COLUMBIA1961
COLUMBIA-1961
MllUons
MillLons
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

J

DOUGLAS-1962

Millions
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

PerPercent
cent

Millions
bd. ft.
ft.

Percent

Millions
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

23,562
6,634
3,764
2,504
10,660

100
28

17,549
4,126
1,217
10,675
1,531

100
23
77
61
9
9

76,986
19,471
3,298
32,379
21,838

152,346e
152,346e

100
97
97
11
2
2
c

,120
22,120
,118
11,118
941

100
53
44

61

3

66

,120
22,120
11,738
,738
241
141

100
100

11
12
13
13
14
15

2,120
2 ,120
1 ,216
1,216
634
201
69
69

100
57

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2A
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

2,120
2 120
1,491
1 491
1,303
1 303

100
70
61

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

68
9
9
10

CURRY-1962

Percent

11
22
3
4
5

77

COOS-1962

82
11
77

30
10
33

147,616
1,086
3,221
423
423

152346ee
152,346
20,762
33,778
35,049
35,049
62,757

16
II
11

45

Count)
County

See CooB
Coos

County
County

100
92
78

17,549
15,091
13,450

220

11

78
165

h

100
86
77
c

1

h
1
1

25
42
7
7

Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

Percent
cent

4 ,817
4,817
372
111
33,989
,989
345

100
8
2
2
83
7
7

21,383
21,383
5,070
1,212
8,604
6,497

100
24
6
40
30

12,886
328
651
5,741
6,146

100
2
5
45
48
48

4 ,817
4,817
44,598
,598

00
IOO
96

See Coos

County

See Coos County

111
108
k
k

22
22

4 ,817
4,817
1 ,294
1,294
1,796
1 ,796
1 ,040
1,040

See Coos

County

See Coos County

687
687

100
27
37
37
22
22
14
14

44,817
817
44,782
782
22,367
367

100
99
49

5
5

343

11

496
242
64

77
10
5
2

100
25
4
42
29

See Coos County

See Coos
Coos County

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

53
80
361
88

cc
cc
2
2
1
1

u1,23s£
111,235
106,334
77,307
2,177
5,982
599
1,071
236
236
_h

100
96
69

22

11

cc

205
2,788
3,374
1,179

c
3
3
3
1
1

67

c
1
1
22
4

213

11

19

c

4

1,401

6
6

167

1
1

509
2,141
4,288

104

5
5

15
545
806

cc
2
2
4

127
252
9

11
22
c
c

2,980
128
1,235

242

11

74

c

629

30

1,925

8

2,458

14

514
115

24
6
6

1,231
448
13

5
5

405

22
cc

103
33
33

22
11
c
c

4,901
115
950
797
1,569

4
c
11
c
c
11

72

cc

1,416

8

1,445

11

22

cc

283

22

1,166

11

159

1

1

218
218

11

275

c
c

84
84

J0SEPHINE-1962
JOSEPHINE-1962

Percent

41

23,562
21,637
18,362

|J

Millions
ft.
bd. ft.

100

14
14
22
22
23
23

JACKSONJAcKSON-1962
1962

J

Percent
cent

,
See
See Coos
Coos

HOOD RIVER-1961
RIVEF -1961
Millions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Percent

See

34

11

139

3
3

58
4
148

1
c
3
3

299
356
118

6
8
2
2

114

2
2

Douglas

County

—

33
c
c
11

35

1
1

9
9
9
17
17

cc
c
c

1

Data
Jo8ephine Counties
Countie8 were combined for all
Data for
for Dougla8,
Douglas, Jack8on,
Jackson, and
and Josephine
all three
three counties by the
the United StateB
States Fore8t
Forest Service.
Service.
DatB
re entered
Data are
entered in
In Douglas County
County column.
column.

iameter clss8es
for Baker,
Baker, Grant,
Grant, Harney,
Tjlameter
classes for
Harney, Malheur, Morrow,
Morrow, UmBtillB,
Umatilla, Union,
Union, Bnd
and Wallowa
are Bccording
according to
to old
old Btandards.
standards
Wsllows Counties ste
Diameter classes are;
are; 11.0-20.9, 21.0-30.9, 31.0-40.9, 41.0+
41.0+ inche8.
Inches.
hcrand
the8e countie8.
Grand fir and white fir combined for
for these
counties. DatB
Data are entered in
In grand fir column.
iTrue
firB (except grand and
True firs
and white
white fir)
fir) were placed in
In thi8
this category for CooB
Coos County.
-^
Specie8
in this cIBse
Species included
Included In
class vary by county.
Les3 thsn
500 thoussnd
Less
than 500
thousand board feet.
feet.
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TABLE 2.
TABLE

TIMBER
COUNTIESa(Continued)
(Continued)
TIMBER VOLII
VOLUME STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR ORECON
OREGON COUNTIES
(Net
volume of
live swtimber
sawtimber on
on commercial
commercial
(Net volumc
of live.
forest
land--log scale.
scale, Scrlhner
Scrlbner rule)
rule)
forest land--log

WESTERN

WESTERN
I

MillIons
Millions

bd.
ft.
bd. ft.
(4NERSHIP
OWNERSHIP
Total Cc'mmercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Tntzl
Fnret Induacry
Forest
Industry
Farmer
Farmer&&Misc.
Misc. Private
Private
National
Forest
NatIonal Forest
Other
Public
Other Public

1

2
3

4
5

PerPercenL
cent

11 lions
MillIona

ft.

d. ft.
bci.

ORECON
OREGON

COUNTiES

COUNTIES

LINN-1962
LINN-1962

LINCOLN-1962

LANF.-l962
LANE-1962

iTEM

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

l'crPercent

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

hd. ft.

JH1ILTNOMMI_1961
Mlll.TNOMAII-1961

MAKION-1962
NAKION-1962

PerPercent

hd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

NiIIin

Mi 11 Ions

bd. ft.

PerL'ercent
ccnt

67,086
67,086
10,424
2,799
2,799
47,078
47,078
6,785
6,785

100
16
4
70
10

17,289
5,371
5,371
749
9,581
9,581
1,588

100
31
4
56
9

28,287
28,287
7,082
7.082
4,277
4,277
13,527
3,401
3,401

100
tOO
25
15
48
12

7,767
65
698
5,737
5,737
1,267
1,267

100

3,174
3,174

100

1
9
74
16

631
2,381
2,381
162

20
75
5

67,086
67,086
65,558
765
763
k

100
98
1
1

17,289
16,887
207
195

100
98
11
1

28,287
28,287
27,504
27,504

100
97

100
95

3,174
3,174
3,153
3,153

1.00
100
99

293
489

1

7,767
7,767
7,418
195
154

3
2

18
18
3

11
cc

67,086
67,086
9,551
9,551
16,706
16,706
15,034
15,034
25,795
25,795

100
14
25
22
39

17,289
17,289
2,275
6,156
6,156
5,364
5,364
3,494

100
13
36
31
20

28,287
3,517
3,517
7,120
7,120
7,581
7,581
10,069
10,069

100
12
25
'7
-.6o

7,767
7,767
1,578
1,578
2,505
2.505
2,247
2,247
1,437
1,437

100
100
20
20
32
29
19

3,174
3,174
516
718
718
552
1,388
1,388

100
16
23
17
44
44

67,086
67,086
64,805
64,805
50,902
50,902

100
97
76

17,289
17,289
15,321
15,321
11,151
11,151

100
89
65

28,287
27,853
27,853
18,618
18,618

100
98
66

7,767
7,767
7,446
7,446
4,803
4,803

100
96
62

3,174
3,174
2,877
2,877
1,606
1,606

100
91
51

628

1

1,145
1,145

2

130

1

kk
874
1,120
1,120
38
145

3
4
c
c

11
3
33

166
81

5
3

65

2

22

c

4

c

76
420

c

I1

c

1

78

1

7

c

94

c

3

c

160
5,820
5,820

1
21

336
1,618
618
6
8

4
21
cc

1

819
819

c
26

CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
Total Commercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total
Sawtimber
Sawtimber Stands
Stands
Poletlmber Stands
Stands
Poletimher

6
7
8
9
10

Seedling 6
& Sapling
Sapling Stands
Stands
Seed1in

Nonstocked
Nonstocked Aress
Areas
8

DIAHETER
DIMIETER CLASSES

1

2

c

.

11
12
13
14
15

Total Comyiercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Totsl

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4C
41

Total Commercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total

42
43
44
44
45
46

Hardwoods
}lardwooós
BI. cottonwood
Bl.
cottonwood &
& aspen
aspen
Red alder
Red
alder
Bigleai"maple
maple
Bileai
Oregon white
oak
Ore8on
white oak
Calllnrnia
California black
black oak
oak
Tanoak
Oregon
ash
Oregon ash
PacifIc
Pacificmadrone
madrone
Golden chinkapin
chinkapin
Golden
Cherry
Cherry
OtherJ
OtherJ

11.0-18.9 Inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h.
11.0-18.9
19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
29.0-38.9
39.0+
39.0+
SPECIES
SPECIES

Softwoods
Softwoods
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
California and
Shastafir
fir
California
and Shasta
Grand
fir
Grand fir
Pacific silver fir
Noble
fir
Noble fir
Subslpinefir
fir
Subalplne
Whitefir
fir
White
True firs*
Lodgepole
Lodgepole pine
pine
Pondeross pine
pine
Ponderbsa
Sugar pine
Sugar
pine
Western
white
Western white pine
pine
Whitebark
Whitebark pine
pine
Engelmann
En8elmann spruce
spruce
Sitka
spruce
Sitks spruce
Mountain
Mountain hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
Western hemlock
Western
larch
Western larch
Alaska-cedar
Alssks-cedar
Incense-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Western redcedar
redcedar
Western
Juniper
Juniper
0ther.
OtherJ

Pacific silver fir

True firsi

47
48
49
50
51
51
52
52
53

49
k
913
139
280
234
666
666
1I
77
218
1,511
,511
,588
5,588

c

c
c
c

2

c

1

c
c
c

1,257

7

2,633

15

3

8

1I

c

7

1

6

c
c

8
2,026
2,026

c

23
45
45
5
'

23.4
234

k

2

419

2,281.
2,281
155
1,402
1,402
499
499
97
52

40
235

7

cc
c

3

148

1

522

2

73

1

132

4

3

,968
1,968

11

434

2

297

9

II

c

1
c
2

209
88

7

1

321
63
18
199

4

39
98
250

17

c

41

1

20

c

10

c

c
2
1

1,943
1,943
25

11
c

1

1

2

c
c
c

c
C

kIt

were taken
taken from
the Pacific
Forest land
land and
and ownership
ownership data
data were
from Forest
Forest Survey
Survey County
County Reports
Reports published
published by
by the
pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
aForest
Oepartment of
Range Experiment
United States
States Forest
Forest Service,
Service, United
United States
States Department
of AgrIculture,
Agriculture,Portland,
Portland,Oregon.
Oregon. Oate
Date of
Range
ExperimentStation,
StatIon, United
of
survey
shown for
each county.
county.
aurvey is
is srtown
for each
will not
equal total
total county
in ownership
Summaries for
Oregon and
and Weatern
Western Oregon will
not necesaarily
necessarily equal
county figurea
figuresbecause
because of
of changes In
ownership
for Oregon
totals. Sunmiaries
regional and
stste totals.
for Eastern
in 1963
and
standards used
used in
1963 to
to derive
derive regional
and state
Summaries for
Eastern .Ore8on
Oregon were
were omitted
omitted but
but
and the
the different
dIfferent standards
may be
fromOregon
Oregonand
andWestern
Western Ore8on
Oregon data.
data.
may
be derived
derived frot
c
cL
Less than
than .5
.5 percent.
percent.
and Miscellaneous
Hiscellaneoua Private"
Private" ia
into "Induatry'
Farmer and
not available
dfireakdown
volume into
"Industry" and
and "Farmer
is not
available for
Baker,
ownership volume
dBreakdowr, of
of "Private"
for Baker,
Private ownership

countiea, data
of "Private"
Wallowa Counties.
Countiea. In
Harney. Malheur,
Malheur, Morrow,
Morrow, Umatilla,
Umatllla, Union,
Union, and
and Wallowa
In these
these counties,
data of
"Private" ownership
ownership were
were
Grant, Harnej.
category.
entered
the "Forest
Industry" category.
Forest Induatry'
entered in
in the
e
by the
were combined
forall
afl five
Contiea were
Data for
Coos, Curry, Dog1aa,
Douglas, Jackson,
Josephine Counties
combined for
five counties
counties by
the tnited
United States
States
eData
Jackaon, and Joaephire
or Coos
colum'.
Co. column.
are entered
Forest
Service.
Data are
entered ir
inCoos
Coos Co.
Forest Service.
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WESTERN

WES TERN
POLK- 1961
POLK-1961
Mllllons
Militons
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

"] TILLAHOOK-1961
TILLAMOOK- 1961

Percent

■1,545
.1,545

16
16
17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29
30
31
32
33
34
34
35
36
37
38
39
39
40
41

2,952
2,649
2,346

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

303

51
52

3 ,146
3,146

100

697
563
752
1 ,134
1,134

22
18
24
24
36

3 ,146
3,146
22,976
,976
58
112
112

100
90

2,952
559
559
356
356

15

100

100
19
12
17
17
52

100
89

492

Mllllons
Milliona
ft.
bd. ft.

100
96

2,952
2,640
2,640
87
225

12
13
13
14

PerPer-.
cent
cent

11,490
11,073
94
323
k

6
6

19
19
14
3
3
64

3
3
8
8

79

YAMHILL- 1961
YAHHILL-1961

Millions
Milliona
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.
1,014

100

11
11

WASHINGTON -1961
WASHINGTON-1961

100
15
12
39
39
34

2,952
550
422
81
1,899

8
9
9
10

bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Percent

11,490
1,742
1,369
4,485
3,894

11
22
3
3
4
4
5
5

7
7

Mllllons
Milliona

EASTERN
E A S TERN
0 R E G ON
OREGON

0 REG ON COUNTIES
C 0 U N T I E S
OREGON

637

63

377

37

100
72

1
1
3

1,014
730
163
121
121

11,490
2,783
4,856
4,856
2,208
1,643

100
24
42
19
15
15

1,014
511
511
254
120
129

100
50
25
12
13

3 ,146
3,146
1 ,083
1,083
1 ,047
1,047
725

11,490
10,337
3,886

100
90

1,014
866
791
31

34

PerPetcent

BAKER1956
BAKER-1956

CCOUNTIES
0 U N T I E S

CROOK- 1964
CROOI(-1964

~j~

MI
Milliona
11 Ions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Percent

MI 11 lone
)li11ion

6,455
672

100
10

4,552
4.552

bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

"T

Percent

6,238
461

4,552
4,268
243
41

100
100
94

6,238
5,354
630
630

d

14
14

287

10

4,718

41

11

cc

10

87
k
168

3
3

48

1
1

60

1,153
1,153

11

10

1,141
1,141

10

12

c
c

6
6

36
36

8
8

148

100

77
22
90
11

88
88

132
132

22

100
95
2
2
3
3

6,455
6,301

100
98

154

22

100

291

6,455
1,934
2,637
1,506
378

100
308
41
23
6

4,552
4,552
795
1,689
1,689
1,513
555

100
17
37
37
33
33
13

6,238
2,005
2,005
2,179
2,179
1,511
543
Ye3

100

35
33
23
9
9

100
85
78

3 146
3,146
2,450
2 450
22,395
395

100
78
76

6,455
6,439
1,220

100
100

4,552
4,549
570

100
100
100

6,238
6,237

13

3

15

1
1

3

c
c

308

7
7

97
11
43
1
i
45
88
407
407

100
100
22
c
11
c
1
1
11
77

c
c
77

780
780'•
3,620

12
58
1
1

22

cc

66
21
35
35
1,033

166

169
169

33

3
3
3
3

c
c

1I

c

11

c
c

16
12

19

4,267
128

5
1
1

2
2
17

111
111

22

7
7

2,965

46

3,490

3

c
c

=
1,673

105
105

Percent

5,651

106
1,071

1
1

Millions
Mi11ion
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

100
33
c
C
94
94
3
3

134
23

kIc

15

DESCHUTES-1964
DESCHUTES -1964

3
3

4

c

36

1
1

290

4
4

11

c
c

671

10

11

c
c

16
16

c
c

15

c
c

""

5,605

67

247
7
7

100
86
10
44
c

32
32
35
24
24
9
9

c

c

11

1

1

15

696

102
35

10
4

11

11

15
362
92
206

21

22
12

3
6
11

k

53

11

c

-r
Data
Date for
for Douglas,
Douglaa, Jackson,
Jackaon, and
and Josephine
Joaephine Counties
Countiea were
were combined
combined for
for all
all three
three counties
countiea by
by the United
United States
Stetea Forest
Poreat Service.
Service
Data are entered in
In Douglas
column.
Douglaa County column.
diameter claaaea
classes for
Union, and Wallowa
for Baker,
Baker, Grant,
Grant, Harney,
Harney, Malheur,
Malheur, Morrow,
Morrow, Uoatilla,
Uatilla. Union,
Vallowa Counties
Countiea are
are according
according to
to old
old
+
etendarde.
claaeea ate;
41.0+
inchee.
standards.
Diameter classes
are; 11.0-20.9,
11.0-20.9, 21.0-30.9,
21.0-30.9, 31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9, 41.0
inches.

hGrand
for theae
Grand fir
fir and white fir
fir coithined
combined for
these countiea.
counties.

In grand
grand fir
fir column.
column.
Data are entered in

iTrue
True fira
firs (except
(except grand
grand and
and white fir) were placed in
In thia
this category for Cooa
Coos County.
County.
-'Species
Included in
In thia
this claaa
class vary
vary by
by county.
county.
Speciea included
Less than 500 thoucand
thousand board
board feet.
feet.
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TI
MBERVOLUME
VOLUME
STATISflt2.cFOR
FOROREGON
ORECON
COUNTIES"
(Continued)
TIMBER
STATISTICS
COUNTIES*
(ContlnuedJ

2

(Met
(Netsvolume
volumeofof live
lIve sawtjmber
s.iwtimber on
on commercial
commercial
forest land--ion scale, Scribner rule)

forest Iand-iog scale, Scribner rule)

F.ASTER
E A S T E R
ITEM

■

(:RANT-1958
GRANT- 1958

Millions
1illIons
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

11
2
3
4i)
5

(.JNERS)B r
OWNERSHIP
Total Commercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtlmber
Total
Forest
Industry
Forest Industry
Farmer
Farmer &&Nisc.
Misc. Private
Private
National
Forest
Nationil Forest
Other
Other Public
rublic

6
7
8
9
10

STAND-SIZE
CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
Total Commercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total
Sawtlmber Stands
Stands
Sawtimber
Poletlmber
Stands
Poletimber Stands
Sapling Stands
Seedling & Sapling
Stands
Seedling
Nonstocked Areas
Areas
Nonstocked

11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15

DIAMETER CLASSES8
Total
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Commercial
11.0-18.9
d.b.h.
11.0-18.9 inches
inches d.b.h.
19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
29.0-38.9
39.0+
39.0k

DJTER

HARNEY-l95i
HARNEY195J

PerPercent
cent

Millions
Ml11
ions
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

100
10

4256
4,256

88
2

3,982
3,982

100
99
1
c
c

4,256
4,256
4,214
4,214

4,256
4,256

629

100
32
42
22
4

13,549
13,549
13,545
13,545
1,906
1.906

100
100
14

4,256
4,256
4,256
4,256

13,549
13,549

1352
1,352
d

11935
11,935
262
13,549
13,549
13,374

168
2
.5
.5
13,549
13,569
4,324
4,324
5,637
5,637
2,959
2,959

159
d
115

42

889

2,133
2,133
1,195
1,195
39

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Commercial
- Softwoods
Softwoods
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
California and Shasta fit
Grand
Grand fir
fir
Pacific silver fir
Noble fir
fir
Noble
Subalpine
fir
Subalplne fir
White
fir
White fir
1
True firs
Lodgepole pine
Lodgepole
pine
Ponderosa pine
pine
Ponderosa
Sugar pine
pine
Sugar
Western white
white pine
Western
pine
Whitebark pine
pine
Whitebark
Engelmann
Engelmann spruce
spruce
Sitka spruce
spruce
Sitka
Mountain hemlock
Mountain
hemlock
Western
Western hemlock
hemlock
Western
Western larch
larch
Alaska-cedar
Alaska-cedar
Incense-cedar
tncense-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Port-Orford-cedar
Western
Western redcedar
redcedar
Juniper
Juniper
Otherj
OtherJ

California and Shasta fir

110
110

PerPercent
cent

Millions
Mlllions
bd. ft.

100
4

4,654
4,654

94
2

1,909
1,909
2,405
2,405

100
99
11

4,654
4,435
4,435

True firsi

Hardwoods

81.
cottonwood &
& aspen
aspen
81. cottonwood
Red
Red alder
alder
Bigleaf
maple
8igleaf maple
Oregon
Oregon white
white oak
oak
California
black oak
oak
California black
Tanoak
Oregon
Oregon ash
ash
Pacific madrone
Pacific
madrone
Golden
Golden chinkapin
chinkapin
Cherry
Other-!
Other3

COUNTJ

C 0 U N T I EES
S

bd. ft.

318
318
22

130
89

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

Nil lions
Millions
bd. ft.

PcrPcrcenl
ceni

100
7
c
41
52

20,821
20,821
4,201
4,201
1,258
1,258
14,330
1,032
1,032

100
20
20
6
69
5

11102
11,102
2,874
2,874

100
26
2
72
c

100
95
3
2

20,821
20,821
19,285
19,285
1,177
1,177

100
93
6
11
c

11,102
11,102
10,493
10,493

20,821
20,821
5,865
5,865
7,484
7,484
5,133
5,133

100
28
36
25
11

11,102
11,102

2,263
2263
3,959
3,959
3,396
3,396
1,484
1,484

100
20
36
31
13

100
100
10
9
c
c
cc
11
14

11,102
11,102
11,099
11,099

100
100

21
66

c
c

1I

c

2.2?b
2.27b

21.
21

708

36
72
11

b6
71
11
c
11
c

543

100
100
33

4,654
4,654
4,654
4,654
1,083
1,083

100
100
24

20,821
20,821
20,821
20,821
1,995
1,995
1,832
1,832

161
58

3
1

28

15

c
6

1,867
1,319
1,319

103
103

2

279

3
58

50

1

7,898

4043
4,043

95

2,337
2,337

50

24

c

25
4
537

c
12

338

1

448

3

1

c

1,119
1,119

8

4
2

c
c

2

c

327
32

100
20
40
28
12

1
12

1,641
1,641

bd. ft.

4,654
4,654

925
925

LAKE-1.964
LAKE-t9b4

1964
KLAXiATII-1964
KLAMATH

PerPercent
cent

100
21
50
28
1

Pacific silver fir

170

OREGON

0 R E C 0 N

JEFFERSONJEFFERSON-19(,A
1964

SPECIES

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
37
38
39
40
41

<

11

46
k
13

c

46

1

1

1

1

2339
2,339

56
110
110
136
136

2,826
2,826
2,377
2,377

bd. ft.
171

8,051
8,051
6

365
204
40

100
95
3
2
c

308
308
344
344
11
124

11
43
1
22
c
c

1,568
1,568
17

8
c

25

c

198

11

139

1

3
3

c
c

8,891
8891

7,804

1

the Pacific
Northwest Forest
Forest and
Reports published
forest
land and
and ownership
ownership data
data were
were taken
takenfrom
fromForest
ForestSurvey
SurveyCounty
County Reports
published by
by the
Pacific Northwest
aFore5t land
Portland, Oregon.
Department of
Date of
of
Range Experiment
Station,
United States
of Agriculture
Agriculture, Portland,
Oregon.
Date
Range
Experiment
Station.United
UnitedStates
Sta:esForest
Forest Service,
Service, United
States Department
survey
survey is
Is shown
shown for
for each
each county.
county.
b
changes in
in ownership
will not
total county
Summarie6
Oregon
andWestern
WesternOregon
Oregon will
not necessarily
necessarily equal
equal total
county figures
figures because
because of
of changes
ownership and
and
bSuaries
forfor
Oregon
and
Summaries for
for Eastern
the
standards used
Eastern Oregon
Oregon were
were omitted
omitted but
but may
the different
different standards
used In
in 1963
1963totc derive
derive regional
regionaland
andstate
state totals.
totals. Summaries
be derived
derived from
from Oregon
Oregon and
and Western
Western Orego'.
Oregon data.
data.
be
c
Le6s than
percent.
cLeSs
than .5
.5 çercent.
Private is
is not
and Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Private"
into "Industry'
Breakdown ofof "Private"
ownership volume
volume Into
"Industry"and
and "Farmer
"Farmer and
not available
available for
for Baker,
Baker,
dareakdown
"Private' ownership
data of
courties, data
owner6hip were
In theGe
Grant,
Harney, Malheur,
Morrow, Umatilla,
Union, and
and Wallowa
Wallowa COurtie6.
Counties.
In
these counties,
of "Private"
"Private" ownership
were
la1he,.r, Morrow,
Umatilla, Ut,ion,
Grant, Harney,
entered
the "Forest
"Forest Industry"
Industry" category.
category.
entered in
in the
e
Forest
by the
for all
Data for
Coos, Curry,
Curry, Douglas,
Douglas, Jackson,
Jackson, and
and Josephine
Josephine Counties
Counties were
were combined
combined for
all five
five counties
counties by
the United
United States
States Forest
eData
for Coos,
Service.
Data are
are entered
entered in
inCoos
Coos Co.
Co. column.
column.
Service. Oata
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31.2

C 0 U N T 1 E S
EASTERN OREGON
0 R E G 0 N COUNTIES

EAST E R N

1956
MAI.HEURIIALHEUR-1956
Mllllons
Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.
1
2
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

Percent

144
79
d
31
31
34
34

100
55

144
138

100
96

6

4

21
24

1

MORROW- 1954
MORRXJ-1954

Millions
Millione

1,766
1.766
710
d
1,049
lO49
7

100
40

4,297
4297

100
30

100

60
c

2,834
2.834
172

66
4

6,167
6.167
1,287
d
4,830
4830
50

1,766
l766
1,760
5
5
11

100
100

4.297
4,297
4,197
94
4
2

100
98

100
33
52
10
5
100
100

144
143
53

100
99
37

1,766
l766
1,766
1.766
269

589
914
183
80

17
17

15

11
6
6

c
c

6,167
6l67
6,039
6O39
123
4
11

100
98
22
c
c

7,289
7,161
123
11
4

4297
4,297
1.792
1,792
1,810
576
119

100
42
42
13
3
3

6,167
6.167
2,886
2.886
2,118
862
301

100
47
34
36
14
5
5

4,297
4297
4,294
ll59
1,159

100
100

6,167
6,165
1,247
1.247

100
100

67
1.069
1,069

104

k
60

12

11

85

42

1,195

67

1,238
l238

22
c
c

27

11..
25
2
2
29

15

11

10

68

101

4

6

216

460

5

11
11

21

20

WASCO-1964
WASCO- 1964
Millione
Mlllions
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

WREELER-1964
WHEELER- 1964

Percent

7,237
99
231
4,731
2,176

100

' '100
100
98
2
2
c
c

7237
7,237

100
88

7,289
3,082

100

2,641
264l

21

79
c

22
3
3
65
30

Millione
Mllllons
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

PerPercent

244O
2,440
315
197
1.852
1,852
76

100
13
8
76
3

2,440
2.440
2,283
120

22

21
16
16

100
93
5
I
1
1
1

357

36
17
5
5

7,237
2,005
2,679
1,658
895

100
28
37
23
12

244O
2,440
561
990
729
160

100
23
41
30
6
6

7,289
7,256
2,058

100
100
28

7,237
7,227
3,172

100
100
44

244O
2,440
2.440
2,440
601

100
100
25

365
162
298

5
5

8

c
c

1.209
1,209

42

6,398
747
92

10
10

*

2
2

1,551

4
25

254
920

3
13

3
722

4
c
10
10

5
5
274

c
11

257
257
1,226

4
20

256
2,476

4
34

28
1,171

c
16

14
14
1,285

11
63
53

8

c

5
5

c

99

11

545

9

482

7
7

42

11

47

22

19

c

17

c

408
584

1,105

18

788

11
11

110

6
8
2
2

206

8

8

c

55

1
1

10

3

c
c

7

c

207

k
2
2

Percent

78
11

d

c
c

WALLOWA1957
WALIThIA-1957
Millione
Milllons
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

100

1
8
1

bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

Percent

7.289
7,289
1,488
d
5,755
46

1291
1,291

1
12
1

f

Percent

44
22
18

16
17
17
[8
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

|

UNION-1958
UNI0N-1958

Millions
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

l766
1,766

144
60

UMATILLA-1958

Percent

Millione
Millions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

100
42
31
15
12

11
12
12
13
13
14
15

f

k

1
1

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1
1

1

1

1

1

3

c
c

22
22

c
c
c
c

33
33

c
c
c
C

*

50
51
52
53

3
3

c
c

k

k

k

Data for
combined for
for all
countiee by the United States
Statee Forest
Fore8t Service.
Service.
for Douglae,
Douglas, Jackson,
Jackson, and Joaephine
Josephine Counties
Counties were combined
all three counties
Data are entered in
in Douglae
Douglas County
County column.
column.
iameter classes
claeeee for
for Baker,
Baker, Grant,
Grant, Harney,
Harney, Malheur,
Malheur, Morrov,
Morrow, Umatllla,
Umatilla, Union,
Union, and
and Uallowa
Wallowa Counties
Counties are
are according
according to
to old
old
diameter
standarde. Diameter claeses
standards.
classes are;
are; 11.0-20.9,
11.0-20.9, 21.0-30.9,
21.0-30.9, 31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9, 41.0+ inches.
Inches.
hGrsnd
coabined for
Grand fir
fir and
and white fir
fir combined
for theee
these countiee.
counties.

Data are entered
entered in
in grand
grand fir
fir column.
column.
Dats

ilrue
True fire
firs (except
(except grand and white fir)
fir) were placed in thie
this category
category for
for Coos
Cooe County.
County.
Speciee included
^Species
Included in this claee
class vary
vary by
by county.
county,
k

Leee
Less than
than 500
500 thousend
thousand board
board feet.
feet.
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TABLE 3.
3.

FOREST TNDISTR?
INDUSTRY STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR OREGON
OREGON COUNTIES
COUNTIES

WESTERN
WESTERN
TOTAL

OREGON

iTEM

Perof dollars,.
dollars,",' cent
Thousands
FOREST ASSESSMENT
AND TAXAT1ONa
TAXATION8
(Fiscal
(Fi8cal year
year 1967-68)
A88es8ed value
Assessed
All taxable
11 All
taxable property
property
(Includes
(include8 utilities)
utilities)
22
Real property assessment
33
Timber as8e8smentb
assessment"

Taxes
Forest
receipts
Forest yield tax reCeipt8
(June 1967)
1967)
55 We8tern
Western ore8on
Oregon additional
additional
timber taxc
taxc

$3,754,601
2,828,246
2,818,246

100
75

Thousands
Thou8ands
of dolLars
dollars

3,092,929
2,389,283
112,621

OREGON

(1 R E C, 0 N

BENTON
Percent

100
77
77
4

Thousands
of dollars
of

71,659
71,659
59,179
1,882
i,882

COUNTIES

COUNTIES
CLACKAMAS
CLACKANAS

Percent

100
83
33

Thousands
of dollars
dollars

255,516
204.482
204,482
2,956

CLATSOI'

Percent

100
80
11

Thousands
of dollars

59.489
59,489
45,489
3,785

Percent

100
76
6
6

4
4

587.9

88.9
1,068.5

'

14.5

95.4

27.5

BY M4NUTACTURE
MANUFACTURE
VAUJE ADDED 8Y
(1963)d
(1963)°
All industries
Industries
All
Lumber and wood product8
products
Furniture and fixtures
Paper and allied product8
products

1,574,816
,574,816
700,535
20,769
116,901

100
44
1
1
7
7

1.407,186
1,407,186

45

22,057
16,711

100
76

81,212
13,852

100
17
17

26,064
10,928

100
42

10
11
11
12
13
14
15
15

f
(1967)f
AND EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT (1967)
PAYROLLS AND
Payrolls,
Payrolls, yearly
yearly
All Industries
industrie8
All
and wood product8
products
Lumber and
Logging
Sawmills
Plywood and veneer
and allied
allied products
products
Paper and

3,186,136
481,222
84,719
165,548
182,022
68,583

100
15
33
5
5
6
22

2 843,445
2,843,445
402,654
72,483

100

53,447
t0,785
10,785
1,792
4,116

100
20

130,992
14,536
5,585
5,798
2,100
16,981

100
11
4
4
22
13

46,717
8,382
4,689

100
18
10

16
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
21

Employees, average number
Employees,
All
Industries
All indu8tries
Lumber and
and wood products
products
Logging
Lo8gin8,
Sawmills
Plywood and
and veneer
Paper and allied products

6
77
88
9
9

LOG PRODUCTION"
PR0DUCrIO&'
C)
(Scribner Decimal C)
Year 22 Year
- 1955
1955
1960
23
23
24
1965
25
1966
25

.

SAWMILL INDUSTRY
Lumber Productioni
Production
- 1955
1955
26 Year 27
27
28
29
29

1960
1960
1965

1967
1967 (subject
(8ubject to
to
revision)
revis
ion)

100
13
13
22
5
5
22

32
33

gg
Persons

100
13
2
2
5
5

.----

8 ,143,564
8,143,564
66,929,327
,929,327
7,516,419
7 ,516,419
7 ,095,564
7,095,564

-

181,000
99,181,000
523,000
77,523,000
8,111,000
8 111,000
77,311,000
311,000

-,---

6,961,548
6 961,548
5,662,004
5 662,004
6,193,000
6 193,000
505,000
55,505,000

-

_
--

-

-

--

660
605
411
329

l0,flO , AW
-O0 '
10,^?0
l,51
1,5/^
155
272
272
3
3
626
6
g
g
8
g

174,377
130,761
120,495
130,406

213,337
256,011
252,868
229,906

-

24
26
21
15

22,120
2,129
807
871
310
2,147

_-

-

-

420,238
347,794
389,365
413,488

194,186
189,775
277,634
325,093

100

10
10
44
4
4

-

49
51
36
36
29

7,884
1,144
644

_
_--

-

-

-

-

242,784
253,099
321,310
261,873

-

Number
-

-

4
7
7
6
6
6

Timber in Eastern Oregon i8
not taxed until
until cut,
cut, therefore
therefore is
not asse88ed.
Timber
is not
is not
assessed.

314

.
_
-

113,873
See
See Tillamook Co.
108,172
89,024

c
cTh8
Thi8 tax
tax isis collected
collected when
when timber
timber is
la cut
cut in
in Western
Western Oregon--in
0regon--in addition
addition to
to annual
annual timber
timber tax
tax based
based on
on assessment
assessment of
of standing
standing
timber.
timber
d
Ore8on MC 63
From Table8
Tables 507,
507, Cen8ue
Census of
of M8nuf8cture--1963,
Manufacture--1963, Area
Area St8ti8tic8:
Statistics: Oregon
63 (3)-38,
(3)-38, U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, 1966.
1966.
dFrom

Less than
than .5
.5 percent.

15
8
8

Thou8ands
Thousands
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

aD8ta from 'Summary
of Assessment
Asse88ment Rolls
Roll8 for
for 1967-68
1967-68 Fiscal
Fiscal Year
Year and
and 1966-67
1966-67 Property
Property Tax
Tax Collections,"
Collections," Oregon
Oregon State
State Tax
Tax
^ata
"Summary of
Conmli88ion, January
January 1968.
Commission,
1968.

Excludea land.
land.
bExcludes

100

g
g
g
g

1
1
10

Number
-

g
g8
g
Per8ons
Persons

Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
of bd.

Number
Number

Number
-

Persons
Per8ons

Thousands
of bd. ft.
ft.

9,719,878
8,385,444
9,379,784
8.898,012

1,174
709
482
395

1965
1967

462,406
57,970
10,335
g
8
25.360
25,360
g
8

33
8

g8

Thou8and8
Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

Thousand8
Thousands
of
bd. ft.
ft.
of bd.

Number

Mills-!
Number of Mills
Year -- 1955
1955
30 Ye8r
31
1960

3
3

g8
g8
g8
Persons

Person8
Persons

523,223
523,223
69,447
12,011
23,974
25,360
8,463

14

-

WESTERN
WESTERN
COLUMBIA

Thousandc

j

PerPer-

ot dollars
dollars cent
cent
of

COOS
Thousands
of
dollars
of dollars

j

Percent
cent

OREGON
OREGON COUNTIES
COUNTIES
DOUGLAS

CURRY

Thousands
of
dollars
of dollars

26,610
25,016
25,016
4,294

PerPercent
cent

161,747
l6l747

100

116,534
26,789

72
17

46,324
35,767
1,198

4

94.0
94.0

66.4

36.4

1.0

5

10.9

176.9

72.5

150.1

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

25,396
17,906
297

100
71
11

PerPer-

ot dollars
dollars cent
of
cent

162,791
162,791
127,130

4,421

100
78
3

Per-

Thousands

of
cent
ot dollars
dollars cent

57,192
44,877

100
78
e

245

.8

8.1
8.1

53.2

1.5

22,290
22,088

100
99

83,264
75,559

100
91

10,861
7,028

100
65

59,849
50,508

100
84

25,612
23,411

100

29,922
7,397
1,503

100
25
5

15,914
10,681
2,119
2,139
1,952
1.952
8g
8g

100
67
13
12

100
48
II
11
12
22

16,517
3,363
389
g8
g8
8g

100
100
20
2

112,022
35,290
5,855
5,855
9,652
16,150

100
32
5
9
14

35,674
13,378
1,835
3,711
7,448
g
8

100
38
5
10
10
21

25

100
48
9
15
15
22
22
2

100,264

gg
g
7,486
7,486

84,866
40,807
7,681
12,700
18,250
1,959

4,539
1,102
219
g
gg
923

63,327
95,217
102,270
93,919

276,952
196,512
318,368
319,859

17
16
16
10

Persona
Persons

Peraona
Persons
100
24
5
20

13,918
5,835
1,120
1,965
2,564
233

100
100
42
8
14
14
18
2

-

766,769
671,531
667,667
631,705

.-

---

-

-

--

-

46
45
26
19

_
---'
-

2,941

100
42
9
11
20

477
60

348,291
464,202
352,636
356,922

---*-

1,969,444
1,969,444
1,542,699
1,647,683
1,481,629

-

--

-

-

25
20
11
6

1,288,091
813,007
762,670
611,597

---

98
77
42
31

59,540
72,823
57,151
83,463

-

-

-

-

-

18,953
4,739
754
1,388
2,088
8g

--—

709,247
454,725
443,483
443,483
460,941

91

Peraona
Persons
100
25
4
7
11

Thousand
Thousands
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

6,522
1,884
1.884
270
558
994
8g

100
29
4
9
15

Thouaanda
Thousands

of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.
of

.--—-

293,572
166,046
147,209
148,026

83,012
112,682
139,944
117,296

-

--

645,676
645,676
550,746
550,746
516,863
456,491

--

Number
Nuuiber

55

-

43

77

-

39
28
25

66
5

-

-

277,059
194,591

l95I43
195,143
220,185

-

-

--~-

Number

..
-

29
24
17
15

From
Oregon Covered
Covered Employments
Employmentaand
andPayrolls
Payrolls by
From Oregon
by Industry and
and County,
County, 1967;
1967; quarterly
quarterly reporta
reports of
the Departnnt
Department of
Employment,
of tha
of Employient,
State
State of
ofOregon,
Oregon, Salem,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon. Includes
covered firma
firms employing
employing one
one or more
persons.
Includes covered
re peraona.
omitted to
identification of
firne. Totsl
Totsl for Weatern
^Data omitted
to prevent
prevent identification
of individual
individual firms.
Western Ore8on
Oregon omitted
because of incoplet.
Incomplete data.
data.
omitted becauae
hFrOm
"Approximate Acrea
M.B.F. Volume
Removed,State
State of
of Oregon,"
From "Approximate
Acres Logged
Logged and
and M.B.F.
Volume Removed,
for 1955,
1955, 1960,
1960, 1965,
1965, and
and 1966;
1966;
Ore8on," annual
snnual reports
reporta for
report
report by
by State
State of
of Oregon
Oregon Board
Board of
of Foreatry.
Forestry.
iCounty
production data
data from publications
County lumber
lumber production
publications of Western
Western Wood
Wood Products
Association.
Product. Asaociation.
From
information supplied
aupplied by
From Information
by the
the Department
Department of
of Employient,
Employment, State
Oregon, Salem,
Salem, Ore8on,
Oregon, August
1968.
State of Ore8on,
Aaguat 1968.
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.--"•-

■

Number
Nuiber

Number

----

100
16
22

Thousands
of
bd. ft.
of bd.
ft.

"

125,838
203,912
178,354
139,610

Peraona
Persons

8g
g
g

Thousanda
Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.

Number
Nuiber

Number

16,412
6,845
1,416
1,784
3,310

g8

Persons
PerBona

g

"
712,068
630,981
599,266
565,283

100
55
11
9

of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

-

2,857
1.574
1,574
320
264
8g

47,958
11,219
12,392
12,392
22,221
22,221
8g
Persona
Persons

Thouaands
Thousands

Thouaands
Thousands

Number
30
31
32
33

100
84
15

Thousands

100
89

"
26
27
28
29

77
77
12

JOSEPHINE

69,223
61,559

Thousanda
Thousands
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.
22
23
24
25

100

Perof dollars
cent
of
dollars cent

Thousands

100
31,932
Not listed
Not
hated

Peraona
Persons
16
17
17
18
19
20
21

98,457
75,827
11,452

JACKSON
J

I1
2
3

100
77
3

HOOD RIVER
HOOD

PerPercent
of
of dollars
dollars cent
Thousands
Thousands

_
-

TABLE
TABLE 3.

FOREST INDUSTRY
STATISTICS FOR
FOR OREGON
OREGON COUNTIES
FOREST
1NISRY STATISTICS
cOIINT1S(Continued)
(Continued)

WESTERN
OREGON
COUNTIES
WESTERN
OREGON
COUNTIES

Thousinds

of dollars
01
dollars
FOREST
ASSESSMENT
FOREST .\SSESS?rENT
3
AND TAXATION
.\NO
TAXATION3
(Fiscal 'ear
year1967-68)
1967-68)
(Fiscal
Assessed
,\ssessed value
value
1I ,\ll
All taxahle
taxable property
property
(Includes utilities)
n2
Real
property as5essnent
assessment
Real property
Timberassesstnentb
assessment''
Tiher
3

(includes utilities)

365,445
365,445
292,996
292,996
21,495
21,495

]

LINCOLN
LINCOLN

LANE

ITEM

PerPercent
cent

100
100
80
6

Percent

Thousands

of dollars
dollars
of

62,838
52,921
52,921
5,357

100
84
9

LINN
Thousands
of dollars
dollars
of

146,329
146,329
111,936
20,581
20,581

MAR1CN

Percent

100
1QO
77
14

Thousands

of dollars
dollars
of

226,464
183,466
1,183

MIILTNOIIAII

PerPercent

Thousands
of dollars
dolInrs
of

100
81

,547
952
952,547
696 .753
696,753

1

166

1

(:1

tc.

100
73

ce

Taxes
4

Forest yield
tax receipts
receipts
Forest
yield tax
(June 1967)
1967)
(June

87.5
87.5

If.
.8
11.8

13.2

8.9
8.9

6.4
6.4

236.4
236.4

71.2
71.2

177.9

4.6

.9

Western Oregon
Ore8onadditional
additional
55 Western
timber caxc
timber
tax
c

6
77
8
9

.

VALUE
ADDED BY
BY MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTURE
VALUE ADDED
d
(1963)d
(I963)
All
industries
.
All industries
Lumber
Lumber and
and wood
woodproducts
products
Furniture
and fixtures
Furniture and
fixtures
Paper
products
Paperand
andallied
allied products

10
10
11
11
12
12
13
14
15

£
PAYROLLS
PAYROLLSAND
ANDEMPLOYMENT
EMPWYMEN?(1967)
(1967)f
Payrolls,
yearly
Payrolls, yearly
All Industries
Industries
All
Lumber and
Lumber
and wood
wood products
products
Logging
Log8ing
Sawmills
Savmills
Plywood
and veneer
Plywood and
Paperand
andallied
allied products
Paper
products

16
17
18
19
20
21
21

Employees,
average number
number
Enployees. avera8e
All
industries
All industries
Lumber
Lumber and
and wood
wood products
products
Logging
Lo8gin2
Sawmills
Sawmills
Plywood and
and veneer
veneer
Plywood
Paper
andallied
allied products
Paper and
products

.

183,638
183,638
139,384

100
76

24,243
24,243
11,477

100
47

72,498
57,346
57,3.46

100
79
79

68,546
68,546
12,710

100
100
19

470,072
470,072
36,189
16,676
12,705
12,705

100
9
4
3

276,095
276,095
97,183
16,209
16,209
28,124
44,181

100
35
6
10
16

29,930
7,636
1,817
1,817
2,485
2,485

100
26
6

92,194
92,194
33,101
4,538
6,544
18,192
18,192

100
36
5
7
20

199,038
6,202
1,937
2,063
2,063
1,308
1,308
5,342
5342

100

1,390,335
1,390,335
34,983
140
6,091
6,091
15,681
15,681
g

100

g

Persons
Persons

LOG PRODUCTXONh
LOG
PRODUCTION"
(Scribner Dectmal
(Scribner
Decimal C)
C)
22 Year
Year -- 1955
1955
23
1960
1960
24
1965
1965
25
1966

26
27
28
29

46,508
46,508
14,128
2,352
2,352
4,130
4,130
6,344

100
30
5
99
14

.

SAWMILL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
SAWMILL
LumberProduction
Productioni1
Lumber
Year
1955
Year -- 1955
1960
1965
1967 (subject
to
1967
(subject to
revision)
revision)

1,392,078
1,392,078

,399,912
1,399,912
1,221,100
1,221,100
1,368,369
1,368,369
1,198,097
1,198,097

30
31
32
33

115
115
93
62
53
53

5,653
5,653
1,144
301
399
8g

100
20
20
5
7

-

-

-

-

100
33
5
77
17

610,247
610,247
433,899
433,899
440,556
429,235
429,235

339,481
339,481
243,136
200,570
200,570
131,191
131,191

-

.

-

54
22
14
10

482,383
482,383
416,444
416,444
705,293
705.293
687,680
687,680

389,192
389,192
354,683
■497,127
497,127
362,233

_
--

-

-

-

34

-.

-

46
46

-

27
19

100

693
693

2

71,505
71,505
104,919
104,919
127,154

85,975
85,975

124,647
124,647
58,575
l3O777
130,777
117,960

-

24
24
18
14

3

c
e
1

Persons

3
1
1
1

213,965
4,810
4,810
21
863
1,779
1,779
g

100
22
e
e

!

Thousands
of bd. ft.

of bd. ft.

_
-.
--

-

-

-

Number

-

-

3

of bd. ft.

Number

-

1

Thousands
of bd. ft.

of bd. ft.

-_
---

1

35,264
35,264
977
304
314
208
208
N

Thousands
of bd. ft.

Number
-

681
987

1

Persons

gg

of bd. ft.

.
__
-

15,040
4,914

2,543
2,543

of bd. ft.

Number
Number
;;umberofof Mills
Mills3
Year -- 1955
1955
1960
1965
1967

Persons

Thousands

of bd. ft.

4,38
g

g

Thousands
Thousands
of bd. ft.

1,528,438
l,28,438

g8
g
Persons
PerSOfl8

g

1,220,589
1,220,589
1,307,886
1,307,886

8

3

13,419
13,419
28,321
28,321
43,976
43,976
40,290
40,290

156,500
156,,500
134 ,866
134,866
141,449
141 ,449
142,798
142 ,798

.
-

-

-

-

Number

-

15
25
24

-

-

21
21

-

-

Tax Collections,"
Collections," Oregon
and 1966-67
Oe8on' State
"Summary
Fiscal Year
Year and
1966-67 Property
Property Tax
State Tax
TaxComniisCommisSutimaryof
oEAssessment
AssessmentRolls
Rolls for
for 1967-68 Fiscal
sion, January
January 1968.
1968.
sion,
b
not taxed
until cut,
Excludes land.
land.
Timber
Oregon is
taxed until
cut, therefore
thereforeisisnot
notassessed.
assessed.
Eastern Oregon
is not
bExcludes
Timber in
in Eastern
c
to
annual
timber
tax based
assessmentof
of standing
addition
Western
Oregon--in
Thi8
tax
is
collected
when
timber
is
cut
in
Western
Oregon--in
addition
to
annual
timber tax
based on
on assessment
standing
timber
is
cut
in
cThi5 tax is collected when
timber.
timber.
d
S. Department
63 (3)-38,
(3)-38, (1.
Area Statistics
From Tables
Census of
of Manufacture--1963.
Statistics:
Oregon
MC 63
U. S.
Department of
of Cotimerce,
Commerce, 1966.
1966.
Ore8on MC
Manufacture--1963, Area
dFrOm
Tables507.
50. Census

a

Data from
aData

Lessthan
than .5
.5 percent.
percent.
e85

e
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COUNTIES
WESTERN
OREGON
WESTERN
OREG ON COUNTIES
|

POLK
Thousands
of dollars
dollars
of

PerPer.cent

TILLAMOOK
TILLA4OOK
Thousands
of dollars
dollars
of

32,g40
32,840
25,416
3,069

Per.Per-

cent

|

WASHINGTON
WASNINCTON
Thousands
ot dollars
dollars
of

231,908
187,508
tgl,508
4g7
487

EASTERN
EASTERN
YAMHILL
YAMHILL

|

PerThousands
Thousands
cent . of
of dollars
dollars
.

52,227
52,22742,309
1,164

|

(

PerPercent
cent

BAKER
BAKER
Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

51,861
21,673

Percent

COUNTIES
COUNTIES

OREGON
OREGON
|

CROOK

Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

21,082
15,717

|
Percent
cent

DESCM1JTES
DESCHUTES

Percent

Thousands
of
dollars
of dollars

100
75

50,350
37,193

00
74

3

54,150
54 150
43,771
1,799

4

63.7

2.8

.6

3.2
3.2

5

14.0

34.6

6.1

7.5

6
7
8g
9

36,570
25,405

100
70

13,469

100

g6,729
86,729
8,688
g,688

100
10

19,057
7,111

100
37

6,371

100

8,791
8,497

100
97

13,488
13,48g
10,039
10,039

100
100
74

10
11
12
13
14
15

27,g6g
27,868
tO,8S3
10,853
995
4,549
5,242
8g

100
39
4
16

18,654
lg,654

100
53
14
16

150,772
5,095
643
-643
1,523
8g
g

100
3
e
11

32,224
5,184
989
1,879
2,032
g

100
16
3
6
6

16,510
3,596
672
g
8g

100
22
4

13,110
7,489
700
4,176

100
57
57
5
32
32

38,220
11,250
1.308
1,308
5,427
g

100
29
3
14

1

?2

100
81

3

19

g
e

Persons
16

5,053

17
l
18
19
20
21

1,567
1,567
159
612
780

Persons
100
31
3
12
15

Thousands
of
ft.
of bd.
bd. ft.
22
23
24
24
25

193,516
gO,424
80,424
114,391
101,172
101,172

9,840
2,537
2,954
g

100
77
77
9

3,439
1,526
372
470
8g

100
44
11
14

II

-

-

404,666
294,668
235,752
212,402

24,7g5
24,785
792
97
257
g8
g8

100

3
e
1
1

Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.

-.
-

-

g5,749
85,749
23,301
30,243
2g,386
28,386

100
81
22

6,283
805
167
285
285
290
g

Persons

-

Persons

100

3.010
3,010

100

13
3
55
55

476
78
g

16
3

Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.

----

100
42

.1

Persons

Persons

Thousands
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

-

100
81
e

Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.

73,541
40,571
41,347
55,974

-

179,149
t13,tg8
113,188
92,383
95,942

-

-

77,040
61,280
61,2g0
109,019
115,267

28
2
29

199,763
159,966
223,104
169,782

-

Number
Number
30
3031
32
32
33

13
16

11
It

88

131,394
142,136
118,268
llg,268
161,761

-

-

-

14
12
12
11

II

-

--

-

Number

Number
-

lll,41g
111,418
g6,t37
86,137
71,671
50,892
50,892

-

24
22
20
18
18

25

-

55,960
57,162
68,348
76,775

6,891
1,736
1,736
179
774

100
25
3
•.11
11

Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.
-

48,218
48,21g
76,923
131,310
128,484

-

72,865
72,392

-

-

33
14
14

-

8
5
2
2

176,212
117,690

-

Number
Nubtr

Number
Nutzber

27

-

5
44
4

245,331
200,433

-

-

Number

-

14
14
8

From Oregon
Oregon Covered
Covered Employments
EEnploymentsand
andPayrolls
Payrolls by
1967; quarterly
quarterly reports of
From
by Industry
Industry and
and County,
County, 1967;
ofthe
theDepartment
Department of
of Employment,
Employment,
State
Includes covered firms employing
State of
ofOregon,
Oregon, Salem,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon. Includes
employing one
one or more
more pereon..
persons.
Data omitted
omitted to
preventidentification
tdentificstion of
Total for
'Data
to prevent
of individusl
individual firms.
firms. Total
Western Oregon oiitted
omittedbecauBe
because of
data.
for Western
of Incomplete
incomplete data.
1Frotn
Approximate Acres
Acres Logged
M.B.F. Volucie
State of
of Oregon," annual
^rom "Approximate
Logged and
and M.B.F.
Volume Removed,
Removed, State
annual reports
1955, 1960,
1960, 1965,
1965, and
and 1966;
1966;
report. for
for 1955,
report by
by State
Oregon Board
Board of Forestry.
report
tate of Oregon
tCounty
lumber production
production data
data from
County lumber
from publications
Western Wood
Wood Products
publications of Western
Product. Association.
Frotn
information supplied
From information
supplied by
by the
theDepartment
Department of Employment,
EEnployment,State
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, Salem,
Salem, Oregon,
Oregon, August
1968.
Auguat 1968.
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317

-

-

Nwnber
Number

-----

100
53
4

Thousands
of
bd. ft.
ft.
of bd.

"
26
27

2,294
1,210
96
564

Person2
Persons

-

TABLE 3.
3.
TABLE

F0RST
FOR OREGON
OREGON
COUNTIES
(Cnntinud)
FORESTINDUSTRY
INDUSTRY STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
COUNTIES
(Continued)

EASTERN

EASTERN
TEM

GRANT

Thousands
Thoueands
of dollars

of dollars

FOREST ASSESSMENT
FOREST
ASSESSMENT
AND TAXATIONa
AND
TAXATION8
(Fiscal year
year 1967-68)
1967-68)
(Fiscat
Assessed value
value
Assessed
All
All taxable
taxable property
property
11
(Includes utilities)
22
Real
property aeee8ament
assessment
Real property
Timber 8ese8sment'
assessment"
Tiutber
3

(includea utilitiee)

15,787
15,787
10,797
10,797

PerPercent
cent

100
68

Thousands
Thoueands
of dollars

of doltars

20,833
20,833
14,532
14,532

OREGON

OREGON

COUNTiES

COUNTIES

JEFFERSON

HARNEY

PerPercent
cent

100
70

Thousands

of dollars

of dollars

39,900
39,900
13,859

KLAJIATH
KLAMATII

PerPercent
cent

100
35

Thousinds
Thousands
oC dollars
dollars
of

110,210
110,210
67,520
67,520

l.AVE

HerPerceni
cent

Tlious.inds

of
of dnIljrs
dol1ars

Ierceni
cenl

100
61

21,460
21,460
15,580
15,580

100
73
73

Taxes
Taxes
4

Foreat
yield tax
Forest yield
tax receipta
receipts

55

(June
(June 1967)
1967)
Weatern Oregon
Oregonadditional
additional
Western

6
7
88
9

VALUE ADDED
VAU'E
ADDED BY
BY MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTURE
(1963)d1
(1963)<
All
industries
All induetrlee
Lumber and
and wood
Lumber
wood .producte
products
Furniture and fixtures
Paper and
and allied
allied products
Paper
products

10
11
12
13
14
15

.8

tiutber taxc
timber
taxc

Furniture and fixturei

PAYROLLS AND
AND EMPLOYMENTCl967)
EHPLOYMENT(1967)£
PAYROLLS
Payrolls,
Payrolls, yearly
yearly
All industries
Industries
All
Luntber and
and wood
wood products
producta
Lumber
Logging
Logging
Sawmills
Plywood and
.and veneer
veneer
Plywood
Paper
and allied
allied producta
Paper and
products

5,235
5,235
4,794
4,794

100
92

9,978
9,978

100
48
17

4,8.34
4,834

1,656
1,656
g8
g8

All industries

16
17
18
t8
19
20
21'
21

All Industries
Lumber
and wood
products
Lumber and
wood products
Logging
Logging
Sawmills
Sawmills
Ptywood
anó veneer
Plywood and
veneer
Paper
products
Paper and
and allied
allied products

LOG
PRODUCTION"
LOG PRODUCTIONS'
(Scribner Decimal
Decimal C)
C)
(Scribner
Year -- 1955
22 Year
1955
1960
23
1960
1965
24
1965
1966
25

26
27
28
29

SAWMILL
SAWMILL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
Lumber
Productioni
Lumber Production
Year
Year -- 1955
1955
1960
I960
1965
1965
ect to
1967
(subject
1967 (subj
to
Ision)
rev
revision)

1,640
1,640
646
213
g

100
39
13

30
31
32
33

100

26.172
26,172
23,145
23,145

100
88

6,297
6,297
6,154
6,154

100
lO()
98

8,773
8,773
1,247
1,247

100
14

59,896
59,896
22,848
22,848
2,327
2,327
17,255
17,255

100
38
4
.29

8,085
8,085
2.918
2.918

100
36
6
2f
26

g
g

g
gg

1,830
1,3O

726
g
g

Persons
Persons
100
40

1,539
1,539
193
g8
gg

Persons
Persons
100
13

10,475
10,475
3,221
3,221
329
329
2,373
2,373

517

2,070

Persons
Persons
100
31
32
23

1,400
1,400
417
69
288

100
30
5
21

g

132,753
132,753
110,093
110,093

-

-

44,009
64,009
51,640
51,640
78,001
78,001
71,397
71,397

189,781
198,650
198,650

Thousands
Thousands
of bd. ft.

of bd. ft
ft.

of bd. ft.

of bd. ft.
281,769
281,769
179,911
179,911
253,082
'253,082
210,819
210,819

Thousands
Thousands

Thousands
Thousands
of bd. ft.

Thousanda
Thousands
of bd. ft.

-

-

-

-

87 126
87,126
910
46,910
46
100,415
100 415
086
39,086
39

183,815
169,281
169.281

Thousands
Thousands
of bd. ft.

of bd. ft.

of bd

-

-

-

-

of bd. ft.

238,231
238,231
243,544
417,904
424,570

-

447,800
447,800
500,277

-

-

Number

Number

Number

Number

1illsJ
.umber of
of Mills
Number
Year
1955
Year -- 1955
1960
1960
1965
1965
1967

100
50

Persons
Persons

Pereons
Persons
Employees,
Employees, average
averagenumber
number

10,292
10,292
5,102
5,102

7,563
7,563

10
6

-

1
1

-

2

-

-

2

-

7

-

2

-

3

-

20
12
12
13

128,042
l99,99
199,199
172,569
258,420

eess
Less thai
thar. .5
percent.
.5 percent.
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-

See Harney
Harney Co.
Co.
See

Number

-

5
5

-

-

4

-

and 1966-67
1966-67 Property
Property Tax
Tax Collections,"
Collections, Oregon
Oregon State
Data from
from 'Summary
"Summary ofof Assessment
Fiscal Year
Year and
StateTax
TaxCommisCommis1967-68 Fiscal
aData
AseessmentRolls
Rolls for
for 1967-68
sion, January
January 1968.
1968.
sion,
not taxed
until cut,
bExcludes
Excludes land.
land. Timber
Eastern Oregon
Oregon is
taxed until
cut, therefore
therefore ie
isnot
not aesessed.
assessed.
is not
Timber in
in Eaetern
c
cTh5
addition to
This tax
tax is
is collected
collectedwhen
when timber
in Western
Western Oregon--in
Oregon--in addition
to annual
annual ttmber
timber tax
taxbased
basedon
onassessment
assessment of
of standing
standing
timberisis cut
cut in
ttimber.
imber.
1966.
OregonMC
MC6363(3)-38,
(3)-38, U.
U. S.
Statistica: Oregon
^From Tables
Census of
of Manufacture--1963,
Area Statistics:
S. Department
Department of
ofCommerce,
Commerce, 1966.
Manufacture--1963, Area
dFrom
Tables 507,
507, Censue
a

-

EASTERN
EASTERN

f

MALHEUR
Thousandu
Thouaand

PerPer-

dollars cent
of dollars

50,274
36.181
36,181

1

2

100
72

MORR.I
MORROW

Thou8and8
Thousands
of
dollars
of dollars

24,858
24,858
19,104

COUNTIES
COUNTIES

OREGON
OREGON

UMATILLA
IJMATILLA

UNION
UNION

Percent

Thousands
Thouaanda
of dollarB
dollars
of

Percent

100
78

102,110
77,962

100
100
76

WALLOWA
WALWWJA

Per-

Thousands
Thou8and8
of dollar8
dollars
of

cent,
cent

38,073
28,012

100
74

WHEELER

WASCO

Percent

Thouaand8
Thousands
of
of dollar8
dollars

24,087
13,688

100

57

Thou8and8
Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

51,952
38,378

Percent

Percent

Thouaand8
Thousands
of
ot dollar8
dollars

5,679
4,144

100
74

100
73

3

1.2
5

6
7

24,762
8,754

100
35

6,597
6,238

100
95

5,055

100
100

27,908

100

55,336
3,108
572
2,449

100

19,329
8,121
8,121
1,485
g
g

100
42
8

5,118
1,804
1,000
830

100
35
20
16

24,191
2,703
830
g

100

8
9

22,448
224
8g
g

10

11
II

12
13
14
15

100
1

Persons
Per8on8
4,975
46
g
g
8

16
17
18
19
19
20
21

23

560
500

24
25

1,200
2,500

26
27
28
29

100
11

520

134
36
g

Number

34
9

-

-

100
26
7
7

2

10,339
535
93
417

78,629
92,221
93,456
112,699

-

-

-

Number

1

1
4

Per8on8
Persons

3,650
3.650
ll4O
1,140
182
gg

100
5
1
4

Thou8and8
Thousands
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

37,115
69,606
27,235
42,325

2

6

Per8on8
Persons

Thousands
Thou8and8
of
of bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

69,897
181,857

30
31
32
3J
33

100

Per8on8
Persons

Thouaand8
Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.
22

2,675
918
242
gg

-

58,094
81,257
81,257
123,495
89,714

142,608
See Morrow
Horrov Co.
See
Co.

256,938
255,327

-

Number

~

12

7
8

100
31
5

Thou8and8
Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.
-

-

Per8on8
Persons

11
4
4

100
28

-

79,978
95,616
129,317
1293l7
101,274

-

See
.See Union
Union Co
Co.

-

,

PereOn8
Persons

16
12

Thou8and8
Thousands
of
bd. ft.
of bd.
ft.

4,336
383
128
g

-

78,915
156,468
106,521
105,393

100

80
80

Pereona
Persons
100

9
3

Thou.and8
Thousands
of
bd. ft.
of bd.
ft.

---

2,334
1,872
g
g
g

386
286
gg
gg

100
74

Thouaan4
Thousands
of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.
-

-

See
Co.
See Jefferson
Jeffer8on Co.

80,456
80,456
43,880
51,493
23,725

Number

-.

. .
--

6
5

4

Huber
Number

Number

..--

6
3
3

_---

11

I1
I1

Oregon
CoveredEmployments
Employment8
PayrollB
Indu8try
County,
1967;
quarterlyreports
report8 of
of the
Oregon Covered
and and
Payrolls
by by
Industry
andand
County,
1967;
quarterly
the Departnent
Department of
ofFployTnent,
Employment.
State
State of
ofOregon,
Oregon, Salem,
Salem, Oregon.
Oregon. Includes
employing one
one or
or more
more pereona.
persons.
Xnclude8 covered
covered firms
firma euiploying

to prevent
preventIdentification
identification of
of individual
Data omitted
omitted to
individual firms.
firms.

Total
forW88tern
Western Ore8on
Oregon omitted bec8uae
because of
Incomplete d8ta.
data.
Total for
of incomplete

hprom
M.B.P. Volume
State of
From "Approximate
"Approximate Acre8
Acres Logged
Logged and
and M.B.F.
Volume Removed,
Removed, State
of Oregon,
Oregon," annual
annual reports
for1955,
1955,1960,
1960,1965,
1965,8nd
and1966;
1966;
reporte for
report
by State
State of
ofOregon
Oregon Board
Board of
Forestry.
report by
of Forestry.

iunty
Countylumber
lumber production
data from
from publication8
publicationsofof
WesternWood
Wood Product8
Products A88ociation.
Association.
production data
We8tern
Fro information
OreRnn,
From
information 8upplted
suppliedby
bythe
theDepartment
DepartmentofofEmployment,
Employment, State
Stateofof
Oregon,Salem,
Salem,Oregon,
Oregon, Auguet
August 1968.
1968.
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_•
_
-

See
See .Jeffer8on
Jefferson Co.
O

fpo
From
8

-

-

Number

----

985
278
155
123

II
11
3

-

-

-

-

TABLE
TABLE 4.
4.

1966a
FOREST PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS PRODUCED
PRODUCED IN
IN OREGON,
OREGON, 1966'

ITEM

VALUE

PRODUCTION

Lumber

b

board feetb
feetb
Douglas-fir
5,976,000M Mboard
Dougla8-firregion
region ....... 5,976,000
board feet
feet
Ponderosa pine
pineregion
region ...... 1,886,000
1,886,000 M Mboard
Ponderosa
M square
Plywood
............. 7,865,000
M 8quare
Plywood
7,865,000

feetC
feet

d
8quare8d
556,930 squares

Shingles and
and Shake8
Shakes
Shingle8

Pulp• ...............
Pulp
• • • ;

tons
1,734,000
ton8
1,734,000

Paper and
andPaperboard
Paperboard ....... l,717,QO0
Paper
1,717,000 ton8
tons

b

489,751,000"

489'751'°°°b
154,124,000

33.8
10.6

484000000C
484,000,000°

33.4
334

6058000d
6,058,000d

0.4

241319000ee

i241,319,000

e

Hardboard, Particleboard,
Hardboard,Particleboard,
f
M square feet
feet
and insulation
In8ulationBoard
Board ...... 1,250,000
M 8quare.
and
1,250,000
and Piling
Piling'.
Poles and

$
$

PERCENT

lineal feet8
........ 15,520,000
• 15,520,000lineal
h

Chri8ttna8
Tree8 .......... 800,000
trees
Christmas Trees
800,000tree8'

bunches
Forest Greens
2,548,000 bunches'
Fore8t
Green8(floral)
(floral) ...... 2,548,000

Total
.............................
Total

16.6

63,000,000 f

4.3

10,730,0008

10,730,000g

0.8

1200000h
l,.200,000h

0.1

555000h
h
555,000

$1,450,737,000i

$1,450,737,000

0.04
0.04
100.0

^able
sable from
from Indu8trial
Industrial Fore8try
Forestry As8ociation,
Association, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
b5

Source:

C
CSource:

Source:

Western Wood Product8
Products A8sociatjQn.
Association.
We8tern
American Plywood Aa8oCiation.
Association.
American

dsource:
Source:

Red Cedar Shingle and
and Hand8plit
Handsplit Shake
Shake Bureau.
Bureau.

e
eSource.

Northwe8t Pulp and
Northwest
and Paper A88ociation.
Association.

Source:

Source: Estimated by Indu8trial
Industrial Forestry Aa8ociation
Association based
based on
on published data and information
information
Source:
from
frotn individual
individual companies.
companie8.
8

Source:

Northwest
and Piling
Piling Shipper8'
Shippers' As8ociation.
Association.
orthwe8t Pole and

hSource:
U. S.
Source: Estimated
E8timated by Industrial
Indu8trial Fore8try
Forestry Association
A88ociation ba8ed
based on U.
S. Forest Service report and
information from State Forestry Department and private individual8.
individuals.

Tlptal
does not
not include
include value
value of
of wooden
wooden boxes,
boxes, wooden
wooden furniture,
furniture, doors, cooperage,
cooperage, fuel,
Total does
value8. are
are recorded
recorded for Customs
logs, etc.
etc. for
for which
which no
no data
data were
were available.
available. Export log values,
Customs
export logs,
and the Oregon District includes
includes the
the Washington
ports of Longview
Longview and
and Vancouver.
Vancouver.
Districts and
Wa8hington ports
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Laws and
Regulations Affecting
Harvesting
Laws
and Regulations
Affecting Harvesting
and Marketing
Marketing of
ofForest
ForestProducts
Products
in Washington
Herb V.
V. Grell
Grell1
harvesting, transporting,
transporting, and
and marketing
marketing logs
logs and
and other
other
Those engaged in the business of harvesting,
forest products are
are subject
subject to
to many laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations during
during all
all phases
phases of
of their
their
Washington forest
operation. Regulatory measures
federal, state
state and
and local
local agencies.
agencies.
measures originate from a number of federal,
They are designed
designed to
to protect
protect both the industry and the public.
public. Timber owners,
owners, loggers,
loggers, truckers,
truckers,
farmers, and others
products find that it requires considerable time
time and
and
farmers,
others who
who work
work with
with forest
forest products
effort to
all regulations
regulations with which
which they must
must comply.
comply.
effort
to learn
learn all
To keep both the
the active woods
woods operator and those just entering the forest
forest industry
industry aware
aware of
of
the various regulations,
regulations, aa check list
list is
is offered
offered as
as aa guide.
guide. The guide briefly covers the
the
requirements
requirements and
and the
the agencies
agencies where
where more
nre detailed
detailed information
information may be
be obtained.
obtained.

CHECK LIST OF KEY REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Loggers'
Loggers' Check
Check List

Timber
sale agreemextt:
agreement:
Timber sale'

Have a written contract
contract covering all requirements of the timber
timber

sale.
Sale area boundaries:
accurately marked.

Be sure
property and timber sale boundaries are clearly and
Be
sure that
that property

Rights-of-way: Acquire easements or road use agreements if they are needed to
to provide
to the
the timber.
timber.
access to
Timber cutting permit:
permit:
ing begins.

Obtain permit
permit from the Department
Department of
of Natural Resources before log-

harvesting permit:
permit: Obtain permit form from county sheriff or
Specialized forest products harvesting
Department of
of Natural Resources office before
before hauling.
hauling.
Yield tax
tax permit
permit application:
application: It
is required
It is
required only
only when
when forest
forest products
products are to
to be
be cut
cut on
"Classified Reforestation Lands." Obtain application
application form
form from
from the
the county
county assessor.
assessor.

State fire protection requirements:
requirements: Obtain complete
complete information
information froni
from the
the Department of
Natural
Natural Resources
Resources concerning
concerning fire
fire tools,
tools, watchman
watchman service,
service, shutdowns,
shutdowns, snagfalling,
snagfalling, slash
slash
disposal,
prevention requirements.
requirements.
disposal, and other fire prevention
Soil, water,
water, and
and fish protection:
Soil,
protection: Obtain permits
permits from State Fisheries
Fisheries or Game Departments
Departments
before altering natural stream
stream beds
beds with
with culverts,
culverts, dams,
dams, or
or channel
channel changes.
changes.
Pollution:
Prevent diesel
diesel oil,
oil, crankcase
crankcase oil,
oil, sawdust,
sawdust, sewage,
eewage, chemicals,
chemicals, and
and other
other wastes
wastes
Prevent
streams.
from getting into lakes and streams.

registered with
with the
the Law
Law Enforcement
Enforcement and
and Log
Log Patrol
Patrol
Registered jlog brands: Use a brand registered
Registered
section
of the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources whenever
whenever logs
logs are
arehauled
hauledonona acommon
coon carrier
section of
carrier railrailroad or dumped into towable waters.

Age, wage, and overtime requirements for
for workers: Abide
Abide by
by legal
legal miniimuns
minimums which
are
which are
enforced by the State Department of
of Labor
Labor and
and Industries.
Industries.
,

,

1}lerbert
Grell is
is Assistant
Assistant Supervisor, Forest Land Management Division,
Herbert V.V. Grell
Division, Department of Natural
Resources, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington.
Washington. He has been with the Department over 26
26 years serving in various
field positions. In
In 1951,
1951, he
he was
was appointed
appointed Assistant
Assistant Supervisor
Supervisor in
in charge
charge of
of the
the Yield
Yield Tax
Tax and
and
Forest Practices programs.
programs. In 1964,
1964, he was also
also placed
placed in
in charge
charge of
of the
the Farm
Farm Forestry,
Forestry, Small
Small
Watershed and
and other Private Forestry Assistance and Regulations programs
programs.
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Work safely:
safely: Obtain aa booklet
booklet on
on safety
safety standards
standards from
from the
the Safety
Safety Division
Division of.
of. the State
State
Operations hiring
hiring men
men are
Department of Labor and
and Industries.
Industries. Operations
are subject
subject to mandatory safety
standards and inspections.
If a worker
worker is
standards
inspections. If
is injured
injured on the
the job,
job, provide first
first aid treatment and
medical attention.
attention. A "Report
submitted to
to the
the Industrial Insurance Division
"Report of
of Accident"
Accident" must
must be submitted
of the
the State Department of Labor
of
Labor and
and Industries.
Industries.
Prevent forest
forest fires.
fires.

income depends
depends on
on it.
it.
Tomorrow's income

Truckers' Check
Check List
List
Truckers'
permits from the State Utilities
Utilities and Transportation CommiSsion.
U.T.C. permits:
U.T.C.
permits: Obtain permits
Cotmnissipn.
Exceptions are
are private
private carriers
carriers who
who haul
haul their own products
products on their own trucks
Exceptions
trucks and farmers
using farm
farm plates.
plates.
All drivers
drivers are
are required
required to
to have
have this
this license,
Operators' license:
Operators'
license: All
license, which is
is issued by the
carrierdrivers
drivers must
must be
be at
at least
least 21 years old.
Department of Motor Vehicles. Contract or
or cout-'on
compon carrier
old.
Truck registration
registration and
and licensing:
licensing: Washington
Washington trucks
trucks must be
be registered
registered and
and licensed
licensed with
with
the Motor
Motor Vehicle
Vehicle Division of the
the
the State
State Department
Department of
of Motor
Motor Vehicles.
Vehicles. In addition
addition to
to regular
regular
license plates,
plates, "Gross Weight Fees" are
are required
required for
for trucks
trucks and
and trailers.
trailers.
Permits for
for overweight and oversize
For permits
Permits
oversize loads:
loads: •For
permits on state highways,
highways, apply at the
Permit Division of
of the State Department of
Permit
of Highways.
Highways.

For permits
permits on county roads apply
apply at the
the county engineer's office.
Federal use tax
weight,
tax on
on highway
highway motor
motor vehicles:
vehicles: Most trucks,
trucks, over 26,000
26,000 pounds gross weight,
Contact the Interval
Revenue Service for tax reporting forms and
are subject to
to this
this tax.
tax. Contact
Interval Revenue
other information.
information.

State fuel
fuel tax:
tax: For diesel fuel,
fuel, obtain aa Use Fuel Identification
Identification card
card from
from the
the Liquid
Fuel tax reports
payments must
must be
Fuel Division of the Department of
of Motor
Motor Vehicles.
Vehicles. Fuel
reports and tax payments
submitted
submitted monthly.
monthly.
For gasoline,
gasoline, the
the tax
tax is
is included
included in
in the
the purchase
purchase price.
price.
for diesel
diesel oil
and certain
Tax refund for
oil or gasoline is permitted for mileage on private roads and
federal agency
agency roads.
roads.
Federal tax on diesel
price.
diesel fuel
fuel is
is usually included in
in the purchase price.
Federal fuel tax: Federal
In case of
deliveries to
consumer's storage
tank, "use
"use records"
records" must
must be
be kept
kept and
and
of tax-free
tax-free deliveries
to the consumer's
storage tank,
the tax
tax paid
paid to
to the
the Internal Revenue Service.
the
Service.
refund for
for diesel
diesel fuel
fuel or
or gasoline
gasoline is
is permitted
permitted for
for mileage
mileage on
on private
private roads
roads and
and certain
certain
Tax refund
federal
roads.
federal agency roads.
Contact the
Public Utility
Utility Commission in Salem for
Out-of-state permits:
permits: Contact
the Public
for requirements
requirements
when trucks
trucks i sree hauling forest products to
to Oregon.
Oregon.

Contact the Board of Equalization
Equalization in
in Sacramento
Sacramento for
for California
California requirements.
requirements.
Warden, or
Fire equipment for trucks:
trucks: Contact the
the local
local District Administrator,
Administrator, Fire Warden,
District Ranger
Ranger for
for fire
fire tool
tool and
and equipment
equipment requirements
requirements for
for trucks
trucks which
which operate
operate in
in forest
forest areas
areas
District
season.
during closed season.

safely: Write to the Washington State Patrol for safety standards.
standards. The Washington
Drive safely:
State Patrol
Patrol enforces safety
safety requirements
requirements of
of trucks
trucks at
at weighing
weighing stations
stations and
and on
on the
the highway.
highway.
ins and
Employer's Check
Check List
and Records
Records
Listfor
forPayroll
PaoU_DDeductions

Industrial
and medical aid
aid (State):
(State): Employers open an account
account with the Industrial
Industrial
Industrial insurance and
Insurance Division of the Department of
of Labor
Labor and
and Industries.
Industries. Employers pay
pay all
all of
of the
the indusindustrial
trial insurance costs and
and half of
of the
the Medical
Medical Aid
Aid costs.
costs.
Unemployment compensation (State):
(State): Employers register
register with
with the
the Employtnent
Employment Security Departis tax
tax is
rpaid
in Olympia.
Olympia. This
paidby
by the
the employer.
employer.
ment in
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Unemployment compensation
compensation (Federal):
(Federal): Employers who hire four or more workers are
are subject
subject
Unemplojment
to this tax.
tax. It
is paid to the Internal Revenue Service.
Service.
It is
to
Social Security
Security Tax
Tax (Federal):
(Federal): Employers
the nearest
Employers register
register with
with the
nearest Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue office
office
Social
before
any hiring. A social
social security number is
is required for
for each
each employee.
employee. Both employers
before doing any
and
employees contribute
to this tax.
tax.
and eniployees
contribute to
Income tax
tax (Federal):
(Federal): The employee
employee pays
pays this
this tax.
tax. His
tax and
and
His employer withholds the tax
submits
it to the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service.
Service. Amount
is in
in accordance
accordance with aa withholding
withholding
submits it
Amount withheld is
the employer
employer must have
have each
each employee
employee fill
fill out.
out. Employers are also
exemption certificate which the
required to furnish an
an annual
annual withholding statement
statement to
to each
each employee.
employee.
Tax Check List
in the
the Business
Business
List for Woodland Owners and People Engaged in
of
of Harvesting and Marketing Forest Products
Washington
State taxes:
taxes: Persons engaged in
in business are
are required
required to
to register
register with
with the
the
Washington State
State Department of
of Revenue.
Revenue. The following
following taxes
taxes apply:
apply:
Washington State
e Retail
Sales Tax
to a consumer.
consumer.
Retail Sales
Tax on
on sales
sales made directly to
Business tax on gross
• Business
gross income from logging,
logging, hauling on private roads,
roads, milling, wholesalwholesaling, and other nonretail business.
business.
ing,
» Motor transportation
transportation tax
tax on gross
gross income
income from
from counon
common or
or contract
contract truck
truck hauling
hauling on
on public
public
roads.
on sale
sale of
of timberlands
timberlands or
or stumpage.
stumpag.
• Conveyance
Conveyance tax
tax on
tax is
is paid by the
the seller.
seller.
This tax
County property
pçperty taxes:
County
taxes:
to
assessor.
to the county assessor.

These taxes
taxes on both
both real and
and personal
personal property
property are
are paid
paid annually
annually

County real estate sales
sales tax:
tax: This tax on gross selling price of timberlands
timberlands or stumpage
stumpage
is paid
paid to
to the county treasurer.
is
treasurer. The seller pays the
the tax.
tax.
Federal income
income taxes:
taxes: These taxes
taxes are
are! paid by regular employees,
employees, self-employed persons,
persons,
and corporations. Complete information
information should be obtained from the
the local
local offices of
of the
the Internal
Internal
Revenue Service.
Service.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
A booklet,
booklet, "Guide to Regulations Affecting Harvesting and Marketing Forest Products in
in
Washington," is
is available
available on request from
from the
the Forest Land Management Division
Division of
of the
the State
State of
of
Washington Department of Natural Resources,
Resources, P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 168,
168, Olympia, Washington
Washington
98501.
98501.
A booklet,
booklet, "Pocket
"Pocket Manual on Forest Laws and Practices for
for the
the Douglas Fir Region of
Washington," may be obtained from
from the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry Association,
Association, 1410
1410 5.
S. W.
W. Morrison
Morrison
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
97205.
Street,
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Taxes on
on Forest
Land and
and Timber in
Taxes
Forest Land
in Washington
J. Korosi
Korosi
John J.

1

AD VALOREM
VALOREM TAX
TAX
WASHINGTON AD
Most privately owned forest
forest land
land chiefly
chiefly suitable
suitable for
for forest
forest crop
and timber
timber
crop production,
production, and
thereon,
thereon, is taxed
taxed under the
the ad
ad valorem
valorem system.
system. Under RCW 84.40.030,
84.40.030, all property shall
shall be
50 percent
percent of
of its
assessed 50
its true and fair value in
in money.
money. A study made by the
the Tax Commission in
in
1966
1966 indicated
indicated that
that real
real property county assessment ratios,
ratios, other than
than timber,
timber, ranged
ranged from
from 14.7
14.7
percent to 25.4 percent. Assessors are currently
percent
currently striving
striving for
for .25
25 percent
percent assessment
assessment ratios
ratios on
on
real
real and personal property.

The assessment date is
is January 11 of
of each
eac'.. year.
year. The levies
levies of
of the
the taxing
taxing district
district are
are
assigned to
to the
the assessed value which results in the taxes due on
assigned
on the
the property.
property. Washington
has
Washington has
40-mill levy
levy limit
limit which
which may be exceeded by the vote of the people in
aa 40-mill
in the taxing district.
district.
Notices of taxes due are
are sent
sent to
to the
the owner
owner by
by the
the County
County Treasurer
Treasurer on
on February
February 15
15 of
of the
the year
year
following the year of assessment.
assessment. The first half of the taxes
taxes are
are due on or
or before
before April
April 30th,
30th,
and the
the balance
balance shall
shall be
be due
due and payable
or before the 31st
and
payable on or
31st day of October following,
following, after
after'
which date such remaining one-half shall
shall become delinquent,
delinquent, and
and interest
interest at
the rate
rate of
of 8
8 percent
percent
at the
per annum shall be charged upon the
the remaining balance
balance from
from the
the date
date of
of delinquency.
delinquency.
The property owner may appeal
appeal the
the appraised
appraised value
value or
or assessment
assessment ratio
ratio to
the County
Board
to the
County Board
of Equalization,
Equalization, and if
if dissatisfied with the
the ruling
ruling of the
the County
County Board,
Board, the
the owner
appeal
owner may
may appeal
to the State Board of Tax Appeals and to
to the
the courts,
courts, or may appeal
appeal directly to
to the
the courts
courts without
without
first appealing to
to the
the County
County Board
Board or
or State
State Board
Board of
of Tax
Tax Appeals.
Appeals.

Washington also has aa deferment
deferment
the
the annual
annual property tax are deferred
of 3
percent per annum is
of
3 percent
is charged on
Act, it
it has not
not been
been used
used since
since
this Act,

form
form of
of forest
forest taxation
taxation under Chapter
Chapter 84.32.
84.32.
until the
the forest
forest crop is
is harvested.
harvested. A
simple
A simp1e
the deferred tax.
tax. Due to
to the
the complexities
complexities of
of
its enactment
enactment in
in 1941.
1941.
its

Portions of
of
Portions
interest rate
rate
interest
administering
administering

APPRAISAL PROCEDURE -- APPRAISAL MANUAL FOR TIMBER AND TIMBER LAND
Land
Forest land is classified by three
Forest
three quality classes
classes which are
are based on site
site indices.
indices. Good
Good
land quality
quality includes
includes Site
Site Index 170
over; Average land quality includes
land
170 and over;
includes Site Index 120 to
to
170, and Poor land quality includes
170,
includes land
land under
under Site
Site Index
Index 120.
120. The general descriptions of these
these
lands range
range from bottom lands
lands on lower
moist soil for the
lands
lower slopes
slopes and
and coves
coves with deep,
deep, rich,
rich, and moist
best lands,
lands, to gravel flats,
flats, rocky slopes,
slopes, and
and shallow,
shallow, poor
poor soil
soil types°with
types with dry
dry moisture condiconditions
land quality
quality class.
class.
tions for
for the Poor land
In addition to
to land quality classes,
classes, road development characteristics,
characteristics, topography,
topography, and
and disdistance from log market also
tance
also govern
govern land
land values.
values. Market values formulate
formulate the
the basis of assessments
assessments
inder the
under
the previously
previously mentioned classifications.
classifications. (See Tables I-W,
I-W, II-W
II-W and
and III-W
III-W for
for further
further
details.)

Immature Nonmerchantable
Nonmerchantable Timber
Trees from
from 10
10 years of age
age to
to 12
12 inches
inches in
in diameter
diameter are
are appraised
appraised on
on aa per
per acre
acre basis.
basis.
Trees are
Trees
are classified by the quality of land
land on which they
they are
are grown,
grown, accessibility,
accessibility, three
three classes
classes
of density,
density, and
of
and three age-class groups.
groups. Market values also
also formulate
formulate the
the basis of
of assessments
assessments
under the above
above classifications.
classifications.

1john
John J.
J. Korosi has been Property Assessment Advisor,
Advisor, Timber,
Timber, in the
the State
State of
of Washington
Washington DepartDepartment of
of Revenue
Revenue since
since July,
July, 1952.
1952. He works with assessors
assessors and
and county
county foresters
foresters in
in Washington in
in
the application
application of
of the
the Timber
Timber Appraisal
Appraisal Manual
Manual and
and the
Reforestation Act
Act and
and in matters
matters pertainthe
the Reforestation
pertaining to
to contracts,
contracts, values,
ing
values, appeals,
appeals, and
and forest
forest taxation
taxation in
in general.
general.
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Merchantable Timber
Merchantable
timber is
is appraised
Merchantable timber
appraised on
on aa volume
volume cruise
cruise with
with consideration
consideration given
given to
to species,
species,
age, quality,
quality, and
and logging
logging costs.
costs. After determining the
the stumpage
stumpage market
market prices
prices for
for sawtiniber,
sawtitnber,
age,
retailu values which give
reductions are made in
in the "retail"
give consideration
consideration for
for the
the depletion
depletion period.
period.
reductions
The assessor
consider the
depletion period
period for
for each
each individual
individual owner,
owner, or
or he
he may
may grant
grant an
an
assessor can consider
the depletion
equal
equal reduction for
for all
all owners in
in a county based on the
the depletion
depletion rate
rate of
of all
all owners
owners combined.
combined.

T1,1
'flRT TANT
LANDAhlATTPV
QUALITYT1J
IN WP'ZTPPN
WESTERN WAITN(1'flN
WASHINGTON
Table T_LJ
1-W FOREST

Forest
Land
Quality
Class

Average Height of
of
Dominant and Codominant
Trees

Age of
Trees

All

I
I

Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Types

I

Coastal
Coastal Hemlock
and Spruce
Types

General Description

J

Feet

Years

GOOD
Site
St
1 e

Index
Ind ex
170

and over

AVERAGE
Site Index
Site
120
120 to 170
170

POOR

Under
Site Index
Site

120

10
45
80
100
120
130
145
155
165
170
225

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Old Growth

5
30
30
55
70
80
90
100
110
115
115
120
150

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Old Growth
Old

Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under

10
20
30
40
50
60
60
70
80
90
100
Old Growth

10
20
30

Feet
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over

10
35
65
90
110
125
140
150
160
170
190

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

10
45
80
100
120
130
145
155
165
170
225

55
25
25
45
65
65
75
90
100
100
105
110
120
125

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5
30
55
70
80
90
100
110
115
120
150

Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under

Revised January,
January, 1956.
1956.
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over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over

Usually consists of bottom
lands, lower
lands,
lower slopes,
slopes, and
coves.
ih soil.
Deep, rich
soil.
Moist condition.

Use this
this class
class when
when 60
60 perpercent
cent or more of the tract
meets specifications
area meets
and most
most of
of remainder is
and
is in
in
Average Class.
Class.

10
35
65
90
110
125
140
150
160
170
190

Usually consists of middle
and upper slopes.
slopes. Medium
to shallow soil.
to
soil. Moderate
iisture condition.
moisture
condition.

5

Consists of gravel flats,
flats,
rocky slopes,
slopes, and shallow,
shallow,
poor soil
soil types with dry
iisture condition.
moisture
condition.

25

45
65
75
90
100
105
110
120
125

60 percent or more
area
re of area.
in this class and
and better.
better.

50 percent or more
re of area
in this class.

Table II-W FOREST LAND ACCESS
ACCESS AND
AND TOPOGRAPHY
TOPOGRAPHY IN
IN WESTERN WASHINGTON
Access and
and
Topography

FAVORABLE

AVERPGE
AVERAGE

DIFFICULT

--Road
Development
Road Development
Characteristics to
to Tract

Topography on Tract

Distance from
Log Market

Grade I1

Grade 11

Grade 11

Tract within 11 mile of
Easy road,
usable road.
road. Easy
road,
No
construction.
No rock
outcrops or swamp barriers.

Flat to
to gentle
gentle slopes
slopes
generally under
under 40
40 percent. No rock outcrops
or swamps '. Good tractor
logging conditions.
conditions.

Less than
15 miles
15
m1les

Grade 22
Grade

Grade
Grade 22

Grade
Grade 22

Tract within 3 miles of
usable road.
road. No difficult
difficult
road problems.
problems. Average
construction.

Variable slopes under
60 percent.
Some rock
Some
outcrop
outcrop or
or swampy
swampy ground.
ground.
Average logging conditions.

15 to 50
15
miles

Grade 33

Grade 3

Grade 3

from
Tract over 33 miles from
usable
usable road.
road. Also includes
includes
tracts closer to
to road,
road, but
but
difficult construcconstrucwith difficult
tion prbblems
problems such
such as
as rock
rock
or water barriers
barriers and rough

Rough
Rough, broken ground.
Steep slopes.
slopes. Numerous
rock outcrops and
and bluffs
bluffs
or other features which
make logging
logging difficult.
difficult.

50
Over 50
miles

Grade
Total Grace
in Class

3 and 4
3

5, 6 and 77
5,

8 and
and '99

terrain.

1

Total grade in class is
is arrived at by adding
adding any
any combination
combination of
of rating
rating of
of road
road development,
development,
topography on
on tract,
tract, and
and distance
distance from
fromlog
logmarket..
market.

Table III-W
WASHINGTON
Table'
III-W FOREST
FOREST LAND
LAND APPRAISAL
APPRAISAL GUIDE—BARE
GUIDE--BARE LAND
LAND VALUES IN WESTERN WASHINGTON
2
Forest
Forest Land Quality

1

2

3

Accessibility and.Topography
and Topography"

100 Percent
Percent Market
100
'Value
of Bare Land
Value of
Dollars Per
Per Acre
Acre
Dollars

GOOD

Favorable
Average
Difficult

$25.00
20.00
12.50

AVERAGE
AVERACE

Favorable
Average
Difficult

20.00
15.00
7.50

POOR

Favorable
Average
Difficult

12.50
7.50
5.00

Including
Including land with trees generally 1-10
1-10 years of age.
age,
Based on Table
Table I-W.
I-W.

II-W.
Based on Table II-W.

Revised December 5,
5, 1963
1963.
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REFORESTATION LANDS
Purpose

Under RCW
RCW 84.28.005,
84.28.005, the
the purpose
purpose of
of this
this Act
Act is
is to
to assess
assess and
and tax
tax lands
lands chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable
Under
for the
the production
production and
and growth of
of forests at a rate which will not discourage
for
discourage or
or hamper
hamper the
the growth
growth
forests.
of forests.

Lands
to be Classified
Lands to
RCW 84.28.010
84.28.010 RCW
- "All
"All lands lying west of the
the summit
summit of the
the Cascade
Cascade range
range of
of mountains
mountains which
which
are
forest crop
crop is
is not
not mature
mature in
in merchantable
merchantable
are unforested or upon which the forest
quantities
location, topography
topography and
and geological
geological forforquantities and which by reason of location,
mation are
are chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of developing
developing and
and growing
growing forforests
lands as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, and
and
ests may be classified as reforestation lands
shall
shall thereupon be taxed and assessed as in
in this
this chapter
chapter provided,
provided, and
and not
not
otherwise.

lapds lying
lying east
east of
of the
the summit
summit of
of the
the Cascade
Cascade range
range of
of mountains
mountains which
which
All lapds
by reason of location,
location, topography
topography and
and geological
geological formation
formation are
are chiefly
chiefly
valuable
and devoted.to
devotedto the
as
valuable for
for and
the growing
growing of
of forests
forests may be classified
classified as
reforestation lands
lands as
as hereinafter provided,
provided, and
and not
not otherwise,
otherwise, and
and such
such
lands
may include lands
lands may
lands upon which a present forest
forest crop is
is being
being grown,
grown,
which have been logged
logged off
off in
in whole or
or selectively
selectively harvested
harvested leaving
leaving aa
residual
forest
residual stand and making provision for the continuous production of forest
products consistent
consistent with sound
products
sound forestry practices."
practices."
Procedure
Classification Procedure
The
lands eligible for classification under this chapter may apply
apply in
in writing
The owner
owner of
of any lands
to
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources for
for the
the classification of
of any such lands as reforestation
to the
The
The application shall contain a list
list of such lands
lands by county,
county, giving the
the legal
legal descripdescriplands.
thereof by
by government
government legal
legal subdivision,
subdivision, in
in tracts
tracts not
not smaller than a 40-acre tract or
tion thereof
At the
of filing the application with the Department,
Department, the owner shall
government lot.
lot. At
the time
time of
shall also
file aa copy
copy with
with the
the assessor
assessor of
of each
each county
county wherein
wherein such
such lands
lands are
are situated,
situated, along with a list
file
of such
such lands
lands described
described in
in the
the application.
application.
Within 120
i120 days
days following
following the
the filing
filing of
of the
the application,
application, aa hearing
hearing on
onthe
theproposed
proposedclassif
classification shall
shall be
be held
held by
by the
the Department
Department at
at the
the courthouse
courthouse in
in the
the county
county seat
cation
seat in each county of
the State where the lands
lands proposed
proposed for
for classification
classification are
are situated.
situated. Within 30 days after
after the
the
hearing,
State Department
list of
lands eligible for
hearing, the
the Department
Department files
files with
with the
the State
Department of
of Revenue
Revenue a list
of lands
The Department
Department of
of Revenue holds the
classification. The
the list
list for two weeks to determine whether a
taxpayer
taxpayer or assessor has submitted
submitted written
written objections
objections to
to the
the classification.
classification. If
If objections are
filed,
shall hold
filed, the
the Department
Department of
of Revenue
Revenue shall
hold aa hearing
hearing within
within 30
30 days
days of
of the
the filing
filing of
of objections.
objections.
The
submitted at
at
The Department
Department determines
determines the
the lands
lands eligible
eligible for
for classification based
based on evidence
evidence submitted
the hearing,
hearing, and
and issues
issues an
an order
order classifying
classifying the
approved lands
lands which
which becomes
becomes effective
effective January
the approved
11 of
the order.
order.
of the
the year
year following
following issuance of the

Removal
R'eioval from
fromClassification
Classification -- Petition
Petition of
of Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources or
or County Assessor -of Taxpayers -- Petition
Petition of
Petition by
by Owner
Owner -- Hearings
Hearings
the Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources or
or county assessor
assessor of the
the county
county in
in which
which clasclasWhenever the
sified
are situated
believes that
classified as
as reforestation
reforestation lands
lands are
are not
not being
sified lands
lands are
situated believes
that any
any lands
lands classified
protected as
law, or
lands become
for some
some other
protected
as provided
provided by
by law,
or the lands
become more
more valuable
valuable for
other purpose,
purpose, or
or are
not
not being
being used
used primarily
primarily for
for forest
forest crop production,
production, the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources or
or
the Department
Department of
of Revenue
Revenue to
to remove
remove such
such lands
lands from
from classification
classification as
as reforreforassessor may petition the
estation
estation lands.
lands. Within 60 days after filing
filing the
the petition with the
the Department
Department of Revenue,
Revenue, the
the
Department shall hold aa hearing
Department
hearing on
on the
the petition.
petition. Based
the
Based on
on evidence
evidence presented
presented at
at the
the hearing,
hearing, the
Department
shall determine
lands shall
the Act
Department of
of Revenue
Revenue shall
determine which lands
shall remain under
under the
Act or
or be
be removed
removed from
classification.
If 25
taxpayers sign a petition showing
If
25 taxpayers
showing land
land to
to be
be more
more valuable
valuable for
for other
other purposes
purposes and
and subsubmit it
the Department
Department of
of Revenue,
Revenue, a hearing
hearing is
held, and
and based
based on
on evidence
evidence submitted at
the
mit
it to
to the
is held,
at the
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hearing,
the Department of Revenue issues
issues an
an order
order declassifying
declassifying lands
lands if
if they
they are
are more
more valuable
valuable
hearing, the
for some other purpose.
purpose.
Act lands
lands may also
also have
have his
his lands
lands declassified
declassified provided
provided he
he pays
pays
An owner of Reforestation Act
the
the difference in taxes paid by comparable lands
lands under ad
ad valorem taxes
taxes for
for the
the period
period of
of clasclassification and the amount which had been paid
paid in
in taxes
taxes on the
the classified
classified tract
tract for
for the
the period
period of
of
time the tracts had been
been classified.
classified.
If there
orders of
there is
is any
any dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction with
with the
the ruling
ruling and.
and- orders
of the
the State
State Department
Department of
of RevRevenue, appeals
enue,
appeals may be brought
brought to the Superior
Superior Courts and
and to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the
the State
State of
of
Washington.

Basis
Basis of
of Assessments
Assessments Prescribed
lands classified
classified as
as reforestation
reforestation lands
lands as
as provided
provided in
in this
this chapter
chapterand.
and lying
lying west
west of
of
All lands
the summit oof the
shall, after the
the date of
the Cascade
Cascade range
range of
of mountains
mountains in the State of Washington shall,
such
such classification,
classification, be assessed for the purposes of taxation
taxation at
at two dollars per acre,
acre, and
and all
all
lands so
lying east
east of the summit of the
the Cascade range of mountains shall
shall be
be assessed
assessed
lands
so classified lying
for
for purposes of taxation
taxation at
at one
one dollar
dollar per
per acre.
acre. The levy
levy of the
the taxing
taxing district
district in
in which the
the
classified
lands are located determines the annual property
property tax.
tax.
classified lands
to Remove Forest Crop
Crop -- Estimated
Estimated Stumpage
Stumpage Rates
Rates -- Bond
Bond or
or Deposit
Deposit
Permit to
Under RCW 84.28.100,
84.28.100, an
an owner, desiring
desiring to
to harvest
harvest any
any forest
forest crop,
crop, must obtain
obtain aa permit
permit
from the
the assessor in the county where the
the classified lands
lands are
are located.
located. A permit must be
for each
each year
year on
on tracts
tracts where forest
forest crops
crops are
are harvested.
harvested. Before harvesting any
any forest
forest
obtained for
the owner
owner must
must file
file with
with the
the county
county treasurer
treasurer aa surety
surety bond
bondororcash
cashdepos.it
deposit to
to cover
cover the
the
crops, the
amount of tax
tax due.
due.
Cutting -- Yield Tax -- Rates
Rates -- Actions
Actions to
to Recover
Recover Tax
Tax
Report of Cutting
84.28.110, the
the owner of classified
classified lands
lands from
from which forest
forest crops
crops have
have been
been removed,
removed,
Under RCW 84.28.110,
shall
submit a report
report to
to the county assessor before February 15
15 of the
the year
year following
following harvest
harvest and
and
shall submit
indicate the amount
amount of
of forest
forest crops
crops harvested.
harvested. The assessor computes the
the value of the
the forest
forest
crops
to 11 percent of the
the value of forest
forest crops
crops
crops harvested. The tax on the forest crops amounts to
for each year that
that has elapsed since
since the
the year of classification to
to aa maximum of
of 12½
12^ percent
percent of
of
for
the stumpage value of
of the
the forest
forest crops
crops harvested.
harvested. For example,
example, forest
forest crops
crops harvested
harvested in
in year
year
seven after classification is taxed
taxed at 77 percent of stumpage
stumpage values.
values.
for Other
Other Than
Than Forest
Forest Values
Values
Taxing for
lands or forest
forest materials assessed
assessed and
and taxed
taxed under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act shall
shall not
not
Any lands
be otherwise assessed and taxed
taxed under the
the laws
laws of the
the State
State of Washingtoi,
Washington, but
but nothing
nothing contained
contained
in
in the
the Act
Act shall
shall prevent
prevent the
the assessment
assessment and
and taxation under general
general tax laws
laws of buildings,
buildings, improveimprovements, agricultural,
agricultural, mineral,
mineral, or
or values
values other
other than
than forest
forest values,
values, upon
upon any
any lands
lands assessed
assessed and
and
the Reforestation Act.
Act.
taxed under the provisions of the
Penalty

Violation of any
any of
of the
the provision
provision of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall constitute
constitute aa gross
gross misdemeano'r,
misdemeanor, with
to one year in
in jail
jail and/or
and/or aa $1,000
$1,000 fine
fine for
for each
each violation.
violation.
penalties up to

MISCELLANEOUS
TAXESININWASHII'IGTON
WASHINGTON
MISCELLANEOUS TAXES
Tax
Real Estate Excise Tax
28.45, aa 11 percent
percent tax
tax is
is paid
paid by
by sellers
sellers of
of real
real property.
property. The tax is
is exempt
Under Chapter 28.45,
sales to
to the United States,
States, this State,
State, or any political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or aa municipal
in sales
corporation of this
this State.
State. This tax is used for the
the support
support of schools in
in counties where the
the
occur.
sales occur.
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Conveyance Tax

This
This tax
tax is
is paid
paid by
by means
means of
of stamps
stamps to
to be
be affixed
affixed to
to the
the instrument,
instrument, document,
document, or
or paper
paper
conveying the
the real
conveying
real property,
property, by
by the
the person
person making,
making, signing,
signing, issuing,
issuing, or
or accepting
accepting any
any such
such
or value
value of
of the
the interest
interest or
or property
property conveyed,
conveyed, exclusive
exclusive of
of
instrument. When the
the consideration or
the value
value of
of any
any lien
lien or
or encumbrance
encumbrance remaining
remaining thereon
thereon at
at the
the time
time of
of sale
sale and
and not
not removed
renved by
the
by the
the
sale,
is imposed at
at the rate of 50
50$ for
for each $500.00 or fractional
fractional part
part
sale, exceeds
exceeds $100.00,
$100.00, the
the tax is
thereof.
The tax is
not applicable in sales to
The
is not
to the
the United States,
States, the
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, or
or to
to its
its
Departments or
or Institutions.
Institutions.

However,
real estate sold to any.
any. political
However, a conveyance
conveyance of
of real
political subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the State
State of
of WashWashington is
is subject
subject to
to the
the tax,
tax, and
and the
the proper
proper amount of
of conveyance stamps
ington
stamps must be
be affixed
affixed thereto
thereto
signing, or issuing
issuing such
such instrument.
instrument.
by the person making,
making, signing,
If
the property sold is
is less
less than $100.00,
$100.00, a conveyance stamp
stamp is
is not
not necessary.
necessary.
If the value
value of
of the

WASHINGTON STATE
STATE EXCISE
EXCISE TAXES
TAXES (Chapter
(Chapter 82.04
82.04 RCW)
RCW)
Retail Sales
Retail
Sales Tax
This tax is paid by consumers of retail
retail sales.
sales.
cent of the value of the
the article
article sold.
sold.

The tax
tax rate as
as of July
July 1,
1, 1967
1967 is
is 4.5
4.5 perper-

Business
Business and
and Occupation Tax
Every person who is enjoined with the
the duty of collecting and accounting
accounting for
for tax,
tax, or
or who
who
shall engage
is imposed under the Revenue Act,
Act, shall,
shall, whether
shall
engage in any
any business
business for
for which
which a tax is
taxable or
State
taxable
or not,
not, apply
apply for
for and
and obtain a Certificate of
of Registration from the Washington State
the payment of aa fee
fee of one dollar. A registration certificate is
is perperDirector of Revenue upon the
sonal
and nontransferable
nontransferable and
and is
sonal and
is valid for as
as long as
as the taxpayer continues in
in business and
and
pays the tax accrued to
to the
the state
state under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act.
Act.
pays
This is
This
is a tax for
for the act
act or privilege of engaging in business activities.
activities. The tax
tax is
is
the application of rates against
against value of products,
products, gross proceeds
proceeds of
of sale,
sale, or
or gross
gross
measured by the
income of the business,
business, as
as the
the case
case may
may be
be as
as follows:
follows:
Extracting -— The tax rate is
is .0044
.0044 of the value of products
ered is
is the
the value
the material,
labor, and
services
value of
of the
material, labor,
and mechanical
mechanical services
Persons who extract products.
in this
this state
state and
and use
use the
the same
same
products, in
ial.
of articles
articles which
which they
they manufacture
manufacture for
for sale
not taxable
under
of
sale are
are not
taxable under

extracted.
extracted. The value considrequired to produce the materas raw materials or ingredients
as
ingredients
"Extracting".
"Extracting".

For tax liability of such persons,
persons, the tax is
is .0044
.0044 of the sale of manufactured products.
products.
The tax on retailing is
is .0044
.0044 of the gross proceeds
proceeds of the sales.
sales.
Personal services,
services, such as the sale of forest
forest products for a commission,
commission, are taxed at a rate
rate
of .01.
.01. This
same tax
income derived
the hauling of
logs or
This same
tax rate
rate is
is paid
paid on income
derived from the
of logs
or any other
other proIt includes
the business
business hauling
hauling for
hire any
any merchantable
merchantable extracted
extracted or
or manufactured
manufactured
It
includes the
for hire
duct.
over the
the highways
highways of
of the
the state
state and
and over
over private
private roads
roads but
but does
does not
not include
includethe
thetranstransmaterial, over
portation of logs
logs or other forest
forest products
products exclusively
exclusively upon
upon private
private roads.
roads.

RCW
RCW 82.04.100
82.04.100 has
has the
the following
following definition for
for "Extractor:"
"Extractor:"
"Extractor" means
"Extractor"
means every
every person who
who from his
his own
own land
land or
or from the
the land
land of
of another
another under
under aa
right or
or license
granted by
by lease
or contract,
contract, either
either directly
directly or
or by
by contracting
contracting with
with others
others
right
license granted
lease or
for
for the
the necessary
necessary labor
labor or
or mechanical
mechanical services,
services, for
for sale
sale or
or for
for commercial
commercial or
or industrial
industrial
use mines,
mines, quarries,
oil, natural gas,
quarries, takes or produces coal,
coal, oil,
gas, ore,
ore, stone,
stone, sand;
sand; gravel,
gravel,
clay, mineral,
mineral, or
or other
other natural
natural resource
resource product,
product, or
or fells,
fells, cuts,
cuts, or
or takes
takes timber
timber or
or other
other
clay,
natural
natural products,
products, or
or takes,
takes, cultivates,
cultivates, or
or raises
raises fish,
fish, shellfish,
shellfish, or
or other
other sea
sea or
or inland
inland
water foods
foods or
or products.
products. It
It does not
not include
include persons
persons performing
performing under
under contract
contractthe
thenecesnecessary
sary labor
labor or
or mechanical services
services for
for others.
others.
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For more detail on tax
For-more
tax matters,
matters, the
the following
following publications
publications are
are available
available from
from the
the Washington
State Department of
of Revenue:
Revenue:

1963
1963 Annotated Property Tax Code
1964
1964 Compilation of Certain Excise Taxes
Rules Relating to
to the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1935
1935
Appraisal
Appraisal Manual for Timber and Timber Land
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Forestry Services
Services Available
Forestry
to Woodland Owners
Owners in
in Washington
Herb V.
V. Grell1
Grell
The objectives of several
several public and private
private agencies
agencies in
in the
the State
State of
of Washington
Washington are:
are: (1)
to maintain
maintain and
and improve
improve the
the productivity
productivity of
of privately
privately owned
owned timberlands;
to
timberlands; (2)
(2) to integrate the
the
these lands
lands with other farm
farm crop
crop lands;
lands; (3)
(3) to
to increase
increase owner
owner income;
income; (4)
(4) to
to mainmainmanagement of these
tain a continuous
continuous flow of
of raw forest
forest products
products to stabilize local
local industries;
industries; (5)
(5) to
to assist
assist woodwoodtype of
problems.
land owners
owners with
with practically any type
of forestry or related problems.
The type and amount of
of service provided by each agency is
is limited
limited and
and may vary.
vary. Most of
of
those
accompanying chart
chart furnish assistance through printed materials,
those agencies
agencies listed
listed in the
the accompanying
radio
programs, demonstrations,
demonstrations, conducted tours,
radio and television programs,
tours, correspondence,
correspondence, or oral advice.
advice.
Farm foresters
foresters of the
the Department of Natural Resources,
Resources, Soil
Soil and
and Water Conservation
Conservation District
District
technicians of
firms, and the
the
technicians
of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation Service,
Service, private
private consulting forestry firms,
Association, Inc.
Inc. provide individual
individual forest
forest woodland field
field recomrecomForest Management and Sales Association,
mendations and
and assistance
assistance to
to the
the landowner.
landowner. The Extension Service and other agencies may give
give
somewhat
permit.
somewhat similar
similar service
service in
in soine
some localities,
localities, or
or to
to the
the extent
extent that
that limited staff will permit.
Where the
the woodland owner's
owner's problem
problem involves
involves the
the need
need of
of someone
someone to
to act
act for
for him,
him, such
such as
as
making business deals,
deals, performing management tasks,
tasks, or cruising for
for timber
timber sales,
sales, he should
should seek
seek
the
the services of the
the Forest Management and
and Sales
Sales Association,
Association, Inc.,
Inc., or
or those
those of
of the
the private
privateconconservices would also
also include such problems as property damages
sulting firms.
firms. These chargeable
chargeable services
and disputes, and surveys where property
and.disputes,
property lines
lines and
and corners
corners are
are concerned.
concerned. The agencies listed,
listed,
particularly the
the public
public agencies,
agencies, cannot
cannot solve
solve these
these problems
problems for
for aa private
private landowner.
particularly
landowner. The
The
services that
that they
they could
could provide
provide without
without charge
charge in
in such
such instances
instances would
would be
be limited
limited to
advice and
services
to.advice
recommended
recommended procedures.
procedures.
The
The public
public and
and private
private organizations
organizations with
with which
which the
the woodland
woodland owner
owner would
would be
be primarily
primarily conconcerned for
for seeking forestry
forestry assistance
assistance are
are listed
listed below.
below. For further
further information
information on
on agencies
agencies
and organizations
organizations and
and for
for aa directory
directory of
of their
their offices,
offices, see
see the
the chapter
chapter on
on "Forestry
"Forestry OrganizaOrganizaand
tions
Agencies" by C.
tions and Agencies"
C. R.
R. Ross,
Ross, page
page 359.
359.

PUBLIC AGENCIES
Resources
State Department of Natural Resources
S. Forest Service
Service
U. S.
U. S.
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
Service
U.
S. Department
Washington State
State University Extension Service and County Agents
U.
S. Agricultural
U. S.
Agricultural Stabilization
Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation Service
Service
State Department of Game
of Washington
Washington College
College of
of Forest
Forest Resources
Resources
University of
U. S.
Farmers Home
Home Administration
Administration
U.
S. Farmers
Small Business Administration
PRIVATE AGENCIES
Federal Land Bank Association
Washington Forest Protection
Protection Association
Association
Washington
Forest Management and
and Sales
Sales Association,
Association, Inc.
Inc.
Washington Farm
Farm Forestry
Forestry Association
Association
Washington
Industrial Forestry Association
Association
Western Wood
Wood Products
Products Association
Association
Western
consulting forestry
forestry firms
firms
Private consulting

1Herbert
V. Grell,
Herbert V.
Grell, Assistant Supervisor,
Supervisor, Forest
Forest Land
Land Management Division, Department of
of Natural
Natural
Resources, Olympia,
Resources,
Olympia, Washington,
Washington, has
has been
been with
with the
the Department
Department over
over 26
26 years
years serving
serving in
in various
various
field positions. In 1951,
was appointed Assistant
Assistant Supervisor
Supervisor in charge of
of the Yield Tax and
1951, he was
Forest Practices
Practices programs.
programs. In 1964,
1964, he was
was also
also'placed
placed in charge of
of the Farm Forestry,
Forestry, Small
Watershed, and
and other
other Private
Private Forestry
Forestry Assistance
Assistance and
and Regulations
Regulations programs.
programs.
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Forestry Information
Information and
and Services
ServicesAvailable
AvailabletotoWoodland
WoodlandOwners—Washington
Owners-Washington
Forestry
u. W.
w.
U.
State

Subject Matter or
or Problems
Problems
Subject
1.

Forest Management
Forest
1.
Management plans
plans
1. Management
2. Stand
Stand improvement
2.
improvenent
3.
3. Timber
Timber marking
marking and
and tree
tree selection
selection
4. Cruising
Cruising ann
and appraisals
appraisals
4.
5. Surveying
Surveying and
and mapping
mapping
5.

6. Slash
Slash disposal
disposal
II.
Products
II. Floral and Crude Drug Products
1.
1. Cultural practices
practices
2. Harvesting
Harvesting methods
methods
2.
3. Markets
3.Markets
4.
4. Permits,
Permits, legal

Dept.
Dept. of
of
Natural
Resources
Olympia

Wash.
Forest
Forest
Prot.
Piot.
Assn.
Seattle
Seattle

State
State
Dept.
Dept. of
of
Revenue
&
8. County
Assessors

State
Dept. of
Dept.
Game
Olympia

O
0
O
0
o
0

W.S.U.
Ext.
Service
& County

Agents

College
College
of
of
Forest
Resources
Seattle

o
0

X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X

o
0
o
0
0
o
o
0

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
x
X
X

X
X
x
X

X
X
X
X

X

O
0

X
X

X
X

III. Forest
Forest Protection
Ill.
1. Soils
Soils and erosion
1.
2. Watersheds
2.Watersheds

3.Fire
3.
Fire
4.
Grazing—domesticanimals
animals
4. Grazing-domestic
5.
Browsing—wildanimals
animals
5. Browsing-wild
Insects and
anddiseases
diseases
6. Insects
7. Burning
7.
Burning permits,
permits, legal
legal
IV.

V.

Harvesting Forest
Forest Products
1. Timber
Timber sale
sale contracts
contracts
1.
2.
Markets
2. Markets
3.
3. Sawmilling
4.
Logging methods
methods
4. Logging
5. Permits,
Permits, legal
legal
5.
Reforestation
1.
Tree planting
1. Tree
2.
Direct
seeding
2. Direct
seeding
3. Site
Site preparation
preparation
3.
4.
Brush
and
weed
4. Brush and weed control
5.
Tree nurseries
5. Tree
6. Tree
6.
Tree seed
seed dealers
7. Planting
Planting and
and seeding
seeding contractors
contractors
7.
8. Tree
andand
plantplant
quarantine
8.
Tree
quarantine
9. Nursery licenses,
licenses, legal
legal

X

X

o
0

X

o
0
o
0
o
0

o

X
O
o

X
x
X
X

X

X

o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

X
X
X
X
X
x

X

o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Christmas
Trees
Chdstmas Trees
1.
1. Selecting good area
area
2.
Species selection
selection
2. Species
3.
Planting techniques
techniques
3. Planting
4.
4. Cultural
Cultural practices
practices
5. Grading
Grading
5.
6. Selling
6.
Selling
7. Permits
Permits, legal
legal
7.

Engineering
VII. Forest Engineering

1.
1. Surveys,
Surveys, maps
maps
2.
2. Property
Property corners
corners
3. logging
Logging plans
plans
3.

4. Roads,
Roads, drainage
VIII. Forest
Forest Recreation
Recreation
1.
Fish and
game management
1. Fish
and game
2.
Game habitat
2. Game
3.Ponds
3. Ponds
4.
4. Public
Public use
use

IX.

Miscellaneous
1.
Forest taxation
1. Forest
2. Timberland
Timberlandsales
sales and
and purchases
purchases
2.
3.
3. Certified
Certified tree
tree farms
farms
4.
4. Complete
Complete service
service for
for absentee
absentee owners
5. Statistics,
Statistics, resources,
resources, etc.
5.
6.
6. Wood
Wood preservation
preservation
7. Research,
forest practices
7.
Research, forest
8.
Research, forest
8. Research,
forest products
9. Loans
9.
Loanson
onwoodland
woodland
(a) Local
loan loan
companies
(a)
local
companies
(b)
(b) Local
Local banks
(c)
Land Bank
Bank
Local offices—Federal
offices-Federal Land
(c) Local
0
(d)
Administration
(d) Farmers
Farmers Home
Home Administration
O
10. Loans
Loanson
on enterprise,
enterprise, sawmills,
sawmills, etc.
etc.
10.
(a)
Local loan companies
(a) Local
(b) Local
(b)
Local banks
banks
Small Business
Administration O
0
lc)
Business Administration
(C) Small
(d)
Rural Electric
Electric Administration
(d) Rural
Administration
Ii. Forest
11.
Forest fire insurance
(a) See
State Dept.
Dept. of
of Insur. 10
0
(a)
See State
O
12. Water
12.
Water rights,
rights, dam
dam permits
(a) State
(a)
State Dept.Water
Dept. Water Resources,
Resources, Oly.
Oly. o|
0

&
swc
SWC
Districts

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

U.S.
U.
S.
Forest
Service
Portland

Pac. N.W.
NW.
Pac.
Forest
& Range
Expt. Sta.
Portland

X
X
X
X
X
x
X

X

X

X
X
x
X

X

X

W. Wash.
Industrial
For.
For. Assn.
Portland

Western
Western
Wood
Wood
Products
Assn.
Portland

X
X
X
X
X
x
X

X
X
X
X
X
x
X

X

X

x
X
X
X

x
X

X
x

X

X
X

0
o
o

X
X
X
x
X
x
X
X
x
X

X

x
X
X
x
X
x

x
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
x
X
X
X
X
X
x

X
X
X
X

o
0

X

x
X
X
X
x
X

X
X

X
X
x

X
X
x

Consulting
Consulting
Forestry
Firms

X
X
X

0
o
o0
X

O
0
O
0

X

X
X

X
x

o0
o
0

X

X

X
X

o

X
x

X
X
x
X
X

X

X
X

X
x
X
X
X
X
x

o
0
o
0

o
0

X
X
x
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
x

X
X
x
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
x

X
x

X
x
X
X
X
x
X
X

X
x
X
X
X
x
X

X
X
x
X
X
x

X
x

Cost Sharing
Programs
ASCS
County
Offices

X
x

X
X
x
X
x
X
X
X

o
0

Forest
Management
& Sales
Assn.

X
x
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

Private

X

o
0
x
X

x
X
X
X
x

X
X
X
x
X
X
x

X
X
x
X
X
X
X
x
X

X
x
X

X
X
x

X

X

o
0
o
0
0
o
o
0
o0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
0

X
x
X
X
X
X
X

0
o

0
o
o
0
o
0
0
o
o
0

X
x

X
x

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

0
o
o
0

o
0
0
o

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
x

X
X
X
X
X

O
0

X
X
X
X

Co.
Surv.

O
0

X
X
X
X
X

o
0
X

o
0

X
X
X
X

o
0
X

land Uses
Uses
Forest Land

1. Soil
1.
Soil capabilities
2.
2. Watersheds
Watersheds
3.
Water storage
storage
3. Water
4.
4. Range
Range management
management
5.
Recreation
5. Recreation
X.

X
x
X

o

X

9.

VI.

X
x

U.S.
U.
S.
SCS
SCS

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

o0

o
0
X

xX

X

o
0

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

o
0
0
o
o
0

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

o
0

X

o
0
o0
o
0

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
x
X

X
x
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
x

X
X
X
X

0
o

o
0

X
x

X
x

X
X

o
0

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
x
X

X
X
x
X

X
X

X

o
0

X

X

o
0

o
0

X
X

X
X

X
X
x
X

o
0
0
o

o
0

X

X

X
x

X
X

X

X
X

0
o
o
0
X

X

x
X

X
x

X
x

X

X
x

X
x

X
x

X
x

x
X

x
X

X

X

X

X
x

X
x

x
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

o
0

X
X

Legend:
legend:
O Prime
Primesource
source of
ofinformation
information and
and service
service
0
X Other
Other source
of information
source of
information and
and service
service

0
o

X
x

o

Aerial
photos

Forest
Forest Statistics
Statisticsfor
for Washington

The
The following
following statistical
statistical information for
for the State of Washington was comcompiled
from sources
sources indicated.
indicated.
piled by
by Lloyd
Lloyd T.
T. Soule from
Mr. Soule is
is the
the Reforestation Specialist
Specialist and
and Assistant,
Assistant, Branch
Branch of
of CooperaCooperaMr.
tive
tive Forest
Forest Management,
Management, Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry,
Forestry, United
United States
States
Forest Service,
Service, Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. Prior
Prior to
to his
his State
State and
and Private
Private assignment in
1963, he
he worked
worked for
for 11
II years
years in
in various
various timber
timber management
management and
and fire
fire control
control posiposi1963,
tions
tions on
on the
the Willamette
Willamette National Forest.
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TABLE
TABLE 1.
1.

FOREST ACREAGE
ACREAGE STATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR WASHINC.TON
WASHINGTON COUNTIESa
COUNTIES'1

WESTERN WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
COUNTIES

WESTERN

WASHINGTONb
WASHINGTON"

ITEM

TOTAL

CLALLAII-1962
CLALLAM-1962

CLARK
CLARK-1965
1965

Per!.c.Lcent

Thousands
ThOuBandB
of acres
acres

Percent

ThouBandB
Thousands
of acreB
acres

Percent

42,700

100

15,859

100

1,119

100

22,968

54

12,980

82

1,036

93

227
227.

19,450

46

10,890

69

728

65

225

3,518

8

2,090

13

308

28

2

d
d

199199

18

109

10

22

d
d

ThouBand8
Thousands
of acres
acres

Thousand's
of acres
acreB
of_

Per!cent

LAND

Total Land
Total

1I
2
2

Fc,reSt
Forest Land

3
3

Cotnmerclal
Commercial

44

Noncommercial
Nonconnercial

5
5

Productive
Productive (reierved)C
(reserved)0

1,240

909

6
6

Unproductive

2,278

£,181
1,181

19,732

Nonforest Land
Nohforest

7
7

46
46'

403,
403

100
56
56

2,879
2.879

18
18

83

7

176

44

cJNERSHIP
OWNERSHIP
Commercial FôrèBt
Forest Land
Conercial
tad

8

Private

9

19,450
19,450

100
100

lO,89ö
10,890

100
100

728

100

225

100
100

9,116

47

6,315
6,315

58

354

49

169

76

10

Fore8t Indu8try
Forest
Industry

6,238
6,238e

32

e
4.767e
4,767

44

241.

33

44

20

11

Farmer and Hisc.
MiBc. Private

2,878e
2,878e

15
15

e
1,548e
l,548

14
14

113
113'

1616'

125
125

56

10,334
10.334

53

4,575

42

374

51

56

24
24

Public

12

13

Forest
National Fore8t

6.168
6,168

32
32

2,760
2,760

25
25

182:

25
25

1

14

Public
Other Public

4,166

21

1,815

17
17

192

26
26

55

24
24

191450
19450

100

10,890

100

728

100

225
225

100

418

22

241

22

9

11

17

7

2,580

13

1,945

18

133

18

36

16-

STMD-SIZE CLASSES
STAND-SIZE
CLASSES
Commercial ForeSt
Forest Land
Land
Conercial

15
16

Nonstocked AreaB
Areas
Non8tocked

17

Seedling and Sapling

18
18

Pole Timber

19

Sawtlmber
Savtimber

d
d

-

16

4,331

22

2,661

24

217

30

44

20

12,121

63

6,043
6,043

56

369

51

128

57

20

Small
(11.0-20.9)
Small (11.0-20.9)

87

21

+
Large
(21 lnch
inc)
Large (21
)

41

a
publiBhed by the
the Pacific Northwest ForeSt
Forest Inventory
Inventory data
Forest and
aForeSt
data were
were taken
taken from
from County
County Survey
Survey Reports
Report& for
for Washington,
Wa8ington, published
iB shown
Bhown for each county.
Range
Station, U.S.D.A.
Forest Service,
Service, Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. Date of survey Is
Range Experiment
Experiment Station,
U.S.D.A. PoreSt

and Eastern
EaBtern Wa8hington
8ection8.
Suranaryfor
forWaBhington
Washington wa
was derived
derived by
by totaling county data for
for WeStern
Western and
Washington sections.
bSuary
c
parkB, wilderness
wilderneBs areas,
exanpleB, national and atate
areaB, etc.
Removed
production
lawor
or 8tatute
statute limitation; examples,
state parks,
etc.
cRed
fromfrom
production
bybylay

d

Less than
percent.
than 0.5 percent.

e

A portion of "Farmer
and Mi8c.
Misc. Private
Private" i8
is combined with "Fore8t
"Forest Indu8try'
Industry" total.
total.
Farmer and
eA
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C 0 U N T I E S
WESTERN
W A SHI N G T 0 N COUNTIES
W E S T E R N WASHINGTON
COWLITZ- 1965
C(MLITZ-1965
Thousands
Thousar.ds
of acres
of
acres

PerPercent

GRAYS
GRAYS HARBOR-1953
HARBOR -1953

Thousands
of
acres
of acres

1,224

Percent

ISLAND1962
ISLAlD-1962
Thousands
of
of acres
acres

JEFFERSON -1962
JEPPERSON-1962

Percent

Thousands
of
acres
of acres

1,149

Percent

1

KINGKING-1962
1962

|

KITSAP- 1962
KITSAP-1962

Thousands
Thoussnds
of acres
of
acres

Percent

1 ,366
1,366
949
825
124
16
108

100
69
60
9
1
1
8

257
237

206

100
80
80

285
184

100
88
47
41
25
16
16

Thousands
of acres
of
acres

Percent

132

11
1
1

100
67
66
I1
1

d

34
13
21
21

100
92
90
3
1
2

788

11

92

8

44

33

138

12

417

31

51

20

8
9
10
11
12
13
13
14

651
651

100
85
63
63
22
22
15
3
3
12

1,098

100
60
60
60

87

100

825

ZOO

40
13
13
27

482
263
219
343
221
122

188

138
299

46
26
20
54
23
31

100
58
32

206

86
9
77
14
14

542
247
141
106
295
124
171

100

75

15
16
16
17
18
19
20
21

651
26
190
48
387
121
266

100

1,098

100

542

100

82.5
825

4

63
63

4

29
7
60
60

207

6
19
31
31
44

1
12
13
74

10
79
230
506
306
269
237

1

732

2

654

3

651

4

3

100
89
89
d

6

3

7

5

557

411

146
94
18
76

1,132

1,098

661
66lf
661

88
87

8
67

437

343

485

12
12

3698

1,011

342
542
469
669

100

36

10
10

142

38

191
170
21

52

68
69
401
145
256
2.56

206

42

62
126
18

100
91
30
61
9

27
15

18

9

26
2*

100
1
1
10
28
28
61

See Island
Island County8
See
County8

lL private
'All
privateownerships
ownershipscombined.
combined. 8lsland,
Island, Kitsap,
Kltsap,and
andSan
SanJuan
JuanCounties
Countiescombined.
combined.
Less than
than 500
500 acres.
acres.

Tota1
land area
area for
for Eastern
WashingtonIncludes
includestotal
total areas
areas for
for nonforested
Total land
Eastern Washington
nonforested counties.
counties. Data
Adams 1,213,000 acres;
acres; Benton-BentonDats for
for Adans--1,213,000
1,112,000 acres
Franklin--808,000 acres;
State.
1,112,000
acres; Franklin—808,000
acres; and
and Grant--1,722,000
Grant—1,722,000 acres
acres were
were obtained
obtained from
from Facts
Facts About
About Washington
Washington State.
J
All data
Chelan
A11
datafor
for
Chelanand
andDouglas
Douglas Counties
Counties are
arecombined..
combined.. Included
Included Is
totalarea
areaofof1,178,000
1,178,000acres
acres for
forDouglss
Douglas County.
County.
is total
kStand_size
classes combined
for Lincoln,
Stand-size classes
combined for
Spokane, and
and Whitman
Whitman Counties.
Lincoln, Spokane,
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TABLE 1.
1.

FOREST ACREAGE STATiSTICS
WASHiNGTON COUNTIESa(Continued)
STATISTICS FOR WASHINGTON
COUNTIES'^Continued)

WESTERN
WASHINGTON
W E S T E R N
W ASHING TON
CCOUNTiES.
O U N T I E S .
ITEM
iTEM

LEWIS-1965
Thousands
of
of acres

|

Percent

MASOW-1953
MASON1953
Thousands
of acres
acres

PACIFIc-1965
PACIFIC•1965

Percent.

Thousands
of acres

PIERCE-1962
PIERCE- 1962

|

Percent

Thousands
of acres
of

Percent

SAN JUAN-1962
SAN
JUAN -1962
Thousands
of acres
of

PerPcrcenl
cent

LAND
1
1

Total
Total Land

2

Forest Land
Land
Forest

3

Coimerclal
Conercia1

4

Nonconmercial
Noncomercial

1,566

100

612

100

592

100

1,073

100

110

100

. -1,347
1,347

86

.577
577

94

539

91

797

74

81

74

1,247

80

320

85

522

88

617

58

76
76

69
69-

100

6

57

9
9

17

3

180
18O

U
IT

5'

5

5

21

3
3

22

101,

9'

9

5
5

55,

36

6

15

3
3

79

7
7

53

9

276

26
26

29

2
26

5

Productive (rcserved)c
(reserved)0

34

2

6

Unproductive
Unprodictive

66

4

219

14
14

35
35

6

1,247

100

. 520

100
100'

522
522'

100

617

100

76
Th

10O
100-

803
603

64

348
348

67

455
455

87
87.

420

68

68

8
89

348e
348e

67

385

74

234

38

16
1:6

fl
21

68

Nonforest Land'
Land
Nonfàrest

7

.

d
d

OWNERSHIP'
CMNERS11IP
8

Comercial
CommercialForest'
Forest Land'
Land

99

Private
Private

.

10

Forest
Forest Industry
tnduètry

543

43

11

Farmer and
Misc. Private
Private
Fanner
and Mlsc.

260

21

444

36

172

33

Pu!1ic
Public

12

70

t

13

186
186

30
3G

52
52

67

13
13.

197

32

8

120

20

8

13

Nationat
National Forest
Forest

334

27

103

20
20

14
14

Other Public

110

9
9

69

13

67

13

77

12

1,247

100

520

100

522

100

617

ZOO
100

19

22

4

1
1

6

11

10

2
14

11
.

11

STAND-SIZE CLASSES
CLASSES

Coiercial Forest
Commercial
Forest Land.
Land

15
16

Nonøtocked Areas
Nonstocked

17

Seedling
and sapling
Sapling
Séeding and

348

28

138

27

167

32

89

18

Pole Timber
Tiuber
Pole

179
179

14

214

41

45

9

199

32

19

Sawtiraber
Sawtimber

701

56

164

31

301
30*

58

319
319

52

20'
20

Small
(11.0-20.9)
Small (11.0-20.9)

345

97

10

212

21

+
(21 inch
>
Large (21
inch)

356

67

197

107

See island
Island County
CountyS

forest
aForest Inventory
Inventory data
data were
were taken
taken from
from County
County Survey
Survey Reports
Reports for
for Washington,
Washington, published
published by
by the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range
Experiment Station,
Station, U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. Date
Date of
of survey
survey is
is shown
shown f.or
for each county.
county.
as derived ,by
by totaling
Summaryfor
for Washington
Washington was
totaling county
county data
data for
for Western
Western and
and Eastern
Eastern Washington
Washington sections.
sections.
bSumry
C

by law
or statute
statute limitation;
limitation; examples,
examples, national
national and
and state
state parks,
parks, wilderness
wilderness areas,
areas, etc.
etc.
Removed from production
production by
law or

dj5.
Less than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
e

is combined with "Forest
A portion
"Farmer and
"Forest Industry
Industry" total.
eA
portion of
of 'Parmer
and Misc.
Misc. Private"
Private is
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COUNTIES

WESTERN WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
WESTERN
SKAGIT-1959
SKACIT-1959

SKAMANIA-1965
SKAI4M4IA-1965

COUNTIES

THURSTON-1955

SNOHOMISH-1957
SNOHOMISH-1957

Thousands

Percent

Thousands
of
of acres
acres

Percent

Thousands
of acres
of
acres

PerPercent
cent

1I

1,108
1j08

100

1,333

100

468

100

8/,88
8',

77
77

1,073
1,010

100

2

94

1,033

77

34
354

76

3

724

65
65

935

87

819

61

352

75

4It

124

11

75

7

214

16

2

dd

5

23

2

12

1

68

5

1

d

6

101

9

63

6

146

11

1

d

7

260

23

63

6

300

23
23

114

24

8

724

100

935

100

819

100

352

9

340

147

16

377

46
46

274

10

340f

47
47

90

10
10

377

46

274

57

6

of
acres
of acres

11

Thousands

of
of acres
acres

PerPercent
cent

WHATCOM-1959
WHATcOM-1959

WAHKIAIWM-1965
WAHKIAKUM-1965

PerPercent

Thousands

PerPercent
cent

172

100

1,370

100

150

87

941

69

141

82

575

42

9

5

366

21
47

Thousands

of
of acres
acres

of acres
acres
of

128

9

99

5

238

17

22
22

13

429

31

100

141

100

575

100

78

111

79

239

41

78

90

64

239

41

21

15

30

21

12

384

53

788

84

442

54

78

22

13

252

35

. 712

76

304

37

h

d

14

132

18

76

8

138

17

78
78

22

30

21

85

15

15

724

100

935

100

819

100

352

100

141

100

575

100

16

10

11

25

33

12

1

2

1

99

7

15

.33

17

90

13
13

134

14

77

10

81

23

20

14

52

9

18

184

25

96

10

249

30

222

63

23

16

157

27"
27

19

440

61

680

73

481

59

47

13

89

63

351

61

20

176

243

181

27

44

164

264

437

300

20

45

187

21

336
251

59
-

44

All private
privateownerships
ownershipscombined.
combined.
tAlI

8lsland, Kitsap,
^Island,
Kitsap, and
and San
Counties combined.
combined.
San Juan CountieB
Less
t'LesB

500 acreB.
acres.
than 500

1Total
land area
area for
EaBtern Washington
Washington includeB
T'otal land
for Eastern
Includes total
total areas
for nonforested
Data for Ada--1,2I3,OOO
Adams—1,213,000 acreB;
acres; Benton-Bentonareas for
nonforeSted counties.
counties. Data
1,112,000
acres; Franklin--808,000
Grant--I,722,000 acres
1,112,000 acres;
Franklin—808,000 acres;
acres; and
and Grant~l,722,000
acres were
were obtained from
from Facts
Facts About
About Washington State.
J
AII data
data for
and DouglaB
Counties are
are combined.
A11
for Chelan
Chelan and
Douglas Counties
combined. Included is
is total
total area
1,178,000 acres
Douglas County.
County.
area of 1,178,000
acre. for
for Douglas
kSdi
clasees
Stand-size
classes combined for
for Lincoln,
Lincoln, Spokane,
and Whitman
Spokane, and
WhitmanCounties.
Counties.

t
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TABLE 1.
TABLE

a
FOREST
ACREAGE STATISTICS
COl!NTIES
(Cont.imjed)
FOREST ACREACE
STATISTICS FOR
FOR WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
COUNTIESa(Continued)

EASTERN WASHINGTON
W A S H 1 N c: TON

EASTERN
ITEM
iTEM

1

TOTAL

Thousands
Thousands
of acres

of acres

PerPercent
cent

26,841
26,841

100

9,988
9,988
8,560
8,560
1,428
1,428

37

ADAMS

Thousands
Thousands
of
acres
of acres

ASOTIN
-1960
ASOTIN-1960

|

PerPercent
cent

Thousands
of acres

of acres

CO'NT1!S

C O !i N T I F. S

BNTON
BF.NTON

PerPercent
cent

Thousands
Thousands

of
of acres
acres

Per'er-

cent

1

CHELAN-1963
CHELAN1963

Thousands
Thousands
of
of acres
acres

PerI'ercent
cent

LAND

Total Land
Total
Land

1

Forest Land
Land
Forest

2

Conmcrclal
Coizinercial
Nonconmerclal
Nonconinercial

3

4
5

Productive
Productive (reserved)C
(r eserved)c

6

Nonproductive
Nonproductive
Nonforest
Land
Nonforest Land

7

l,2l3
l^U1

l,ll21
i.m

3,054)
3,054-1
1,254
I,254 v

401

100

13
/3

18

32

61

15

756J
756.)

25

55

12

3

498
498-

16

•>

h

331

16,853
16,853

63

8,560
8,560

1,213
1,213

1

462

15

1,800
l,800

59

3

328

82

1,112
1,112

41

36

d

12.

1,097
1,097

100

OWNERSHIP
MNERSHIP
Conmerclal ForesuLahd
Co,mnercial
ForestLahd

88

Private
Private

9
10
10

Forest industrye
Forest
Industry*

11
II

Farmer
and Mlsc:
Farmer and
Misc-: Private
Privatee6

PublicPublic'
National"Forest
NatioñaiForest
Other
Other Public

12
1213"
l3
14

100
100

61

100

2,801
2,801
1,471ee
l,471
1,330e
l,330e

33
33

29

48

756i
756J
151-;
151;

17

29f
29f

48

74.

5,759
5,759
3,408
2,351

67

32

40
27

8/560
8,56O

100
20
10
10,

77

10.
10

52

6O5 605

80

30

49

561

74

2

3

44

6

100

61

100
100

177
177

2

1

2

11 ■

635

7

1

2

22 -

1,670

20

9

14

147

19

6,078

71

50

82

576 •■.
576..

76

16
16

STAND-SiZE CLASSES
STAND-SIZE
CLASSES.

Land
CoimnercialForest
ForestLand
isl5 Commercial
Nonotocked
Areas
Nonstocked.-Areaa
ie
16
Seedling
and Sapling.
Seedling-end
Sapling
17
Pole Timber
Timber
18l8

Savtimber
Sawttmber

19

756i
756-J

20

Small (11.0-20.9)
Small
(11.0-20.9)

30

299
299

21

Large
(21 inch+)
lnch+)
Large .(21

20

277
271

for Washington,
publiahed by
forest
Inventory data
datawere
weretaken
takenfrom
fromCounty
County Survey
Survey Reports
Reports for
Washington, published
by the
the Pacific
PacificNorthwcst
Northwest Forest
Torest inventory
Forest and
Oregon. Date
Date of
of survey
Range Experiment
U.S.D.A. Forest
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
survey is
Is shown
shown for
for each
each county.
county.
Range
ExperimentStation,
Station, U.S.D.A.
Forest Service,
Washingtonsections.
sections.
bSu,ary
by totaling
totaling county
Summary for
forWashington
Washington was
was derived
derived by
county data
data for
for Western
Western and
and Eastern
Eastern Washington
Removed froni
from production
by law
law or
statute limitation;
limitation; examples,
examples, national
parks, wilderness
or statute
national and
and state
state parks,
wildernessareas,
areas, etc.
etc.
production by
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
Less than
percent.
e
is combined
with"Forest
"ForestIndustry"
industry'total.
total.
A portion
of "Fanner
and Misc,
Misc. Private"
combined with
Farmer and
Private" is
eA
portion of

C

d5
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38

100
1OO
2
3

.

EASTERN WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
WASHINGTON
COUNTIES

EASTERN
COLUMBIA-1960
C0LIJMBIA-1960

msands
Thousands
The
of acrea
acres
of

550

I1

DOUGLAs-1963'
D0UGLAS-1963

Percent
cent

Thousands
of
of acrea
acres

100

Jj
J

Percent

FERRY-1963

FRANKLIN

f

PerPercent
cent

GARFIELD-1960
GERFIELD-l960

GRANT

PerPercent

Thousands

PerPercent
cent

1406
1,406

100

457

j
100

1,186
11S6

S4
84

98

21

1,123

80

93

20

of acrea
of
acres

Thousands

of
of acres
acres
g081
808

Thousands

of
of acrea
acres

2

191

35

3

167

30

4

24

4

63

4

5

11

6

24

4

63

4

5

1

7

359

65

220

16

359

79

8S

167

100

1,123
1123

100

93

100

9

46

28

144

13

13

14

10

46

28

10
10

1

i3f
13

14

134

12

See
CountyJ
See Chelan Countyi

Thousands

of
of acres
acres

PerPercent

1,7221

5

j

11

808

0

12

121

72

979

87

80

13
13

117

70

381

34

79

86
85

14

4

2

598
595

53

1I

1

167

100

100

15
15

16

.11

17

1

1123
1,123

100
100

93

1

10

1

1

1

140

12

j

1,722

1'
1

h

18

15

85

124

11

14

15

19

150

90

849

76

78

84

20

76

41

21

74

37

TAll
private ownerships
All private
ownerships combined.
combined.
Ialand. Kitsap
Island,
Kltsap, and
and San
San Juan Counties
Counties combined.
combined.

8

hLe
thsn 500
acres.
l^ess than
500 acres.

iTotal
Total land
land area
area for
forEastern
EasternWaehington
Washington includes
Includes total
total areag
areas for
for nonforested
nonforested countiee.
counties. Data
1,213,000 acres;
BentonDatAfor
for Adaias
Adaia--1,2l3,000
acres; Benton-1,1I2000 acres;
and Grant—1,722,000
Grant--l722000 acres
1,112,000
acres; Franklin--80S000
Franklin—808,000 acres;
acres; and
acrea were
were obtained from
Facts About
About WAehington
Washington State.
frota PActe
State.
All data
All
data for
forChelan
Chelanand
andDouglaa
Douglas Counties
Counties are
are combined.
combined.

Included
area of
of 1,178.000
1,178,000 acree
acres for
for Douglas
Douglas County.
County.
lncludedIsis total
total area

kStand
size classes
Stand-size
classescombined
combined for
for Lincoln
Lincoln, Spokane
Spokane, and
Whitman Counties.
and Whitman
Counties.
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TARLE 1.
I.
TABI.F.

,
FOREST ACKKACI!
FOR WASIJINCTON
NASIIINRTON C011NTIF.S''
(Cont inucd)
FOREST
AcR}':M:I STATISTICS
STMJsTJCs FOR
COhINT1F(Continued)

EASTERN WASIIINCTON COUNTIES

ITEM

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
COUNT I K S
KLICKTTAT-1956
KL1CK1TAT-956
UNCOT,N-1963
L1NCOLN-1963__-__

KTTTITAS-1954
XITTITAS-I954

OKAN(M;AN-1)bi
nKAN(K;AN-lVb7

Thousands
Thc'usand8
of acres
of
acres

Pert'ercent,
cent

Thousands
Thous8nds
of
of acres
crei

PerPcrcent
ccnt

Thnusond8
Thousands
of ;,cres
of
.icres

'crPercent
Cciii

1,482
750

100
lOt)

1,224
1 ,224

100

11,472
,472

100

3,375

100

51

537

44

61

4

2,142

64

675

46

503

41
4 ■

60

4

1,686
,686

50

75

5

34

3

11

dd

456

14

d

11

68

46

33

3

1.

d

732

49

687

56

8)ld
ThoufinmlR
.
icre
of ncrt's

Per
('tnt
ccni

LANO
LAND

11
2
2

Total Land
Total
Land
Forest
Land
Fore8t Land

3

Commercial
Commerci8l

U6

Nonconinercial
Nonconmerclal

5

Productive (reaerved)c
Productive
(reserved)0

6

Unproductive

7

Nonfnrè8t
Nonforest Land
Land

7

d

192

6

.

264

8

1,411
1 ,411

96

1,233

36

OWNERSHIP
cMNERSHIP
8
9

10
11
12

13
13
14

oreat Land
Coiinercia1 Forest
Comnercial
Land

1.686
1,686.

675

100

503

100

60

100

Private
Priv8te

314

47

372

74

60

100

250

15

Fore8t
Forest lndu8trye
Industry6
Fater
Farmerand
and Misc.
Mlsc. Privatee
Private6
Public
National
N8tional Fore8t
Forest
Other
Other Public

314

47

372

74

6Of
60f

100

250

15

361

53
53

131

26

1,436

85

301

44

9

2

913

54
54,

60

9

122

24

523

31.
31

675

100

503

100

435IV

100

1,686

4

1

8

2

44

10

22

1

12'
17-

3

18 .

4

56

13

38:
38

L'

100

STAND-SIZE CLASSES
CLASSES
15

Commercial
Fore8t Land
Commercial Forest
Land

16

Nonstocked
Areas
Nonatocked Are8s

17

18
16

Seedling and
and-« S8pling
Sapling .
Seedling
Pole Timber
Timber

19

Sawtimber
Savttmber

IOu
100
1

44

6

156

3L !
31

176

40

215

1.1
13

610

90

321
321

63

159

37

1,411

84

20

Small (11.0-20.9)
Small
(11.0-20.9)

181

144

729
779

21

+
Large (21
(21lnch
inch)
Large
)

429

177

682

Reports for
for Wa8hington,
publi8hed by
by the
Forest Inventory
Inventory data
data were
were taken
taken from County
County Survey
Survey Reports
Washington, published
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and R.-mn
aForest
8urvey is
for each
county.
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon. Date
Oate of
of survey
ExperimentStation,
Station, IJ.S.O.A.
Experiment
U.S.D.A. Forest Service,
Is 8hown
shown for
each county.
and Eastern Washi-igton
Wa8hi.gton sections.
by totaling
totaling county data
sections.
Summaryfnr
forWa8htngton
Washington was
was derived by
data for
forWestern
Western and
bsu,ary
c
park8, wilderness
CRemoved
Removed from
fromproduction
production by
by Law
law or
or statute
statute limitation;
limitation;examples,
examples, national
national and
and state
state parks,
wilderness areas, etc.
Less than
percent.
dLess
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
with 'Fore8t
Industry' total.
total.
A portion
"Farmer and
and Misc.
is combined with
"Forest Industry"
eA
portion of
of 'Fanner
Misc. Private"
Private i8
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EASTERN WASHINGTON COUNTIES

PEND ORIELLE
OR1ELLE-1963
PEND
-1963

ThousandB
Thousands
of acres
of
acres

SPOKANE- 1963
SPOKANE-1963

C 0 U N T I E S
U A S H I N G T 0 N
E A S TERN
WALLA
-1960
WALLA WALLA
WALLA-1960
WHITMM-1963
1963
|
WHITMAN1963
STEVENS-1963
|
STEVENS-

1

PerPercent

Thousands
ThouBands
of
of acreB
acres

Percent

ThousandB
Thousands
of acres
of
acres

PerPercent

Thousands
of acres
acres
of

Percent
cent

Thousands

of
of acres
acres

|

PerPercent
cent

YAKIMA- 1955
YAXIMA-1955

Thousands

Percent

of acreB
acres

11

900

100

1,128

100
100

1,591

824

100
100

1.387

100

843
843

94

394

35

1,279

80

23

3

10
10

1

2.735
2,735
1.147
1,147

100

2

3

812

90

365

32

1,256

79
79

23

3

10
10

1

970

36

4A

31

3

29

33

23

11

177

6

5

1

27

2

6

30

3

2

7

57

6

734

8

812

100

9

281

35

10

48

6

11
11

233

12
12

13

14
14

45

5

15

812

100

16

23

3

17

158

18
19

d

d

100 »

h

*

42

67

2

110

64

99

1,588

58

h

23

1

65
65

312

20

801

97

1.377
1,377

365

100

1,256

100

23
23

100

10

100

970

100

336

92

653

52

19

10

100

123

13

23

6

80

6

19

82
82

10

100

123

13

29

313

86

573

46

531

65

29

8

603

48

4

18

847

87

486

60

208

17

2

9

321

33

395
393

31

2

9

526

54

1,256
1.256

100

23

100

970
970

100

49

4

1I

4

19

175

14

266

33

457

36

11

365

45

575

*'•'

21

29

8

See
County^
See Lincoln
Lincoln countyk

20

See
See Lincoln
Lincoln Countyk
County*

22

1

4

46

5

92

913

94

12.
12

170

9

743

21

d

9

All
privateowner.htps
ownershipscombined.
combined.
ll private

8lsland, Kiteap,
^Island,
Kltsap, and
and San
San Juan Counties
Counties combined.
combined,
^ess than
acres.
1'LesB
than 500
500 acreB.

tTotal
Irea for
EaBtern Washington
Washingtonincludes
includeBtotal
total areas
areai for
for nonforeeted
Total land
land area
for Eaatern
nonforested counties. Dati
Data for
Adams—1,213,000 acres;
acres; Benton-Bentonfor Ada--1,2l3,OOO
1,112,000 acres;
acres; Franklin--808,000
acres; and
1,112,000
Franklln--808,000 acres;
and Grant--1,722,000
Grant—1,722,000 acres
were obtained
obtained from
from FactB
Facts About
acrea were
About Washington
Washington State.
State.
A1l data
data for
and Douglas
All
for Chelan
Chelan and
Douglas Counties
Counties are
are combined.
combined.

J

Included is
total area
areaof
of1,178,000
1,178,000 acres
forDouglas
Douglas County.
County.
Included
is total
acres for

kStand_Bize
claBBeB combined for
Stand-size classes
for Lincoln,
Lincoln, Spokane,
Spokane, and
and Whitman
Whitman Counties.
Countiea.
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TABLE
TABLE 2.
2.

TIMBER VOLUME
VOLUME STATISTICS
FOR WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
COUNTIES
TIMBER
STATISTICS FOR
(Net
live sawtimber
(Net volume
volume of
of live
iwtimber on
on commercial
conmerciil
forest
land--log scale,
scale, Scribner
Scrib'ner rule)
rule)
forest lRnd--log

W A S li I N G T 0 N
WESTERN
WAS!INCTON
WES TERN

ITEM

11
2
2
3
3
4
5
5

c.4NERSH1P
OWNERSHIP
Total "Sorranercial
Sawtlmber
ommercial Sawtl.mber
Forest Industryb
Forest
Industry1"
Farmer & Misc.
Misc. Private
National Forest
Other Public
Public

6
6

Sawtlmber
Total Commercial
Conercial Sawtimber

1AETNGTONb
WASHINGTON1"
Millions
Millions
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Percent
cent

TOTAL
PerMillions
Perbd. ft.
bd.
ft.
cent

301,818
C
95,188c
95,1S8
16,232
135,254
55,144

100
32
5
45
45
18

229,531
83,141c
83,141c
12,467
98,877
35,046

36
6
43
15
15-

301,818
291,038
291,038
8,799
1,930

100
96
33
1
1
d

229,531
221,180
6,587
1,723
41

96
33
1
1
d

100
26
26
31
21
22

e
2L9,728e
2L9,728
47,192"
47,192
63,484
50,516
58,536

100
100

301,818
292,017
20,100
2,691
1,902
99,422
99,422
6,418
6,545
2,082
. 37,029
2,382
3,599
3,805
4,889
83,543
776
16,843

100

229,531
219,958
43 •
1,246
108
74,721
74,721
42
42
752
414
414
34,504
2,2942,294
233
233
3,8O5
3,8054,142
80,953
698
16,003

100
96
d
1
d
d
33
33
d
d
d
d
d
15
11
d
2
22
35
d-.
d-,
7
T

9,801
6,692
787
2,150
2,150

33
2
2

1

CLALLAMCLALLAM-1962
1962
|
Millions
Millions
Perbd.
cent
bd. ft.

15,979
6,835
1,346
1,346
4,959
4,959
2,839

100l0O
43

8
31 '
31

18

COINTIES

C 0 I' N TIES

CLARK-1965
CLARK1965
|
PerMillions
Milllons
Perbd. ft.
bd.
ft.
cent
cent
1,001
314
314
368
368

5
314

100
31<31

3737'
d
31

CJLITZ-l965
COWLITZ1965
PerMillions
I'rMlllions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.
cent
cent

100
75.
6
5
14

16,392
12,215
.943
807
2,427

CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
Sawtlmber
Sawt.irnber Stands
Stande
Pole Timber Stande
Pole
Stands
Seedling
Sapling Stands
Stands
Seedlng& &Sapling
Areas'
Nonstocked Areae

7
7
8
8 .-

99
10

DIAIETER
DIAMETER CLASSES
CLASSES'
Total
Commercial Sawtlmber
Total Coirunercial
Savtimber
11.0-18.9
inches d.'b.h.
d.bh.
11.0-18,9 inches
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9 '
39.0+
39.O

II
11
12
13
14
14
15

SPECIES
SPECIES
Total Coinercial
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtlmber
Softwoods *
Ponderosa pine
pine
Ponderoa
Western
Western white
white pine
pine
Lodgepole
whitebarkpine
Lodgepole && whitebark
pine
Douglas-fir
Western-larch
Westernlarch
White and
fir
White
and grand
grand fir
Subalpine
Subalplne fir
fir
Silver fir
fir
Nàble fir
Noble
Engelmann epruce
spruce
Sitka spruce
Mountain hemlock
hemlock
Western hemlock
Alaska-cedar
Western redcedar

16

17
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
29
30
31
32

33
34
34
35
35
36
37
38

Hardwoods
Red
Red alder
alder
Black
aspen
Black cottonwood & aepen
Bigleaf maple
Oake
Oaks
birch, aeh)
Other
(madrone, birch,
ash)
Other (tadrone

51

292,015e
292,015e
76,'906
76906
89,527
62,643
62,939

7
7
165

97
77
11

d
33

22
22
11
12
11
11
11
2
2
28
d
6

d
1
1

d
d

9,573
6,692
574
2,150

22
155

21:
21 :
29
23
23.
27
27

4

33
d
1

1

d
d

15,979
15,197
706
76

95
95
4
d.
d.
d
d

1,001
1,001
922

40
39

16,392
15,917.
69
392
39
14

15.979
15,979
3,-290'
3,29O
4,497
3,665
4,527

100
21
28
23
23.
28
28

1,001

15,979
15,332

100
9696

1,001
804

20

100 92;
92
4
4
4
4

479
400
101
21

37

100

100

16,392
16,392
15,760
15,760

100
96

9
9

I.
1.

d
d
60
d

1I

d
d

80

10

711
15

4

20

1,224

647
553
34
34
58
22

76

9,907

15
25
25
22
22..

3&
38

d

1,552

9,163

758

2

d
d

16,392
16i392
2,529
4,073
3,643
6,147

d
16

-.

100
48
40
10
10
2
2

1I
2,590

97
97:
d
d

d
d
57
d
d
8
8

43

4
33

197
147

20
20
15

50

55

d
d

4
4

33

1,130
260

7
7

3,437
3,437

21

1,014

6
6

632
632
458
25
25
149

4
33

2
2

d
1

d .

a
aporeat
were taken from County
County Survey Reports
Reporte for
Washington, published
published by
by the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range
Forest Inventory data were
for Washington,
Station, U.S.D.A.
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
Date of survey is
is shown
shown for
for each
each county.(Adams,
county.(Adams, Benton,
Benton, Franklin,
Franklin,
Experiment Station,
U.S.D.A. Forest
Foreet Service,
and Grant Countiee
and
Counties are excluded.)
excluded-)

bSumry
for
Summary
forWashington
Washingtonwas
wasderived
derivedbybytotaling
totalingcounty
countydata
datafor
for Western
Western and
and Eastern
Eastern Washington
Washington sections.
sections.
c
All private ownership volumes
Fanner & Misc.
Misc. Private
"Forest Industry
Industry" volume contains aa portion
portion of
of "Farmer
Private" volume.
All
volumes were
were combined
combined for
for
cForest
Mason, Skagit,
Whatcom, Asotin,
Garfield, Kittitas,
Okanogan, Walla
Walla Walla,
Walla, and
and Yaklma
Yakima
Skaglt, Snohomish,
Snohomlsh, Thureton,
Thurston, Whatcom,
Asotin, Columbia,
Columbia, Garfleld,
Kittltas, Klickitat,
Kllckltat, Okanogan,

Count ice.
Counties.

'Less
Less than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
e
eTotal
volumes of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and
only reported
reported In
in
Total volume in
in diameter classea
classes differs from other total
total volumes because volumes
and hemlock only
A16o, size
size classes
classesvary,
vary,see
seefootnote9.
counties.
See
See footnotes
footnotee 66 and
and 8.
8.
Also,
footnote -9.
several countiee;
£

Dougla8-fir
and western
western hemlock
hemlock only.
only.
Douglae-fir and

Graye Harbor County.
Grays
County.
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34V

GRAYS HARBOR
HAREOR-1953
GRAYS
-1953~[

1

Percent

Millions
Milllons

Percent

Millions
Millionfi
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

20,708
10,306
10 306

100
50
50

673
30
407

100
5
60

100
100
20

35

7
25
48

17,625
5,699
1,943
7,705
2,278

100
32

236

19,020
3,738
1,349
4747
4,747
9,186
9j86

673
673
619
48

100
92

100
100
99
d
d

17,625
17,313
301
11

100
98

7
1
1

19,020
18,784
124
112

4
5

4,823
5,579

23
27

6
7
88
9
10

20,708
19,102
19,102
1,498
89
19
19

100
100
93

11
12
13
14
15

l3,l.l6
13,416£
3,594
4,147
4.147
2,661
3,014
3.014

16
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
37
38

Millions
Mi 11Ions

Millions
Millions

bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

22
3

0 U N T I E S
CCOUNTIES
WESTERN
WASHINGTON
WES
TERN
W A SHINGTON
KING-1962
KING- 1962
~|
~~\
JEFFERSON-1962
\
JEFFERSON-1962

ISLAND-•1962
ISLAND-1962

20,708
20,030
181
181
29

2,804

7
7
d

6

cent

bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

Percent

11
44
13

2

KITSAP-1962

LEWIS-1965
LEWIS- 1965

1

Millions
Millions

Percent

Millions
Mlllions

Percent

1,186

100
16
84

27,620
27,620
10.764
10,764
2,408
12,554
1,894

100
40

27,620
26,846
278
496

100
97
1
2

bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

187
993
6

1,186
1,104
77
5

bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

d
100
93
93
7
d

9
45
6

2.6988
2,6988
1,471
822
22t
221
184
184

100
55
30
8
7

19,020
2.515
2,515
4,156
5,381
6,968

100
13
22
28
37

17,625
4,131
5,727
3,969
3,798

100
23
32
23
22

See Island
See
Island County$
County8

27
31
20
22

27,620
5,825
8,174
6,000
7.621
7,621

10
10
21
30
22
27

100
97
97

2,6988
2,141
2,14t

100
100

19,020
18,615

100
98

17,625
17,003

100
100
96

County8
See
See Island
Island County8

27,620
26.283
26,283

100
95
95

108
108

1

4,540

26

108
2
16,099

d
d

12
d

22
21
3,422
538

d

d

d
d
88
2
d
d
d
19
d
8

5
2

100

1

d

14

2,721

13
13

956
55
10,612
84
84
2,588

5
d
51
d
12

678
663

3
33

15

bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Per-

dd

79
79

18
9
1,672

62

2,297

179

77

40

11

1

*

54

d

4,201

22

349
349

2

45

53

1,255
5,801

33

159
1,112

1
6

26
86
2,165
677
677
33
I1
137
5.335
5,335
43
1,601

22

4
2
d
1

1,337
611
23
23
653

dd

137
137

5

115

4

10,086
22
1,566

557
408

21
15

405
330

143
143

5

74

d

622
327
56
238

1

d

1I

66

d

dd

8
.

2

d
19
3

7

dd

8Diameter cla8fl
speciefl data
combinedfor
for Island,
Ifiland, Kitfiap,
Jusn Countiefi.
"Diameter
class and
and species
data were
were combined
Kltsap, and
and San
San Juan
Counties.

bDoU8laB
-fir only
Douglas-fir
only.

.

50

Mason County.
Mason

Klickitat, Okanogan,
Stevens, and
Kllckltat,
and Yakima
Yaklma Counties.
Okano8an, Stevens,

J
County were
with Chelan
All volume
dats for
for Dou8lae
Chelan County
County by
by the
A11
volume data
Douglas County
were combined
combined with
the U.
U. S.
S. Forefit
Forest Service.
Douglas
Douglas County.
County.
kDiameter
Diameter clasfi
class volun,efl
volumes combined
combined for
for Asotin,
Asotln, Columbia, Garfield,
Garfleld, and
and Walla
Walla Walla
Walla Counties.

°Includefl
qusntitiefl of
Includes fimall
small quantities
of alder
alder and birch.

343

dd

2
d

Data entered
County colwnn.
column.
Data
enteredin
in Island
I8lnd County

+
and 41.0
41.0+).
iSize
Sire claflfles
classes (11.0-20.9,
(11.0-20.9, 21.0-30.9,
21.0-30.9, 31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9, and
). Mason, Skagit, Snohomlsh,
Whatcom, Asotln,
Klttltas,
Snohouish, Thurston, Whatcom,
Asottn, Kittita,

i960 data
Lincoln,Spokane,
Spokane, and
and Whitman
Whitman Counties
1960
data for
for Lincoln,
Countiefi combined.
nlncludeB
subalpine, noble,
silver fir.
Includes subalpine,
noble, and
and silver
fir.
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volumes only
only in
Minor volumes

STATJSTTCSFOR
FORWASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
COUNTIE?
(Continued)
TIMBER VOLU
VOLUME STATISTICS
COUNTIES
(Continued)
(Net
volume of
live sawtimber
sawtlmber on
on commercial
commercial
(Net volume
of live
forest land--log scale, Scrlbner rule)

TABLE 2.

forest land--log scale, Scribner rule)

WESTERN
WESTERN
MASON1953
MASON-1953

ITEM

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

PACIFIC-1965
PACIFIC-1965

f

COUNTIES
COUNTIES
PIERCE-1962

Percent

!.-

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

PerPercent
cent

Millions
Millions

100
100
46

11,955
11,955
9,989
9,989
797

100
84
77

100
31

1,169
1,169

9

10,173
10,173
3,214
3,214
1,010
l,DlO
4,979
4,979
970
9O

bd. ft.

bd. ft.

bd. ft.

Percent

SAN
SAN JUAN-1962

Millions
Millions

bd: ft.

bd. ft.

!!!-

OWNERSHIP
cMPJERSHI P

1I
2
3
4U
5S

66
7
88
9
10O.

Total Commercial Sawtiber
Sawtlmber
Total.Conercial

5,651
5,651
2,609bb
2,609

Forest Industryb
Forest
Industryb
Farmer
Misc. Private
Private
Farmer 4&Misc.
National
National Forest
Forest
Other Public
Public
Other

STAND-SIZE CLASSES
CLASSES.
STAND'-SIZ
Total
Commercial Sawtinber
Sawtlmber
Total Conmercial
Sawtlmber
Sawtimber Stands:
Stands
Pole
Timber Stands:
Pole Timber
Stands
Seedling,&6 Sapling
Sapling Stands
Seedling.
Stands
Nonstocked
Nonstocked. Areas
Areas
DIAMETER Ct..ASSES'
CLASSES:
DIM4ETER

11.0-18.9 Inches,
11.0-18.9
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h.

19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
29.0-38.9
39,.O
39.0+

100
15
61

10

205

24
24

10,173
10,173
9,865
9,865
300
5
3

100
97
97
3
d
d

839
692

100
82
17
1

2,737
2,737
305
305

48
6

5,651
5,651
5,043
5,043
581
26

100
90
10
d
d:

1,955
11,955
11,539
1,539

216
200

100
96
2
2

3,140h
3,140h
l,Ol8
l,078i
686
686
748
628
628.

100
34
22
22'
24
20

11,955
11,955
2,458
2,458
3,571
3.571
2,437
2,437
3,489
3,489

100
21
30
20
20
29

10,173
10,173
2,426,
2,426,
3,501
3,501
2,409
2,409
1,837
1,837

100

5,651
5,651
5,389
5,389

100
95
95

11,955
11,955
11,050

100
92

111
4
3,140
3,140

2
d
56

1,486
1,486

12
1:2

10,173
10,173
9,739
9,739
9
100
100
S
5
3,892
3892

100
96
d
1
d
38

194

3'

456

4

d

1,207
1,207

10'

30
d
4

6,891
6,891

58

1,010
1,010

8

5
3
1

905
905
878

8
7

rl

CommercialSawtinber
Sawtlmber
rotal coaercial
Ii Total

11
12
13
13
14
14
15
IS

839
839
122
122
512

10

49

1'41
141.
6

See Island
IslandCounty8
CountyB
See

24
24
34
24
18
18

SPECIES

16
17
18
19
20
20

Total Coerci&i
CommercialSawtinber
Sawtlmber
total

Softwood8
Softwoods
Ponderosa pine
pine
Ponderosa'
Western white
white pine
pine
Western
Lodgepole
T.odgepole& 6whitebark
whiebark pine
pine
Douglas-fir
Douglae-fir
Western larch
Western
Whi.te and
and grandgrandSfir
fir
White
Subalpine £lt"
fir
Subalplne
Silver fir.
Silver
fir
Noble:fir
fir
Noble:
Engelmann
Engelnann sprucespruce
Sitka spruce.
spruce.
hemlo.ck
Mountain hevilock
Western hemlock
hemlock
Alaska-cedar
Western
Western redcedar
redcedar

21l
22
23
24
26
25>
25
26'
26
27
a7
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
38

III

5

1,675
1,675
12
248

Hardwoods
Red
Red alder

aspen
Black
Black cottonwood
cottonwood &
4 aspen
Bigleaf
Bigleaf maple
maple

Oaks
Oaks
Other
birch, ash)
Other (madrone,
(madrone, birch,
ash)

.

262
178
60
19
S

d

27

d

d

14.
i4
J.0.
7,0'
1,113
28>2:
282:
3:
3'
5
80
3,759
3,759
IS
15
392

l,1l3

434
434
277
47
58
2
50
SO

See
See Island
TslandCountyg
COuntyg

d
1
11
3
d
d

II

37
d
44
4
3
d

I
d
d

published by
by the
the Pacific
forest
Inventory data
data were
were taken
taken from
County Survey
Survey Reports
Reports for
for Washington,
Washington, published
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and
aForest Inventory
from County
Date of
survey is
Forest Service,
each county.
Range Experiment
U.S.D.A. Forest
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon.
Date
of survey
is shown
shown for
for each
county. (Adams,
(Adams, Benton,
Benton,
Range
ExperimentStation,
Station, U.S.D.A.
Frhnklin,and
andGrant
Grant Counties.are
Counties are excluded.)
excluded.)
Frnklin,
Eastern Washington
sections.
Summaryfor
forWashington
Washington was
was derived
county data
data for
forWestern
Western and
and Eastern
Washington sections.
bSuary
derived by
by totaling
totaling county
volume. All
All private
armer && Misc.
Misc. Private"
Private volume.
volumes were
Fore6t Industry
Industry" volume
portion of
of "Farmer
private ownership
ownership volumes
were combined
combined
c,ForeSt
volune contains
contains aa portion
Garfield, Kittitas,
Walla Walla,
Walla, and
for
Mason, Skagit,
Skaglt, Snohotnish,
Snohomlsh, Thurbton,
Thurston, Whatcom, Asotin,
Asotin, Colunibia,
Columbia, Garfield,
Klttitas, Klickitat,
Kllckitat, Okanogan,
Okanogan, Walla
and
for Mason,
c,,

Yakima Counties.
Yakima
Counties.

dLess
Less than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
e
total volumes
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and
hemlockonly
only reported
reported in
Total volume
volume in
from other
volumes because
because volumes
volumes of
and hemlock
in
other total
differs from
eTotal
in diameter
diameter classes
classes differs
classes var),
several
counties.
See
and 8.
8.
Also,
Also, size
size classes
var>, see
see footnote
footnote 9.
9.
See footnotes
footnotes 66 snd
several counties.
County.
Grays Harbor
Douglas-fir and
and western
western hemlock
hemlock only.
only. Grays
Harbor County.
Douglss-fir
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WESTERN

WESTERN

SKAMMIIA-1965
SKAMANIA-1965

SKAG1T-1952
SKACIT-1952

Millione
Millions
bd. ft.
hd.
ft.

Percent
cent

Miltions
Ulllons

Percent
cent

100
100
27

?8,894
8,894
2,846

20,572
20,572
b
3,589b
3,589

295
23,401
2,352

100
10
10
1
81
8

28,894
28,502
28,502
274
118

100
99
1
1
d

11
2
2
3
4
5

15,082
15082
4139b
4,139b
9,601
9,601
1,342

64
9

6

15,082
15,082
14,646
14,646

100

77

8

374

9

60
2
2

10

97
3
d
d

11
12
12
13
14
14
15
15

15,082
3,446k
3,4461
4,016
4,016
3,860
3,760

100
23

16

15,082
14,439
14,439

100
96

27
11
2,122
2,122

d
d
14

50
46
5,289

d
d
35

17
L7
18
18
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

27
25
25

1

81
57

id. ft.
bd.
ft.

55

4,942
4,942

33

42

Millions
MjlIion8
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

WAHKIAKUM-1965
WAHKIAKUM-1965

PerPercent

100
80
so
3

11
11

482
482

17
17

100
74
26
d

2,836
2,836
2,722

100
96
2
2
2
2

2.102
2,102
1852b
l,852b

14,844
2,139
2,139

72
11

17
17

1

233
233

20,572
20,572
19,993
19,993

100

2,102
2,102
1,554

575
4

546
2

bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Percent
cent

2,836
2,836
2,260
2,260
94

100
17

97
3
d

MiIIion8
Millions

100
88

69
69
45
45

WHATcOM-1959
WHATCOM-1959

MilIion8
1111 ions
>d. ft.
bd.
ft.

Percent
cent

11,223
2,433b
2,433l>

100
22

7,699
7.699
1,091
1,091

69
99

11,223
10,820
370
31
31
22

100
97
3
d

11,223
11,223
3,075*;
3,075
3,252
3,252
2,550
2,346
2,346

100

d

100

20,572

16
31
24
29

100
23
23
29
29
24
24

2,102
l2O1
720

5,893
5,893
4,989
4,989
5,048
5,048

653
653
298
431

100
34
31
14
21

1,077
1,077

100
32
32
38
38

515
336

18
12

28,894
28,894
28,633
28,633
34
388
34
14,568
14,568
41
300
76
4,553
4,553
537
138

100
99
d
1

20,572
19,556

100
95

2,102
2,102
1,907
1,907

100
100
91

2,836
2,591

100
91

11,223
10,686
10.686

100
95

82
19

d
d
21

1,612
1,612

77
77

1,051
1,051

37

40
4
1,917
1,917

d
d
17

58

33

4

4,6Ie2
4,6421

d

4,266
4,266

50
d
11
d
16
2
2
d

18

514
514
6,177
6,177
77
1,196
1,196

643
434
54
154

4

261

33

118
118
62
62

81

d

2,836
2,836
908

dd

24
114

4,488
4,488

22
d

21
d
4

91
740
7,711
7,711
109
2,032

1
1

-

66

11

>d. ft.
bd.
ft.

PerPercent
cent

4,605
4,605
8,839
7,069
7,069
8,381

1,006
1,006

d

Millions
MiIIione

COUNTIES

COUNTIES

TmjRSTON-1955
TKURSTON-1955

28,894

d

776

1

WASHINGTON
WASHINCTON

SNOHOMISH-1957

2
2

d
d
d

d

6

dd

3,214

4
37
1
10

4

1,266

45

142
142

7

60

22

8
163
570
3,823
115
394
94

1,016
1,016

5

195

671
671
183
139

3

97

9
5

245
245

9
9

537
297
297

98

5

204

95

11
11

77

30

23

194

27
29
23
21

dd

1
29
d

1
5

34
34
1
6

5
1
3
d

2

16

TJiameter cia..
classend
andepeciee
species data
data were
were combined
combined for
for leland,
Island, Kit8ep,
Kit sap,and
andSan
SanJuan
Juan Countiea.
Counties.

Data entered
IslandCounty
Countycolumn.
column.
Data
entered in
inleland

hDougla8_fir
Douglas-fir only.
only. Mason
Maeon County.
County.
iSize
+
cla8eee(11.0-20.9,
(11.0-20.9,21.0-30.9,
21.0-30.9,31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9,and
and41.0
410f)
Size classes
).
Mason, Skaglt,
Thurston,
Whatcom,
Asotln,
Kittltas,
Ma8on,
Skagit, Snohomlsh,
Snohomi8h,
Thur8ton,
Whetcom,
Asotin,
Kitita,
Kltckltat,
Okanogan,Stevene,
Stevens,and
andYakima
Yaklma Countie8.
Counties.
Klickitat,
Okanogan,
J
A11 volume
volumedata
datafor
for Dougla,
were combined
combinedwith
with Chelan
ChelanCounty
Countybybythe
theU.U. S.
S. Foreet
A11
Douglas County
County were
Forest Service.
Service. Minor
Minor vo1uzee
volumes only
only In
in
Dougla8
Douglas County.
County.
kDiameter
Diameter cla8e
class volumee
volumes combined
and Walla
combinedfor
forAsotln,
A8otin, Columbia,
Columbia,Garfield,
Garfield, and
Walla Walla
Walla Counties.
Countie,.
1960 data
for
Spokane, and
and Whitman
Whitman Countie8
Counties combined.
combined.
1731960
data
forLincoln,
Lincoln, Spokane,

nlnclude,
Includes subalpine,
8ubalpine,noble,
noble,and
andsilver
ailverfir.
fir.
Includes small
quantities of
of alder
alder end
and birch.
birch.
°lncludea
sa1l quentiUea
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TABLE 2.
2.

TIMBER VOLUME
VOLUME STATISTICS
STATISTICS 'ORFOR WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
COUNTIESa (Continued)
(Continued)
(Net
live sawtlmber
(Net volume
volume of
of live
sawtimber on commercial
forest land--log
land--log scale,
scale, Scribner
Scribner rule)
rule)
EASTERN
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
COUNTIES
EASTERN
WASHINGTON

ITEM

ASOTIN-1960

TOTAL
TOTAL

'

Millions
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Percent

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

CHELAZ-l963
CHELAN-1963

Percent

Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

COLUMBIA-1960
COLUMBIA1960
Percent

Millions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Percent

OWNERSHIP
NERS HIP
Total Commercial
Coiercial Sawtlmber
Sawtiber
1I Total
Forest Industry
Torest
22
Farmer
Misc.
Private
Tarmer
&
Misc.
Private
3
National Torest
Forest
A
4
Other Public
5

72,287
72,287
c
12,047c
12,047
c
3,765c
3,765
36,377
20,098

100
100

100
tOO

465

17

l43C
143C

31

5
50
28

308
14
14

66
3

465
459
6

100

72,287
69585
69,585
2,212
207
10

100

10

CLASSES
STAND-SIZE CLASSES
Total Commercial
Total
Conercial Sawtlmber
Savtiber
Sawtlmber Stands
Stands
Savtimber
Pole Timber Stands
Stands
Seedling &
& Sapling Stands
Nonstocked Areas
Areas

11
II
12
13
14
15

DIATER
DIAMETERCLASSES
CLASSES
Sawtlmber
Total Commercial Savtimber
Inches d.b.h.
d.b.*.
11.0-18.9 inches
19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
39.0+
39.O

72,287
29,714
26,043
12,127
12,127
4,403
4,403

100
41

36
17
17
6

940
544
109

32
32

72,287
72,059
20,057
20,057
1,44'5
1,445
1,794
24,701
6,376
5,793
1,668
2,525
88
3,366

100
100
28
.28
2
2

465
465
120

100
100
26

2

1
1
163
26
122
9
9

d
d

747
2,581

1

6
6
7
7
8
9

97
3
d
d
d

99

11

9,720
1,116
416
7,616

100
100
12
4
78

1,225

80

572

6

25
25

11

9,720
9,639
68

100
99

1,537
1,531

11

5
5

100
100
d
d

I1

d

10
33
2,967k
2,967k
1
1,374k
1,374

100
46
18
4

d
d
d

9,720
2,873
2,873
3,886
3,886
2,174
787

100
30
40
22
8
8

9,720
9,683
2,260
281
205
3,081
96
1,337

100
100
23
33
22
32
11
14
4
4
d
77

1,537
c
287c
287

100
19

k
countyk
Asotln 'County
See Asotin

SPECIES
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtlmber
16 Total Commercial
17
Softwoods
17
Ponderosa pine
18
Western
Western white
white pine
pine
19
Lodgepole & whitebark
whitebark pine
pine
20
Douglas-fir
21
Western larch
larch
22
fir
White and grand fir
23
Subalpine fir
2A
24
Silver
Silver fir
25
Noble fir
fir
26
Engelmann
spruce
spruce
27
27
Sltka
Sitka spruce
28
28
Mountain hemlock
hemlock
29
29
hemlock
Western hemlock
30
30
Alaska-cedar
31
Western redcedar
32

33
34
35
36
36
37
37
38

Hardwoods
Red
Red alder
Black cottonwood & aspen
aspen
Bigleaf maple
Bigleaf
Oaks
Other (madrone,
(madrone, birch,
birch, ash)
ash)

34
9
8
2

35
6
26
22

3

d

24

5

55

4

78
840

d

228

d

.

1

429
375
22
652
652
186
516
10
233

1,537
1,536
381

100
100
25

19

1
1

503
149
368

33
10
24

51

3
3

65

4

22
5
d
22

37

d

1
1

d
8

10

1°

d
d

.
213

d

35

d

5
5
10

d
d

22

d

Reports for
Washington, published by
forest Inventory data were taken
taken from County Survey
Survey Reports
for Washington,
by the
the Pacific Northwest
Forest and
aForest
Northweat Forest
Station, U.S.D.A. Forest Service,
Service, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.
Oregon. Date of survey is
is shown for each county.
(Adams, Benton,
county. (Adams,
Range Experiment Station,
Franklin,
and Grant
Tranklin, and
Grant Counties
Counties are
are excluded.)
excluded.)
county data for Western and Eastern Washington
Summary for
for Washington
Washington was
was derived
derived by
Washington sections.
sections.
by totaling county
bSu=ary
C
cEorest
Tanner & Misc. Private"
"Fore8t Industry
Industry" volume contains
contains a portion of
of "Farmer
Private" volume. All private ownership volumes were combined for
Kittitas, Klickitat, Okanogan, Walla
Skagit, Snohotnish,
Snohomish, Thurston,
Thurston, Whatcoin,
Whatcom, ABO
tin, Columbia,
Walla, and
and 'fakima
Yakima
Asotin,
Columbia, Garfield,
Garfield, Klttltas,
Walla Walla,
Mason, Skagit,
Counties.

dLess
Less than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
e
Total volume in
in diameter classes
classes differs frow
from other
other total volumes because volumes of Douglas-fir and
and hemlock only reported in
eTotal
classes vary,
several
8. Also, size classes
vary, see footnote
footnote 9.
9.
several counties. See footnotes 66 and 8.

and western henlock
hemlock only.
only.
Douglas-fir and

Grays Harbor County.
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EASTERN WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

EASTERN

Millions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

GARFIELD-1960
GARFIELD-l960

FERRY-1960
PERRY-l960

D0UGLAS-1963
DOUGLAS-l963

PerPercent

J
See
See Chelan
Chelan County
Countyi

Millions
Ililliona
bd.
bd. ft.

PerPercent

Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

COUNTIES

COUNTIES

KITTITAS-1954
KITTITAS-l954

KLICKITAT-1956
K.LICKITAT-l956

Percent
cent

Millions
■llllions
>d. ft.
ft.
bd.

Percent

Millions
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

Percent

7,236
7,236
68
510
2,395
4,263

100
11
77
33
59

813
66C
66c

100
8
8

11,526
4308C
4,308c

100
37
37

4,309
c
2624C
2,624

100
61

743
4

91
11

6,395

56
56

823

7

289
289
1,396
1,396

7
32

6
77
8
9
9
10

7,236
7,236
7,038
7,038
165
33

100
98
2
d
d

813
805
8
8

100
99
1
1

11,526
11,454

100
100
99

4,309
4,189
119
11

100
97
3
d
d

11
12
13
13
14
15

7,236
3,116
2,967
1,024
129

100
43
41
14
2
2

4,309

100
30
35

732
732

100
37
37
40
17
17
66

16
16
17
17
18
19
19
20
21
22
22
23
24

7,236
7,212
2,747
11
70
2,705
1,255
108
29

100
100
100
38

11,526
11,505

100
100
100
100

825
394
394
279

229

3

7
33
2
2
44
4
77
3
3
12
12
1
1
2
2

4,309
4,305
2,013
27
27
3
3
1,809
61
341
361n

1

2
3
6
5

25
26
27
27
28
29
30
31
32
32

1
See
See Asotln
Asotin County
Gountyk'

62
77
33
".526,
11,526

■-1.,289
i.m1
4,604
1,901

813
813
288
288

100
100
100
100
36
36

d

99

11
37
17
11
d
d

196
196
90
141
141
24
24

65

1

1

24
24
11
11
17
17
3
3
8

5,067
479
883
315
1.341
1,341
66
66
219

84
2
2

d

56
56

33
34
35
36
37
37
38
38

1,502
1

24

d

23

d

1

d

.

11
d
d
d
d

7

8
8
13
13

1,297
1,493
810
709

2
2

19
16
100
100
47
1
1
d
42
11
8
8

d

51

d
d

29
29

21
21

d

4

d

21
21

d
d
4

d

class and species
apecies data were combined
diameter class
combined for
for Island,
Island, Kitsap,
Kiteap, and
and San
San Juan
Juan Counties.
Counties.
hflouglas_fir
i>ouglas-fir only.

7

1

Data entered in
In Island County column.

Mason County.
Mason

+
iSize
classes (11.0-20.9,
and 41.0
41.0+).
Slie classes
(11.0-20.9, 21.0-30.9, 31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9, and
).
Klickitat, Okanogan,
Okanogan, StevenS,
Kllckitat,
Stevens, and Yskima
Yaklma Counties.
Counties.

Mason,
Skagit, Snohomish,
Snohomlsh, Thurston,
Asotln, Kittitas,
Mason, Skagit,
Thurston, Whatcoo,
Wbatcom, Asotin,
Kittitaa,

A11 volume data for
for Douglas
Douglas County
County were
were combined
combined with
with Chelan
Chelan County
County by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Poreat Service.
Service. Minor
■'All
Minor volume,
volumes only
only in
in
Douglas County.
County.
kD
ismeter class
clasa volumes
volumes combined
combined for Asotin,
diameter
Asotln, Columbia,
Columbia, Garfield,
Garfleld, and
and Walla
Walla Walla
Walla Counties.
Counties.

a1960 data for Lincoln, Spokane,
Spokane, and Whitman
Wbitwan Counties
"1960
Counties combined.
combined.
"Includes
includes subalpine,
subalplne, noble, and
and silver
silver fir.
fir.

Includes small quantities of alder
alder and
and birch.
birch.
°Includes
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TABLE 2.
TABLE
2.

TIMBER
VOLUMESTATISTICS
STATISTICSFOR
FORWASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
COUNTIESa
(Continued)
TIMBER VOLUME
COUNTIES"
(Continued)
(Net
volume of
liveaawtimber
sawtimber on
on commercial
commercial
(Net volume
of live
forest land--log scale, Scrlbner rule)

forest land--log scale, Scribner rule)

EASTERN WASHINGTON COUNTIES

ITEM

Millions
Millions

bd. ft.

bd. ft.
OWNERSHIP
ckJNERSHIP
Total- Commercial Sawtimber
Forest
Industry1"
Forest Industry1'
Farmer
Farmer &&Misc.
Misc. Private
Private
National Forest
Forest
National
Other Public
Public
Other

Total Coercial Savtimber

11
22
3
A
4
5

STAND-SIZE
CLASSES
STMm-SIZE CLASSES
Total
Commercial Sawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Covmercial
Sawtimber Stands
Stands
Savttnber
Pole Timber
Timber Stands
Stands
Pole
Seedling
Stands
Seedling && Sapling
Sapling Stands
Nonstocked Areas
Nonstocked

66
77
88
99
10

DIAMETER
DIAMETER CLASSES

11 Total
Sawtimber
Total Commercial
Corcia1 Sawtimber
II
12
11.0-18.9
11.0-18.9 inches
inches d.b.h.
d.b.h.
19.0-28.9
19.0-28.9
29.0-38.9
29.0-38.9
39.0+
39.0+

13
14
15

SPECIES
Total
CommercialSawtimber
Sawtimber
Total Coercial
Softwoods
Ponderosa
Ponderosa pine
Western
pine
Western white
white pine
Lodgepole
pine
Lodgepole&&whitebark
vhitebark pine
Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir
Western larch
Western
larch
White and
White
and grand
grand fir
fir
Subalpine
Subalpinefir
fir
Silver,fir
Noble
Noble fir
fir
Engelmann
Engeluiann spruce
spruce
Sitka spruce
Sitka
spruce
Mountain
Mountain hemlock
Western
hemlock
Western hemlock
Alaska-cedar
Alaska-cedar
Western
Western redcedar
redcedar

16
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
25
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
32

Silver fir

33
34
35
36
37
37
38
38

Hardwoods
Red
Red alder
alder
aspen
Black cottonwood
cottonwood 4
& aspen
Black
Bigleaf maple
Blgleaf
maple
Oaks
Oaks
Other
ash)
Other (madrone,
(madrone,birch,
birch, ash)

EASTERN
WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
OKANOGAN-1962
0KMOGAN-l962
FEND OREILLE-1963
PEND

LINCOLN-1960

89

89

89
89
34
44
11

090B
l,09O

787
263
40

PerPercent
cent
100
100

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.

bd. ft.

11.264
11,264
780
78Oc

1,080
1,080
626
11
44
224
224
58
81
8

Millions
Millions
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

4,163
4,163

100
100
77

330

100

.717

7,356
.3,128
3,128

65
28

2,949
2,949

100
100
38
50
12

11,264
11,264
11,178
11,178

100
100
99
1
d

4,163
4,163
3,450
3,450

100
72
24
4

11,264
11,264
4,959k1
4,959
4,257
1,694
1,694

100
44
38
15
3

4,163
4,163
3,270
3,270

4,163
4,163
4,146

517
12

100
100
27
d
2
44
11
d
55
d

1,159

82
4

354
m
1090m
l,090

PerPercent
cent

100
99
57
1

4
21
5
7
1

11,264

11,210
ll2lO
3,019
3,fl9

5

219
4,957
4,957
1,289
3

167

705
8

Percent
cent

Millions
Millions

bd. ft.

bd. ft.

Per-

100
88
17
71
4

958
80
741

100

137

14
14

100
83
17
d

958
641
271
44
2

100
100
70
29
1
d

8
78

100
79
17
3
11

Lincoln Countym
Count/1
See Lincoln

See Lincoln
County01
Lincoln Countym
See

75s

100
100
100
100
8
11
4
25
18
10
2

10

352

8

d
d

321

8

269

6

729
131
33

322
444
180

1,026
742

415

17

2

4
17

11

1

9

10

1

54

d

17
17

d

1

53

d

14

d

1

d

3

d

10

;

SPOKANE-1960
SPOKAE-l960

for Washington,
published by
forest
Inventory data
data were
were taken
taken from
County Survey
Survey Reports
Reports for
Washington, published
by the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range
from County
aForest Inventory
for each
Oregon. Date
Franklin,
Experiment
U.S.D.A. Forest
Portland, Oregon.
Date of
of survey
survey La
is shown
shown for
each county.
county. (Adams,
(Adams, Benton,
Benton Franklin,
Service, Portland,
ExperimentStation,
Station, U.S.D.A.
Forest Service,
and
excluded.)
and Grant
Grant Counties
Counties are
are excluded.)

b5jy for Washington was derived

and Eastern
Summary for Washington was derived by totaling county
county data
data for
for Weatern
Western .and
Eastern Washington
Washington sections.
sections.

by totaling
a portion of

private ownership
volume. All
Farmer &
"Forest Industry"
Industry"volume
volume contains
contains a portion of "Farmer
& Misc.
Misc. Private" volume.
All private
ownership volumes
volumes were
were combined
combined
cForest
Klickitat, Okanogan,
Asotin, Columbia,
Garfield, Kittitas, Klickitat,
for
Mason, Skagit, Snohomish,
Snohomish, Thurston, Whatcom, Asotln,
Columbia, Garfield,
Okanogan, Walla
Walla Walla,
Walla, and
and
for Mason,
Yakima
YakimaCounties.
Counties.

Private'

Kittitas,

dLess than
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
T.ess
volumes of
of Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir and
only reported
reported in
Total volume
differs from
from other
other total
totalvolumes
volumes because
because volumes
and hemlock
hemlock only
in
eTotal
volumeinin diameter
diameter classes
classes differs
several countiea.
counties.
See footnotea
footnotes 66 and
8. Also,
Also, size
size classes
classes vary,
vary, see
see footnote
footnote 9.
9.
and 8.
See
aeveral
County.
Grays Harbor
Douglas-fir and
and western
western hemlock
hemlock only.
only.
Grays
Harbor County.
Oouglas-fir
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COUNTIES
WASHiNGTON COUNTIES

|

STEVENS-1960
STEVENS--1960

EEASTERN
A S TERN
W A S H I NGTON
WALLA UALLA-1960
|
WALLA
WALLA-1960

Millions
Millions
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

Millions
Millions
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Percent

11
2
3
4
5

4,735

100
12
26
24
38

152
134C
4
14

3
9

6

4,735
3,999

100
84
14
2

152
151

100
100

586
1,249
1,105
1,795

77

8
9
10

647
89

11
12

4,735

13

1,314
330
82

3,OO91
s.oog

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

.

100
63
28

Millions
Millions

Percent
cent

bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

100
88
-

1

WHITMAN-1960
WH1TMAN-1960

|

Percent

100
99
30

5,992
,992
7,760

39
51

15,277
15,247
30

100
100
d

See
Countym
See Lincoln
Lincoln Countym

15,277
4,l4O
4,740*
5,590
3,479
1,468

100
31
36
23
10

See Lincoln
County"
See
Lincoln Countytm

15,277
15,255
5,994
207
542
3,236
1,157
1.157
1,773
199
797

100
100
39
1
4
21
8
12
1
5

554

4

100

43
43

100
100

d

Countyk
See Asotln
Agotin county'
See

47

1
1

40

1

152
152
38
38

100
100
25

90

59
4
12

1

6
18

91

2

473
164
68
91

38

11

22
22

d

35

1
1

21

d

1
1

d

37

38

PerPercent
100
10
10

100

43

5

35
20
4
d

bd. ft.
bd.
It.

15,277
e
1525C
l,525

43

7
2

4,735
4,697
1,424
65
223
1,644
968
183
12

YAKIMAYAKIMA-1955
1955

Mtllion
Mlllions

3

3
1
d

1

d

8Diazneterclass
classand
andspecies
speciesdata
datawere
werecombined
combined
island, Kltsap,
Kitsap, snd
Counties. Data
diameter
forforIsland,
and San
San Juan
Juan Counties.
IslandCounty
County
Dsts entered
entered in
in lslsnd
column.

hDouglas_fir
only. Mason
Mason County.
Douglas-fir only.
iSize
Size classes
classes (11.0-20.9,
(11.0-20.9, 21,0-30.9,
21,0-30.9, 31.0-40.9,
31.0-40.9, and
and 41.0+).
41.0+). Mason,
Asotln,
Kittitas,
Mason,Skagit,
Skagit, Snohomlsh,
Snohomish,Thurston,
Thurston.Whatcom,
W1atcom,
Asotin,
Kittita,
Klickitat, Oksnogan,
Klickltat,
Okanogan,Stevens,
Stevens,snd
andYakima
Yakltna Counties.
Counties.
J
All volume
with Chelan
ChelanCounty
Countybybythe
theU.U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service.
A11
volume data
data for
forDouglas
Douglas County
County were
were combined
combined with
Service. Minor
Minor volumes
volumes only
in
only in

Douglas County.
Douglas

kDiameter
class volumes
combinedfor
for Asotln,
Agotin, Columbia,
Diameter class
volumes combined
Columbia, Garfield,
and Walls
Walla Walla
Walla Counties.
Counties.
Garfield, snd
m1960
data for
1960 data
Lincoln,Spokane,
Spokane,and
andWhitman
Whitman Counties
Counties combined.
combined.
for Lincoln,
Includes
ncludessubalplne,
subalpine,noble,
noble,and
andsilver
8ilverfir.
fir.
Includes small
alder and
and birch.
°lncludes
small quantities
qusntities of
of alder
birch.
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TABLE 3.
3.
TAB1.E

FOREST
INDUSTRY STATISTICS
FORWASHiNGTON
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
COUNTIES
FOREST 1NDUSTRY
STATISTICS FOR
WESTERN
WASHINGTON
WESTERN
WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
COUNTIES

ITEM
ITEM

Thousands
Thousand8

1

2
3

4
5
6

FOREST
ASSESSMENT
FOREST ASSESSMENT
AND
AND TAXATION
TAXATION
(Year
(Year 1966)8
1966)*
Assessed value
Asse88ed
value
All taxable
taxable propert?
property8"1
All
8
Personal
"^
Personalproperty
property2
Real
- property (all-lands
Realproperty
(all lMtd
a
and improvement a " ' )
0ld-growth timberlanda
'Old-growth
timberland8"*
Second-growth:tlmberland8"^
Second-gr%Jthtinberland5
8Reforested
^
Refore8tedtimberland
timberland6

Thousand8
Thousands

PerPercent
cent

CLALLAM

Thousands

CLARK

PerPercent
cent

$4,561,871
$4,561,871
889,881
889,881

100
20

3,428,724
3,428,724

691,C76
691,576

100
100
20

51,928
51,928
11,216
11,216

100
22

181,818
181,818
26,124

100
14

3,671,770
3,671,770
112,948
112,948
23,761
23,761

80
2
1
n

2,737,148
2,737,148
109,500
109,500
19,306
19,306
984"
984

80
3
1
n

40,712
40,712
r ,507
7,507

78
14

155,694
1,316
1,316

86

100
11
4

2,453,596
2,453,596
274,877
274,877
127,979
127,979

43,172
43,172
16,610
16,610
25,006
25;006

100
38
58

130,211
130,211

11
5
'5

8,396
8,396

100
6

100
100
2
44
3

4,219,377
4,219,377
69,438
69,4'38
183,177
129,007
129,007

100
'16
16
4

40,976
40,976
7,304
7,304
5,865
5,865
. 8,726
8,726

100
18
14
21

l33657
133-657
1,508
9573
9;573
29,996
29,996

100
1
7
22
'22

and iproveent3)

998

2,990,774
2,990,774
325,516
325,516
127,979
127.979

c
PAYROLLS AND
EMPLOYMENT.(1967)
PAYROLLS
ANIYEMPLOThENT
(1967)C
Payroll8, yeatly
Payrolls,
yearly
All
industries
All indu8tries
Logging
Lumber.and
wood products
Lumberand wood,product8
Paper
products
Paper and
and.allied
allied products

5,126,488
5,126,488
80,101

214,054
132,675
132,675
Per8on8
Persons

of
of dollars
dollars

3

of
of dollar8
dollars

,

Person8
Persons

Persons
'Per8on8

All indu8trie8
industries
All

771,571
771,571
11,443
11,443
31,322
31,322
16,962
16,962

Logging
Lumber and
Lumber
and wood'products
woodproduct8

Paper
andallied
allied product8
Paper and
products

100
1
4
22

Thousand8
Thousands

18
18
19
20
21
?1
22

'er-

Per!LLcent
£.a

4,650,600
4,650,600
4,726,788
4,726,788
6,547,654
6,547,654
6,075,394
6,075,394
5,936,417
5,936,417

100
100
2
4
3
.3

Thousands

of bd.
bd. ft.
of
ft.

LOG PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION
LOC
Year - 1955d
1955d
1960e
1960e
l96S
1965f
1966g
19668
1967h
1967h

614,325
614,325
9,862
9,862
26,500
16,447
16,447

-

--

3,892,258
'3,892,258
3,888,529
3,888,529
5,482,182
5,482,182
5,044,502
5,044,502
4,871,336
4,871,336

ll24

100
100
15
12
16

Thousands
Thousands

of bd.
bd.'ft.
of
ft.
-

6,887
6,887
1,040
.830
i;i24

--

320,562
320,562
283,645
283,645
324,980
324,980
283,'694
283694
337,153
337,153

1

•20;305
20,305
235
1,357
1,357
3,942
3,942

100
•1
77
19

Thousands
of bd. ft.

of.bd.
ft.
ofbd. ft.
-

cent

Persons
Person8

Employees, average
average number/monthc
number/month0
Employees,
14
15
'16
16
17

Thous.nds
Thousands
of
dollars
ot doliar8

of
of dollars
dollars

VALUE
ADDED IN
VALUE ADDED
■MANUFACTURE
HAMJYACTURE
(1963)b
7 All
Industries ($1,000)
($1,000)
All indu8trie8
88 Lumber
Lumber and
and wood.products
wOodprOduct8 ($1,000)
($1,000)
Paperand
andallied.products
allied,produt8 ($1,000)
9 Paper
($1,000)

10
11
12
13

—r

TOTAL

WASHINGTON
WAH1NGTON

of bd. ft.

-

-

'40,442
40,442

1103

li;013
37,321
37,321
35;050
35;'O5O
15,730

--

-

INDUSTRY
SAWMILL 1NDUSTRY
SAWMILL

Lamber
Production
Lumber Production
23
24
?4
?5
25
26

Year -- l955
Year
1955!
I9601
1965)
1965J
1966J
1966.)

(Not available)
available)
(Not
(Not available)
available)
(Not
. 3,956,999
3,956,999
3,820,000
3,820,000

,

Number
Number of
Mills
Number
of Hi118
1
(Not avaflable)
available)
(Not
27
27 Year
Year - 1955
I9601
28
J
1964
(1965 not
not 'available)
1964 (1965
available)
29

-

-

2,700,452
2,700,452
2,366,738
2,366,738
2,718,999
2,718,999
2,625,000
2,625,000

-

-

--

Number
Number

Number
261
261
208
147

31,730
31,730
49,234
49,234
61,597
61,597
49,546
49,546

-

-

-

'-

9
7
5

88,037
55,608
55,608
80,740
80,740
80,674
80,674

-

-

-

.14
14
11.
11
9

a 6
a6Schedule
" Schedule B,
B, Column
Column 10.
10.

of Manufacture
1963 Cen8us
Census of
Manufacture MC
MC 63
63 (3)
(3) 48,
48, Table
Table 7.
7.

Separate
Separate industry
industry groups
groups with
with 500
500 or
or more
more eDployees
employees per
per county.
county.
Industries covered
1967 Report
Report of
of Washington
Washington Employment
Employment Security
Department.
Industries
covered by
by the
the Employment
Employment Security
Security Act.
cr967
Security Department.
Act.
d955
Harvest Report,
1955 Washington
Timber Harvest
Report, Pages 29
and 30.
30.
Forestry Timber
29 and
WashingtonState
StateDivision
Division of
of Forestry

c

Report, Pages
1960 Department
Natural ReBources
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Harvest Report,
Pages 36
36 and
and 37.
37.
e1960
Departmentof
of Natural
Page8 13
14.
1965 Department
Department of
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Report, Pages
13 and
and 14.
of Natural
Natural Resources
Harvest Report,
8
page6 13
14.
1966 Department
Natural ResourceB
Resources Timber
Timber Harve8t
Harvest Report,
Report, Pages
13 and
and 14.
g1966
Departmentof
of Natural
e

350

-

-

-

Number

Washington State
State Board
Board of
of Equalization.
Minutes
Proceedings, Washington
Equalization.
Minute8 and
andOfficial
Official Proceedings,
a-l„
Schedule D,
Table 1,1,Column
Column 3.
a_lSchedue
D, table
a-2
property.
a_2Schedule
table1,1,Total
total taxable
Schedule A, A,
Table
taxable property.
a-3
a_35chedule
B, Column
Schedule B,
Column 24.
24.
a-4,
a_4Schele
Schedule B,
B, Column
Column 8.
8.
a-5
Schedule B,
B, Column
Column 9.
9.
a_SSchele
b1963
l,

-

-

-

=5=

WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
WESTERN WASNI
NGTON COUNTI
ES

WES T ERN

CLTTZ
COWLTTZ
Thousands
of dollars

GRAYS HARBOR

10
II
11
12
12
13
13

Per8on8
Persons

18,937
1,111
1,111
3,448
3,448
3,783

14

.14

15
15
16
16
17

100

6
6
18
18
20

--

21
21
22

23
24
25
26

510,974
405,020
584,315
584,315
564,67S
564,675

-

-

-

Number
19
14
14
12

27
28
29

87,719
5,572
5,572

94
6

100

13,829

1,485,849
34,815
34,815
10,748

100
100

88,365
13,697
18,800
10,037

2,790,885
4,883
4,883
26,186
9,778

100

14,940
1,886.
1,886
3,101
1,272

401,783
438,779
631,873
631,873
541,076
517,029
517,029

100
16
16
22
22
11
11

-

-

6,476

100
100

78
154

11
22

Persons

9,570
1,009
1,395
1,395

1,509

100

1,596

13
21
9

12
26

11
22

147
82

Thousand8
Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

_
-_
.--

270,338
270,338
282,573
282,573
251,256
251,256
193,015

22,611
21,657
21,657
9,963
13,165
9,822

--

216,095
215,904
325,128
376,921
369,016

-

Number
10k
10k
7k

11
II
15

100
9
9
5
5

381,259
736
3,699
1,303

k
countyk
See Island County
See Whatcom
Whatcom Countytm
County

Number
Number

253,690
307,057
337,964
277,350
347,64L
347,641

337,886
364,753
374,776
326,469

-

m
See Whatcom
Whatcom Co.
Co.m
See

h1967

1967 Department of Natural
Natural ReBources
Resources Timber
Timber Harve8t
Harvest Report,
Report, Pages
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.

&1959_60
Yearbook,Wes
1959-60 Statistical Yearbook,
West Coast
Association.
CoaBt Lumber ABsoctation.
J

l964-6S StatiBtical
Western Wood
Wood Products
Products Association
Association (Revised
(ReviBed 1966 Supplement).
1964-65
Statistical Yearbook,
Yearbook, Western
Supplement),

k ■

Island, Jefferson,
JefferBon, and San
Combined Island,
San Juan
Juan CountieB.
Counties.

mCombined
Combined IBland,
Island, Jefferson,
Jefferson, San
San Juan,
Juan, and
and Whatcom
Whatcom Counties.
Counties.

Less than
than 0.5 percent.
Les8
°Combined
Combined Kitsap
Kltsap and
and Mason
Mason CountieB.
Counties,
Combined Mason
HaBon and Thur8ton
"combined
Thurston CountieB.
Counties,
Combin
Pacific,
"combined
Pacific, Wahkiakum, and
and Skamania
Skamanla Counties.
Counties.
r
Forest Industries of Eastern Washington U.S.F.S.
Resource Bulletin,
Bulletin, PNW
17, 1966.
1966.
rForest
U.S.F.S. ReBource
PM 17,
8
5Combined
Combined ABotin,
Asotin, Columbia
Columbia and
and Walla
Walla Walla
Walla CountieB.
Counties.

t,mbined
Combined Ktttttas
Klttltas and
and Yakjma
Yakima CountieB.
Counties.

umbined Lincoln
"Combined
Lincolnand
andSpokane
Spokane Counties.
Counties.

351

n
1

28
28
27
18
18

46,661
127
1,655
1,655

100

n
n
4

n

Persons
Persons

100
n
1

9,310
22
22
264
264

100
n
33

n

Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
-

-

-

27,606
28,045
28,045
19,832
16,711
18,542
18,542

.-

See Mason County°
County

-

Number

See Island countyk
County

7,294

1
1

Thousand8
Thousands
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

---

10

2
2

Person8
Persons

Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

v
10,008k
10,008'
*■
-k
12,100k
12,100
See Whatcoui
Whatcom Countytm
County11
See

14
13
13
10

100

PerBons
Persons

100

Number
Number
-

n

.55

Thou8and6
Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

439,692
482,117
718,517
532,877
442,170

20

77
n
n
n

6

8
33

Per6ons
Persons

Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
18
19

1,341,129
3,000
928
19

82,862
45,383

6
19
19
24

24,768
30,685

69
11
II
77

n

14,229
2,228
2,228
1,487
2
2

100
33

100
100

Percent

100
6
6

n
n

7,906
7906

Thousands
of dollars
dollars

93,380
5,661

94

129,845

KITSAP
XJTSAP
Percent

100
23

26,181
26,181

97
97

Thousand8
Thousands
dollars
of dollar6

1,751,054
409,925

86
86

5
6

Percent

100
31

78,330
7,044
3,008
289

10
10

Thousands
ot dollar6
dollars
of

20,538
6,309

100
100

90
17

132,799
43,435
43,435

KING
J

Percent
cent

27,709
1,528
1,528

130,052
25,119

77

Thousands
of dollars

14

4

8
8
9
9

Percent

100

100

3

Thousands
Thousinds
dollars
of dollars

91,022
91,022
12,692

145,221
145,221
15,169

2

JEFFERSON

ISLAND
J

Percent

80,190
63,872

-

Number

-

o
o
10
10

-

TABLE
TABLE 3.
3.

FOREST
COUNTIES
(Continued)
FOREST INDUSTRY
INDUSTRYSTATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
FOR WASHINGTON
WASHINCTON
COUNTIES
(Continued)

WASHINGTON

WESTERN
WESTERN

Thousands
Thousands
of dollars

of dollars

I
2

3

4
S

6

FOREST ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT
AND TAXATION
TAXATION
MD
(Year
(Year l966)
1966)a
Assessed
Assessed value
value
3
All
taxable propertya
property^a-l
All taxable

Personal property2
Real property (all lands

Personal property8'*
Real property (all lands
and improvetnentsa3)
and
Improvements3-3)
3
Old-grovth
-*
Old-growthtimberland
timberland4
3
Second-grovth timberland
"^
Second-growth
tinberlandaS
3
Reforested
Reforested timberlanda6
timberland '*

Thousands
Thousands
of dollars

of dollars

PerPercent

COUNTIES

PACIFIC

J

Thousands
of dollars

of dollars

SM JUAN

PIERCE
PerPercent

Thousands

of dollar!
dollars
of

PerPercent
cent

Thousands

Per-

of dollars cent
of dollars

78,501
78,501
14,019
14,019

100
18
1.8

33,810
33,810
5,181
5,181

100
15
l!

34,154
34,154
3,959
3,959

100
12

382,801
382,801
76,695
76,695

100
20
20

10,103
10,103
1,172
1,172

100
12
U

64,482
64,482
26,576
26576

82
34

28,629
28,629

85

30,195
10,946

306,106
306,1.06

88

77

3,207
3207

320

1

50

"80
80
2
1
n

.8;931

22,405
,405

88
32
99
n

100
76

197,002
28,949
28,949

2,368

100

22
22

■ 11

70

VALUE ADDED
ADDED IN
VALUE
MANUFACTURE
HM1JFACTUR!
b
(1963)b
(1963)
industries (51,000)
(51,000)
All industries
.7 All
88 Lumber
Lirniberand
andwood
woodproducts
products ($1,000)
($1,000)
99 Paper
products ($1,000)
($1,000)
Paper and
and allied
allied products

PerPercent

COUNTI ES

WASHINGTON

MASON

LEWIS

ITEM

nit

30,630
24,095

100
.79
79

54,793
54;793
10,456
10,456
8,654
8,656

100

9,673
9,673
7,331
7,331.

7,119
7,119
2,024

88

24,641
246.4l

100
15
13
13

c

PAYROLLS AND
(1967)
PAYROLLS
ANDEMPLQYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
(l967)c

10

II

11
.12
12
13

Payrolls, yearly
All industries

Payrolls, yearly
All 'Industries
Logging
Logging
Lumber
wood prQducts
products
Lumber and
and wood
Paper
products
Paper and
and allied
allied products

19
16

17
17

18
19
20
21
21
22

LOG
i-PRODUCHQN
LOC-PRODUCT1ON
19,55d
;Year
Year - IMS*
1960e
I960.?
l96
196S£1966g
19668
h
1967h
1967

23
24
25
26

INDUSTRY
SAWMILL
SAWMUL INDUSTRY
Lumber
Lamber Production
Production
Year
Year - 1955 i
1960
l96O-i
1965J
1965)
1966)
1966.1

27
28
29

Number of
Number
of Mi118
Mills
Year
1955^
Year - l9SS
l96O
I9601
,
19.64
available)-1
1964 (1965
(1965 not
not avai1ab1e)

14
15

16

9,264
9,264 .
1,440
1,440
1,401
1,401

100
16
1.6
15

Thousands
Thou8ands
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.
557,882
482,991
825,800
768,941
742,179

57
36
14

3,536
3,536

-

-

575
603

-

163,504
182,862
178,151
143,337

-

-

-

327,083
327,083
236,820
501,069
501,069
441,443
393,729

-

9.
4

66,164
553
4,807
4.807
1,873
1.873
Thousands
Thousands

Persons
Per
son8

229,467
229.467
258,976
258,976
272,589
272,S89
370,170
370,170
345,349
345,349

515
66

100
1

7"7

-

189,911q
189,9111

-

-

18l,996q
181,9969

-

12°
12°
110
11°
7P
7

-

238,472q
238,472"'
217,775q
217,775''

-

bd. ft.

-

16 ,345
16,345
77,869
,869
4 ,680
4,680
22,652
,652
11,445
,445

201,430
155,313
155.313
160,219
160,219
208,949

-

-

-

20
14
14

-

See
County
See Island
Island countyk
Whatcom County'
County1
See Whatcom

See
Island Countyk
Countyk
See Island

See-Whatcom
See ^Whatcom Com
Cp.m

Table I,1, Column
D,, Table
Column 3.
3.

""Schedule
taxable property.
property.
ScheduleA,A,Table
Table1,I, Total
Total taxable

a_3Schedule
8, Column
" Schedule B,
Column 24.
24.

a 3

a.Sfldl

Column 8.
8.
"''Schedule B,, Column
a-S Schedule
9.
ScheduLeB,8,Column
,olmn 9.

a-6
Schedule 3,
"""Schedule
3, Coluam
Column 10.
10.
S00 or
or more
per county.
1963 Cen8u8
Census of M8nufacture
Manufacture MC
MC 63
48, Table
Table 7.
7.
Separate indu8try
industry group8
groups with
with 500
more employees
employees per
county.
Separate
b163
63 (3)
(3) 48,
c
Industrie8
Security Act.
Security Department.
1967 Report of
ofWa8hington
WashingtonEmployment
Employment Security
Department.
Industries covered
covered by
by the
theEmployment
Employment Security
Act.
c1967
d1955
Page8 29
1955 Washington
Forestry Timber
Timber Harve8t
Harvest Report, Pages
29 and
and 30.
30.
WashingtonState
State Division
Divi8ion of
of Fore8try
1960 Department
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Harve8t Report,
Report, Page8
Pages 36
36 and
and 37.
37.
C1960
Departmentofof Natural
Natural Re8ource8
Harve8t Report.
1965 Department
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Report, Page8
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.
XuraL Re8ources
Department cc: Natural
8
g1966
Page8 13
13 and
tmber H8r-vest
Report, Pages
1966 Department
of Natural
Resources Timber
Harvest Report,
and 14.
14.
atural Resources
epartment of

352

-

-

Numbe
Numberr

a

Reports

1

Thousands
Thousands
bd. ft.

Equalization.
aM inuce8andandOfficial
OfficialProceedings,
Proceedtngs, Washington
WashingtonState
State Board
board of
of Equalization.
Minutes
a 1
8_lScnedule
" Schedule

10&
lO

3

Number
Number

213,732°
213,732°
189,912°
189,912°
169,304P
169,304P
185,634P
185,634P

9
10
4

100
.1

bd. ft.
.bd.
ft.

Number
Number

Number
-

100
18
19

Thousands
Thou8anda

100,600
10.0,60

406,661
406,661
3,851
3,851
35,635
35,635
14,668
14,668
Persons
Per8ons

.bd. ft.
.bd.
ft.

bd. ft.

-

3,257
3,257

100
9
27

324
953

bd. ft.
-

100
25
25
?4

Persons
Per8ona

Thousands
Thou8ànd8

Number
Number
177,844
77,844
157,369
l57369
179,907
179,907
162,625
162,625

16,595
16,595
4,224
4,224
3,948
3,948

100
10
31
31

per8ons
Persons

Persons
Per8on8
Employees,
average nuntber/monthc
number/monthc
Employees, average
All industr,te8
industries
All
Logging
Logging
Lumber and
Lumber
end wood
wood products
products
Paper and
and allied
products
Paper
allied product8

20,079
20,079
2,054
2,054
6,319
6319

WESTERN
WES T ERN

I

SKAGIT

ThouBandB
Thousands

of
of dollars
dollars

Percent

1
2

85,298
14,120

100

3

71,178
4698
4,698

83

4

SKAMANIA
SKAMA14IA
ThousandB
Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

17

6

|
(

Percent

72,054
10,324

10
10
11
12

58,250
2,503
6,642
6,442

14
14

9,829

15
16
16

368
901

100
100
4

85,635
12,105
12,1p5

100

7,650
3,793

85
42

190,511

79
1

73,530
934
3,143
39

86

2,203

41,697
10,734

100

63,287
1,347
7,346

100
22
12

18
19
20
21
22

175,575
178,381
206,306
184,092
208,797

23
24
25
26

39,381
66,567
68,784
53,756

-

--

-

27

28
29

10
13
10

174,824
222,431
343,999
343,999
229,486
215,052

-

-

-

Number
Number

-

447,483
391,313
427,179
475,725

SeePacific
Pacific Co.*
See

-

-

14
1
4

Percent

WHATcON
WHATCOM

Thousands
of
of dollarB
dollars

Percent

7,250
1,614

100
22

99,298
23.044
23,044

100
23

5,636
2,330

78
32

76,254
1,318

77

901

1

63,676
9,431

100
18
18

87,277
1,698
4,257

100

26

100

1
1
8
8

10,842
195
1,058
Thousands
bd. ft.
117,965
47,129
47,129
74,393
117,061
73,551

-

--

-

-

11

1

-

27
27
24

-

-

--

18
9
See Mason
Mason Co.
Co. P
See

-

-

640
420

63,794
125,469
10,785
105,785
104,678
103,687

Jefferson, and
andSan
San Juan
Juan Counties.
Counties.
Jeffereon,

CoinbinedIsland,
Isiand, Jefferson,
Whatcom
Combined
Jefferson,San
SanJuan,
Juan,and
and
Whatcom CountieB.
Counties.

LeBB
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
Less than
Combined Klteap
and Mason
Mason Counties.
°Combined
KitBap and
Counties.
Ctxnbined Mason
Masonand
andThurston
ThurBton Counties.
CountieB.
^Combined
^Combined Pacific,
Pacific,Wahkiakum,
Wahklakum, and
and Skamania
Skamanla Counties.
Counties.

ryorest
Forest IndustrieB
IndustriesofofEastern
EasternWashington
Washington U.S.P.S.
U.S.F.S. Reeource
Resource Bulletin,
PNW 17,
17, 1966.
1966.
Bulletin, PNW
CombinedAaotin,
Asotin,Columbia
Columbia and
and Walla
Walla Walla
Walla Countiea.
Counties.
B(;bined

353

-

-

-

15,095
250
635
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.
137,795
113,984
177,996
149,776
142,903

51,880
25,380
43,260B
43,26O
42,28511
42,285"

Nuniber
Number

See Pacific
Pacific Co."
See

Luiber AsBociation.
1959-60 StatiBtical
StatisticalYearbook,
Yearbook,WeSt
West CoaBt
Coast Lumber
Association.

tCbied
Kittitas
andand
Yakima
Combined
Klttltas
YaklmaCounties.
Counties.
Umbid
Lincoln
andand
Spokane
Combined
Lincoln
SpokaneCountiea.
Counties.

100
66
66

See
P8cific Co."
See Pacific

-l961s-6SStatistical
Statistical Yearbook.
Products ABBociation
■'1964-65
Yearbook,WeStern
WesternWood
Wood Products
Association (Revised
(Revised 1966
1966 Suppleintnt).
Supplement).

2
55

Persons

Thouaands
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Number
Number

32

77
77

100
2
10

59,818
29,600
See MaBon
Mason Co.
Co. P "
See

-

100

3,326.
3,326

Persons
Persons

bd.ft.
-

4,315

h1967
of Natural
1967 Departnient
Department of
NaturalReBources
Resources Timber
Timber )Iarveat
Harvest Report,
Report, Pages
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.

k,ined
CombinedIsland,
Island,

|

n .
n.

PersonB
Persons

Number
1

WAHKIAXUM
WAHKIAKUM

ThouBands
Thousands
of dollars
of
dollars

49

Thands
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

See
Pacific Co.q
See Pacific

Number

100
11
8
10
10

39,333
542
3,335
3,150

268,447
262,758
381,125
421,208
444,204

-

252,470
3,445
21,180
21,180
25,117

1,107

Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.
-

100
26

PersonB
Persons

99

1

138,615
35,374
67,584

PerBonB
Persons

17

ThousandB
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

of dollars
dollars
of

|

Percent

100
21
21

l
13

PerBonB
Persons

THURSTON
TWJRSTON
Thousands
ThouBandB

240,231
49,720

6,897

100
14
14
35
35

|

Percent
cent

100
15

4,233

100
14

Thousands
ThouBands
of
of dollars
dollars

8,973
1,323

5
66

7
7
8
9

WASHINGTON.
WASHIN GTON. COUNTIES
COUNT I E S

SNOHOMISH
sNOHOI4ISH

100
100
2

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

Number

9

-

99

-

lO"
l0

-

TABLE
TABLE 3.
3.

FOREST INDUSTRY
INOUSTRYSTATISTICS
STATISTICS FOR
WASHINC.TON
COUNTLES
(Continued)
FOREST
FOR WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
(Continued)

EASTERN
EASTERN
ITEM

TOTAL

FOREST
ASSESSMENT
FOREST ASSESSMENT
AND
AND TAXATION
(Year
(Year l966)
1966)a
Assessed value
Asoessed
All taxable
taxable property
property*-1
All
1
3
Personal property
"*
personsl
property2
2
Real
lands
Resl property
property (all
(all lsnds
3
3
and
and iuprovementsa_3)
improvements "^)
3 4
Old-growthtlraberland
timberland4
Old-growth
"
4
3
Second-roWth
timberland5
Second-growth tlmberland
"^
S
3
Reforested tlmberland
~°
Reforesced
tbnberlsnd6
6

COUNTIES
COUNTIES
BENTON

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
ASOTIN

ADAMS

Thousands
of
of dollsrs
dollars

Percent

,133,147
$1,133,147
$1
198,305.
198.305.

100
18

38,800
6,446

100

17

15,553
15.553
1,631

100
10
10

66,688
6,244
6.244

100
100
9

55,725
13,807

100
25

934,622
3,448
4,455
14

82

32.354
32,354

83

13,922

90

60.440
60,440

91

41,918
143

75

537,178
537.178
50,639
50.639

100
9

189.836
189,836

37,120
5.132
5,132

100
14

907,111
10,663
30,877
3,668

100
11
3

121,158

66,190
945
2,788

100
IOu
1
4

Persons

Persons

15,863

ll681
11,681

Thousanda
Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

Percent

Thousands
Thousanda
of dollars
dollars
of

Percent

CHELAN

Thousands
Thousands
of dollars
of
dollars

-

VALUE
ADDED IN
VALUE ADDED
MANUFACTURE
MAMJFACTURE
(1963)b
(1963)b
All
Industries ($1,000)
($1,000)
All industries
77
Lumber and
andwood
woodproducts
products ($1,000)
8 Lumber
9

Percent

Thous3nds
Thousands
of
of dollars
dollars

PerPet-cci
ceni

-

i

n

nn

(1967)c

PAYROLLS AND
AND EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT (1967)°
PAYROLLS
10
11
12
13

Payrolls, yearly
yearly
Payrolls,
All industries
industries
All

Logging
L0881n8
Lumber
Lumber and
and wood
wood products
products
Paper and
products
Paper
andallied
sllied products
Employees, svera8e
average number/mpnth
number/mpnth
Employees,

14

All industries
Industries
All

15
16

Logging
Lo88ing
Lumber and
Lumber
snd wood
wood products
products

17

Paper and
products
Paper
and allied
allied products

18
19
20
21
22

LOG
PRODUCTION
LOG PRODUCTION
d
1955d
Year - 1955
e
1960e
1960
f
1965f
1965
19668
1967h
1967"

23
24
25
26

SAWMILL
INDUSTRY
SAWMILL INDUSTRY
Lumber
Lumber Production
Production
l9SS 1
Year - 1955
l96O
1960i
l965
1965^
1966^
l966

c

100
1
3
n

Persons

Persons

1,901

956
52

Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Thousands
Thoussnds
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.
758,342
838,259
1,065,472
1,030,892
1,065,081

4,052
319

100
8

n

Persons
157,246
1,581
4,822
515

8,922

Thousands
Thousanda
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

-

3,879
6,749
5,556
5,329
2,056

-

Number

Number

100
5

143
463
Thoussnds
Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

Thousands
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

__----

Number

5l936
51,936
69,732
96,077
90,324
90,324
78,8l
78,815
Number

1963r
Year - 1963T

---

-

Number

-

prior toto1965
No
easternWaahin8ton
Washington prior
1965
No county
county data
dsts for
for eastern
1,238,000
1,195,000

67,958
71,031

-

s5
s5

Number
Mills
Ni.mber oof Mills
27
28
29

100
1
4

77

I

-

-

State Board
Boardof
of Equalization.
Equslization.
Minutes snd
and Official
Proceedings,l4ashin8ton
Washington State
aNinutes
Official Proceedin8s,
a-l„Schedule D,
alSchedule
D, Table
Table I,1,Column
Column 3.
a-2
Schedule A,A,Table
taxable property.
property.
a_25chedule
Table1,I, Total
Total taxable
a-3
a_35chedule
Schedule B.
B, Column
Column 24.
24.

a-4
"Schedule
Column 8.
Schedule B,
B, Column
a-5
Schedule B,
Column 9.
a_SSchedule
B, Column
a-6
a_6Schedule
B, Column
Schedule B,
Column 10.
b1963
1963 Census
Census of
ManufactureMC
MC 63
63 (3)
(3) 48,
48, Table
Table 7.
of Manufacture

with 500
Separate
industry groups
re employees
per county.
county.
Separate industry
groups with
500 or
or more
employees per

c
c1967

Industries covered
1967 Report
Washington Employment
Employment Security
covered by
by the
the Employment
Report of Washington
Security Department. Industries
EmployEientSecurity
Security Act.
Act.
d1955
1955 Washington
Forestry Timber
Timber Harvest Report, Pa8es
Pages 29
29 and
and 30.
30.
WashingtonState
StateDivision
Division of
of Forestry
e
e1960
and 37.
1960 Department
Department of
NaturalResources
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest Report, Pa8es
Pages 36
36 and
of Natural
and 14.
1965 Department
Department of
NaturalResourcea
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest Report, Pages
Pages 13
13 and
of Natural
and 14.
1966 Department
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest Report,
Report, Pages
Panes 13
13 and
14.
g1966
Departmentofof Natural Resources

8

354

108,559
105,205

-

-

-

EASTERN WASHINGTON
WA SHIN GTON COUNTIES
COUNTIES

EASTERN
COLUMBIA

|

|

DOUGLAS

FRANKLIN

PERRY

|

GARFIELD

|

J

Thousands
of dollara
dollars
of

Percent

Thousands
Thouaand
of do11ar
of
dollars

Percent

16,038
2,548

100

2

16

21,499
2,965

100
14

3

13,490

84

18,534

86

11

4
5
6

Thousands
Thouaand
of dol1ar
of
dollars

4,988
1,843
1,843

3,145
505'
505

1I

216

Percent

Thousanda
Thousands
of dollara
of
dollars

100

37
63
10

Percent

Thouaand
Thousands
dollars
of do11ar

Percent

GRANT

Thousands
Thouand
of
of do11ar
dollars

43,225
7,794

100
18

12,229
2,014

100
16

64,178
13,299

100
21
21

35,374

82

10,215
34

84

50,879
50.879

79

n

1.764
1,764

7
8
9

16,970

6,150

2,679
2.679

30,348

1,350

34,411

Persons
Pereone

Pereone
Persons

Persons
Pereone

Pereone
Persons

Perione
Persons

Per.ona
Persons

2,080
2.080

1,094
1.094

486

5,268

303

6,873

Tbouaanda
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Thousands
Thoueanda
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.

Thoueande
Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

Thoueande
Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Thousands
Thoueande
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Thoueand.
Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
16
17

6,440
12,518
9,675
9.675
12.885
12,885
17,184

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

-

-

8a
Sa

,

Number

Number

108,746
108.746
115,623
165,478
165.478
153,937
153,207

-

72,626
48,404

-

2,989
7,800
11,138
8,245
12,802
12,802

-

-

,

Number

27
28

29

1

-

10

-

-

-

Number

Number

-

-

b1967

Departmentof
of Naturel
Harveat Report, Pagee
1967 Department
Natural Reaourcea
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.
1959-60 Statistical
Yearbook,Weet
WestComet
Coast Lumber
Lumber Aeaociat
Association.
l9S9-6O
Statiatical Yearbook,
ion.
Yearbook,
-'1964-65 Statietical
Statistical
Yearbook,Weatern
WesternWood
Wood Producte
Products Aeeoci'ation
Association (Reviaed
(Revised 1966
1966 Supplement).
kmbini
Combinedlaland,
Island, Jefferson,
Jeffereon, and
and San
San Juan
Juan Countiea.
Counties.
mconbined
leland, Jeffereon,
Combined Island,
Jefferson,San
SanJuan,
Juan,and
andWhatcom
Whatcom Countiea.
Counties.
Less than
"Leee
than 0.5
0.5 percent.

°Cotnbined
Kiteap and
Countiea.
Combined Kitaap
and Naeon
Mason Counties.
^Combined Naon
Mason and
and Thurston
Thurston Countiee.
Counties.

Pacific, Wahkiakum,
"combined Pacific,
Wahklakum, and
and Skamania
Skamanla Countiee.
Counties.
ForestInduetriea
Industriesof of
Eastern
Washington U.S.F.S.
U.S.F.S. Reaource
Resource Bulletin,
PNW 17.
17, 1966.
1966.
rForet
Eaatern
Waahington
Bulletin, P8J

BCumbined
Asotin, Columbia
Columbia and
andWalla
Walla Walla
Walla Countiee.
Combined Asotin,
Counties.
Combined Klttltas
and Yakima
Yaklma Countiea.
Counties.
tCombined
Xittitaa and
UCombinedLincoln
Lincoln and
Countiee.
"Combined
and Spokane
Spokane Counties.

355

Percent

Number

TABLE
TABLE 3.
3.

FOREST
STATiSTiCS FOR
COUNTIES
(Continued)
FOREST INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY STATISTICS
FOR WASH1NCTON
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
(Continued)
WASHINGTON COUNTIES
EASTERN WASHINGTON
COUNTIES

EASTERN
1TEM

Thousands
Thousands
of dollars

of dollaro

I
2

3

4
S

6

FOREST
ASSESSMENT
FOREST .'SSESSHENT
AND
TAXATION
AND TAXAT1ON
(Year
(Year 1956)
1966)a
Assessed value
value
Assessed
All taxable property0"!
Personal propertya*^
Real property (all lands
and improvemente')
improvements8"'')
and
Old-growth
Old-growthtimberland"-*
t1mberland4
8
Second-growth timberland
""
Second-growth
timberland5
Reforested
Reforested timberlanda.6
timberland8"'

All taxable propertya4
Personal property2
Real property (all lands

VALUE
VALUE ADDED
ADDED 1N
IN
MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTuRE
b
(1963)b
(1963)
All industries
Industries ($1,000)
($1,000)
7 All
andwood
woodproducts
products ($1,000)
($1,000)
Lumber and
S Lumber
9

11
12
13

PAYROLLS
(1967
)c
PAYROLLS AND
ANDEMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
(l967)c
Payrolls, yearly
All Industries
Logging
Lumber
and wood
wood products
products
Lumber and
Paper and
and allied
allied products
Paper
products

14
15
16
17

number/menthc.
Employees,
Employees, average number/month
All Industries
Logging
Logging
Lumber and
and wood
wood products
products
Lumber
Paper and
and allied
allied products
Paper
products

10

Payrolls, yesrly
All industries

All industries

rVTTAT
KL1CKTTAT

KITTITAS
KITT1TAS
PerPercent
cent

18
19
20
21
71
22

of dollars

PerPercent
cent

LINCOLN

Thousands
Thousands

of dollars

of dollars

OKANOCAN

PerPercent
cent

Thousanda
Thousands.
of dollars

of dollars

PerPercent
cent

28,862
28,g62
6,375

100
22

19,406
4,441

100
23

35,720
4,082
4,082

100

11

34,468
34,468
7,966

100
23

22,487
22,487

78

14,960
1,906

31.639
31,639

89

26,503
26.503

77

2,388

8

356
14
14

77
10
2
n

8,582
8,5g2
8,439
g,439

100
98

13,402
13.402
2,564
5,020

100

5,112

18,532
1,062
583

100

6
3

19
37

3,695
163
93

2,235
358
763

100
4
3

73

5,g92
5,892
1,079

100
18

100
16
34

1,160
155

n

9,479
9,479
g,270
8,270

100
100
g7
87

19,343

100
7
26
26

1,358
l,35g

5,010
Persons
Persons

Persons
Persons

Persons
PersonS

Persons
Persons
100
13

4,424
222
896
g96

100
5
20

-

Thousands
bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

Thousands

Thousands
LOG
PRODUCTION
LOG PRODUCT1ON
Year -- l955
1955?
Year
1960e
1960'
1965
l96S£
1966g
19668
l967!
1967h

Thousands
Thousands
of dollars

Y

bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

bd. ft.
bd.
ft.

98,768
98,76g
139,781
139,7g1
145,926
115,313
102,076

._.--

273246t
273,246c

-

121,596
90,314
79,259
70,762
82,110

-

926
3,125
206
2,04g
2,048
45

Thousands

bd.
ft.
bd. ft.
-

119,926
129,217
149,5g5
149,585
167,310
189,150

_
--

-

-

INDUSTRY
SAIJMILL
SAWMILL iNDUSTRY

Lumber
Production
Lumber Production
23
24
75
25
26

Year - 19551
1960^
l96S
1965J
l9661966-'

295,334t
295,334'

-

Number

173578u

164,135
164,135
176,391
176,391

173,578
50,64gu
150,648"

Number

Number

-

-

176,160
176,160
182,302
182,302
Number

Number
of Mills
Mills
Number of
27

28
29

1963r
Year - 1963r

4

-

7

-

2

-

10

Equalization.
aMinutesand
andOfficial
Official Proceedings,
State Board
Minutes
Proceedings, Waahington
Washington State
Board of Equalization.
a-I
a-l„
Schedule
D, Table
Schedule D,
Table 1,
1, Column
Column 3.
3.
a-2 Schedule A,A,Table
taxable property.
property.
a_2Schedule
Table1,1, Total
Total taxable
a-3
3Schedu1e
Schedule B,
B, Column
Column 24.
24.
a-4
a4SChCdUlC
B, Column
Schedule B,
Column 8.
8.
a-5 Schedule B,
aSSChCdUlC
B, Column
Column 9.
a_6Schedule
""'schedule B,
B, Column
Column 10.
10.

b1963
1963 Census
Census of Manufacture
Manufacture MC
MC 63
Table 7.
7.
48, Table
63 (3) 48,

Separate industry
Separate
industry groups
groups with
with 500
500 or
or mnre
more employees
employees per
per county.
county.

Security Department.
1967 Report
of Washington
WashingtonEmployment
Employment Security
Department.
C1967
Report of

c

Security Act.
industries
Industries covered
covered by
by the
the Employment
Employment Security
Act.

d1955
1955 Washington
Forestry Timber
Timber Harvest
Harvest Report,
Report, Pages
Pages 29
29 and
and 30.
30.
WashingtonState
State Division
Division of
of Forestry
e1960
e
Timber Harvest
Harvest Report,
Pages 36
37.
1960 Department
Department of
Resources Timber
Report, Pages
36 and
and 37.
of Natural
Natural Resource.

14.
Harvest Report,
Pages 13
1965 Department
Department of
Natural Resources
Resources Timber
Timber Harvest
Report, Pages
13 and
and 14.
of Natural

Timber Harvest
Harvest Report,
1966
Department of
Resources Timber
Report, Pages
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.
l966 Departmefli
of Natural Resources

8

356

-

-

COUNTIES
WASHINGTON
COUNTIES
EASTERN WASHINGTON

EASTERN
PEND OREILLE
OREILLE
PEND

Thousands

of dollara
dollars
of

SPOKANE

Percent
cent

Thousands

ot
dollars
of dollara

|

STEVENS

Percent
cent

Thousands
of dollars
dollars
of

|
PerPercent
cent

WALLA
WALLA WALLA
WALLA

|

Per' Percent
of
of dollars
dollars
cent
Thousands

WHIThAN
WHITMAN

Thousands

of
dollars
of dollars

YAKIMA

Per-

cent
tent

Thoueand
Thousands

of
of dollars
dollars

PerPercent

9,765
1,610

100

335,646

2

16

54,063

100
100
16

26,532
6,351
6,351

100
100
24

79,149
13,057

100
16

75,929
8,961

100
12

148,747
32.808
32,808

100
22

3
4

8,155
302

84

281,482

84

20,126

76

115,939

78

1,161

4

84
n
n

88

2

66,092
58
3

66,968

500

5,723
5,723
4,984

100
87

29,753

11,289
1,221

100
II
11
31

38,359
132
695

1

33

5
6

7

8

171,484
11,625

100

339,504

100

7

258

n

62,449
12,189

100
20

16,335

140,403
1,797
8,069
8,069
1,599

100
1
6
11

Peraona
Persons

Persons

3,453
3.453

'26,763
26,763
223
1.088
1,088
223

9

11,822

10
II
11
12
13

186
5,262
2,069

14
15
16
17

Pereons
Persona

Pereons
Persons

1,473

57,865
32
826
292

39,742
39,227
84,840
84,489
84,532

20
21
22

3,450

2

-

-

Persons

26,063
30,699

2,214
207
551

100
n
11
1

100

9
25

27
28
29

4

-

18,750
19,176
19,176
12,692
14,057
9,434

98,513
98,513
99,177
89,450
85,202
85,2(2
89,588

-

-

-

7,459
26
142

100

n
2

Thousands
Thouand.
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

bd.
ft.
bd. ft.
-

-

920
4,460
4,460
6,88?
6,88t
5,566
2,986

-

175,675
134,986

-

350

-

-

Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.
85,211
101,190
208,708
215,075
241,096

100

1
4
1

.
-_
.---

See Klttltas
Kittitaa Cot
See
Co.1

-

Number
Nimiber

-

Number
Nuather

Number
Nuiber

8

-

17

3

Number

-

h1967

1967 Department
Department of
Resources Tiather
Timber Harvest
Pages 13
13 and
and 14.
14.
of Natural
Natural Resourcea
Harvest Report, Pages
i1959_64)
Statistical Yearbook,
1959-60 Statistical
Yearbook,Weat
West Coaat
Coast Lumber
Lumber Aasociation.
Association.
j 1964-65 Statistical
Ststistical Yearbook,
Products Aasocistion
Yearbook,Western
WesternWood
Wood Products
Association (Revised 1966
1966 Supplestent).
Supplement).

It

kCo)ined
Combined Island,
Island, Jeffereon,
Jefferson, snd
snd San
San Juan
Juan Counties.
Counties.
Cocibined
Island, Jefferson,
Whatcoin
Combined Island,
Jefferson,Ssn
SanJusn,
Juan,and
and
Whatcom Counties.
Counties.

"Lesa
than 0.5
0.5 percent.
percent.
Less than
0counbined
Kitsap and
Countiea.
Combined Kltsap
and Mafion
Mason Counties.
P'Contbined Mason and Thurston Countiea.
Combined Mason and Thurston Counties.
^Combined Pacific,
Pacific,Vahkiakum,
Wahklakum, and
and Skamania
Skamanla Counties.
Counties.
rForeat
Forest lndustriea
IndustriesofofEastern
EasternWashington
Washington U.S.F.S.
Resource Bulletin,
Bulletin,PNW
PNW 17,
1966.
U.S.F.S. Resource
17, 1966.

a,lbd
Asotin,
Columbia
andandWalla
Combined
Asotln,
Columbia
WallaWalla
Walla Countiea.
Counties.

t()ied
Kittitas
and
Combined
Klttltas
andYskia
Yaklma

170

See Aaotln
AgotinCo.
Co'
See
,

-

2

Thousitde
Thousands

Thousands
bd. ft.
ft.
bd.

-

Number

n

Pereons
Persons

See
Co.
See Lincoln
Lincoln Co.'

23
24
25
26

100

1

Thou.ands
Thousands
bd.
ft.
bd. ft.

Thousands
Thoussnds
bd.
bd. ft.
ft.
18
19

n

Counties.
Counties.

Combined
Lincoln
Spokane Countiea.
Counties.
u(,lbid
Lincoln
andandSpokane

357

Number

5

-

TABLE 4.
4.

1966a

FOREST PRODUCTS PRODUCED
PRODUCED IN
IN WASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON, 1966a

ITEM

PRODUCTION

Lumber
.
b
Douglas-fir
region
2,625,000 M
Douglas-fir
region ....... 2,625,000
N board feet
t
feetb
Ponderosa pine
board feet
feet
Ponderosa
pineregion
region ...... 1,195,000
1,195,000 N Mboard
M square
Plywood
............. 2,019,000
M square
Plywood
2,019,000

$$

feetC
feet

3,667,000
................ 3,667,000

b

207,763,000"
207'763'°°°b
91,815,000

17.6
7.8

124,000i000c

10.5

33760000d

d
Shinglesand
and
Shakes ........ 2,575,000
squares
Shingles
Shakes
2,575,000 squaresd
Pulp
Pulp

PERCENT

VALUE

33,760,000d

e
tonse
tons

e

2.9

697,967,000e
.697,967,000

59.3.

7,400,000f

0.6

10,200,0008

10,200,000g

0.9

h
treesh
Christmas
Christmas Trees
Trees ......... 2,500,000
2,500,000 trees

3750000h
3,750,000h

0.3

Forest
6,603,000 bunchesh
bunches
ForestGreens
Greens(floral)
(floral) ...... 6,603,000

1575000h
h

e
Paper
2,507,000 tonse
tons
Paperand
andPaperboard
Paperboard ....... 2,507,000
Hardboard, P'articleboard
Particleboard,
and
and Insulation Board

....
130,000 M
N square feet
130,000

f

lineal feet8
Poles and
andPiling
Piling ......... 15,425,000
Poles
15,425,000lineal

Total ..............................

Total

l,575,000

$1178230000i
$1,178,230,OOO1

aSource:
Source:

Table from Industrial Forestry Association,
Association, Portland,
Portland, Oregon.

b5

Western Wood Products
Products Association.
Association.

Source:

c
cSource:

Americal Plywood Association.
Association.

dSource:
Source:

Red Cedar
Cedar Shingle and
Red
and Handsplit Shake
Shake Bureau.
Bureau.

e
eSource:
Source:

Northwest Pulp
Pulp and
and Paper
Paper 'Association.
Association.
Northwest

Source:

0.1
01
100.0

Source: Estimated by Industrial Forestry Association based on published data
data and
and information
from individual companies.
^Source:

Pole and
and Piling
Piling Shippers'
Shippers' Association.
Association.
Northwest Pole

hSource:
Source:

Estimated by Industrial Forestry Association
U. S.
Association based on U.
S. Forest Service
Service report
report
information from State
State Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources and
and private
private individuals.
individuals.
and information
iTotal
Total does not include
include value
value of
of wooden
wooden boxes,
boxes, wooden
wooden furniture,
furniture, doors,
doors, cooperage,
cooperage, fuel,
Export log values
values are recorded for Customs
export logs,
logs, etc.
etc. for which no
no data
data were
were available.
available. Export
Districts and
and the
the Washington
Washington District
District does not
not include the ports
ports of Longview
Longview and
Districts
and Vancouver.
Vancouver.
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Forestry Organizations
Organizations and Agencies
Forestry
Agencies
of forestry
forestry and
and forest-related
forest-related organizations
organizations of
of interest
interest to
to woodland
woodland owners
owners
A directory
directory of
foresters.
and foresters.

by Charles
Charles R.
R. Ross
Compiled by
Ross1
PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS AND INDUSTRIES
PRIVATE

Page
Forest Industry and Other Private Associations
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Brief Sketches of Certain Private Associations

American Forest
Forest Institute
Association of
of Consulting Foresters
Forest Management and
and Sales
Sales Association, Inc.
Inc.
Industrial Forestry Association
Industrial
Northwest Christmas
Christmas Tree
Tree Association
Oregon Small
Small Woodlands
Woodlands Association
Society of American Foresters
Washington Farm Forestry Association
Association
Western Forestry and Conservation Association
Western Wood Products Association

366
366
366
367
368
369
370
370
371
371

Forest Consultants in Oregon and Washington

372

Forest Industries

378

Woodpulp and
and paper mills
and veneer
veneer producers
producers (sources
of information)
Plywood and
(sources of
information)
Sawmills (sources
(sources of information)
information)
Wood composition board plants
Wood preserving
preserving companies and plants
Magazines

378
379
379
380
382
383

PUBLIC AGENCIES

State

Agencies in
in Oregon
Oregon Listed
Listed by
by Name
Name arid
and Address

384

in Washington Listed by Name and Address
Agencies in

385

Agencies Listed in
in More Detail

Department of
of Forestry,
Forestry, Oregon
Oregon
Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, Washington
Washington
Department
Cooperative Extension
Extension Service,
Service, Oregon and
and Washington
Washington
Cooperative
Oregon State
State University
University School
School of
of Forestry
Forestry
University of Washington College of Forest Resources
University
of Washington
WashingtonInstitute
University of
Institute of
of Forest
Forest Products
Products
Washington State University Department of Forestry and
and Range Management
Community Colleges
Colleges in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington Offering
Offering Forestry
Forestry Courses
Courses
Community

386:
386
389
395
399
401
402
403
404

1Charles
R. Ross
Rose is
is Forestry
Forestry Specialist,
Specialist, Extension Service,
Service, Oregon State
State University,
University, Corvallis,
Charles R.
Corvallis,
Oregon. He caine
to Oregon
Oregon in
in 1946
1946 after
after 44 years
years with
with Extension
Extension Services
Services in Alabama and
came to
and South
His experience
experience also
also includes
includes 66 years
years with the U.
U. S.
Forest Service and 3 years with
Carolina. His
S. Forest
the
the American Forestry Association.
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PUBLIC AGENCIES

Page
Federal
Agencies Listed
Listed by
by Name
Name and Address
Agencies

406

Agencies
Agencies Listed
Listed In
in More
More Detail
Detail
Forest Service,
Service, U.
U. S.
S. Department of Agriculture
Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Agricultural Stabilization and
Agricultural
and Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service,
U. S.
S. Department of Agriculture
U.
Bureau
of Land
Land Management,
Management, U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Interior
Interior
Bureau of
Bureau
S. Department of Interior
Bureau of
of Indian Affairs,
Affairs U.
U. S.
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407
411
419
422
423

PRIVATE
PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS
Forest
Associations
Forest Industry and Other Private Associations
Forest Industry
American Forest Institute
Institute
(Formerly American Forest Products
Products
(Formerly
Industries,
Inc.)
Industries, Inc.)
1835 K Street
Washington,
D. C.
C. 20006
20006 (National
(National Headquarters)
Headquarters)
Washington, D.
Pittock Block
Block
Portland,
(Pacific Northwest office)
office)
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
97205 (Pacific
(See
(See page 366).

American Forestry Association
Association
AmericanForestry
17th Street,
Street, N.W.
N.W.
919 17th
Washington,
C. 20006
Washington, D.
D. C.
(monthly)
American Forests (monthly)
Publication:

Research Society
Society
Forest Products Research
2801
2801 Marshall Court
Madison,
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
Journal
Publication: Forest Products Journal
(monthly)
Forest Protective
Protective Associations
Associations
American Bank
Bank Building
Building
Portland, Oregon 97205
97205
Portland,

Hand-Split Red Cedar Shake Association
306 Joseph Vance Building
Building
306
Seattle, Washington
Seattle,

American Hardboard
Hardboard Association
20
20 North
North Wacker
Wacker Drive,
Drive, Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
Illinois 60606
60606
Inc.
American Paper Institute, Inc.
260
260 Madison
Madison Avenue
New York,
10016
York, New York 10016

Industrial
Industrial Forestry Association
1410 S.W.
S.W. Morrison
Morrison Street
Street
1410
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205
(See pages 367-368).
367-368).
(See
Keep Oregon Green
Green Association,
Association, Inc.
Inc.
2750 State Street
. 2750
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97310

American
Mierican Plywood
Plywood Association
1119 A Street
Street
Tacoma,
98401
Tacoma, Washington
Washington 98401

Keep
Association, Inc.
Inc.
Keep Washington
Washington Green Association,
Anderson Hall
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Seattle,
Washington 98105

American
American Pulpwood
Pulpwood Association
Association
605 Third Avenue
New York,
10016
York, New York 10016

The activities of these
these two
two associations
associations
carried on
on by
by aa counnittee
committee in each
are carried
county. The organization is
is dedicated
dedicated to
to
the
forest and
the prevention of
of man-caused forest
range fires. They are supported by contributions..
tributions

American Wood
Wood Preservers
Preservers Institute
Institute
Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon 97204
Portland,
Associated
Inc.
Associated Oregon Industries, Inc.
2188 S.W.
S.W. Park Place
2188
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204

National Forest Products Association
Association'
1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
N.W.
1619
D.C. 20036
20036
Washington, D.C.

Consulting Foresters
Foresters
Association of Consulting
Secretary, Edward
Edward Stuart,
Stuart, Jr.
Jr.
Executive Secretary,
Box
23176
Box 6,
6, Wake,
Wake, Virginia 23176
(See
(See pages 372-377).
372-377).

National
National Particleboard Association
Street, N.W.,
N.W., Room 702
711 14th Street,
D.C. 20005
20005
Washington, D.C.

California Redwood
California
Redwood Association
617
Street
617 Montgomery
Montgomery Street
San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California 94111
Columbia
Columbia River
River Log
Log Scaling
Scaling and
and Grading
Grading Bureau
Bureau
908
Street
908 S.W.
S.W. Stark Street
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205

Northwest
Northwest Christmas Tree Association
Covers Washington and
and Oregon.
Oregon.
Officers change;
change; contact county
extension office or farm forester for
. information.
(See page 368).
(See

Forest Industries
Industries Radio
Radio Conununications
Communications
P.O.
P.O. Box 5153
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97402

Northwest Hardwood Association
747
747 St.
St. Helens,
Helens, Room
Room 402
Tacoma,
98402
Tacoma, Washington 98402

Forest
Management and Sales
Forest Management
Sales Association,
Association, Inc
Inc.
P.O.
P.O. Box 703
Chehalis, Washington
Washington 98532
Chehalis,
(See pages
pages 366-367).
(See

Northwest Pulp and Paper Association
Building
1410 Washington Building
Tacoma, Washington 98402
98402
Tacoma,
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Industry (continued):
(continued):
Forest Industry
Logging Conference
Conference
Olympia Logging
P.O.
668
P.O. Box 668
Port
Angeles, Washington
Washington 98362
Port Angeles,

Timber Operators Council,
Council, Inc.
Inc.
2326 Westover
Westover Road
2326
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97210
97210

Oregon Forest Protection Association
American Bank Building
Portland, Oregon 97204
97204
Portland,

Timber Products
Products Manufacturers
West 721
721 Second
Second Avenue
Avenue
Spokane, Washington
Washington 99204
■ Spokane,

Oregon Logging Conference
P.O. Box 152
P.O.
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97401
97401

Tree Farms:
Farms:
Region, refer
refer to
to IndusIndusFor Douglas-fir Region,
trial
and for
for Eastern
Eastern
trial Forestry Association, and
Oregon and
to
and Eastern Washington,
Washington, refer to
Western Wood Products Association.
Association.

Small Woodlands
Oregon Small
Woodlands Association
Chapters in nine counties
Chapters

Tri-County
Loggers Association
Association
Tn-County Loggers
P.O. Box
Box 329
329
P.O.
Everett, Washington
Everett,

page 369.).
369).
(See page
Pacific Coast
Coast Association of Pulp
Pulp and
and Paper
Paper
Manufacturing
American Bank Building
Portland, Oregon 97204
Portland,

U.
U. S.
S. Shingle
Shingle Manufacturers Association
Association
P.O.
329
P.O. Box 329
Everett, Washington
Everett,

Pacific Logging Congress
616 American
American Bank Building
616
Portland, Oregon 97204
97204
Portland,

Washington Farm Forestry Association
Association
Chapters in
in 12
12 counties
counties
(See page 370).
(See
370).

Bureau
Pacific Lumber Inspection Bureau
Wilcox Building
Portland, Oregon
Portland,

Washington Forest Protection
Protection Association
Association
5561 White-Henry-Stuart
White-Henry-Stuart Building
5561
Seattle,
98101
Seattle, Washington 98101

Puget Sound Log
Bureau
Puget
Log Scaling
Scaling and
and Grading
Grading Bureau
P.O.
P.O. Box 1326
Tacoma,
Tacoma, Washington
Washington 98401

Washington State
State Forestry
Forestry Conference
Conerence
Washington
5561
Building
5561 White-Henry-Stuart
White-Henry-Stuart Building
Seattle, Washington 98101
98101
Seattle,

Puget
Sound Lumbermen's
Puget Sound
Lumbermen's Association
Association
P.O.
P.O. Box 329
Everett,
Everett, Washington
Washington 98201

West Coast Lumber Inspection Bureau
Bureau
1410 S.W.
S.W. Morrison
Morrison Street
1410
Portland,
Orgon 97205
Portland, Oregon
97205

Red Cedar
Cedar Shingle
Shingle and
and Handsplit
Handsplit Shake Bureau
White Building
5510 White
Seattle,
Washington 98101
Seattle, Washington

West Coast Particleboard Association
Association
P.O. Box 1265
1265
P.O.
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
97470
Roseburg,

Society of
of American Foresters
1010
300
1010 16th
16th Street,
Street, N.W.,
N.W., Suite 300
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20036
20036
Washington,
(See page
page 370).
370).
(See

West Coast
Coast Wood Tank Association
Association
2301
2301 N.
N. Columbia Boulevard
Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97217
97217

Southern Oregon
Oregon Timber
Timber Industries
Industries Association
2680
2680 N.
N. Pacific
Pacific Highway
Medford,
Medford, Oregon 97500

Western Forest Industries
Industries Association
Association
1500
1500 S.W.
S.W. Taylor Street
Portland, Oregon 97205
Portland,

Tacoma Lumbermen's Club,
Club, Inc.
Inc.
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 757
757
Tacoma, Washington 98401
98401
Tacoma,

Western Forestry and Conservation
Association
American Bank Building
Building
1326 Pmerican
Portland, Oregon 97205
97205
Portland,

Tillamook Loggers
Loggers and
and Timber
Timber Manufacturers
Manufacturers
Association
Tillamook, Oregon 97141
97141
Tillamook,

Western Lumber Marketing Association
Association
812 S.W.
S.W. Washington Street
Street
Portland, Oregon 97205
97205
Portland,

(Products Division)
Division)
Timber Engineering Company (Products
1619 Massachusetts Avenue,
Avenue, N.W.
N.W.
Washington, D.
C. 20036 and
Washington,
D. C.

Red Cedar
Cedar Lumber Association
Association
Western Red
Yeon Building
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204

College Vie.w
View Road,
Road,
6495 College
Eugene, Oregon 97403
97403 (Research
(Research and
and Testing)
Testing)
Eugene,
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Forest Industry
Industry (continued):
(continued):
Western Wood Preservers Institute
S.W. Fifth Avenue
Avenue
522 S.W.
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204
97204

Western Wood Products
Products Association
Building
700 Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97204
97204 (See
(Seepage
371).
page 371).

Associations of
of Interest
Interest to
to Foresters
Foresters
Other Private Associations
American Association for
for Health,
Health, Physical
Physical Education,
Education, and
and Recreation
Recreation
1201
Street, N.W.,
D. C.
C. 20036
20036
1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.
Publications: Numerous
in various outdoor
outdoor recreation
recreation fields
fields
Numerous guides
guides and
and other publications in
including nature
study, archery,
archery, fishing,
fishing, horseback riding,
riding, hunting,
hunting, skiing,
skiing, etc.
etc.
nature study,
American Camping
Camping Association,
Association, Inc.
Inc.
American
Bradford Woods,
Indiana 46151
Woods, Martinsville,
Martinsville, Indiana
Publications:

(free) lists over 400 items
items
Catalogue (free)

American Fisheries Society
Society
Box
Box 483,
483, McLean,
McLean, Virginia 22101
is being organized
organized in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest.
Northwest. For
For information
information consult
consult the
the
A regional group is
the Department
Department of
of Fisheries
Fisheries and
and Wildlife,
Wildlife, Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University,
State Game Commission or the
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
97331
Corvallis,
American Society of Photogrammetry
44 Leesburg Pike,
Pike, Fall Church,
Church, Virginia 22044
22044
Publication:

Photogrammetry
Engineering (monthly)
(monthly)
Photogrammetry Engineeriflg

The Society has regional sections,
sections, such as the Columbia River Section
Section (for
(for Oregon)
Oregon) and
and the
the
Puget Sound Section.
Puget
Section. Contact
School of Forestry,
State University,
Contact Dr.
Dr. J.
J. R.
R. Dilworth,
Dilworth, School
Forestry, Oregon State
97331 for
for information.
information.
Corvallis 97331
American Society of Range Management
P.O.
Oregon 97213
97213
P.O. Box
Box 13302,
13302, Portland,
Port1nd, Oregon
Publication:

Journal of
Management (bi-monthly)
(bi-monthly)
Journal
of Range
Rang Management

of Consulting
Consulting Foresters
Association of
Box 6,
6, Wake,
Wake, Virginia 23176
Edward Stuart,
Stuart, Jr.,
Jr., Executive Secretary (See
(See pages
pages 372-377).
372-377).
the United States
Chamber of Commerce of the
1615 H Street,
Street, Washington,
1615
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20006
Represents U.
U. S.
Represents
S. industries
industries that
that produce
produce raw materials from natural resources.
Objectives
resources
Objectives
free and
and competitive markets in
in agriculture,
agriculture, maximum
maximum private
private role
role in
in management of
of
encourage free
resources.
natural resources.

Publications:

Natural Resources Notes (periodic)
(periodic)
Declarations on Natural
Natural Resources (annual)
Policy Declarations
(annual)

Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs
President,
Street, Alameda,
Alameda, California 94502
President, 1349 Bay Street,
Publication:

Western Outdoors
Outdoors Qiarterly
Quarterly

Outdoor clubs organized in
in Oregon include
include such
such groups as
as the
the Mazamas,
Mazamas, Obsidians, Friends
Friends of
of
the Three
Three Sisters
Wilderness, and
and Oregon
Oregon Cascades
Cascades Conservation Council.
Council. Members
the
Sisters Wilderness,
of these
these and
and
Members of
similar clubs
clubs can
can be
be contacted
contacted for
for information.
information.
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Outdoor
include such groups as the following:
following:
Outdoor clubs
clubs organized in Washington
Washington include
The Mountaineers,
Mountaineers, Box 122,
122, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Publication: Fishing and Hunting News
North Cascades
Cascades Conservation Council
3215
Seattle, Washington 98125
98125
3215 N.E.
N.E. 103rd
103rd Street,
Street, Seattle,
Wild Cascades (bi-monthly)
Publication: ■ The Wild
(bi-monthly)

Skagit
Skagit Alpine
Alpine Club
Club
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 513,
513, Mount
Mount Vernon,
Vernon, Washington 98273
Garden Club of
of America
598 Madison
10022
598
Madison Avenue,
Avenue, New York,
York, New York 10022
For information,
information, contact
Club, 1132
1132 S.W.
S.W. Vista Avenue,
Avenue, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
97205
contact Portland Garden Club,
Federation of
of Women's
Women's Clubs
General Federation
1734 N Street,
Street, N.W.,
D. C.
C. 20006
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.

state, district,
district, and local
local divisions.
divisions.
The Women's
Women's Club
Club organization has state,
Izaak Walton
America, Inc.
Inc.
Walton League of America,
1326 Waukegan
Illinois 60025
60025
1326
Waukegan Road,
Road, Glenview,
Glenview, Illinois
Publication:

(monthly)
The Izaak Walton Magazine (monthly)

Oregon Division: izaak
League of
of America,
America, Inc.
Inc.
Izaak Walton League
information contact
offices. State
State Game Department,
Department, or Oregon
Oregon State
State
For information
contact local Game Commission offices,
of Fisheries
Fisheries and
and Wildlife.
Wildlife.
University Department of
Washington Division:
Division: Izaak Walton League of
of America,
America, Inc.
Inc.
Contact
Olympia 98501;
98501;
Contac.tDepartment
Department of
of Game,
Game, 600
600 N.
N. Capitol
Capitol Way,
Way, Olympia
State Parks
Commission, 522
522 5.
S. Franklin,
Franklin, Olympia.
Olympia.
State
Parks and Recreation Commission,
National
National Association
Association of
of Soil
Soil and
and Water
Water Conservation Districts
Districts
1025 Vermont
Vermont Avenue,
Avenue, N.W.,
N.W., Washington, D.
1025
D. C.
C. 20005
20005
Audubon Society
Society
National Audubon
New York
York 10028
10028
1130 Fifth Avenue,
Avenue, New York, New
Publications:
Publications

Audubon;
Audubon; Audubon Field Notes

Council of
of State
State Garden
Garden Clubs,
Clubs, Inc.
Inc.
National Council
4401
4401 Magnolia
Magnolia Avenue,
Avenue, St.
St. Louis,
Louis, Missouri 63110
Oregon division is
is the
the Oregon
Oregon State
State Federation
Federation of
of Garden
Garden Clubs.
Clubs.
officer of
local Garden Club.
Club.
of the local

information contact an
For information

National
Parks Association
National Parks
1300 New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Avenue
Avenue N.W.,
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20036
20036
1300
Publications:

National Park Magazine (quarterly)
National
(quarterly)

National
National Recreation
Recreation and
and Park
Park Association
1700 Pennsylvania
C. 20006
20006
1700
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue N.W.,
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
Park and
and Recreation
Recreation Magazine;
Mgine; The
Washington
Park
The
WashingtonLetter
Letter(plus
(plus8 8 monthly
monthly newsletnewsletPublications:
ters);; The
The Recreation and Park Yearbook.
ters)
Yearbook.

National
National Wildlife Federation
1412
D. C.
C. 20036
20036
1412 16th
16th Street,
Street, N.W.,
N.W., Washington, D.
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Publications: Conservation Directory (annual),
(annual), a booklet listing
listing federal,
federal, state,
state, and
and private
private
organizations
and tnanagement;
management; National
(bimonthly);
organizations in natural resource use and
National Wildlife
Wildlife Magazine
Magazine (bimonthly);
Conservation News
News (semi-monthly);
(semi-monthly); numerous
numerous other
other materials,
materials, catalogues
catalogues available.
Conservation
available.
is a member
Federation. For
Oregon Wildlife
Wildlife Federation is
member organization of the National Wildlife Federation.
information
contact aa wildlife
wildlife organization
organization such
such as
as the
the State
State Game
Game Department or Oregon State
information contact
State
University Fisheries and
and Wildlife.
(For State
State Sportsmen's
Sportsmen's Council.)
Council.)
(For
State of
of Washington,
Washington, see Washington State
Sierra Club
1050
Mills Tower,
Tower, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California
1050 Mills
California 94104
94104

Soil Conservation Society of America
Soil
Road, Ankeny, Iowa
Iowa 50003
50003
7515 Northeast Ankeny Road,
Publication:

Journal of
Conservation (bimonthly).
(bimonthly).
Journal
of Soil and Water Conservation

Washington State
State Sportsmen's
Sportsmen's Council,
Council, Inc.
Inc.
President,
President, 1304
1304 South
South University,
University, Opportunity,
Opportunity, Washington
Washington 99206
99206
statewide organization,
organization, affiliated
affiliated with
with the
the National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Federation.
Federation.
A represeitative
representative statewide

Publication:

Quarterly Meeting Minutes

Wilderness Society
Society
729 15th Street,
Street, N.W.,
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.
729
D. C.
C. 20005
20005
Wildlife
Wildlife Management
Management Institute
Institute
709 Wire
WIre Building,
Building, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20005
709
Wildlife Society
Society
Avenue, N.W.,
D. CC; 20016
3900 Wisconsin Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.

(Professional society
(Professional
society for
for field
field of
of wildlife conservation)
Publications:
Publications:

Journa of Wildlife
ti1ife Management
Journe.!
Management (quarterly)
(quarterly)
Wildlife
(quarterly newsletter)
ild1ife Society News (quarterly
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PRIVATE ASSOCIATIONS
Brief
of certain of
of the
most important
private forestry-related associations are
Brief sketches
sketches of
the most
important private
are
given on the
the next few
few pages.
pages. Organizations described include
include professional,
professional, industrial,
industrial, and
and
associations; they
they are
are listed
listed in
in alphabetical
alphabetical order.
order.
woodland owner associations;

ANERICAN FOREST INSTITUTE
AMERICAN
(Formerly Axnerican
Forest Product's
Industries, Inc.)'
American Forest
Products Industries,
Inc.)

The Institute
is aa forestry
forestry education and
and information
information organization
organization supported
supported by
by the
nation's
Institute is
the nation's
forest industry
industry companies. The organization provides information
information to
to the
the public
public concerning
concerning tree
tree
farming,
farming, the
the forest
forest industries,
industries, and
and other
other phases
phases of
of private
private'forestry.
forestry. The American Forest
Forest
Green
Institute is
is the national sponsor of
of the
the American
American Tree
Tree Farm
Farm System
System and
and the
the Keep
Keep Axnerican
American Green
Program..
Among the
the publications
publications printed
printed by
by the
the Institute
Institute is
is "The
"The American
American Tree
Tree Farmer
Farmer and
and
Program.
Among
Digest," which is
Forestry Digest,"
is mailed to
to certified
certified tree
tree farmers.
farmers.
National headquarters:

Western office:
Western
office:

American
American Forest
Forest Institute
N.W.
1835 "K" Street N.W.
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20006

American Forest Institute
847
847 Pittock Block
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205

FORESTERS
ASSOCIATION OF CONSULTING FORESTERS
The responsibility
of the
the members
members of
of the
the Association
Association of
of Consulting
Consulting Foresters
Foresters is
is to
to assure
assure
responsibility of
forest owners
of competent
competent professional
professional service
service through
through maintenance
maintenance of
of high
high standards
standards of
of perperowners of
forinance
byconsulting
consulting foresters,
foresters, and
and to
to promote
promote the
the most
most economic
economic and
and scientific
scientific management
management of
of
formance by
forest resources.
See page
page 372
resources. See
372 of this Handbook for
for list
list of
of regional
regional forest
forest consultants.
consultants.

In 1968
1968 the
this address:
address:
the Association had this
Association of Consulting Foresters
Foresters
Executive Secretary,
Secretary, Edward
Edward Stuart,
Stuart, Jr.
Jr.
6, Wake,
Box 6,
Wake, Virginia 23176

FOREST MANAGEMENT AND
AND SALES
SALES ASSOCIATION,
ASSOCIATION, INC.
INC.
Purpose and
and Program
Forest Management
Management and Sales
The Forest
Sales Association
Association is
is aa cooperative
cooperative incorporated
incorporated December
December 24,
24,
1965 to
to serve
serve forest
forest owners
owners who
who desire
desire professional
professional attention
attention to
to forest
forest products
products marketing
marketing and
and
1965
forest land management. Greater net
net income
income is
is aa primary
primary goal.
goal. Members will enjoy the security
of continuous
most woodland owners
owners nowadays
nowadays are
not able
able
continuous management.
management. It is
is recognized that
that most
are not
personally to apply
apply needed forest
forest management
management practices.
practices. The forest owners'
owners' co-op is
is seen
seen as
as one
one
to securing management of
of small
small woodlands.
woodlands.
approach to
Organization;
Woodland Owners
Organization; Services to
to Woodland
Owners

Any landowner
of Washington
Washington is
eligible to
to join
join the
the cooperative,
cooperative, subject
subject to
to the
the
landowner in the
the State of
is eligible
approval of its
its board of directors. Membership
the Association
Membership in the
Association requires
requires the
the purchase
purchase of
of one
one
share of conion
common stock (par
(par value $20
$20 per
per share).
share). Each member has
regardless of
the
has one vote regardless
of the
acreage owned or shares of stock
stock held.
held. The Association is a nonprofit
ronprofit organization owned
owned and
and
directed by its
its members.
The marketing agreement
agreement with the Association provides
owner with an
an option
option of
of approval
approval
provides the
the. owner
or rejection of the sale of forest
forest products.
products. No
sale will
incurred
No sale
will be
be developed
developed or
or any
any costs
costs incurred
without
approval.
without the owner's prior approval.
The marketing
mar.eting agreement
Association and
and the
the forest
forest landowner
landowner is
is aa continuing
continuing
agreement between the Association
one, except the landowner may terminate
one,
terminate the
the agreement
agreement on
on January
January 11 of
of any
any year
year by
by giving
giving 90
90 days'
days'
written
written notice.
notice.
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Early in
1968, the
the Association
Association entered
entered aa one-year
one-year trial
trial marketing
marketing agreement
agreement with
with the
the
Early
in 1968,
had 41
41 members
members owning 6,066
of
Weyerhaeuser Company.
Company. At the time the
the Association (Co-op)
(Co-op) had
6,066 acres
acres of
competitive prices,
prices, marketing
marketing preference,
preference, and
and technical
technical
timberland. The agreement
agreement provides
provides for
for competitive
timberland.
manager of
of the
to coordinate
coordinate sales
sales offers
offers and
and refer
refer them
them to
to the
the
assistance. The manager
the Association is
is to
Weyerhaeuser prices
Weyerhaeuser Company,
Company, which has the
the right
right of
of first
first refusal.
refusal. The Weyerhaeuser
prices are
are to
to be
be
fully
competitive; otherwise
otherwise the
fully competitive;
the co-op may sell
sell outside the
the agreement.
agreement. All Weyerhaeuser woodwoodplants in
in the state are expected
expected to
to serve
serve as
as market
market outlets
outlets for
for co-operative
co-operative members.
members'. The
using plants
agreement with
is along the lines
lines of the
the Tree Farm Family concept
concept with
with which
which
agreement
with Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser is
has had experience
experience in
in the
the South.
South.
Weyerhaeuser has

Address:
Manager, Forest Management and Sales
Sales Association
Association
Manager,
Battle Ground, Washington
washington 98604
Grounds

Interested individuals
individuals are
are invited to write to the manager.
manager.
Interested
available.

information is
is
Additional information

INDUSTRIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
Puroose
Purpose and Program

primary purpose of this
this nonprofit association
association of forest landowners,
landowners, loggers,
loggers, and
and wood
The primary
users is
development of
of aa permanent
permanent timber
users
is development
timber supply in the
the Douglas-fir region of Oregon and Washington. The Industrial
Industrial Forestry Association,
Association, supported
supported by its
its forest
forest industry
industry members, seeks
seeks to
to
stimulate
continuous improvement
improvement in forest
harvesting, wood utilization,
utilization, and
stimulate continuous
forest protection,
protection, timber
timber harvesting,
The Association founded
forest management.
founded the
the tree
tree farm
farm movement in
in 1941
1941 and
and sponsors
sponsors and
and
certifies
West Coast
certifies West
Coast Tree Farms in
in the
the Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir region.
region. The Industrial
Industrial Forestry Association
represents
its subscribers
subscribers in
in all
allmatters
represents its
matters concerned
concerned with
with forest
forest policy,
policy, forest
forest protection,
protection,
forest
and forestry
forestry education by maintaining
maintaining close
close liaison
with other forestry organiforest taxation,
taxation, and
liaison with
zations and
and public bodies. The Association operates the Colonel W.
W. B.
zations
B. Greeley Forest Nursery,
Nursery,
Nisqually, Washington
Washington and
and the
the Canby
Canby Forest
Forest Nursery
Nursery at
at Canby,"Oregon
Canby,Oregon with a combined
capacity of
of
Nisqually,
combined capacity
15 million
million trees
trees annually. Land has been purchased for a third nursery now being established
15
near Olympia,
has operated a forest tree improveOlympia, Washington. The Industrial Forestry Association has
improvement laboratory
Nisqually, Washington
Washington since 1954 and has established tree seed orchards
orchards
laboratory at
at Nisqually,
in Washington
Washington and
and Oregon. The Association regularly
regularly publishes information
information on forestry,
forestry, and
and every
two
years since
since 1941
1941 has
has published
published aa separate
separate Pocket
Pocket Manual
Manual on
on Forestry
Forestry Laws
Laws and
and Practice
Practice for
for
two years
the Douglas-fir
and washington.
Washington.
the
Douglas-fir region of Oregon and
Certified
Certified Tree
Tree Farms,
Farms, Douglas-fir
Douglas-fir Region
Region
Tree farms
farms in
in Western
Western Oregon
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington are
are certified
certified by
by the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry AssociaAssociaTree
tion
after recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the Association's
Association's foresters,
foresters, who
who examine
examine the
the properties
properties for
for which
which
tion after
certification is
is applied for by the
the owner.
owner. Eastern Oregon tree
tree farms
farms are certified by the
western
Western Wood
Wood Products
Products Association.
Association. Over 7,207,013 million acres
acres in the Douglas-fir region of
of
Oregon and Washington have been
been certified
certified as
as tree
tree farms
farms through
through mid-1968.
mid-1968. Certified West Coast
Coast
tree
farms account
account for
for 54
54 percent
percent of
of the
the private
private commercial
commercial forests
forests of
of Western
Western Washington
Washington and
and
tree farms
Western Oregon.
Oregon. Tree farm owners receive
receive aa certificate,
certificate, a sign,
sign, and professional
professional services
services of
Association foresters.
foresters.

Qualify as
How to Qualify
as aa Certified
Certified Tree Farmer
Farmer
This important
important program
program and
and service,
service, open
open to
to any
any woodland
woodland owner
owner who
who meets
meets the
the Tree
Tree Farm
Farm
This
standards, is
is explained
explained on page 56
standards,
56 under "The
"The Tree Farm
Farm Program
Program in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest".
Northwest". Tree
farms in
in Western
western Oregon
Oregon and
and Western
Western Washington
washington are
are certified
certified by
by the
the Industrial
Industrial Forestry
Forestry AssociaAssociafarms
Mountains, Tree Farms are certified by the Western Wood
Wood Products
tion. East of the Cascade Mountains,
Products
Association(see
Association(see page
page 371).
371).
Headquarters:

1410
S.W. Morrison
Morrison Street
1410 S.W.
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205

Vice-President--------------W.W. D.
Executive Vice-President
D. Hagenstein
Hagenstein
Chief Forester
Forester -----------------------N.
N. E.
E. Bjorklund
Bjorklund
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Branch Off
Offices:
Branch
ices:
District
District Forester
P.O. Box 1192
P.O.
1192
202 East
East 11th Street
Eugene,
Eugene, Cregon
Oregon 97401

District Forester
268 N.
N. Pacific Highway
Medford,
Medford, Oregon 97501

District Forester
Route 12,
12, Box
Box 475
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington

98501

Forest Tree Improvement Laboratory:

Col. W.
W. B.
Col.
B. Greeley Forest
Forest Nursery:
Nursery:

Route 12,
12, Box 475
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington

Superintendent
Route 12,
12, Box 475
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington

98501

98501

Canby Forest Nursery:
Nursery:
Nursery Superintendent
Route 3,
3, Box 389-B
389-B
Canby,
Canby, Oregon 97013

NORTHWEST CHRISTMAS TREE ASSOCIATION
Purpose and Program
Organized in
to the
the Christmas
Christmas tree
tree
Organized
in 1951
1951' to provide an
an organization
organization where
where all
all problems
problems coimnon
common to
industry can
can be
be discussed,
discussed, the
the aims
aims include
include bringing
bringing the
the members
members together
together for
for their
their mutual
mutual and
and
industry
public benefit,
benefit, educational work, promoting
promoting better
better quality
quality Christmas
Christmas trees,
trees, and
and improving
improving marketmarketmembers and 15
ing procedures. Currently there are 260 full members
15 associate members from Oregon and
and
Washington.

The
.The Association
Association holis
holds two
two general
general meetings
meetings each
each year.
year. The annual
annual meeting is
is in
in April.
April.
Traditionally,
Traditionally, the
the Association also
also sponsors
sponsors an
an Annual
Annual Trade
Trade Fair
Fair at
at Salem.
Salem. One.can
gef
One, can probably
probably get
more information
information from experienced
experienced sources
sources at
at an
an Association
Association meeting
meeting than
than by
by any
any other
other single
single

effort.
Members and
and Organization
Persons, organizations,
organizations, or
or agencies
agencies interested
interested in
in or
or affected
affected by
by the
the industry
industry are
are eligible
eligible
Persons,
membership, which is
for membership,
is of
of two
two types:
types:
Voting membership -- $12
$12 per year
associate
Non-voting associate
membership
-- $6
$6 per year
(Limited
(Limited to
to foresters,
foresters, county
agents,
agency people.)
people.)
agents, and other agency

include membership
affiliation with
the National
These membership
membership fees
fees include
membership affiliation
with the
National Christmas
Christmas Tree
Tree Growers
Growers
and bring to
Association and
to each member the
the quarterly
quarterly journal
journal of
of the
the parent
parent national
national organization.
organization.
Officers,
annually, include
president, aa vice-president
vice-president from
from Oregon
Oregon and
and
Officers, elected
elected annually,
include five
five trustees,
trustees, aa president,
one
one from Washington,
washington, and a secretary-treasurer.
Address

Officers change;
change; therefore
therefore consult
consult aa farm forester
forester or
or county
county extension
extension agent,
agent, or
or get
get in
in
Officers
touch with Extension Forestry Specialist,
Specialist, Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Oregon.
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OREGON SMALL WOODLANDS
WOODLANDS ASSOCIATION
PurDose and
Purpose
and Prograip
Program

An
as the Small Woodland Association, originating
originating with
with aa group
group primarily
primarily
An organization
organization known as
County, was incorporated
incorporated in
in May
May 1960.
1960. The reorganization and enlargement of this
this group
in Lane County,
1966 led
led to
to the present Oregon Small
Small Woodlands Association.
Association. The objectives of
of this
this
in October 1966
ones sought
Association are
are the
the usual ones
sought by a group of this
this kind;
kind; they
they are
are primarily
primarily educational.
educational.
The Oregon Small
Small Woodlands Association is
is aa federation
federation of
of county
county associations,
associations, and
and the
the more
more
important activities are
are centered
centered in
in the
the county
county chapters.
chapters. The State
State Association
Association has
has an
an annual
annual
important
meeting in
in February,
February, one or two
two tours,
tours, meetings of
of its
its Board
Board of
of Directors,
Directors, publishes
publishes aa monthly
monthly
newsletter, and
maintains several
several state committees.
The OSWA had 225
newsletter,
and maintains
committees. The
225 paid members in
in 1967.
1967.
Organization
Any person
person or
or firm not
not owning more than 5,000 acres of forest land
Any
land is
is eligible
eligible for
for voting
voting
(Larger
owners may
may be
be admitted by vote of
membership.
(Larger owners
of the directors.) Nonlandowners and
and agency
agency
people are eligible
membership, to
eligible for
for associate membership,
to include
include technical
technical foresters,
foresters, county
county agents,
agents, state
state
and
and other interested persons.
persons. Annual
and federal
federal foresters,
foresters, teachers,
teachers, employees
employees of
of member
member firms,
firms, and
dues in
in county chapters
chapters are
are either $3 or $4 at this
this writing,
writing, of which $2
$2 goes
goes to
to the
the State
State
dues
Association. Annual
Annual dues for associate members are
are $2
$2 in
in most cases,
cases, with
with $1
$1 being
being collected
collected for
for
the State Association.
Association.

The following
following counties have chapters of the
the OSWA at
at this
this time
time (1968):
(1968):
Clackamas
Clatsop
Columbia

Coos
Lane
Lincoln

Linn
Washington
Washington
Yamhill

Persons residing
members-at-large.
Persons
residing in
in nonorganized counties
counties may join as members-at-large.
The Oregon
Oregon Small
Small Woodlands
Woodlands Association bylaws
bylaws provide for
The
for a president,
president, vice-president,
vice-president,
secretary, and
secretary,
and treasurer.
treasurer. The Association is
is managed by
by aa Board
Board of
of Directors
Directors to
to which
which member
member
county organizations each
each elect
elect one
one director.
director. Members-at-large elect
elect one
one director,
director, and
and the
the
immediate past-president is director ex-officio.
immediate
ex-officio.
Address

Officers change;
change; therefore
therefore consult
consult aa farm forester
forester or
or county
county extension agent,
Officers
agent, or the state
off ices of
of the
the Cooperative
Cooperative Extension
Extension Service,
Service, or
or State
State Forestry
Forestry Department
Department for their addresses.
offices
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SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
FORESTERS

Responsibility
The responsibility of the
the Society
Society of American
American Foresters is
is to
to represent,
represent, advance,
advance, and
and proprotect the
the interests
tect
interests and
and standards of
of the profession of forestry;
forestry; to provide a
a medium
of exchange
exchange
medium of
of professional thought;
thought; and
and to
to promote
promote the
the science,
science, practice,
practice, and
and standards
standards of
of forestry
forestry in
in
America.
Organization
The Society
Society of
of American
American Foresters is
is aa professional
professional society'of
society of foresters
foresters having
having a
a national
national
membership of
of about
about 16,000.
16,000. The Society
Society publishes
publishes two
two magazines:
magazines: The
The Journal
Journal of
of Forestry
Forestry
(monthly)
(monthly) and
and Forest Science
Science (quarterly).
(quarterly). The Society is
is organized regionally throughout
throughout the
the
United States
States into
into 24
24 sections.
sections. There is
is one each
each in
in the
the States
States of
of Washington
Washington and
and Oregon:
Oregon: The
The
Columbia River Section in
Washington. The
in Oregon and the
the Puget Sound
Sound Section
Section in
in Washington.
The sections
sections are
are
further divided into
into chapters.
chapters. The Columbia River Section
Section is
is composed
composed of
of 14
14 chapters.
chapters. The
The
Puget Sound Section is
Puget
is composed of 8 chapters.
chapters. The chapters hold regularly scheduled
scheduled meetings
field trips,
trips, usually from September through
through June of the
the following
following year.
year.
and field
National
National Headquarters:
Headquarters:

Headquarters:
Pacific Northwest Headquarters:

Society of American Foresters
1010 -- 16th
16th Street,
Street, N.W.
N.W.
Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20036

Columbia River and Puget Sound Sections
Joint
Joint Office
1307
1307 Public
Public Service Building
Portland, Oregon 97204
Portland,
Executive Secretary:
Secretary: John
John S.
S. Forrest
Forrest

Executive
Executive Secretary:
Secretary:

Hardin R.
R. Glascock,
Glascock, Jr
Jr.

The Columbia River and Puget
Puget Sound Sections Joint
Joint Office serves as the
the clearing house and
and
coordinator of
of section,
chapter, and
and member
member services
coordinator
section, chapter,
services for
for the
the two
two sections.
sections. The
The Joint
Joint Office
Office
publishes
issues a year,
publishes a printed magazine,
magazine, The Western
Western Forester,
Forester, with nine issues
year, from September
through June,
June, which contains
contains news
news of
of section and
well as
through
and chapter activities,
activities, as
as well
as news
news of
of general
general
interest
interest to Society members.

WASHINGTON FARM FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
Purpose
Purpose and Program
The Washington Farm Forestry Association,
Association, Inc.
Inc. is
is aa woodland owner
owner organization
organization organized
organized
in 1943
1943 by interested foreEt
forest owners,
owners, state forestry representatives,
representatives, and
and extension service personpersonnel.
The objectives of the
the Association
Association are:
are: To
proper management
small woodlands
To promote
promote proper
management of
of small
woodlands by
providing a chance to exchange ideas
ideas with other woodland owners and professional foresters;
foresters- to
to
provide opportunities to see the results
provide
results of
of applied management practices;
practices; to observe the
the use
use of
of
products in industry;
markets; and
farm forest
forest products
industry; to
to foster the exchange of
of ideas
ideas for improvement
improvement of
of markets;
to
to work for adequate
adequate legislative
legislative research
research and
and action
action programs.
programs.
The annual meeting is
The
is held during the first quarter of the
the year.
year.
between 250
250 and
and 300.
300.

Paid memberships
have run
run
Paid
memberships have

Members and
and Organization
Present members
members include small
Present
small woodland owners,
owners, county agents,
agents, private foresters,
foresters, public
foresters,
foresters, and
and others
others interested
interested in
in farm
farm forestry.
forestry. Membership is
is open
open to
to all
all interested
interested persons.
persons.
The
its members abreast
abreast of current
current farm
farm
The association publishes a quarterly newsletter keeping its
forestry topics.
topics.

The dues for
for active
active membership (individual
(individual and
and other
other private
private ownerships)
ownerships) are
are $2
$2 per
per year;
year;
members the
the dues
dues are
are $1
$1 per
per year.
year.
for associate members
The Washington Farm Forestry Association
Association is
is aa federation
federation of
of county
county associations.
associations. The county
units are:
are: Clallam-Jefferson,
Clallam-Jefferson, Clark,
Clark, Cowlitz,
Cowlitz, Kitsap,
Kitsap, Mason-Thurston,
Mason-Thurston, Pacific,
Pacific, Pend
Pend Orielle,
Orielle,
Pierce, Skagit,
Pierce,
Skagit, and
and Whatcom. These are titled
titled county farm forestry
forestry associations
associations (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the Clark
County Farm Forestry Association).
Association).
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The Washington
Washington Farm
Farn Forestry
Forestry Association
Association is
is managed
managed by
by an
an Executive
Executive Board
Board consisting
consisting of
of the
the
The
usual officers and one additional
additional member elected
elected as
as director
director from
from and
and by
by each
each county
county chapter.
chapter.

Address
further information,
information, contact
contact aa county
county extension
extension agent
agent or
or farm
farm forester
forester in
in the
the counties
counties
For further
mentioned,
mentioned, or write to
to Secretary-Treasurer
Secretary-Treasurer Richard
Richard I.
I. Woods, P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 83,
83, Puyallup,
Puyallup, Washington
Washington
98371.
WESTERN FORESTRY
FORESTRY AND
AND CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION
Responsibility
and Conservation
Conservation Association
Association is
is to
to secure
secure the
the forest
forest future
future
The aim of the Western Forestry and
of
private, state,
state, and governmental forces
forces together
together for
for
of Western
Western North
North America by bringing private,
cooperative forestry effort.
effort. It
It is
is a clearing
clearing house
for forestry
forestry
house and coordinating organization for
in the West.
The 1968
1968 general membership is
is approximately 650 from Western United States
States and
and Canada.
Canada.
Subscribing membership
membership includes
of the
Subscribing
includes all
all segments
segments of
the forest
forest products industries
industries and landowners,
landowners,
representing over 8,000,000 acres
representing
acres of
of private
private forest
forest land.
land.
Small
Small Woodland
Woodland Interest
Educational activities promote
promote better forestry
forestry on all
all ownerships, including
including small
small woodlands.
woodlands.
Landowners may become members.
members. The Annual Western Forestry Conference includes
includes much subject
subject
matter relating to
to small
small woodlands.

Headquarters
The address of the
the Association's
Association's headquarters
headquarters is:
is:
Oregon 97205. Forest Counsel,
Counsel, Arthur
Arthur N.
M. Roberts.
Roberts.

1326 American Bank
1326
Bank Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland,

WESTERN WOOD PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
Responsibilities

The Western
Western Wood
Wood Products
Products Association has
has aa broad
broad field
field of
of responsibility
responsibility in
The
in lumber
lumber trade
activities including
including grading
grading rules
rules and
and inspection,
inspection, trade
trade promotion,
promotion, forest
forest conservation,
conservation, research,
research,
activities
statistics,
functions.
statistics, safety,
safety, and other functions.
east of
of the
the Cascades,
Cascades, Western
Western Wood
Wood Products
Products Association
In the
the 12-state
12-state western region east
sponsors the
the Tree
Tree Farm
Farm program,
program, and
and issues
issues certificates
certificates in
in the
the pine
pine area
area which
which covers
covers all
all western
western
sponsors
forests except
except the Douglas-fir and
forests
and redwood
redwood regions.
regions.

Small
Small Woodland
Woodland Interest
Interest
. Education activities
activities promote
promote forestry
forestry on
on small
small woodlands.
woodlands. If
the
If its management meets the
standards
standards prescribed,
prescribed,, a a small
small private
private woodland
woodland is
is eligible
eligible for
for certification
certification as
as aa Western
Western Wood
Wood
Products Association Tree Farm. (See
(See article on
on Tree
Tree Farms
Farms in
in this
this Handbook.,
Handbook., pages 56-57). The
The
Association provides signs
signs and
and informational
informational material
material to
to certified
certified tree
tree farmers.
farmers. The Association's Oregon
tion's
Oregon Forest
Forest Practice
Practice Committee
Committee meets
meets to
to provide
provide industry
industry experience
experience to
to the
the smaller
smaller tree
tree
farmer.
Number
of certified
certified Tree
Tree Farms
Farms.as
of January
January 1,
1, 1968:
1968:
Number and
and acreage
acreageof
as of

Eastern Oregon
Eastern Washington

Number

Acreage
Acreage.

146
326

2,049,255 acres
1,025,220 acres

Headquarters:
Western Wood Products Association
700
700 Yeon Building.
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon

97204
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FOREST CONSULTANTS

Responsibilities
the responsibility
responsibility of
of its
its members
members is
The Association of
of Consulting
Consulting Foresters
Foresters has
has statedstated the
is to
assure
owners of
of competent
competent professional
service through
through maintenance
maintenance of
of high
high standards
standards of
of
assure forest
forest owners
professional service
performance by consulting
consulting foresters;
foresters; to
to promote
promote the
the most
most economic
economic and
and most
most scientific
scientific management
management Jof forest resources.
of
resources.
Obtaining Information
Information About Consultants
Consultants

We do
do not
not know of
of any
any listing
listing which has all
all the
the forest
forest consultants serving
serving Oregon and WashThe United
United States
States Forest
Forest Service
Service Division
Division of
of State
State and
and Private
Private Forestry
Forestry attempted
attempted to
to
The
maintain a list in this
this region
region but
but found
found it
it could
could not
not keep
keep aa complete,
complete, current
current directory.
directory. It
appears
most complete
complete roster
roster is
that published
published by
by the
the Society
Society of
of American
American Foresters,
Foresters, 1010
1010
appears the
the most
is that
16th
N.W., Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20036.
16th Street,
Street,N.W.,
ington.

However,
members of
of the
Society and
and some
some names
nnes will
However, not all consultants
consultants are members
the Society
will be
be missing.
missing. The
consultants have aa national
national organization
organization with
with regional
regional sections.
sections. It
this address
address in
in 1968:
1968:
It had this
Association of
of Consulting
Consulting Foresters
Foresters
Executive Secretary,
Secretary, Edward
Edward Stuart,
Stuart, Jr.
Jr.
Wake, Virginia 23176
Box 6,
6, Wake,
23176

Yellow Pages of Telephone Directories
Directories
Consulting foresters
foresters and
and firms,
finns, including
including some
some not
not listed
listed in
in this
this handbook,
handbook, may
may be
be found
found
Consulting
listed
listed in the yellow pages of telephone
telephone directories
directories under
under "Foresters--Consulting."
"Foresters—Consulting."

WITH OREGON
OREGON ADDRESSES
ADDRESSES
CONSULTING FORESTRY FIRMS WITH
Listings that
follow are
are from aa 1967
1967 directory
directory of
of firms
firms and
and their
their services
services to
to small
small woodland
woodland
Listings
that follow
owners,
owners, compiled
compiled by
by the
the Oregon
Oregon Department
Department of
of Forestry,
Forestry, Salem,
Salem, Oregon
Oregon 97310.
97310. The Department's
intent was
was to
intent
to include all
all firms
firms desiring
desiring to
to be
be listed;
listed; any
any firm
firm omitted
omitted and
and desiring
desiring to
to be
be
included in the next issue
included
issue of the
the directory
directory should
should contact
contact the
the Department.
Department.

Key to Specializations and
and Services
Services Consultants Offer to
to Small
Small Woodland
Woodland Owners
Owners

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
7.
88..
9.
9.

10.
11.

Complete tree farm management
Timber valuation and
and appraisal
appraisal
Reforestation,
Reforestation, tree planting
and
and direct
direct seeding
Selective timber
Selective
timber marking
Cruising
Damage and trespass appraisal
appraisal
Complete management for
for absentee
absentee
owners and estates
Surveying
Surveying and
and mapping
mapping
Harvesting of forest products
products

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Timber sales
Sawmilling
Timberland sales
sales and
and purchases
purchases
Range management
Forest taxation
Caine
and wildlife
wildlife management
management
Game and
Forest disease
disease and
and insect
insect control
control
Forest recreation
Forest brush control
control
Specialties or other services
Specialties

Name of
of Firm:
Firm: Bigley & Feiss Foresters, Inc.
Inc.
Name
Address: 767
Boulevard, Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97402
767 Blair Boulevard,
John Vanator,
Vanator, Howard McDowell,
McDowell, Fred Green,
of Firm's
Firm's Consultants:
Consultants: John
Green, Sherman
Sherman Feiss
Names of
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Western States*
States*
Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12, and
and 14.
14.
Services Offered:
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Name of Firm:
Firm: Brown and Brown
Address: 906 Cascade Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97209
97209
Name of Firm's Consultant:
Consultant: Eugene R.
R. Walsh
Washington, California, Arizona,
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Arizona, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, Idaho,
Idaho, Montana.
Montana.
Offered: 2,4,5,6,7,8,10, and
and 12.
12.
Services Offered:

Name of Firm: Verne D.
D. Bronson,
Bronson, Consulting
Consulting Forester
Forester
Address: Route
Route 3,
3, Box
Box 257,
257, Junction
Junction City,
City, Oregon
Oregon 97448
97448
Name
Consultant: Verne D.
D. Brónson
Bronson
Name of
of Firm's
Fir&s Consultant:
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon*
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,12, and
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,12,
and 14.
14.
Services Offered:

of Firm:
Firm: Cascade Forestry Enterprises,
Enterprises, Inc.
Inc.
Name of
916 N.E.
N.E. 66th Avenue,
Avenue, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97213
916
97213
Address:
Chas. R.
R. Goff,
Goff, P.
P. Allan Nunan,
Nunan, Lester McPherson
Names of Firm's Consultants:
Consultants: Chas.
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon*
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10,12, and
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10,12,
and 14.
14.
Services Offered:

F. W.
W. Cook & Associates, Inc.
Name of Firm: F.
Inc.
0. Box 4014,
4014, Portland,
Address: P.
P.O.
Portland, Oregon 97208
Franklin W.
W. Cook,
Cook, John
John H.
H. Owens
Owens and
and others
others
Names
Consultants: Franklin
Names of Firm's Consultants:
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon**
Offered: 19
Services Offered:
Name of
of Firm:
Firm: Donald 0.
0. Cronemiller
221.
Sequoia Street,
Street, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
221. Sequoia
Address:
Name of Firm's Consultant:
Consultant: Donald 0.
0. Cronemiller
Territory Served
and Linn Counties.
Counties.
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Benton,
Benton, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Polk,
Polk, Lane,
Lane, and
Services Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,16,17, and
and 18.
18.

of Firm:
Firm: Lynn F.
F. Cronemiller,
Cronemiller, Consulting Forester
Name of
1760 Winter Street,
Address:
Street, S.E.,
S.E., Salem,
Salem, Oregon
Oregon 97302
97302
of Firm's
Firm's Consultant:
Consultant: D.
D. 0.
0. Cronemiller,
Cronemiller, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon (Lic.
(Lie. Surveyor)
Surveyor)
Name of
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Willamette Valley,
Valley, Coastal area;
area; no real limits.
limits.
Territory Served
Services Offered:
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12, and
and 14.
14.

John S.
of Firm:
Firm: John
S. Forrest
Name of
Address: 13085
13085 S.W.
3.W. Howard Avenue,
Avenue, Tigard, Oregon
Oregon 97223
97223
Territory Served
Served by Firm:
Firm: Western Oregon and
and Washington
Services Offered:
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12, and
and 14.
14.

of Firm:
Firm: George Frey
Name of
W. 13th,
Address: 220
220 W.
13th, The Dalles,
Dalles, Oregon 97058
97058
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Counties adjacent
adjacent to
to Wasco
Wasco County
County
Services Offered:
Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,12,17, and
and 18.
18.

Name of
Management Company,
Good, Consulting Forester
of Firm:
Firm: Good Forest Management
Company, or Vernon A.
A. Good,
Alderway Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon
Alderway
Address:
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, Idaho,
Idaho, N.
N. California
California
Services Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,14, and
and 18.
18.

Name of
of Firm:
Firm: Paul N.
N. Goodtnonson
Goodmonson
Address:
1355
Alta Vista
Vista Drive,
Drive, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon
Oregon 97330
97330
1355 Alta
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon
Territory Served
Services Offered: 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10, and
and 12.
12.
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Name of Firm:
Firm: Forrest J.
J. Hales
Hales
Address: 1490
1490 N.
N. Ivy,
Ivy, Coquille,
Coquille, Oregon 97423
97423
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon
Services Offered:
Offered: 2,4,5,6,7,8,
and 10.
10.
2,4,5,6,7,8, and

Name
Name of
of Firm:
Firm: Wayne 0.
0. Harris
Harris & Associates
Associates
Address: S.E.
S.E. Third and
and Goodwin (P.O.
(P.O. Box 566)
566) Pendleton,
97801
Pendleton, Oregon 97801
Name of
of Firm's
Firm's Consult-ant:
Consultant: Wayne 0.
0. Harris
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Eastern Oregon
Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and
and 12.
12.
Services Offered:

^
Name of
of Firm:
Firm: Jackson & Prochnau,
Prochnau, Inc.
Inc.
East Ninth,
Ninth, Albany,
Address: 2202
2202 East
Albany, Oregon
Oregon 97321
97321
Address:.
Names of Firm's Consultants:
Consultants: James
(include Reg.
James Prochnau
Prochnau (include
Reg. Eng.
Eng. and
and Lie.
Lic. Surveyor),
Surveyor), Edward
Edward
Rygwalski,
Rygwalski, and
and Larry
Larry Hayes.
Hayes.
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Western United States
States .
Services Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, and
and 12.
12.
-

of Firm:
Firm: Robert G.
G. Kintigh
Name of
133, Springfield,
Springfield, Oregon
Oregon 97477
97477
Address:
Route 2,
2, Box 133,
of Firm's Consultant:
Consultant: Robert G.
G. Kintigh
Kintigh
Name of
Oregon
Served by
by Finn:
Firm: Oregon*
Territory Served
Services Offered:
Offered: 1,4,5,7,
1,4,5,7, and
and 19.
19.

Name of
of Finn:
Firm: Kyle & Warmanen
Name
132 E.
E. Main,
Main, Hillsboro,
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
Address: 132
Territory
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm': Principally nearby counties,
counties, but anywhere
anywhere in Western United States
and Canada
and
Services Offered: 2,3,4,5,6,8,
2,3,4,5,6,8, and 10.
10. (Include
(include Licensed
Licensed Surveyor)
Surveyor)

Name of Firm:
Firm: McCullough,
Bryant, & Associates
McCullough, Bryant,
Address: P.O.
P.O. Box 857,
857, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
Names of
of Firm's
Finn's Consultants:
Consultants: Tom 0.
0. McCullough,
McCullough, Richard
Richard L.
L. Bryant
Bryant
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon
Oregon
Territory
Services Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8, and
and 10.
10.

Name of Firm:
Firm: William N.
N. Parke
Address: 3430 Circle Drive,
Drive, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon
Oregon 97330
97330
Name of Firm's Consultant:
Consultant: William N.
N. Parke
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon
Oregon* **
**
Offered: 17.
Services Offered:

of Firm:
Firm: Reforestation Services
Services Inc.
Inc.
Name of
P.O. Box 3291,
Address: P.O.
3291, Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97301
97301
of Firm's
Firm's Consultants:
Consultants: G.
Name of
G. E.
E. Liming,
Liming, H.
H. A.
A. Poulin
Territory Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon* **
**
Services Offered:
Offered: 3 and
and 18.
18.

M. Sanders,
Name of Firm:
Firm: Paul M.
Sanders, Consulting Forester
Address: 916 Yeon Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97204
97204
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Northwest Oregon
Oregon
2,7, and 14.
Offered: 2,7,
14.
Services Offered:
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Name of Firm: C.
C. D.
D. Schultz & Company Inc.
Inc.
Address: 520
520 S.W.
S .W. Sixth Street,
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204
97204
Names of
of Firm's Consultants:
Consultants: C.
C. D.
D. Schultz,
Schultz, Dr.
Dr. R.
R. Bakewell,
Bakewell, and
and R.
R. L.
L. Caesar
Caesar
Names
**
Territory Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon*
**
Oregon
1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, and
and 14.
14.
Services Offered:

Shaw, Dobyns
Dobyns & Associates,
Name of Firm: Shaw,
Associates, Inc.
Inc. (B.
(B. Osburn Shaw)
Shaw)
Address: P.O.
56, Sweet Home,
Home, Oregon 97386
P.O. Box 56,
Territory Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Linn,
Linn, Lane,
Benton, Deschutes, Crook,
Crook, Jefferson
Jefferson Counties.
Counties.
Lane, Marion,
Marion, Benton,
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and
Services Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
and 17.
17.

of Firm:
Firm: T.
T. J.
J. Starker & Son
Name of
634
634 North
North 44th,
44th, Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Address:
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Northwest Oregon
Territory Served
Services Offered:
Offered: 1,6,7,
1,6,7, and
and 14.
14.

N. Thompson
of Firm:
Firm: Robert
Robert M.
Name of
Address: 1140
1140 Acacia
Acacia Lane,
Lane, Grants
Grants Pass,
Pass, Oregon 97526
97526
Territory Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon,
Oregon, California,
California, specializes in
in Forest Eng.
Eng.
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14, and
and 16.
16.
Services Offered:

Name of Firm:
Firm: Timberland Services,
Services, Inc.
Inc.
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 668,
668, Albany,
Albany, Oregon 97321
97321
Address:
Consultants: David R.
R. Schmidt
Name of
of Firm's
Fir&s Consultants:
Territory Served:
Served: Oregon*
**
Oregon *
Offered: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,17, and
and 18.
18.
Services Offered:

W. Udell
of Firm:
Firm: Bert W.
Udell
Name of
Route 3,
8, Lebanon,
Lebanon, Oregon
Oregon 97355
97355
Address: Route
3, Box 8,
Names of
of Firm's Consultants:
Names
Consultants: Bert
Bert W.
W. Udell,
Udell, Howard E.
E. Taylor,
Taylor, Ralph
Ralph D.
D. Wilkinson
Wilkinson (all
(all Reg.
Reg.
Engineers).
Engineers).
Territory Served
Washington, California,
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
California, Idaho
Services Offered: 1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10,
1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10, and
and 12.
12.

of Firm:
Firm: Woodland Management,
Management, Inc.
Inc.
Name of
Address:
1030 American Bank
Bank Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
97205
1030
Consultant: Richard F.
F. Smith
Name of Firm's Consultant:
Territory Served
Served by
by Firm:
Firm: Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
and Northern California
Washington, and
Services offered:
offered: 1,4,7,
1,4,7, and
and 9.
9.
* = Also
Also State
State of
of Washington;

**
** = Miscellaneous other states
states
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WASHINGTON ADDRESSES
ADDRESSES
CONSULTING FORESTRY FIRMS WITH WASHINGTON
The names listed
listed below were compiled
compiled from
from aa 1966
1966 roster
roster published by
by the
the Society
Society of
of American
American
Foresters,
Foresters, and
and from
from the
the 1968
1968 Seattle
Seattle Telephone
Telephone Directory.
Directory. The 1966 addresses were updated to
to
the extent information
information could
could be
be obtained
obtained by
by the
the author.
author.

CODE OF FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION

1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Arboriculture
and tree
Arboriculture and
tree preservation
Cost and economic studies
studies of
of forest
forest
operations
Forest
wood utilization
Forest and wood
Forest management
management and silvicultural
Forest
silvicultural

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

pracdce
practice
5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.
8.
8.
9.
9.
10.
11.

Forest protection from disease
protection from
from fire
fire
Forest protection
Forest protection from
from insects
insects
taxation
Forest taxation
Game and wildlife management
Logging engineering
Market studies
studies and trade promotion
(forest products)
(forest

18.

19.
20.
21.

Naval
stores operations
Naval stores
operations
Pulpwood operations
Range management
Surveying and mapping
Timber valuation and appraisal
Timber volume and quality
est imates
estimates
Tree planting and
and reforestation;
reforestation;
reproduction studies
Wood preservation
preservation
Wood seasoning
seasoning
Wood technology
technology

Name: V.
V. Anderson
E. 13008
Maxwell, Spokane,
Spokane, Washington
Washington 99216
E.
13008 Maxwell,
Address:
Washington and
and Oregon,
Oregon, Idaho,
Idaho, Montana,
Montana, and
and other
other
Eastern Washington
Territory:
Specialization: 3,4,11,16,17,18,
3,4,11,16,17,18, including
including evaluation
evaluation of
of ponderosa
ponderosa pine
pine quality.
quality.

Name: John H.
H. Ayers
Twisp, Washington 98856
Address: Box 535,
535, Twisp,
98856
Washington
Eastern Washington
Territory:
Specializations: 4,15,16,17, and
and 18.
18.

David R.
R. Campbell
Name:
P.O. Box 246,
Battleground, Washington
Washington 98604
Address: P.O.
246, Battleground,
98604

Territory: Western
Western States
States
2,4,6,13,16,17, and
and 18.
18.
Specialization:

Name: George L.
L. Drake
12080 Lomica
Lomica Road,
Road, San Diego,
Diego, California 92128
Address: 12080
92128
Territory: Eastern Washington
Washington
and 18.
18.
Specialization: 4,15,16,17, and

Name: William A.
A. Eastman,
Eastman, Jr.,
Jr., William A.
A. Eastman & Company,
Company, Inc.
Inc.
West, Seattle,
Washington 98199
Address: 3232 28th Avenue West,
Seattle, Washington
98199
Pacific Northwest
Territory: Pacific
2,3,8,10,16,
2,3,8,10,16, and
and 17.
17.
Specialization:

W. Ensley
Ross W.
Name:
3622 N.E.
N.E. 100th,
3622
100th, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98125
98125
Address:

A. E.
E. Erickson Enterprises
A.
Name:
Address: United Pacific
Pacific Building,
Building, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98104
Address:
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Greenacres, Inc.
Inc.
Name:
Address: 400 Boren Avenue,
Avenue, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98104
98104
Consultants: M.
M. P.
P. Lazara,
Lazara, K.
K. M.
M. MacDonald, Norman
Norman W. Porteous,
Porteous, Ronald
Ronald T.
T. Munro,
Munro, Robert
Robert E.
E.
Dagnie, Peter Kreisler,
Kreisler, and
and Brian
Brian Kastama.
Kastama.
Dagnie,
Territory:
Unlimited
Specialization: 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,11,13,15,16,17,18, and
and 21.
21.

Consultants
International Forestry Consultants
Name:
Building, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98104
98104
Address: Hoge Building,
Ken Bell
Bell and Perry Donaldson
Consultants:

Albert Lyford
Name: Albert
Building, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98101
98101
Address: White-Henry-Stuart Building,

A.
Name:
A. R.
R. Maris
Mans
Address: Route 1,
1, Box 204,
204, Forks,
Forks, Washington
Washington 98331
98331
Pacific Northwest
Territory:
10,15,16, and 18.
10,15,16,
18.
Specialization:

S.
S. A.
A. Newman
Name:
Address: P.O.
156, Everett,
98201
P.O. Box
Box 156,
Everett, Washington 98201
Territory: Washington
Specialization:

8,16,17,
sales.
8,16,17, timberland sales.

Name: W.
W. H.
H. Price
Price
2866 32nd
32nd Avenue
Avenue West,
West, Seattle,
Washington 98101
2866
Seattle, Washington
98101
Address:
Territory: Washington
1,4,6,7,8,16, and
Specialization: 1,4,6,7,8,16,
and 17.
17.

Name: C.
C. D.
D. Schultz & Company.
Company Inc.
Address: White-Henry-Stuart
White-Henry-Stuart Building,
Building, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington 98101
Territory: Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
Oregon, no regional limitations
limitations
Specializations: 2,3,4,6,8,10,11,15,16,17, and
and others.
others.

E. Winn
Winn
Jack E.
Name:
P.O. Box 145,
Olympia, Washington 98501
Address: P.O.
145, Olympia,
98501
Specialization:

2,4,6,13,16,17,18, and
and others.
others.
2,4,6,13,16,17,18,

Name: Robert
Robert E.
E. Worthington
Worthington
Quilcene,
Address:
Quilcene, Washington
Washington 98376
Peninsula
Territory: Olympic Peninsula
2,10,15,16, and
and 17.
17.
Specialization: 2,10,15,16,
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FOREST INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES
From Lockwood!s
Lockwood's Directory
Directory of
of the
the Paper
Paper and
and Allied
Allied Trades,
Trades, 1968.
1968.
composition board plants. They are
are listed
listed on
on another
another page.
page.

Plant
Plant Name
Nne

list omits
omits the
the wood
wood
This list

WOODPULP AND PAPER MILLS IN OREGON
Capacity
Plant
Plant Location
Hrs.
Tons/24 Hrs.

noise
Boise Cascade
Cascade Corporation
Boise Cascade Corporation
Coos' Head
Coos'
Head Timber
Timber Company
Company
Zellerbach Corporation
Crown Ze-llerbach
Corporation
Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Crown Zellerbach Corporation

St. Helens
St.
Salem
Empire
Lebanon
Wauna
West Linn

835
190

Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Georgia-Pacific
International Paper Company
Menasha Corporation
Publishers' Paper Company
Publishers'

Toledo
Gardiner
Bend
North Bend
Newberg

1,000
545
255
520

Publishers'
Publishers' Paper Company

Oregon City

500

Western Kraft Corporation
Weyerliaeuser Timber Company
Company
Weyerhaeuser
American Can Company

Albany
Springfield
Halsey

500
1,150

Plant Name

90
105
700
585

Under
construction
1968

IN WASHINGTON
[NGTON
WOODPULP AND PAPER MILLS IN
Capacity
Capacity
Plant Location
Tons/24 Hr's.
Hrs.
Tons/24

Cascade Corporation
Boise Cascade

Wallula

560

Corporation
Boise Cascade Corporation.
Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Fibreboard Corporation

Vancouver
Port Townsend
Angeles
Port Angeles
Angeles
Port Angeles

180
420
412
105

Georgia-Pacific Corporation

Bellingham
Bellinghani

470

Inland Empire Paper Company

Millwood

126

Keyes Fibre Cdmpany
Company
Longview Fibre Company

Wenatchee
Longview

Rayonier Inc.
Inc.
Rayonier
Rayonier Inc.
Inc.
Scott
Scott Paper Company
Scott Paper Company
Simpson Lee Paper Company
St.
Division
St. Regis Kraft Division
Washington Pulp
Pulp and Timber
Timber Company
Tacoma Newsprint Company
West Tacoma
Company
Weyerhaeuser Company

Grays Harbor
Port
Port Angeles
Anacortes
Everett
Everett
Tacoma
Longview
Longview
Longview
Longview

Weyerhaeuser Company

Everett

Company
Weyerhaeuser Company
Weyerhaeuser Company

Cosmopolis
Camas
Carnas
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35
1,855
400
4O
400
135
850
80
906
100
260
1,160
.

660
350
1,280

Type
Type of
of

Pulp
Sulphate
Sulphite
Sulphite
Sulphite pulp
pulp
Su lphite
Sulphite
Sulphate
Groundwood and
and
Sulphite
Sulphate
Sulphate
Semi-chemical
Groundwood and
and
Sulphite pulp
and
Groundwood and
Sulphite
Sulphate
Sulphate
Sulphate

Type of
Pulp
Sulphate,
Sulphate, SemiSemichemical
Sulphate
Sulphate
Groundwood
Groundwood and
and
Sulphite

Groundwood,
Sulphate,
Sulphate, and
and
Semi-chemical
and
Groundwood and
Sulphite
Su
lphite
Groundwood
Groundwood,
Groundwoód,
Sulphate,
Semi-chemical
Sulphite
Sulphite
Sulphite
Sulphite
Sulphate
Sulphate
Groundwood
Groundwood
GroundwoodGroundwoodSulphite,
Sulphite, Sulphate,
Sulphate,
Semi-chemical
and Semi-chemical
Sulphite and
and
Sulphate
Sulphite
Groundwood,
Sulphite, and
and
Sulphate

MANUFACTURERS OF
OTHER WOOD
WOOD PRODUCTS;
PRODUCTS; LOGGERS
LOGGERS
MANUPACTURERS
OF LUMBER,
LUMBER, PLYWOOD,
PLYWOOD, AND
MD OTHER
A listing of
of sawmills,
sawmills, plywood
plywood plants,
plants, and
and the
the numerous
numerous other
other wood
wood products
products firms
firms In
in WashWashington and
beyond the
and Oregon is
is beyond
the scope of this Handbook.
Handbook.
directories, issued annually,
Two comprehensive
comprehensive directories,
annually, can
can be
be purchased
purchased or
or consulted
consulted in
in offices
offices
that keep them.
them. These are:
are:

Directory of
the Forest
Industry—published and
and sold
sold by
by Miller
Miller Freeman
Freeman PublicaPublicaof the
Forest Products Industry--published
(Advertising office, 731
tions,
731 S.W.
S.W.
tions, Inc.,
Inc., 500
500 Howard
Howard Street,
Street, San Francisco,
Francisco, California 94105.
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205.) A complete guide to sawmills,
sawmills, loggers,
loggers, plywood
plywood manufacmanufacOak Street,
turers, lumber
specialties, hardboard
hardboard mills,
mills, partlcleboard
particleboard plants,
turers,
lumber specialties,
plants, wholesalers, prefabricated
prefabricated and
and
manufacturers, wood preservers,
U. S.
home manufacturers,
preservers, machinery dealers,
dealers, and
and related
related items.
items. U.
S. and
and Canada.
Canada.
Crow's
(issued biennially)--published
biennially)—published and
and sold
sold by
by C.
C. C.
C. Crow
Crow
Crow's Buyer's
Buyer's and
and Seller's
Seller's Guide (issued
Publications, Inc.,
Terminal Sales
Publications,
Inc., Terminal
Sales Building,
Building, 1220
1220 S.W.
S.W. Morrison,
Morrison, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205. A
directory of manufacturers
in the
the Western States
States and
and British
British Columbia,
Columbia, and
and of
of
manufacturers of
of forest products in
such products nationwide.
wholesalers of such

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION
of Oregon Manufacturers—a
Manufacturers--a 350-page paperback compiled by the
Directory of
the Division
Division of
of Planning
Planning
and
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
and Development,
Development, Oregon
Oregon Department
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, 560
560 State Office Building,
97201. Lists
Lists approximately 5,000 manufacturing establishments in
in three
three ways:
ways: alphabetically,
alphabetically,
geographically,
(as used in
in
geographically, and
and by
by product
product using
using the
the Standard
Standard Industrial
Industrial Classification Codes (as
U.
S. Census of
of Manufacturers). Wood products
products are
are listed
listed in
in aa dozen
dozen classifications,
classifications, the
the major
major
U. S.
sawmills and planing mills,
plants, pulp
pulp and
and paper
paper mills, and
and loglogones being sawmills
mills, veneer and plywood plants,
camps and
and contractors.
contractors. The 1966
1966 edition
edition was $5.
$5.
ging camps

Directory
Directory of
of Washington
Washington State
State Manufacturers—compiled
Manufacturers--compiled by Washington
Washington State Department of
Economic Development,
Building, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501.
Commerce and Economic
Development, General Administration Building,
Essentially the
the same
same as
as Oregon
Oregon Directory
Directory described
described above.
above. The 1966 edition was $10;
$10; 1968
1968 edition
edition
currently expected.
expected.
currently
Directories—published by Western Wood Products Association,
Association, 700
700 Yeon Building,
Building,
Membership Directories--published
Portland, Oregon 97204. These publications list member mills in the Western States,
Portland,
States, including
including
managers, facilities,
information on managers,
facilities, species,
species, products,
products, etc.
etc. A majority of the larger
larger mills are
are
reported. Purpose of lists is
is to
to provide
provide information
information to
to buyers.
buyers.
Local
Local Farm
Farm Foresters
Foresters can
can provide
provide information
information regarding
regarding markets
markets for
for sawlogs
sawlogs in the different
localities.
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WOOD COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION BOARD
BOARD PLANTS
PLANTS
the July
July 1968
1968 Annual Board
Board Review issue
issue of the
the magazine Forest Industries,
Industries, publishing
publishing
From the
office--731 S.W.
S.W. Oak Street,
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205.
PARTICLEBOARD
PARTICLEBOARD PLANTS
PLANTS IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Annual Capacity or
Product ion,
Latest Production,
Million Square
Feet
Square Feet
Million

Plant Address

Plant Name

Box 610
La Grande,
Grande, Oregon

Boise
Boise Cascade Corporation

Production

50

3/4"

97850

Brooks - Willamette
Brooks
Corporation

P.O.
1245
P.O. Box 1245
Bend, Oregon 97701
Bend,

Production

45

SM'.'
3/4'

Cascade Fiber
Fiber Company

50
50 N.
N. Danebo Avenue
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97402

Production 42
42
Production

3/4"

Clear Fir Products of
Oregon Ltd.
Ltd.
Oregon

116
Street
116 South "A" Street
Springfield,
Springfield, Oregon 97477

Douglas Fir Plywood Company

Dillard, Oregon
Dillard,

Duraflake
Duraf
lake Company
Company

P.O.
P.O. Box 428
Albany,
Albany, Oregon

Forrest Industries,
Industries, Inc.
Inc.

1790
"G"
1790 Avenue "G"
City, Oregon
White City,

Pope & Talbot, Inc.
Inc.

P.O. Box 426
P.O.
Oakridge, Oregon
Oregon
Box 1669
Medford, Oregon
Medford,

Timber Products Company

90

3/4"

Production 100

3/4"

Capacity

30
30

3/4."
3/4"

Production

65
65

3/4"

Production
Pro.duction

30
30

3/4"

Production
Product.ion

22
22

3/4!'
3/4"

Production

30

3/4"

Capacity

35
35

3/4"
314"

Capacity

30

3/4"

97321

Brownsville,
Brownsville, Oregon

Dillard,
Dillard, Oregon

Production
Production.

97432
9.7432

Industries, Inc.
Inc.
Forrest Industries,

Forrest Industries, Inc.
Inc.
(Pacqua
(Pacqua Division)
Division)

Molded products
production minor

97327
97501

97432

97463

97501

Weyerhaeuser Company
(Wood
(Wood Products Division)

North Bend,
Bend, Oregon

97459

Weyerhaeuser Company
(Wood Products Division)
(Wood

Springfield, Oregon
Springfield,

International, Paper
Internationa-1
Paper Company
Company
(Flakeboard Division)

Longview, Washington
Longview,

97477

98632

not available
available
Data not

HARDBOARD
IN OREGON AND
HARDBOARD PLANTS
PLANTS IN
AND WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Clad-Wood Company

1400
467
1400 -- 18th Avenue,
Avenue, Box 467
Sweethome, Oregon 973.86
97386
Sweethome,

Production

12

3/8'
3/8"

Evans Products Company

P.O.
Box 651
651'
P.O. Box
Corvallis, Oregon
Corvallis,

Production

76

1/8'
l/8'

Production

71'
71

1/8'
1/8"

Production 141

1/8'
1/8"

Production

80

1/8
1/8"

Capacity
capacity

78

1/8
1/8"

Capacity

80

1/8
1/8"

97330
97116

Forest
Forest Fiber
Fiber Products
Products Company

Forest
Forest Grove,
Grove, Oregon

Georgia Pacific
Pacific Corporation

Bay, Oregon
Coos Bay,

97420

Pope and
and Talbot,
Talbot, Inc.
Inc.

P.O.
P.O. Box 426
Oakridge, Oregon
Oakridge,

97463

U . S.
S . Gypsum Company
U.
U. S.
S. Plywood -- Champion
Champion
U.
Papers,
Inc.
Papers, Inc.

Pilot Rock,
Rock, Oregon
P.O.
210
P.O. Box 210
Hood River,
River, Oregon
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97868
97031

(Continued)
HARDBOARD PLANTS IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (Continued)
Annual Capacity or
Latest Production,
Production,
Million Square Feet

Plant Address

Plant Name

U. S.
S. Plywood
Plywood -- Champion
U.
Papers, Inc.
Inc.

Lebanon,
Lebanon, Oregon

97355

Weyerhaeuser Company
(Wood Products Division)
(Wood

Klamath Falls,
Falls, Oregon

Anacortes Veneer,
Veneer, Inc.
Inc.
(Hardboard Division)

Anacortes, Washington
Anacortes,

Capacity

120

1/8'
1/8"

97601

Capacity

120

1/8"

98221

Production

33

1/8"
1/8'

INSULATION BOARD PLANTS IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON
Kaiser
Company, Inc.
Inc.
Kaiser Gypsum Company,

St.
Helens, Oregon
St. Helens,

97051

Capacity

124

1/2"
1/2'

U..
S.
U..
S. Gypsum Company

Pilot
Pilot Rock,
Rock, Oregon

97868

Capacity

74

1/2"

Simpson Timber Company
Plant)
(Insulating Board Plant)

Shelton,
Shelton, Washington
Washington

Production

75

1/2"
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98584

PLANTS
WOOD PRESERVING COMPANIES AND PLANTS
be obtained
obtained from American
American Wood
Wood Preservers
Preservers Institute,
Institute, 1021
Building,
Information can be
1021 Yeon Building,
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204.
PRESSURE TREATING PLANTS IN
IN OREGON
OREGON

Sales
Sales Office

Company

American Timber
Ainerica.n
Timber &

Plant Location

P.O. Box 3409
P.O.
Portland, Oregon
Portland,

Company
Trading Company

S

97208

Portland
North Plains
Plains

J.
J. H.
H. Baxter Company

541 Pittock Block
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205

Eugene
The Dalles

Baxter
McCormick & Baxter
Creosoting Company

P.O. Box 3048
P.O.
Portland, Oregon
Portland,

Portland

L.
L. D.
D. McFarlarid
McFarland Company

P.O.
P.O. Box 2267
2267
Eugene, Oregon
Eugene,

Northwest Piling Company
Permapost Products Company
Sheridan Pressure Treated
Lumber, Inc.
Inc.

97208
Eugene
97402

P.O.
P.&. Box 97
97
Sheridan,
Sheridan, Oregon

Sheridan
97378

25600 S.W.
S.W. Tualatin Valley Highway
25600
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123
Hillsboro,

Hillsboro

P.O. Box
Box 158
158
P.O.
Sheridan, Oregon
Sheridan,

Sheridan

V

97378

PLANTS IN WASHINGTON
PRESSURE TREATING PLANTS
WASHINGTON
American.Timber
American
Timber &
Trading Company

P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 3409
3409
Portland, Oregon
Portland;

J. H.
J.
H. Baxter Company

P.O. Box 568
568
P.O.
Renton, Washington
Renton,

98055

P.O. Box 1622
1622
P.O.
Tacoma,
Tacoma, Washington

98401

Cascade Pole Company
International Paper Company
Internationa!
Oeser Cedar Company

Sumner
97208
Renton

P.O.
P.O. Box 579
579
Longview,
Longview, Washington
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 156
156
Bellingham, Washington
Washington
Bellingham,

Tacoma
Olympia

Longview
98632

Bellingham
98225

560
560 White-Henry-Stuart
White-Henry-Stuart Building
Seattle, Washington 98101
Seattle,

Wyckoff Company
Company

Seattle
Eagle Harbor

NON-PRESSURE TREATING PLANTS
PLANTS
Nocotmuercial
No commercial non-pressure
non-pressure treating
treating plants
plants were
were listed
listed for
for Oregon
Oregon as
as of
of 1966.
1966. Five such
such
plants
employing non-pressure treatments
only were
were listed
listed for
for Washington
Washington by
by the
the American
American Wood
Wood
plants employing
treatments only
Preservers Insititute.
Insititute. They are:
are:

Company

Plant Location
Location

Bellingham, Washington
Bellingham,
Omak,
Omak, Washington
Spokane, Washington
Washington
Spokane,
Newport, Washington
Washington
Newport,
Seattle, Washington
Seattle,

Brooks
Brooks Lumber Company
Company
Biles-Coleman Lumber Company
B. J.
J. Carney & Company
B.
Poles, Inc.
Inc.
Tyee Lumber Company
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MAGAZINES
AMERICAN CHRISTMAS TREE GROWERS'
GROWERS' JOURNAL--published
JOURNAL—published four
four times
times aa year
year by
by the
the National
National Christmas
Christmas
Tree Growers'
Growers' Association,
Association, Inc.,
Inc., 225
225 East
East Michigan
Michigan Street,
Street, Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Wisconsin 53202
53202
ANERICAN
AMERICAN FORESTS--published
FORESTS—published monthly by
by American
American Forestry
Forestry Association,
Association, 919
919 17th
17th Street,
Street, N.W.,
N.W.,
Washington,
D. C.
C. 20006
20006
Washington, D.

AMERICAN TREE FARMER AND FORESTRY DIGEST--published quarterly
quarterly by
by American
American Forest
Forest Institute,
Institute, 1835
1835
Street, N.W.,
N.W., Washington, D.
D. C.
C. 20006
20006
K Street,
CONSERVATION YEARBOOK--published
YEARBOOK—published annually
annually by
by Conservation
Conservation Yearbook,
Yearbook, 3110
3110 Elm
Elm Avenue,
Avenue, Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Maryland 21211
21211
CROW'S FOREST PRODUCTS--published
CROW'S
PRODUCTS—published twice
twice aa month by C.
C. C.
C. Crow
Crow Publications,
Publications, Inc.,
Inc., Terminal
Terminal Sales
Sales
Building, 1220
1220 S.W.
S.W. Morrison,
Morrison, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97205
97205
Building,

(monthly) and
and FOREST FARMER
FARMER MANUAL
MANUAL (yearly)--published
(yearly)—published by
by Forest
Forest Farmers
Farmers AssociaAssociaFOREST FARMER (monthly)
Cooperative, 1375
1375 Peachtree Street
Street N.E.,
N.E., Atlanta,
Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia 30309
30309
tion Cooperative,
INDUSTRIES (combining
(combining in
in 1962
1962 THE
THE TIMBERMAN
TIMBERMAN and
and THE
THE LUMBERMAIYO--published
LUMBERMAN)—published monthly
monthly except
except
FOREST INDUSTRIES
in May when semi-monthly by Miller Freeman Publications,
Publications, 731
731 S.W.
S.W. Oak
Oak Street,
Street, Portland,
Portland,
Oregon 97205
LOG—published monthly by the
the State
State of Oregon,
Oregon, Department of
of Forestry,
Forestry, 2600
2600 State
State Street,
Street,
FOREST LOG--published
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97308
FOREST PRODUCTS JOURNAL--published
JOURNAL—published monthly by Forest Products Research
Research Society,
Society, 2801
2801 Marshall
Marshall
Court, Madison,
53705
Court,
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
FOREST SCIENCE--published
SCIENCE—published quarterly by the Society
Society of American Foresters, Mills Building,
Building,
D. C.
C. 20006
20006
Washington, D.
THE FORESTRY CHRONICLE--published
CHRONICLE—published bimonthly by the Canadian Institute of Forestry, Box
Box 5000,
5000,
MacDonald College,
College, P.
P. Q.,
Q., Canada.
Canada.
OF FORESTRY—published
of American Foresters,
Foresters, 1010
1010 16th
16th Street,
Street,
JOURNAL OF
FORESTRY--published monthly by the Society of
N.W.,
D. C.
C. 20036
20036
N.W., Washington,
Washington, D.
OREGON BUSINESS
of Oregon Bureau of Business and
BUSINESS REVIEW--published
REVIEW—published monthly by University of
and
Economic Research,
Research, Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97403
OREGON STATE
GANE COMMISSION BULLETIN--published
STATE GAME
BULLETIN—published monthly by Oregon State Game Commission,
Commission, 1634
S.
S. W.
W. Alder
Alder Street,
Street, P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 3503,
3503, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97208
97208

TREE
S. Forest
Forest Service
Service of
C. 20250,
20250, for
TREE PLANTERS'
PLANTERS' NOTES—issued
NOTES--issued by U.
U. S.
of U.S.D.A.,
U.S.D.A., Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
planters of
of forests
forests and
and shelterbelts,
shelterbelts, and
and for
for nurserymen.
nurserymen.
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
of the U.
U. N.
N. FAO
UNASYLVA--published quarterly by the Food
(FAO) of
Headquarters, 00100
Headquarters,
00100 Rome,
Rome, Italy.
Italy.

WESTERN CONSERVATION JOURNAL--published
JOURNAL—published bimonthly by Evergreen Publications,
Publications, 314 Lloyd Building,
Building,
Seattle, Washington 98101
98101
Seattle,
WESTERN FORESTER--published
FORESTER—published monthly by the
the Columbia River and
and Puget Sound Sections
Sections of the
Society of
of American
American Foresters,
Foresters, 1307
1307 Public
Public Service
Service Building,
Building, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97204
97204
Society
WESTERN TIMBER INDUSTRY--a
INDUSTRY—a paper
paper published
published monthly by Western Timber Industry Publishing Company,
Company,
711 S.W.
S.W. Alder Street,
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
97205
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PUBLIC AGENCIES
STATE OF OREGON
STATE
by Name
Name and
and Address:
Address:
State Agencies Listed by
(The Oregon Blue
(1967-1968) has
has complete
complete listing
listing of
of state
state agencies.
agencies.
(The
Blue Book (1967-1968)
Secretary of State,
State, Salem.
Salem. Price $1.)
$1.)

Issued biennially by

Highway Conuniss
Commission:
Highway
ion:

Agriculture,
Agriculture, State Board of
Agriculture Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
Salem,

Department
State Parks Department
State Highway Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
Salem,

Cooperative
Cooperative Extension
Extension Service
Service
State University
Oregon State
Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
(See
395-397).
(See pages 395-397).

Industrial
Industrial Accident Commission
(See Workmen's
Compensation Board)
Board)
(See
Workmen's Compensation
Natural Resources,
Resources, Committee on
Secretary, Agriculture
Agriculture
Executive Secretary,
Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
Salem,

Education,
of
Education, State Board of
Superintendent
Instruction
Superintendent of Public Instruction
300
Service Building
300 Public
Public Service
Salem,
Salem1 Oregon 97310

Public Utility Commissioner
200 Public Service Building
200
Salem, Oregon 97310
Salem,

Employment, Department of
of
Employment,
Industries Building
403 Labor and Industries
Salem," Oregon 97310
Salem,

and Water
Water Conservation
Conservation Cotnmittee
Committee
Soil and
217 Agriculture Building
217
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97310

Fish Coutmissiori
Commission
Fish
Director,
Director, 307 Portland Office
Building
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97201

Tax Commission
Chairman, State Office Building
Chairman,
Salem, Oregon 97310 or
or
Salem,
Room 167,
167, Portland State Office
Building
Portland, Oregon 97201
Portland,

Department of
of
Forestry, Department
State
State Forester,
Forester, 2600 State Street
P.O. Box
Box 2289
2289
P.O.
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97310
(See
(See pages
pages 386-388).

Resources Board
Board
Water Resources
500 Public Service
Service Building
Building
Salem, Oregon
Oregon 97310
Salem,

Commission
Game Commission
Director, 1634
1634 S.W.
S.W. Alder
Alder Street
Street
Director,
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97208

Compensation Board
Board
Workmen's Compensation
Labor and
and Industries Building
Building
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97310
97310

Health, State
State Board
Board of:
of:
State Sanitary Authority
968 Portland State Office Building
Building
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97201
State Board
Board of:
of:
Higher Education, State
Forest Research Division,
Division,
Oregon State
State University;
School
School of Forestry,
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
Corvallis,
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PUBLIC AGENCIES
STATE OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
State Agencies Listed by
by Name
Name and
and Address:
Address:

Public Health
Department of Public
Public
Public Health Building
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia,

Extension Service
Service
Cooperative Extension
Washington State University
Pullman,
Pullman, Washington
Washington 99163
(See pages 395-398).
Agriculture
Department of Agriculture
Box 128,
128, Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington

of Water Resources
Resources
Department of
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia,
98501
Security Department
Employment Security
Employment
Employment Security Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington 98501

Department
of Coimnerce
Commerce and Economic
Department of
Development
General Administration Building
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia,

Interagency
Interagency for
for Outdoor
Outdoor Recreation
114
N. Columbia
114 N.
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia)

Department of Fisheries
Director, 115 General
Director,
General Administration
Building
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia,

State of
of Washington
Washington Soil and Water
Conservation Committee
Committee
335
335 General
General Administration
Administration Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501

Department
Department of Game
Director,
600 N.
Director, 600
N. Capitol
Capitol Way
Way
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501

State of
of Washington
Washington Water
Water Pollution
Control
ion
Control Commies
Commission
P.O.
P.O. Box 829
Olympia, Washington 98501
Olympia,

Regional Off
Offices
Regional
icesN
Aberdeen: 3117
3117 Pacific Avenue 98550
Ephrata: Box 1132 98823
Longview: 567
567 25th Avenue 98632
E. College Way 98273
Vernon: 1100 E.
Mt. Vernon:
600 N.
N. Capitol Way 98501
Olympia: 600
509
Avenue, North 98109
Seattle:
509 Fairview Avenue,
N.
N. 8702 Division
Division Street
Street 99218
Spokane:
Walla Walla: 2295 E.
E. Isaacs 99362
P.O. Box 1612 98801
Wenatchee: P.O.
98801

State Parks and Recreation Commission
S. Franklin
Franklin Street
Street
522 5.
P.O.
P.O. Box 1128
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501
State Superintendent of Public
Public
Instruction
(His office
office administers the State
(His
of Education)
Board of
Old Capitol Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501

Department of
of Labor and
and Industries
Industries
General Administration Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington 98501

Utilities and Transportation
Commission
Conunission
Insurance Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington 98501

Department of
of Natural Resources
Resources
Box 168
Public Lands'
Lands'-- Social
Social Security
Security Building
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501
(See
(See pages
pages 389-390).
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STATE OF OREGON

OF FORESTRY
FORESTRY
DEPARTMENT OF

Responsibilit ie
Responsibilities

. The State Forestry
the Board
Board of Forestry,
Forestry Department,
Department, with
with the'State'Forester-appointed^by
the State'FOreáterappoinred.by the
Forestry,
Forester acts
act8 on'all
on all matters
matters pertairiing-to-forestry
pertainingto-forestry in
its origin
in 1911.
1911. The Forester
in the
the protecprotechad its
originin
tion of
of forest
forest lands
lands and
and the
the conservation
conservation of
of-foréstre8ôürces
tion
- forest resources as-provided
asiprovided for
for within
within the
the statu-statutOry authority of the
tory
the state.
state.
forestry including
including responresponThese activities embrace all
all phases
phases of
of practical
practical and
and 'professional
professional forestry
sibility
protection from
from fire
fire of
of ovet'one-halfthê
over"one-half the-forest
lands in
in Oregon;
Oregon; the
the detection
detection
sibility for-the
forthe protection
forest lands
and
control of
of harmful
harmful forest
forest insect
insect pests
pests and"
and forest
forest tree
tree diseases
diseases throughout
throughout the
the state;
state; the
the
and control
rehabilitation
of- some
forest lands
lands and
and operation
operation of
of
rehabIlitation and
and management
management'of
some 795,-270
795;270 acres
acres of»state-owned
ofstate-owned forest
a 30-million tree forest nursery
They also
also provide
provide advifceadviêe and
and services'
services to;
to small
small woodland
woodland owners
owners
nursery. They
and administer the
the Conservation
ConservationAct,
log brand
brand acts,
acts, small
small tract
tract optional
optional
and'administer
Act, Oregon's
Oregon's log
log patrol and
and'log
classification.
tax law,
law, forest fee and
and yield tax
tax law,
law, the
the forest
forest work
work camps,
camps", and
arid fârest
forest land'
land- classification.
Administration
Administration (How
(How Organized;
Organized; Divisions)
Divisions)

14-member State BoardofofForestry
Forestry (11
(11 voting
voting and
and 33 non-voting
non-voting members)
members) supervises
supervises all
The 14-memberStateBoard
all
forest policy
matters of
of'forest
policy and
and management
management under
under the
the-jurisdiction
jurisdictionof'
of' the
the state.
state. The Governor appoints 10
as reconmiende'd'by
variOusindustrial
industial interests
interests and
and conservation
conservation
10 of the
the 14
14 members
members'as
recotnmend'ed'by various
groups;
members are
are representatives
representatives from
from th'fe
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest
Forest Service,
Service, the
the U.
U. S.
S. Bureau
Bureau of
of
group's; advisory members
LanthManagement, and
Land-Management,
and the
the Oregon
Oregon Forest
Forest Protection
Protection Association.
Ass&ciation.
state;forester administers
State-ForestryDepartment
Department under
under the
the guidance
guidance of the State
The statè'forester
administersthe
theStateFrestry
State
divisions, each
each
Board of Forestry. Departieñt
Department' programs
programs are
are'adminis'teie'dthrough
adminis'ter'ed'ithrough four
four- separate.
separate, divisions,
one" headed-by
headed*by an
an assistant
assistant state
state forester.
forester.
one
The divisions have
functions as
have-functions
as shown:
shown:

Forest Management

Protection
Protect ion

Services

Administration

State Forests
Timber Management
Forest Mensuration
Inventories
Forest Inventories
and
Land Exchange and
Rights-of-Way
Engineering (Forests)
(Forests)

Division Administration
Central Dispatching
Fire Weather
Log Brands
Logging Permits
Permits
Studies/Development
Fire Control
Fire Prevention

Engineering (Civil)
(Civil)
Pest Control
Control
Forest Pest
Air Operations
Mapping
Purchasing
Pool
Motor Pool
Property Control
Warehousing
Surplus Property
Radio Communication
Log Patrol

Finance
Budgets
Assessment Rolls
Accounting
Records
Data Processing
Personnel
Training
Safety
Information
Information and
and
Education
Management Analyst

Conservation
Cons ervat ion
Reforestation
Nursery
Forestry'
Farm Forestry
Resource Conservation
and Development
Act
Conservation Act
Land Classification
Woodland Tax

In
the state
state isis divided
areas: Willamette, Southern
Southern Oregon,
Oregon,
In the field the
divided into
into four
four supervisory areas:
under an
an area
area supervisor
8upervior with
Eastern Oregon,
Oregon. Each is
is under
with offices
offices in
in Salem,
Salem,
Oregon, and Northwest Oregon.
Roseburg,
Roseburg, Prineville,
Prineville, and
and Forest Grove.
Grove.
Seventeen district
district and
and association
association forest
forest land
land management"
management and
and protection
protection offices
offices areare mainmainSeventeen
Although the
on on
fire
cont'rol,.
tained throughout the
the state.
state. Although
the- field
field offices
officescenter
centertheir
theirwork
work
fire
control, the.y
they
also administer
administer the
the Forest
Forest Conservation
Conservation Act,
Act, look
look after
after state
state forest
forest lands,
lands, provide
provide farm
farm forestry
forestry
also
asSistance,
other functions.
assistance, survey
survey insect
insect and
and disease
disease conditions,
conditions-, and
and perform
perform'other
functions.
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Smal1 Woodland Interest
Interest and
and Personnel
Personnel
Small
The
The State
State Forestry
Forestry Department
Department presently
presently has
has ten
ten farm
farm foresters
foresters available
available to
to provide
provide technical
technical
assistance to
to private
in Oregon counties.
counties. Technical supervision
supervision of
of the
the pro-,
proforestry assistance
private landowners in
is by aa Chief
Chief Farm Forester
Forester in
in the
the Salem
Salem office.
office. This program is
is jointly
jointly financed by the
gram is
It is
response to
to the
the need
need for
for keeping
and the
the U.
U. S.
Service. It
is in
in response
S. Forest
Forest Service.
State Forestry Department and
all
of the
all forest
forest lands
lands of
the state productive by providing aa source
source of
of technical
technical assistance.
assistance. Private
forestlandownersmay
may call
call on
on any
any of
of the
the Department's
Department's farm
farm foresters with their
forest- landowners
their problems
problems of
of forest
forest
land management.
To encourage
encourage tree planting activity within the
the state,
state, coniferous
coniferous and
and hardwood
hardwood species
species of
of
nursery planting stock
are sold
sold to
stock are
to private landowners
landowners of the state at
at the
the approximate
approximate cost
cost of
of
Nursery stock order blanks and
and price lists
lists are
are published each
each year
year prior
prior to
to the
the fall
fall
production.
planting season.
season.

Farm foresters
foresters from the
the State Forestry Department make examinations
examinations of tracts
tracts of
of woodland
woodland
property when
when application
application is
is made
made to
to enter
enter them
them under
under the
the Small
Small Tract
Tract Optional
Optional Timber Tax.
Tax. The
Forestry Department
Department gathers
gathers forest
forest products
products price information for aa monthly Farm Forest
State Forestry
Products
Products Market-Review
Market-Review distributed
distributed by
by the
the Oregon State University Extension Service.
Service.
State Forestry
Forestry Department
Department Offices
Offices in
in Oregon
Oregon
State

State
the State
State Forester)
State Headquarters
Headquarters (Office of the
Oregon State Forestry Department
Department
2600
2600 State Street
P. 0.
0. Box 2289
P.
2289
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97310
State
District Offices:
Offices:
State and
and Forest
Forest Protection Association District
Astoria District
Route 1,
1, Box 950
Astoria, Oregon 97103
Astoria,

Klamath Forest
Forest Protective Association
Box 400
Falls, Oregon 97601
Klamath Falls,

Clackaxnas-Marion Forest
Forest
Clackamas-Marion
Protective Association
Association
Route 2,
2, Box 570
Molalla,
Molalla, Oregon 97038

Linn County Forest Protective Association
4690 Highway 20
20
Sweet
Sweet Home,
Home, Oregon 97386

Northeast Oregon District
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 729
729
P.
LaGrande,
LaGrande, Oregon 97850

Coos Forest
Forest Protective Association
Coos
300
300 Fifth
Fifth St.,
St., Bay
Bay Park
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oregon 97420
Coos

Southwest
Southwest Oregon District
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 338
338
Medford,
Medford, Oregon 97501

Coos
Coos Management Unit
St., Bay Park
300 Fifth St.,
Coos
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oregon 97420

Tillamook District
4907 Third Street
Street
Tillamook, Oregon
Oregon 97141
Tillamook,

Douglas Forest Protective
Association
1758 N.
E. Airport Rd.
Rd.
1758
N. E.
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Roseburg,

Walker-Range Patrol
Patrol Association
Association
Gilchrist, Oregon 97737
Gilchrist,

East Central
Central Oregon District
East
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 555
555
P.
John Day,
Day, Oregon 97485

West Central
Central Oregon District
1, Box
Box 357
357
Route 1,
Prineville,
Prineville, Oregon 97754

Eastern Lane
Lane Forest
Forest Protective
Eastern
Association
3150
3150 Main Street
Springfield, Oregon 97477
Springfield,

Western Lane
Lane Forest Protective
Protective Association
Association
Veneta, Oregon 97487
Veneta,
West Oregon District
Star Route 2,
2, Box
Box lB
IB
Philomath,
Philomath, Oregon 97370

Forest Grove District
Star Route
Star
Grove, Oregon 97116
Forest Grove,
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State
State Foest
ForestNurser1:
Nursery:
Dwight
L. Phipps
Dwight L.
Phlpps Nursery
Nursery
Oregon 97436
Elkton, Oregon
(Located
Highway
(Located 33 miles
miles south
south of
ofElkton
Elktonon
onState
State
Highway 225)
225)

Farm
Foresters and
Served as
as of
Farm Foresters
and Counties
Counties Served
of January,
January, 1968:
1968:

sons desiring
desiring farm
forestry service
inquire at
(Persons
farm forestry
service in
in counties
counties not
not covered
covered should
should inquire
at nearest
nearest
District
office already
already listed):
listed):
District office
E. D.
D. Pearson,
Pearson, Farm
Farm ForeSter
Forester
E.
Star Route
Star
Route
Forest
Forest Grove,
Grove, 97116.
97116

(Clatsop,
(Clatsop, Columbia,
Columbia, Tillamook,
Tillamook, Washington,
Washington,
and
Yamhill)
and Yainhill)

J.
J. L.
L. Isberg,
Isberg, Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
Route
Box 570
570
Route 2, Box
Molalla,
Molalla, 97038

(Clackamas
(Clackainas and
and Multnoinah)
Multnomah)

R. F.
F. Yeater,
Yeater, Farm
Farm Forester
R.
Forester
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 2289
2289
Salem, 97310

(Lincoln,
Marion, and
and Polk)
Polk)
(Lincoln, Marion,

A. H.
H. Sass.er,
Sasser, Farm
Farm Forester
A.
Forester
3150 E.
E. Main
Street
3150
Main Street
Springfield,
Springfield, 97477

(Benton,
Lane, and
and Linn)
Linn)
(Benton, Lane,

J. L.
L. O'Neal,
O'Neal, Farm
Farm Forester

(Douglas)

R. D.
D. Fox,
Fox, Farm
Farm Forester
R.
Forester

(Jackson and
and Josephine)
Josephine)'
(Jackson

1758 m
NEAirport
Airport Road
1758
Road
Roseburg, 97470
Box33.8
338
P. 0.0.Box
Medford,

97051
97O5l

J.
F. Miller,
Miller,Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
J. F.
300 Fifth
St., Bay
Bay Park
Park
300
Fifth St.,
Coos Bay,
Bay,
Coos

97420

R. G.
C. Bourhill,
Forester
R.
Bourhill, Farm
Farm Forester

P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 729
729
LaGrande,
LaCrande

(Baker,
(Baker, Malheur,
Malheur, Umatilla,
Umatilla, Union,
Union, and
andWallowa)
Wallowa)

97850

R.
Farm Forester
Forester
R. W.
W. Bowers,
Bowers, Farm
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 555
555
John
Day,
John Day,

(Coos
(Coos and
and Curry)
Curry)

(Gilliam, Grant,
Grant,Harney,
Harney,Morrow,
Morrow, and
and Wheeler)
Wheeler)
(Gilliani,

97485

P. 11.
H. Authier,
Farm Forester
P.
Authier, Farm
Forester

(Crook,
Deschutes, and
(Crook, Deschutes,
and Jefferson)
Jefferson)

Route 1,
Route
1, Box
Box 357
357
Prineville,
Prineville, 97754
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STATE
STATE OF
OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
and Background
Background
Origin and
Created
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources modernized
modernized and
and consolidated
consolidated various
various
Created in
in 1957,
1957, the
the Department
agencies for
for land
natural resources management in
agencies
land and natural
in the
the state
state of
of Washington.
Washington.

Historically, the state's
state's programs
programs for
Historically,
for public
public land
land management
management had
had been
been carried
carried out
out by
by many
many
agencies since
since the
the time
time of
of statehood.
statehood. Among these
these were:
were: Division of Forestry,
Forestry, Board of State
Land Commissioners,
Commissioners, Sustained Yield Forestry Committee,
Committee, and
and State
State Land
Land Department.
Department. Other duties
handled by
by the
the state
state Department
Department of
of Conservation
Conservation and
and Development,
Development, Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, State
State Tax
Tax
handled
Commission, and Capitol Committee were also
Commission,
also turned
turned over
over to
to the
the Department
Department of
of Natural
Natural Resources
Resources
in 1957.
1957.
Responsibility
Responsibility and
and Objectives
Objectives
Department is
The Department
is charged with the
the management of
of some
some 2.9
2.9 million
million acres
acres of
of state-owned
state-owned
forests,
forests, ranges,
ranges, and agricultural lands
lands and
and about
about aa million
million acres
acres of
of state
state tide
tide and
and shorelands,
shorelands,
harbor areas,
areas, and beds of navigable waters.
waters.
It is
It
is the
the responsibility of
of the Department to
to manage these
these lands
lands for
for the
the greatest
greatest and
and longlongterm maximum net
net profit
profit return to
to the
the various funds
funds endowed
endowed by returns
returns from
from these
these lands.
lands. At
the same time,
time, the
the Department must meet the
the state's obligations as
as aa landowner
landowner in
in providing
providing
certain public use of
of the
the land.
land.
The lands
lands managed by
by the
the Department
Department include:
include:
Class of Land

Acres

CommonSchool
Common School ....................................................... 1,746,000
1,746,000
(Washington State
State University)
University) ............................
Scientific (Washington
81,000
University of Washington
87 ,000
Washington ............................................
87,000
Charitable, Educational,
Educational, Penal,
Charitable,
Penal, and Reformatory Institutions ........
80,300
Normal Schools ......................................................
65,000
65,000
...........................
Agricultural (Washington
(Washington State
State University)
University).
. .
70,000
Escheat.............................................................
Escheat
5,000
5,000
CapitolGrants
Capitol
Grants ......................................................
109,000
109,000
CountyTrust
County
Trust ........................................................
626,000
626,000
TOTAL
TOTAL

2,869,300

The duties and
and objectives of the
the Department are
are divided into
into two
two major categories:
categories:
mental and
and proprietary.
proprietary.

governgovern-

Under governmental
governmental services,
services, the Department has the following responsibilities:
responsibilities:
1.
Protects 14¼
of state
1.
Protects
14% million acres
acres of
state and
and private forest
forest land from fire and insect
insect infesinfestation.
2.
Promotes maximum
maximum growth and
2.
Promotes
and production from all
all state and private forest
forest lands.
lands.
3.
Polices transportation of
of logs
waters of
of western Washington.
Washington.
3. Polices
logs in navigable waters
4.
Promotes improved
improved techniques
public and private surveying and mapping
4.
Promotes
techniques and
and standards
standards for
for public
and operates
operates a central information center,
center, including a cataloging and reference service
for
service for
surveys and maps in
in the
the state.
state.
surveys
5. Effective July 1,
1, 1967,
1967, the Department also became responsible for
for the
the mining and
and
in the
the state.
state.
geological activities in
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Under its
its proprietary functions,
functions, the Department
has these responsibilities:
responsibilities:
Department has
1.
1. Manages 2 million acres of state-owned forest lands,
lands, including some 1.4 million acres
granted by the federal government
government and
and 541,000
541,000 acres
acres deed
deed in
in trust
trust by
by the
the counties.
counties.
2. Maintains
lands.
Maintains up-to-date forest inventory on state-owned lands.
2.
3. Conducts
Conducts reforestation of nonstocked state-owned forest
forest lands.
lands.
3.
of state-owned
state-owned agricultural,
agricultural, grazing,
grazing, and
and miscellaneous
Manages about 11 million
million acres'
acres' of
4.
lands.
lands •
Manages all
5.
all tide,
tide, shore,
shore, and
and harbor
harbor areas
areas of
of the
the state.
state.
5.

Department cooperates
cooperates with
with the
the Department
Department of
of Institutions
Institutions in rehabilitation programs
The Department
programs at
at
forest camps
camps and
and adult
adult honor
honor camps
camps under
under its
its proprietary
proprietary and
and governmental
governmental services
servicesrespon-.
responyouth forest
sibility.
Administration

A five-member
five-member Board of
of Natural Resources
Resources establishes policy for the Department.
Department. The posipositions
include: the Governor,
Instruction, Commistions are fixed by law and include:
Governor, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
sioner of
of Public
Public Lands,
Lands, the
the Dean
Dean of
of the
the College
College of
of Forest
Forest Resources,
Resources, University
University of
of Washington,
Washington,
sioner
State University.
University.
and the Director of Agricultural Sciences at Washington State
The administrator
administrator is
is the
the Commissioner of
Supervisor,
of Public
Public Lands,
Lands, an elected official.
official. The Supervisor,
appointed by the Commissioner with approval
approval frotu
from the
is charged with
the Board
Board of
of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, is
the direct
direct supervision
of the
the Department's
Department's activities
as delegated
the
supervision of
activities as
delegated to
to him by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
Department
programs are
are administered through eight
eight divisions
divisions in the Olympia administrative
Department programs
forest land
land management,
management, fire
fire control,
control, civil
civil engineering,
engineering, forest
forest engiengiare: forest
headquarters. They are:
neering, lands,
operations, technical
neering,
lands, operations,
technical services,
services, and timber
timber sales.
sales.
The field
field organization
organizatipn is
is divided into
into six supervisory areas.
areas. Each field supervisor
supervisor has
has
district headquarters under his
his responsibility.
responsibility. The supervisory
supervisory are4s
areas and
and district
district headquarters
headquarters

are:
North Olympic
Olympic -- Forks,
Forks, Port
Port Angele,s
Angeles
North
Northwest
- Sedro
Sedro Woolley,
Bend, Sultan
Northwest Woolley, Deming,
Deming, North Bend,
Colville, Deer Park,
Park, Omak
Omak
Northeast -- Colville,
Central
- Chehalis,
Elbe, Ellensburg,
Ellensburg, Enumclaw
Central Chehalis, Elbe,
South Olympic
Olympic Thurston, Villapa,
Villapa, Montesano,
Montesano, Port
- Shelton,
Shelton, Thurston,
Port Orchard
Southwest -- Vancouver,
Cathlament, Kelso,
Kelso, Glenwood
Southwest
Vancouver, Cathlament,
The Columbia Basin district headquarters is
is administered
administered by
by the
the lands
lands division
division because of
the large number of
of upland agricultural leases
leases and
and programs.
programs.

Farm Forestry
serve 21
counties to
to provide
provide assistance
assistance and
and technical
technical advice
advice
Twelve full-time
full-time farm forester
foresterg serve
21 counties
Department of
Natural Resources
to
owners. The farm foresters
foresters are stationed at
at Department
of Natural
Resources
to small woodlot owners.
district headquarters or at cooperating agency
agency offices.
offices.
with other state and federal agencies,
Cooperating with
agencies, the Department works directly with the
forest
the state's
state's forest
forest lands
lands productive.
productive. Forest tree
tree seedlings,
seedlings, raised
raised
forest land owner to keep the
at the
the L.
L. T.
T. Webster
Webster State
State Forest
Forest Nursery,
Nursery, are
are available
at production costs
costs to
qualified woodlot
woodlot
at
available at
to qualified
owners.
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Supervisory Areas (1967)
(1967)
North
OlympiciSupervisory
North Olympic
f Supervisory Area
Area
P.
0. Box 480
P. 0.
98331
Forks
District (w.
(W. Clallain
Clallam and W.
Jefferson Counties)
Counties)
Forks District
W. Jefferson
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 480
Forks
98331
Subdistrict Headquarters,
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Quinault
(E. Clallam and
and E.
E. Jefferson
Jefferson Counties)
Counties^
Port Angeles District (E.
Route 2,
Route
2, Box 123-B
98362
Port Angeles
Subdistrict Headquarters,
1, Port Ludlow
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Route 1,
Camp
Clallam Bay Honor Camp
Box 723
723
98326
Clallam Bay
South Olympic
Olympic Supervisory
Supervisory Area
Star Route
Route 1,
1, Box
Box 37-A.A
37-AA
98584
Shelton
Montesano District (Grays
(Grays Harbor County)
County)
Route 1,
1, Box 59-B
Montesano
98563
Subdistrict Headquarters, Humptulips
Humptulips
Olympia District (Thurston
(Thurston County)
County)
7810
7810 Martin Way
Way
98581
Olympia

(Kitsap County)
County)
Port Orchard District (Kitsap
Drawer FF
Orchard
Port Orchard
98366
Shelton District
(Mason County)
County)
District (Mason
• Star
1, Box 37-AA
Star Route 1,
Shelton
Willapa District (Pacific
(Pacific County)
County)
Box 701
Raymond
98577
Camp
Cedar Creek Youth Camp
Box 105
98556
Littlerock
Mission Creek Youth Camp
Star
1, Box 805
Star Route 1,
Bremerton
Bremerton
98310
Naselle Youth Camp
Camp
Box 45
Naselle

Northwest
Northwest Washington
Washington Supervisory
Supervisory Area
Route 22
Sedro Woolley
98284
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Detning
Detning (Whatcom
(Whatcom County)
Deming
98244

'

North
Bend (No.
(No. King
King County)
County)
North Bend
Box
Box 306
306
North Bend
North
Bend
98045

Sedro
Woolley (Skagit
(Skagit County)
Sedro Woolley
County)
Route
Route 22
Sedro Woolley
Woolley

98284

Subdistrict Headquarters,
Headquarters, Box
Box 66,
66, Eastsound
Eastsound
Subdistrict

98245

Sultan (Snohoiniah
(Snohotnish County)
County)
Sultan
Box
277
Box 277
Sultan 98294
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Box
Box 231,
231, Darrington
Darrington
Subdistrict Headquarters,
Washington Supervisory Area
Area
Central Washington
Route
Route 3,
3, Box
Box 97-A
97-A
Chehalis 98532
(Lewis County)
County)
Chehalis (Lewis
Route
Route 3,
3, Box
Box 97-A
97-A
Chehalis
Chehalis
98532
Elbe (So.
(So. Pierce
Pierce and
and E.
E. Lewis
Lewis Counties)
Counties)
Elbe
Box 96
96
Box
Alder
Alder

98301

Ellensburg (Kittitas
(Kittitasand
andYakiina
Yakima Counties)
Counties)
Ellenaburg
Route 3, Box
Box 11
Route
98926
Ellensburg
ElLensburg
SubdistrictHeadquarters,
Headquarters,Route
Route5,5,Box
Box426,
426,Yakima
Yakima. 98903
Subdistrict

Subdistrict Headquarters,
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Route
Route 4,
4,CleElum
CleElum

98922

Enumclaw
Counties)
Enuniclaw(So.
(So.King
Kingand
andNo.
No.Pierce
Pierce Counties)
Route
3, Box
Box 596A
596A
Route 3,
Enumclaw
98022

Southwest
Southwest Washington
Washington Supervisory
Supervisory Area
Area
Box
Box 646
646
Vancouver

98660

(Wahkiakum County)
County)
Cathlamet (Wahkiakum

Box
Box 428

Cathlamet

97612

Glenwood
County)
Glenwood(Klickitat
(Klickitat County)
Glenwood
98619

Subdistrict
Subdistrict Headquarters,
Headquarters, Goldendale
Goldendale
Kelso (Cowlitz
(Cowlitz County)
County)
Kelso

Box
Box 449
Kelso
98626

Vancouver
(Clark and
Vancouver (Clark
and Skamania
Skamania Counties)
Counties)
Box 646
Box
Vancouver

98660

Bonneville
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Box
Box 326,
326, No. Bonneville
Subdistrict Headquarters,
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98639

Camp
Larch Mountain Honor Camp
Star Route
98674
Yacolt
Washougal Honor Camp
Camp
Route 2,
2, Box 444
Washougal
98671

-

Northeast
ortheast Washington Supervisory Area
Box 190
190
99114
Colville
Colville (Stevens
(Stevens and
and Ferry
Ferry Counties)
Counties)
Box 190
190
Colville
99114

Deer Park (Spokane,
(Spokane, So.
So. Stevens and Pend Oreille Counties)
Box 487
99006
Deer Park
Subdistrict Headquarters,
597, Newport
Subdistrict
Headquarters, Box 597,

99156

(Okanogan County)
County)
Omak (Okanogan
Box 192
Omak
98841
Okanogan Honor Camp
Camp
Box 87
87
Loomis
98827
Spruce Canyon Youth Camp
Camp
Box 207
207
99114
Colville

Columbia
Columbia Basin
Basin Area
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 77
P.
Ephrata
Ephrata
98823
Foresters and Counties
Served, as
as of Janu
January 1, 1968
Farm Foresters
Counties Served,
Information and assistance can
can be
be obtained
obtained by contacting any
any of
the offices
of the
offices listed
listed below:
belon

Robert Summerlin,
Summerlin, Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
Robert
Box 487
Deer Park
99006

(Lincoln, N.
N. Spokane,
Spokane, Fend
Pend Oreille,
Oreille, S.
S. Stevens)
Stevens)

Ruth, Farm Forester
James Ruth,
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 449
Kelso
98626

(Covlitz,
(Cowlitz, Wahkiakum)

Clyde H.
Millo, Farm Forester
E. Millo,
Forester
Route 2,
2, Box 420
420
Port Angeles
98362

(Clallain,
(Clallam,

Olen Fosnaugh,
Fosnaugh, Farm Forester
Deming
98244

(Whatcom)
(Whatcoin)

P. Nielsen,
Nielsen, Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
Eugene P.
7810 Martin Way
Olympia
98501

(Thurston, Mason (S½))
(S%))

Stephen 0.
0. Harvey,
Harvey, Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
(506 River Road)
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 87
87
Puyallup
98371

(Pierce)
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Jefferson)

Walter E.
E. Hayfield,
Hayfield, Farm Forester
0. Box 277
P. 0.
277
P.
Sultan
98294

(Snohomish
(Snohomish, Island)

Elmer Kegel,
Kegel, Farm Forester
P.
190
P. 0.
0. Box 190
Colville
99114

(N.
(N. Stevens,
Stevens, Ferry)

Farm Forester
Steven E.
E. Lewis,
Lewis, Farm
Route 1,
1, Box 59-B
59-B
Montesano
98563

(Grays Harbor,
Harbor, Pacific)
(Grays

Frederick V.
V. Pratt,
Pratt, Farm Forester
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 646
Vancouver
98660

(Clark, Skamania
Skamania (W½))
(W%))
(Clark,

Robert
Robert G.
G. Hoyser,
Hoyser, Farm
Farm Forester
Forester
P. 0.
0. Drawer
Drawer FF
P.
98366
Port Orchard

(Kitsap,
(N%))
(Kitsap, Mason (N½))

T. Hedin,
Hedin, Farm Forester
Albert T.
Route 3,
3, Box 97-A
Chehali
98532
Chehalis

(Lewis)
(Lewis)

Herb V.
V. Grell,
Grell. Farm Forester
P.
0. Box 168
168
P. 0.
Olympia
98501

(Supervisor of Farm Forestry and
and Forest
Forest Practices)
Practices)

Jack E.
E. Dunn,
Dunn, Farm Forester
Forester
P.
0. Box
Box 168
168
P. 0.
98501
Olympia

(Farm Forestry
Forestry and Forest Practices)
(Farm

J. Platz,
?latz, Farm Forester
Bob J.
7810 Martin Way
98501
Olympia

(Utilization and Marketing)

limited basis
basis by
by personnel
personnel in
in various
various offices
offices of
of the
the
Other areas
areas not
not listed are serviced on a limited
Department of Natural Resources.
Resources.
Dparttnent
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OREGON
OREGON STATE
STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
EXTENSION SERVICE
SERVICE
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
Responsibilities

AA Cooperative
in each
each state
state as
as an
an arm
arm of
of the
the land
land grant
grant university.
university.
Cooperative Extension Service exists in
It is
is cooperative
cooperative because state,
state, county,
county, and
and the
the fedeial
fedejral governments
governments all
all have
have major
major roles
roles in
in it.
it.
It
The
staff extends
extends information from the
the University,
University, U.
U. S.
S. Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and
and other
other
The staff
Extension
state and
and federal
federal agencies
agencies to
to every portion of
of the
the state.
state. The work of the Cooperative
Cooperative Extension
state
Service
of off-campus instruction
Service includes
includes all
all forms
forms of
instruction and
and assistance
assistance in
in those
those phases
phases of
of agriculagriculture, home
and related subjects that
that can
can be
be practically
practically adapted
adapted to
to the
the needs
needs of
of the
the
ture,
home economics,
economics, and
people of the
the state.
state. Unique teaching methods have been
been developed,
developed, important
important among
among which
which is
is
organization for
self-help, to
to bring widespread application
application of
of the
the principles
principles presented.
presented.
for self-help,
Thousands of
of citizens
citizens provide
provide volunteer leadership
Thousands
leadership or teaching
teaching to
to assist
assist with
with this
this educational
educational
program.
Projects
Extension Projects
Extension
is conducted on
Extension work
work is
the proper
proper university
university authority
authority and
and
the
funds
the work may
may
funds appropriated for the
classifications:
classifications:
Extension information:
information:
aa large role.
role.

projects. These require approval
approval by
by
the basis of planned projects.
the U.
U. S.
S. Secretary of Agriculture before federal
federal or
or state
state
be expended.
expended. The main projects come under the
the following
following
be

information through
through mass media
media communication
communication plays
plays
Dissemination of information

Agricultural
production, management,
management, and
and natural
natural resource
resource development:
development: The application of
gricultural production,
science
technology to
the organization and operation of fariing
farming and forestry
forestry enterenterscience and
and technology
to the
prises, and
and the
the conservation and development
development of agricultural and other natural resources.
prises,
resources.
griculture products:
Marketing and utilization of agriculture
products: Work
Work with marketing
marketing firms
firms is
is emphasized,
emphasized,
aiming at
at greater
greater efficiencies,
efficiencies, new technology,
markets, and adjustments to
aiming
technology, expanded markets,
to change.
change.
Some
included.
Some work
work in
in wood
wood utilization
utilization and
and products
products marketing is included.

economics and
and consumer
consumer education:
education:
Home economics
club and
and youth
youth work:
work:
4-H club

Off-campus
ages of 99 and
and 19.
19.
Off-campus education to boys and girls between ages

Community
Community and
and public
public affairs:
affairs:

Administration (How
(How Organized; Divisions)
Divisions)
Cooperative Extension Service is under a director who is
is responsible to
to his university
administration,
but also
also holds
holds a special
special appointment
administration, but
appointment from the Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. A state
extension director thus
thus has two
two lines
lines of
of responsibility:
responsibility: one to
to his
his land-grant
land-grant institution and
one to
to the U.
U. S.
S. Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. He develops administrative
administrative procedures and programs
of
both parent
parent institutions.
institutions.
of work in consonance with both

are in
in three
three general
general groups:
groups:
Extension workers are
Administrators:

A small
small group
group quartered at
at the university or
or area extension center.
center.

Subject matter specialists:
Subject
specialists: Most are
are off
officed
iced at
at the
the university
university with
with the
the remainder
remainder assigned
assigned
to
extension center.
center.
to an area extension

County extension agents:
agents:
exceptions).
exceptions) .

of county
county staffs
staffs officed
officed at
at county
county seats
seats (with
(with aa few
few
Members of

Approximately two-thirds
two-thirds of Cooperative Extension
Extension Service
Service personnel
personnel are
are county extension
agents. County staff
staff members work under district supervisors.
supervisors. Subject
Subject matter specialists,
specialists, the
the
next largest
personnel group,
group, are
are supervised by assistant
directors of
of Cooperative
Cooperative Extension
Extension
next
largest personnel
assistant directors
Service for
for the
the most
most part.
part.
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4-H club
in the
the counties
counties by extension agents who may be designated '4-H
"4-H
club work is serviced in
Agents". Many thousands
thousands of citizens act
act as
as volunteer local
local leaders
leaders of the
the young people who
organize themselves
themselves in clubs of five or more members known as
as 4-H Clubs.
Clubs.
organize
Work with Woodland Owners

In
two full-time specialists
specialists and one full-time
full-time
In Oregon
Oregon Cooperative
Cooperative Extension
Extension Service employs
employs two
forester
forester extension agent
agent (Lane
(Lane County).
County). There are
are two
two full-time
full-time forestry
forestry specialists
specialistsininWashingWashington and
two full-time
full-time forester
forester extension agents (Cowlitz,
(Cowlitz, Pierce Counties).
Counties).
ton
and two
Forest
specialists are employed by the
the Cooperative Extension
Forest economists and wood utilization specialists
Service on a part-time basis.
basis.
Service
in each county is
is designated
designated to
to work on forestry.
forestry. He may be referred
referred
One extension agent in
to as
as "Extension agent in charge of forestry".
to
forestry". A small
small portion of
of the time of the central staff
specialists in publications,
information, radio and T.V.,
economics, visual instruction,
instruction, and in
in
specialists
publications, information,
T.V., economics,
fields is
is devoted
devoted to
to forestry.
forestry.
other fields
Forestry and 4-H Clubs
Clubs
The
2,000 boys
in small
small neighborhood 4-H Forestry
The two
two states
states combined
combined enroll
enroll some
some 2,000
boys and
and girls
girls in
A new forestry-related
forestry-related project
juniors, the 4-H Outdoorsman,
acceptance.
project for juniors,
Outdoorsman, is gaining acceptance.
projects have been coordinated regionally;
manuals, requirements,
The 4-H forestry projects
regionally; manuals,
requirements, and activities
are similar
similar in
in Washington, Oregon,
Oregon, and
and Idaho.
Idaho. Besides forestry, there
there are
are popular
popular 4-H
4-H projects
projects
in
entomology, and
and geology.
geology.
in the
the natural
natural sciences such as wildlife, entomology,
Clubs.

Altogether,
two states
states enroll
about 60,000
60,000 youth
in projects
sewing to
to
Altogether, the
the two
enroll about
youth in
projects ranging
ranging from sewing
managing livestock.
livestock.
Addresses:

Cooperative Extension Service

Director, Cooperative Extension Service
Director,
Oregon State
State University
University
Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Director,
Service
Director, Cooperative Extension Service
Washington State
State University
Washington
Pullman,
Pullman, Washington 99164

County Extension Offices in Oregon
Baker County
Courthouse
Baker 97814

County
Curry County
Courthouse
Gold Beach

Benton County
Office
Post Office
Corvallis 97330

Deschutes
Deschutes County
County
7th and Deschutes Street
7th
Redmond 97756

Clackamas
Clackamas County
256 Warner-Milne
256
Warner-Milne Road
City 97045
Oregon City
County
Clatsop County
Post Office
Astoria 97103
Columbia County
236 5.
S. 1st Street
Street
236
St.
St. Helens 97051
Coos County
Courthouse
Coquille 97423

Crook County
Courthouse
Prineville
Prinevilie

97744

Courthouse
Bend 97701

Gilliam County
Courthouse
Condon 97823

Harney County
Courthouse
Burns 97720
97754
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Jackson County
1301
1301 Maple Grove Drive
Medford 97501

Jefferson County
McCaulou Building
Building
Madras 97741

Douglas
Douglas County
Courthouse
Courthouse
Roseburg 97470

Grant County
Courthouse
Courthouse
Canyon City

Hood River County
Courthouse
River S7031
Hood River
703l

97820

Warm Springs
Springs Indian
Indian
Warm
Reservation
Warm Springs
Springs 97761
Josephine County
Courthouse
Grants Pass
Pass 97526
Klamath County
County
Kiamath
Post Office
Klamath Falls
Lake County
Courthouse
Lakeview 97630

97601

County
Lane County
950 W.
W. 13th
Eugene
Eugene 97402

Polk County
Courthouse Annex
Dallas 97338

County
Lincoln County
Courthouse
Newport 97365

Sherman County
Courthouse
Moro 97039

County
Linn County
Annex
Courthouse Annex
Albany 97321
Albany

Tillamook County
Courthouse
Courthouee
Tillamook 97141
97141

County
Malheur County
City Hall
Ontario 97914

County
Umatilla County
Courthouse
Pendleton 97801

Marion County
Courthouse
Salem 97301
Morrow County
County
Gilliam and Bisbee
Building
Heppner 97836

County
Multnomah County
611 E.
E. Powell
Powell
Gresham 97030

Wasco County
Courthouse Annex
The Dalles 97058

County
Washington County
Branch Company
Company Office
Office
Building
Hillsboro 97123

Wheeler County
Courthouee
Courthouse
Fossil 97830

204 E.
E. Gladys
Gladye Avenue
Hermiston 97838
Hermiston
15
15 5.
S. Main
Milton-Freewater

County
Yamhill County
Courthouse
McMinnville
McMinnville 97128

97862

Union County
4th and Main
La Grande 97850
County
Wallowa County
Courthouse
Enterprise 97828

City of Portland
N.W. Glisan
2033 N.W.
Portland 97209

in the
the State of Washington
County Extension Offices in
Adams County
Adams
Courthouse
P.O. Box
Box 496
P.O.
Ritzville 99169

557 E.
E. Main Street
Street
557
Othello 99344
Asotin County
Agriculture Office
Building
Asotin 99402
Benton County
Courthouse Annex
Annex
Prosser 99350
KID Building
Building
Kennewick 99336
Chelan County
County
Courthouse

.Wenatchee

98801

Clallam County
County
204 Federal Building
204
Port Angeles
Angeles 98362

County
Clark County
202 Courthouse
Vancouver 98660
Columbia County
Building
Federal Building
Dayton 99328
Cowlitz County
Courthouse Annex
Kelso 98626
Doug'as
Douglas County
County
Courthouse,
Courthouse, Box 550
Waterville 98858

County
Ferry County
Courthouse
Republic 99166
Franklin County
Courthouse
Pasco 99301
Garfield County
Courthouse
99347
Pomeroy 99347
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Grant County
Courthouse
Box 608
608
Ephrata 98823
Grays Harbor County
County
200 First
First Street
Street South
Box 550
550
Montesano 98563

Island County
Courthouse
Coupeville 98239
Jefferson County
Federal Building
Box 572
57 2
Port Townsend 98368
King County
County
King County
County Courthouse,
Courthouse,
Unit 22
100 Crockett Street
Seattle 98109
Kitsap County
County
216 County Administration building
Port Orchard
Orchard 98366

- "
Kittitas County
213
213 Courthouse
Ellensburg 98926
Klickitat County
Courthouse
Goldendale 98620
Lewis County
County
Courthouse Annex
Couithouse
Chehalis 98532

Lincoln County
Cooperative Extension
Service
Box 399
399
Davenport 99122
Mason County
12 Federal
Federal Building
12
Shelton 98584
Okanogan County
Courthouse
Okanogan 98840
Pacific County
Courthouse
P.O.
P.O. Box 45
Bend 98586
South Bend

Coastal
Coastal Washington
Washington
Research Unit
Route 1,
1, Box 570
Beach 98631
Long Beach

Pend Oreille County
Federal Building
Building
Box 489
Newport 99156

Stevens County
Post Office Building
Post
Building
32
Box 32
Colville 99114

Pierce County
742 County-City
Building
Building
Tacoma 98402

Thurston County
226
226 Courthouse Annex
Annex
Olytnpia 98502
Olytnpia

San Juan County
Island
Is
land Service
Service
Building
Friday Harbor 98250
Skagit County
Courthouse Annex
Annex
Vernon 98273
Mt. Vernon
Skamania County
Courthouse
P.O.
P.O. Box K
Stevenson 98648
Stevenson

Snohomish County

Snohotnish
Snohotnish County
County
Agriculture Building
Building
Everett 98201
Spokane County
Spokane
Courthouse
Spokane 99201
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Wahkiakum County
Wahkiakutn
Courthouse
Box 278
278
Cathlamet 98612
Walla Walla County
County
Courthouse
P.O. Box 536
536
P.O.
Walla Walla 99362
Whatcom County
County
Courthouse
Bellinghatn 98225
Whitman County
County
Courthouse
Colfax
Colfax 99111

Yakitna
Yakima County
233 Courthouse
233
Yakima 98901

OREGON STATE
STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF
OF FORESTRY
FORESTRY
OREGON

Teaching
Teachpg
The general aim of the
the School
School of
of Forestry
Forestry is
is to
to assure
assure its
its students
students of
of aa quality
quality education,
education,
both liberal and professional. A specific School
School aim
aim is
is the
the best
best possible
possible development
development ofofstustudents
dents as
as individuals,
individuals, citizens,
citizens, and professional men.
men.
Supporting by
by far
far the
greatest industry in
Supporting
the greatest
in Oregon,
Oregon, forestry
forestry is
is also
also important
important nationally
nationally and
and
is
in other
other western
western states.
states. There is
is aa strong,
strong, continuing
continuing demand
demand for
for forforis of
of major
major significance in
well equipped
equipped to
to become
become responsible
responsible citizens
citizens
esters in
in this
this region.
region. Oregon State foresters
foresters are
are well
and to
assume positions
positions in managing the basic forest
and
to assume
forest values, water, wood,
wood, wildlife,
wildlife, recreation,
recreation,
forage. They
in establishing,
They are employed
employed in
establishing, maintaining,
maintaining, and
and harvesting
harvesting forest
forest crops;
crops; in
in
and forage.
product development,
development, processing,
marketing; in
product
processing, and marketing;
in teaching;
teaching; and
and in
in research.
research. Since the School
stresses administrative management,
prepare themselves
themselves adequately
adequately have
have excellent
excellent
stresses
management, graduates who prepare
opportunities
opportunities for
for advancement
advancement to administrative positions.
positions. The School arranges seasonal
seasonal employemploywith
service. Forestry is
is a highly satisfying
satisfying occupation with
ment and operates a graduate placement service.
expanding possibilities.
possibilities.
ponsibilities or Functions
Responsibilities
Functions

The
is the primary function
function of
of the
the School
School of
of Forestry.
Forestry.
The education of
of professional
professional foresters is
Additional
Additional service of an educational nature
nature to
to the
the general
general public
public is
is given
given by
by the
the staff
staff insofar
insofar
Short courses
courses of interest to woodland owners are
as
as possible.
Short
are held throughout
throughout the
the year,
year, speakers
speakers
are
meetings of
offf campus,
answered, and
and technical
technical
are provided for educational meetings
campus, many
many inquiries
inquiries are answered,
publications
produced. The School
School is
is aa repository
repository of
of information
information on
on down-to-the
down-to-the minute
minute
publications are produced.
techniques and
and research
research findings,
findings, all
all available to
techniques
to timberland owners.
owners.
The School
of Forestry is
The
School of
is accredited by the Society of American Foresters.
Research

Forestry research
research at
at OSU
OSU is
Forestry
is conducted through the Forest Research Laboratory of
of the
the School
School
of Forestry,
of the largest
largest university forest
forest research programs
programs in
in the
the nation.
nation. This
of
Forestry, one of
This program
prpgram
includes cooperative
cooperative projects
projects with
with other
other research
research units
units and
and departments
departments of
of the
the Universityir
University/
includes
Research is
is dedicated to providing useful information
information in
in reforesting
reforesting and
and managing forest
forest lands
lands
to yield
yield the
the maximum
maximum return
return in
in wood
wood products,
products, water,
water, fish,
fish, wildlife,
wildlife, and recreation;
to
recreation; and to
utilize most
from this
this important
important renewable
renewable natural
natural
most efficiently the raw material harvested from
resource.
The program benefits the
the state
state by conserving and
and regenerating
regenerating the
the resource,
resource, increasincreasing efficiency
efficiency in
in harvesting
harvesting and
and processing,
processing, improving
utilization, widening markets through
ing
improving utilization,
improved performance
performance and
and new
new products,
products, and
and increasing
of production and employment.
improved
increasing the
the stability of
It
the University.
It also
also contributes
contributes to
to the
the educational
educational functions
functions of
of the
University.
Research activities
activities are
organized into three
Research
are organized
three areas;
areas; Forest
Forest Engineering,
Engineering, Forest Management,
and
is concerned with roads,
roads, timber
timber transportation,
transportation, and
and
and Forest Products. Forest Engineering is
Management, studies
logging systems.
systems. In Forest Management,
studies are
are directed toward
toward maintaining and
and increasing
increasing
the
improved cultural
forests and through
the forest
forest resources
resources through
through improved
cultural practices
practices in young-growth forests
improvement of
techniques in
in seeding
seeding and
and planting,
tree improvement,
improvement, and control
improvement
of reforestation
reforestation techniques
planting, tree
of daaiage
by animals.
damage by
Areas
study include forest
forest ecology,
ecology, forest economics
economics and marketing,
Areas of
of study
marketing,
forest
forest mensuration,
forest regeneration,
regeneration, silviculture,
silviculture, tree
forest genetics,
genetics, forest
forest hydrology,
hydrology, forest
mensuration, forest
physiology, and wildlife ecology.
physiology,
ecology.

The aim of
forest products
products research is to discover new products
products and improve the use and
of forest
serviceability of
of wood.
wood. Research is
is concerned with basic wood properties,
properties, forest products marketing,
paper, timber
timber mechanics
engineering, wood and bark
keting, manufactured
manufactured products,
products, pulp and paper,
mechanics and engineering,
chemistry,
chemistry, wood seasoning,
seasoning, and
and wood
wood treatment
treatment and
and preservation.
preservation.
These programs,
programs, which derive substantial support
support from the
the forest industry,
industry, supply results
results
of research
research and
owners and
managers, manufacturers
of
and provide technical
technical information to
to forest
forest land
land owners
and managers,
and users of forest products, and
and others
others who
who are
are interested.
interested. The Laboratory also undertakes
specialized research
research that
that is
is financed
financed by
by individuals,
individuals, corporations,
corporations, associations,
associations, and
and government
government
specialized
agencies.
Service
of wood products are conducted at
Laboratory, on the
Service tests
tests of
at the
the Laboratory,
the McDonald
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Forest, and
and in
in various other
other locations
locations such
such as
as railroad
railroad lines,
lines, harbors,
harbors, and
and farms.
farms. Field experiForest,
ments in
in forest
forest genetics,
genetics, young-growth
young-growth management,
management, forest
forest hydrology,
hydrology, and
and reforestation
reforestation are
are mainmainments
lands of the
the School
School of
of Forestry and
and of
of public
public and
and private
private cooperating
cooperating agencies.
agencies.
tained on lands
Forest Research
Research Laboratory
Laboratory in
in particular
particular conducts
conducts many
many projects
projects of
of interest
interest to
to small
small
The Forest
woodland owners
owners working
working in
in such
such areas
areas as
as post
post preservation,
preservation, seeding,
seeding, planting,
planting, thinning,
thinning, and
and
woodland
timber management.
-management. Reports
Reports of
of research conducted,
conducted, and
and other information
information on
on the
the proprocommercial timber
gram, can be obtained by writing the
the School
School of
of Forestry, Oregon
Oregon State
State University,
University, Corvallis,
Corvallis,
gram,
97331.
Oregon
Organization
ranization
School of Forestry is
is organized
organized into
into three
three departments;
departments; Forest
Forest Management,
Management, Forest
Forest EngiEngiThe School
and Forest
Forest Products.
Products. The head of each department is
is responsible
responsible for
for the
the development
development
neering, and
and
and execution of
of both the
the teaching and research functions
functions of his department.
department. University-owned
is administered by the head of the Forest Engineering Department.
Department.
land is
(affecting the
the entire
entire school)
school) are
are carried
carried on
on by
by the
the Dean,
Dean, department
department
Academic functions (affecting
matters are
are handled through
and faculty
faculty committees.
committees. Adtninistrative
Administrative matters
through two
two assistant
assistant deans.
deans.
heads, and
Degrees
De&rees
(B.S.) and
and the
the Bachelor
Bachelor of
of Forestry
Forestry (B.F.)
(B.F.) degrees
degrees are
are offered
offered with
with
The Bachelor of Science (B.S.)
Administration, Forest
Forest Science,
Science, Forest Recreation,
Recreation, Wood
Wood
curricula in Forest Engineering,
Engineering, Forest Administration,
Science, and
and Wood Industry
Industry Management.
Management.
Science,
Through the
the Graduate School the three departments offer the
the Master of
of Science
Science (M.S.)
(M.S.) and
and the
the
Master of
of Forestry
Forestry (M.F.)
(M.F.) degrees.
degrees. The Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)
(Ph.D.) degree
degree is
is offered
offered in
in Forest
Forest
Master
Management and
and Forest
Forest Products.
Products.
Enrollment

435.

Graduates number
number 2,229.
2,229. Enrollment for the five school
school years 1963
1963 to
to 1968
1968 has averaged
averaged
Graduate students comprise about
about 15
15 percent
percent of
of the
the enrollment.
enrollment.
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UNIVERSITY OF
OF WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF FOREST RESOURCES

Responsibilities
College of
of Forest
Forest Resources
Resources is
is concerned
concerned with
with all
all aspects
aopects of
of human
human use
use of
of forest
forest land
land
The College
This includes
includes an
an understanding
understanding of
of the
the biological
biological principles
principles
and
interrelationships. This
and wildlife
wildlife interrelationships.
that
govern the
the dynamics
dynamics of
of forest organisms as individuals
that govern
individuals and
and as
as communities;
communities; knowledge
knowledge of
of how
how
these
communities can
can be
be measured and how they
these communities
they respond to
to and
and act
act on
on their
their physical
physical environment;
environment;
familiarity with
with the
the sciences
sciences and technologies of utilizing all
familiarity
all forest
forest values
values and
and products;
products; and
and aa
consideration of
of the
the several
several public
public and private ownership objectives, together
consideration
together with
with appropriate
appropriate
management principles.

its curricula
and appropriate
appropriate academic
academic preparation
preparation durdurIn its
curricula the College emphasizes aa thorough and
ing
division progr
programs depening the
the first
first two
two years,
years, followed by one of several professional upper division
dent
dent on the individual student's inclination.
inclination. These include forest management, logging
logging engineerengineering, forest
forest sciences,
sciences, wood
wood technology,
technology, wood and fiber sciences,
ing,
sciences, pulp and
and paper
paper technology,
technology, outoutrecreation, and
and wildlife
wildlife option.
option.
door recreation,
Curricula of
of the
the College
College lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science
Curricula
Science in
in Forestry
Forestry and,
and, through
through
School, to the Master of Forestry,
Forestry, Master of
of Science
Science in
in Forestry,
Forestry, and
and Doctor
Doctor of
of
the Graduate School,
Philosophy.

Administration
The College of Forest Resources
Resources is
is an
an undepartmentalized unit
unit of
of the
the University
University of
of WashingWashington administered
administered by the Dean of Forest Resources,
Resources, who is
is assisted by
by an
an Associate
Associate Dean
Dean for
for ReResearch and
and Graduate Study
Study and an Associate Dean for Instruction.
Instruction. The Institute
Institute of
of Forest ProdProducts,
the University of
Pack Demonstration
Demonstration Forest
Forest
ucts, the
of Washington Arboretum,
Arboretum, and the Charles Lathrop Pack
are integral
units of the College with their separate directors and
integral budgetary units
and resident
resident manager,
manager,
all of
of whom report directly
directly to
to the
the Dean.
Dean.
all
Enrollment for
for the
the five-year
five-year period
period 1963-67
has averaged 281.
Enrollment
1963-67 has
281.
about
about 21 percent of the
the enrollment.
enrollment.
Address:

Dean, College of Forest ResourceB
Dean,
Resources
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98105
Seattle,

A01
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students comprise
comprise
Graduate students

UNIVERSITY OF
OF WASHINGTON INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE OF
OF FOREST PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS

The Institute of
Products of
of the
the College
College of
of Forest
Forest Resources,
Resources, University
University of
of Washingof Forest
ForestProducts
ton,
and continuing education
education proproton, is
is charged with
with management
management responsibilities for the research and
grams of the
the College.
College. The Institute serves as the
the focal
focal point within the
the University for
for the
the conconcerns
advancement and dissemination of knowledge in
in the
the field
field of
of forestry
forestry and
and
cerns of
of the state with advancement
It has
has the dual
dual functions of conducting research in
products. It
in forestry,
forestry, broadly defined,
defined,
forest products.
and of
the forestry sciences and
and technologies.
technologies. As
and
of providing
providing a program of
of continuing education in the
an integral
part of
of the
University, it
integral part
the University,
it has a large body of scientists and
and engineers
engineers on the
the faculfaculty
and principal
principal investigators.
investigators.
ty who
who serve
serve as
as program directors and
Currently
administers a program of
amounting
Currently the
the Institute administers
of research and continuing education amounting
to state funds,
to more than $1
$1 million
million annually.
annually. In addition to
funds, substantial funds
funds are derived
to
federal and private foundation grants and other industrial
industrial and
and private contributions.
through federal
At the present,
present, established
established research
research programs
programs exist
exist in
in forest
forest production,
production, quantitative
quantitative
ecology,
ecology, soil
soil and
and water,
water, tropical
tropical forestry,
forestry, fire
fire science,
science, insects
insects and
and diseases,
diseases, chemical
chemicalutilizautilization
economics.
tion of
of wood,
wood, mechanical
mechanical utilization
utilization of
of wood,
wood, wildlife,
wildlife, recreation,
recreation, and economics.
The continuing
continuing education
education division
division annually
annually schedules
schedules aa variety
variety of
of short
short courses,
courses, conferences,
conferences,
seminars, and symposia designed to achieve a wider diffusion and more effective application of
seminars,
in the
the realm of forest
forest resource
resource management and
and use. Subject matter areas
areas are
are
new technology in
to meet
people.
selected to
meet contemporary needs
needs of business
business and professionally oriented people.

Address:

Director, Institute of
of Forest Products
Director,
College of Forest Resources
University of Washington
Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98105
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STATE UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON STATE
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RANGE MANAGEMENT
Professional
Professional
B.S. degrees
degrees have
B.S.
accredited by
by the
the
accredited

forestry courses
courses have been taught
taught at
at Washington
Washington State
State University
University since
since 1891;
1891;
in forestry
forestry since
since 1912.
1912. The Department's
Department's forestry program was
been granted in
Society of
of American Foresters in 1965.
Society
1965.

An integral
of the
Department's program
program is
is the
the training
training of
of students
students in
in range
range managemanageintegral part
part of
the Department's
Courses in
Courses
in range management have been offered since
since 1901.
1901. The 4-year range
range management
management
curriculum at
at Washington
Washington State
State University,
University, established
established in
in 1923,
1923, was
was the
the first
first offered
offered anywhere
anywhere in
in
curriculum
the Range
Range Management Education
Education Council
Council in
in 1961.
1961.
the world. The program was approved by the

ment.

The Department
Department Chairman,
Chairman, although
although reporting
reporting to
to the
the Dean
Dean of
of the
the College
College of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, asassumes primary
primary responsibility for the three major functions encompassed:
sumes
encompassed: undergraduate and
and gradugraduate teaching,
ate
teaching, research, and
and extension
extension work.
work. The program is
is strengthened
strengthened and
and cothplemented
complemented by close
liaison with
Agriculture, the
the Agriculture
Agriculture Research
Research Center,
Center,
liaison
with other
other departments
departments in the College of Agriculture,
the Wood
Wood Technology
Technology Research Section,
the
Section, the Water Research Center,
Center, and
and the
the rest
rest of
of the
the University.
University.
Teaching,
Teaching, research,
research, and
and extension is
is carried
carried on
on in
in most
most major
major aspects
aspects of
of forestry:
forestry: forest manageinent,forest
forest economics,
economics, forest
forest entomology,
entomology, forest
forest pathology,
pathology, forestation,
forestation, wildland
agement,
wildland recreation,
recreation,
silviculture,
management, forest
silviculture, watershed management,
forest mensuration, multiple-use
multiple-use land
land management,
management, range
range
ecology,
ecology, and
and range
range management.
Degrees granted
granted include:
include:
Range Management.

B.S.
in Forestry;
Forestry; and
and B.S.
B.S. and
and M.S.
M.S. in
in
B.S. in Forest
Forest Management;
Management; M.S.
M.S. in

Graduates number
number 550.
550. Enrollment in
in recent school years has averaged.160.
averaged.160.
dents
about 6 percent
percent of the enrollment.
enrollment.
dents comprise about
Address:

Chairman, Department
Department of Forestry and
Chairman,
and Range
Range Management
Washington State
State University
Pullman, Washington
Washington
Pullman,
99163
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Graduate stustu-

FORESTRY EDUCATION
EDUCATION AT
AT COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
COLLEGES
OREGON AND WASHINGTON

Community
Colleges
Offering
Programs
Forestry Technol
Technology in 1968:
1968:
£at
Colleges
2.a&
Programs
ininFores
OREGON
State Office

State
State Department
Department of
of Education
Education
Division of
and Vocational
Vocational Education
Education
Divigion
of Community Colleges and
Salem, Oregon
Salem,
97310
Community Colleges
Central Oregon Community College
Bend, Oregon
97701
Bend,

Community College
College
Salem Technical Vocational Community
Salem,
97303
Salem, Oregon

Clatsop
Clateop Community College
Astoria, Oregon
Astoria,
97103

Southwestern Oregon Community College
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oregon
Oregon
97421

Lane Community College
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon
97402

Umpqua Community
Umpqua
Community College.
College.
Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oregon
97470

General Info
Information
General
rmat ion
Trom
(FromOregon
Oregon Community
Community Colleges
Colleges Directo
Directory of Programs 1967-68,
1967-68, State
State Department of
of Education)
Education)
The State of Oregon,
Oregon, through the
the Department of
of Education,
Education, provides
provides aa system
system of
of community
community
colleges offering
offering academic
academic transfer courses and vocational-technical curricula.
colleges
curricula. Most students
to transfer
transfer to
to a four-year institution will be able to
planning to
to complete their
their freshman
freshman and
and
sophomore years at aa community
community college.
college. The community
connnunity colleges award
award the
the Associate
Associate in
in Arts
Arts and
and
in Science
Science degrees,
degrees, diplomas,
diplomas, and
and certificates.
certificates.
Associate in
Oregon community colleges accept students
students who provide
provide evidence
evidence of
of suitable
suitable preparation
preparation for
for
work at
at the
the college
college level.
level. Graduation from an accredited high school provides eligibility
eligibility for
for
Completion of work of an equivalent nature,
nature, work experience,
experience, and
and appropriate
appropriate testing
testing
admission.
may establish
establish eligibility.
eligibility.

Examples
ForestryPrograms
Off.bCommunity
Colleges
Examples ofofForestry
Programs Offered
by Community
Colleges in
in Oregon
Oregon
is offered
offered at
at Central
Central Oregon,
Oregon, Lane,
Lane, Salem,
Salem, and
and Umpqua.
Umpqua. The Forest
The Forester Aids course is
Technology course is offered at
at Central
Central Oregon,
Oregon, Clatsop,
Clatsop, Lane,
Lane, and
and Umpqua.
Umpqua. Forest Products Technology is
is offered at
at Salem
Salem and
and Southwestern;
Southwestern; Wood
Wood Industries
Industries Technology
Technology isis offered
offeredatatSouthSouthwestern. A Business/Forestry curriculum
curriculum is
is offered
offered by
by Clatsop.
Clatsop.
The following information from
from the
the Clatsop
Clatsop Community
Community College
College Catalogue
Catalogue (1968-1969)
(1968-1969) explains
explains
Technology program:
program:
a two-year Forestry Technology
The Forestry Technology curriculum
curriculum is
is designed
designed to
to prepare
prepare the
the student
student for
for many
many varied
varied
technical skills
skills in management
management of our forests.
technical
forests. The practical training along
along with
supplemental
supplemental skilled instruction by foresters in
in the
the area insures
insures that
that the
the technitechnician can play a useful role
role upon
upon graduation.
graduation. This program is also designed to
to help
those already employed in the industry to
those
to upgrade their
their skills
skills for
for advancement.
advancement. The
curriculum, which
which leads
curriculum,
leads to an Associate of Science
Science degree,
degree, has been developed with
the
of advisory committees composed of representatives of both private
the assistance
assistance of
private
and related industries...,
industries.... curricula
curricula are
are continucontinuand public
public agencies
agencies of forestry and
ously
to meet current technical
technical knowledge...,
knowledge.... students
students who are
are
ously revised and
and up-dated to
capable may
may receive transfer credits whenever applicable...,
capable
applicable.... some
some work experience
experience
is encouraged
encouraged and
and students
students are aided in securing both seasonal and career employment.
is
employment.
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WASHINGTON

State Office
Division of
of Vocational.
Vocational Education
State Division
Education
P.
248
P. 0.
0. Box 248
Olympia,
98501
Olympia, Washington
Washington
Community Colleges
Community

Centralia Community College
Centralla
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 639
Centralia, Washington
Washington
Centralla,
98531

College
Lower Columbia College
1608
1608 Maple Street
Longview, Washington
98632
Longview,

Clark Community College
1800 McLoughlin
McLoughlin Blvd.
Blvd.
Vancouver, Washington 98663
Vancouver,

Community College
College
Peninsula Community
and Ennis
Laurisdsen and
Angeles, Washington
Port Angeles,
98362

College
Everett Community College
801 Wetmore Avenue
Everett, Washington
98201
Everett,

Wenatchee Valley College
Street
1300 Fifth Street
Wenatchee, Washington
98801
Wenatchee,

Green River Community College
12401
S. E.
Street
12401 5.
E. 320th Street
Auburn, Washington
98002
Auburn,
Examples
in Washington
Examples of
of Forestry Programs
Programs Offered by Community Colleges in
Centralla College offers two
two years in
in Forestry, looking
looking either
either to
to transfer
transfer to
to
In Washington,
Washington, Centralia
a
senior institution or
or to semi-professional forestry employment.
a senior
employment. A one-year course
course in
in Forest
Technology is
Is offered;
offered; this
this curriculum
curriculum may be
be expanded
expanded to
to two
two years.
years. Six other Washington community colleges offer Forestry Technology programs.
programs.
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PUBLIC AGENCIES
FEDERAL

Federal Agencies Listed by Name,
Name, Location, and
and Mailing Address1
Address
U. S.
U.
S. Department of
of Agriculture:
Agriculture:

U.
S. Department of
of Interior:
Interior:
U. S.

Agricultural
Agricultural Research
Research Service
Pesticides Regulation Division
Pesticides
Room 328,
328, Federal Building
Building
Plant
Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Division
Room 331,
331, Federal Building
Building
701 N.
701
N. W.
W. Glisan,
Glisan, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Washington office:
office:
Washington
909 First, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Washington
909First,

U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Service
U. S.
.729
Portland, Oregon 97232
97232
729 N.
N. E.
E. Oregon,
Oregon, Portland,
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 3737
3737
P.
U. S.
S. Geological Survey
Survey
U.
830 N.
Portland, Ore.
Ore. 97208
97208
N. E.
E. Holladay,
Holladay, Portland,
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 3087
3087
P.

97209

98104

Affairs
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1725
(Lloyd Plaza)
Plaza)
1725 N.
N. E.
E. Irving Street (Lloyd
Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97232
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 3785
3785
(See page 423)

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service, Oregon State
State office
office
Service,
1218
1218 S.
5. W.
W. Washington,
Washington, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
(See pages 419-420)
(See

Washington office:
office:
Washington
909 First,
Washington
First, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service,
Service, Washington State office
Room 391 U.
S. Courthouse West
U. S.
920 Riverside,
Riverside, Spokane,
Spokane, Washington
Washington 99201
(See
419, 421)
(See pages 419,

U. S.
S. Forest Service Regional Office
U.
319
319 S.
S. W.
W. Pine.Street,
Pine1Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
P.
3623
P. 0.
0. Box 3623
Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range
Experiment Station
809
Sixth Street,
809 N.
N. E.
E. Sixth
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
P.O.
P. 0. Box 3141
(See
(See page 172 or 407)

,

Bureau of
office
729
729 N.
N. E.
E.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box
P.
(See page

98104

Land Management,
Management, Oregon
Oregon State
State

Oregon,
Oregon, Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97208
2975
2975
422)
422)

97208

Washington State
State is
is administered
administered by
by the
the
Washington
above Oregon office.
office.

97208

Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, Oregon State office
1218
1218 S.
5. W.
W. Washington,
Washington, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon 97205
(See pages 411-414)
(See

Soil Conservation Service,
Soil
Service, Washington State
office
4304 E.
Spokane, Washington 99206
4304
E. Mission,
Mission, Spokane,
(See
(See pages 411,
411, 415-418)

Service
National Park Service
Office of
of Cooperative Activities
Office
710 N.
N. E.
E. Holladay
Portland, Oregon 97232
Portland,
Bureau
Bureau of
of Outdoor
Outdoor Recreation
Pacific
Pacific Noirthwest
Northwest Regional Office
Room 407,
407, U.
U. S.
S. Courthouse
Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98104
U.
S. Treasury Department:
Department:
U. S.
Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Service
319 5.
S. W.
Pine, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
319
W. Pine,

97204

U. S.
S. Department of
of Commerce:
Commerce:
U.
Environmental
Environmental Science Services
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, Portland
Portland International
International Airport
Airport
N. E.
E. Marine Drive,
Portland, Oregon 97211
5420 N.
Drive, Portland,
Washington office:
office:
Washington
First, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington
909 First,

Seattle District
District office:
office:
Seattle, Wash.
Sixth and Lenora,
Lenora, Seattle,
Wash. 98104

98104

S. Department
Department of
of Health,
Health, Education,
Education, and
and Welfare:
Welfare:
U. S.
Social Security Administration
1221 S.
12th Street,
1221
S. W.
W. 12th
Street, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
(See
11-16)
(See pages 11-16)

Seattle office:
office:
Seattle

97205
97 205

230 Fairview N., Seattle,
Seattle, Wash.
Wash.

TJhen
P. 0.
O. Box number is given as part of the
the address,
address, the
the zip
zip code
code is
is that
that of
of the
the P.
P. 0.
0.
hen a P.
station,
station, and is
is not
not necessarily the zip
zip code for
for the
the street
street address
address of the
the office given.
given.
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0.
S. FOREST SERVICE
U. S.
Responsibilities
Responsibilitieb
S. Forest Service
Service has three
three main functions:
functions:
The U.
U. S.
Management of
forests and
and 18
national
of the
the 166
186 million acres
acres which comprise
comprise 155
155 national
national forests
18 national
grasslands.

forest, range,
range, and
and watershed management, and
and in
in forest
forest economics,
economics, forest
forest
Research in forest,
products, forest
forest fire,
fire, forest
forest insects
insects and
and disease.
disease.
products,
fire and pest
pest control,
control, flood
flood prevention,
prevention, forest
forest management,
management, and
and
Cooperative support of fire
on state
state and
and private
private forest
forest lands.
lands.
tree planting on
(How Organized;
Organized; Divisions)
Administration (How
forests: For national forest
forest administration,
administration, the
the United
United States
States is
is divided
divided into
into
National forests:
regions, each region into national forests,
forests, and
and each
each national forest
forest into
into ranger
ranger districts.
districts. The
regions,
line of
the Forest Service
Service to
to the
the regional
regional forester,
forester, to
to the
the
line
of authority runs from the Chief of the
forest supervisor, to
to the
the district
district ranger.
ranger. The functional
functional organization
organization in
In the
the Chief's
Chief's office
office (at
(at
forest
Washington,
D. C.)
C.) is
is extended
extended to
to the
the field.
field. In Washington,
for example,
example, aa Division of
of Timber
Timber
Washington, for
Washington, D.
Management is
is responsible
responsible for
for overall
overall direction
direction of
of timber
timber management.
management. In the region there
there is
is
likewise aa timber
timber management
at the national forest level
level there
is a functional-staff
likewise
management division;
division; at
there is
man for
for timber
timber management;
management; and
and in
in the
the ranger
ranger district
district there are as
as many men stationed as
as are
are
the work.
work. The district ranger is
is the
the local
local manager of aa forest
forest property.
property.
needed to do the
All of
all but the northeast corner of Washington are
are in
in the
the U.
U. S.
S. Forest Service
Service
All
of Oregon and all
Region Six.
Six. National forests
forests in
in the
the three
three Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest states
states total
total 45.4
45.4 million
million acres
acres
Region
distributed as
as shown:
shown:
distributed

Oregon
Washington
Idaho

Total Acres1
Acres

Commercial

15,462,000
9,691,000
20,342,000

12,545,000
6,160,000
11,310,000

Non-Commercial
2,917,000
3,531,000
9,032,000

State
State and private cooperative work:
work: The Forest
Forest Service shares
shares with the
the states
states the
the cost
cost of
of
basic fire
fire prevention and protection to
to private woodlands;
woodlands; of
of detecting and
and controlling
controlling
providing basic
insects
to landowners;
landowners; and
and of
insects and
and disease;
disease; producing
producing and
and distributing
distributing forest
forest tree
tree seedlings
seedlings to
of
forest management through technically
technically trained service or farm
farm foresters,
foresters, who give
give
cooperative forest
woodland owners
owners on-the-ground
on-the-ground advice
advice and
and assistance.
assistance. The Division of State
State and
and Private Forestry
regional office is
is principally responsible
responsible for Forest Service cooperation in
in those
those
in each regional
activities which are
are administered
administered by
by the
the states.
states.

Forest Service
Service research:
research: The Pacific Northwest
Station, with
Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station,
headquarters in Portland,
headquarters
Portland, conducts
conducts research in Oregon,
Oregon, Washington (except
(except for the northeast
corner),
corner), and
and Alaska.
Alaska. The Intermountain Forest
Station, with headquarters at
Forest and Range Experiment Station,
Ogden, Utah,
Utah, directs
directs Forest Service
Service research
research in
in northeast
northeast Washington, Idaho,
Idaho, and
and the
the Northern
Northern
Ogden,
Rockies generally. Each station is
is headed by a
a director,
director, under
are project
project leaders
leaders in
under whom are
research areas such
such as
as economics,
economics, timber
timber management,
management, and
and utilization.
utilization. Some of these
these projects
projects are
are
located at
at field units
units or at university campuses.
located
campuses.
Educational and informational
informational programs make available to
to landowners
landowners results
results of
of research at
Pacific and
Forest and Range
dealing with techniques,
Pacific
and Intermountain Forest
Range Experiment
Experiment Stations--research
Stations--research dealing
techniques,
methods, costs,
costs, and
and returns.
returns.

From Statistical
Statistical Abstract of the
the United States,
States, 1967.
1967.
1From
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FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE OFFICES
OFFICES IN
IN OREGON
OREGON AND WASHINGTON
U. S.
S. FOREST

Research
Regional
(Office of the Director)
Director)
Regional Headquarters (Office
U.S.
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest
Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Experiment Station
Station
U.
S. Department of
Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Director
Director
P.O.
3141
P.O. Box 3141
Portland, Oregon 97208
Portland,
Field Research Centers and Experimental Forests
Oregon:
Oregon:
Forestry Sciences
Sciences Laboratory,
Laboratory,
Pacific Northwest
P.O. Box 887
P.O.
Corvallis,
Oregon 97330
Corvallis, Oregon

La Grande Unit,
Pacific Northwest
Unit, Pacific
Building
Sacajawea Building
P.O. Box F,
Grande, Oregon 97850
P.O.
F, La Grande,
Unit, Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Northwest
Roseburg Unit,
P.O.
389
P.O. Box 389
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
Roseburg,

Forest
Cascade Head Experimental Forest
- Otis (local
(local office)
office)
H. J.
H.
J. Andrews Experimental Forest
Forest
Blue River (local
(local office)
office)

Silviculture Laboratory,
Laboratory, Pacific Northwest
P.O. Box 1208
1208
P.O.
Bend,
Bend, Oregon 97701

Washington:
Forestry Sciences
Sciences Laboratory,
Laboratory,
Pacific Northwest
Route 4,
4, Box 500
500
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington 98501

Seattle
Seattle Unit,
Unit, Pacific Northwest
4507 University Way N.E.
N.E.
4507
Seattle, Washington
Washington 98105
Seattle,

Laboratory, Pacific Northwest
Forest Hydrology Laboratory,
1133
1133 N.
N. Western
Western Avenue
P.O.
Wenatchee,Washington
P.O. Box
Box 1628,
1628, Wenatchee,
Washington 98801
Alaska:

(Research Unit
(Research
Unit under Portland Headquarters)

Institute of
Institute
of Northern Forestry
P.O. Box 909,
P.O.
909, Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska 99801
(Office of Forest Supervisor)
Supervisor) and
National Forest Headquarters (Office
Ranger
(Office of
the District
in Oregon
Ranger Districts
Districts (Office
of the
District Ranger)
Ranger) in
Oregon
Regional
(Office of
6)
Regional Office
Office (Office
of the Regional
Regional Forester,
Forester, Region 6)
U.
S. Department
Service, Regional
U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest
Forest Service,
Regional Forester
Forester
S.W. Pine Street
Street
319 S.W.
Portland,
208
97208
Portland, Oregon 97
P.O. Box 3623
3623
P.O.
DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST (1,587,690
(1,587,690 acres),
acres), Bend
Bend
Bend Ranger District, Bend
Crescent R.
R. D.,
D., Crescent
Crescent

Fort
R. D.,
Fort Rock R.
D., Bend
Sisters
Sisters R.
R. D.,
D., Sisters

FREMONT NATIONAL FOREST (1,208,302
(1,208,302 acres),
acres), Lakeview

District, Bly
Bly
Bly Ranger District,
Lakeview
Lakeview R.
R. D.,
D., Lakeview

Paisley
R. D.,
Paisley R.
D., Paisley
Silver Lake R.
R. D.,
Silver Lake
Silver
D., Silver
Lake

MALHEUR NATIONAL FOREST (1,204,974
(1,204,974 acres),
acres), John Day
Bear Valley Ranger
Ranger District,
District, John
John Day
Day
Burns R.
Burns
R. D.,
D., Burns
Burns

R. D.,
D., John
John Day
Day
Long Creek R.
Prairie
City R.
R. D.,
D., Prairie City
City
Prairie City
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MT.
(1,115,746 acres),
acres), Portland
MT. HOOD NATIONAL FOREST (1,115,746
R. D.,
D., Estacada
Estacada
Estacada R.
R. D., Parkdale
Parkdale
Hood River R.
Lakes R.
R. D.,
D., Estacada
Zag R.
R. D.,
D., Zigzag
Zigzag
Zig Zag

Dufur
Barlow Ranger District, Dufur
Bear Springs
Springs R.
Bear
R. D.,
D., Maupin
Collawash R.
R. D.,
D., Estacada
Columbia Gorge
Gorge R.
R. D.,
D., Cascade Locks
(951,891 acres),
acres), Prineville
Prineville
OCHOCO NATIONAL FOREST (951,891
Big Summit
District, Prineville
Big
Sutmnit Ranger District,
Crooked
Crooked River
River National
National Grassland,
Grassland, Prineville
Paulina R.
R. D.,
D., Paulina

Prineville R.
R. D.,
D., Prineville
Snow Mountain R.
R. D.,
D., Burns
Burns

ROGUE RIVER (572,232
(572,232 acres)2,
acres) , Medford
Prospect R.
R. D.,
D., Prospect
Prospect
Prospect
Union Creek R. D., Prospect

Applegate Ranger District,
District, Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Ashland R.
D., Ashland
R. D.,
R. D.,
D., Butte Falls
Butte Falls R.

SISKIYOU
(1,049,266 acres)2,
acres) , Grants Pass
SISKIYOU NATIONAL FOREST (1,049,266
District, Brookings
Chetco Ranger District,
Galice R.
R. D.,
D., Merlin
Gold Beach R.
R. D.,
D., Gold Beach

Illinois Valley R.
R. D.,
D., Cave Junction
Junction
Powers R.
D., Powers
R. D.,

SIUSLAW NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (618,685
acres), Corvallis
SIUSLAW
(618,685 acres),

Alsea Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Alsea
Hebo R.
R. D.,
D., Hebo
R. D.,
D., Mapleton
Mapleton R.

Smith River R.
R. D.,
D., Gardiner
Waldport R.
R. D., Waldport

UMATILLA
(1,075,971 acres)2,
acres)2, Pendleton
UNATILLA NATIONAL FOREST (1,075,971
Ranger District,
District, Dale
Dale Ranger
Heppner R.
R. D.,
D., Heppner

Pendleton
Pendleton R.
R. D.,
D.) Pendleton
Ukiah R.
D., Ukiah
R. D.,

UMPQUA NATIONAL
IJMPQUA
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (984,497
(984,497 acres),
acres), Roseburg
Cottage Grove
Grove Ranger District,
District, Cottage Grove
Cottage
Diamond Lake R.
R. D.,
D., Idleyld
Idleyld Park
R. D., Glide
Glide
Glide R.

South
South Umpqua
Umpqua R.
R. D.,
D., Tiller
R. D.,
D., Idleyld
Idleyld Park
Park
Steamboat R.
Tiller R.
R. D.,
D., Tiller

WALLOWA-WHITMAN NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST (2,497,094
(2,497,094 acres),
acres), Baker
Baker

Baker
Baker Ranger District, Baker
Bear-Sleds R.
R. D.,
D., Wallowa
Wallowa
D., Enterprise
Chesnimnus R
R. D.,
R. D.,
Joseph R.
D., Joseph

La Grande
Grande R.
R. D.,"La
D.,La Grande
Grande
Pine R.
R. D.,
D., Halfway
Halfway
Union R.
R. D.,
D., Union
Unity R.
R. D.,
D., Unity

WILLAMETTE
acres), Eugene
Eugene
WILLAIIETTE NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (1,665,979
(1,665,979 acres),
Blue River
Ranger District,
District, Blue River
River Ranger
Detroit R.
R. D.,
D., Detroit
Lowell R.
R. D.,
D., Lowell
McKenzie R.
R. D.,
D., McKenzie Bridge
Bridge

Mill City R.
R. D.,
D., Mill City
Oakridge R.
D., Westfir
Westfir
R. D.,
Rigdon R.
R. D.,
D., Oakridge
Oakridge
Sweet Home
Home R.
R. D.,
D., Sweet Home
Sweet

WINEMA NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (908,985
(908,985 acres),
acres), Klamnath
Klatnath Falls
Falls
WINEMA
Chemult Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Chetnult
Chemult
Chiloquin R.
R. D.,
D., Klamath
Klatnath Falls
Falls

Klamath Falls
Falls R.
R. D.,
D., Klamath Falls

Note: The above
above directory and
and acreages
acreages are
are correct
correct as
as of
of June
June 30,
30, 1967.
1967.
to time.
time.
2Oregonacreage
Oregon acreage only;
only; unit
unit extends
extends into
into another
another state.
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Changes occur from time
Changes

National Forest
and Ranger Districts
Districts in
in Washington
National
Forest Headquarters
Headquarters and
Washington
(1,259,910 acres),
acres), Vancouver
GIFFORD PINCHOT NATIONAL FOREST (1,259,910
Lewis
Lewis River
River Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Cougar
Mt. Adams R.
R. D.,
D., Trout Lake
Mt.
Packwood
Packwood R.
R. D.,
D., Packwood

R. D.,
D., Randle
Randle R.
St. Helens
R. D.,
D., Miboy
Amboy
St.
Helens R.
Wind River
River R.
R. D.,
D., Carson
Carson

MT.
(1,818,182 acres),
acres), Bellingham
MT. BAKER NATIONAL FOREST (1,818,182
Baker
Baker River
River Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Concrete
R. D.,
D., Darrington
Darrington R.
R. D.,
D., Glacier
Glacier R.

Cristo R.
R. D.,
D., Verlot
Verlot
Monte Cristo
(mail Granite Falls)
Falls)
(mail
R. D., Marblemount
Marbletnount
Skagit R.

0KAN0GAN NATIONAL FOREST (1,520,448
(1,520,448 acres),
acres), Okanogan
OKANOGAN
Conconully Ranger District,
District, Okanogan
Tonasket
Tonasket
Tonasket R.
R. D.,
D., Tonasket

Twisp R.
R. D.,
D., Twisp
Winthrop R.
R. D.,
D., Winthrop
Winthrop
Winthrop

(621,756 acres),
acres), Olympia
OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST (621,756
Hoodsport
Hoodsport Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Hoodsport
Hoodsport
R. D.,
Quilcene R.
D., Quilcene
Quinault R.
R. D.,
D., Quinault
Quinault
Quinault

R. D.,
Shelton R.
D., Shelton
R. D.,
D., Forks
Forks
Soleduck R.

SNOQUALMIE
(1,211,901 acres),
SNOQUALMIE NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (1,211,901
acres), Seattle
District, Mineral
Mineral Ranger District,
Naches
R. D.,
Naches R.
D., Naches
R. D.,
D., North Bend
Bend
North Bend R.

R. D.,
D., Skykomish
Skykomish R.
Tieton R.
R. D.,
D., Naches
River R.
R. D.,
D., Enumclaw
Enumclaw
White River

UMATILLA
, Pendleton,
TJNATILLA NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (313,738
(313,738 acres)
acres)3,
Pendleton, Oregon
Oregon
Pomeroy
Pomeroy Ranger
Ranger District,
District, Potneroy
Pomeroy

Walla Walla
Walla R.
R. D.,
D., Walla
Walla Walla
Walla
Walla

WENATCHEE NATIONAL
WENATC}IEE
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST (1,731,076
(1,731,076 acres),
acres), Wenatchee
Wenatchee
Chelan Ranger District,
District, Chelan
Cle Elem R.
R. D.,
D., Cle Elum
Ellensburg
Ellensburg R.
R. D.,
D., Ellensburg

Entiat R.
R. D.,
D., Entiat
Lake Wenatchee R.
R. D.,
D., Leavenworth
R. D.,
D., Leavenworth
Leavenworth R.

4
NATIONAL FOREST
(939,919 acres)5,
acres)5, Colville
Colville
FOREST4
(939,919
COLVILLE NATIONAL

Colville Ranger District,
District, Colville
R. D.,
D., Curlew
Curlew
Curlew R.
R. D.,
Kettle Falls
Falls R.
D., Kettle Falls

R. D.,
D., Republic
Republic R.
Sullivan Lake
Lake R.
R. D.,
D., Mataline Falls
Falls

KANIKSU NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
(282,743 acres)5,
acres) , Sandpoint,
Sandpoint, Idaho
Idaho
FOREST4 (282,743
Newport Ranger District,
District, Newport

Washington acreage only;
only; remainder
remainder of
of unit
unit is
is in
in Oregon.
Oregon.
3Washington
Reference: U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Forest Service
Service Manual 1223.14
1223.14
4

Under U.U. S.S. Forest
4lJnder
Forest Service,
Service, Region
Region 1;
1; headquarters--Missoula,
headquarters--Missoula, Montana.
Montana.
Balance of
Idaho, National Forest Administration under Region 1.
1.
5Balance
of forests
forests in Idaho,
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SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

OREGON AND WASHINGTON
Responsibilities or Functions
Responsibilities

The
Soil Conservation
S. Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture has
has national
national leadership
leadership
The Soil
Conservation Service
Service of
of the U.
U. S.
responsibility
responsibility for
for soil
soil and water conservation on private land,
land, the
the national
national cooperative
cooperative soil
soil
survey,
survey, and
and administration
administration of
of the
the Small
Small watershed
Watershed Act.
Act. It
is authorized
authorized by'
by'law
It is
law to
to execute
execute memoranda of
of understanding with locally organized soil conservation districts
districts and
and small
small watershed
watershed
districts,
districts, and
and to
to provide
provide technical
technical assistance
assistance to
to them.
them.
In discharging
discharging its
its soil
soil survey
survey responsibilities,
responsibilities, the
In
the Soil
Soil Conservation Service takes
takes leaderleadership and
assists in
ship
and assists
in the
the coordination of effort
effort by all
all public
public agencies engaged in
in soil
soil survey
survey
activity.
It also
contributes to the total effort
It
also contributes
effort by conducting surveys and
and publishing
publishing soil
soil
survey
or survey
survey area
area basis.
basis.
8urvey reports on aa county or

Administration (How
(How Organized; Divisions)
Divisions)
The work
work unit
unit is
basic Soil
Soil Conservation Service administrative unit.
unit. It
The
is the
the basic
in the
the
It is in
charge of
of aa professional
professional Soil
Soil Conservationist
Conservationist and
and operates
operates at
at the
the local
charge
local level.
level. The Soil Conservationist
vationist receives
receives supervision from,
from, and reports
reports to,
to. Area Conservationists.
Conservationists. These,
These, in
in turn,
turn, are
responsible to
to the
the State
State Conservationist.
Conservationist. Each of the fifty State Conservationists reports
reports
directly to
of the Soil
Washington, D.
to the
the Administrator of
Soil Conservation Service in Washington,
D. C.
C. Pages that
that
follow list
of Soil
offices in
Washington.
list locations
locations of
Soil Conservation Service field offices
in Oregon and Washington.
Regional Technical
Technical Service
Service Center
Center is
maintained in
in Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon to
A Regional
is maintained
to coordinate techniechnical phases
cal
phases of programs in
in the
the 13
13 Western
Western States.
States.

Small Woodland
Interest and
and Personnel
Personnel
Small
Woodland Lnterest
Soil Conservation Service
Service Conservationists
assist individual
individual cooperators
Soil
Conservationists assist
cooperators to plan the use of
their land within its
its capabilities and
and to
to treat
treat it
it according
according to
to its
its needs.
needs.
their
The
resultant "conservation plan"
is a
a record
record of
the soil
soil and
and water
The resultant
plan" is
of the
water conservation program
that
that the
the cooperator intends
intends to
to carry
carry out.
out. Evaluation is
is made of his basic resource--the soil--as
soil—as
well as
as the
the cooperator's
cooperator's situation,
situation, and the alternative
alternative actions
actions open to
to him in using his
his land.
land.
Attention is
is given to every acre,
acre, regardless
regardless of
of present
present land
land use.
use. Shifts
land use to
to
Shifts from one land
another
another are
are considered where the
the need
need is
is evident.
evident. Decisions
that allocate specific fields
fields to
Tecisions that
specific
purposes are
are then
then made
made by
by the
the owner—whether
owner--whether it
it be
be for
for cultivated
cultivated crops,
crops, pasture,
pasture, range,
range,
specific purposes
woodland,
woodland, wildlife, or
or recreation.
recreation.
Advice
for increasing
productivity and/or
and/or economic
economic returns
returns from
from contemplated
Advice and
and suggestions
suggestions for
increasing productivity
land uses
uses are
land
are offered as the need for
for this
this information
information arises.
arises.
of the
Woodland management decisions
decisions are made after
after considering the potential
potential productivity
productivity of
soil and
soil
and the
the present
present stocking,
stocking, age,
age, and
and size
size of
of the
the timber
timber cover.
cover. Interest
Interest in better woodland
practice is
is developed
developed among
among all
all cooperators,
cooperators, and,
and, where
where understanding
understanding results
results in
in decisions
decisions for
for
practice
specific woodland practices,
specific
practices, they
they are
are recorded
recorded in
in the
the plan.
plan. Initial guidance is
is given
given to
to thethe
cooperator in
in the
the establishment
establishment of
of conservation
conservation practices
practices on
on his
his woodlands.
woodlands.
The consekvationist
where followup
assistance may
may be
be obtained
obtained
conservationist discusses with the landowner
landowner where
followup assistance
ir applying
applying the
in
the recorded woodland practices.
practices. These may include
include the
the nearest
nearest farm
farm forester,
forester, indusindustry foresters,
foresters, and
try
and local consulting foresters.
foresters. Where such
such application
application assistance
assistance is
is not availavailable,
able, Soil Conservation Service
Service technicians
technicians provide
provide the
the necessary
necessary technical
technical guidance.
guidance.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
SERVICE OFFICES IN
IN OREGON
OREGON
HeadQuarters
State Headquarters

U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service
1218
5. W.
W. Washington
Washington Street
1218 S.
Portland, Oregon 97205
Portland,

All
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Area 11
Area Office:
Office:

General Office Building
333
333 E.
E. Lincoln
Hillsboro,
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123

Work
Work Unit
Unit Offices:
Offices:

Room
K
Room 1<
Post Office Building
Building
P.O. Box 716
P.O.
Astoria,
Astoria, Oregon 97103

Telford Building
"B"
"B" Street
Street and Highway 212
212
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 95
95
Boring, Oregon
Oregon 97009
Boring,

Maxwell Building
S.E. Cleveland Avenue
Avenue
100 S.E.
Gresham, Oregon 97030
Gresham,

257
257 \jest
vest Main
Oregon
Hillsboro, Oregon

97123

A.
A. N.
N. Scritsmier Building
Reeder Road,
Road, Sauvie
Sauvie Island
Island
Route
Box 116-D
Route 1.,
1, Box

Byers Building
Byers
6-8 Fourth Street
6-8
P.O. Box 296
296
P.O.
River, Oregon
Hood River,

Pottland,
Portland, Oregon

97031

Temple Building
E. 4th Street
525 E.
Street
McMinnville,
McMinnville, Oregon

97231

Dillard Building
Building
20 Plaza Square
Square
St..Helens,
St..
Helens, Oregon
Oregon

97051

97128

Federal Building
Building
Road
256 Warner Milne Road
Oregon City,
City, Oregon
Oregon 97045

Post Office Building
Post
208 Laurel Avenue
P.O. Box 187
P.O.
187
Tillatnook,
Tillamook, Oregon 97141

Area 22

Area Office:
Office:

U. S.
U.
S. Post Office Building
P.O. Box 230
230
P.O.
Bend, Oregon 97701
Bend,

Work Unit
Unit Offices:
Offices:
Work
House
County Court House
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 106
106
Condon, Oregon 97823
Condon,
Street
East Main Street
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 425
Fossil, Oregon 97830
Fossil,
Gilliam and Bisbee
Building
120 5.
S. Main
120
P.O. Box
Box 127
127
P.O.
Heppner, Oregon 91836
9/836
Heppner,

Post
Post Office Building
South "C"
"G" and Center
P.O.
1399
P.O. Box
Box.1399
Oregon 97630
Lakeview, Oregon

Main Street
Street
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 405
Moro, Oregon
Moro,

McCaulou Building
Street
356 6th Street
Madras,
Madras, Oregon 97741

Lantz Building
Building
South 7th
7th Street
Street
525 South
Redmond,
Redmond, Oregon 97756

97039

Stovall Building
.Stovall
Building
Fifth and
and Deschutes
Deschutes Avenue
Avenue
P.O. Box
P.O.
Box 207
207
Maupin, Oregon 97037

Wasco County Court House Annex
400 East Fifth
Fifth Street
Street
The Dalles, Oregon
Oregon 97058

Area 3
Area Office:
Office:
Area

Alexander Building
1841 Main Street
Street
Baker,
Baker, Oregon 97814

Work Unit
Unit Offices:
Offices:
Work
Rand Building
2009
2009 First Street
Street
Baker,
Baker, Oregon 97814

County Court House
Building
P.O.
166
P.O. Box 166
Canyon City,
City, Oregon

412

97820

U.
U. S.
S. Post
Post Office
Office and
and Federal
Federal
Building
201 West North Street
Street
201
P.O. Box 477
P.O.
Enterprise,
Enterprise, Oregon
Oregon 97828

Lanham Building
240
240 Gladys
Gladys Avenue
Hermiston,
Hermiston, Oregon

Building
Emerson Building
and Main Streets
Streets
2nd and
P.O.
206
P.O. Box 206
Richland, Oregon 97870
Richland,

Building
Linville Building
Route I,
1, Box 142
142
Nyssa,
Nyssa, Oregon 97913

97838

Professional
Building--------------- -Sub-Unit
Professional Building
Sub-Unit
Street and
and Main Avenue
Avenue
Fourth Street
P.O.
608
P.O. Box 608
LaGrande,
LaGrande, Oregon
Oregon 97850
Thomason Trust
Trust Building
15
15 South
South Main
Main
P.O.
167
P.O. Box 167
Milton-Freewater, Oregon
Milton-Freewater,

97862

Elgin Masonic Building
Building
and Division
Division Street
Street
8th Avenue and
P.O. Box
Box 268
268
P.O.
Elgin, Oregon 97827
Elgin,
Warm Springs
Springs Irrigation
District Building
U.
S. Post Office Building
U. S.
North Main Street
P.O. Box 1067
1067
P.O.
P.O.
657
Pendleton, Oregon 97801
P.O. Box 657
Pendleton,
Vale, Oregon 97918
Vale,

Area
Area44
Area Office:

2216
2216 E.
E. 9th Street
Albany, Oregon 97321
Albany,

Work Unit Offices:
Offices:
Executive Building
Jackson Street
Street
663 Jackson
Corvallis,
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

968 Juniper
P.O.
107
P.O. Box 107
City, Oregon
Junction City,

S.E. Second
Second Street
Street
29 S.E.
Newport, Oregon 97365
97365
Newport,
97448

Street
2565 State Street
Salem,
Salem, Oregon 97301

430 Walnut Street
Street
Dallas,
Dallas, Oregon 97338
Engineering and
954
Avenue W.
W. ----------------- Eflgineering
954 13th Avenue
and Operations
Operations
Office
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97402
Avenue W.
W.
120 8th Avenue
Eugene,
Eugene, Oregon 97401
----------------- Resource Conservation and
Development Project
Office
13th Avenue
Avenue W.
W.
954 13th
Eugene,
97439
Eugene, Oregon 97402

1285
1285 Bay Street
P.O.
904
P.O. Box 904
Florence, Oregon
Florence,

Odd Fellows Hall
2nd and Smith Streets
Streets
P.O. Box 285
P.O.
285
Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, Oregon 97446

Kloft
Kloft Building
Charles
Charles Street
P.O.
Box 316
316
PM. Box
Mt.
Mt. Angel,
Angel, Oregon
Oregon

Soil
Soil. Conservation
Conservation Service
Service
Building
First and North Ash
P.O. Box
Box 86
86
P.O.
Scio, Oregon 97374
Scio,

440 McClaine Street
Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 197
197
Silverton, Oregon 97381
Silverton,

97362

Area 55
Area Office:
Office:

Town House
130 N.W.
Street
130
N.W. "E" Street
Grants Pass,
Pass, Oregon
Grants

97526

Work Unit
Unit Offices:
Offices:
North Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 278
278
Bonanza, Oregon
Bonanza,

97623

U.
S. Highway 199
199 and Main
U. S.
Street
P.O. Box 352
352
P.O.
Junction, Oregon
Oregon 97523
Cave Junction,

Coos County Court House
Coos
102
Room 102
Coquille,
Coquille, Oregon 97423

Josephine County Court
Court House
Josephine
Annex
Grants Pass,
Pass, Oregon 97526

Bet-Gar Building
360 North Ellensburg Avenue
P.O.
666
P.O. Box 666
Gold Beach,
Beach, Oregon
Oregon 97444

Post Office Building
Building
Walnut Street
7th and Walnut
Street
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 1056
1056
Klamath Falls,
Falls, Oregon

413

97601

U. S.
S. Post Office and
and Federal
U.
Building
302, 333 West 8th
Room 302,
Medford, Oregon 97501
Medford,

247 N.
N. 4th Street
Street
247
"L" Street Building
"L"
P.O.
P.O. Box 295
Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Reedsport,

Sutherlin Hotel
Hotel Building
Building
Central
Central and State Streets
P.O. Box
P.O.
Box "0"
"D"
Sutherlin, Oregon 97479
Sutherlin,

Regional Office
West Regional
Regional Technical
Technical Service
Service Center:
Room 507
507 -- Federal
Federal Building
701
701 N.W.
N.W. Glisan Street
Portland, Oregon 97209
Portland,

Cartographic Unit:
Cartographic
Unit:
Ross Building
209 S.W.
S.W. Fifth Avenue
209
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204
97 204

Engineering and Watershed Planning
Planning Unit:
Ross Building
Ross
209
209 S.W.
S.W. Fifth Avenue
Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Portland,

Others
U.S.D.A. Willainette
Willamette River Basin
Basin Survey Staff
Staff
1218 S.W.
S.W. Washington Street
Street
Portland, Oregon 97205
Portland,

U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Oregon River
River Basins
Basins Survey
Survey
Staff
Floor, Oregon Building
4th Floor,
494 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97301
Salem,

U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Columbia-North
Columbia-North Pacific River Basin
Basin Staff
Staff
Room 314
Federal Building,
Building, -Room
U. S. Court House (Old)
Address: P.O.
U.S.
(Old)
P.O. Box 4387,
(Mailing Address:
520 S.W.
Portland, Oregon 97208)
S.W. Morrison Street
Street
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97204
N.W. Glisan Street
Street
Portland,
701 N.W.
Portland,
Portland, Oregon 97209

Plant Materials Center
Center
Hyslop Agronomy Farm
Route I,
1, Box 397-A
Corvallis, Oregon
Oregon 97330
Corvallis,

Soil Survey Investigations
Soil
of Soils
Soils
Department of
201
201 Agriculture Building
Building
University
Oregon State
State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
Corvallis,
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SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE OFFICES IN
IN WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

State Headquarters
U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service
Service
U.S.D.A.
840 Bon Marche Building
N. 214
214 Wall Street
Street
N.
Spokane,
Spokane, Washington 99201
Area 11

Office:
Area Office

332 Federal
Federal Building
Building
332
909 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104
Seattle,

Listed are
are work unit
locations assisting Soil Conservation Districts:
Districts:
unit locations
Angeles (Olympic
(Olympic SWCD-77)
SWCD-77)
Port An&eles
Room 1,
1, Post
Post Office Building,
Building,
P.O.
P.O. Box 512
Angeles, Washington 98362
Port Angele8,

(Whatcom County
County SWCD-34)
SWCD-34)
Bellingham (Whatcom
350
350 Federal
Federal Building
Building
1401
1401 Cornwall Avenue
P.O. Box
Box 1056
1056
P.O.
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Bellingham,
(San Juan
Juan County
County SWCD-43)
SWCD-43)
Friday Harbor (San
Nichols Avenue at Argyle
P.O. Box
Box 38
38
P.O.
Friday Harbor,
Harbor, Washington 98250

Port Orchard (Kitsap
(Kitsap County SWCD-61)
Modern Hotel Building
Bay Street
Street
819 Bay
P.O. Box
Box 28
28
P.O.
Orchard, Washington 98366
Port Orchard,

Lake Stevens (Snohomish
(Snohomish (SWCD-14)
(SWCD-14)
U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Building
Frontier Village
Lake Stevens,
Washington 98258
Stevens, Washington

Port
Port Townsend (Jefferson
(Jefferson County SWCD-32)
SWCD-32)
Customs and Post Office Building
P.O. Box 561
P.O.
Port Townsend,
Port
Townsend, Washington 98368

Vernon (Skagit
(Skagit SWCD-20)
SWCD-20)
Mt. Vernon
1619
1619 S.
5. Second

Puyallup (Pierce
(Pierce County SWCD-58)
SWCD-58)
P.O. Box 249
P.O.
249
River Road
Puyallup, Washington 98371
Puyallup,

P0. Box
P.O.
Box A
Mount
Mount Vernon,
Vernon, Washington
Washington

98273

Renton (King
(King County
County SWCD-55)
SWCD-55)------------------------Renton
Renton Watershed
Watershed Project
Project Office
Office
Street
802 "E" Street
Street
232 Main Street
Renton,
Renton, Washington
Wa8hington 98055
Renton, Washington
Washington 98055
Renton,

Area 22
Area Office:
Office:

107 Dawley Building
Room 107
1007
1007 S.
5. Washington
Washington Street
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 647
647
Olympia,
Olympla, Washington 98501

Listed are work unit locations
locations assisting
assisting Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Districts:
Districts:
Cathlamet (Wahkiakum
(Wahkiakum SWCD-6)
SWCD-6)
Highway 830 and Boege Road
P. 0. Box
Box 67
67
P.
Cathlainet,
Cathlamet, Washington
Washington 98612
Chehalis (Lewis
(Lewis County
County SWCD-23)
SWCD-23)
Po8t
Post Office Building
1031
1031 Cascade Avenue
P.O.
P.O. Box 671
671
Chehalis, Washington 98532
Chehalis,

Kelso (Cowlitz
(Cowlltz SWCD-35)
12
12 Post
Post Office Building
' 304 Academy
Academy
P.O. Box 300
300
P.O.
Kelso,
Kelso, Washington 98626
(Grays Harbor
Harbor SWCD-2)
SWCD-2)
Montesano (Grays
E. Broadway
103 E.
Montesano, Washington 98563
Montesano,

415

Olympja
(Thurston County SWCD-46)
SWCD-46)
Olympia (Thurston
Courthouse Annex
11th and Washington
Olympia,
Olympia, Washington
Washington 98502

Shelton (Mason
Shelton
(Mason County SWCD-76)
SWCD-76)
Kneeland Center
2904 Olympic Highway North
2904
Shelton,
Shelton, Washington
Washington 98584

Raymond
(Pacific SWCD-48)
SWCD-48)
Raymond (Pacific
126
Post Office
Office Building
126 Post
406 Duryea
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 231
231
Raymond, Washington 98577
Raymond,

Vancouver (Clark-Skamania
(Clark-Skamania SWCD-24)
SWCD-24)
116 Federal
Federal Building
116
500 W.
W. 12th
12th Street
Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 60
60
Vancouver, Washington
Washington 98660
Vancouver,
Area 33

-

Area Office:

N. 117
117 Second Avenue
Avenue
N.
P.O.
P.O. Box 872
Okanogan, Washington
Washington
Okanogan,

98840

Listed are
are work
work unit locations
locations assisting
assisting Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Districts:
Districts:

Colville
Colville (Kettle-Stevens SWCD-15)
1018 Federal Building
1018
695 5.
S. Main
695
Colville,
Colville, Washington
Washington 99114

Tonasket (North
(North Okanogan
Okanogan SWCD-50)
SWCD-50)
Avenue
6th and
and Whitconib
Whitcomb Avenue
P.O. Box 67
P.O.
67
Tonasket,
Tonasket, Washington 98855

(Foster Creek
Creek SWCD-21)
SWCD-21)
Mansfield (Foster
Street
Main Street
P.O. Box
P.O.
Box 157
157
Mansfield, Washington 98830
Mansfield,

Twisp (Methow
(Methow Valley
Valley SWCD-42)
SWCD-42)
Glover Street
Street
P.O. Box 216
P.O.
216
Twisp, Washington
Washington 98856

Okanogan (South Central Okanogan SWCD-63
SWCD-63
and Southeast Okanogan
Okanogan SWCD-49)
SWCD-49)
and
239 Second Avenue South
South
239
P.O. Box 872
P.O.
Okanogan,
Okanogan, Washington 98840

Waterville (Douglas
(Douglas SWCD-l0)
SWCD-10)
206 N.
N. Chelan
CheIan Avenue
P.O. Box 428
P.O.
Waterville, Washington 98858 Waterville,

Republic (Ferry
(Ferry SWCD-40)
SWCD-40)
S.W. Corner Delaware and
and Keller
Keller
S.W.
P.O. Box 315
P.O.
315
Republic,
Republic, Washington 99166

Wenatchee (East
(East Wenatchee SWCD-45)
SWCD-45)
Room 3,
3, Post Office Annex
Annex
131 5.
S. Mission
131
Wenatchee, Washington 98801
Wenatchee,

Wenatchee (Wenatchee-Entiat
(Wenatchee-Entiat SWCD-51,
SWCD-51,
Wenatchee
SWCD-52)
Lake Chelan SWCD-52)
204 Post
Post Office Annex
204
131
131 South Mission
Wenatchee, Washington 98801

Area 4
Area Office:
Office:

314
S. Post
314 U.
U. S.
Post Office and Courthouse
South 3rd
3rd Street
Street and Chesnut
Yakima, Washington 98901
Yakima,

Listed are work unit locations
locations assisting
assisting Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Districts:
Districts:
Ellensburg (Kittitas
(Kittitas County SWCD-16)
SWCD-16)
401 Kittitas Cutoff
Cutoff
P.O.
679
P.O. Box 679
Ellensburg,
Ellensburg, Washington 98926

Goldendale (Central
(Central Klickitat
Klickitat SWCD-31,
SWCD-31,
Eastern Klickitat SWCD-8)
SWCD-8)
209-211 W.
W. Main Street
209-211
P.O. Box 133
133
P.O.
Goldendale, Washington 98620
Goldendale,

416

(Wapato SWCD-59)
SWCD-59)
Toppenish (Wapato
Wapato SWCD Building
Fort Road
P.O. Box 230
P.O.
230
Toppenish,
Toppenish, Washington 98948

(East Benton
Benton SWCD-19)
SWCD-19)
Kennewick (East
212
212 West
West First
First Avenue
Kennewick, Washington 99336
Kennewick,
Prosser (West
(West Benton SWCD-37)
SWCD-37)
1106
1106 Meade Avenue
Prosser,
99350
Prosser, Washington
Washington 99350

White Salmon
Salmon (Underwood
(Underwood SWCD-7)
SWCD-7)
129
129 E.
E. Jewett
Jewett Boulevard
P.O.
P.O. Box 96
96
White Salmon,
Salmon, Washington 98672

(Wenas Valley
Valley SWCD-12)
SWCD-12)
Selah (Wenas
10
10 North First Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 308
308
Selah, Washington
Washington 98942
Selah,

(Hi-Land SWCD-33
SWCD-33 and
and
Yakima (Hi-Land
SWCD-17)
Ahtanum-Moxee SWCD-17)
208
208 5.
S. Second Street
Street
Yakitna,
Washington 98901
Yakima, Washington

Sunnyside (Lower
(Lower Yakima Valley SWCD-39)
SWCD-39)
202
202 Post
Post Office
Office Building
Building
Street
713 Edison Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 747
747
Sunnyside, Washington 98944
Sunnyside,

Area 5
Area Office:

Greenlee Building
Street S.W.
S.W.
121 Basin Street
P.O. Box 728
P.O.
Ephrata,
Ephrata, Washington 98823

Listed are
are work unit locations
locations assisting
assisting Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Districts:
Districts:

Coulee
- Highland SWCD-65 and
and
Coulee City
City (Hartline Wilson Creek SWCD-64)
SWCD-64)
Thompson Hotel Building
P.O. Box 307
P.O.
Coulee
Coulee City,
City, Washington
Washington 99115

Othello (Othello
(Othello SWCD-71)
SWCD-71)
252
252 South First
First Avenue
Othello,
Othello, Washington 99344
Pasco (Franklin
(Franklin SWCD-67)
1524
1524 N.
N. Chase,
Chase, Suite
Suite E.
E.
P.O. Box 2039
2039
P.O.
Pasco,
Pasco, Washington 99301

Davenport (Davenport-Reardan
(Davenport-Reardan SWCD-29)
SWCD-29)
1217 Merriem
1217
P.O. Box 46
P.O.
Davenport,
Davenport, Washington 99122

Ephrata (Ephrata
(Ephrata SWCD-69 and
Moses Coulee SWCD-13)
SWCD-13)
24
24 Basin Street
Street S.W.
S.W.
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 728
728
Ephrata,
Ephrata, Washington 98823
Harrington (Sprague-Harrington
(Sprague-Harrington SWCD-57)
SWCD-57)
Old National Bank Building
3rd
3rd and Willis
Willis Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 62
62
Harrington, Washington 99134
Harrington,
Moses Lake (Moses
(Moses Lake SWCD-28)
SWCD-28)
South Chestnut
Chestnut Street
Street
316 A South
Lake, Washington 98837
Moses Lake,

Odessa (Odessa
(Odessa SWCD-72)
SWCD-72)
Avenue
3 East First Avenue
P.O. Box 272
P.O.
Odessa, Washington 99159
Odessa,

Quincy (Quincy
(Quincy SWCD-70)
SWCD-70)
14
S.E.
14 "H"
"H" Street S.E.
P.O. Box 1018
P.O.
1018
Quincy,
Quincy, Washington 98848
Ritzville (Adaxns
(Adams SWCD-73)
305
305 East First Street
Street
Ritzville, Washington
Washington 99169
Ritzville,
Warden (Warden
(Warden SWCD-75)
SWCD-75)
Warden
207 5.
207
S. Main Street
P.O. Box 337
P.O.
337
Warden, Washington 98857
Warden,
Wilbur (Northwest
(Northwest Lincoln
Lincoln Co.
Co. SWCD-68)
SWCD-68)
Alki Building
Main Street
P.O.
P.O. Box 385
385
Wilbur, Washington
Washington 99185
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Area 6
Area Office:
Office:

418 Federal Building
W. 904
Avenue
W.
904 Riverside
Riverside Avenue
Spokane, Washington
Washington 99201
Spokane,

Listed are
are work unit locations
locations assisting
assisting Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Districts:
Districts:

(Southwest Spokane
Spokane SWCD-27)
SWCD-27)
Cheney (Southwest
Street
4 First Street
Cheney,
Cheney, Washington
Washington 99004

Oakesdale
Creek SWCD-11)
SCD-ll)
Qakesdale (Pine
(Pine Creek
108
Street
108 First
First Street
P.O.
Box 247
247
P.O. Box
Oakesdale,
Oakesdale, Washington 99158

(Asotin County
County SWCD-3)
SWCD-3)
Clarkston (Asotin
Room
Room 3,
3, Post
Post Office
Office Building
Building
6th and Chestnut
P.O.
P.O.' Box
Box 92
Clarkston,
Clarkston, Washington

Palouse Branch Office
Main Street between Beech and
and Bridge
Bridge
P.O.
67
P.O. Box 67
Palouse, Washington 99161
Palouse,

99403

Colfax (Whitman
(Whitman SWCD-30)
SWCD-30)
Agricultural Building
North 223 Main Street
Colfax,
Colfax, Washington 99111

Pomeroy (Pomeroy
(Pomeroy SWCD-66)
SWCD-66)
U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. Building
901
901 Main Street
P.O. Box 476
P.O.
Pomeroy,
Pomeroy, Washington 99347

(Columbia SWCD-54)
SWCD-54)
Dayton (Columbia
G-28
Post Office
G-28 Post
Office Building
S. Second
Second
502 5.
Dayton,
Dayton, Washington 99328

Pullman (North
(North Palouse SWCD-1 and
South Palouse SWCD-25)
SWCD-25)
Northern Pacific Depot
Whitman and
and Kamiaken
Kamiaken Streets
Streets
Pullman,
Pullman, Washington 99163

Park (North
(North Spokane
Spokane SWCD-56)
SWCD-56)
Deer Park
W. 248
248 Crawford
W.
P.O. Box 217
P.O.
217
Deer
Deer Park,
Park, Washington
Washington 99006

St.
St. John (Palouse-Rock
(Palouse-Rock Lake
Lake SWCD-22)
SWCD-22)
Main Street
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 127
127
St. John,
John, Washington
Washington 99171
St.

(Latah-Rock Creek
Creek SWCD-4)
SWCD-4)
Fairfield (Latah-Rock
5 .W. Corner
and Hamilton
S.W.
Corner First
First and
Street
P.O.
66
P.O. Box 66
Fairfield,
Fairfield, Washington 99012

Spokane (Central
(Central Spokane
Spokane SWCD-6O)
SWCD-60)
Millwood Professional Building
Building
E. 9417
9417 Trent Avenue
Avenue
E.
Spokane,
Spokane, Washington 99206

Newport (Pend
(Pend Oreille SWCD-53)
SWCD-53)
220
220 Federal
Federal Building
100 N.
N. Washington
Washington Avenue
100
po.
p:o. Box
Box 721
721
Newport,
Newport, Washington 99156

(Walla Walla
Walla Co.
Co. SWCD-9)
SWCD-9)
Walla Walla (Walla
1631
1631 Isaacs
Walla, Washington 99362
Walla Walla,
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U.S.D.A.
AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION
STABILIZATION AND
MD CONSERVATION
U.S.D.A. AGRICULTURAL
CONSERVATION SERVICE
SERVICE

(THE AGRICULTURAL
PROGRAM)
(TIlE
AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION PROGRAM)
Responsibilities

The Agricultural
Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP)
(ACP) is
is designed
designed to
to help
help farmers
farmers and
and landowners
landowners
establish a system of
land use and management. It
It is
is a national conservation
of good
good conservation land
effort
the U.S.D„A.,
Sections 7-17
7-17 of
of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation and
and
effort of
of the
U.S.D.A., operating under authority of Sections
Domestic Allotment Act of February 29,
shares with
with landowners
the
29, 1936,
1936, as
as amended.
amended. The program shares
landowners the
cost of
of carrying
carrying out
out approved practices
practices which the owners with their
cost
their own
own resources
resources generally
generally would
would
not perform
perform to
to the
the extent
extent needed.
needed.
Administration (How
Organized; Divisions)
(How Organized;

The Agricultural Conservation
Conservation Program
Program is
is administered
administered nationally
nationally by
by the
theAgricultural
AgriculturalStabiStabilization and Conservation Service
Service of
of the
the U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. In the counties it
it is
is administered
administered under
under the
the
direction of the
the Agricultural Stabilization and
and Conservation
Conservation (ASC)
(ASC) County
County Committee.
Committee. This
comThis committee is composed of three local
local farmers and
and the
the local
local county
county extension
extension agent.
agent. An office manager is
ager
is employed by the
the county committee
committee in
in each
each county.
county. Mail is
is sent to the address of the
Addresses of county ASC offices are appended.
office manager. Addresses
appended.
Before an applicant can
can receive
receive cost-sharing
cost-sharing assistance,
assistance, the
the ASC
ASC County
County Couanittee
Committee must review
review
and approve
approve the
the request
request according
according to
to the
the availability of
of funds
and
funds and the necessity for the
the practice.
practice.
Need and practicability
practicability determination
determination and
and technical
technical assistance
assistance required
required for
forthe
thepractices
practicesare
areproprolocal technicians.
technicians. For example,
example, farm foresters in
in Oregon and
and Washington generally
generally proprovided by local
vide the technical
technical guidance needed when the landowner wishes to
to plant trees
trees or
or do
do stand
stand improveimproveinent
work.
ment work.
Interest
Small Woodland Interest
Most small
owners in Oregon and Washington have applied
Most
small woodland owners
applied for
for ACP cost-sharing
cost-sharing
assistance
assistance when undertaking
undertaking reforestation,
reforestation, stand improvement,
improvement, and related practices.
practices. In general,
rates of
of cost-sharing
cost-sharing do
do not
not exceed
exceed 50
50 percent
of the cost
cost of performing the practice,
rates
percent of
practice, although
although
of the
state development
development groups
by action of
the state
groups the rate can be increased to 80 percent.
percent. For example,
the current
for site
site preparation and planting,
for thinning,
thinning,
in Oregon the
current rate
rate of
of cost-sharing for
planting, and for
may be
be as
as high
high as
as 70
70 percent
percent of
of the
the cost.
cost. If requests
requests for the cost-sharing exceed
exceed available
available
allocations,
allocations, then
then the
the county
county committee
committee will
will set
set lower
lower limits.
limits. For example,
example, cost-sharing for
for a
popular
forestry practice
like thinning may
to 10 acres
acres or less
less per farm.
farm.
popular forestry
practice like
may be limited to
According to limitations
limitations set
set by Congress,
Congress, a person (owner,
(owner, operator,
operator, landlord,
landlord, or
or tenant)
tenant) can
can
receive no more than
than $2,500
$2,500 from
from all
all federal
federal cost-shares.
cost-shares. A state
state may set
set the
the limit
limit at
at aa lower
lower
level,
level, and the
the county
county may drop
drop it
it still
still lower.
lower. For example,
example, according
according to
to the
the Oregon
Oregon ACP
ACP Handbook
Handbook
for
no more
more than $1,500
$1,500 from all
all federal
federal cost-shares,
cost-shares, and most Oregon
for 1968,
1968, a person can receive no
counties have lowered
lowered the
the ceiling
ceiling to
to $1,000.
$1,000.
The following
following data apply
apply to
to Oregon,
Oregon, but
but Washington procedures
procedures are
are similar.
similar. The state
state was
allocated
$2,3O8OOO ACP
allocated $2,308,000
ACP money
money for
for 1968.
1968. Each county gets
gets a share,
share, which is spent according
according to
decisions by the
the county committee.
committee. Forestry practices may get as
as much as
as 10
10 to
to 15
15 percent
percent of the
the
county allocation
allocation in
in counties
counties where
where interest
interest is
is strong.
strong. For the
the state as
as aa whole,
whole, they
they accounted
accounted
1/2 percent
percent in
in 1967.
1967.
for about 4 1/2
The ACP forestry
forestry practices allowed by the
the 1968
1968 program for Oregon were these:
these:

Practice A-7:
A-7:
Practice
Tree planting
planting
Site preparation
Fencing
Moisture-conserving measures
Seeding
Irrigating (on
(on land
land not
normally irrigated)

Practice B-lO:
B-10:

(precommercial)
Thinning (precommercial)
Pruning
natural seeding
Site preparation for natural
Fencing
Erosion control measures
Construction of fire
fire breaks
breaks
Construction of ponds
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County
programs vary.County programs
vary.- A
ACP development
designs
forforthe
(issues
A state
state ACP
developmentgroup
group
designsa aprogram
program
thestate
state (issues
state
which aa county
county ACP
ACPdevelopment
development
group
selects
practicesfor
foraaparticular
particular
state handbook),
handbook), from
from which
group
selects
practices
county
countyhandbooks
handbooksare
arereleased
released annually.
county (issues
(issues county
county handbook).
handbook). New
New county
annually. Therefore,
Therefore, for

details about
eligible forestry
details
about eligible
forestry practices,
practices, rates
rates of
ofcost-sharing,
cost-sharing, practice
practice specifications,
specifications, and
and
technical assistance,
woodland
countyoffice,
office, farm,
forester,
technical
assistance,the
the
woodlandowner
owner should
should check
check with
with the
the ASCS
ASCS county
farm forester,
or
or county
county extension
extension agent.
agent.
ASCS
ASCS OFFICES
OFFICES IN
INOREGON
OREGON
State Office
Office
State
State
Executive Director
Director
State Executive

Oregon
State Office
Oregon ASCS
ASCS State
Office

1218
W. Washington
1218 S.
5. W.
Washington Street
Street
Portland,
Portland, Oregon
Oregon
97205

County ASCS
ASCS
Offices(Address
(.ddress the
County
Offices
the Office
OfficeManager)
Manager)
Baker
County
Baker County
P.
0. Box
Box 630
630
P. 0.
Baker
9781.4
97814

Douglas
Douglas County
County
708
E. Mosher
Mosher Avenue
Avenue
708 S. E.
97470
Roseburg

County
Lake County

County
Benton County
P.
0. Box
Box 1027
1027
P. 0.
Corvallis 97330

Gilliam County
County
Gilliam

Lane County
County
Lane
950
950 W.
W. 13th
13th Avenue
Avenue

County
Clackamas County
Federal
Building
Federal Building
Oregon City
97045
Oregon

Grant
County
Grant County
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 204
204
P.
Canyon City
Canyon
City 97820

Lincoln County
County

County
Clatsop County

P. 0.
0. Box
Box 146
146
P.
Astoria
Astoria 97103

Harney
Harney County
County
450
N. Buena
Buena Vista
450 N.
Vista
Burns
97720

County
Linn County
425 West
West First
First Avenue
425
Avenue
Albany
97321

Union
County
Union County
Federal Building
Federal
Building
La Grande
Grande
97850

Columbia County
Columbia
20 Plaza Square
20
Square
97051
St.
Helens
St. Helens

Hood
County
Hood River
River County
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 499
499
P.
97031
Hood
Hood River

Malheur County
County

Wallowa County
Wallowa
P. 0.
P.
0. Box
Box 387
387
Enterprise
97828
Enterprise

Coos County
Coos
Courthouse
Coquille
Coquille 97423'
97423

Federal Building
Building
Federal

Jackson County
Jackson
County

Marion County
County

Wasco
Wasco County
400 E.
St.
400
E. Fifth
Fifth St.
The Dalles
Dalles 97058
The

Crook County
County
Crook
180 N.
N. Main
Main
180

Jefferson County
County
Jefferson
344
344 South
South 6th
6th Street
Street
97741
Madras

Morrow County
Morrow

County
Washington County
285 West
Main St.
285
West Main
St.

County
Curry County
P.
0. Box
Box 488
488
P. 0.
97444
Beach
Gold Beach

Josephine County
County
134
134 N.
N. W.
W. EE Street
Street
97526
Grants
Pass
Grants Pass

Multnomah County
Multnomah
100 S.
5. E.
100
E. Cleveland
Cleveland Ave.
Ave.
Gresham
97030

County
Wheeler County

Deschutes
County
Deschutes County
Chadwick
Building
Chadwick Building
97756
Redmond

County
Klamath County

County
Polk County

Yanihill County
Yamhill
County
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 87
87
McMinnville
McMinnvjlle 97128

Prineville
Prineville

97754

Box
Box 669
669
Lakeview

P.
0. Box
Box 467
467
P. 0.
97823
Condon
978?3

Medford

Eugene

Sherman
Sherman County

97630

97402

P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 55
Newport

97365

P. 0.
0. Box
Box 338
338
P.
Ontario
Ontario
97914
840
Commercial St.
SE
840 Conmiercial
St., SE
Salem
97302

97501

P. 0.
P.
0. Box
Box 786
786
97836
Heppner

410 Walnut
410
Walnut Street
Street
Dallas
Dallas
97338

6350
South 6th
6th Street
Street
6350 South
Klamath
Klamath Falls
Falls 97601
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P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 305
305
Moro
97039

Tillamook
County
Tillamook County
1n
Rm 207,
207, Courthouse
Courthouse
Tillamook 97141
Tillamook

Uinatilla County
Umatilla
County
305
305 5.
S. W.
W. 10th
10th
Pendleton
Pendleton
97801

Hillsboro
Hillsboro

97123

P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 365
365
Fossil 97830
Fossil

ASCS
IN THE
STATE OF
ASCS OFFICES
OFFICES IN
THE STATE
OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
State Office

State Executive Director
Washington State
State ASCS Office
Room 391,
U. S.
391, U.
S. Courthouse West
920 Riverside
Spokane, Washington
Spokane,
99201

(Address the Office Manager)
County ASCS Offices (Address
San Juan County
Roberts
Roberts Building,
Building, Unit 22
First
Street
First Street
Friday Harbor
98250

Adams County
Adams
114
114 E.
E. Main
Main Street
99169
Ritzville

County
Grant County
24
Street, S.
S. W.
24 Basin Street,
Ephrata
98823

Asotin County
Federal
Federal Building
947 Sixth
947
Clarkston 99403

Grays Harbor-Pacific
105 E.
105
E. Broadway
C.E.R.
C.E.R. Building
Building
98563
Montesano

Benton County
620 8th Street
Chamberlin Building
Prosser
99350

Island
Island County
P. 0.
0. Building
P.
Main Street
Street
98239
Coupeville

Snohomish County
Frontier Village
Lake Stevens
98258
Stevens

Chelan County
Courthouse Annex
Street
415 Washington Street
Wenatchee
98801

King-Kitsap
Street
802 "E" Street
98055
Renton

Spokane County
E. 4304 Mission
E.
Spokane
99206

Kittitas County
Winchester Building
Winc'hester
Kittitas Highway
Ellensburg
98926

Stevens
Stevens County
So. Main
695 So.
Federal Building
Building
Colville
99114

County
Klickitat County
209
209 W.
W. Main
Main
Thompson Building
Goldendale
98620

Thurston-Mason
Room 221,
221, Courthouse Annex
98501
Olympia

Clallam-Jefferson
Room 201,
201, Federal Bldg.
Bldg.
1st && Oak
1st
Port Angeles
Port
98362
Clark-Skamania
1408 Franklin Street
Street
1408
Ground Floor
Vancouver
98660
Columbia County
Building
Federal Building
202 South Second
202
Dayton
99328

Lewis
Lewis County
203, Federal Building
Building
Room 203,
1031
1031 Cascade Avenue
98532
Chehalis

Skagit
Skagit County
1615 So.
So. Second Street
Street
1615
AG Building
Mt. Vernon
Mt.
98273

Wahkiakum-Cowlitz
Hanigan Building
P.O.
P.O. Box 126
Cathlamet
Càthlamet
98612
Walla Walla County
County
1637
1637 Isaacs
Walla Walla
99362

Douglas County
Dahlke
Dahlke Building
98858
Waterville

Lincoln County
1211
1211 Merriem
Bogle Building
Davenport
99122

County
Ferry County
Slagle Building
6th Street
99166
Republic

Okanogan County
239
Second So.
So.
239 Second
Fox Building
Okanogan
98840

County
Franklin County
1600 N.
N. Chase
Chase
Suite G
99301
Pasco

Pend Oreille County
100
100 N.
N. Washington
Washington Avenue
Federal Building
99156
Newport

Garfield County
910 Main Street
99347
Pomeroy

Pierce County
506 River
River Road
Road
98371
Puyallup

County
Whatcom County
513 Front
Front Street
513
Street
Frith Building
Lynden
98264
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Whitman County
No. 223
223 Main Street
Street
No.
Agricultural Building
Colfax
99111
Colf ax
Yakima County
118 East Walnut
118
Shaw Building
Yakima
98901

U.
S. DEPARTMENT OF
U. S.
OF INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
The Bureau of Land Management
Management manages the
the use of a wide variety of resources
resources on
on the
the public
public
lands for which it
it has administrative
administrative jurisdiction.
jurisdiction. There are
are 15,666,000
15,666,000 acres
acres of
of Bill
BLM lands in
in
Oregon, one-fourth of
Washington, BLM
Oregon,
of the
the total
total area
area of
of the
the state.
state. In Washington,
BLM manages
manages 274,000
274,000 acres.
acres.
Nationwide,
Nationwide, BLM manages nearly half aa billion acres--considerably
acres—considerably more than
than the
the total
total area
area adminadministered by all other federal
federal agencies.
agencies.
The Bureau of Land Management's objective is
is to
to balance resource uses for
for increasing
increasing public
public
benefits. Thus,
forage, wildlife habitat,
habitat, soil
soil and
and water,
and opportunities for
for
Thus, timber,
timber, forage,
water, minerals,
minerals, and
outdoor recreation are
outdoor
are all
all managed in the manner that
that is
is most in the public interest.
interest. Resource
management is
is directed by ten
ten BLM
BLM district
district managers in
in Oregon
Oregon and
and one
one in
in Washington, with
with the
the
D. C.
C.
guidance of
of a state
state director in Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, and a national director in Washington,
Washington, D.
under policies
policies established
established by the
of the
Congress.
under
the Secretary of
the Interior and
and Congress.
In Oregon and Washington there are 2,400,000 acres of commercial forest
forest land,
land, mostly in
in
western Oregon,
Oregon, from
from which timber
timber exceeding
exceeding aa billion board feet
feet in
in volume
volume is
is harvested
harvested annually.
annually.
Fourteen million acres
acres are
are leased
leased to
to provide
provide grazing
grazing for
for 500,000
500,000 head of
of livestock.
livestock. More than 60
60
public recreation sites
are operated by the Bureau
Bureau of
of Land Management,
Management, and several million visipublic
sites are
tors to the public
lands enjoy fishing,
fishing, hunting,
driving, and
and other
other
tors
public lands
hunting, rock hounding,
hounding, hiking,
hiking, scenic driving,
forme of outdoor
outdoor recreation.
recreation.
forms
Revenues from the
the resources
resources of
of BLM lands
cost of
of management.
management.
Revenues
lands far
far exceed
exceed the cost

U. S.
S. BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF LAND
LAND MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENTOFFICES
OFFICESININOREGON
OREGONA}D
AND
WASHINGTON
U.
WAS1-IINGTON
OREGON
State
Office
State Off
ice
State Director
U.
S. Department
Interior, Bureau of Land Management
U. S.
Department of
of the Interior,
Management
729 N.
Street, P.
P. 0.
2965, Portland,
Portland, Oregon
97208
729
N. E.
E. Oregon Street,
0. Box 2965,

District 0ffices
District
Offices (Office
(OfficeofofDistrict
DistrictManager)
Mana!l
Baker
Baker District
Resort and
Resort
and Colorado Streets
P. 0.
0. Box 591
591
P.
97814
Baker,
Baker, Oregon

Medford District
1135
1135 South Riverside
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 1106
1106
97501
Medford,
Medford, Oregon

Burns
Burns District
74
S. Alvord
74 5.
Alvord Street
P.
713
P. 0.
0. Box 713
97720
Burns,
Burns, Oregon

Prineville District
417
Street
417 North Main Street
P.
0. Box
Box 37
37
P. 0.
Prineville, Oregon.
Oregon
97754

Coos
Coos Bay District
375
375 Park Avenue
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 539
Coos
Coos Bay,
Bay, Oregon

Roseburg District

West 1-larvard
Harvard Street
2583 West
97420

P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 1045
1045
Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oregon

97470

Eugene District
1255
1255 Pearl Street
P. 0.
0. Box 392
392
P.
97401
Eugene, Oregon
Eugene,

Salem District
3550 Liberty Road,
Road, S.
S. E.
E.
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 3227
Salem, Oregon
97301
Salem,

Lakeview District
357
357 North L Street
P.
P. 0.
0. Box 429
Lakeview,
630
97630
Lakeview, Oregon 97

Vale District
365 A Street West
P. 0.
0. Box 306
306
P.
97918
Vale,
Vale, Oregon
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Under Salem
District
Under
Salem_District
Tillamook
Conservation Center
Center
Tillamook Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Naval Air
Air Station
Station
Naval
P.
0. Box
Box 600
600
P. 0.
Tillamook,
Tillaxnook, Oregon
Oregon
97141

Tillamook
TillaniookField
Field Office
Naval Air
Naval
Air Station
Station
P. 0.
P.
0. Box
Box 152
152
Oregon
Tillamook, Oregon

97141

STATE
OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
STATE OF

District Office
District
Office
Spokane District
Spokane
District
U.
S. Courthouse,
Courthouse,Room
Room 551
551
U. S.
West
West 920
920 Riverside
Riverside
Spokane,
Spokane, WashIngton
Washington
99201
BUREAU OF
AFFAIRS
BUREAU
OF INDIAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS

Theprincipal
principal functions
provide
with
community
The
functions of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairsare
aretoto
provideIndians
Indians
with
community
services
services of
of various
various types
types in
in fields
fieldssuch
suchas
ashealth
healthand
andeducation,
education, and
and to
toassist
assist
them
themininconservaconservation and
and in
in the
the effective
effectivemanagement
management of
lands and
and other
other resources.
resources. The
to
tion
of their
their lands
Thepresent
presenttrend
trend isis to
increase
self-reliance among
Indiansand
andtotoreduce
reducefederal
federalparticipation
participationinin Indian
Indian affairs.
affairs.
increase self-reliance
among Indians

The Bureau
Bureauhashasbasic
basicresponsibility
responsibilityasastrustee
trustee for
for Indian
The
Indian lands--a
lands—a responsibility
responsibilitywhich
which covcovers over
acres in
in tribal
tribal ownership
andover
over 11,019,000
11,019,000acres
acres(1967)
(1967)allotted
allottedtoto indiindiers
over 39,443,000
39,443,000 acres
ownership and
vidual
Unlikethe
the public
public lands,
lands, these
these lands
lands are
are the
the private
vidual Indians.
Indians. Unlike
private property
property of
of the
the Indians
Indians with
with
the fee
bybythethefederal
government.
the
fee title
titleheld
heldinintrust
trust
federal
government.
In
the Bureau
ofIndian
IndianAffairs
Affairs is
is trustee
In the
the Northwest,
Northwest, the
Bureau of
trustee for
forthe
thefollowing
followinglandS
lands (1967):
(1967):
State
State
OREGON

Agency
or Reservation
Agency or
Warm Springs
Springs
Warm

Public Domain
Public
Domain Allotments

Umatilla
Umatilla
WASHINGTON

Colville
Colville
Public Domain
Public
Domain Allotments

Kalispel
Kalispel
Western Washington
Western
Washington

Public Domain
Public
Domain Allotments
Allotments
Yakima
Columbia River
Allotments
Columbia
River Allotments
Address

U. S.
S. Department
the Interior
Interior
U.
Department ofofthe
Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs
Bureau of
1425
1425N.N. E.E. Irving
Irving
P.
P. 0.
0. Box
Box 3785
3785
97208
Portland, Oregon
Oregon
Portland,
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Commercial

All Land
All
Land
(Acres)
(Acresj

Land
Forest Land

564,501
18,478
87,234
1,160,600
11,258
4,629
. 4,629
188,571
6,864
1,094,011
1,094,011
22,827

336,621

(Acres)
(Acres)
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11,472
914,512
914,512
2,711
2,541
183,974
183,974
3,117
480,287
480,287
1,927

A GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS.USED
TERMS USED IN THIS
WOODLAND HANDBOOK
4.
4.

AGE, PLANTThG
PLANTING STOCK -— Age
stock
AGE,
Age of
of planting
planting stock
seed. A seedling grown for
for 22 years
years in
in
from seed.
a seedbed is represented by 2-0;
2-0; 22 years
years in
in
seedbed plus 2 years in
in transplant
transplant bed
bed is
is
designated as
as 2-2.
2-2.
AREA, BASAL --- The area,
area, usually
AREA,
usually expressed
expressed in
in
square feet,
feet, of the cross section at
at breast
breast
height of aa single
single tree
tree or
or of
of all
all the
the trees
trees
in a stand. Measurement is
is inside
inside bark unless
indicated.
less otherwise indicated.

Overtopped -'-.Trees
entirely
Overtopped
Treeswith
withctowns
cwns entirely
below the general
general level
level of the crown cover
cover
direct light
light either from
receiving no direct
above or from
from the
the sides.
sides.

CLASS, SITE (SITE
(SITE QUALITY)
QUALITY) -— A term that
that ininCLASS,
dicated
the relative
dicated the
relative productive
productive capacity of a
site
site with
with reference
reference to
to the
the species
species being dedescribed;
scribed; the
the volume
volume or
or the
the average
average height
height of
of
dominant and codominate trees at
at a given age
age
dominant
is
is usually
usually used
used as
as the
the standard
standard for
for classificla8sification.

BOARD,
term used loosely
loosely to
to include
include
BOARD, FIBER -- A term
substitutes composed
composed of
of varivari— A group of plants
that have been denumerous board substitutes
CLONE -plants that
ous fibrous
fibrous materials.
materials. Examples include
include wallrived
asexual reproduction
rived by
by asexual
reproduction from aa single
8ingle
board,
insulation board,
board, hardboard,
hardboard, paperpaperparent plant.
plant. Such
Such plants
are therefore of
board, insulation
plants are
board,
board, corrugated board,
board, etc.
etc.
the
the same genetic con8titution.
constitution.
SEED -— AA guarantee
guarantee by
by aa duly
duly
CERTIFICATION, SEED
agency regarding
regarding the
the source,
source,
accredited agency
cleanliness,
purity, and other conditions of
cleanliness, purity,
a given lot
lot of
of seed.
seed. This
This service may include the percent
percent of
of germination.
germination.

CUTTING,
—
CUTTING, METHODS OF -1.
-.Removal
the entire stand
Clearcutting Removal of
of the
1.
of trees in
in one
one cut.
cut.
Harvest general term for
the removal
removal
2.
Harvest
- A general
for the
2.
of financially
financially or
trees
or physically
physically mature
mature trees
(in
that remove imim(in contrast
contrast to
to cuttings
cuttings that
CHECK, SEASONING -— A lengthwise
lengthwise separation
separation of
of
trees).
CBECK,
mature trees).
the wood,
3.
Improvement
made in
in aa stand
wood, usually extending across the rings
Improvement -- A.cutting
Acutting made
3.
annual growth.
growth. • It
It commonly results from
of annual
the sapling stage to
to remove trees of
past the
'Stresses
stresses set
set up in
in the
the wood during
during seasonseasonless
species, form,
form, and
and condicondiless desirable 8pecies,
ing
ing..
the main crown
crown canopy,
canopy, thereby
thereby imimtion in the
proving the composition and
and character
character of
CLASS,
trees in
in a
CLASS, CROWN
CROWN —
-- AA designation
designation of
of trees
the stand.
stand.
forest
the upper
portions of
trees
forest where
where the
upper portions
of the trees
4. Sa1v
Salvage - A cutting made to remove
remove trees
trees
(or
crowns) are
of develop(or crowns)
are in a similar
similar stage of
killed or badly damaged to
to utilize
utilize all
all
ment
nient and
and the
the trees
trees occupy
occupy similar
similar positions
before it
it becomes
becomes worthless.
worthless.
merchantable before
in the crown cover.
cover. Division into
into crown
5. Sanitation
Sanitation. -"A
cutting made
made to
to remove
remove
-A cutting
5.
class-es is
is applied
applied to
to even-aged
even-aged stands
stands or
classes
trees
trees killed or injured by
by fire,
fire, insects,
insects,
the small
small even-aged
even-aged groups
groups in
in which
which
within the
fungi, or other harmful agencies
agencies (and
(and
fungi,
• the trees
trees in an uneven-aged stand
stand are
are often
sometimes
trees susceptible to
to such
such injuinjusometimes tree8
arranged. -The
four crown classes
classes
The following four
ries),
fox the
the
ries), fo.r
the purpose
purpose of
of preventing
preventing the
commonly recognized.
recognized.
are commonly
insects or
or disease.
disease.
spread of insects
1.
Trees with
with crown
crown extending
extending
1.
Dominant -- Trees
6. Seed-tree
.Seed-tree --Removal
of mature
mature timber
timber in
in one
one
6.
Removal of
above the general
general level
level of the crown
crown cover
cut,
except for a 8mall
small number of seed
seed
cut, except
and
full light
light from above and
and receiving full
trees
left singly or in small groups.
groups.
trees left
partly from the side;
side; larger than the avav7. Selection - Removal of the mature timber,
timber,
7.
erage trees
trees in the
the stand,
stand, and with crowns
the oldest
oldest or
or largest
largest tree8,
trees,
usually the
well-developed but
but possibly
possibly somewhat
somewhat
well-developed
either singly or in
in 8mall
small groups
groups at
at rela-.
rela-.
crowded on the
the sides.
sides.
tively short
short intervals,
tively
intervals, commonly 5 to
to 20
20
2. Codominant
- Trees
Codominant Trees with crowns
crowns forming
2.
years, repeated indefinitely.
indefinitely. By
years,
By this
level of
of the
the crown
crown cover
cover and
and
the general level
means a continuous
continuous establishment
establishment of
of natural
natural
receiving full
full light
light from above,
above, but
but comis encouraged
encouraged and
and an
an unevenunevenreproduction is
paratively
paratively little from the
the sides;
sides; usually
aged
aged stand is maintained.
with medium-sized crowns
crowns more or less
less
crowded on the
the sides.
sides.
DAMPING-OFF
— The
DANPING-OFF -The killing
killing of
of young
young seedlings
seedlings by
by
Trees shorter
3. Intermediate -- Trees
shorter than those
fungi that
that cause
cause decay
decay of
of the
the 8tem
stem or
or
certain fungi
in the
the two
two preceding classes,
classes, but
but with
roots.
either below or extending
extending into
into the
the
crowns either
crown
crown cover formed
formed by codominant
codominant and domdom- DECK,
— Logs
Logs yarded
yarded into
into aa large
large pile
pile bebeDECK, COLD -inant trees,
trees, receiving
receiving aa little
little direct
direct
inant
fore
their sub8equent
subsequent transportation
transportation
fore starting
starting their
light
light from above,
above, but none
none from
from the
the sides;
sides;
elsewhere.
small crowns
crowns considerably
usually with small
on the
the sides.
sides.
crowded on

kotz

DENSITY, STAND
STAND --- Density of stocking expressed
DENSITY,
in number
trees, basal
area, volume,
volume, or
number of
of trees,
basal area,
or
in
criteria, on
on aa per-acre
per-acre basis.
basis.
other criteria,
DIAMETER,
(d.b.h. or DEN)
DBH) -- The
DLANETER, BREAST HIGH (d.b.h.
diameter of
of a tree measured 4.5 feet
feet above
above
average
level, or measured from the
avera ground level,
highest
hest ground
ground level
level (National
(National Forest
Forest pracpractice). The additional abbreviations,
abbreviations, o.b.
o.b.
ticeY
i.b., indicate
indicate whether the
the diameter
diameter refers
refers
and i.b..
to
inside the
the
to the
the measurements
measurements outside or inside
bark.
store young trees before planting
-- To store
HEEL-IN —
covering the
the
by placing them in a trench or covering
rooting portions
portions with
with soil.
soil.
roots or rooting
INCREMENT -— The increase in diameter, basal
basal
area,
quality, or value of
of
area, height,
height, volume,
volume, quality,
individual
trees or stands of trees
trees during
during aa
individual trees
given period of time.
time.
INCREMENT,
total growth
growth
INCREMENT, MEAN ANNUAL—
ANNUAL -- The total
by the
the total
total age.
age.
divided by
INCREMENT,
— The growth for
for
INCREMENT, PERIODIC ANNUAL
ANNUAL -any specified
specified period
period divided
divided by
by the
the number
number of
of
in the
the period.
period.
years in
INDEX, BURNING —
in an
an arithmetic
arithmetic
-- A number in
from fuel
fuel moisture
moisture content,
content,
scale determined from
wind speed,
speed, and
and other
other selected
selected factors
factors that
that
wind
burning conditions.
conditions. From this
this index,
index,
affect burning
fires may
may ignite
ignite and
and their
their
the ease with which fires
probable behavior may be
be estimated.
estimated.
INDEX, SITE
SITE -— An expression of forest
forest site
site
INDEX,
quality based on
on the
the height of
of the
the dominant
dominant
arbitrarily chosen
chosen age.
age.
stand at an arbitrarily
.KERF,
SAW —
cut made
made by
by aa saw
saw.
-- The width of cut
RERF, sAw

-- The line
LINE, REGRESSION
REGRESSION —
line expressing
expressing the
the
LINE,
change in
in the
the dependent
dependent varivariaverage rate of change
able to unit change in
in the
the independent
independent varivariable.

-- Management of aa
MANAGEMENT,
MANAGEMENT, SUSTAINED YIELD -forest
for continuous production
production with
with
forest property for
the
achieving, at
at the
the earliest
earliest practipractithe aim of achieving,
time, an
an approximate
approximate balance
balance between
between net
net
cable time,
growth and
and harvest,
harvest, either
either by
by annual
annual or
or somesomewhat longer
longer period.
period.
MATURITY --- For aa given
given species
species or
or st.nd,
stind, the
the
approximate age beyond which growth falls
off
falls off
or decay begins to
to increase
increase at a rate likely
assume economic
economic importance.
importance.
to assume
NECROSIS —
cells, especially
especially
-- Death of plant cells,
when resulting
resulting in
in darkened
darkened tissue.
tissue.
when
organism or
or virua.
virus.
-- a disease-causing organism
PATHOGEN —

PERCENT,
PERCENT, GROWTH —
The ratio of current or
-- The
periodic annual
annual increment,
increment, usually in terms
terms
periodic
of volume,
volume, to
to the
at the beginning,
of
the quantity at
or middle,
middle, of
of the
the period
period in
in question.
question.
POLE -— According to
to the
the Pacific Northwest
Station Forest Surveys,
Surveys, aa young
young
Experiment Station
tree
10.9 inches
inches diameter
tree between 5.0 and
and 10.9
breast high.
high.

PROVENANCE —
-- The g2ographic
geographic souce
souce or place
place of
of aa lot
lot'of
seed (or
for pollen).
pollen). Strictorigin of
of seed
ly speaking,
speaking, the
parent tree
or trees
ly
the parent
tree or
trees should
should
be native to
to the
the geographic
geographic location,
location, where
their genetic
genetic constitution
constitution has
has been developed
their
through natural selection.
selection.
QUADRAT —
sample area
area frefre-- A small plot or sample
quently
square meter
quéntly one
one square
meter or
or one
one mil-acre
mil-acré in

size.
QUADRAT METHOD -— Determining the frequency of
the various
various plant
plant species
species or
or reproduttion
reproduction
the
found on
on an
an area
area by
by means
means of
of taking
taking quadrat
quadrat
found
samples.
QUADRAT, STOCKED -QUADRAT,
— In reproduction surveys,
surveys, a
quadrat having at
at least
least one
one established
established tree.
tree.

RULE,
— A table showing the estimated or
RULE, LOG -calculated amount
amount of lumber that
that can be sawed
logs of
of given
given length
length and
and diameter.
diameter.
from logs
1.
1. International
International rule - A formula
formula rule
rule allowallow^-inch taper for each 4 feet
feet of length
length
ing ½-inch
and 1/5-inch
1/8-inch shrinkage for each one-inch
board;
board; closely approximating the greenchain lumber
lumber tally,
tally, in one form it
it assumes
assumes
a 1/8
1/8 inch kerf;
kerf; in modified form in which
it
assumes" a 1/4-inch kerf,
kerf, it
it an offical
offical
it assumes
rule of the
the.U.
U. S.
S. Forest Service.
Service.
2.
rule' - A diagram rule,
rule, one of the
the
Scribner rule
2.
oldest in
in existence.
existence. It
It assumes
assumes 1-inch
boards
kerf, and
and makes
makes aa
boards and
and i-inch
-inch kerf,
liberal
liberal allowance
allowance for
for slabs
slabs and
and disregards
disregards
taper.
Official
Official rule in many parts of the
the
• United States.
States.
3. Scribner Decimal CC rule
rule - The
The Scribner
3.
rule modified by rounding
rounding off
off the
the last
last
digit to
nearest 10
and dropping the
digit
to the nearest
10 and
the
cypher. An bfficial
official rule of
of the
the U.
U. S.
S.
Service.
Forest Service.
SAPLING —
-diameter
saplings
diameter

tree less than
than 5 inches
inches in
in
A young tree
breast
breast high.
high. The minimum size
size of
of
is usually placed at
at 2 inches in
is
breast high.
high.
breast

SCARIFY -— To break up the
the forest
forest floor
floor and
and top
top
soil preparatory to natural
natural regeneration or
soil
seeding.
direct seeding.

SEEDLING
SEEDLING --- A tree
tree grown from
from seed;
seed; generally
generally
used for
for aa young
young tree
tree before
before it.
it reaches the
the
stage. In
In the
the tree nursery,
nursery, it
it is
is a
sapling stage.
tree that
in the
the
tree
that has
has not
not been transplanted in
nursery.

SEROTINOUS -— In forestry,
forestry, cones
cones that
that remain
remain
SEROTINOUS
closed without
without allowing
allowing the dissemination of
closed
the enclosed
enclosed seeds
seeds long
the
long beyond the
the time
time of
maturing.
STOCKING -— An
the number
number of
of
STOCKING
An indication of the
trees
in aa stand
as compared to
to the
the desirdesirtrees in
stand as
able number
and management.
able
number for best
best growth and
A stand
stand may
over-stocked,
may be
be well-stocked,
well-stocked, over-stocked,
or partially stocked.
stocked.
SURVEY,
land
SURVEY, FOREST
FOREST --- An
An inventory of forest land
to
to determine area,
area, condition,
condition, timber
timber volume,
volume,
and species
species for
for specific
specific purposes such as
and
.timber purchase,
.timber
purchase, forest
forest management,
management, or
or as
as aa
basis for forest policies and
and programs.
programs.
basis

THINNING --- Cutting
Cutting in
in an
an inunature
immature stand
stand to
to inincrease its rate of growth,
growth, to
to foster
foster quality
quality
growth, to improve
improve composition,
composition, to
to promote
promote
growth,
sanitation, to
in litter decomposition,
to a.id
aid in
decomposition,
to obtain greater total
total yield,
yield, and
and so
so recover
recover
and use material that
that would
would be
be lost
lost otherwise.
otherwise.
TOLERANCE -— The capacity
capacity of aa tree
tree to
to develop
and grow in the shade
shade of and in competition
with other
other trees.
trees.

WILDLING --- AA seedling
seedling naturally
naturally reproduced
reproducedoutoutWILDLING
side of
of a nursery and used in
side
in forest
forest planting.
planting.
SUSTAINED -— As
As applied
applied to
to aa policy,
policy,
YIELD, SUSTAINED
or plan
plan of
of forest
forest management, implies
implies
method, or
continuous production with the aim of achievcontinuous
achiev-■
ing,
ing, at
at the earliest practicable
practicable time,
time, an
an
approximate balance between
between net
net growth
growth and
and
harvest, either by annual or somewhat longer
longer
harvest,
periods.

TABLE,
— A standard
standard yield table
table
TABLE, NORMAL YIELD -with which to
•with
to compare actual
actual yields.
yields. The
values of
of a normal yield table
table are
are derived
derived as
as
averages of
of the
the best
best producing fully stocked
averages
areas for
for given
given species,
species, sites,
methods
areas
sites, and methods
treatment.
of treatment.
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Aspen
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
volume, Washington 342-349

8-10

Acreage,
Acreage, forest
forest
Oregon 302-307
Washington 334-341
Aerial
Aerial photo
photo interpretation
interpretation

Associations, private 366-371
Associations,
Oregon 299,
299, 300
300
Washington 331,
331, 332
332

133-135

Agencies and
and organizations,
organizations, forestry
Agencies

359-423
359-423

Atrazine (herbicide)
(herbicide)

61,
61, 68

Agencies,
Agencies, private
private
See Associations,
Associations, private
See

Bark beetles 196-197,
196-197, 200
See also
also Insects,
Insects, forest
forest

Agencies,
Agencies, public
public
Oregon 298,
298, 300.(chart),
300 (chart), 384
384
Washington 331,
331, 332
332 (chart)
(chart), 385

Basal area

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Agricultural
Service 419
Oregon 300,
300, 420
332, 421
Washington 332,

Birch

Bee pasture

39, 44,
44, 45,
45, 50,
50, 87,
39,
87, III,
111, 114
114

272
272

144,
144, 342-349

Brush control
25, 26
control 25,
by
y burning 63
by chemical injection
injection 65,
65, 66
by chemical spraying
spraying 61,
63, 64
61, 62,
62, 63,
mechanical 62,
62, 63
See also Shrubs,
Shrubs, Weed control
control

Alder, red
Alder,
65, 71,
71, 75
control
herbicides 65,
ontrol with
withherbicides
forest management 128-129
forest
tin2ber volume,
volume, Oregon
Oregon 308-311
timber
timber volume,.Washington
timber
volume,Washington 342-345
wood weight 144

Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs

423

Bureau of
of Land Management
Bureau
361, 366
Institute 361,
American Forest Institute
) Cedar,
(Formerly
American Forest
Forest Products
Products Industries,
Industries, Inc.
Inc.)
Cedar, Alaska 144
(Formerly American

timber volume,
310
timber
volume, Oregon
Oregon 308,
3O, 310
' timber volume,
volume, Washington 342-346,
349
342-346, 349

Anin2al
damage
Animal damage

26, 214-224
26,
bear, black 221
bear,
beaver 221
chipmunks .216-217
.216-217
22l-22
deer 221-222
elk 222
elk
222
gophers,
gophers, pocket 217-218
grouse,"sooty
grouse,sooty 222
listing
insects see separate listing
mice 214-216
mountain beaver 219-220
nountain
porcupine 220
rabbits 218-219
shrews 214-216
squirrels
squirrels 216-217
wood rat,
rat, dusky-footed 217

Cedar,
Cedar, incense
incense
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-310
timber volume,
volume, Washington 312-313
Cedar,
Cedar, Port-Orford

308-310

Cedar,
Cedar, western red
red 127-128,
127-128, 144,
144, 14g-151
149-151
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308,
308, 311,
311, 313
313
timber volume,
volume, Washington 342-349
Certification,
Certification, seed
seed

248,
248, 424

Certification,
Certification, tree
tree farm
Cherry

Animal damage
damage control
control 214-224
repellents
repellents
endrin 215
strychnine 219
Thiram 218
Thirm
ZAC
218
services and supplies
supplies for
for 224
216, 218,
218, 219,
219, 220,
220, 221
221
trapping 216,

Ash, Oregon
Ash,

422-423

311
311

Cherry,
Cherry-, bitter

65, 71,
65,
71, 75

Chinkapin,
golden
Chinkapin, golden

144, 308,
144,
308, 310,
310, 311

428
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56-57,
367
56-57, 367

65, 71,
71, 75,
75, 308,
308, 310
310
65,

Christmas trees
trees 28,
28, 253-265,
253-265, 300,
300, 332
effects of fertilization 240,
effects
241, 260
240, 241,
growing methods and
and techniques
techniques 253-260
harvesting 260-261
marketing 262-263
production statistics
statistics
Oregon 320
Washington 358

Clearcutting
C1eircutting

Diseases,
Diseases, forest
forest
heart rots and
and stem
stem rots 206-207,
206-207, 211
211
root
211
root rots 207-209, 211
table
table, of
of disease
disease pathogens
pathogens and hosts 211

23, 24,
23,
24, 100

Combination thinning method
Comlination

92, 108
108
89, 92,

colleges
Community colleges
404
Oregon. 404
Washington 405
collecting
Cone collecting

Douglas-fir
^connnefcTal
thinning 88-105
ãiiimeiii1 tliinning
control with herbicides
herbicides 65
ióg grädé
Tog
grades 146
thinning 79-87
precommercial thinning
volume, Oregon
Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
147, 148,
volume tables
tables 147,
148, 149,
149, 150,
150, 151,
151,
152
wood weight 144

247-252

Conifers
timber
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
timber
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
See also
listings by
also listings
by species

.

foresters 2,
2, 54,
54, 164,
164, 361,
361, 366
366
Consulting foresters
Oregon
Oregon firms
firms 372-375
Washington firms
firms 372,
372, 376-377
Cooperative
cooperative Extension Service
300, 397-398
Oregon 300,
Washington 332,
332, 398-399
398-399

statistics
Employment statistics
3.14-319
Oregon 314-319
Washington 350-357

172, 396-397
396-397
172,
Farm foresters
foresters
Oregon 387-388
Washington 390,
390, 393-394

Costs
8, 9
capital 8,9
9, 10
10
equipment 9,
labor 9
brush control
control 62
of brush
commercial thinning 99,
99, 100,
100, 104
104
of commercial
planting 36
of planting
precommercial thinning
84, 85
of precotmnetcial
thinning 66-67j
66-67, 83,
83, 84,
off pruning 104
seeding 37.
37.
of seeding

Fertilization, forest
Fertilization,
forest

thinning method
Crown thinning

238-243, 260
260
238-243,

Fir,
Fir, California and Shasta

308-309,
308-309, 311-312

Fir, grand 65
Fir,
65
forest management 122-123
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
308-313
timber yolume,.
Washington 342-349
volume,- Washington
. volume table
table .149-151
149-151

black
Cottonwood, black
forest management 131-132
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
volume tables
tables 150-151
wood weight
weight 144
Credit and
and financing
financing

- •• .

Fir, noble 65
Fir,
timber 'volume,
Oregon 308-313
volume, Oregon
timber
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-347
.

Firr-Pacific
Fir,Pacific silver
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
timber volume,.
volume,. Washington
Washington 342-349

3-5,
3-5, 176
176

Fir, subalpine
subalpine
Fir,
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
timber
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349

89, 91,
91, 108
108
89,

Cutting cycle
cycle
See Thinning,
Thinning, methods
methods of;
of; Harvest
Harvest cutting
cutting

Fir, white 144
Fir,
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
volume, Washington 342-349

greens 266,
266, 267,
267, 320,
320, 358
358
Decorative greens
See also Special forest
forest products
products

Fire insurance.
insurance 5-7
Department of Forestry,
Forestry, Oregon
district offices
offices 387
foresters 388
farm foresters

300,
300, 386-388

Fire protection
in Oregon 178-185
.in
in Washington
Washington 186-192.
186-192
tree farms
farms 193-194
on tree

-

Department of Natural
Natural Resources,
Resources, Washington
332, 389-394
389-394
332,
farm foresters
foresters 393-394
supervisory areas
areas 390-393

-

-

Forest industries 378-382
statistics in Oregon 314-319
statistics
statistics
statistics in Washington 350-357

173, 174,
174, 195,
Diseases, forest
forest 173,
195, 206-212
206-212
cankers and
and stem
stem rusts
rusts 209-210,
209-210, 212
212
207, 211
dwarfmistletoes 207,
211
foliage diseases
diseases 209.
209, 211
211

Forest Management and Sales Association, Inc.
Inc.
(Washington) 332,
361, 366-367
366-367
332, 361,

29
k29

Forest products
products
142
special
peciál 266-274
statistics
statistics in Oregon 320
statistics
ctatistics in Washington
Washington 358

Intermediate cutting
cutting

Investment, forestry
Investment,
forestry as
as
Juniper

forest
Genetics, forest

49

311, 313
311,

.

244-246,
248
244-246, 248
Keep Oregon Green

Grades,
Grades, Christmas
Christmas tree
tree

56, 361
56,

263

Keep Washington Green
log
Grades, log

1,
2, 99,
99, 100
100
1, 2,

56,
188-189, 361
361
56,188-189,

107,
107, 145-146
Landings

3943
39-43
. annual 40
percent 41,
41 , 425
425
volume 41-42

97

Growth

Larch,
Larch, western 124,
150, 151
124, 149,
149, 150,
timber
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
timber volume,
volume, Washington 342,
342, 345-349

158, 159
159
Hardwoods 158,
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313.
timber
308-313
timber
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
timber volume,
See also
See
also listings
listings by species
Harvest cuttings

Laws and policies (federal)
Laws
(federal)

Laws and regulations affecting harvesting
and marketing
marketing of
of forest
forest products
and
products
Oregon '281-284
281-284
. Washington 321-323

49,
, 424
49, 100,
100, 117-119,
117-119, 261
261,

Hemlock,
'•
Hemlock, mountain
timber
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber volume,
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
timber

Logging

144, 149-151
149-151
Hemlock, western
western 65',
65, 144,
forest
forest management 106-111
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
timber volume!
volume; Washington
Washington 342-349
timber

Log production statistics
Log
Oregon 314-319
.
Washington • 350-357

101,
101,- 102,
102, 110

Log grades

107, 145-146
107,

Low thinning method
Herbicides 58-78
70, 73-74
application techniques
techniques 70,
brush killers
killers 68,
68, 69
69
69, 70
injection treatments 69,
recommended dosages 65-66,
65-66, 71-72,
71-72, 75
75
soil-active compounds
compounds 68
68
Industrial
Association
Industrial Forestry AssociatIon
361, 367-368
367-368'
361,

Magazines
azines

Industrie*,
forest
Industries, forest
See Forest industries
forest 173,
173, 174,
174, 195-205
195-205
Insects, forest
198, 202
ambrosia beetles 198,
196, 197,
bark beetles 196,
197, 200
carpenter ants
ants
198,
202, 227
198, 202,
199, 202,
defoliators 199,
202, 203,
203, 204
204
198, 202
horntails
198,
199, 204
sapsuckers 199,
198, 202,
198,
202, 227
227
termites
wood borers
borers 198,
198, 201,
201, 202
202
200-204
table of
of species and hosts 200-204

Insurance,
Insurance, forest
forest fire
fire
Insurance, industrial
industrial
Insurance,
Insurance, liability
liability
Insurance,

83, 89,
89, 92,
92, 108
108
83,

Madrone,
Madrone, Pacific
Pacific 65,'
65, 71,
71, 75
timber volume,
volume, Oregon
Oregon 308-310
timber
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
timber

56,
300, 332,
332,
56, 300,

Insurance, disability (Social
(Social Security)
Security)
Ingurance,

171-177

383

Management,
Management, forest
forest
objectives for commercial thinning 93
plans
plans for a woodland 2,
2, 52-55
plans
plans for recreational development 277
practices in Douglas-fir 88-105
practices in ponderosa pine 113-120
practices in western hemlock and
and Sitka
spruce 106-112
Maple,
Maple, bigleaf
control with herbicides 65,
control
65, 71,
71, 75
75
forest management
management
130
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-311
timber volume,
volume, Washington 342-345
wood weight 144

its products
products 157-164,
Marketing timber
timber and,
and its
176
Christmas trees
trees 160,
160, 262,
262, 263
methods 160-162
timber sale
sale agreements 162-164
types
types of products
158-160

15

5-7

322, 323
322,

Marking timber
timber

283

1i3O
1*30

83,
94, 95,
95, 96,
96, 110,
110, 111
83, 94,

Planting
Planting stock 27-28,
27-28, 32-33,
32-33, 62,
62, 424
424
home nurseries 35
storage 34
34
wildlings 35,
35, 62
62

timber 136-141
Measuring timber
diameter 136
height 137
of logs
logs 140-141
volume of
" volume of trees
trees 138-140
138-:140

Poles

Measuring timber
timber products
products

159, 320,
320, 425
159,

142-144
Protection from fire in Oregon

Northwest Christmas Tree Association
Northwest

178-185

361, 368
361,
368

Protection from fire in Washington
Nurseries

Oak,
Oak, California black
black

Pruning
in Christmas
Christmas trees 256,
in
256, 258,
258, 259
259
in Douglas-fir 102,
in
102, 103,
103, 104
104
in
in ponderosa pine
pine 116,
116, 117
117

65,
65, 308,
308, 310
310

Oak, Oregon white 75
Oak,
forest management
management 130,
forest
130, 131
timber
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-311
342, 344,
timber
344, 346,
346,
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342,
347,
347, 349
Association
Oregon Small Woodlands Association

Records

Organizations, forestry
Organizations,
Organizations, private
private

8-10, 53,
53, 54
54
8-10,

Recreation, forest
Recreation,
forest
associations 363-365
planning 275-280

362,
362, 3o9
3o9

Oregon State University
Cooperative Extension Service 300,
300, 395-397
Cooperative
Forest
300, 399-400
Forest Research Laboratory 300,
School of Forestry 399-400

Reforestation 22-38,
22-38, 327
327
by artificial means 24
by natural regeneration 23,
24
23, 24
nursery stock
stock 27-28,
by planting
planting nursery
27-28, 31,
31, 32-35
32-35
by planting wildlings 35
by seeding
seeding 29,
31, 36-37
29, 31,
questions about
about 30,
30, 31
31

359-423
361-365 •

Road construction
Northwest Forest and
and Range
Range Experiment
Pacific Northwest
172, 300,
300, 332,
332, 406,
406, 407
Station 172,

Road planning.
planning.

Payroll statistics
statistics
Oregon 314-319
Washington 350-357

97, 110
97,

165

Rotation
Rotation 49,121,
49,.121,123,
123, 124,
124, 125,
125, 127,
127, 129,
129,
130,, 131
130,,
Rule,
Rule, log
log

Permits 251
Oregon 179,
179, 281-284
187, 321-322
Washington 187,

141;
141; 425

Salvage logging
logging
Saplings
Sapli-ngs

Pine, lodgepole
lodgepole 65
65
Pine,
management 125-126
forest management
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
timber volume,

108, 197,
197, 424
108,

44, 425
44,

Sawmill industry
industry
Oregon 314-319
Washington 350-357

Pine, ponderosa
Pine,
ponderosa 65
forest
forest management
management 113-120
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
volume, Washington
Washington 342,
timber volume,
342, 344-349
344-349
volume tables 148,
151, 152
152
148, 149,-150,
149,450, 151,
wood weight 144

Scarification
count
Seed count
Seed dealers
dealers

60, 62-63,
62-63, 425
60,

249

29

Seed production
Pine, sugar
Pirie,
sugar

186-192

27,
27, 28
28

239, 241
241
239,

308-310,
308-310, 312
Seed tree
tree harvest
harvest

Pine, western white
Pine,
forest management
126-127
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber vo.lume
volume,, Washington 342-349
volume tables
tables 149,
150, 151
151
149, 150,

24, 100,
100, 244
244
24,

Selection thinning method 82,
83, 85,
85, 89,
89,
82, 83,
90, 91,
91, 117
117
90,
See also
also Thinning,
Thinning, methods
methods of
of
See
Services available
Services
available to
to woodland owners
Oregon 298-299,
298-299, 300 (chart)
(chart)
Washington 331,
(chart)
331, 332 (chart)

Pine, whitebark
Pine,
timber
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-312
timber
volume, Washington 342-349
timber volume,
131
*31

Shelterwo.od
(selective) cutting
Shelterwood (selective)
118-119
Shrubs

24,
24,

100,

Taxes, income
Taxes,
federal
294-296
federa'
state 296-297

71,
71, 72,
72, 75

Site index

Bite preparation
Site
Site quality

Tax lws
laws in
in Oregon
Oregon 285-297
Eastern Oregon severance tax
tax 288-289
forest fee and yield tax
tax. 291-292
forest
schedule, for
time schedule,
for taxation 293-294
Western Oregon ad valQrem
valorem tax 285-288
Western Oregon
Oregon small
small tract
tract optional
optional
tax 289-290
289-2.90

425
25-26

238,
238, 424

Skidding grapple

166

tractor
Skidding tractor

166,
167
166, 167

Social security

Tax laws
laws in
in Washington 324-330
procedure 324-326
appraisal procedure
excise taxes
taxes 329
miscellaneous taxes
taxes 328-329
reforestation
reforestation lands
lands 327-328
Washington ad
ad valori
valorem
tax 324
Washington
m tax

11-16

Society of American Foresters

362,
362, 370

173, 174,
174, 300,
300, 332,
332,
Soil Conservation Service 173,
411
offices
in Oregon 300,
300, 411-414
offices in
offices
in Washington
332, 415-418
offices in
Washington 332,
surveys, use of
Soil surveys,

Tax statistics
statistics
Oregon 314-319
Washington 350-357

Thinning, commercial
commercial 426
Thinning,
in
in Douglas-fir 88-105
in ponderosa pine 113-120
in western
(and Sitka
Sitka spruce)
spruce)
western hemlock (and
106-112

17-21

Special forest products 266-274
buyers
273, 274
274
buyers and
and processors
processors 273,
crudedrugs
drugs 269,
269, 270
270
cde
decorative greens 266,
266, 267,
267, 268,
268, 320,
320, 358
358
effects of
effects
of fertilization 240
271, 272
speciality woods 271,

Thinning, methods of
of
Thinning,
highlead 167
in
89, 90,
90, 91,
91, 92
92
in Douglas-fir 89,
in ponderosa
in
ponderOsà pine 113-116
in western
(and Sitka
Sitka spruce)
spruce)
western hemlock (and
108,
108, 109
109
See
Combination, Crown,
and
See also
also Combination,
Crown, Low,
Low, and
methods of
of thinning
Selection methods

Spruce, Engelmánn
Engelmann
Spruce,
forest
121, 122
122
forest management
management 121,
timber
timber volume,
volume, Oregon 308-313
timber
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-349
tables 149-151
volume tables

Thinning,
precotranercial
Thinning, precommercial
Spruce,
Spruce, Sitka 66
forest
forest management
management 106-111
timber-volume, Oregon
tiaiber.volume,
Oregon 308-311
timber
timber volume,
volume, Washington
Washington 342-345
wood weight 144

Thinning schedules
schedules
51, 98
98
Douglas-fir 51,
ponderosa pine 115,
115, 116
116
Tolerance

Statistics,
Statistics, forest
Oregon 301-320
333358
Washington 333-358
See also
also Acreage,
Acreage, forest;
See
forest; Employment statistics;
statistics;
Forest
industries; Forest products;
products; Log proforest industries;
duction statistics;
statistics; Taxation,
Taxation, forest;
forest; and
and
duction
timber'volume for
for individual
individual tree
tree species
species
tiuthervoume
Stocked-qiiadrat
Stocked-quadrat method

44, 425
44,

Stocking,
of
Stocking, determination of
Tanoak

66,
66, 67,
67, 79-87

89, 106,
106, 118,
118, 121-132,
121-132, 426
89,

Tree cropping system

48-51

Tree farm fire protection

193-194

Tree farming 48,
48, 367
367
certification 56-57
genetics 244
aids 165-170
mechanical aids
Tree farm,
farm.program
program in
in the
the Pacific
Pacific Northwest 56-57

44-45

308, 309
308,
United States Forest Service
Service 407-408
experiment stations
stations 172,
172, 300,
300, 332,
332, 407
forests 407-408
national forests
Oregon 408-409
Washington 410

Taxation, forest
forest
Taxation,
285-297; :314-319
314-319 (statistics)
283, 285-297;
statistics)
Oregon 283,
Washington 324-330;
350-357 (stati.stics)
(statistics)
324-330; 350-357

lv32
32

control 60,
Weed control
60, 61,
61, 65
also Br(ish
Brush control
See also
control

Service
United States Forest Service
ranger districts
Oregon 408-409

Western Forestry and Conservation
Association 371

Washington 410
410
Washington
Units of measurement

136

University of
of Washington
Washington
College of
of Forest Resources 332,
332, 401
Institute of
of Forest Products 402
Institute

Western Wood Products
Products Association
Association
332,
363, 367,
367, 371
332, 363,
Wildlife associations
associations

56,
300,
56, 300,

364-365

aerial photography 133-135
Vertical aerial
See also
also Aerial
Aerial photo interpretation

Wildlife damage
damage and
and control
control 214-224
Insects, forest
See also Animal
Animal datnage;
damage; Insects,
forest

Volume
39, 40,
40, 41,
41, 136,
measurement of
of 39,
136, 138
147-156
tables
timber statistics
Oregon 308-313
Washington 342-349

Wood preservation 225-237
225-237
associations 232
commercial processes
processes .231,
.231, 232
commercial
companies and plants 382
home treatments 232-234
preparation of wood for
for treatment
treatment
230
preservatives 230-231
230-231
tests 228,
228, 233
233
using treated
treated wood 234

Association
Washington Farm Forestry Association
370

362,

State University
Washington State
Cooperative Extension
395-398
Cooperative
Extension Service
Service 395-398
■Department
Department of
of Forestry and Range
Management 403
Wedge prism

45,
45, 141
141

Yarding

84, 166-167
166-167 .
84,

Yield 39-43
determination of 45,
45, 46
effect
thinning 79-82,
79-82, 100,
100, 101
101
effect of thinning
sustained 426

229,

1;
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